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Viharamahadevi, daughter of the· King of Kalaniya, about to be 
set adrift to appease the sea gods. 
Wall painting at Kitlaniya Rajamahavihara. 

Court.e�y: 'The :��ck' a�4"JJ�l1Ps..�rttfiigs· ·�r Sri Lanka' by Sen
'
a.ka : 

Bandaranayake �nd .Oa.n:tin� J �ya.singhe, Colombo, 1986; p. 280. 
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IN MEMORIAM 

We record with sorrow the passing away of 
Dr. L. P. N. Perera, Professor Emeritus, former 

Professor and Head of the Department of Pali 
and Buddhist Studies and one time Vice-Chancellor 

of the Sri Jayawardenapura University 
of Sri Lanka. An expert of the Pali language, 

he was a versatile writer on Buddhist Philosophy 
in the English 

'
medium and was accepted by scholars 

in general as a clever exponent·of Buddha Dhamma. 
His contributions to the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism 

DEMOCRACY, EGALITARIANISM and HUMAN RIGHTS 
remain as monuments to his profound and indepth 

understanding of the sublime teachings 
of the Buddha. 

Professor L. P. N. ·Perera served the · 

Encyclopaedia of Buddhism as an expert 
consultant, for over 10 years. 

Editor:--in-Chief 

� ... ·. · . � 
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JARA, old age, decrepitude, senescence, senility, fre
quently combined with the next stage in .the process of 
life, death, as jara-maraqa. As a characteristic of the 
process of change (vayadhamma or anicca) the state of 
senescence or senility is the common lot of aU living 
beings in keeping with the.decomposing nature ohlll that 
is composed (sahkhata). According to the Buddhist analysis 
of the nature of phenomena, they are constantly in a state 
of flux wherein three stages as birth or coming into being 
(uppada), continuance (!hiti) and dissolution (bhahga) 
are accepted. These stages are spoken of for purposes of 
clear understanding for, they are merely three aspects of 
the process of change, which, when applied to the human 
being, shows how beings are born, grown old and die. 
Normal old age or senescence as well as illness and 
senility have thus to be regarded ·as part of life. 

Buddhism does not accept the phenomena of birth as 
the beginning of one's existence, for it teaches that birth is 
preceded by death which again is followed by birth. In 
this cycle of repeated births and deaths (sa.r.psara) is found. 
the characteristic of ageing as a part of it. And it is this 
fact that is �peatedly mentioned in the Bu.ddha's teaching 
as 'birth is sufft�ing, decay is suffering; d�ath is.suffering' 
in the explanation of the fourth Noble Truth (�in. I, 10; 
A. I. 176, I II, 416 etc.).' This analysis shows thatjarais 
inherited by man at his birth whish fact is explained by 
Buddhaghosa in the fol!owing words, "just as budding 

. toadstools (ahicchattaka) always come up lifting dust 
(psrpsu)on their tops, so beings are born w.ith ageing and 
death" ( Vism. VII, section 10). This natural tendency of 
living organisms for senescence and senility cannot be 

. avoided unless the decayless and deathless (ajaramara) 
state ofNibbiina, as preached by the Enlightened Ones, is 
realised.2 

People like to remain youn& and youthful and old. age 
is not a welcome phenomenon. To be old and feeble, 
incapable of fulfilling the normal activities of life, is 
psychologically a painful thing and is inevitably followed 
by death and this is why jara is characteristically described 
as painful (dukkha). A stock description of the state of 
old age is found in several places in Buddhist literature 

. which runs. as "growing old is the decay the decrepitude, 
the breaking up, the hoariness (palicca}, the wrinkled 
state (valittacata), the shrinkage of life's span, the 
collapse of the sense-faculties (indrijtiiniJD.l paripa.ka, 
D, II, 305, M. I, 49, S. II ,  2 etc.). The fact that physical 
dege neration is inevitably accompanied by mental · 
deterioration is meaningfully expressed by the phrase 
'indriyiinam paripiika 'which means the failure of all the 
sense facuitles, which, having become incapable of 
fulfilling their functions have begun to give way, resulting 
in the atrophy and involution in the structure of organs 
and of tissues. A very graphic description of' old age, 
specially in its physical aspects, is also found: "any 
hutnan being, a woman or a man, eighty, ninety or 
hundred years of age, broken down, bent inwards like" the 
rafter or a roof, crooked, staff propped and trembling as 
he/she goes along, ailing with youth gone, with broken 
teeth and grey-haired or. hairless, bald, with wrinkled 
brow and limbs all blotched and spotted" (A. I, 138: 
M. I ,  88). 3 A rather philosophical and a poetic account is 
given by Buddhaghosa in the following words: 

"With leadenness in e•1ery limb 
With every faculty declining 
With memory and wit grown dim 
With strength now drained by undermining 
With growing unattractiveness 
To wife and family and then 

0 

I. Man is said to be burning (Bditta) from thelle forms of suffering ( Vin. I, 34). 
2. It is the prevalence of birth O'it1), old age (jari)and death (marBIJB)that necessitates the appearance of Buddhas in the world (A; V. 

144). 
3. Hardly an improvement is possible In this description of t he physical appearance of old age in all it! ll3pects. An important fact to be 

noted here is that the age of the old man is given as 80, 90 or 100 years from birth. A description found at J. I, S9, is not so 
comprehensive and picturesque. See also Vism . XI. section 36. 



JARA 

With dotage coming on, what pain 
Alike of body and of mind 
A mortal must expect to find! 
Since ageing all of this will bring 
Ageing is well-named suffering." ( Vism. X VI, 
Section 45. Bhikkhu Nan amoli's translation). 

Buddhaghosa, quite scientifically, describes ageing as 
three-fold. First is the physical old age visible in beings as 
earlier described and which has the characteristic of 
maturing material instances. Its function is to lead on 
towards their termination . It  is manifested as the loss of 
newness without the loss of individual essence, like 
oldness in paddy. Its proximate cause is matter that is 
mat�dng and is called visible ageing (paka{a-jarii). 
Se.cond kind is that of immaterial states, which has no 
such visible alteration and is called hidden ageing 
(ps�icchanna-jaril). And thirdly the ageing that is found 

· in earth; water. rocks, the moon, the sun etc. and is called 
incessant ageing (av1ci-jar"!: Vism. XIV, section 68). 

"fli� impatient and the conflicting nature of the 
uneJ.l)ightened average man 's mind (asSLrtava puthujjano) 
when grown old in the state of "second childhood and 
mere oblivion" is briefly but compn::bensively described 
in a discourse ·of th� Ahguttara Nikaya ( I l l, 54) as · 
follows: "he mourns (socati), pines {kilamati), weeps and 
wails (paridevatD. beats his breast (uratale kandati) and . 
falis,iilto bewilderment (sammoha11J apajjati). Pierced by _ 
the poisoned dart of sorrow he just _ torments himself' . . 
The aversion that the human m�nd feel� towar_ds ti)is 
unweJconie guellt called old age is brought out here quite 
charai:teris tically. 4 By developing this attj tude of 
imp�tie�ce he would find his food not pl�asing. ugliness _ 
wo,u)�.�9.P1� upon his body and the activities of his life 
·wo,W�_· t)e _riegle.cted. But the intelligent m an ,  without 
thiAAiJ.lg injlte Rf:qresaid m an ner:, overcomes this f�;eling 
of i,���-f����� �it� p hilosophic calm by reflecting that oid 
age._ }� .-rio(hi� i�diyidl!al and private lot butsomething 
comD;on !o all !Jc:ings, for wheresoever there is comi9g 

· (iigsti). and : going. (gati), p assing out (cuti) and arising 
(upapaiti) of _cn::atur�s, to all ageing brings decrepitude 

2 J.ATAKA 

(jarsdhamrn8.11} J7rati). Contemplation on the unavoi1 
ability and the universality of old -age is also recommend• 
8.ll a means of overcoming the mental fetter of. the pride 1 
youth (yobbanamada) d u e  to which many peop 
misbehave (A Ill, 71 ff.). 

The degree to which a person may be able to develo 
this .philosophk attitude towards ·old age would deci� 
the degree of sorrow he experiences due t o  it. Ability I 

. develop such an attitude can make life more cheerful ti 
death and this ability cannot be h ad suddenly, for i t  is th 
individual's previous kamma that would decide it. It i 
owing to this fact that s ometimes we come across me 
_that exhibit varying degrees of wisdom, or grace an 
patience· in their old age.5 

' ) 
However, in the ultimate analysis, even this cheerf� 

acx;eptance of old age as the inevitable 1!-nd universal lot Oi 
humanity is not the true solution that Buddhism offen 
for the problem ohenility. It  teaches that there is a state 
free . from these sorrowful changes of birth, old age, 
disease and death in the changeless state called Nibbana,6 
which is accordingly described as free from decay ( �ara) 
and which state could be realised by following the Noble 
Eightfold Path as expounded in the fourth N oble Truth.' 
Old . age itself is a disease . and it is for the sake of 
convenience that a distinction is made between old age 
and· disease .R 

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 

JATAKA is the technical name in Buddhist literature for 
a story purporting to tell one or other of the· previous 
births of Gotama the Buddha before be att ained fm�l 
enlightenment. Such story is sometimes called a "Bodhi
sattva story;'' that is "a story _iri which the Bodhisatta (a 
being destined to become a Budd hit) plays a part in one of 
his former existences, whether as the hero of the story or 

. . . . 
4. Jsr7i. alo�:�g with disease and death is in fact called a visitor or a_ messenger of death. in the Devadiii.a SutUiA. 1, 138 . . S. Compare also this statement. in the Suttanipiita (v. 58 1) .  

Since d�.a,t� �nd .since· . · 

decay a.'�ail the world 
The wise, who know 

its laws, forbear to grieve. 
(Lord Chalmer's translation). See also the hrli-vagga of the Dhaminapada (vv. 1 46- 156) which ha.' a., its keynote the value of taking old age as a ground for urgency, for heedfulness. 

6. Jt is significant and noteworthy-how the Buddhist literary artist ha., brought together these four phenomena on his account of the conditions precedent to the renunciation of the 'Bodhisatta in the concept of the four port�nt' (puhbanimitta J. 1. 5"). 
7. Ayameva ar�vo ayhangiko maggo jariimaraT?a-nirodhagamini pa!ipaaa (D. I I . 305; M. I, 49). At A. V, 144 ff . . • e method of overcoming birth, decay and dei!th is  given as the purification of the min<f of variouR defilement/! begi �ni ng from .ne three basic; ones, passion (riga), ! hatred (doss) and illu.,ion (moha). See also A. I, 51 .  
8. Jari is called a disease at S11. v. 3 1 1 .  
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ns a secondary character or as a spectator only. " J The 
t.�rm js also used for the name of a collection of 547 such 
stories included in the Pali Buddhist Canon. In the Pali 
v�rsion these stories assume diverse forms. They may be 
simple . tales or beast fables, s.tories of common life or 
n11rratives portraying the lives of kings .and countries, 
usually told in prose with the climax or essential part in 
verse; Wi.th a very few exceptions, this verse or these 
vers�s; . which as being utterances of the Buddha are 

. regarded as canonical. Although the canonical book of 
tlle )itaka contains only the verses, it is certain that from 
tbe. e�t.rliest times, there must h ave been handed down an 
oral cqmmentary, giving the stories in prose (together 
with the verses or verse). The textus receptus of the work 
represents � recension or commentary (a!{hakathB., attha
VBI!l!ani) which claims to have . been. translated from 
Sinh�esein the 5th century A. C. Much of the material, 
however, is demonstrably m any centuries older. The 
Jitaka forms the tenth book of the Khuddaka Nikaya of · 
the Suttapitaka. In the Pali Canon it also forms one of the 
nine "abg�" (q.v.) or divisions of the Buddha's teachings, 
grouped according to the subject matter (DA. 1 ,  15, 24). 
Like the Udiina ("verses of uplift, fervent utterances') 
and Jtivuttska ("as it was s·aid '') of the same canonical 
collection, the Jitaka · is the nam�-of an actual work. 

. . ·-Some ;18tskss h ave been included in a sep�rate 
· compilation, the Csriya�pifaka 2 (verses on the Buddha
p�rfections), while there are others in'various parts of the 
scriptures, not incluqedjn the work of that name. 

' ' 
· It is not possible to say exactly when the .fiitakas in 

their present form came into existence, nor how many of 
them were among the original number.3 What can ·be 
definitely stated is that they must h ave come into being 
and continued to grow over a considerable time before 
they reached their final form. In the time of the Culla
niddesa; there appear to have been 500 .Tiltakas, for 
reference is made to paflca:Jitaka-satani.4 Five hundred 
was the number seen by Ywang Chan too. One is not 
certain, however, if the reference made was to a round 
number or an exact one. 

3 JATAKA 

1 . Me;uting of til� Word. The generally accepted d erivation . 
of }B_taka is (rqm Jita�inlhe sense of'born', 'engenq�red', 
'birth' + k�. Th.us J�fakBII} (n.) would mean 'birth ', 
'nativity' o.r 'life'. and:in th� B�ddflist sense, a story of.<?ne . 

. of the former 9,irth�,., o( ,the Buddha.5 In . this sense, it 
occurs as _qne o( th�; �, .qategories (navanga) of library 
composition (M.)., ;���':�� JI:. 103, 1 0,8, Vin. I II ,  8, Pug. 
43). Also cQnl_le,c_te�1,!�d��k-"P.eaning of the word as . 
referring to .. a -��9rY;;;··�f�;�tRt�¥-�O).IS life of the . Buddha . 
especially liS an �ni��ldt;i"J}f.Jiicl,l; sel)se it is not found in · 
the 4 Nikayas, b.u� ,js; ;;f��¢liAJb\�e Bh�rhut Tope and occurs frequently in the ,�f.�l!t,book. Following from. 
this, the word is used u the:tl�e .of a book in the. Pali 
Canon, containing the ver�es of,�4.l�uch stories, referred 
to above,6 An altern�t.iv� _ _q��v��.iPA:P{Jh���,o�d has been 
proposed and adppt�9. . ., , . . ·.· �:w.lie),"e jata is 
taken to mean 'what has . happened', 
and the wqn.l trans�ate,d as . story. ·� 
As a noun in the mascu what has 
been born' means a. son (.L J. . . . . ' ' � . . ' 

carita . 

the A vadana te·xt�; · 
identical in meattiJiifl\lnt 
birth of the HUi('J(t.JIHI.'.Iq 
colophdns to�iliarfi"V:�f< 

' '") . . ' . ' . ., ' '  :· ��)'; 
l.  Witernitz, M. A History of Indian Literature Ce.lcutta, 1933, vol. II. p. 1- 1. 3. ' 

2. Malalasekera, G . .P. Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, l. 951  
3. Ibid . - ;�;. ·; ,?_;: I ;., · '-
4. Ibid , · . .  -- . -, ,F. '"'; ii:- � .... .,,a�l; ��� '.::: 'hit(t�':gJi';•:;;'"-'; : ·: · .,; 
�. Childers, R. C. Dictionary of the Pali Language, London, 1 875,.1!;;1',,_':-,.,-.,(� ., ·.�i'w/.��1\.,\:J.t,;·A•·'·�11,f,•"\ · ' .. . -· 
6. Pali-�nglish Oicti0nary(PED) PTS, London, 1 92 1-2.5. - :\='-:> I '�#.\.¥;t-' :-.�11-����'if.'(i;;.f;"!.r1r·•l·· , .  '·. ,  : . · . · · . . 
1. Kern, H. Der Buddhinmus, Le!zig 1 882-84, I. 329; Speyer, J • .  .li_taka.m��n,�.QQ-,)�9-S< ($88), p. �xn, E�E, Fat_:ka. _ . · 
8. Mahivastu A vadina.Le Mahava.�tu ed. E. Sen art Paris 1 882, 1890, 1897. ''iti inahava.�tu -avadine tn-sakUIJIYBm nama;atakariJ . 

samiptam.. 1.1 .· : i > .,, --·.-),, \ '  ., · : · . · · · . 
9. Mshi�tpatil ed. I. P. Minayeff, St. Petersburg, 1 9 1 1 ,  p. 62. gi,yesjhe li3t o( pravacana -dha,qna.� a., follows· in thi� order: 

t. Siitis� 2. geya� 3. vyiksra�s� 4. gsths, 5. Udina� 6. nia�a� 1. :-sva�na� 8 . . itivtitaka�. 9. jata0ka� 10. vaipu/yaf1}. 

1 l ." adbhiitadhsrmilJ, 1 2. upad�af?. · · 



JATAKA 

pottion of the"'Saddhsrma:.pundsriks. 10 In an interesting 
refetencdrl the: mah8karms-�/Ohahga1 1 the term occurs 
hi 1i�.ingle phrase combining both meanings. The context 

is·ondrtwhich the question is raised as to what kind of act 
(f..ii�:i) Iea<fs to a definite rebirth, and the answer given 

!lMi�t performed in a former birth of the Exalted One. 
��1ret�vant" qu·otatioil, in translation, runs:

, 
"as it is 

cf.�'j)iHed': iri' 'the · Jitaks (collection), in the Syamaka-
.
. J�(�ii:imd such others beginning with it, the Exalted 
. Qne'lf 'births (upapstti = rebirth) as (an net of) ardent 
d�nte>Such· an act (karma) is one that leads to a definite 

. .  b'irtn::� 11 · 

. . · �rid'tber meaning for the word has been proposed, on 
the -basis of an examination of certain statements where it 
.!Jc#:un· a:s a masculine pluraJ. 1 3  The citations are taken 
froni Jht Bodhisattva-bhfimi. 14 I t  has been suggested that 
tlie'�.mesnin·g, in those instances, is "experiences in past 
births", particularly of Bodhisattvas. The relevant passage 
translated runs:  "by the knowledge consisting of 
remembrance of former births he reveals to creatures, in 

· or.der. to. r:nake them well-disposed to the Buddha, his 
eJICptri�nces'in past births etc. " " wherejatakiin bas been 

· · rep<J�red ·by "exp�riences in past births." The expression . may be more fully translated as "by the knowledge 
consisting of remembrance of former births, he proclaims 

· · to sentient beings, in order to inspire faith in the Buddha, 
jltil,k�s- (i.e .  Jiitaka s tories), comprising the most 
rii_!f.rv�IIPu.s �onduct in his former career as Bodhisattva". 
lJt�;�OD;_t�x\ .does not eli�it for certainty, the meaning of 

·· ' .. -�peij�nc:es in, past births for jatskin. It may w.ell mean 
'·"'birfh:�t�ry" -qr "jataka story", the basic meaning of the 

t�r��!j_p;Bu.ddhi_st texts. The other passage cited is. from 
·: tif�sllrne work as the earlier one. Translated into English. 

.• _. l .,, . 
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it would read ,  "by the power of knowledge consistin 
remembrance of former births.  the Tath ligat a recal 
stories of past events and jataklfs of the past.. . .  preac 
to those ready to be ins tructed. "16 Here too the w 
could well mean "jats.ks stories" as translated abc 
There is no particular reason for it to be construed 
"experiences in past births ", as it hils sometimes bee1 
The word occurs, in the present case along with itivrtt1 
which is based on Pali itivuttam (=skt. ityuktam), bul 
Buddhist Sanskrit has through hyper-sanskritism, be 
formally blended with itivrtta(ks). This latter term, it } 
been pointed out, I R  has · been connected by Tibet 
translaters with -vrtha rather than -ukta and, as a: neu 
noun, was the name of a canonical work. And likej!t� 
again, it could mean "story of past events, stor·· · 
history". In the light of the contexts in which the "· .} 
appears, there is thus hardly any justification for fo.ta, 
to be taken as a. secondary extension of its first meani� 

A third meaning of the word has been proposed on tl 
basis of i ts occurrence in the Mshav�stu19 .  That is tl 
meaning of 'birth' or 'nativity' in the sense of (astrolo� 
cally determinable) personality and �estiny, as in Skt .. ; < 
possibly "future birth."  2o Since it has been contended t 
the author of the BHS. that these passages, and especial 
the term, have been misunderstood by another wei 
known scholar2-' they deserve· tn be scrutinized mol 
closely. Such a scrutiny will enable one to get il clean 
view of the term's meaning in context . . 

The first of these quotations, as given in the BHS �L 
(bodhisattvacarita11J . . . .  )jataka-paramatesu kovida (deJa 

, 
1?�'1Bt H. Kem &: Bunyio Nanjio, St. Peter�burg, 1 9 1 2, 45. 7. The relevant stanza read! as foliowl!: 

· · � .. , ;·f::· "sutrini bhifimi tJithaiva·githi itivuttakam jstaksdbhiitamca ' *�-� -.;�: .·niifijp�msnpamyi_-!sts.i!ca citrair ge,YBf!' ds bhi:�imi tathdpadelan " �-��,,,S . . Levi, Par.is, 1932-50, 6-7 
· · 

· :
:
: 
:
: , -�·7�: Ibid. yath� Bh!gsvsto jitaks, syimaka-jstaka prabh[ti�u_ praf!idhans-vallid upap:!_ttir vsriJyate, idatr} karmsniyatopapatt1 

. · · _;.:; �':_;;:�
��rt�mY•'!' Levi adds a note here t� say that t�e form Sy!l�aka a.� the name of the JBia�a appeau in A vsdins-ks/ps/ati ( 10 1  ). . '·� �a�e occurs everywhere else as syama·and syamaka. But tn none of the known recens1ons of the jitaks is there mention of a · .. , , 'P.Taf!idhsns . 

. 
· i,J. BliS. Vol. I I, 240 

'.''Ed.· Wogihara, Tokyo, 1930-36 
·. i�id. ��original passage h

_
� ( :�8 ten__a purve-) nivasansn!!Smrtij!Isnenajiitakin piirvitr} bodhisattva-caryi-paramidbhuta· 

i.;:,'��·�r�&i:tr ,•ttvsnlfl!' Buddhe . . .  pr&�ada:�snansrthaf!1 . . . .  prakisayati':· · · 
B6h. 3_�} ll 'purve�ivisinusmrtijJrsns bslens tsthiFatah piirvsnte itivrttakamsca jatakamsca smrt-vi . . . . . .  vineyanan: 
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: of �yantL . . JJvara)22 and i s  there trans lated "Lords 
ing 'fbuddhas) being skilled in nativities (indicating persona-
tes }jty and destiny, or future births) and in the thoughts of 
•rd : ot}J�rs proclaim the (future!) course of Bodhisattvas . .  
i'e. . . f�:He�e, it will be seen, the compound Jlitak'a paramatesu 
as - 1t� 'bee_n rendered as "in nativities and in the thouhgts of 
1 7 · < .. �Jffit�s". Two comments may be made regarding this 

ka , . .  l�hdering. One is that ")a taka " has been translated by 
in 'l_:lf�tivities", in the sense of "birth" astrologically consi-
�1) . . :lJk�d, with a suggest·i�n indicating personality and 
as . 'd�stiny together with a possible alternative meaning of 
tn '

f�ture births. The other is that the co� pound i tself has 
er beeri taken as comprising the two elemen ts j8tak8. and 

ra pa'rsmati, both bei�g construed as plurals and translated 
>r accordingly. With regard to the first, the question may be 
d · ·  · · asked !!:S to wh�t the Lords (ISvarii) who in this instance 
·a are �he Buddhas, are skilled (kovicfil} in. One possible 
�- aJ:)swer is that which the translator gives, namely "nati-

vities and the thoughts of others ."  Another possiblity is 
that it could be thejatakas (i.e. thejataka tales) and .the 
views of others. A third possibiJity is tied up �ith the 
�alysis of the compound (could not the compound be 
analysed ufotaka + aparamatesu?) Let us consider each 
of these �tematives separately.' Jbe author of the BHS 
has eVidently broken up the corppound, as noted above, 
imc;, the elements fotaici + paramatesu, translated the 
fi�st eiement as "�ativhies" and the oth�r as "the thoughts 
of oth�rs. ". The . only o th�r instanc� where the word 
"psramat• "occut:s in this sense is a little later in the same 
text where the expressiQn .. sar:vaparamatBtpo "·is to be 
found2l 'and that in the $ingular (though it has been 
translated. in the . plural). What _the Lords proclaim or 
preach, that is the direct object of "d�sayati'; is .. bodhi
sattvacariiam . . . . . .  damadii.na samvaram ·� "the course of . : . . . . . . 
Bodhisattvas (exemplified by or consisting of) self-

. cpntrol, !=hari(y and restrain�" or alternatively "self 
ontrol, charjty arid res�raint . . .  (exemplified or illustrated 
by) the co'urs� of Bodhisattvas."  What they are.skilled in 
is thejiltaka and paramata. Here the interpretation of the 
author of. the BHS - na�c;ly "nativi.ties" or "births" 

22. The complete quotation, which is  in verse, is  as  follows: 
"Bodhisattvacaritall} mahapakall} . ja.takaparamate:m kovicJB 

desayanti damacJBna-sall}v&raf1} 
bodhisaltt'apari�aya ilvara"' I I 

5 J.ATAKA 

cannot be ruled out compJe
.
tely, al though it is more l ikely 

t hat lhe cont.ext elidts .th"e meaning of "jataka tales and 
the thoughts of othe-rs ''.'.•T.h'i$ is taken as the second 
possible interpretation of.; .theiiCOinpound, referred to 
above. In fact, the translator ofithetMv. quoted in the foot 
note earlier, translates:· tht' "e'XJ)tession' as "Fa takas and 
other lore", where jitaklf has:!'been•t!tktn in the sense of 

;a taka t ales . Interesting also-is his;r��tl��ilg 'of the second 
element of the compound all "otba-i'Jti�e�:(Gould it be 
that he took the latter part o( ·th� ;t6�ffipdinid as -
aparamate!u and translated according(y, fdr-�.16ffler lore" 
is certainly not the same as "the thought ofoth_ers"?). It is 
noteworthy also that the translator · here la:)(�; ;'dams 
dana sarrvararp "(= self-control, charity and te�traint} ils 
the direct object of 'ddayati'grammatic�lly and ''b'ddiil
sattvacaritarr mahapBkam, •; which he translates u 1•Jhe 
qualities that bring a Bodhisattva career to it' great 
maturity",24 as attributes of the three qualities mentioned 
and standing in apposition to them. The two compounds 
occuring in the verse may, of course, be interchange� 
without seriously impairing their meaning. Paramsta 
has in classical Sanskrit the lexically attested meaning of 
"different opinion or doctrine, heterodoxy," while "mlft/J " 
as . a neuter nou·n means "a thought, idea, ·opinion 
sentiment, view, belief, doctrine" and more. Thus the 
meaning given it by the author of the BHSis not  entirely 
unacceptable. That is admissable, however, only if the 
compound is divided into the two components as he had 
done. 

This leads us to the third possible interpretation which 
derives from the analysis of the compound. The natural 
division into components would be, as hll$ been suggested 
above, jataka aparamatesu (rather than jatska+ 
paramatesu). The special a ttribute of the Lords (iSvar.a) 
here is "skilled" or "learned" (koviaa). And skilled in 
what? In (the knowledge of) birth stories (}Jtak_a) and 
other views (apnrsmata), the iatter term being understood 
in t.he sense of divergent ()pinions or heterodox views, 
views that were not countenanced by the Buddhas. The 

J. J. Jones, The Mshavsstu translates it thus: "The lords, learned In the jataica,( and other lore, preach to the .�;;o·ncourse of 
Bodhisattvas self-control, charity, and restraint, ali the qualitie� that bring a Bodhi�att.va's career to a great maturity". He adds the 
following note to the interpretation of mahapakam: "Literally, gre2t maturity, mabspskam; shortened rnetri causa for the 
meaningless sabayakam, Or, should we not read mshaphalarp, 'great fruition"? (vol. l. 82. fn . .5). 

23. Mhvu. i. 192. 1 8  
24. Sen art assumes rightly that "mahapakam '' here represents· "mabapakall} "and ha., been so altered for metrical rea.,ons. He eJtplains 

the word as "grande (c'est) dive difficulte, longue) a "murir", that is great in the sense of difficult, long to ripen. He further adds that 
such shortening of vowels, though indeed rare, are not altogether absent and gives ''parivara "for "pan'viira ''as an example (idem. 
4.59 note on I. 1 2  of text). 
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Mv. t r a n s l a t o r 's r e n d e r i n g  o f  "param a te� u "  
or . ·"sparamatesu" as . "(in) o ther lore" appears to be 
somewhat Joos�. In the light of the foregoing discussion, 
a fresh translation of the verse may be proposed: "The 
Lords {i .e.  the Buddhas), learned i n  thejiitakas and other 
vie.ws, preach to the. concourse of Bodhisat tvas self
control, charity, and restraint (e�empl ifi!=d by _ or 
embodied in) the conduct of the Bodhisattva tha·t reaches 
great maturity" (i.e. a maturity Jhnt is great by reason of 
the fact that it is attained with difficulty over . a long 
period of time). 

The nex t  quotation which is a .brief prose passage from 
the same text, appears alm�st immediately after the verse 
referred to earlier and , like i t  forms' part. of a dialogue · 
between the Elders M ahii Kasyapa and Mahiikiityiiyana. 
It takes the form of a question put by the former to the 
latter .and the answer given ·by him, as the Mv. translator 
pu't!l i t, the question read s:· "O S on of the Conqueror, to 
what stage of his. career as B od hisattva are the. eveilts 
related by the Corique�or in the J8takas to be �ssing�d?" 
2s The. reply, in t ran�lation reads :  ·�My pious friend, the 
jatslcss relat ed by the Gonqueror go back to the eighth 
bbii'mi':u• it inny be nqted right away _that the translator 
�e.nders 'Jstakilnijin�bhasitani;'in the first instanc;�, that 
is in the questi on, by "events _rei a ted by the Conqueror in 
the}itskas ·� whereas i t  is  n!ndered by ·�atakaHelated by 
the.Conqueror" in the second. What justification there is 
for identicaJ expressions to be translated differently, and 
that too where the translation of a central term involves a 
change of meaning, is not clear. It is true that the 
�xpression "kutahprabhrtikam"��curring i� the question 
-�ci · "sstamam ·bhunii;n " i� the reply, raise certain 
dlffi�ul�i�s ·but 'they do n�t permit two divergent interpre
tations of the same term� "jatakilni" jn · the present 
ins.,ance: The BHS auttior i·s right when he says that the 
meiu1ing -� Sen art · suggests, seems (from-prabhrtikani) 
to be 'that they begin with the 8th bhumi, but m�y not .be 
so when he goes ori to say "but as this passage occurs. in a 
description of the' 4th ' bhumi, it is future births or 
destinies that· are meant". F�r; in both qm:stion and 
answer, the reference is . to ;atakilni jihabha�itani" (i .e.  
fiitakas related by the Conqueror), and the variance 
resulting from the occurrence of these passages in a 
description of the fourth bhfimi and the assertion made 

25. Yiinimani bho jinaputrajatakani jinabbasitani 
· kutJJ�prabhrtikani vijffeyamiti Mhvu. I .  105. 476 
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that the fatakas go back to the eighth bhDmi dot 
warrant the interpretation of "fatakiini" as "future 
or destinies". 

The t hird and l ast  quotation from the s ame text, ' 
the word "jataka" occurrs27 presents a problem 
different sort. Here the grammatical form and ther 
the meaning of ')a taka "are d oubtful. The text appe1 
indicate that i t  is a plural (unless it be a case o 
lengthening of the final vowel for metrical reasom) a 
has been so const rued by both the BHS author am 
trans lator, with the difference that the former takes il 
d irect object of the verb "panksanti" and translate: 
· second foot of the stanza in �hich it occurs as: " 
perceive the disposition and the d estinies (future bi1 
of all l iving beings"2R wherea� the latter takes ). 
attribut� of"Sambuddha" occurring e arlh:r in the sta 
It may be pointed out that the fortJ1 of the word, i�t 
be so construed, should · be "JiJtaka ·: according to 
norms of lexical Sanskrit usage. The translator reads 
whole sta:nza into English thus: . "The Bu9dhas, ' 
understand good and bad .conduct, know all the thOU£ 
of others. hi their various existences, they examine 
d isp�sition of all beings ."  29 1f indeed the reading adop 
in  the text is  correct,' the translator's interpretation of 
word (i.e. as an attri bute of the Buddha and therefm 
nominat ive plural)' is to be preferred to that of the B 
author. If }a taka .here was intended to me:an jata.kat 
originally had s.uch a form, then the interpretation of 
author of the BHS might  hold. But there i s  no rnanusc1 
or other evidence in support of such a conjecture. 
however, the interpretation which the translator give 
to b·e accepted ,  namely to t ake the word as an attribut' 
"sambuddhah "then ·�ataka "could have a meani1_ ) 
encountered elsewhere, ei ther in Sanskrit or in Pal 
meaning such as "in past  l ives, belonging to past Jivt 
An interesting variant reading. appearing in a single  \1� 
cited by the edit�r of Mv. Jn seems indirectly to sur{p 
this interpretation, . although with a slightly alte1 
meaning. Instead of · ;aiakii , there oecur the w< 
yanaka, (which word is attested in purlinic Sanskrit ti 
and bears the meaning of carriage or vehicle. In wh 
case ''sambuddhii.IJ . . . . . .  yanak:1f "would mean "the supre 
Buddhas . . . .  i n  their (samsaric) careers". In the light 
these considerations, ·a fresh translati<;>n of the sta1 

. 26; yinimani bho c!hutac!harmadharajataklinijinabhifitani im"Bf!l �!amiim bhiimim prapadyantiti. ibid. 1. 105. 7-8 
27. i. .192. -1 8- 19. -The original text in  vers,e. i! a,, follows: 

· "nayinayajlfB� Sambuc!c!halJ sarvaparamatam vic!u� I 
ac!hyilayaf!l parik�anti ji.taka .'farvapr81Jin8f!1 I 1 

28. Ibid. 
29: Jones, O.(l. cit The emphasis ours. The word .!itaka which ha.� heen �o translated into English 8hows that the phrase is attributiv 

rela�ed to Sambuddhih (they, the Buddhas) and is gr�matically a ma�culine plural ·adje<:tive. · r 
30. Senart, op.cit. i. 1 92 fn. 1 9  
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may be offered : "The Supreme Buddhas who understand 
good and bad conduct know all views of others .J I  They, 
in their (different) lives perceive the intention of all 
beings." This interpretation, it will be seen, is based on 
the existing printed text. 

Nonetheless, alternative interpretations arc possible. 
Although textu al evidence is not available to support the . 
contention, it might well h ave been that ')ataka " here 
stood for the word ')atskan " (masc. ace. pl.) and what 
has been omitted is only the "last Jetter,.n, a minor scribal 
lapse. In keeping with regular Sanskrit usage, the text, in 
that case would have read ')atakiiii?s sarvaprarfinam �: If 
utterances of this nature took the form of prophesies, as 
many of them indeed were, and if the knowledge of the 
previous existences of all beings Wall considered a part of 
a Buddha's Supreme wisdom, then the word QJay have 
the meaning of "lives" or "past births . "  That meaning 
falls outside the two principal meanings of the word that 
we have noticed so far and wiJI therefore have to be 
regarded as differing from them. 

Certain other considerations relative to the text of the 
Mhvu. must also be barrie in n1ind. It is not a composition 
of a single author written in a well-defined period of time, 
but rather a compilation which may have begun around 
the sec.ond century of the present era and was continued . 
until the third or fourth century.J2 The language did not 
remain unaffected by the influence of the Pali texts and 
other Prakrits, not  to speak of the influence of the 
Mahayana text with their m ore radical departure from 
the proto-canonical Prakrit.JJ The. text is therefore not a 
homogeneous entity. These facts may, to some extent, 
account for the diversity of inflexional forms and other 
linguistic anomalies . .Some allowance needs to be made 
also for the lapses of individual scribes. 

From the foregoing discussion three distinct, though 
interrelated , meanings of the word }a taka emerge. They 
may be summed up as follows:. 

(1) a birth story or "life " of a previous birth of the 
Buddha, as found in the earlier books of the canon. 
As an extension of this, it may mean a birt h  story of 
the Bod hisattva in one or other of his numerous 
existences in his career on the way to enlightenment 
(i .e:Buddhahood), in the plural i t  could refer to the 
collection of such tales, usually 547 in number in the 

· Pall text (see no. 3 below). 
(2) the name of one of the nine categories (nine and 
· 
.
. sometimes twelve in the later Sanskrit literature) or 
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varieties of literary composi tion. In the Pali this 0 ' refers to a collectwn of verses - the .Tiitaka Pali . . · 
(3) the name of a narrative work in  the form of: a 

voluminous prose com mentary-the Fataksttha
katha, also known as .Tatakatthavaf!l}Bna, in �hich L· 
the verses are embedded.  

Besides the afore-mentioned principal meanings, it h� " 
been pointed out that in the Pali Jitaka coJiecifon ;th� · 
word has been in a very fe� i nstances, used to me� 8 s.o�: : 
Needless to say, t his meaning of the word is e xceptio�at:. .. 
Likewise, there is the  solitary instance in the Mahava��u 
where t h e  word m ay bear the meaning of 'previous 
existence' or 'past experience'. If the reading in the latter 
case is correct and the meaning properly understood, it 
may be compared with the first meaning in ( 1) above, 
here the reference is to past experiences of Buddhas. 
2. Origins and development of the collection. Of the three 
principal meanings of the word Fataka noted in section 
I above, those of the words as understood in (I) and 
(3) will  be consid ered here .  Of the  two meanings 
given in ( 1), the extended meaning of the term to refer to 8 
birth story of the B odhisatta will be of. primary import
ance, while that of a birth story of the Buddha as found in 
the early canonical works will be regarded as second ary · . 
and derivative. In the singular i t  would mean a single such 
story, generally included in the collecti�n of such stories 
compiled later, while in the plural it would refer to the 
entire body of such stories. By collection is meant the 
voluminous prose commentary in which are included the 
verses (gatha) referred to  in (2). 

The question of the origins and development of the 
;a taka collection will be discussed here under four heads 
viz. (i) Sources (ii) Purpose of ja takas (Iii) the jatakas in 
the PaJi Tipi!aka and (iv) The Fataks commentary. 

f. Sources. It is generally agreed that the collection of 
stories popularly known as the Fatakss, and in scholarly 
circles referred to as the .rat aka commentary or Jatakatths
katha, - atthsvaiJIJnii, is a compilation which assumed its 
final form about the 5th century of the present era. It is 
the evolution of this voluminous work from its early 
beginning composed and written down in the Pali 
language by t h e  Buddhist editor-commentator of a later 
epoch. that  forms the subject of the present inquiry. The 
as$er t i on that  the collection assumed its final shape about 
a milleniu'm after  t h e  d emise of the Buddha, a relatively 
la te  period in the hist ory of the religion, implies that the 
work must  have gone through a long process of growth 

. 31 ,  That is the totality or entire body of other views. It is interesting to note that the same ms. which bears the varient yinaki 'for 
)itali'has "sarvarp paramstBT?J "for "sarva-paramataT{l "adopted in the text. Senart. ibid. 

37, Jones, op.cit. xi. 
33. Ibid. 
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and development before it was put into writing. It implies 
also t hat the collection or compilation is not the work of a 
single author but the product of various hands. This is 
con(irmed by the' fact that this extensive corpus of story 
displays an, astonishing d iversity, not only in respect of 
the form and content of the n arratives, but also in respect 
of size, structure and literary quality, gravity or frivolous
ness of episodes recounted, language and style, mode of 
presentation and attitudes of individual writers. The 
problem of origins ent ails two further issues which may 
be put in the form of questions: 

I. H ow ancient are the jata.ka t ales? In other words, 
how far back do they go in the literary and historical 
tradition to which they belong and within which 
they have evolved? 

2. What relation do they bear to other such tales in 
other literatures of India, such as for inst ance Vedic 
and cJ assical S ans krit,  Buddhist S ansk rit and 
A rdha-magadhi (Jaina). on the one hand, and what 
is the relation · be tween them and their western 
counterparts. especia1ly Greek and Latin parallels 
of the European cl assical tradition, on the other? 

In .a discussion of origins, answers to such questions, 
however brief and rudimentary they m ay be, will h ave to 
be provided. A n  exh austive investi gation of those 
questions will be out of place here, as some aspects of the 
issues raised iri them will be dealt,with separately ih other 
sections of he present article. A discussion on the lines 
indicated above will help to bring to · light certain 
important facts and elucidate certain points in the 

· complex and obscure region of origins .. 

The term 'compilation' may be an inadequate descrip
tion of. the formation of the work which is popularly 
known as the ..18taka commentary. For, the final product 
of the ..18taka,t,thakath.8 was not the result of mere 
composition, collection and accumulation of materials in 
a single volume al beit by diverse han'ds but the outcome 
ofa laborious process that involved translating, retrans
lating, editing and even recasting of materials d rawn 
from the most diverse sources, t hrough a considerable 
period of time. 

To return tq the first question raised above: how 
ancient are the tales? To ;aise another related question: 
What was their original ch aracter and what form did they · 
take, or might they h ave t aken, when they. are first heard 
of and known in literature? 

The sculptured representations of scenes from the 
jsta.kas on the stone railings around the sUipas of 

34. Norman, H.C., Psli Literature, Wierbden, 1983, p. 84 
3S. M. II. S4 
36 • . "shsl[l tens ssmsyena Jotipalo mansvo shosif'l} ': 
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Bharhut and Siinchi are some of the earliest e xamples of 
monumental art. Those specimens bear witness to the 
existence and popularity of the t ales as early as t he 3 rd 
and 2nd centuries B.C. though, of course, in a pred omi
nantly non-literary form. The Bharhut stiipa h as pre
served representations of a whole series of Jiitakas. On 
some of these sculptures are inscribed the n ames of the 
stories which they illustrate; in other cases, the inscrip
tions have been destroy�d·through the decay of the !'lone, 
and in certain others there h ave been no names at all.  
They include scenes not only from the ga_thas, but also 
some that are related only in the prose commentary. 
These representations need not be taken as illustrations 
of texts of the Pali ·..18takas. But these bas-reliefs provide 
incontestable proof that the tales were, in that early · 
period, termed fii_taicas shd considered sacred lore. 
( PLATES I, II & Iii). 

There is literary evi�ence to show that thejatakaswere · 
known in a period anterior t.o that of the Bharhut and 
Sanchi sculptures . . There are instances of such stories 
recorded in the canonical literature which make them 
contemporaneous with the Buddha himself. It h as. been 
observed that the .18taka cbllectiort does not include all 

. the .Tataka stories· w.liieh. existed in North India ln the 
early days of Buddliisril.Wfhere are stories in the canon 
which are techrtic�Uyjataias because they p urport to tell 
of the Buddha in a'ri. eatJier' birth; ·and conclude with an 
identification bf characters·; and ar�·yet not t o  be found in 
the commenta·cy : Th'e' (Tha.flkata .Sutta of the Maj;hirniJ · 
Nik3ya J5 whefe thtBiidolia himseJf says: "I was myself at 
the time the young· Jo't'ipiila/' · 36 the KDtadanta and · 
Mahiisudassilna suttlis of' the':D/gha · Nikaya, and the . .  
Makbiideva Slitta of thtfNiijjhirfia'Nikaya. The story ·of 
Dighiivu is related iri tht VihiyiJ.;.pi{Bka, without the hero ) 
being identified with:tfie··Bodhisattil. 

· 

Thr: question was �aised quite early in the l ast decades 
of the 1 9th century when 'Buddhism and i ts voluminous 
Jiterature began to draw the atte·ntion· otwestern scholars; 
as to �hat for:rnJ�.e fitakas assumed when they first came 
into exist.�J)Ce. :tf.ie d�:bate .continued through .the early 
decaq;e�_ .o( �h�. t'f,���nt ce�tury. To put it in another way: 

· were the yerses (g'it/:1.8) earlier than the prose commen
t ary? O.r'did U�e prose portions exist prior to the verses? 
Oi, in the alternative was t here, from the beginning, · a 
mixtu�e of verse and prose each component being of 
equal importance, or of one or other component having 
more weight than the other? It h as been noted earlier that 
the gatbs portions are recognised as the · canonic� . 
sections of the jatakas a..-Jd are historically anterior to the 

· commentary or prose portions. In a learned article, first . 
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•oc1nu.•a:: in German37 and later translated into English 
the title "The Prose and Verse Type of Narrative 

. dte Tatakas ':JR Hermann Oldenberg. following 
s�pported the view that in ancient India a type 

�live was popular wherein inside a general frame
qfprose there appear verses in emphasized passages, 

in the more important speeches and replies. 
conventional tradition of such narratives, it 

"iJuif.ic�ed to teach and learn the verses. In that akhyana 
of narrative the prose was more liable to.change in 

"�''"··"'"'u·'"" of being handed down, and that in i ts literary 
rather than in meaning. The prose framework 

�lly stood firm in relation to its sense and not to its 
1iJirrative character. Poetic insertions could remain as 
.��rt of established tradition, while the prose could be 
/�kgotten. Such verses remain unintelligble, in spite of the 
�qrnments of the exegetes, and "will only perhaps, 6.��om.e; or begin to become, intelligible in proportion as ii�t . . Jombinations succeed in  restoring . the forgotten 
(6imework of prose".39 The writer considers the .18takas 

· . ' ::�f}he Pali canon as supplying the most essential support 
·· '. ;ta ttHe$e views. Their structure has been explained by . .  , .·. •;.;:,. . , . 

. ;.gt)}iS' Davids, Sen art and others. Although the consensus 
· fffl�t:hl'ilai'ly opinion favoured such a view, it was 
, �ah'�th'dess not shared in all quarters.4ri' - �id�;;\:�- ·i · .. . •'. . 

,;�Jn .support of his theory,, Oldenberg cites as an example 
,fl.;tp.k{( No. 2 1 2  (Ucchi!!habhatta lat.). He adduces the 
f9Jl<nving �rguments to strengthen his claim. 

i(lif tlie verses taken alone are to a large extent, 
� ·:: ' meaningless, the prose introduced makes them 

' .· · · .dear; "that the verses were intended to complete just 
that context indicated by the prose is  self-evident."  
. �ometimes the story i s  entirely in  prose (as in  certain 

�·.� . . ipstances outside the Pali rataka). Sometimes it is 
. �ecorded entirely in verse (e .g. Cariyapi{aka). and 

, ,· , �ornetimes first in prose entirely imd then in putely 
'c . metrical form, (No. 540, SBms J., Mahavastu, II, 
: ·  ' . . p. 209 ff). jl}) , .'fhe cype of mixed prose and verse narrative which is 

, :; i% 11J:}most the only prevailing one, is the oldest or one 
A.e1� o(the oldest forms. 
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(c) But if prose additions, l ike those handed down in 
the .T:itakatthavaqqana (no: 2 1 2  above) belong 
necessarily, with a few exceptions. to the verses of 
our Pali jatakas, . then we must also add that this 
form of prose cannot be the original one. 

(d) . . . . .  in prose - especially in .the minor decorative 
details etc., yet at t im(:s in those also of greater 
importance - traces or' a .more recent authorship 
than the verse are evident; . 

(e) A very large portion of. tliese verses, .. . . . . . .  by its 
contents proves to.have peen composed just for the 
context - or for one mo·re or less similar - in which 
we find the corresponding verses. 

(f) The opening· words of the first quotation apannaka, 
become the title for the whole "Jiitaka. 

. . 

(g) The verses constitute an· �ssential' element iri the 
form wielded by the compilers of these stories. 
These verses are n.ot given .to  the listener as quota
tions, as for instance'�· in' th'e . Paflcatantni, where 
passages so 'iften .hear .th.e/�,tamps of having been 
taken from a thesaur.u,�.;:of ; pppular. phi10sophy.4i 
The prose.:poetic . narr,ativch}f Fataka. 1 5 1  appears 
here in another PrQsc:,�pg.�lj .. cwersion, . the verses in · 
the one corresponding: �lt{Jost'literally to the verses 
in the other. · --:, ; ;:, ':.: . :. · � 

. . . � . . . , . ._ ,., . .(� i:!� ,. �� ·t· .> . . · (h) . . . . . . . the pr<l�:e�':��1?�Y�f1�,�?,f�l:. w.hich the .. rataka 
collection bears fo.(.tl)e: .m,ost part, .was already in 
existence and pop�lii.r: •. a,t the t!111e when t'he Nikiiyas 
and the · .great< > ·.YftJ�a'ii.'e�t� i· originated that, for 
in� tance.,, th�·:IM�h�*��,i.h�;!rat:aka {pp. 253) appears 
in the ViriaJfR.iiV;oJ J�Ulf.ip .>t4S:.ff.) with· exacdy the 
same thr��: .. ;v��i�;.�.: J�: tht \�tliktJ collection, and 
also with::iJ�tdS��trtJinework as 'in · the latter, only 
with a.rc.h4i¢;pr.9�e•:jjr.place:of conventional prose . 

(i) That · theip�����llt;id..:verse -.IS taka form was firmly 
rooted �J},�Jt�;literaiy consciousness of India, may be 
seen·b:Y..lh� Ja�tthat ,the form decisively asserts itself 
in the nqtherpJ,Ju:ddhist Sanskrit literature too, and 
thak at.:a·,tipte ,when purely · metrical }a takas were 
actually\· to · ·be found in it, yet co-existing quite 
:dis�inctly:beside them.•2 

· · 

37. N�chn'chtcr vou der Konigliche Ge..�e/lsc:haft der Wissenschaften d6'ttlngeri.'Phii�l�hfst. K/asse (NGG W), 1 9 1 1, p. 447 
38. JPTS. 19 10- 1 2, ff. 19-50 
39. JPTS. ibid. 
40. A.B. Keith was one who opposed this view: "The Vedic Akhyina and the Indian Drama", JRAS, 19 1 1, 979 ff., esp. 985 f. ; Hertel, J. 

argued that even in the .Tataka there was originally a fixed prose text. ZDMG. 62 

AI ;;.·1\lliS W.as contrary to the view
. 
expressed by R. 0. Franke and cetfain other scholars who �aw the Fa taka verses as borrowi ngK from 

·: .' : ,:��!!:• .!(�t�J�'I �ources. See Fra�ke: "Jiitaka Mahiibhiirata Paralleler'� W�KM. n, 3 17 ff; Charpentier, Z?MG, xii, 745 .. Jat. 584 appears 

· · . . ; M.BL. I I. 4 1 ;  Jat. 151 tn M.BL. I l l . 194; Hertel, J., ZDMG. ·XIV. 19 10, 58 ff. and WZKM, XXIV, 1 9 10, 121  ff. .. 
. .· notes here (Von Oldenburg, JRAS. 1893, 302; Pischel "Die lid Literatur"  in Kulturder Gegenwart. T.l. Abt.. vii .- 1 88 

ifferent versions ofthe .Tatakasgenerally agree in the verses, but are B$ a rnle very different in the pro�e. This also testifies 
' 

are at the bsse of the whole, (notice also the !imitarity in the ,iiita.ka ver�es llnd the difference in the fiitaka prose, 
parallels, in the case which Charpentier discusses; iDMG, IX:ii, 72R. 
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In the light of these considerations, it is reasonable to 
hold that the earliest form of the Fatakas known to us was 
a narrative af mixed prose and verse or a. prose-and-verse 
ikhyinaas.Oldenberg described it. The exact relationship 
of the two constituents remains somewhat- obscure. One 
should, however, not fail to recognise the r�lative priority 
of the verse as well as its importance in providing the base 
and essential ingredient of the narrative. While maintain
ing the view that the }a taka, in its original form, was a 
narrative in verse within a general framework of prose, 
Winternit·z43 goes on to explain the diversity of types that 
one encounters in the jiitaka collect ion: 

"Not one but several li terary types", says Winternitz, 
''are represented in the Jataka.c ollection. There are some 
jitakaswhich were prose stories with only one or two or a 
few verses, containing either the moral or the gist of the 

· tale. In these cases it is likely enough that the commentary 
has preserved more or .les.s of the old prose stories. 
Another type of fiitaka is that of Campu in which the 
s tory itself is related alternatively in -"rose and verse, in 
Which Cll$e, the commentary is often an expression of the 
original prose text. But there are other jatakas which 
originally consisted of gathas only. Some of them ballads 
in dialogue form, other ballads in a mixture of dialogue 
verses and narrative stanzas, others again · epiCs or 
fragments, and some even mere s trings of moral maxims 
on some topic. I n  all these the entl�e prose belongs to the 
commentary." 44 · 

These last comments take tis trough almost the entire 
gamut o{JBtska stories from their early beginnings to the 
period of the comment�rial collection. The view of the 
original form of the .ratakasput forward here agrees with 
that of.a n  �ndian scholar�5 who says "ajataka origi�ally · 
consisted of a verse or verses em bodying in a concise form 
a part episode generally with a moral understood with the 
help of. a prose narration, which · for the most part 
remained implici t  rather than explicit . . . " 4� And further 
"The . venes constituting the Jat�a proper, the story 
contained in them and narrated in · prose was called 
"vatth.u"and atthuppatti'� while its "Vitthara "or expan
sion -was in the shape of either the- identification of the 
past characters with the present ones or an extra moral 
made suitable for the occasion"." The opinion of .other 
scholars, too, tend to support the view. that the earliest . . ' 

1 0  

43. Indian Histories/ Quarterly (JHQ) Vot; iv, No. I ;  1928 March 
44. Ibid 
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form of the fotaka was a mixture of prose and verse, a 
form which is a favourite method in Indian li terature. 
Reciters oftaJes who introduced their songs in alt ernating 
stanzas to  correspond to the speeches of. the dialogue, 
must have prefaced them by a prose introduction, 
sometimes inserting explilnations in prose, if and when 
the occasion demanded it .  "The conjunction of a text in 
itself briefand obscure with an indispensable commentary 
is, one might say; · the prevruling one in all periods of 
Indian literature down the present. The figure of the poet 
who recites his verse in th� middle of a prose narrative is 
still familiar in all parts of India, and m ay h ave been 
familiar to the earliest age". 4� "Some of the poems, and a 
few of the prose narrative!. m ay perhaps reach back to 
such great antiquity. Some of the sayings and legends 
may indeed belong to the pre-Buddhist ascetic poetry. 
For the great mass of the verses, however, n o  greater 
antiquity than the 3rd century B. C. can be conscientiously 
urged, certainly not proved, and much of the prose 
assuredly belongs to the Christian era".49 

The second question raised here is what relationship 
these tales bear to · other such tales in  other literatures. 
While there are severalfatskas scattered throughout the 
canonical Pali literature as well as the Sanskrit Buddhist 
Literature and even outside the literature of Buddhism, 
many of ·the stories of the . .rataka Book occur· in the 
Paflcatantra, Kathasaritsagara and other Indian ·story 
books. Some stories have parallels in the MahabharatiJ 
and in the Ramayal)a, and still others. in J aina literature. 
The.re are also a large number ofjstaka tales in the 
non�cancinicaJ Pa!i Hterature, . notably in the Milinda� · 
paflha. 

Since the place of the TatJJ.kas in ·non-canonical ParJ 
Literature and in Buddhist Sanskrit literature will be 
discussed in some detail below, some remarks regarding 
their connection with Iite.ratures outside t.he Indian sub 
continent seerri pertinent. In this respect, the literatures of 
the cJassicaJ European languages, Greek and Latin are 
particularly significant� while to a smaller extent the 
languages of : .modern Europe ar-e relevant. Arabic 
literature also contains a body of stories which have · 
connections :whh the .!Btakas. In  all · these cases, the 
Tataka t ales have parallels in  the story collections of those 
lands.  · 

4�. De, G. Significance and Importance of!Btakas, Calcutta, I 9� I, pp. 26-4.5. The author, however, argue!! for a diffet"ent origin of the 
Jitalcas viz. their origin and development from non�Bodhi!atta form11 to later Bodhisatta forms. The Bodhisatta idea Willi not, 
according to him, an inherent feature of the original jatakas. 

46. Ibid. 
47. Ibid. 46 

1 \ ' 48, Thomas, F. W., JRAS, 1903, p. 402 f. 

I f 49. Winternitz, History oflndian Literature, II .  12 1- 122 
,: 
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. FatakfJS have paral lels in the literatures of the 
,The Nacca Jataka (no. 32) where the peacock, 

for joy at being selected as husband by the 
ter of the king of birds,. exposes himself, and is 

, is an example. This fable (which is represented 
sHipa of Bharhut) was known to Herodotus (vi. 

who narrates the storyof Hippokleides. Another tale 
t is the Ucchabgs .Jiitaka (no. 67) which is an 

.·JU.•�'"'"v'"' of a woman whose husbancl, brother and son 
condemned to death. Being offered a choice by the 

king, which. one she would save, she chooses her brother 
a�d gives the reason,50 that she would easily obtain a 
.£�sband and a son but never again a brother. The same 
story . is told by Herodotus (iii . 1 1 8- 1 20) of the �ife of 
Intaphernes, and Sophocles lets Antigone argue · in the 
�nme �ay.'� The idea is to be .met with in the Rama_vana 
tqo in connection with an oid Indian proverb which says 

· that one can have everything i1;1_ the world more easily 
than a brother. The s tory is thus very old both in India 
and (}reece, but as Winternitz notes: " . . . . .  It is just as lit tle 
�·haracteristically Indian !\5 specific;ally Greek, so that it 

. can be hardly determined where its actual home is to be 
found. "  sz The gratitude of animals and the ingratitude of 
rpan is a common theme in the�)Btaka tales. Thus one 
cqme by several ins�ances of grateful animals and the 

.. ungrateful man. The Ssccarpkira JBtaka (no. 73), which 
narrates the story depicting the base ingratitude of a 
prince, Puyba Kum§ra (Prince Wicked) by name and the 
graJitude of. a snake, . a rat and a. parrot, is a good 
example, JP.e Riiromiga .JBta.ka(no. 482), a story of a rich 
spend-all 'wh9 casts himself away on the Ganges, is 
another. The story goes on to say how a deer saved him, 
and he repaid the debt by betraying the deer to capture, 
but his aim was frustrated, and finally safety proclaimed 

· for all deer. A further example is the Mahakapi Fatak& 
(rio. 5 1 6), a charming story, recorded mostly in ver$e, of a 
husbandman who looking for hi.s strayed oxen, looses . 
himself in a forest, and falling into a deep pit, is rescued 
by a inonkey. The man makes an attempt upon the life of 
his benefactor, ·and for his ingratitude is smitten with 
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leprosy. Such stories as well as that of the ungrateful wife, 
the Cu/lapaduma .lataka5� (no. 1 93), relating the tale of a 
v,.icked wife who t ried t o  murder her husband and finally 
was brought w i t h  he r paramour for trial · before her 
husband. t he n  become king. and many others are wide
spread in Western literature: The Maha Ummagga.Tataka 
(no. 546), a composite collection of stories in the form of 
a lengthy romance includes among its numerous anec
dotes, riddles and narratives a version of the ju.dgement 
of Solomon. It is of special interest also because it shows 
points of contact with the stories of the wise  Ahiqiir 
(Haikar or Heykar) in the Arabian Nights and with 
Planudes' Life of Aesop. Many Fa takas are well-known 
from their para.llels of Aesop � Fables, as for example 
'The Ass in the Lion's skin ' in La Fontaine's Fables, in· the 
Gesta Romanorum, in Chaucer's Canterbury Talcs li.nd 
elsewhere. Although in many instances it is possible that 
these stories migrated from India to the West,  it is riot 
impossible that in others Western movies were brought to 
lridia. 

11. Purpose of the Jltakas: The primary aim of the .fa takas 
is to instruct, to teach the people the va!ue of a good life. 
They serve as instruments of preaching the doctrine. In 
addition to this didactic purpose, there is no d oubt that 
these stories are meant to amuse and entertain. · 

The Saddharma-puf!cfarika Siitra 54 says that the 
Buddha teaches both by sutras and . stanz:as an� · by 
legends and fiitakas. Again it  is mentioned in the same: 
work�s that the Tathagata, knowing the differences In 
faculties of his numerous hearers, preaches in many 
d ifferent ways, "tells many tales, amusing, agreeable, 
both instructive and pleasant, tales by me'ans ofy.hich ali 
beings not only become pleased with the law in this 
persent life, but_ also after death reach happy states . . . . .  '' 
There is no reason to doubt, that the Buddha himself 
made use of popular tales in preaching to the people� The 
Mahasudassana Sutta of the D1ghanikaya56 where �he 
Buddha preaches the Mahasudctssana Jiiiaka (no. 95), is 
one of many such instances recorded in the Pali Ci:mori. It 

. . . ' . . . . . 
'SO. It is interesting to note here that although the reason given is that a brother can never be replaced. a dlffe.rent view is expre.�sed i!l the 

verse of 'the story of the present'. There it is stated that a woman who lacks a male, even though having te� brothen ill utteriy 
helpless - ''bare". The relevant verse runs: · · 

nBtJ!ii nacli .snodiki, .naggihi rnttbam arijikam 
itthi'pi vidhava naggii yassipi lJ�r;a bhataro�i

. 

which Chalmers translates: 
"Like kingless kingdoms,. like a stream run dry, 
So bare and naked is a woman seen, 
Wbo having brothers ten, yet lacks a mate". 

St .  Antigone, 909-91 2  
52. Winternitz, ibid, II, 135 
S3. Paralleled also in Palfcatantra iv. S ed. Beafay ii .  p. 30.5 
54. ii 44 (SB�. xxi. 44 f.) 
SS. v. (SBE: ui. 1 20) · . . . ·  . 
.56. i. 17 see also Rhys Davids T. W. and C. A. F. Dialol{UeS of the Buddha Part II (SBB. Vol. I l l. pp. , l9�,.fT.:�./i� . ·  
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is certain that monks and preachers also did so. This was, 
indeed, a widespread practice throughout the length and 
breadth ofiDdia. The preachers of all religious sectS there 
always took. advantage of the native passion for story
telling amd story-hearing, and made extensive lise of 
stories to pach. They ventured frequently to take fables, 
fairy tales and �mrising anecdotes from the rich store 
house of popular tales or from secular literature, altering 
and adaptin.g them wherever and whenever necessary to 
suit thea aims. 

In the words of the compiler of the Nidana-katha 
(Introduction to the Jataka) "The ApBIJf!Bka and other 
Births-, which in times gone by were reco.unted on various 
occasions by the great illustrious Sage, and in which 
duriilg•a long period our teacher and leader, desirous of 
tht salvation of ma'lkind, fulfilled the vast conditions of 
Buddhahood." 51 
UL Jltabs In the Pall Tlplfaka: In the canonical Pali 
literature, especially in the Vinaya P1:tak.a, there occur 
tales' which subsequently · became Jitskas, that is tales 
which in essence are .ratakas without the hero being 
identified with the Bodhisattva . . Cullavagga VI, 3 may be 

· compared with the Tittira .Jiitaka (no. 37) Mahvagga X, 
2, 3 with the D1gh1t1kosiJ.ls .Tata.ka (no. 371). On: tbe other 
hand, there are some teal .Tstakas included in the Suttas. 
The KD{adanta and Mlihaiudasss�a Suttas of the Digha 
NikiyiJ arid the Mahadevli Sutta of the Majjhima have 
eorresp�nding .nitaka analogues. . . 

. There is ,a welh·known reference to the· .ratakas as a 
book.o( the K.huddaka Niksya.in the Cullanidde.sa where 
a collection of500 }a takas is mentione<f . . This collection, 
in the opinion of a reputed scholar, appears to be earlier 
than the scrlptu.ral basis of the .Quddhist sculptures (at 
Bbarhut. and Siinchi) and hence earlier than the sculptures 
themselves, he go�s on to say that ''whatever the actual 
date of. composition might be� it was certainly later than 
.that of t he Sl!ttant�}�takasscattered throughout the first 
four ;niksyas. �� 

Jv. 1be .Rtaka Commentary: The e.x;tensive narrative work 
kt1own as the JBtakhtthav;annanJfrom Fausboll's edition . ' · . ·. · . . ' . · . . . . ' . • ·\ of .�he work a�·d more ci(ten as jiftJ!ka!.tha}catha in other 
editions is the work of an unknown Sinhalese monk. It  is 
a commentary or compilation of the 5th century A. C. E. 
J. Thomas thought that the Sinhalese text itself, upon 
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which it was based, "was probably a translation  of an 
older Pali work, and as several of the tales have been 
preserved in other parts of the Canon in a more ancient 
style. " '9 According to the GandlJaVBTI}SB·, a l ate Pali work 
of Burmese originllll the JatakatthavaiJIJBita is a ·compo
sition of Buddhaghosa. Rhys Davids6• quite early 
questions, on good grounds, the authorship of Buddha
ghosa. E. W. Burlingame adds that both the language and · 
style of the Jiitaka Commentary differ from those of the 
authentic works of the great commentator.62 This 
commentarial work or indeed the a!!hakatha in general, 
is said to have been written in Pali immediately ·atter the 
canon, brought to Sri Lanka with the can.on its�lf, there 
tran.slated into the oid Sinhalese (E:lu) language,'and then 
translated back into Pali by. the· compiler of the Jatiikattha
vannanil. 63 BurHngame questions the validity of this and 
de�l�res it to be unrdiable and misleading on the grounds � 

that Pali sources were used for the commentary. But as 
Winternitz suggests it may well be that it is only the prose '1 
which was translated .into Sinhale.se and then translated 
back 'again, the gathaswe�e preserved ui1ctianged in Pali. 
According to tnidition, i t  is orlly the gathas which Were 
included in the Cano·n. He observes fu.rther that ''this 
tradition is probably correct in so fur as both prose and 
verse originally came down orally; but the prose naturally 
had a less stable form than the stanzas so that when the 
canon was compile<l, and late'r on, when it was written . 
down, only the verses r�tained their original form whilst, 
in the case of the prose, th:e rendering · of it was. at first 
entrusted to the reciters, and it was only at a later period . 
comitted to writ!ng by commentators." , . . . 

Fausboll referring to the .statement of the Gandha
VBJPSB that Buddhaghosa is the author of the Fataks 
commentary, argues that while it is certain that the latte.J 
is the author of the Visuddhimagga, the . Vinaya 
commentary arid the commentaries to thl! {our .. greater 
Nikiiya�. it is incredible that he should have written· six 
others .equally long, especially if he remained only three 
years in the island, and was. not only a translator, but also 
an independent writer. 114 

Burlingame fi�ds, as als() does Winternitz. the argu
ments of Rhys Da\rids and Fausboll convincing. He acids 
that the· stronges�. argument of all is, however. that the 
Jataka commentary and ti1e Dhammapada commentary. 
differ so widely in language and style from the  genuine 

57. Rhys Davids' translation, Buddhist Birth Storie.� London, 1880, p. I 
. 58. Law, B.C., A Hi.�tory of Pali Literature, 1 ,  p. 39 

S9. Life of Buddha, London, 1 927, xvii-.xxi 
60. JPTS. 1 886, p. S9  
61 .  Buddhist Birth Stories, pp. xiii, ff. 
62. Buddhist Legends, HOS, Vol. 28, pp. 49, S9 fC. 
63. Winternitz, op.cit. p. 1 1 7  
64. Postscriptum to Fausboll's edition of the Jataks Vol. V, pp. viii...:ix; Burlingame. op.cit. pp. S8-S9 
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,0u.uu, ... 1, .. osa as to make it in the highest degree 
that he is the author of either of them. 

�ll.ll�hosa:ts not the author of the].iitaka Commentary 
Dhammapads commentary" he emphatically 
dr authors are onknown".65 

:!ifl'taka Commentary itself is a collection of 547 . containing an account of the life of Got am a 
· during some incarnation in one of his 

.,,/\,., ........ · ... as a Bodhisatta,. a being. destined to 
r..·;..,•;..... •• -t. That is the role he played before he 

Bu(.fdba,· the Enlightened One. The number of 
" does not cor'respond to exactly 547 stories, · 

· of the t il!es occur more than once in a different 
in ·a v�riant version, and occasionally several 
i�cluded in' one birth. Each separate story is 

· :t\m�'J,!t(,· . .:;, in a framework, which forms the story of the 
''--"'IJ-l""'"u •• This is generalty an account of some incident in 

tif the historic Buddha, such as an act of 
Ut;I�J<o: . 11""". Or f�lly among the brethren 0'f the Order, the 

: of a question of e�hics, or an instance of 
. The Buddha then tells a story .of the past, 

�p,one of,his previous existences which explains 
\lh�;DJieSI�nt incident as a. repetition of the former one, or 

· �@:�IJel case and shows the moral consequences of the 
'f§AQU$ acts. performed. This , is in most cases the rea] 

· · · reference is .made to a jataka without any 
,_, . ...,.,.,��·J.• .. c epithet i t  is that. narrative that is generally 

is a third component of lesser importance 
or stanza forming as a rule, part of the story of 

·: .m�.Piil:tl· .. , -b\!t sometimes also, of the story of the present .  
minor component is the grammatical and 

·f\J!�)ti��Qin:apl):ical comment known as veyyVcara!fa, on the 
and lastly the 'joining together' or samodh?i'na of · stories by identifying the characters of the story 

• -pa.st with those of their 'lives' in the time of the 

· :f•,-�J\s to when exactly .the commentary was cotnpos.ed, 
there is ,no means of deciding. There is no d oubt that a 

. $.!nhalese commentary in all likelihood; included verses 
tbl JlJe origin·al Pali and was translated or ratber recast 

�.Q , rewo!'ked into Pali, formed the basis of the Pali 

Significance of the .nuakas: The .latakas 
a high degree of literary excellence both s�verally 

. This s tatement; however, needs to be 
:::;t���).�Uied ·in  order to forestall some possible miscon-

on:i. regarding the stories . .In as much as one o;ingle 
djffers from another in shape and size, so too does 
ividual tale differ from each of the others, in respect 

quality. This assertion is equally valid for the 

ngame ibid. 
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verse portions of the canonical jatakapali (gatha) as well 
as for the later prose narratives of the commentary, 
Jiitaka,t,thakatha. 

This section dealing with the li terary significance of the 
Jiitakas will be concerned , as its title indicates, primari.ly 
with a discussion of the value of the stories as. pie<;es of 
l iterature. It is divided broadly into 4 sub-sections as 
follows: 

(1)  The intellectual milieu in which the stories o riginated 
and fl ourished; this will include some general 
remarks on their content and form, followed by a 
brief description of the arrangement of the stories; 

(2) Individual fiitakas in the Pali Canon; 
· 

(3) The Longer .Jjitakas and 
(4) Assessment of the stories as pieces of literary merit .  

(1) The InteUectual Milieu 
Although instances of claimed memories of previous 

lives, such as Pythagoras ' claim to remember his past 
births as reported by Herodotus in his • account · of 
Aristeas of Proconnesus (iv. 14, 1 5) and Heracleides 
Ponticus' claim that he had once been born as Aethalides 
and bad then obtained a boon from his fat�er as 
mentioned by Diagenesis Laertius (viii .  l) are not 
entirely wanting in Greek literary history, such .events 
have generally been considered isolated incidents_.66 The 
intellectual climate of India where thejaiskas flourished 
and one may add, in Sri Lanka where they w�re editeQ 
and writ ten d own, has been very different. hi . the.se 
milieus the recollection of previous lives is not a mere 
dubious theory but a widely accepted beliet It is . _._ 
common feature in the histories of the saints and heroes 
of sacred tradition. Manu (iv. 148) mentions it as the 
reward of a selfdenying and pious life. This, along with its 
corollary, the doctrine of rebirth (punabbhava}, hl;ts 
played, since. the Vedic times, such an important role in  
the life �nd thought of the  Indian people that i t  bas .been a 
part of their national character and ethos. Buddhist 
literature from the earliest times h as always assume� the' 
reality of past epochs "as an authentic background to the 
founder's historical life as Gautama",67 .rataka legends 
are found in .the canonical literature, e .g .  Sukhavihsri 
Jiitaka ( J. 1 0) and Tittira .lit aka ( J. '/.7) in the CuJJavsggs 
(vu. I and vi. 6): likewise the Khandavstha .f. (203) in Cu/Ja
vagga (v. 6); there are several other exa�ples. So, for 
instance, a minor book, Cariya-pitaka, of the Sutta 
Pitaka, consists of 35  jataka.s, retold in verse. · All these: 
ca� be identlflc:d in  the jataka collectionli that have been 
published; which goes to 3how that the legends have 
always been recognized as an. important constituent of 
Buddhist literature. 

. to by Cowell in The Jataks or stories of the Buddha's Former Births, PTS. 1 895, Preface vii. 
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This conch�sion is confirtned by the fact that scenes 
from the Jitaka tales are found sculptured in the carvings 
on the railings round the relic-shrines of Siinchi, Amarii
vatl, and especially at Bharhut  where the titles of some 
s tories are dearly inscribed' over some of the carvings.�ft 
The legends were also continuously introduced to reli
gious discourses119 which were delivered by the various 

. teachets in: their wanderings, whether to magnify the 
glory of the Buddha or to illustrate Buddhist doctrines 
and precepts. by appropriate examples. 

1 4  

Many scholars subscribe to the view that not all the 
stories_ contained in the Fataka collection are "Buddhist" 
in a somewhat restricted view of the term! or even tf:tat 
they emanated from a Buddhist milieu. Sotne of these 
birth-stories are patently Buddhistic and de pend for their 
point on some ctistom or idea pecuiiar to Buddhism, but 
many are said to be pieces gathered from folklore, "whic-h 
have floated about the world for ages as the stray waif of 
lih:rature ari� are liable everywhere to be appropriated by 
any casual claimant". 70 This is an interesting observation. 

It is however, worth noting that no proprietary rights 
h iive been claimed by Buddhists for these stories, a(:iart 
fron Hbe claim that: by arid large, they are tales with il · 
Buddhist cont�nt and flavour and that BuddHist �airators 
and writers have invested thetn with a particular structure 
and f6m1: Such appropriation ofstori�s from a common 
stock· ·by Buddhis·t sam�nas in the course . of their 
wand_erings is  there�Q..re quite possible and is only to be 
expeCted, wheri one considers the historical and cultural 
cont'ext iii which' the stories originated. Equally important 
is it to rec'ognlze:the fact that Fa taka tales have been. over 
the centuries. appropriated. by storytelJers befongirig h1 
far-flung regions to which they had migrated: They have 
been· u� by differeht authors · to  achieve their special 
objectives: . Thus soriie ' of them have been used- by 
BoccaciO' or Poggio �s· m�rry tales whereas a Welsh bard 
ha� nfade lise of them to embelish King Arthur's legend ary 
glories. "Chau-cer unwittingly puts ·ajataka story into the 
mouth rif his Pard onere when he tells his tale of "the 
ryotou'res three"; iuid another appears in Herodotus as 
the p.opular explanati<m .. of the sudden rise of the · 
Alcmaloilldae · through Magdes' marriage .with Cleis- . 
thenes•' daughter ' and the rejection of his rival Hippo-

. cleides�.n- · · ' 

I t  was remar)(ed �arlier that the compilers of thejataka 
book have invested it .with . a special content, fortn and 
structure. Thejatakas are preceded in the Pali Text by a 

· leng�hyintrodu�tion s.tyled the 1Vidana-kath'i which gives 

68. Ibid. viii 
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the Buddha's previous history ("JilVes") both before his 
last birth and also during his last e-,;istence until he 
attained Enlightenment.n 

· 

Each birth-story proper (i.e. 'the. story of the past' or 
atitavatthu) is always pr�ceded by a 'story of the. present '  
or paccuppapniJvatthu wh-ich usu�lJy takes the form of a 
quasi-introduction to the former. This Ji·�king of 't he 
story of the p ast' and 'the story of the present '  is an 
es.sential part of the plan of t.he original work. Thejatllka 
proper which is essentially a story of a. by gone age is then 
always linked with some special incident in the Buddha's 
life or with an episode describing his relationship with 
members oft he sah'gha. The question of the credibility of 
the historical data contained in "the story �f the present"  
o r  the question whether such a story is a forced an;.. J laboured invention of the compiler or not, are irrelevant - . 
issues; for; the point is that eacb.�tory is one �lement of a ' . . . . . . ' . \ ' link which b as already been rilade by.tbe narrator. "" 

Other indications of the compiler's hand in the tales 
may be noted . Into m an y  of thejstakas t here have been 
introduced grammatical or other explltilations as. for . 
example, in Apagqaka J. (1)  when a . . haunted. and 
waterless desert is mentioned; the. mention .is foHowed. by 
a ·short. but needless excursus enumerating severa·J kinds 
of desert/and ending "now among these kinds, this' one 
was of the haunted and waterless sort"; ·: In other cases, 
still more: pedantic notes are introduced , In the simple 
story o(the peacock (Nacca ); 30) whose impudent 
strutting lost him his own future swan bride; the swan 
kin'g. (harps a-raja) is mad�, i n . the heat of his own 
indignation, to draw a distinction between sense of 
propriety or - conscience· and sense of shame-sense of 
propriety which has its origin w�thin the individual (hir.:J 
arid sinse of shame :which has regard t o' the opinion of 
others (otttippa). 

The . Tipallattha-iniga J. ( 1 6) concerns a deer which had 
learnt the ruses of deer, being caught in a snare and 
eventually effects. its escitpe.Tbe tale which illustrates the 
cleverness of a deer who finally escapes from a hunJer's 
snare, is interprete9 as a mere expansion of a popl)lar 
rhyme, that the deer hilS recourse to tricks by which he 
effects his escape, feigning t o  be de ad . The relevant stanza 
translated runs as foliows: . . 

· · "In all three postures - on his back or sides -
Your son is versed; he 'strained to use light hoofs, 
And save at midnight never slakes his thirst; 
As he lies couched on earth, be lifeless seems� · 

-. . 

69. See M.M. Kunte's paper in JRAS (CA) 1 884, Vol. viii ff. , 99- 1 5 1 ,  published 1 886 
70. Cowell op.cit. ix 
7 1 .  Ibid 
72. The inddents recorded in this latter portion. are partly paralleled and partly elaborated in the [.a/itavi.�tara. 
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· only with his under-nostril breathes. 
tricks my nephew knows to cheat his foes" 7J 

!fhe story merits quotation partly because it illustrates 
· lh.'e .p·oint made with regard to the compiler's hand in the 

'. ·�Jflhative and partly because it serves as an example of the 
. !�j�tt and simple style of narrative. . ·�:.ii:n! ., ' . . . . 

;·:;'�-·� once on a time a certain king of Magadha was ..,...!E�!t-� �� . 
. : &:,j�jgning in Rajagaha; and in those days the Bod hi-
' . . , latta, having been born a stag, was living in the for�:st 
"= =,; ·a� the head of a herd �f deer. Now his sister brought · ·· : :)cr. ,sori to him, saying "Brother, teach your nephew 
;-' · . here tile ruses of deer. "  "Certainly", said the Bod hi
,:. '. sa,tta; '1go away now, my boy, .and come back at such 

J�nd such a time to be t aught ". Punctually at the time 
, his unCle me�tioned, the young stag was there and 

_ ·.· rec;:eived Instruction in the ruses of deer. 

' ··' · One day as he wasrangirig the woods he was caught in 
' ; a snare and uttered the plaintive cry of a captive. 

Away fled the deer and told the mother of the son 's 
captive. She came to her brother . and asked him 
whether his nephew had been taught the rus.es of deer. 
"Fear not; your son is not at faul t>' said the Bodhi
satta. ·"He has l.ear:nt throughout deer's ruses, and will 
come back straightaway to your rejoicing. " And so 

. saying he repeated this stanza (cited above}. · 

Thus the Bod.hisatta consoles his sister by showing her 
how thoroughly her son had mastered the ruses of deer. 
Meantime the young stag on being caught in the snare did 
not struggle, .but lay down .at full length on his side, with 

· his legs stretched out taut Bi:id rigid. He pawed up the 
ground round his hoofs so: as to shower the grass and 
earUi about; relieved nature; let liis head fall; tolled out 
his tongue; beslavered his body all over; swelled himself 
out by drawing in the wind; turned up his eyes; breathed 
only with the lower nostril, holding his breath with the 
upper one; and made himself generally so rigid and so 
stiff as to look like a corpse; even the blue beetles 
swarmed round him, and here and there crows settled . 

The hunter came up and smacked the stag on the belly 
with his hand, remarking, "He must have been caught 
early this morning; he's going bad already". So saying the 
man loosed the stag from bis bonds, saying to himself, 
"I'll eat him up here where he lies, and take the flesh home 
with me."  Dut as the man guilelessly set to work to gather 
sticks and leaves (to make a fire with), the young stag rose 
to his feet, shook himself, stretched out his neck, imd, like 
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it li t tle cloud scudding ·before a mighty wind ,  sped swiftly 
back to his mother; 74 

One may not entirely agree with Wintern itz's v iew that 
"the stories of the present" are of little value bein g  either 
very silly invent ions of the commentator or borrowings 
from other texts, such as the Vinsyapi!ska, Suttaniplita 
or Apaditna, or from 'other·commentaries (ERE-Fataka). 
There are many'Jatska5 where 'the story of  the presenf 
has been well constructed and presented with elegance 
and lucidi�y o(dict ion ;  But the cla�sification of t he tales 
proposed by hi!ll may still be helpful to the student 
.interested in,gaining a11 overall view of them .  In respec:;t of 
literary form, ,he reco.gnizes 5 classes, which he proposes 
m!!-inly for "tbe. stories of the past" along with the 
can(lnical gathas. We l:)istingujshes the following: 

( l j  ta1es in prose in·w�ich are included just orie or two 
or few ver�es c6ti'tS:lniiig fhe moral or gist of the tale . . . .  ·. . i . . 

(2) b allads (a) dialogues 
(b) mixttlre of narrative and d ialogue · 

(3) long tales p!\rtly in prose partly in verse 
(4) strings ,of;mot;almaxims .on some one topic 
(5) regular epics or epiC, fragments . 
In . respect C)f CQ�te.nt the tales are. d ivided into the 

following gro,ups :·, , .. , ·· · 

• ( l} fables . · · . 
. (2) marcheo · (fB..iry, .taJes1. animaJ .stories) 
(3) . anecdotes ahd: comic t!tles . . 
(4) tales ·ohtdvef)tpre and romance 
(5) mbr�)-:fal¢!. ' · ! : ., . .  
(6) : ·rnor.a1:ma�ims"' ·  . .  ; 
(7) OJ�gend�·:, ' ; ", ; ' - _: ·· 

·- :; . � ;-: . •' . . . � . ', '• . : . .. . . . . . 
Tfie .[iii.ak_il c9Uection, In its present form as a compi-

Jatjon o(piqse narrative� foge(her with the occasional 
. v�rse or ��rses. i's thus seen to be a unified work with the 

i s.i�s neahy o;ganiz:cd and systematically ordered. I t  
reveals the; hand of  an orderly compiler who was bent on 
produting. wHh t'lie raw material available to him, a well 
constructed' �orpus of stories presented i� an e legant and 
�t�trac�ive manner . A large number of stories must surely 
have had, since the time of its compilation to the present 
day_, as, they have· even for the modern reader, a varied 

· appeal. Some tales are am)Jsing while some are gruesome: 
some are roman tic. episodes while there are others that 
appeal to readers (or listeners) by startling them. Some 
l!tories are starkly realistic while others are piain flights of 
imagination into the realm offancy. There are also stories 

73. Cowell ed. op.cit. 49. The translator (Chalmers) states in a note that the commentator explains "eight hoofs�  mentioned in line 2 a., 
two hoofs on each foot of the deer, referring to the cloven hoof in each foot. The "six tricks� mentioned in line 6 are the three 
mentioned in line I and the three mentioned in lines 2, 3 and 5 reRpectively. 

74. Ibid. ff. 49-50 
. 
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�b�t exploit tbe. readets ' Jove of the mkaculous while still 
others strike the heart cords of a near captive audience by 
their capacity to entertain as well as impart moral 
instruction. Some m ay draw the att�tion of the sophisti
cated reader as in$tances affording parallels to tales 
fa,miliilr from childhood. 

-There is no dearth of passages that display a happy 
ble�d of simplicity and ornament. 

(l)-IndfvJduaJ JiUaka TaJes 
As e�amples if stories having literary merit the "deer 

stories" may be Cited. There are several jatakas where 
deer figure as characters in ·the story, playing either the 
principal role or a subordinate one. Some of them are 
simple short tales while there are a few longer ones. Such 
brief tales do riot exhaust the number of st.ories which 
could Claim literary excellence. Lskkhana J., Nigrodha
miga).� KIJf!rfinaJ., ViitamigaJ., KharadiyaJ .• Tipallat
ibsmiga J., (Nos. t " l ,  1 2, 13 ,  14, 15 and 16 respectively) 

. are ex�m.pl�s. · · · 

A single example would suffice to illustrate the neat 
and well-ordered presentation of the story, the simplicity 

. and charm of styie, and the felici$y of diction. 
· 

, .  'The·s tory· of the past of the Vlitamiga .l. (14 mentioned 
above) in Chalmer's English translation reads as follows: 

Once on a time when Brahmadatta was reigning in 
Ben ares h� had a gardener named·Sanjaya; Now there 
came into the King's pleasance a Wind-antelope 

· ( Viitamiga), which fled away at the sight of Sanjaya, 
but the latter let it -go without terrifying the little 
creature. After several visits the antelope used : to 
roam about in the pleasance. Now the gardener was in 
the habit of gathering flowers and fruits and taking 
·theni day t)y day to �he king. S aid the king to him one 
d ay, "Have you' noticed . anything strange friend 

.:. . gardener� in the ple!l�ance7;, ... 0nly. Sir, that a Wind� 
antelope ·has com'e about the grounds". ''Could y

.
ou 

" - · catc� i�, do Y()U think?" "Oh. yes; if I h(ld ii little honey, . -. ;: . 11� bring it right into your Majesty's Palace ." 

�'""The :king ordered the honey to be given to the man 
'<f'lol.!!.�tnirl ht·Werit off with it to the pleasance, where he first 

. nted.· with the honey the grass- at the spots 
frequented by the antelope, and then hid himself. 

the antelope came and tasted the honied grass it 
�'-iili'irll:"'tn'' snared by the lust of taste that it would go 

)�-�lwl�ete_� tJse but only to the pleasance. Marking the 
'of his s'nare, the ·gardener began gradually to · The appearance of the man made the 

t_() flight for the first day or two, but 
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growing familiar with the sight of him, it gathered 
confidence and gradually came to eat grass from the 
man's hand . He, noting that the creature's confidence 
had been won, first strewed the path as. thick as a 
carpet with broken boughs, then tying a gourd full of 
honey on his shoulder and sticking a· bunch of grass tn 
his waist-cloth, he kept dropping wisps of the.honied 
grass in front of the antelope till at last he got It right 
inside the palace. No sooner was the antelope inside 
than they shut the door. At sight of men the antelo pe, 
in fear and trembling for its life, dashed to and fro 
about the hall, and the king coming down from his 
chambe·r above and seeing the trembling creature, 
said, "So timid is the antelope that for a whole week it 
will not revisit a spot where it has so much as seen q 
man; and if it has once been frightened anywhere. 
never goes back there again an its life long . .Yet,

' 

ensnared by the lust of taste, this wild thirig from th� 
jungle has actually come to � place like this. Truly, my 
friends, there is nothing viler i n  the world than this 
lust of taste ."  And be put his teaching into this stanza: 

na kiratthi rasehi papiyo 
ivssehi vi santha vehi vi 

· viltamigBip gehanissita� n 
vasamanesi rasehi S!Jff}ayo 'ti '6 

There's nothing worse, . men say, than taste to snare, 
At home or with one's friends. Lo! taste it was, 
That unto Sanjaya deJiver'd up . 

· . The jungle-haunting antelop� so wiid: 

And with these words he let the antelope go back to 
its forest again . . 

I t  is worth not ing ihat the story of the present of t • .J 
Jiitaka �s no less interesting than the narrative cited 
abo�e, from the point of view of literary merit . . 

(3) The _Longer: Jlltakas 
r 

Some of t�e .bette� known, longer narratives of the 
Jitaka coll�ction arc incorporated in the Mahan.ipata of 
the Pali .latakattba-vaiJqana. That portion. of the .Jiitak� 
Bdok contains the last ten stories (nos. 538-547). They 
are entitled Mugapakkha, Mahajanaks, Siima, Nimi, 
Khandahala, Bhuridatta .. mahiinarada-kassapa. Vidhura
paf!cfita, Maha-ummagga imd. Vessantara are narrated in 
that order. Some of these stories like the Sam a .Ia taka for 
instance, are prose romances, while others like the 
Vidhura-pandita J. and the Vcssantara J. arc veritable 
epics, wi th the difference, however, that thev art 
composed basicaHy in prose and the intervening st

.
anzas 

occupying generally a minor place.  Some l ike the 
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· arid the Mahiiummagga Jataka hav� 
_ with the novel of more recent origin. 

�ven single, stories but "story clusters". 

be,�no1tea also, that although the Mahanipata 
long stories, many other such naratives 

in other sections of the story collection. 
1), Mabahan;sa J. (534) and Mahiisuta

a few example. There are several more 
lc�•�h,,.r,.- in the work. 

longer legends are qualified . by the 
prefixed to the title in the Pali Collection; 
bodhi J. (528), Maha-dhammaplila J. 

arpsa J. (534) ,  Mahajanaxa .1. (539), 
ttsuts-n..a;,;,apa ]. (544), Mahapaduma J. (472) 

Needless to say, not all stories which bear 
g with nuJh.a are lengthy narratives, as. for 

MB.JrJBSI:JCJa:�sarla J. (95), Maha.kaf!ha J. (469), 
j; (407, 5 1 6), Mahapalobhana J. (507), 
. 

J. (264) and others will show; so, too, 
· .conororu· .. · which arc not described as 'great ' (maha) 

Campeyya J. (506), Chaddanta J. (5 14), Sahkha-
24) and _Kusa J. (53 1) already referred to are 

stories. in their own right. 

example of the longer s tory i� the Maha-bodhi
. (528) which like so many other long stories, fall 
e the Mahanipita. The importance oft he story lies 

. .IJ.Y�h .. ""lFU in the fact that it has been told concerning the 
(paramitii} of wisdom; . there arc other such 
· are narrated both succinctly 8nd at length 

�,.-_,�,, _ .... -. Jiitakas. S ome of them are to be found in the 
- . J. (story of the Tunnel). Such stori_es - im mtelle�tual appeal. In the Mahabodhi J., the 

Wise Bodhi refutes the d octrines of all disputants and 
v.lriiquishes them. It il!ustr�tcs his skill in debate, and 
insignificant also for the reason that it states the heretical _ 
views of the king's Counsellors who are identified with 

- five (of the six) heretical teachers of the Buddha's day. It 
gives an insight into the methods of disputation in 

1earn�:a circles, the statement of the different doctrines· 
their refutation . The arguments of his adversaries, 

of Bod hi and the presentation of his own views _ 
ltlt••rnati·u .... to those of his rivals are significant in that 

out clearly some of the fundamental teachings 
�u·uu•u�•u. And finally Sodhi's concluding sermon to 
king expounding the Dhamma is a stirring exhortation 
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embodying, among other things, the duties of a king 
(rajadhamma) towards his subjects. . 

Stories and discourses referring to heretics and heresies 
are not lacking in Buddhist lit,eraturc . Such examples are 
to be found in the .ratalai collection. But instances wh�re 
heretics are referred to, mentioned by name and identi'fied 
as. characters in a story and their views stated a.rc certainly 
rare. The Mahli.narada Ksssapa ). (544), mentioned 
earlier, is one such example. Certain characters of the 
story, some of them in the role ()f the l(.ing's ministers �tre 
identified and th.c hercsjcs they held arc st.atcd. Here ilie 
king conies under the, influence of a n3.ked . ascetic (ace/a) 
who held 111rong views and tah� lo a life of pleasure. He is 
finally converted and led back t� the right path by the 
Bodhisatta. This tale has a parallel in the Brahmajataka 
(no. 29 of the .!iicakama/ii). An instance when: heresies 
are identified by name, cX:plicitly stated in the form of 
answers to questions . put, and finally refuted, besides 
providing an instaJ)c:;c_where those clements are cent raJ to 
the story, is. rare indeed. ln this respect the Mahabodhi 
Jataka is unique. 

So much for the content of .tbe story. The literary form 
and narrative style. are · lio }css interesting. The story is 
recounted in a mixt\fre of prose and verse. The manner in 
which literary �evices like . the upami (= simile), . the 
felicitous turns of phrase and the metrical form deserve 
closer· attention: In' tlic final discourse to the king the 
Bodhisatta: (Maliabodhi) after �aving· vanquished the 
CounsCllors who- had been rendered 'devoid of lusture' 
(ri1pp�tibhinit) [ilccordingg to one version who had 
becomh · "like fireflies that' had seen the spotless siln'1 
states: "Your Majesty, these fellows with w.hom you go 
ab-out are ijve big thieves who plunder your realm. Oh! 
fool �hat you arc! A- man who consorts with wicked 
fcllows,such Ri'i these would meet with great misery, both 
in this world and that which is to come." 

Awell-kuown talc, the parable of the wolf disguised as 
a:· ram is introduced into the story here. The wolf in the 
Jataka version, draws the unsuspecting herd towards 
itself, slays the creatures and scampers off. The English 

· rendering ofthe Pali stanzas reads: 
- · 

A wolf disguised as ram of old 
Drew unsuspected -nigh the fold 
The panic-stricken flock it slew, 
Then scampered off the pastures new.77 

n: Francis' translation of the Pali, The Jst;Jka (tr.) V. p. 1 24. The Pali stanza is as follows: 
Ursbbhsiiipens bak&.(u pubbe 
ssanikiio sjsyiitllm upeti 
hsntvi uri!Jirp sj/ysrp sjsRcs 
citrissyitvi yens kimlll!' psleti 

· .  Jitskspili. II. Buddha Jayanti Tripitaka series. Vol. 31 with SinhaleRe tran�lation by Madihe 
-;:.,· · ·' Paflftisiha Maha Nayaka thero, Gov'ernment of Sri Lanka, 2526/ 1 984. v: 3484 

· 
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The other too is· an ancient' story, not unfamiliar to 
readers of the .ratakas. the parable of the ox leading a 
herd. The leader, along with the herd ,  comes to a stream 
which has to be crossed ,  t akes a devious course, is 
followed by the rest of its members; and in the. process of 
crossing they ail perish . Another OX in similar circums
tances takes a strrught course, and all the·animals cross in 
safety. Both stories are introduced in the form of similes, 
by way ·of illustration, to enlarge on the text of the 
sermon : and employed to expose the folly of the heresies 
held by the king's ministers. and to put the king on the 
right path. The first is intended to bare the evil of 
hypocrisy, especially hypoc;ritical practices prevalent 
.amoog .certain religi�us groups. The English translation 
reads:  

The bull through floods a devious course will take. 
llte herd of kine all straggling in his wake: 

· So if a leader fortuous paths pursue, 
To base ends will be guide the vulgar crew, · 
And the whSJe realm an age of license· rue. 

But if the b�ll a course d irect should steer, 
The herd of kine · straight follow in his rear. 
So should their chiefs to righteous ways be true, 
The common fold injustice will eschew, . 
And through the realm shalf holy peace ensure.n 

The nar�ator menti.ons, .in . particular, monks and 
brahmi�s who in . the guise of wandering m�ndicants 
decieve .the world. The other exp0ses the evil of crooked
ness, tpe . wickedness of deceitful ways and extols the 
virtue of following the straight Both ends are: achieved· 
with . telling effect. 
· The · NidinsksthiJ or iri'troduction to  the Jataka 

cominenta:ry quotes in full the first two chapters of the : 
Buddhavsq.;ss (ChroniCle of the Buddha). Chapter 2 Of 
that work includes the story of Sumedha, a pn:vious life 
of the Buddha Gotarna, and the life of the . Buddha 
Dipa�kara, the first of thP.. Buddhas of the present aeon 
(kslps). and from whoni the former first received his 
pr9ph.ecy {vivsritiJs). This .�arrative is not wiihout lite�ary 
excellence. It  includes' �he story of the life and e:ttperiences 
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of the Buddha Gotama in  his earlier existences and 
describes how the characteristics of a Buddha were 
exhibited by him in pat ience, self-sacrifice and other 
virtues. As the time drew nigh for him to enter the world 
in this birth, the gods themselves prepared the way before 
him with celestial portents and signs: 

"Earthquakes and miracles of howling took place; 
flowers bloomed and gen tle rain fell, although out of 
season; heavenly music was heard;  delicious scent.s 
filled the air and the very water of the ocean lost its 
saltness· and became refreshing. " 

Before his birth also the prophecy was uttered concern
ing him that he would become either ( 1) a universal 
monarch (cakravartin, cakkavatti) or (2) a Buddha 
abandonin g  hous·e and home, or who would put on the 
robe of a wandering mendicant and attain perfect 
enlightenment for the welfare and happiness of all 
sentient beings. He, himself in the Tusita Heaven 
consenting to undertake the office makes the "five great 
observations " (paifca-maha vilokana) in order to deter-

· . mine: 

(1) the right family in  which to be born 
(2) the right con tinent - J am budlpa 
(3) the appropriate district - M ajjhadesa 
( 4) t�e proper time & 
(5) the predestined mother . . 

The b ody at the time · of birth bore the thirty-two . 
auspicious marks (dvattill}SB-mahapurisa-JakkhaiJani) . 
and the eighty sub-characteristics (ss1ti-anubjaffjanani). 
The chief of the divinities, bdra, was in  attend ance at 
birth, and the boy was received by the ·four guardian 
dei ties. 

. . 
· J 

_ In many of the legends, the young prince Siddhartha 
performs marvellous feats of strength. His father also, 
mindful of the prophecy that his son would retire from t 
the world, surrounded him with all manner of luxury and 
i ndulgence i n  order to retain his affection and prevent 
him from undertaking a vow of solitude and poverty. I n  
p articular, he tried to keep him away from th� four signs; 

78. TbeJitaka(tr.) V. v. l2S �ited also a�d tr�nslated in full in the RajovadaJ. (334) op. cit. I ll, p. 74. The corresponding Pali stanziL'I 
are: 

Giivalfca taram�na'nall}jimhall} 8acchati PUI1}$B Vo, 
sabbi tsjimha� pcchanti inatte jimhllllJ 8•le .�ati 

evameva manwsesu yo hoti st:!{hasammato, 
so ce adhammarp carat,. pB8f:VB itari paji.. 
sabbarp rauh•f!J duk.khan; ,feti riji ce hoti adhammiico 

givalfca taramininall} ujull} 8Bcchati puh8avo, 
sab6i ti ujull} g3cchanti nette uj!J8ste sati. 

evamr:va manw.fesu yo hoti st:!!h&fammato, 
so ceva dhammall} carati pageva i(ari p�ji, 
sabbarp r•!!hBip sulchall} sr:ti i'i;i. c;e hoti dhammikp (Ibid. No. 3493-3496) 
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the sight of which would impel him to  take on the ascetic 
life. 

_ Viewed from a literary point of view, the ..ratakama!ii of 
Aryasura-pida occupies a prominent place in Buddhist 
literature generally and the ..rataka literature in particular. 
Composed by a writer gifted with an innate poetic ability 
and literary craftsmanships, this work belongs to that 
genre of poetry which in Sanskrit literary theory is called 
campu i.e. a poem (kavya) composed in a mixture of 
prose and verse. Judged by the standards of the literary 
criticism obtaining since the date of its composition, this 
collection represents a classic example of the campu
kirya. 

� The JatakamalB (Garl and of B irth Stories) is a literary ) composition quite u nlike th� Fa taka collection in Pali. I t  
i s  a Sanskrit rendering by Aryasura,of only thirty four 

.) 

I 

· jataka tales. This number · is exactly the riumber of 
Avaaanasin the Bodbisattviivaaana (Rajendralal Mitra
Sanskrit Buddhist Literature p. 49). It claims to be a 
florilegium, a selection ofJatakas with the av�wed object 
of rousing and instilling a genuine fajth in the minds of its 
readers, (or hearers) as the case may be. I t  is distinguished 
no less by the superiority of its style than by the loftiness 
of the writers thoughts and

. 
sentiments. The verses inter

mingling with the artful prose are composed in the choice 
Sanskrit, while the prose itself reveals the author's 
supreme command of the classical Sanskrit .  Much skill is 
displayed in the h andling of a great variety of metres. 

(4) Literary Value of the .TJUakas: ·From the foregoing 
. analysis of the literary significance of the Fa takas, it 
would have become clear thanhe stories achieve a high ·. 
degree of literary merit.  The generality of the tales 
contained in the large Pali collectio!) possess poetic 
-features of structure, content, form, an:angement ana 
language which would match away compilation of stories 
in any language or literatur-e. The orderly structure of the 
stories may sometimes appear to  be s omewhat stilted and 
artificial, but i t  still is quite characteristic of the Pali 
Collection. The structure and form of such tales helps one 
to understand that particular feature marks it out from 
other similar collections. The smaller Sanskrit collection, 
the 'Garland of Birth Stories' mentioned above, appeals 
to the reader for quite other reasons . There are also other 
such collections in Sanskrit , the A vadanas, not referred 
to. earlier, which could well l ay claim to literary excellence. 
Likewise, such a claim could be m ade for some of the 
narratives in the Sinhalese Jataka Pota (s.v.) .  Reference 
has been made to individual tales as well as to the 
collection as a whole. Attention has been focussed on the 
varying quality of their value as pieces of writ ing and 
narrative. In sum, it may be stated without risk of 
contradiction that the corpus of s tories, that go by the 
name ofJatakas have inspired, e ntert ained an de l igh ted 
generations of its readers and listeners in the past. as they 

continue to do at present and undoubtedly will do in the 
future . 

4. The .Jlltakas Jn Popular Buddhism: The jatakas with 
·their varied assortment of characters made up of kings 
and royal personages. merchants and princes, house
holders and peasants, sea-faring adventurers and wander
ing mendicants, birds and beasts and denizens of the 
woods. gods and demons and spirits inhabiting t rees and 
lakes, embody universal truths and .the wisdom of the 
ages, in a lively and often dramatic form. Exemplifying 
the "Reflections" (paramita), the Bcidhisatta, by his 
thoughts, words and deeds, reveals the path to enlighten
ment and offers an insight into the nature of bodhi or 
enlightenment. 

It has been remarked earlier that these s tories origi
nated, developed and spread in lands and among peoples 
.where a belief in the notion of recurrent lives (punab
bhava)was prevalent. They show that such a view of life, 
a belief that all beings had already had previous lives and 
would have them in the future as well, was an integnil 
part of the psychological equipment of both narrators 
and hearers." They illustrate poignantly the operation of 
karma (kamma}. the law of moral aCtion. by demonstra
ting how the Bodhisatta shaped his destiny through 
unending efforts on beh alf of, and for :he welfare of, aJi 
beings. In the animated world of these stories, the. 
relationship between action and its . result (kamma
vipaka, kamma phala)can be clearly seen, increasing our 
awareness of how t.he actions of sentient beings shape 
their experience. Reflexion on the jatakas offers an 
opportunity to observe the workings of kanna in everyday 
life and to appreciate more fully the moral choices open 
to iridivjdua]s and society in the m odern world. 

This section is concerned with discussing briefly (a) the 
influence of the jatak as in the life of the people; (b) their 
sociological value under which reference will be made to 
the role of the story collection as an instrument for the 
propagation of the faith in addition to surviving all a 
vehicle of Buddhist propagand a.  The stories have to be 
viewed and appreciated as they doubt less were in the days 
when they were first recounted ,  against the background 
of the notiomo of kamma i.e. the view that every action 
produces a reaction, a resultant effect, and that of 
punabbhava (rebirt h). Bo th in the eyes oft he narrators as 
well as the hearers, the Bodhisatta is �n ideal being who, 
in all his previous existences, has demonstrated through 
precept and practice, one or more of the great vidl).eS O.f 
'Perfections (parami); (c) a reference to some P9i>U!!lr 
stories as standard texts for the Bodhisatta ide�; (d) the 
story collection as the common property of all Bud_dhi"$] 
countries. I n  that sense , the stories are the chiefwit 
of popular Buddhism; and (e) the role ofth,.'tl"rnnJ,!!':tit 
writing, tran.smission, preservation and 
the stories among the common people·. · 
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Let us tak� each of these in turn. In interpreting the 
expression "theJatakasin the life of the people", it is well 
to bear in mind that the term 'people ' should be 
undentood in a broad sense . People here does not mean 
the Buddhist population alone for the infuence of these 
stories, not to mention the stories themselves, spi:ead well 
beyond the confines of the Buddhist community not only 
in India, but in other lands as well. They are of such a 
miscellaneous character that their very diversity could be 
a major factor il1 their spread. Not all of them have 
directly inoral aim and there are not a few stories that 
cannot be cJassed as definitely Buddhistic. Some are 
fables aimed at'i�aching n7ti(wor1dlywisdom), others are 
fairy stories, pure and simple. Most of the moral 
narratives, sayings and pious legends are the common 
property of Indian didactic poetry, it h as beefl claimed 
and ar:e only pa�t}y of .Buddhist origin. i9 It has also been 
sJate�_ that there is nothing specifically Buddhistic in the 
short . anecdote�, .humorous tales and jokesRo that fre-. 
quently occur in thefiitakas. They give also p articulars of 
th� life of people of 1!-11 classes, about some of whom there 
i_s sc�rcely any other information in Indian literature. H I  
The_ stories appe11l to all sJrata of  the population. They 
are t,md,erstandab}e not only to the wise but even to the 
shrip)e-mind'ed .. Only the all-too-clever wiJI smile at them 
indulgently� They have .not lost their human appeal. and 
continue to exert a deep influence on the life of peoples. 

It need hardly be mentioned that this unfluence is to be 
felt "  mostly in Buddhist · lands- like Sri Lanka, Burma, 
Siam imd Cambodia :where crowds of people would listen 

. with rapt attention for bouts when bhikkhus_, during 
full-moon nights and on other religious occasions, �ecite 
the stories -of  the ·Buddha's forinet lives. H has been . reported th�t even in Tibet, tears · in the· eyes of sturdy 
caravan men have _been seen, when  sjt�ing .around the 
canip.fire, li,stening to t ales of tpe Bodhisatta's suffering 
and sacrifices. Rl For ordinary people "the }a takas are not' 
merely literatur:e qr folklor:e, but something that happens 
in tbeir very presence and profoundly affects thr.ir own 
life, something that moves tpem to the core of their being, 
because it is present reality to them: " RJ In the la�ds of 
South�east Asia, these stories were no less p opular. Pierre 
Dupont in one of his · later worksU examines. a inodern 
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version of the Naradafataka (doubtless the Mahanarada 
jataka. No. 544), one of the 10 stories comprising the 
Mahanipata. These stories appear to have become 
popular in Burma from about the ·4th to the 1 3th 
centuries. Although it is to their sculptural and architec
tural representation th�t scholars have chiefly drawn 
attention, there are textual references to them in contem
porary inscriptions. In Pagan, the 1 1 th - 1 3th century 
capital of Burma, where- most of the older traces of 
Buddhist Mon are to be found there are suclr stone 
inscriptions besid�s architectural and· sculptural remains, 
terracotta and fresco.R5 About 1054-8 A. C. the Burmese . . 
king Anuruddha captured the Mon capital Thaton 
(Yaksapura, Sudhammavafi) and carried off to Pagan its 
king Makuta, together with copies of the Tripi�aka and 
Buddhist monks and artists of all kinds .  The earliest M(. J 
description of the Greatjatakss(i.e. those of the Mahani
pata) occur in Makuta '$ pand1t inscription at t · ., 
Schwezagon Pagoda, Tha:ton. 

· Prominent in several of th�_se temple� eith�r in terra
cotta or fresco are whole series of the 560jatakas. Among 
thejatakasdepicted are ApB!Jf!aks(l) and Aqtanga(497) 
at the Ariand a temple, Kyan.zittha; · Ve.lima and M'iltanga 
in  the West and East Petika Pagoda; RohantamJga (501) 
in the Kurbya�kgqi tempi�, Myinpagan; D�vatipaflha 
(350) in  the Ab�yadana t�mpie; · Samiddhi (167) �nd 
RSdha ( 198) in the Pyatsa Shwe temple .and Rohanta 
(miga) at the Wingalaze<l.i pagod�. These sc;)Jpltural or 
pictorial representations are accompanied by descriptive 
texts. For example at the Pyatsa Shwe temple the 
Samiddhi .!Btak.a is referred to as one where "the Holy 
One was a hei:rnit" and the R_lidha Jlita_ka as- one where 
"our Lord was a paroquet-'' and the Rohsntimiga Ji1talr'") 
at the Mingalazedi pagoda as one in which the Futu J 
Buddha was a golden deer.B6 

Another aspect of the influence of thejatakas on t 
broad masses of the people, which included a reiatively 
small group of ]earners and a much larger group of 
hearers, concerns the problem of the transmission of 
texts. Several elem.ents were involved· h1 this process of 
transmission. The first group referred . to above was 
drawn from the- monastic community consisting of 

79: See Majumdar, R.C. and Pusalkar, A. D., The History and Culture of the Indian People Vol. Ill ;  The Aae-of Impen'al Unity, 
Bombay, .1 95 1 ,, 1 953, Bhiiratiya Vidya Bhaviin, p. 404 ff. 

80. Ibid'. - . . 

. 8' 1 �  ibid. 
82. Quoted· in Dharmuiri, Gunapala, FundB.111cntais of Buddhist Ethic.f. The Buddhist Research Society, Singapore, 1 9g6, p. 1 1 3 

· Govinda,· Anagarika, "Origins of the Bodhisattva Ideal" Stepping Stones Vol. I I , January 1 952, p. 244 
. 

83. Govinda, Anagatika op.cit. 
84. LB version Mone du Nirada Jitaks, Ecole Francaise d� Extreme Orient, Saigon, 1 954 
85. The glazed terracottu on the top terraces oft he Anand a temple which illustrate the ten great JBtaksshave been edited by the late C. 

Duroi!lelle in Vol. H (text and ph;ttes) of Epigraphia Burmanica," Rangoon, Government Press, i 9 t9.  
-. 

86. Lu�e, G. H., "The 500 jataka.s in  Old Burma", Artibu.s Asiae xix, 3/4,  pp. 29 1 -307 
. 
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traitlee monks; attached to individual temples, while the 
latter. comprised the much larger community of lay 

· persons, drawn from all walks of life. Then there was the 
preacher or reciter of the text, who was usually an erndite 
monk, and of course the book or the written te!l:t. There 
were two methods of trans.mission ( I )  oral transmission 
by preaching and/ or the recitation of the text which in 
former times was a palm-leaf manuscript of the .rataka 
Pots or more likely a few leaves from it selected for the 

· · occasion,. which in modern times has been -replaced by a 
printed book; this was an effective method of disst!mi
nating the stories among a vast concourse of people as 
well as a method ofimparting instruction and propagating 
a knowledge of the d octrine. The venue for such .a 
discourse was generally the village temple and the 

- ) occ�ion involv�d the participation of the Jay community 
and ·the community of m onks, (2) the o ther method was 
one of a d ifferen.t order: the scriptural (textual) tradition 

· of transmission. This was the method of writing on palm 
leaves· the entire text of the stories .• an elaborate process 
demanding deep devotion and dedication, a sense of 
commitment in addition to considerable labour and time. 

. Bhikkh!ls have played a key role in: b oth these methods of 
transmirtsion. · 

·;Tiie incidence of the availability in large numbers of 
j'iltB.ka manuscripts� distributed in all parts of Sri Lanka, 
iii an' index to the popularity of. the story collection. The 
copying of the text by temple scribes as well as the regular 
pnnting of the work in modern times have contributed to 

. the development Of the reading habit. 

A coll�ctio� of �taka t 3.Ies �riti.tled P�fltmS.�j��aka R7 . 
. has be�rt one . th�t ha� b�en par:ti��huly pop�i�� in 
.Bur��. Th�se· ·t ales are not al l  p a�all�led i.n the . P�ii . 
�ol1ettjon. S.ome of them bear a Cl<;Jse resembla�c� t o, ani 
�ay be local adaptations of t al�s found. in the A va(fantl 
textll. ' · · · · · · · 
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Among the Pali literary texts from Laos are .to be 
fouhd indegenous extra-canonical jatakas which have 
been seen as illustrations of the syn thesis of Buddhism 
and (�lklore . i n  South-east Asia. RR The fact that .these 
storie� are largely apocryph al and therefore of -doubtful 
authenticity when viewed in relation to the canonical 
fiitakas, does not militate against the view that the stories 
formed an important part of the popular literatu re and 
played a vital role in the shap!ng of the at titude to life of 
those peoples and in the formation of their world-view. 
Among the stoies occuring in the post-canonical collection 
of the Pafifflisajataka are t.he Sudhanajataka�9 occuring 
as the second story of that collection, the Dukamma
jataka 90 which is an illustratiop of a popular saying 
which dissuades a m an from marrying a woman who has 
already had three husbands: from striking up a friendship 
with a man who has taken the monastic robe thrice .and 
left the monas tic life; and from entering a town where the 
king imprisons people without preliminary hearing�j the 
Nandakllmara,9t also known by the title of Malika, one 
of the protagonists of this history which begins . like a 
sutta but is in reality a }a taka designed to illustrate the 
benefits of meritorious deeds (pufifiakamma) performed 
in previous births, the Candagadhajataka,92 an aj::>Ocry
phal fiitaka popular in Laos, Thailand �nd Ca-mbodia . 
relates the adventures.of the Bodhisatta when he assumed 
the person of Candagadha, the son of a poor m an of 
Campanagara, the Sambhamittajataka 93. also one ofthe 
fifty jatakas, appears more often u ncle'( the title of 
Subhamittajataka. the Srivi1f!f?'aharpsa or Dvesifataka,94 
the Atindamigajatak;f5 anothe:r post-canonital jata.ka, 
the SIIVilf!T?"a.lataka�9(; a st'ory of the Bodhisatta in th� life 
of Suvat:t�a. Only a fragrn:ent of this text has su�ived 

. which n arrates "the garbled story p(a child having a head 
and no body, the Ba.Jasambhjajataka 97 which relates the 
story of the conversion of a proud monarch. similar to 
King Jambupati, the SuriyavaUjsahaDJsa jatak_a 9R also 
k nown as the Pavara · Vanaharpsa .rataka. but ]s . not 
included in any of the apocryphal fifty jatakas. the story 

87; Thir text has been noticed;· edited �nd critically commented by scholar� in the early part of the century but the m6ilt recent and 
·up_-:to-date edition is by P;S. Jain in the PTS. �eries · · . · · 

· 88. See Sadqhatissa, H. "Pali Literature from Laos" iri Studies in Pali and Budrjhism .Tagdish Ka.�hyap·.commemoration yolume 
,edite� by Na;ain, A. K.., Delhi; 1 979 

. 

89. Finot, L. BEFEO, XVI I, 5. pp. 44-50, Hanoi, 1 9 1 7  
90. This- !s the 1 8th JBtaka of the Luang Prabhang recen�ion o f  the Pafillasafataka. Vide Fi not op.cit. p .  45 

9 1  .. Finct, op.cit. 50. No. I 
·9�•' The, Laotian version of this story and the Siamese printed text differ. 
93. The 5th in the Laotian and Burmese recensions and the 4th in the Cambodian and Siamese (BEFEO, X V I I .  p. 45. A Siamese 
. . 

. version wa., published in Vol. 4 of the Pa/1/fBsajataka Bangkok 1933) 
·.Th e  16th in the Luang Prabhang recension and the 32nd or 33rd in the Cambodian and Siame�e recen�ions: Finot op·.cit. p. 45 where 

wrongly called · Sorassa. A translation of it wa� published in Vol. ix of the Pa!ifl.�a.falaka. Bangkok. 1 925 
· 4 1 st in the Luang Prabhang edition and the 46th in the Cambodian and Siamese recensions. Its translation in Siamese was 
. in Vol. XI I I  of the Paffnasafotaka, Bangkok, 1 927 · 
. 48th in the Cambodian and Siamese recen�ions: vide Pinot, op.cit. p. 46. 

op. cit. pp. 49 and 1 78, No. 29 
op. cit. p. 209, No. 294. 
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of the prince with golden: tongue SuVBf!'JaJivha which 
forms . the subject or ' one of the most popular novels in 
Lans99, the- SuvBf!IJBmegha Jataka100 or fatoka of the 
Golden, Cloud, ·  the SuvBIJf!BhBJ!1Sajataka10 1  mentioned 
by Finot as· being among the extra-canonicaljatakas not 
included' in the collection of the apocryphal fifty stories, 
the Lohagona jatakal02 or fa taka of the ox (stag?) with 
Coppered Horns which bears· a similarity to the afore
inenlioned but is not  to  be found in  any known list of the 
Paliifiisafiita.ka, the Gandhagbajataka 1o3 literally the 
rataka of the destrpyer of the perfumes, which is really 
the story of a frog: the Mlilakittiyajstaka 104 which begins 
with · a short. invocation to the Triple Gem and, in the 
manner of the canonicaljiitakas, by indicating that it was 
told by the Buddha while he was dwelling in the Jetavana 
and-concerns a mon k  who was very much attached to his 
p arents, the LakkhanavuttipasuttaJ os also known 
under the title Lakkhanavutti }a taka and the Cundasii
kstikRsuttato6 or Dhammikapa�Jqitajataka. 

, A.ll)he c.ommon property of all Buddhist countries, the �{akas,, a� mentioned earlier. have spread well beyond 
the .confines of the Indian sub-continent, into other parts 
of A�i�1 �hrough Tibet, Mongolia, and Central Asia t� 
China: Korea and Japan in the Far East .  They have been 
the ch]ef vehicle of Buddhist propaganda. and the chief 
V{itne�ses of popular Buddhism. The Buddhist texts (and 
they include the written texts of these stories, that found 
ttieir way into those countries) belong to a later date, are 
t:el!l!ively younger than the Indian texts , and therefore 
c��r�·.the: do�;:trinal imprint of a time far separat;d from 
(ftf ':qri �·IHtl. texts,, , which themselves were already 
�¢p�r_a��P by sop:1e four hundred years at least of oral 
tr�djiipn,.from the Hme of the Buddha. The Tibetan and 

·. G�f!J'��i, 1�xts �f the .JBtaka stories , for ·example, refleCt 
t�F ·�J.�uim,ic,upfolding of .Buddhist s tories, which neces
sariJy �Iiderwent a process of modification and elabora-
tiq�; ip the �ourse of transmission. 

. 
' '.. l . � 

' Thtq�-fowth of a network of temples and monasteries 
forme.d.an effective base of support for the spre�d of the 
J.lfft4:�!�e�. �ong the common people. These r wnastic 
;e�-t���ishmerits h ave played a key role in the conservation 
tf:aps�ission and propagation of the s torie! in many ·J���i's : They have been, and continue to be, centres from 

'9.9 .. Fi"ot, op. dt. pp. I 1 7-2 1 .  
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which radiates a knowledge of the Jiitakas. they h ave 
contributed, in no  small measure, towards the populari
zation of the storie·s. Temples and other monas t ic 
institutions have performed this function in several ways. 
Through the medium of the plastic arts ofmoulding and 
modelling, such as sculpture, pottery and ceramics, these 
nerve-centres -of the body social have been �able to 
transmit the life sustaining energy in the form. of the 
stories to men and women in a!l  ranks of society. 
Sculpture has played an important role in this process. · Other art forms like architecture and p�nting. it would 
seem, have played no less signiflcant part in the process of 
transmission. These stories have been represented in the 
construction of buildings too, especi ally in religious 
edifices. The art, architecture, sculpture and painting 'I particularly in the Indian sub-continent and even h · -' South and South-east Asia, not to mention, other 
countries where .Buddhist civilization h as spread, beat 
witness to the popularity of these t ales. It is indeed. hard 
to come across a temple in  an Asian Buddhist country, 
where representations of the jlitakas, in one form or 
another; are not to be found. Temples in Sri Lanka afford 
abundant examples. Such sculptures and paintings have, 
in many cases, been executed by rural craftsmen and 
painters, underthe inspiration and guidance of bhikkhus. 
There are notable instances where Bhikkhus themselves 
have played the role; of artists. Devaragampola Silva! 
T!ina is one such member of the monastic community in 
Sri  Lanka whose name is associated with the paintings of 
the Malvatu Vihiiraya and Degaldoruwa in Kandy, Sri 
Lanka. (PLATES IV, V & VI). 

. . 
Not only through the medium of the visual arts have 

the jataka stories been thus brought within the reach o •  ) 
the people .  They have been put into writing and thus 
transmitted as written texts in many lands. Sometimes 
they have been translated from the original Pali into 
many Asian languages. M arty other t ranslations ar� 
based upon and derive from Sanskri t  originals. They too 
have found their way into several countries of Euracia, 
extending from Western Europe to Far Eastern Asia. 
These translations of the legends are written in a variety 
of scripts. In this large-scale cul tural enterprise of 
translation, bhikkhiisor members of the .Buddhist Sangha 

lpo . . M�ntioned by M. Meillier is his CataloFue de Ia Bihliotheque Royal de L uang Prabhang, Hanoi, 1 9 1 8, a.<! item Nos. 340 and 4 19 
. l�·8th.in the local recenssion of the Palflflisafi.taka p. 24 

I'P· SO and 2 1 0, No. 9SS. Only the name "Golden Swan' links it with the canonical Jitaka No. 1 36 ed. Fausboll. 
,.�]�!�!IWJ�gQJ�pte·s .. it fqr the first time u'nder the title, "The Ox with Golden Horns", offering no other explanation 

. not.�entioned in the collection �fthe fifty Jitsks.� under its Laotian title. Brya Gangak, it is mentioned by Finot, op. cit. 

to the Miillakiit mentioned without explanation by Finot. op.cit. p. 1 93. ·No. 425 
t(1 the Mullakut, mentioned without explanation by Finot op.cit. p. 1 93.  No. 426. 

op.cit. p. 74. Despite the title, The text of this narrative has no connection with the story contained in the 

' l i 
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1 bave played a dominant role. It has been a crucial one in 

:, ,the sense that members of the Sangha have acted as 
··authours themselves, conservators of manuscript texts 
and sometimes functioned even as copyists. As authors, 

· -they have functioned not merely as writers but have 
sometimes engaged themselves as translators or compilers 

. and served as scribes in copying and re-copying written 
texts. Certain monastic establishments of the past (as well 
as those of the present) have functioned a11 libraries where 
resident bhikkhus h ave worked as librarians. In addition 
to such diverse roles, bhikkhiis have made a significant 
contribution to the spread of the Jiitaka stories through 
the c;hannel of oral communication. Bhikkhus have with 
or without the patronage of kings, ministers of state or 
ruling princes, helped to spread these stories by word of 
mouth. There are notable examples mentioned in histori
cal records and other sources of eminent exponen ts Oft he 
jitskss, great teachers and renowned preachers. This 
tradition has come down to the present day. Thus it is 

· that" the temple and monastery have continued to be a 
powerful base of support for the propagation and 
popularization of the fiitakas. 

Ananda Salgado Kulasuriya 

JATAKABHA�AKA, 'recite� of Jiitaka. 'Buddhist teach
ings, together with its literature, were handed down from 
generation to generation through word of mouth or 
orally until they were written down in books at Aluvihara, 
Matale, �n Sri Lanka in the Is t  century A.C. (Mhv, ch. 
xxxiii). The stupendous task of preserving this massive 
literature was very successfully done through the process 
of division of labour and specialisation. This process 
commenced in the time of tbe Buddh!l himsdf. The whole 
literat�re was divided into several. sections and each 
section was s tudied and specialised by a group of 
bhikkhus. Such gro\,:pS of specialists were called ohBIJBkB 
(reciters). Those who studied, specialised and r.ecited the 
.is taka or stories about previous births of the bodhisatta 
were called jstakabhaqa.kil. 

According to Samantapasadika or the. commentary to 
the Vinays (VinA. IV, 789) ajstakabhaqaka shou!d learn 
the whole .rataka text with its commentary, but the 
Mahapaccari tl!fhakatha, as stated i,n the Samanta
pilsadikil, adds, Dhammapada and its commentary, too, 
to this group. Adikaram (E.W. Adikaram, Early History 
of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 3 1) opines that this connectinn 
was due to. the similarity of Jataka tales to the tales woven 
round Dhammapada verses. 

The commentators have recorded differences of opinion 
regarding some matters among these bhaqaka. Thus in 
the story of the ascetic Miitanga, Buddhaghosa says that 
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DiHhamangalikii, whose pride and conceit wru� shatter.ed 
by the _piety of Miitaflga, carried Miitanga in her arms 
and adds that jatakabhliqak� held the view that Di!!ha
maflgalikii carried Miitat)ga on her back (SnA. 1 .  1 86). 

In the commentary to the Maijhima Nilc8ya (MA, 1 1, 
305) Buddhaghosa refers to ajitakabhiif!aka then! who 
lived in the time of the Buddha, thereby giving the 

. impression thatflitakabh81Jak8 formed one of the oldest 
groups of bhanaka (E.W. Adikaram, op.cit. p. 30). 

Milindapa!Iha, a compilation older than the commen
taries of Buddhaghosa, too, mentions the namefiitaka
bh8f!ak8, in a list of bh8J?akadesignated as citizens in the 
city of the Dharnma (dhammanagara "- Miln. p. 341 f.). 

Incidents relating to jatakabh8J?ak8 occur in several 
Pali texts . One of them - .Tiitaka-bh8J?aka-vatthu- deals 
with ajatakabh8J?Bka thera who went to a certain house 
to beg for alms. The mistress of the house who was not 
inclined to making an offering told the thera that there 
was no cooked rice in the house. The thera, through a 
riddle, indicated to the woman that her statement 
revealed the availability of o ther food items in the house. 
The woman, realising that the ascetic (muiJqaka) would 
not leave .the premises unless an offering was made, gave 

. him sweetmeat and rice c:;ooked in ghee (VinA. p. 484). 

The Mahavamsa (Mhv. ch. xxxv. p. 30-2) makes 
reference to aj'ilta.kabhaqa.ka thera by name Mahiipaduma 
who lived in the Tuliidhara Vihiira in the south of Sri 
Lanka. King llaniiga (33-43 A.C.) after listening to the 
Kapijstaka preached by this Thera, _was greatly elated 
and restored the Niigamahii Vihara. 

The ManorathapuraJ?i (AA. 11,"149) says that a young 
monk from the Tissatnahiiriima Yihii.ra in the south of Sri 
Lanka had travelled a long dis-tance to Dlghaviipi, a 
village in the east of Sri Lanka, to listen to the Maha
vessantara .racaka preached by a thera named Maha
jiitakabh�aka. Regarding the term Mahiijatakabhii.J?aka 
thera. Adikaram �dikaram E. W., op. cit. p. 31) says 
that the name can be tnterpreted.to give two meaning3: ( 1) 
the reciter of great Jiitakas . .(Mahajitaka+�haqaka) and 
(2) the great reciter of j'itakas (Maha+Jstakabhaqaka)� 
If the first rendering is accepted, it leads to the conclusion 
that there were two types of ja.takabhaqaks, those who 
specialised and recited the long fa takas and those who 
dealt with short}ita.ka. But, since the referencee is made 
regarding the recitation of a longjataka which is held in 
high esteem by the devotees, the first meaning is more 
plausible. See BHAJ':I'AKA. 

· 

Ruwan Bandara Adhlkari 
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JATAKAMALA 'Garland of Jiitsks Tales', name of a 
class of writings of which there were several in the 
Northem Bu�dhist Canon, according to Speyer (SBB. I . 
lntrOductio·n· p. xxiii). He quotes two stanzas from 
Somendra's - introduction to his (Somendra's) father's 
A vadiJnalct#palstii, to substantiate his view. Hodgson 
mentions three Fa taka works in his collecticmQf Buddhist 
Sanskrit works of Nepal, namely .Tatakiivadans; .Tatska
miliand Mah�;at�amiifii. He describes the [Stakamara 
as an account of the meritorious actions of Sakya iri his 
five hundred and sixty-five births. Speyer (op.cit.) - says 
that of these, only one is extant and that is the.Tatakama/8 
with thirty-four jatakas, and that the Mahii;atakama/2. 
may be the work containing five hundred and fifty or five 
hundred and sixty-five jata.kas. Winternitz,. too, thinks 
that the · J]it/Jkamil/J is only a generic term and · that 
various poets have written .ratakamara, that is, they have . 
prOduCed free renqeril)gs of selected jataka in ornate, 
poetiCal language (Hi$toryoflndian Literature, I I, 273) . .  

The Jitakamiil8, the 'garland of birth stories' o r  Bodhi
sattVivadiinamiila; the garland of edifying stories of the 
bodhisattva' is a work written in classical, chaste Sanskrit 
by the poet Aryasilra. It was trimslated into Chinese 
u·nder the t i t le P 'u-sa-pen-sfu:ng-man-Jun be tween 
960-t'l 27 A.C. (Nanjio, 1 2 13). The title of the Tibetan' 
trB.nslation is Skyes-pahi-rabs-kyi-rgyud. This text is the 
only extantSailskrit Work consisting entirely ofjatakas, 
and tbe�ejiitakas are mostly poe'tical renderings of stories 
found in the Pali .Tata.ka book; twelve stories are identified 
withJhose found in. the Cariya Pi!aka (HOS. I .  preface p. 
ix,: x) • . �other poetical rendering of �hirty-five stories 
about the past lives of the Buddha (in Pali). No parallel is 
so far :found. in the P ali .rataka or Cariyapi�aka to the 
Vyiigri Jitak.a, the first story ·of :Fatakamili, but it is a 
verj popular story among the.Mahliyanists and is found 
in the SvartJabhasottama Siitra, as the Vyagriparivarta. 
H. · 'f(etn says that there 11.re a few stories in the Jiitaka
mili having parallels · i n  non-Buddhist literature. As 
·instairces he says that the Viirtaka .Tat aka is related to the , ' 
Ssrbga-;.kopiiyana in the Mahabhiirata I, Adhy. 299 
(Bombay- ed.) and that the story of Unmiidayanti is told 
·three : times : gver in the Kathiisaritsagara, where the 
heroine is. called Unmiidinl. The tale ofTiiriivaloka in the 
·same work agrees with the Visvantara .rata.ka (HOS. I, 
preface p; x). 

_..r T.here is diversity of opiniqn regarding the original size 
of .the work . . H. K�rn ( op.dt) and Winternit:z. ( op.cit. p. 
164 ft. noteA) opin�· that thirty-four was the original 
number of stories and that the work is complete with this 
number. Kern says . �bat tlie. offici at ' number of jatai<a 
ac:Cording to the Northern Buddhists is thirty-four. Both 
Wintern.itz and' Kern refer t6 the. epithet Catustrimsajlata
kajfla, 'knower of thirty-four jata.ka ' in Hemachandra's 
_Abhidhiina Cintamani(233), in support of this argument. 
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But Dr. Serge d' Oldenburg (JRAS. 1 893, pp. 306-9) 
believes that this work was meant to be completed  with 
one hundred jataka so that each perfection (paramita) be 
discussed in ten stories. He bases his opinion on the fact 
that after the l Oth, 20th a.nd 30th stories follows an 
uddiins or a table of contents. Further as support for his 
argument he quotes a tradition communicated by Tiiril
natha, namely, that A ryasura proposed to put d own in 
writing the ten times ten rebirths of Buddha, which up to 
his t ime circulated only orally and which corresponded to 
the ten piiramita, but when he had finished thirty-four, he 
d ied. In sonie legends it is related that pondering on the 
bodhisa'ttva's gift of his own body to the tigress, he 
thought he could d o  the same, as· it was not  s o  very 
difficult . Once, as in the tale, he saw a tigress fo!J owed by . � her young, near starvation. At first he could not resoh 
on the self sacrifice, but, calling fortti a s tronger faith in · 
the Buddh a  and writing with his own blood , a prayer £ 
slokha he first gave the tigress his blood to drink. ana 

· when their bodies had taken a little· strength, offered 
himself. Dr. Oldenburg rejects Kern's argument that the 
epithet Catuitrim!a..fratakaJfla, too, indicate that the 
original contained only thirty-four stories, saying that 
this epithet could have been forrried by looking at the 
extant .latakamara with only thi rty-four stories. 

The .Jatakama/a consists of thirty-four jiita.ka or birth 
stories of the bodhisattva. Unlike in the .Tiitaka b ook the 
story of the present (paccuppanna vatthu) is not given. 
Speyer (op.cit.) says that it is really a collection of 
homilies, for theJataka are not presented as in the .rata.ka 
book. A simple sentence of ethical importance is given at 
the beginning which is followed by the words: 'Thus it  is 
heard ' (tad yathiinu!riiyate). Next follows a story fror:>.._, 
the :Buddha's past lives; to  illustrate the same. Sometim ) 
the details given in the Pali Fatale a · are curtailed, for 
instance in the second story the hideous particulars of the 
eye-operation dwelt upon in the Pali .Tataka are avoide� 
Some stories which are unwieldly on account of too many 
details are made m ore s imple, for instance stories xvii, 
xviii .  nJti are much simpler · and shorter than their Pali 
counte.rparts .  The story is merely related. There are 
laudatory verses praising and pointing out the virtues of 
·the hero; descriptive verses, containing pictures of fine 
scenery or of phenomena, are to be met with often: 
somet imes religious discourses of considerabie length are 
put in ·the mouth of the bodhisattva, and fr-equen t ly the 
verse narrative is interrupted by one or two sentences or 
sometimes by a whole passage of prose, which are meant 
to connect the various parts of the narrative. 

The entire work. verses as well as the prose pieces. is 
written in the purest Sanskrit. Twenty-six metres are 
altogether employed (EST. 2 1 ,  pp. 269-73), some of 
which are rarely met with elsewhere. The selection of 
metres to  suit a particular situation is very cleverly don . 
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Speyer (op.cit .) commehting on the merits of the .J8ta.ka
mrua says, "Above all, I admire his moderation. Unlike so 

_ many other Ind ian masters in the Art of literary 
composition, he does not" allow himself the use of 
embellishing apparel and the whole luxuriant mise en 

. scene of Sans hit al811}kara beyond what is necessary for 

. his subject"(Introduction p. xxiv). See also the short note 
on .Tata.kamara iri the article J AT AKA. 

. 

W. G. Weerarntne 

JATAKA NIDANA, the introductory chapter of the 
Tataka!fhskatha . . 

JATAKAPOTA, t he S inhala  version · of  the Pali 
.!Bta.ka{!}lakathi. It  i s  also called Pansijapanas Fata.ka 
Potvshanse: See the relevant section in the art.. J AT AKA 
for details. 

JATAKAITHAKAmA See JATAKA. 

JATAKAITHAVANNANA; Synonym for Fataka{!ha
kathii. See JATAKA.' 

JATI 
1. Indian Ideas On Birth: Birth, as well as death, has been 
the most important matters . of religious concern for 
Indians from a!lcient time. We find among lnd.ians 
generally two.noticeable tendencies of thinking on birth. 
Firstly birth is considered from the point of view of 
transmigration (sarpsara), i .e .  it is regarded as the rriost 
co.ncrete expression of transmigration in living beings. 
Secondly, it is thought that birth is caused ,by the 
mysterious forces of vital and generative functions. and 
from this point of view many myths and metaphysical 
doctrines were developed, iri which these forces were 
deified or looked upon as philosophical principles. 

With regard to the first tendency, Indians thought that 
all living things in the wor1Q 1ransmigrate under the rule 
of retribution and their coming into existence is the result 
of the deeds of previous lives. They comprehended birth 
9.3 meaning repeated formations of life (punar-bhava) in 
the process of transmigration. 

The early theory of transmigration was taught in the 
older Upanishads which were completed before the rise 
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of Buddhism. The Aitareya- Upanishad, in p articular, 
mentions three kinds of birth with regard to the 'self' 
(atman), which is the personal subject of transmigration. ( 1)  When the atman, which is brought fort� as a sperm in 
man 's body is poured into a woman, conception comes 
about. This is the first birth. (2) Thereafter, the atmaiJ, as 
it is no less than the father's child, is nourished by its 
father before and after birth, and having grown up it 
succeeds to the father's place. Thus the world is continued. 
This is the second birth. (3) After it grows old and dies, 
the atman leaves this world and comes to l ife again in a 
future world. This is the third birth. 

Moreover, t he Aitareya Upanishad mentions four 
kinds of bir�h in  all living things, that is, those born from 
an egg (a!Jcfaja) e.g. birds, etc. ; those born from a womb 
(jarayuja) e.g .  man, mammal etc.; those born from 
moisture (sveda-ja) e.g. a mosquito, etc.; and those born 
from a sprout (Udbhij-ja) e.g. plants . But; on the o_ther 
hand the Cbandogya Upanishad (VI, 3. l) gives only 
three kinds of birth, i . e . ,  those born from an egg; from a 
womb, and from a sprout. However; . in orthodox 
Brahmanism the former theory of the four kinds ofblrth 
was accepted as a definite theory. 

The Aitareya- Upanishad also mentions that a man 
who has understood the meaning of the above-mentioned 
kinds of · birth in living thin·gs, by thus knowing the 
atman, will ' leave this transitory world and reach the 
heavenly world which is immortal: Witho\,lt doubt, the 
word 'immortal' means here a state of release (mok�a). 
According to Indian thinking a 'released' man becomes 
absolutely free from the bondage of transmigration, . 
simultaneously with the disappearance of the body at his 
death and afterwards enters into the world of 'brahman' 
or of divinities, where he enj oys. everlasting happiness 
and never returns into this world, to be boni · again . 

. Accordingly, it was considered that there was . neHher 
birth nor death in a 'released' man, while, on the other 
hand, the phenomenon of birth, though it is physiological, 
was understood in the reli gious sense as .a sign of 
transmigration. 

The Garbha-Upanishad is an important scripture that 
explains the growth of an embryo and the phenomenon · ·  
of birth. According to it, after fer tilization is effected, a 
pulpy fluid (Kalal a) is formed in one night; and in seven 
nights bubbles (budbuda) are formed; and in a fortnight a 
lump (pif!cfa); in a month solid flesh (katJJina); in, two . 
months a body; in three months limbs; in the �ouf;th 
month the ankles, the stomach and the waist; hi the: fifth 
month the backbone; in the sixth month a mouth, ario�e, 
eyes and ears; and in the seventh month. the mi,n<J (fir,�}, 
combines with the above organs, and in the eight.4w.qnt,� 
all the elements of an individual are completed . Durin.g . 
this period the sex distinction of male and.' .............. :. 
determined by the relative influence of 
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man and woman. Thus, in the eighth month the embryo is 
capable of mental functions. and enjoys the perception of 
odour, tate, etc., by completion of all mental organs in 
his body, so that his soul (priiJa)is advanced. ln the ninth 
month; the embryo possesses all the elements and senses 
of u individual, remembering former live

.
s and discrimi

nating between good and evil deeds. The pain that the 
embryo feels as it is born from the mother's womb is the 
result of good and evil deeds in previous existences. But 
as soon as it contacts the open air, it forgets the pain by 
the grace of the gods and loses the memories of past lives 
and of past deeds whether good or evil. 

It would seem that the above mentioned exposition in 
the Garbba:..Upanishad follows the medical knowledge 
and the religious ideas prevalent among ·Indians of the 
day. 

Now let us take the second mode of thinking about 
birth. The ancient Indians concerned a mysterious force 
in the appearance of birth ·or in the generative function 

., �nd th:ought that it was ruled by a divine principle. They · worshiped the principle and prayed to it in order to be 
given the grace of the gods to gain variou!l advantages, for 
example, the prosperity of progeny, the breeding of 
domestic animals and the increase yield of crops. They 
thought therefore that the highest divine principle was 
the one which produces all tbing_s.  In Btahmanical texts. 
i .e. in the J!.g Veda and later BrsJ,m8IJas, and the 
UpiUiishadsetc., t�ere are to be found numerous myths in 
which the existence of all things is fr�quently explained as 
haVing: been· born from the highest divinities. The 
�ntatives of the divinities are, for example, Prajii
pati, ili11lJ?�a-gartiha, and others. PraJipati means 'The 
Lord who generates afl things'. Hir�yagarbha means 
'the golden. womb'. Jn many myths dealing with the · cre_ation of the world we clearly find generative ideas, 
iucb u a sp.erm (retss), and egg (siJrfa), sexual desire 

. (XJma). 5et out as the elements of the iundamental cause 
of the creation of the world. As the res�lt of development 
of these myths; some abstract principles indicative of 
�rative power, e.g. lslcti, prakriti, etc., were establish-�,-��:� il kin� of metaphysics was developed. These 

. .  · 
-�iPJes .are regarded as female principles. . 

-· · - ·�·��� or� In lluddhJsm: In Buddhism, as well as 
· . . 

· . " · tildian thought, birth is considered from the - · 
of transmigration; tbe tendency is more 

· Buddhism, · for Buddhists take a great 
life, such as 'birth-and-death.' 
denied the mythology of the 

did not evolve any 
·a· particular metaphysical 

"'�fiJri',lf tl!;,·�- •-;,h;•n omen on of birth� 

a concept relative to 
l(!llJ'J.I#UI.,( . _S7.+.-5:76J S!lyS: 
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'Beings born (in this world) have no way of escaping 
death. As there is always the risk of dropping for the ripe 
fruit so is the fear of death present for beings born (in this 
world), who are subjeet to death. ' 

According to the Theory of Twelve Causes, which is 
the formal explanation of our illusive existence, our life is 
a transmigratory state depending upon the law of conti
nuous causlity, .and it is asserted that 'old age and death' 
(j!Jril-msrstJB) arises from 'Birth'. The word old age and 
death, is here understood as the conception of the most  
direct expression of our painful existence, and birth is  
considered from the theory of transmigration namely, ils 
rebirth in the next world. Consequently · it is further 
asserted that 'birth' (jiti) arises from 'transmigratory 
existence' (bhavs). 

To attain to release (mokfs) is to be free from the 
bondage of such 'birth,.and-death'. A saint who has 
reached mokfs.stands above transmigration and is free 
from attachment to birth-and-death, so that he is as good 
as void of them. It is in his 'last birth' that he is born in this 
world and his body is the 'last body', Therefore he will 
never be born into this world in the future by repeating . · 
birth-and-death. In early Buddhist texts, there are often 
predicated defmite phrases which express the state of the 
Saint who has attaiw-.A to mok�a, i .e., 'Done away with is 
births.. . ... . .  I shall ne:ver be born again into such an · 
existence', and 'This is the last birth . . . .  Now there is no . 
new birth'. 

On the other hand for the common people; who are . 
bound by transmigration, their state of existence is laid 
down ·by the law of Twelve Causes. Among the many' 

interpretations concerning the theory of Twelve Causes, . 
th_e most importarit is the explanation that tfte whoie .of 
these twelve causes expresses the proce�s �f tb,� '�ausa) 
series of transmigration of living beings i hrough t.h e t.hree 
pedods of time, i .e., past, prese.nt and future> In it 
th�refore, the birth of living- beings is explained in fuli · 
detail. 

· First, all living beings are classified into four kinds of 
birth, namely, those born from. an egg, th�se-.born from 8 
womb� those born from r:n�istur� ahd _those born: by 
spontaneous generation. (iwpap�drpca). T� co�pt of 
four kinds elf birth is a definite .the�ry in Buddbism·-�d 
'spontaneous generation (aupapidub) is accepted by 
Buddhists in place of 'birth fro;ri a sprout' (udbbij-ja) in 
Brih�anisin. It would seem that Buddhism rerognized 
('aupapiduka' by adopting Uie popular opinion of tbe 
day. 

Secondly, our existence, or bhava, is classified into 
four states, concerned with �ime, namely, upspsttibhava, 
pfirvakilabbava, mBTBIJBbbava ·and antaribhava. (1) 
Uptipattibbsva means the existence that is brought about 
into mother's womb at the moment of fertilization. (2) 

l 
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Piirvakalabhava means existence in the period when a 
· Ji�ng being grows as an embryo in the womb and after 

birth, advances through childhood, youth, manhood, old 
age and finally to the time of death,  (3) Maraf!abhava 
means existence at the dying hour. (4) An(arabhava is 
existence in the interval between the dying hour and the 
moment of the ne�t . rebirth, or, the next upapattibhava. 
Some schools contradict the reality of antar2bhava and 
the problem whether it exist or not was discussed among . · the schools. 

. The term 'from the momertt of upapattibhava to the 
moment of birth' is divided into five portions, that is, the 
so�called five stages inside the womb. They are as follows: 

I }I) Kalalsm: it goes on for seven d ays after fert ilization, 
. and means somethi_ng like a pulpy lump that exists before 

.the shape of the embryo is formed, (2) Arbudain: for the 
. second seven. days after fertilization; this would mean a 

small polypus. (3) Pt!si: exists. for the third seven days, it 
means flesh and-blood. (4) Qhs!Jsm: exists for th.e fourth 
term ·of seven days, and means solid flesh, (5) Prassxha: 
exists for forty days from the fifth period of seven days to 
the time of birth. It means the one who has limbs. 

· In contrast to the above-mentioned five stages inside 
tl:te womb, tJtere are also explained the sCJ-called five 
stages outside the womb. it is the. five stages concerned . 
with the five when after birth a man g.rows and passes his 
life to the dying hour. (1)  infancy: from the time of birth 
to the sixth year; (2) boyhood: from the seventh to the 
fifteenth year; (3) youth: from the sixteenth year, to the 
thirtieth year; (4) manhood : from the thirty fint year to 
t� fortieth year; (5) ?ld age: after the forty-first year. 

1Juddhism teaches us that birth is effected by deed 
(karma). Therefore, in the theory of Twelve Causes it is 
e;xplained that the 'individual conciousness ' (vijnana), or 
the third cause in the twelve, is suited to the moment of 

. fertilitation that iuffected by forme� deeds (;srpskiira), 
or the second cause in the twelve; and the other subse
quent causes are iqterpreted from the theory o(five stages 
inside and out:side the womb. Therein the eleventh cause, 
birth (jiti), is understood as rebirth in the next world. 

Buddhism also teaches us that the deed (karman) 
springs from the instinctive desire . for existence. In 
consequence, it is thought that the birth of the embryo is 
:aused by desire and for this reason, a tendency to. see 
'irth as impure is strongly marked in Buddhism. For 
nstance, the following explanation, while mythological, 
s predicated concerning the determination of male and 
emale sex at the moment of fertilization. When a man 
nd a woman have joined together in sexual intercourse, 
n sntaribhsvs, however remote it is, being �tble to see 
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their sexual un
.
ion. by force of ' k arman. ' is disturbed in  

mind and flies it:i a m oment into the woman's wom.b. 
Then conception takes place. In this case, if the antara
bhava is attached _ to the mother and is averse t o  the 
father, a male embryo is formed, and on the other hand if 
it is attached to the father and averse to the•mother .a 
female embryo is formed. There are "cases where the 
antarabhava is identified with the god Gandharva. 

Cert ain chapters in  the Maharatpakfi!adharma
paryaya-siitra (translated into Chinese by Bodhiruci vol. 
55-57, chapter xiii, Buddha's teaching to Ananda on the 
fertilization and chapter xiv & xv, Buddha's teaching on 
the growth of the embryo) give detaile<:f explanations of 
the physiological phenomenon. of birth. The · point 
emphasized is as follows. Birth is impure and full of pain, 
because it is produced by 'karman � Therefore, we have to 
comprehend that birth is abominable so· that we have .to 

· escape the birth-!pld-d�ath (i .e .  the transmigration), and · finally reach moksa. . '· 

Shlngo Suguro 

JATI, the phenomenon of birth or the coming into 
existence of beings . l  In the Buddhist sense jati does' n ot 
merely mean the particular event of being �orn from the 
mother's womb but the u niversal phenomenon of coming 
into existence th1,1t continuously goes on in the process of 
life whether a11 human beings, as animals or in any other 
form. It is a characteristic or a stage in the process .Pf 
evanescence generally designated as sarpsara. The 
recurring definition offatifound in the Pali canon runs as 
follows: fiiti, �he production (ss!Ijati), the descen t  
(okkanti), the coming forth (abhinibbatti) of various 
classes of beings, the appearance of the groups of grasping 
(khanda), the acquisition of the sehse-ba�es (ayatana), 
that is called birth (S. ll ,  3; M. I .  50; D. II .  305 etc.). The 
manifestation of the aggregates (kharidananjpatubhava) 
and the acquisition of the sensebases (iiyatanansrp 
pa!iliibha) means the embodiment of the individual in the 
form of a living being that finds conception in the 
mother's womb and his birth into the world. Liim a  
Anagarika Govinda's account o f  this phenomenon offiiti 
may be quoted here: 'Birth (iatJ) in the Buddhist sense is 
not merdy a particular single moment in each life, not 
only the physicaJ process of being born (sai!.fati) or 
conception (okkanti) in the p hysiological sense, but the 
'conception', the 'conceiving' that is called forth continu
ally through the senses, which effects the ap_P.earailce,or 
manifestation of the �ggregates of existence (khsudhinlirp'· 
piitubhavo), the seizing of the sense-domains · 
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1ana11J pa!ifiJbho). the continuous materialization and 
1ew karmic entanglement'.2 The concept of momentary 
ieath (khaJ!ika-maraf!a) as understood in Buddhism also 
mplies its coroJilary, the concept of momentary birth as 
:}early described in the above extrnct. This, in other 
IVords� - means the universal and the super-individual 
1ature of the phenomenon of birth, as a p art of nature,3 
IVith its attendant forms of suffering (dukkha). This 
�eneral concept of dukkha also includes the physical 
pains involved in _the physical birth of the individual 
which are described by Buddhaghosa in the following 
words: "The pain that arises in him when the mothc;r gives 
birth, through his being turned upsidedown by the 
kamma-produced mind 's forces and flung into the most 
fearful passage from the womb, like an infernal chasm 
md hugged Ol;t through th� extremely narrow mouth Of 
he womb, like. an elephant through a keyhole, like a 
lenizen of '·bell being pounded to pulp by colliding 
ocks..:this is the suffering rooted in parturition , (vi.Jaya-
11amfllaka11J dukkham: Vism. XVI, section 40). 

According to the Buddhist analysis of life .Jati is a 
:ondition preceding ageing, sickness and death (iati-
1accaya jaramarsiJBilJ etc.) and hence fraught .with 
arrow, pain arid disappointment.4 .Tiitiis not the begin
ling of the individual nor death his end and all forms of 
1ain and sorrow inherent b life cannot be overcome 
nless the cause of this painful journey is removed . This 
ause is ignorance (avijfayeva sa gati: Sn. v. 729), the 
mioval _ of which would certainly give· the peace and 
appiness that the human mind yearns for. · 

T.he inherent tendency of one, subject · t.o repeated 
irth, decay and death is. to be reborn and therefore he . . • '" . . ormally does what is conducive to repeated . birth 
�kacco !fttano jstidhammo S/ifmlino iatiqhammam eva 
r1riyesati). Therefore the true and �oble s�arch 

·
is to 

alise the dangers (Bdinava) inherent in whal is liable to 
� reborn {jatidhamma) and to seek the unborn (a.Jata). 
�uttermost security from the bonds ( anUltManJ yogakkhro1811J), 
� state of release ·called Nibbana.� 

The fact that the phenomenon of birth is involved with 
in shoUld not make ol)e disappointed and pessimistic 
out life,. but instead, one should search for the state free 
1m birth, decay, disease and death with �n optjmistic 
tme of '"ind as understood in the fourth Noble Truth, 
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that teaches the way out of the- entanglement (dukkha

nirodhagamini pa{ipada). It is the practical realisation of 
this optimistic attitude that is beautifully expressed in the 
paeon of joy that is attributed to released saints and is 
frequently occuring in tlie Nikayas: "Destroyed is birth, 
lived is the pure life, done is what was to be done. there is 
no more tendency for being such and such".6 

The Buddha's advice is that one should give up 
specu)ating about philosophical problems like the state 
of the released saint after his physical death-and to follow 
the path leading to the cessation of birth and death, so 
that pain could be annihilated. Speculation about this 
possi�le condition of freedom is an obsta.cle to its being 
practf2ally realised . Consequently the state of the one 
who fi�s overcome birth (khiiJafati) is left unexplained 
(a ryUata)and has to be.·understood thtough expreience.7 
'fhe J5�quest of Jiti is the conquest. of sorrow and the 
orie �lio has done so has conquered time as well, so thllt 
be dde'� not worry either about the future or about the · 
p ast {s'�e M. I I I, 1 93). The burden of time is 'felt ·by the 
unint'efligent man (Cfigho balinarr1 saipsilro-saddham
mam' iivi.Janatam: Dhp. v. 60) who shuts his eyes to the . , . 
facts ' qf life. In the case of one who has conquered fiiti 
both iP, theory and in.practice (vijja and carana)"there is . \ 

. 

. 
· . , .

. 
nothgtg by which he is to be reborn" (natthi yenajiye�ha: 
M: Ij� . 246), for in his case all substrata 'of rebirth 
(upa?�i) are destroyed and with regard tQ wh�mh is said: 

.. �-. . · 

"With naught to bi.nd thee thrall to ' 
· , Jife?.thou art free <�s·forr:ril- 1�qn from all fears of dread " (Sn. v. "5'�2) :''· · ·<� . . : ;,/ . · 

Lord Chalmr:rs's trsl. ;.. .:' •.·. ''i . �-� ;.• -.· . ' . 
�· • I ·, ;  !: . 

t . . . . . 
-

B\ltldhaghosa after giving various meanings of the 
•term:/ati explains i ts meaning in the sense of repeated 
birt� in the following words: "it ls the manifes't'it.tion of · 
any �ggregates (kha.'1dha) that are mnoifestc:d. in::Jlving 
beings when they are born anywiiere thai is called hirth . . . .  
Its characteristic is the first genesis in any sphere of 
becoming (pa!hamabhinibbatti) "anci it is manifested as 
an emerging here from a past becoming (afit!Jbhsva). , 
After. explaining birth as suffering in its various aspects 

. Budc:ihaghosa concludes, saying that, if not for birth aiJ 
suffering would not be there and that therefore birth is 

The Psyr:hologtcal Attitude of Early Buddhl:ft Philosophy, Rider and Co. 196 1 ,  p. 50 
It is by regarding and realising that the 11uffering involved in hirth, decay, death etc. , is natural and unive rnl, that it is the eomrimn 
lot of all living beinp that the intelligent man overcomes them. . . 

. · . 
Kicch� loko ipanr1o jiyati ca m�vati ca cavati ca uppajjati ca. D. 1 •. 30. 

. , . . 
Th? ����port�nt idea is f�cinatiitgly di�cu�11ed in the Ari_vapariye.<ana sutta of the Majjhima Nikiya (I,· 16 1  ff.). . 
KhiiJBJBtl, vus1tal!l brahmacanyal!' kataf!� kararpyal!l, niipara1p itthattiyati paJiinami: S. v, 224, M. 1, 139, 279 etc. 
A �ascinatins disculsion on this interesting point is found i n  the ·dialogue between the Buddha and Ciilamiluhkyaputtil 
occuring in the Msjjhima Niki.ya (II, 426 ff.). . • 

. . . li . .  
! 
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fraught with sorrow (Vism. Sections 33 ff.) . "  I t  is by 
practically realising the state of release from birth that the 
saint can sing as do the BuddhlU ' this is my last t\1rth : I 
!hall not be reborn '.9 · ;  ;;::� -�/·- ·· 

·: .) ' -� � '  
A. G. S. Kar���mam 

JATILA, variantly referred to asjatilaka. wel:e:a �hiis-•df 
al!ctticll mentioned in Buddhist t�xts �s ha�rig-·b-een 
active in the religious field during the time of the Buddha.- . 
These ascetic! were called ja�ila and ja{ilakB because they 
wore- their hair in braids in the form of aja{ii and tlit term 
ja{i/B must have been coined and used by the con(c;mpo
rary rival religious groups such as the Buddhi�t� ·and the 
Jains in a pejorative sense to denote this gro�p .o(li!(:etics, 
just u the term muqrfakii. (shavelings) was used b� other 
rival groups in referring to Buddhist bhikkh�s. · The 
commentary to Udiina (UdA. 74, 330) describe-� them 
thus: 'J"ati/B are ascetics. They are so named- because they 
wore their hair in the form of a_jstii. (a matted top knot)'. . . • I � . • . ·. 

The japli do not seem to have had a �ell defined 
· religious 'philosophy or a recognised singh: teacher- or 
founder. Some of them lived in groups und'et leaders like 
the three Kassapa brothers ( Yin. 1, 24)who had 
independent large groups of jap/a under them ; but many 
were the japra who practised asceticism individually. 

T.he · earliest mention of a japla, is found in the 
introduction to the·NaJaka sutta where it is said that sage 
Asita.(KiiJadevala) paid a visit to king Suddhodhana on 
hearing of the birth ofa son to the latter. As ita is depicted 
there as an ucetic wearing a jars (Sn. v.· 689); He is 

· described as a person who had developed the ability to 
predict the future of persons. When the infant was sho"wn 
to Asita he carefuiJy studied the marks on the child 's body · 
and"we.S convinced that the child would grow up to be a 
unique teacher of men. Asita was grief striken that he 
would not live to see the child blossom to be a great 
teacher due to his (Asita's) advanced age and so he 
admonished his nephew Nlilaka to become a disciple of 
the future. Great Being. · · 

Ascetics with matted hair (ja{i/a) seem to have lived in 
Indi1l even prior to the  appearance of the Buddha, as is 
evident from the many i ncidents connected with jafi!B 
occuring in Buddhist texts. Asita, the ja!ila, was greatly 
advanced in age at the time Prince Siddhiirtha was born. 
The three. famous jaflla leaders, the K assapa brothers, 
were prominent fire-worshipping ascetics with substantial 
followers, when Siddhartha Gotama attained Enlighten-

ment .  The Buddha in the P8y8.si sutta (D. I I .  339) relates 
a fable wherein reference is m ad e  to aja�ila living in a leaf 
hut in lhe woods tending a ritualistic fire. The context 
assumes that the fable quoted was already an old and 
wellknown one,  indicating that ja ti/8. existed as a 
particular and distinctive type of hermi t even prior to the 
Buddha's time. 

The Parayana Vagga of the Sutta Nipata relates the 
story of a brahamin teacher by name Bavari who h ad a 
large group of pupils (Sn. pp. 1 90-1 97). Bavari's pupils 
are described as h aving matted hair (jafii.) and wearing 
antilope h ide .  B .C .  Law opines that Bavari was ajatila 
ascetic who h ad a large following of pupils (B.C. L�w, 
Geography of Early Buddhism. Oriental Books Reprint 
Corporation, New Delhi, 1979, p. 1 7). 

The existence of ja{i!B in  significant numbers during 
the d ay of the Buddha is brought to  ligh t  by two 
references to them in the SaJ!1yucta and A hguttara 
Nikayas. In one of them (S. I, 78) i t  is said that a group of 
contemporary religionists consisting of sevenja!ila, seven 
nigHIJ{ha, seven ace/a, seven ekasa{i:ka and seven 
paribbBjakii were hovering in the  vicinity of  Pubbiirama 
in Siivatthi when the Buddha was once staying there. 
King Pasenadi Kosala who went to see the Buddha saw 
these ascetics on his way and asked the Buddha whether -

those ascetics were arahants or were on the path to 
arahantship. The Buddh a  explained to Pasenadi Kosala 
t hat the virtue of a person cannot be discerned by 
external appearance and that a person has to be associated 
closely for a long time to decide whether a person . is 
virt uous or otherwise. The same list of ascetic groups 
occurs in the A hguttara Nikaya (A. I I I ,  276) whereja{i/a 
are ment ioned in the third place. I n  this context it is said 
that the: ascctics namcd in the list who harm life, who rob 
others , who are not celibates, who utter falsehood, and 
who consume intoxicating drinks are destined to be b0rn 
in  hell after death. Thcse and other references given 
earlier are sufficient proof to conclude that }a{ila grou ps 
and individuai Ja!i/a were a significant religious pheno
menon during the d ay of the Buddha in India. 

As is evidcnt from references to Ja{i/a in · Buddhist 
tcxts, the majori ty ofja{i/a were brahmins who had fallen 
apart from their customary brahmanic practices imd 
rituals to  follow ascetic practices. Tending the ritualistic 
fire or fire worshipping seems to have been a popular 
practice of thcse,ia{i/a in addition to practising asceticism 
and wearing matted hair. Sotne of them wore antilope 
hide. They were not agnostics. They beiieved in Karina 
and rebirth and human initiative. · · · . 

8. So In the formula of dependent origination (pa!ice��-samuppido�), jsti precede! dec11y, death and qtber -forms of suffering. · · - · ' ''f: 
9. Ay•'!l antimijiti natthi dAni punabbhavo: M. 111,  · t 23. . ,·,�t.:;:o-!;7¥.�-�-�� . , . 
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It was not very long after the Buddha's attainq�ent of 
Enlightenment that he encountered the three well known 
Kassapa brolhe� Uruvela K.assapa, Nadi Kassapa and 
Gayii Kassaps who were leading large groups of ja{ila. 
The very fact that the Buddha decided to go to meet them 
in their own �scetic habitats to confro�t them and 
convince them about the futility of their religious beliefs 
and practices speaks for the prominent position these 
ja!ila leaders occupied in that society. 
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The Buddha did not receive a warm welcome at 
Uruvela Kassapa's hermitage. When the Buddha told 
Uruvela Kassapa that he wished to spend the night in . 
Uruvela Kassapa's hermitage, he was bluntly told that" 
there was no place in the hermitage, to be offered to him. 
Since the Buddha was insistent to stay the night there; 
U ruvela Kassapa agreed to accommodate the Buddha in 
his fire-chamber (aggisa/8.) where dwelt a ferocious and 
poisonous spake possessed of great magical power, 
hoping that the snake would attack the Buddha arid kill 
him. When the serpent started to display i ts  magicai 
powers, the Buddha. too, performed similar psychic feats 
to subdue the serpent. 

Early next morning U ruvela Kassapa went to the fire 
chamber to see what had t�ken place. To his dis.may the . 
B.uddha was there alive and serene and the venomous· 
snake was resting by a side near the Buddha. 

U ruvela Kassr.pa did not accept the Buddha as an 
Arahant even after this incident and the text says that the 
Buddha performed 3 500 miracles in all to ··convince 
Uruvela Kassapa, but the lat ter haughtily maintained 
that he (Uruvela Kassapa) was a worthier person than the 
Buddha. 

Buddha, then, in a challenging tone declared that 
Uruvela Kassapa was neither an A nih ant; nor was he one. 
on the Path i·o Aranh!lntship . This surprised Uruvela 
Kassapa and being subdued expressed willingness to  
listen t o  the Buddha. Subsequently Uruvela Kassapa 
accepted the Buddha as a greater Araharit than him and 
exp,ressed wiiJingness to become a disciple of the Buddha. 

-
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The Buddha· led the$e new converts to the peak of a hill 
at Gayi (Gaylis1sa) and _there p reached to them t�e 
Adittspariyaya sutta (Yin. l ,  p. 35). It is said that aiJ the 
former japm, one thousand and th_ree iri.number, attained 
arahantship at the conclusion bf the sermo.n. 

. 
., . . . 

Contbttting hissojoutn the Buddha �ent to Rajagaha. · 

Senfya· Birribisiira, the ·k,ing of Magadha h�Jring about · 
the drrival of th;e B�ddha in Rajag�ha>w.�pt to . see the 
Buddha with a nn"ilti��4.e:of. :Btihitj'�' Magadhan·house 
holders. Whenthey_ :.Saw· the form�r j8u.IJ in•the com·pany 
of the Bl.u:idhisi�bhikkhus; diey Wert '� .- btwildered as 
they wei·e not �eftain:ylhC:�ber: tbe.· . become the 
followers · of · ·. · ·.j:he·· BtJddha, . 

•··,u•v"•J<.ut;, \BDd•:to •:disot)li 'ttieif�id· 6\ibts posed a 
tti�: �otmief���� 'lJ:ro ;vclir �is$aDI·� as to why 

Uruvela 
de.ilq;_iibe,d:··�bt!lbdir.qijfttst����;\!tP.4iet · ·which he 

and rebirth, and they we�e-npJ 
like Pilrana Kassap,a (D. ' f,' 
cri tical about their ascetic ·.pr:��'lc.��Fin·d'' 
appearance and said that such rm·na>!l!,liii'Otlltt 
cleanse and purify a being; In t· l he::D)�)I,l�d·i"•i'ad'a 
141) the Buddha states: 'nt:)t 
matted hair, not ' dirt (mud)� no.t 
mortal who has not mtt�re,o·m,e,dioofi 

The keen�ess .sh�wn: �{th�. · . 
three Kassapa brothers �nd tb�ir 
them, is indicative of the ' 
enjoyed as religionists in :tbe :co.n 
maturi ty of the ja!ifa as .religi 
becoming Arahants· on Jistt�rtin'lli--�! 
sutta preached to .them by tlie . 

U ruvela Kassapa and his five hundred disciples tut off 
their matted hair, discarded their ascetic garbs and all 
other.paraphanalia used by them for their ascetic practices 
and became disciples of the Buddha. When Uruvela 
Kassapa's two brothers, Nadi Kas�apa and Gaya Kassapa 
came to know about the conversion of their eldest brother 
along with his disciples as disciples of the Buddha. they 
too, along with their own disciples decided tq follow the 
example of their eldest brother. Thus altogether . one 
thousand and threejarila became bhikkhus in the dispen
sation of the Buddha, almost at the outset of the Ouddhist 
movement ( Yin. 1, pp. 24-32). 

. their conversion ( Vin. 1, 3,�) .. · 
the bhikkhus t o  ord 

· 

' 7  
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JAUGADA 

JAUGADA, a ruined fort in the village of Berhampur in 
Taluka of the Ganjam district in Madras. The site is 
located about 1 8  miles to the north-west of the Ganjam 
town, on the northern bank of the river Rishikulya. 
Duplicates of fourteen Asokan Edicts at Dhauli are 
found engraved on three vertical slabs of stone rising to 
different heights in a range of rocks in this ruined fort. 
The inscribed slabs are surrounded by the debris of a high 
wall. The range of rocks where these inscribed slabs are 
found covers a large exten.t of land · (Graham, W.F., 
lnscripti�ns oi Asoka ( 1 872) Vol. 1 .  p. 2 19). 

· The first slab contains five of these edicts ( 1  to 5), the 
second contains five mote (6 to 1 0) &nd the third contains 
the last four ( 1 1  to 14) of these edicts. The edicts are 
partially eras�d due to the peeling of the rock surface 
(Cunningham, Inscriptions of Asoka, p .  1 9  f.). These · 
edicts were copied in 1850 A. C. by Walter Elliot who was 

· aware that these edicts are duplicates of Asokan edicts 
which have already been found at Shahbazgarhi, Girnar 
and Phauli (R. Sewells, Lists of An(iquities, Vol . 1, p. 4). 
The rock is now protected by an iron roof md a railing. 

The four edicts on the third slab at J au gada were edited 
with those at Dhauli by Profes!lor Kern. The first 
estampages of these were prepared by Burgess. . . 

Two of the Jaugada edicts are directly addressed to  
Mahimlitras of the districts. The rest contain admonitions 

. ro peoplt about moral behaviour. 

· In the first edict the emperor declares that no human 
being 'shouid be kiJJed or sacrificed . · Some festivals of an 
c;vil nature are also to be-stopped; but festival gatherings· 
of a religious cli�racter are to be allowed . Killing of . 
animals and birds for food in the royal kitchen, too, was 
forbidden. 

Th�; second r.dict deals with the· establishment of 
hospitals for men and cattle . They were established not 
only within his kingdom but also in the neighbouring 
couittrles such as Chola, Pandya, Satiyaputra and the 
Yavaila Kingdotn of Antiyokus: In the same edict the 
.emperor gives instructions �o plant medidnal herbs and . trees on either aide of roads and to dig wells wherever 
n�ce�sary for the benefit. of human beings and animals. 

In the third edict instructions are given to high 
offi�rs-Yuktas, Riijukas and Priidesikas to go on tour 
e\tery five years to perfor.m adminis trative duties and 
issue instructions on morality. The emperor instructs: 
'obedience to father and mother should be observed; 
good relations · with friends and .relatives should _ be 
maintained; liberality towards recluses and brahmanas 
should be practised; moderation in expenditure and 
possession should be persued. The Council of Mahi
mitras should order  the Yuktas to supervise the 
implementation of these arden'. 
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In the fourth edict the emperor emphasises that no 
discourtesy should be shown to recluses and brii.hmanao; .  
I t  i s  also laid down there that living beings should not be  
harmed. Ins lead o f  the sound o f  war-drums, the sound of 
the drums of virtue has to be spread . In this edict the 
emperor expresses his desire to see his sons, grand-sons 
and great grandsons following these instructions till the 
end of the world. 

In the fifth edict the emperor says that those who 
neglect even a portion of these moral instructions would 
be performing evil deeds, "because, sin spreads fast", 
Further, the emperor says that n o  duty is more important 
to him than the welfare of th� people. The edict says that 
the Mahiimiitras were appointed in the thirteenth regnal 
year of the emperor to supervise the moral dev�iopment 
of everyone including Yavanas, Kambojas, Gandhliras, 
Latikas and Petunikas. 

In the seven th edict the emperor says that members of 
religious sects bent on self-control are free to live 
anywhere in his kingdom. It is also said in the same edict 
that though one may practise great liberality, if he lacks 
in self-control and purity, he cannot be considered a 
magnanimous person. 

The eighth edict says that emperor Asoka in his tenth 
regnal year went on a pilgrimage to the Great Bodhi tree 
(Sambodhi). 

. In  the ninth edict he says that servants have to be well 
treated and protected. 

In the tenth edict the emperor says that all men (and 
women) are his children and as such they have to be 
provided with nourishment and protection, and their 
happiness has -to be guranteed . 

The fo ur remaining edicts, too, contain admonitions 
similar to those detailed above. 

T. Arlyadhamma 

JAULIAN, a Buddhist site within the ancient kingdom of 

TaksasiHi (modern Taxila) where archaeological excava
tion� carried out in the present century had brought to 
light a Bud d hist mon astic establishment. On-grounds of 
masonry work and other evidences scholarS" have agreed 
to accept that this establishment was founded in the 
period of the early phase of Imperial Ku�ans whp ruled 
over the Gandhlir.a kingdom. · 

Although Cunningham has done preliminary e�.cava. 
tions in t he Ta.xila area as far back as the middl.e of the 
1 9th century (A SJA R, Voi. I I  for 1 87 1 ,  Report for the 
year 1 863-64, pp. 1 1  I f., plate LVII), real htt�;t;�.s��le 
excavations were carried out only in the second·�!�M�·,of . , . . ' . \· 
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the present century by Sir John M arshall, who ex plored 
the entire Tuila region including the Jaulilin site . 1  

Jau!Hin i s  wetlni.gh related to the other Buddhist sites i n  
Taxila like Mohra Moriidu, Dharmariijika, Kunlila, 
K.alawin. Khlider M ohrli, Girl, Ghai, Bhamiila, Bhallur, 
Liil�hak and Blidelpur as well as to other Gandhiira sites 
further towards the n.w. frontier. 

The remains of the Jauliiin Monastery stsnd on a bill  
about 300 feet high. The site is less than three miles away . . . 
from the Tuila railway station. The ruins are.remarkably 
in a good state of preservation showing traces of late 
repa.ir and redecoration and l ater. additions to the main 
structure, before they were overtaken by the catastrophe 
wliicb rtsulted in their burial. (P LATE VII). 

The ruins comprise a Sanghiiriima (monastery) with 
two st\ipa courts 'o the south and north and · another 
smaller court adjoining .them on the west .  

"The main stiipa stand i n  the upper court with a number 
of smaller :o�tUpas closely arranged on its four sides and 
with lines of chapels for cult images ranged against the 
four walls of the courl and facing, as usual, towards the 
stiipa.2 The monastery contains an open quad rangle 
surrounded by cells. besides an ordination hall, refectory, 
kitchen, .store-room, bath room, l atr�ne and other 
chambers etc.  (A. K .  Coomaraswamy, Histroy of Indian 
and Indonesian Art, p. 72 f. ; Buddhism in Pakistan, A. 
Govt. of Pakistan publication, K arachi- 1 963, pp. 36 f; 
AS/Mem. 1921, No. 7, p. 3). 

Much of tbe superstructure of the main stiipa, including 
the dome and all but the lowest course of the drum has 
now disappeared, but the lofty plinth is still standing 
almost to its full height and some portions of its stucco 
decoration have been preserved. Marshall says the main 
stOpa at iauJilln must hil've been very similar in app-earance 
to that at Mobra-Moriidu (also a site in Taxila) consisting 
like it of an oblong plinth approached from one end by a 
night ofsteps and surmounted by a cylindrical drum and 
dome, the whole embelished with plaster reliefs and 
:::rowned by a catrivali(a pinnacle in the shape of a series 
Jf umbreUas). J The character of the figural decoration on 
the sides of the · plinth· of the main st\ipa consists. of a 
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seated colossai Buddha in the dhyllns mudra occupying 
the bay between each · pair �f pilasters, · and of smaller 
Buddhas in n similar posture seated one above the o�her 
on the face of the pilasters:� · .These figural characten of 
the Buddha, bodbisattv,u �d ot}ler characters belong to 
two phases accor�ing _tc,,M.�bali and Foucher, sotne to 
the early classical peri��f:���hlra Art and otben to a 
later decadent peric,ti,, (R�m :YHI). . . · \ · · .  · · .-:. · . .  · ·. -·. . 

The square 
into several h'orttoJl 
with carvings o. 
a'tendanta, ·and · 
atlantes ; heads, . · 
stunted pil&$ten 
order. .. 

the vigour 
constitute an 
Buddhist art . 

Among Jbe 
Sanghiiriima 
sttipas which · 
funeral piers; 

the main stUpa 
quadrangular 
to be a later·;�tnrnvi 

the fc:iur sides of the 
-�··· .·�-··· edifice, but . 

their plinths 
�J,;�J,D,JIJng and usually 

, The scheme of 

atUpas is divided . 
rlchly decorated 

bodhiaattVas, 
. figures Hke 
interspersed ,, persepolitan 

knowledge of 
fourth .Jllld ftftlt 
op. cit. p. �) . . 

at the J auliln 

found in the 

....... . .-·:--···-� were planned 
large to · eJJCJose 

as weli. The 

l .  Thiu•ay is bued on the observations made by J. Ma111hall and M. Foucher on the 1 .. : ._uti�,r;iljp�.�M!i¢�ifli!l�� ir:t :"�e M.,emoin oi 
the'arr:IUJeo/ogicsl Survey oflndis, 192 1 ,  No. 7"' 

2. This arrangement of enclcning the main stiipa with a line of chapel11 is quite c�mmon 
earllat date Uke at Takhti-Bahl, Jamalgarhi, Dharmarijika stiipa: 1t Is believed that · 

· earlier pattern of stiipa conetructlon �ith a surrounding wall and Tor•n&, at four iidC., 
. JamaJgarhi, Ency. fl.,m.). 

3. The conjectural recoh11truction of the Jauliin stiipa is· based on several miniature stiipaill�o.��'- tr.i' 
TaxUa, of which the miniature stiipa found at Mohri Moridu is most nimarkilble (J. 

· p. 1,, pL XVII). . 

�(1ji\Uteri1� also, of the 
re.place tbe 
Biuinrt (Ice . .  

4. Ma�hall believes that aJ I  these figures are of a relatively late date and demon:!trahly mote m,��.� tJJ.��t�� b9(Jy of the stiipa. 

.',:'jl· . ,. ·!.:-
:� 
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sites like Jamalgarhi and Dharmariijika stlipa at Taxila., 
for certain advantageous reasons . 

This novel architectural feature in stiipa buildings 
which was common in the north west India, was needed 
after the introduction ofthe cult image of the Buddha., 
which the scholars believe bad been originated in the 
Gandhiira field, after the first century of our era 
(ASIMem. op. cit., p. U; see also M. Foucher, (L �rt 
Gmt-a Bouddbique 'due Gandhsra). 

or the images which stood within the chapels only faint 
traces su'tvive now, but it is possible to surmise that they 
housed only cult iniages of the Buddha and occasionally 
of bodhisattvas. 

The primary monastery of the Jnuliiin sanghiiriima, 
which inCludes the court of cells .for monks ' residence 
affords a good illustration of the luxury and wealth of the 
Buddhist community of the period during which these 
institutions flourished (2nd to 5th centuries A. C. proba
bly). H consists of an assembly hall, refectory, k i tchen, 
store-room, bath-room and latrine indicating that the · 
monks no longer depend.ed upon the begging b�wl for 
their dililyiood in accordance with the earlier established 
rule,5 (.A. K. Cooinaraswamy, op. cit. p. 72; Buddhism in 
Pakistan, p. 36 f; AS/Mem, p. IS f.). On grounds of 
masonry work Marshan believes that the original 
sh:ucture at Jauliiin embraced only the court of cells and 
the assembly hall and all other chambers being later 
additions. "It was only in the 3rd Of the.4th century A. C . . 
that the bhikkhus developed the idea ofpossessing store
·rooms and kitchens of thei� own and of embarking on a 
more lu�!l,ious mode of life" (ASIMem. op. cit. p. I S). 

Jauliiin monastety founded in the early centuries of the 
present era had reached its final stage of development • 
with additional compartin�nts. renovations and enlarge
ments, before it was destroyed by a fire probably a result 
of a conquering army of the white Huns (Eplithalites) 
who devastated the eniire area of North-west lridia from 
t�e second half of the 5th century onwards. , 

Whe·n the Chinese pilgrim Hsuan-tsang arr.ived in 
Tll}dla in the latter half of the seventh c�ntury he found 
most of the Bu.ddhist monasteries there in ruins and 
desolate. (S. Beal. Chinese Accounts of India from Hillen 
Thsiang. Indian Edition, Calcutta, 1 958, p .  179). 

Foucher. remarks that the plastic works of stucco and 
terracotta at J euliii.n are the last manifestations of the 
Gandhiira school (ASIMe_m. op. cit., p. 3 8). 
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Most of the Jauliiin stucco and terracotta heads of 
Buddha and bodhisattva figures show stereotyped 
features which are not uncommon elsewhere in the 
Gandhara field .  I t  is believed that these large �umber of 
heads, discovered in well preserved condition, were 
produced on a mass scale at a certain repertory or  so, to 
meet the great demand from the vak t  number of 
monas teries within Gandhara and outside as well 
(AS/Mem. op. cit . ,  p. 23 for Foucher's remarks) .  

Jaulian provides material for the study of the last phase 
of Gandhara Buddhist art as well as the cultural history 
of Buddhist monastic life from the beginings of the 
present era up to the Hun invasions in the fifth century. 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

JA V ANA. The term "J avana" is used in Pali, in the sense 
of 'apperception', 'alacrity', 'readiness', 'impUlse' and 
'swift' ( PT.S' Dictionary). In the Abhidhamma, the term, 
javana is used in a purely technical sense. 

When the mind is fully unoccupied as in the state of 
dreamless sleep, its thoughtless state is termed bhavahga . 
(life continuum) .  Whenever the mind does not receive a 
fresh external object (such as a visible object) one . 
experiences the bhavahga consciousne�s. When a visual 
object enters the stream of being, the object begins to 
assert its influence by impeding the bhavaiiga stream, 
with the result that the latter begins to vibrate for two 

· .  moments. First of these two moments is called bhavanga� 
calana (vibrating of the stream of being). The second is 
termed (bhavaiigupaccheda (arrest of the flow), because 
at the end of the latter the stream is 'cut off' by five-door 
cognition. This vibration lasts for two moments after 
which the stream ceases to flow becslUse it is now 
'arrested' by the 'Five-<ioor-turning-towards' of cognition 
on occasion of sense (paffcadvaravajjana) in which 
attention is more active than its concomitant mental 
properties. At this s tage the subject merely tuins for one 
thought-moment to something that arouses its attention 
nfter having produced a disturbance in the stream of 
being, but knows no more about it . If the object is a 
mental one, there appears the mind door-cognition i.e. 
mind proper-manodviriivajjana instead of Paffcadviri
va;jana (Compendium of Philosophy - PT.S' - 1 979, p. 
27, 28). Then visual sensation (cakkhuviflffaf!B) reacts 
when the subject sees a certain object as to the nature of 
which i t  does not as yet know anything. This stage is 
foil owed by a moment of reception of the object (sampa!ic., 

5. In the age 
.
to which the Jauliin, Mon�tery belong, the esse�tial parts of a Buddhist Sanghiiriima were a court of celbf where:the: 

monki resided, a hall of usembly (uputhina jiiJi), {efe<:tory (upahiir�iili), a kitchen (llJ!ni�ii:til), a store-room; (ko���•);va, . 

bathroom •Qan�qira), a la�rlne (varchah-ku!i), (��ee M. fqucher, L :Art Greco Bouddhique 'du Gsndhira,, Vol. I, pp� J,s.!!J.lv;.il:: · · 
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c.,n.•). ao seen. There may be two modes of recipient 
reactions - reception of ag_reeable or of a disagreeable 
object. 

Next comes ·ibe investigation faculty or a ·momentary 
examination of the visual object (very agreeable, 
moderately agreeable, or disagreeable). This is termed 

· 'siJlitiTIIDII� Then the object is accomplished by the 
thought:moment of determining. This is a stage C'f ·· 
representative cognition termed 'votthapana � Vottbapana 
arranges the investigated �aterial in such a manner as to 
constitute i t  into a definite object. It is d one by differenti
ation and limitation by discrimination and definition. Up 
to the votthsp•n• stage the mind is not yet intelligently 
aware of the nature and character of the object. 

Then comes the apperceptive or the fuJI cognitive stage · 
{iavsna) wherein the object deterrpined or integrated by . 

· th� above activity is apperceived or properly cognized: 
This is heJd to occupy ordinarily seven thought moments 

. or no'ne at all; except in the cases of death, stupefaction; 
performance of 'Twin Psychic Phenomena� · (ya"roaka 
pJtihiriya)and ()ther special cases when a less number of . 
moments than seven obtains .. At this stage of apperception · · 
the -bdng ·interprets the sensory impression.  and · fully 
appreciates the. objective s.ignificance of his experience. 
'these thought moments are called 'Javans ! 

At this stage -of apperception the being interprets the 
sensory impression and fully apredates the objective 
significance of his experience. 

TmjaviiDtJ stage is the most important from the ethical 
staridpoint. BJ it is the.psychological stage iii which gooQ 
o.r evil is actu8.1Jy done. Whether the object presented to 
the mmd is deSirable or not, a person can make· the 
javsns- process good or bad. For instilDct a wise' person 
might harbour a thought of friendliness, without llllowing 
to arise in his mind thoughts of hatred, when he sees an 
enemy. There is the possibility to overcome the extern�l 
forces such as circumstances� habitual tendencies, environ- . 
ment etc.. exercising one ':s. ·own freewill and generate 
either good or bad thoughts. at this stage. · 

· 

After the J avana stage there follows two moments of 
registering, or identifying· · (taoaramtrtaiJa). Then the 
consciousness re-absorbs itself in the stream . of being 
(bhav•h811). 

The simUe of the man and the mango-tree is presented 
in the Compendium of Philosopby(PTS. - 1979, p. 30). 
'A man-in deep sleep is lying at the foot of a mango-tree, 
with his bead fully covered. A wind stirs the briJJ)cbes, 
and a fruit falls . beside the sleeping man. He is, in 
consequence, aroused from dreamless slumbers. He 
removes bia bead-covering in order to aseertain what has 
aw�ened hiqs. He sees the newly fallen fruit, picks it up, 
and ·· examiDes it. Apprehending it to be a fruit with 

certain constitutive attributes observed in a previous 
stage of inves.tigation, be eats and relishes it and then 
putting back his head-covering once more resigns himself 
to sleep. 

The dreamless sleep corresponds to the unperturbed 
current of-\be stream of being (bhavahga). The striking of 
the wind ai�.hl�t the tree is like the 'past' life-moment, 
during which ·fhe object e.nters the stream and passes 
d<;�wn with it, without perturbing �t. The swayiri

.
g of the 

branches in the wind repr�sents the vibration of the . . I - . - . 
stream of being. The falling of the fruit corresponds to the 
arrest or ipterruption of being, the moment at �hich the 
stream is 'cut off by thought; the waking of the man to 
the awakening of attention in the act of cognition on 
occasion of sense; the removal of the head-cove�ns to.the . 
sense reaction of si�ht. The picking up of the fruit is 
comparable· t:o the. operation of receiving; inspection of it 
recalls the examining function. Tlie si�ple: apprehension 
of the fruit as such, with ceitain constitutive attributes of 
its own, corresponds to the discrimbia�ive or determining . 
stage; the eating of the . fruit ,  res�nibles the act · of · 
apperception. Finally the swallowing of the last morsels · . 
that are left in the mouth corresponds to the op�:ration of 
retention, after which the mind· subsides into the mere 
vital process, even as �he m� once mQre f�ls asleep'. 

For .ksmma, volition is · involved · . in reflective or 
represent�tive apperception (m�liodvirika-ja.vana). Thus 

. tne seven moments ofvolltion involved in each reflective 
process (manodvira) first J•vans lacks any cumulative 
·conditioned ness yidded· 'l)y. the preceding state of 
consciousn�ss. Hence"i t ij" the; weakest. KamiDa effect of 
thisjavana may opetatt dri thuame existence-in which it 
is exercised. This is. termed "kamriu1 to be experi_enced in 
this life" (di#hi.flbammaVedaoiya kamms). If not, it 
becomes moperative (abo.si) for ever aS it  is devoid of 
r�productive power (jaiuu.�satti). l:he la�t of the seven 
volitional riu;>ments (}avana) is the aecond weakest and a . 
little stronger than t,he initial� becauSe: it stands in tbe 
relation call�d 'suc�essi�n· �r recurrence (asevana 
paccaya). If sufficiently strong its kammic effect would 
operate in the next exist�nce through its repr�uctive 
function (janaka-kicca). "This is termed .as ·kamma to be 
experienced in the next · birth" (Upapajjavedaniya 
ksmma). But if this javana m·oment is weak it would fail 
·to effect the next rebirth and would be· inoperative for 
ever 1(abosi}. The remaining five jsvana momenta are 
termed 'kmma to b� experienced in after lives' (apari
pariya vedaniya hmma)as they are capable ofoperating 
(whenever circumstances are favourable) from t�uecond 
birth onwards till the doer att&ins parinibbJ.ns. 

Msrlll!issnn• Javana (volition of apperception before 
death) is too w.eak to -effect a rebirth. -It!! act�en-is merely 
reg\Jlative of the next existence. Kiriyi Jayana (inopera:. 
tive apperception) are characteristic of the Buddha and 
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the arahants, whose acts of thought consist merely in the 
exerCise of such, without their being transformed into 
kamma, as their volition is now subject only to good 
hetus and is free from evil tendencies (an usaya). The 
remarks on the ethical aspect of apperception mentioned 
in the above paragraphs do not apply to inopertive 
apperceptions (kriya javana). 

The apperception of fruitation is of a d  ouble character. 
As fruit (phala), it is merely the resultani of each stage of 
the Path (magga). But asjal'ana (apperception) it partakes 
of the character of a kriya (inoperative thought). • 

D. Saddhasena 

JAYATD..LEKE, DON BARON was born on 1 3 th of 
February 1868 in the village ofWarligoda in Kelaniya in 
the Colombo District of Sri Lanka. A descendant of two 
respectable and influential Sinhala families, he was the 
eldest son of Wickramaracchi lmiyii Riijakarunii Liyana 
Atukoralage Don Daniel j ayatilleke Senanayaka Liyanii
racchl �f Pattalagedera i� Veyangoda, and Liyanage 
DonaAlisiana (Alisa) Pereta Weerasinghe ofWariigoda. 
Jayatilleka.had an elder sister by name Susana and two 
younger Mothers by . name Don . Simon and Simon 
Abraham. Jayatilleke's upbringipg and subsequent career 
was very much influenced by the social conditions ofthat 
period. 

The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed the 
regeneration of nationalism and a revival of B1•ddhist 
activities in Sri Lanka as a reaction against colonialism · 
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and proselytization activated by the Christian mission
aries who were backed by the colonial rulers at that time. 
The missionaries of the Roman Catholic and Baptist 
denominations wielded considerable power and i nfluence 
and were very active. in  many areas. They established 
churches and schools and · attracted to them many 
Buddhists some of whom became converts to Christia
nity. The Buddhist parents were aware of the value of 
education and the advantage of learning the English 
language, but they did not have schools of their  own to 
send their children for education and circumatances 
prevailed upon them to send their children for education 
to Christian missionary schools. 

• 

The passing away of Venerable Waliine Siddhiirtha 
Thera on 1 3 th of February 1 868 was a tremendous loss to . the Buddhists. The establishment of Paramadhamma
cetiya Pirivena in Ratr.:;alana in 1 84 1 ,  the first Pirivena to 
be established under British rule, was a . pioneering 
project of this erudite prelate. However, the Waragoda 
religious debate which took place in August 1 865 and the 
Udanvita religious debate which took place on 1st 
February 1 866 helped to keep high the spirit of the 

. Buddhist revivalists. J ayatilleke was a child of thre� years 
at the time of the Gampola religious debate a11d was 
preparing to commence primary education at the time of, 
the renowned Panadur_a debate which took place on 26th 
and 28th of August 1873 . The establishment ofVidyodaya 
Pirivena by Venerable.Hikkaduwe Sri Sutnabga,la Thera 
on 1 8th December 1 873 and the Vidyiilabkilra Pirivena 
on 1 st November 1 875 by Venerable Ratrnalane Sri 
Dharmaloka Thera strengthened the Buddhi'st revivalist 
movement greatly. These two Buddhist education� 
institutions produced many erudite scholars, both lay 
and cleric, who subsequently worked for the advancement 
of oriental languages education and research in Buddhist 
culture. 

Young J ayatilleke was initiated to le2rning by V��· 
Ratmalane Dharmaloka Thera, the founder of th� 
Vidyiila!lkiira Pirivena. He spent his formative 
student of Vidyiilaflkiira Pirive.na thereby e> .. '�""'·e. .. ,.,.. 
thorough knowledge of Oriental languages, ,"'•··�"'\..,.. . 
l iterature and Oriental culture. Subsequently . · 
a thorough grounding i n  English and Hs 
Weslyan fathers at Wesley College in ·'""u••u•,u.u\1•:.� 

J ayatilleke gained the Bachelor of Arts (B 
from the Calcutta University in India .. n.ri, tih·,., 
Arts (M.A.) degree and Bachelor of . . . 
from the Oxford' University in· ·tf1e: · · 

Later he was enrolled as a· 
United Kingdom. ·He 
d aughter of Andreas ' ·  

•nil note on jsvans has been prepared in  consultation with the description of jsvllJJa i!l . .t�� :.:; .. 
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·' -W*rihen� another erudite_ Orienta:] scholar of the time, 
· · pbp'qlarly known as Royal Pundit. 

·JayatBieke's Conttfbution to Education: Jayatilleke had a 
'natural inclination for teaching and his first assignment 
was the Principals hip of the Buddhist High _School in 
Kandy (which later changed its name to Dharmnriija 
College) in the year 1 890. Incidentally, this school was 
one of several schools that came into being as a result of 
the Buddhist revivalist movement which sprang up in the 
second half of the nineteenth century. Colonel Henry 
Steele OJcott, an American educationist who was attracted 
to Sri Lanka on reading the reports of the Panadura 
religious d ebate, inspired ·and persuaded the local 
Buddhist leaders, bhikkhu_s as well as laymen, to set up 

· schools for the education of Buddhist children. For this 
purpose Olcott himself set up the Buddhist Theosophical 
Society (BTS) under which organisation severttl schools 
were started in important towns such as Colombo, Galle 
and K.andy. 

During the few years J ayatilleke was in charge of 
Dharmaraja College, he was able to raise the standard of 
that _ school in all fields; academic and extra curric-qlar, . 
and he was able to put up the necessary buildings for the 
school with the support of the general pubJi;. The 
suavity. enthusiasm imd sincerity of p'urpose he displayed 
in all his social dealings won for him popular·acclai� ;and 
co-operation of parents as well as well-wishers of .the 
schOol. 

In 1898 he was appointed as Vice principal of Anandil 
College and with the reJirement of the Prihcipal Mr. A E. 
Bultjens two years afterwards, Jayatilleke was elevated to 

:Jhe position of Princip-al of Ananda College . . 

JayatiJJeke's period of stewardship of Anand a College 
marked a remarkable progress and adv�cement in all 
activities in the school. The very good results of the 
school candidates in public examinations during. this 

· period attracted to the school more and more children 
from Buddhist families as well as from non-Buddhist 
families and the s�bool expanded rapidly. A building 
prOgt'amme, too, was launched by Jayatilleke to provide 
sufficient accommodation and other facilities to the 
children. 

· Jayatilleke was subsequently entrusted with a bigger 
tiJSk of assisting and directing the development of 

· Buddhist schools under the management of t he Buddhist 
Theosophical society as the General Manager of BTS 
schools and subsequently as the Secretary of the BTS., 
and ·this he did with tremendous success. By this time he 
h� pined filme u a far-sighted educationist, versatile 

.
Buddhist leader, skillful manager and efficient organiser. 
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Jayatilleke played a key role in the founding of a 
Buddhist Girls College in 1917, and' this college subse
quently developed into the present leading Buddhist Girls 
school in Colombo - the Visiikhii Vidyiilaya. J ayatiiJeke 
was the first manager of this leading educational institute. 

Contribution to Buddhism: Jayatilleke grew up during a 
period which was marked by enthusiastic duddhist 
resurgent activities_. As a person born and bred in an · 
environment with strong. Buddhist religious fervour he 
was sensitive to the pathetic plight of Sri Lankan 
Buddhists under foreign domination.  Further his 
knowledge and conviction in Buddhism were stren·g
thened by the erudite bhikkhus who were in the fore-f�ont 
of the revivalist movement at the time. When Jayatilleke 
was in the United Kingdom pursuing legal studies h� got 
the opportunity of meeting young inteHectuals from 
other countries with whom he discussed .many aspects of 
the Buddha's teachings and he could convince many of 
them regarding its rationality and applicability in day to 
day living. He gained fame as a Buddhist scholar during 
the World Congress for fret! Christianity held in Berlin on 
5th August 19 10 where he very eloquently placed before 
that audience the essence of Buddhism. 

J ayatilleke realised the importance of re�vt,alising and 
. . . 

strengthening the Buddhist revivalist movement launched 
by Buddhist leaders like Coionel H. S. Olcott, Vene�able . 
Hikkaduwe Sri · s um a�gala Thera .and Venerable 
Migettuwatte Guniinimda Thera to inspire the B�ddhist 
p,opulation. tf. �

_
;· �tlf�r.ted the Young Men's Buddhist 

. ��$od����n. lX!¥ ,iJ�f �. ·Co1�mbo on the J st of March 
J89�� �o.

_
�-l!�er lo the needs of the Buddhist youth. He was 

the -fit��: Pr�!��.�*1. ?.f ihe Otganisation and continu� to 
be electe� �:_iihn�alJY : to. _the post ·until 1944. With the 
assistanc,e: of:C:l�hf-r BuddhistJeaders and well-wishers of 
the 'tim�i Jj�·' rilaii�s�.<ft�� procure a spaeious building in · 
Borella �o · set up.· tii�:omce ·and Centre. of the YMBA. 
This cenh� _in. Bor�Jla consisted of an auditorbm, a 
library, a recreation room · and a hostel for Buddhist 
Offie<e worke·rs from .. _outstations. Jl!yatilleke also 

- provided leade���ip- to Buddhist enthusiasts all over the 
country to st�rt �t.lil�� prganisations in their own areas. 

.A common ·. · cl?:��!!utiorf · for such organisations· was 
provided by the C?l�mbo YMBA and the newly formed 
YMBAs . w�re . .  afflljated to the Co·lombo YM-BA. To 
Publicize the ·acti�ti�s ,of the Colombo YMBA ·and to 
publish educati:y�- articles on Buddhism 'The Buddhist' 
journal was restarted. ·and Jayatilleke functioned as its 
editor for many years. 

As President of the Colombo YMBA, Jayatilleke 
encouraged · and .helped .. bhikkhus in remote villages to 
start Sunday Dhanuita Schools in their temples for 
Buddhist children and the Colombo YMBA provided a 
common syJlabus, text books etc. for those schools. The 

-.., 
J 
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Colombo YMBA also conducted annual examinations to 
evaluate the Dhamma knowledge of the children in these 
schools and issued certificates to those who passed in the 
examinations. 

JayitiDeke's Literary Activities: J ayatilleke was a prolific 
reader and writer. His mastery of English, Sinhalese, Pali 
and Sanskrit languages opened for him the doors of an 
extensive literature written in those languages. He gained 
membership in several prestigious literary organisations 
like the Royal Asiatic Society (Ceylon Branch) and the 
Pricinabhii,opakiira Samitiya and contributed much to 
their activities. In addition he contributed many learned 
articles on literature and Buddhist Philosophy to news-

) papers as well as to local and foreign journals. 
Jayatilleke was invited by the government of Ceylon in 

1929 to pioneer a project to compile and etymological 
dictionary for the Sinhala language. As its pioneer 
Editor-in-Chief the first thing he did was to scientifically 
edit several classical Sinhala texts like Dampiys A!uva 
Glfspsdsys, Kstiliavst Ssngsrava, Buduglll!a Alah
k'irsys_. Ssddhlinnilahksrsya, Tisarassndesaya, Plira
kumbisirita and Sikavalandavinisa· 

. 

Contribution to Natlonill Independence and Political 
Activities: The revival of Budhist activities in Sri Lanka 
1:oincided and promoted th7 campaign for national . 
independence. By this time Jayatilleke had won a name 
for himself as a versatile organiser, persuasive orator and 
Buddhist scholar and leader and naturally he became 
involved in the National Independence movement, too. 
He took leadership in the temperance movement and 
campaigned against the excise policies of the British 

) colonial government. The riot that took place in 1915  was 
mis-interpreted by the colonial rulers as an attempt by the 
national leadership to overthrow colonial domination of 
the country and the Buddhist leaders who actively 
campaigned in the temperance movement were arrested 

· by the British regime as instigators ofthe riot. J ayatilleke 
was arrested and imprisoned on the 2 1 st June 19 15  with 
the charge that his speeches and writings were seditious. 
He was released in August the same year and soon 
afterwards he proceeded to England to press for an 
impartial Royal Commission on the riots, and with this, 
his political career commenced. In England he made a 
strong plea to  the Secretary of State against the inhuman 
handling of the Buddhist leaders by the colonial rulers in 
Ceylon. When the National Congress was formed by the 
Ceylonese leaders to fight for independence, Jayatilleke 
functioned as its spokesman in · England to agitate for 
reforms. 

When some constitutioniU reforms were granted in . 
1924 JayatiJJeke contested the Colombo West seat and . 
became a merriber of the Legislative Council wit� a view 
to fighting for full independence for Sri Lanka. When Sir 
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James Peiris died on 5 th May 1930 J ayatj]Jeke was 
elected as the Vice-President of the Legislative Council. 

In 193 1 J ayatilleke was elected uncontested to represent 
Kelaniya seat in the State Council, where he functioned 
as the Minister of Home Affairs, Leader of the H ouse and 
Vice President of the Board of Ministers. During this 
period too, he, along with other I�a9ers, kept on pressing 
the colonial office for full indeJ?e:nden_ce. 

In 1 942 Jayatilleke assumed duties as High Commis-
sioner for Ceylon in India. He the title ofK.B.E. 
in 1943 . He died on 3ls.t of .· 

. . . . . 
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JAYATILLEl\Jli;,��I!$��,·��A. (1921-1 970), 
besides . being,a(·���l�t����W,¥·:qP.,¥,Wi�-� teacher of ph!Io
sophy, w�U·;�?tr?:U ··· · · '#4�JJ�t,�tP.t�.��r• ofBuddhism in 
mo.<Jern.- tirir¢s .• :_ · · ,:J�jft!��Jf:. • philQ�opJ,er with a 
distindiv��.hu't �l(f'�!ffiWilj� by . Hie teachings of 
early �q������ ·:.i• ·•. , .i.,.�.�jj��9*iY,,(��lti,��) empiricism. 
the k ' >  at ,, .:,r�: &run(t1f!!s{'"' (eij�hf;il. develo ment. . . t�Y,� f,:� ::����;f.::'r ·;:�;-��:g" ;: · ,. ·" . . . · ' . P . 

IC. N. ·'Jayatdl�k:� (KNJ) had h1s early educatwn at 
Roy:ai' S,:tjJi�'ge;' C�Icini�o; brie ·of the leading schools in. 
Si{J:.'M,\�'(.;):J�. :erit�red th1fCeylon University College in t9.39.W�;;�·h� tea� for'�n .H'odc;nirs degree in Indo-Aryan . . ... t• � ·t-· : ... ..... .... � - ·-�- .. .. . ' • (' . : .  ' .· .. . . . .  . 
St.u' di�f�n'd obtained tli'e ' B)lchelor of Arts degree from ' ···:�· ;... � ). ,: : � . · .. - :' ' ; t • .. � .. . . . 
the UnNersity of LQndon . in 1943 being placed first in 
order ofrtterit: Subsequently ( 1945-47) he followed the 
Moral Science Tripos course at the University of . 
Cambridge and obtained his second first degree. He also 
obtained an Honours Degree in Philosophy at the 
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. .  fJ'niversity of London.  It was during his stay in 
C�bridge .that KNJ had the opportunity to attend for 

. two.. y��ars ( 1945·-47) Wittgenstein's lectures delivered in 
b)� .. priv,te quarters in Whewell's Court, Trlnity ·Colle.se, 
<;:�i:nbridge . .J..ater in 1961 he was awarded the degree of 
J;)�o� ·of PhilOsophy by the ��iversity of London for 
his .thesis whicb was l�ter published under the title Early 
BuddiJjst Theory of Knowledge (George Allen and 

· Unwin Ltd·., London, 1963). 
· 

KNJ began bis academic career as an Assistant lecturer 
in Philosophy at the University of Ceylon and reached · 
the peak where he was elevated to the position · of 
Professor of Philosophy in the same University. 

· K.NJ was exposed to the western intellectual tradition 
from the very.outsei of his entry to higher education. The 
philosophical miJieu in England during 1940's and 1950's 

. which .was marked by the rise of Logical ·Positivism 
exerCised a great influence on K.NJ's intelJectual develop
ment. The logical positivis.t movement was · started in 
Europe by a group of scientifically minded ·philosophers 
c�lled the 'Vienna Circle'. They maintained that science 
repre!ented. the paradigm ofknow1edge, and they held in 
high esteem the scientific method which emphasized 
empirical evidence and verification of such.e vidence. The 
movem.ent w;u highly influenced by Ludwig Wittgens
teiJ)'s ideas expre�sed in the Tractatus although Wittgens-· 
t7in:�el{ �as not a member cif this group nor had any 
dire"t asso�ation with it. 

· 

.· ' .By t94o·� when KNJ attended his lectures, Wittgenstein 
was revising the views he held during what has now come 
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to be known as 'the early Wittgenstein', a stage of 
philosophical thinking which had influenced the program 
of Logical Positivism to a great extent . Nevertheless, this 
philosophical school with its antipathy towards meta
physics and emphasis on verification WitS still very much 
in vogue. KNJ was highly influenced by this view of 
philosophy. ln particular� he see·ms to have .inherited his 
demand for verifiability in matters of religion and his' 
dislike for metaphysics (with some reservations, in this 
particular case) from · Logical positivists. The �ajor 
evidence for · the Logical Positivist influence in KNJ's 
thinking can be seen in his Early Buddhist Theoiy of 
Knowledge. 

· 

KNJ's major intellectual work is Early Buddhist 
Theory of Knowledge (hereafter abbreviated as EBTK). 
The purpose of this �onumental work is to establish that 
the foundation of eariy .Suddhist theory of knowledge is 
no� reationalis� as scholars up to · th!lt time had believed, . 
but empiricist. in order to establish this thesis K.NJ 
�egi�s with a. thoroug� study -of · the history of . btdian 

. thought upto the time of tbe .Buddha and identifies three 
broader categories u�der which be could accommOdate 
all schools of Indian religious and philosophical thought. 
the three categories are: the 'Traditionalists', the.'ltationa
lists' and· the 'ExperieritialistS'. In order to support his 
thesis that the Buddha was an experientialist be · makes 
use of the Buddlia's admonition to the Killmas in which 
the·Buddha ask! them not to accept any proposition just 
bec'ause it ' is so'ii�hho:be based on some te� grounds; ·_ 
Among them six h'av� been identified by KNJ as different 
forms of authdi:i(y: a.nd t.be other four as pertaining. to a 
tadonii.Jist approach. According . to KNJ, by rejecting 
these .tWo m&jor .means of knowledge accepted by a Jarge 
numbet of . religious teachers . of his day the Buddha 
sought an alternative way which is · the .experientialist 
position; · 

The position Jhat KNJ attdbutes to early Buddhism is 
. . . not. a denial of the other two traditions in toto . .According 

to him; . the aut}_lority of the Buddha as well as Jogical 
reasoning play·an irpportant role in the path of liberation 
advocated in early.Buddhism. Nevertheless, their scope is 
limited; therefore they fail to produce the ultimate 
religious experience aimed at by Buddhism. Ev.en the 
method ad.opted in early Buddhism, namely, expereince, 
has its Jimils. For example, early Buddhis.m on KNJ's 
iriterpratation does not believe in a kind of omniscmtce, 
as accepted � th� J aina or any other religious tradition of 
the day . .Insofar u the alleged ominscience ofthe Buddha 
is concerned KNJ refers to siitra evidence to show that 
the early Buddhist tradition did not attribute to the 
Buddha such knowledge. In otfier words in the Buddhist . . . 
view, there are limits to knowledge and furthermor�, 
knowledge is only a means according to Buddhism. ·It is 
not concerned with knowledge for its own sake; 

J j '  
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knowledge (IIiiJB) is _only a means to emancipation 
(vimutti). · 

· 

. The analytical outlook, in K.NJ 's view, is an outstanding 
feature of'the thought of the Pali Canon. The tendency 
towards classification, definition and the delimitation of 
the mtanings of the terms, encountered in the Pali 
Abhidhamma often owes much to this·outlook. A major 
use of the analysis of linguistic concepts in the early 
Buddhist tradition was to elimi'?ate certain metaphysical 
ideas, the concept of iltman being formost among such· 
ideas. · · . · . 

After T.R.V. Murti's initial treatment (The Ct:ntral 
Pbilorophy ofBuddhism, George Allen and Unwin 
London, 1 955), it is KNJ who mli.de a comprebensiv� 
philosophical discussion for the first time of the reasons 
behind the Buddha's not auswering the so called avyakrta 
(undetermined) questions. Iri his discussion KNJ sugges-t
ed that besides pragmatic reasons there must be philoso
phically valid arguments as to why they are left undeter
mind. Discussing the four questions on the after-death existence 
of the Arahant; KNJ draws our attention to the Aggi
v.scchsgottasutta where lhe · Buddha shows that th� 
question 'in which direction has the fire gone' cannot be 
answered owing to the very misleading nature of the 
question 'in which direction hilS the fire gorie' cannot be 
The Blue and Brown Bot?ks ( I  95 8. p. 1 08) where the hitter 
uses the iden.tical simile ('where does the flame of a candle 
go when it's . blown out) . to highllght- the error of the 
analogy involved here. Thus in KNJ's �ew there is �Close! · 
resembhince between· the approaches adopted by the 
e'?'ly Buddhists and the Logical Positivists in dealing 
Wlth certain types of questions. . · · · 

The most .significant distinction between the two 
systems, in KNJ's view, is seen in their attltude to the 
concept of the transcendent religious �eality. Both 
Buddhism and Logical Positivism, as KNJ had shown 
earlier (in the cases of the Buddha'uesponse to the aues
tions regar:ding the- after-death status of the Arahant 
and WiUgenstein's remarks on questions on ·where light 
of a candle goes when it is extinguished), make similar 
critiques about q�stions founded on mistaken logic of 
language. Nevertheless, according to KNJ , early Buddh
ism accepts the possibility of such a state (EBTK p. 475). 

K.NJ outlines how early Buddhism differs from Logical 
Positivism in some important respects� This shows that 
KNJ was not concerned with a superficial search for 
similarities. He was a critical scholar who knew . both 
philos9phical traditions well. His appreciation of Logical 
Positivism seems to originate from his acceptance of 
empiricism as the more reliable means of knowledge, and 
the method of analysis as the key tool in philosophy. He 
went along with Logical Positivism insofar as these two 
important methodological principles were concerned. 
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However it did not :amount to his accepting the  Logical 
Posi t ivist · ideology in toto. for he did not accept the 
Logical Positi-vist critique of ethical and spiritual 
proposit ions . As is clear ftorri the writings of A.J. Ayer 
and others, the Logical Positivist critique of religion was 
levelled mainly ilnd solely against the god-centred religion 
of the West However this is not to say that Buddhism or 
any

_ 
other religion may be spared from this critique 

altogether. Nevertheless: it may be-argued that it does not 
amount to' a full-fledged critique of a religion like 
Buddhism in which some of the key metaphysical notions 
such as God and Soul are rejected. . . 

The history -of religion in I��U� shows that Buddhism 
rejected the two . most importBJ)t cp,nc�pt� . in theistic 
religion (which is the religion in many cases) and. still 
continues to be 'religious'. It was due to this Buddhist 
stand that some of the conteriipo�a-ri�s Of the ·Buddha 
branded him a nihilist . This line of cnticistkresults frc>rn 
the assumption that religion is impo5sr61e 'witliout God 
and Soul. Not cinly during the time of the'Buddha but 
even today the term 'atheism' carries tile' cOnri�tation of 
immorality and irreligiousness . Nevertheless, th"e Bi.lddha 
rejected these two concepts and still mruritailled sumva.J 
end moral responsibility. In a sense-, KNJ��;-�ihi�ticin was 
similar: he maintained his Logicaf;pt;"$iti\iist· :s'fand 
without rejecting the va.lidity·df ptQ'po�it'idhs treating with 
such tnatters as ethics, religion, spitiluliHtf�at\(fcausiiJity. 

. . 
. KNJ's analysis of the episte ·m.otos}i;iJi:·�·lt'H)l'llilddhism 

constitutes a sigriific!trlt 'paft1i&t� hfsHc6ntributi'ori to 
Buddhist and Indian phifO�d�f�i\j, �l'ftftUia�'"rid hilo
sophy in general. In parHd.il!iF tNh·"itt��ly�fs· �:bwed · 
that the most recent trends ih'W�t\i!it�lllfb�o�hy; p�i:ti
cularly those of lingui�tic:p�I�,��ji�_y ,apd p'hl.\osop'hy of 
languag�. were not q,�i�e"<-9�:-v;:.v� J.��i.at;t_ phi_lo�ophical 
thinking. The line of thin,Jdrig, !!:l�tial�'g by J(N. J h� more . , , . . . ,. . . ,. . . . .  I 
comprehen�ively_ been.c��J::i��:8*t �\VHh regardt·· Nyiiya 
and other Jndiap _Pb,U()�9PNrsw;��9<!l.s) �Y ph' . sophers 
lih Daniel IngAJJ�; ,ai��! �r,MRJU�l, } .N. Mo anty and 
D.J. Kalup,.h��· �? ,�,���f}!··J���;; -��other dist_inctive 
con t

.
rib.u tion I.J\��,�-.-.�Y.r;,,�ti�'):M?.r9A!R<!��st �hil?sop.hy in 

partlcull!r; �4��w!��HRl11£�!8: �S9�J',�,.lte�. t.n hi� remter
pre�ation,of������i�.f;,$2fi.�)K;J!;ij,�,_�9i>,_hy 9�- the epistemo
logtcal. grduA«;t�c l:l�; �J,�,,!=�Jjl�l,j��,e�jll _JJ,BTK. KNJ . was 
convinced : �b�t; ,a :, vi�kl�.-����i� philosophy could be 
develop.ed, frorit. �he,t�p��ings of. eal;'ly Buddhism. From 
EBTK he showed, co,�viqc;i�g:ly. tbatearly B�ddhism had 
epistemological -tools neces�ary for this task. His next 
task wrui to shoW tha� a comprehensive sticial philosophy 
could-be'builf'on tilrty: lluddhis't teachings. It is primarily 
in this task that K:NJ occupied himself till his death at the 
age ,of'49, : · ·· 

The two most significant landmarks in this direction 
are his Buddhism and the Race Questi\ and his lectures 
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the Hague on international law and Buddhist vinaya. 
!e former was written in collaboration with the late 
ofessor G.P. Malalasekera and was published by the 
llESCO (1 9S8). In this.monograph, the authors identify 
: major Buddhist arguments for the oneness of 
m�nity, and thereby they provide us with the rationale 
1ind the Buddhist disapproval of discrimination based 
one's skin colour, caste, race etc. The actual Buddhist 
ticism was levelle.d against the caste system prevalent 
India by the time of the Buddha. KNJ (and Malala
.era) show that the caste system in India was very much 
tilar hi prar;:tice to discrimination based on skin colour 
>erienced in the contemporary world. The Buddhist 
;uments aim at establishing the unity of humankind 
ich is the rationale' for the rejection of discrimination 
:ed on colour. 

)ne of the key Buddbist arguments is based on the (act 
.t humankind, unlike in the case of . the plant and 
mal life, constitutes one singJe species. The Buddha 
iculates this fa� in the Yisetthasutta of the Suttani
'8. Having outlined the argu�enl KNJ observes that 
is view accords remarkably . with the findings of 
dern biological science". In addition to this, KNJ 
sents Buddhist arguments against caste and for ·the 
:ness of the humanity based on . anthropological 
iological, legal, moral, _ethical and religious o; 
itual considerations. 

lavjng outlined these arguments KNJ wa:s keen on 
,orating on the Buddhist way of solving similar 
blems. He did not .stop at the usual point corninon to. 
1y of this kind of discussion, _namely, address�ng,tl1�. · 

:i for changing one's heart. · · 
lne could argue that a pbiiosopher need ribt woi'.ry 
ut:the social application or impleme�tiltion of" wtl4t' 
ays. This would be quite tni� for a purt: theoretician:. 
Never for K.NJ who wrote these words lit ii"very early . 
;e ofhi:s carter as a philosopher, the practical as,J;cct "Of 
lt he said was equally important. This emphasis in his 
look may be understood as influenced .by Buddhis. t

. 

osophy which lays an equal emphasis on theory and· 
;tice or knowledge and conduct. Towards the end of 
relativefy short life, KNJ was very much motivated 
ards the implementation of what he said. As a result 
•ecame an active participant of the opposition to the 
t existing government which KNJ thought was not 
led by a proper policital philosophy. 

he Principles of International Law in Buddhist 
:trine (published in 1967 by A.M. Sijthoff, Leyden as 
rt of"receueil des Cours" Vol. II) is a major contribu
by KNJ to what may be called a Buddhist Philosophy 
Jaw or Buddhist Jurisprudence. In this series of 
•res, KNJ reconstructs, through doctrinal and philo
Jical, historical and practical evidence from Buddhist 

Literature, a Buddhist Philosophy of law and tries to 
show that it is not merely an ideal but something that bas 
been and could be put inio practice. 

Through the arguments and assertions outlined by him 
KNJ reinterprets the theoretical and practical aspects of 
Buddhism as constituting a quite valuable contribution 
towards building a more meaningful conception of Jaw 
and internationiLI Jaw. This effort too is based on the 
epistemological foundations KNJ bad established in his 
magnum opus, EBTK. This also testifies to his life-long 
interest in interpreting the doctrine of the Buddha a� 
providing the most solid and meaningful foundation for 
an ideology for the contemporary society. 

A good amount of KNJ 's work falls in the .areas of 
comparative philosophy and comparative r.eligion. 
Although K.NJ did not discuss the methodological 
co�cerns of either of these fields o( study, his writings 
remain text-book exam.ples of studying phi1osciphy and 
religion comparatively. The cardinal feature in KNJ's 
comparative methodology is that he was not a mere 
seeker of similarities,. nor . was he of the opinion that 
comparative philosophy or religion must engage only in 
comparisons, although this task was not excluded by 
him. Without being exclusivist or particularist, KNJ bas 

. shown that Buddhism, u any otber system of religion, 
has its own unique message to humanity. · 

A difficult poind.� K.NJ;s ��ysis of early Buddhism is �is inte�P.�e�_ati:
.
?�.: of Ativ'iiJil. as 'a state beyond space, 

h�,e �pd ,9.!'!Wi'\t.i:o� .(_.IV.S _pa{ic:Ca-sa�uppsnna) and there
fo'r e,,. iitrls!I� .. ��Y9�<t de!JCrlption. (Principles of Inter
nauonaiLsw li£Briddhist Doc:trine Ch. I l l). This is in fact 

. the"conclu.sicm of his EiJTK in which KN j 's . burden was 
to-:��_tablish th�tt e�rly B.uddhism is empiricist. 
· ·. · · ���e�tr�: tiiis diffk�lt point in KN J's interp.retation of 
B_uddhis:.p ,does not directly affect his overall assessment 
of -�he ;:t�a��ing · �f the Buddha. Nor does. it affe�t the 
applJ���ili,t! o( Bud�hism to the problems of �onte�po
nin,r . . s?.��-�y; ·_�. �nvis�ed by KNJ. In concluding the B�M-�� J_�Y.�nti lecture delivered in India in 1969 K�U · 
re#tarked: . ' . 

. . ': .· . : ; . : . .  : '.� .·; ... . . 
"In· my opinion, the philosophy of the Buddha 
pres-=nts ·a challenge to the modern mind and it should 
be · a primary function and duty of modern philoso
phers to ex.amine its solutions to basic questions." 

In the same manner, we may say that KNJ's views on 
Buddhism present a challenge for the modern mind and 
that it should be a primary function of students of 
Buddhism to examine his interpretation of Buddhism 
and his version of applied Buddhism. Such an excercise 
will result in furthering the process of developing some 
viable solutions to the problems of contemporary society 
through the teachings of the Buddha. 
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Asan�a Tillekerame 

JAYENDRA VIHARA, a Buddhist monastery in Ka5-
rn1r suppos-:d to have been built by a noble, named 
Jayendra, who was the maternal uncle of king Pravara
sens II (between the third and the ·Sixth century A. C.). 
According to the famous Kdmlri historian Kalhana, the 
noble J ayendra had also installed a collossal image of the 
Buddha in this vihsra (Rajatsrahgsn1, III, 368). 

In the 7th century A.C. the Chinese pilgrim Hs\lan
tsang mentions this monastery as the place where he 
resided for two years, studying vadous siitras and !iistras 
and visiting other n�ighbouring Buddhist sacred places 
( A .  K. .  M o o h rj i ,  A n cien t  India n Educa tion, 
London, 195 1 ,  p. 510 ;  Watten' edi tion of Hiuen Tsang's 
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Life and Travels, pp. 258 f.; Cunningham !s' Ancient . Geography of India, edited by S . M .  Sastri, Calcutta, 
1 924, p. I 1 2). 

So far no archaeological excavations have been made 
to find the exact location of the ancient  J ayendra vihlra 
site. But it is believed that the monastery was constructed 
within the precints of S rlnagara which was aiso the 
capital of King Pravara8ena II (M.  S. Sastri, op. cit .  
p, I I I). 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

JELALABAD, (var. J alalabiid), a town in the Swat 
valley in Afghanistan, The district, too, goes by the same 
name. The present town was built by Akbar in 1 570.' 

J eliiliibad is situated on the southern bank of the river 
Kabul at the confluence of the river Kunar. 2 Excavations, 
carried out in the previous century by archaeologists like 
Messon, W. Simpson, L. Vivien de Saint Martin and 
others, have revealed that the site is an early centre of 
Buddhist art and architecture. They have found that 
almost the entire area, and s tretching further beyond, was 
covered with the ruins of Buddhist stOp as and monasteries 
belonging to the Gandhara period. 

Several scholars have now identified the·· district as 
ancient Udyana (Chinese, U-chang-na) and the city as the 
ancient Nagarahiira (Chinese, Na-kie-lo-ho) of tbe 
Imperial Ku�iins.J 

In  the time of Hsua�-tsang, N agarahiira signified both . 
the district and the city' as well, and was a vassa1 province of 
K.apila. According to Hsuan-tsang, the district of Nagara· 
hara extended to about 600 li (about 100 miles) in length 
from ecst to west and 250 li (about 40 miles) in breadth 
from north to south.' At Nagarahiira, Hsuan-tsang had 
found many sangharainss and stfipi!S, but all Were 
desolate and ruined. with only a handful of priests living 
in . them. This was, however the general picture ·or the · 
entire Gandhiira area, during the 7th century A.C., when 
Hsuan-tsang visited it, which had been devastated by the 
white Huns (Ephthalites) who did not spare any religious 
monument that stood in their way. 

Hsuan-tsang at tributes the construction of many of the 
stfipas at Nagarahiira to emperor Asoka. According to 

I .  N.L. Dey, The Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Mediaeval India, London, 1927, See Nagarahiira. 
2. See JRAS. XIII,  1 880-8 1 ,  pp. 18!1  ff. . 
3. W. Simpson, 'Identification of Nagarahira', JRAS XIII, 1 880-8 1 ,  pp. 1 83-207; A. Cunningham, Ancient Geography oflndi•/ 

Calcutta, 1 924, pp. S I ff.; N. L. Dey, op. cit., See under N agarahiira; M cCrindle 's Ancient India 8.( described by Ptolemy, pp. 1 13 'rr.( 
· L V. de St. Martin 'Memoire Sur La Carte de L j4sie Centrale 'appendill: to M. Julien'! tran8lation of HRuan-tung. ' ·:·,� ;_,'l- .. -

<4; '.�. Q�al, Chinese Accounts of India (Indian edition, Vol. I I, p. 145): A. Cunningham, op. cit., p. S I 
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him the famous Dip ankara episode of the .Tataka Nidana
katha had taken place in this locality. · The General 
observations made by Hsuan-tsang have to be taken as 
trustwort,hy on the grounds of evidence from the archaeo
logical excavations carried out at these site!! by scholars 
since the latter half of the 1 9th century; One such scholar 
W. Simpson. says: "On the north side of the Kabul river 
just· oppllsite to the site of the town (J aliilliblid) are rocky 
cliffs along which for nearly three miles there are remains 
of caves in the rock. and mounds left by topes and 
vibaras; this is to close to th!= site that the structures must 
have .formed part of the ancient city. I found the remains 
of painted decorations and even vestiges of gliding".5 

S impson describes thus the weal th and glory of the 
area: "the multitude of. remains which I have described 
are in themselves qui te s�ffici_ent to tell us that there must 
have been in the _ past far greater food . supply than · at 
present. The costly m·onuments tell us of wealth which is 
not to be found in our d ay in any part of the country". As 
if to· confirm Simpson 's inference. Hsuan-tsang has 
recorded that "the country is rich in cereals and produces 
a great quantity of flowers .and fruits. The climate is moist 
and warm".6 · 

. The stiipas �xamined and .desc�ibed by Mass.on as 
existing iu:ound Jeliiliibiid are thirty-seven in number, 
viz. eighteen .distinguishe? as the :Oarunta group, six at . 
c:hahar Bagh and thirteen at Hidda. Of these about one
half yielded coins and relics of mote or less importance, 
which proved the dates of their erection to extend fronf 
the Christian ·era, or it may be a few years before i t ,  to be 
the seventh or eighth century .7 Fergussotf. believes that 
the caves and tumuli in the immediate vicinity of all these 
stilpu to have been residences of Buddhist monks . . 

All these accounts bespeak the past splendour and 
wealth of ·the area, being a part of the once powerful 
Ku�iina empire of Gandhiira. Benjamin Rowland says 
that along the river Kabul by JeliDiibad rise ·the ruined 
cores of _stiipas built in the aame .shape and of the same 
mixture of boulders and small stones used at Taxilii and 
obse{Ve that the types of these stDpss are no different 
from what may· be seen in Gandhiira proper and were 
brilliantly decorated with po]ychromed stucco originally. A 
Hsuan-tsang. too, says that these stiipss were- brilliantly 
adorned. and carved arid some of them rise to heights of 
200 to 300 feet .  

Despite the efforts of antiquarians and archaeologists, 
nothing that has been excavated in this area has escaped 
the iconocJasni of Uie local Mus�lmans.9 

. 

I t  was at the same site that the Greek satraps founded 
their city· Dionysopolis signifying the city of Dionysus, 
the god of wine. I.O It was also the city'Nyasa of Alexander's 
histonari) �< , .  

. ; . 

,; ,J • •  · ,  

A. D,  T. E .  Perera 

· JETA, a wealthy .prince . who lived in Siivatthi in India 
during the. time of the Buddha, from whom Aniitha- · 
piJ;lgika (q.v.).' putchased: the Jetavana park to  buiJd the 
monastery .called''Artithapit;iqikiiriima for the · Buddha 
arid lii S . ret inue _ of;; J;-hikkhus . . . (See J ET A vAN A). 
According to· Maliti!l!efc:�t�;{DPPN) he was the son .of 
King Pasenadi� by!tlfe'�atiiya ·princes Viir�ikii. He was 
killed by his .ham.l)f6ther \Vi<Jii<Jabha fonefusing to join 
him in his · cil.riipiU'gtiVagainst · the · Siikyans. There are 
several explanatioi1s �ven about his name: He was so
called ( 1) beca\.rse ' M: ;eopquered his enemies, or (2) 
because he. was b�i\Ji, i1!th·., : tinie . when the k ing had 
overcome his enemii�$�; ot (3) because such a name was 
considerefi auspicli:His'tfdithiih.:(mshgalakiimyataya). 

. . : . :_·:::-::.;·, ., .. _\""{ .-·· ; . . . . . 
Jeta first ���"'-���. -JO.., �dl� ,-�i� 11�rk , to AniithapiJ?<J ika 

when ·the Iahe·r· rrlaa�:l1t��pt6p'osal, saying: "Even if you 
agree to cover the .w��kplirk with gold coins, I shall not 
part with �);_���:R,rli::'/8fid_; :Aniithapi��ka took up the 
challenge to coverlhe' pililt' with gold coins. He ordered 
his men to bring t6�· toid 'in carts and before lo�g the 
entire park, except a/i6n�· littetch at .the entrance, was 
covered with gold :6(iins·;·� wh'eri Jeta saw this he was 
inspired by Aniithap��tit.IJ.:t;ij�votiori to the Buddha and 
volunteered · to put: tip:. a · rpagnificent gateway to the 
monastery . . by spendin� . . :aipbe: gold coins brought ·by 
AniithapiJ?Qika .t():covet th�hmd� 
JETAVANA (l)�.d�fa\'8:A"·�,r()rdeta\�iinilriima, the first 
ever monastery . btiUt\-;fpf:, :'the : ,Buddha and his disciple 
monks in. India was QlQ�tly, .referred to i n  early Buddhist 
sources by itsfuU ·nain�-Jeti�ana AniHhapindika Ariima, 
the "Monastery of'An,itii��bld)ka in J.eta's ·Park". It was 
built by the great Buddhi�t d�votee aild philanthropist 
Anat h.apiJ?9ika (Sk( AilaihapiJ?�Bda), a very rich 

S. W. Simpson, Identification of Nagarahira, JRAS, XI II, 1 880-B I, pp. 1 83-207 
6. S. Beal, op. cit. p. 145 
7.  J. Fergu��on, Hi.�tory of Indian Architecture, pp. 77, 79 
8. B. Rowland, The Art and Architecture of India, pp . . 94 f. 
9. A. K. Coomaraswamy, l(istofy of Indian and Indonesian Art p . .53 

10. McCrindle, op. cit., p. 1 13 
I I . McCrindle, Invasion of India by Aleunder the Great, · p, 338. 
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merchant from the kingdom of K.osala. As the first ever 
monastery built for the Buddha and the one single place 
where' the Buddha had, according to legend, spent the 
most number of rains retreats (vassa) it has always been 
regarded by all Buddhists as the foremost monastic 
c�ntre built in the name of the Buddha and the Sa."'lgha. 
The story of the building of this great monastery by 
AniithapiJ?f:iika is recorded in the Cullavagga of the 
Yinaya Pi(aks in the Pali Canon I and also in the Vinaya . texts of the Miilasarviistiviida schooJ.2 

AnithapiJ?qika, whose personal name was Sudatta 
was foremost among all the lay benefactors of Buddhism · 
in the earliest stage of its existence. His caravans hid en 

) with merchandise plied the great trade rootes of the sub
continent bringing great wealth to him and his native 
state of K.osala; Even before his conversion to Buddhism 

_ )  

he had become well known as a benefactor of destitutes 
and was therefore bestowed the honorific title Aniitha
pit;t�ika 'Giver of rice-balls to the destitute', better seen in 
the Buddhist Sanskrit title ending"with -pit?.cfsda. It was 
by lhe same honorific title and rarely by his personal 
name that he came to be known among Buddhists after 
his conversion. 

It was on one of his visits to Riijagaha, the capital of 
Magadha, at his brother-in-law's residence that he beard 
of the Buddha. The very word Buddha thrilled him so 
much that be wanted to visit him immediaely but was 
advised to postpone it for the following day. He  was so . restl�ss on account of his impending meeting with the 
Buddha that he awoke several times in the night thinking 
itto be daybreak. Ultimately he set out to Sitavana even 
before daybreak and, assisted by a spirit, was able to 
reach the Buddha who was in his early morning ambula
tory. 

J. At this very first meeting with the Buddha Aniitha-
pindika became a Strenm-winner, for 'the dhamma-eye' . . . . 
is said to have arisen in him on listening to the Buddha's 
sermon. Immediately he declared his confidence in the 
Buddha and requested the Buddha to accept him as a lay 
devotee. At the conclusion of the forenoon meal the next 
day, offered by the new convert to the Buddha and the 
Saflgba, be invited the Buddha to spend the next rains-

. retreat along with the monks at Slivatthi, the c�pital city 
of Kosala. At this the Buddha said "Tathiigatas, 0 
householder, take delight in houses devoid of people". 
AniilhapiJ?<;iika indicated that he u nd erstood the 
Buddha's wish. As the subsequent events show he 
apparently took the Buddha's words to mean that he 
should construct a monastery for him and the Sangha. 

1. Vin. 11. I S8 ff. 

The Mlilasarviistivada Vinaya says here that the 
Buddha directly told Anathapii?9ika that monks should 
visit and live only in places where there are monastaries. 
But this is highly un likely because apparently there was 
no Buddhist monastery even in Riij agaha at that time. 
T�e king Bimbisara who gifted the Ve)uvana near 
Rajagaha, the first ever such gift to the Buddha by any 
one, had not constructed any buildings in it. J � If the 
Buddha made any such statement then the Pali version 
seems to be more reliable. Yet it is very doubtful that the 

· Buddha would have giveri even an indirect indication 
with the hope of any material gain. However, Aniitha
piJ?9ika who was keen to see th� Buddha spend the rains
retreat in his native city was determined to provide him 
.with suit!lble accommodation. 

The MUlasarviidativada Vinaya adds a further detail 
here . lbe Buddha accepted the invitation when Aniitha
P,iJ?q ada told him that there will be a monastery in 
Sravast i .  Before leaving Rajagaha he visi ted the 
Buddha once again arid �equested him (the Buddha) to 
allow one monk t.o go to Sriivasti wit,h him and assist him 
in his project. The Buddha selected Sariputra lis the most 

· suited person to 'pay attention to Anilthapi�?9ada, his 
retipue and the people' and asked him to accompany him 

. . to Srii.vasti .  The elder was of great service in winning over 
.· people to the new project. 

Once back in · Sii.vatthi Aniithapindika surveyed the . . . . 
area around the city for a �uitable spot for s monastery . 
He started this even before entering the city says the .. 
Mulasarviistiviida Vinaya. It shows that the monastery 
was to be outside t.he city limits ind not within. At tbe erid 
a park belonging to a prince named Jet� was selected a5 
the place satisfying all the conditions for a dwelling place 
for a group of monks who had renounced worldly-life. 
These conditions enumerated in the Cullavagga are: "not 
too f1;1r from the village and not too near, accessible, 
approachable by those who wish, not crowded by day, of. 
little noise by night , having 8Jl atmosphere of seclusion 
from people and suitableJor meditation". He offered to 
buy it from .Prince Jc�ta:: 

AnlithapiJ?�ikl;l, however; h�d an initial setback when 
. Jet a said it was noi for sale even if covered with gold coiris 

laid edge to dege (k.o{fsantliatena). Undaunted Aniitha
pii?9ika said, ·"then it is bought ''; but Jeta would not 
agree. UlthnitteJy (be ministers of justice settled the case 
in favour of the merchant because Jeta: had quoted its . 
value. Thus

. Je
,
ta agreeing reluctantly to part with his 

property, Aniithapii?�ika got down gold .coins in carts 
and star:ted to cover the park with them. Thefirst load of 

2 . . Gilgit manuscripts, Ed. Natinakl!ha Dutt (Sri Nagar, 1 943), Vol. Ill, pt. 3. 1 33 ff. 
3, Vin. I .  39 
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gold coins was found not enough to cover the entire park 
and a small portion of land near the enhance was left to 
be covered and the buyer ordered more gold coins to be 
brought. Jeta who was watching aU this with more and 
more·curiosity was by now conVinced of the noble aim of 
the merchant. He offered to donate that portion of land 
as his gift. Anithapit;�<Jika who saw the value of having 
such a well-recognized person as Jeta on the side of 
Buddhi�_m readily agreed to the offer. The prince later 
built a gate-house on the land gifted by him, by utilising 
all the gold coins brought by Aniithapi�<Jika. 

AnithapiJ?<Jika himself built the monastery with all its . 
necessary appendages. They included dwelling places, 
cdls, gate-houses, attendance-halls, refectories, store 

· houses for allowable articles, privies, ambulatories with 
halls, weUs, bathing halls, ponds and pavilions . The Culls-

. vsggs account of the · construction of "the Jet�vana· 
monastery ends here; Unfortunately it does not even: 
speak of the dedication of the newly built monastery. One 
has. to go to the commentaries to get an idea of the 
ceremony of dedication; According to the Jiltaks 
commentarY' the whole family of Anithapi1_1�ika parti
cipated in the ceremony. The great merchant was attended 
by five hundred othet rich merchants, and his wife by five 
hundred ·noble women. His son similarly had a retinue of 
five hundred youths. and the two daughtets also had the ·

. same number of maidens in attendance. The' celebration 
lasted for nine months. A sculpture at Barhut5 depicts the 
laying of gold coins . in the · park and the dedication 
performed by pouring water by the donor. This shows 
that the story w.as w�Jl�recognised in Buddhist circles in 
the l st century B.C. (PLATE IX). 

The discourses in the Sutta Pi!aka do not refer to any · 
of these details found in the Vinays texts. Since the 
Cullsvsgga is generally regarded as a comparatively late 
canonical text one can even suspect that the detailed story 
and all the buildings described as comprizing the Jetavana 
Complex could be a description of the monastery as it 
stood at a somewhat later period. What we can gather for 
certainty from the. discourses is that many of Buddha's 
sermons have been delivered at the Monastery of Aniitha
ph;u;tika in Jeta's grove situated near Siivatthi. 

This is very significant when we consider the statement 
' attributed. to King Pasenadi Kosala that the Buddha, Jike 

4. J. I. 92 f. 

himself, was a Kosalan,6 and the two statements attributed 
to the Buddha that the Sakyans lived among the K:osalans7 
and that they regarded the king of Kosala as their 
ovedord .' Therefore living near Siivatthi, in fact, for the 
Buddha was to live among his own kith and kin and very 
close to his own· native Sakyan country-. Of all the kings 
who· had close association with the Buddha, Pasenadi 
Kosala seems · to have been the closest. The nikiyas 
contain quite a large number of discourses delivered by 
the Buddha to Pasenadi Kosala. Therefore it is · not 
surprising that the Buddha spent the greater part of his 
�inistry iri K�sala and Jetavana must have b.eet:t the most 
i�portant centre of his missionary activities. 

The corilme�taries add a few more interesting detaHs 
about the Jetavaila complex not found in the vinays 
texts� · AnithapiJ?qika spent eighteen crores each for 
buying the ·tand, construction· of tJte monastery and the 
cererrJ"Ony of dedication. Hence it came to be called the · 

. Monastery of Anilthapi��ika. The park itself was planted, 
developed · imd administered by Prince J eta, · and was 
therefore called JetilvaM. Another reasori for · this 
design�tion was that the park was beautiful to lodk at
with its flowering and fruitbearing trees, was endowed 
with the fiv� qualities as not too near and not t.oo f�tr, . r '\; ..... , . . . . . . 
enjoy�d ,by people who came from V!!-rious places and 
nevel "ti�riJlg h) the occupants.9 . 

. 
. · . · ! ' . . . . . .  

AcC:oi'4ing to the· same source Jeta expended all the . - � . . . . eigtiteeh crores - he got fro� the sale of the land to 
�onstru�t the" gate-house and gifted many crores worth of 
vahiab:lhHe!· as timber for the b"uildings. But the .!Btaka 
Conirrient�ry!0 says that Jeta spent only half that amount 
for hii:thiilding. ·Yet it was slich an imposing build.ing that 
orice 'lldigri.;.believer mistook it to be the real dwelling 
place of the Buddha, and was surprised to hear that it was 
only a giite-house. 

· The'. Suinangalavi/8sim1 1 refers to four large houses· 
(cattari mahsgchani) within the Jetavana premises viz. 
Kareriku�i, K.osambaku�i. Gandhaku�i and Sala)aghara.
But the Sut(imipsta Commentaryll names them Mahli
gandhaku�i; Karerima��alamiila, Kosambaku�i and 
Candapamiila . .  Possibly the last one was .t he same as
Sala.Jagliara, w.hich is also someti.mes called Salalagira. ll 
Of these ttie first three according to "the Suttanipata 
Commentary were built by AniithapiJ?9ika at a cost of a 

5. Benimadhab Barua, Bhsrhut, (lndologicai Book Corporation, 1 979) Book I ,  p, 57. 
6. M. II, 124 
7. Sn. 422 
8. D. I l l. 83 f. 
9. VdA. 56 f. 

10. J. I I. 2 1 6  
I I .  DA. I I .  407 
12. SnA. II .  403 
13. D. II. 270 
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_h\indred thousand each. Sala.Jaghara was built by King Pasenadi K.osala. The K.arerikup was constructed on 
pillars and resembled a ce.les.tial mansion. I t  was so 
named because a Kareri or Varun·a tree refered to as 
�iueri-m�J?<!�pa, stood at its e�trance. Similarly a 
Kosamba tree stood at the .entrance to the Kosambakuti. 
SalBJ�ghara i� defined as a house made of sala}a wo�d 
(safa!amaya)or of sal a} a trees (salafarukkhamaya)or else 
a house with a sala,la tree at its entrance . ' 4 There was also 
a seating�hall (nisidana-safii) called Kareri-maJ?q ala
miila near the Ka-reri-mat:�� apa. The latter stood, it is 
said, between the seating-"hall and the Gandhaku!i. 

. Therefore the Gandhaku!i the Kareriku�i ahd the seating
haJJ were aU together designated the Kilreri-mBJ?qala-miila. ' 5  
DbammapaJalf> however held that the Kareri-mandapa 
and the seating-hall comprised the Kareri-ma��aJa
rriiila . . He also explains the term mandala-mala as an area, 
possibly a hall: protected from rai� with a covering of 
giass a.nd · ie�ves (tinapannacchiidanam · anovassakam) • , . • • 0 0 • • 
or, for some, an arbour of creepers like atimuttaka. The 
.fataka Com�entary 1 7  �dds that the Gandhakuti was 
built in the centre with cells for t�e eight); Great Elders 
surroiJnding it. There were also ponds, ambulatories and 
dweiling places for day and night. 

· 

The Gand haku�i ,  rendered in to  English as the 
'}>erfumed Chamber was !he place where the Buddha 
hitnselflived arid it is called the first of its type . Chambers 
by the same na:me seem to have been' hiler constructed at 
other monasteries for the Buddha. The Gandh3:ku�i at the 
ietavima became such . an hnportant place for later 
Buddhists that the !J:iea covered within the four posts �f 
the Buddha's bed in his cell in Jetavaniiriima c11mc to be 
classed among the "spots never abandoned " (avijahitatthina�i)l R  by the Buddhas. All the Buddhas hav� th�ir 
beds located at the same. spot . 

There was a mango grove by the side (paccante) of the 
Jetavana. It may have been outside the boundary of the 
monastic premises: A road running by the park often . brought various characters passing by into the monastic 
grounds. Some came there to quench their thirst and 
_others, as in the story of K�i-ya.'<khinl, sought protection 
in the hallowed premises. . 0 

Whatever it is the picture of the Jeta's Park preserved 
for us by the Buddhists was a place abounding in beauty 
left intact by those who constructed various buildings in 
the complex. Possibly this was d one with the forest-

14.. D� . . II. 270 
1�. Ibid. 407 
t6. UdA. 203 
11.  J. r; 92 r: 
18. BiJA. 247 
19. Benimadhab Barua, ibid. Book II (A), Plate XLV. 
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hermit age concept in view. The idea may have been to 
build a 'forest-dwelling' araflfla-vasa, in the vicinity of a 
big city. M any of the main buildings with a shady tree at 
the entrance. and the sitting-halls with thatched .roofs or 
arbours also mus.t h ave helped to preserve the ecology 
and the cool atm osphere conducive to a quiet con�em
plative life of the monastery. Even the sculptures .of the 
dedication of the Jetavana monastery at Bharbut '.9 have 
preserved this picture of a forest hermitage surrounded 
by mango trees. 

The two Chinese pilgrim monks Fa-bien and Hsien
Tsang2o who came to India in the · 5 th and the 7th 
centuries A.C.  respectively visited Sravasti. H ow�er 
they were able to speak more about the legends connected 
with the origin �f the monastery and the other legendary 
events believed to h ave taketi place in and around it than 
of the ��tual state of things at the monastery itself. But in 
this matter Fa-bien is more helpful than Hsien-Tsang to 
visualise a picture of the Jetavana as it stood in their 
respective periods. 

According to Fa-hien .the Jetavana mon11stery was at 
first, of seven stages (probably storeys) but was apparently 
made into a two storeyed building after it wa!) burnt down 
by an accidental fire caused by a m ouse. It is said that the 
mouse carried away in its mouth a lighted wick from an · 
oil lamp, causing a great fire. Speaking more of the past 
than of contemporary affairs Fa-bien says that kings and 
people of surrounding countries vied with one another in 
making gifts to this place. They 'decked the place with 
flags and silken canopies, offered flowers and burnt 
incense while lamps shone with equal splendour through
out the night. 

The monastic building as it then stood had its main 
entrance to the east .. The principal door was flanked by 
two side chambers in front of which stoo.d two stone 
pillars. The pillar on the lelt �ad. a wiled on· it while the 
one on t.he right was �urm.��nted. by the figure of an ox. 
These two .pilb.rs, prob�bly.As9ktyt, were. also noted by 
Hsien-Tsang. t�e pilgri'm monk Blso spe!lks of the clear 
water in the pon�s,,tJ:ie. luiuriant groves and numerous 
flowers of variegated hues which combined to produce 
the picture of whads ��ied a j etavana vihara. The image 
evokc;d in o11e's mind frorc this brief description is not 
much differ�nt fro m  the picture given by the PaJi sources. 

20. Chfne.�e Accounts of India, Tr. Samuel Beat (Calcutta, 1 963 p. 25 ff. p. 259 ff. 
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By the time Hsuen-Tsang came to Sriivasti Jetavana 

appears to have been in total ruin. So he could �peak only 
of the legends preserved in the region about its foundation 
etc: But both pilgrims speak of the red sandalwood 
statue of the Buddha said to hav� been commissioned by 
King Prasenajit (Pasenadi). According to Fa-bien this 
was the fir�t ever statue of the Buddha and was carved 
during the lifetime of the Buddha himself. In the_B\!ddha's 
own words it was to be the model for all his future images. 
Curiously this tradition is preserved still in Sri Lanka. 
But according to Hsuen-Tsang, Prasenajit caused it to be 
carved after the one King Ud ayana, prob ably of 
Kau.imbi, had caused to be made. 

Sir Alexand�r Cunningh am21 who identified the 
ancient city of Sriivasti in the ruins of Sahel Mahet he 
discovered on the south bank of Rapti also could locate 
the ruins of the Jetavana monastery outside the city limits 
at a distance of about. half a miJe from its southern gate. It 
was the pedestal inscription of a Bodhi�attva statu� he 
discovered that helped · him to conclude that he had 
d�finitely discovered the ruins of Sriivasti. The inscription 
says that the colossal statue was a gift of a monk named 
BaJa, an expert in the three pi{a.kas_; to the Sarviistiviidin 
teachers of the Kosambaku�i where the Buddha stayed in 
Sriivasti.22 It is interesting to note tfiat the referen� to the 
Kos!UJlbaku�i in this inscription has- proved · the histori
city of some of the details regarding the monastery given 
in the ·Pali sources. 

But Cunningham who. has tried to identify the various 
buiidings mentioned in the accounts of the two Chinese 
pilgrims among ttie ruins he found around the main 
monastic centre outside its bou]ldary wall has thrown 
some doubts about the. veracity of the extent of Jeta's . 
Park and the exorbitant price said to h ave .been paid by 
AnathapiJ?�ika to buy it from Prince J�ta. An extent of 
land one thousand cubits square, as shown in Sri .Lankan 
sources, he thinks, could not have been covered even with 
t)le extravagant eighteen crores said to h ave been paid by 
AniithapiJ?4ika. Instead he proposes to exclude all the 
ruins outsid"e the boundary wall of the Jetavana ide.ntifi�d 
by him with the central mound locally known as Jogini
baria in trying to locate the reaf plot ofland bought by the 
merchant. The area covered by )ogini-baria is only seven 
hundred feet by one thousand feet and curiously, he says. 
coul� have been covered, by 1 80 million ancient Indian 
silver coins each measuring a lit tle more than half an inch 
in length and breadth. The figures given in ancient 
accounts, he thought, are mere examples of Indian 
exaggeration. 

C. Wltanachchf 
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JETAVANA (2) or Jetavtlllariima, the large scale stDpa 
with its monastery complex is situated to the north-east 
of the ancient city of Anuradhapura. The b oundaries of 
this large monastery complex, which flourished as the 
centre of the Siigaliya sect, one of the three Buddhist 
fraternities; from the third century to the l 2th century 
A.C. are demarcated by the M:alvatu Oya to the south 
and the east; Hilpan Ala to the west and the main road to · 
the north. 

Jetavan�rama is situated in an area: which was a park 
known as Nandanavana in the third century B.C. 

The confines of Jetavanariima was known in the 3rd 
century B.C'as .the garden of Nandana. Litter it became 
known as .. Jqti�_!lna. The name Jotivana did n9t evolve 
into Jetavana, bot the.Jetavaniirima built in the Jotivana 
was o"f ten refer�d to. as the Jetavana in short. Theref�re, 
it is .neces.sa�·y to u�derst.an d that while J otivana was the 
name of a · part"ibd�r·, garden.,' Jetavana was the name 
given t_o an ��a,Jti�. (ill()nastery). It  is belieyed that the 
consttuction of the Jetavaniirlimit. in Anur.adhapur.a was 
an attempt to re�reate the beauty- of ancient Jetavimariima 
of Srav'as.ti in Ncirth' in(ila where the Buddha spent most 
of his days. In Polonna.ruwa, too, there is a.Jetavaniiriima 
. although : it" does not bear witness to a Jotivana. 

• • • - • ·-· • I 

Jeta�IJllii:riiin�f ere-�ted by King M�hasena (276.,.303 
A . . C.) hi tl)e garden p( Jo. tiva.rla in Anuradhapura was 
later off�re� 'id �· ��ikkhu named Tissa of the Siigaliya 
sect who . liyed i� the_ DakkhiJ?a Vihiira (Southern 
Monastery)._' iJ!e. king disregarded the protest -of the 
Mahlivihlra .bl#l�kh.�s over the.fitct that a monastery w a� 

· being built witiifn i�eir precincts for a bhikkhu belonging 
to a d ifferent se.tt: Tis sa thera was later disrobed as he was 
found guilty-;bf a"pil-a)iki offence at an inquiry ��]d. by 
the Minister of Justice, despite the King's displeasure 
expressed at the disrobing. But this event does not seem 
to have hindered _the Jetavana from becoming the centre 
of the Siigaliya ·sect, . 

It is difficult to · believe that all the buildings now 
remai.n·ing in Jetavaniiriima in Anuradbapura were built 
by King Mahllsena alon:e. Out of them, he may have built 
th� . principle buildings necessary for the monastery 
compl�x. The Mahavamsa records that M ahasena was 
unable tp complete the construction of these buildings, 
and that they were later renovated and completed by his 
son "Sirimeghav!lJ?�a who succeeded him as king . . 

The Mahavamsa as well as · a few rock inscriptions 
record that some buildings at Jetavaniiriima were 
copstructed subsequently by kings who reigned after 
M�ha�ena. According to these records, King Aggabodi 

21. Alexander Cunningham, Archaeological Surve.v of India (Simla, 1 8� 1) Vol. 1. p. 330 ff. · 
22. Epigrsphia Indica ( 1905-06), Vol. 8, Ed. E. Hultsch, p. 1 8 1 .  
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(604-614 A.C.) had erected a building with a pinnacle 
(kota) which consisted of a Vajira-cumbara (diamond 
hoop). Aggabodhi V I  (733-772 A. C.) added yet another 
Pt!Sida to the Ratnamii Pirivena beiieved to have been 
constructed by Mahasena. This was reconstructed by 
King Sena I (803-853 A. C.) after it was destroyed by a 
fire. In the inscription discovered near the monument 
called the "Buddhist Railings" was a JalamaJ?�apa 
(water pavilion) of the doorway of the Ratnamii Pirivena. 
The inscription belongs to the period of king Mahinda VI 
(95�972 A.C.). There is a similar JalamaJ?qapa in the 
doorway of the Senevirad Pirivena of the Denii Raja 
Mahll Vihiira (Jetavaniir�ma). An inscription belonging 
to the · period of King Dappula V (924-935 A. C.) 
mentions the Sirisafigabo Rad pirivena of Dena Vlhara. 
It had been built by a Tamil General during the reign of 
Aggabodi IV. While king DappuJa II (8 1 5-83 1 A.C.) 
placed a golden Buddha statue at the bodhighara of this 
vihiira, Sena I offered yet another golden Buddha statue 
after cons truct ing the  M i n irrieula  · Priisiidaya or  
Minipiiya. Bodhisattva statues were added later during 
the reign of Sena 11 (853-887 A C). This pi/image (image 

· house) was reconstructed by King Mahinda IV after i t  
was destroyed by the Colas. (PLATE X) 

Kassapasena-vihiira was constructed by a General of 
King Kassap_a VI .  Diyasen U posathiigiira (Chapter 
House) renovated by Mahind a IV f!)ay have been cons
tructed by King Mahiisena. I t is also believed that ·the 
four pirivenas built separately by four officers during the 
reign of Mahinda IV are four Sattghliviisas (dwelling 
houses). 

· 

1be Mahavamsa records that the relics belonging .to 
the three different sects were destroyed by the Colas. It is 
mentioned that the Buddhist clergy of the three sects lived 
in Ruhuna during the reign of King Par!lkramabahu I. 
Therefore it is evident that there were branches of 
Jetavaniirama even in Ruhuna. The DiithakondafHia 
Ariima in Slgiriya which was con�tructed during the reign 
of Moggallana I (495-5 12 A. C.) has been associated with 
Jetavanariima. 

The location of Veluvaniiriima, yet another San·�ha,. 
riima linked to Jetavaniiriima and built by Aggabodhl ll 
(608-618 A.C�) has not been found. 

Apart from the iiriimas mentioned in the Mahiivamsa 
and in stone inscriptions, there may have been otl;ler 
monas teries elsewhere in the island which had dir.cct 
access to Jetavaniiriima i n  Anuradhapura. 

The StOpa of Jetavanlli-'llma: The central monument of 
Jetavaniirjma is its large stupa spread over an extensive 
area of eight acres which was equal in s tatus to the 
Ruvanvltli and Abhayagiri stiipas. Archaeological 
evidence suggests that this was the site where the remains 
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ofMahinda Thera, who is responsible for the introduction 
of Buddhism to the Island; were cremated . A layer of ash 
and charcoal was discovered in close proximity to the 
one-metre-thick wall of the Salapathala Maluva (stone 
terrace) to the east of the stiipa. A scientific study of the 
bric.ks reveals that they belong to the third century B.C. lt 
is accotding to this that Dr. Hema Ratnayaka states that . this was the · site of M ahinda Thera's cremation. He 
furthef'p&i'ri'(S. <o-tif that this place was known as the 
Therin·:itil�atj�hafuaJaka in tte third century B.C. King 
Uh'iy�f�h�gt!h�d:·the· ashes and also built a stflpa here. It is 
p(is'sibl�:ttf�tYhe 'pr�sen'� JehlVana 'stnpa is a renovation of 
the' dri�i:fitii M ahinda stiipa. (PLATE XI) . 

-= :· ·:;..!f;.A,':_� -�. i-..._ · ·}..;� . :· 
. 

' · . :���1f{�ij;5, io · the Ssddharinaratnikaraya, the 
ft.)u��.e�Qi"5¥li�g;�y $inhaia work, the relics enshrined in 
the· De�il:"J�1l�.f:ii'(jefavaniiriima) are a part of the girdle 
of the B .�ii}:ffi�&:?'ffts �is contrary �o· the idea that this site is 
iq,e��;Ir '< ·t�:1M,��pda Thera. ·However, this cannot be 
, ))fQ · ' · ' �"•""'!��lt#)Js: .ch,$mber is opened and its contents 

.�t,� -l$,,.,(J1�:;;·��H*�;; ,: ·'·t'· • 

. • . · W.� :i;J.
!c�olas and; R.A.L. H .  Guna. ··. ·stnps ·wu first built by King 

tfitf'Jii�• '·' :�;...� · · i:dere�ce made in the 
. ' iS no' other evidence to . 

•·�£'ii!.�< t'
:.:,,i>:·· by Mahisena. If he did 

· · it i�'stiri>rising that it has · · · · ·How�ver, the 
uilt a stripa 

· the DevaJe (shrine) ·r , · '"  ,. .• .. - . 
. . . . 1s possible that this is the 

.· . . presently known as Nakhii vehera. 

iHio'C;oin'iO' ,ii-r·
.
· '""

· 
,,.� pandals at the entrance to 

.a:u•;nv. �� :Dhiitusena (459-477 A. C.) cons-

tr���Jl�������rc· ; and gilded it .  The Hatthivedi was 
�. . g Mahiiniiga .who also restored the ii��rlt<1f��li�\:.,;i.;'i!i���- 1lister arid the paintings. A parasol 

· · bedded with precious stones 
:<.t .. ��,;,i#-ri�.;,;:.,.,·, king Aggabodhi I (569-57 1 

.. . . by Moggalliina Ill  (6 14-6 1 9  
.,,..;,�,._,_·"""''' King Parakramabiihu 1 .  
r _;-!_r ,: -"· . 

Art . �d� still�t� Not ; only the vihalkaqas (frontis
pieces) and the ·P��a�ols, �ven the interiors of the ancient 
stDpas.were adorned with paintings. This is evident.from 
the . remain.ll unearthed in  archaeological excavations. 
Stone slabs with paintings have been uncovered at the 
eastern viihalksda of the Jetavana stiipa. Therefore it is 
highly probable 'that the vahalkacfa i tself was originaJly 
decorated with paintings. 
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Although a large number of monuments and engravings 
have been fo�nd; no other p aintings have been unearthed 
there. 

Almost all the Buddha statues in Jetavaniiriima have 
. been destroyed. People ignorant of their cultural value 
may have demolished these monuments in order to 
obtain the stones to construct their buildings. A fragment 
�f a stat�e of a seated Buddha without the head and the 
upper torso has been unearthed in rec;ent. excavations: It 
has a close . resemblance to the statues of the M athurii 
tradition of tlte. Gupta period. It is hard. to find another 
equal to its beauty in Sri Lanka. The head of a Buddha 
statue displayed today in the gallery of the Archaeological 
M useum in Anuradhapura may belong to th�s particular 
statue .

.
. But to come to a definite conclusion of this 

supposition 
·
,he dimensions. �f the head

. an�I the! torso in 
Je.tavana h.ave to be compared with each other. 

· Discovered· receritiy on the pesiiva of the JetaVaria 
st'ups were several small granite s tatues onhe Buddha. 
Stylistically they differ from local Buddha statues fo\ind 
i n  Sri Lanka. 

; 
As in the buildings qf the. M ahiivihiira and the Abf.taya

girivihiir!l, those. of. the Jeta"Vana, too, have bea�'iful 
entrances. The moonstones, guardstones and ba)ustr!ldes 
are vital in imporfance in relat)on to Bud�hist. art wh.ere 
�rchitecture is concern�d. Special attention should be 
paid to the systematic �voiution of the various sections <?f 
the doorv.ray. to its symbolism and to i ts aesthetic VaJ\!e. 
The doorways of Je�avana are of gr.eat importance when 
compi!:ng d ata about the history of door�ays in pla�es of 

· wonhip in Sri Lanka. 
· . . . . . . . . 

The Cetttre of the S11gaHya Sect: The SiigaJiya sect .is 
11amed after Siigala·  Ther!l wh� formed the sect with 
about 300 other �onks when they broke away· from the 
Abbayagiriv. ihiira of the D.hammaruci sect. Tl1e scp�r
ation took place . during the reign of King Go�h�baya .
(255-266 A. C.) as these n:ionks associated with the 
Vaitulya (Mahayana) monks, and as the· expulsion of 

. 
sixty Vait�lya monks by the king indicated that. \v.hoever 
as

.
sociated with .th�m may come to harm in the future. 

D�ubtless th�se,�onks felt that it would be d angerous to 
as.sociate with the Vaitulya monks V:.hom the. King was 
against. He was paying patronage to the M ahiivihiira 
which was very powerful at the time. Apart from this, 
there is no proof to believe that there was enmity between 
the two �ects that led to the separation. 

· 

The Vsrpsattappskisini records· that the Siigaliya sect 
was formed 558 years after Buddhism was established in 
Sri Lanka. R.A. L. H. Gunawardene has tr-J<en this year to 
be 249 A.C. I 

. . . 
The monks of the n�w sect first regarded as their centre 

the DakkhiJ?avihiira, (southern monastery) which was 
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built by a minister of King VaHilgiirnini Abhaya in the 
first century B .C .  We can assume that as he was the first 

. patron of the Dhammaruci sect he also donated the 
Dakkhinavihara to the monks of the sect. But there is no 
record of opposition shown by the monks of the Dhamma
ruci sect against it being used as the centre of the Siigaliya 
sect. 

· The first ki ng who embraced M ahayanism in Sri 
Lanka was Mahlisena (276-:103 A.C.): Impressed by a 
monk named Tis.sa who lived in the DakkhiJ?avihiira;he 
built the Jetavanarama within the premises of the 
,J otivana and donated it to  him. I t  is recorded that the 
King even disregarded the opposition of the ¥ahavihara 
moriks against this . Thus, the Jetavanavihiira became the 
centre of the moJi.ks of the Sllgaliya sect who earlier lived 

. in the Dakkhii?avihara. · 

Tis�a· Thera's expulsion despite the objections of the 
king, did not prevent the developm.ent of the new s�ct, 

According to Gunawardene, although at first the 
. .  Sjgaliya se¢t did

. 
not asso:iate rime� with t�e m�nks .of ---ib� Dhatnmaruct sect, dunng the retgn of Kmg Sd!klila 

(51 8-531 A. C.), being encouraged by the Abhayagiri monks, ·  
the.sacred relics wen� taken ann \.Ially to the! J.etavaniirllma 
a�d .rituals 'Y.ere performed . If there was no friendship 
between the. Dhammaruci sect and the Sllgaliya sect, the 
Dakkhinavihiira of the Dhammaruci monks ,could not 

. have be�ome, the �.entre of the Siigaliya monks. By the 
tim�· Qf .King Siliikiila the Siigaliya monks were ready to 
be guided by the Dhammaruci monks . Thus a re-exami
�ation of Gunawardena's views is necessary. 

During the reign of King Aggabodhil (5 1 7-604 A. C), 
an. Indian monk n ame� Uotipiila argued and defeated the 
Mahliyana monks. It is recm:ded that the defeated monk! 
had lodged a complaint . with the King through the 
viystni. However; after the death of the viystni, the 
monks of Jetavaniiriima lived in harmony · with the 
:�JlMvi�iira monks. These facts reveal that the Siigaliya 
se.ct existed merely as a 'floating sect' between the 
Dhammaruci sect and the Mahavihiira. Otherwise the 
Siigaliya monks could ··n ot have been partial to the 
Dhammaruci:monh during King Silllkilla:'s reign and to 
the Mahivihiira during King Aggnbodhi's reign. 

The Siigaliya sect did not show any progress until the 
latter part of the seventh century. During· the reign of 
Dii�bopatissa II (659-667 A. C.) the Sligaliya sect prepared 
a special edition of vinsys rules for themselves. It wa:s 
fMmed by taking the Vibhahga section (ParBjiki Pali 
and PBdttiya Pa/i) from the Dharnmar:uci sect and the 
Khandhaka and .Parivara from the Siigaliya sect. They 
also produced a series of new interpretations for this. 
Through this it is evident tbatin the beginning there was a· 
Vibhahga unique t o  the  Dhammaru ci sect and a 

T 
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Khandhaks and Parivara unique to the Sagaliya sect. 
Vina_va Pi�aka consists of three  tnain componr.rits:  
Vibhahga. Khandhaka and Parivara. The Vamsattap

pakasini states that the Khandhaka and the Parivara of 
the Vinaya Pi!aka had been changed to sui t the needs of 
the. Dhammaruci monks. Since there is no change in the 
Vibhahga section, it  remains. the same as in the Vinays 
section of the M ahavihara. So it shows that the Siigaliya 
sect maintained a Vibhahga section in accordance with 
the Mahiivihiira and the Dhammaruci sect. H owever, the 
Khandhaka and Parivara sections were formulated in 
three different ways by the three sects. Therefore the 
difference between the Sagaliya sect and the other two 
sects rests on the diffe rence in the Vinaya pi!aka as well as 
the system of interpretation of the Vinaya pi!aka. 

The Vinaya of the Siigaliya sect was compiled by a 
monk of the Kurundadilika Pirivena with another monk 
from the Colambahiilaka Pirivena near the Abhayagiri 
vihi;:ra . . 

The Sutra and A bhi'dhamms Pitaksswere shared alike 
by the Mahiivihiira, the Dhammaruci and the Sagaliya 
sects. Accordingly, all three can be regarded as belonging 
to the Theravada tradition. 

The Dhammaruci sect respected M ahiiyanism although . 
there was considera-ble opposition from the Mahavihara 
towards it. Even the Sagaliya sect which was apprehensive 
of Mahliyiinism later grew to respect it as much as the 
Dhammaruci sect. Taking into consideration the evidence 
th�t the Ranpots (Golden Book) that contains a section 

· of the Sntra Paflcsvinsati Sahasrika Pragffiiparamita, 
the Mahayana Bodhisattva st.atues and the Buddhlibh�eka 
(anointing of Buddha i m age) existed, it is clear that both 
Siigaliya and Dhammaruci sects h ad a similar- attitude 
towards Buddhist sects; their beliefs and their l i terature. 
Since the influence of the Sagaliya sect was much less 
than the other two, it  was forced to be subordinate lo the 
mightier sect in order to survive. 

The monks of all three sects left for Burma during the 
reign of the Cola� as they ,did not get royal patronage . . 
King VijayabiiQu I who defeated the Colas and re
established the higher ordination by bringing back the 
monks belonging to all three sects from Burma as there 
was a shortage of monks for ordinati6n in Sri Lanka. 
From this time up to the reign of Parakramabiihu I the 
Siigaliya sect flourished . This king performed a complete 
revision of Sangha by bringing in monks from many 
parts of the country including Ruhuna. The King 
disbanded the Dhammaruci and Siigaliya sects and gave 
the monks two options : either join  the M ahavihara or 
disrobe and be employed in the government serVices. 
Thus he s trengthened the M ahiivihiira as the only 
Buddhist sect in the island. 

· 
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Literature belonging to the Siigaliya sect was complete

ly destroyed. Thus there is nothing more that ca.n be said 
of their religious views. 

During the Anuradhapura period there were Buddhist 
nuns associated with the three sects. But d etails of 
Bhik�u�is belonging to the Siigaliya se'ct are extremely 
rare. We only find an account in the Mahavamsa about 
the establishment ofa Rlijini Mehe�ivara for the Sagaliya 
Bhik�uJ?lS during the reign of King Moggalliina. If not for 
this piece of evidence h istorians m ay not be able to say 
that there was an order of Buddhist nuns belonging to the · 
Siigaliya sect. 
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Chandra Wkkramagamage 

JETA V ANA (3) A monastery complex founded by King 
Parakramabahu I (I 1 53 A.C .- 1 1 86 A. C.) in the ancient · 
city of Polonnaruwa. A l arge group of ruins around the : 
platform of the Tivahka image house has been identified 
as part of the ruins of this ex tensive monastery complex. 
The Ciila vaf!Jsa (Chapter 78,  vv. 3 1 -47) gives a graphic 
description of this monastery complex in the following 

. words:  "The Kihg, h aving c leansed the sisana by 
disrobing the heretics, caused a monastery complex by . 
name Jetavana to be built which resembled in glory the 
Jetavanliriima (in India) of the Buddha's day, for the u.se . 
of the numerous pious bhikkhus. In this grand monastery 
complex i here were eight t hree-storeyed m ansi ons 
(pasada) for the use · of elderly virtuous bhikkhu�; a 
special m �tnsion complete with all essentials Wlls put. up. 
for the residence of the Venerable Siiriputta Thera of' 
great learning and piety. There were seventy-five psi{ ; 
venas (pativenas are temples or dwelling .houses for . . . , . 
bhikkhus; the word pari vena here does not mean a v-,· ·····"' '' ·· 
learning as the parivens connote today).'' . . 

The most important structures in 
complex were: ( l) the three-storeyed 
contained in it the colossal standing 
in three bends (tivshka}, the �·ft·11•·• ·., .... ·tc"'"' 
were elaborately adorned · WJI:D·•IP�l� 

: ' ••... , ... ,<'J,,., .•.. �.:'·' 
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mansion, entirely built with granite, that housed the 
Tooth Relic of the Buddha; (3) eight bathing ponds built 
with granite. Of these bathing ponds one was outstanding 
in its. beauty and grandeur. lt was constructed in the form 
of a full bloWD. lotus of eight petals and was called 
PsdumanahiD11 Kof�a (The lotus bathing pond). 

In addition to the above mentione.d structures there 
were many other units that were of utility to the resident 
bhikkhus such as libraries. dining hal ls, preaching halls, 
refectories (aggisala) and cJoisters (cabkams). The 
CTilaval!lSB account  concludes by saying that the 
Jetavana complex consisted of 520 building units in all. 

T. Arlyadhamma 

mANA, a Pali technical term - its Sanskrit equivalent 
being dhyana implying a particular religious conscious
ness. that flas�es in the course of meditation . .!hans as a. 
term is of pre-Buddhistic origin and it w�s adopted� by the . 
Buddha to describe the state of ecstacy reached in 
meditation. Basical ly, the Buddhist me�litative process in 

. i tself has to be identified with jhana which is cJosely 
related to concentration of the mind (samadhi.. q.v.) . The 
relationship between jhiina ssmiidhi, according to the 
Nettippskara�Ja, is that ssmadhi obtains in the four . 

jhanas (samiidhindriyal!l catusu jhiinesu daf�habba11}; 
Netti. p. 19) which is the proximate cause of samadhj . 
(eksggatilakkha!JO sam ad hi, tassajhiin� pada�fhiin�liJ. 
ibjd. p. 28). Jbina thus represents serenity or tranquillity 
of the mind (YI?h� 258) and it is  accompanied by sampa
ssdan• (Vism. 156). 

In an attempt to define the term according to the 
commentarial system of etymology two functions · are 
assigned tojhana, name!y, that it burns up (Skt. root k�l 
not dbyii) what is hostile to, or stands in opposition to, 
the path of re]igious progress (paccan1ka}hapanato) and 
it seta 1he mind of a yogin on a theme for meditation 
(arsmmiU!DiJanijjhanato, Vism. 1 50: VinA. I. 145 f. cf. 
Ps. I, 49). In other words, jhana is said to burn up or 
destroy elements hostile to religious progress while 
meditating on a theme. As this meditat ive process implies 
both a purge of the disruptive tendencies and viewpoints 
of hu·man mind and a gradual attainment to higher 
grades of intuitive awareness, convenient points of 
reckoning have been established, and these different 
stages in turn bave come to be called severally the iirst, 
the ·second, the third and the fourth jh"ana. The first 

jh�•or the initial stage of thejhana process. is associated 
Wl�'.five mental factors collectively termed the consti
t��-�" P.fjblna o.rjhin{lhga, namely, vitakka, vic lira, pili, �.f!!}.li.U,d cittss�eksggati, the Ja�t constituent signifying 

� ":1:!"·:-'· • • • . 
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concentration of the mind (samadbi, M. I. p .  294, III, p. 
25; Dhs. 26; Vbh. 25); they are called Jhiinahga because 
jhiina first arises when these five factors arfse only (Vism. 
146). 

Thus,jhana brings about samadhi and samidhiforms 
the basis for the acquisition of paflfla (D. I, p : 76 fO. 
Jbana therefore embraces not only the system of n1edita
tion but also the process of transmitting the lower state of 
conciousness to ll higher state, to the summit of progress 
in mental training. There is no suggestion of trance, but 
rather of an enhanced vitality and efficency of the mind, 
for it is samiidhi which is attained through jhana that 
enables one to intute the truth which leads to the 
realisation of freedom (vimutti... paflflaya c assa disvi 
isava parikkhi1J8 honti), M. I, p. 1 60 .  

As regards the practice that sets. one firmly ori the path 
of jhiinic-developnient, the four preliminaries are given in 
the suttas, namely, (l) .morality (sila, q.v.), (2) restraint 
as regards sense facul�ies (indriya-sarpvara, q . .v.), �3) 
mindfulness and sel{-possessi()n . (satisampajalfffa, q.v.), 
and (4)contentment (san�Wu,q,v., D. Lpp. 70-71). Possessed . 
of these qualities, says the sutta,,. the bhikkhu gets to a 
place of solitude and starts on an introspective self
examination. In the proce.ss . he: gets rid of the five 
hindrance3 (n1VBTBf!S, q·.v.) wbh:h imp&.ir the efficency of . . 
the mind, and thus qualifies him to embark on the path bf 
jhinic development (ibid; 7 l); Tiie mind that hankers · 
after sense-stimuli {Jcilma, kimstchands; kiimaraga) is 
not and cannot be concentrated (jtian object of a salutory 
nature. I t  d oes not enter upon the· path·o{ progress which 
leads to release from sensory emotions. The mind thai is 
harass.ed by ill-will (vy.apids). c�tnnot · proceed at once 
towards one-pointedness (ekaggati). The mind that is 
submerged in sloth and torpcr (th1namiddha)is not fit for 
intensive m�ntal activity . .Obsessed with worry and 
flurry, dis traction and agitation (uddhaccskllkkucca)the 
mind does not repose but wonders. Struck by per plexity 
and doubt (viciJ..-icchii) it doe� not ev�n approach the path 
that leads to the attainment of the jhiinic state. Thus, 
tht:se five factors are inimiCal to jhana and are therefore 
called hindranses (nivaraiJB). Su�h hindrances must be 
e liminated by a systematic p ractice of th� .contemplative 
exercises. Thus we find: 'putting away covetousness for 
wo.rldly things. he abides with his .thoughts free from 
covetousness' etc. (D. [, p. 75). 

When these five hindrances have been put away he 
looks upon himself as being freed from debt, rid of 
d isease. released from jail, a free man and secure. 
Gladness (panmjja)springs up within him on his realising 
this freedom and joy (p1ti) arises in him, thus gladdened 
and so rejoicing his whole frame becomes serene 
(passaddha}. and being thus serene he is filled with 
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happiness (sukha) and the mind of the happy one 
becomes concentrated (sukhino citta.w samsdhiyati): 

. This concentration of the mind i3 the basic requirement 
for the realisation of truth and consequently the attain
ment of arahantship. The Vatthiipsma-sutta says that the 
monk who has attained this concentration of mind, after 
perfecting such qualities as mens, karuf!ii. mudita and 
upekkbs. attains arahantship, withou t embarking on the 

jhlinic process. He has to realise that there is a state higher 
than the:ie qualit ies and that that stage is nothing other 
than release (nissara!Ja) brought about by realising the 
truth (M. I, pp. 38-39). 

Thus we see that the religious training branches. off at 
this point of samadh1: and the trainee may or may not 
follow.thejhanic process as a means to arah�ntship and 
that he is in a position to engage his m�nd in a practice 
which directly leads him to arahantship by tbe total 
destruction of all influxes {asavakkhaya) as is stated in 
the Vatthiipama-sutta, or else he can direct his mind 
towardsjhana as is explained in the Ssmaflflaphala-sutta 
(D. l. pp. 73 ff.) and elsewhere. 

Those who take the former step are described in the 
commentarial literature as sukkhavipassaka (q.v.) or 
vipassanayanika or suddhavipassansyanika while those 
who follow the latter path ar.e called th� samathayanika 
(Vism. H. 587-88: DhpA. i, 9; KhpA 1 78 ,  1 83) . Those 
who opt to follow the latter course ente�; the s tate of,ihana 
(D . . I. p. 73). 

The jhli1lic process commences with the five factors 
vitakka, vicara. piti, sukha and · ckagga(ii mentioned 
ab.ove which elevate the consciousness of the yogin fro.m 
normal sensory experience to a higher form of purity, and 
it is this consciousness which becomes associated with 
these five factors o� the eradication of the five hindrances 
and dissociates oneselffrom sense pleasures and evil ways 
that is termedjhana (D. I .  pp. 73f. M.I, p. 294; Vbh. 257). 
In the ordinary state of mind too, the five psychological 
factors, vitakka etc. appear as corrinion elements of the 
psychological process, but theri they �rise as the ccil!di
tions of the complex state of sensoi:y emotion ari� hence_ 
do not correspond to jhana, which is to be attained, as the 
formula emphasises, by the attenuation of sense desires 
and evil thoughts as referred to above. 

The first jhanic thought, as is stated above, has five 
constitue�t fac�ors (jhiinahga), and these constituents 
correspond to the five hindrances (nivar�!J.B) as thei� 
opposite numbers and the arising of the former coincides 
with the elimination of the latter� The first f�tctor,· i .e .  
vitakka, by applying the mind and its concomitants to ihe. 
theme of �editation (Brammaqa, kamma!{hana, q.v.) 
eliminates sloth-and-torpor (thinamidda, q.v.), one of 
the five hindrances. Vicars, the second factor, means 
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sustained mental application upon the s ame object or 
theme with a view to investigating and keep the mind 
continually engaged in the exercise; and �hereby per
plexity and doubt (vicikiccha), another hindrance, is 
dispelled . Piti arising in opposition to illwill (vyiipada); 
another hindrance, brings about by degrees an expansion 
of interest in the same object .or theme. It is intensive 
rapture or zest  which arises infusing the whole being of 
mind and body. Sukha is a feeling of ease which 
invariably arises consequent on this diffused zest: i t  
d ispels another hindrance, namely, distraction and 
agitation (uddhacca-kukkucca) and leads the mind to 
concentration . The �ind of him who is happy becomes 
concentrated (sukhino citta11J samadh(vatj, D. I, 75; 
Vism. 141 f; DhsA. 1 14 f.). Concentration thus leads to 
one-poiJitedness of mind . 

When these five factors thus arise in the mind simul
taneously eliminating the five hindrances from it, the first 
stage of jhana is �ttained. This attainment, being the 
transition of consciousness from the sensuous plane 
(kamiivacara), is s aid to be the escape from sense desires 
(kama-saflfla, D. III, p. 275), for when this jhana is 
attained, the consciousness . passes beyond all lower 
impulses and emotions caused by external objects and is 
opposed to  sense desires. The mind becomes self
possessed since it is established in inward serenity and 
unshaken by external stimuli. Thejhayin, i .e. ,  the persof!_ 
in this state, experiences a new life, a new vision unlike' . 
anything he has ever before experienced. His whole beirig · · 
is suffused with indescribable joy and happiness; ther� is 
no part of his body that is untouched by zest and 
happiness born of inward sdlitude (D. I, 73; DA. I I I, 
2 17). 

This is the first s tage reached in the jhanic process and 
is, therefore, termed the firstjhina (paFhamaJihana). Tbe 
process does not end here; it has other, and higher stages 
that may be attained if thejhayin is prepared to continue. 
The systematic elimination of the constituent factors of 
the firstjhina I tself produces the higher s tages of jhana 
intensfying i t  at each stage and culminating in the fqurth 
stage, which is the zenith of the material plane (riipava
cara), in which consciousness of the jhayin becomes 
associated with perfect mindfulness and equanimity 
(upekkha)free from all attachment to the earlier s�nsuous 
plane (Jcamavacara) and to the three lower stages ofjhana 
itself. 

The jhayin who has attained the first jh'iina, explains 
the Visuddhimagga, by continuous practice·, fixes his 
attention upon the same theme and practises this repeated
ly in order to make it habitual in his psychological 
process. He gains mastery (vasita) over this practice: i .e. 
he acquires the ability to reflect upon the fi rst jhana just 
attained or uporr' one of its five factors, wherever he 
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pleases, whenever he pleases and for so long as he· pleases 
without sluggishness in reflecting. When he becomes able 
to direct the mind immediately to the five factors of the 
jhana, then the habit of reflection is established.' �n the 
same way t.lle ability to enter into the state of ;bana to 
remain in. it ll! long as he wishes, to rise from"it whenever 
he wishes, to review or recollect · it must be acquired 
(Vism. 153 f;). 
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He who is conversant with this practice rises from the 
firstjhana after his practice of it has been perfected and 
realises the weakness inherent therein, thus: "this }hans 
has the service of vitakka and vicara which have a rare 
enemy in the hindrances. It is not entirely calm, for it still 
has the waves ofattentive sustained thinking. He sees that 
their absence would result in greater calm;·!' Then giving 
up his attachment to the first jhana he strives to dispel 
vittakkaand vicifra. ln the course of the practice his mind 
becomes rid of them, tises irt zest, happiness iind one
pointedness which constitute the second jh'lina which fs . 
born of concen'tratiori; tranquillity and developed exal� 
tation of mind. Although the first -jhana i� ·said .·to be 
associ�ted with concentration of the mind; it is the second 
jh'iina which is really worthy of being associated with 
concentration because of its bein·g born of concentra'tiori• 
qnd its freedom from d isturbing quali ties which ·include 
vftakka and vicara. Without them, jhaiui becomes firm 
and well established (D. t 74: Visrn: 156 f.). · 

Whe.n the second jh;ina is . . thus attained he must gain 
proficiency in and .mastery over it , as he .did in the case o(. 
the . first ihlina referr.ed to above. And rising from the 
second · jba�a he perceives th� shonc(}mings tl:lereip.. 
"This ihana has a near enemy in Vitakka. and Vicar a. l t is 
weakened bv the emotion of zest {piti) which is a 
perturbed c6ndition of mind . "  Then ·he repeats' his 
meditation. as: he has done before: now the third }hans 
aTises d evoid of 1.est but accompanied by happinesS' 
(sukha) and concentration (ek.aggata). He abides therein 
with equanimity (upekhako) and mindfulness (satima); 
main taining a process of mental flux in a weil-blanced· 
state, This is the most blissful state of happiness, for it is· 
free from all disturbances . A person who·has attained this 
state of jhana .is said to be truly happy by the 'Ar:ran ' 
st �ndards. When he has become thoroughly acquainted 
with this.jhana. the jhayin perceives that even this state 
has its weaknesses: for it h�s a near enemy in zest and 
owing to the gro�� nature of happiness. it is unstable. So 
he cnntinues to cnncentrate upon the same theme in order 
to ptl t a·way . the gross factors and . attain perfect calm. 
Then the fourth ihana arises accom

.
panied· by equanimiiy 

a 'neutral state of feeling (upekk.lia) in regard to his body . 
and mind and by pure mindfulness born of this equani
mity. In this fourth· Jh'lina . there ensues that mental 
emancipation which is a neutral feeling (adukkhamasukha 
cetovimutii M. I, 296); In this state theJhayin experiences 
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neither pain nor happiness, physical or m�ntal (D. I, 74 f; 
Vism. 156  f.). · 

In this process we·notice even the elimination of f?ur of 
the five factors· which constitute the first }han a . .Y1tak�a 
and Vicars one 'got rid of in the second jhiina;· and piti in 
the third jhana. Upekkha has taken the place ofsukha in· 
the fourth. }Haria� ·.· Only · ekaggatii persists which is the 
common fiicto'r, · · . . . 

. Iri :�he f<:l�rt'lj��;�.· the t:�nsciousness of thejhiiY_i� is 
associ,at.e�l ,wi.t�- ;pr�fect . mindfulness .and unmo�hfled 
equanimity free from all attrJchment' to the . . world of 
senses. All the aci ivities or the lower mind are completely 
arrested ari'd ·t'h�·persBn iiHhis·state is not by any means .in 
a state of_llyp_ff�t1dilrairfce Oisubcon$'cious stale produced 
by atito-�iigg�'st'ib'fi/ of.�sifwere. irt a:caialeptic co'ndi tion. 
On the cdnfra'r'Vihe 'is: irite'hsely conscious. and mindfut of 
the theme wR�f.t'Ali'#i'�;ffiind Is fixed, free from all mental 
disturbahc�·�;"tltv'fu'(f'lli'rriiii'ated ' every kind of activity, 
both ·physit:�i�it�e:f;;ffieij�al.' As is stated in the Sa!!JYutta 
Nik:ily;i,:t.fie'i:jf-f'rt611;Iki:hditstjhans is free from speech, 
for the inne'imost sil��ce is . manife'sted after 'the •five 
hindr:aJJcC:!!t.!lf�.gone·: it( �h� secondjhana, he is free .from 
V.itak.��

�
,.�c����:rt�if����,

Nchjre calle,d Va.c1sah�har�. 
cqnc.?T;H�P�l�{�-,�!h�.�gf:l\�9(Word. In the th1rd h� ts free 
from th� - . .�Qi9tJ6n 1 gJ � .. 1;�$t_, _ ,an<i · i l). ,the fourth. fr�1.m 

• - • • t · ·- • ; .... . ·i. . � ., .. - i'�-;J.:e ' .- V ' - .- ·, · ' ' ·· · · : - · . • . breatlii�g iJ! -��� . .<m(('As�as,!lps.ssas-?)which is called kay�-. 
sapf�:��f:?l.��xtm��� r.rent.of.t�e .�ody �s� � v. 2,1 7: cf. 
M. l 101 ' s; JY'29))� Thus, With perfect stillness of body . 
and ' mlnj' ·'6�:�Iiv€f"vi�ualising the condition within 
him��.r - ,df�1��!�-� 'f'�: , :: _ , : · · . . . th�' raah(dt���(i.Q'i�� b�Y� be,e� re�rranged in the : ·  _ ,  .• � - - \ ;.1 ;. t �f ·�·-t · t n - �� --'_(') .. !;.:.f ; . •  �.-. · ;  . .  · - · · • · · • Abhfdfiitmm'i::'jjf a �icll.O:me ip . whlch one more s�ate . . Js : , ,  . . .. . . . t i Y'''f ��'t:-"J .::.� _ . ... _ .. "t l � -� · · '"> . ./' ... _ '• . . . . .  · . . . . . . 
�r�.� · �!i: ��!)�}�fl.�Hj� :��.���d �he sec(ln�Jnana described 
abov�; ���\f,�.nJ:p: ,the s,\W!!s , In tb� f".bhld.hamma system, 
vitB.kkB iliid vic'ar!J are eliminated in. two . su.ccessive 
stages, f��i���;�6f.�i��·lt��eo;.��iy, �hil7, acconling t� the . 
sutta .. ka�i�i.Q.Ii; . tJl� ,.:Secpnd }4an.� _is attained by the �Hmhi�ti&ft�. 9't V!C.i!k� '.a�� 1'IC,iirl!, thus .retaining the 
o·t�er 'titi�.�· t��J?J�·.J:�;P.!iJ, su�,ha atid e�aggata. in the 
Abhidhiirll m�:iradltiori� the ·elimin�ation of vitakka alone . .... i :; � .rr.- : -t'�lfi ·�-:t·�tz"'"'._, .- · � ::' �: -1'" , : ·. . � . ... · - . . - . . . 
p'iodli'*-i(tp�:3st�_9nd 'J-9.�na thus retaining four factors . . ., · � .. :t • . -... . . ,.., .:>· � ., . . • . . • . . . indud!rfg'�t::Bf-' (1)/1�. pp. 33 ff.). . . . ; .- .} �·,:. -.  · .. ·. : : . . .· _. . . � "  . . . . . 

Buddhaghosa explains that the Abidhamma system of 
five jhana stages is an optional teaching, depending on 
the pa:iticular mental disposition of the disCiple:. To s.ome, 
whe'n reViewing the first}hiina vitakk.Ji is the first factor to 
appear gross .Wiiile the other four seem subt\e1 -ro s-ocb. a 
on�. the . teache'r fqrmulated a second }hans with four 
factors, that is without vitakka but with vic'Ara� pitl; 
sukha and ekaggata (DhsA. p. 1 79). He substantiates his 
explanation on the authority of the suttasth�mseives. He 
quotes a sutta in the Anguttara Nikaja (IV, 310 f.) in 
which three kinds of silmadhi are given, namely (1) 
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samidbi with vitslcks and vicars, (2) samadbi without 
vitskks but with vicilrs and (3) ssmadhi without either, 
Vitskka or vicars. Of these, he says, the second represents 

. the Abidhamma interpretation of five s t ages of jhana 
(DbsA. 179 f.). 

. At the fourth stage of the jhans, the j hayin is again 
offered a choice. Now, basing himself on this fourth 
jhina, a stage in the )hanic process in which the mind of 
the yogin is described as serene, pure, transiucent; cultured, 
devoid of defilements, supple, ready to act, firm and 
imperturbable� .he can apply and direct hi� mind towards 
kno-yvledge and vision (HiiiJadassana) and attain arahant
ship by the total destruction of all influxes (asava, D. I, 
76). ln .other . words, the residual content of the fourth 
jhana consCiousness which is dominated by sublimated 
�d clarified Q1intifuiness, the result of P.�rfect equani
mity, gives ds� t.o inward vision or intuition (pa(iffii). This 
jhina is . t.herefore . specific�lly called the b�se-jhana 
(pUaks�Jhana; also called abbiflJrapadaka�catutth.aj
jlians) in the com men tciries (Visrri. 397, 4 1 2), for it is in 
this state that thejbayin is able to direct his' mind to,;,.a�ds 
psfffli culminating in arahatship, on the destruction of all 
Pa.ssions. 

· Thejhiyli1 is also free to develop hisjbana practice and 
reach higher and ·subtler stages ' in the jhinic coriscious
riess .. There are four such stages e numerated and explain
ed in the texts, namely, akas�naikiyatana, Viflffiinaffcaya
tana; slciffcaflffiiylitana and · nevasaflffanasanna.yatana 
(D. I, 1 83 f; M. I, 159-60; Ill, 45; S. ll, 2 10-14; A. I, 41). 
In the· suttas, these four stages an�� not desigmited jhana; 
they are termed aruppa (q.v.) in the Visuddhimagga (ch. 
xii). The term jhsna is however applied to them. and is 
commonly used to describe the eight attainments (sam a
patti) of the jbanic process; the four jhanas and the four  
iiruppas (Vism. II ,  587). 

Perhaps! ssffffiivedayita-'Dirodh.a or simply ni�odha
·saniipatti (q.v.) represents the highest expression of tile 
}hiinic; experience. · · . . 

The four jhanits belong to what is called the material 
plane (rupavacara-bhiimi), which is to be · reached on 
transcending the sehsous plane (kamavacara-bhumi). 
The yogin preferred rupavacara-bhfimi. the material 
plane when he realised that the kamaJracara-sphere has 
its faults and desired to be free fro m  t hose faults. H is 
desire to be free from faults has no l imit and when he, 
basing himself on the fourth jhana of the rfipavacata
sphere, sees faults inherant in it, he becomes disgusted 
with it and wishes to transcend it (Vism. I� 327). Thus the 
yogin by passing beyond the consciousness of matter 
(rupasaffffii), by putting an end to the serise of resistance 
(pa!ighasa!Iffa), by p aying no heed to the idea of diversity 
(niinattasaffffa), thinking that space is infinite� reaches up 
to and remains in the mental s tate in which the mind is 
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concerned only with consciousness of the infinity of space 
(ikiisanaflciiyatana); the consciousness of matter passes 
away, and there ari�es in him the blissful consciousness, 
subtle yet actual, of his being concerned only with the 
infinity of space, and he become:s a person con scious of 
that (D. 1, 1 83) . 

With this at t ainment the Yogin transcends t he sphere 
of matter and enters the immaterial plane (aiiipiivacara
bhfimi). This sphere h as three more s tages to be att.ained . 

Thus, by pass ing quite beyond the consciou�ness �f 
space as infinite ,  thinking: "consciousness is infinite," he 
attains the mental state of the infinity of consciousness 
(viflffiinaflca_vatana): then by transcending the conscious
ness of the infinity of consciou�ness, and thinking ihat 
there is nothing that really is, he attains the more subtle 
mental state in which the mind is concerned only with the 
unreality of th ings (akiflcaflflayata�a). And; finally, 
find ing that even the akiflca!Iflayatana is riot subtle 
enough. he passes beyond it and attains the state in whjc.h 
there is neither perception nor non-perceptjon (neva-
safiflanasafiflayatana, D. I, 1 83 ff; M. I, 159 f). 

· 

Nevasaflfianasaflflayatana is the highest and subtlest 
mental state to be attained not only in the immaterial 
sphere but in the entire rtiundarie (Jokiya) existence . . The 
yogin reaches that state through training (sikkh'i) by 
shaking off lower and coarser st ates of mind and thereby 

·· attaining higher and subtler states. Thes� eight attainments. 
(samapatti) of the Jhanic process do not necessarily lead 
to nibbana and, therefore, not necessarily exciusively 
Buddhistic. "Their attainment, " s ays the Buddha,:"is riot' 
the ultimate goal of the Buddhist life" (M. I, 41). To. 
imagine that t heir attainment is equivalent to the attain
ment of arahatship is condemned as a heresy (D. 1;.37 f.), 
The former t e achers of the Bodhisatta, Aliira ic:aliitria 
and Uddaka Ramaputta, are said to have attained these 
3tates, t h e  forer t he s�::venth attainment, i.e . .  iikiiicafJitaya
tana and t h e  latter, the eight h  nevasaflfi'anasafiif2jataria 

(M. I, 1 65). Ter the seventh attainment, i .e., iikiflcaiiff�
yatana and the latter, the eighth nevasaffnana�afiflayatana 
(M. I, 1 65). Th e Budd ha unconditio�ally adopted them 
in his system of training as being conducive to sa'm'sdlii 
which is a necessary condition for the acquisati�i( bf . 
pafifla which res ult s in emancip ation (Virriutd, nibb'ana}, 
and we find in t h e  texts numerous instances of monks 
practising them. The Buddha himself, even !l!ter;. �i� . 
attainment of Enlightenment, practised them . 

· . · 

he wanted to be aloof from worldly disturban_ce5 
1 59). 

The zenith of t h e jbanic experience; 
called cess ati on of consciousness and sehs 
vedayita-nirodha, abhisa!Iflanirodha di:; . 
samapatti). a st ate in which consci 
become totally ext inct. In the 
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nevssl!-fflfi nisaf!flayatana, there still remains a touch of 
consciousness: it being not ent irely free from think ing. 
This· thinking possesses I he .potenti ality of ghing rise to 
coarse and lower ideas.  The text says that from the time 
the bhikkhrr is conscious in a way brought about by 
himself from rhe time of  the first Jhlina, he goes on frorn . 
one stale to the next and from that to the next, until he 
teaches the. summit of consciousness (saflflagga), and 
when he is on the summit, it may occur to him. "To be 
thinking at all is . the inferior state. It would be better if 1 
be without thinking. Were I to go on thinking and 
fancying these ideas, these states of consciousness I hiwe 
reached would pass away, but others, coarser ones� might 
ari�e. So I will neither think nor fancy any more". And he 
do

.
es not think. And to him , neither thinking noi: fancying 

any more. the ideas, tli_e states of consciousness, pass 
away; no others, coarser than them, arise. So he touches 

. cessation (nirfxthsm phussti), i .e ., he attains the state in . 
which conscious ide

.
as a·re extinct (D. I ,  1 84; DA. l l ,  375). 

This is � st�te that appears very much enigmatic whe� 
judged by w·orldly standards. MahiikoHhita says that the 
person in the state . of saflffavedayitanirodha; who has 
neither empirical consciousness nor feelings would 
appear to an 9rdinary observer, as though he were in a 

state or' com.a, with his senses act functioning; and in a 
C(lndi tion_very similar to that of death. Siiriputta explains 
thaJ in th.is state, ther.e remain in. the body l}fe- (a_vu) and 
breath (ulma). both of which are absent in :death ( M. I, 

296). It is said, a little e.arlier in the same connection that 
wh�n life, breath and consciousness (vifffiaqa) leave the 
body, it lies rigid and motionless like a log of wood (ibid. 1,�. C.it.). It is dear from this that the mind and body oi 

· tJ:1;e ,per;son do not function while in the st�te of nirodha
spnap:S.t� but his sense . organs are intact (not . vipan'
�!J.iiJni•J and:cle_ar (vippasanna). 
:-: ::-.:"' . ; :. : )-·: - ' . . 
.. ,'IW. 4 . niflth. attainment, i t  should be stre·ssed, is ,purely ���41iisti�i ·Bnd _PoHhapad a  to whom the · Buddha was 

e.�P. !.-ining:tb�t sbhissf!tranirodha could be attained only 
· si _tli�e �iJi�P.J.fns _and arab ants who are established in � ::--"':: . ,. a; f; • �\ - f .-.:::t• • .  �- •• . . tl:tt i!J��.,_:; .�yep_\ �-p�s� Arah�tnts who are described as -,��--t· """ . •· � ' . . ,, 'i ' . . ' t ·. ' ���!f�r,if!�.��H,·�LY!lJ��ssniiyanika beca�s: they have · 
{wi��������tg;�r;y��l�l:l; :�d n�t that ofjhana cannot 
� ,f��: tfP� ,fJ..�,M�!'{�!ff J.!� 702). . 

' . . - . ,_ • •  ,. 1 :.-ur:- � • i .::�· : ��- · ... • � . . . 
· The mo�tln�dable bai:ner that has to be shattered in 
order t9 efitei tlie]bib·}c �f.ocess is the consciousness of 
sensti�ty i������iin��J'*�� 'ft��: the view of a set! within 
(sakkaysdfithi)is th'e:hiMiJb�tner ·to  be shattered before 
entry into the Aryan pitth "to·dfbbins� In the former case. 

the barrier is an em!)tionat<irie :wh�rea8 in the. latter it is 
intellectual. The penon who. ,embarks upon the jhanic 
process by shatt.eripg the ·e�btio·nal barrier has still to 
shatter tbe if)tellectual harder if he were to enter the 
stream that carries hun t o  nibbana. 
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The removal of those barriers brings about in the 
person concerned a complete change i n  his attitudes . I t  is  
a qualitative change which enables ·the person to view the 
whole world, himself inCluded, in a way entirely different 
froin the way he is  used to view i t  t i J l  then.  In the case of 
the person in thejhanicp.rocess , consciousness of sensua
lity does not dist.urb him any more� and in the oth�r case, 
the person becomes free of the belief in a personality; a!Jd, 
once the pr.ocess or the stream is entered into, the higher 
stages to be attruned therein is a matter of course; for, if 
the person is sincere as regards the purp ose and the goal. 
he is certain to attain those higher stages in the process, ht 
course of time. If the person confines himself to the jhanic 
prl!.ctices, there is the posibili ty of his attaining the eigh th 
stage, the stage of neither perceptjon nor non perception. 
And if he is �apable of combining the t�o courses, he 
attains nibbana, fn apdition to. the eigh th stage in the 
jhanic process. Such a person is. called an arahant \Vho 
has adopted _samiidhi as his

. 
v�hicle (samathayanikiJ). 

And he is able to attain the ninth stage in the jhlinic 
process, i.e., ssfffjjv�dayitanlrodha . . 

. . 
The Sanskrit equivalent  of the Pali term jhans . is · 

df!yana which, in the Buddhist Sanskrit·texts .  is employed 
in all'I}OSt the saQ')e senSe as in the Pali texts . According to . 
the Sstasahssrika--prajflaparsmita, .dhyana is p rimarily 
and principally the m eans by which serenity and tranquil
lity qf the mind (samaths) ·is attained (Ssp. p. 276). The 
opposite of dhyans _is vik�epa; distraction of the mind or 
manah.k�obhs, agitation of the mind (Ssp; p. 95, .Tataka
mara, ed. H. Kern, Boston,- 1'89 1 ,  .p .  1 1.4). 

In th' Mahiiyiina schools, dhyans forms one of the 
parsm1s (�}, _i.e., chief ·f!lctor� in a · t;odhisattva 's dis
·cipline (see Dhyans-par�mita). · 

Dhyana includes, as in the Pali t radition, n ine mental 
states that follow one· anoth�.r in. reguiar SUCCtS$ion. They 
arc, therefore, called snripfirvavihara (Pali an.up·uf?ba
vihara) which like in the Pali t exts, consist · of four 
dhyanas of tbe. material sphere; four: samapattis of the 
immaterial sphere, the . .attajnment called the cessation of 
consciousness and sensat.i_ons (ssmjf!avedayita-nirodha; 
Ssp. pp. 1 143-45; Dsi.abhfimik� Siltra .• ed� · by Rahder 
pp. 33-34). 

A l t h ough Jhana d oes not constit ute. in the Pl\li 
tradit ion. �n inde�pensable step in the way to nibbana. 
(while cul t ivation · of the mind o r  adhicitts sikkha or 
samadhi does) it has · acquired i m portance -in the 
M ahayana as an essential quality in the career of a 
bodhisattva. Furthermore, .it has become a very important 
doctrine in the development of Buddhist theory and 
practice in Cbina and Japan where a special school has 
developed (Chan in.China and Zen in J ap an) in which 
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Dhyana constitutes the means of enlightenment. See 
ZEN. 

Upall Karunarntne 

JIV AKA, the dis tinguished royal physician of King 
Bimbisara of Magadha who was also one of the most 
devoted patrons of the Buddha. From his early infancy he 
was adopted by & royal prince named Abhaya and hence 
y_oung Jlvaka came to be called Jlvaka Komarabhacca 
( Vin. ! .  D. I .  p. 47). 

As a young man Jivaka went on his own to Takkasila, a 

) place famous for lea rning. and studied the science of 
medicine under a famous r eacher (disapamok.khacariya) 
for seven years. Having nothing mo·re to learn he · 
returned to Rlijagaha and was iri due course appointed 
the royal physician of king Bimbisiira. Among those who 
receive·d treatment from him were the Buddha, kings 
Bimbisara and Candapajjota, the disciples of the Buddha 
the ladies of the court of king Bimbisiira, wealthy . 
merchants and members of their families. · 

The Vinaya Pi taka (Vin. I , - 268 ff.) contains a Jairly 
.comprehensive account ofthe different methods of treat
ment adopted by Jlvaka in treating his patients. The 
details are interesting, for they reveal the advanced state 
of medical practice in India at that time and also the skill 
of Jivaka both as a physician and a surgeon. We are told 
that in.Siiketa a merchant's wife had a disease of the head 

· for seven years which no physician could cure. · Jivaka 

) made her lie down on her back and gave her some 
_ medicine mixed with ghee to be administered through the 

nose. The ghee came out through the mouth and with that 

/ the disease was cur�d. A merchant 'ofRaj11.gaha too had a 
d isease of the head for seven years and could not be cured 
by any physician . Some of the physicians who treated 
him thought that he would die in a few days. 

Jivaka being invited to tr�at him obsei"Ved the uneasi
ness of the patient and d etermining the nature of his 
ailment, made him lie down on a couch and having 
strapped him to the couch, cut open the skin of his head; 
having opened the skin in the skull he drew out two living 
creatures (piicp1ka) one small and the other large. Mter 
this operation the merchant was made to lie down for 
three weeks after which he was perfectly cured. The son of 
a merchant of Ben ares suffered from a twist in the bowels 
resulting in indigestion, and consequently he became very 
lean. Jivaka, diagnosing his ailment from his uneasiness 
cloistered him with a curtain, tied him to a post, cut open 
the skin ·of his stomach, drew out the twisted bowel and 
straightened it, put it back again and having sewn up the. 
skin of the stomach applied an ointment and thus cured 
him. 

55 JivAKA 

When king Bimbisara was suffering from a fistula and 
his outer garmen ts were stained with blood. Jlvakn. still 
in his youth was summoned to treat him. The physician 
removed the ki ng's fis tu la  with just one ointment. It was 
as a reward for this treatment that Jivaka was appointe.d 
by the king as his physician and as the physiciaQ. of the 
ladies of his court as well as of the Buddh a  and the 
monks. Subsequently, when king Pajjota of Ujjeni was 
suffering from jaundice a request was made to King 
Bimbisara to send J1vaka to attend on him. The king was 
averse to ghee but his disease was such that it could not be 
cured without ghee.The physician secretly cooked up th� 
ghee with various mediCines so that it had the colour 
·s·mell and taste of an astringent decoction and gave it t� 
the king .  The latter on discovering that he had been given 
ghee was furious with the physician but subsequently 
citlmed down when the medkine cured him. In appre� 
dation of this he presented the physician with a pair of 
very .valuable siveyya.ka cloths which b.e subsequently 
presented to the Buddha. 

-

The treatment given to the Buddha was for a distur
bance of the humours of his body. Jivaka had. the Buddha. 
bathed for a few d ays and .then desiring ��- give him a mild 
purgative mixed three handfuls of lotuses with variO\IS 
medicines .and gave them to the Bud db a to. sniff saying 
that each . handful would purge the Buddha ten times. 
Further, the physician advised the Buddha th.!lt untill his 
body came back to normal the Buddha should take only 
juices. On another occasion, as stated in  the Ahguttara . commentary (AA. · il .  6), Jivaka performed an opera
tion on the Buddha's foot to remove a blood-clot formed 
through and injury caused by a splinter from the stone 
rolled down · t>y Devadatta at him (cp. J. IV .  430; 
V. 333). 

. 

· The above acco.unt of the different methods of treat
ment adopted by Jivaka clearly indicates his professional 
skill both as a surg�on and as a physician. Taking into 
a�count the reports given in. the Vinaya texts he appears 
to have performed operations which could even be 
viewed as complicated brain-surgery. The fact that the 
Buddha and two kings were regularly treated·· by him 
indicates the high esteem in which he was held . One of the 
merchants treated by him offered his entire wealth to 
Jivaka and chose to become his slave when  he was cured . 
Jlvaka declined this off�r and requested the merchant to 
give a hundred thous1md (pieces of gold) to King 

· Bimbisilra and another hundred thousand to himself. 
Other merchants  who obtained the services of the 
physician too showered gifts on him very lavishly. Jlvaka 
is represented in the Buddhist texts as a very faithful and 
pious lay devotee of the Buddha. The Ahguttara NikB.ya 
(A. I I I .  45 1)  describes him as one of those with 
unwavering faith in the Buddh!l, the Dhamma and the 
Order, aryan virtue, aryan knowledge and aryan release 
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and bas seen- the Deathles-s (amataddaso). On another 
occasion the Buddha declared him as the most popular of 
.his lay disciples (A. I� 26; cp. AA. I. 398). The .ffvaka 
Sutta·(A- IV. 222 f.) was preached to him by the Buddha 
in rep1J fO\ certain questions puUo him by the physician. 
These.�tions indicate the nature of matters in which 
the phJsiciart was interest.ed - how does one become a lay 
discip� bow is a lay-disciple . virtuous, how does a lay 
disciple help in his own welfare and in that of another. 
The c:.ommentary on this sutta states the circumstances' in 
which - .nvaka _constructed a · monastery in his mango 
grove for the Bu(ldha and his disciples . After treating the 
Buddha and presenting him with the pair of the sivey
yaka cloths, wh1ch he received from King Pajjota, the · 
physician attained the sotap11ttiphala at the conch•sion of 
the thank�giving by the Buddha and thought to himself: 
"itis, necessary that 1 should come twice a day to attend 
on the· Buddha, and to do that Ve)uvana is_ too far.- My 
_mang!i) grove is_ quite near and J should copstruct there a 
monastery for the Buddha." Thus he constructed a fully 
equipped monastery in his mango grove (cp. DA. I. 
1 33): There were oc�a:sions when Jivaka invite:d as many 
as five hundred monks headed by the-Buddha for alms at 
his house (DhpA. I . 244, 247; AA. 1.  215; 1. I . 1 1 6 f.): In 
another discourse al�o titled J1vaka Sutta (M. I. 368 ff.); 
preached to .livaka in b;s mango grove, the Buddha 
declared that meat� may be us.ed by monks if the slaughter 
of tbe •nimaf is not seen, beard or suspecte'd to have'been 
·done on 'purpose for a monk. . 

. 

Other incidents connected with the life of Jlvaka show 
that be was greatly interested.in the welfare of the Sasana. 
He was instrumental in getting_ the -Buddha to lay down 

_ several Vinava rules for the welfare of the -Siisana. The Buddha acc;pted the siveyyaks presented by .nvaka and 
ordained that henceforth monks could accept house
holders' gifts for robe material. Un til then the monkS had 
r,een permitted only rag-robes (paipsrikula-civara). On 
another o�ca�ion seeing monks very ill after partakirig of 
sumptuous food. ·.Jivaka.saw the need of a place for the 
monks for walking· up and down (cahklima) and ll' fire� 
place (aggisarajfor their use and requested the Buddha to 
allow them to the monks, so that the monks would be less 
prone to illnes's ( Yin. ll, 1 1 9) . Jivaka was instrumental iii 
getting the Buddha to l ay d·own.another Vinaya rule, vii. 
to- prohibit the monks from ordaining persons itfflicted 
with any on� ofthe following five diseases: leprosy, boils, 
eczema, consumption and epilepsy. 

. After .King -Bimbisara's death his son and successor 
King Ajiitasattu appointed Jlvaka as his chief minister 
who was ins_trumental in introducing Ajatasattu to the 
Buddha (D. I .  p. 49). 

Ji. _lt. Pel'erA 

Jiv AKAMBA V ANA, a mango grove in Rajagaha be lor. 
ing to Jlvaka (q.v.), the celebrated physician who was 
contemporary of the Buddha. Jivaka was much pleas• 
in the - teachings of the Buddha and became his followt 
and before long realised the first stage of the P at] 
namely the stage of stream-entry (sotapatti). He was ver 
keen to meet the Buddha often, but was unable to d o  S• 
due to the long distance he had to travel to Veluvana t• 
meet the Buddha·. So he decided to build a monastery fo1 
the · Buddha in his own mango-grove (am bavana) · ir, 
Rajagha. The monastery w·as c8mpleted in a short time 
and was ceremonially offered to the Buddha and the 
congregation of bhikkhus (DA. I, 1 33). The Buddha mi 
his visits to Rajagaha stayed in this monastery with the 
bik)chus and on _such occasions Jivaka waited upon tl: 
�uddha and the community of monks with devot_ion and 
respect_ Once when the Buddha · was staying in tlri-� 
m�Dl,lstery )(.in� Ajiitasattu paid him a visit with his royal 
·retinue and the SBmaififapbala sutta (q.v.) wa� preached 
to �e King ,by the Buddha (/). 1, 47 ff.). On another 
occa�ion )i:vak.a in conver;sation W.i�h the Buddha at  
Jtv8Jcamb!lvana !lSked the latter whether i t  was true that 
animals were being slau�htered specifically for the meals 
of the Buddha. In reply the Buddha peached- the ;r!vaks 

· Su.tta. (M. I ;  p. :368 f.) to him wherein the Buddha 
explained- that he had forbidden the eating of meat if a . 
bhikkhu SeeS, beatS or SUSpects that an animal }HiS been 
slaughtered expressly for is meal Further, the ·Buddha 
told Jivaka that i� is a great sin if'one slays an animal -to 
prepare a meal for the Buddha and the congregation of 
bhikkhiis. Jivaka was very much . pleased with this 
explanation. : · · · 
, · v;-��n ·oe�a<fatta �urled a massi-ve rock .to kill- the 
B.u<Jdba, ·a splinter fJ;om the rock injured the foot of the 
·Buddha and the B1,1ddha, was take.n to .livakarnb_avana for _ 
treatmen� by: Jivaka (DhpA. II, l 64)� C\ilapanthaka 
thera , attained arahantship under the guidance of the 

- Buddha at this monastery (J. L 1 1 4 f.) .  Over five hundred 
bhikkhils lived in this monastery occasionally and 
bhikkhunis (theris), too, went to this mango-grove for . 
their noon-day siesta (ThigA. 245 f.); 

D. Saddhaserui 

J]VITA� literally 'that which has come. to Jive', a deri� 
vation from;ivstito live. What is living is no_thing but life · 
which, according to Buddhisr:n, is a pJ;ocess (ssntati: $. 
Ill, 143) in which. both physical and psychological pheno� 
mena (dhsmma)play their part. As these phenomena arci 
conditioned and interdependent (paticca-samuppsnna OJ;. 
paccayuppanna), life itself is always subject to change, 
like an ever flowing stream.  No two moments of this 
process, (i.e. ,  life) are identical; the nature of the following 
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moment being always conditioned by the moment which 
immediately precedes it. So life is momentary; it is always 
in a state of flux. Nothing about it is permanent. It is 
an1cca, dukkha and anatta . .  

. :rhe above-description of life applies �qually well to 
what is · called becoming (bhava); and, therefore, it is 
imperative that a distinction between ;ivita and bhava 
should be maintained. The term bhava is sometimes used . . 
synonymously with ;ivita (e.g., marananti ekabhava
pariyapannassa jivitindriyssss upacchedo: death is the 
interruption of the faculty of life confined to one state of 
existence - Vism. 1 89) and also punabbhava, (re-birth), 
there being no qualitative difference between the two; the 

) difference is only quantitative. A ;i,,ita may be described 
. · '  as one ofthe innumerable units (ekabhava)that cofistitute · 

bhava (becoming). I t  begins with the conception of an 
individual · and ends with his death. The begining of 
bhava; which is synonymous with saf?Jsara. is unknown 
(S. II, 1 78): it continues through innumerable lives and 
ends only in Nibbana. Thus death is the end of life 
whereas nibbana. is the . end of becoming (bhav,!�). 

As stated above:. life begins with conception. For . 
conception to take pJace (gabb.)Ja.�sa avakkanti), accord
ing to the Ma.hata�hasahkhaya su.tta, there should be the · 
conjuction �f three fact ors: �here should be the coitus of 
parent�, the m�t.her should be seasonally well disposed 
and gandhabba (q.v.) must be present U\1. I, 265). The 
same'fa�t is st�'ted in the Ahguttara Nikaya in a different 
way w·here it is s aid that conception takes place on 

. accoun.t of six elements (dhatu), namely, the element of 
earth (pa!havi�hatu), of water (ipo-dhatu), of heat ) (tejo-dhatu), of wind (vilyo-dhatu), of space (iikasa
dhatu) �nd of consci6usness (vilftratpt-dHatu: A. I, . I 76). . · . 

Tbe · first two factors .. of . the Msjihima, which are 
biological, namely, coitus of parents ilnd the mother 
being seasonally disposed, as . wdl ss the first five· 
elements of the Ahglittara which are ontological, repre
sent the materi al  qualit ies present at concepnon . . 
Gandhabba in the Majjhima and vilfif8f!il in the A hgut
tara. ·which refer to one and the same phenomena 
represent the psychological aspect of conception. Thus, 
life originates on account of both physical and psycholo
gical phenomena. 

Not only does life originate on account of both 
physical and psycholgical factors but also it persists qn 
account of them. The same six eleme�ts given in the · 
Ahguttara (I, 1 76) as the originating causes of life are 
given in the Dhatuvibhahga Sutta as the components of 
life; it is said there that man is constituted of six elements: 
earth, water, heat, wind, space and consciousness (M. I I I, 
2.39). According to the Mahavedalla Sutta life consists of 
three factors, namely, vitality (iiyu), heat (usma) and 
consciousness (vilfii8f!a): when these three factors Jeave 

the body it lies rigid and mot ionless like a Jog of wood (M. 
I, 295 ff. ; S. l l l .  1 4.3: Dhp. v. 4 J ) .  Vitality and heat i n  this 
context represent .matter. 

-
Ayu is described as the faculty of life (jivitindriya). i.e. 

vital force, vi t ality:  and ·usma is d escribed as the e lement 
of heat born of kamma (kammaja-tejo-dharu. MA. I I, 
.349 ff. ; SA I I .  J2J); And, now, what is vififfa'!a? 

Viflfia'?a in this context is not empirical consciousness, 
for e m pirical consciousness is absent from a person who 
is in deep sleep or in it state of.ihana (abso rption) ca lled 
the cessation of consCiousness and sensa tions (saflffa
veda_vita nirodha: M. I .  296; Miln. 300). The absence of 
the empirical consciousness is. not death. 

Viflriana as an essential constituent of life is identical 
with the third link in the formula of dependent origi
nation (pa!icca-sanwppada). it arises depending on karmic 
formations (sahkhara), and it conditions. the arising of 
the psycho-physical entity (nama-riipa: $Bhkharapaccay� 
viflfl8f!Bf?1. vififflifJapaccaya namariiparp). It a�aif! is 
identical with the samvattanika . vilf.lfiliJB of., the Anenja 
sappaya Sutta according to which it  continues up .to .the 
state ofjhana (absorption) called nei ther-perception-nor
non-perception (nevasalf!IaiJasaflffiiyatana: · M; II, 264). 

Thi� vifilfi!Ja which is thu�s described from different 
angies in the suttas is. summed up in the- Abhidhamma 
under the name �f bh��ahga (q.:v.) and is described .as 
sine qua n�n of e,d5ienc.e (bhav4ssahga). And it is this 
VilfflaiJa that maint'ains identity and continuity as well as 
morlil responsibility of . life which is of momentary 
exi$tence. It is· also the factor that �tccounts for memory, 

UpaJI K8runarab1e 

JiVITA-NAVAKA-KALAPA, .the group of material 
(physical) phenomena which h as Jivitendriya (faculty of 
life, vitality) as its ninth factor. This group is formed by 
adding .livitendriya to the group of eight physical pheno
mena called the suddha�!hakak�t!apa (pure eight-fold 
unit). The factors constituting the 'pure eight-fold unit' 
are: solidity (pa{havi), liquidity (iipo}. heat (tejo), motion 
(vayo), colour (VBIJIJB), smell (gandha), taste (rasa) and 
nutriment (oja), See R U P A K A LA PA, RUPA and 
MATTER. 

0 D. SaddhA!:ena 
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JN�A (Pall: lfa'!s)' knowledge, speci!llly in the sense 
of.�wledge.leading to enlightenment  and emancipation 
or in other words the saving knowledge or gnosis. · rn this 
sense knowledge has been generally classified as (I) 
conventional (SBlflV[ti or sammuti) and (2) absolute 

. (piUtllllir.tba: paramattba). This is the most fundamental 
oJ the various divisions into which knowledge hils been 
classified in Buddhism. The conventional knowledge is 
the knowledge that deals with the ordinary activities oi 
life but not leading to i nsight and release from suffering. 
In describing this knowledge the Kathavatthu (p. 3 3 1 )  
says that the knowJedge pertaining t o  medical requisites 
on the part of a donor of .them falls into the category ·of 
conventional knowledge. But' as this knowledge is not 
conducive to the comprehension of the Four Noble 
Truths it- is called conventional (sammuti). In  another 
classification of knowledg� found in an older part of rbe 
Canon (D. Ill ,  226) four kinds of knowledge are· referred 
to as the direct knowledge of the dhamma (Dhamme 
lfi'!aiJ!), the inductive knowledge (anvaye l1af!a�). know
ledge of the others ' minds (paricchede II'iif!BtiJ) and 

. conventional knowledge (sammuti-lfanatiJ). All know
ledge except that of the first three kinds is c;onventionaJ 
truth (Vibh; 330). This two fold classification of know
ledge is generally 8ccepted throughout the Indian religious 
tradition from the. Upanisads · onwards (AA. l, 94 and 
Midhysmika-karik�! Chap. XXIV, v. 8); 

It may.be observed here than alt ho.ugh a division of this . type is mrlintained in explaining the dhamma, k�owledge, 
like everything else, cannot be classified in an.y absolute 
serise.-Tbe ambivalent attitude seen in the Buddhist as 

. weD as in other indian systems in  general, is based on the 
. cOncept 'of iJJusion (maya) or ignorance (svidya) which 

obStruct true insight as if with a veil (chada). Buddhist 
e�.istemology demands that the difference between the 
relative and the absolute aspects of knowledge are 

. re&lizer.f and eliminated · so that the ambivalence of the· 
mind woukf cease to operate. That kind of realisation, 
fr-�m tht eplsteniological point o(view, could be described 
u ' the realisation or' the absolute, but in the sense that 

• .,.;. • f ./', • 1, �" � ; '.1 ."0 
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once that co·ndition is realised t he individual does not see 
any difference between the relative and the absolute 
aspects of knowledge. Non-attachment to views (d[��i) is  
also an important characteristic of mind that has achieved 
true}lfBI;Jafor, as no view is absolutely correct or absolute
ly wrong. Such a min� wi1J not fix i tself to any view. The. 
Tathiigatas always avoid such e�treme views and foUow 
the middle course that leads to knowledge, insight and 
nibbana (Cakkhukaral!l ffil'!akarai;11 . . . . .  nibbaniya 
sam vattati: M. I .  1 5).2 And it was this idea that has been 
fully developed into a system of abstruse. d ialectics in 
Prajflaparamita literature and in the works ofNiigiirjuna. 
As , D. T. Suzuki observes (Studies in the LahkivaJiira 
Siitrs, p. 403) JiiiJJa .is a very flexible term, as it means 
so�etimes ordinary worldly knowledge, know1edge of 
relativity, which does not penetrat� into the truth of 
exi:;tence, arid aJso sometimes triUlscendental knowledge 
in which case it is synonymounvi�h prsjffJ o� iryajlf'ilna •: · 

Knowledge and insight (jlfinadarsans) that make one 
realise the absense of a 'difference between relative and 
absolute aspe.cts of knowledge also mean the realisation 
that there is no difference between samsara and nirvana. 

· as often emphasised in the .Mahay�na �orks .l The saving 
knowledge is not.somethi'ng outside Jife but the realisati�n 
of the true nature of life &ath!bhtita) in thi� very life 
(di{{heva dh'ar,l'me). I t· is' not the annihilation of life but it� 
perfection all beautifu'Jiy conceived in the concept of 
Prajlf&�pira�Jlii �f t�e Mahayiina. Hence the realisation 
of Nir·v�J?B. the S'aving knowledge. is a change of attitude . 
resulting in th� realisation of the t rue nature of things 
(yiithabhUtaflRf!adassana). the condition in which all 
diff.eren'ti·ations and divis1ons are' o bviated . It is  an 
experience which can·n-ot be grasped purely by logical 
analysis (stakkivacars) and the person who has realised 
th-is s tate completely can be described as having full 
knowledge and insight, an embodiment of insight, of 
knowkdge, of dhamma and of sublimity (bhtigavijinatiJ 
fiinstfpassaD} pa.sssti c.akkhubhiito Dil?sbhiito, dhamms
bhUto brahmabhUto . . .  M i, Ill; A. V, 226). This kind of 

't :· �·:W�r�jtr_;,a
.
is ���� to mean knowledge in g�neral but it� cls��ification� are mnny and varied. What is attempted In the - praent essay �· t� prese�t a brief explanation of the Buddhist concept ofjtrana a� leading to enlightenment (bodJ: i)and release 

(rimulcli). · 
2.· )!:nowte.dae hi the 11eitse of saving knowledge (vimukti-jtrana) is often compared to light u opposed to the darJtness of ignorance 

(avidji).' Thi: Budd hal, In his fil'3t dlscour�e after enlightenment u�e� the form iloka meaning light in apposition to llina(S. 11,. 
· 1�;. Vin; 1, '5) . .  Tsmonuda meaning 'di8peller of d�rkn�s' is an epithet of the Buddha. . 

· 

3. For lnsta�,Nigirjt,i.ns.ny!l li1 hii .Midhyamika Sa.�tra (Ch. XXV, v. 1 9): 
"There � no dl£fe�nc;>�; at �� · · · 

· 

Between Nirvi!Ja and Sarpsara; 
There is no difference at all · 
Between SIU11siira and Nlrviina, 

- Stcherbatslcy'B translation · ' 
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person representing the ide.al B�d dhis t sll.int. knows what 
he sees and see.s what he · knows .and to biro t here are no 
mys�cries and hencr, he is aptly called the em bodiment of 
sight and knowledge (cakkhubhilta: tranabhfita). For 
him there . is no d ifference bet,wen the . eye of truth 
(fl�IJancakkhu) arid the eye bf flesh (niliTI_Jsacakkhu).4 
Ign_o.rance (avidya) . i s  overcome . and true )(.n owledge 
obtained . . . . . . . 

:the roilqwing obs�rvations abo\Jt jifaTJ� f�und in the 

gebe:ral lptrod uctiori. to th� GOS. ed it ion (N o .  XC) of t he 
Sekoddesa�1ka may be quoted here:  ·�;liana, the h ighest 
human and superhuman faculty by wh ich one d iscovers 
the· ultimate . t ruth and becomes one . wit h  i t , is a n  

e*perience transcend i ng �� that in· normal kn owledge i s  
bound to  the logical frame .and is capable of being 

· transm ii ted to  others ". I t  is further · observed, " M ore 

properly j;fana. is the supreme abs tract kn owledge. a 

transcendent co,nsciousness · which d oes n ot cling any 
more to concrete o bjects and is not  nt aJI affected by .t he 
n ormal characteristics of human- consciousness . Prajffii is  
a mystic element usually opposite t o  upaya and related to 
it as the )dea is· to itS actuation or potent iality of the act .  
Prajfflihas alwa:y·s a definite object; whilejflana is rather a 
faculty. For those who are acquainted with early Christian hereslesjflana may be t ranslated as gnosis and prajfla as 
sophia. "(ibid: p; 33). · · 

' ' 
.·. The Sacasah'asrika-pr�ifrapB.ramita (Ssp. p� . 1440) classi-

fies jfl.atia in to eleven aspects� as the knowledge of sorrow 

(dukkhajfl3na), of the cause· 'Ofsortow (sainildaya�). -of 
its ' cessation (11irodha-); of the path leading . t o  its 
cessatidn {marga-). of ·the cessat ion of lust . hatred and 

delusion (k�aya-), of non-origination (anutpada-) of t he 
true nature ohhe' aggregates (dharma-); of thdact ihat 
everything (i.e., sense organs and faculti�s. the e leme.nts, 
birth ,  death etc.) is s u bj ect to ch ange (anvaya�) of the 
m.inds of. other� (samvr.ttt}, ' of the o pposhes (parica�va-) 
and i.lf t he pbenonien a  as they really are {yath"B:bhuta or 

, . . . . · 
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-�alhakata).5 This c!assific 
Fo ur N o bl e  Tru th s around 

. 

jnana revolves b u t  other kind · 

A cl assificat ion ofjiiana thaf · 
in t h e  M ahayan a traditi on is 
recorded in t h e  Mahavyutpa 
and t h e  Dharmasahgraha (seciions 
t o  t hese five kinds of k nowled ge ·B . 
(Essays on the Language. Litera 

Nepal and Tibet, p .  27) th at the Adib 
ep i the t  paficajfianatmika (possessed · · 
knowledge) because he p osse sses t hem .  
led ge o f  t h e  un ivers al  l a w  (dharma-dhat 
l ike knowledge (adaria�jfiana). invest iga ting 

. kn owl edge (pratya l 'ek�a'!a�jiiana), kn owledge of 
or lack of d � ality (samatajfiana incorrect ly 
H od gso n as Santa-jfia.na), an d the knowledge th . 
one t o  carry o u t  one's d u ties wel l  (krtyan · L"''",.'-'" 
It is by virt ue o f t h es'e Hvejfliinas th� t  the Adibuddha,' tl� . 
five successive acts·, br ough t fort h  t h e  five dh van1-.. 
buddhas. These five k i nds of knowledge are 'gene'rillly 
regard ed as at tribu tes of a Tat h agata and are id en tifie-d 
with five dhyani�buddhas V ai rocana, Ak�ob hya. Ratna� 
s am bhava,  Amilii bh a and A mogh as iddh i  respect ively. 

I t  may be rem arke d i n  co nclu s io n that  .whether 
M ahayana, or Hinliyana, the epistem ological theme that  
runs t hrough the teaching is t he s am e .  The fact . that 
re lease and en ligh tenmen t are b ased on jiiana is fully 
ad mi t ted in both systems an d in addit ion to pmjna{jl1ana 
is regarded as a paramitli as wel l . The m ost s ignifican t 
fe ature as a whole is t he p ragm at ic n a t ure of th i s t heory. 
lt is to be practisr.d and ex perienced so t hat k n owleqge 

would n o t  become a burd en as e x p l ai ned by the sjmile'of · 

the raft in the AlagaddD.pama Sutta (M. l, 1 30 ff.). where 
one is advised to use kn(:l wlr.dge as o ne would u�e a taft to 
cross over a s tream.6 Knowledge is practice and practiCe 

is knowledge . 

A. G. S. Knrly11wa�m 

4. Herein lies the significance o.f the Pali phrB.lle trar:ada.�sana meaning  knowledge and in� ight orfiinatipa.�satimeaning knows and 
aees. For a discussion of this point on the bB.ll i� of the Pali Pi.takas �ee K. N .  Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist 1neory ofKi10wled�e, 

Allen and Unwin, 1 963, Chapter JX . 
S. , The explanations given here are those given in the suh�equent pages of the text. Other exp lanations. are, however , .pos11ible for 

ao�e t�rm1 a� le.ast. e_B. Sarpvrtti or Samvrti�ould be explained as conventional knowledge and paricaya a, knowledge gaine<l 
((pm experlemce. See, al!!o 

'
Dharm&.�ahgraha sec�i on 93 and M ah'ii vyutpalli .�ections 1 233-43. B. H. H odgwn al�p give., thi� list 

with alight variations as the attributes o(theAdibuddha (op. cit .  p.  92). A tenfold division ofjffina a, fou nd in the Sarvii.�tivlida 
abhidharma work. Prakara'!apida ofVasurhitra, given by B.  C. Law in his lfi.�tnry of Pali Literature. I ,  p. 340. Sec also JPTS. 

1904-S, J'• 90. : . . .. . · . . . 
6. The cor?e.;t ,of. th� unexplained questiOilll (avyakrta.) too ad mits the fact t�at certain kinds of theoretical knowledge are 

obat�U;les to the realisation of jlfiina. 
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JNA.NAKAYA 

JNANAKAYA or body of knowledge is the fifth in the 
fivefoJd classification of the body of the Adibuddha 
(Tathigata) as recorded by B:H.  Hodgson (Essays on the 
LiteratlN.t and Religion of Nepal and Tibet, Trubner and 
Co .• London, 1874, p. 92). The preceding four are the 
DbiUllllllciya, ssmbhogakays, nirminakaya and . the 
md-.kbskaya. This shows that jtranakaya means the 
rnetapbolical representation of the Tathiigata 's unbounded 
knowledge conceived on the same analogy as in the case 
of the other fo�r concepts of which d/;Jarmakaya has been 
developed as one of the most significant ideas in later 
Mahayana. 

A. G. S, Karlyawasam 

m.AN�A�TuANA, the . �llin abhidharma work of 
the Sal'l'istivids school of Buddhism written by 
Kityiyantputra of Kashmir, about 300 years after the 
demise of the Buddha, during the reign of King Maniska. 
Along with its six pidas or the subsidiary texts 1 the work 
is lost in its Sans.krit original and is. preserved ih Chinese 
into which language it was tnmslated jn 383 A.C _ under 
the name Abbidharmaf!agrantha or as it is more generally 
known as the Astagranths (Nsnjio, 1 273) by a .Kashmi
rian monk caJJed Gautama Sanghadeva. Another tr!LDS
lation was made later in 657-660 A.C. by Hsuang-tsang 
and it is this translation that is designated as Jflins
prsstbina (Nanjio, 1275) under which name the work is 
generaJJy known. The Jtranaprssthina is, however, much 
s horter than the Astsgranths. Both the versions contain 
r:ight sections_ with.�light differences in some of the titles 
of chapters. . . 

The first section contains eight chapters dealing with 
transcendental knowl�dge . (lokottara-dharma), know
ledge in general (jff8ns), individuality (pudgala), love �nd 
faith lack of moral shame and moral fear (ahirikano , 
ttsppa), material aggregates (rfipa), self mortification 
(anartha) and mental functions (cetana). 

The second section contains four chapters dealing with · 
roots · of evil (slrusalamU/a), the once-returning saint 
(sakrdigimin), beings (sattva) and the ten fetters 
(SIJI!l yojana). · 

The third section contains five chapters dealing with 
the adept and' the non-adept (saikfya and asaik�ya), views 
(d�!iJ, thought-reading (paracittajffiina), cultivation of 
knowledge in its tenfold nature and the reaJisation of 
knowledge: by the ilrys-pudga/a or the saint. 
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The fourth section contains five chapters dealing wi 
wicked actions, erroneous speech, injuring bein� 
intimation and non"intimation (lijffapti and avij1Jap1 
and evil actions bearing evil consequences. 

The' fifth section contains four chapters dealing wit 
organs: of·s�nse, composition of dem�nts . (bbnta, 
externill 'objeds and inte

.
rnal objects. It is an elucidatiOJ 

of the aggregate of matter (rilpaskandha). 

The siXth sec�ion contains seven chapters dealing witt. 
organs'-ohense� fbrrns of becoming (bhava), primal min( (miilii:Ji#t): ·cqhsdousness, causality, planes of existenct 
arld'vitrl.<;jus rc>riris of tciuch. 

. 

The s·e��htb section contains five chapters dealing wit' 
conditloos:q(the past, causality, liberation (vimukti), th� 
non..,tc:t��g-1s$int (imigimin) and the once-returning 
saptt (s#:[rfl/i.¥in). 

th�: eightli secti6n contains six chapters dealing with 
the applica'tion;uhnindfulness (smrti-upasthana), desire 
(ia:Ota)�:,Wferi:eptton. (samjJJa),- ·kriowledge (jffana), views 

. (dJ1!i) ltn<JJ.vedes Ygstha). · 
. .  .-;... ; ::··;.t�:Ji{·,·: -::: .. i:��: .. . _ ,. · - � ·. . . . 
The � libo;Ve �·tabu -lation shows th11.t the metaphysical 

vie:w,s:, - �f�;u.i�r�§���\i.v;��in�, who; like the Theravlidins, 
w,�t�-" �'-'/;���t"'�tiM� :. scho�l of the Hlnayina, were 
SOIIJeWbat;...iJ,ift�Ji:rl� � fr9m . those of the Theravi�ins; 
Almost- aiU -Il�;f\lndamental doctrines of the Pali pi{alcas 
are de.�Jt,,:Witb,:·m' this. work and the following words of · 
Prof�·ss:o�: /F�ka..k;us\1: may be quoted in conclusion 
"�J�Y�Y'.'�lP.���}��.�i\:�apr�s.thina is, be it stat«;:d again, 
th�,���!\iij��M�.d a.U"important work of the Sarvisti
r,ag��-���ijt�.rn�· il,_�t�ms to,h.ave occupi;Cd a prominent 
p,os�t\o�'t�:)li.ili�c#, ... ,wrr;,·for it is to this, as we have. seen 
a�!;tv:�:n�M�m �q_ si� .SQ:-£alled 'feet' (pads) stand in the 
rehttJ()q,_���pp)einenJs and . it is on .this again that _the 
great, �Qrmlle'Jtta;ry, . Mabivibbisa }}as been drawn up". 

�'!;���-�.�- �� ,' .. ' : _· ·, · . . . 
B.� •. l,.a;w,A J.ljst9r'Yof Pali Literature, 1, pp. 336 ff. N. . -ri��I�-.t..�itx ii)story.ofthe Spread of JJuddhism and 
ihd Buddhlst .Schools, Luzac and Co., 1925, pp. 288 
ff. A.C. Banerjee, Ssrvistivida Literature, pp. 54 ff. 
Professor TaJcaJcusu in JPTS. 1904-5, pp. 67 ff. 

Upati Karunaratne 

JODOSIIUi ·tfie Pure Land stet, which is also sometimes 
referred to !!-! Ainidism, Amid a Pietism, iiJ a Buddhist sect 
that is ext�emely popitlltr in Japan. Its central teaching is 

I. These six piidas are Sang'itipe.r;,yiya, Prakara'!apids, VijiRanakiya, Dhitukiys, Dhsrm$ksnda and Prajnaf!lisistra. Unlike 
in the C8!e of the seven Abhidharma works of the Theraviidins thi:9e works are attributed to individual authors. 
JPTS. 1904, p. 84. 
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that the repetition of the Nembutsu1 secures rebirth in 
Jodo,2 the western P aradise of Amida3 Buddha. 

. In Japan Honen (q.v.) is regarded as the founder of the 
Jodo sect. Yet it is. obvious that its roots lie elsewhere, for 
Honen himself was led to believe in the efficacy of the 
nembutsu through the influence of Genshin's famous 
work the Ojoyoshu, which itself is based on a commentary 
on the Amitayurdhyans 51itrs by Zendo (Chinese .Shan
tao, 6 1 3-682 A. C.), the third patriarch of the Amidist sect 
in China. Though Honen through the influence of 
zendo's work, consid�red Amitayurdhya.na siitra' as the 
primary source . of his teaching, there are two . other 
Sanskrit works. which are of equal importance with 
regard to Jodo and its development. These are the two 

) Sukhsvat1vyiiha Siitra,5 the larger and the srpaller. This 
makes i t  apparent that the earliest t races of the origin of 
the worship ofAmitlibha could be safely traced back to 
India.6 Though there is no con census of opinion regarding 
the exact dates of the three Sanskrit texts i .e. the basic 
authorities .of the Jodo s�ct referred to above, their 
Chinese versions' . establish the great antiquity of the· 
original texts. 

The fa�t that the Chinese version of the Sukhavafi ryiihs Siitrs appeared by about 1 86 A.C. the latest, 
proves that its Sanskrit original is anterior to it at least by 
a few decades. Fror;n this it is possible to surmise that the 
cult of Amid a worship arose somewhere around · the 
beginning of the Christian era or perhaps even a little 
earlier in the pre-Christian era. 

Once the Arnida worship and the texts around which 
the belief is built were transmitted to China, the new ) converts to Buddhism appear to have accepted it willingly. 
The appearance of a number of versions of the Sukha
vstivyiiha and the subsequent rendering of the other two 
texts suggest the rapid spread of the belief. By about the 
4th century A.C. it developed almost into an independant 
cult of which Hui Yuan (234-4 1 6  A.C.) is generally 
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regarded as the founder. T'anluan (=Jap. Donran, 
476-542 A.C.) is another note-worthy teacher who wrote 
many treatises on Amid a worship. He greatly stressed the 
importance of self-surrender to Amida's savin g  grace. 
According to him, invoking Amid a's name with f�ith is 
the way to salvation through the 'easy practice'. Tao-cho 
(Jap. Doshaku, 562-645) developed his teaching on the 
premise that this is the 'decadent age' and that an "easy 
way" to salvation is necessary in such an age. In fact, it is 
he who first distinguished between the Holy Path (Shodo) 
and the Pure Land Path (J odo ). This division roughly 
corresponds to salvation through practice i .e. through 
one's effort and salvation through faith i .e .  tbrough the 
grace of an external power. he firmly believed that tbl! 
latter path is the only one suited for the "decadent nge". 
Shan-tao (J ap. Zan do, 6 1 3-682) further developed 
Taocho's ideas and pointed out the possibility of even ail 
ordinary person's securing rebirth in the Western Paradise 
of Amid a by invoking his name. He did not consider such 
other practices as meditation necessary for the attainment 
of salvation. Besides these, Hui-kan or Ekan and Shao
K'ang or Shoko, too propagated .the Amida cult. 

The popularity of the Amid a cult seems to have given 
rise to another tendency, namely, a tendency on the part 
of the other established sects to actomodate certain 
features of Amidaworship. Thus, Chih-i (538-597) of t he 
T'ien-tai (J ap .  Tend ai), Hui-yuan (5 2l-592) · and 
Ch-ts'ang (549-623) of the San-lun sect (Jap. Sanran) 
showed deep interest in the Ainida cult .  They, on the ont 
hand, attempted to rriaintilin that the teachings of their 
sects were superior to those fourid in the Amid a cult and 
on the other, sought to adapt Amidism to suit theii 'own' 
teachings. Thus, Amidism became a secondary aspect of 
all established religious sects. 

The belief regarding Amida and his W�stern Paradise 
appears to have been known in Japan at leas.t from the 
latter half of the 7th centry. Tradition, however, records 
that a public redt ation of the Sukhavativyflha Sutra was 

· 1 .  This is the name oft he formula Namo Amid a Butsu whicli i� the Japanese equivalent of the S 11 nskrit NamoAmitabhaya Budd�iiys 
meaning, Adoration to the Buddha Am itiibha . . · . . 

· 2. Jodo is th� Japane�e rendering of the Chinese term 
'
chingt'u, which is the name given hy the Chinese to Amtda's p!Jra�•

.
s�. �n 

S;�n8krit it is known as Sukhiivati. . . . :_. 
3. The BuddhaA�itiibha iii k nown in Japan a,q Amid a, and fo r the sake of con�i�tency t he l att..-r form i� ���..-d th roughout thts art•c_l;�: 
4. The Sanskrit original of this is presumably lest. An English tran�lation of its Chin..-�e vcr�ion i� found in the: SEE. Vol. XLIX: :�.: 

16 1 ff. . . .  
S. EngiL,h translations of these two .wtra.� are .also fou nd in the SBE XLIX. For the S�n

.
��rit ori gi�11ls 

;
'ec �s.r. No. 1 7  ... • · • c ••. , .. ,..,..:.. 

6. Though Eliot (Japanese Buddhism, London 2nd impression 1 959 p. 360) see the pos�• hthty of tract ng tts or!gm to. · 
enough.pr<;>of to establish his hypothesi!!. . .,, n 

7. The first Chinese translation of Sukhavafivyiiha-Siitra is said to he by Lokaraksa ( 1 47- 1 86 A C.). Subsequently there 

more translations one between 223-253 A. C. and another by Sanghavarman in 252 A . C. h \ 400 A. C. Kumar · 

rendered into Chinese the smaller Sukhiivativ_yuha while Kalaya�a is said to have transhtted the A mitaylird · 
about 424 A.C. Besides, t�e Chinese tradition credits An-Shih-kao ( 1 47 - 1 70 A. C.) with havi ng rrea

.
ch�d ah 

also translating Sukhsvstivyiiha Siitra i n  about . 148  A. C. Whatever the truth of thi� trad ition • 1�· : :t . . .. 
considered that the Amida-worship wa., introduced at a very early date. ·' ·• � .. 
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l;l�ld in the Imperial Court in 640 A.C. It w.as by ab(ju t the 
8 th c.entury that Chiko (709-780) wrote the Muroyojli-'
kyoronshaku � explainin-g :the teaching associated with . 
the A.nrida cult. It appears, however, that it wu mainly 
with !lle spread of Tendai that· the spread· of P:ure Land 
teaching.too, became accelerated .• As it was- in China, :in 
Japan. roo, .Amidism fotmed an -integral part of many 
other sects. Thus; D�ngyo Daishi (762:_822) the founder 
of TendaHn Japan,. adopted the practice of-chanting .the 
nemliut$u · as, an aid to . meditation. His: d isciple Enniri 
(Jikaku Dais hi, . 794.:,864);· who seems: ,to ha,•e s tudied 
both the Shan-toe and.· Fa-chao teachings on n�mbutsu 
made a significant ·contribution · to the .spread of this 
practice of chanting the> nembutsu. He got a special hall 
e trecled :{or this  purp.ose . and himself recite,d -the 
(leiJ1butsu. Ryogen (9 12-98:5) :wrote his well known 
_ G.akllraku..jodo.:k_ubon-ojegi and · therein : tried · to esta'
blish. that. the ·original vows of Amid a are so efficacious 
.that ··even a wicked pers;on·on hearlng· Amid a's name is 
destined to be :born in his paradise. · 

fl'1· this resp�ct Genshin'� (E'shin 941-'- 1017) corttribuH�n 
is extremely 'riot�worthy. ·Ih hidiirrious work Qioyash'' 
he �trove to est�;�blish the b�lief thl;lt t.his. is. the "decadent 
ag�,. ·im� J,hat  the, reci:tation �.i t�e P�(Jll?uts_t� .is .the only 
WI\Y:or �t.ta·i�ing salvation: Another.eminent. mo�k of the 
Te.nd� se�t ��.r�e.ly � .Rycmin ( l(r74� I I :h), y;h �: w�s- aJs� 
con,Yinced th�t! ht; pn;vaJent re�giou� _teachings ln�J�j:!lng. 
Tend�i ,w�r:e too . . abs.truse. to . grasp imd - practise in a 
·•�eca�ent �ge", ,di� his l;le�t,to pro.mot� the �ellef! n  the 
effjcacy of n;pealing . the, form�) a nembl.!lSU, hi fact, he 
l_a.jd'eritpl,la�is ort�n asp��(.t·h�_t: ii.ad npt b�.e� v�ry m�ch 
�mp_hasised· _until Jhat . time.}�e tri�d to bring into fobus· 
tJ.le al�ruistic aims.of Jhe :M.ahayaria ru:id a_j:gued that the 
recitation of

. 
the nembutsll becomes . infjnitely. more 

meritorious and effective both I� oneself as
. 
well aS to 

o�hers, if it is . recited, without any selfish motive; on 
be:half of others, This teaching which appears to bt!· a 
syncreticism · of:the doCtrines found _ in the Saddharma� 

_ putj<farlka, the A valaf!1saka and · the siitras · on Atnida 
seems to have had a great appeal, and Ryonin was able to . form a separate sect which came to be known as Ytisu 
NerributSu. 

Th.c: Shihgon �ect, see.ms to have indirectly helped the 
spread of Pure Land teachings. Kakuban ( 1095- l  !43). 
who started . a new . branch of Shingon, practically 
identified Vairocan a and Amid.a an9 made meditation on 
Amida part and parcel of his own teaching. J itsuhan 
(circa 1 1 44), Yokwan (=Eikan 1 033-1 1 1 1 ) and Chinkai · 
(1092- 1 152) also recommended t ht use of the nembutsu· 
as an aid to attain salvation.9 

Though Ryonin managed to somewhat separate Amid: 
worship frorn the rest of the ·established traditional form: 
of worship, it was really Honen who fully succeeded it 
niising it to a pow�;:rful, widespread religious movement 
which at · first vied with other contemporary sects ant 
subsequently surpassed them all hi populiuity . -Numerom 
factors contributed to this phenomenal dse of Joda 
Buddhism. Primarily, as evident fr�m the above summary 
of the his tory of Jod o Buddhism in Japan� it is clear that 
this was . . rio spontiu1eous dev�lopment . . This . �as a 
movement that was gradually gaining momentum with 
steady increase in the number of adherents. This process 
of gainhig momentum was undoubtedly actelerated ' hy 
the political and social revoluti�n that took place in 
J apan'in the 1 2th century.:the last phase of th� Fuji:wa-r< 
period· showed all signs of decadencdn social and n'Joriu 
life. The members of the royal family,: addicted to 
lu)md'ous and osteiltatio'u·s living, were fighting aga1ns't 
each other; The administration of the· country was in a 
chaotic s tate. Civil wiu engulfed the whole· nation. The• 
mitin mon asteries were m ore. like political · carrip:S: 
Religion had boiled down to mete ceren'Jo�!ies ·and rif\ials 
which were of no great consequence: The . masses were 
alienated from the religio,n;  uncert.ainity, j�slability and 
insecurity w�re staring in th� fflce. tp� ,condition� t!:Jat 
pr�vailed were grave eno:ugh to .convince. all thai it was 
t.r,uly the "_decadent age", S�arc� for an easy way of soli!-C� 
became tlie common concern of all. None. could iook up 
to China. for help because, .o.n the' one hafl9, <:hina �s t

.
he

sou�ce of religious inspirati�n, W;:J.S on tbe point of 
exhaustion and on the other, after the establishement or" 
the -Minamoto dicatatorship; all connection with China 
were suspended . The.refore; a new religious movement, in 
keeping with the times, had to rise from within. Th\,ls, the 
background was set; a suitable doctrine was ext-ant, aJld 
only adynamic persoriality capable of presenting it to suit 
the requirements of the times was needed. This need was 1 
f_ulfilleo by. the appearance of !:f·o;nen (also called Genku) 
on the stene. · 

Honen (q.v.) was . convinced beyond . any doubt that 
_ this was the "decaden� age" (mappo) and tpat the 

. preva.lent tradi tional religjous :s·chools we.re not �uitab\e 
for, suc)l !In age. In .his s��rch for a sui table doctrine be 
was deeply touched and impressed by Zendo's work and 
particularly by the folJ�wing p assage : "Only repeat the 
nam.e of Amid a with all your heart whether walking or 
l'tanding still, whether sitting or lying down: never cease 
to follow this practice fat even a moment. This is the 
practice which brings salvation without fail, for it is in 
accordance with the original vow of the .Buddha." 1 0  In 

8. · This is a comm�ntary .on Vasubandhu's work and deals with· Amida worship. 
9. ·Besides these monks another monk worthy of note in thi� regard· is the fllmous itiner:mt preacher and !'<.lcial-worker Kuya (901-92 

· .  A.C.).who went all over Jap.an popularising the recitation of the nembut,�u. thu� hringiny. th is practice closer· to the masse!!. 
10. Cf, C. Eliot, op.cit. p. 262 
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bad, exalted or lowly; none shall fail to be in His Land of 
Purity after having called, with comp lete d esire, on 
Amid a. Just as a bulky boulder may pass over t he sea, if 
loaded on a ship, and accomplish a voyage of myriads of 
leagues without sinking; so we, though our sin be  heavy 
as stone, are borne on the ship of Amid a's primeval vow 
and cross to the other shore without sinking in the  sea of 
repeated births and de aths ". 

this, he thought, he found the "easy way'' open to all alike 
who opt to give up dependence on self-reliance (iiriki) 
aJ:Jd depend solely on self-surrender (tariki) to a higher 
eJ�;ternal power. Ever amiable Honen, who was like a 
Jivjngembodiment of Amida's compassion had no difficul
ty in putting across this message to the masses who were 
eagerly awaiting a simple form of religion guaranteeing 
salva,tion. In I 198 aonen wrote his famous work popular
ly -known as Senchakushu I I  in which he explained the 
Jodo doctrine. In this he exhorted the people to abandon 
the Holy Path (Shodo) and select the Pure Land Path 
(Jodo) which meant the giving up of numerous religious 
practices and undertaking the repetition of the nembutsu. 
The gist of his teaching is found in one short . passage 
which runs as follows: There may be millions of" people ) . who could practise (Buddhist) discipline and train them
selves in the way of perfection, and yet hi these latter days 
of the Law there will be none who will attain the ideal 
perfection. Consider that it is now an age full of 
depravities·. The only way available is the Gateway to the 
Land of Purity; ll 

I t  is . true that by discarding traditional religi()us 
practices and by being merciful towards sinners ·Honen 
did not by any means condone the practice ofcomnii ttin·g 
sin. Yet it is possible that the over emphasis of the 
repetit ion of iu:mbutsu a lmos t to the neglect Of ·the 
practice of virtue left room open for the abuse of his 
teaching. The frequency with which H onen, iri his 
subsequent wri t ings returned to repudiate the charge of 
encouraging people to commit  s in  proves that this was a 
major problem Jodo had to face . Therefo re, he had to 
make ex plicit what was earlier implicit in his writings. 
Thus, writing to Rensu he says:  "If you have any time to 
spare after saying the nembutsu, then you m ay apply it  to 

) 

. . � - � . . ' . . . . . . 
. Thus, Honen's teaching_ was ce.ntred on absolute faith· 

in the redeeming power to Amid a; and this absolute. fai th 
on. t�e part of the devotee is displayed by ttie repetition of 
the neinbuts!l with a heart full of child-:like trust in Amid a 
to secure for one re-birth (Ojo) in Amid a's Paradise. 

Thoug� Honen attached speCial importan�e to .the 
Amitsyurdhyana si1tra, be did not consider meditation as 
necessary to secure Ojo. Thus in his Testament in One 
Sheet of Paper he says: "Our practice of devotion does 
not consist in that of meditation as recommend�d and 
practis�d by the sages of the past :Now is our (c�ming th� 
name) :nembutsu uttered in cons·equence of �nlighten
ment in truths . attained through learning and wisdom. 
When we invoke Buddh a  and say 'Nanio Amid a Butsu', 
with the firm belief that we shall be born in Buddha's 
Paradise, we shB.ll surely be bern there. There is no other 
mystery here o�her than uttering His Name with faith';. 1 j  

While discarding the meditational aspect found stressed 
in the Amitayurdhyana siltra, he laid mueh emphasis on 
another aspect ·mentioned therein, namely, that even a 
great sinner is not excluded from the all embracing 
compassion of Amida. 14 And hence he says, ·"there sh�ll 
he no distinc tion, no regard to male or female, good or 

I I . The full title of the work is Senjakuhangan 'nembutsu .(hu. 

doing good works . . . . . .  If you say the nembutsu thirty or 
fifty t housand t imes , even if you should break a few of the 
command ments, that cannot affect your attainment ·or 
Ojo at all". l 6  This reveals his attempt to keep the practice 
of the repetition of the nembrrtsu in the forefront without, 
however, excluding the practice of virtue. In anothtr 
instance, he says: "while believing that even a: man guilty 
of the ten evil deeds and the five deadly sins may be born 
into the Pure Land, let us for our part not be guilt� of 
even the smallest sins . "1 7 

Though Horieri t ried his best to prevent aJJ antinomian. 
tendencies in Jodo, yet he was n"ot saved of a�;cus.ati.on. 
and persecut ion. Not only Honen, even his di�clpie.s ti·ad 
to face the task of defending the Jodo teachings against 
such accusa t ion for somet ime ,  un t il final iy .� o,;fo 
triumphed over the prevalent religious teachings and got 
firmly est ab lished . · · · . . 

Honen had seven prominent disciples . They_ are 
Shokobo ( o� Dencho ), Zenne bo (Shoku), Sy�kan. Ch()sai, 
Kesai. Seikaku. and Shin.ran. . 

' 

Shokobo ( 1  ! 69-1 238). founded the Chinzei school.of 
.I odo while Zenncbo founded the Seizan school and thes!! 
are the two main divisions of Jodo  proper. 

. . . 

f .i ·, 

1 2. As quoted in M. Anesaki, History of Japanese Religion: London, 1 930. p. 1 7 1  
. ·-., : .. 

' : .· : · · · 13. Ibid. p. 178 . · . . . . 14, See SBE. XLIX. pt. I I .  p. 197 f. Here it is �ta.ted that even those who H.re gu ilty of the five de:�clly sin� i.e: matricide; patrici<Je·elc;:_ 
. not .. �ithout hope for, if they, on the eve of their d eath, happe·n to utter- the name of A m i l "· will ultimlltcly �;ecure eli 

• • • 0 • • 1 ;i •r I S. Anesak1, op. c1t. p. 174 ·· ·· 
��. - �. Coates and R, lshizuka, Honen the Buddhi.�t Saint. His Life and teachin�. Kunpto 1 92:'i. p. 495 · 
17 .  lhid . p. 395; cf. p .  403 
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The . Chinzei school -appears to be a compromise 
between the prevalent religiouS" practices and the main 
te�chings of Jodo. Honen himself, it Was seen, tried to 
accomodare nu[T)erous religious practices without 
reducing the importance of the practice of the repetition 
of the nembutsu. Thus, Honen is said to have declared: 
"You shoukl .not think lightly of, in the least despising 
those excellent sutras, the Lotus and Prajniipiiramitii. 
Tbougb you rr.ay believe in Amid a your faith is one sided 
if you despise the many Buddhas and doubt Shaka's holy 
teaching . . . . .  It is no obstacle in the way of the sole practice 
to pray for worldly good not only by reciting the 
nembutsu. . . . by reading c·opying the sotras or by making 
images of tbe Buddhas.'�l� Shokobo placed this teaching 
on. a . more authoritative ground by dividing Amida's 
vows into two categories as particular and general. The 
particular vows are those that are found in the SUkhlvst1 
1i fiibs siitra •. and the general ones are, those undertaken 
by all the Buddhas including Amid a. By this categorizing 
he tried to show that both the repetition oft he nembutsu, 
through which one comes under the redeeming power of 
Amida. as .wel.J as - morality, discipline, and practice 

· through which also one comes within his �aving grace are 
effective in securing rebirth (Ojo) in the Western Paradise. 
As authority ·for this he cited the Amitilyurdhyilns sDtra 
which, -whiJe upholding the efficacy of chanting Amida's 
names, lay stress also on the practice of vjrtue, on the. 
study of the scripture and the practice of the sixfold 
remembrances 19 as·being efficacious in securing rebirth in 
the Pure Land. 

Zennebo (or Shoku) who differed from Shokobo did 
not consider this conciliatory attitude as keeping with the 
true spirit of Jodo. He, too, . agreed that even· A�ida 
attained Buddhah.ood by fulfilli.ng the general vows. But 
to him what makes Amida the incomparable saviour is 
his particular vows

.
of which the vow number eighteen20 is 

the most important: Hence he stressed that only the 
chanting of the 

"
nembutsu is efficacious in bringing about 

slllntion, and that all other practices are futiJe.2 1  

Wb;.ie Cb6sai seems t� h�ve favoured Shokobo's view, 
Seikaku, Ryukan and K.osai in line with Zennet>o upheld 
tbat nembutsu is the s9le means of attaining salvation. 

18. ·Ibid. pp. 404, 460;_cf. p. 422 
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Beside these differences there seem to have been certain 
differences of opinion with regard to the interpretation of 
some technical points. One such issue of (ichinen-gi) 
dispute was the question of "one calling" (ichinen-gi) or 
"many callings" (tanen-gi). As for H on en, the chanting of 
the nembutsu bad to be made the·main vocation of one's 
life. On this Ryukan was in complete agreement with his 
. teacher. He held that one should engage in calling the 
Buddha's name throughout one's life until the time of his 
death. But there were·others 'uch as K.osai who, while not 
objecting to . "many callings", argued that "one calling" 
done as a solemn act of faith and trust is absolutely 
sufficient to bring about the desired end. 

Difference� of this nature, however, did not generate so 
much. ohrithusiam and interest among the followers as 
did the interpretation of Jodo . by Shinran, the most 
distinguished disciple of Hor.e.n. While Honen brought 
religion down to the level of the ordinary masses· by 
preaching Jodo Buddhism; Shinran went a step further 
and rid Jodo of whatever remaining features of traditional 
rituals and spiritual exercises it entertained and tried to 
harmonize the religious and secular lives by doing a�ay 
with monasticism, and making religion a part and parcel · 
of day-to-day life of aU alike. This new branch of Jodo . 

. founded· by Shin ran is called Jodo Shirisbu or s imply . .  
Shindiu. · An analysis of its main features suggests that 
�ftinshu could be· .the re!lu)t of an attempt to go back to 
tf1e earlies� form-of Jodo in which Amida is looke� upon 
as the iole saviour, and absolute faith in the savtng power 
(jf his prime-val vows (hongwan-riki) as the sole means of 
attaining �alyation. it is in the process of emphas.ising . 
these features that Shinshu effected further m�ification 
with regard to the role offaith on t.h�_part of the devotee. 
It was seen that Honen.bimself stressed �he importance of 
self:-surrender (tariki) as against self-reUan�. (jiriki). 
However, it i3 apparent that self-surrender which springs 
out: of fai�it in Amide's 3aving grace displays a certain 
amount of personal effort, personal involvement. Sbinran. 
seems to have feit that this eiement of personal involve
ment or personal effort however ·minute it may be, 
betrayed a certain amount of Jack of absolute faith in· . < 
Amida's grace. Therefore, in his teaching he completely 

19. SBE. XLIX, p. 188, n. 2 explain thi� as, "sidold remembrance, i.e. of the three jewel�, the pretept�. the charity of the Buddha, and 
Bodhisattva and the world of Devis."  

20. There are 46 vows (praf!idhina) in the Sanskrit Sukhavativyvha Siitra where a.� the Chin�c tran�httion contain 48 voWll. The 1 8th 
and the 2 1 n  vows found in the Chine!le version are wanting in the Sanskrit. A part oft he 19th vow in the San11k rit text form! a pnrt of 
the 18th in the Chinese version. H onen refers to the 1 8th vow a.� the "King ofVow11�. The following i� Nanjio'11 translation of the ttlth 
vow u found in Sanghavarman 's version (SBE. XLIX pt. I I , p. 73): "When I have ohtained Buddhahood, if those beings who are in 
the ten quarters should believe in me with �erene thoughts, and should wish' to be horn in my country, and �hould have ten time:� 
thought of me (or repeated -my name),. if they should not he born there, m·ay not obtain the rerfect knowledge: in barring only thOIIC 
bdnp who have committed the five deadly RinR, and who have _spoken evil of the good Jaw.'' 

21. See 'The Pure Land Doctrine u Interpreted by Shoku, founder of the Seizen 11ect" by !�hizutoshi· Sugihira, Ea...,tern Buddhist. 
V. No. I .  
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reject�d this aspect of persanal involvement in securing 
one''s Ojo and declared faith itself to be a gift of Amid a's 
all embracing grace. According to Shinshu teachings 
Amida's "Primeval vows" (Skt. purva-praiJidllana: Jap.  
hongwan) are a definite guarantee of salvation to all, 
irrespective or personal distinction; all beings are included 
in Amid a's scheme or salvation which he declared in his 
vows. Therefore the salvation of all is pre-destined , is 
almost an inevitable "natural" event. Faith, therefore, is 
an involuntary act, a manifestation of Amida's grace. As 
no other power could impede the working of Amida's 
grace, the salvation of all beings is pre-determined and 
absolutdy certain. 

) Owing to this emphasis on absolute self-surrender any 
idea of attainment of salvation became superfluous to 
Shinshu teaching. Therefore, even the chanting of the 

...--' nembutsu came to be viewed from a different angle. 
Shinshu granted the importance of chanting the nem butsu 
yet not as a means of 'attaining salvation but as an 
expression of trust and gratitude, some sort of expression 
of ecstatic joy iil antiCipation of the bliss to be experien
ced. Viewed from this angle the difference between 
"many callings" and "one calling" becaine meaningless. 
Though shinran did not object to "many callings" he 
seems to have, been inclined to accept "o.ne calling" as 
sufficient to secure one's salvation. Not only the chanting, 
of ttie nembutsu b�t all other activi.ties, according to 
Shinshu, are acts of expression of gratitude to Amida; 
and all actions of an individual should be motivated by 
faith in Amid a. Thus Shinshu, with faith as the motivating 

. factor, tried to harmonize religion and the day-to-day 
activities of its followers. The Shinshu d octrine teaches 

) that life ought to be regarded as a service which Amida 
demapds of us arid when one regards l ife as such and all 
activities as expressions of gratitude one becomes free of 
seJfish ness. 

. 

Another distinctive feature of Shinshu is the abolition 
of strict monasticism, for Shinran, who was himself 
married, gave permission for the Sbinshu clergy to. 
marry. This annuled the main difference between tiie· 
religious and secular life. 

It is, however, seen that the new philosophical interpre
tation given by Shinran and his followers to old Jodo 
teachings' as well as ti1e innovation eff�cted with regard to 
ttie life of the clergy left room open for numerous 
corruptible tendencies to find their way into Shinshu 
teachings. · The fact that Rennyo Shonin, the eighth 
patriarch of Shinshu, had to insist on the necessity of 
observing moral precepts and giving up of selfish desires 
and indulgence in lustful activities shows that such 
corruptible tendencies were busy making in roads into 
the teachings and practices of Shinshu. 

65 JUJAKA 

Besides the above mentioned major division�, there is 
another minor school of .l odo founded by lppen (1 239-

1 289) (q.v.) an itinerant monk, who travelled about the 
country dancing and preaching his version ofJ od o which 
is called Jishu. ihis is called Jishu (lime Doctrine) 
because it inculcated pious thoughts at every moment 
and also because the service to be held reguliuly six i imes 
a day was · considered to be essential for salvation. 
Another reason why it is so named is that Ippen himself 
maintained that it was the most suitable religion for the 
times in which he lived. 

Zen Buddhism appears to have had some influence 
over lppen 's interpretation of Jodo. He stressed the 
necessity of developing singlemindedness when chanting 
the nembutsu. He discarded faith as an activity of the 

. corrupt human mind and insisted that one should chant 
the nem butsu without. any reliance on self-effort. His . 
belief in the dfica'cy of the chanting of the nembutsu was 
so great that be held. that the mere sound of Amida's 
name even when uttered by an unbeliever, is capable of 
effecting salvation. · , 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

roJAKA, a destitute old brB.hamin who lived in Durini
viHha in Kiilinga when the bodhisatta in a pi:-evious birth 
was born as Vessantara. Jijjaka eked out his living by 
begging and after sometime he could save one hundred 
coins (kahapaiJas) which be banded over to a trusted 
brabamin family for safe keeping. Jujaka did not turn up 
to collect his · money for quite a Iongo time, and the 
brahamin family utilised that. money . for their needs 
thinking that Jtijaka was dead. After a very long time 
Jujaka returned and demanded his money a.pd· the 
bewildered brahamin parents, unable to return the 
money, agreed to give away their young daughter Amit
tatiipii to Jtijakil al! wife . . · 

J\lj�a r�turnep . to 
'
his · viliag� with Amitt!ltiipa and 

settled" d,q)fnt�, Apl,it�;a�iipi ungr\ldgingly m;;m�ged . all 
JOjaka's household work efficiently. But after sometime 
tlie ji!'ld6�� wt:itrieh in ; the Village who gathered at the 
commtui well started tb laugh at and tease Amittatiipii. 
about her old and crooked husband. Amittatapli was 
much annoyed and ' refused (O fetch water from the well 
any more and refused to do household work unles3 a 
servant was brought to her. 

In search of a serv�t. Jiljaka set out on a long and 
tedious journey to m�et Vessantara who wa.s then living 
an ascetic's life in a far away forest mountain cliff called 
Vankagiri . .13efore Vessantara retired to Val'lkagiri, he 
had given away all his royal wealth indiscriminately to 
the people of his country. He had retired to his forest 
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retreat as a pauper accompanied only by his wife and the 
two children, Jiiliya and Ka�hajina. 

After many d ays of tedious and painful travelling 
JuJ8lc.a nui.ilaged to meet Vessantara at Vailkagid. Having 
enjoyed Vessan tara's kind hospitality J.uja:ka told him the 
purpose ofbis visit and requested that his twq children be 
given to him · io be taken away as slaves . for his wife. 
Ve�sa:Dtara who was f1.1lfilling his Dans paramita and 
who had · gi'ven away all what he possessed lavishly 
without any . greed for them, was shocked when Jhis 
request was made to him but, subsequently when JUjaka 
was insistent, Vessantara made up his mind to donate the 
two children to JUjaka:. 

· Jujaka started his homewiud journe:r taking with hi� 
the two children whose_ hands he tied with a creeper and 
were dragged after him, beating them and abusing them 
all the time. Wheri they had gone �fair distance the deitie� 
of the foi:est led Jiljaka astray so that he went in the 
direction ·or Jet�ttani, the. kingdom of the Childrens' 
grand father. When the news o(the imiv_al of the two 
children of Vessantra reached the ears of the old King he 
rushed to the spot with attendants arid led Jujaka and the 
two chiidr�n to the palace. The king gave much wealth to 
Jujaka to redeem the· two children ii'nd asked his 
attendants to fe.ed JUjaka lavishly. The greedy braham in 
over;ate and died in his sle!!p the .�arne day, being unable 
to digest that meal. 

The Buddha identified· Jujaka as a previous. birth of 
De'v�datta (J. IV, pp. 521�593). 

. 

· D. Saddha�ena 

JUNNb, � early Buddhist site in We�tem- India in the 
present Mah'ir�tra state, situated about forty.,eight 
mile! north of Poona. It has been identified as the ancient 
nrJ?anagara, the capital of the K.�atrapa (king) N ahiipana 
of the Saka faniily. Some scholars are in favour of 
identifying· Jimnlir with the ancient city of Tagaril of 
(ireek Wrilcr� and of the early indian tradition. I . . 
. Ju�mii.r2 in th� he�rt of a· co.untry thi�kly interspe�sed 

�th .sites . of early B\lddhist rock-cut_ �anctuaries, its.elr 
beca�� f�mou$ with th�·disco�ery of a series of Buddhist 
r�k-�t ca�e shrines �f th� earliest period, These <;:aves at 
Junnar were knowp_ to the Antiquary since the second 

quarter of the 1 9th cen tury. [n 1 833  Colonel Syk( 
publishe(l a series of inscriptions· copied from ther 
(JRA S. Vol. IV, pp. 287-29 1). Dr. Bird noticed them ii 
his Historica.l Researches ( 1 847); Dr. Wilson describei 
them in the Bombay Journal (1 850); Dr. Stevensot 
rep1,1blishe.d these inscriptions in the same jour-nal (Vol 
Vlll, 1 859);  Mr. Sinclair of the .. Bombay Civil Servict 
wrot� an ;tccount of them jn the Indian Antiquary(l874, 

february) .. 

· A.ro���d thi� old city in va�ious directions a�e Buddhist 
c�ve . shrines nearly equally distributed in five different 
l�cali tl�s·. �ontaining not less than 1 20 separate caves . 
These five groups could gene; rally be described as : ( I)  The 
Sivaneri Hill Fort to the. west-south-west of the Junnlir 
town; ('2) Jbe Tu!i a  lena group to . the west:

. 
(3) The 

Ganesa ieria to the north of the town: (4) Another group 
on -� ·�pur: icn: .the ·su)a.iman Hi lls about a mile from the . 
Ganes a le�a gr(�up �nd (5) The fifth group to the south in 
th� ·M�npi��t l:J.iJi: . Vidyii Dehejhl ofthe Department of 

H,istory. of .the. University of Sydney has classified the 
· gro�p i� th.e (qll�wing ·manner; (i) Naniighat: Qi} Tuljii 
lena: (lli) BhOta len_a7Amba/.Ambikii lena-Bhlma Shankar, 
all three 1n .tb�,Manmodl Hill group; (iv) �nyadri and (v) 
Sbi��n�rL�· . . . . . 

t Sivaneri Groupi t� the s()uth-,vest. of the ·town a·t th'e · 
. . siv�nerr ti·m are �m�ller roe.k.:cut viharas and· a caltys

ghara with a'wide dO'oi:; containing a stft.pa. ot the stups, . 
onlj'a'part ofthe dome is now extant.' On the south and 
Of the hill is· another ta\ie C>f two-storeys with a stairway_in 
the north erid; )eading ·to: the upper floor, This cave yields 
a short inscrip'tibn which. could be dilted ori palaeogra
phical 'gfouilas:'t.O the' · pre�Chrlstian era. It has . been 
conje�ture·d : l'hat: ltiese ·cave$, m�ant J6r the re·sidence -�f 
bhikkhus; ha'd ·prt>bably' ail wooden fronts. There are 
holes' iri the s tein'� for fastenings which could only have 
been in wood. In the same group i� a large vihiira cave, 
called Bara. Kotri. with twelve cells, with a stiipa in 
bas�relief in front  of a large cell, with a stone bed in it. 

Nex.t in �he same group is a lofty flat-r.oofed caitya� 
g_harl1 wi�b a small stDpa in  the back of the inner hall l O  
feet 3 inches in diameter. The Chattra of the stflpa, as in 
the oldest . caityagharas, is carved . in the roof �nd 
connected with t.he capi tal by a short st-one shaft . The 
ceili��'dfthe' hall has been neatly p ainted and still retains 
hi.rge portions of ihe colouring in the decorations of 
circles within squares, in orange, yellow, red, white and 

I. JRAS, Vol. JV, p. 34; Me Crindle's Ancientlndis as De.�cri� by Ptolemy; p. 1 76 f: El, XXV, pt I V, p. 168: See also'Juni�agara' in 
B.C. Laws Histories/ aeotrsphy of Ancient India. . 

. 
. . 

. . 
. 

. 
. 

. 
2: The account here on·Junnir is based primariiy on the findings of J. Burge�s in the Cave Tef!1p/es of India, �d. J. Fergusson �d 

Burjess, London 1 880. · · . 
. · 

3. Vidya Dehejia, Early Buddhist- Caves at Junniir, Artibri.f Asiae, Vol. XXX I, 2/3  for 1 969, pp. 147- 1 66. 
4. J. Ferg:u.uon and J. B�Jrgeils, , 77Je Csve Temples of-Jndia. Londo·n 1 880, p. 248. 

• 

S. J. Fergusson. and J� Burgess, op; cit. .Pl. XVII, figs .. t & 2. · 
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black and there are traces of paint on the stUpa as well.6 
The Siv.aneri group cont�ns nine inscriptions all of 
which belong palaeographically to the time of king 
Pularnavi. 7 
D. TuUJ-Iena Group: In a hill about two miles north-west 
of Junniir lies the Tulja-lena group of caves. They consist 
of a number of cells and a small csityaghara of unique 
form.R It is circular in ·plan, with a stflpa in the centre 
surrounded by twelve plain octagonal shafts, supporting 
a dome over the st'ii.pa. The central nave is flanked by an 
aiSle which is roofed by a half arch rising from the wall to 
the upper side of an architrave. The stilpa is very simple 
and plain. Scholars are of opinion that this circular type 
found at Junnlir presupposes the existence of structural 

67 

) monuments of the Sl!.me type and their thesis is subs 
tantiated with the discovery of .a structural brick-built 
shrine of the same type at Bairiit (see Ency. Bsm. 
BAIRAT). Religious monuments of the same type of the 
early Buddhist architects, with,slightly varying character
istics are discovered at such other · Indian sites like 
Kondavite (near Bombay), Guntupalli and Salihundam (both in the Andra P radesh). Fergusson remarks that th� 
P,inacle of this stiipa has been rJ:moved to convert it into a 
Sivali1'lga by the Brahamin worspippers. who later appro
priated the caves. 9 Traces of painting may be seen on the . 
pillars of t he Tuljii cave· and· one relatively well preserved 
fragment depicts the figure of a woman. A recent scholar 

) 

· comments that the elegance and · grace of the pose is 
reminiscent of the Chadd ants .Tataka scenes in the Ajanta 
Caitya, but any positive judgement on the basis of a single . 
fragment is hardly justified. 

III. The Ga���a-Jena Group: . This group has derived its 
name Ganes a lena at a recent date, after one of its caves 
was appr�p

.
riated by the Hindu worshippers of the god 

Glll?e�a . . A recent writer calls this the Lenyiidri group; 
there are some thirty caves here including an apsidal 
Csityaghara, a large quadr!lngular Vihiira and a number 
of cisterns.10 

In the more elaborately carved cave with a circular 
apse, the side ai�les are divided from the nave by five 
stelae (stlll11bha), on each side with beautiful carvings on 
the pillar-capitals. Commenting on this cav� Burgess says 
that this is one of the most perfect caityas to be found 
anywhere, and nothing was in wood except the umbrella 

6. Vidya Dehejia, op. cit. pp. t M  f. fig. 1 6  
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which is now removed. It is in fact the best example we 
have of the perfect caitya(ghara) of the first century of the 
Christian era. The cave has a narrow veranda in front, 
containing four columns. The veranda pillars, as well as 
those in the in tenor, rise from a pot (gha!a) on a stepped 
pyramidal base and terminate in  an inverted pot (ghata). 

An extremely simple caityq,ghara, rectangular in shape 
and flat roofed with a small sfiipa, the umbrella of which 
is carved on the rock surface of the roof and connected by 
a stone shaft, is found among this group. l 2  The ex.treme 
simpllcity of this arlllngement and of everything about 
this cave seems to mark it as the earliest ca.ityaghara in the 
group, or perhaps in any of the other groups in Junniir. : 

IV. SuJalman HiJI Group: In this group are found several 
small caves and a small csityaghara to the east, which 
Burgess dates to the earliest phase of excavations about 
Junnlir. The identification of. the Sulaiman Hill group is 
not conclusive and tantatively it is said to correspond 
with the Nanaghat group of caves. 

V. Manmodl HID Group: This group lies towards the 
south-south-west of Jurmar. The principal cave here is an 
unfinished caityaghara which yields an unique ·piece of 
low-relief carving above the entrance, covering the place · 
usually occupied by the horse-sho� window in later rpck
cut caves. This i s  the depiction of Sri or Gajalak�mi motif 
common to Buddhist art of Sanci, Bhiirhut,.Buddhagayii 
and the other early sites. 13 Burgess remarks that though 
its employment here is a solecism, this bas-relief is one of 
the most interesting pieces of sculptures for the history of 
art, to be found in the whole range of the western caves. 
The carvings of two mythical beings abovt the wind.ow 
arch, one winged and the other with snak�hoods, remind 
the niiga-supa'r!JB motif of the· ancient orient. Here. the 
two arch-enemies of oriental mythology are depicted in 
close proximity, probably a suggestion of the Budha's 
preaching of universal compas!lion that leads enmities to 
be forgotten, depicted allegorically in the sculptor's art. 

There is a horizontal soft structure in the rock which 
has probably led to the works of this cave being relinqu
ished in i ts present unfinished state. In the south-east and 
of the same hill are some more groups of unfinished caves 
and ruined cells which have been later converted by Jains 
and Arahmins to suit their worship. Of these the Ambii/ 
Ambika g roup of t he B hlma S anklir group are the most 

7. Vidya Dehejia, loc. cit; see also IA Vol. Vl, p. 40; .TASB. Vol. X I, p .  1 045; JBRAS, Vol. V. p. 1 63,  No. 7 

8. J. Furgusson and J. Burgelis, op. cit. ,P· 252; pl . XV111 ,  figs. 3, 4. 

9. J. Furgusson and J. Burgess, op. cit. p. 1 67 

10. Vidya Dehejia, op. cit., p. 1 63 
I I . J. Furgu.,son and J. Burgess, op. cit. p. 256 
12. J. Furgusson and J. Burgt:!s, op. cit. pl. XVIIl, figs. 6 & 7. 
13. J. F�rgusson and J. Burgess, op. cit .  frontispieee; Vidya Dehajia, op. cit. figs. 5 & 6. 
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prominent. •• The names Ambikii and Bhima Sankiir 
seem to be of recent origin, probably in the present 
century. Fergusson and Burgess h ave not observed any 
such na�es given to these caves . 

Sumrnsny., The significance of the Junriiir caves lies in 
their archaic characteristics which resemble those in the 
rock-cut sanctuaries at BMijii, Bedsii, Siinii, Ku�a Taliija 
in the earliest pha5e as well lis certain East · Indian 
(Orissan) caves. The absence of richly carved sculpture 
and sculptural representation of the Buddha in either 
human or symbolic form, m akes the group of caves more 
significant in the study of the development of rock-cut 
architecture primarily, and the Buddhist Art and Archi- . 
lecture in its earliest phase in general. In this respect the 
foJlowing remark by J .  Burgess is noteworthy: " Although 
none of these caves can corn pare either in magnificance 
or interest with the caityas of Bhiijii or Karle, or the 
viharas of Niisik, their forms are stiJJ fuJJ of instruction to 
the student of cave architecture."  1 5  

. 

Another prominent feature of the Junnar·group is that 
it comprises specimens of almost. all varieties of rock-tut 
monasteries· and caityagharas and many other forms of 
cave architecture. not found elsewhere. ·Tiie d ate of the 
Junnai- caves has not been fixed with much precision, but ' 
on paJaegraphic arid a:rchitech:fral grounds scholars are at 
a consensus in placing these rock-cut shrines at a date 
about one or  two centuries before the p resent era, for the· 
earliest group:The later ones; however, range from the · 
first to the third century A.C. with additions and 
innovations on the earlier ones, too. The later innovations 
were d one by Budd.hists as weJl as other religionists like · 
Jains.and Hindus who h ad la.ter appropriated these caves 
and converted them for their own rellgious purposes. The 
appropriation of th.ese early Buddhist rock-cut sanctua
ries by non .. Buddhist reJigious sects lasted for several 
centuries and' is being pe.rpetuated even in the present day. · · · 

, · A. D. T. E. Perera 

JURISPRUDENCE; The term Jurisprudence in its widest 
seme could be interpreted as "the Science of Law" which 
iueferred to as the original and etymologl�al meaning of 
the term. It is also the interpretation "to which the best 
usage conforms." 

Do we have a Buddhist Law iri existence? A monastic 
code containing a set of enforceable rules of conduct is 

14. Vidya Dehejia, op. cit. p. I .52 f. 
· 1.5. J. Furgusson and J. Burge11s, op. cit. p. 248. 

I. Vinays, ed. H. Oldenherg Vols. 1-V, PTS. London. 1 879- 1883. 

found in Buddhist texts. These laws are precisely stat�d 
and codified with a. set of procedures laid d own in the 
constitution for trial and conviction in case of infringe
ment. These laws of the community of monks "had the 
sanction of the .state" (Bhagavat, D. N., Early Buddhist 

Jurisprudedce, I V, V) and these laws can "claim all the 
dignity and prestige of Jurisprudence as far as the Sahgha 

and · the relation of the Sshghs to · the State · were 
concerned" (op. cit.). 

BuddhiH jurisprudence developed primarily out of the 
body �(d���iplip�ry injunctions known as the Vinaya. 

The Vin
.
aja t¢xts.of different schools are available in Pali 

and S��"_dt.J�gu�ges as weJJ as in Chinese and Tibetan 
trari_slaHons.,J]e . Pali . texts belonging to the Theraviida 
scbo_ol, �o��i9,e.r��.as. the mqst,complete, in which almost 
all section� ;i;lrc;., P,r�sef\'ed, intact, serve as the best source 
for oQr iqformaHo�.t  T)le. Vinaya deals exclusiveiy with . 
mon�stic .dis�_ipifne; but gli�pses into Buddhist Juris-'i' ' . . . ,. . . 
prude.n��. !J�hl.la��e . i n  . . other areas. of the Buddf!ist 
literat�re .��:�I�.Q �eing utilised in this article. 

Refeirlh{tci' 'ttii . Buddhist monastic' fraternity it is 
statedl tbatii•if'lip'pe-ars from the very beginning to have 
been a' �odi�ty·-grivtrned by Jaw. The completion of a 
procedurei by ':l�w \vas ·necessary to  the rec.eption of a ' 
postulant i'iito fhe''society; The Law of the Order pointed 

. out to b'im/fi'i� couise . of action and of omission. The 
society i tseJnu a b-ourt of discipline secured conformity to 
the ecCJes·ias�ic� rules by ·keeping up a regular judicial 
pr��u.ci·�t.( ,:·:_,;.�· ., . 

. 

The historical and socic>logical background to the 
Vi nays rules provides us with a flood of light that falls on 
thl(area of tH�"ongih of Buddhist Jurisprudence. ·Each 
rule ·or la�'iis'given iri the · Vinaya Pi taka is· traditionalJy 
said to · have b·eeri promulgated by the Buddha himself. 
The· basic' id�ii is to provide an undisputed authority to · 
Buddhist Law·. There is no  doubt that the· major rules · 
trace their' oi'igiri to him. The minor rules that may have 
grown with the p assage of time, included in the basket of 
disciplinary ht�.s have "their authority foisted on the 
B�d�h!l,. ' tlnf�r�unately there. is nd way. available to �s 
today to.de,t.ermhie the Historical Order in which the ·la�s 
cam� i�t9 :;�,x.i�te�ce. The laws grew out of empirical 
ins_t�ces in· which Buddhist Philosophy was applied to 
prac;:tical .situatioris. 

The legislation thus enacted when a situation arose had 
a number of reasons for i ts enactment. "l am enacting 
rules of training (Sikkhapada) for the monks: . (i) for the 
well-being of the community, (ii) for the convenience of 

2. Oldenberg, H., 71u: Buddha, H1:t Life, His Doctn'ne, His Order, London, 1 882. 
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the community, (iii) in  order to curb miscreants, (iv) for 
the ease ofwell-behaved monks, (v) in order to restrain 
misbehaviour in the present, (vi) in order to check future 
misbehaviour, (vii) in order that those who h ave no faith 
(in this reJigion) may acquire faith, (viii) in order that 
those who have faith may be further strengthened in their 
faith, (ix) in order that the good doctrine (dhamma) may 
last long, and (x) for the promotion of discipline" ( Vin. 
I II, 21). 

These reasons bring into focus two impo�tant purposes 
behind such legislation. Firstly, there is the utilitarian 
and p,ragmatic motive that inspired the enactment of 
laws. The laws are made in the interests of the entire 
community. Public opinion influenced the creation of 
such Jaws and the maintenance of discipline was consi
dered as an advantage "in itself. 

Secondly, the Doctrine (dhamma) is regarded as the 
fount of all justice. The Buddha states how the doctrine 
.should ser.'e as the 'teacher' for the community of monks, 
after his demise. If the community of monks so decides, it 
cpuld abolish the minor· rules ·of the community (D .. I I .  
1 54). the flexibility attached to  such minor laws t o  meet 
different sociological situations is observed here. Both 
these ideas are important from the development of 
secular law; 

The laws were modified and remoulded even during 
the Buddha'� time. Soon after his parinibbana; presu
mably at the Council of Vesiili dated about the middle of 
the 4th century. B.C.  the disciplinary injunctions or  l aws 
reached their present form. The laws undoubtedly had 
the philosophy of the Noble Eightfold Path as their base.J 
When. the laws are viewed hom their historical and 
sociological points of view, one could not  only dis·cern the 
evolution of the Buddhist community of monks, but also 
of Buddhist Jurisprudence. 

The disciplinary Jaws were not promulgated in a. 
vacuum. As the community of monks grew, problems 
arose that needed solution. The community of monks 
entirely depended on the laity for the i r  m ateri al 
sustenance. The . relationship established between the 
monks and the laity was a symbiotic one. ·This relation
ship a.llowed the criticism about the behaviour of monks 
to emanate from laymen and laywomen. A number of 
Buddhist laws h ad their origin in this sociological 
experience. 

The historical background helps us to widen our know
ledge of this sociological experience. As the community 
of monks increased, they began to assume the character 
of a settled community rather than a wandering group, 
more c<mspicuous by their eremitical character. This 
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relatively s�ttled life necessita ted rules and regulations, 
customs or h a bits to regulate their cond uct with each 
other, with the laity as well as the outs ide world .  

Accord ing t o  the Budd hist tradition , the need for the 
legafised ad ministration of the community of monks 
arose only with the lapse of time ( Vin. I, 2 1). This took 
p l ace twenty ye ars aft e r  the  es ta blish ment  of the 
community of monks.  During those twenty years there 
was no occasion that demanded the enactment of any 
Jaw. But with the passage of time, as misconduct 
increased and d iscipline fal tered, the time for the 
enactment of l aws for the community of mon·ks arose. 
Buddha had s tated categorically, that rules and regu
lations are laid down by him only as the need arises i .e.  
"when condi tions causing the cankers appear in the 
order" (M. I ,  445). 

The l aws in the Vinaya are listed according to the 
gravity of the offence committed. Within each type, the 
specific offences are stated in a definite form. The laws 
are organised in the following manner: 

I. A story leading to  a rule (case h istory) together with 
promulgation of the Jaw with the p�_rticular penalty 
stated ; 

2. The old commen tary k nown as padabhajan1ya (i .e. 
legal defini tion of lhe terms and phrases of the Jaw 
as formulated): 

3. M o re s tories (fu rther case histories) tel1ing of 
deviations from the rule and showing that either 
they were n ot so grave as to entail maximum 
penalty, or they were reasonable to wari:en,t,  in 
certain circums tances, a modification or relaxation 
of the existing rule, or that they are not such as to be 
rendered permissible by any extenuating circums
tances . 

Buddhist l aws are organised with a certain form in 
. view. n,e l aws are arranged in an order tha i emphasises 
the gravity of the offence. First of these are the most 
serious offences, four in number known as parajikii. 
Commission of an offence of this category means auto
matic expulsion from the order of rnon.ks . Under ttie 
second category there are the thirteen . Sahgha.cf/$�Sa 
which are serious offences for which punishn;lent. "":'a� 
pa.rivasa or probation in some form. Further, Sahghii� 
disesa required the formal meeting of the Sangha. in rhe 
beginning to  pass an enactment and at the end for 
pronouncing the rehabili tation and the atonement for' the . 
offence committed. 

These are followed by two Aniyat.gs-Jaws 
undertrmined offences. They were so ·c�lleq� :PH? 
because of the flexibility affixing the legal 

3. Holt, J. C., The Omonica/ Buddhism in the Vinava Pitaka, 198 1 .  I • • 
. ... . . 
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the accused available in these laws . . Probabl;. the paucity 
of mde.nce to prove the charge may h ; ve led the 
Buddhist jurists t o  create this type of Jaw . · One could 
develop the insight here to consider the a; iyatas as a 
precunor to the plea bargaining found in U S. cri.lniJ!al 
justice.. . · · 

�- Offences f�r which punishment is not serious include 
the foU()wing_categories: 

Nissaggiya - thirty in number; Pacittiya ·- ninety two 
in riu�ber; · Patidt:san1ye. - · four in nv':nber �nd 
St:khiya·- seventy.five in number. These o ffences are 
given simple punishments ·ranging from forfeiture, 
expiation, adrilOnition, confession etc. Tht: e are also 
three derivative offences, namely_. . Thulfaccaya, 
Dukka{a and Dubbhasita. The first is derived from 
Pari]ikiiA and Sahghadist:sa offences. The · ther two 
are derivative offences from minor offence · . but not. 
violations of specifi'c laws. I t:mllst-be-mentiqned here 

· · that in the case of Dukkata, ·d irect violatio n of a law 
(Sikkhapada) takes place �nly jQ the case 'oi Sekhiya. 

The offences ni�y be presented in the form .of the foll�w� 
� hig chart: 

. 

- Types of Offence · · r 
. Apatti (offences) 

. AtekicCJI (incurable) or.. . . Satekicca ( curable 
irremedial Eg. the four . . or remediable ffem;e) 
Pirajiki · 

Gimikapatti 
(grave offenc�s) · 

. Lah'Uk apatti 
(ie�s.,-serim.i� c ffences) 

e.g .. Sabghadisesa · 
Nissagg}ya 
Piciciiya. · 
Pa{.idesaniya 
.ThriJlaccay� . . .  

- .D�rivative . D�/Jbh�si!a 
Offences . Dukk:J{a · . . . . 

'· :other typoiogies could be ea�ily adopted fo cat:gories 
Buddhist ' t:aw: . Th�se l'a:W� are ·exhaustive in ,, ture. 
;,Practically every conceivable 'rela:tion\vith other :hum� 
beings, wh:ether fe]Jri\V m6nks:'nu'ns or laity; are'br ought 
�ndet ·re.vi ew and ' l�gislated" f6t in. the minutest detail 
th�ough the seven clksses bf ��f�rices'' (Parajik:i, $:· 'lghB· 
. disesa, Aniyata, Nissaggiya� Pidttiya; Patidesarli" · a·nd 
Sekhiya). : · · · · � -

The first two categories could be taken as s . rious 
offences and the rest as s imple offences, if one desi ·e's to - . 
demarcate these laws into two broad categories. Oth .-wise 
it is not·difficuJt to divide them under: ( 1) crimes a .ai nst 
persons (Pii�jikB I, Ill and IV and other relevant SaiJgha-= 

4. Austen, John, Lectures on Jurisprudence, London, 1 83 5. 
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di!•esa Offences): (2) crimes against property (PBrijikl 
. etc.); (�) crimes arising out of intoxication. prostituti< 
· . gambling etc. could fall under the category of crin: 
against public safety and morals (today's victimlc 
crimes) ;. ( 4) those crimes involving violence and rebelli4 
as peq)�!rated by D�vadatta and Angulimila fall tind 
the final category . . 

Buddhis t Law cannot be cailed Posit ive Law from tt. 
sense that Austen meant.• Buddha was by no means 
king or a Jaw-giver whose commands were issued to th 
rrtembers of a sovereignity. According to the Buddha; an: 
matter whether Jaw or othetwis�, is always open t' 
quest ion . The famous exhortation to the Kiiliimas (A. I 
1 89) illustrates this critical attitude ofthe Buddha. 

Buddha lays down four authorities o r  sources for tl 
Buddhist Laws. Th�se authorities could be considered as 

· material sources of Buddhist Law. These authorities C! 
sources are : { 1 )  Direct promulgation by the Buddha; (2) 
promulgation by a group of monks in a monastery: (3) 
promulgation of a law by an as.se·nibly of monks �ontain· 
ing elders and learned men versed in canonical law: and 
(4) promulgation by one monk versed itt the law (D. 
III :· 1 35). 

. . 

Buddhist Law as itstands, could be ascribed to  aJfthese 
authorities or sources although it is difficult to identify a ll 

. thosefor which the Budpha was directly responsible from 
those which a:re credited to the other three sources. In the 
case of Buddhist Laws, the overali· criterion adopted was 
_to_ examine the abi lity of a law· to harmonise with the 
doctrine Of the Buddha .(dhamina-vinSya). "If when this 
laid be_side sutta and · Vi nays, they He not·along with Sutta 

.. and agre� not with Vinaya, to this conclusion . must be 
. come. Surely this is not the word of the Excellent One� .. ; .  
and i t  is wrongly taken �b:i the monks . . . .  � so reject it" 
((;raduaJ Sayings, Vol. II, 1 75). 

· 

The traditionat la�s of the societ:'{ in the forms-· of 
customs and beliefs undoubtedly existed during the 

· Buddha's time. The framework· of such. Buddhist Laws 
rests on such traditions· of the t ime while the details and 
legal methods adopted are the Buddhist inventions. Even 
in such matters. what had been borrowed from tradition 
and given the garb of Buddhist Law, derives its authority 

. not from the individl.!ality · of its material source {i.e. 
tradition and custom), but from the formal .source (the 
harmonization with the doctrine and the discipline). . 

Buddha's position in Buddhist Jurisprudence js more · 
on the liries of .a law-enforcer than a law-giver. :In t-his 
respect one could compare his role with  that of a 
Universal monarch. The U�iversal monarch enfotces the 
law or the dhamma duri�g his reign. As long as the 
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Buddha lived - to His followers He was the obvious 
formal source of law. But towards the end of His life, the 
doctrine and discipline (dhamma vinaya) gradually 
assumed an importance as the formal source of Buddhist 
Law. 

· There is no doubt that Buddhism upholds that Law 
must have a universally acceptable moral basis to be 
deemed binding. One need not obey unrighteous laws 
even for the sake of the State ( Vin. I I I ,  1 38) . The moral 
base is due to the fact that morally good actions result in 

. pleasant consequences, and morally evil actions are 
followed · by unpleasant consequences . According to 
Buddhism, human beings should not attempt to return 
evil for good, but s trive to establish an enlightened 
attitude. The wrong�doer is morally responsible for his 
actions. Wrong-doing is conditioned by economic, social 
lll'ld psychological causes. Those who sit in judgement 
should thus act . out of compassion  towards .the wrong
doer as well as in their own interests . 

Buddhism upholds a natilral law-theory in recognising 
th&t man's conscience is generally aware of tight and 
wrong even though conscience is admitted to be some
times fallible;5 "Your conscience 'attil 'is aware whether it 
is truth or falsehood . . . . .  therefore be guided. by one's 
conscience (attadhipateyya) as. well as by public opinion 
(Joksdhpateyya) and the dhamma (dhammiidhipateyja)" 
(A. I, 149, 150) . Reason also i;nables one to \lnderstarid 
why righteous law should not be violated. It is that a 
person should reason thus, when confronted by a situation · 
pf this type; "If a person boasts about himself and be little 

. others, such a person is disliked by me; therefore, iL ·I 
were to boast �bout myself and belittle others; I would be 
disliked by others" (M I ,  97). 

. B�ddhist Law pre-supposes three dimensions: (1) The 
legal dimension. (2) The soCiological dimension. (3) The 
karmic dimension. A law has been promulgated; and 
when it is violated, due process takes place and the 
punishment follows. This is the legal dimension. The 
violation of law inevitably leads to sociological implica
tions. Public ostraciiation culminating even in physical 
violence c.ould be the social outcome of an iniraction of 
the law. Finally, violation of a law involves a karmic 
impact when such a violation is volitionally undertaken . . 
The karmic result would follow either in this life or in the 
next. 

The importance attached to the legal questions and 
their settlement in Buddhism had n ot escaped the 
attention of scholars. "The whole subject of legal 
questions and their settletnent, although complicated, 
must be studied by anyone who wishes to grasp an 
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important branch of disciplinary proceedings of the 
Order together with the exact machinery laid d own for 
carrying them out" (SBB. Vol. XX, p. viii). 

I n  the Buddhist legal system there are :wo main kinds 
of disputations: They are ( 1 )  disciplinary disputations 
and (2) non-d isciplinary disputations.  The second 
category is more or less ritualistic in character, .and is 
associated with ceremonial ritualistic acts suc h  as the 
grant of higher ordination , The first type of legai disputes 
is classified under four categories: "Legal questions 
arising out of disputes, legal questions arising out of 
censure, legal questions arising out of offences, legal 
questions arising out of obligations" (SBB. Vol. XX, pp. 
1 1 7- 1 1 8; also Vin. I II .  1 64) .  

A legal dispute I s  ident ified by  i ts salient characteristic, 
and then placed under the relevant category. There are 
seven methods laid down in settling legal disputes. These 
seven methods show the salient features o f  the Buddhist 
judicial system, and as such, these are of great signifiGance 
to those interested in Buddhist Jurisprudence. Thus a 
brief description of the seven methods would be of 
practical use. 

1 .  Sammukhiivinaya: Verdict in the presence of (a) 
the accused (the presence of the accused in the Court 
at the time of bringing the charge is· considered 
as vital in the Buddhist judicial system); (b) the 
assembly of monks (the court) as stipulated by law; 
(c) the disciplinary rules (or laws) and (d) the 
application of such rule$ in the given context ( Vin . 
I I ,  66, 73). 

2.  Sativinaya: Granting of the verdict of innocence 
through a simple process. This is d one when the 
accused is (a) a monk who is of unblertiished 
character and (b) he l� charged with four specific 
offences; (c) he makes a formal request of innocence 
and (d) when the assembly (Court) grants the 
request according to rule ( Vin. I I, 74-80). 

3 .  Pa!iflfilitakaraf!a: The third method is employed 
when a monk is accused of a slight offence (an . 
offence for which the punishment is making amends) 
and he pleads guilty to it in the 'Court' (Vin. II, 
80-83). "The carrying out of the acknowledgement", 
in this case, it is interesting to observe how it is 
stipulated that provision is made to take disciplinary · 

action with the acknowledgement of the guilty 
monk 

4. Amlilbavinaya: The verdict of past insanity is 
granted to a person who has caused an offenc_e o� 
offences while he was in a state of mental derange
ment ( V1n. I I ,  80-83). 

�. Jayatilleke, K. N., Dhamma, Man imd lAw, Singapore. (The Buddhist Research Society). 
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5. Yebhuyya.�ika: The next method is the arriving at a 
unanimous decision by the assembly (Court). This is 
only when such an unanimous decision is not 
favoured that a majority decision was sought ( Vin. 
I I ,  84). 

6. Tassapapiyyasika: The next method is carried out 
when an accused prevaricates himself in Court. On 
being examined before the Order, having denied, 

· acknowledged, denied, shelved the questions and 
lied consciously, the singularity of this method lies 
in the fact that the evidence for its execu rion arises 
while in the course of the trial ( Vin. II ,  85). 

7.  Tina vattharaka: The fin al method is, settling . . . 
disputes "by the covering up as with grass" ( Yin. II ,  
86-88). This is done when there is a multiplicity of 
disputes arising from a judicial assembly leading to 
numerous quarrels and strifes, and when i t  would be 
difficult to deal with all of these practically and 
effectively. 

It is seen here as to what extent the Buddhist Law 
exerted itself in order to n;nder fair justice. Formal acts of 
the community of monks being disciplinary or non
disciplinary, were considered invalid if any aspect of the 
law laid down was violated. We saw how the. trial should 
take place in ·the presence of the accused. "Monks, a 
formal act of guidance, banishment or reconciliation or 
suspension should not b'e carried out against monks 
without confrontation" ( Vi� .. II, 73). "Confrontation 
involved four things; viz. ( l) Confrontation with the full 
assembly authorised to conduct the trial; the consent of 
those �nti t led to send their consent having been obtained, 
and no member of the assembly being challenged by any 
other, (2) and (3) confrontatlon of the letter and spirit (i .e. 
moral basis) of the l!lW under which the accused is 
charged along with an account ·of the p.rocedure for 
settlement as laid down by the teacher (Buddha), and (4) 
confrontation with the complainant ."  

In the procedure at  the Court, it is indicated how an 
attempt should .be made to secure a confession by 
re!flinding the person of the circumstances related to the 
commission of the offence. As far as the "Court" is aware, 
the formal charge is made thereafter, giving a full 
opportunity 'for the accused to present his case and point 
ohiew. 

A vivid picture of the n ature of the formal proceedings 
is seen in the following example: First the monks (the 
accused- i tal ics mine) should be reproved; having 
reproved them they should be made to remember; having 
helped them remember; they should be charged with an 
offence; the Sahgha should be informed by e..n experi
enced, competent monk, saying: "Honourable Sirs, let 
the Sahgha listen to me. If it seems right to the Sahgha, 
the Sahgha may carry out a (formal) act of censure 
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against the monks who are followers of (the accuset 
i talics mine). This is the motion (Ratti): a (formal) act 
censure is being carried out by the Sahgha. 

".Monks, if it is possessed of three qualities, an (forma 
act of censure comes to be n o t  l egally valid, and n< 
d isciplinarily valid,  and one that is bard to settle (that • 
to say), if i t  is carried out without the confrontation, if it i 
carried out without i nterrogation, and if it is carried ou 
without the acknowledgement (of the accused). Further 
if i t  is possessed of these three qual ities, (formal) act o. 
censure comes to  be h ard to settle; (that is t o  say), if it i1 
carried out without h aving reproved him; if it is carrie< 
out without having made him remember; if .it is carrie< 
out without charging him with an offence "  (SBB. Vol 
XX. pp. 3-4). 

The legal procedure at the assembly of monks (tht.. 
Court) reminds us of the function of a modern Court. The 
presence of the law, the stipulated number of judges, the 
prosecutor, the accused physiCally available (except in 
very rare instances), t}le procedure of interrogation as 
weiJ as references to a jury systc:m enables one to draw a 
·number of parallels between the Buddhist system of 
Justice .and modem Courts. The jury in the instance cited, 
had a woman as one of i ts foremost members - a feature 
worthy of appreciation. 

The 'Courts' were categorized under five main types, 
depending on the number of judges that constituted 
them. Accordingly, there were ( 1) a Court. with four 
judge� (a four:..fold O rder of m onks); (2) a five-judge 
Court; (3) a ten judge Court; (4) a twenty-judge Court; (5) 
a Court with more than twenty judges. Each Court had its 
own specified jurisdiction (territorial aspects of juris
diction) laid down by l aw, including the legal boundaries 
within which they could f\lnction . "The jurisdiction of 
each "Sahgha extended only as far as its geographical 
boundaries · Qr 'territorial limits' which wer� strictly 

· defined, and this was another i nnovati.on of the Buddha". I 
The qualifications of judges were spelled and strategies 
adopted to ensure their impartiality. Legal provision was 
made to punish anyone who violated these stipulations. 

The "Court Procedure" was carefully spelled out. A 
formal act · ('a charge ') could be introduced after 
permission had been obtained to introduce it. Thus · a 
motion is forwarded and followed by three proclamations 
in "Open Court". The intention of the doer (Mens Res in 
modem parlance) was to be proved in order .to establish 
guilt. Evidence, both direct and indirect is carefully 
analysed i n  the 'Court' before the verdict is given. If a 
formal legal act is not carried out according to the law, it 
could be subsequently chalJenged. 

The quality of evidence is emphasised by the insistence 
on facts heard , seen or !IUSpect'ed to be very precise. The 
witness should know exactly what be had seen, heard or 
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suspected; when and where "it is seen, heard or suspected 
and how it is seen, heard or suspected ". In the Court, 
there was provis ion for the witness to  be closely 
questioned . If it is seen that the witness is giving false 
evidence, it could Jed to a legal procedure being initiated 
against him. 

A decision taken by the 'Court' had in it the mechanism 
to put into effect. An example is the passage of the act of 
reconciliation (SBB. Vol. XX. pp. 25--27). Here, a monk 
who is asked by the "Court" to  request pardon from a 
layman is given a Court witness to go with him. This 
enables the monk to make his request for pardon in the 

- presence of the Court witness. When probation is imposed, 
the entire mechanism necessary to put such probation ) into actual practice i:s facilitated by the Court decision 
itself (Infra). 

� The decision of the Court should be specifically for the 
offence charged , and not for any other offence. According 
to . Buddhist practice, such judicial decisions could be 
made by ( 1) the entire Sahgha; (2) by a committee of the 
Sahgha; (3) by a number of referees belonging to the 
Sahgha, and ( 4) by the vote of the m ajority. But "one kind 
of tribunal could not be substituted for another, except 
under specified circumstances" (Dutt, S. Early Buddhist 
Monachism, 1 924, p. 1 64) . If the 'Court' fails to arrive at 
a decision, it would not be proper at once to proceed to a 
majority decision. 

All sorts of precautions are taken when this method.  
majority decision, is resorted to .  '.'It i s  worked out in  a 
rather protracted manner, and is resorted to only after 
the failure of other methods" (Dhirasekera, Jotiya. ) Buddhist Monastic Discipline. 1 98 1 .  p. 1 24). Among 

- alternative methods suggested is the selection of a 
committee, and the at tempt made to arrive at a solution 
acceptable to all . Careful consideration is giv.en to the 
qualifications of members selected to such a committee. 
Even when the majority was taken, elaborate checks and 
balances were introduced in order to ensure a fair andjus.t 
decision. The underlying idea i s  to  see that a majority 
decision, if it is arrived at, serves the just and righteous 
cause. 

It is possible for a Court decision to be challenged . The 
mechanism of such appeals was carefully laid down. A 
monk on whom a punishment was inflicted by the 
Sahgha finally came with his appeal to the Highest Court, 
i .e. the Buddha (SBB. Vol. XIV, pp. 446-450). 

The intention was always looked into when an inquiry 
was made in the Court. This was done by eumining the 
case with its history, questi oning the accused as well as 
the witnesses. If it was proved that there was no willful 
intention to commit the offence, the accused was dis
charged. "There is no offence as you d id not consent." 
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(c�BB. Vol .  X. p. 59) .  In Buddhist Vinaya. an accused 
cannot be prosecuted for an offence that was not 
promulgated as a Jaw at the time when the offence was 
commi t t ed .  Consequently, the  firs t offend e r  who 
provokes the promulgation of a law ( Vinaya Rule) was 
declared free from guilt in a legal sense ( Vin. I l l ,  33). 

In Buddhist Jurjsprudence, there are two categories of 
acts of punishment.  They fall into these categories on the 
basis whether the offence· was caused before the Court 
proceedings or while in the judicial process. Seven acts of 
punishment belong to the first category, and two to the 
second category. Act of censure (tajjaniyakamma). act of 
guidance (nissaya-kamma), act of reconciliation (pa!isa
raqiya-kamma), act of suspension (ukkhepaniya-kamma), 
act of information (pakassaniya�kamma) and act of 
"Turning the bowl upside down", (pattanikkujjana
kamma) act of banishment (pabbajaniya-kamma) (SBB. 
Vol. XX. p. 173). 

. 

In the second category, one finds the following �wo 
acts: ( 1) act of specific depravity; (2) act of covering up as 
with grass (SBB. Vol. XX. p. 1 15) .  

The philosophy of punishment does not constitute a 
significant aspect of the Buddhist penal system .  As s tated 
by the Buddha, punishment, in fact,  is regarded as 
morally reprehensible according to Buddhist thought: 
"All tremble at punishment. All fear' death . . . .  life is dear 
to all. Whoever seeking his own happiness h arms with 
A Mahayana text ((Ratnav;di ofNiigarjuna .. JRAS .. 19J6,-
thereafter (Dhp. vv. 129-1 32). 

. 

Punishment when inflicted on others should serve to 
the extent that i t  dissuades others from wrong-doing. A 
comparison is observed in the goldsmith's action in 
heating the metal to the extent that it serves to melt 
extraneous matter found in gold. So  should any· punish
ment inflicted on an individual serve, if the punishment is . 
to bear positive results. 

The basis of punishing ariy other, either by the 
imposition of physical or mental pain or through some 
other means, is the desire to make th,at person rr;alise his 
wrong-doing. Any. punishment rendered without this 
fundamental characteristic has no worthwhile meaning; . '  
A person who is out of his normal mental faculties may: ' 
not know what he had done, There is no purpose ·in ' ' 
inflicting punishment on  such a person. In the Bu'dd . . 
sense, punishment is not punitive or retributive. , 
basically restorative and conciliatory, attempting 
to tnake the wrong-doer realise h is wrong and· 

useful member in society. 

"the science of punishment" uaJrJul,.,u,rui.I il. 
prudance adopts a different nt�,m·irl!'!tslf· 
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Aith�ugh punishment does have a place in law, the law 
itseli i�- based mi. consent resulting from emanating, 
u�dentanding, friendliness and mutual interest. Our 

virtuous behaviour could be due to our respect for the 
dictates of our conscience (attadhipat�yya); respect for 
pubJicopinion (lo}cadhipateyya) and respect for righteous
ness (dbammadhipateyya). Shame and dread (hiri
ottapJ'I'}also act as factors that keep control over us. In 
�he W?Tid, there would be people who <:Jo refrain from 
crime, solely because of the fear of punishment. Such 
people are referred to in Buddhism as those who "out of 
fear of punishment d� not plunder the goods of others" 
(A. I, 48). But penal laws in a Buddhist sense are based on 
primarily reformatory and only secondarily deterrent 
forms of punishment. 

Punishment was never retributive or vindiCtive in the 
Buddhist sen�e; According to the JBtsks (IV, 1 92), "there 
was no greater punishment than that of beating, warning 
and banishment . (tilsna, gsrahana, · pabbajjana); there 
was indeed no cutting-off ofhands .and feet and e:xec\,ltion 
(hattba-p�ds-chedans-ghatana); . and thes� things came 
into existence afterwards during the times of cr\lel king� . "  
A Mahayana text (Ratnavaliof Niigiirjuna, JRAS. 1936, 
p. 436) states that (which is a discourse to .a king}: "You 
must punish them out of compassion and {rom a desire to . 
turn t_bern into worthy · persons 8s you. do as · regards 
worthy sons: and you must not be moved by hatred· or by ' 
the desire for material gain:" 

· It is thu� very nc�essary to h�ve com.pas�ion towards . 
wrong-doers. To show hatred to thcmAwho �re punished, . 
imprisoned or beaten in accord,ance with the law is not 
the Buddhist attitude. Such people (or prisoners) should 
be well looked after. AU human beings in this world arc"' 
subject to insecurity and suffering; bqt in all of them the 
potential to developto the very highest is also discernible . . · 
No one thus should be condemned eternally for the faults· ·· 
he committed (torture, capital punishment, life-long 
imprisonment are thus eschewed in the Buddhist theory 
of Criminal Justice). 

Probation is treated as the main method adopted in the 
Buddhist Law to offenders. Except for the four -very 
serious crimes, all other types of crime contain an element 
of probation in them . by way of "pun.ishment ". The 
thirteen Sahghidisesss or serious offc�ces or crimes are 
.. punished" by means of probation (Ratnapala, Nanda
sena. Probation .. the . .Heart of B�ddhist Discipline, pp. 
19-21). This probation is of two types: (1) miinatt11, 

· lasting for a specific period of 5 1  days and (i) parivasa, · 
without any limitation on the duration of time. 

The Par�jikils, regarded as the gravest of offences, 
'admit of no remedies or aton�ments'. "The penalty for 
pilriljlki offences being complete excommunication and 
loss of monastic status; it is spontaneously brought about 
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by the commtsswn of the crime" (Dhirasekera, · J .  
Buddhist Monastic Discipline, 198 1 ,  p .  149) . All other 
offences could be remedied by different penalties and 
punishments; particularly the-forms of probation included 
in Buddhist Law. Even in the case of an individt!al who 
had committed Pirajika offence, although he may lose 
his monkhood, he could still remain as a novice monk 
(sama!Jera), if he so wishes. In all this, one observes how 
the spirit of vindictiveness or retribution is totally absent · 
from Buddhist Law. 

Under modern proceedings, probation could be 
imposed with the conditional suspensi"on of the. sentence, 
or with the conditional suspension of the execution of the 
sentence. The former is supposed to be of U.S. and 
English origin while the latter is associated with British 

· legal practices: 

. In .Ruddhist Law a person was placed,undcr probation 
only aft.er careful and meticulous consideration . of the 
. ca.se. The execution of the sentence was postponed substi
tuting an alternative to penal remedies represente9 in· 
drastic actforis such as ·  banishment or suspension. The 
inherent attempt is to treat the individual a� an individual 
rather than . as a.. class or concept. The . caring judicial . 
pl'o�ess enabled the selection of individuals, substantial 

· portion of whom "could be assisted while at liberty to 
· form correct habits and attitude without a penalty arid to 
. use a great variety of �ethods for this purpose" (Suther-
land 1 947; 383; also eL Nandasena Ratnapala 1993, 200). 
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KABALINKARAHARA 

KABALINKARAHARA, material food in the form of 
solids and Jiqwds . . There are four kinds of !hara (nutri
ments) that sustain a being, mentioned in Buddhist texts, 
namely (1) Kabalihkiirshsra (material food), (2) Phassa
birs (sensorial and mental impressions) (3) Mano
ssflct1.tsnilbilra (mental volitions) and (4) Vil!flal!ahara 
(con�ciousness). In the exposition of material . food 
'Bhira ' is defined thus: 'solid' means it is made into an 
eatable morsel. Food (nutriment) means, it is 'taken into'. 
It  is made into a morsel and swallowed down, is the 
meani�g; the fe tching-hither (ahara) of matter. 'Boiled 
rice', etc., is s aid to bring out the name by the substance, 

· and again, to show its different kinds by the substance. l 
For the nutritive substances implied herein are twelve, 

\ beginning with boiled rice and ending with syrup. In the 
} same analysis, whatever is eaten and enjoyed by the 

month is called 'Mukhssiya : What is to be torn and 
chew.ed by teeth is called vikhsdana and what is to be 
swallowed is called galsjjhoharan1ya. (Expositor, PTS. 
Translation of Atthasaliii!, commentary t o  Dhamma
sshgan1, p. 450). 

Continwng the d iscussion on kabalihkarahara, the 
Expositors'f!ys: N ow 'stomach-filling' is s aid to show that 
substance by virtue of function. For the substance 
swallowed, such as roots and fruits; e tc., as well as boiled 
'rice, sour gruel etc., fills the stomach. This is the function 
of the substance. Ksbs.Iihkartihara is further divided into 
two as groS!! ( o/Briks) and fine (sukhuma). It  is stated that 
the nutritive essence in gross substances is weak whereas 
in fine or subtle .substances it is strong. As an example it is 
.stated tllat after eating coarse grain etc., one becomes 
hungry a�ain after a short time, but one who e ats butter ) etc., need not take food again for quite sometime. 

- Further the Expositorsays: 'the grossness and subtleness 
should be understood with varying references . Thus tpe 
nutriment of peafowl is subtle as compared with that of 
cor�odiJes. These are said to swallow stones and digest 
them in their stomach; peafowl eat such creatures as 
snakes and scorpions. And the nutriment of hyenas is 
subtle as compared with that ofpeafowl, for they are said 
to eat .horns and bones d iscarded for three years, and 
which become soft as bulbs and roots the moment they 
are wetted by their saliva. The nutriment of elephants 
is subtle as compared with that of hyenas, for they eat 
leaves of various t rees, etc. M ore _subtle yet than that is 
the nutriment of the gayal, the wild ox, deer etc., which 
eat the pithless leaves of various trees, etc. M ore su btle 
than that is the nutriment of cattle, which eat grass, wet 
and dry. More subtle still is the nutriment of hares, more 
subtle still is that of birds, more still that of frontier 
people, more still that of village pensioners, more still 
that of kings and ministers, mqre still that of Universal 
monarchs, more still that of earthly gods, m ore still that 
of the four firmament guardians, e ach being more subtle 
than the last, as far as the Yiimli and Paranimmita-
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vasa!att� beings, whose nutrimerit attains perfect subtlety. See AHARA. 

D. Saddhasena 

- - j . - . � KACARAGAMA (var. Kiij araglima), wliich is pre�eritly 
known as Kataragama, is a village located about- fifteen kilometres to the no rth of Tissamahiriima (q.;.fin'-Ji� 
deep south-east region of Sri Lanka. The earliest mentio�·


of trus vill age is found in the chronicle Mab:ilv&ms��b��e

-
:' 

it is s aid that a sapling of the sacred bodhi t�e� at 
Anuradhapura was caused to be planted in Kiicaragiima 
by Deviinampiyatissa (Mhv. ch. 1 9, v. 62) during whose 
reigll theri Satlghamittii brought the southern branch of the sacred bodhi tree at Buddhagaya to Sri Lanka. The 
K�atriyas of Kacaragam a were p articipants i n  t he 
ceremony of the planting of the sacred bodhi tree at the 
M ahiirneghavana in Anuradhapura (Mhv. ch. 1 9, v. ·54). 
Tradition ascribes the construction of the massive digA'ba 
known today as Kirivehera at Kataragama; to a king by 
name M ahiisena wh o is believed to have ruled in 
Mahiigiima in Roha.t;la at the time of the third visit of the 
Buddha to Sri Lanka. The Buddha is said to have 
sanctified the spot where the aagA'ba stands n ow by 
spending a short time in meditation at that spot, and king 
Mahiisena is supposed to have constructed the Ga.gj'bs at 
that spot in commemoration of that event, after the 
demise of the Buddha. According to Epigraphia Zeylanica 
(Vol. I l l .  p .  2 14) briihmi letters of about the first century 
B . C. were found inscribed on bricks fallen from the dome 
of the aagtiba. Further, one of the inscriptions found at 
the site record s the enlargement of the old dagaba in the 
1 st or 2nd century A.D.,  and hence the aagaba may well 
be ascribed to a very e arly d ate, although its exact date of 
construction cannot be established with certainly, with 
the data available (PLATES XII, XIII). 

King M ahiisena of M abagiima must have been a just 
and an efficient ruler loved by the people and he was 
therefore deified after his death. The deity has been called 
' Kataragama deyyo' and 'Mahasen,Deyyo' by the people . . 
The deity is believed to wield great power and is placated 
by believers to obtain various favours. A legend says that 
King Du!�hagiimlll?l before waging war with . �lara, 
visited Vadahiti Kanda to pay homage to the Ka.taragama 
deity and ther� he h ad resolved to build a shrine for the 
Kataragama deity after defeating E,lara in battle. It is 
popularly believed that the shrine or dev1ile that is found 
at Kataragama today had been origipally· built by King 
DuHhagam aJ?l by way of fu lfil l ing his vow. The 
Kahakurulu Sandesaya (verse 1 50) refers to the Katara
gama deviile built by King Du��hagama1_11. Likewise the 
Kirala sandesaya (verse 1 69), Mayura sandesaya (verse 
1 86) and Slilali11ini Sandessya make reference to the 
s ame matter. 
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Legends about Kataragama Deity: A legend connected 
with Kataragama occurs in the epic heroic poem Skandha 
Pur�J!a.The original Skandhs Pilr�a written in Sanskrit 
goes back to the fifth century B.C. 1md its Tamil version is 
supposed to have odginated in the eighth century A.C. 
Skandha or Subramlll;lya as he is called by the Hin.dus is 
the central fugure of this legend. 

As ·with many other gods, the K.ataragama deity too, 
has ·several names which are used in different parts of the 
island according to the occasion and type of ceremony. 
'Murugi', a name by which he is familiar among his 
devotees, is used only in ceremonial occa.Sions because it 
is consider_ed fin too holy to be commonly used and 
written d·own. 'Kuha Netra Suta' (son born from the 
eyes), K.lirtikey.a (the one coming from the Pleiades), 
Giflgey'! (born out of the Ganges), Agni-bhu (The Fire
born), 'Sanmugam (One with six faces) are some of his 
many names which denote his origin. 

· 

The legend describes his supernatural birth thus: The 
gods (suri) and titans (asuri) fought against each other 
for a long time and there was a time when the gods were · 
fefeated �y the asurss. Under the guidance of lndra, gods 
went to �iva and appealed to him for his heip to defeat the 
ssutas. Siva had five faces and each of them had three 
eyes which flashed in anger. A sixth face with another 
three eyes developed and simultaneously a spark shot 
forth from each middle eye so that the beings of the three 
worlds, the gods the titans and .the humans, trembled 
with fear. Indra·caught these six sparks and handed them 
to .Agni, so that he could use them as weapons against th('! 
ssuri!S. As they were· too hot he threw them into the 
Ganges from where they came to lake Saravana. The six 
K.lirtika virgins who Jived there got. these sparks and 
protected them and,the sparks developed into six lovely 
children. One day Siva came to Saravana lake with his 
spouse Umii and saw t�e six children. "Whose- children 
are these?" U mil asked Siva. "They are our own" Wll5 his 
answer. Umii hugged all six of them into her arms and 
they became a si.n.gle being with six faces. Thus was born, 
Skahda, the God of War. 

. 

When he became a handsome, robust youth the gods 
appointed. him their. leader. · He formed a retinue -of 
thousand warriors and each warrior was provided with a 
lance -With a flaming blade. With this army he waged war 
against ssuras and defeated them. For this reason the 
lance became the symbol of this god and he is always 
represented by it, and it is venerated in his name. In 
gratitude for the victory over the ssurs. Indra gave bis 
daughter Deva-Senil in marriage lo him. They both went 
to Kanda Yelpu and lived there happily for a long time. 

, 
Siva Puri.IJa presents another 1egend relating to the 

supernaturBI birth ofSkanda. It is said that ssursTiiraka 
urged Brahmii to give him a boon and �rahmii agreed to 

do so. The boon was that only one of Siva's sons should . . 
be able to kill him. At that time Siv11. h�d no wife. In 
Dak�a's sacrificial fire, Satl, th� wife of Siva had burnt 
herself. -Tiiraka thought that Siva who was living an 
ascetic's life would n.ot marry again. Tliraka who had 
been favoured by Brahma received a thousand sea-horses 
from K.ubera or K.uvera. The seven sages gave him the 
cow K.iimadhenu. Through Tiiraka's actions the sun .lost 
its radiance. Th� moon always remained full and the wind 
obeyed . his orders. 

The g9ds decided to slay Tara,ka. This <;ould be done 
only if Siva had a son. Sati was born again as Umii, 
daughter of �imiilayii. She was persu!f.ded to beg for the 
affection of S.iva. When she went to Siva he W.M in deep 
meditation and he took no notice of Umii. Theil lndra 
appealed to Kiima, the god qf love and implored him to . 
go to Mount K.ailas and stir Siva's passion. Kim, obeyed 
him. His wife Rati (passion), and his friend, VasB;Dta 
(Spring) accompanied him. When they wen.t there Siva. 
was absorbed in meditation. He sat on a t�ger-skin and his 
eyes were closed. With some flowers for Siva,,Umlicame. 
When she was about to put the .flowers into Siva's hands 
Kiimashot an arrciw. lt struck Siva, and he woke from his 
meditation and just managed to see Kima making off 
with his bow. Siva opened his third eye and _by the 
radiated glow K.a�a was burnt-to ashes. But pas�ion had 
been kindled in Siva. He saw Umll next to him and 
desired her as his wife. They were childless. Nter that the 
gods turned to Agni, the g�d of fire for help. Agni went to 
Mount K.ailiis just after Siva and Umii ·had cohabited . 
Agni transformed himself into a dove. He managed tc 
catch a little of Siva's seed. He dropped.i t  into the seeds 
growing along the bank of the Ganges. Immediately a 
boy arose ·from it. He was as glorious as the moon and 
radiated a light like the sun. He was called Agnibhu, 
Skanda and K.irtikeya. Sarajanma, meaning the One 
Born in the Seeds, was another name for him. 

Sb: princesses used to bathe at the place where the boy 
was born. They were the Pleiades. They saw the boy and 
each one wanted him for herself. Each offered her breast 
to him. Then the child got six faces and for this reason he 
was called Saq�litrtya, which JDeans owner .of six 
mothers. In this way the god's wish was fulfilled. They 
had a warrior to fight the asurs Tiraka. His only weapon 
was a lance (:vel). Vel, vel, veti-vel (lance, lance, victorious 
lance) - the children sing thus in the Kataragama 
procession. The fight between the sura and asurs is 
dramatically enacted during the fes tival season in 
K.ataragama. Two figures to represent a god and an asura 
are exhibited on this occasion. The two figures run 
towards each other and in t.his way the battle is re-enacted. 

Another legend says that Valli was so named as she had . 
been found among wild yam creepers. The messenger of 

' 
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the gods Narada, also called Brahmaputra, told Skanda 
· about Valli Ammi and he decided to go in search of her. 

Valli threw hrself at his feet and begged his pardon, as she 
bad at first treated him very rudely. The marriage was 
consummated but Skanda got into difficulties over it. 

· When the veddhs and his wife, who had earlier 
' adopted Valliammii, returned to the cave, they did not see 
her there. They, with other tribesmen searched for her 
and ultimately found her with Skanda. Veddas tried to 
kitl Skandn, but they did not succeed. In a short time 
Skanda killed many people with his spear. V alii was quite 
enraged at this and decided to leave Skanda. To appease 
her he calred back to life all the veddhas he had killed. 

· Peace was restored. The young couple settled down on 
. the top of one of the neighbouring hills, which is now · 
called Vlfdasitl-k.anda. To commemorate this event, 
people visit this place during the annual festivities. 

When Deva-Seni, Skanda's first wife named Theviini 
Ammii, came to know about his second marriage, she 
became restless. The jealousy that flared up within her 
gave her no peace of mind. She complained to her father 
and asked him to intetvene, Then lndra came into 
contact with Kalylir,tagiri who knew bow tq make protec. 
tive talismans (yantras). With the help of these talsmarts 
Skanda was to be captured and brought back. Hearing of 
their attempt·to capture him, Skanda, with the help of the 
veddas, the relatives of Valli, made the yantrs and spell 
cast by Kalyiinagiri ineffective. The creator of the ysntra, 
K.�y�J?aglri, �as transformed into a fihgam. Theviini, 
Skanda's first wife, being unsuccesful with her attempts 
to get �ack her husband, decided to come to Sri Lanka. 
Escorted by many Brahmins she came to Sri Lanka and 
settled down in K.ataragama with Skanda a:nd Valli. 
Since then

. 
K.ataragama has become a shrine sacred to Hindus and veddas, Later on Buddhists also joined them 

in this practice . 'K.ataragama' is an abbreviation of 
· K.lirthikeyagrlima which means 'The village of Karthigeya 
or K.arthikeya'. Ka)yir,tagirl also stayed close to them in 
K.ataragama. One version oftbis myth says that Ka)yiir,ta-

. giri had been transformed into a Multi litlgaql aft�r his 
death. 

Skilnda'a Mount and Attributes: Sk and a 's mount 
(vihsnam) sprang up from an asura defeated by him, but 
spared, s� that in future he could serve him as a vehicle. 
The asura agreed to his suggestion. Accordingly the deity 
transformed him into a peacock on whose back he seated 
himself. 

One of his six faces radiates light that dispels darkness; 
the second, ex-presses compassion and pity for human 
beings; the third, goodness and gentleness towards the 
peaceful; the fourth shines beautifully like the moon but 
explores all furtive things; the futh blesses those who fall 
in the field of battle; the sixth, is the kind husband . 
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Pictures of the deity often appear with his two wives. One 
is inclined to see in these two women and the spear the 
personification of iust, willpower and achiev.ement. 

The Yantra of the Kataragama Deity: In Kataragarna no 
sculptural representation of the deity is to be seen. There 
is a painted representation of the deity in the Maha
deviila. Coloured pictures of this deity and various other 
dei ties are sold at Kataragama. Among them Ska"nda - , 
also, is represented. The only sympol is the vel (lance). 
One is in front of the Mahii Deviile and one at each of the 
other temples. Many people bring iron lances with them 
and leave th.em there as offerings to the god. · , · t..' 

In  the Maha-deviile the pilgrims really have nothing to 
see as in many other places of worship. The front room of 
the temple is simple and bare. Th.is room is separated 
from the room behind by three curtains of different · 
colours. The room behind is the sanctum. It can be 
entered only by the . M ahii kapurih!, the chief and the 
second kapuriila. On the first curtain the deity is painted 
with the two wives and their mount the peacock. In the 
rear of the sanCtum, the most holy room, there is a sm�ll 
box which contains the precious yantra made by Mufu
lingaswami. This is supposed to be of gold and nobody 
excep t the two kapuriilas (first and the second) have ever 
seen the object. Some allege that it only represents the six 

· directions . 

This smal l  box containing the yantra, plays, of course, 
the major role during the processions. This precious 
object is  the heart of everyth ing. Every evening it is 
brought by the second Kapuriila who is completely 
covered in a long white cloth, out of the most �oly room 
of the M ahadeviile on to the back of an elephant. Soon 
after the elephant carries it in a procession to the Valli 
Amma temple afte r  going around other temples there. 
For about a quarter of an hour the box with the yantra is 
kept inside the deviile by the second kapura!a. The 
sanctum of this temple is entered only by the first and 
second kapurruas. During ten successive nights this is 
repeated . On the last day (the tenth day) the box which 
contains the yantra is kept until dawn in V alii Amman 
Kovil. This is the wedding night of the god. 

The main  shrine (deva.Je) of the K.ataragama deity is a 
small, unimpressive building. Adjoining it, is another 
smaller shrine for the god 's elder brother, GaJ?esa. Close 
to Ganesa's Devale are two recently built shrines for 
Visnu �d the Buddha. The compound of t he main shrine 
is 

·
connected to the shrine of Valii Amma, who is 

considered to be the mis tress of the god of Kataragama. 
K.irivehera, the ancient stUpa stands behind the m:iin 
shrine, about one kilo-metre away from it . To the left of 
the m�in shrine, is the .deva.Je of his legitimate spouse 
Devasena or Tevayiini Amrna, 
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fhe main shrine is ·  divided into two apartments or 
oms. The pilgrims ate allowed to assemble only in the 
1ter part of the hall. Any one who enters the devale 

ecincts through the main gate can see the high stage 
!corated with leaves. It is through this decoration of 
aves that one has to enter the main shrine to set foot on 
1e outer room. The awe-inspiring high brazen frame �f 
:1e door is a striking feature . The �oor fixed to it is also 
ecorated with carvings . The key to the lock of the door is 

LS large as a hand-axe. The moon-stone placed in front of 
he doorway is a modern one, but it is a fine example of 
.he traditional indigenous art of the local craftsmen. 
Besides the main entrance there are two other smaller 
doors to admit worshippers. 

. The outer room with wooden pillars reminds us o'f the 
structural features of traditional architecture of the 
Tamils. Inside of the walls of this hall is blackened due to 
constant . burning of camphor, scented sticks and such 
other material and is capable of infusing mystic feelings 
in the minds of the visitors. 

The area connected to the entrance to the inner room is 
called 'vattariima ' which is meant for the petforma·nce 
caiJed <alattipiljawa : The entrance to the inner·hall has an 
old stone carving called 'koravakgala '. A large . curtain 
with a design of the gbd Kataragama covers" the entrance . 
to the inner hall. Near the entrance; a pot of water mixed 
with sandalwood powder is placed for the servicemen to 
wash their feet before they enter the shrine room� This 
place is known its 'Sandun Mat;t�apaya;. A short distance 
away from the Sandun Ma.'?9.apaya there _is 'Yhilt is called 
Lathi Mandapaya. Above the narrow verandah between 
these two 'd,tif!ifapayas there is a canopy of cloth which 
serves the purpose of a ·ceiling. Two large traditional oil 
lamps are burning constan�ly. In - the lamps lighting 
ceremony (ilattipilja) IUatti ammiis light the lamps from 

·. the�e brazen lamps. During ·ihe fes.tiv.e . season two 
precious tusks beautify this verandah. lt  is believed that 
these tusks originally belonged .to King Du!ugemUJ?U. 
This msf!lfBpaya (enclosure) is ·used for chanting pirith 
during the festive season, 

' 

No details are revealed about the inner shrine of the 
Mahii .Devile because it is forbidden to do so. 

The Deviie is roofed with copper plates. A careful 
study of the Devile. shows that several additions have 
been made from time to time .  The decoration of leaves 
has been a long standing feature. According to the legend 
it is king Du�ugemu�u who introduced this ceremony. 
These Jeaves are replaced by new leaves annually. 

DaJiy RJtuals Performed for the Deity: At the Kataragania 
deviile, as in many other d eviles performance of rituals 
begins in the early hours of the morning. The rituals begin 
with the blowing of the conch, peeling of the bell, and 
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beating of drums . Offering of food and drink reminds one 
the ceremonials and rituals held in the plllaces of royalty 
in the past. Purity on the part of the service-personnel is 
sine-qua-non though the shrine has be·come dirty by 
lighting of coconut oil lamps and camphor. 

A series of principles are being observed to safeguard 
the purity of the deviile. People - both men and w�men 
who come from unclean places or women in their 
monthly periods or women who have given birth to 
children recently and those men and women who ·come 
directJy from funeral houses are not allowed to enter the 
shrine. The devale will be closed for the public if a death 
has taken place within the precincts of the d.e.vile. Several 
days later the devsle is purified by sprinkling turmeric 
powder-mixed water and will be open for the public 
again. 

A Five-fold offering consisting of oil lamps, scented 
smoke, incense, betel and food with a beverage, comprise 
the daily offering to the deity. On special occasions the 
palfcamruts beverage (a drink made with five kinds of 
medicinal food namely; butter, ghee, jaggery, curd and 
bee-honey) is offered. 

The kspuia.Ja. the attendant offici8..1 of the god bdngs 
the ·appeals of the devo'tees to the notiCe of the deity. He 
places the offerings made by the devotees before the god 

· and makes a solemn request from him. These req.uest's are 
two-fold . ·one is a request to invoke. his blessings o�· the 
devotees and the other is a requ�st to curse his enemies: In 
a humble request made from the deity he is praised by 
utter!ng his great and super normai qualities and in a 
curse his birth, cleverness and dexterity are pnused. 

. ·· 
For what type of favours Is thb Deity placated? . . God 
Kataragama is said to be capable of blessing and cursing. 
De:v.otees make offerings for these two purposes. They 
think that god K�taragama is a living deity who grants 
Jav.ours in their time of need. 

In order to win the favour 'of the god devotee_s offer 
sw�et�meats,_ fruits, flowers arid inc'ense . Tho:s� �ho are 
suffe_rlng· from dlseases m�ke vows to the deity . . ·They 
chant psalms in his praise for some d ays, especially on 
days set apartJor the deity. Saturday and Wednesday are 
considered as auspicious d ays . to placate the god and to 
draw his attention. 

Today, m any people irrespective of their race and 
religion go 'to Kataragama to invoke the blessings of the 
deity. In order to win the heart of the loved ones, to se�ure 
employment, to ensure success in trade and industry, to 
achieve success in examinations and interviews, to achieve 

· political power, and for many other human needs the help 
of the Kataragama deity is sought. People give pledges 
and vow to do various things to please the god when tfleir 
wishes are fu lfil led. Many Hindu Tamils undergo 

l 
� l 
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penances and mortify their bodies by way of redeeming . 
these vows. 

Festivals at Kabuagama: Every year three festivities t ake 
place in Kataragama. The first is the tisala Perehera, the 
main festival of Kataragama which lasts for two weeks. I t  
i s  heralded by the M agul Perahera, which i s  held for ten 
successive nights. I n  these, the love affair of the d eity with . 
his beloved and their union are symbolically demons
trated. Water cutting is held after the last night.  This 
takes place in the m orning of the full-moon d ay. The 
second festival is the Jlmahiikacchi festival that lasts for 
three days. The third festival is called alut avurudda. It is 
held in April and coincides with the new year festival of 
the Sinhalese and the Tamil Hindus. The first festival is 
above all, of highest importance. 

There are eight kapura/as, of whom one holds the title 
Maha Kapurala. They are all  under a Basnayaka who is 
the chief of the ad ministrators. B asnayaka and kapura/as 
are all Sinhalese.  I n  addit ion t o  these offici als .or 
employees t here is a group of WQJJlen called ala tti aromas 
attached to the Devale. These temple damsels or women 
correspond to the deva diisis of S outh Indian temples. 
They are said to be the descendents of Valli Amma. Alatti 
is the term for a s m all bronze oil l amp. Before the 
perahera be�ins the d amsels ligh t their lamps from large 
candle-sticks in front of the M ahii Devaie. Carrying these 
lamps"they go in the procession directly in front  of the 
elephant carrying the palanquin. After the last petahera 
they d ance: for a fairly lon g  time in front of the temple of 
Valli Ammii where the relic is kept for the whole night, to 
please the couple, V alli Amma and the god . Originally 

. there were twelve in their group, but the num.ber has now ) been ·reduced to eight. 
. Representation of veddas at the_a'sala perahera is also a 

regular feature. This is an ancient custom coptinued up to 
the present .  During the iisala perahera season, many 
pious Is1amists come to K ataragama, but they always 
stay within the area allotted for them. They never visit the 
shrine of the Hindus and the Buddhists and do not take 
part in_ the perahera. Everyday, they arrange a procession 
arouhd :their mosque. There are leaders of prayers who 
perform usual services inside the mosque. 

The Pageant (perahiJrS)at Kataragama: The annual pera
hera of the K ataragama Devale starts on the pura 

pl1aviya d ay (on the first day of the new moon) in the 
month of lisala (July-August) and ends with "Water 
Cutting" and "Water Sports" i n  the morning after full 
moon (sva palaviya). This is a p ageant that portrays piety 
and devotion of the believers to the god Kataragama, and 
it celebrates his p assion and sensuality. In brief, it is a 
glorification of sensuous life. 

People from all walks of life, young and old, men and 
women participate in the perahera. Especially the young 

A legend 
(also known 
beautifully ae.cn1·s�ti 
follows: "Siva �nee · 
two small hills of 
task to one of his pupils, 
The demon saw the Brahma's . 
top of one of the two hills and � · 
The demon took the stick and tied ·. 
two ends of the s tick using the .. 
help of the stick he carried the load to the: . 
tired on his way he decided to rest for a while, 
the load on the ground. When he tried to lift · 
again the two hills had been fastened to the · 
Skand a himself had caused the two hills to b e  stuck 
ground and from that time i t  is  said the two hills remained 
there at Kat aragama. In remembrance of this incident · 
pilgrims carry kavaqi or kav�ri on their shou.lders in 
pilgrimage to Kataragama. Two s mall pots (Jf milk and 
sugar are tied to each kavaqi as offerings to the deity. 

Kavaqi d ancing h as enhanced the beauty ofthe annual 
pageant of Kataragama and has become a striking 
feature of i t .  Carrying kavaqis on the shoulders, the 
devotees d ance t o  the rhyth m  of drums and other musical 
instruments . In front of the chief shrine (M aba Devaie) 
kavaqi dancers d ance for some time and go to the dev8./e 
of Gane�a, Buddhist temple, Bo-tree and the Thevani 
A m m a  K o vi l  and the  t e m p l e  of M utul inga s ami 
respectively . 

Fire Walking: Fire walking is the most attractive ritual 
performed at the Kataragam a  Devaie. The d ay before the 
ceremony one has to get one's name registered with the 
trus tee, if one wishes to waik on fire the following d ay. 
The chief fire w alker or  the leader appointed by the 
trustee checks each person and permits him to walk on 
fire after applying vibhiiti (s acred or holy ash) on his 
forehead . 

Fire walking at the M ahii Devaie (the main shrine) had 
been the monopoly of Hindus for many years and now it 
has become an exclusively Sinhala pratice. I n  a trench 
about thirty feet  long wood is stacked to t he height of 
about four feet and ash t h at remain on top after burning 
is brushed off to keep tHe su rface red hot continuously. 

Fire walk ing is pe rformed to fulfil the vows people 
have made. to cure pa t ients and drive away evi l powers of 
harmful  ghosts or  spi r i ts . S ome devo tees say that they 
achieve al<ar�ana by this performance. Akarsana is the  
sakti or ditthi (power) of the  god th a t reaches t he 
devotee's b�dy . Some be liev� that it is through devotion 
or bhak ti to the god t h at one can walk on fire. MutukU<� a 
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Simi and Wijeratna Simi (both Sinhala .Buddhists) 
maintained that fire walking required no bhakti but 
concentration in the Buddhist sense and a pious life. 
Vegetarianism and observance of the ten pr.ecepts would 
suffice for this. According to them, practics of morality 
(pap patti) is important, but not bhakti. 

There. are many forms of self-torture and chastisement 
that' some devotees undergo. The least harmful .torture is 
rolling bare bodied on the rough ground to the Mahii 
Deviila and around it. Some devotees drag carts behind 
them by means of ropes of which one end is attached to 
the cart and the other end fastened to iron hooks driven 
into the flesh of their backs. Idols of the god and his 
beloved are placed in these carts. 

The most torturous and awe-inspiring sight is the 
:IUs pension of a lonely devotee horizontally in the air with 
i.ron hooks driven into the flesh of his back and tied with 
ropes to a scaffold planted on a cart. The cart carries the 
penitent hanging from the scaffold to every deva:Je for 
about two hours. 

AbJutlon!l (Ritual Bath): Hindu philosophy teaches that 
the five elements - water, fire, air, earth and ether (Bpo
thejo- . viiyo�pa{havi- and iikiisa) constitute the basicr 
elements of the universe. Therefore at home, in · the 
temple (kovil) and in such other places water is used as a 
purifier. Both priests (kapuriilas) and worshippers have 
to · purify themselves before they take part in religious 
ceremonies at the temple or kovil. The priests have to 
keep themselves in a state of purity all the time as they are 
the mediators between the god and the devotees. Thus 
they begig . their day with ablutions in the morning. 
Before they enter the dev1I/e "the prie�ts as well as the 
worshippers have to purify themselves. again. Before they 
participate in pnjas (offerings to the god) it is customary 
to wash hands and feet at the temple well or tank. 

To maintain themselves in ritual purity, ceremonial 
bathing is done by many worshippers . This seems to be 
the central idea behind the bathing in the MKJ?ik GIU\ga at 
K.ataragama. MliJ?ik Gat'lga at Kataragama and the Sits 
Gangula at the foot of Srl Piida are considered as sacred 
rivers in sri Lanka. Pilgrims to Srl Pad� too, have their 0 
ceremonial bath in the river name4 Slta Gatlgula. 

MlliPk Ganga flows through the frontiers of the sacred 
city of Kataragama and before the pilgrims cross the river 
to enter the sacred area- many have their bath in t.his river. 
Though the water in the river is scanty and muddy 
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throughout the year the devotees deem it to be sacred .  
Those who cross over the bridge to the sacred area can see 
at every nook and corner of the river men, women and 
children of different ages and social position dipping 
themselves in this river in order to make themselves clean 
and pure. 

Having purified themselves by thus bathing, the 
votaries dress themselves up in clean cloths (mainly 
white) and make their way towards the main shrine of the 

� . Kataragama deity which is several hundred yards away 
from MK1,1ik ganga. On their way they buy pflji vaf�i 
(baskets woven in reed into which · several items of 
offering are put) from wayside boutiques packed with 
these' item.s. Normally a puja va{!iya contains a few betel 
leaves, a husked coconut, a bunch of plantains and a few 
other fruits like mango, papaw and pipe apple. The 
richness of the pufii�a{{iyil. varies according to the paying 
capacity of the votary. 

On entering the precincts of the shrine through tbe arch 
way the votary breaks a husked coconut by striking it 
with force on a: slab of granite meant for that purpose. It 
is customary to pick one or two pieces of the crushed 
coconut and bite them. PLATE XIV 

The votary next hurries towards the shrine to take his 
place in the queue to enter the shrine. Entering the shrine 
the votaries assembie in the small hall, eagerly awaiting 
their turn to hand-over ·the pfijava{{i . to the kapuriila 
(agent of the deity)' �o be offered to the deity. Normally a 
fee has to be placed )n the pfljiiva{{iya before it is given 
over ·to the kiJpurali,. The kapurilla takes the pDjilvatti 
individually and take them behind the curtain. A JittJe 
while later he retUtllS the pu}ilvatti to the votaries with 
half of the material i"n thCise vs{!i. 

·The offerings are thus 
made to the deity. • 

T. Arlyadhamrna 

KAIDAN, Japanese equivalent of the Pili and Si�ala 
term Sima (q.v.), a place f¢ performing the ceremonies 
of Higher Ordination (upasampsda). 'The first kaidlin in 
Japan was constructed in front of the main shrine of the 
Todaiji temple in Nirii in 754 A. C., by the Chin�se monk 
Ganjin (687-763 A.C.). See SlMA 
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KAKACUPAMA SUITA, the first sutta of the third :of 
the five divisions (tatiya vagga) of the first fifty · dis
courses (MUJapsrpfasalca) of the Majjhima Nik8ya (M.:I .  
pp. 122-1 30). The Sutta derives its n ame from a parable 
used in the discourse, namely, the p arable of the saw 
(kakaca). 

Kakacupamasutta was preached by the Buddha when 
he was once staying in the Jeta's Grove in Savattlii. A . 

bhikkhu named Moliyaphaggut:ta was living in clos� 
intimacy with the nuns and was angry and dispie�(d 
with other bhikkhus when they spoke in dispraise ofthe 
nuns. When the Buddha came to know about Phaggun,�'s 
unbecoming behaviour be summoned the latter tohiis, 
p!esence and advised him not to be angry and di�pleased 

) at others' censure and instructed him not to allow his 
mind to get disturbed and utter evil speech. The Buddha 
further advi�ed him to d well with a mind full of friendli
ness and devoid of h atred, even if anyone disparages him, 
gives him a blow with the hand, with a clod of earth, with 
a stick or with a weapon. 

After  ad monishing Ph aggut:t a  thus, the Buddha 
addressed the congregation of monks and told them 
about the benefit of taking a single meal a d ay. Such a 
prac�ice leads to good health to develop physical strength, 
to cause lightness of body and t.o comfortable living. 
Further tbe Buddha said that some monks are very 
gentle, meek and tranquil as long as disagreeable ways of 
speech do not assail them. To illustrate this point the 
Buddha related the s t ory of a house-wife named 
Vedehika who had a good reputation of being gentle, 
meek and tranquil. Vedehikii's attendant, Kiili, wanted to ) test her mistress and one day she · awoke late in the 
morning. Vedehikii was much displeased at this and 
frowned on her. Kiili wanted to test her mistress further 
and she awoke much later the following day and Vedehikii 
became greatly annoyed and uttered harsh words.  In this 
manner Kiili continued to sleep much longer gradually, 
and each day Vedehikii became more furious and ended 
up by beating Kiili with a club and injuring her. After this 
incid�nt a bad repu lation spread about the lady Vedehikii 
that she was violent, not meek and not tranquil. 

Further the Buddha advised the monks to respect 
dhamma, revere dhamma and honour dhamma as it was 
the way for them to become ameanable and develop 
suavity. The Buddha explained to them the five-fold 
speaking pattern of people, i .e .  they speak at the right 
time or at the wrong time; in keeping with facts or not in 
keeping with facts; gently or h arshly; on what is conducive 
to good or not conducive to good; with a mind of friend
liness or with a mind full of hatred and viciousness and 
inst ruct ed the monks t o  dwell  wi th  a kind and 
compassionate mind. 

raJ similes explained to 
other� speak to them, 

or displeased even if 
b from limb with a 

Kaktiha:fi; · atfer,·'i:t>iniiifl!' 'tJ.iiii�ii,;�<;:t�:.i>\J,�fti"•'k:i;•�.�; .• A 
Kanjo at the Ninn'aji tempie, 

. and also at the Daigo�je temple� Though he s tudied 
almost all the forms of Buddhism prevalent in Japan at 
the time, his special bent was towards the mysticism of 
Shingon Buddhism which he thoroughly mastered. In 
recognition of his scholarship .and erudi.tion he  was 
appointed as the chief incumbent of the. Kongobu-ji 
temple . Subsequently he was made also the head monk of 
the Daidembo-in temple. However, a m ajority of the 
monks opposed this subsequent ap poin tment and 
Kakuhan, on account of their strange opp_Q_J;ition, ·was 
forced lo give up that post. Finally he left the. K,ongobu-ji 
temple, too, and established the Negoro monastery at 
Kii, and with it wa·s founded the new branch of Shingon 
called Shingi-Shlngon. 

Iri his new teaching Kakuhan attempted to blend 
Amidism with Shingon Buddhism by incorporating the 
invocation of the name of Amida into the rituals of 
Shingon mysticism. He t aught that in essence Amida is 
same as the Buddh a  Vairocana of whom, accordjng to 
Shingon Buddhism .. the whole world is a manifestation. 
Arguing on this assumption he pointed out that all beings 
are already in Amida's Pure-Land and that they have 
only to comprehend this fact in order tc realize that they 
are saved. As the Pure-Land is everywhere, he pointed 
out that he who meditates on Amida in accordance with 
the teachings of Shingi-Shingon is able to attain Buddha
hood here and now. 

As evident from the subsequent history of Japanese 
Buddhism this new branch of Shingon, with its head
quarters at Nagoro flourished and became a formidable 
force that influenced even the course of secular history of 
the country. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

KAKUSANDHA (Skt.  Krakucchanda) - The 
second of the twenty four Buddhas . . who' · Dl't�ceaela..:;. .. . ::; 
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Gatitama Buddha (Buv. p. ix) and the first of the five 
Buddhas of the present world period called bhaddha
kappa (Buv. p. 101). His parents were brahmin Aggidatta, 
chaplain to King Khemankara of the Kingdom of 
Khemavatl, and Visakhii. He was born in the Khema 
pleuance and Jived for four thousand years in the 
household in three palaces - Ruci, Surucl and Va99hana 
(or Rativa��hana). His wife was Virocamana (or Rocana), 
and he had a son named Uttara. He renounced worldly 
life riding in a chariot and practised austerities for eight 
months. Before he attained Enlightenment he partook of 
a meal of milk-rice offered by the daughter of the 
brahmin Vajirinda of the village of Sucirinda. Grass for , 
his seat was given by Subadda, a farm boy. KakJ.Jsandha 
Buddha>attained �nlightenment und.er a sirlsa-tree, and 
his first sermon was preached to eighty four thousand 
bhikkbus in the park n amed M akila. He performed the 
Twin-miracle Under a s8./a tree at the gates of Kannaku.ija. 
Among his converts was a fierce demon (yakkha) named 
Naradeva. 

Kalcusandha Buddha's chief disciples were Vidhuia 
and Safijiva among . bhikkhus and Sam& and Campa 
among bbikkbulJiS. His personal attendarit was Buddhija: 
Accuta and Sumana were his eminent supporters among 
Jay men, and Nand� and Sunandii among Jay women. 
Accuta built a monastery for Kalc1,1sandha Buddha on the 
site where, in the present age Anathapit:J�ika built the 
Jetavaniirima. The monastery built by Accuta was half a 
league in extent and the land was bought with gold . 
kaccapas sufficient in number to cover it (J. I. 94). 

Sri Lankan chronicles state that Kakusandha Buddha 
paid a visit to Sri Laf1ka. The island w� then known as 
Ojadlpa and its capital was Abhayanagani ruled by K�ng 
Abhaya. The Mahimegha park was called Mahiitittha. 
The Buddha came with forty.thousand disciples to rid the 
island of pestilence caused by evil spirits and stood on the 
DevakuJa mountain from where all inhabitants of the 
c�untry could �ee him. The Buddha and his disciples were 
entertained with a meal and after the meal the Mahiitittha 
garden .was presented to the Order of Bhikkhus. The 
Buddha went to seve.ral spots in the garden and sat. there 
in meditation in o·rder to consecrate those spots. Ai the 
Buddha's wish, the bbikkhuf!iRuciinandii brought to the 
island a branch of the sacred bodhi _tree. The Buddha 
gave to the people his own drinking vessel as an object of 
worship and returned to Jambudlpa, leaving behind his 
disciples Mahiideva and Rucanandii to look after the 
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spiritual welfare of the new converts to the faith (Buv. 
chap. xxiii, Dpv. chap. 2, v. 66; Mhv. chap. 15 ;  w. 
57-90). 

Kakusandha Buddha lived for forty thousand year�· 
and passed away in the Khema pleasance. A thfips'one. 
league high was erected over his relics at the site of his . 
passing away (s .v. DPPN). 

KALA. s�e SPACE-TIME 

KALA-CAKRA, the wheel o r  the circle of time, was a 
particular phase ofTiintric Buddhism, which acCordingly, 
is designated as the KB.lacakrsyana. The particular teach
ing of this school is mainly based · on the t�xt called 
Sri-k8./scakrs-tantrs which is available in Tib.etan (M. 
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, li, p. 401 ,  
note 4) and also in the original Sanskrit i n  manuscript 
(orm• in the Cambridge University Library as we are 
infomed by S .B .  Dasgupta who quotes from �t (An 
Introduction to Tsntric Buddhism, pp. 66, not� l ,  2 

. . _, . .. ·. 
. . . 

and 3)1 •  

As i'ndicated by die term kala'cakis, the philosophy of · 
this school is based ·oil the concept' of time conceived as ri 
wheel or" a:: �irCle' without beginning, wi�hout end. the 
futility of" att�rttpHng to find . the first beginning of 
anything i�- ai1 adri'iitted fact in Buddhism and therefore 
th�: wh'Ole exl�teiid: is treated as a wheel under the more 
common·t�'rJri ��:D,Jsira:.Cakra. This is the general concept 
of life:; ii\ >.BtiC:iifhiim 'and when Time is . regarded as an 
a$pe"cfoi"'ei.i$i�nc� bi: in 'other words, when existence is 
ccuiceiv�'d frtim ·die ·viewpoint of time, one can easily 
evolve a sys�e� oi'�liiiqsophy and ritual out of it and this 
is wiia·t lia� haJ{perled fit" the case of the kalacakrs form of 
Btiddhism: :Tirtteiri 'this .sense is regarded as the ultimate, 
immutable "' il'nif "luichangeabhi dement underlyi:r:tg all 
ph�hoiriena ill" the sahie way llS the concepts of dharms
kays, khlirm'Bdh!tii, 'irinyaa or nirvana are considered. 

.ln this �ense·Tinids the ultimate and absolute support of · ali phenonierla and' is thus described in the Sekoddess{Jki 
(GOS. Xc; ··p� :··sj which is a commentary on the·section 
dealing with consecration (sbhileka) in the ka.jscskra
tantra, in the fol1owing terms : "Time is of the nature of 
o�serving and is symbolised by ksruf!8 and ilinyata. 
Siinysta is said .to be like a wheel and hence the ·wheel of 
time (kalacakra) is non-dual and imperishable" 2. 

. . 
I .  A large number of works.dealing with th'! Kalacakra system are found fn the Tibetan Tn'pitaka as shown in the Taisho (ndex. See 

under Sri-kilacakra. See also JRAS. Bengal Branch, 1 952, p. 2, pp. 7 1 -6 
' . 

2. Karu!Jii-siinyatii-miiqi!J. · 
ki,la!J S811JYfli-riipini 
siinyati cakramityukta"! 
1kilacakro 'dvayamak�ayam. 
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The indentity of the macrocosm· and ,the microcosm is 
ariother important philosophical tenet-:made :u;se of in this 
system. Hence, at the beginning of the Kils¢s.krs tantra 
(Dugupta, Joe. cit) the Buddha is made to state that the 
Kilacs.kr• system of yoga, with· all its access,odes of 
magic circles (m8J!tfals) and consecrations {lfbhikks) is 
explained within this very body. The Budclba further 
explains how the entire U.niverse with all its objects and 
localities is found in the human body itself and how time· 
with all its . divisions (i.e. day, night; fortnight, month, 
year etc.) too is within the body in its process of the vital 
wind (pii�sviyu): And this is nothing different from the 
Buddha's state�ent occurring in the Nikiiyas, (A. II, 48 
and S. 1; 62): "Verily, 1 declare unto you, that within this 
very body, mortal though it be, and only a fathom high, · ) but conscious and endowed with mind, is the world, the 
waxing thereof, and the waning thereof and the way that 
leads to ·the passing thereof. " 

_ In his account of thi!:_ Kilacakra system based on .the 
commentuy of the KIJacalcrs�tsntrs, called . Vimala
p.ra�bi (manuscrip� in the RASB. Iibra.ry and quoted by . 
Dugupta, op. cit._ p. 53, note 1), Da,sgupta says (p, 67): 
"J:Iere he (i.e. Ki/sca,kra) is saluted as. of the nature of -
SDnyatJ and .bruni; in bhn there- is the absence of the 
ori�ation and de;truction o( the three worlds, he is � 
unific�tion of the �ow led� m;td _ the knowable; goddess 
Prajfii .who is both with . form and without form, is 
embraced by him; he � "ereft of origination 11nd change; 
he is immutable bliss bereft of all lower pleasur�; he is the 
father of the Buddhas, possessing the three kJyas, t�e 
knower �f the three tim�s (i_.e. p�t, pre�ent and future), 
the_. omni,cient, the ultimat_e and original Buddha, the ) non dual-Lord.:.. · _ · · · 

_ 
This account shows that Lord K.ilacakra is the same as 

the Adibuddh!l or the Vajrasattva. And, in fact, the 
K�Jacakra system is called Adibuddhayina or the 

· ' Adiylna i.n the Kilar:akrs tsntr• itself( B. Bhattacharyya, 
Indi•n Buddhist Iconography, Calcutta, 1958 edition, 
p. 1 87): It is_ the personification of the absolute en the 
basis of the concept of time. And hence he is addressed as 
the �enevolent, all-powerful Lord in the following words: 

"Be homage to Kilsciikra for the renioval· of ell obstruc
tions, to him who is the highest, the imperishable, the 
bliss perfect . . Be homage to. thee who is knowledge 
incarnate. 

"0 lord, be gracious to me today, consecrating me with 
that cons�cration, which is imperishable, the bodhidtta, 
which is of the nature of iDny•tJ and of karoiJi. 

"I .shall be your slave for all time, with my wife and 
children. To me there is no other refuge until enlighten-

ment is attained " (Sekoddess-tiks, GOS, XC, p; Z4). 
Hence it symbolises NirviliJB from the viewpoint of Time. 
hi the ritualhtic side of the system it is seen t�at all the . 
important elements of Indian yoga such as postures 
(iisans), . breathing exercises (pri.IJsyims), magic circles 

. (maiJtfala), consecrations (sbhi/eka) etc. were incorpo
rated . In this respect the following words of W. Y. Evans
Weotz may be quoted here: "In the Kslacakra:-system, 
the ·inscrutable powers which work through n ature, 
bringing into manifestation universes and t.hen absorbing 
them, and causing 'meii to live and die, are penonified not 
only in their du�l aspect by the shakta and shskti as in the 
older Tinfddsm but also in the dual functions of preser� 
vat ion (represented i'n Hinduism by Vishnu) and destruc
tion (represented in Hinduism by Shiva). Th\is there : 
caine into Tlntricisin two . new groupings of deifiec f  
personifications, one being the order of peac�ful dc:iti�s: · 
personifying tile . priwhs m&.kitlg for preservatidn;·, the 
other being'tbafof the·wfath'ful deities� petsonifyhig th� · 
powers m"aking f()r destiuctiorl".l . • . . 

The Kilscskra system is said to have been popular in 
northern Inditi,' K.ashmir ;ilnd Nep'i.l by about the lOth 
century A. c. �t is gen�rally,b·elieVed.trus system origin�ted 
in · Sambhala'; whit� 'hu· not }'l!l , bien identified ' ·witli. ' 
certainty. 'Accorduig· tcf s.c: Du ·u quoted by Eva'iui� . 
Wentz- ( op. cit� p. 59) il ia' a k'�t;y sldd th have beeri locate·d; 
near the rive( O:ltu'ii in: 'central ASia �nd accotdir!g �q 
Monier Williams : if . ij ·:a · iowti 'situated -.. between ·  ihe 
Rathapra and the Gang�:s and· identified by· ·sorrie u : 
Sam thai in Mond abad Where the future K&lld incirnation 
(avatars) is iui.id fto .i:PP��:· : 

.• · · 

·: . :. : ! �- .· :�·� � 
Another authodty obse.rves: "Within the: f�ld of. 

Vajrayina-there,arost; �n or about t�e l Oth century A. D.- a · 
school kDQWJl·,as · l.lt�akr:aylna, y.thich should not be 
regarded: as a · sep,rate school :of Tintrik Buddhism< 
distinct frqm ,Vajrayllla,,The supreme deity in this 'chool · 
is called the L<>rd_ Srl Kilacakra. Kilacakra means th� 

ultirrtate hnrQuta"le -knowledge (pr!jffl) or the state of · 
liiny11t• w�le cdrtt 'means the cycle of the world process, 
or· the body :of the Lord containing the potency of the 
existe�c� ;QLthe lllliverse which is just the principle of · 
UpiytJ.· · �11-.cakra, therefore implies .the ab.solutely - · . 
unified principle of prsjffi and upiys and he is . thus the 
bodhicitta; ln some tantrss ht: is characterised � IDnystl 
e.n<J .ksrlllJi unified, as the non-dual Lord or as embracing 
prajffa. There is therefore no essential difference betwen 
· tbe two co_nceptions of Ki/sca.krs and Vajrasattva '! 
(R.C. MajJ.undar, The Struggle for: Empire, Bhlratlya 

. Vidyii Bhavin, Bombay, 1 966, p. 422). 

The Buddha is said to have promulgated the Kilacakrs 
system in Orissa (Dhanyaka�aka.) and that Sucandra, the· 

3 • .  ne Tibt:t.n Book of the Glfllllt Liberation, Oxford University Pre&s, 1 954, p. 60 
. I 
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king of Sambhala, received the. teaching ·miraculously 
and . wrote. ·the Kllacilia-tantta, although it waS ··not · 
published till the tenth· · century · A. C. According to 
Tibetan. authorities the ·system wu introduced· into · 
Nilandi "y a paDdit calh:d Chilu and · accepted by 
N atotapa who was then head of the · University &Jtd 
thence it apreac Uo ·Tibet.4 · 

TJte icon98R.Phic81 desCriptio� oC: the G� Kilacak�a, . 
ai given in the YqpaimsyojJva/1 <PP� a3�) � u follows: "GOd Kilacakra (bbagavin kila�rab)dances in.i/Icfba 
attitude on the. bodies of Atllll'\ga and Andra lying on the. 
b�ck. He ia

.
bhie iD colQ!Jr. He :wears . liger akin and hu 

twelve �y�s and fo�r J•ces. fie .is crndpw� with three . 
ne�Jca

.
arid iiX shou.idm� Wit� t.he prhtcipal twelve ttands 0� �ach aid� and the subaidjary hands, the total ��mber 

of his handi · it. tw��ty Jo1,1.r th9us.aild {caturvil!'lati� 
s��rabJ, iW.o .

. 
qihi� :risbt hand� are blue, two re<l �d. 

two white. ne hands are simil!U'. in the left. Jhus along 
witii a�bsidia.rliian:d�, f�ur � blue, fo�r red · an·d .f{?�r 
white. They occur both in the right and in the left. 

cii� the :four h'ands of blue c�lou� are: he lei' �he �a]rs; the · . • . . ;. · - .  -· •. · . . . • - · · . · . . . - ' 1 ,  ' . . . 
triJiila and the iadr. lri the four hands of red colour are. 
held .the fi�� •. tb� .;�ow, .tP,e ·vajrs �d th� ahkuss� An� in 
the three �bite bands �e shown tbe discus, t,he knife, the 
rOd �d' the u� . •  � the fo�r left ha�dii of biu.e'colour are sh��� the ��j�a-inarJc�d· . bell, ·the plate,. the kbatvariP, . with the gapfPg QJ.9uth �d the .KapJla fuU of 'blood. In . 
the. four hands of red coiour CBn be seen the bQW, the . .  
noose� th�jewe(imd the Jot�s. In the Jour ��ds of wl*� . · 
-colour, there are' the mirror, the va/r.a,, th.e.�chai.n �d the. 
severed heed of Brahm a" .(The English translation is as 
given by B. · Bhattacharya in his Tbe. Indian Buddhist 
Iconography; pp. 1 87-8). Bhattacharya also inforn�s u� . 
thet images or paintings of K·�acakra are rare in India; In. · 
Tibet ··and China he is a more .popular deity; ,Qe also ' 
suggests that ()Wing . to the .blue colour of the deity; ' • 
Kllacakra is to be·· regarded . llS an emanation of the . 
dbyini-buddba Ak4obhya. . His representations further · 
has. a third eye in eacl,l .hand. He also wears a garland of . · 
skulls and a. belt . of ornaments of vsjra; He . is always< 
represented inyab-yum(fathei-mother: J'U81U1Bddba)posture 
embracing· his . . female t:ounterpart or Prajfii/ who · is · 
designattd ViJVIUJJJtJ or Universal Mother ( Nispanntt� · 
yogiv.n, p. 84);·Tbe god 's two original hands are. �t the 
goddesse'a·b,ck, and hold the vsjrs and the.gbaf!ti witb 
the . wriSts crossed in· the vsjrsbulpkira-mudri. The 
iOddess is two or four-faced and eight-armed ;· She too 
lla.Hhe third eye i,n each face and is ·orange-coloured and 
holds tht:.kalt[ki and kapVa· -in her two original banda. · 

t � Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, II, pp. 386-8. 

KALAMA SUITA 

(Antonette K. Gordon, Tbe Iconography of· Tibt:tllll 
L.m.mn, Charles E. Juttle end Co., Ruthland, Vermont, 
Tokyo,.Japan,. 19�9; p; 8�);! 

. · . . . 

l!tiJ.,.r.,·.A�s..m�JuQf:�p� .. tbc Mabi Vqga of. the 
r\ll'8lJitT«.!rii.J'I�f.Y.��p1 ID!�·..,I.IUIJ Pi taka of the Pali C�on. 1 . 

;����AA��J��·�'¢1.1re
.
n.t' js fo�nd in Ahguttara . 

. ... ,., ..... .... "' .... . The . KJlama S.utta .was . 
M!Mi�.���c� the Buddha wu �net i;,y them . 

tbcir.t!��lii��P Ji';IUiJt�d;l�es·. ·�· ',·.\J ,·uta.· jn t�e land
. 
�f K.osala. · . 

�.i·,��Mi'Pf :����p)�;�a :ru,int out to the Buddh.a that 
diff.e,l'l��\tn!JcNJW:·•ga{J,�,r���iJla yis�t .th�m. at Keaaputta 

ip,l!,i))•G.{ili\'��P.t�@A�l�,�. with tl\eir .own theories . 
oglrni:s/]lji;y pom.plalin to:tb.e�.�dd.J:ta tpa,t each �me . 

teatcfii�ra''·ex'Bltll'"one's OVt'Jl teaching · and dispa-
·a&t�s;•tnc!1iti\lJf;t8ltfl(�UJ,f•th� 1€achiilgs of others. Since 

:·i�'ao�lif1ri.t<.aft1�li1fu1�"C{·:··mutu ally contradictory . 
Buddha that they are 

aceJ�UctU i'tfi;111t\cil1Hlf�lhe!bt.les:They seek guid-ance from 
Rtl.rtifi;·Ji"'F�!(;�!f'eitJtff:lhlf. their scepticism, The· 'other . 

·· • pr�liched to Bbaddiya · 

rl>l\i.l.,-10' ....... ·Buddha was living at · : · Vesili. The ·o·ccasion · 
. reference · ·made ' by ' : 

t'jii1:ilJUe��BtilOn made against · 
kind•·or magic to 

;uJUuu • . Here·too the Buddha · 
he· rejected in· the· · 

!truth of an assertion, 
dilcover tl,le truth in their 

Bn��ChbJ[8f1i'�:lie1�cfiJl!lJ�tl\�vJ:V'Jfm�I.SI!ltta represents 
the-;�sence-• \jf•;,&� . · :.�pilitemological teaching. · : Fdtl,\:itct':is�.\ill " ttifs.·�siiitl�ith·•t\ :the·'� Buddha presents ten ·· 
grouncfs;wfHcli sMtdd.rtot be·rtlied'upon for determining· · 
thei truthftilneis+oftiil ·(�tei�ient'·;In · tb'!s· Sutta it' is also 
expUcltly'sli.ted th'ara.tit�mmUhb\Jld be liccepted only 
whetF olil!! ;bu' : p�taon'ailr.-Jhl6Wrt" it . ro·� be · true. The 
ill!pqr:tl!9� .�f. t�e..$.��1i�:,S.l�l. �� f'�� di�t it men�jons a 
n'-'in.b�r- .·�t; g�ouri.�f. �hi�� . • re . ... 9t. ·acceptable ·to the· 
Buddliit ai Uldmate crlt�a'for det�rmining tbe truth. of a 
statement. The grounds �enti�ned in the . . Sutta. are 
significant from the point of view of the early Buddhist . 
theory.of knowledge in particular and from the point of 
vi.ew of the history of �pfstemology in Indian ph

.
llqsopby . 

in general. Some of the. terms uset:f in the Klllma SuttR. 

S. Alice Getty, too, givea a deacription in her Gods ofN,orthem Buddhism, p. 128 . 

• AIJauttMII Nikiy11, Vol. I, 188- 1 97 
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probably had acquired a certain technical m�:al;]�P.l�� 
philosophical �d religious discourse.s of the 
Buddha. -They occur in the same form or 
variations in other Suttss of the Pali canon 
the religious and philosophical liteature of nr"'-HII .... 
and post Buddhist lnf:lia. Many modern interpreten . 
Buddhism quote th� KiUsms Sutts as evidence; : for' · 
characteri:rjng early Buddhism as a non-authoritarian . , 
rational and empirical system of thought. It is also viewed 
as advocating the principle of free inquiry particularly in 
the spiritual and the moral spheres which usually give rise 
to much di:versity of opinions . . H is also important to 
point out that the Ka.IBms Sutts is not just one isolated 
instance in which �uddhism advocates a non-authori
tarian attitude. The Buddhist attitude reflected in the 

) Kslims Sutta appears .to be consistent with a number of 
_,_, _ other . discourses. _ in the Sutts Pi!sks. Therefore, the 

�arams Sutts m!ly be viewed as a standard formqlation 
and statement of the Budd,hist critique am! evaluation of 
certain _commonly accepted criteria of tmth during the 
time .of -the. Buddha. The ob.servations made by _ the 
Buddha are relevant to any seeker of truth today as much · 
u to those to whom the Sutta was a<;ldressed by the 
Budd�a in his own- time. 
- . The Kilims Sutts cbuld be better understood in te�ms 
of the .Ssnga��YB s'uttB_ oi the M�jjhim� Nikaya.in which 
the B.uddha responds to' a dir�ct question regarding the 
ground on �hid� he base� his teachings .z Here the 
Buddha classifies all teachers i�to three �oups . K. N. 
Jayatilleke ih h_is Esi'ly Buddhist Th�oly oi Knowledge 
(EBTK) has interpreted the dassifi'cati�n mentioned in 

- this s'utts ' as ; ( 1 )  traditionalist ;  (2) - i:-easoners and 
metaphysicians and (3) experientialists.3 The term 'tfadi-) tioilalistis; is used as a 'renderi�g of the Pali term 
amissutika in the Sshgaiava Sutts. · The firs t . ground 
which is rejected by the Buddha in the Kimma Su-tis is 
snussava. The term snussavs is derived from the prefix 
anu which has the meaning "successive'' and the verbal 
root lru .meaning "to hear. " Buddhism ·too used the term 
suti to indicate learning from some authoritative source. 
A person who is .much learned or well versed in the 
teaching of the Buddha, is described .in the Suttas as 
/Jshussuto (D. I, 93; 137, Vin. I I ,  95). The knowledge of 
the teaching of the Buddha possessed by a person who 
has learned it from the Buddha . or from some accepted 
source of authority in Buddhism is called sutamayi paflfla 
(D. Ill , 2 19). Such usage suggests that it is reasonable to 

2. Majjhima Ni/ciya Vol. II, p; 21 1 .  

Woodward translates 
uses the same translation in · 
tive translation that she has 
Jayatilleke is not satisfied 
(EBTK p. 1 75); According• · 

-

BnUSSBYB should not be SO_.' 
tradition contention J ayatilleke 
Cahk1 Sutts.1 Acc·ording to JayatHl 
from this context that the brahmins 
absolute authority and validity, pL 
merely out of faith in a tradition,: but- · 
sacred, holy or revelational traditi-on. "  . _ 
Examining the evidence in the religious literat�re�uf�tj:Te 
period he concludes th at sometime before the YogaSntts 
and probably during the time of early . Buddhism; 
anusssva had come to. mean the s•acred V�dic · tr'aditiori: 
The point that J ayatilkke; had laboured to m-ake in this 
disc�ssion · is that the Buddha 's criticism of snussava 
applies primarily to revelation as a means of kno-wledge; 
For Vedic knowledge was held by the . brahmins : to· be 
revealed by Brahmli; who in some strata of the brahma;, 
nical literature was evidently . considered as a per$onal 
creator God. The Vedas were considered to be a hol:Y- and 
sacred tradition the truth and- authority of which should 
not, according to the brahmins; be questioned because it 
was ultimately heard from and handed down by Brahmli; 

3. Early Buddhist Theory of Knowled�, (George Allen and Unwin Ltd. ,  London, 1 963) p. 1 72. 
4. Gradual Savings, Vol. II. p. 200. 
S. Middle Length Sayings, Vol. II .  199, 360, 400. · : -�J; 
6. Middle Length Sayings, Vol. Ill. 6, 20. · · · ' · . · :1 .:(� ...... -·i.'< 

7. 'Na kho ettha brahmaiJ'i saddhaya y�va payirupasanti, anussava p 'ettha payirupasanti. Majjhiriiti Nikaya; Vol:- 1-1-.' l -70.,� \\)':\f, · 
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� omniscient and personal being (or Prajiipati, who is 
identified with Brahmil). Examin"ing the evidence in the 
Pali Nikiyss, u well as the pre-Buddhist Vedic literature, 
Jayatilleke concludes that there are three possible senses 
in which the term was used in the Pali canonical 
litetliture. The · mote $pecific artd importan t sense 
attached to the ·terili comes close to "divine revehition" 
�ccepted by. b�ahmanieal teachers .. lt als.o has the sense of 
autho.ritative tradition." The more urw_ommo-D imd non

techi1icli.l sense. in whiCh the terPI may have· been used is 
"repart". 

Two oth�! tci·in's us-ed iifthe KBliimaSutts in the sense 
\Ji traditional authority are p'ii-amp�rif and . pi!aka
ssmpsdi: Their .usage :in· the Pali suttss shows that these · 
terrns ·are also" tlosely associated with the vedic tradition. 
Iii"lhe M•.ffbiiJiil Nikaya (II, 169) the two terms occur as 
:br•bmanlnatn· purJI!sm ·m sntapadiJip -itiha itiha 
piktampsiiyttpifaklissinpadiys;· Jn the· same text (M. I. 
SiO) the expression andhaveni psriiinparais used to refer 
to the VediC tradition;. 

· ' . 

·"The· next kind ' of knowledge based on authority 
mentioned in · the · :I<sliina Sutts is itikirs. The Pali 
colnmentatial traditi(m explains the· term kira in tertns of 
the· terrrt BnWSjVB. I Thei'C is a corre·spondence between 
itikkl and itibiitf.ha:· In P�li 6oth hs and kira a:re used in 
irittoducing · anecdotal material. The · dhamma pro
pounded ·by the Buddha is said to· be one which is anitihs 
which inay be' .taken -u the opposite of itiha itiha. 9 K. N. 
Jayatilleke.points out 'tha·t-the·'vedic term aitih)'a included 

the speculative .- material . of the·· brahJllanical religion 
pertaining to - the religious life. The education . of the 
Brahmin ihldent appeltn to havt included tho: study Of 
legendary - and historical lore referred. to in Buddhist 
sources .s· itibisspuranlltfJ. ,Jayatilleke concludes .frollJ 
the above·evidence.that the crlticism of itikir'lseerris to be 
directed at the validity: of the Je�endary and historical 
material- -as well as ·ltie - spec'ulative· theories ·of the 
Brsbm•�!as, Ararjyaku/ &n·<;t ·possibly the eluly · Ypani
sb!idi, ·all of which' were :Cianfied under sitihya· in · the 
brahmanie.t tradition; ilt'-this -'time·.:. T·he K-ilimiJ Sutta, 
howeftr, does :fiot ·rtt.�tioitr th�·;e�pression ·itihs "itiba. 
According to J ayatilleke:this-inay �e due to the fact that it 
is - -identical ··with · ftikira; :bike · :amussavo��, ·itikirs ·also 
inCluded· much of the·Vedic tradition. However the term 
may ·apply· even·· outside . the.· Vedic tradition and its 

criticism may be. 'understood as a criticism of a person's 
tendency to rely on the words of otherswithout any 
concern about the experiential basis · for the beliefs 
involved. 
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The term· pitakssampsdS is explained in the PTS 
d ictionary (PEDJ as "accordirlg· to the pi!aks tradition or 
on the grounds of the authority of the pitaka. According · 
to this explanation the application of the· term-is restricted 
to the authority of ·the Buddhist scriptures. which were 
later· classified int-o three pi!skss or collections. Jaya
tilleke points out that the term pi!aks hils been used in 
reference to the Vedic tradi tion as well, e.g. in itihitihs 
paramparays pi!sksssmpsdifya (M. I ;  520; I I .  1 69) . The 
term app·ears to have had a wider reference than just to 
the Buddhist collect.ions. It must have meant any 
collection of scriptures which was considered to .be 
authoritative: 

Jayatilleke interprets accepting a'vi.ew o·n· bhsvyarii
pat! also as a form of acceptance ori the basis of 
a!Jthorit� ,' in ·his view 'it falls under 't.he cate�Ot·�· of �he 
te�'timony or" reliable. persons . It _is translated in Gradual Sayings (II. 200) u "l>ecause it fits becoming". Jayatilleke 
finds this . traiisiation objectionable . and contends . that 
bhsrysriipsta should be interpreted as referring to the 
person from whoni:a proposition is accepted rather than 
to .the proposition itself (EBTK p. 201). ·ae points otit 

. that
. 

bhsbba in the sense of "suitable" · or "capable" . 
qualifies persons rather than non-p�rsoris. He afso points 
out that the comme�tadal expla�ati.on of ihe term as 

. ay�rP bhikkJw, 
.
Msbbsriipo� · imasss · kath�rp gaht:tlll9 

yuttsrp, f. e. �this monk is a e<apable perso�, one ought to 
�ccept his s(atcment;' (AA.. II . .305) supports. ,the irtter
pretation .that, h� pr.oposes . h is to accep t a statem�nt on 
the basis o_f 'die competen�<e -of the p�rson who makes the 
�tatei:neqt. ) �y�tiheke reia�s tliis to the later Indian 
conceptiqp of iptopadela or aptayacana. The hist form 
of. acceptance_ of 'a view on the :bll5iS . Of ��thotjty 
mentioned . in the Ki/Bma Su.tta as _s8maqo no garu als.o 
can be easily classed under th.e- same category as 
�ccept!!Dce ort the testimony of reli.able persons. . 0 It is probably because the term anussava could cover 
the other five forms of acceptance of a view on authority 
that they are not mentioned in tlie general classfication of 
epistemologica1 positions referred to in the Sabg'ilrs'va 
Sutts. The -Ki!Bma Sutts merely ·state these different 
forms of acceptance 'on authoritry and disapproves of 
such acceptance, but it does ·not give the reason f-ot·such 
disapproval. The Buddha's criticism of acceptmce of a 
view on the basis of authority is found elsewhere .  to The 
criticism, however, is given only under the bead. of 
anussavs, but it may be understood as applying to other 
forms of acceptance on authority as well. The general 
criticism made here is that the value attached t o  the 
authoritative source is no ultimate cirteriori for the

.
truth 

8. Xirs ssddo snusssvatthe (Jstsks [, ISS); kiriti snussavatthe nipato (J. II. 430). 
9. Bnlhmac.triyvp anitihllll} (Afl8uttars Nikiys Vol. H. 26, Th. l. 33 1). 

10. Majjbima Nikiys Vol. II. 170 
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of a given view. Even a highly esteemed ·authoritative 
source may lead to beliefs which are empty, hollow and 
false. On the other hand, a belief which is not supported 
by such authority may be true, real and in accordance 
with fact. ' '  A further criticism of anussava is added in the 
Sand aka Sutta, where it is pointed out that a person who 
attempts to base the truth of a statement on anussava 
may sometimes suffer lapses of memory which might 
distort the very source on which he tries to establish a 
truth. 12 

The remaining four grounds which the Buddha rejected 
in the KiJ.Jama Sutta could, according t.o Jayatilleke, be 
considered under the general category of reason. In h.is 
opinion, just as anussava heads the list of all forms of 
acceptance of views on the basis of authority, takka heads 
the list of all forms of ac_ceptance on the basis of reason. 
There is evidence in the Pali cononical sources as well as 
the pre-Buddhist Indian philosophical and religi�us 
literature to the effect that reason was used in order to 
fcirmu]ate philosophical t�eses, defend them, and also 
attack alternative theses Which contradicted a thesis held 
by a particular theorist. The product of such rational 
speculation was considered by the Buddha to be s trongly 
held dogmas (di!!hi). In the Brahmajala Sutta the 
Buddha specifie·s some of the dogmas which were the 
·product of such . rational speculationll, Also in the 
A!�haksvagga of the Suttanipata the Buddha is critic at of 
the attempt of many teachers who call themselves experts 
to determine what is true and false on the basis of dogmas 
constructed by means .of rational speculation. 1 4  The exact 
nature of such reasoning is not illustrated fully in the 
Buddhist sources. Probably it was similar to the method 
fqllowed by philosophers of the Wester� rationalist 
tradition exemplified by .Philosophers like Descartes, 
Leibniz and Spinoza, who constructed systems of "truth " 
on the. basis of a priori or self evident premises and 
deductive inference. Although it  may not be proper to 
attribute . to Indian thinkers d udng the time of the 
Buddha, a distinctly worked out rationalist method of 
philosophizing as in the case of the classical rationalist 
philosophers of the West, metaphysical speculation on 
the basis of reason appears to have taken place among the 
Upanishadic thinkers, and the materialist and sceptical 

thinkers of India during this period . • s  The Af!hakavagga 
shows that public' debates were held on philosophical 
issues between persons who argued their case at public 
gatherings where even a judgment appears to have been 
made regarding the victor in such debate . tfi The fact that 
the Pal i  suttas make a distinction between views that have 
been well reasoned and those that have been ill reasoned 
(wtakkita.n; and duttakkita.rp) shows that there were 
certain commonly accepted methods of valid reas.oning 
in a public debate. People who constructed philosophical 
views on the basis of reason (takka) would have done so 
in conformity with these accepted s tandards of valid 
reasoning. The Buddha did not believe that one could 
arrive at the truth by means of such a method. On the 
cqntrary he believed that i t  merely leads to interminable 
conflicts and debates which p roduce . unwholesome 
emotions detrimental to a person's moral progress. This 
explains the Buddha's characterization of the truth he  
discovered as  one  which cannot be comprehended by 
means of reason (atakkavacaro). 

The early Buddhist criticism of takka is similar to the 
general criticism of anussava. A belief which is th� 
product of reasoning according to accepted norms o'r 
good reasoning may turn out to be true or false whereas a. 
belief which is not supported by such reasoning  may be 
true (sutakkitarp pi hoti duttakkita.n; pi hoti; tatha pi hoti 
afifiatha pi boti - M. I. 520). 

The next ground rejected by the Buddha is referred to 
as nayahetuin the Kiirama Sutta. The Trairiisika Ajivakas 
and the Jains were known to have logically evaluated 
theories of reality on the basis of standpoints . • ?  The 
Buddha does not consider this as an ult imate ground on 
which a beiief could be established as true. 

. 
The other two grounds mentioned in the Kiilama Sutta 

namely akiiraparivitakka and di!{hinijjhanakkhanti 
occur in other contexts · also along with three oth.er 
grounds which are rejected by the Buddha. u One of these 
three is anussava which has already been adequa tely 
discussed . The other two are saddha and ruci. Akara
parivitakka is interpreted by the commentator as karai?a 
- parivitakkena (by a consideration of reasons). 1 9  The 
PTS Dictionary also gives "reason, ground, account " as 

I i. spica n·inussuta� yeva hoti talfca hoti ritta� tuccha� musa, no ce pi svanussuta� talf ca hoti bhutaf!! taccha� analfliathi (ibid). 
12. M. l. 520. See also :K.N. Jayatilleke's discussion in EBTK, pp. 1 86- 187  
13. The ground of  �orne of the dog

.
mas enumerated in  the Brahmlijii/a .wtta i s  described as  follows: 

takkapariyahata� Vima�sanucarita� says� pa�ibhlina� eva� aha. D. I. 2 1
. 

14. Taklcafl ca di{!hi.w pakappayit va sacca� mrui ti dvaya dhamma� shu. Suttanipata 886. 
\5. Fat a detailed discussion of the use of reason in Indian philosophy in pre-Buddhist India and during the time of the emergence of 

Buddhism, see EBTK section on "The Historical Background". 
16. Suttanipata 827. 
17. 'See in thilt connection Jayatilleke's d iscussion, EBTK, pp. 1 54- 1 60. 
1 8. Majjhima Nikjya Vol. I I. 1 70 

19. Ahguttsra Nikiya A!{hakathi Vol. I I, 305. 
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the fifth meaning of ilkilrs. The term occurs in this sense 
in M. I. 320 (ke . . . .  ikara ke snvsyii yen syasmii evsm 
vadesi: ssmmassmbuddho bhsgavJ . . . .  ). The term Bkars-

. vsti saddhi is also used in a context where the Buddha ' 
speaks of the faith or confidence of a person who has 
taken certain, reasons into consideration without being · 
moved by a blind or baseless faith (amnlikil ssddha). 
However, the fact ·that iiksrsparivitakka is classed along 
with purely subjective grounds such as ssddha shows that 
conclusions reached on a consideration of reasons alone 
cannot amount to knowledge. Di!!)linijjhilnskkhanti, the 
other ground mentioned in the Kii/8ms Sutts is some
times mentioned in other contexts with approval by the 
Buddha. It is sometimes said to be a result of examining 

.the meanings of what one has learned by hearing (sutvi 
dbammsm dhireti, dhstilnsrri dhsnimansm stthsm 
up•parikkbsti, atth8.1!1 upsparikkbato dhsm;,i nijjHJ
lJSI.!I khamaliti- M. I. 1 33): In such contexts. i t  is referred 
to • part of the psychological process associated with a 
leaming experience. J ayatilleke interprets it · as ."the 
comfction that results from thln)s�g about a theory". All 
the avaliable evidence seems to support this interpre
tation. It is tbe subjectivity involved in total dependence 
on such aground that is objectionable from the Buddha's 

. point of view. That is why it is classed wtt'h other grounds 
· such as saddhii and ruci(like, inclination or preference), 

. · The Kiilima Sutta·is 'not an ·attempt to show that the 
ten 8rounds mentioned in the Sutta are totally useless 
from the point ofview of a person s�arching for the truth. 
The Buddha is willing to admit .the usefulness of hearing 
from an authoritative source as a preliminary stage in ·a . 
person's search for truth. A noble disciple is one who has 
thus acquired learning by hearing (sutavii ariyssiivsko). 
The lisefulness of suti is recognized although it is not 
tum as an ultimate criterion of truth; Similarly reason 
may also have a limited use. The Buddha does not deny 
the usefulness cif rational·fnith, or the confidence gained 
as a consequence �f a consideration of reasons. What the 
Buddha appears to be denying in the Kiiliima Sutta is that. 
any of the grounds mentioned could be a substitute for 
the direct experiential understanding of the truth. 

It is clear fro� a study of the background on which 
Buddhism · emerged . that there were many divergent 
theories about the nature of reality and the ultimate goal 
and g90d of man. Ma�y teache�s appear to have claimed 
themselYes to be experts on spiritual matters, and holding 
firmly to their own views, cr.iticizing the views of others. 
In view of this diversity of theories, some thinkers had. 
taken a. sceptical stand for epistemological reasons. By 
the time of the rise of Budd.hism materialist teachers who 
expressed doubts about the reliability of the Vedic 
tradition as well as teachings which went beyond the 

W. Majjhima Nikiya Vol. L 400-4 13. 
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experience of tbe ordinary senses . arg\led against the 
possibility of cl iliming any metaphysical or higher 
knowledge. It is this emerging critical outlook that is 
reflected in the Kllliima Sutts of the Buddha. For, the 
Buddha also belonged to the generation of critical 
thinkers who were unwilling to subscribe to the · Vedic 
orthodoxy. Unlike the sceptics and the materialists, the 
Buddha maintained that there �re certain spiritual truths 
that one could realite by oneself without depending on 
external authorities and pure rational speculation. There 
are, according to the Buddha, moral and spiritual truths 
that can be immediately experienced and known .. The 
Ki.liima Sutta is  a reaffirmation of the Buddhist 
characterization of the nature of the dl1smma discover.ed 
by the Buddha. Foi: . according to the Buddha, the 
dhsmmais sandi!!IJiko.(iminediately observable), skilliko 
(not with delayed results), ·ehipsssiko (verifiable), 
opanaiko (leading �0 an intended goal), paccattsn,t 
veditabbo.viflffilhi(to be individually realized by the wise 
ont!s). The. KB18.ms $utta is a]so one like the Apstp'JskB 
Sutts 2° which is addressed specifically t.P. the critical 
minded and the intelligent who were unwilling to accept a 
view without valid grounds for acceptance. 

The Buddha appeBJs to the experience of the Kat am as 
themselves in showing. them that moral truths can ·be 
known by oneself. in one's own direct experience. He 
points out that in · the common experience of mankind 
excessive greed, hatred and delusion lead to forms of 
behaviour that a:re harmful to the individual as wetr as to 
society. Greed, hatred and delusion are, therefore 
unwholesome and are productive ·of unwholesome 
behaviour. The moral and the spiritual life is known-'to 
consist in the cultivation of non-greed, non-hatred abd 
non-delusion; The Ki.liliiJs Sutta also draws �ttention to 
the fact that the spiritual life is one· which is immediately 
rewarding. It is not merely a theory or a belief which 
assures a reward for the faithful in the next life. The 
Kalama Sutta shows that the rewards of the practice of 
the four sublime abidings ( br�hmavihiira) are to . be 
experienced immediateiy in this life. TJ:ie absence of 
hatred imd malice in one's heart itself is a great reward 
that one can experience immediately from the cultivation 
of boundless compassion, sympathy, sympathetic joy 
and equanimity. For, it is a state of mental sanity, bliss 
and well-being here and now. These are experiential 
truths, unlike what is 'ccepted on the basis of external 
sources of authority or ·pure rational reflection and 
spec1,1lation. 

It may be said that the KWBma Sutta is .a clear �swer 
to · the sceptic and agnostic who was . puz.:ded by the 
diversity of opinion that existed regarding · moral and 
spiritual matters during the time of the Buddha. The 

\ 
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Buddha points out that there is no need to be puzzled if 
one depends on ont's own personal experience, Authority 
and rational :speculation lead inevitably to diversity of 
opinion. But there cannot be a disagreement regarding 
what is evident to the: common experience of mankind. 
Thus the rs.rama Sutta maintains that moral and spiritual 
tr�ths also can be established on objective and experien
tial foundations. Their objectivity, however, is shown to 
rest on their intersubjective or experiential verifiability. 

P. D. PremaslrJ 

KALA�A TEMPLE. See KALYA�I 

KALL See ALI and KALI 

KALINGA, name of a country in India often mentioned 
in thej'iJta.ka and several other Pali texts and comments
rial wor.ks. It is one of the seven · political divisions 
mentioned in the time of the mythical King Renu and is 
given first in the list, its capital being Dantapura and its 
king SattabhU (D. II, 235-36). According to Maha
govinda sutts Disampati, King Renu's father, was the 
ruler' of a very large kingdom, and at his d_eath Renu 
:succeeded Disampati. Renu not wishing to keep the very 
large kingdom for hitnseti, got his chief minister and 
advisor Brahmin Govinda to divide the kingdom to seven 
equal parts and appointed six of his very close friends as 
.ki.Dgs of six parts, keeping just one part for himself (ibid. 
p. 236). JC.Ilinga, however, was not .included in the Jist of 
sixteen Janapadas appearing in the Ahguttara Nikaya 
(A. I. 213), but it occurs in the extended list of Janapadas 
in the Niddesa (Nd. II. 37). Buddhsvsrpss ( ch. xxviii v. 6) 
records that one of the four Tooth relics of the Buddha, 
rem�ved from the funeral pyre of the Buddha, was taken 
to JC.Ilinga where it. was venerated as a religious treasure 
for a long time, until it was brought to Sri Lanka in the 
time of JC.ing SirimegbaVIIJ?J?B, by Hemamiilii daughter of 
JC.ing Gubasiva of JC.ilinga, and her husband Danta
Jcumlira, a prince of the Ujjeni Royal family. This Tooth 
Reijc riow reposes in the Temple of the Tooth Relic in 
JC.andy, Sri L!lllka. See DAfrADA MALiGAVA. 

The JJta.ka contain various references to JC.iilinga. In 
the Kurudbamma Tstaka (J. II, 365 ff.) it is said that a 
severe drought that lasted for a long tim!: in Klilinga once 
dried up the rivers and streams and the land was p!liched 
and people were subjected to much difficulties. The King 
of JC.ilinga, at the request of the people, brought from the 
adjoining kingdom of Indapatta the auspicious elephant, 
whose presence was believed to bring rain to any country 
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experiencing a severe drought, but the rains did . not 
come. On inquiry it was revealed that the power to cause 
wonders, was not so much in the elephant but in the king, 
his queen , his mother and several others who practised 
the K urudhamma. The King of Kiilinga then sent several 
men to the .kingdom of Indapatta to learn what this 
K urudhamma was, and it was revealed to them that 
Kurudhamma was the Paflcasils or the five precepts. It is 
said that the king of Kiilinga learnt well the Kurudhsmms 
and practised them sincerely and subse.quently there was 
rain in the country. Another king of JC.iilinga WjBS the 
contemporary of Aruna, the Ass aka king of Potali. The 
K&Jinga king in his eagerness for a fight, picked a quarrel 
with Aruna, but was defeated in battle and had to 
surrender his four daughters with their dowries to  Aruna 
(J. Ill. 3 f.). 

The KBlibgsbodhi JJta.ka (J. IV. 232) relates the story 
of another ruler of Kiilinga while, according to the 
Sarsbbanga .litaka a certain king of JC.iilinga went with 
two other kings ,  AHhaka and Bhimaratta, to ask 
Sarabhanga questions referring to the fate of Dat;t9aki. 
There they listened to the sage, and all three kings became 
ascetics. Another king of JC.ilinga was Niliktra, who 
having ill-treated a holy man, was swallowed up in the 
Sunakha-niraya, while his country was laid waste by the 
gods and turned into a wilderness (KBlihgiii'Bflfls M. I. 
376). In the Kumbhs.kara .lit aka (f. iill,. 376) the JC.ilinga 
king's name was JC.arllJ?gu. 

From early times there seems to have been political 
intercourse between the peoples of JC.iilinga and V ariga; 
Susima, grandmother of Vijaya, founder of the Sinh�ese 
race, was a JC.iilinga princess, married to the king of 
V.mga (Mbv. vi; Dpv. ix, 2 ff.). Friendly rela:tions 
between Ceylon and JC.iilinga were evidently long stand
ing, for we find in the reign oflC.ing Aggabodhi II (601�1 1  
A. C.) the king of JC.iiliriga, together with his queen and his 
minister, coming over to Ceylon intent on leading the life 
of a recluse and joining the Order under J otipala Tiler a. · · 
Aggabodhi and' his qu�en treated them with great hpnour 
(Mhv. xiii, 44 ff.). Later, the queen consort �f Mabinda 
IV came from Kiilinga, and Vijayabahu I, married .a 
Kiilinga. Princess . Tilokasundari (ibid. ix. 30). The scions 
of the Klilinga dynasty bad many times attained to the 
sovereignity of Ceylon and there were many ties · of 
re lationship between the royal families of the two 
countries. But it was Miigha, an offspring of the JC.ilirigil 
Kings, who did incomparable damage to Ceylon trild to. 
its religion and literature (ibid . Ixxx. S8 f.). · 

According to Indian inscriptions� in the . . 
of his reign Asoka conquered 

· · <!iilli.l'liilr-Jio111'' 
turning point in hi\ career, c_ · ·,.atilliilJI' 
Among the retinue sent by him aec�olitilfljby·'(J 
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of the sacred Bodhi Tree on its journey to CeyJpn, were 
ei�t families Kllinga (DPPN. s.v.) 

90 KALPA· 

Dictionary, p. 786). The present world. system is now in 
the'Kaliyuga which b�gan at mid-night between the 17th . and 18th of February 3 102 B.C. (�onier Williallll, op. 
cit. p. 854). 

Buddhism toci bas its .own concept of � extremely 
long pe.rlcid ··�r t·ifrie .

· 
�es�giiated as. KalptJ. The .· te

achin$ 
KALPA (Pali Kappa), a fabulous period of time which about .siJii:i.slr• '(fum'g· on) of beings is a fundamental 
cannot be reekoned in years as so many hundreds of doctrine· i� B\iddhlsfu and every being is in tbis sal!lsiric 
years, so many thousands of years and so many hundred proce.ss till 'S��h '�lirlii�ttams eman

.
Cipation or nib�inS. 

thousands of years and so on. · 
The length i� Jime� of �e se.msaric process of a bemg is 
beyond ;ini[�n\a�oli"lmd hence its "beginning and end �e . 

In the Vedic tradition a kalpa is the duration of time · alike unthinki�ie� ·(iYJ�•tBggoyazp bbikkhavesarpsiro between a creation and .destruction, a day in the life of pubblko#. na. ps��!.�ti. svijjari!vsrsqinazp sattin� Brabmi, the all powerful Creator God. Thirty kB.lpa.s tanbisam w. Y,o�¥�/ijt�.fflcllt�vat�.satpsarat�. -S. IJ, make a. month of Brabmii's life aJ.ld twelve such months 178). The Bud4lj,il ;7 R.�p!r�t (bodbzsatta}, too, smce he or three hundred and sixty-five kalpss make a year of received the pr�i�f�tf,6'n j�jft in the distant future he ':"ou�d Brabmi. His life span is Qne hundred such years, i.e. become a BudCi�a�·b:y .. naine Gotama, was wandenng tn . 
3(;500 .blpss. According to the Mabibbirsts (ERE. Vol. S�msira for over .fdtit ln�atclilable world periods, which 1 ,  p: 201J futy years oC:Brabmi's life have already elapsed. wo;ld periods �b�;�t�l¢� of hundreds and thousands of Th� world system becomes annihilated at the end of each aeons (ito ia_pj'�����fabas�idbikin srp cstu�nscp . kslps, i.e. at the ·end of each day of Brahmii the world �ah:/;be.:J!.i��)i}i/���!��� ,1, P�. 2). Si.n�e that �tme of sy�tem .becomes annihilated and Brahmll creates a new . the predtchon an� J,ip t9Jlj�,��Ql�. the bod.hlSatt�concluded · world system the following day (kalpa). fulfilling ibe.'p����tili}\{P.if�ri?JJ as. K.}ngV'essantara. he 

The Vedic tradition speaks · of. two other ages of the had . b�t;n :��#�tjjh.j.;f�J.f��_,qi:��ra .. �-n . hu�dr�ds . and 
world ·called msnvaniar� and yugli, both of which are . thousand� q[�W,,� · ,.���·P�.nt��� st�mes of about 

. shorter than a kaipa and come within a kalps (Monier · . . · 547. such bi�� ��i ;� . . ....
. 
��'· 

. . 
'� !.::=:\�\ · � :  

. 
. 

Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, pp. · 786-7) In the M��piqifi1{\#if(�q�. (p; ·l:l> }03) tbe !JUddha MsnvtJntsrs (Manu+sntsra) is the period or age of a . in convetsit!��: .f!tlJ'!��(�ij;��#�iii:l�, <te�eals to the manu, a super divine bei.ng. A yugs is another long hitter · that a' P�rt.Cff.i�:\l���-·fa;�ye!o'�d four types of mundane period of time. There are (our such ages, psychicpo:Wefi\�,- · .� . . ..,, ,. , ; · :{tJfno'\vii�es'uiily live for a namely (I)  Kritsyuga, (2) Tretayuga� (3) Dvaparayuga k · · �-e�:i:.� ·,�ifi:Qfth't thniuddb� too� · . h apps or ey· �� 'L " • ··· .. . '!'1t · · · · .. . . and (4) Xaliyugs. lbeir durations in uman years are as had deveiop� ��-�, .,:_ .-�.�lf�}(.��d�ttid'n()t utiHse that follows: 1 .  Krita or Satysyuga · - 1,  729,000 years; 2. · oppor'tunity :tt{ipyl!�JJ.i�2����.r&'�f.t[liy�'foi a �·P� for TretsyugtJ - 1,296,000 years; 3 .  Dvaparayugs - 864,000 the benefit' bf t'd#i'.����t'ri'. ·Seyerarmo�tbs later when years and Kaliyuga- 432,000 years . The yugss are named the Buddha' told" ·,BJii_�h�:, An'lln'da · f�at ' ·the · Buddha after the sides of a die, i.e. Krits the lucky one bein$ tht; would asS :tl .
. tb�eiliibnthHiebtP., Bhikkhu Anandli. side marked with "four dots; Treta, that with three c1ots; began ! pleW�tlt' tht'Qbddh� iiotl�;·p�s ·a?iay so soon Dvsp�r•, that with two dots and K•li, the losing one; and that he;should =iive 'fo;l�ttkappa·O:r6ey6Dd :akiippa, for with one dot (ERE. Vol. 1 ,  P· 200). the· benefit · of kods:�aha :_i��Ji:· At this .:(He 'Buddha told 

Out of the four yug�s Kritayugs is considered the most bhikkhu Anilhda '· tba)" 'if� ::'(Ani.n'da) :'ilia<! missed the 
fortunate, for, during this period people adhere very. correct opport'#pity. t'q�:'ll1a,i�� t�at requ�sf�o him (D. U; 
clos�.ly to rules of caste and ethical precepts as taught in 1 15� 7).-· · ' .  ,,,f<�,"'�� ·: · .::· ::}:. . . : .t.: :�:·: :·: · , �.n ... . · ' . · · 

· · . \ . ·
· 

the Vedic tradition. People lead peaceful lives and Three months :utet. the deinise of fbe ,Buddba w.hen conflicb among . them are unheared of, and they are elder bhikkh�s .:Q�i �t .R;j�gih� t� h�Jd ihe fi�t auddhist blessed with long life. But virtue or dhanns becomes Council, abikkhu. ADan5fa �lis fqund iault with, by the di�inished by one quarter .or foot in every succeeding Assembly of bbiklchus, Jor missing that opportunity of yuga until in·the last yuga only one foot ofvirtue remains, requesting the BUddha to Jive for a· bppa or beyond a and the Hfc span of people, too, becoq1es reduced very kappa ( Yin. 11, 289). · ·. · · : 
much. The length in time of the for yugss when . . added . , , . ' : . · '  together forms .the Great Period or a Mabi.yuga. The The word kspps comes : to· proJ.qinence again in the 
ength in time of seventy one such Mabiyugss is equal to · 

Buddbavsmss in the d�s�rjptiQ�. of twenty t.hree a·uddhas 
he period or age of a Manu or Msnvantara. The total in who preceded, · Got��a Bu.ddba, The Buddbsvsrpss 
ime of fourteen Msnvantsrss forms one day of Brilhmii description; in the words of the Buddha, runs thus: 
1r a kslpa (M.oni�r Williams, Sanskrit - English "Innumerable kspp� ago there appeared in the worJd 

' 



) 
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f9ur Bu�dhas by name TaJ;lhankara, Medhal'lkara, 
S.ai�ab.k�tra an.<f Dlp&J\kara . . And all .of them appeared 
dl,lring the s.ame . kappa. After Dipatlkara · appeared · 
K.OJ?��ija B:lld he '!\'as the only Buddha . .during that 
kspp •. The gap in kappas between Dipankara au.ddha 
and K.oJ;l� afifia  Buddha was innumerable .  Afte·r 
KoJ?9afifta Bud�ha appeared Mangala J)uddha and the 
gap. in kappas . between the two . of them, too, wa.s 
inn�unerable. MangalaBuddha, Suman a Buddhil, Revata 
Buddha and Sobhita .Buddha appeared .during a single 
kappa. After Sobhita Buddha . appeared Anomadassi 
Buddha and the time gap in kappas between the two of 
·tbe,m;· .too;· ·was innumerable. Anomadassi Budd ha, 
Padumf. Huddha and Niirada Buddha.appeared during a 
single kappa. After Narada Buddha appeared Padu
muttara .Buddha and he was .the only Buddha to appear 
during that kappa and the time gap in }cap pas between the 
twp Buddhas was innumerable. Padumuttara Buddha 
appeared one l!undred thousand kappas ago. Sumedha 
Bu�dha and Sujiita .Buddha appeared thirty thousand . 
kappas ago. Eigl}teen hundred kappas ago three Buddhas 
by name Piyadassi, Atthadassi and Dhammadassi 
appeared during ·a sihgle kappa. Ninetyfour kappas ago 
there· . appeared a Buddha named Siddhattha . Two . 
Buddhas named· Tis sa and Phussa Rppeared nipety two 
kappas ago. Ninety-one kappas ago Vipas.si Buddha 
appeared: Thirty-one klippas ago · there appeared two 
Buddhas named Sikhl and Vessabbu. h1 this Fortunate 
(bhadda) kappa . Buddhas •Kakusandha, · K.or;Iiigamana 
and Kassapa have already appeared and I am (Gotama) 
here now as the fourth, and a fifth will appear in the 
futu� by na:tne Metteya" (Buv 100-1()1) .  

· · All 'he kappas are very broadly divided into two k�nds, 
namely 'void�(st!IYtJa)and 'not v�id' (asuiJJJa). A kapp-�J in 
which·Buddhas, :Pacceka Buddhas, arahants and unive�
sal mon�rch.S do. not appear is called a ':void ' kappa. A ·, 
kappain which the above mentioned four great per�ona
Jitienppear is called a 'not void' kappa. The kappa$ are 
again ca�egorised into five according to the appearance of 
Buddhas during those kappas. The five categories are 
Sirahppa (s\Jbstantial kappa), M��akappa (the 'butter' 
kappa, at tractive .kappa), . Varakappa (the 'excellent ' · 
kappa), Sira-ma1,1�dakappa (the 'exceJI�nt-bu tter' 
kappa) snd Bhaddalc.appa (tt)e 'auspicious' kappa). in the 
S.iirakappa only one Buddha appears; in the MB�?<:fhppa 
two Buddhas appear; in the Varakappa three Buddhas 
appear; in the  Sira-mar;I�d akappa four Buddhas 
appear: in the Bhadd akappa five Buddhas appear. The 
life span of human beings is extremely long during some 
ksppssand it is very short during some kspptis. When the 
life span of human beings is extremely long hurrian beings 
are not able to truly understand .the impermanent nature . 
(aniccati), unsatisfactoriJ)ess (dukkhats) and essenl:eless� 
nen (anattatl} of component things. When the life span 
of human beings is extremely short they are not able to 
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concen.trate. o n .  such topics long enough ro  understand· 
them . .Therefore Buddhas do nQt appear during kappas in 
which life span of humim beings is extremely long or too 
s.hort (BuvA. 19 1). 

l'n Buddhism kappas are not the creat ions of an all
powerful Creator Goq �r BrahmS:. A kappa comes into 
being depending' oi:i causes and conditions and after a 
very long time it undergoes change and finally disinte
grates and after the lapse of an extremely long time there 

· takes place the evolution of another kappa. Four s\ages 
of a kiJppil 'are ·recognised in connection wh h the di�irite�
gration of a kappi,i and evo]u'tiori of anoth'�r. and ea�h �f 
these (our stages is spread over' an inea1culllble perio<fof 
time (asahkheyya). The fotir stages are· '(I) Satni-aits of 
perio�. during which a Jcappa gradUally disintegrat��. (i) 
Sarpva!{a!{hajithe period 'a: (Uslntegr.ated kappa rer11ilins 
in that state, (3) Vivii!{s <Jr ihe· ped� in whiCh another 
kappa gradu�ly evolve� and . (4) 'Yi��f!sf!hap' or th� 
period the newly evolved bppa r�mains in that slat� (A. 
II.  142): Des truction of a 'k.sppa h�pp�ns eithei by wat�r; 
by fire or by wind .' When the' destfuctiori· iS caused by . . 
water it spreads up to the Subhllki�ht .heavenly s'ph�re; 
when it is caused by fire it spreads up to the Abhass�ra 
he�venJ¥ sphere and when it,is caused by wind it sprelldS . 
up to the Vehapphlila heavenly sphere (Vism� 414); The . 
de�tructidn or � .kappa by tire happ�n�· when ·J;eopl� 
bec;ome e:Jteessively vicious and Wicic.ed (d(jsJ(Jhika); b'y 
water when· people become excessively greedy (iigiahika} 
and by . wind when pe?ple are .eXtremely � ignorant alt(i · 
foolish (mohadhika). The Ssttasuriya Sutta ·(A.' iv, 
1 00'-6) describes how a kappa i$ destroyed by fire' . .  : . : . . . 

The Buddha has in several similes explained• t'o: the 
disciples t.hat the length of time of a kappa cannot be 

· reckoned by saying: "lt is so many hundreds ·�f years; it is 
so many thousands of years, ili s  so m8.nj hundred 

. thousands of years' Biid' so on". ' the f'irsf 'simile . is' 
presented . thus: "suppose, bhikkhus, there is a �oJid rock 
one yojiUJa (seven miles) in height, on�· 

ybjana in lehgth 
and one yo jan a in breadtl) and. a· man were to just' wipe . 
that rock once every hundrt� years with a very'fine piece 
of Clotl); ·By this device, that rock·woul<;l waste away some 
day, but one cannot exhauset the length o'f time of a 
kapp/!. by that length of time". (S. II, p. 18 1) . . The second 
simil� runs: "suppose bhikkhus; there is' an iron box· one 
yojana in height, one yo} ana in length and �ne yo jan� in 
breadth and filled to the brim with mustard seeds' and a 
man were to' remove from it just one mustard seed every 
one hundred years. By this device the box can be c;mptitd 
�om� day, but one cannot exhau$t the length pf time of a 
kappa by that length of time" (S. II, p . J 82). ·The Buddha 
in another simile made it clear to his disciples that c:Ve� as · 
the length of time of a kapp11 is beyond calculation in· 
years, one cannot courit and exhaust the number of 
kappas that have gone by to the past. The simile used in 
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this context is that one cannot . count and exhaust the 
number of bpplU that have gone by to the past  just as 
one c_annot count and exhaust the number of sandgrains 
at the confluence of the river Ganga and the sea (S: II ,  
p. 184). 

. Ruwan Ba,�dara Adhlk-.� 

. . . � 

K¥,-PAV�A (�ali, Kappa�mkkha) t�e wis,h-yi,elding 
tree, is one of the five trees said to be in heaven. The other 
such he��eitty ��, �� ¥-�<!iira�a, Pii�ijiitBka, S�m,t�a, 
and Harici;Jldana. 'The concept of Kaipavrk.s a  ,is :not 
�on�ected . with . tnie�worsb,ip 'widely prev�ie�t in '.the 
wprld . .  lt is genen.Ity' �elieve(f.that certiiin . trees -� .. 
inha�ited . by divine �pirits :�d th�t · these -(Jiyine behtgs 
grant the wishes. �f tho'se who, ptopitiat� these spirits. 
These w:ish-yielding trees ,ar:e- fo�ntl 

.
on earth. ,But .the 

K�p�vrq� -�- s9Ael:y -��e. prope:rty of t.h� ·g�d�. U�Jike' 
t�ese trees the_ Kalpayrk?ll, is . np� considerep as . l;>eing 
in.b�bit.ed by ap.�spi_�!t.. tt g!.�tsJhe w_ish�s pf �ods, by its 
o.wn iilherenl pow�r. . . · · · . · . · ·· · 

. . . . . ' � ... � ... .. . ' ' : . : . 

. Many s�b-�l�rs.rau)o: obs�.rv� .. this distin�tiqn,bet�een 
the wish;:rielding trees. <m: �arih and the 'KatpQ.yr.k�� (��. · 

· see V.S. Agrawal!!, .JiuJ.iim Art, Varan�i,)96S p. 6). He . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .  ' .  ·' . . 
nys that,t�e K�p,"yrk'!- b.ec�m� �h�_ar�.<h

.
syqtbol of the 

cutt or �ree7woD.hiP. or . a.dor�ton . c>r. �bor�a.t deitie� 
(rUkk./J•-devsti�mahaj . .Bu�dhist lii�ratu�e clearly shows: 
that these are twq. �iffe.rent beliefs (i VI; l i7; 'cr. ·J, IV, 
350) and it . is 'difficult to connect the Kaipavrksa with 
dendrol�try. 

. . · · 

. Th� _ori�n -�f �e. ,�aipavrk?a c;oncept i,s not_ �le�r. lt 
may f,e that. �h� concept developed from a cult -�f f��mity 
and fe�ndi�y. U is pos11ible to su_r�se that the l(alpa� 
vrk�a.co.,cept i� apt,eri?r to the belief in tre_e-:worship and 
thaUt was by .the transference of this latter belief into the 
r�.ilm of gods· that the �c;>�qept :oi Kalpavrk�a.arose: The 
Cpf1cept �f Kalpavrk�a ��.��- gaye rise to

. 
th�. concept of 

�alpaJatl, wish-yielding cr.��per (cp. -Grunwedel, 
J!ucfd-o/st _Art in India, Londo�; 1�0 1,  p. 3 1). . . · . 

:Both th� K�lpavjk,a and K�p�J_ati f�.rms �er� u�ed as 
sculpturat_omaments of piiiius ·IU)d

.
_thrones oi:kmgs a"d 

gods .  The MiniiUTII, Sanskrit work dealfng with archl� 
tecture, describes its uses elabonitely -(Ch; xiviii). 

. 
. . . . - . . 

7he miniature tree that .appears on the crown · of 
Buddhist kings and• .-chieftains - of Sri Lanka seem . to 
ty�bolise the Kalpavrk�a, for .they were regarded by .the 
ubjects as bounteous lords who art prepared to grant
heir wishes. ' <  

S . . K. Nanayakkara 

. . 

. . 
· KALYA�AMitrA,· a  virtudus, berievolelrt, .whoiesoni� 

or worthy friend who acts as one's meritot or .. spirit\uil 
adviser ·(PED): hi. this respect a p�rson's .Kalylnamiits 
has to be more �advanced tfi�n him in virtue· arid: sell� 
disdplint (s11Jd!Jii sdhikl;.;,$nk;-J41). ; . .. ' · , · · 

. :· : . ::· �-. �. � . .  · . : s . . .. ' �· . . 
, ·BuddhliJmemphasises:tbe nec�ssity of asso'cil'ting with 

wholesome friends· to.: secure worldly gains ,,u .well .as. tQ 
attain ;pirhual'advancemerit. The Sig-.Jovids Sutta (]J. 
Hl, p. 181}diseussing ,h_e importance ofa5sociatinS with 
good friends to secure, success in lay-life, enumerates fQut 
types of.<friends;w}Jo can.be classed under KalyJn:ainitt•i · 
or worthy frie�·s.>.: They are:·• person who is ready to help 
one in }lil) '.circur:nstanees ·(updlrdp-mitto); a person 
who Will not�bandon·ms friend· itt both prosperity -and 
distress (ssm_ana :su�aditkkho mitto), a' person who is 
ready· to· give .gqod·co

.
uns.el,and:-direction -when the n�d� 

for such counseUiJ1g,'and, �lirection •rises (atthakkhaji 
mitto); . li  pe.rson·' ,�ho · is • ,sympathetic - to · one· : in'· d.ite 
circumsfances {Jiriukampl.f}ctr ibitto). . · · ·· · · · · 

· ·· A h.e�fulJtien'd·(�;�ir�o
-
·mit;o)�om�s to the res�·e 

of a , P�t:$.on: ,in' .fo;\1:� -w.ay,s,,, namely: . he .protects 11-Pd 
safeguards: his fri�n�··whe.n t�eJatter through.n�gligence · 
�ets inlQ • danger:o�s sit�Rtion (pamittsf!J.rskkhsti); he- · 
protectS. an<t �·f�-g�llrda;��e ;bdong!ngs of his. friend. in 
s_uch IJ .-sHu�t_ion (psm•Jt•�ss�=-�Jpafeyyaf!J' r4k.khsti), h,e 
be�omes :a,_ .rt:fuge dP.!J<:hi•: ;friend : when.' the Jat ter . ia 
bewild�re<t · and Jngll.-en¢d Xbbft4$ss/ssranam · boti); be . 
giyes lavi�hly· to llc:tp JI�,iriend.- ,when su�h need arises 
(uppann�S.IJ .kiCca}f�(-q1y��q .tild . .-digu�sm bhogam. 
snuppiideti). · . . . · ;..: . "'y:; �- ,,v�.� :, .':;· .-.c. . ' · · · • , • .. • ·: · . · ·, 

. : --� 

A · persOil: wh<>- -il-iequi(ttiit �l .cirC\lm·stances helpi his 
friend ..in four>ways-,�llan1:C1}7:hl! · levea.Js w.hat is unknown 
to his' friend (gtiyba.rp m4i:.bikkhiti), he keeps the secrets 
pf his Jriend {guyhiJrt.��s'tsiJ?.parigiihsd}; be- does · not 
abandon his friend hi distress flpadlsu n11 vijshati); ·he·is 
ready tti- defend and:safeguard,;hfs friend even at the risk 
to· his own life (JiVitiUlJ: piss a 'iltt:hiy11' psriccs«Jlf!{boti) .

. 
. ' . . ...: . . ·.·.::· . . . -�-:._�!:. ·, :' . •  · �  . : 
· A -person whp 1s IL:gddtf ;�Qunsellor helps his friend iri 

four way�. n!lmely��be re(rains'hi� f.ritmd from dnin2 e.vil 
(pips nNfreti):· he per:Wade,drii frit;nd to do whol�o� 
deeds (kslyiiJe niv�ti); h� :makes ·'his friend · to ·learn 
what he has not knoWn {#SSf!tirlp iivt:ti}; he ·reveals:·the 
way to .his friend . �0 achieve heavenly .<bliss after death 
(ssggasss msgglllfl i¢ik:Jchsti). ·· . · 

. , , . . 
. . : �- . 

: A syn,p"thetjc p��-qn: •helps his ·friend · l� f�ur -��;�,
namely: he does not .r.ej<?_ice ,oyer his friends. misfortune 
(abhiivenss.sJJ !!�· n40.dati), he rejpices -over his .friends, 
prosperity (bhi:�nsSSI�. nsndati); he refrains olher.s �ho 
speak iU .of �is .frle"d-{IIV�IJIJBt?J bbii�Jaminarp nivii.reti); 
an<) he . pra1ses othe�� who spe� · good · of his friend . 
(r•IJIJBIIJ bhsf!amiinarp pBSB!IJS.Bti).· , . · . 
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In·� he Buddhist wa:y of life, for the layman as well as for 
, the bhikkhu; the Buddha is acknowledged as the 'worthy
' {rl_end:-s,upreme'. Once-the Buddha, addressing bhikkhu 
. Anand:S ·who ;Was ·hh constant companion and servitor 
s��:id-: ''Ananda., beings. wh& 'are subject to birth (jati 

, dhammQ. s_a�t.s) take n;fl-Jge in . me; their supreme friend 
(Kaly'iiJBmitta) and become free from birth. Likewise 

: beings who. are · subject to . decay (jaca), .to .disease 
· (vyi_c/hi), to death(mara-'!a)etc, become free fromdecay, 
. dec.ease, de.ath etc. try· takirlg ·refuge in me, · their· worthy 

. friend supreme' (S. I, 87�88)• The Buddha made · this 
clarification to bhikkhu Anand a ·when the Ia Her expressed 
his view to the -Buddha that more than·fifty percent of the 
succeas- in . .  the· :noble religious : life (brahma-ciiriya) 
-depehdtd- on worthy friendship . (kalyilnamittati), The . ' . 
Buddha-emphatically told Bhikkhu Anand a that success 

. in· the religious. life depended. wholesale on: worthy 

. friendship (ssblsrp eva bidllflJ Anand a brahmacariyii11J 

. yadidarp kalyi-'!smittatl; lca!yii!BSBblyatl,· kalyili!B-
ssmpnshkati), In. the Kalyi-'!amittstidt vaggs of the 
A/;Jguttars. /'likJya (A. 1,: 14-15} the_ 'Buddha .declares: 
':Monks, l do Mt see anyQther.single factor that conduces 

·;to •he arising o(efficient ·states of �ind (kusa!A dhamniii) 
· and . brings:.about' the waning of .unwholes.om.e meittal 
- states (�kusali dbamm!) than.worthy,friendship. Worthy 
:friendship (KalyiiJamittata) causes the arising ofwhole
. s:ome men� Ill states t�at are notalr�ady arisen in.a person 
,- and (a.Ufl-e slime: time) dispels the unwholesome mental 
ata,tes·- that�e alr�ady arisen jJ:l a person's -mind�. · · · ·. 

·; : . · 
· The Visuddbimsggil disc\.fsses in detail the role played 

by · a KalyiiJsmitta in the process of' mirid culture 
(bbivanl)ofadistiple;A bhikkhu who is intent orilriiiid 

,- culture · liu i'o· approach ·a Kaly'aiJsmitta who has an . 
· expert's knowledge regarding various ch�raders (carita). 

) When a candidate ifit'ent orl ·mind culture approaches 
_such Bll exp�rt J?e (the_�.(tpet:t) knows wh�t type_ of �ubject 
or obj�ct- �f !Jled'itation sui.ts �im aPd wi!I pr�sc_ribe the 

( most releve'nt Hkl1!11ma!fh!l!s"(object _of me�ita�on): In 
t�is regard th� Buddha has been acknowledged . as the 
_killyi�!'initt;f sup�erhe,. because .lle was . po�s-�ssed of all 
the cJlilracteri!tics o(a Jallyibamii/a an� . a subject or 
obj�ct' �f m�dit�tlon·p��scribed··by-the B\Jddha t�.-an�ther 
penon yi:eided the b��t i:�stilts. When the · Buddha has 
p,as��d �w�y, any , on� of tqe surviV;ing . eighty great 
dis�ipl�s ( a,Jitiyi .�abssy�i.Q-?W).:w .ould :have .been the 
Jlext i:ll.oice . .fitth� absence of any one of the eighty great 
disciples, - a disciple wJto .  has at�ained arahant!lhip by 
developjng .the fol,lrth and fifth ecstaci�s (ihans)would be 
the next choice. Likewise, in the absence of an arahat, a 
non-returner (an!glmi); in the absence ·of a non-returner, 

• . • � i .- . . 

· . . . ·. .. . 
· · : . . . 

. 

a once returner (sakadigami); in the absence of 11 o�ce 
returiler; a strellfn en-tr!ln't (s(Jt!parina); in th'e abseqce of 
li stream-enir!mt, aii ordinar) rdisdple' who is'ccinyer��J?t 

'With the thre� division's ofthe' canon (iipitiuca), iwo 
'divisions of the� canoti, one_ division of tbb .cimo� etc. 

. would 'IJe the hexft:hoice (Vjtm: p. 89, 98)21)-.' . . 
' 

.: { \ ;  . !  

. . ' . ; - .�: . 

. . . . . . 

KALYArjl, the name ofim ancient �ingdom in Sri larih 
with its capital also by the same name : The kingdb.m as 
W;ell as the qlpitlll are �nentioned in the .. D1p.sv,ai?JSa, 
M1f_havarpsa, _ .the Pall. commentaries and sever� other . 
Mcit;nl and medieval Pali and ��nh.!l-Jese literary:works. 
References to this kingdom, its rulers and mon,�ments a,re 
also found in several inscriptions . ' 
· . Literary .accounts connect the city · of K.alyiirp with 
a -visit of the - Buddhil in .the sixth· c;:ent\uy. B.C iThe 

' liipsYBI?JSS (Dpv. II. 42 ff.) and the MahivSI?JSB (Mhv .. 1, 
· 63 fLU. 53 ff.) assigned lo, theJourth and .fifth centuries 
respectively, �and the Slimll.ntak'fi{araiJIJ4n8, of the 
f<:1urteenth century contain .accounts. of this legend. : In 
t))ese accounts it is said that; at the time of the Buddha's 

. visit to Nllgttdlpa (q,y.) ln Sri Lanka, -KaJyA�?ilwu·ruled 
by .a rjsga king: named Manil!kkhi�-. who happened to be 
u�e unqle (mltu11J)O( Mahodara whose abode wu in .the 
ocelli) ,(Mhv. 1. - 48) ' i.el one of . the two nsga kings of 
Niigadlpa, who were preparing for war against each 

· otbet. M aniakkhika went 'to Nagadtpa to join his nephew 
' ih the wa'r ag�·inst his opponen(CUiodara; lind there·'at 
NagildiP'a he 'saw tli.e :Budah&, - heard liim pre-ach th'e ' . • . . . . . ! .  . . � . . 
dhsmriia 'and becarile a lay disciple of the Buddha. The 
nags: fing Manlalkhika: invited the Bud db� to. visit his 
kingdoiti, ' t6o. 'The Bucldh'a accepted this 'invitatioii: ·.• . 2 . � : . • : . • . . • . . <: 

Three years, later, in the eighth yellr after the Enlighten
ment of the Buddha; M aniakkhika is said to bave ·visited 

· the ' Jetavana-vihlira at Rlljagaha Biid - reminded the 
Buddha of his irivitation.-The B�ddha set out frmn "the 
Jetavana-vih�ra along with five-hundred disciples· arid 
arrived : at K.alyiiJ?i on' the full�moon dlly of Vesiikha 
(MhvA. 1 1 2). Expecting the arrival of the Buddh�. king 
Maniakkhika made elabofate arrangements to reeei� 
him together with the diSciples. On the banks of the river 
K.alyliJ.1i1(Kalyii·ryapadapil$samhi: Samantskuts�;Bf!f!Bni, 

. v. 6 1 8) he const t ucted a pavilion of extraordinary beauty 
which was decked with' gems. The Buddha sat on a . 
m�gnificent throne built in the pavilion. It was at this 
s�ot that the KalyiiJ.li-cetiya was later erected (Mhv. l, . . . . 

' ' t The itateinent in the 1 3th century Samsntdii!a YBIJIJBni (v. 6 1 8) that the pavillion Wll! constructed on the bank!! of the river ICaly�i 

cuts some doubt on either the authenticity of the popular story or the Ssmantakii{sYBIJ'!IIni itatement. · ' · · ; 
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- 7.S). nienJga king. and. his followers th�n entertained the 
'B·�ddha' aiid the monks

. 
with a delicious meal. After the . . . . .. . . . . . . · riieal the Buddha delivered a sermon to them, �nd along · with :bis diciples entered a tra-qce there (.VinA . I, 89). 

There is � .st� fo . the effect .that the Buddha, left .. an 
imprint of his foot on the river

. 
bed . at Kalyii�f (See 

BUDD»APADA) . . . , .. T�;·;���.litaka (J. ll. 1 27 ff.) indicates that the 
shore from the KalyRJ?i river to Nligadlpa was infested 
with yaklcbinis. They would assume human form and 
entice shipwrecked r:na.r!ners �d. take them as :t�eir 
tiusbBJlds and Jater.devour them. · · . · · 

· ·. These ·referenceS· to ·Kaly!i?i ali a habitat of nlgss.and 
· ys.kkh'as ar� probably.in relatian to the time inin)ediat'ely 
preceding the Aryantzation of Sri ' t'linka iil about ' the · 

; siXth centtir}i B.C .. . = · · · · 
· .. . ·; · · ' . ; 

A· place named Kalyli�i is mentioned again in the 
'chronicks and· cHher ·literary works in connection with 
·.in'cidents i11 the 3rd'century B.C. 'fhe ,inddents are said to 
have 'occurred· in the reign ()f ll king· named (KaiyiiJ?iya) 
Tissa who r\Jl� at Kalyi�i:·The Mahava.rpss commentary 
(MhvA. ·43 .1) -states · thaV(Kalyii�iya) :Tissa's younger 
brother . . Uttiya was ·· so ·named· after . his grand�father 
Utl]ya who in tum was a son of Mu�asiva and a younger 
brother of king Devlnampiya Tissa% (cii. 2SO·,&.C.) who 
ruled at .Anuridhapuni;. Thus ' aci:,ording to : the· Mahi
va.rpss commentary the dynasty of kings at -K.alyiJ?i hi the 
Jtd century B.C. was connected to that of An6rii.dhapura. 

. . : . . 
Kin.g (l(..,Jyli�iy�)Ti��a's �rot�er Uttiya (v.ar. Uttika) 

.,..U' .'secr�Uy il,1 .J�ve· \fith the queeQ. When the Jdng 
d iscqvmd ·thl. ·viti).,. nel fro� the c'pital and ·took up 
reside·ncc ebev;bere. the. district was na.tned Uttika-desa 
or Vttiy�:j �ap�a. , F��� .his . .  new . pla�

. 
of · residen�e 

Uttiya us� t.o send lett�rs toJus b.roth.er's wife through a 
young m�n di�gwsed .:u a ��nk who would enter tlie 
king's ·palac.e -fot alms a_Jorig ·with other monks. Now, 
there w� an elder monk·:named l(alyl&?-iya who ·received 
alms regularly .at the pa1ace; One day the young man in 
disguise .entered. �he p,Jace· along with 'this monk arid 
dropped tbe Jetter near the queen. The king read· the Jetter 
and. WeJ furiQUS and �thinking that the elder monk had 
brought it, put him:iD a cauldron of boili.n'g oil and caused 
hiH:h:ath. It is s!dd. that as a result bf thiS cruel deed the 
lea overflowed and inundated the' ·l�d, but · the king 
1uc�eded in �tppeashtg the gods of the sea by putting his 
)Wn daughter Devi in a golden vessel and setting it afloat 
n the sea (Mbv. xxii, .li ff.; MhvA. 43 1 f.). 

• 

Of the other literary works that refer to· the time of king 
Tissa of Kaly�i . the Slblllsv•tthupskar•�Ja, which· is 
assigned to a pe'riod earlier tflan the· MMiaVllrp$•, docs 
not make any reference" to cthe incidents ·related above. lt 
merely says that ;ha�g done�merit 'in a previous.birth lS 
husbahd and wifdC.Ikilvll?�innd Vihlhldevi were bOrn 
in · the royal · families ··and'· '"grew ; up together" '(ubho 

· vagqh•nti eks.to) and were milrrie� in· d1e prime of their 
youth. The · 'Sahassavatthflppi.bc•IJa, ; 'too, wl}ich · is 
assigned to a · period: .earli� . .  than the ' lOth. century, 
contai2u stoiies about-li:iJig,Kikav.aJ?�ilTissa'llJid V1hira-

. d�i, but ··does -ilo.t- refet. . ·tO.'\ the above incidentS . . Bot 
Rassvibini ofthe 4th centueyrwhich is rrimarily based 
on Sahassavatthuppakar�a'gives even more,detaiJs th9n 
thi Mabivazp.Sa . . ·alid'·; ifs'·!:eonitn�ritary· regarding · this 

· incident. The accounrdiffe'rl in cer:tain details froin what 
is given in the ·Ma bav•,PsM,Ud 'its'commentary. In this 
account · it .is . ·said· that the.:iea . at that time· was seven 
gavutu from .Kalyi�;I.ilnd tbe.'sea overflowed up to a .  
distance of just ·one·: pv.iJt)'.;ft.om>,X:aJy•�k The Jind:J
Jsmili of the early-iixtet:nth cent�ury·do�s not deal··With 

'. the above: incident b"'t 'mtrelY'says·that Villlradevi, the .· daughter of the kingc· c1f:ilt:'ily.iii?i:was: the chief queen· of 
K�ava��a . . Tissa, b\lt:: describing · how · th� · Somivatt 
cetiya· came to b� establi!h·�i���t�Uhat.·s omidevi who 
was king: KlkavatjJ?a..;TiS.Si,�$i�fet<Was' given·· in inarri age 
to ·prince< Abhaya· whri"Yi.�thtf n�phew· of king ·Siva of 
Kalyl� (KIIlyapiysf!1 SiYssqmlib•t•lflfo·bhlgintjryassa 
Abha.ysrijakrimira·ss•; �t8ii'f#j'Ji-e'if:sbosi). The Dhatu
va.rpsa also con taint .a sirrl1ll.f':·�ceount. S .  Par�avitana 
(University of Ceylq�Q�(!)�g-'��ylon., .V.ol. I, pt. I, p . 
147) opines tha� t���Qf �Y� � S*V:!}must have· been 
the. ·successor an� pJ:qb.•tiJY,ljtl�:�qn; �of· king Tis.sa· of 
Kalya!]i who, ac�o��i�l�:·ur�r�·��-ounts,. lost hislife 
by the wrath. of tht,_g���, lr,�'�ij�jbe. 'ea:was .falmeq .by 
the sacrific;:ing .of tb�.�ng\:cf�up.�r· .to ·the se.a.J - · :; 

• • • • • • · · - ';t � -.; . f�--- t�·(� .... . · . . \ .. · . . . . . . . . . . .  · . The name 'Kalanika. "I:is·i(•; identifiable with Tissa of 
. Kalyii� has �e�:n fo:�·�d'Jp �lr!f���·t�iy .Briiujti i�scrip-
tion at an Bricient site ·in. the:'so-u,t�,astern pilrt of the . 
island ,(�o: · l 09S , a(·r��}nf.fTi�!{,�� R�gister �� t�e 
ArchMologi�al_ Dep��"#�t';T�i�)riscription sta,bilises 
the historicity 'of. this'·rulef �a Blso sugge'sts that' he ws 
donnected; ·lo tiie' rUt�� hf:tti����ftr �(the' is��nt:i: . 

· . . 
. 

• • • .  •. •• .. . • • -.. . • • > . • :"· :· · • .  • • • 

· No more is heard ·of Kalyii�.a.Sla separate. kingdom. Its 
riders were perhaps impres!Sed'Wittl X.ikavBl?�a 's. superior 
resources·, and beca.tri'e 'cont«int; . in course ·of · titne, to 
acknowledge the ruler of Mabligiiina as their'ovedord 
lpltil king D�Hhagim�l brogbnhe whole country under 

2. Xalyinirsjino �nil Tiss&fli.M Uttiyo nama ka'!i!!h� aho.flii. Tess'!' pita Muja.fliiv� ralflfo n�tt'a Utt�rarijin� puttd . ... {�vA: 43 1). 
3. The Rijiva/iya(ed. B. Gunasekera, Colombo, 1900, p. 24) !tate.'! that K ing Ya�ilayatis:ui, liOn of M ahiniga who was �be brother

·
of . 

Devinampiyatiaa, who fled to Rohana ruled at Kalyi�i; but other sources st11.te th11.t hiR capit8Jwils at Mahigima in Rohana. That 
· .Icing Ya�aya Tb!sa tuled at Mahigima in Rohana, and not at Kalyi�i i8 confirmed epigraphically(cp: JCBRAS. New Serie.<l, Vol. 

VI. Special Number: 19S9, p. 1 19). 
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his rule (University of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, Vol. I .  
Pt. I, p. 149). 

Literary sources do not say whether the Kalylif?i of the 
Nags king Maniakkhika and Kalyiif?i where shipwrecked 
merchants were lured by yakkhinis and the Ka:lyiiJ.li 
'Where (KalyiiJ?iya) Tissa ruled were ide.ntieal ordifferent. 
The author- of the MahavB11JSB who deals with these 
incidents of the sixth century B.C. (Mhv. I,  vv. 63 ff) and 
later, ofthe 3rd century B.C. (Mhv. xxii ,  vv. 1 2  ff.) makes 
no differentiation. It could however be inferred from the 

· above accounts  that Kalyii�i of t h e  Naga king 
M:.anlakkhika :was on the bank of a river and that. Kalyani 

· Q]entioned in the VafBhassa .rataka.and K aly81Ji as the 
kingdom of Tissa had been close to the sea coast. 

Scholars w'ho ha�� studied the literary source� referring 
to icaty!nl4 are of opinion thllt a11 sources refer to one a�d 
the same place and th�t COmprised the region M� �nown 
as KllBJ?�ya, J.lear Colombo� . That this . was also the 

· popul�r belief is e.vident from the paintings of the present 
vibJrs at KlllaJ?iya, which sive th.e de_tails of the visit of 
the Buddha to KWat:ti and the incidents connected with 
the story of the love affair between the brother and the 

- .queen of (KaJyi.tpya)·Tissa PLATE XV. -

. F�r!her1 it has_ b�en pointed o'-!t by S . �aranavitana 
(l/Diversity of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, Vol. I, Pt. I! p. 

· �1). thatnumerous ins_cripti<>ns in Brii_hf!li scripJ a_lso 
���tify that by the 1s t  century B.C. the desc_:e_ndants of the 
pioneer IndO,: Aryan c()ionisi's had spread b�y.OJid th� dty - -
ZOD� into . I(egalle and Colombo district� ol the . low 
country �t zone '"the ancient kingdom of Kalyani or 
Kiulll}i) . . , .. "· lnscrlP.tirins o( $onic: prillces of Kaiya�i 
·ex'ist at Yatahaleria and Lenagala hi the Kegalle district 
( UCR. ix. No. -•• p. 20;- Cl$c: li,  2o2-204)'. A 5th c�ntury 

) inscription lit the site of an anCient vihlira at D iyagama, . . thr�e mil�s up the rl�er from Kaluta�a� �entions the 
·market-towq of ICinaniya whi�h c. \\' . Nicholas 
(JCBRAS. "New Series, Vol. VI, Special Nu�ber, 1959, 
p. 1 18) thinks i� identical with the present Klilat;�iya. He . also s tates (Joe. cit.) that in early times the .an:a no.rth of 
.the Kalu Gattga belonged to the old division of Kalyiit;�i

- des a, -originally the kingdom of KalyiiJ.ii. 

. , . Th':'S· while there i.s eVidence to J>eli.eve that the present 
K.�aJ?iya near Colo�bo comprised the capital ·of the 

. ancieJitkingdom of Kalyfuli, s. Paranavita_ri�;� argues that . thett is ample epigra_phi�al evidence s�pported by . an 
eady literary referet1ce to believe that Kalylil}i, which was 
the capital of king (KalyiiJ?iya)Tissa, the father of Vihara 

.. , . _ 
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Mahiidevi, was not located near Colombo but was in the 
south-eastern region of Ceylon and was thus different 
from. the Kalyani near Colombo.' 

· 

Paranavitana's sur-mise is based on the evidence ofthe 
contents of certain cave inscriptions of the 2nd century 
B;C. at Bovattagala (in the Batticaloa district) and at 
Ko�lidMmUhela (var. KoHadlfrnuhela,'in the Hambantota 
district) and a statement in the SihaiavatthupakiJraqa 
(Svu. 1 29 cited earlier). Bovattegala, about three miles 
north-wes t ·  of Kumana and about thirty miles east of 
Kataragama is the site of 8n ancient monastery which, 
later inscriptions at the site •indicate, was in· a flolirish!ng 
condition up to th� 7th century A.C. (JCBRAS New 
Series, Vol. VI .  Speciol Number, 1 957, p. 2 1) .  Ko�ii<Jifmii
hela ot (KonadlimUhela) is also the sit� of an �mdent 
monastary in the YiiJa sanctuary (University of Ceylon, 
History MCeylcm, Vol. I, Pt .  I, 147) . . Of the 2nd_ century 
B.C. inscripl ions at these two sites ment ioned above, 
fourteen ca�e inscriptio�s· at the l atter site with aim��� an 
lderitical text record the dOJi�tions of the cave� i� which 
they were indi ted, to the Satlgha by a princess mimed Abi 

·. Savera, daughter of Mabatisa (Mahiitissa), w.ho wtis the 
son of Dam a raja (Dharmarilja), and that this ·prin��ss 
was the wife of Aya Tisa (Pdnce Tissa) and daughter of 
Aya Abhaya (Prince Abhaya). These inscriptions make 

> mention of a royal dynasty among whom wc:rc: ien 
brothers (dasabhatika}. There is ;uso one inscript�o� at 
the former site which records the donation of �· ca�e by a 
pri�cess named Abi Anuradi, da�ghter �f Prince Abh�ya 
who was. the son bf Uti  (Uttiya); one of the ten brother 
kings (dasabhatika} who were the sons of a ruler called . 
Gama�i (U niversity of Ceylon, History of Ceylon,.' Vol. L 

. Pt .  1, pp. 9:1, 146. 1 47). These names of royal personages 
belong to fiye, g_enerati ons as follows (i) Gamaryi: (ji). his 

. ten sons, of wbo.trJ one was Raja U ti :  (iii) his grandson�. 
D amar!l.ia. and Prince Abbaya; (iv) his. gr.at-grand
childre�, the princes M ahatisa and Tis a, and the-princess 
Anuradi: and (v) his great-great-grand ...daughter, princess 

· Savera (./CBRA S. New Series, Vol. VI.  Special Number, 
1959, p. 2 1) .  The ten brothers and �he other p�rsonages 
mentioned in the inscrilJtions at the two sites pt:o.bab]y 
belonged to the s ame dyn!I,Sty. · 

Of the personages . mentioned in these inscriptions, 
Paranavitana suggests the possibility of identifying Abi 
savera with Vihiiramahadevi, her father Maha.tisa with 
(Kalyii.J?iya) Tissa and . her husband Aya Tis a (Prince 
Tissa) with Kakavan�a Tissa whose father Aya Abhaya 

. (P'rince A bhaya) is id
·
e

·
ntinable �ith Go�habhaya (Un lv�r

sity of Ceylon, History of (eylon. Yo� . I, Pt. L p. 147). 

4. Eg� G. P. Malal�!!ekera, DPPN. I, p . .539; E. W. Adikaram, Ear�y History of Buddhi.�m in Cc.vlon. pp. t l3 ,  1 2.5; Wilhelm Geiger's 
MahiVIlJ!ISa .trBrullation, I ,  p. 7 note 4; Walpola Riihula History �f Buddh1:�m in Ceylon, p. 2 1 .  

.5. U�iv_enity of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, Vol. I, Pt. I ,  pp. 147 ff.; Inscriptions of Ceylon, Vol. I ,  Department of Archaeology, 1970, 
p. lviii. 
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On the' ' n�me· Abi Saver a, Paranavitana (Joe. cit .) 
mrhents: "In the name of the pi:incess; 'Abi' is a 
urtesy title. prefixed to the ·names of sevenil princesses 
inscripti.o�s ofth� pre-Christian period, 'Savera', by 
•rm;ll phonologicaJ process, could · have assumed the 
rrn '\lahera' in course of time in popular parlance, and 
� name 'urned into Pali as 'Vihllra' by the chroniclers. 
ah.era' being the form which the PaJi W(lrd vihara had 
mmed·i� Old Si�h•lese. the story given in the chronicle 
1t the name of K.ilc.av.ai_lt:tll's consort was due to the fact 
tt .a ''iharaW.as built at the spot where the boat in .which 
� wauent adrift by her father touched land, can easily 
takr.n as an instance of folk-etymolqgy ;"  

The fact ihat thes� inscriptions, re�ordj�g the'do�alion 
caves to religious establishments bv · Abi Savera, 

:ntifiabJe. with Vihlir�-mahii-d�vi an"d othe�s :who 
longed to that royal family are located in the south
:t�rn region �f th�·· ;,iand has pr�mpted Paranavitana 
s�ggest that the kingdom of (Kalyllrtiya) Tissa; the 
her of Vihiira-llJahi-:-d�vi "I{ it w�· n�med Kaly�i" : 
s 'different fr9m ,K.alyllni near Colombo, and was 
ated somewh.�re jn the so�th-eastern part of the island. 
·n�gmentary Brih.mt !ns�ription has aJso been found �t· 
and�nt sfte in ' the !OUth�eastern area of the .· island 

. � . . : . - . .. 
. . . 

' 
er� the name 'K._ala�ika Tisa' itself is found, suggesting 
t this ruler� i .e: the father. of Vihiira-mahii-de�i was 
1pected . with . th�t p�.-t . of' th� island (Unive�s-ity of 
rlon! History ofCeylon, Yol. l. Pt. I, pp.. 147 ff.) . :

. 
fhe ev,idence of these 'inscriptions is strengthene-d by 
statement in the SihaiBviltthuppskarlliJB (Sm. p; 1 29) . 
:ady mentioned. ·This Pali text is ilssigried to a period 
lier thiln the MshiVIllpSil. After recounting the . 
ritorious.de'eds .of king K.ilkavilnna Tissa imd Vihiira
hii·::<Jevi in th�ir.previous births; it

.
states that they were 

n:·in. two royal families, :grew up together 'and wh�n 
y ciune of age· were united ·in marriage. c·orrimentfng 
:his Paranavitana states: " According to. this statement, 
residence of'Se.veras' parents must have been not very 
from Mahqima·where ·Kika:va��ll had his abode. If 
rits named Kaly!IJ?i, it ·mu�r have ·been different from 
ls�iya near Colombo and located somewhere iti the 
th.:.eastem- p.-rt of the island (Inscriptions of.Ceylon, 
I, 1 • .O�partment ,of Archaeology, 1970, p. Lviii). 

\ ca'y·�- i���iori ·at M ihintl,lle (op . . dt p. 2, �o. 14) 11�.��� � D .•. . �#�ci' Savera • . d�ughter o( k_,ing ' Tisa 
uga_ma. � js �dence in the Mllhavarpsa {Mhv. 
. 52) ,tba� then was a place named Kanagama in 
hana. Paruavitana (loc. cit.) states that it could be 
t both Kanagama and K.alyl�i were names of the same 
:e, and the DUn Savera mentioned here was the mother 

• 

of DuHhaglimai?i; who· may have.ended her life as a·nun 
which is not improbable in view of the pious riat\ire 
�ttributed to her in the chronicles, though the chronicle! 
themselves do not mention it.6 

Pa,ranavitana (U niver.sity of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, 
Vol. [. Pt. I, 145 ff.) tends to identifylhe arices:.t'ors of Abi 

· Savera with the ruling family of K�striyas of Kalarsgama 
whose representatives Were ·present; accordig to the 
Mshiva�ss (Mbv. xix, 54), at the· ceremony" of planting 
the Bodhi tree ·at Anuradhapura by king Devihiampiya 
Tissa� The I>h!tuYBipSB (p. 29) mentions that .king 

· Go�hibhaya, father ofking)C.akavil�J?a Tissa slew the. ten 
· brother-kings Of K.ataragama; Paranavita:na think� t·hilt · 

these ten brother-kings · mentioned in the Dhatuvs!psa 
are identical with the ten brother king� menti�ned i� the 
Bovattag�il inscription� and, they ip turn we_re .Pr��-ably 

. the descendants . of . tbos'e . who were present at the 
ceremony of the pl�tirig -�fthe Bodhi 't�ee _at An'ur�dh:a-

. pura. Thu� it is stinnised .thai king (Kalyin,iya) 'Tissa 
belonged to the·r��ily· o( Kstitriyss of l(atar�gam� .a�d 
his 'kingdom was located . iit' the-south-Cutt'm 'region . 'of 

· ceylo�. . . . . . .· . . · '  · . . . . . · · : � 
Paranavitana ( op. · cit'pp. · ·t46 f.). ·states · that · these 

K�striyas of Katarsgama �id n
.
o! .descend frbm the. r.oyal 

family or' Anura�hapurji ��t proba�iY. repte��nted .the 
leaders of a stream of ibiinigtahts different fr9m .that 
which ·had est�blish:ed it��lf ih �rid . ·aroti�d' A�ura4ha- . 
pur&,: Ii appean;thah:Vhe!) i;fl.hiu'ig�fl�d !roQ,'An�radha
pura and established ��s�liat'Malilsllm-a_tire'.two ro.yill 

· f�milies had � c���,ia) �ei:�t-�?�:sb�p ,\mtifkhtg qojhi��!tY• 
(1.e. the gra�dson �f)��ahlnftBa) sle"ffl t�e. ten br.o�Jte,r• 

. �ings of ,ic.atai:ilgatil'a� :B.�·( if �ppeais t�aqtJ:er� �as a 
marriage betw,een a, pti�cess �of .Jhi3 line QI hd�rs' ·.and , , I • ' • • 1 '1 ·' ' ' •, , ' •' , : :" t ; , • , (' , ' \ ' ' � , KakavaJ?J?B Ttss� _tbe S�J1 o� Qo�h·b�aya,. tfi

.
o�gh _there 

could have been minor cliisbes�between the 'deseendiu1ts 
of KikaVBJ.lJ.lil. Ti��� ��d\h� �pt��rit�ti�-��-·�{JC,�t�N,.
gama Ksatriyss as iridica�ed by a story iri the .DhJ('p.'Vsmsa (_p. 39). .  . . . . ' '. ' - . • : ·. . . · . . . " . . 

� • ; ��� ; • • I i ,• ,• : • ; 
Thus; Kalyltfi of 'Maniakkhika · ·and . Kalyll*l of 

Kaly�iya Tissa have ·been ;cori1idetecl both; IU , iae·niica.J 
and different. Whatever· th·e -case may be,· .the ·ptace:(or 
places) by the :name K.alyini was importa,nt at bothJ.hese 
periods, for;in t.h� tim� 'of MlliiiBkkhlka th� :place is. s.Ud 
to have been h:atlowtd

)
;y· the Visi(O.(the B�ddha, ';m<l; in 

the time of Kaly�r,Ura Tissa tbere· h�d been. a · B�d�b,i,t 
monastery which was the residence of Kaly'iniya theta. 
The Rsjivsliya ·(ed. n. 

·o�n�se·k·i� ·coio�b�� · i9o·ot· p . 24) states that king YaHhilaya 'Tiss� buiit the �ity of 
Kaly!J?i (KII.Ia�iya), constructed a vihirs and ruled in 
that city. The Piljivsliys also credits this ruler with .the ,. 

yt!�te iJ evidence of a brother ofVlhira-mahi-devi, having become a monk a� Ciilapiridaniitikati�n ther
.
a (Cp� Jin�'kifamslt·. p·

'rs 
p. 55). 

. . , .  . . . . ,' 
. 

\ 
_) 

� I 
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construction of the _K,alyliJ?i-vihara (Sinh. KlilaJ?i-vehera) 
with thirty great pasadas and a s�upa. The MahliVB11}SB 
refers to a tradition of king YaHhii.laya Tis sa constructing 
a five storeyed pi.sada in the city of KalyiiJ?i, probably for · 

the vihara; In the reign of king DuHh�gii.mBJ?i ( 1 6 1 '- 1 37 
B.C;) the' vihsra (here referred to as KalyiiJ?ika-vihara) is 
sai� to· have been occupied by five hundred monks . The. 
Mlihivsmsa (Mhv. xxx:iL 50 f.) recounts how the thera 
Ohamin�gutta shared with five ;hundred other monks of 
this Viliara i meal g iven to him my king Du!!hagiimat?i. 
Maliyadtva: theta: who lived in the reign of king Du ! ! ha
gamli.J?i; is said i'o have preached' the Chachakka Sutta at 
two places in Kalyii�? i. viz. at Niigamahav ihara7 and' in 
the vill_age Kiilakac·chag_ii.ma (MA.  1 02�) . Subsequent to 
king D\,IHhagam a�i. king K aniHha Tissa { 1 67..,86 A.C.)  
built a,n. Uposatha�house in th is  vihara (M hv. xuv i . 17) 
and king Voh_arika Tissa.(2Q9-3 1 A.C.) erected a parasol 
on the,cetiya(Mhv� xuvi. 34). Records in several of his 
inscrip i ion� (E.z. I, 1 26; II, I I I ,  1 4 1 ,)44, 147, 1 77) state · 
that h� visited the KalyiiJ?iya vihiira, effected repairs there . 
and, giving away boundless wealth, made offering� to it .  
King Vijayabiihu I ll  ( 1232-'36 A.C.) restored the cetiya 
which ·had been d�estroyed by the Damilas and repaired 
the ·eastern' gate�tower, · image-house, walls and other 
structures (Mhv; 1xx-xi..59,ff.). King Parakramabiihu I I  
(l236-70 A.C.) i s  also said to have re$tored the  five
storeyed pasada. and the temples of recumbent and 
Tivilhka images, paved the courtyard of .the cetiya with 
stone -s!�bs; aild -erected in front of- the cetiys a large 
maiJqspa. : The , kirig also caused a , grove of coconut� 
planted near the vihata and dedkated itto the vihara so . 
. ihat a festival of lamps might be held in· the vihlira d ai ly. 
The ·king him�elf with 'greal devotion made offerings of 
flowers, lamps and food. at the many festivals held by him · · 

. in honour, of the bodhi. the cetiy_s and the Supreme 
Buddha. (Mhv. Lxxxv,. 64: ff.); · I n  the 14th century 
Alagakkoniira seen'rs to have bestowed great patronage 
on the monastery and to have dorie ,many �things for its 
improvement;  The MahBVBTJ}SB (Mhv. xci: 5 ff.) which . 
recounts the founding 'Of ihe city of Jayava�<;Jhanako��a 
(i.e; ' Kotte irear Colombo) refers to KalyR'J?i in the 
following words: "The town of KalyiiJ?i shines with her 
palaces, bod hi-trees , her superb cloi�tets and mat:J9apas, 
with ' walls, halls, image houses and' aeiiyss. ·with · her 
gorgeous shops; her splendid gate-towers and arches. 
Now to the south 'of this town KalyiJ?i which is-described 
in such words, which was visited by the great Sage, in a 
place where pious people dwel t . . . .  .' be built the 'famous 
town of J ayava�QhanakoHa . . . . " (Ceylon Antiquary and 
Literary Register, I, 152, I I, 1 49, 1 82). 

. . . . 

The KalyiiJ?i-vihara has been the residence of emine·nt · 

monks from early times. As already mentioned ,  in the 
reign of king Du !!hagiimaJ?i a thera named Dhammagutta .  
resided there with five hundred colleagues (Mhv. xxxii, 
5 1). Another thera named Godatta, too, was a resident , 
here (MA. I, 1 22). A theta named Pit:Q apiitiya once · 
recited the Brahmsfa1a-sutta in this monastery, and at the . 
conclusion of the recitaJ the earth trembled (.VA. l. 1 3 1). 
Near the t'ihiira was the village of Kiiladlghavapigama 
where monks who lived in  tbe monastery wen.t for alms 
(SnA. I ,  70: AA. I,  1 3) .  The theta DtghabhilJ?aka Abhaya · 
who probably lived at the beginning of the Christian era 
(cp. E.W. Adik aram; op. cit. pp. 80 ff.) resided aUea;at 
for .  sometime at Kalyiiryi when he convinced a · youpg · 
DlghahiiJ?aka theta .. also living at K.aly�i that the latter 
had not till then attained arahantship (MA. IV, .97.). 
Another monk n amed Mahatissa .is also mentioned in . 
conne.ction with the KalyiiJ?i-vihiira (SnA. .II. 67; Yism. , 
I I .  689) . A thera named Dlghasumana lived in the vicjni�y 
of the mouth of the river which ;was also. known � 
Kalyii�i. A fisherman gave him alms on three occasions 
and, as a result of this merit, was born in· a: happy state 
(MA. V. 76). E. W. Adikaram (op; cit .  p. 1 13) identifies 
this place wi th the pre�ent' Mutwal whii;h� even todilyisa · 
chief fishing centre in Colombo: Kalyluii is mentioned in · 
the Sa�yutia commentary (SA. I I, 230) where it is said 
that · after the spread of Buddhism in Sri Lanka the 
country was so full of monasteries th�t there was one long . 
peal oftempie bel is from Viinamukha to Lici:hikali, and·. 
from KalyiiJ?i to Nagadlpa. The Vibhahgs commentary 
(VibhA. 207) and the ·RasavahiiJi(Rssv. p. 121) mention 
K:alyiiJ?i-cetiya as a place of pilgrimage . In 1425 A.c;·· 
during the reign ofPariikramabiihu VI ( 14 12-67 A. C.); a 
nu mber' of Burmese, · Siamese and Cambodian monks 
came to Sri Laitka, learnt the scriptures here, received 
ordination linew · at Klilani from the hands of Vailara
tanamahiisiimi and · Dhammiicariya · thera, returned to 
their own lords and established religious orders modelled . . 

· on the Sallgha in Sri Lanka. Subsequently, in 'the time Of 
king Bhuvanek.abahu VI (1470-78 A. C.) monkS' Jorm· · 
Burma arrived in Sri Lanb to obtain ihe upssitinpadi 
and received their Ordination at a s1ms built on the 
Kalyani river (University of Ceylon, History 'of Ceylon; 
Vol. l,

'
pt. I I ,  pp. 1S5, 1S6). . ' 

Several Sinhalese literary works of the J6urteenth and · 
fifteenth centuries c·ontain descriptive· accounts of' the 
sac-red city of KIUBJ?i during these two centuries. The 14th · 
century Nikaya Sahgrtlhays (ed. W. F. Gunawardhana, . 
Colombo, 1908, p .  25) has preserved this striking picture 

. . 
7. C. W. Ni�holas (JCBRAS, New Series, Vol. VI. Special N umber, . 1 959, pp. 60, 80) make� m�ntion of inscriptional and litefary 

evidence of a Nigamahi-vihira in south an� another in north Sri Lanka. This vihira, as indicated by C. W. Nicholu (op. cit p. 
120) was in the present ·western province. 
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god Vibhlsana' where beautiful ·women danced to the · 
accompanlm�nt of muiic. · · · 

The HlllJWI SKn�e-lsya (ed . C. E. Godakumbur� 19�3, . 
vv. 74-121) de�cribes t.wo _ vibiru at Klllyii?.i,. viz. t&e 
Kitsirimevan ill�i vibir� �d the Rajamahavihlra ()T . 
KIIBJ?iya. At the latter place, it is said are the ltDp• t»uilt 

. at the .spot where the __ Buddha had his _ meals wi� five
hundred monks, two. and three_ storeyed shrines .of the: 
Buddh� the lxidhi tree� the five st�reyed . monastery, · 
refe�tories and the shrine of god Vibhlf�a. Jbe name .of 
Bhuvanekilblhu t.{ah1l thera la mentioned as the chief · 
incumbent of the vibirs, 

The Tiiars SKndesays (e<i� D; B. Jayatillalca, 1935, w. 
96- 101) compares the city;with ita mansions, ieai�ed and 

of it� �ID ·this fair island ·of Lanka, which contains sacred 
pi�, auch u ·the ·city -of · Kllly1lni, · which is ibus · 
described: .. With houses, .Bo-trees, grand promenades, 
pavili� citY walls, halls,, image houses, relic shrines, 
and wida attracti¥e bazaan·and most beautiful gates and _ 
portic:oa, tbe:city ofKilyiJ?.i shines glorious. Which (city · 
()!- IC.a�Jiqi) · is surrounded by a rampart like unto the 
Cakf.avlta rock ·and contains -rows of palatial buildings, 
white in :their mortar and rivalling the Kailiisa rock,- -of 
one atorey, two storeys, three storeys, five storeys� · 
beautifaJ with walls, pillan, and flights· of stairs orna
mented with various frelicoes, which city Di9reover is 
respiendent With vibiru,' beautiful in their courtyards 
att&cbed to relic ahrines and Bo-trees, and in tlieir image · 
hou.es, walks, specious balls, and rows of gates, which • 
city furthermore contains a network, of broad streets, and 
in the two-' main -arteries .fed -by -these, throngs of men of 
varloua· dimes - which city:lutly is full of wealth of aU 
iorta-in lhil fak-island of Lanka containing-places su_ch as 
this ncrcd ·-ci ty  of KalyiJ?.L." • 

. wise men •nd beautiful women and 
. 
the shrine of god ·. 

Vibh1s8.na to the city of Sill� ·the kiilg oftbe gods. The Ma/drs SKndessys · (e'd. : W; F. - Gunawan:lhana, · Mahl:.. 
bodhi .Press, ·colombo, ·t928; Vl'· 34-39) i.Js'o contaiits a : 
similar description; : · · : · . · _ · · _

· · 
The apl�ndour of th� city of Kaly.ii?i and.the vihara in tn view of the s�gges.Uon brougbtforward'by Parana- ·. 

the. d•ya of �� ParJ.kram•b1lhu VI (141 2-67 A. C.) is_ · vitana, as discussed .abpve that the kingdom and capital 
re-corded in lbe Pall Vuttsmili Sandesa (Colombo; 1 923, · · of king IC.alyiJ?iya Tina. was diff�rent from K'alyiJ;li near 
w. '9 ff..) and .several Sinhala Sandesa poems. Colombo, and .was. located in;t� isout)l-eaatemregion of 

: : . . -Of the S.lnb�a SGd� poeml th� Silalihini Ssnde�ay_a 
:ec:f. Dhanni�8,. l925, VV.•:: 5��92) gives the longest 
ac:Count. It tells o( the tall mansions. set .with gems and :1�� � mBln.atreet lit

·
wi�-lamps,·hou� wit�-pof.ticoes 

and_ balconies, the be�ut;ifUl y�uilg women, etc .. and th�n · 
Jf th� vildr. on �e rlsht aide of the _street. Th_ere is · 
'dere� to a huge aedent image- of tbe. Buddh� in the 
.brine. Cal1Cd t�e Latlkltilak� a ato�e. image which is ·. h�acrl� � a  �ation of Salla when, in the days of king tiiy� �•- _ih�.- .�. oveifl�wed, the fJYe.;stor:eyed 
rwui� w�re MaJi>"c:feva thera is_:sai� to have preac:;bed . 
b� Cbd�k• Su� the JDilk-white .flDp.,_ inside the 
ircular h�ae (v•�-di�), .the r�cumbent imq� .of .the 
lud<:f_ha �� th_e shrine on tbe west, the sixty cubitstDpa · 
o�t-� at the 1p9t.wbere t�� Buddha pre�hed to �be · flgu 1� -i»Y �antak��a,, the•hrine of tb_e Nlgaim_age,_ 
�e 1MIJidbi atatue� · the . boclbi-:tree, �he two tivBDb . naael� the. ceiiy� �Cct- the ·sivuiu�1lglba '(i,e. Ctv�a .. . 
etiya) cODitnlcted at the spot where th� Buddha put on 
b robes after bathing. ,the a_tatue of the Buddha cons
·ucted .by_dzc PioU. .:_at :the .. �p�t wher� Kalyi!pya Tiua 
ut the _monk to c,teath, an4,- finally� the manaion of_ the 

'the island, it is not possible td say defmitely, 'o which.:of · 
these two places the Pali c;omme11taries and the first part · 
of - the Mabivarps• r-e-fer. But, that at least from · the · 
fou.rteenth cent�cy modern K.Ml�iya near Colombo had 
been known as K.alyJl?i in Pali �-K.lhuiiya ip Sinhala, · 
and is the place referred .ttt in the. literary works and the 
inscriptio�• as .is quite e.vi�_eilt, of['()!ll· these referen� · 
themselves. Towards. the latter - part •of; the 'l�teenth 
century the monastery went thl'()up .a duk �riod .of ita . ' 
existen�. The Po{luguese whc, . were in· .occupation of . 
Colo�f?d at this tiJDe.Ant e.onf'lic�d·the revenues of the · 
K.IIBJ?i-vih..-a, � . twenty ·yeon later destroyed the 
vihlra ruthlessly. Paul-E. Peiriea· :(Ceylon, The Portuguese 
Er•, Colombo, 1913, Vol. I, ·pp; . 1�) recounts the, 
incidents as .followa: ''With. the enthusium of the-- new 
convert Dhar!J1apila (in 1- SSS) traniferred .to the 
Franciscans the Raja Mabl and l.it Siri Mew�Ut Temples, 
which face· ea_ch other�aerou. lhe river at J_lla,Pya; with: · 
the Daladll MlliglwR..and.tbe incomes of aU the temples· . 
in the · Island, including the . ·field·� gardena, rents .anci · ; 
servi�s _w hich had been dedicated to their use, for the ·· 
maintenance of the Colleges w.hich . they proposed · to 
found in the. country, St. A�aa in the. Orta ofiC.Il�a,_ 

Tldi iia:oUnt clearlj l�iciites diat l� the 14th ��tuiy Xitty�l near Colombo wu a celebrated lluddhiit centre in Sri LanieL · · 
God Vibhieana waa a lepmdary Ribua prince and wu the brother of Rivana who Ia tald to have ruled in Sri Lanka lona before 
king Vlja,;. in the war between Ran;. and Ravana Vibh'i�a':la supported R �tmR Ygainsi. hi� brother. Rama Is said to have been an 
incarnation of Vl��li. In appreciation of the tupport siven by Vlbh�lll]a asainet his brother, Ra�a m&<Je blm a sod and he . 
(VIbhlllitna) teerilt to have tuted fro in lt:alylnf. After belna defied a Rhrlne had been contrtructed for'Vibhlllana at Xalyinl which the - . . . . . . . .. 
Portugese later destroyed. The present shrine of smaller·dlmen5ionR wu cori�tructed. at a iliter period (cp. Mayura SandesayL · 
� �  . 
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and St. Bartholomew on tbe southern bank, at the site of • : ·._ • · • r 
the Pas Mahal Paya where Bhuwaneka Biihu VII was 
murdered (in 1 55 1), were the speedy fruits of the new 
ssnnss of th�e' king, while the beauHful DR) ada Miiligawa 
gave way to .the church of the Holy Saviour, .the bell of 
which still rings out from Kayman's Gate rousing the 
citizens of Colombo with the alarm of fire ."  

In 1575, the Portuguese captain of Colombo, Diqgo de 
Melo, after capturing Wallala from the forces of king 
Rajasinha I, and defeating his elder brother Mehil 
Rajjuru Bandiira at Kaduwela, turned on the general 
Wikram!lSinha encamped at KllaJ?iya and succeeded in 
burning the deserted encampment and destroying the 
temple, inspite of the resistance of the villagers, wl)o 
rallied in defence of the sacred shrine, several of them 
tseing driven into the river and drowned. 

The Dutch who occupied Colombo subsequent to the 
Portuguese would not allow free worship at KltlRJ?iya 
but, at the same time they did not wish to antagonize the 

. Sinhalese king at Kandy. With the object of checking 
Buddhist activities at KlilaJ?iya the Dutch wanted to 
establish a_ Christian school there. The DutCh East India 
Company directed in 1 692, that no Buddhist practices be 
allowed in the neighbourhood of Klil&J?iya. Accordhigly 
the Christian clergy opened an establishment there and 
ordered the Buddhist monks to depart. 

· The above action led to occasion Ill protests by Buddhist 
monks. Inl699 a monk tried to gain access to KltlBl?iya 
and the Dutch governer Gerrit de Heere appointed two 
officials to investigate the monk's professed objects .  As 
his belongings were limited to a relic�casket,  palanquin, 
three white flags, sun shade and fan With an escort of four 

· drummers, and as he had no letter of authority the 
monk'J·'credentiaJs were mistrusted, but 'orders were 
finally given "for this occasion alone" to allow him to · 
carry out his desire. 

In 1750 A.C. a high priest, supported by Ksndyan 
· officials, tried to gain a permanent footing at the Klilat;Ji
vihara. The Dutch refused to believe the pka of sickness 
putforward as the reason. The attempt failed.  

Evidently wi�h the relaxaton of the attitude of the. 
Dutc� toward the end of the eighteenth century the 
Kltlrup-vihiira wits once more enabled to secure a renewed 
lease of life under Dehigaspe Atthadassi Unnanse, a pupil 
of Vlllivita PiJ?�apatika Saranabkara Sal'lgharaja. In · 
1 780 A.C . .  a Sannssa was granted by king K.irti Sri 
R�jasinghe of K�dy to Buddharakkhita Unnanse, pupil 
of Atthadassi implying an understanding between that 
king and · the Dutch that no restrictions were to be 
imposed on the temple any more. 

Under rhe British the Kltllll].i-vihara was permitted 
furt�er dreedom of activity. There was · a continued 
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succession of the sisyiinusisys-parampariva, (succession. 
by puliliary descent) BJ1d the vihars, under them steadily 
assumed a recogni�ed position though the buildings were_ 
bereft of the am;ient architectural beauty (H.C.P. Bell 
and A. Mendis Guna5ek8ra Mudaliyar, Klil�i Vihira 
and its Inscriptions in Ceylon (Ceylon Antiquary and 
Literary Register. Vol. I, Pt. III, January 1916, pp. 
145 ff.). 

The Klilat;Ji-vihiira, as i t  is now, is reached by a short 
approach from the main road . Two flights of �t.eps lead to 
the raised ground of  the sacred precincts. On �his sacred 
ground is the stflpa whose shape of the dome is rather 
u nusual .  It  belongs to the 'p·addy-heap' type.  "Near the 

stupa are the modern shrine rooms (pilima-ge), the bo
m.aluwa, the monastery and the Uposaths house. 

The modern shrine consists of two lofty, oblong rooms 
the inner and the outer shrines, and a verandah. In this . 
shrine is a colossal statue of the nags king MaQiakkhika 
with two painted figures of niga princesses on eilher side .  
The walls are decorated with delineations of well known 
Jiitakas (eg. Vessantara, DQ.hamsonda, .Mahiis1,1ava, 

· Telapatta, Dharnmap�a, Devadbamma etc.), the plane
tary gods (nava-gr;ms) and the zodiacal signs. There are 
also representations of kings YaHh!laya Tissa and Kltla�i 
Tissa, the first seven weeks of .the Buddha after his 
enlightenment, the attack of Mira upon the Buddha, and 
the sixteen sacred shrines of Sri Lanka. Inside the inner 
shrine is a recumbent image of the Buddha, two sedent . 
images and the standing images. The twenty-four assuran
ces (suvisi:-vivara!Js) are painted on the wall. There are 

· also figure5 of the gods Niitha, Vignu and Skandha
kumiira, and coloured representations of Hanuman, 
GaJ?a-deviyo, Mahdvara, Sam an and Vibh1�ana (Ceylon 
Antiq�!Jry and Literaiy Register, I, pp. 145 ff.). 
·• One feature that is new in the s�bject matter of the 

paintings at Ktilat;Jiya is the entry of Sinhalese history 
into the panels. D. B. Dhanapala (The StoryofSi.1halese . 
Painting, Saman Press, Mahwagama, Ceylon, i 9S7, p. 
55) observes that when almost all mural paintings were 
confined to events associated with the Buddha or the 
Jitakasthe KltlaJ?iya-vihiira presents a pleasant deviation 
in this respect . Of the . elegance of the paintings at 
Kltla�iya D.B. Dhanapala (loc. cit.) says, " . . . .  when the 
new wing was built the walls were painted with pictures 
on the old art tradition of Ceylon coming down from 
Slgiriya and Ajantii. Solius Mendis who had never 
undergone any technical training in the Western mmner· 
has done at Klilarftya a series of pictures that may be . 
considered the best work.done in Ceylon after the Polon
naruwa period, if not Sigfriya. 

"The KltlaJ?iya frescoes �re a throw back in easy but 
masterful handling of mass composition of the original 
Ajanti Art, while keeping to the regular rectangular 
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panels of the Kandyan Art; in the picturisation of a sto�y. 
Line work- ·has the· same robustness and rythem while 
deline·ation of. character l>Y a sureness of modelling has 
been achieved ·to an amazing degree equalling in craft
mansbip ·lo the Sigiriya frescoes . or the· Bodhisatva. 
recently discovered at Polonnaruwa". 

H. R. Perera 

KALYANI INSCRIPTIONS (1476 A. C.) record the very 
cordial· relationship and' co:.operation that existed 
between · Ceylonese (noW Sri Lankan) Buddhists and 
Burmese (now Myanmar) Buddhists during the reign of 
King Dhammaceti of Burma (1472-1492 A.C.) · 

Dhammaceti was a· Buddhist mrmk who subsequently 
gave �p robes-to-become king in Burma. Buddhism was at 
a very low ebb in Burma when Dhammaceti assumed 
kingship and therefore he decided to restore �uddhisril to 
i ts former glorious position with the assistance of King 
Bb\JVanekabiihu·of.-Ceyl�n and the:- Ceylonese Buddhist 
monks. So, with the concumince of the .Ceylonese ruler; 
Dhammaceti despatched a group of novices to Ceylon, to 
be trained in the ·pure Theraviida tradition of ,Buddhism. 
After undergoing a detai:led course of study under eldetly 
erudite theras; the Burmese bhikkhuswere conferred-- the 
Higher Ordination (Upas8mpada) · ·at: art ecclesiastical 
ceremony conducted in a s-pecial pavilion (s1ma) put• up 
on  the · Kalyfu?i river, close to · Colombo; When the 
bhikkbw returned to · Burma,. they were received ·with 
much honour and with royal - patronage they set up 
several institutions to train bhikkhusin Burma, following 
the Ceylonese pattern . . · 

Having given anew lease of life to Buddhist activities in 
Burma, king Dhammaceti set up the Kalyii�ilnscriptions 
in Riimafifia to record the serir.s of activities that resulted 
in the new revival. 

The inscrip�ions w�r� :named ·��lyilt:Ji Inscriptlons' to 
commemorate the spec;i8.J High�r Ordination .. ceremony 
h�ld on _the river _K.alyiiJ?i in Ceylon. In these inscrip!�ons . 
Dhaimn�eti not only gives details. of the friendly relation
ship and (:�operation that was· _built up by his . own 

· initia-tiVe and endeavour, between · the two Theraviida 
Buddhist countries of Burma and Ceylon,' but he also 
gives details ' of mutuBl co-operation: and suavity that 
exi�ted between: the two nationS in the lieid of Buddhism 
�d its cul�ur.e, froni the ·time the two c�nintries ac�epted 
Bl,lddbism as their main religious te!lch�,ng. SpeCiiil 
reference is made in the K�yii�i I'nscriptio�s to the �is it . 

. to Ceylon of Uttariijlva Maliiithera of Burma during the 
reign of Nanipatisithu ( 1 173-1210  A.C.). it -was during 
this period that ·a group of elderly monks from Ceyion 
went to Burma on the invitation of the Burmese BuddhistS 

. 
and established there the institution of S1hala �aflgha 
(the Fraternity ·ofCeylonese Monks - 1 1 8 1  A.C.). -

The Kalyiii;li inscriptions further mention abput 
Chap at a, the T_alaing mon� from Burma who, too;· went 
to Ceyion witb four other mq.nks to master the Ceylo11ese 
Buddhist Tradition. Chapa�a recCive_d his Higher 
Ordination in Ceylon and returned · to Burma in l 1 8 1 . 

A. C. Among the four monks who accompanied Chapa�a . 
to Ceylon was the son of the King of Cambodia, by name · 
SbinTiimalinda. This had happened during the 'feign of' 
King Pariikrama!>ahu the Great of Ceylon (Kanai Lai 
Hazra, History of Theravada Buddhism in South-East 
Asia, Munshiran Manoharlal Publishers PvL Ltd.  New 
Delhi, 1982, pp. 8, 58, 65; 92, 107- 10). 

T. Ariyadhamma · 

KAL YA� A�SA NIKAYA; SRi ...: a Buddhist sect tHat · 
came in to being i'n the Southern P�ovince in Sri. Larikairi 
the year 18 JO A.C., headed by Kataluve·Gunaratamiti�sa 
Thera. · Kataluve Gunar.atitnatissa . Thera who . was 
conferred the Higher Ordination ' (upasampada) by th� 
Siamese sect (Siynm nikiiya) ea:i-lier, was not very happy 
ab�ut the constitution of the sima iii·wJiich the 'Highef 
Ordination ceremony was held and he ·deCided to' go tci 
Myanmar (Burm.�) . to recetve the . Higher Ordination 
anew from the Sahgh� (�ommunity of bhikkhus),f?f the 
Ther�viida tradition iii. that country. J\c�on:tpanjed by 
seven novices (siiman�rs) and·· thrt;e Jay . benefactors . . . .  ' • . . . - . (diiyaka), Gunaratanatissa .Thera set s!lil to ,Myanm!lr .in 
the year 1 807 A.C. The King of Myanmar re�'eived the 
delegation with b·o�our and _respect . and proyjded . all 
facilities for Gunaratanatissa Thera and the novices to be 

. . . . · . · . ' . . .  conferred the llPBS1P1JpBcfif by _the Myanmar Theraviida 
fraternity at the KalyiiJ?i slma in the city of Harpsavati. 

Having received Jhe upasampadB and . having spent 
sometime with the. bhikkhrl8. of Hlihlsavatl, Gunaratana- . 
tiss� Thera �d the mem't>�rs �fhis,(iei�gatio�.returneci to . 
Sri Lnn-ka a,nd fo\lncied th.� Sd K·alyfu'iiv_amsa Nikiiya in 
the year 1 8 10  A. C. with Gunaratan�tlssa Uiera -'himself 
as its first . Mahiinliyaka· : (supreme head). From the 
inception 6f this Nikliyit, Sailabimbiir'lima in: .Podanduwa 
has remained lis its head. quarters . At present there lite 
.about one hundred and sixty monasteries, moSt· of them 
in the Southern Province of Sri Lanka; with about four 
hundred resident bhikkhils in them; affiliated to this 
Buddhist sect. Froni the inception of the sect and up .tO' 
date (1996) there have been twerity:mahi therasfuriction
ing as Mahliniyaka from time to time. They are: . . 

t .' Kataluve Gunaratanatissa ( 1 8 10-1832 A.C.) . 
2. · Ba�npole Kalyanatissa ( 1 832-1841  A. C.) 
3. Koggala•Dbamrnasiira ( 1841-1 855 A.C:) 

\ 
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· 4. M.irisse Dhammlinanda ( 1 855-1 877 A.C.) 
s·. Udugalp i�iye Sirisumana ( 1 877- 1884 A.C.) 
6. Dodanduve Piyaratanatissa ( 1 884-1908 A. C.) 
7. Alutgmna Silakkhandha ( 1 908-1 925 A. C.) 
8. Gintota Medhankara 0 925- 1 940 A.C.) . 9�· T�lw�tte Medhii Sri Ariy�wa�sa ( 1940- 1963 A. C.) 

10. Polwatte Buddhadatta 
1 1. Miita�a Medhanaiuf� ( 1963- 1966 A. C.) 

· 1 2. Dodand�ve Dhammissara 
13:. _Kat�u\;� Pa..�iiiira�si ( 1966-1973 A.C.) 
i4. HaruQialgoda Sri AriyaV&f!JSa 
1s: Devinu�ara Amarasiri · 
16. Dambagas�are Sumedbal'lkara ( 1913- 1976 A. C.) 
17. Ba�apole Anomadassi 

' 1 8> Keraminiye Jinananda 
19. · Koggala Sirivisuddhi · 

20; . Dbdampahala Candasiti (From 3 1 st March 1 996) 

. · Mo�t: of the 111aha theras who hel9 the position of Maliiiniryaka of this sect were erudite scholars in the 
fiei�s of S-anskrit, P al i; Buddhist P hilosophy and 
Sinhalese Literature and Language and s·ome of them 
had achieved distinction in several other fields, too. 
Dqdanduve Piynratanatissa Mahaniiyaka Thera was an 
educationist and a pioneer· . in the Buddhist schools 
movement in the latter half of the 19th century. He 
founded the first Buddhist school near Sailabimbiirama 
in . Dodanduwa and prepared text . books for use in 
Buddhist schools; He was in associ"tion with Colonel 
H:S. Olcott eve� before the latter came to Sri Lanka to 
help. Buddhista: to .start schools for Buddhist. child reri. 

Dodanduve Sllakkhandha Mahllnayaka ,Thera was a 
reputed Paii an_d Sanskrit scholar who was consulted by 

) eminent foteig'n sc
.
hol im such as Minayeff, Rhys Davids, 

P�q1 Carus; Satiscandr� Vidyiibhusana ana many others. 
He was the �uthor of several authoritative treatises on 
Pilli,' 'sariskrit and Buddhism. 

· 

Telwatte Med.ha·Srl Ariyawansa Mahanayaka Tbera 
was not only. an expett exponent of Buddhadhamma but 
was also a repu ted scholar and much sought after teacher 
of classical Sanskrit works and Sanskrit grammar, who 
critically edited with explanatory notes several classical 
Sanskrit works. 

Keraminiye Jinan and a  M ahiinayaka Thera who was a 
pupil of Telwaf. te A riyawamsa M ah anayaka Thera was 
ano ther . erudite schol ar of classical S anskrit works and 
Sanskri�. grammar. His contribution to learning in . this 
fieid , to�, is �e�arkable and i nvaluable . · 

. 
. , . · . 

· .
. . . . 'l+ ' . .  

. Rolwa�te _ Buddbadatta Mahaniiyaka Thera was an 
inter:na!ioJ:!ally repuied authority on P.ali, Buddhis� and 
Bqddb�t literature and Philosophy . . lie was as!5ociated 
w�th t h� I'ali Text Society of L_ondon �nd !ilSSisted .that 
society in 

_
ma�y o,f its J:ripJ!�a _text editionl! . an<,l their 
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En glish transl ations .  The Palibha�avacaraqaya in the 
Sinh al a medium a.."ld the New Pali Course in the English 
m edium compiled by Budd had atta M ahiinayaka Thera, 
several decades ago,  are still the most widely used and 
popular guide books for the study of Pali in schools as 
we l l  as in Un iversities . The Tripi!aka Suciya, compiled by 
the Maha Thera is a popular ' key' to the study of the Pali 
Tnpi!aka Texts. He h ad the rare distinction of being 
selected as a member of the official delegation of ervdi te  
bhikkhus from Sri Lanka to the sixth Buddhist convo
cation (Cha!{ha Sahgaya:1a) held in Myanmar in 1956 
A.C.  in connection with the Buddha J ayanthi.  At  the 
conclus ion of t h is Buddhist convocation Buddhadatt a 
Mahaniiyaka Thera was conferred the most prestigious 
religio-academic t itle :- AggamahiipBJ?9ita - by. the 
government of Myanmar. 

bambagasarc Sumedhankara Mahiiniiyaka Thera is 
repu fed as the fearless and energetic bhikkhuwho spent 
many years in the wilds of the Eastern Province in Sri 
Lanka to trace the wh�reabouts of the ancient Seruvila 
M aflgala Caitya. H av_lng t raced the ruins of · this 
important caitya the Mahii Thera set up  the_ Seruvlla 
Development Society to help him in the restoration work 
and within a reasonable length of tiine res tored the
Caitya to its former glory. He did not st�p at that. He 
persuaded the government of Sri Lanka to open up 
settlements in the dense forest around the caitya to make 
the who le area suit11ble for human habitat ion . 

B a � a p o l a  Anomad assi M ahiiniiyak a T}1era wa� _a 
scholar-cum-freedom campaigner and social worker. He 
was an active participant in the freedom campaJgn. of.Srl 
Lanka in the early part of the twentieth century. and 
worked h and in glove with Marxist leaders to win ;for 
workers and farmers their rights and in these climpaigns 
he had to undergo great hardsbip and sometimes imp�so�
ment . 

Dodampahala Candasir i Mahii Thera, the present 
M ahanayaka ( 1 996 A. C.) is an expert meditation master 
(kamma�Wariiicariya} and has several aranya sena$anas 
(fores t monasteries) functioning under his direction and 
supervision . They iue : Gotama Tapovanaya in Mul1ei:i.: 
yawa, K al u diyapoku�a Arahan t a  Tapovanaya in 
Mihintale, Abh ayabhumi Tapovanaya in Kegalle .and 
Deviyangekanda Tapovanaya in Padaviya. · I n  . �he;�� 
forest monasteries live many bhikkbus devoted to 
medi t ation and learn ing . Each .bhikkhu is 
a smal l h u t  (kuti) wi th 'basic facilities . . 
organ isation of lay supporters (dayaka) 
mala Samitiya· to look after the UHLUU'f'>"' 
mentioned forest monasteries . !fDd 
nay aka Thera functions as its pat;o� 
Maha:-niiyaka Thera is also th,.c:·�e:�·-y��r 
the Kumiirakiisyapa Ho . 
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Gotama Tapovanaya nrt'd Ku'miiraUsyapa Vocational 
Training Institute· atKataragS:ma - both institutes being 

. run by t�e MitikamstiiSsmitiya. 
Sourr:t!S 

I. Buddb•dstta, Polwattt: Kalyani Sis�a V.cupsaya, 
Kataluva (Sri Lanka), 193 5  � · 

. 2 . . Pafiftuiha, Madihe: Budcfhava11Jsaya S8sana;;aDJ
si(Ya · .hl AmarapuraVJU1.15Rya, Maharagama (Sri 
LMka), 1990. Acts of :appointment of sever.al 
Mahlniiyaka Theras, too, were consulted). 

Kurunduwatte Ratanlnanda 

KAMA. In Buddhl�t Pali literature' the term kifmais used 
in two different but rdateq senses. They are: (a) objects of 
sen�e yatification (b) desire for sense gratification. The 
evidently early sec\Jlar usage of the term to meat) 'objects 

· of sense gratification' is witnessed in the Kilmasiltta of the 
A!#J.aka-vagga of the Sutta-n}piita. In-the same context 

. these objects are specifically mentioned, as land (kbettaii;J 
vstthwp); gold_(himififa11J), cattle and horses (giviissamj, 
slaves (disaporissm), wo�en (thiyo), kinsineil (bsndhil} 
etc. (Sn.· vv. 768, 769). . 

In relation to the senses which thrive ori .them, these . 
objects in themselves, have an alluring, enticing arid 
capt,ivating power, Nevertheless� as they.exist objectiyeiy. 

-in the external world, the auddhists take great care not to . 

mistake them for kama, the defiling subjective attitude of 
man to the externa.i world; Whhe tf1e former is designated 
vattbu-k�ms, it is the l�tter�. precisely termed :kilesa- · 

. . kima_ that the Buddhists are primarily interested in their 
· psycho-ethical religious system:· Clarifying this position 
t�e. Sal!Jyutta-nfkaya (S. ), p. ·22) say3, that whatever 
b.eautiful things there are in the world they are not k!ms; 
�ima reatly is desire generated towards them. The 
Abguttars-niki_vs (II I, p. 4 1 1) reiterates thi11. K�ms'(as 
ki/esa-kima in the BuddhisJ sense) . is functionally 
operative at the stage of desiring an object (kBmBlfl 
kiimayaminasss) by which it is lured (if!hi ksnti, 
ll!•thenti cittaq1 · etc.) even. before th� · responsive .oi 

. 
· re.ective Stage o.f experiencing i t  a, sukhi vecfsni (pl�S!Iant 

· feeling). 

The sphere in which these twofold aspect of k!ma, i .e. 
vatthu-k�ms and ki/ess-k1ilf?ll, operate is called the . 
sensuous-realm (k!mil-bhtJva, klms-dh8tu, .kima/oks, 
k�mincara). From this it is apparent that kama operate 
itf itifra-human spheres, too. hi fact the Petavatthu and · 'commentary contain references to this. For example, 

· ·. epithet sabbskimas.smiddhirpis often met with 
ti:J.[lS Used to describe tbes.e beings in infra-human 

·��ifffi�m a.IJ whose wjsheiare fulfilled (Pv. I, p. 10, PvA. P• 
Hn.;w..,,.· •r the t;etter' known division of kims, in • '<li-ii:�:li.:.�.'-.,:..,.<4 ��elt' sph�re ·of operation. are worldly 

pleasure (manusaka-kilma) and divine pleasures (dibba
kama). The pop\llar religious belief is that enjoyment of 
the pleasures of senses is obtained as a reward for 
virtuous living and good deeds performed either in this 
existence or in previous on.es·; Some, specia11y the . 
brahmins, seem to have· believed that even renunciation 

_ of household life was aimed at the attainQlent of divine
pieasures ( M II, 75), which to them was the attainment of 
the �ranscendental goal. Buddhists also accepted , that 
divine-pleasures are superior to worldly-pleasures (M. I, 
p. 505; S. V, p. 409) evidently in the 11ense that they are 
rarified and less contaminating, as it becomes adequately 
clear from the reference in· the Ssmyutta Nik�ys. 

� . . . 
Besides this general application of the term' in the: 

above giveh meanings therds to be found in Buddhist 
literature occurences of · this term, in certain contexts, 

' w"ith its meaning limited to ttie.sphere of sex gratification. 
This is the meaning assigned to the term .in the traditional 
interpretation of the third of thefive-precepts (paiicasi/a 
A. v, p .  264, cL Sn. v. 1Q41) in the phrase kimt!SU 
micchacara, meaning 'impropriety in the gratification of 
·sex-desires'. - . 

· 

'':'"'1-
· . Vi�wed in relati�n to the goal i.e. , Nibbina and 

attainment thereof l!m·a u'ndo�bt�dly is � obstacie. But 
· considedng from · a_ purely wor1dly point . of view _enjoy� 
. meni ot sensual pleasures (kim�ss!dsJ is a · nece$s�ry · 
constitument :of day to day life. IIi Buddhist Jiterature -. 
laymen are described as those enjo;Yhjg sensual pleasures 
(gi/li-kamabhogi: . Vin . . I; ;pp.:: 203·; -287; A. IV; p . . 28 1). 

· Accepting this position . as a faet of life in the household 
the Buddhis·l Jay �ociety . . «;vol�d for itself a · code of 
morals and ethics by ·in�ilnh> f  which the layman's .Jife 
m�y, while still being h\�the proces$ of enjoying kims, be 
gradually elevated in cd�t�e of time for the attainment of 
the transce,ilderital goa,(ril�, in effect, is the role of sils in 

. 

Buddhism. This is where s�rpvsra Of restraint, in the 
enjoyment of worldly pleasures� pliiys its vital role. Thus, 
the precepts primarily meiult for the lay folk call upcn 
them to refrain froiD exces8ive. indwlgeriee.i� such forms 
.of enjoyment. And this cim. apjlear to have been answered 
by many whom the Buddhist te.xts .describe as white-dad 
Ja:r-devotees who are given to senst ·gratification (upasaki . . . 
gih'I odiitsvils&nii kimsbhogino: M. I, p; 49 1). The texts 
refer to a still another category of layfolk who appear to 
have. taken a furdier positive step towards the gradual 
giving-up. sense gratification, and such ones are d�ribed 
as white-cl� lay-devotees, the holymcn (ye . upisaki 
mama slvsk� gib1 ocHtavassn.� bra/Jmsei,-ino::loc. cit.). . . 

But in spite o{ auch apparent cottcessions granted to 
lay-folk, it is very clear that, as pointed out before, when 
considered in relation to the goal, k�ms is cert!lin]y an 
imPc:diment (antarii)iki dhammi): M. I, p. 1 30: MA: II, 
p. 103) that has to be got rid of by all those who seek to 

. attain the goal. The �uddha explicitly describes desire for 
I 

I 
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· the gr�tification of sense-desire (kiima-vitakka) as being 
.not  conducive  to t h e . a t tai n me n t  of N i b ba n a  
(anibbanBSB11J·Vattanikii: M. I, p .  1 1 5). Hence, from this 
angle kims is utterly denounced in Buddhism. 

Viewing from this angle it is pointed out that kama 
offers little enjoyment (appassiida)and causes much pain 
(bshu dukkhii) and anxiety (bahupiiyasa: M. I, pp. 9 1 ,  
1 30; cf. Ohp. v. 1 86). Kiima generates not only sorrow, 
but also fear (Dhp. v. 2 1 5). In the Dvedh�vitskka Sutta 
(M. I, p. 1 1 5) the Buddha points out that kiima is harmful 
to oneself (attsbyiibadha}, to others parabyabadha), and 
both to oneself and to others (ubhsyabyabiidha), 
destructive of knowledge (paflflanirodhika) assoCiated 
with distress (vighatapskkhikB) and also not conducive 

) · to Nibbiina (anibbanas811}vattanika). Though appearing 
as attractive (citra), sweet (macfhura) and charming 
(manorams: Sn. v. 50) all sensual-pleasures are· mean, 
impermanent (anicca), causing pain (dukkha) and subject 
to change (vipariJ!ilmadhamma :.A. I I ,  p. 177). SimiJarly 
they are mean, false,  empty, illusory and are mere foolish 
babble (M. 11, p; 261). 
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glowing ambers (ahgarskiisu) and so on (M. I, pp. 130; 
364; cf. A. I I I ,  p. 3 1  0; IV, p. 289). Illustrating further the 
obstructive natu re of kiima it is pointed out in Buddhist 
texts that kama is one of the four modes of clinging 
(upaaana: D. I I I, p. 230), one of the ten fetters (SB11JYO
jana: A. I l l, p. 373), one of the three longings (esana, D. 
Ill ,  p. 2 1 6). Above a)l, it' is often referred to as a defiling 
influx (kamasava ; Vin. Ill ,  p. S). Sens

.
ual thoughts 

(kamavitskka, kamasahkappa) are described as unwhole
some things (akusa/a dhammii : Nett. p. 1 8; Vbh. p. 256). 
If one were to sum-up what kama is, according to 
Buddl'oism, it could be categorically called a painful thing 
(dukkhadhamma: S. IV, p. 1 88). 

Despite its most harmful nature, one finds kama as ·· 

being extremely difficult to give up (Sn. v. 112). This is 
because the natural inclination of individuals is t.o s.wim 
with the current (anusotagami}, as the Buddhist texts put · 
it, and pursue relentlessly . the gratification of sense
desires, even though this gratification is shown to be vile 
(mifha), worldly (puthujjana) and ignoble (anariya ; M. I, 
454). The ignorant worldlings being unguarded with 
regard· to 'he six gateways of contact (phassaylltanarp) . 

Looking upon the objects of sense gratificatiot:t as· gets intoxicated with the five constituents of sensual · 
,kims, the Buddhis.t texts assert that to the extent these . :. 1 (S IV 1 96 f A I I I  410) H . , . . . . . . .. . p _easurc;s . - , p. ; c .  . , p. . ow one gets : �bJ�9_t�) lerve the eye, the ear, the nose etc. are 'pieasal)t� , ,in.t.o'!;i"ated and subjected to what one perceives is dearly i�l�'-�tb�e� alluring · and enticing and produce .states qf .. e'iP. t�ne� . ht the M adhupiJ!qika Sutta (M. I, p. I I I  £.). 

: ���oq �nq joy (sukhs!p somanassa1p) men· derive -�er,eili ,it is,��pJai!'led, how with the. arising offeeling the · 
ple'asui"e (Jut of these (kiimiiDBl!l BSSado)even in a limited ,W�pJ�opfpR:e�s,of sense�perception takes ·a very subjective 
way (appassii.dii kiim� vutta bhng_avata . . . . ). But the - · . :t,Q.P.,�,IgdJwYi one begins to perceive what one feels, 

"'Buddhist texts hasten to point out the ill-effects that . , -,�ij,��t,<.�D/W,�,�f.O,!l� p�rceives, and get obsessed with what 
--illmost inheres in this very process of enjoying · the )q.�� ��Q.�§t�� U,Jl,t_\LuJtipl.ately .one becomes subject to an 
plesures these kama provide. In a calculated relativ,e .. �g�j��t,�Y�:':tC?:i.:dJ;r,, :9f _ things, thus becoming c.ompletely 
estimation they say that the grief that comes in the wake '. �n.��tJS�dJft,��pia. lJnqer such circumstances even when 
of these pleasures (k1imilnBI1J iic!inavii) out-weigh · the .-f�F�S ��Jb, p�n(ul q'bjects .one does not stop at developing 
enjoyment. This is what is held against the proneness to . }l.-_ft;�JjQ__g..;o.f tep�gnan¢e towards them, ·but instead goes 
the enjoyment of the pleasures that the Nenses appeai to , �ti!\,fu��.her aJ]d develop a likin$ for pleasant things. This 
provide. The very basic competitive struggle for existence · i� gen�r:ally s(). for, one obsessed with craving for pleasure, 
and consequent quarrels and disputes, wars and strifes, s�:�-� .�:otr�e�orh from painful feeling save fro� enjoyment 
attacks and offensives, crimes and punishments, are all of sensu_Ql · pleasures (S. IV, p. 208). This craving for 
part of the process of pursuing pleasure at various lev�ls, gratificitlon· 6! sense-desires gradually eats one up and 
Personal or institutive, national or international. These . "' · · · ' ·  ·· · (M 1 504 · f D II 308 S I 31) · uums ·one: UP . . , p. ; c .  . , p. ; _ , p. . 
are the worldly manifestations of the ill-effects. of the �;�::-;�;;i��:� <,j;;;�-��- , ·  '··' ' ·�··- ·: : 
pursuit of kama on the social and domestic piahes. · • :i  :.Now, qu.e�H'ofis . arise as to whether it is possible to 
Further to this the Buddhist texts deal also with ).�e . ,di��i:w.?,iie (vjs.�wyqg�) on�self from being engaged with 
ill-effects on the religio-ethical side which result from the . t�e� n.u�s,:!.di (){ the gratification of sense-desires (kama-
pursuit of the pleasures of kama. The unethical behaViour yoga: A. II ,  p. 10 f.) lind whether in fact there is any 
which is prompted by the greed for kama (duccarita i .e . ,  freedom (nissa_raqii) from this enslavement to kama. In 
transgression in thought, word and deed) has afso its Jhiddhis.m bot.h these questions are answered very clearly 
corroding effect on the life of the individual in �the in the affirmative', It is explicitly stated that there is 
samsiiric process. It degenerates his state of life '(M. f;' p. . dissociation from engrossment to the gratification of 
87)

·
, determining his destiny even in the lif�-after. 

. sense-desires and there is also freedom from enslavement 

Buddhist texts also contain numerous similes illtistra- to kama (ibid .). 
· tive of the empty, harmful and beguiling nature of kama. M oderation with regard to gratification of sense-
Thus, kama. is compared to a skeleton (a{!hikshkala), desires, the advice offered by the Buddha to lay house-
lump of flesh (ma.r.psapesi), torch of grass (tiJ!ukka), pit of holders, in itself is not sufficient either to bring about 
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complete dissociation from enjoymen t of sensual 
pleasures or to effect one's freedom from enslavement to 
objects of semes. Renouncing the life in the household 
and entering the Order (psbbajfs) will undoubtedly 
provide a bette.r atmosphere to achieve dissociation and 
freedom from kama (M. III ,  p. 33). In  fact both _these 
modes namely, moderation and entering · the Order, 
wouJ_d be posi tive progressive steps in the process leading 
to dissociation and freedom from kama. These steps 
would enable one to abandon the tendency to swim with 
the current i .e .  to follow one's base inclinations, and turn 
out to be one who swims against the current (pspsots
gam1: A. I I ,  p: 5) or as the Dhammspada puts it;. one who 
swims upwards the stream (uddharpsotagiimi : Dhp. v. 
2 18) . However, these are only preliminary steps in the 
process culminating in the total abandonment · of all 
desire for the gratification of both worldly and.heayenly 
pleasures (nekkbamma: It. p. 94) . Life in the Order 
_enforces _upon oneself higher p�ecepts which in.duce one . 
to train to control one's sense-doors (indriys-sarpvata, . 
indriyuu·guttadvira) more effectively . The· practic�· of 
meditation which is a necessary constituent of life in die 
Order helps to bring about tranquillity of mind leading to 
sense-control. Yet none of these devices suffices hi 
themselves to eradicate totally the craving {or the 
gratification of sense desires. This has to. be accomplished · 
through insight ((vipsssana), through the comprehension 
of the t"rue nature of kama (kimsnarp parififiarp). it is in 
order to help one to attain this comprehension that · the 
B�ddha teaches about the arising of, passing away of; 
enjoyment of, evil consequences of and finally freedom 
from. kima (M. · I, p. S02 ff.). When there is full · 
comprehension of kama as they have · come to be 
(yatbJbbDts) i.e. their true nature as impermanent, 
painful, providing little enjoyment imd much anxiety and 
so on (M. I, pp. 9 1, 3 10; A. II, . 1 77; Dbp. vv. 277-79) one 
becomeir iible to utterly eradicate craving for gratification 

· of sensC:'-desires, for how could one who has seen 
suffering (dukkba) . and wherefrom it a�jses, incline 
towards gratification of sense-desires (S. I, p. 1 77 ;  cf. 
Nettrp.- 6_1)t · · · 

· 

. .\ : :: 1,:- - � '  ?,�e ��o : .has gained comprehension of all objects of 
sens�·at�njoym��f (kamabhogesu PBIJ1ito - It, p. 94), in 
the above · saiiJ" ' maiiner� cduld through introspection 
etamiiie·one5�Jf and see whether objects of sense-desires · 

yet assail his mind and whether his mind whr.n confronted 
with them ·eagerly leaps at. them. If by this self-analysis 
one finds that-objects do  not assail one's mind that one 's 

· mind does ·not leap S:pd cling to them, then o�e can rest 
content and assUred ·· that one's mind is free froin all craving for gratification of sense-desires and free from all 
painful and burning defiling influxes (cf. M Ill ,  p. 1 14; 
A. Ill, p. 245). Such ali one, freed from all craving for the gratification ohense-:<lesires, Will consider the things seen 
just as the seen {di!!he di!!flamattsifi), the things heard 

just as the heard (sute sut1m1attarp), the things sensed just 
as th.e sensed (mute mutamattarp) and things cognized 
just as the cognized (vififiate vifili"iUamattarp). And this 
indeed is the end of suffering (an to dukkhassa Ud. p. 8, cf. 
Nett. p. 24). 

S. K.  Nanayakkara 

KAMA-BHAVA, plane of sense-pleasures, the sphere or 
the realm.where existence is characterised by conscious
ness of s�nse-pleasures (kiimasaflfla); it indicates both the 
spiritual nature of consciousness and the plane where 
that consciousness obtains. Spiritually, it represents the 
lowest of the three qualitatively . different types of 
mundane consciousness,  the other two being the 
consciousness of fine m atter (rupa-safifia), and the cons
ciousnes.s of immateriality (ariipa-safi.lra). Spatially 
K,af11sbhavs represents the lowest of the ·three. planes of 
t.��por� L existence in the division of the cosmos, the 
other two being the fine�material plape (rUpa-bhsvs)and 
the i�ma�erial plane (arfipa-bhava D. I II, 215,  275; S. II, · 

· 3; ·�.v�: 2".58; A III, 444). It is therefore pdssible to look 
"Uf.o:O: tb.'WthtC:etoJd division a$ indicati"ng the .gradations . 
or:'f�e!·irjentltf·d�veloptft�nf in"· the :iJ"uddhist. process of 

. r�ligiOtls 'tupl�fiYI!f:1his'� = s�hem�� · Kams-bhava would 
.. indi�lil�'1't�ij,W.�t bi'�ii$terlc'C =Which is totally plesaure-

.. �i��:.��?]�,��.i�:r·���·��;:i_��.;;�::�:.' -· . ::. ,� ·: .. ::,:� ·· : . _ . . 

· Tli����e:¢����me·m;�.et:�.ri)f.�·�lfe- cbmpounds i.e., bhava 
. nie�piQ'gl"_b�#�J��:�.l�':*ima�bhava etc. is sometimes 
rej)hiced��b�J�fi.it.tr;i:'e1embif.tj;:,;:b)1Dmi;• -�sphere' or · loka, 

·.-'world�;�·-Y�.·itff9'*'hk'.-.igfiilitfaQt (liffete�ce in · connotation. 
ThusJ'k w�:zJi·��4.terrh.�::; like i, ka.rtiaahatu (D . .  H I, · 2 1 5) ,  
KilmabbUJ11.b(Ps.·· ·IJ" �;t) ;and Klms-Joka (Saddhammo
paya�a,::JP.l'S: · A 8 81, '5tz. 233, 261) in place of kama-

. bhava etc. �$,Q .�e -find a third word, avacara, meaning ..: 
'moving in', being introduced in between the two members , 
of the compoUnd With the result that we get terms like 
Kiimiivacata-bhiimi.etc. (Ps. I, 83 f.). 

Kan;��t;j,�'r"! ��(�n !� that plane of e�stence in, which 
conscious�.�-�l,<if. ,��j_ngs is conditioned, pervaded and 
governed P.Q��ri.ly_! ;�Y disire for sense-pleasures (Ps. I, 
296) . . In spite of thf!! fact that these beings have the 
potentiality to rise spidtually above kama-· level, ·they are 
possessed of un'!Vholesome mental states such as the five 
mental hindrances to spiritual progress (nivarana) and 
the five mental fetters (sarpyojana) t hat bind �entient 
beings to the lower plane of tempora1 existence kndwn as 
orambhilga which is none other than kama-bhava itself. 
And that is the characteristic feature of kiima-bhava. 

It is one of the seven stations of consciousness of the 
mind (viflfliiTJa!!hiti, D. I I , 68) and also the nine 'abodes' 
of beings (sa�ravasa, D. III ,  263); and the beings there.are 
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described as having diverse bodies (nanatta-kaya) and diverse consciousness (nanatta-safi/13; ibid .) .  

The state of l ife in this p lace is sometime referred to as 
the gross personality (oliin'ka-attapa!l'iibha) because it 
has gross material form (riipi}, made of the four great . 
elements - catummahabhiitika and · partaking of solid 
food (kabalihkaraharabhakkha D. I, 34; 195). 

Life with such a personality and such state of conscious
ness obtains only in a part of the cosmos which, as 
aTready stated, is known also as ora11Jbhaga; and this 
comprises all fpur �payas of the world ol human beings 
and the six lower devalokas (Ps. l, 83; DA. lll, 987; PsA. 
I, 2�i6 f.). See R U PA-BHA VA, AR UPA-BHA VA and ) COSMOLOGY. 

< . .. 1·.�. � UpaJI Karunaratne 

,.. . ............... CCHANDA, variously translated as excitement 
pleasure (PED.), sensuous desire (Buddhist 

will to sensual desire (The Guide, p:27), lust 
(The Path of Purification. p. 658). 

connotes the desire for sense gratification, the 
attitude of man towards objects of 

. It is a defilement of the mind (cetaso 
· and hence, occupies a prominent place in all 

ofhindrances to mental culture and spiritual 
-bus, it heads the l i s t  of five hind rances 

q.v.) .that cripple the mind and weaken wisdom . 
94, 97). Similarly, quite often, it is 

as the first i tem in . the list of ten fetters 
v.), that bind man to the saf!1siiric process 

is a compound made up of the 
(q.v.) and chanda (q. v.). The term kama 

but related meanings; objects of sense 
desire for sense gratification (kilesa-

Chanda primarily connotes will or desire 
Vism. p. 466). The same source also 

ction of chanda is scanning for an 
. is described as the extending of 
hattha) in the apprehension of an 
Thus chanda represents a parti-

-:.nt·n ..... aa of. perception at which the 
mentally at the object that is 

primarily the term chanda is 
a definite moral colouring, 
ing on the concept or activity 

Thus, when combined with 
'Rn,rflf·viT'h•ous desire or desire for 

good colouring while when 
,,.,.. •. ,.,,oe an e thically bad colour-

of desire for sense 

gratification. Hence the PED. (s.v. chanda) says that the 
combination klimacchanda is onJ.y an enlarged term of 
kama. 

The term kiimacchanda is given in exegetical works as 
a synonym for kilesakiima (Nd. I ,  p. 2) . The Majjhima
A!{hakathii (II ,  p .  287) while equating it with the term 
kilesakama says that it is desire (chanda) because it 
causes desire (chandakaranavasena chando). That in 
such contexts the term chanda connotes an ethically bad 
sense is clearly pointed out elsewhere by Buddhaghosa. 
Thus, in the A tthasalini (DhsA. p. 370 cf. NdA. SHB. p. 
I I) he says that in this particular context i t  is not mere 
will or desire to do, nor even desire for the good but it is so 
called desire for sense gratification (kiimasal!lkhllto 
chando). . . 

An interesting definition of the term kamacchanda is 
found in the Sal!lyutta-A{!hakatha (III, p. 263) wherein 

. the term is defined as attachment (raga) pertaining to the 
five propensities of sense pleasure. Herein apparently the 
term raga is regarded as a synonym for chanda. It is also 
interesting to note, in this context that there are instances 
both iri the canonical, and non-canonical literatute where 
the two terms kiimacchimda and kiimaraga are regarded 
as synonymous . For example, when enumerating the iists 
of five hindrances these two terms are used as synonyms 
(S. V. 92; 94, 96, 1 27). The term kiinar'iiga is frequently 
found in the lis t  of teh satpyojimas but occasionally the 
term kamacchanda is used ih i ts place (Nett. pp. 14, 15). 
In the list of synonyms for kilesakama and chanda these 
two terms occur amidst numerous other terms:· These 
synonymous terms are kiiinaechanda, kamarliga, kama
nandi, kamatanha, kiimasneha, katnapariTaha, kama
muccba, kamajjbos�na, kamogh�, kamajjh�sana, kama� 
yoga, kamaccbandan1varaiJa (Jird. l, pp. 2;4, 52, DhsA. 
p. 370). 

An examination of these terms makes it clear that ail of 
them are not exact synonyms but terms close in meaning 
(DhsA. p. 370). It . is also seen that of these numerous 
terms only the three terrris kiimacchanda, kiimariiga, and 
kamataiJhii are of frequent use in a regular technical 
sense . 

Now, as shoWn above, though the two terms kamac
chanda and kB.maraga are considered as being inter
changeable, the two terms chanda and raga when tden 
separately in their ethically bad meanings seem to convey 
allied but somewhat differen t  nuances of meaning 
::onnoting two d ifferent stages of desire of varying inten
sity . In this connection it  is relevant to note that chanda is 
at times defined as weak-attachment (dubbalaraga) and 
raga as an intensified form of chanda (NdA. SH/!. p. 1 1). 
The term chanda as defined in the Visuddhimagga (p. 466) 
al�o suggests that it represents an initial stage of desire. 
Buddhist Sanskrit tradition also speaks of a similar 
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difference between chanda and raga. The former is defined 
as desire for things to be acquired and the latter as attach
ml:nt to things already in possession (see Mdhvr. p. 52). 

[f chanda and raga connote two different stages of 
desire, tbe question of the two terms kamacchanda and 
kamaraga connoting two differertt stages of desire for 
sense gratification has to be considered. As pointed out 
before, in canortical literature these two terms ·are used in 
interchangc;able meaning and as such there is no evidence 
of any specific atten)pt to lay emph11sis on the slight 
differences i.n the nuanCes of their meanings. This is 
generally so even in commentarial literature. Though the 
difference in the shades of meaning of chanda and raga 
are pointed out, the two compounds are generally 
regarded as synonymous. 

Not only cha"nda and raga, even such terms as taf!h8 
and upiidina when combined with kama as kamataiJhii 

· and kimilpid2na are considered as conveying .a meaning· 
quite similar to that conveyed by the terms kamacchanda 
and kamaraga . .  Buddhaghosa while pointing out that 
ki;,iipticfiina represents a more intense �tage of tafJha 
generally, considers all four terms to be sy_nonyms ( Vism. 
P.· 569). He also cites an interesting tradi_tionaJ definition 
of ta1Jha (craving) as the aspiring (patthanii} to an object 
that one has -not yet reached , which is compared to a · 
thiers strectching out hi� hand in the dark and upadiina 
(clinging) as the grasping of an object one has reached, 
like the thief clinging to his object. According to this 

. definition it is seen that tafJh8 is ·more like chanda and 
· upiaana is more like raga. This similarity of meaning 
becomes further evident when this definition is compared 
wit.h the Buddhist S�skrit definition of chanda and raga 
referred to above. Thus i t  is seen that while in the final. 
analysis kimacchanda might be taken as representing an 
initial stage of desire weaker in strength than that stage of 
.desire represen ted by the kiimaraga, for general purposes 

· of expression and enum�ration of the list of mental 
defilements Buddhist literature considers them to be . 
synonyms. I n  passing. reference also should be made to 
:he term chandaraga( q.v.) which conveys a meaning very 
similar to that conveyed by kimacchanda (S. IV, p. 1 63). 

As. pointed out earlier kamacchanda connotes the 
defiling subjective attitude of man towards the objects of 
sense gratification. What is the cause of this subjective 
atti tude? According to the Buddha's teaching it is the 
unwise attenth)n (ayoniso manasikira) directed towards 
objects of sense d esire that causes kamacchanda (S. V, 
pp. �f.; 93, 103). Due to unwise attention one's view gets 
b�urred and perverted and hence o ne fails to see things in 
their correct perspective (yathabhUts). Thus one considers 
things that are impermanent as permanent, painful as 
pleasurable, non-substantial as being with substance, 
unpleasent as pleasent  (S. V, pp. 64, 1 03 MA. I, p. 281).  
Viewing so one becomes prone to cons.ider only the 

alluring features (subhanimitta) of things, which are of 
temporary nature, as constituting· _the true nature of al 
objects of sense desire . Hence the texts cite unwise 
attention to the alluring features (subhanimitta) of thing 
as the food for the aris.ing of kamacchanda that has no 
yet ariseri and for- the increase · and growth of kama£ 
chanda that has already arisen (S. V, pp. 64, 1 03) 
Therefore it i

.
s said that when this 'fo�d ' is fully compre 

hended the fetter that binds one to the continuou: 
sa�saric existence will remain no more (S. II,  pp. 90, 99) 
Nett. p. 83). To comprehend this one should emplo) 
wise-attention (yoniso manasikara) and view the arisin1 
and passir:g of all things. When so viewed,  desire for sens' 
gratification will no longtr remain (S. I V, p. ! 8 8  f. cf. M 
I, p. 432, also MA. I, p. 282) . . See further KAMA. . ·  

S. K. Nanayakkan 

KAMAKURA, a city in Kanagawa prefecture situated 
about 45 km southwest of Tokyo. Its historical import
ance dates back to the twelfth century A. C. In 1 I 80 A. C. 
Minamoto no Yoritomo organised forces in /zu province 
(now part �f ShizuoJ_Ca prefecture) against the Taira chin 
which had gaineci political control in Kyoto. The Mina
moto finally emerged victorious at the decisive battle of 
Danbouis in l l 85 A.C., p aving the way for the fiist 
military government ,in Japan. J'he imperial court later 
gave official recognition to the military rule of M inamoto 
no Yoritomo in I 192 A;C .. by conferring on him the title 
of "Seil TB.i Shogunl' (','Uarbarian-subduing generalis-

. simo", popularly abridged . a� "shogun ') . . The . military 
government established by .him, thus, came to be known 
as the shogunate. · Historia.tls generally consider the yer: ' . . . � 
1 I 85 A.C. to be the beginning of the .Kamakura period 
whi�h ends with the collapse of the Shogunate in 1333 
AC ' . 

' 

As a rts\ilt" ofcivi1 war�, fires and natural calamities 
. recurring at- sportldic intervals for a considerable period of 
time prior to the establishment of the Kamakura 
Shogunate; people in J apan realized that the age of 
"mappo n(degetieration of the.dharma), a period in which 
none could ·be ·enlightened, was in force. The ''mappo � 
·period, according to the tradition� is believe.d to have 
commenced from 1052 A. C. UnCier these circumstances, 
Buddhism had . to change itself to meet the needs of the 
day. There were, broadly speaking, three currents of 
Buddhist thought in the Kamakura period. AJl of them 
are the reaction of the continued thought of "mappo'� The 

' most popular belief among the masses w.as a thought of 
rebirth in the Pure Land by placing firm faith in. the might 
of the Am ita or Amid a Buddha. The major schools of this 
thought are Jodo and Jodo-Shin (q.v.) sects.ofBuddhism. 
the_ second .type of Buddhist thought which received 
immense support mainly from the Samurai or Warrior 
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class was Zen (q.v.) Buddhism. The third type places 
emphasis on the revaluation of the true spirit of the 
Hokekyo (Saddha1111spuf!(jsr'fka sntra). This school came 
to be known as the Nichiren (q.v.) sect of Buddhism which 
was named after its founder Nichiren ( 1 222-1282 A. C.). 

Kamakura is the site of numerous Buddhist temples. It 
is also famous for a seated auddha image popularly called 
the Daibutsu (q.v. great Buddha) measuring 1 1 .5 metres 
or 37.7 feet in height, the second largest among such 
statues in Japan. 

· · 

,_ . 

Tochlkhl Endo 

KAMALA-SU..A (8th century A. C.), also called Kamala-
�rili, was a professor of Tantras at the University of 
Nalanda whence he was imited by the Tibetan king to visit 
that country. While there, he vindicated the ideas of 
Pad�asambhava and Santaraksita and defeated a Chinese 
monk who professed opposite views. By expelling this 
Chirieie monk from Tibet, Kamala-slla left the way open 
for the complete indianization of that country throug� 
Buddhism. ' 

Kamala-•tla was a follower of S'intarak�ita, the well
known Midhylllllika t�acb�r, to the kirikas (memorial 
verses) of whose Tattva-smpgrahshe wrote a commentary 
(pa/Ijiki). The ·kirikas and the commentary are printed 
together in the GOSvoluine XXX and XXXI, published 
in 1926. 

-

Accorditig to S.C. Vidyibhusana, (A Historyoflndian 
Logic, Calcutta ·uruveraity, 1921, pp. 327-8) Kamalaslla 
was the aut.hor of another work called Nyiya bindu-pfirva
psk�asamk�ipta, which is available in Tibetan and is a 

summary of criticisms of the Nyiyabindu of Dharmakirti. 

Some thirty works · of the Tibetan Tripi! aka are 
attributed to Kamalaslla: (faisho: See under Kamala
�ila). 

A. G. S. Karlyawaslllll 

KAMASUKliALLIKANUYOGA, 'persuit of sensual 
gratifications'; 'self-indulgence'; 'attachment to ·worldly 
enjoyment'; 'practice of enjoying excessive pleasures of 
the senses as the be all and tnd all of human living'. 

The Pali compound Kimasukhsliiklinuyogs is made. 
up of several words kimasukha (pleasures of the senses) 
+.aJJlka(attachme)lt to) + anuyoga(practice of) which as · 
a compound gives the above shades of meaning. 

... · . . �;· i� the firit.discourae(S. V; 420-24) delivered to the five 
-��·):,:.��;, . ��tiel (p�c.•v•giiyi)with whom the Buddha aspirant 
� :)::�\)�· �,--.. ,�- --:-.. ;-_· . . . . 

. ;:�:�-;t..:,_ 
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Siddhartha Gotama practised six years of rigourous 
asceticism, the Buddha declares that two extreme 
practices - the practice of excessive sensual enjoyment 
(kBmasukhallikinuyogs) and the practice of tormenting 
the body by servere forms of asceticism (att/Jldlamsthinfl
yoga q.v.) have to be given up by one who has forsaken 
worldly happiness (pabbajita)inorder to achieve spiritual 
perfection. 

From the point of view of Buddhism the above 
statement made by the Buddha, addressing the five 
ascetics, is very significant. Prior to leaving household life 
the· Buddha, as Prince Siddhartha Gotama led a �ry 
luxurious life with alf material comforts a man could 
imagine of. As the son of a wealthy feudal Indian Riijii, 
Siddhartha Go tam a was provided with all luxuries of life. 
He lived in three magnificent palaces, built for him by his 
anxious father, to suit the three seasons. He was always 
surrounded by beautiful young ladies, musicians, dancers 
and attendants. He was provided with the choicest of food . 
and clothing. At the age of sixteen years he married a 
beauliful and affluent princess and lived in luxury till he 
was twenty nine years old .  It was while. living this life of 
affluence and luxury that realisation · dawned in him, 
through personal experience, that mental peace and 
enduring happiness did not result from that type of 
extravagant and luxurient Jiving. With this realisation 

' Siddhartha Gotama decided to bid far�well to that kind of 
life-style and adopt its opposite, namely tt,e practice of 
tormenting the body by denying to it even the basic 
physical needs. He left behind all his worldly belongings 
and left the palace in secret and joined a band (lf five 
ascetics who were practicing severe forms of asceticism in 
a thick jungle in. Uruvela (J. I, 67 ff.). For six years be 
practised asceticism in the company of the five ascetics. In 
practising rigid forms of asc::ticism he went to ·their 
extreme with undaunted courage and determination. · 

At the end of the six year period realisation CIUlle upon 
him that mental peace and happiness cannot be achieved 
by the pracitising of rigid forms of asceticism. So he gave 
up pracitising that type of asceticism, cleansed and 
refreshed himself by bathing in the river close by, draped 
himself in simple and clean robes and took in sufficient 
food to regain his lost physical strength. 

At this stage the five ascetics deserted Siddhartha 
Gotam.a in disgust saying that Gotama bad given up his 
exertion nnd reverted to his former life style ofluxury and 
extravagance. 

Gotama withdrew to a serene environment on tbe bank 
of the river N erafij a and sat cross-legged in the a�ade of a 
pi pal tree and meditating strenuouply and CQJ1tm.��usly� 
he developed insight into the true nature oftbP.?P aiJcl · , 
attained Enlighte�ent (bodhi). · ,-, . :- ·r �:.� ' '.>, 
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· When the Buddha went · to convey to his erstwhile 
companions about the truth he had re8lised they were . 
rei�ctant to listen to him, . for they thou�bt tha.t the 
Buddha bad. gone off the tract. But later the }Juddha was 
able to.c:OnVin� them about hi$ attai.nment. 

It is in the discourse delivered to these·· five a.Scetics 
(Dhammscalc.ksppsvattan8 Sutta) that the Buddha spok� 
about the futility of following .the two extremes of �elf
indulgence (kaiilasulchallikJnuyogs) a,fld . self-�ortifi
·cation .(attski/amsthsnuyog�). the .tiuddhil d�cnes self

·· indulgence as. lowly (hino), crude' (gamma), 'the way with 
th� masses''(pothu.ffanlka),·ig�·obie (snsriyo)and leading 
·to dege·neratiort · (sn&tth�'ssmhito). Having decried self
indulgence as li piactice 'that deba!es man, the Buddha 
rejects its 'opposite; too - practice of self-torture or 
extreme forms of ·ascetiCism. _: with equal emphasis as 
pi'linful (drikklio); igiio6le · (srisriyo) and conducive to 

'degen�riition {�nstthasimhito). Having ·rejeded the two 
exitemes the Buddh� recommends io the five ascetics the 
'middle-pat� ·(iiia.ijhima pstipadi} and describes · the 
mi�dle�path as something that 'gives ris� to clear vision 
(caiC-'k'1lliirsraiJ1) io wlsdom (JI'i.nsksrsiJi), to pacificati�n 
(upsssmiya),'to Enlightenment (sambodhilya) to emanci• 

'pation (nibbana). · · 

W. G. ·weeraratne 

.KAMA.'VAC�RA. See KAMAB HAVA 

KAMMA (Skt. karma): The doctrine of karma represents 
the· Indian theory of moral respon�ibility. Even though it 
is part of the traditional BriihmaniCal system of thought 
from ·the · earliest period, the Brimanical search for a 
permanent and eternal reality culminating .in the concep
tions of self (itmsn) and moral ideal (brahman) over
shadowed their reflectioD3 en the importance of the 
human individual's karmic-responsibility. The eternal self 
as the· inner controller (sntsryilmin) was accorded the 
most si�ificant position in philosophical discourse . so 
much-so that reflections on the psychophysical personality 
received a. secondary place. The concept of self turned out 
to be a notio-n that is not so · much different from · the 
·concept of a Supreme Being in a theistic system. Indeed 
the self assumed its latter position in the later Brahmi:mi-

1. See B. M. Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Jndian Philo.�ophy. 

cal literature, especially the Bhagsvsdgita. ·For this 
reason the problem of ind.ividual human responsibility 
did not emerge as an important philosophicai issue. 

The M aterialists and the 'Ajtvihs, both part of the 
ascetic (ssnians) tradition, were hostile :not only to the 
metaphysicl,ll ·co�ception .of a . self of the ��ahmanical 
schools but . also to any notipn of a self that implies a 
conscious human person who could 6� held re.sponsible 
for his / her behaviour. While the Materialists believed in . 
strict physical determinism, the Ajtvikas pr�posed a 
tl'1eory of strict biological determinism (D. l, p. 55 f.) . 
Both traditions denied the validity of lluman effort and 
free-will, the latter admitting the possibility of ultimate 
freedom determined solely by biological factors, a theory 
that came to· be popularly designated "purity through the 
·evolution of the life-process" (SB1f1S"Masuddbi: D. I, p. 
52 f.). Both came to be referred to as "J:l,on-acti.Q�- theo,ry" 
(skammsvsda) or "non-activity-theory" (akiriyavads), 
i .e.,  theories denying moral responsibility {M l, p. 405; A. 
I, p. 286). This .teav�s J ainism �nd Buddhl�m � th� ·two 
major . ·schools that grappled with .the · philo�o:phi�Bt 
problem of accounting for morai resp.o nsibility wbi.le 
admitting the reality ofthe human psychophysical persona� 
lity. _ Hence their views can be characterized u "action
theory" (ks.mmsvada), "activity-theory" (kiriysvada}' · 
agd "effort-theory" (viriy,.vi.da: A. L p. 287);:Yet, when · 
it came to the detailed elaboration of these t'wo .theories, 
they differed from one-· another rather extensively. · 

· Mahiivira, the leader of the j Bin$; was closely uso�iated 
with the Ajivilc.a teacher, Makkbali Gosiila.l This associa
tion has left its imprint. , on . .Mahivira's doctrine of 
"activity" (lr.irjya). In fact Ajlvika teachert� .lilc.� PUr�a 
Kassapa showed gre:ater . sympathy- .for M ahiiylra's 
doctrine of lc.B.rma;while:condemnhlg the Buddha's views 
on the same issue.l · 

There can be .no doubt that Mahavira �ubscribed to a 
doctrine of karma: However, the question is: How did he 
conceive of karma? Mahivira had no difficulty in adopt
ing the principle of certainty in regard to ·human know
ledge and understanding, for he was the first Indian 
philosopher to claim omniscience, which _also prompted 
him to claim objectivity to his theories. Laying claim to 
both certainty and objectivity in describi!lg karma, Mahii
'\'ira could not simply get involved hi an empirical analysis 
of human psychology in order to justify the validity of free-

2. itasgpa's theory of sb: species of human being!! (abhijat1) is evidence for thi!. The six specles are ( I )  black (lca�h�), that is, those who 
are en�agecf in cruel OCC,Upations SUCh a., killing animals; (2) blue (ni/a), th<?.�e mo nks who live witb a ften!le of insecurity and who 

. eridor� a theory o'r human action or activity (lammavida, kiriyavida), (3) red (lohita), representing the Jains who wear one robe; · · (4Jy'�iow (haiidda), the white-dad lay persons as well � riaked �cetics; (5) white (sukka), male and female Ajivik:as, and (6) pure 
' . .  wftfte (paramasukkaA. lll, pp; 383-384). If the Jaina and ·Buddhist theories of karma were identical there was no need for a senior · . .-. ·. �iitemporary of Mahivira and Buddha like Kassapa to distinguish between the monks (bhikkhu) who upheld a theory of moral 

responsibility (lcammavsda, Idriyavida) and die Jains. ' ' 
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will. The theory of biologicitl deferminism would have 
sublated any psychological theory that is not equally 
objective. He needed a theory of psychology and morality 
that can lay claim to objectivity so that it can be compa
tible with biological determinism. His ingenuity lies in his 
formulating a doctrine of action (kiriya) that met such 
requirements with.out simply returning to the U pani�adic 
notions· of atman and brahms: Thus the conception of 
action . (kiriya) emerges as the central conception in 
Jairusni. 

Action {kiriya), ac�ording to M�avira, is threefold: 
bodily; verbal and mental. The most in:ip()rtant feature of 
this. theory of action is that all three forrns_, �odily, verbal 
and mental. were accorded equal status without at the same 
tirri� conce�ning himself with the psy�hological springs of 
action a8 emphasized by the Buddha. Erm)irica.J psycho
logy has more often been a spoile� oft�� purity. of phiio
sophical di$course.J Clarity -and precision (:me can attain . 
in the study of phy�ica.l phcnomena are not_e�ily achieved 
in the aiuilysis iu1d explanati�n of ll�in��- psychology. 
Ther�fore; Mahiivini. opted for a

. 
mor:� physiciuistic 

explanation of action rather th�n a l'lrc·h_�·lc?�,�c� ap!Uy
sis. Here, . instead of a theory o( inten�jm:u�J_�ty, _we meet 
with� \v.hat �ay be. call�d in �aden} f�ll.�.�'?J>�y) � a�tio.n 
theory ()f mirid. Action d ictates w��t m�. �o.:-c.iU)e� IJitnd lS 
rather than the inind deterrPining wiill( �dl'op i�� . . : , .  ' . . . - � ' .  . . ,' ' . l : . . - . I ": ' . .', . 

. . . . . . ·' · . .  :j . ':· •. ,,.;� . : .;• . It is for this reason that Mahiivira believe·q that any 
bodily �ction, whether intentional or unintenJional, wi.ll 
produce COD!equences for: whl.eh tJll �g�ift � o(�ttjqrl. is 
responsible. hi 

. ignoring' 'tJle' 'int'eHtfonidit:f of hutilim 
action Mahavira wits abl� to giv� a more-systematic and 
precisi:ly f�rQtuhit�d atcount qf the relktionship between 
QctitJn atid c6nseq�ence as well as actiori and responsibi_. 
lity. Arguing against the Buddhists, a discipie of Mahii-
vlra says: ' · · · · 

. If a savage · puts . a man on a spit and roasts him, 
mjstaking him for a fragment of the granary; or a baby, 
inistaldng him for a gourd, he will not be guilty of 
murder! . . . .  If anybody thrusts a spite through a man 
or a baby, mistaking him for a fragment of the 
granary, puts him on the fire and roasts him, that will 
be a me.al fit for the Buddhas to breakfast upon . . . .  Well 
-controlled men cannot accept your denial of guilt 
incurred by . [unintentional] doing harm to living 

beings . . .  It is impossible to mistake a fragment of the 
granary for a ma.'l; only an unworthy man can:say it.� 

According to this assertion, the responsibility for an 
action follows irrespective of whether i t  is performed with 
or without intention, wlth or without knowiedge. Thus 
Mahavira is able t o  link up an action with i t s  consequence 
without having to face the dilemma where the same action 
will appear to have two different consequences. A good 
action is invariably associated with good consequences, 
never evil ones. Similarly, an evil action will always be 
associated with evil r�sults, never good ones . The relation
ship between action and consequence is ne':'er condition,al, 
but always absolute. 

By explaining action (kiriya) in this manner, M ahiivira 
was prepared to  contrast it with b iological determinism. 
Because it is human action, it is interniu to the person, 
whereas biological determinism is ·external. Action 
explains free-will. for every action is willed. It is free 
because it is not part of biologica1 determinism. this is the 
sense in which Mahavira's statement that "There are 
things that ai·e determined and things that. are not deter
mined (niyayaniyaya� sarptarp) � can be understoo� , 

The Jaina conception of freedom from karma as des
cribed in the early discourses)s compatible with their 
do�trine of kim:pa outlined above� Questioned ab�ut the 
purpose or" the extreme forn:is of self-mortification 
practised by the J ains, one J aina disciple responded as 
folloWs: · · · · · · ·  · · · ' · · · 

Your rev�rence, Nataputta the J ain is all-knowing� ali� ' 
seeing; he claims all embracing knbwledge and vision ·. 
saying: "Whether I am �alking or standing still or 
asleep or awake, knowledge and vision is permane.ntly 
and continuously before: me."  He speaks thus: "If there 
is, J ains, .an evil deed that was formerly done by you, 
wear it away by this severe austerity, That which is the · . 
non-doing of an evil deed in the future is from . a 
res trained body, from a restrained speech, 'from a 
restrained r�ind here and now: Tbus by burning up, by 
making lin eng of for�er deeds, by the non�doing o_f 
new deeds, there is no flowing iri the future. Fro� there 
being rio flowing in the fu ture is the cessa�ion of deeds; 
from the cessation of deeds is the cessation of suffer� 
itig; from t he cessation of sufferi�g is the cess�tio?,?r

, ,
· , feeling: from the cessation of feehng all suffenn

.
� W.l�! , 

3. For example, Immanuel Kant described psychology as a "scandal to philosophy," Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure R.eas��: t.t 
K. Smith, London: Macmillan, 1 963, p. 34. ' � · 

4. Quoted in Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy. 
�. SiitrakrtiiJga i. 1 .2.4, 

Eva,P eyini jarppa11Jti biiB paiJgiamil}ini, 
niyayiniyayarp SBIIJtBIIJ ayins.rpti abuddhiyi. 
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" And because this is appealing to .us, is 
· �e are &lighted by it. 6 

. 

· . ·· �tialysis of the deterministic character of the 
· · ' �r k�uma (generally referred to iri the 

o.,�ilf.\l)f#1�'t t�.xis. � pubbekatahetu),' it! epistemological 
: [(!PJ:ld.!!lti!ltn as weli as the nature of freedom, namely, the 

...... �·· .. ·-·· . of feeling, need not detain us here since our 
fo�us is �n the Buddhist theory. What is important is that 
d1iBuddhist criticisms of the epistemological foundation 
0( the · tbeory · of karma highlight the bru�ic problems 
i��olved in any theory qf karma. The Buddhist criticism 
is embodi�d in the five questions: 

J .  Do you, reverend Jains, know: "We ourselves . e�sted in the past and not that we did. not ''? . 
i. · Do

.
you, reverend Jains, know: "We oursCives per

formed the evil actions in the past, not that we did 
oot� · . . 

3. Do y�u, reverend J ains, k�ow: "We performed such 
and such evil deeds "1 

4. Do you, reverend Jains, know:· "So much suffering · 
bas been worn �way, so much suffering has to be 
worn away; when so much of suffering has been worn 
away, all suffering wi]] be worn away''? 

5. Do you, reverend Jiuns, know the 11.bandonig of 
u�wholeso�e phenomena and the . promotion of 
Wholesome phenomena in this very Jife7 K 

Karma as a Philosophical Concept 
The Buddha's rejection of the conception of an etemal 

self elicited criticisms even from his contemporaries. Their 
question was: What self will be touched by the actions 
performed by a non-self?9 The Buddl}a's response-is that a 
theory of personal identity does not require a conception 
of a permanent self either as a reality or as a presuppo
sition. It is the prinCiple of dependence (papccassmup
pada)that explains personal identity and continuity. The 
five aggregates (khandha) analysed in terms of that 

. principle_ will provide an account of the Buddha's con.cepts 
of self or person. The five aggregates are: Material form 
(rilpa), feeling (vedana), perception (saflfla), dispositions 
(s�hkh�ra) and consciousness (viflfliiiJS - q. v. K.handha). 
While these ·factors are themselves · conditioned and 
. therefore impermanent and do not represent any ultimate 
realities, each factor accounts for an important aspect of . 
the human personality: Thus material form refres to the · 
physical body providing a foundation for the phys.ical 
identity of the person even though that body undergoes 
metaboiic changes. Feeling and perception define . the 
c;og�tive a.Spects. More significant than even the p�ysic� . 
b'ody·arelhe dispositions in explainin� personal identity . . 
DispositionS'' ' are said to . condition all aspects of .. the 
persohaiity, ihd'uding the dispositions themselves, th�reby 
creating ' a� f  'indivlduillity. I O  The acco�nting for the . 
contih�it}ibfthe �ersori s'o ihdividuated is the function of 

. consCibusfi��:--:wlieh" these factors function together 
iuirmonioilsly imd dep�ridently one can speak of a person. 

• ·. :: · :<�� ; :::•.J:··::· !I : �'·:'�::: •·· :�··( .· .. · .' ;  . ... . .. • · . . • 
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Buddiii�i'd'6�!qbi�c,@fi:Q(be pvet:_estimated. The. term any discussion of moral responsibility . . The second . for':'al�p��!t.i�:fft;�.��:�)'i{�.!t;kbiiil Is ety�ologicaily and involves the relationship between. the agent and the 
sem�nti�!ii)i�l:�l;�'Jo�;�be 't�l'IIl kaminiJ, and .literally actia'n. The third refers to the agent and ttie specific nature 
mean� "p�,�li}i'l�$e�h.�r�(or llcO-o.rdinatlng". The process of actions, i.e., whether tlie actions performed are good or· 
of"puttfkg:tog�ib�r'�is'a .c:qnscious human activity and it · bad and how these actions relate to the agent of the 
explains not�.J.niy )u>w a human persori maintains his acti(l�S. The fourth involves the connection between . . personal identi(y bi.Jt illso why he is responsible for hts acti·o·n and .�onsequen· ce, namely, .. ·suffert'ng. The second, · · h 

-
conscious (�!lt n.ot unconscious) behaViour. Thus t e third an.d fourth are therefore questions that relate to. . . . . . . philosbphiCal prl:)ble�s of personal identity and moral psychology. The fifth pertains . to the broader issues 
responsibilitf��r�� :resoiv�d without recourse 'to meta-reiating to karma and ethics. Since these questions were 
pbysicat :asst.m�dons:·� 

. , raised by the Buddhists, and since the Jains did not have . 
. .

.
. ,;;:- ··· , , ,. ,. 

answers for them, it is appropriate tq ask for the Buddhist 
answers on the basis of which one can have a clear under
standing of the Buddhist do.ctrine of karma. In fact, 
JUlSWers to the questions would involve an examination of 
the pJtilosophical, psychological and moral content of the 
doctrine of karma. 

6. M 1 .92-93 
7. Ibid., 11.2 1  7; A. t . I 73 
8. M I . 93; I I ,  2 14-2 1 5  

H��an di����d�ions,)n. addition to playing a role- .in 
maintaining ·perso�al identity. also have their impac! .on 
the world of human experience. In other 'Words, the 
process of. "putting together" works not ··-only in the . 
context of the individual but also in the objective world, 

9. M. 1 11. 19, anattakatani ksmmani kam attanal!l phusissanti; see also S. l i t .  103 

10 . . s. Ill.  87 
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whether it be the physical environment or the social, 
political an!! religious i nstitutions. There cannot be much 
controversy regardi ng the manner in which social, . 
political and religious ideas as well as institutions come to 
be influenced by human dispositions and behaviour. For 
the Buddha, even the physical environment does not 
escape the influence of d ispositions. I t  is ncit something 
absolutely independent of human activity. Thus we come 
across inst ances where t he Buddha would describe the 
material possessions of a u niversal monarch as disposi
tions (sahkhara). l l 

The Buddha referred to three processes functioning in 
the world. They are "becoming" (bhava), "d isposit ional 
cond iti on ing" (sahkhara) and "dependent  arising" 
(pa!iccasamuppada). Hence the three characteristics of 
existence, "the become " (bhuta), "the dispositionaJly 
conditioned" (sahkhata) and "the dependently,arisen" 
(pa!iccasamuppanna). t 2  The l ast is  the most general 
characteristic which defines the nature of existence both 
human and non-human. Indeed, the Buddha never 
admitted anything, event or phen()menon that is not 
depen�ently arisen (appa!iccasamuppanna). t 3  The two 
other characteristics, "the become" and "the dispositio
naJiy conditioned';, both involve h uman dispositions. The 
d ifference between them is that the former events are 
conditioned by various factors one of which is disposition, 
while the latter.is al�ost wholly conditioned by disposi
tions. The implication is that part of th� human world is 
dominated by human dispositions and is produced by 
human effort, that is, human action (kamma), while the 
entirety of human experience is dependently arisen. This 

· explains tbe distinction between the d ispositionally ) conditioned (sahkhata) and the disposi t ionally uncondi
. tioned (asahkhata}. the l atter according to the Buddha's 

analysis represents the w aning of greed, hatred, and 
confusion I• or the attainment offreedom (nibbana)which 
is also defined as the waning of karma (kamm3kkhaya). 1 5  

Most important ly, thetJries about  the self (atta) and the 
world (loka) are themselves influenced by dispositions. t 6 

Hence the Buddha's admonition against holding on to any 
view as being absolute, t7 and his insistence that a theory be 
adopted as long as it is fruitful (atthasarphita), the fruitful-

I I .  D. ll. 1 98 
12. ibid. lll. 275 
13. Thi' is an idea emphasized subsequently by Nagiirjuna, see MK 24. 1 9. 

l4. S, lV. 359 
IS. D. Ill. 230 
16. Sn. 784 
17. M. II.  1 70 ff. 
18. A. Ul. 4 15  
19. ibid. . 
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20. William James, Some Problems of Philosophy, ed. F. Burkhardt, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U niversity P�ess, 
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�;p[d:r:dc:.ff,c:d to thetn all as sahkhad21 In other 
for a bodily, verbal or' mental act 

to a metaphysical self, as in the 
. . ungrounded "conscience" or an 
�wili", a5 in the case of .transcen
. · in the modern world. Instead, it 

·.· to 'sense experience itself which 
human knowledge and understand

. · by presenting the theory of karma in 
u,.oa, ........ , the Buddha can uphold the view that a 

·o. ·ll!,,;;o;,, ·o;
·
, ... · · karma affects not only the outside world but also 

·�!. :P�qiRllt�ll) . Thus, each time a person performs a 
m(l•til!iltc:c:t eyil acti�n it can generate evil dispositions or if 

.perfc•rrras a motivated good action it can generate good 
��p,o��i.ons both of which, as pointed out earlier, will 
C:gp�j_tj_9n or process his personality. It is in this sense a 

· p,ersoii becomes an inheritor of his own karma.22 

. ; :The Buddhist conception of pers.onal identity has already b1b\t::e�plained. That ' conception allows room for the 
i'tctlgrudon of the efficacy of past actions in moulding the 
Iire:6t iUl individual. The past actions may not be the past 
aciloris of the present life only. When personal identity and 
ciontiiiuity are not· based primarily upon the physical 
personality, a,nd if dispositions (sahkhara) and conscious
ne'ss (viflffiif!a) are recognised as playing a vital role in 
maintf!,ining such identity and continuity' the idea that a 
person'•s actio�s fr�m a previous life can influence the 
p�e�tbt life is not t�o far fetched . According to Buddhist 
t���; dispositions a�d consciousness are closely linked and 
somc::'tiroes they are together referred to as "becoming" 
(b!:lava) . B. Thus .the process of becoming can be 
c .optinuous even where there is .a discontinuity in the . 
. p�ysi��l p�rsonality. Since c�nsciousness functions in the 
�:�e �f memory (sati),24 the most important eviden� for 
the su,rvivai of the human personality is memory (pubbe
niv,;is;inussati).25 However, since the survival of disposi
�Q�!i and consciousness (including memory), sometim�s · 
referred to as gandhabba, do not take place automatically 
but,i s  dependent upon variou& other conditions,26 the 
BQddha was not willing to dogmatize on the idea that all 
hu,w.an b�ings \vho die are invariably reborn, whereas in 

21 .  s. m. 6o . 
22. M. I ll. 203 
23. A. II. 79 
24. v. m. 1 34 
25. ibid., 1 .82-83 
26. M. 1 .26Hf.; I I .  1 57 
21. Bhagavadgita 2.27, 

jatasya hi dhruvo mrtyur 
dbrUVBf!l}Bnma mrtasya ca. 

28. M. 1 .402 f . 
. 29. A. Ill� 4 15 

• 30; ibid., 1 . 249 
.-3f .;. M: HI. 202-207 

the Brahmanical tradition death is inevitably followed b� 
rebirth.27 Since the Buddha's doctrine of rebirth is nol 
deterministic as its Brahmanical counterpart, and prcdic· 
ting survival with any certainty is not possible, in ordr to 
strengthen the idea he adopted the pragmatic moral 
argument that if one were to believe in rebirth and perform 
good karma one cannot be a loser. ('Ibis form of argument 
was used by Blaise Pascal to justify the belief in God, and 
came to be popuiarly known as "Pascal's Wager. 'VR 

The recognition that karma is only one of the important 
factors that process a human life also enabled the Buddha 
to consistently uphold the view that one type of action ca11 
be replaced by another without advocating non-action 01 
the expiation for past actions by the practice of penances 
as the Jains proposed. 

The psychological analysis of karma coupled with a 
theory df motivation enabled the Buddha to account f<» 
differences in results or consequences of karma without 
accepting a deterministic one to one rela:tion. Thus there 
are three types of karma distinguished by the way in which 
they produce : consequences: those that produce conse
quences immediately or in the present life (di{{h' eva 
dhammt:), in the next life (upapajje) or in another life 

. (apare va pariyaye).29 In addition� there could be a karma 

. that does not produce any consequences or whos.e conse
quence is barely evident because of mitigating circums
tances or conditions. The discourse ori the "effect of salt" 
(lofJaphala) representS the best illustration of this non
absolutistic character . of the Buddhist doctrine,Jo a 
charactc::r elaborated in great detail in the two discources: 
MahakammaribhiJbga and Ciilakammavibhahga.31 

Karma as. a Ttu��ry.o, MoraJs 
Kar�a, lt w$� pointed out, is one that affects �neself a.. 

well · as others: · A good . or wholesome (lwsalaJ karma 
would be one thatis beneficial to oneself and others, an� 
a bad. or unwholesome (akusala) karma one that !s 
inimical to oneself and others. It was this understanding of 

. karma tb�t served as the foundation of the ultimate moral 
principle i n  Buddhism, J1nmely, the happiness of oneself 
and o�hers 9�, J)egatively stated, the avoidance of suffering 
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for oneself and others�lfJn ;presenting karma and the 
· moral life in this manner Buddhism was underscoring the 
importance of the. human person without subordinating 
him to any Supreme Being, and ultimate reality, a physi
cal or natural Jaw or even a moral Jaw. The Buddhist 
doctrine of karma seems to endorse the idea that "man is 
not made for law; law is made for man." It emphasizes the 
importance of the human individual without encouraging 
individualism or egoism. Possessive individualism that 
has dominated Western phl.losophy since Thomas 
Hobbesll has no place in the Buddhist doctrine. The 
Buddha's middle path in the sphere of morality therefore 
avoids self-indulgence (kamasukhallikanuyoga), which is 
an off-shoot of possessive individualism, and self-mortifi
cation (attakilamaihaimyoga), which results from self
negation.� The specific character �f the doctrine of 
karma, which is part of the middle path or the no�le 
eightfold path, cannot be comprehended unless it is placed 
in the above background. Right living (samma aj1va). 
right action (sammakammanta), right speech (samma
vaca), and right effort (samma vayama) are important 
constituents of a path intended to bring about both 
individual weUbeing and social welfare. This will give a 
. . Qtilitarian colouring to the Buddha's doctrine of karma. 
'.Ho�ever, there is a significant diffrence. For the utili

the goodness or badness of an action is determined 
. 'tbe quantity of happiness or pain produced by such .

. · · . " which compels'· them to recognize a majority
m1innJ•1tv distinction where minority interests may be 

for the sake of the majority. The Buddhist 
makes no such distinction because it e;r;tends 

for all beings. 
karma is evaluated as good or bad the notions of 
. and "ought not" (kara:!1YB1!1, akararJiyali}) are 

introduced. I t  should be c1ear that this notion 
. . is also different from the conception of"duty" 
by the absolutist thinkers , both classical and 

example, the classical Indian absolutists, 
. the · Hindus,. assumed that duty (svadharma) is 

· . .  the inalienable rights and duties associated 
while the modern absolutis t views 

ought to be done without reference to 
is an unconditional ought. In contrast to 

to be a conception of duty in Buddhism, 
, dependent upon the welfare of the individual 
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One of the more cumbersome problems faced by moral 
philosophers throughout the centuries is the manner in 
which the efficacy of human action and the possibility of 
human freedom can be upheld in the conte;r;t of theories 
of physical and natural determinism, the latter possessing 
an enormous gravitational pull toward certainty and 
objectivity. A brief reference to the Materialist and 
Ajivika theories of determinism was made earlier. E·ven 
though the AJ1vikas, while denying human effort · and 
moral life, recognized freedom, that freedom is predeter
mined . The more sophisticated rationalist thinkers ofthe 
modern world faced with similar theories of determinism 
tried to resolve this problem by following a different line 
of reasoning. They recognized that the physical world falls 
within the nomological net, hence the possibility of · 
predictability in terms of physical laws. Yet, for them, 
morality and freedom are not meaningless. They were 
enthusiastic about preserving the usefulness of morals and 
the dignity of freedom. In contrast to the physical world, 
they characterized freedom as being anoinalous.3s Hence, 
the attainment of freedom requires an enormous "will" 
that can pierce through the nomological net. 

The Buddhist conception of morality and freedom did · 
not involve such a dichotomy, �ence did not require such 
strained justification. The foregoing an8.lysis underscored 
the fact that karma is not a purely ethical concept but also · 
part of ontology that define-s a hum a person·, the world of 
experience as weJI as theories about them. As such there 
was no need to look upon morality and freedom . as 
anomalous. Instead, freedom becomes the more natural 
or nomological way (dhammata) in the world where evil 
and unwholesome tendencies (papaka akusa.Ta dhamma) 
replaced by wholesome tendencies (kusala dhamma). It is 
for this sense that the Buddha spoke of the greed (Jobha), 
hatred (dosa)and confusion (moha), as well as absence of 
greed (alobha), absence of hatred (adosa) and abs�nce of 
confusion (amoha) as the conditicns for the arising of 
karma, the former representing a person in bondage and 
the latter the freed one. 36 As an advocate of non-doing of 
evil actions the Buddha was an akiriyavadin, and as one 
promoting good deeds he was a Jdriyavadin.n The simile 
of the lotus (puLJcfarika) that springs and grows in· the 
murky water but rises up to remain unsmeared by t.hat 
waterlR best illustrates the status of the freed person. The 
avoidance of evil karma and the cultivation of good 
karma are inalienable parts of his behaviour. 

· .The Political Theory of Pos.�essive Individualism. Hobbes to Loch, Oxford: Oxford U niversity Press, 1 962 

's interpretation of Kant; see his essay: "Mental Events," in Readings in Philosophical Psychology,ed. Ned 
Mus.: Harvard Univer!lity Press, 1 980, pp.  1 07- 1 1 9  

. 
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Finally, a problem that requires examination is karma 
and mora1 responsibility. Statements such as "Neither in 
the sky nor in the middle of the ocean nor .having entered 
into a cleft of the mountains is there a place ·visible on 
earth remaining where a person might be released from 
his evil deeds,.l9 are not uncommon in the early d iscourses. 
There is a tendency to interpret such statements as 
implying the indestructibility and permanence of karma 
and hence equivalent to the deterministic view proposed 
by the .l ains. However, isolated statements such as the 
above can have a regulative effect o( preventing evil 
rather than being constitive statements. Similar state
ments, whenever made in the latter sense, are aJways 
qualified in order to emphasize the idea of conditionality. 
In addition to the evidence from the discourses examined 
e arlier, two o.f the prominent disciples of a later date have 
clarified this position. For example, Niigarjuna spoke of 
the indestructible (avipraiJ'ii!a) karma, comparing it to a 
promissory. note.40 Performing an action or falling into 
debt, according to him, is like signing a promissory note. 
lt mearis not that the promissory note: is indestructible 
but that so long as it is not redeemed the borrower is 
responsible . . Even that responsibility is made conditional 
upon time (Jcala) and harmony of conditions (samagri), 
two conditions on which he wrote two chapters that 
follow the one on karma. Two centuries later V asubandhu 
compiled a whole treatise called Karniasiddhiprakaraf}a 
("Treatise on the establishment of karma") the· thesis of 
which is summarised in one verse: "Karmas do not perish 
even after hundreds of mil lions of aeons. Reaching the 
h armony of conditions and the appropriate time, they 
produce consequences for human beings .,  4 1  

The above is  not the only way . karma has be.en 
understood in the Buddhist tradition. There indeed are 
different interpretations. The more p opular treatises like 
Vimanavatthu and Pctavatthu included in the Khudda

kanikaya tend to give the impression that the karm a and 
its fruit are invariably connected and that the character of 
the former solely determines that nature of the latter, an 
idea that came to be designated kammasari.kkhata.42 In 
addition� the VijfHinaviidins, especiaJly of the La�kii
vatiira school� tenq�d to look upon the world as being 
"devoid of a�tion and activity (karma-kriya-rahita) 
because of the non-existence of aJl dharmas" (asattvat 
sarvadharmanam).i.J 

David J. Kalupahana 

39. Dhp. 1 27 

KAMMA (Skt. karma): In the language of early Buddhism 
and the Theraviida, kamma basically means action . It is 
used to refer to actions both ethically qualifiable and 
otherwise. In its a-ethical sense, the term is used to denote 
any kind of action or behaviour. However what is meant 
by kamms as one of the key concepts in Buddhism is 
ethically qualifiable action. Such an action is always 
accompanied with Cctana or intention which is either 
good (kusala) or bad (akusala). It is according to the 
nature of the intention involved that an action may be 
quaJified as either good or bad .  The first two stanzas of 
the Dhammapada highlight, in the following. words, the 
intimate connection between kamma and the mentaJ 
factor which determines the n ature of it and the vipaka or 
the result which is determined by the kamma: "Mind is 
forerunner of (all) state�. Mind is chief; mind-made are 
they. If one speaks or acts with wicked mind, because of 
that, suffering follows one . . .  If one speaks or acts with 
pure · mind, because of that, happiness follows one . . .  " 
Thus what is meant by kamma in Buddhism is one's 
behaviour and its psychological foundations. A study of 
this concept will show that it is · orie of the most 
fund amentaJ concepts. in the teaching of the Buddha. 

The origin of the concept of kamma may be· traced 
back to the Vedic religion. By the time of the Buddha, it 
was very much a standard view in indian religion, 
particularly in Br'iihmana and Srama1,1a traditions . .  
Therefore the ·auddhist view of kamma needs to be 
understood in its historical and philosophicaJ contexts. 
The belief in kamma imd its result being a very important 
and an aJmosi universal aspect of Indian religions, the 
Buddh·a himself was particular in distinguishing his 
position from that of others. In the first place. the Buddha 
dissociated himself from. the view which denied ethicaJ 
action and :.its result (akiriyavada). What is rejected by 
this dissociation is the annihilationi�t view (ucchedavada) 
which the Buddha identified as one of the two extreme 
forms of l ife. Th� Sandakasutta of the Majjhimanikaya 
(M. I, p. 5 1 3) makes this point. On the other hand, in 
accepting kamma. he d id not identify himself with the 
group of B.tmavlfdins who believed in a soul which was 
believed to be the d oer ohhe kamma and the experiencer 
of �ts result. What is rejected by the recognition of this 
distinction is the eternalist view (sassatavida) associated 
with the belief in a soul. The 'middle' position of the 
Buddha becomes clear in the dialogue he had with the 
ascetic Acela Kassapa. The Buddha answered in the 

40. MK. 1 7- 14; !ee also David J. Kalupahana, NBgarjuna. The Philosophy of the Middle Way, Albany: State U niversity of New York 
Press, 1986, pp. 249-250). 

4 1 .  For a translation of this treatise into English from the Tibetan, see Stefan Anacker, Seven Works of Vasubandhu, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1 984, pp. 93 ff. 

42. See DhsA 247 · 
43. Lahlcivatira (Nanjib ed.) p. 20 
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negative to all the following questions put forth by him: Is 
suffering wrought by oneself? Is suffering wrought by 
another? Is suffering wrought by both oneself and 
another? Has suffering arisen by chance? Is suffering 
non-existent? Is it the case that Gotama does not know 
suffering? Having done so, the Buddha explained the 
reasons behind his denial: 

"One and the same person both acts and experiences 
(the results)' this, Kassapa, which you called at first 
'suffering is self-wrought' amounts to the eternalist 
theoi-y". 'One acts, another experiences (the result)' 
this, Kassapa, which to one smitten by the feeling 
occurs as 'suffering caused by another' amounts to the 
annihilationist theory. � .  the Tathagata, not approach-

· 

ing either extreme, teaches the Norm by a middle 
(way) . . .  " (Kindred Sayings II. PTS. pp. 15-16). 

Strict determinism with regard to kamma too has been 
rejected by the Buddha. The Mahiititthiiyatanasutia of 
the Ahguttaranikaya (also Vibhahga p. 367), which 
classifies three views rejected by the Buddha, lists the 
view that one's all pleasurable and painful experiences 
are due to his past kamma (sabbRI!l pubbekataht:tu) as 
one oft hem. According to the Devadahasuttaof the Majjhima
nikaya (M. II .  pp. 214-228) Nigai?�ha Niithaputta, the 
J aina leader, hel1 this view. It seems that J ains believed 
that li beration results from the extinct ion of all past 

. kamnias, and for this purpose they tortured their body. 
In commenting on their practice the Buddha remarked 
that, if people eJtperience happiness and unhappiness 
purely due to their past kamma, the .Jains must indeed 
have done evil .kammas in their past lives for ihey 
undergo eJttensive suffering in this life (sace bhikkhavt: 
salta pubbekatahetu sukhadukkharp pa!iSBf!JVt:denti, 
addhii bhikkhave NigaiJ!hii pubbt: dukka{akamm:dsrino 
YBf!J etarahi evariip'li · dukkhll tippa ka!uka vedana 
vediya1iti p. 222). Thus ·the Buddha distinguishes his 
position from that of ·others. While upholding the 

· doctrine of no-soul-ness (anatta) Buddhism accepts 
kamma and its result as realities of life. 

The most �ignificant distinction in the Buddhist view of 
ksmma is that it has been defined in terms of cetana or 
intention; Its significance has been underscored by the 
Buddha when he said the following: "0, monks, I s ay that 
intention (cetana) is kamma" (cetaniiham bhikkhaw: 
ksmmaf!l vad'lirni A. Ill, p .  415) .  The re�son for this 
identification of intention with kamma, as revealed in the 
subs�quent portion of the s tatement, is that having 
intended; one performs actions by body, speech or mind. 
As is clear from this, kamma by way of its 'doors' of 
performance may be divided into three, namely, physical, 
verbal and mental (kaya, vac1, mano kamma). By which ... 
ever means the action is performed, what makes a 
particular action a kamma is its intention. · In the 
Abhidbatnma, eetanii has been identified as one of the 
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se_y en universal aspects of any consciousness (sabbacittasa
dharaiJB cetasika). According to this, all consCious 
actions, including those that are not  overtly ethical, has 
to be understood as kamma. This leads us to some 
intricate problems of the nature of ceiana with which th� 
Buddhist scholastic traditions h ave struggled extensively. 
For the present purpose it would suffice to say that what 
the original discourses meant by cetana is basically the 
intention which is ethically qualifiable. 

The analysis of kamma ils kusala and akusala is part 
and parcel of Buddhist soteriology. Equally, the analysis 
of kamma into pu/Ifla and papa occupies a key position in 
the eschatology of Buddhi;m,  According to the Sammii
di!{hisutta of the Majjhimanikaya {M. I, pp. 46 ff.) 
ethically qualifiable actions, kusala or akusala, are 
enumerated as ten. It has been fur ther shown that it is the 
root (mWa) which m akes a particular action kusa/a or 
akusa/a. There are three unskilful roots (akusalamnJa), 
namely, greed, hatred and delusion. There are ten 
unskilful actions which result from them. They are: 
killing, stealing and sexual misconduct which are physical 
actions; lying, slanderous speech, harsh speech and 
gossip which are verbal actions; and covetousness, wrath 
and wrong view which are mental actions. The opposite is 
skilful roots (kusalamWa) and skilfUl actions. The skilful 
roots are non-greed, non-hatred and non-confusion. The 

- skilful actions are restraint from killing, stealing and 
sexual misconduct which are physical; restraint from 
lying, s landerous speech, harsh speech and gossip which 
are verbal actions, and non-covetousness, non-wr�th and 
right views which are mental actions. Although cetanaor 
intention plays a crucial role in determining the kusala or 
akusala nature of an action physical, verbal or. mental the 
mere cetana alone would not quaiify an action to be 
complete. In the commentarial tradition, the term kamma-

. paths (course of kamma) has been used to underscore 
this matter. The term itself goes back to discourses (eg. S. 
I I .  p .  1 68; A. V.  57, 268) and has been used to refer to the 
ten kusala or akusala kammas. In the Atthasiilini (pp. 
89-90) Buddhaghosa makes a distinction betwee'n ksmms · 

and kammapatha in the following manner: with regard to 
the physical · and verbal d oors, mere activity ............... . 
producing the desired ·result wiJI not be ka .. mn. rJBJ.7<!fCJ'1B;:.out 
in so far it is an akusala, it will be · 
misbehaviour (kaya d!lccarits) not a 
kamma. With regard to the mental do 
(manodvart: ssmuaacararp patvii . . .  ) 
will not be a kammapa tha; only th� ·.· 
of killing will make it  so. This 
ct:tan'li is a necessluy cond 
cannot come into 
sufficient condition for . "' 
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one performs kamma with body, speech or mind' A. lll, 

p. 41S). 
In analysing actions into kussla and akusala the 

emphasis is l�d on the ethico-psychological character of 
the actjon. For example a kussla action whether physical, 
verbal or mental, signifies a state of mind which is 
'undefiled' (asahkili!!ha) by defilements (kilesa). The 
akusala represents the opposite . These two aspects have a 
direct bearing on the path to

.
· nirv'BIJa: However, the 

analysis of actions into puflfla '(meritorious). and papa 
(evil) underscores more the experiential aspect of kamma 
which is more rel�vant to the 'life after death ( eschatalogy). 
For example, the self-same actions that were described 
under kusals and akusa/a will mean 'happiness-produ
cing' and. 'unhappiness producing' when described as 
pul111a-ksmma and piipa'-kamma. The significance of the 
two groups of actions has . something to do with the 
ultimate . goal and the 'relative' goal of the Buddhist 
religious life, a distinction which is not usually made, 
nevertheless,. one quite obvious in the practice. The 
eradication of akussla by means of the development of 
kussla helps· one attain nirvi!Ja which is the ultimate goal 
.of Buddhism. However, for the ordinary. people who are 
not able to shed their .worldly ties all at once the goal is 
not nirvana bu.t rather the 'plane of pleasurable existence ' 
(sugatiTl} sagga11J Jok811J). The means for this end is 
a�cumulating as much puflfla as possible and abstaining 
from all kinds of papa. The distinction between kusala 
and akusala and puff/fa and papa is that the former 
liberates. one from the saqtsiiric existence whereas the 
l atter would keep one within i t .  Pufl!fa makes one's 
existence wit.bin the 'realm of the Mira' (marsdheyya) 
agreeable and . pleasing (sukbo pu/1/fassa uccayo -
•c;cqmulation of puflf1a [ca1,1ses] happiness); pipit makes 
it sorr�wful . (duxkho papassa uccayo- .accumul.ation of 
p�pa [causes] suffering). However. both pulfl1a and papa 
are . similar in their act of prol9nging one's saqtsaric 
exbtence, 

.
lnthe·d}�courses, the�e ·�re viuio�s accounts of kamma 

presented on the ba�is of i.t� k�std��:, 'and efwsslaor pu!Ifla 
and papa character . · th� R�4uJovit!,!]s.�tta of the 
Majjhimanikaya (M I, 4I�ff.) begl�s wit.�: an ad, monition 
to the effect that on� IllUSt thoroughly reflect before one 
performs a .kamma �ith one's b�dy, spee�h or min� 
(paccavekkhitva · psccsvekkhitvi .kilyenir kammaJ?l 
katabbaTl} . . .  ). Subsequently the discourse characterises 
the nature of the kusala kamma acr;ording to three 
criteria, n�mely, that an a�tion �hou)d ·n�t be for the 
harm of oneself. the oth�r, or both. Whil.e such a kamma 
is kusala its opposite is said to. be akusala. This sbows 
that, .in determining the kamma, not only the intention 
(cetana) but also the outcome of it, too, is taken into 
consideration. This idea, is affirmed by the following two 
statements of the Dhammapada (vv. 61, 68). "That deed 

is not well done which, being done, one afterwan 
repents, and the fruit whereof one reaps weeping, wil 
tearful face; that deed is well done which, being done, or 
afterwards repents not, and the fruit whereof one rear 
with joy and pleasure." 

Along with the idea of kamms occurs the idea c 
vipa.ka or the result of kamma (which litendly meam 
ripening [of the kamma]). Buddhism t.caches that kamm 
produces results which correspond to its good or bac 
character. Thus good kammas produce good results anc 
bad kammas produce bad results. The phenomenon a 
kamm'a producing corresponding results has bee 
explained in the teaching of the Buddha as an aspect o 
the general causal process operative· in nat.ure. There is n 1  
agent, human or divine, who is responsible . for th. 
process. It is a known· fact that Buddhism denies th( 
concept of God as the first cause of the universe or th1 
r;reator of it. Being such a non-the istic system Buddhism 
explains the process of kamma and its result by appealin� 
to a rational u�derstanding of causation. This idea is 
highlighted in the fivefold classification of 'laws of 
nature ' or niyiima dhammas, . (which occu·rs in the 
commentarial. li terature: A tthasalini p. 272) namely, law 
of seasons (utuniyama), law of seeds (bijaniyiima), law of 
lcamtna (kammaniyama),}awofnatun: (dhammaniyil.ma) 
and law of mind (cittaniyiima). The idea conveyed by this 
classification is that in all the above..,mentioned fields 
there are no agents responsibl� for the activation of those 
phenomena but that they all come under the principle of 
causality (papccasamuppada). Thcr idea of causality . is 
that when all the necessary causes · :and co�ditions meet 
the t:9rresponding effe.ct is produced. The correspondence 
between kafllmB and. its result has also· been ex plaine� 
according to this principle , 

In · the Kukkuravatiy� su'iia of the Majjhimani.ka.ya 
(also in the Ahguttsranikiy�-catukkanipata) the Buddha � •. . . 
highlights this 'mutu&.I correspondence by the following 
classification of kamm�: a k'iimm� whi�h is (i) dark with a 
dark result, (ii) fair with fair result, Oii) dark and fair with 
dark and fair r�:sult;, (iv) neithel' dark nor fair with neither 
da�k nor fair re.st,tl_t (see below for more discussion). This 
analys,is sh�ws tha� the nature of the vi pika is determined 
by the nature of the kamma. The selfsame idea is brought 
forth beautifully in the following wellknown statement: 
yiidisa11J vapate bija11J tadisa11J harate pha.I811J - kalyiiiJB
kari kalyiiJ811J piipakiri ca piipakaiJ} (SIJ11}yrittanikiiya I, 
p .. 227): one reaps what one sows; the doer of good 
receives good and the doer of evil receives evil. ln the 
subsequent commentarial literature, the 'Concept of 
k811)mas'iirikkhatii or 'correspondence of kamma (to it\J 
vipaka}, was developed to highlight this phenomenon. 
The Atthasiilin1 (p. 272) describes the kammaniyama 
(law of kamma) referring to 'kammasiirikkhata �· kamma
sarikkhataviplikavaseneva kammaniyimo nama hoti. 
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The correspondence between kamma and its vipaka 
does not necessarily imply that one's future birth is 
determined exclusively by the n ature of the kamma 
performed by that preson in his or. her previous existenr.e. 
This fact has been explained by the Buddha in the 
Mahakammavibhahgasutta of the Majjhimanikaya (M. 
III, 207). In this discourse, the Buddha classfies into four 
categories people who are reborn due to their kamma: (i) 
those who engaged in ten akusalas has consequently born 
in woeful existence, (ii) those who engaged in ten 
akusalasbut born in pleasurable existence, (iii) those who 
engaged in ten kusalasand consequently born in pleasur
able existence,-and (iv) those who engaged in ten kusalas 
but born in woeful existence, It is clear, according to this 
classification that one's next birth does not necessarily 
reflect one's predominent behaviour in his or her past life. 
In some exceptional cases� the predominant k.amma may 
produce resUlts immediately, subsequently or indefinitely 
( . . .  di!fheva dhamr:ne vipaka11J papsa11,1vedeti upapajj811J 
VB spare VB pariyayej tliough it has been superceded by a 
kamma of the opposite . nature. 
· The intimate connection between kamma and its result 

hils been emphasized in the teaching quite often. ln the 
Dhammapada (v. 1 27) the following s tatement occurs: 
"neither in the sky, nor in mid-ocean, nor in entering a 
mountain cave, is f�und that place · on earth, where 
abiding one may esc:;ape from (the consequences of) an 
evil deed". In the Dasadhammasutta, which refers to ten 
factors that must be constantly reflected on by monks, 
kamma and its result has been mentioned in the following 
.emphatic and defh:titive .words: "I myself am responsible 

· for my deed, l am the heir to my deed , the womb of my 
d�ed, the kinsman of my deed, lam he to  whom my deed 
comes home. Whatever deed I shall do, be i t  good or bad, 
of that sball l be the heir" (Kindred Sayings V.  p. 62). 
These statements undoubtedly sound deterministic. The 
reason for this emphatic and near-deterministic character 
of the statements need to be understood contextually: the 
admonition to those who have renounced their household 
life was meant to stress their soterio!ogical goal; in the 
case of ordinary disciples, i t  was to underscore the keen 
i nterest Buddhism takes in their morality. A case in point 
is that the doer of any of five kammas which are 
considered most heinous, namely, k illing one's mother. 
father, an arahant, or wounding the Buddha and causing 
a split among the community of monks, are described as 
�payika nerayiks parikupp71 atekicchii. These five 
kiJI11mtts are called anantariya in the sense that they bear 

· tesuiP defin itely in the  next  birth .  The concept of · - kamma avaraqa or the view that 
io'hlor·,,'tnoli. afi obstruction for Iibera t on in that very 

lllis · inevitableness of the 
ii'-�-ffi�-�;�.··-it is 'only wi th  regard to  · . 

· ·  , H a  
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(bad) kammas or if t ha t  person is extremely d ull 
(duppa flflo hoti balo damugo) this s tate of affa irs 
obs tructs his ability to attain nirv8IJa with in that  parti
cular birth. However this does not mean that he is 
obstructed fer ever. Once he pays for his bad kammait no 
longer becomes an obstacle·. However · the fact that 
Buddhism does not accept a strict determinism of this 
kind is shown by the following statement made wit h  
reference t o  Thera: Aflgu limiila who becaint an · araharit 
overcoming all his bad kammas: "Whoever by good 
deeds covers the evil done, such a one illumines this world 
like the moon freed from clouds" (Dhammapada v: 1 27) . 

Although t he exact mechanism of kamm11 is unpredict
able, Buddhism has no d ou bt about the fact that kamma 
is responsible for one's birth in a particular e:Ods tence and 
the (desirable or undesirable) quality of life one acquires 
at one's birth. According to the Cii.Ja:kammavibhahga'siHta 
(M. m .  202) the youth named Subba asks 'the following 
quest ion from the Buddha: 

Mas ier, Gotama, what is the re�on, . what is : the 
condition, why inferiority and superiority are met 
with among human beings, among mankind? For one 
mee ts with short lived and long-lived men, sick and 
healthy men, ugly and handsome men, insignificant 
and influential men, poor and rich men, low-born·and 
high-born men, stupid and wise men. 

To this, the Buddha answered in the following manner: 
St udent, beings are owners of ksmma, heirs of 
kamma, they have kamma as their progenitor, kamma 
as their k in, kamma as their homing-place. It is 
kamma that differentiate beings according to inferior
ity and superiority. 

The in timate connection between ka.rnma and rebirth has 
been explained in the S:ifr:yyakasutta of the Majihima
nika_va according to which those who do good are born in 
a pleasurable existence and those who do bad are born i� 
woeful states. Nevert heless this general view ne'ed not be 
understood as identifying kamma as the sole reason 
behi n d  one 's present existence. Given t he Buddhist 
ass umpt ion that one can change one's kamma for better 
or for worse. what this statement could mean is. that i t  is 
basical ly kamma that determines one's birth (into a 
.certain social condition with certain physical and mental 
m a k e-up) .  However the manner in which one subsequent

ly mo11 lds one's life depends largely on one's behaviour. 

Kamma in Generru In Ethical and Non-ethical Sense 
The fact that the Buddhist tradition has understood the 

course of one's life as not strictly determined by kammais 
shown by the enumeration of a set of factors which are 
s aid to influence the vipaka in both a negative and 
posi tive manner. The Manorathapliraoj (II, p. 218  ff.!, 
the commentary to the Ahguttaranikaya refers to thJS 
classification as one belonging to the Abhidharma 
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tradition. According to it, there are four factors, namely, 
Jhe b� (gati), physical appearance (upadhi}, time of the 
birth (k�a}, and behaviour. (payoga) which may act as 
advantage (ssmpatti) or disadvantage (vipatti)with regard 
t� bodr.A:us.ala and akusa./aresults. For example, by being 
ad�taged in either of th� four factors, one's bad results 
may dis�pear or by being disadvantaged one's good 
re_su1ts may _disappear. In the like manner by being 
advantaged one's good results may appear and by being 
disadvantaged one's bad results may appear. This sixteen- . 
f�ld . �analysis shows that a vipika of a kamma may 
undergo changes due to these extra-kamm!c factors. It 
further shows that the relation between. kamma and its 
Vip!ka is not always inevitable. 

Djscourses of ten classify kamma according to its 
result. For example, . the following classification which 
.cl� kamma �ccording to the place in which one has 
to e�ence the vipiika is available in the Ahguttara
niksya- (IU . p. 98): kamma to-be experienced in the 'hell' 
(nirayavedaniya), to be experienced among the animals 
(tiracchiinsvedan1ya), .to be experienced in .the realm of 
hungry ghosts (pettivisayavedaniya), in the human world 
(man�s.aloksvedan1ya)and in the divine world (devaloka-
. vedaniya). In the same nikiiya, kamma has been classified 
into three according to the time of its fruition: (i) (kamma 
to be resulted) in this very life (di{{heva dhamme), (ii) in 
the·next Jife (upapajje), and (iii) any time subsequently 
(spare vi pariyaye). However these classifications and 
analyses received more elaborate . treatment in the hand 
of commentators �nd subsequent abhidhamma scholas
tics� Abroad category the cc>mmentators have employed 
in analysing the result of kau]ma is pa{isandhi vipaka or 
'relinldng�result' which signifies the birth producing 
aspect of kammavijiiika and pavatti vipiika or 'course
'result' which signifies the results other than effecting 
bii:th. The Sarvastivada classification of karma into ayurvipJka:..k�ima or the karms that. determines the length of . 
life ·(ijtur) and bhoga-vipaka-karma or the kamma that 
pi:odu�C:s results other ' than ayur, which occurs in the 
Yibbisisastia seems to be identical with this. In ali the 
·�·ubs�qu�nt commentarial analyses of the Theravada we 
see that this classification bas been taken for granted . . . s . . . 
· The Ahguttilranikaya .AJ!}Jakatha (II . . pp. 210-21 8) 
classfies kamma into three broader categories and eleven 
sub-categories: · 
(A) Kammas according to their time of fruition: (i) 
.imme4iately effective kamma (di�pldhamma vedaniya), 
(ii) �.!Jbsequently effective kamma (upapajja vcdaniya), 
{t�i)Jtld_e;finlitely effective kamma (aparapariya vedaniya). 

'.'-'?.��fc�'?�d�lg to the commentary, in a thought-process, of 
:".�.��� �:!"�J· . tranas (active phase of �ognitive process), the 

effective; the last is subsequently 
}� ,rest of the five in-between javanas are 

I!!'!Y.,�Jli.C1�mi'e The commentary gives two examples 

for kusala and akusala results that had produ• 
immediate results, but it does not provide any spec 
clue to identify them. The subsequently effective .kaml 
are more definite; for the kusals, it is eight attainme 
(af!}Jasamapatti) and for akusala, it is five heine 
kammas known as iinantariya kamma. 

(B) Kammas according to their nature: (i) weighty kam1 
(yaggaruka), (ii) habitual kamma (yabbahula), (iii) deat 
proximate (yadiisanna), and (iv) reserve· (katattli). 
producing results, particularly at birth, the weigh 
kamma (for kusala, a 'sublime' - mahaggata· kamma · 
fcir akusala .. one of th� five ansntariya lilitnmas w 
dominate over others. In the absence of such ksmm 
habitual kamma or death-proximate · kamms w. 
dominate. In the absence of any of those three, a reser 
kamma may ·produce results. 
(C) Kammas according to their functions: (i) produc�i:' 
kamma (janaka), (ii) supportive kamma (upattham 
bhaka). (iii) . obstructive kamnia (upapilaka), and (iv 
destructive kamma (upaghstaka). These ·four apply t1 
both kusala and akusala. Productive kamma 's majo 
function is to give birth. According to th� coq:uhentator': 
standard view, its sole function is to give birth. However 
according to another view, it could produce results in the 
course of existence (pavatti vipB.ka). The other three 
both in kusala and akus�Ja� affect the kammas in tht 
course of existence in supporting, obstDJcting and destroy· 
ing the kammas. 

In the A bhidhammatthasahgaha (Ch. V. Yithimutta 
sahgahavibhaga) what is called a defunct kamma (ahos� 
bas been added tc> the sub-categories which were include< 
under the calegory (A). Although the commentar: 
(ManorathapUraiJi) does not identify · it as a · separat• 
category of kamma, it nevertheless accepts, it. Accordin� 
to the commentary, a kamma could· become defunct dm 
to non-availability of opportunity to produce results. Fo1 
inst ance, aiJ the existing kammas·ofan arahant which an 
indefinitely effective can be defunt at his death (parj. 
nibbana). lmm�diately effective and subsequently effec· 
tive kammas of any person could be defunct if they fail to 
produce results at due occasions. 

The A bhidhammatthasahgaha further divides �amml 
into another category, namely, by place ofits ripening: (i 
unwholesome kamma (akusBla), (ii) sense-sphere whole 
some . kamms (kam!vacara kus.ala), (iii) fine-material· 
sphere wholesome (riipavacara kusala), and (iv) immater· 
ial-sphere wholesome (aiiipavacara kusala). The unwhole· 
some kammas are availabe only in the sense sphere. 0! 
the e�ghty nine thoughts (cittJJ) recognized in the Abhi· 
dhamma, fifty four belong to the sense sphere, and twelve 
of them are unwholesome. Of the rest eight are kusala. 
and twenty three are vipaka and eleven 'are function� 
(kiriya), the two last categor·ies being neither kusala nm 
akusala. Of the thoughts · belonging to fine material, 
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immaterial and transcendent spheres thirteen (5+4+4) 
are kusala and another thirteen are vipaka and eight are 
functional. Except two functional cittas that are operative 
in. the process of sense perception all the other functional 
citta� are available only for the arahants. Functional 

· cittas do not have any roots either kusala or akusala 
behind them. Therefore they do not produce any result. 
In the case of an arahant, there is no question about his 
riot having u_nwholesome roots (lobha, dosa and moha) 
in him. But bec!luse he had wholesome roots. (alobha, 
.adosa and amoha) one m ay wonder as to what happens to 
kammas produced by them. Since he has eradicated the · 
craving for existence without any residue, wholesome 
roots in him, too, are i ncapable of producing results; they 

. �erely p�rform the action. This t allies well with the early 
Buddhist explanation of nibbina as the extinction of 
kam�a- [ kammakkhaya] (inf�a). 

. 

The Ahguttaranikaya A!!lJakatha refers to another 
classification which analyses kamma and i ts vipaka 
according to time of its performance and presence or 
absence pf its results. The classification, which is traced 
to the Pa!isambhiaamagga by the commentary, is as 

. follows: (i) past kamma with . past result (ahosikamma 
aho.sikammavlpaka), (ii) pas t  kamma without past result 
(aposikamina nahosikammavipaka}, {iii) past kamma 
With present result (ahosikamma a.tthikammavipaka), 
(iv) p as t  kamma with absen t result (ahosiksmma 
natthikamm.avipilka}, (v) past kamma with future result 
(ahosikamma bbavissatikammavipaka), (vi) past kamma . 
.without future result ( ahosikamma na bhavissatikamma
vipika), (vii) present kamnia with present result (atthi-

I � 

. kamma attbikammav1paka}, (viii) present kamma with 
absent result (atthikamma natthikammavipika), (ix) 
present kammawith future result (atthi}camma bhavissati
kammavipikaj, (x) present kamma without future result 
(atthikamma na hhavissatikammavipaka), (xi) future 
kamma with future result (bhsvissatikamma /:Jhavisssti
ksmmavipaka), and (xii) future kamma Without future 
.result (bhavissatikamma nabhavissatikammavipaka). 
The analyses of thi:� sort testify t o  the great depth the 
tradition was willing to go in order to understand the 
_complex relation between kamma and its result. 

I I 

. . 

A theoretically more advanced stage in the Buddhist 
understanding of kamma is shown by its inclusion among 
the twenty four conditions (paccaya) enumerated in the 
Pa!!h'B..r1s. The Abhidhamma idea of twenty four condi
.tions marks a sophistication of the early Buddhist idea of 

! . _ causation. It is nn effort by the Buddhists to understand 
<J.i;� ·the·itnechanism of causation more precisely and more 

.......... .,. ... :.. .. this process they seem t o  have recognized the 
r:etllC1lCV attributed t o  kamma in the early Buddhist 

As a result they have included kamma as one 
�lltditior1s. However in the early discourses, the 

. ksmma has beeri recognized as a ph�nomenon 

J�plicable to life in a broad and unspecified manner. The 
Abhidhamma tradition is more specific in identifying the 
phenomena that are conditioned by kamma (kamma
samu{{h!inariipa), namely, the first five sense organs, two 
faculties of sex and the physical basis of mental activity 
{hadayavatthu) .and phenomena related to them. These 
are in fact the vipaka of the kamma (kamma as cetana or 
intention which is a universal aspect of all forms of 
consciousness conditions all mental states and if these 
mental states give rise to matter [ cittasamunhanarflpa] 
they also need to be considered as conditioned by 
kamma; however this simult aneous conditioning has not 
been thought . to  be applicable in this context for kamma 
and its results are not simultaneous) . 

The above ment ioned analyses of the later scholastics 
bear evidence to the keen interest they have shown in · 
understanding the n ature of kamma and its vipaka 
inspite of the fact that the Buddha has included the result 
of kamma among the four matters that cannot be thought 
and pmst not be thought (for) they result in madn ess and 
frustration (kainma_vipako bhikkh�ve acinteyyo na 
cintetabbo yam cintento ummiidassa vighatassa bhiigi 
assa A. I I .  p .  80). This injunction cannot r;)ean that the 
mere thought of these m atters will d rive the thinker mad; 
but could be unde�stood as indicating the extremely vast 
and complicated character of the subject. For example, 
one could simplistically imagine that one1s overt beha
viour foretells one's plight in the ne�t birth; nevertheless 
this forecast may be completely nii�guided for in produc
ing results kamma is influenced by many factors. For 
example, in the Mahakammavibhahgasuti:a of the 
Majjhimanikiiya (M. Ill,  202) the results �f kamma are 
shown to be characterized by four situations, two among 
which go against the usual patteni, namely, (i) evil-doer 
who is born in a woeful state; (ii) evil-d�er who is born in 
a pi�asurable state; (iii) doer of good who is born ·in 
pleasurable state: and (iv) doer of good who is born in a 
woeful state. This should indicate the complex nature of 
the vipaka process of kamma. Therefore by the above 
admonition the Buddha could well be reminding us of an 
inherent limitation in human cognitive capacity. However 
according to the commentary which interprets two key 
terms acinteyyo nacintetabbo as '(those) not proper to b� 
thought'  (cinteturp na. yut(iini) and 'that must not be 
thought due to the fact that they are not proper to be 
thought' (acinteyyattayeva na cintetabbani)thc injunction 
of the Buddha is based on ethical considerations 
(ManorathapuraiJi lii .  p.  1 08). However, acinteyya.may 
more appropriately be interpreted as indicating ·to· an 
epis temological limitation · of the human · min(J.t .. i�e 
second (na cintetabbo) m ay be understood l!S 

· 

injunction. Therefore the statement has to 
as indicating an inherent limit�ion of th·e 
and as providing a piece of religious 
pragmatic consid�r.ations. 
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Beside the classificatory treatment of kamma and its 
vipaka,.Thervad a scholasticism was also conscious of the 
problems. of a more theoretical character. For example, 
the problem of explaining the consecutive occurrence of 
kusala and akusala which are incompatible with each 
other; the problem of explaining, in the face of the theory 
of momentariness (k�aqa�·ada), The continuance of 
kamma and vipaka through SBf!JS8.ra, and the problem of 
explaining the continuity of a being (individual) with 

·karmic potentialities without believing in an atma which 
was pop-ularly understood as the d oer and the experiencer 
of the .kamina were outstanding. These were the key 
issues that occupied not only the Theravadins but also 
many other Buddhist scholastics. As for t he first problem, 
the Theravadins came up .with the view that .kusala or 
alrusa/a thought processes never follow ach other without 
an i�terv.ention of a citta which is neither .kusala nor 
a.kusala. According to the Theraviida view, at the end of 
every thought process there occurs a bhavahga which is a 
resultant citts.and hence neither .kusala nor akusala. The 
invention of bhavahga by the Theraviidins is mainly due 
to various difficulties they encountered in .explaining the 
exact mechanism of kamma. Here they use it in order to 
overco�e this difficulty o( explaining the apparent co
existence of .kusala and akusala. Vaibhiisikas tried to. 
solve the problem by postulating two citta viprayu.kta 
stupskaras, n amely, piapti and aprapti which are neither 
purely mental nor purely · physical. Prapti b asically 
signifies a force which effects the connection of a dharma 
(mental phenomenon) with a thought process (santB.na). 
Apraptiis i ts opposite. These forces cause, respectively, a 
particular co1lection of elements to come together and 
prevent a certrun collection of eleme.nts from coming 
together. For example, if an akusala citta fo1lows a 
kusals citta, the latter is made possible by the prapti of 
the kusllla elements and the aprapti of the s.kusala 
elements. The Sautriintikas rejected both these solutions 
and �arne up with the theory of by a or seed: they said that 
there are three kinds of seed, namely, kusala b1ja, akusala 
bija and svyakrta bija. According to them, these b1jas are 
not destroyed, but exist in one's mind, not as a kind of 
separate dhammss but as powers. They arise whenever 
there is an occasion. It is thls ·!lelfsame d ifficulty that the 
Vijfiinaviidins tried to address by postulating 8/aya 
vijflsos or the store-house consciousness which they 
claimed to contain, among .other things, the seeds of 
ksmms. 

To provide a sufficient explanation for the continual 
existen� of kamms and its vipaks without accepting an 
iitms (soul) was the o ther major challenge faced by the 
Buddhist scholastics. The answer to this problem is 
connected with the theory of momentariness which in 
tum created difficulties for the karma theorists. Other 
Indian systems such as Brahmanism and J ainism did not 
have to face the problem of explaining the continuity of 

the individual for they believed in a permanent S< 
which transmigrates from existence to existence withe 
any change. The e arly Buddhist teaching d emonstrat 
the unreality of a permanent soul through its doctrine 
three signata (tilskkhal!a) of which impermanence is t 
foundation. The later Buddhist scholastics developed t 
idea of impermanence to a highly sophisticated theory 
momentariness according to which both mind and mall 
are momentary, and. there is no room for the existence 
anything unchanging and permanent. However, tl 
problem for the kamma theorist was to ex:p\a\n how 
could persist through saf!Js8ra if there is no atma and 
the human mind had such a short duration of life. 
responding to this challenge the Theravadins made use 
their newly discovered notion of bhav�!Jga which v· 
believed to be the basic stream of thought that gc. 
unbroken through sBipsiira. They also claimed that it 
the bhavahga that contains- the kammss . and t-m 
vipakss. In this manner, for the Theraviidins, it 
bhavahga, not atma, that effects the continuity of tl 
person along with his or her karmic potentialitic 
Sautriintikas in their effort to be more faithful ·to tl 
siltrs� original discourses) rejected the idea of existe.nc 
(sthiti) of phenomena, but accepted only arising (utpsd• 
and cessation (bhshgs) of them. Nevertheless, in the 
effort to resolve the problem of karma they h ad to acceJ 
th.e theory of blja (seed). As for the Vaibhasikas, in ord1 
to solve the problem, they developed the idea of avijfiap 
or u·nmanifcsted or latent energy. They claimed th: 
whenever one perform� a kamma by means of body 1 
speech, in addition to. the visible action (which is callc 
vijflapti) an invisible action ·(avijfispti) is produced by 
and lies within the individual in the form of an energy. 
is this latent element, according to them, that produce, 
future vip1lks. Subsequently they developed the idea c 
avijfiapti to account for the continuity of such mel!h 
states as m aking a vow to observe precepts or to becom� 
bhikkhu and so on. The concept of 'sarvastivada ' or th 
view that all d/1armas exist duririg all three phases of tim 
(sarvsf!J sarvadi asti) is the overall philosophical expre! 
sion of this view. An idea of a similar type of a1 

underlying force was recognized by the Mahasiiilghika 
by the name of upacaya (accumulation) and by th 
Sammitiyas by the name of avipranasa (indestructible: 
The Theraviidins, however, do not seem to h ave felt th 
need for such a phenomenon. 

As we m ay notice from the foregoing, the keen in teres 
that has been shown on this subject by the Buddhh 
tradition testifies to its significance in their religious life 
At the popular level of religion we can understand hov 
ksmma and its result m ay have directed the ordinary ma1 
into an ethical path. However the deeper significance o: 
the phenomenon lies i n  its direct bearing on the S&.qlsiiri< 
predicament for which Buddhism is meant to provide(: 
solution. Saf!Js8rs or continuous existence is caused b} 
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on -of kammas. As long as a person 
kamma, irrespective of whether they are 

papa, that person is bound to be born again and ' 
birth is suffering (dukkha jsti punap-

1bis shows that the way to end the suffering is to 
accumulation of kamma. Due to this fact nirvii!Ja 
as been described as 'the cessation of kamma' 

The B uddh a  has stated that kamma 
to contact (phasss), and therefore the cess ation 

act is the cessation of kamms (phasso kammiinarp 
sambhavo . . .  phassanirodho . . . .  kammanirodho: 

A: HI, p. 4 15). The contact in this context comprises one's 
-responses and reactions, motivated by defilements, to the 
external world. The path leading to the cessation of 
kamma is the Noble Eightfold Path. 

For understanding this aspect of kamma, the following 
fourfold classification of it (referred to earlier), namely, 
dark kamma with d ark kammavipika, fair kamma with 
fair kammavipaka, both d ark and fair kamma with both 
dark and fair kammavipaka, and neither d ark nor fair 
kamma with neither d ark nor fair kammavipiika is 
helpful. The first three represent bad, good and mixed 
kammas and their results respectively. The fourth which 
goes beyond these categories represent the kind of 
practice which leads to the cessation of kamma (kammarp 
kammakkhayaya sahvauati A .  I I ,  p. 232; M. I ,  p. 391) .  
The purpose of the fourth category which d oes not really 
repre'sent the kamma process that proiongs the sa�sara is 
to highligh t  the very- soteriological significance of 
kamma. 

An understanding of kamma is a necessary aspect of 
the attainment of arahanthood. According to discourses, 
the realization of nirvBIJB OCCUrS With the realization of 
'threefold knowledge' (tivijja), namely, the knowledge of 
one's past existence (PubbenivBs'anussatifliiiJa), t he 
knowledge of the death and the birth of beings (CutDpa
piitafiaiJa) .. and the knowledge of the destruction of 
influxes (AsavakkhayafliiiJa). In the course of the first 
two knowledges the noble disciple comes to know, 
r�spectively, how oneself has been wandering in sarpsara 
as a result of one's own pas t  kamma and how other beings 
pass away and are reborn as a result of their own kamma 
(yathii kammlipage satte . . . . D. I. p. 83). At this level of 
higher knowledge (abhiflna), kamma is no longer a 
conjt:cture _but a part of empirical reality, for he has seen 
it through his super-knowledge (abhiflfla). With the 
attainment of arahanthood, since one h as cut off all one's 
atachments to existence one d oes not accumulate kamma 
which causes rebirth. The mental state of such a person 
ba's been described as puflfla papa pah1na (Dhammapada 
39) _ one who bas given up both puflfla and papa. His 
behaviour at this stage may properly be described as 
kusala or wholesome which technically means actions 
marked by the absence of attachment, hatred · and 
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delusion (alobha, adosa and smoha). In this context it i s  
illuminating to see that nirViliJB has been d escribed a s  the 
extinction of attachme�t, hatred and delusion (ragak
khsyo dosakkhayo mohakkhayo nibbansrp) which is 
nothing but Jcussls. This particular p oint h as been 
underscored in the Bahitikasutta of the Majjhimanika.ya 
(M Il, p .  1 15) in which the arahant has been characterized 
as 'one who h as abandoned all akusa/a and one who is 
endowed with kusala' (sabbiikusaladhammapahino kho 
maharaja tathagato kusaladhammasamanniigato). 

Manga Tillekeratne 

KAMMACARIYA. See KAMMAV ACA 

KAMMAPACCAYA. See PACCAYA 

KAMMAPATIIA, 'course of action', 'path of action'. 1n 
Budd hist texts the two terms kamma and kammapatha 
are sometimes used alternatively to designate two groups 
of actions, each consisting of ten items .  The two groups of 
actions are: (1) ten �holesome courses of "ctions (dasa 
kusala kammii, dasakusala ksmm�path�) and (2) ten 
unwholesome courses of actions (dasa akusala kamma, 
dasa akusala kammapatha A. V, 57; A. V. 266). The ten 
courses of wholesome actions are ( 1) Refraining from 
killing, (2) Refraining from stealing, (3) Refraining from 
wrongful gratification of the senses, (4) Refraining from 
uttering falsehood, (5) Refraining from slanderous speech, 
(6) Refraining from harsh speech, (7) Refraining from 
frivolous speech, (8) Refraining from covetousness, (9) 
Refraining from h abourir.g hatred and (10) Refraining 
from harbouring false views. The first three of these ten 
courses of actions are bodily actions (kayika kamma), the 
next four are verbal actions viicika kamma and the last 
three are mental actions (miinasika kamma). The Buddha 
declares that a person can completeiy put a.n end to 
suffering in sa�siira in this present existence itself by 
observing these ten courses of wholesome actions diligent
ly (A. V. 57), and that the heavens, the human sphere and 
other good bournes (sugati) become meaningful because 
of these ten wholesome courses of actions (A. v., 268) . .  
They are also called 'the ten virtues' (dasa sila). 

The ten courses of unwholesome actions are: (1) 
Killing, (2) Stealing, (3) . Wrongful gratification of the 
senses, (4) U ttering falsehood, (5) U ttering slanderous 
speech, (6) Uttering h arsh speech, (7) Uttering frivolous 
speech, (8) H arbouring covetousness, (9) Harbouring . . 
hatred and (10) Harbouring false views. As in the·c� . 
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the ten courses of whole!ome actions the first three 
courses of unwholesome actions are bodily actions, the 
next four are verbaJ actions and the last three mentaJ 
actions. When beings become inclined to pursue these ten 
courses of unwholesome actions their suffering in sainsara 
increases and they become prone to rebirth in the �imaJ -
realm, the sphere of pretss, in hell and in · other lowly 
states of exiStence. 

. D. Saddlulsena 

�MMAl'THANA, literaily means profession or occu
'ation (A. V, 83-4) such as agriculture and trade (M. I I, 
197-8). Even tiousehold iife. and 'the life of a mendicant 
1re des.cribed as professions (ibid). The two words 
�smm• and fbitJ• constituting· this term literally mean 
work and place respectively, ,altboQgh they:a�e found to 
)e used in a variety of meanings, both literal and 
echrlical. Thus kamms!{hans literally means place of 
Nork. But in the Pali commentaries and paksraiJa 
iterature, the word is used in its developed sense as a 
ech'nicill term which refers to topics, both subjects and 
>bj�Cts� on' which tine may work and concentrate one's 
nind� Thus ksinmat!hina is· working-ground for medita
ion; it may, therefore, be rendered as "topies of medi
ation". We find this word rendered as "the instruments . 
tf meditation" (PED. p. 193), "the stations of exercise" 
The Expositor, . p. 224), "the stations Of religi�us 
:xt!rcises" (Compendium of Philosophy,· p. 202) and 
'subjects of mental. training" (BD. p. 70) . . 

The number of topics of meditation is given as 38 in lhe 
4.tthasVio1 (DhsA. I, 1 68), but i ts author, Buddhaghosa, 
efers . the reader to his earlier work, the ·Visudhimagga, 
or a complete account. In the Visuddhimagga we find a 
ist of 40 topics of meditation which consist often kasiiJa 
en asubhs, ten sousssti, four brshmavihara, four aruppa, 
•ne safiJii and one dhituvavatthiina (Vism. p. 89). The 
limuttim!lgga has a list of 38 (The Path of Freedom, p. 

·3) wh�re the flrst two of .the four aruppa arc left out, 
:amely, ilcisinsffcayatana and vi/Jfianaflcayatana, which 
he author seems to hav.e considered identical. with the 
1st two kssioa, namely, iikiisa.,.kasina and vilifiiina
:asiiJa (ibid. p

·
. 130). As the Visuddhi�agga has sup�r

cded the earlier work Vimuttimagga, the number of 
::tpics of meditation has -been accepted as 40 by later 
rriters such as Buddhadatta (A bhvt. pp. 90-92) and 
muf.uddha (A bhs. p. 41): 

All these forty together wit_h more topics are- to be 
>und, scatt�red

. 
in several places of the Pali canon. They 

re.:not specifically designated as kammatthans . It is in 
1e:faJi cpmmentaries that the name k�matthiina is 
S�'·in'·t�. serise of topics of meditation, and, 

.. 
furthet-

more, it was Buddhaghosa who selected forty from 
among them, na'med them ksmmst!hana and explained 
· them in detail. About two fifth, i.e., nine chapters (iii-xi) 
of the entire book Visuddhimsggs are devoted to an 
·exhaustive description · of ksmmatfbina ( Vism. pp. 
68-3 13). 

While some of the forty topics of meditation are well 
known and are of popular appeal to Buddhists, some 
otht!rS are not so; e.g. popular topics of meditation such 
as sa{ipaf{h!na have not found a place in Buddhaghosa's 
treatment .of ksmma!{hana. It might, therefore, be useful 
to exap1ine both sources from which Buddhagbosa: drew · 
material for his treatment of kamma!{hin3 and · the 
nature of his scheme, i.e., the place · it occupies in the 
Buddhist scheme of emancipation. 

Of the forty topics the ten kssiqa are very popular; they 
occur at D. III, 268, 290; M. II, 14-15 ;  A. I, 4 1 ;  V, 46 and 
at Ps. I, 49, 95 etc. 

We do not -find ten asubba giv�n in one place in the 
suttas, although the term asuf?ha-:sa!J/Jii occurs in a 
number of places (e.g., D. III, 253, 289, 29 1 etc.). We find 

· six of them given in .three pi aces. There. is a �ist of three, 
liddhumatska, vinilaka and vipubbaka at A. I, 140; a list 
of five, the first two of the a.bove three plus •!!hika, 
pulavaks, and vicchiddi.Jka at (A. I, 42,S. V, 129-� 1 ;  and 
all six of them at. A. Iii, 17 ,  A C().mplete lis� of �en as11bha 
.is found for the firs� tim� !lt /'s., I, :49 � .9�,and at Dhs. p. 55. 
The  l i � t m ay h ave  b e e n  tp a d e  c o m pl e t �  i n  
collaboration wit� the_ nine charnel gr.ound meditations 
(nava sivsihiki}which:�t:� ·gft��:·in;the''s uttils as nirie of 

. • • .  · . rJ . ·• 'y . •  · . .  :·. .:::. . ,. .• '"-" ··"" .; ·=- • · ··�}-.�, . . : . ·. ; . · . .  the fourt�en ttems··:or :k�y�plip{l:sssna� tlie first of the 
fourfold -��plic'aiioh ·otrrif�ar�iri��� J.r�lipattbana, q. v �). 
.As far as )he- �nll�'s_�ii ate.-·Jb�be�ned� only the ·first, six, 
namely, Jiuddha.: Dhaibms; Ssbghti,·srla, caga and devata, 
seem to have be�n oHgina..liy acc�pted a� anussatimedita
tion, b�c·ause only th�se sti �r·e ��;und in the early suttas 
(D. I I I ,  250, 280). 1hk list 'iS 'found repeated in several 
works of the Sutts�pf#k�(e-�g: A. I ll, 284, 3 1 2; Ps. 1 , 48). 
The last four, · n'a:riie'Iy,' · miraiJsnussati, kayagatasati, 
Anipanasati and' :rri}�Jfijjriusiati, may have been added ... •. •"!•..:+· � r.+ · . .. . . later, for in th�·fi�� jSJ�c-e, tw·o of them, viz., kayagatasati 
and anapanssstf, d� rlb� g.o by the name of anussatibut as 
sati; secondly kayiigati�ati,· according to M III ,  89 ff. 198 
is idcnticaJ with the · first of the four applications of 
mindfulness (satipaUliinaJ: namely kiiyiinupassana (D. 
I I, 291 ff.; M. I, 58 ff.) which includes anapanasati aiso; 
and finally a compl�te Ii'st of tim anussati-meditations is 
however foupd·ar A: I; ·42 ilnd Ps. l, 95. 

It is interesting to note that Buddhaghosa has here split 
the first of the four applications of mindfulness (kayanu
passaria) into a number of seperate topics of meditation: 
e.g. iinapanasati, dhatu-manasikira as catudh'iituva-

-I / 
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vatthana; pafikkiilamanasiksra as kiiyagatssati; and nava 
sivathik11 as dasa ilsubha. 

The four brahma vihsras, also known as appamafiffii, 
are wei! known topics of meditation found in the stitta; 
(D. I l l ,  223-:-4 etc.). The same is true �f the f�ur iiruppa 
meditations (D. III, 224). 

Buddhaghosa has singled ou t one safl.fiB-meditation 
(eka saflffi), i.e .,  shire patikkilla-saflfli-meditation given 
in lists at D. J I I ,  289, 29 1 ;  A. I, 4 l, 42; V. 1 05, 1 06 et�. He 
has likewise selected catudhatu-vavatthiina from among 
the fourteen items of kiiyanupassa11a (D. n; 294; M. I I I, 
9 1). 

The texts gi�e a number of other topics
. 
of inedit'atl�n . 

under the common names of saflfla and ariupa�sanii. 
Some of these topics occur in lists from which Btidd,b�
ghosa has drawn material for his collection �f f9rty 
kanimatthana. The saflfla-meditation such as anicca� 
saflflii, 

. 
dukkha-saflflii, anatta-safltra, pa.��na-saJi!/a, 1 

viraga-safifla and nfrodha-safl!Ia, (D. III, 289-9 I; A. l :4i  
etc.) are not included .in . Buddhaghosa's list of  f'o.nY 
kamma!!hiinas. The following anupassan�-meditations 
are also left out: aniccanupassima, dukkhamipassana, 
anattanupassana. nibhananupassana, viraganupassan);, 
nirodhanupassana, pa!inissagganupassana. (Ps. I, 1 0� 9.6� 
etc.)� khayanupassana, vayanupassanii, viparirpimiinu� 
passana, animittiinupassanii, appaiJihitanupassan"jj, · B.nd 
suflflatanupas.�ana (Ps. I, 20). 

· · ' 
. -· . .  ·;· 

Even the well known fourfold application of mindful.:: 
ness (satipa{fhana), except for some items of kaya"nu-· 
passanii, does not find a place in Buddhagh,osa•{ schbrie : 
of kainma{fhana.: the last three applicati�ns of mindful-· 
ness, namely, vedaniinupassana, cittiinupassl!na� and'·· 
dhammanupassanB-a.re not at aU incuded in that scheme. 
The reason for this ommision is not far to seek. 

Buddhaghosa in his Visuddhimagga explains the path 
to freedom in three successive s tages called the threefol� 
training (tissosikkh"ii), namely, morality (silsj , concen
tration (.samadhi) and wisdom (pafffla). He carefully 
selected all th�se topics of meditation which prod�ce 
concentration of the mind and called them kamma{fhiina. 
As their practice produces concentration, they arc · also 
called 'tranquility' meditations (samatha•bhavana) oi: 
samatha-kamma{fhiina). There is also another kind of 
meditation designated as 'insight-meditation' (vipassana
bhB.vana) which produces wisdom. This latter kind of 
meditation is not classed as kamma(!hana in the Visuddhi
magga. SaiiJra-meditations such as anicca sa !ilia, anupas
sanii�editations such as aniccanupassana and also the 
last three of the four applications of mindfulness, as they 
produce insight, do not find a place in Buddhaghosa's 
scheme of kamma!{hiina. 

. . 
But, Anuruddhahas treated all the meditations, concen

tration and insight, as kammaf!h8na in his Abhid!Jamma
tthasahgaha(pp . 41-6). After giving the forty kammaf{hana 
of the Visuddhimagga under the name of samatha
kamma!{hana (ibid . p. 4 1), he goes on enumerating other 
topics of meditation under the ·name of vipassana
kamma!(hiina which consists of contemplation on the 
three characteristics of existence (tilakkhal}a), namely, 
hnpermanance (anicca), suffering (dukkha) and unsubs
tantiality (anatta); the tenfold insight-knowledge (dasa
vipassana-flai}a_) and the threefold  emanCipation 
(yimokkha: Abhs. 43-4). These l aW�r kinds of m editation 
are on a higher level than the former as they produce the 
wisd<_>m which is essential for emancipation. 

There are certain basic requirements to be accomplished 
by one who wishes to practise meditation. The most 
importar1t among them is purity of morality (silavisuddhi), 
which is brought about by a fourfold purification called . 
c�tu-piirisuddhi-sila, namely, restraint with regard to the 
monks' disciplinary code (patimokkha-sai1}VBra-s11a), 
restraint of the senses (indriya-saii}vara-sila), purity with 
regard to one's livelihood (iij1vaparisuddhi-s1Ja) an� 
morality with regard to the four requisites (paccaya-
salinisit8-s11a). 

. . 

One whose morality is pure should first g·o to a monk 
who is competent to instruct one oJ1 the practice · of 
meditation. The instructor who is a noble friend (kaJyana
mitta) is calJed "the giver of the topics of meditation '1 
(k_ami:ns!fhiina-aayaka: Vism. 79) . 

· After carefully studying all aspects of meditation, the 
beginriet should go to a place suitable for meditation; to 
the forest (araflfla), to the foot of a tree (rulckhamil/a) or 
to an empty house (suflflagara: D. II, 29 1 etc.). The chief 
concern is that the plac;e must be ciilm and quiet, free 
frdqi disturbance· and in'ierruption. 

· · 

The person must also be physically fit to practise 
mec:ijtation; he must be free from aiiments (iibadha: Vism. 

· 73) and be in good health. Buddhaghosa enumerates ten · 
impediments to concentraUon, namely, a dwelling (iivasa), 
a ftmiily (ku/a), gain (/Bbha), company (gaiJa), work such 
as repairs to buildings (kamnia), travel (addhana), kin 
(Dati), affliction (iiblldhR), books (gantha) and super� · 
normal worldly powers (iddhi: Vism. 19 ff.). 

It is . also of primary importance that the beginner 
should, with the help of the instructor, select a topic , 
which is the most suitable for his temperament (cariya). 
There are six types of men classified on the basis of their . 
temperament. Buddhaghosa explains these temperaments 
in .detail and assigns the kammafhana that. suit the 
different temperaments of men. 

Now the beginner is well qualified to practise his 
meditation. He must sit cross-legged, his spine kept erect 

· . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ·  ·.· . . 
. . . . . 
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. 11, 29 1). Being mindful he starts contemplating on the 
1ic. The· practice of these meditations, according to 
ruddhimsgas, Conn.• the means · by which the full 
tcentration and allsorption of the mind is achieved. 
e eight attainments (samipatti),. namely, the mental 
1orption of the DJMerial sphere in four stages, (riipa
:ara-jhsna) and the non-material sphere in four stages 
iipavacara-jhana)are their final result. But , in the Pali 
nmentaries, the practice of these meditations is placed 
a higher level, as leading to · the attainment of 

hantship, (yiva-srahattarp kamma!{h.anarp kathesi: 
pA. I, 8,  96; kammatthana anuyutto na · cirasseva 
hattarp pipuni: I, IU, 36). The app·arent discrepancy "is 
: to the fact, as was stated above, that Buddhaghosa 
included under kammatthana those topics of medi

on which produce .co�c��tration alone. It should be 
ltioned in this context that Anuruddha's treatment of 
rmiatfhlna'(A/Jhs. 41-6), unlike that of Buddhaghosa, 
y agrees with · the Pa·li cominentariat tradition; he 
uded .the two' kinds of meditation to pits, conccntra._ 
1 and i�slght, in trls .sch�me �f kamm�tthana. 

· 
;" . 

. . . 
. : . � . . . . . . 

t is. · �iso important to emphasise . the fact that i� the 
idhist .scheme �f em�ncipatio.n concentrat

.
io� of the 

td (samadhi) does not stop at that; it is a: ·meails to an 
which - is .emancipation (vimutti, nib,bana). Samadhi 

'it ably leads to insight (panna) by whic� emancipation 
:alised. On attaining concentration of mind the monk 
1 contemplate on. existence· ·as dependent and there-
:, impermanent. What is imperm·anent is suffering and 
ubstantial. These are the three chara.cteristics of 
tence the realisatioi1 of whi�h amou�ts to the, attain
It of 'i��ight_. 

he �ccu�nce �ftbe_phrase 'cat�-sacca-kammayh�na
vana, meani�g .. conte�phttion

. 
b:r taking the four 

le truths" as the topic of meditation at PYA. p. 98 is 
��sting becauSe i t  .does not occur in any of the 
nerations of. kamma!fh8i1as in the texts, . both

. 
in the 

mentaries and hi the treatis�s. I t  is in fact · not a 
.rate. �opic -of meditation, but, primarily, contempla
on existence as suffering ( dukkha), the first truth, the. 
sation ·of which .leads to the realis.ation of the other 
e t ruths (S. V, 437; Ps. l, 1 1 9; II, 107). Any of the forty 
:::s which are derived from existence, i.e. , five aggre- . 
s (paflcskkhandha), may be contemplated on as 
kha. Exis

.
tence is miserable (kukkha) because it is 

!rmane.nt. Impermanence is the basic conclusion 
'ed at on realising the law of conditionality (papcca:. 
uppada). By its very nature the whole existence is 
:ndent. The four noble truths (cattari ariya sacc1ini) 
tothing but an elaboration, on an ethical basis, oft  he . 
>!conditionality. See BHAVANA, MEDITATION. 

UpaU Karun!lratne 

KAMMAVACA (Skt Karmava.kya) are formulae or 
texts of Official Acts that are read at the eccles iastical 
formal meetings of bhikkhus where matters of vital 
importance to the Order of bhikkhus (bhikk.hu sahgha) 
are discussed and decisions take11; The Pali English 
Dictionary(PED)says that there are eleven such officially 
recognised kammavaca, \>ut it does not give any further 
details about them. Reading of kammavaca, at formal 
gatherings of bhikkhusis popularly followed by bhikkhus 
in Sri Lanka, Myari��r . and Thaila11d and they have 
these kammavaca, cWled fro�· the Vinaya texts and 
printed in separate bookl�ts. The present writer has seen 
a booklet printed in: th� 'Si'nhiila script containfng thirty 
one of these kamm_avsca,. The text is in the Pali language, 
and they are as fol1p�,s: .<U Up;Jsampac/8 kai!Jmavaca 
(The text of the . for the conferment of the 
Higher Ordinat�on);. 

. , vici (Tb� text 9f 
the Official Act focr ' ktiil,fna cerem<my); 
(3) 

. . -· . ·, t.�;Xt of the Offi�iat 
Act . to withdra� . kath�na 'cloth); (4) 

viis!ai11iiil�fm��fj�k�irim' -��- . text of 

requisites);· �(! 
(The tex� o{ �··· · ·s-�"'!!:f.M! 
house); . ( 1 3), 
(T.he .text 
site for a 

· lim'its of 

a'?�1d!��P,�;�lr.ml9f, ,1(8.$Sif termination c�remony); 
��s·ad_lif1!1!}(4.j!Pn.JJ,u

·
� 'iic;a .(The text of the Official 

. . ( 1 8) mnattaaana-
kammav�ca th� Official .Act to decide the ,.. ·t ·· ' • • - ·  • • • •• • 
maximu�·(:p�biQ�d;_prqbation); (20) Suddhanta.,kamma-
vaca(The text of tbe Official Act regarding the ending of 

i 

' . .. I 

-� 
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the purificatory period); (2 1) (Par.isuddhiuposatha� 
kammal'aca (The text of the Official Act pertaining to the 
holding of the uposatha for purification!, (22) AcJh#{lianuJXJsatha 
Kammavaca (The text of the Official Act regarding 
resolution to hold uposatha); (23) Apattarocana-kamma
vaca (The text of the Official Act to formally declare an 
offence committed); (24) (Jvsrildhif!hana-kamma'lfaca 
(The text of the Official Act to agree on the proper type of 
robe to wear); (25) Parikkharecoliidhif!lliina-kamma vaca 
(The text of the Official Act to agree on other requisite 

· r.bthes); (26) Ovaravikappana-kammavsca (The text of 
the Official Act pertaining to the apportioning of robes); 
(27) Viksppitac1vars11} ·samikiJsss punadiinam-kamms
viica (The text of .the Official Act to formally return the 
apportioned robe to its owner); (28) Paccuddhar8IJa
kammaviicii (The text of the Official Act read at the 
\Viping out of the kafhins cloth); (29) Vassiipanayika
kamma.viica (The text of the Official Act read · at the 
ceremony to commence the vassa. retreat); (30) Vsssiks
sapkadhi!fhana-ka.mmaviica (The text of the Official Act 
read at the ceremonial meeting to decide about the 
ks{hins-cloth); (3 1 )  (Paviirs!JB�kammaviicii (The text of 
the Official Act read at the ceremony to conclude the 
vassa retreat). 

When the bhikkhus meet formally regarding a parti• 
cular sshghakamma a competent senior bhikkhu, with a 
gbod voice, who can pronounce words distinctly, plays 
the role of lender of the ceremony and he is designated as 
karrimacariya. For instance, in the upasampadii sahgha
kamma (ceremonial · meeting of · bhikkhus to confer 
Higher Ordination) the leader of the ceremony presents . , • . \ . ' . 
the candidate for Higher Ordination to the assembly of 
bhikkhus saying tbus: May the bhikkhlis listen to me . I 
desire that the monk Niiga be �onferred the Higher 
Ordination. If it is atlright by the bhikkhus, I shall 
examine N.liga: 'Listen to me Niga, this is the time for you 
to tell the truth. I shal l  question you in the presence of the 
�ssembled bhik'�us regarding some matters. It you have 
t�em you hat. ) admit them; if you do not have them 
you have to sa1 Jo. Do not keep mum or waver. I shall 
now q�estion you regarding the following diseases. Do 
you suffer from leprosy? Do you have abscesses? Do you 
suffer from consumption and epilepsy? Are you a human 
being? Are you a male? Are you a free men? Are you free 
from debt? Have. you been a king's soldier? Have you 
obtained · the consent of your parents? Are you now 
twenty years old? Have you a bowl and robes? What is 
your name? Who is your preceptor? 

T.hese questions have to be repeated three times by the 
kammacariya in that assembly of bhikkhus and after 
ensuring that the candidate is free and clean, he is 

,.. presented to the assembly of bhikkhusfor the conferment 
of the Higher Ordination . 

The kammavac'ii, for the dedication of the kathina-
. doth is as follows: 'Honoured sirs, let the Order  lis

.
ten to 

me .  This material for Kafhina�clot.h has accrued to the 
Order. If it seems right to the Order, the Order should 
give this material for k'athina-cloth to the monk sci and so 
for making ksfhina-cloth. This is the motion (Ratti). 
H onoured s irs, let the Order listen to me. This material 
for ka(hina-cloth has accrued to the Order. The Order is 
giving this material for ksfhina-cloth to the monk so and 
so for making the ka{hina-cloth. If the giving of this 
m aterial for kafhina-c/oth to the monk so and so for ·  
m aking ka{hina-cloth is pleasing to the Venerable ones, 
let them l:>e silent. He to whom it is not pleasing �hould 
speak. This material for kafhina-cloth is given by (�e 
Order to the monk so and so for making kafhinl!--cloth. It 
is pleasing to the order, therefore, they are silent. T�us d� 
I understand this (SBB.. Vol. 14, pp. 353-4). 

T. Arfyadhamqt� 

KAMMA VA IT A, the round of action. Dependent origi
n ation (psficcasamuppiida} comprises of three rounds or 
stages (te-bhninaka-vsffB), ktimmavaf{il bemglhe first of 
them. See VATIA. · ' · 

KANAUJ, the capitat of HatSavar:dhana (q.v.), Who wa,s 
the lest Buddhist emperor who united · the whole of 
Northern India reminiscent  of Asoka (q.v.), the Maurya 
Emperor who preceded him by several centuries. 

K.anauj is the present name . of the town. wiler,e once 
stood the great city popularly known !IS Kanydk\)bja in 
historical .times, according. to ·literary evidences. Jt h!ls 
both been referred to  as the kingdom and the capi(aj of 
Harsavardhana, who had enhanced its glory by selecting 
it as his imperial capitBl. 

It is not difficult to identify Kannuj or Kanyakubja of 
medfaeval times with the city K.annakujja mentioned in 
early Buddhist texts. This identification was considered 
as acceptable by several authorities on the grounds of site 
location and phonetic resemblance of the name as well .. 

K.anauj lies on the west bank of the Kiilinadl, about :�ix 
miles above its conf11.1ence with the Ganges, in the present 
Uttar l'radesh. _Before Emperor l{arsavardhana trans
ferred his capital to this place, K.anauj had been the 
capital of the Maukhar1 kings who had matrimonial 
alliances with the family of Hadavardhana (R. C. Majum
d ar, H. C. Raychandhuri and K.. Datta, An Advanced 
History oflndia, bandon, 196 1 ,  pp. 1 5 1  ff.). 
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raking Hsuan-tsang's estimate of 667 miles as approxi
tely correct, the probable limits of the kingdom of 
nauj must· have included a.!l the country between 
airabad and Tand& an the river Gogra and Etiiwa and 
tbabad on the Jumna, which could give a circuit of 
JUt 600 miles (S. Deal Si-yu-ki, Chinese Accounts of 
ri•, Indian Edition, Calcutta, 1958, Vol. II, p.  232; 
n�ingham's Andent Geography of India, edited by S. 
Sastri, Calcu�ta, 1924, p. 43 0. 

:unningham surveyed the area for remains of arch a eo� 
ical interest and observed tha:f the existing rema,ins of 
city are few and unimportant (Cunningham � Ancient 
Jgraphy, loc. cit.) . . This estimate was not unusual in 
case of a city that was subject to visissitudes of various 
itical upheavals of North India which proved disas-
15 to monumerlts of both religious and cUltural import
e. especially after the pillaging conquests of the 
slims, froril. the North-west. History bears evidence 
the destructive hand of the conqueror that spelled 
m to the many religious centres in India since the days 
ri.ohammad of Gami (eleventh century A. C.). 

/hen he approched K.anauj, the historian relates that 
aw there a city which raised its h,ead to the skies,.and 
:h in strength and structure might justly boast to. h�ve 
qual (Briggs 'Farishta : 1, 57; Cun

'
ningh

.
am 's Ancient 

•p-aphy Joe. cit.). Just one-century-earlier or in 9 1 5  
. ,  Kanauj i s  mentioned b y  Masudi as the capital of 
kings of India and abotit" 900 A; C. Abu Zaid on the 
1ority .of Ibn Wa�ab _calls, "Kadiye a great city in the 
:dom of Gozar, " (Cunl1inghii.D1 � AnCient Geography, 
cit.). . 

.
: . 

. 

1-Hsieun in the fifth century A. C. had arrived ·at the 
of Kanauj (Ki-jou-i), which b ordered on the Ganges 
which bad two Sailghiiriinas both belonging to the 
t ie Vehicle" (S. · Beal, op. cit. Vol. I, p: 25i. Kanauj is 
mentioned by Ptolemy, about 140 A. C. llS 'Kanogiksa' 
•oyiza). · 

1e most graphic account of K anauj WllS however 
rded in the seventh century A.C. by Hstian-Tsang 
stayed there It$ the guest of Emperor H arsavardhana 
witnessed �o great Buddhist synods convened by 
mperor himself (S. Beal, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. ·223 ff.). 

:cording to Hsuan-Tsang, the kingdom · or Kie-jo
he-kwo (Kanyakubja) was 4000 1i (about 667 miles) 
·cuit,  the capital was about 20 li. (nearly 4 miles) in 
h and about 5 li in ·breadth. The city was strongly 
1ded with lofty towers" everywhere. Beautiful flower 
!ns and par.bWith pOJids and tank� had endched the 

beauty . of - the city. R arities from strange lands were 
collected in the city �nd the inhabitants were op�len� with 
many wealthy families. •  the cltizens had a .refined 
appearance and· dressed in glossy �ilk �ttire. They were 
devoted to learning a.J)d the !lflS. . 

. 

Hsuan-Tsang telates tlie· Iegendaty history of K.anauj 
and how the city was ."io;namecf'Kaiiyltkubja' after the. 
curse by a certain rsi ort tbe llundrt!d. dilughtes· of the king 
of the country, who iilfb"ad···!fectn'nt! ·l:himp·b-acked; 

The Chinese monk. ·�· •�Jt;9.�l!��g;. !��t,f�1.��e 
hundred '"'urunRnr 
were devoted to ��'ii?';�l:'!"�f+��'�.f.. 
Hinayiina. He ha� .aJ�1b)J�t�l.i��llW.iJ!iilt8.1tta\ 
assem.bly at . . Kllnll.�J<���;�:AAl!m:��l���tW�.� 
Harsavardhana. · , '  

Hsuail-tsang.'s .,,.,,,..n1on 
Kanauj is weli" . 
·gives details of 

. wage before "·. nn .. tt; 
these campaigns t 
Kashmir in ·the 

. East. 

['his wa.S the cue in regaud to all the ancient cities that stood on the great norther.ii itt'.rG�� 
:nd beyond), that joined th� silk rout� from the Far-eut with the Middle-eut cf tl�-l,�{.clj!�J���tj;�W,dt, 
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him with all facilities to carry his books and images and 
gave him expenses for his journey back to China. (S. 
Beal, op. cit. , p. 242; A. Aiyappan, P.  K. Srinivasan, 
Story of Buddhism with Spccisl Rcfrcncc to South India, 
Madras, 1960, pp. 37 ff.) 

Hsultn-tsang had seen a stflpa built by Asoka to the 
norUl-west of Kanauj. By the side of this stilpa were 
traces where the four past Buddhas are said to have sat 
and walked for exercise. There was another little stnpa 
containing the Buddha's hair and nail relics, and a 
'preacher's seat' - (dhsrma,�ana).l 

On the south side of the city and by the side of the 
Ganges river there were three snhgharamas all within the 
same enclosure, seen by Hsuan-tsang. In this Sanghiiriima 
compound, there stood the great temple of the Buddha's 
Tooth Relic.J Not far from the Tooth-Relic temple there 
were several other monasteries and · temples enshrining 
villuable images oLthe Buddha and other relics . 

A temple of the Sun god (Silrya) and god Mahesvara• 
t9o have been mentioned b.y the pilgrim . within close 
proximity to the Buddhist temples, thereby showing the 
religious tolerance of the. Buddhisi monarch Hada
vardbana (S. Beal, op. cit. p. 245). 

The imperial splendour of Kanauj, that Harsavardhana 
did so much to augment was hardly dimmed in succeeding 
ages, and rulers of the remotest corners of India counted 
it their proudest boast to have •icaptured Mahodaya Sri", 
i .e . .K.anauj (R.C, Majumdar, H.C. Rayi::handhuri and 
.K.. Datta; op. cit., p. 1 60). 

After Harsavardhana there was no powerful hand to 
unite the whole of Madhyadesa under one authority and 
win for. Kanauj that proud position which was once held 
oy Harsa. 

Efforts of a few rulers like Yasovarman were frustrated 
by the warlike potentates beyond the limits of the 
Madhyadesa to whom the acquisition of the Imprial city 
of Harsa Wll! the goal of political ambition. After a brief 
period of independence, Kanauj finally fell before the 
invadmg Muslim armies. 

A. D. T. E. Perera 
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KANDARAKA SUIT A, the first sutta of the first of the 
five divisions (gahapati l:Bggs) of the middle fifty dis
courses (majjhima parpJ8saka) of the Majjhima Nikiiya, 
(M 1 .  pp. 339-349), was preached by the Buddha to 
Pessa (the son of an elephant-trainer) and Kandaraka (a 
wandering ascetic) when he was once staying near Campa 
on the bank of Gaggarii lotus pond, with a large following 
of bliikkhus. Kandaraka observing the well-disciplined 
and silent bhikkhus praised the Buddha for the clever 
manner he trains his disciples. The Buddha, acknow
ledging the compliment of Kandaraka, said that many in 
that congregation of bhikkhus are Arahants who have 
achieved the goal of their religious life and the rest are 
trainees (se.kha)whose minds are well directed on the four 
stations of mindfulness (cattaro satipsf!hana). When the 
Buddha spoke thus, Pessa said: Wonderful, Sire, is the 
way the Buddha bas understood clearly what is harmful 
to human beings and what is beneficial to them. The 
world of humans is a massive thicket (gahat1a) whereas 
the world of animals is simple and open (uUiJ.na). Human 
beings say one thing and do another and harbour a 
thought quite d ifferent to what they say imd do. In such a 
state of affairs it is extremely wonderful that the Buddha 
has clearly understood what is ben�ficiitl to them and 
what is harmful to them. Approving what Pessa s aid the 
Buddha declared: "There are four categories of human 
beings in the world, Pessa. They are ( l )  those who 
torment themselves (2) those who torment others (3) 
those who torment themselves and others and (4) those 
who neither torment themselves nor torment others". 

When Pessa left, the Buddha  ·addressed the bhikkhus 
and further explained to them about the four categories 
of human beings thus: People like the naked ascetics, who 
torment themselves by practising servere forms of 
asceticism, belong to the first category of human beings; 
those who engage in other types of cruel occupations 
belong to the second category of human beings; t.hose 
brahmins and k�atriyas who undergo vB.rious penances 
and at the same time causes the death of many heads of 
cattle, grown up and young, and causes the destruction of 
many valuable tree:s and plants for sacrifices belong to the 
third category of human beings; those who listen to 
Tathilgata's dhamma and renounce the worldly life to 
become homeless bhikkhus to live the dhamma and 
thereafter achieves various stages of spiritual develop-

2. Cunningham Bays, of.Kanauj, "In comparing Hsuan-tsang's description of ancient Kanauj with the existing remain3 of the city, lam 
obliged to confess with regret that I haYe not been able to identify even one solitary site with any certainty; so completely hB! almcst 
�cry trace of the early occupation been obliterated by the Musalmans. (Cuf!nigham's Ancient Geography, op. cit., p. 434). 

3. The Tooth Relic referred to in thil! temple wu brought from Kuhmir by Har�avardhana after his northern campai11n. The 

description of the Tooth-Relic temple at Kanauj and the ceremonies connected therewith, as given by Hsuan-uang strikes a close 

lirnilarity to the temple ceremonies of t�e Tooth-Relic Shrine in Kahdy, Sri Lanka today. 
4. Thit could be of either the Hindu God Siva or the Mahayana Bodhi�attva Avaloldt�vara. 
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. t'ng in the attainment of Arahantship 
nent :-culmtblJl��urth category of human beings. 
telong to e 

D. Saddhasena 

, y the modern name of the last capital of the �ND. ' kings of Sri Lanka, renowned for its Temple of 
•tnhalese

h ( v Dalii.di Miligiiva) where the Tooth Relic be Toot q. · · · B ddha is deposited and �lso for the annual 
f the u · · d · h h >aladi-perahira, the p�eant connect� w
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.
n account o tts mt c tmate an re gtous uractton · 

· · 
od cultural interest. .PLATE XVI. 

h 't c".me into prominence in mediaeval times, and .� t���y 
kJ1oWD as Sebk

·
aq

·
a�ala (Pali Senkha����Ja) 

. 5 · afdhanapura (Pilh Smva�4hanapura). Tradttton nd . nv
h t· ' t·w· as founded by a king named Vlravikknima as tt t a 1 · _ • . .. ?) alilo known as Senasammata Vtkramabahu \l�v.x�, 

of Ceylon, Hi$toryofCeylon, Vol. I, Pt. II, p. J ntverst y . . -'I . d b h . . d 1) a site ongmtu y occupte y a erm.tt name . 30- ' on d' • h h . . enkhanda. Another tra ttl on says t a� t .e ctty · was · 
amed s�nka<;tagala because the . qu�en of tts- fo.und�r . 
ore the name Se�lll?-�a (A, D. :· Karunatillake, 
�bkaqagalapura itibasaJ(a, ·x..andy Pnnters,

_
1955, p. 4). 

Th� modern n�e js an adaptation of the Sinb,illese 

ord kaoda meaning 'higllJan�' in the Phrase �ands-u.d�-
'Th e five countrtes o f  the HJghlands , !JSTStll, Jd d b ·f • : t the K.andyan ng om, ut now re ers to tts :ferrmg o 

lpital. . . 
e time t>Cfore the emergence of -the city of For som . h ·. 

. hb. . . · f !tJkadadagala itlto pr?JDmence t e netg . ou�mg et�y o 
· 1 . was the cilpttal of the Sinhalese. kmgdom of am

al
posa 

. Lanka I t  was in about 1 540 A. C. that .the ntr . n · . 
. a1 transferred to Senkadagala which was also ;ptt was . · . 

.lled Maha Nuwara. 

Th K.andyan kingdom did n ot have a peaceful 
. 

e 
· From the time of its isception it had to 5truggle ·tstence. . . f h 1 k' · 

. . ·.,, Sinhalese kmgs o t e ow-cquntry mg-;!Unst OVIU . • · tbe one hand and the European mvaders on the tms on . . h d .h . . f h h I their e fforts to WJt stan ·t e _mvastons o t e er. n J k' d V'k nbalese kings of the ow-co�ntry mg oms, 1 rama-

'h d his successor Karalhyaddc Bandiira, sought the t • u an 
of the Portugese who were at this time in ustance 

cu ation of the region around Colombo, but neverthe-
� Rljasinha. I of Sltawaka annexed the Kandyan 

.s: ?
8 

to his kingdom in 1582 and possessed them_ ·ntones . til his death in 1 592. 

ln 1 592 Konappu Bandiira, the son of a �etty chieftain 
� e king of K.andy under the name Vtmaladharma-�am h' · h h h b · 
:ya 1 and' legitimised ts ng t to t e t rone y marrymg 

the daughter of King Karalliyadde BandD:ra. He showed 
great zeai for Buddhism by trecting religious edifice� and 
above all, by setting up a Da)adil MB.ligliwa within his 
palace complex. He revived old customs and held the 
religious festivals like the perabera. Vimaladharmasilrya 
even procured monks from abroad to restore the higher 
ordination. 

f 
. When Vimaladharmasfirya's brother Senarat succeeded 

him to the throne of Kandy in 1605 A. C. his kingdom was 
attacked by the Portugese and the king made a treaty 
with the Dutch who had arrived in Batticaloa at this time. 
Later, in 16 17  Senarat · had to make peace with the . 
Portugese and allow Roman Catholic friars to come to 
his realms and build churches. Senarat's son Rijasinha: II 
who su�eded him in 1635 also favoured Christianity 
and permitted Christian priests to live and build churcl)es 
in his dominion�. · · 

From 1687 until 1 706 A.C. Rajli,sinha's �on . Vimala
dharmasurya I I  ruled in Kandy. He erected a three
storeyed Da)adii Miligiiva.an� restored the Upassmpsdi 
ordination by obtaining monks from Siarq. · After his 
de�th hi's son Sri Vlrapa:riikrama Ninendrasinha became 
king. fie was,.incidenfalty, th�· 'last Stn·h'atese khig of Sri 
Lanka fdr; thc%ur 'kings·who'succeed�d him beionged to 
the Nllyakkar chin frorri South India. 

· · 

. . .YUrial�d.hJti,mU:nrt¥�c )til:._queen :was a Tamil of . the 
N�yakk�r, ,�!an;Jtt $o\JUirlndia·atnd :N arehdrasinha was 
her:son . .a'll:'"'��dtAs�h.a- h}�sel£matried a princess from 
S'outh4Qdill) �(hdi�t{:!>,WitbP.ut·"�•h:�heit.' As a result. .his 
que¢tits ·ii:J:��-tli.e:r1 it»]Jh�)i8;,J.ii.�J�ditional custom preva
lent am6ng the- 'Niyalck�-;-su�ed him to the throne 
under th� n_amt; .o( Sri:..Vqay.i ORitjas�ha, thus ending the 
royal . lirte �af-i.SJq,�!IJ.ete:��np ;•·and"·8i:Yi�g: :rise · to a new 
dyn�uty;of. t;.llj�lta't'�p;ftO.m·:South India. -Sri Vijaya 
with �is. queen .pto(e!�etJ •'Buddhi�ni. and repaired and 
erected ter:nples in order to.p iacate the subjects: He also · 
celebrated the .religious- !l'lld· social festivals and made 
efforts to· procu.�:rm<)nlcs . ' {tom - Siam · to : restore the 
Upassmpadi (Hjgb'���Qrid�lllion). ' · . . : . · · !  ! . -t : :- .:t�·�F�t �r ·:-1� - �  . :.:,:, .· i� · . . 

Sri Vijaya Raja�itihatwas;$uc��ded _in 1747 A. c. by his 
brother-i��ia"/ �1'�U��f.���ih��Jj!� -reig� is n'oted for 
the religious · arid Jitertr.Y ieviva.f h� Ceylon. ,l-Ie erected 
several Buddhist monasteries ' �d,' . at 

. 
the request of 

Vlllivita Saranankara Thera sent ap embassy to Siam in 
1 750 A.C.,  in Dutch vesselS, to procure monks for the 
restoration of the Upsssmpsdi. The embassy returned jn 
1751  A. C. with some Sia-mese monks Jed. by U pali Thera 
and ambassadors, Serana�ara and others were given 
higher ordination and thus began the Siamese Nik'llya 
of Sri Lanka . . S aranaflkara Ther11 was also made 
the Sai'lghariija and under his direction religion and 
education flourished. He was the author of many religious 
works. 

= 
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Devale were the prn'"'"'� 
insignia of the gods 
and majesty at the 
Sr1 VijaY.a. Kirti S 
Da.Jada and other 
of honour in th� ' 

Kirti Sri 
by his 
inevitable s .· . 
ruler and· the · 

.·, · 

himself set on the : · 
who took the name Srl 

Srl Wickrama Riijasinha .·: . 
Lanka. In his reign the British· ,..,.,;.,•r�••> hl 
the help ofthe Sinhalese 
fled from his capital"'nd deported nun·•ro�t 
Vellore and· annexed Kandy to their 
bringing the whole Island under . ,R,"iHiiH'i,,: ,o.; 
Kandyan Kingdom was annexed on 

. · convention held in the great Audience Hall 
upon between the · British officials and the; .�u�u�'!..'i->1."'�' 
chiefs and remained a British possession until .telt?r!li��tJb• 
4th 1947, when Sri Lanka gained Indepencence . . 

·: :� ... <: This is then the history of Kandy in brief, both �s,., 
kingdom and city. The city of Kandy, i t  is noteworthy, ; 
picturesque as it il!, has preserved several monuments o( · 
Buddhist interest belonging to . the period . described . above. Of prime importance among them is the Da)adii " 
Miiligiiva or the Temple of the Tooth where the sacred 
Tooth of the Buddha brought to Sri Lanka from Kiilinga 
in So;uth India in the reign of King Kirti Sri M�gbavanna 
(303-3 1 A. C.) is deposited . The temple, magnificent in its 
appearence with its beau tiful pattirippuwa, i . e .  the 
octagon, on the right of the main entrance, is protected by 
a very ornamental s tone wall and a moat. The shrine · 
where the Tooth Relic is deposited is itself conceal�d by 
other buildings within the enclosure. Two imposing 
festivals are connected with this temple, one, the exposi
tion of the Tooth Relic, and the other, the Da.Jadii 
Perahera (q.v.) a pageant held annually in August. 

In the grounds adjoining the Temple of t.he Tooth is the 
Audience Hall, a h ist oric build ing associated with the  
ceremonial of the Kandyan court which served as the 
Supreme Court of Kandy till recent times. Its wooden 
architectural features are noteworthy. The ball is said to 
have been begun in 1784 by King Rlijadhi Rajasinha. 

In the same locality is an old building said to have been 
a part of the palace of the queens, but now used as a 
museum for trea'J.\\t� Q{ K.andyan art and craftsmanship. 

KANDY 

including the Temple of the Tooth 
the complex of the old palace of the 

. ace is a walled enclosure o f  temple · 

the Natha Devale, a daga'ba, a 
,_..,,.,,.,v,. and several balls. In the . 

is said to be deposited the Bowl 
Buddha which, along with the 
· the royal palace. The Natha 

is remarkable as it is the 
built entirely of stone. · In 

other religious edifices of 
�ort•';;.,.,;t,.JJu a Hindu shrine. This 

historical building now 
· seems to have enjoyed a 

llJ1 abode of this deity even of the later Sinhalese kings. l t  · .a ndmportant ceremony 
of the Sinhalese kings, ·· · . . 

ting on  of the 
ceremony was 

· the New Year 
""'.A"'" small pots 

and·were · 
'""'""''" ..... . .  temples. 

n ... , •.•.•.•••. ,T,-..,-;n. is a small 
�Trl�Ht!rg ;dili i{ stone platform. The 

stone · monument without 
:®f.f�!mtttll.shJment and having a steep 

. . ·. ·'\ �· : .. ;. �-: � ... -
. T��'-

�
'
�lNa��

.
�a {)ev

.
iile is the last of th� four devales 

m Kanay an� ,s focated further away from the other three de�nl�s,' 'iili[Wtd�t·�·d ih the pte sent Castle Hill Street. It 
consists"';5f' t8{fF1b6Iiipartinents, the innermost f�rming 
the sanctufti'Wilh �n image of god Skanda or Kata.ragama. 
The 1tr1ak����-;.P6'iitaintd in a wooden cabinat or illmirab 
fitted 'with a:·J)·rur Of doors. 

The architectural monuments in and around Kandy, 
belonging to the Kandyan period have distinct features 
somewhat different from those of the more ancient 
period of Ceylon, that, they are therefore described as 
belonging to the Kandyan style. The most striking of such 
features are the carved pillars and beams of wood and the 
sloping roofs with a peculiar type of tiles. This style of 
architecture is quite prominently seen in the Audience 
Hall and certain sections of t he Temple of the Tooth . The 
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.udience Hall consists of a high-pitched roof supported 
y four rows of wooden pillars, supported on a stone 
latform and without walls, the building being open on 
lJ sides. The pillars arc partly square · and partly 
ctag.bnal and are richly carved in different patterns·. 
bese carvings consist of conventional floral and other 
rtistit designs. PLATE XVIII. 

The .roofs of the buildings of this Kandyan style are 
lso of a peculiar type. The wooden beams are artistically 
esigned and sometimes beautifully sculptured with 
Jtiage patterns. The roofs project considerably over the 
iUars. The slope of the roofs over the aisles is at a less 
cute angle than that of the roof of the · main part of the 
uilding. The whole roof thus assumes a more or less 
oncavc appearance. 

The peaks of the roofs arc covered with metal finals 
rhich .are elaborate; Those of the Temple of the Tooth 
re said to be made of gold; they are more probably 
ilded. Some finals are made of bronze and in less 
npprtant buildings .they . are earthenware, s.omctimes 
1erc pots . . 

The Malwatte Vihllra and the Asgiri Vihiira, too, are 
Jcatcd In Kandy. The Malwatte Vihira is situated on e 
lightly el�vatcd site on the borders of the lak�. about a 
:tird of a mile from the Queen's Hotel. Its chief building 
1 the poya-8e or Chapter House in which Acts of the 
)rdcr including confession and Higher Ordination are 
onductcd. The Asgiriya Viblira is reached by crossing 
1e Mat ale railway line at the north end of Da)_adii Vidiya 
nd proceeding about half a mile leading to its bui1dings. 
�t Asgiriya there are two vfhiras known as th� old vihira 
nd the new vih_ara. The old vihira was built in 1 766 A.C. 
y Pi1imataliiwa Di�iiwa of the Satara .Korale. The new 
rnara was built in 1 80 I by his son, also named PHima
lliiwa, the first Adigar. 

In ihe outskirts of Kandy are other Buddhist monas
: des of significance, namely the Gaflgiirima, Gal
laQuva-vih'llra and ·.the Degaldoruwa-vihiira, belonging . 
> · the period of the Niy,kkar kings. Of them the 
legaldoruwa-vihha is significant for its wall-paintings 
nd the unrmished Galma4uwa-vihira is noteworthy for 
s peculiar style, resembling a Hindu shrine. 

. 

t • •  

H. R. Perera 

ir;!JERI, :site of a group. of Buddhist rock-temples in 
e. !�land of Salsette or S atsastlii, at the bead of the . .. . . ' . . . . . 
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Bombay harbour� In this group are about 109 separate 
caves, mostly small however, and architecturally unimpor
tant. These caves are excavated 'in one large bubble of a 
hill', situated in the midst of an immense tract of forest 
country. 

The style of most of these caves is certainly primitive. 
One small cave, a monk's abode consists of a very narrow 
porch, without pillars, a room with a stone bench along 

· the walls, and a cell to the left. It has an inscription of 
Yajfia Sri Siitakar�;ti of the Andrabhrtya race. This and 
many others have been assigned to the period from the 
2nd to the 4th century A. C. Caves of the more ornate type 
contain sculptures showing Mahiyana influence; and 
some have inscriptions which can be dated as late as the 
middle of the 9th century A. C. 

· 

Among the Kiil;lheri caves the first one met on the way 
up the hill is the great Caitya-cave, the most important 

· one in the whole.series. On the jamb of the entrance to its . . . 
verandah is an inscription of Yafija  Srl Siitakar�l or 
Gautamiputra II. According to inscriptional evidence it . 
was excavated in 1 80 A.C. 'J:his cave is 86� feet long and 
39 feet 10 inches wide from wall to wall, and has 34 pillars 
round the nave of the caitya, Only l7 of them have bases 

. and capitals . . Others · arc plain, . octagonal ·shafts. The 
· 'caitya too is a very plain one; nearly 16 ft. in·dia.meter. Its . 

· capital and aU the woodwork · of the arched roof are 
destroyed. At the end of the verandah of the Caitya-hall 
are two colossal figures of the Buddha, about 23 ft. high. 
These appear to be considerably later'than the cave itself. 
In this verandah is· also an i�·setiptioti containing' the 
name of Buddhaghosa, in letters; btfbb.gmg:to· about the 

· sixth century A.C. � " ;  · .·:.o:;· r� ·. ·  : - =  · 

In front of the verandah is, .�:P,Q�.i��d on each side of 
which is a11 attached pillar, On JllCJ()p!.of the pillar on the 
west side are four: lions aild .�on· t�e other are · three fat 
squatting· figures. On the left_ �idc 9f tbe. c()urt are also two 
rooms, one entered throq&fi�-tJ:te _c��h�r. J1te outer one has 
a good deal �f sculptur� _iJ1jt. On the i�ft of the .court is 
also a small circular q_eJt PJmtllining a solid caitya. On the 
right- is a long cave whi�b,,qn(;e contain�d three caityas. 
On the rock surroundi.9g �he Cl#tyas are.sculptures of the 
Buddha, probably of O:.I.Iiter ��te. To the south of the last 
of the above cave!· is . another caitya-cave, but quite 
unfinished and of a much later style of architecture, 
probably of about the 9th or lOth century A. C. 

The caity&-hall at Kii:J?,heri is said to mark the end o{the 
Hlnayina epoch in India as far as its rock architecture is 
concerned. This . caitya�ha.ll is described as a decadant 
copy of that at Karli, but only two-thirds its size. The cave 
was probably never c.ompletcd, but it was in use by the 
Hlnayilna Sangha for some time. Subsequently it fell into 
disuse for several centuries. With the revival of the 
Buddhist religion in its Mahayana form from about the 



) 
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Stha:ntury A.C, it wu again taken over and occupied by 
monks. It wu at this stage that its exterior was made 
suitable for theistic ritual then prevaHing, by means of 
additjonal sculptu�. Some of these sculptures are now its 
most striking features. At each end of the vestibule there 
is a colossal statue of the Buddha over 2S ft. high. The 
interior of the caitya-hall remains u originally designed. 
The impression conveyed by this csitya-hall is, that, while 
the architectural technique . shows signs of deteriora
tion, the sculptural embelishments have maintained their 
quality. 

Tbe KiiJ?h'Cri caitys-hall is rather bare and obviously 
unfinished. But it provides some useful information as to 
the disposition of the exterior of caitya-halls. In front of 
the exterior at Kiit?heri is a well-defined · cou.rtyard, 
contained within a dwarf wall, and entered by a flight of 
steps. This wall is decorated with a rail-pattern in bas
relief with figures of door-keepers on either side. The: 
whole scheme forms an attractive frontal approach. 
Within the fore-court, on each side are the octagonal 
lion-pillars (sirpha-.stambha) attached to the rock. Beyond 
these 1ion-pillars is the outer facade with three openings 
and a range of five windows. 

To the north-east of the great csitys-cave is another 
cav.e known as the Maharaja or Darbiir Cave. This is the 
largest of this class in the group and the most interesting 
after the csitya-cave. It hu several cells like in a vihara, 
but it appears to be a dhanns!Sli or an assembly-hall. 

There are two inscriptions in this cave, assigned to the 
9th century A.C. The pille.rs of the verandah are plain 
octagons without base or capital. 

Several smaller caves in the vicinity can be assigned to 
the 9th or lOth century A.C. These generally contain a 
verandah, a hall and a cell with a csitya or some 
sculptures, a stone bench or a bed. 

Some way further up is a vihirs with a large, advanced 
porch supported by pillars. On the back wall are remains 
of paintings of Buddhas. In the large recesses to the right 
of the porch is a seated figure of the Buddha, and oil his 
left is Padmapib?l or Sahasrab!hu Lokitdvara. 

On the hifl to the north is a temple in ruins and near it 
the remains of several stnpas. On the south side is a range 
of about ninetl!en caves, the largest of which is a beautiful 
vihara-cave with cells in the side walls. The walls of the 
verandah, sides and back of the ball of this cave are 
covered with sculptured figures of Buddha in different 
attitude and accompanied by female figiJres indicating 
that it is a work of the Mahllylina school. 

I. ERE. VII, p. 6S2 
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Behind these is another range of caves remarkable for 
the profusion of their sculptures , consisting chiefly ·or 
Buddhas with attendants, csitya etc. These are als o  works 
of the Mahayana school. 

Most of the caves in Kii�heri are each furnished with its 
own cistern. All over the hill, steps are cut on the surface 
of the rock from one set of caves to another. 

The caves and other ruins at Ka�heri betoken the 
existence at some period of a large community of monks 
there. 

H. R. Perera 

KANI$KA, �he great Ku�iina king of India, a renowned 
patron of Buddhism. His name is spell as Kiini�ka in 
inscriptions. On coins it appears,. in Greek script, as 
K.anerki, or in the genitive Kanerkou which some scholars 
read as Kaneshki and Kaneshkou. Kiismlr tradition gives 
the variant KaniHha which become Kanit'a in Chinest. 
Alberuni refers to him as Kanik. t 

There are different theories regarding the natitln�lit.Y 
of Kani�ka. It  is widely accepted that he is of Yuch•chf 
origin. It is said that during .the 2nd. century B.C lhe' · 
Yuch-chi, a Mongoloid nomadic tribe of Central Asia, 
was forced out of their pasture lands by their �ore 
powerful neighbours, the Hiung-nu. Being thus driven 
out they migrated westwards and in the course of their 
migr�tion conquered the Wu-sun tribe afid settled down 
in the basin of the IIi. river. Here they were divided into 
two branches of which the minor branch (Siao-yueh-chi) 

. deflected southwards and settled d own ruong the Tibetan 
border while the major branch (Ta-yueh-chi) proceeded 
forwards, defeated the Sakas 11-nd settled down in the 
conquered territory. From there they were agaiQ expelled 
by the son of the dead Wu-sun chieftain. Resuming their 
march, thc;y finally occupied Bactria and Sogdlanii and 

· by about the 1s t  century B.C. gave up their non'l!ldic 
habi�s and adopted a more settled life, Here they were 
divided into five groups of whom the Ku�iiJ?u (Kuei
shuang) overpowered the rest and united the whole tribe 
under Kadphises I (i.e . ,  Kujula Kadphises) who captured 
some regions of North West India. He was succeeded by 
his son Kadphises I I  (i.e., Wima Kadphises) who annexed 
further Indian territory. Kani�ka, whose connection with 
Kadphises II is not known,2 is said to have succeeded 

2. Itan,.ka wai the son of Kadphises II, (JRORS. V, p. 5 1  I ;  VI, pp. 12-22) 
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hiPl.l St�� Konow and Fleet cpasfder that Kaniska 
�el�n�ci' to a_ separate clan of the Ku�iiJ?-as which 
orlginai�d. fro� . Khotan.4 B.N. Puri5 says that the 
Kusiria and the Yueh-chi are two different racial groups 
and ib·at the former is -of Iranian-S aka stock while the 
latter is· of Mongoloid origin. 

· Ther� is no consensus among scholars regarding th� 
date of Kani�ka. The earliest and the latest dates assigned 
to his accession are S B.C. and 278 A. C. S. Levi suggested 
5 .B.:C.' Fleet who placr.s it in 58 B.C. also considers him 
to be the founder of the Vikrama Samvat.7 According to 
Professor Van Lohuizen de Leeuw Kani�ka acceded to 

. the throne between 71-86 A.C.1 Cunningham places him 
i� SO A.C.9 Fergusson, · Oldenberg, Rapson, Thomas, 
Banerj� Jayaswal, and later, even Marshal and Levi place 
Kani!ka hi 78 A. C. an� some of them regard him also as 
the founder of the Saka era. •0 Vincent Smith; Sten 
Konowfavours one of the two dates 120 or 128-29 A.C. 1 1  
Ghirshmari suggests . the date 1 44  A .  C. which is endorsed 
b{BenjaDlin -Rowla�d and B.N. Puri.ll_ The date put 
f�rwa�d . ·by _R.C.  M:·ajumdar. is 248 A . C . D  _ D.R.  
Bbandarkadirst suggested 278 A.c; but !ater adopted . 1i8' A.c;:•4 - ;; - . - . . . -

""· . �;·. . . t# .. . . . 

{)[these p.uoierous dates the most widely accepted is 78 
A.C. though some modern scholars like Benjamin 
Rowland and B. N. Puri prefer the date 144 on the 
ground that the latest ilrchaeologic_al disco-veries made at 

Begram in Afghanistan by Ghrishman add more weight 
to it. 

The view put forward by Fleet, and supported by R. 
Otto Franke llnd J. Kennedy, that Kani�ka preceded the 
two Kadphises, is no longer held as valid. 1 5  The excavation 
done at Taxila has shown that the coins of the Kani�ka 
group of the K.uf!J?.a kings were found in the upper (i.e .. 
later) strata of earth while those ofthe Kadphises group 
were in the lower (i.e., earlier) strata. The connection 
between Kadphises II and K.ani�ka is not known. 
However, the evidence provided by the coin-finds in 
which the coins of Kadphises II a.ild K.ani�kR were fo�nd 
together proves'that they were close to each other in time. 
It is plausible to hold that K.ani�ka succeeded K.adphises 
II after a short interregnum. l6 

It is quite certain that K.ani�k� succeeded to a fairly 
large kingdom of Kadphises II. He expanded this kingdom 
by annexing more territory both in India and hi Central 
Asia: Inscript ions of Kani�ka found- at K.osam 
(Allahabad), 17 Sarnath, u Mathura, 19 Sui-vi bar (Bhaval
pur),20 Zeda _(Und),ll Maniklala (Rawalpindi)22'and l1is . 
coins, found in Bihar and Patalip�tra, suggest that he 
ruied over a vast Indian territory.u Chjnese and Tibetan . 
tradition record that he conquered-.Siketa and Magadha 
and carried pff the eminent Buddhist scholar Asva
gho��-14 He also conquered K.umtr, Punjab and Sind. In 

r':s�;Yin�rit Smith, The Early History of lndi�, Oxf�rd , 4th ed. ch. x; R.S. Tripathi, Hi.dory of Ancient India. pub. Motilal 
, ,Baniriidu, t960: i 1 .22t "rr. 

· 
· 

· 

· · 

�' CJI. ·.,-; I.Xxvi: . . 
s.· See'B.M. PUrl, India Under the Kuihi�as, pub, Bhiiatiyit ViC:Ihyii Bhavan, 1 965, p. 36;Jor a detailed discussiori see cbs. i and iii of 
· * *ame woik. 

· 

6;,JA'. Nov. �c: 1 �96,- pp.  444 ff. : Jan. Feb. 1 897. p. 5 fT: 
1�- JRA$.; 19q, pp. 9 1 1 rf. 
e . . Tht: Scythian Period,... An Approach to History, Art, Epip-aphy and PaleoEraphy of North India from the first century B. c to the 

: rb�rd �nt�ey A.C
- p. 64 (as quoted by B.N. Puri, op. cit.). 

. 

!i; -BOok olindian Eras. Calcutt11.. 1883, p. 42. 
10�-� lA.

- x·: pp; 213 IT. JRAS 1 879-80; pp. 259 ff.: .TBORS 1 937. pp, 1 1 3 {[ - _ 
1 (� -CJi. ·p; ixxv; JA. ··IX, . i897, pp. 26 ff; VIncent Smith, op. cit., p. 27 1;  cp. Marshal's earlier view in· ASIAR. 1929-30, pp. S6 ff. _ 
12. '· C&Yhier"s 'D'b{sioric MandiBle-Journal o( world History II, No. 3, 1951, p. 698 (as quoted by B. N. Purl, op. cit.); Benjamin 

··- - ·Rowland; The Art Rnd-Architecture �f India, BruJdlii$t·-'lrindu-Jain, 1 st ed. 1 9�6. p; 7 1 ;  B. N. Purl, op. cit. p. 49. 
13';; JRAS.: ,1905; pp .. S66 ff. 

. . 

14.:'JBRAS. 1900, pp. 269 ff; IC. VII, p. 140 n. 
l'� !.{RAS. J903, pp. 32S ff; I 90S, pp. 357 f., 1 906, pp. 979 ff. 1 9 1 3, pp. 9 1 1 ff. 0. Franke, BeitrKge A us Chinesischen Qwulen zur _ . -�tni.ss tJ.er la!rlcv6lker und Skythen Zentralasiens1 Berlin, 1 904  (� quoted by Vincent Smith, op. cit. p. 274 n. !) . ....,; . 16,_ �.S-._ Tdpathi,_ op. cit., p. 224; Vincent Smith, op. �it. p. 274; see also The Age of Imperial Unity, (p.- 141)  "lCan�ay have 

_, _ ori,inaJ1y l;leen one of the several lCusina chieftains who tried to make their fortune ln [ndill and may have come out succeuful in the ')1;rui;ie for auprem�cy that scema t� have f�llowed the death of Wema" (i.e., Kadphises, II). 
-

1f:'_ ; Cik!itt.·R�v�w, July 1 934, pp. 83 ff. · · 
ts;· ' :EK :'VlU/pp. 196 ff: Nos. Ill a, · m b, lll d. lf A-J;ptmdiX� El. X, Nos. 1 6, 17, 18 etc. 
�" 10/;"ll• pt. J;·pp. 138 ff. 
21. ibid� PP• 142 ff. 
22; ' i61di -pp. l4S ff. 
23. -. ASIAR. 191 1 - 1 2; pp. 34, 63; 1 9 1 2- 13, pp. 79, 84 
24. 5ee:B.N. Puri, op. cit. ch. iii, n. 96; Vincent Smith, op. cit. p. 276 and n. l on the same page. 
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monuments and founded a 
<>¥'i��l'ii'Vi.-..,.;;.,..· now represented by the village 

rule extended to Afghanistan, 
i�b'Q.tl:tn and Yarkand. 

cherished a marked prefer
capital at Puru�apura, the 

. lay in the main route from 

... ........ . .,, warrior. His most daring 
""'''••·�• of Kashgar, Yarkand and 
etlf:n<Jen.c:Jes China. Kadphises I I  

. l o  accomplish this feat without 
. · · had to pay tribute to Ch1na. 

(reed his kingdom from this obligation, · hostages from a dependency of . 
of opinion that on a previous 

ta.Sted defeat at the hands of the 

':his . hostages with utmost consider
.'wo:·'urilth · places of residence suitable 

tages are said to have resided in 
probably situated in the hills of 

an) and in monasteries at 
Punjab (Cinabhukti).27 

· ·. · . describes Kani�ka as a great patron 
arable . to Asoka. Legends about his 
jtesemble those of Asoka, and it is 

t.l��(ericH were based on stories detailing 
:'Wi�aditiotn represents Kani�ka,.before 

, ..... , .. ,.,, """u, as one who had no faith 
as a person who did not pay 

tn. It is Blso said that the 
· . ·.coriversion was the deep remorse 

in hfs numerous wars . 28 
is. based on facts it could be 

up by the Buddhists making 
· · Asoka and show the ennobling 
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Epigraphh:ill and ·numismatic records do not ptovid� 
clear testimony regarding his · conversion and reliS;op; 
Vincent Smith surmises2� that his coins show' that hi� 
conversion to Buddhism did not take 'place until he had 
been on the throne for some time. Th�' finest and 
presumably the earliest coins bear legends, Greek � both 
script and lan'guage, with images of the s un and mo'on 
under the names Helios and Selene (:�pelt Shl!n!. on the 
coins). On later issue�, the Greek script is retained but the 
language is Knotanese, while the reverse of the coins 
represents gods worshipped by Greeks, Pe��ian� llJld 
Indians.3° The coins that bear the images of S!iky;un�ni 
arc considered to be the latest. Some lnqian schol"fs 
thi�k that if numismatic eviden,ce proves anything, it j�, 
only his eclecticism, or that . his coins only depict .t1te. 
various forms of faith prevailing in his ""-st erripire,j J ,  
Despite attempts to  adduce evidence to  proye that he  wai 
not a Buddhist, the testimony proVided .by the numerous, . . . .  · · c 
monuments he has . built, as well as his association'witb: 
the B.uddhist Cou.ncil held during his reign ·3hqw :that,' 
even if he was not a Buddhist, he was more bent towards 
Buddhism than tow!lrds liny other religion. An insc.ripti�ui. 
fou11d on a relic-casket, too; is taken. by so·me scholars. �  . 
evjdence to establish th.at he favoured th.e Sarvlfstivlda, 
school of Buddhism,.32 , .. _ ,  . . 

Tradition records that :kani�ka studied Buddhls� in' 
his leisure ho\,lrs under the guidanc.e of Padva· .. 7"radi.thm 
also states that he carried off A�vagho�a from P;S:�!lli-. 
putra.33 Even if th'is story i!i not acceptd it js,plausil?l� tq 
hold that Kani�ka and A§vagho.�a were conten1poraries · 
and that these two were associates. 

· 
Two emin�nt Buddhist scholars V uunri�r� ancl �igir

juna, too, are said to be his conteq1poraties.34 �udq�is.rn�· 
at that time was a f()rce tq reckon wit.h, and �cspite .t�e 
possibility that Kani�ka was doing his best to con�.olidate ' 
his V!iSt empire, he adopted Buddhism to keep abreast of 
the trends prevalent at the time. , · · ' ·  

According to the Buddhist traditipn ' ihe . gftate�t ' 
service rendered to Buddhism by Kani�ka .is, his c�n��j\_i�g . I • -·: . • •• . �·� · •• � l, 7 !  

' • ."f� • 
att_ached to the tradition which says that there Will! a �on of the Hun Emperor among the ltostqet, H� may 

.
. · 

·· ·Mahiriija, Rajiitiriija and Devaputra after these successful campaigns. · · 
. · . ' . . · . . · . . . . · ' 

cit. p. 255: The Age of Imperial Unity, I 42 f.: but cp.  Vincent Smith, (op. cit. p. 269, who regzirds this II! en eve.nt 
...... , 1"''3"" I I. 

of the Western World, trsl. S. Bcal, London, I. pp. 57 ff. . . .  
:s- Trsvt:ls in India, ed. T. W. Rhys Davids and S. W. Bushell, London, 1 904, i. 203. . . 

Elliot, too, think8 that Kani�ka embraced Buddhism late In his life (Hinduism and Buddhism) London; 192 1 , : 

. I . . . . 
represented are Oesho (Siva), Oado (Persian Vido; Indian Vita), Atsho (Persian Atash) Sun-god Jyfiiro, · .' 
· · . . . Nana and others. · . ' . ,' 

a.6; R. S. Tripathi, op. cit. p. 228 
Five Biter Centuries, London, 1 9!57, p. 247. 

tra(fiti•'llll regarding this. 
·a CI�Iiplain called Sangharaksa, a minister called Miithara; Caralca an eminent physician, too, Is taid to have · 

bec:n::.t£w�!Xfi'hi•l{ii1:n�'ka'a· court. 

· 

· 
· · ... · · .·· ·. i ·  .. 
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· the Buddhist- Council during his reign. There are 
fferent llCCounts of this council. The best known is that 
HsuiUHJalig.lS Paramirtha in his Ufe ofVasubandbu 
ves anotherveriion which, though generally considered 
be the nine u that of Hsuan-tsang, contains different 
rormation." Tirlnltha also records an account, which, 
:>ugh coufused, contains import.ant information, It is 
t relevant at present, to extract facts from these 
:endary accounts which are confused and often discre
nt. 

[t is saJd that Kani�ka, greatly puzzled by the conflict
: teachings fourid in different schools, suggested to 
dva to summon a council of eminent monks to obtairi 
authoritative dispoSition of the doctrine .. There was 
ne diffeRDce of opinion among them as to the venue of 

council and they fmally decided to hold it at the 
t;t4idavana-vihira in Kumir.l7 Vasumitra was elected 
sideilt with iYV<agbo�a Its the Vice-president. The 
mbers, five hundred in all 'composed 100,000 stanzas Upadeh Sutra explanatory of the cimonical sutras, 
•,000 stanzas of Vinsys-vlbbifii-lastra explanatory of 

vinaya and 100,000 of Abbidbanria-vibhilfi-hstra 
·lanatory of the Abhidharma. Kani�ka is said to have 
sed these treatises to be written on copper plates and 
losed them in stone boxes which he deposited in a 
,. specially constructed for that purpose. 

; iJ not possible to for.� a clear idea about the work 
>mplished at the Council . Some scholars think t})at 
chief buSiness of the Council was to collect canonical 
s, and to prepare· commentaries of different school� 
luddhisiil.li 

radition seciM to connect the rise of Miihaniina with 
i�ka and with the Buddhist Council held during his. 
n. 39 The fact that this Council is recognised by the 
1inlnis� is also taken as evidence on this point. .But 
>Se scrutiny of the available information regarding 
::ouncll 8! well as the Buddliist activities carried out 
�ani,ka shows that this tradition cilnnot be relied 
1. It is a fact that Tiirlnltha observes that all kinds of 
tiiyinist writing appeared · at this time and that the 
·avldins raised no objection. But he neither clearly 
s fiot implies that Kani�ka .personally took any 
est in promoting Mahlylna teachings, or that any 

Yattm op. cit. pp. 270 f. 
luoteid by C. Eliot, op.cit. p. 78, n. 4 

Mahiiyiina treatisea were composed at that Council. On 
the other hand, it is generally regarded that this Council 
was exclusively a council of the Sarvistiviidins of northern 
India and that the Mabiiyiinists did not take part in it.'� It 
is apparent that after holding this Council the Sarvlsti
viidin school of Buddhism gained more importance than 
before. 

Whatever the tradition is there i! no reasonable ground 
to hold that Kani�ka was responsible for the rise and 
rapid spread of Mahiiyiinism and that the Council held 
during his reign was a Mahiiyina Buddhist42 Council. It 
is plausible to hold that he was more bent towards 
Sarviistiviida teachings and this is established by the 
inscription on the relic-casket. 

Of the numerous stiipas he is said to h�ve built, . the 
. most famous is the one at Shah-ji-kt-Dheri near 
Peshiiwar. From the accounts ofthe Chinese travellers of 
the fifth and seventh centuries it appears that it was one of 
the wonders at the time. This stiipa is said to have been 
1 30 metres in height, resting upon a stone substructure 50 
metres high, topped by 1p1 iron mast 10 metres high. with 
gilded metal discs. It is assumed that the original form of 
the stiipa as it appeared in the. days of Kani�ka, looked 
quite different from the form that could be reconstructed 
from the ruins. It is also believed that it was rebuilt many 

· times.•3 

The reliquary enshri�ed in th.e K.anlfka-caitya is also 
worthy. of note .. The obJ�i is a roun<,i.phyxis, made of an · 
amBlg\Jm of prCC:ious metli.ls. The

.
-Jower h!Uid of the drum 

c<?nsists of represent�tio.a in relief of :.sarland-bearmg 
er.otes. and K�il].a so.v.e�ign, identifi�: bY . sehohiis lls · 
Kani�ka, between the divi�lties of the stin and moon; on 

. the side of the lid is a flock of geese (hamstJ). To the top of 
th� cover . are fastened free standing 'statuettes of the 
Buddha, flanked '. by Indra and Br.ahmi. The mosl 
interesting f1:ature of the obj�ct is the Greek name of the 
maker, agesilas, the overseer of works at the Kaniska
caitya. The in.scription found on the reliquary also states 
that !t was m.ade "for acceptance of the teachers of the 
Sarv.iistiviidin scflOol" and · this is cited as evidence to 
prove that Kani�ka was an adherent of this school of 
Buddhism." · 

'here is )'U another tradition which gives the venue of t.he council as Jalandhara. 
ee B!Jddbinic Studies, 193 1  ed. B. C. Law, p. 7 1  cp. C. Eliot, op. cit. p. 80. 
tid. pp. 71, 76; M G. RawliMon, India A Short Cultural History, London 1 954, p. 96 
lte Buddhist tradition of Ceylon does not recognise this .council. 
IJddhutic StJJdies p. 72 
. F. Johnlton, Buddhist China, London, 1 953, p. 32. 
)IAR. 1908-9, pp .. 38 ff. · . . 
id. toe. cit.; Benjamin Rowland, op. cit. p. JRA S. 1909, p. 1 058. 
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KANI�KA 
During Kani�ka's reign his empire was enriched 

through trade carried on with countries outside India, 
specially with Rome and Asia Minor, and as such he had 
the necessary resources to patronise the arts. Many 
scholars beJieve that Gaildhiira art attained its peak 
during his reign.45 Tradition which credits Kani�ka with 
having built many st\ipas, also seems to support this 
contention. According to Benjamin Rowland "The Art of 
Gli.ndhiira is, properly spea·king, the official art of the 
Kushlin emperor Kani�ka and his successors46 (see also, 
GANDHARA). 

Like Asoka, Kani�ka also helped missionary actiyities. 
It was during his reign that Buddhism spread and became. 
firmly established in central and eastern Asia. There are 
no records of any missionaries sent by him. But it is 
accepted that under his patronage Buddhism greatly 
flourished and spre�d throughout his vast empire. One 
writer has observed tha� "there was ceaseless missionary 
activity throughout his vast empire which extended from 
Madhyadda in India to Central Ada. A truly integrated 
Asian culture came into existence at this time . . . '•? Vinent 
Smith•• observes that · the legend regarding his death 
possibly may be founded on fact . 

A statue of Kani.ka was discovered by Tokritlla, in the 
v�lag� of. . M!t. In · this headless statue the king is 
reJ.>r���Pl�d, ��h !lis right band resting on a mace and the 
l,ef� �fl\�1!�t?g:,(\le:J;P,Jt .• 9f.the swo.rd. He is dressed in a tunic 
t:�·��Sdi!)'{.� �Q tb.� kn,ee.s� a.pd -h�ld roun.d the loins by a 
girdl�. , pe�.�F·�I!i :��.��l':� b9ot,,: :vnth; ��r�ps .· r.ound the 
an:���:< Jb8Jl:�§;� .��,����t�J� �.q . i�J.9�ip,���}P�4 . op it 
pr:oves co�lu.J.lv¢Jy ,tJt,•qH�P;-e�ents �ltJ:iJ.�\!J4� 1 ,  , :· .. • .. • 
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. S. K. Nanayakkara 

KAN.nN (687 A.C. - 763 A.C.). also referred to as 
Kanshin or Ganjin, was a Chinese monk (Chien-Chen) 
from Yangchou who came to J apan in 754 A. C. and 
founded the Ritsu (vinaya) school of Buddhism. . 1 

It appears that ever since the inception of the Buddhist 
Order in Japan Japanese monks seem · to have been 
somewhat hi.x in d isciplinary matters . To remedy this 
shortcoming emperor Shomu tried to invite an able 
teacher from China; For this purpose he in 738 A. C. sent 
out the two monks Eiei and Fusho to China. Tbese two 
met Kanjin and invi ted him to  Japan . But as the reigning 
Chinese emperor was not favourably disposed towards 
Buddhism Kanjin could not obtain  imperial sanction for 
this journey. However, Kanjin being determined to make 
the trip secretly made several unsuccessful attempts to 
sail to Japan. It is said that on the fifth attempt he lost his 
sight. Yet, undaunted he tried once more and successfully 
reli.cbed Japan in April 754.A.C. He is said to have been 
accompanied �y,fourteen nionks, three nuns and twenty
fdu:r 'r'ay tpaJe'disciples. Kanjin and his f()Jlowers ate said 
.t� have ' brd�ght B.iong with them a number of vi�aya 
. cdm.:O.en!�ri�s and iritp6rtant texts of the Tendai School. •• i "  • • : • . • • 

On his arrival in Japan Kanjin was ceremonially 
r�c�iv�d ·by Shomu and a special monaStery .. called 
f.6�h�'rujl wfu built for his residence. At Kanjin 's reque$ft�"'�-dBJ Ordjnati?n Hall (ka.i_d8n).. the first of i�.� 
kirit;t· in ' J.ap$li� was ·built ui the precmcts of the TodBIJt 
te�P, t� .. ��-�N�·; . . . . · . 

The estabJishment Of the :kaidan at Todaiji in Nara is a 
significant event in the history ofJ apanese Buddhism. At 
the first ordination cererrtO:ny itself over fourbundred are 
said to have taken part. Since the kaidan was at Nara all 
who wished to o�tain ordination h ad to go there. Official 
permission was not granted to establish any kaidan 
outside Nara, and hence, schools of Buddhism that 
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t N ara enjoyed an almost m o no po listic influ
ne ordination. This was finally put to an end 
zealous efforts of Degyo Dais hi (q .v.) . 

S. K. NanayakkAra 

Kangyur): Tibetan Buddhist l i terature, which 
made up of translations into the · Tibetan 
· Sanskrit Buddhist teJtts :md Buddhist litera-
Chinese language, consists broadly of two 

1e Kanjllr and the Tanjur{q.v.). The�e two 
ot really Tibetan n ames for the  two divisions 
�i ous literature, but terms coined by European 
· their convenience. The Tibetan orth ography 
tir (the translated command) for K an}ur and 
r (the translated explanation ) for TanJur. 
1pean writers spell t�e words differently as 
(andjour, Bkahgyur etc. The Ka �i11rco nt ains 
emed as canonical and th.is i ncludes . the 
! second consists of eJteget ica l or commenta
tre and many treatises on such subjects as 
tst roriomy . and grammer. Sir Charles Eliot  
and Buddhism Vol .  I l l, p.  372) opines that 
•isions, together correspond roughly to the 
ip1:taka though the Tibetan works are more 
K a njur does not con t a i n  any of the Theravada 
11a works or the Nikayas such as the. Digba 
t some of the suttas occuring in the  Nikayas 
rated in it as separate books. S ir Charles Eliot 
373) further says: "The Tibet an scriptures 

late lluddhism of Magadha when the great 
te Himiyiinist canon were neglected. though 
unk nown and. a new tantric l i terature was 

eJtuberantl,." 

iur is made· up of seyen divisions; ( 1) The 
) is the equivalent of the Theraviida and the 
1aya: Tt is m�inly the MUia-sarvastivada (q .v.) 
ch agrees with the Chinese t ranslation of 
' and also with the Sanskrit Pratimok�a; (2) 
rresponds to the Pra}ffB Piiramita (q.v.) and 
lue it as their A bhidhamma. The Pra..iffiip'iira- · 
bet an� bdieve. was preached by the Buddha · 
fi rst year a.nd has been first collected by 

( ��Y:lJl;f_ T�is sect ion conta ins sh orter and 
ions 0f the. Prajffaparamitii. Vajracchediki 

nita seems to be the most p opu'Jar of these 
PJita ve�ions: (3) Phal-chcn corresponds to 
:ak a  Siitra (q.v.) with many subdivisions: (4) 
rs or Ratnakii!a (q.v.) consisting of forty 
'! five siitras is similar to the corresponding 

sect ion of the Chinese Tripit:rka:(5) mDo is equivalent to 
Siitra. This section cnntai�s r"niscell aneous siitras thnt 
cannot be generally categorised l,!nder subjects, as well as 
import ant M ahayana Si)tras as the l,a/itavistara (q .v.) 
Lahka11atara liitra ( q.:v .) and _Saddhaimapu'!cfaiika SDtra 
(q.v.). Th is section. contaips 2?Q w9rks and of them about 
90. are identical with·:�or�� it Hhe Ching division of the · 
Ch inese Tripi�al-a; 1t- � I� a �oht runneveraJ siitras trans� 
lated from the P.11 li: ((l) �f��R11J..c!asor Nirvana which is a 
description of t.he .. p.�si'1l�i\V�y· of the Buddha, forms a 
spec i al sect ion of tlJ�·. ,�,ljJ��se Tripi!aka: (7) rGuc! or 
tan tra (q.v.)  is fair.Jy;r; · ·eri:s):ve. consisting of twenty-two 
volume� contaifHn���� , .. ' "··· �}tr�afises. • · 

·: ·.- ; = :;;n.r. F� · · · ·� 

• "! �-�.����� lt�i�:(fj_� 
· .. � � �:. t·;/?�\:-"f;f.���i �� r� � . 

KANKJIA. See. riotftit��:fP�· : .  : '.<. -;-,t.-� . ·  

�/L:'5./t . ... '-''  .. J."'" .. '!.:·� .: .\t..' '  

KANKHA VIT ARA�;�o�. t�;. lrl� ;;com prehensive ru lings 
on the Vin,,y:� a i m

.
e�· �f �J.��f{ik�g'"u.�ts" (katikhavitara

'!"'f.lhaya parip"'!'!a-vini�:t;���Y·'J'W.ld!lternatively named 
as Malikatt.ba katlra. 'the tb"r'rirrle·ntarf- to the basic rules 

· (o f the vi��ya) is acariYh'· �{fdtH\Il'gh�sa's (5th Century 
A.C.) commentarv on ':thid�X.'ll ·t'J( til� PBti�okkha �s 
cont� ined bo·th in the Srittii ' Viiilii-Jigt�ritl� the· Khandha
kas of the Pal i  Vina ,,a" .Pi{aks: M1iffkli�sl be basic text  of 
the Patimokkha as .opp·�sed· ttf�ncllJ.�ty in'a·ttets·�uch as 
padabh�ian�wr. �ana lysis· tof. ·a6finitfori)'·'of terms' is 
mentioned in the text of the' iaiik]!�·v�tiit�IJi (Dorothy 
Maskell K/chv. ed. PTS; Lo"ndoif,'J !f56�· p·: 95); It is ri.ot 
clear as to whether Buddhaghosa treated the PatimoHha 
as an independent text even though the practica 1 need:; of 
t he Order for the reci tal of · the plitimokkha at the 
uposathakamma so demands il .  I t  is now treated as an 
independent text .  The Kkhv. deals wjth  both the bhikkhu 
and bhildchufJipatipmokkha. 

In the prologue tiJ the  work it is stated, that  it was 
wri t t en at the reques.t of a t!Jua named Sona (Kkbv. p. 1 ). 
The work is remarkab le for, the restraint  and mature 
jud gem ent  that  characteri!>e Buddhaghos" 's style. :While 
comment i ng on the precepts of the Patimok.klra, he 'has 
inci&n r ::�lly bwught in much new informaton throwin8 
ligh t n.n the .later development of the monastic life of the 
Buddhists (Law, B.C., A History ofPali Literature, Vol. 
2, p. 409). 

In the colophon which con tains a summary, a kind of 
uddana of the ·contents, Buddhaghosa declares most 
emphat ically t hat there is not even a single word in the 
book which is not in conformity with the canon or the 

1 .beeri !'rqtared in con�ultation with Sir Ch�t de� Elliot's Hinduism snd Buddhism 
.·-c '• Editor-in-Chief 
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commentaries of the Mahavihara (Hewavitarana Bequest 
Series. Vol. XXXX, p. 204), GV. pp. 59,69). 

What gives to Kahkhavitararp its unique feature is t he 
synopsis of the salient points of the exegesis a t  tlie 
conclusion of every rule of the piitimokkha, in the form of 
a recapit�•lation of the gist of each of the 227 pieces which 
in Vinaya proper go under the title of dhamma in the 
summaries. KahkhavitararJi does not comment only on 
the rules of the Fatimokkha as such but also on the 
Patimokkhs commentary, whenever opportunity offers. 
In doing so if remarks that it is done briefly and refers to 
Samantapasiidikii for detailed comment. Its rdation to 
Samantapiis'jjdika is very close. There are more than a 
do2;e11 lengthy parallel passages in common between the 

) t�p__ (Kkhv. pp. X-XI) . . 
. . 

. work according to Maske11 (ibid) is a mine of 
..... ,. ... u':",&.t�.·- ·� ... about civic and communal economies in the 

period in bewildering mu l t itude and 
()ng dellcriptions of the building of huts 
aration oJ soup and gruel, instruments. 

. -dr�ssif!g, begging meals (bhikkha). 

on wisdom (pa_.<. · .,. _ _,__ • ..,. 
consists in the .. kn · 

. bits, sickness and medicines. 
h<Htse, kitchen and field. 

-Ii�J.J��_c::llcc _to Sib a/a (Sin balese). 

. and conditions, dispe!s a}� 
mind-and-matter ( narr· .J:O•lCIIT':JR 
renee in the three periods of '"'''" ·a.u-. 
the future and its conti nuity due to ,. -_ .. .,......,m, 

By this knowledge. one realises the iruln. 16f tff� origin 
of suffering (samudaya-sacca: Visrii. '54!f)'.' The other . 
t e rms used wi t h  reference t o  th is  knowledge are 

,.{ dhamma!!hiti�IJafJa. _vathabhfitaflafJB and sanimadassana 
(Vism. 5 18) .  

KahkhavitaraiJBVisuddhi, l ike other forms of visuddhi, 
is not  an end in itself, it is only the means to the 
attainment of the next higher purity, called the magga
maggafl'iifJadassana-visuddl:i (KahkhiiYitaraiJa-visuddhi 
yavadeva maggamagganaiJadassanavisuddhattha) which, 
together with other six purities, constitutes the means to  
the final goal, i . e . ,  the attainment of absolute freedom 
(anupada parinibbana: M. I, 149 f.). See V/SUDDHI). 

Upall Kantnaratne 

KANNON (var, Kwannon) is t he name by which Avaloki
tc:Svara (= Kuan-yin q .v .) is geneHllly known in Japan; 
There are, however, numerous forms of Kannon, both as 
male and female, divinities which are distinguished from 
one another by prefixing descriptive epithets e .g. She 
Kannon, Ju-ichi�men Kannon, Koyasu Kimnon etc. 

W.orship of Kannon may be co-eval wit h · the intro
duction of Buddhism to Japan. However, th� tradition is 
that Kan non worship was int roduced during the r.eign of 
Suiko (�93-628 A.C.). Even if this is accepted, the gap 
between the date of introduction of Buddhism and the 
date of in troduction of Kannon-worship cannot be 
anything more than half a century. Ever sin�e his 
introduction, Kannon as _ the personification of compas
sion;'; almost . a:,:: god of mercy, h�s . remained the most . 

P.O. 
· · tv as in  ihe Japanese · Buddhist 

p)(JltJli�"oiK(t\1IllJ.aJ�'W:Iese :B�ddhists· h¢�ld K:annori in high ': ;�·-{;;�., ' .. : . •· <�·.; ,., 
. intr<)�uction. of Kannon-

ifi. the l)inth month of Suiko's 
(a region in Korea) sent an 

to the J apantse court with a 
�!.!!��!:t��·P-��-Y�Ir��l-'-.uu:::� as a gift. Shotoku,•who was the 
j}fi'ii¢!��t:l:nept at. the ·tir.ne, reverentially accepted the gift 
l4)1�'ll:t511m:.ct H�ta-no-Kawakatsu to build a shrine for it. 
"'""',.''"''''"'ltly,Jn.ore �hrines were buil t and more statues 
..,�,�·i"-�Hu'"''··,.�ilsflrined in them. Shotoku is said to have ��;,;;·����{f::- s.�c� ,� �.evotee of Kanncin that he, when faced 

prJ>bleins connected with the affairs of s tate, 
. shut himself up in one of these shrines particularly 

· in the Yumedono or  the Hall of Dreams (or Visions) in 
tiie Horyu-ji and pray to Kannon for guidance and help, 
arid also meditates to gain peace of mind . 

This particular statue of Kannon enshrined in the 
Yumedono, and hence called Yumedone Kannon or 
sometimes referred to as Guze Kannon, is considered by 
some to be a creation of Shotoku himself. Whoever the 
sculptor was, it undoubtly is a masterpiece of the early 
Asuka period. The statue which is 197 ems. in height is of 
camphor-wood and covered with gold leaf. It stands erect 
on a double petalled lotus pedestal,  though when seen in · 
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: it appears to be somewhat curved. It holds with 
1ands the precious gem, perhaps the wish-granting
;intiimani), in front of its chest. It wears a crown of 
·onze and i t  is als o  ad·orned with a p ointed, oval 
j halo decorated with p attems of woodbine and 
tg flames. Somewhat the over-tali and slender 
rtions give the figure an austere, superhuman 
ranee without, however, effacing the benign look 
its face. On the whole, the statue seems to reveal 
1ce of Korean style. 

ly  Korean influence on J apanese sculpture, parti
' on Kannon statues is further evident  from a� 
y famous statue of Kannon called the Kudan{ 
>n. This is posterior to Yumedone K annon whose 
:tee on it can be seen. The n ame Kudara (one of t he 
•arincipal states of ancient Korea) itself is suggestive 
:ean oripin. In this statue made of wood, and 209 
1 height, the body appears to be even slenderer than 

Yumedone statue. Yet, there_ i_s an apparen t -_ 
ed and columnar shape, both i n  its limbs and the 
which gives it a three dimensional effect not seen in 
me'done statue. The thick coat ing of priming seems 
juc'e a soft, warm and a' more earthly expres-sion in 
st to the cool and more austere expre_ssion seen in 
;medone figure. 

s, the early influences, both with regard to the 
and art connected with Kannon,,appear to h ave 
. in the wake of the introduction of Buddhism to 
from Korea. But subsequently the sphere of 

1ce widened, and �omewhere d uri11g the middle of 
1 century the Japanese monk called Dosho who 
o China to study Buddhism under Hsuan-,tsang 
•under of the H osso school), himself a.n ardent 
e of K.ulln-y.in. �eems to have brought along wjt h  
lmeroua statues _o f  K.uan-yin; both male arid female 
This rrlll.y' h�tve opened the door for Chinese beliefs 
ing Kuan-yin to flo'\V smoothly into J apan. Alice 
The Gods of Northern Buddhism) p. 9 1) by saying 
:noghavajra came t o J apan and brought along With · 
tddhist images ath:mrts to credit 'tiirii 8.J_s<{with fhe' 
trization of Kannon worshi'� fr dilplui;· H'owevet,; 
!a is quite ·untenabl� fot;'-t&ert-�lstit�o '�Viden'Ce'ita ·· 
that Amoghavajra ever VisitC:'tfda�lin.' '- 1;i i!r;- � .\ ;, ·,.;,_, 

" . •  ,. · = ... '' I '
·
,;� ·. ' )"'"

.
)'\ :. i-:" . , .L'}  • I '  

pite of its popularity, K:Jlll.Poii',�p,i�.l\�p, ��{��{: 
1 the end ofthe 8th cen•�ry. "econ.ie '-1_1J��-e.Pe.l.14�qt 
is with the rise of Shingon Bl)� e$.Peclally owi�_g to _ 
tic methods adopted by K.ukai (Kob9-Dili�;lt�{qh•.) 
turned from China and founded the �hfn�dn·s\:cf·' 
m that Kannon worship grew into an 'independent · 
1s cult. Kukai- attempted to popularise h.is' new 
tg by fusing it with  local beliefs. With this end in -
e proclaimed that the Shinto deities are mere 
stations of Buddhas, bodhisattvas and divinities 
Japanese Buddhist pantheon. Once this idea got 

fi rmly es tablished in the ·min�s of the masses they 
naturally tended to adopt Kannon, the most compassio
nate .  merciful ,  wish-granting bodhisattva as their bene
fa c t o r. As Kukai b wught alo�g w_ith him T an t ric 
teachings, it is very l ikely that he also· brought into the 
country numerous forms -of K.uan-yin associated with 
Tantrism. Thse new additions must have undoubtedly 

. increased the popularity of Kannon worship and widened 
its range of influence. 

. Kan non,  .being p olymorphic l ike  his  proto types 
Avalokitesvara and Kuan-yin, appears in numerous 
forms adopted to suit the function he iso expected to 
perform. Th-ough_ all the 108 forms prevalent in  Nepal 
and India are not found in Japan there are at least seven 
forms which have gained considerB.Ie popularity among 
the Japanese Buddhists: They are: She Kannon, Ju-ichi
men Kannon, Senju Kannon, Puku-Kenj aku Kannon, 
Bato K.annon,_ Nyoi-rin Kannon and Jun-tei Kannon. 

Out of these seven the Tendai sect excluded the Juntei 
K.annon while the .Shingon omits the Puku-Kenj aku 
form. A group of thirty-three _(or sometimes even thirty 
four) is made up of these seven. This group first c ame-into 
being somewhere in the Rth century. Thirty three shrines 
in Kyoto and the neighbouring p rovinces were assigned 
to these foi'ms. The m on k  Tokudo is considered to be the 
fi rst pers on to have gone on pilgrimage to  these shrines. 
Subsequently this practice fe ll  into disuse until revived · 
and reestablished by the Emperor Kava1.an in the lOth 
century. Even at present, pilgrimages to these shrines . 
form a part of the popular religion. Popularity gained by_ 
these shrines is seen from the establishment of similar sets 
of shrine� in other provinces. 

. . · 

She Kannon: This is the simplest of all forms o(Karinon, 
and appear.s to h�ve been m?delled on the Indian proto
type PadmapliJ?i Avalokitdvara. Though details differ 
from period td period and from artJst to artist, this form 
is, in general, represented as a graceful slim, youthful 
figure. The ears are usua]ly .long !lnd lobed and tbi: eyes 
�re gene.tiqty ite.Jr-dos�dl \iii:aa�· "-hd vattids are the two 
mydii.r'f-gi.p���lly'd�spl�y_ed ·t,y his hands. Often he is 
��1� )�,��,l_� -� �.�fli!'c£�4ib�}j�·,_pi� band, and hence his . , S, !;.n)ki'f't '1pit-1i�:t" J'l.�rri'a-pl�i'. In m aJJy represe n t

. !lJ{?��-{fi�_HMr�j-s cif��- u p  �n a m·itre-shaped uSIJiss. The 
_ nq'ftnaf affi.i't is that of an Indian prince. But sometimes 
-�f1�in._liiy�appeat without any ornaments. Some statues of 
,�6t,��tiiion� ita· the one in the To-in-do of Yakushi-ji, 
di$plliy influence of the Chinese T'and style which is 
derfv��- froni the Indian Gupta style. There are some 
-statues which, according to Alice Getty (op. cit .  p. 92). 
resemble more closely the Tibetan type than any of the 
o ther Japanese forms. 

· 

Ju-lshl-men Kannon: The chief feature that distuin
- guishes this form from Sho Kannon is the eleven heads - . 

. 1  

1 

)' . .  
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whence the Sanskri t name Ekadasamukha (eleven- . 
haded). In Japanese statues these heads, which are 
represented in miniature size , appear in the form of a 
crown . The arrangement of these heads is usually i n  two 
rows of three each with a row of five heads in between.  
The head of Amitiibha usually protrudes from the u�ni�a. 
Ju-ichi-men Kannon usually had two arms and generally 
holds a vase with a lotus flower in the left h an d  while the 
right. may be in varada-mudra or may hold a rosary or a 
staff. There are some beautifu·l statues of this Kannon 
belonging to the early Heian period. One such is the 100 
ems. high sandal-wood statue in the main hall of Hokke
ji. There are two other specimens, one i n  the Horyu-ji and 
the other in the Kogen-ji .(= Togan-ji) . 

Sen-ju Kannon: This is the thousand-armed form of 
Kannon . He too, often wears ;the crown of eleven heads 
or sometimes a high crown without heads. Occasionally 
he is represented as wearing a low crown with a s tanding 
figure in lhe centure. His thousand arms are outstretched 
except for two pairs of which one pair, held at the breast 
is clasped together in .the posture of worship while the 
other, ·brought togetf!er riear the naval, is ma�e to hold a .  
bowft;Jfiltnb;rbsia. ihe otherpB.ir of outstretched hands is 
m'de: �to carry vacitius sym,bols. 

• ·T: �: ·: ... � � . .\,� . . .  :i--f.· . · . -�- · . ' ::'. ; . : 
:lQ1c�-;({����li?K.-.�n.·;(:ylit; Puku-Kansaku Kannon = 
.Skt., Airtogh�P.i��)�!Jihi.� .is .��ii.ther form .of Kannon. and 
�e;isi�ner:a1ly :r�p;r��;�t�,q;�;a�}i1!i�f��g three· eyes and _six 
arms:· �houg� :he tW�$!:lndt; be}dfin?rugh1 este·effi.: "y ·. the . 
ShingO:n ;�e(:t &,t, !Qn�·�udie ;;;at1preS'elft l.l> 'i:riotei�iominen t. 

P�:·:::;�w�::::::.!�tt��{���i����r,;!i ) the orie found in·tbe Hokke:.(J,o.ofTo'diil-'ji ¥lfNara; This is 
·· said to belong to the Tempy� e:�. In thi� ii�)s . r'¢vV��e��e� . ; ' ' . . . . ,. ' . ·. . ' \. � _,. - : . as having one head, three eyes and stx arm

.
� a,n_9 .�;t�p_dJ 6il 

a lotus-pedestal . He wears an elaborately de5ign�d _c.�o�n.. ,. 
The halo around him is simple but elegant . The fwQ,q"I.a in· 
hands are held in front of the breast in i�e P9-�'(�r� of 
worship (namaskara-mudra). With the remainiitg ll�nds 
he holds numerous symbols. There is anothe� ·.�ooden 
statue .of Puku-Kenj aku Kannon i n  the nan-ep:;c;fQ, O.:f !_he , 
KokUfu-ji at Nata. This is said to have beeii"m�d·� . .  by · 
Kokei in J 189 A.  C. Here Puku-Kenjaku Kari!!on:· is 
represented as being seated cross-legged on a lotus 
pedestal .  He has one head and six arms .  The two m ain 
hands are in the namasklira-mudra. while the o ther hands 
are made to  hold symbols. such as the s taff. Thou gh he 
wears an elaborately designed crown the upper�part of 
his body is bare. nesides these well-known forms ·he is 
somet imes pre.�c nted as th ree-faced , each face with three 
eye!�. :md as having eight or snmet imes eighteen arms. · I n  
some representatiom h e  i s  made to wear the eleveJ) sided 

r crown which is nnrma l ly worn by J u-ichi-men K annon; 
(see A M OGHA PA:?A). 

. 

Ba�to Kannon (= Sanskrit H ayagriva): .He is· modelled 
on the Tibetan Hayagriva. Though hideous in appear
ance. he is merciful by nature · and is regared as the 
patron-god of horse-dealers. Perhaps this is why Ba-to 
Kannon is more popular in nor thern Japan where horses 
are raised . The J apanese artists seem to have modified the 
original Ti betan representation which had a hu�an bo,dy 
terminat ing in a horee 's head by giving the human body a 
human head surmounted by a small horse 's head. 

· 

Ba-to Kannon is usually represented as being seaied 
with legs locked on a lotus-pedesta1. S ometimes, the 
right-knee is raised i n  the attitude of royal-ease (maharaja.
/illi) he may h ave one or three heads, the extra twq heads 
being on ei ther side of the cent raJ bead .  ln. his forehead i� 
a th ird eye . He usually has eight arms and they carry 
sym bols simi lar to those held by the Tibetan representa-
tion of H ayagrTva. 

. 

There i� an eleventh century painting of Ba-to Kannori 
now pre�erved in the Museum o·f Fine Arts. Boston. In 
this the triple-headed, eight-armed hideous lookin'g figure 
is painted in deep red. The horse 's head is 'visible above 

. the crown. 

Nyo-1-nn Kannon (= Sanskrit, Cintiima�icakra Aval0ki
te5vara): There are v�ious representations of this Kannon 
of which the most common are thqse that were prevalent 
before.anq during the Nara,period in which he is in a half 
cross-legged posture, and the one adopted iuter the Heiaq 
period is the one i11 which he is seated with the right knee; 
raised and the left leg bent and . rest ing horizontally 
(hanka shiyui). In this image in the latter posture he is 
usbaliy reprtsented as having six arms. The cheek is made · 
td ��s't 6ihis tight tiind, presenting a somewhat pe�:sive 
mood .  The mud ras he adopts may vary from figure to 
{igure. the most common one being the varada-mudra 
displayed by his main l eft hand . With the other hands he 
holds his usual symbols. the wish-granting gem. the 
wheel. t he lotus bud and the rosary ; In paint ings Nyo-i• 
rin Kan non is often represented as being seated on a rock 
�igher by t he sea or at the water's edge. The Japanese 
refer to such represent,ation as Suigetsu Kannon. Kannon 
reflected in }he waters like the m oon. 

The wooden s tatue in the  Kanshin-ji in Osaka i s  a clear 
illttstration of Nyo-i-rin Kannon in this pose. This hanka 
shiyui pose ad opted by Nyo.,.i-rin Kannon b as led to a 
con fusion between Nyo-i-rii1 Kannon and Miroku 
(M ai treya) who is also represented in a somewhat similar 
pos::, but with two arms and less p araphenalia. 

Jun-tel Knnnon (Sanskri t , card1) : This is the only 
feminised form of Kannon among the · group of seven 
referred to above. She is presented i n  ·Various forms as 
two-arrmed, four-armed, six-armed, eight-armed and so 
on. Some are of opinion that, she is modelled on Durga, 
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1sort of Siva. Bu t she has a vague resemblance to 
as weJ.Ji She is occasionally presented as a hideous 
s;;fHW1H�allv appears in a benevolent f�rrri. She 
tMfd i:eye-:.and carries num.er�us symbois in .her 
TJ!e-:iu·s'li'al �mudra adopted is the padma-mudra 
ell'ge�no"m), She is represented as· · being either 
af.>!lfafldm'g .. (m a lotus-pedestal. Often she· wears a 
-aJ'id!�s' ·ift�ssed in flowing draperieS"; "There is a 
K ifrin(>'n"sta:ti.ie made of wood, and ;treldriging to 

�r J1�r't::of.th�lt Ot h century en·sfidned'in tb·e' Shin 
1u-ji in Nara. It is a benevolen t forrR,witl:t Jourteen 
')- ' ·� ··f ... . . . · -·· ": (1 �"1") . . . 1 -'�-:.--. • _ 'h ., ( - . •  :itwrtho.u H'he t.hird eye. . : .,.;::' , . · . �-·; - c ;: _:: : : (! '" ,  . : � ) �::}(.1 

, 
� 

· . \�';':���- )/';�· •. · · •. . 
-K��i 'Bes.ides the'severifd.'Frffs.clHC'fitieW:abo�e 
a·rlatHer feh:ui12Jorm popu-1aHy Jc:"iiit�fi;'i� toya�u 
;:· iiJitd �b!iib11� �f. easy ' deiiyetyf';· ! ti!i.�:�ac{f�q�ife 
�htn: thl�forni �as· first�'ii_itt��U.���; iQ.jJ1iP.aif: 
t •boVe�-!i«fu�gr{�v1de#M!tf/' be.1i.!!\f�(�af�'fl�;:Was: 
1ped at least from the eighth�ntu�nf��g�iid::: 
Punt �f the .ind troduction: - of·. k.��a-: �{ . · · ·· � o i-n/. � .. o 9 n : J.n!tHl :Y l· : ; o:= ; � i J, � - ,� · � :.. /"1 .�� ... f.;. · , to Janan· tuces 1ts begmmngs ta:t · • 

,-.• ; < I '-�· �m�to rnJJ , · "H '  :: :_;,J'l¥ · · 7 0-: 7o0 . . . ft IS srud tha�, Ko . , __ 
ifj ·. (i!awed��!rn����ni�· 'adde·;-;*'�·a \�·1 · jT�Rr .>�1}� .. {1 1:" '-' �'i O � . g -. : · , ·>'!' • .; .  ::;, � · ,. l.�-' · liv-ery. -one nigfit s e is said· to h·a:v:e: ·d��rnl:'9f 
itdvara, and when she awoke she foul1d: �; �h18.ii 
{ theib�hisatta•ildyb:ig besid� her; ·It is 'srud�tb:lit • 
�riliero::,as:Yideli�DYli:ens:hdne.d this . imagediLtJ.l� 
j� :('T-empi� .of�:Ess, >Delivery) in Kyoto. The 
· b.e:Jiefj.i�thatithiiteQ'lple was fourided.by Kprnyd . . . 
�ho!dedicatec.tit·.Jto1K-6y'asu Kannon. The legend 
ys, Jliat; �the; .empressdcinised the statue to be 
d;afte;·ber·own·>image:-f .v,:;;i 
, �: � : ·•:-:; T 5 !"�;·� � :;.rL � � 1 : .:. ���; ! � � � ? � f  · • •  ��� 9)?��1,lc;:cc;R�� ,;h1,� l,�g�_n<l�Y. account or not, 1t ,s, : ar tiiafsoon 'atilt-' fll� 'intioduction of th belief in ; ,  :{ ;.�:1��·. : ::;. r ·_;•� ; Hr� .. ;3"t (? . dni·: i. · · .itannon, 1t ·-�be<;a_qJe .P<?RIJ.P.ar aJJ over Japan, 
· ,.., , � T! :  .... · ·: v  ., £ : {('! ( H t : , J � "1 f � ;>,. 
'· t_hi-!Jil��--- th� . W��iiu�! ri}.o��s (roku-bu) who, •gP�Ii. (lfatlii; J� ��i�eq��O�mons, Bulletin de I '  �. : · • •r : - ·. - : �  : ·  . .  1 ·r·l ·"1�� t: n  ·. : �· · · ( : : ; '·;· · ·'!nc§i�e· '(J , ·-.gx_�t:efJJe.-Oiit?iJ(., y ol . XVII, 19 17), - -�� ' r ! l : •. •-� . :-� - l .• r � , -... :J ({ � . t. J � , {. - . .  , .  • • P9.n.,.�t,� ,�Jt-�r,�!<:?P �WFlf,"P'Rf� m wh1ch were 
� �m�t���:�.��,,?��R���N. f;���pn .  

; u  :x;dn.rio'ri' is'\iil'd'O'tit>\�dly tlie �japanese version 
ninde! Sting:ifiU·K\.i'iri'-yifHr;'fl<fi�modelled after 
See also K. ul!ri;;.yin)? 1 A.ft�f. tll;e· :'f e'l'id ai sect first 
:�di: i��? -!�P��J���, .X"����j,P .9�,J��ri ti (= Kishi
� e. tfi�. �e�o�j:-�a) J�.rm qf H�rJfi).Jhe way was 
1-'th� ... i-a)?lif s·P..:�ad' .M he� ti�n�yQi�ni 'aspect in the .C§i���MP1�:;,�· �· : ; : :: .. �-�: j��l - � i  ... ' : �·;_; . 
_.,.�the·· ,Jun-tti>'K•�6iP:am:f:: �oyasti K.annon 
�re'ate lttlmetou�· o'ttret'fefrl Me' f6'rrris idf Kann on. 
:pz;� (�;�ap�R��'�,��lt���:-��\�':ld�l,t!�JA!vinities) 
a �fR;�� 9..�:to�lf�r�hreJJ�Wt��W1 t�wy,s.,�u these 
'�,,�-fr·r!����,\�r :fft,�r.;arf����cl ,1!-Rft �� ;repre
.w.e�,rmg tlow!P.8.Qr!lpen�� •. 3:r,q c;_l�bprl!�e headS�v�i�PM i�-:!5e ' t . _, · · s '·;;.t · �� , �: et · ·· -� ·b. their ! : •  r_, 'l : • '; :_ . . .  , :-,1 ;: : ·:)r�� 3t\WJ ,, 1:- �� �-� < �' ' ' ' V1� . ... · . .. Y 

names or by some distinctive features they display, their 
connection to either Kuan-yin or the legendary Chinese 
primes Miao-sha.' 

Of these forms the most well known is the Byaku-i 
K.annon the white7robed Kannon whiGh was perhaps first 
brought to Japan from China in the 15th century. 
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horse on which Prince Siddhartha 
: {P�9;f!!��¥l :f.-:'� �,�SR1�P.��

: · th� palace to reno�nc� worldly life 
:��,,�w�·���;�.,:�M·��--�,�,�.�,�W��'. : ·Kanthaka was a majestic horse, f� 'c]��m �on�h-shell and well-
�,u�l�{��ll�{�,i�.�fS]ij������Vt!Jtsclo.ng.:-frclm. neck to tail and 

th� jO�fliey •. 
icnowinfits 
o�er the hJgh· 'pro . · . jlowiy 
opened the m�i� g�.t� . . ·,s.Jeeping 
security p�rsonhel . nrrnurn the gate,. 
in leaps and bounds. ,.,_.,""''DI tjo�ndaries . .  
of Kapilavatthu, the .,-_·<�,,.. '.-:-. . -.-r.P�·d ni� ho�se nnd 
turned back to have l�ok. at. the city·. 
Kanthaka qarted · . �hhirty J�agues 

��J�E!!�Y.�Jt:i:�f!l!;'m:a· ,' and in one leap 
_g�dhisatta ·alighted 

from the horse, ornaments and 
handed them _to ChaJl!l! g him to return to the 
palace with K.a.ntha:k�., hearing the .B�dhisatta's 
words Kanthaka was deepiy siu:J;s-tricken und died then 
and there, and was reborn as Kanthaka devaputta in the 
Tiivatimsa heaven. (J.- l .  62:...5; Mhvu. II , 1 59, 1 65, 1 89;· 
VbhA. 34 ff. ; s.v. DPPN.). 

KAPILAVATTIIU (Var. Kapilavastu), an ancient city 
near the Himalaya Mountain in the sub-continent of 

I 
..!_ � 

I 

,, 
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India, the capital of the  country of S akyas (q.v.) in t he 
K osala M ahajanapada Uin. vv. 422, 423). A leg�nd ary 
accoun t attributes the founding of Kapilavat thu to the 
sons of a king n amed Ok.kiik a. on the site oft he hermitage 
of a sage by name l(apH:a, 

ln a former birth the bodhisatta was a sage named 
Kapila.  During this t ime several sons of King Okkak a 
were banished from the kingdom and they wi thdrew to a 
thick forest where t hey happened to meet s age K api la. 
K apila was versed in the science of bhiimicala and was 
therefore acquainted wi th the qualities associated with 
various sites . Kapila advised the princes to found a 
settlement on the site of his hermit age as he foresaw that 
in th9 distant fut ure that settlement would come to fame 
as the capi tal of Jambudipa. The princes followed the 
sage's advice and named that se t tl ement Kapilavatthu 
(DA. I ,  2.59-;-60). 

The bodhisatta in his penultimate birth in saqJslira, as a 
deity in the Tusita Devaloka, reflected regarding the most 
suitable country for him to  be born ne.ltt and he decided · 
to be born in Kapilavatthu, a country in the M aijhcrdesa 
in Jambudlpa . where former Buddhas were born (.!. I,  

49). 

During the sixth century B.C. Suddhodana was king of 
Siikyas With K �pilavat thu as the capital city. Mahamayii
devi·was the queen of Suddhodhana and the bodhisatta 
was born ro them as son and was named prince Siddha-
ttha. · 

In the. city of Kapilavattu prince Siddhat.tha grew up 
· amidst great ]u}(ury. King Suddhodanll bui.lt for his son, 

) .three .mag
h
nifi

d
iC:

ff
nt palaces Ramy

A
a, .Su

h
ramya an

f
d �ubha 

to su1t t e 1 erent seasons . t t e age. o . ;  Sl}(teen 
Siddhattha married princess Yasodhara, the ·daughter of 
Suppabuddha,another Sakyan chief and liv�d in Kapila
vatthu until the day be renounced worldly life l!tJbY.!!-:S�1 
of twenty-nine. Security arrange,JV,t;l!�§[i���;���<m&J:� 
Kapilavatthu with a high wall r�JJm� f�liicrilf ·P.:�� � . .\t;\1 ·�J 
strong iron gate, but p ri nce Siddhattha, riding on his 
favnuritci.horS:ei Kan{hak�.<W.i.tbTh�hha:.'in<:atterldM�e. 
bad· c•rio'-' difficuJtj.i .. in; tlea;virig; ilhli cit}'! •"Ol l !ftapifaval th u> 
uno.bser:vedut:i}'i his�peopl� asi the:ogsd�O]fefne�. ther��tre·st 
for him t0'1eave'th�:city.�fla:v:ingr.eachdJ the:r!:vet=An?dmil� 
whiCfaw.is 'thwty: ieaques�(yq;ilm3)'-away ftdtrr:-Kajrila::. 
vatthu, prince Siddhatth� · handed � · over1'rut:,hJs d to'yaJ 
garments and orn aments to Channa and �equested h im. to 
gtl"bacl( 'td;�li�Hav�'ttfi'� 1�ii� ; the ·hoYs� itelifithn'!Ca! (.!. · r: ���-�� ';�,�.�;�: - c �:� :: , ·:! :. ::, ' ! !; �,:!:.:�; 0< \ :t� · ' .·' : .·.: . � 1:�- �::",·:;.(;, :-�::�,'Ln·i� .. ':' 
"· �'A·if ye�r' li'ftet' aft 'B.ining· ' Erlligb lenirienf' Uie' '"BU'ddM�' 
Wlrii 'a  f6�Jhwingbf tWentY' th·ousatid:irt<!Jn)(�,. wehr fromi 
Jiij�giilia: t <F·Kapilavatthu . r to ··vBif ;his';aricesti'ii! ··h'onie:' 
Having'reac!h��rK·apira:vaHh\r the Bu'ddha; wini h:is 'aimS. 
b·owHr {b'and·; \ve'n't frdrtF ·h6\)��"to 'hous� :in fli� elty'tb' 

cdllect alms food . Horrified by this sight Suddhodart� 
went up to the Buddha and requested him not to bririif 
disgr'ace to him and his family by begging for food frortl1 
house to house. The Buddha e}(plained to Suddhodana: 
that he was only following a custom followed by all 
Buddhas and Suddhodana became a stream-entrant 
(sotapanna). 

Suddhodana invited the Buddha t o  visit the palace the 
following d ay, and after the meal there the Buddha 
preached to many women of the palace wit h  the exception 
of Yasodhara who did not  come to see him. Buddha 
visited Yasodhara, su bsequently, in her dwelling and 
preached to her. Several days later Nand a, half brother of 
Siddhatt ha Gotama, and Rahula, Siddhattha Gotama's 
son, were ord ained.  It is also said that during this visit of 
Buddh a  to Kapilavatthu eighty thousand Slikyas joined 
the Buddhist Order (J. 1 ,  87 ff.). 

The Buddha visited Kapilavatthu several times, subse
quently and two of them are considered specially signifi
cant. Once the Sakyans of K apilavat thu were at Jogger
heads with Kolians regard ing the sharing of water of 
River Rohini .  The dispute developed to such an extent 
that the two parties assembled their armies on either side 
of the river, to fight one another. The Buddha made his 
appearance between the two belligerent parties in the 
nick of time, preached to them and convinced them of the 
folly of destroying human lives for the sake of a little 
water and thus brought a bout a peaceful settlement of the 
problem (J. V. 4 1 2  ff.). 

The second visit of significance of the Buddha to 
Kapilavatthu was when Viqu<;fabha, a prince from the 
adjoining kingdom, came to invade . . ·K�pil�¥3;tthu Tto 
avenge the Sakyans for. an· .. ·jns�lt ;dg�e, . (o ;.bim:. < th�l 
Buddha twice intervened in t ime and;ipfe�nted! Yi�\H 
dabha, from m assacring the Sakyans, but on a third �6cii�ioii vrahdk&t1a o�er�r-an 'Knpilavatt1li (liria· .IH!i�d rriihy slikyatls'(1.' Iv;' 1 s.·2r suHdh'il <mi nO'h,isit't'�pi1��; 
,;�tthu artlr 'rills 'indde;til;.: 1rhe htailsllct-e: o't· t'hb',sfiY:al#1 and the d·�s.tr�di6ri 6r their ·C:it·y 'ffilis't ' h�a\-e''iiiJteri� p'ia�t 
th�aia� · ·t1le· �n''d. · a!' t-he ·riuHd

.
ha's"Hfe :· £bthi{!fhoT'e '1� � ' . . . . � 

i�c�rd�?..' in'ift�rat� s�:�/�?� ·.�b�cni� �·ap,i!a��-it��. if.!�t t�� in�i���t···- '.; : -. , · .�. : · :
· : � ,  ;�.: · � ;:; .', : . .  ·� : : ; : · .. ; , � : , ;,;';:� , · : · , .'��;",; ,��; 

·· Vincent . A. .Smith (ER�; - Vol. V H;::tJ.. :•66.0) , writing, 
a:bout Kapi!l!vatthu �llY� th3t after :th� desfruqtion pfJhe! 
ci ty . by .Yi9Q�abha, ... ,Kapil!:lvattb\l pas&.,fsi • alrnost·.ou,t·��L 
e}(jstence, , and it · is, <;�tJain thflt t hd1rsta;uth-:;n;tip,;-e,gQ1'�:: 
of _the .. sit.e, . at ,tl.l.e' :  bc;ginning . of th�.- S. t]l };�n�l,(cy ·:·A,,Q¥ � 
represents the town and its  neighbourhood as a wi!dern_ess 
n.�arl� �hf�ha.�:���{. ' '.' · . · · , · , :  · . . , . .  · , . : :  ,· � :  : , ,·�·�',· � .-: d,1 ;;.ll : �-. 

· tn  · the ttlltd century B .C.' ·.Eh1p·e·ror 'Asoka,''Urtder'lll:C 
guidance of hiS' prec.�pior· u pagup't�·. 1 is:,sind ;;r?; 'have' 
visited fhe Siies' assoc'ia'ted I wifh• tiie : Jife' •b( the :Buadh&: 
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- �  .. .-.:�� .. . .. ·. 
i , ·xl;iJed Lumf>ini · (now �Rumindei) which was 
��il .tQ ·b ... ye ��en h_l· the outskirts of Kapilavatthu 
•ept��. �here a!i inscribed pillar in til emory of his visit 
,is�mit.r.is to be seen there even today. He is s.ai� to 
ne.l�t�YisiteQ Kapilavatthu and erected a stmtlar 

• th��:too. Vincent A. Smith mentions (ERE. yol. 
p.· 660) that this piJJar now lies by the side of the 
i tank; whfch is not the original site where it was 
:d ·a'nd the insriptio� on this pillar does not mention 
avat.tllu. "The earliest · definite description of the 
JC.apihiv.atthu and · the surrounding country," says 
nt A Smith, "fs that giVen by the first of the Chinese 
ms Fa:.hsien who was shown round the reputed holy 
t llf ·the' beginning of the s·th eentury A.C. . . 

W. G. Weeraratne 

, A. See K.ALPA 

LI; · ·a rock-cut  Buddhist ·shrine in western India 
1 marks a turning poirit in the evolution of rock-cut 
'llgfha architecture. Kiuli along . . with. Bedsa h ave · 
a�signed to the final pha5e of development of · 

hist rock-cut shrines in western India. belonging to 
:inayana tradition in contradistinction to the later 
sticated ·rock-cut sanctuaries founded by the patrons 
.ahiiyina.' Buddhism at such places like Ajanta, 
il etc .  

e Caityagrha at Karli like other western Indian 
cut caitya bal ls and vih'Qras of Buddhists, is situated 
: Western Ghats. · . 

e o,rigil;tal name of the. site by whiCh the sanctuary, 
was .. named �n the past was ' Veturaka' (Vaturaka) 
·ding to several donatory lithic records discqvered at 
tc;,Arch. survey of Wes.tern Indi� Vol .. IV. p. !O l). 
: r*c�rds also prove that the �a:rly 9ent:factots of this 
e Wwlude the royalty of the Saka Satrap as as'well as 
ativabaiJas. The�e records again bear evidence on 
agraphic grounds that the Karli monastic establish
·Was . in· existence during the eai:Iy centuries of the 
nt era. Although the sanctuary would have ·had 
:sehtious beginnings, its development in subsequent · :ha.d ·culminated in the creation of one of the 
elli:borate massiVe .rock-cut Buddhist Caityagrhas. 

n•1:1 ·aJ�Luau:u not very far from Pun.e and is about 50 
city �f Bombay. Other Buddhist rock-cut · · K,o�dane which are in the same 

!t�:g,).(g,!m,iP:g :;witfl.. it a tri!Ulgle. The main 
�lj[�f;llb.·��·l�Qt�i,si •. -.�·:r· artistic Caityagrha. 

which, according to many an tiquarians is the finest and 
the loveliest among all Caityagrha type of architecture in  
the  whole of  western India. 

The hall which is the garb.ha (naos) proper is entered 
through a vestibule (antaralaya). with a massive facade . 
Two ti tanic monoliths (one has completely d isappeared 
now) with addorsed lions on their abaci had once stood in 
front ofvestibuie. ltis believed that the lions had borne a 
stone wheel (the dharmacakra) originally. Hindus who 
have appropriated the Karli site in  the past few centuries 
have built a fane for the goddess Durga on the very place 
where once stood the great lithic column on the left side 

.of the Caityagrha. This Durga!aya has reduced the 

. original grandeur of the Buddhist shrine as it appea.red 
·from the outside. 

These massive pillars surmounted with addorsed lions 
on a companiform capital reminds. one of the huge lithic 
columns erected by· Asoka at various sites in his empire to 
commemorate Buddhist events. The erection. of such 
massive pillars in front of a temple could be traced back 
to very.early times. 

Behind the two lion columns was the vestibule to the 
hall, the front wall of which was formed by a rock-cut 
screen having a triple entrance bdow and pillared . 
elerest orey above (S . Dutt ,  Buddhist Monks and 
Monasteries in India .. London 1962, p .  1 ,  8) . On the space 
between these upper and lower· openings, corresponding 
in some respect.s to a triforium, numerou$ m ortice h oles 
m ay be seen for the attachment of a (minstrel's) gallery of 
wood ·which extended right across the front. The .wboden 
addition has completely perished. but it �as an·impcrtarit 
feature in t�e desigri of the facade and w�t.id..improve .its 
effect. Access to this hanging gallery w.i�··olJtain�d by 
means of a s tairway at the back :of 'a lioi fcolu�t1· ·oh ·the 
lef( side. Passing throueli· this, one enters tti'e highly 
decorated· vestibule whicli ·lay�' open the great Bo ieaf 
shapt:d (often called borse'.:.sh(?e shlipedfitrchway entrance 
to the inni:r 'Shrin� 

_
(ii�os),_ · · . · . ·, ; �: · · 

' .' · ' r. • '� , 1 • , :'f . ,  · · · ·  · 
1 t  is th� inside of �M.::Csityagrb�:that still emanates the 

mesme.ric.· c�·pti�aH·q�; itf� b�d p�.,oduc�d on the votaries 
wh(). had s.�fli��a��lj'�n ; iht sit{was a place 'of lively 
pilgrim!lge\rt)..of� i���:.,Jmi.llenruum ago. 'It is this part of . 
the shrin�,Jhat st'iU ca:UHor the admiratio·n of the visitor 
.both th� i�fht8.9�ii�d·f�P.tiq�ary. 

.· -. : �ik . ·. 
The _'ter��ced tJ�t$,pf the walls of the vestibule p�ovide 

an imaginary ·s toreyed building with innumerable 
. windows and doorways with.the usual hors�-shoe archway 

like · tynjpanttm, :J1t.e. doorway proper to the Caityagrha 
(nao�). too� i.s <:>f �hnilar design and is flanked on either 
side by scu lp t\:1red · figures of donor couples. probably 
tho·se of the very P .. atrons who commissioned the construc
tion of the major· part of the shrine. The two side aisles, 

...i.:-

. . ,_ 

"! ·  
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too. have been provided with an arched doorway each . 
which though similar in design to the main entrance. yet 
is smaller than i t .  The sculptures in the verandah or 
vestibule (antaralaya) provide ta bleaux vivants of 
Mahayiina interpolations on original non-religious 
relievo carvings of the early Hinayiina phase.  

The panel of elephant frieze in the first t ier (A. K. 
Coomaraswamy, A rt of India and Indonesia, Pl. X. fig. 
35) which has i ts counterpart at the l ater Hindu shrine, 
the famous Kaila.�a at Ellora is reminiscent of an 
architectural device adopted in ancient Sri Lanka. 

The interior consists . of a nave and an apse or semi
dome round which . the aisle is carried. The general 
dimensigns of the interior are 124 ft. 3 . inches from the 

) entrance to the back-wall. by 45 ft. 6 inches in  wid th.  The 
height of the shrine is only 46 ft . from the floor to the 
ap�x: Fifteen pillars on each side separated the nave from 
the aisles. These pillars are quite erect n pos ition unlike 
those at Bhaja or Kondane which show an inward rake, a 
sign of closeness to wooden prototypes. hence also of 
greater antiquity. Thus the Karli interior provides 
evidence of another step forward in rock-cut architecture 
of the Buddhists. 

These pillars on either side of the nave (30 in all) are 
shown as the octogonal shafts that s tand on an orna
mental base in the form of a pot. The shafts are crowned 
by a companifom capital on :which kneel two elephants 
each bearing two figures, generally a man and a woman, 
budometimes; two females, all well executed . The male 
attth(�ma:Je ' riders · on elephant back wear resplendent 

. he�d (,h:essep tnd are loaded with a wealth  of jewellery. 
0� .d�e ��v�r�� side. of these groups, within the side aisles, ) th'���m�

;
:i,lJgf�tN� . ,c��e.d,. bu.t here �he ho.r��s take the 

place . Pf .tHe,,¢ i� p�ants , .the horses hav!ng ongmally been . d��\�r:��t»:��!�I�i'�gJtp,lp�� -�d the elephants provided 
with i'iitv�t '&r .i.V.ory' tu�h: .. !he seven pillars at the apsidel 
end b�hhul·Jbi ��-ill'l\·'1lr�·Phlin octaganal shafts witho'ut 
either- bj$�;�g:,:j;�1Jp�Ji\ktj)�\�qulpture� on the capitals 
supply thep.J��-�,:�,���U,�����p;�td br. ��eze a�d cqrnice in . 
early Greek !\rc;bJJt,ctur�) �fi()N� .:lhi�'S'ptea.dJng·abscus of 
sculptured fig�i'e$ -�P�P$S�f��p.���h!:�:���igeneraJ 

"�::�cch; J�����ir���:�ii:�trg�� 
projecting ribs or .� in?i�f��Ji .f{ �; :.1• i:<t �i�-$���<tf:ff��Im*;, but fashioned out of se'parat� p_1ep;(qf woP.� . . at���bed tg - I)' . :- . : .  ,� jt l[ : -·.'-: . - t'; �·. � " .. . ' . . . ' 
the surface by means of.pN�� ��u�g�t,f�)�!��,��9,���; ; 
These braces are wide flat P.Ja*k�, y.>!l�,�-�y.¥-ed •.. <?9.Vm� , 
approximating its shape of �� inverte.d ships_;.h,ulJ./}Uh� .  
apsidal end they converge t o  � cen�re .as 4 o  lf?.e. rybs of a 
Gothic vault. 

Burges� and Fergusson observe that the type of roof is 
not a copy of the masonry arch, but of some of timber 
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construction which we cannot now very well unde rstand. 
Urtder the semi-dome of the apse stand the object of 
worship in the shrine, that is the stUpa which is of  plain, 
yet dignified, composition. The drum is composed of two 
tiers in diminishing order similar to the pradak�inapatha 
of the early Sinhalese stilpa architecture. 

The hemispherical dome is plain and elegantly simple 
similar to that at Beds a, Bhaja and Kond.ane. The stiipais 
surmounted by a massive harmika or finial decorated 
wi th a rail pattern in low relief resembling an inverted 
pyramid and h igh up over the whole stands the  large 
wooden chatra carved in the pattern of a lotus in ful l 
bloom. The petrified remains of soot on the chattra and 
on the drum of the stfrpa is proof of offering incense and 
lamps by the votaries. The device adopted through rock- · 
cut architecture to illuminate the interior is the sun window 
(often referred to as the caitya window or the house-shoe 
window). The interior owes much of its appearance to the position and the treatment of this feature which alone 

. controls the dim rays of sunlight that are fi!tered through 
the wooden ribs of this mull ioned window to be further 
d istributed into the various parts inside, the nave. aisle 
and the apse, thus producing a l ively effect on the 
elegantly carved figure sculptures of the abaci. The· Kiuli 
complex also is endowed with several simple rock-cut 
chambers of modest design with cells that have been used 
primarily as the living quarters of the resident monks . . 

The Hinayana phase of rock-cut architecture seems to 
have come to an end with the great effort at Karli, despite 
the fact that monastic cells · for the still increasing 
communities of monks continued to be added at such 
sites like Karli, although no .more caityagrhas were 
excavated for some time. 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

KARMA. See KAMMA 

K��MAVA:Q��A (obstruction d ue· to past  karma 
(Mhvy. 845, 1 �83; Sik�. 68). The term avaraiJa in this . 

ro�pound word is used very often in a sense synonymous 
with the term nivaratlB which is a technical term used in 
Buddhist ethical teachings to mean a mental hindrance to 
the development and purification of the individual. The 
�tandard set of five such hindrances known as Pl}ffca
nivaraiJa is well-known in Buddhist e thics (See NIVA
RAJ>:JA). 
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It 11e�ms that the two terms iivsraiJS and ·nivarBf!B were 
i is��·iminately. used as synonyms in this sense at the 
rly s·t�ges (e.g. D. l, 246; S. V, 93 ff. ;  Nd. II,  section 379; 

'ry. BST. p. 238 etc.) and gradually the term n1varBIJB 
t itself established as the general technical term. 

!n addition to the sense understopd in this five fold 
1up t�e ·term ivara.J?n has been used in a somewhat 
ferent semantic nuance in a similar three-fold combi
:ion as ksmmiivsraf!B, ki/esavsraiJB and vipB.kavaraiJB. 
:his three-fold combination occun in several places in 
li IJuddhist writings ( Vibh. p. 341 ;  Vism. p. 1 77; AA. 
. p .  4 1 3) it i s  better and convenient to treat the three 
ns together as a group. 

-hu.s at Vibh. p. 34 1 .  in an explanation of the · term 
rsbba meaning those who cannot make the grade in 
idhist spiritual development owing to intellectual 
kwardness. jt is said . that such beings who are 
tructed by these three svara'f!as.cannot enter the path 
:leliverance because they are devoid of confidence 
;addhs) have ·no wish for betterment (acchanda) and 
dull-witted (ciuppafflr'a), thereby disqualifying them
es to "enter the immutable rightness of good states" 
r,abM niyamallJ okkamitutri kusalesu dhsmmesu 
rmattam. Joe. cit.) 

his shows that the use of the term i.vaniiJB in this 
text is deeper in meaning than the us.e of i1Tvara11a in · 
five-fold group mentioned above. 

is d octrinally important that the Ahguttara commen
(AA. III, p. 413) explains the term kammsvsral!a as 
{Brmic obstruction to spiritual developmertt of those 

have committed the five heinous crimes (psffcs 
1tariysksmmani). This refers to the five-fold group of 
1es con.sisting of patricide ,  matricide, killing of an 
.ant, wounding a Buddha and causing a schism in the 
�r of monks .  

1e same commentary explains kileslvarai!B as the 
ruction confronting those who are spiritually misled 
1e wrong views of fixed destiny (niyats-micchlldirfhi). 
e refer to the threefold group of wrong views 
isting of the fatalistic view of the non causal nature of 
ence (llbetu.ka-d.i!!hi}, of inefficacy of volitional 
n (akir�va-dif�h�) and nihilism (natthiks•di!!hi). 

1e term vipa.k'HvsraiJa in this three-fold group refers 
e obstruction faced by those born with bad resuJtant 
rna (skuss/s-vipika-pstissndhi) or those bani) 
>ut root conditions (shetuka-pa{issnd,bi}. F6rd.�t!Pf$:� 
ATISANDHI ·· . ' ' :: · :: · .. ·; ·, ·:. ,= ·w, · . . · - �  . . .. . . · ' . . . .. ' ;, ,  . .... 

• • ' • . : . '.' :- : '· ·.>-.··.·� � •. ··.� ::., i_!, :' = � ·; rr .. ;:: • - "" ' : i 1  - -� - - ; · !. , ,.  .• � -- _ � 
is showi'- tbat ,whereas;tbe· term, nTvsra.f!sre!e'rs.to.the : 
tore.thic.al .hindrances' one hils cto :face �a:nd overcome· 
· c:ou.r:se ;of:ane's efforts, t.o achieve fu!J 'concentration
idhi), the term iVBTBIJB conveys a S Ubtler nuafi(:e,jn-

meaning thaJ it refers to a more powerful obstruction of 
the f'ath to deliverance in any one of these three ways. 

The MiHndapsflha (Miln. pp.  152-1 54) informs us that 
those who are subject to the 1fvarsi?BS of kamma lll,ld 
kilesa are faithless and hence no sitfety-rune (paritta) 
would afford protection t o  them. 

A. G. S. Karfyawasam 

KARU�A is one of the four qualities of character 
significant of a human being who has att ained enfran
chisement .of heart (cetovimutti) in the four sentiments, 
viz. metes, ksruf!i, mudita, �d upekkhi. The four 
sentiments are collectively designated as brshmavihlrs 
( q. v.). Metts is loving kindness or unbounded friendship, 
i .e.  the ability of a person to consider all beings as friend� 
and love them, without selfish motives, indiscriminately 
and wish fot the welfare and happiness of all. Mettl, is 
defined as 'the desire of bringing (to one 's fellow men) 
that which is welfare and good�(hitssu.lchs-upanaysns� 
kamati.). When one has in him unbounded friehdship for 
all beings, he naturally becomes moved when he sees 
beings in adverse circumst.ances. Ksrul!i is thus defined 
as 'pity and sympathy that arises in good' human beings 
when they see others in adverse circumstances' (pars· 
d11kkbe ssti si.dhiinsrp badsyaksmpsnar:p · karotlti 
karuf!i). It is defined in another context as ' the desire of 
removing bane and sorrow from one's fello� rnen' (shits
dukkha spanaysna kimati). Thus we see th�t ·karo..IJiis a 
direct result of mettl." .. 

Metta and Karuns c:an arise in a pe�on·when 
·
he bas 

dispelled the two r�ots of eVil · (dusals mDJ�) nameiy, 
selfish desire (rsga) and �atred (dos8). which are the 
outcome of ignorance (mobs), the third. root cause of eVil. 

The Buddha: as well as atahants (the perfected bein:gs) 
have in them these two sublime qualities and the Buddha 
has · been described u the ; 'leader possessed of great 
compassion� (msbikitul!iko oitbo - PvA. p. I ;  VvA. p. 
1). It is said that the' Buddha gave up the opportunity he 
had or' putting an end to sarpsiric ills by becoming an 

.· arahant at the feet of Dlpa!\kara Buddha and resolved to 
fulfil ·the pede�tions (!'�rarn!)i.� s��ififa.:s� . !���'�;� ,€����'; become a Buddha to ·savu nany other.s from samslnc dfs · . .  : �- � �·;- .. : ' : .  �· .. . · · , :;-� � �-- : :: . . r.; . ;  � · ·. : , ··: . ·• ; . r� .: ;� �  ; � :: c'j (1,;5-J!):�)'� :}Ji� i :��?.��a, .d�?:?t� ��s .,f��·�·� MV«:,Jc;��· -�t 
����\?.�.a'r_ se,f':'l�e,.:�·a.ch. �.�rt� t_he �cr>.�.Y. .. e�r!y __ h����. ��.t�e1 • rriqrnlrtg; e,nter;d 'inhl · ·a • tia'ri ce -e:�lled' "mirliafaiuni 
s�lfti;J�ittli'J.ii' ' ' 6 if't'o ds��: wJi'<r 'd�s�tv�<f�i�·: ; ' a�i' 
att��fi'6·ri th�t <i�y·&ri(J' i t ·i� s'aid tfi�f .the a�aJit� tr'a�li��{ 
lohg distances to help out such people. = ' · ; ·  ,· ): � . J · .,.: 

· 'the conce'pt : · t;r- . kanrna was domhiil'nf · 'ambnl(the 
merrlb�rs·of the ·Buddhist Order of bhikkJi\is'from.its -;,f!fiP 
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incepti on. As soon as the Buddha gathered arou nd him 
sixty disciples, he sent  them in all d irect ions req uesting 
them to deliver to the people the sublime mess age of the 
Buddha so that t h ey (the people) may t read the path of 
delivarance (ari_va-ar!hahgika magga) to mini mise their 
suffering and increase h ap piness in  t h is life, as well as to 
ensure com ple t e  e m a n ci p a t i o n  from sarpsaric i l ls .  
Working for the wel fare a n d  happiness of bei ngs 
(paratthacar{va) has been p art and p arcel of the life of a 
bhikkhu and it is seen that even several centuries after the 
demise of the Buddha arahants of the calibre of M ahinda 
and Sangh amittii coming all the way from india to Sri 
Lan k a  to educate and guide the Sri Lankan people in the 
path to liberation. 

As time passed by and wit h  the emergence of M ah a
yana, M ahayanists considered the goal of arah antship 
too selfcent ted a:�d riarrow as.  t hey thought.  d isciples 
worked only .for t heir individual emancipation with no 
concern for the great mass (if s uffering bei ngs.  M ,,_hii"ya na 
put forth the twill: c6ricept� of bodhisattva and bodhicitta 
t o  'counter this trend . All beings. accord i ng to M ah ayana. 
are ei1do\ved with the potentiality of deve loping them
selves to be Buddhas and hence the goal of all d isciples 
should be to become Budd h as and n ot arahan ts. The 
thought to become a Buddha h as to be well implanted 
and nurtured in all h u m an beings and h u man beings 
should dedicate t h e mselves. as p o t en t i al B u d d h as 
(bodhisat lvas), l() .work for the emancipation of as many 
beings as possi ble. Thus we see in Mahayana texts like the 
Mahavyutpatti lists of many p ast  Buddhas as well as 
bodhisattvas. In the  M ahayana the b odhisattvas are a 
class of beings who h ave d edicated themselves through 
karu'?a for the services of o ther beings and in this regard 

· they are ever ready t o  m ak e  any personal sacrifice and are 
ready to undergo any hardship or suffering in order to 
relieve another being from agony and distress. A good 
example tha:t can be site'd in  this  regard comes in the 
vyagripan·vaita of the Swar'Jabhasottama Sutra .. where it  
is graphically described how a bodh isattva made sacrifice 
of his own-self to a hun gry tigress in order to save that 
tigress and her starving cubs from imminen t death .  

The concept of karu'JB. has been develo ped t o  its 
extreme in the personality of the bodhisat tva Avalok itd
vara (q.v.) who h as postponed attaining Buddh ahood 
indefinitely in  order to remain in Sa.I1}Sara to save beings 
from sa�saric i lls (Ency. Bsm. Vol. I I ,  pp.  407 ff.) .  

W. G. Weeraratne 

���A, a Pali term derived, from the S anskrit krtsna 1\l.���� . . '�l'. ·�_ntirety', 'whole' or 'complete'. While this 
Ij.�,e.tB.J :_me�11ing , is p re served (sakalatthena kasiiJam, 
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kasifJa is so called i n  the sense of entirety: DA . I I I, 1047;  
MA . I I I, 260; Vism. 1 2 1), t he word kasii.Ja along wi th i ts  
S anskrit equivalent krtsna is e xClusively used i n  B uddhist 
lite rature (D. I I I ,  268 ,  290; M. I I ,  1 4 -- 1 5; Ps. I, 6, 49, 95, 
143, 1 49; J. I ,  3 1 3 ,  I I I, 5 1 9; 89 ff; A bhs. 41 ; A bh vt. 4, 90, 
95; Mvyut. p. 26; Gvyu. 523; Divy. 1 80 etc.) in i ts applied 
meaning which refers to objects used in meditation as 
aids t o  prod uce and d evelop concentration · of mind 
(samadhi) and thereby att ain absorption (ihana). It is a 
name for one of the seven groups of objects of m editation 
called 'worki ng grounds for meditation' or t opics of 
medit ation (kamma{!hana q.v.). 

There are three lists o f  such ai ds or kasii.Ja given in 
Buddhist  texts.  The one that  can be cons idered the 
earliest occurs in the suttas (D. I I I ,  268, 290; M. II, 
14- 1 5) ;  This list is reproduced in  the Pa!isambhidlimagga 
(I, 6, 95), the NettippakaraiJa (89), and the Mahavyutpatti 
(BB. Xlll, p .  26) . It consists of the following ten kasifJa: 
the four gross elements, (mahabhuta) n amely, earth 
(pa!ha vi), water (lipo), fire (tejo). and air (vayo); four of 
colour, n amely, blue (nils), yellow (pita}, red (Johita)and 
white (odlita) plus sp ace (likasa) and consciousness 
(viflfi'iiiJa). The second list,  to be found in t he A bhi
dhamma, h as only the first eight kasiiJa of the above list; 
the last  two akiitla and viflflaiJa, are omitted there (Dhs. 
202, 203) . This list  is found re prod uced also in the 
Papsamb/Jidamagga (pp. 49, 1 43-4; 149-50). The t hird 
list which could be considered the youngest is found in 
the Visuddhimagga (p. 89) and consists of ten kasiiJas. 
The firs t eight kasi'Ja of t his list are the same as those of 
the first two lists already given; but,  in place of akasa and 
viflfliiiJB of the sutta lists, we find here a.Joka and 
paricchinnakiisa as the !linth and tenth kasiiJa. The 
A bhidhammatthasahgaha which follows the Visuddhi
magga has akasa as the nil)th and aloka as the tenth 
(Abhs. 4 1) .  

In all the three lists unanimity prevails with regard to 
the first eight kasiiJa. W hile one list omits the last two, 
ano ther list i ntroduces a new kasiiJa under the name of 
atoka; akasa of the sutta list and paricchinna.kiisa of the 
Visuddhimagga list being one and the same. 

Thus, there are eleven kasiiJa in all; four of the gross 
elements, four of colour, akasa, aloka and viflfl8IJB. The 
Path of Freedom, in fact,  gives these eleven kasiiJB and 
explains them in detai l  (pp. 63-1 30). B ut in the comment
aries to the suttas w here vififi'lil.Ja occurs as a kasiiJa it  is 
said viflflans in viflflanakasina is the consciousnes�� · 
p roduced i� the process. of meditation on ak,��#$f���;,; 
(DA. III, 1048, MA. l l l, 26 1 ). I f, in the light · 
commentarial explanation, vifffliiiJakasiiJll is . 
as a separate one but only as a stage in t�� 
the iikiisakasiiJa, then t.be numbc,r· · 
ten; the first eight l(asif!I!_Plus B.JO!xaan.c 
the list which Buddhw�MSil:,:RlV��s 
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t.a:il. But, in that case, it should be remembered that the 
tts Jist has only nine kasil!a. 

However, it is apparent fr·om the above that there 
evailed some confusion with regard to the last two 
sins. The Nettippakarsl!a which follows the sutta list 
vs 'that the first eight kssil!a, which are identical in all 
ts, are capable of producing concentration of mind 
rmsdhi), while the last two produce insight (vipassana). 
te Visuddhimaggswhich d iffers in this matter describes 
i the ten kasina as producing concentration of mind. 
tt at the sa�e time, it should be po}nted out that 
1ddhaghosa, the author of the Visudd.himagga. leaves 
1 1  the last two kasi'!a and takes only the fi rst eight in his 
;cussion of the methods by which the mastary over 
·s i'!a practices. and the attainment of absorption are 
hieved (Vism. 3 14 ff.). 

There are certain principles that guide one in the 
�.ctice of meditation. These principles, which involve 
:ntal and physical environment, apply to kasif!a 
tctices as weU. Having attended to the preliminary 
:paration of the mind, the monk who intends practising 
;ina chooses a time of day that is most suit able. for the 
rp

.
ose, a time when he may not be interrupted, a time 

en it is quiet, a time when the process of digestion is 
np1eted·, when he is in good health and has no physical 
nents, and the body is in comfort, and the weather is 
ther too hot nor cold and when there -are no storms 
· lightening. He also chooses a place �hich is-suitable 
his meditation, a place which is. free from interruptions 
h as the· barking of dogs, irritation of flies or any other 
d of irritation likely to interfere with his concentration 
mind. He then assumes a position which is most 
able for the practice of meditation. He sits erect, with 
legs crossed, the arms crossed on �is lap. Th,e spine is 
t quite upright and the head is not moved· in any 
·ction, but is kept with the eyes ga1.ing in one 
! icular direction necessary for the particular' kind of 
litalion choosen ( Vism. pp. 96 ff.) 

is of prlme importance that a beginner should select 
:lbject of meditation suitable for his temperament 
(v� or carita}. The four colour kasil!B are suitable for 
e of malevolent temperament (dosa-carita); the other 
IJ� are �itable for all (Vism. pp. 92� 3; Abhs. p. 4 1 ;  
•vt. p .  90). 

tho:earth-devic.e (pa!lJsvi-kaSiQs), a disk one span 
fou r  inc�es in diameter moulded of earth or clay 
h.js .trpl:.of any of the four colours, blue, yellow, red wfii�ti .  is placed upon a low frame. This is called · 

Seated at .a suit�ble distance, the monk 
fi�anh'v� Upon the disk and concentrate his mind 

!'l�if.the�e.Je:mt�nt of e�rth, inwardly repeatin� 
:tJl5(plr#J:8Vl[);'·•.ij.ec·Iilustf .at the same time; 

arouse longing for 
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escape from sense-desires, and for the renunciation of all 
suffering. He should arouse joy of hl1ppiness by recollect
ing on the special qualities of the Buddha. the Dham�a 
and the Sar'lgha ( Vism. 100-10  I) . In tfle water-dev1ce 
(apo-kasina) the object thus contemplated on is a bowl or 
vessel full. of water; in the fire device (tejo-kasif!a) fire 
seen through a hole made in a rush mat, or a place of 
leather or a cloth placed at a suitable distance between the 
fire· and himself; and in the air-device (vayo-kasJiJa), 
som� visible object like tops of trees and ends of h aJr 
being moved to and fro by the wind, or wind itself strikes 
a part of his b�dy after entering by a window or some 
other opening. 

In the four colour-devices (val!l!a-kasiiJa) a circle 
painted on a wall, a piece of cloth or some flowers of the 
selected colour m·ay be used as the object. In the light
device (8/oka-kssiiJB) the object is a circle of light thrown 
upon a wall through a hQie in the roof; and· in the limited 
space-device (paricchinnakasa-kssil!a), a portion of sky, 
seen through a hole in the roof of a but, will serve as the 
object ( Vism. l00- 144). In the con�ciousness-device 
(viffflaiJa-kasif!a) which is omitted in the .Visud�himagg_a, 
the object con l�mpleted is the consciousness prod�ced m 
the process of the practice of the space-device (Axasa
ka.H!Ja. DA. 1 I I ,  1 048: MA. I I ,  361). For further details . 
see under different kaSif!BS. 

The object (kasiQa-ma'!cfala), thus  selected and 
meditated upon, is termed 'the mark for preparation' or 
' the p reparatory image' (parik�mma-nimit:a). The 
beginner must colitinue to contemplate on it until i t  is 

·depicted to the mind as an image which is an exact copy . of the original with all its fiaws and is represented to the 
mind as a vivid re.ality, as if it were seen by the eye. Now 
he pe'rceives it even when his eyes are closed . This mental 
reflex is terrned 'the mark for upholding' or 'the acquired 
image' {uggaha-nimitta). 

The concentration of thought practised on these ·two 
Classes of ll)arks (nimitta), percept and image, is termed 
preliminary concentrtion (parikammsamadhi). By this 
pr�liminary concentration the image is divested of its 
reality and its flaws, and becomes .a sublimated copy. 
This after-image which . can no longer be depicted as a 
concrete individual object, is now termed 'the mark 

· equiv�ent', or 'the counter-image' (pafibhaga�nimitta). · 

On realisation of this last class of nimitta, the five 
hindranc�s to progress (nivaral!a) are inhibited where
upon the preliminary concentration develops into 'inter
mediate' or 'neighbourhood' concentration (upscira- · 
samadh1). 

While still perceiving in the concentration on the· 
subject, i .e . , the mark-equival.ent (pa{ibhaga-nimittiJ) ; 
one finally reaches the full concentration of the mind· . . 
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which is termed absorption (jhana; Vi sm. 96 ff.); which is 
fourfold. Th� manner in which this fourfold absorption 
of the mind is attained, and also the nature of these 
attainments are described in great detail in the Visuddhi
msggs (pp. 1 21-37. In all these attainments, the object 
(irammBIJB) used as an aid to achieve concentration of 
the mind is one of the ten kasina. 

Buddhagbosa as an exponent of Abhidhamma (Abhi-
dhammika), explains this at tain ment of mental absorp

. tion in terms of a thought-process (citta-vithi). He takes a 
thougbt.process co�sisting of six or seven thought
moments (cittakkbaiJa) the first of which is the arrest of 
the sub-consciousness (bhavahgupaccheda). It is fo llowed 
by the next moment which is termed repersentative 
cognition (mano-dvaravajjana). The next four or five 

· moments are those of apperception (iavana), the last of 
which transcends the sensuous sphere (kamava��ra
bhiimi) and reaches the meterial sphere (riipavacara
bhuini). Then he identifies the moments of apperception 
with the stages of the attainment of absorption. The first 
moment of apperception is the s tage of preparation 
(pariksmma); the second, the stage of the intermediate 
(upscilra}; the third the stage of adaptation (anuloma) the 
fourt�, the stage of maturity (gotrabhu) and the fifth 
moment is the stage . of full concentration of mind 
(appanii). The persons whp are q uick to attain S1Jper;.: 
knowledge (khippilbbiiJJ1a) by-pa!S the firs t moment of . 
apperception i.e . ,  the stage of preparation (psrikamma) 
and start with the second moment;i. .e., the stage of the 
intermediate (upacara}, and attain full concentration in 
the fourth moment (Vism. 1 1 1 - 12). 

The last of the fourfold ment al absorptions is termed 
the fourth absorption (catuttha-jhana) which forms the 
buis for the attainment of super-knowledge (abhiiiffa). 
In other words, the contemplation of kasiiJB leads one 
finally to the attainment of super�knowledge (M. Ii, 
1 3-15) . . 

The Visuddhimagga (pp. 3 14 ff.) deals in detail with the 
methods by which super-know1�dge is produced. I n  order 
for cine to produce super-knowledge , it says that one has 
to develop and tame one's mind in fourteen ways. These 
fourteen ways involve contemplation on the first eight 
kasi1Ja, the attainment of the fourfold mental absorption 
of the material sphere and of the fourfold immaterial 
absorption in those kasiiJB from beginning to end and 
from end to beginning and mastery over kasi!Ja and 
jhina. 

Possessed of this skill a'nd ·mastery, one is able to 
practise any of the first eight kasiiJB and attain any of the · · 
eight jhana. He is able �o produce rnentill abso·rptiori hi 

x .. 
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. . I 
these eighfk2si1;7a (1) st11rting with the pa!havi-kasiiJB and 
ending in oda.takasinn (l<;asinanuloma): (2) star,i ng 
with odata-kasiqa a�d� el)di�g in ps!havi-kasi!Ja (ka:�l;ja
pa{ilom/1.); (3J in both ways.fk!isins-anupatiloma). H'e is 
also able to attain the •crightfo1d r�ental absorption: ( 4) 
from beginJ!ing to: end,. i ;er, from ·the: first absorption to 
the last (jhsnanuloma); (5) , frotn · the last to the first 
(jhanapa�iloma) and (6) in ·both ways ·(ihsns-anupafi� 
lama). He is again ab]e (7) to :attain� the;eightfoJd ment al 
abs orption· seperately in. different .ks$iiJa . (jhinuk
kan tika), (8) to attain one kind of merital absorption in atll 
kasiiJa (kasif!ukkantiks) and (9) to attain the eightfold 
absorption in all the eight ka$iiJB (jhanakasif!ukkaritika). 
( 10) the attainment ·  of the first ab'sorption and then 
gradually other  kiiids of absorption iri it1dividual '.fiisins 
is called ahgasahkantika, (1 1) the attai�ment of oil� kihd 
of absorption in all kssi1Ja is arammanasiihkantiks� ( 12) . 
the attainment of the first absorption in pathav1-kasina; 
the second in ap�-kasi!Ja and so on upto th

·
e· attainm�rit 

of the last absorption in odata-k11.sina is ahgarammsniJ� 
sahkantika. ( 1 3) the defining of only the factors of meritru 
absorption by defining the first absorption �s five� 
factored etc. is called definitidn of factors (ahgava
vatthana); ( 14) likewise, the defining of only the object as 
'this is the pa!hBVi-kaSIIJB 'etc. is called the definition of 
object (iiramma'!a vavatthilna: Vism. 3 1 2-15). 

-

The description of the fouteen ways, �ather tedious 
though it may be, points out the i�pOrl!lJll place the 
kasiiJ.a occupy in the scheme of spir:itJI;.!lttainme�ts · in  
Buddhism·. The skill in  and the rpa�.t�ry.;nver the practice 
of kasiiJB are essential for the, att,imnent of mental 
absorption (samsdhi}wbic_h l$ th�;sc�QM of the tbre.efold 

spiritual training (tissosikkbi}'!dvocated by the Buddha. 
This mental absorption is equally essential for the attain
ment of superknowledge (sMiifiiB) which is · the final 
result of wisdom (patl'Bi) ptbduced by the Buddhist 
scheme oi salvation . . . . · . .. . . . 

\ .  

· . ' ·. • • ,;.--, 

. �· �.,. ' . : .  

. UpaU Karunaratna 

KASHMIR, ftaS 'M. i[Qportarit place.itl the history of the 
spr�ad ·eh�f�We16�h1��iit'Of 1Juddhism. This 5000 ft. high 
vai.Jey iiifi'��:Ndf\'fi·tfnYtfp' df indls: Jlas aptly been caJJed 
lthlf 'critt1��f" S�fi'stCHt 'Bllddliism', for it was here that 
Sarviistiviaa; ii litiiayilria school using Sariskritized texts 
saw its development and afflorescence. And it was from 
Kashmir a,nd ;tbc :adjoini.ng territories of Gandhira and 
Udyina (Swat Valley) that thb · school of Buddhism 
spread to Central Asia, China and Tibet. 



�ti���;f�lfelrait.b into the Valley is; however, 
t�1in1IM:d tm��m1peJ·or· Asoka. · According to the' 

religioU! adviser, - ·Moggaliputta 
be1!irSitbt>Bt•ddhist·missionaries to V!lrious regions 
·�bor�r .. districts". A group . Jed .-by Majjbantika 
w� �deputed. to the K.iismira,..Gandhiira region 
XU. . ·82 f,\ ' ' . : . , . ..,. . 
, , . · : i \·: : ·.· . ... - - . . · -· . .  · :: . . · - . . . ·. : . . . 

. . . · . . h�r _ij :(l:i�n s�,:ted to have, been given over to th�. ,, \ l..f. • · .• ·· . . . • · . � . - ' - . 
. 

. . 
!P,Jlf!Jh�:Jilig� . . �e ki_n� of Nigas,_ Arav�)a (q.v.)_ ;strpyjg � the . .-iP.erie� �rops of the . terntor.y by 
;S·. · -� ·���� . .. w��� Majjbantikll arriv�d. But _ on 
nt._'Qf .hlJ.miracuJ.Q�S powers, ti�·e p.iOUS .monk was 
1 ·:l��J�ti'st .affe�.tc:�i. �y · the ' sto�m. ihis' . m- �de the 
� .. -N'ig,_ : fuqous · �d. h� ·inc.reased ·_th.e . fu�y of. the 
.: .B�t ·:MaJ.ji1��tik� remai�ett unidfected � .,erore: 
:Qpvb.l�lAravai� ·of the mqnk�s .superiority and.he, 
iitli.iii�.(c:>i1o:we�s. s�,�bmitte(f to his (1hjjhantika) 

ist.�hei �0. his 'di���u�se . .)his was (�]]owed by the taiice-�i t�c: ��w' faith by the Niga· vi or:Sbfpper.s. 
· . . 

· · I J ,  , · 
• • . • . ,\ : ,·. . • • ,  • 

omewh'at simihll'version occurs in the Yinayapi!aka 
e Miilasarviistividins,l and the · traditions deried 
it. These latter, embodied ·in the ·Chinese · pilgrim. 
n:..Tsang's Itinerary (Walters; op. cit. p. 365) and the 
licles·ofthcTibetan·schoJars; Bu-s ton and Tiiriinatha 
:tilte that·m-Kashmitthe monk Settled on the bank of 
t'ilihabited :by the Nag:aa., that his 'presen·ce was at
resented by them; bul thai they ultiinate]y submitted 
xounl'bf his·,supetnatutal poWers; 
... . "'··� : }  .. . . � . ... . ' . . . . . . ' 
e.����� �f. ��e monJc gi��n in �hse, is M a,�hyantik!l or 
l:ayiutdil)!l and he is s tated to  ):lave been a dis.ciple of 
td&. {n fact, it .

. 
is stated,' that at 'the time' of flis 

ti�iJ!• at Vaisali, Anand a instructed 
.
Madhyantik� 

�Jceed to K&Shmir for the propagation of Buddhism. 
. -,:5�;.���;:.; :�1? . -� . 
e ';��,Pty _of the versions in the Mahava11Jsa and 
'it,iaya of the MiiJasarviistivadins seems to indicate 
���Y!iqtika and Majjhantika are one and the same '�-i�� h,. b�en assigned to two different periods in 
:el)t qu�ers. Or it may be that Majjhantika, the 

· ,(!f, 1sokll was, o� his ordinl!-tion, named 
!:�f!ijije;lj;:JJ!�onlc .(t�s, was onep done) and b_is �tory 

�J�tt:t.r .aJs.o .. CJearJy, it is impossible 
l!iYIIi,n.JJ,k,.. . . . 

' · a lQM life. th�t he �ou]d 
.�la.Ill\l. 1a. J lnd Asoka. · 

,;,.,,fri�r;., ): p. 265. 
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Madhyantika's association with Arianda, Buddha's 
cousin and iinmediate disciple, points to the prevalance 
of the faith in Kashmir even before the time of Asok8.. 
Strong eVidence to this effect is available in K.:alhiina's 
RB.jatarailgiJ!i (l, vv. 9 I -94). In this chronicle of Kashmir 
Buddhism is mentioned as prevailin·g in the vaUey in the 
time of the K.ashmiri king Surendra who· ruled some time 
before the Mauryan Emperor. B esides, K.iismira
Gandhiira is reckoned as one-of the sixteen mahlijanapada 
occurring in Pali texts. 

Surendr�:�-, who was the ·first patron 'o( the faith in th� 
vaUe.y, appears to have been a Buddhist him� e) f. K..idhiil:la 
describes him as 'possessed of prlce]e�s greatness ' a�d 'f!lr . 
r�moved from sinfulness� The l<-'ashQ'llt{histodan specifi� 
c;ally mentions the erection of two-· vihiiras . by t_he )dpg, 
one of the·m in the vaUey to the north of Srt_nagar _and �11� 
otber b�yond the Z9jila near the coun�i:y qf ,t�e _l?�ds . . 

Confirmation of the :prev�Ien.;:!; of Bu'ddhism in· \he 
valley-b�fore the time of Asoka is. avB.it'able f�om o

.
th�r 

sour�e� 'also. lisuan-tsang records that v:b��. �ar]y.in the 
reign of A�oh, a number of monks fled froiJ! fv1agadh·a 
oif account of di(f�rellces with '  the �Plp,eror, th'ey too]c 
refuge in. Kas.hmir (W!ilters; �p·. cit. p .  267). They.wer� the 
S�iviisti��dins! Cfe'�rly ther�. m_u�t _have been iri K ashmfr 
at that time monkS who' . were . r�ildy to weicome the 
Mag ad han mon;ks in· the_ tinie .of, i.hei� diffic�ity: · 

.
. .  ' . . . . . . . . 

Even if Buddhis'itt .had • bee�· - prev·a]ent · in· · K:ashtnir 
before asokil, 'yet there is no gain saying 'the fact that the� 
faith spread widely'durlrig· this ruJer's ·time. This was due 
to the large-scale inf11Jx of monks ·into the vil.lley ib ·his 
time and t�e patronage extended to them by the emperor 
Jater in his reign · when he was · much' more favourably 
indined towards. the. Sarviistiviidins. · 

The flight of the Sarviistiviidins, according 'to Hsu���: 
tsang, deeply distressed· the einp�ror, who sent messenge� 
and J�ter went personalty to K.ashmii: to persuade them to 
return. But they refus�d to go back. Thereupon be bultt 
500 monasteries for them and gave up aU Kashmir for the 
benefit of the Buddhist Saflgba (ibid). 

That Asoka visited. Kashmir personaiJy is a]so given in 
K.alhiina's account. The historian clearly._ mentions. �he. 
founding of a number of Buddhist and ·brabmanicaJ 
shrines by the emperor. The Buddhist monuments were 
erected in the Asokan capita] of K..�hmir-Srln.�gar 
(.corresponding to present-d ay Pa�dre than on tbe 
outskirts of Srim\.gar to its south-e�st) and at Vitastatra 
and Suskalatra. The caitya bi.tiJt by bini -in the Dbarmii-

and :Tiiranitha (Schiefner). 
�m�9-��.Y.l�rJI.O-n;j·tit'lt:t�rat�al.liLteq into French by M.J. Przyl��i,. is given in htdi� Serpent. 
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.ranyavil)iira. in Vitastatra town near the source of the 
Vitasta (Jhelum) is stated t� h ave been .so high that the 
eye could not compass the e}ttent of i ts height ( K alhiina, 
op. �it. v.v. 102 f.). 

Over half a century ago, a life-size image of tlie .Buddha 
was unearthed at . Hukalitar, a village about eighteen 
miles from Srinagar which . City correspond's, to' the 
ancient Suskaletra.3 During his stay -ii(kaslimir iti the 
·seventh century A. C.  Hsuan-tsang rioti�d four Asokan 
stiipas; of wonderful height and great magnifi�ari'ce, �ath 
of which contained r.e lics of the Buddha's bo(iy (Walte.rs, 
op. cit. p. 261). 

Buddhism-suffered a temporary set back in Kashmir in 
the tiine of Asoka 's successors in the valley-J ahiuka arid 
Damodara. J alauka, whom Kalhiina represents as 
Asokil's son, was a staunch follow'er of brahmanism: He 

. was not at  first favourably disposed towards the Buddhist 
faith. and once at · the · instigation of · some · wicked 
councillors had a vihata demolished because tlie noise of 
the temple bells had disturbed hi's sleep. But later he 
relented and had a vihafa at Krtyiisrama (Kalhana v. 147) 
built at a short distance from Baramulla. Damodara, his 
son, who was also a fp Jlower of Brahmanism fell a victim 
to the· wrath of certairi mendicant Brahmans. 

. 
For two or three centuries aft�r Da.tnooara, nothing 

has some to light so. far abou.t the hi�tory, of Kas.hmir. 
During .this period north-west India was once again 

· under the rule of foreigners, including the Greeks (s .v. 
llldo-(Jreeks) . . Bu,t whe ther Kashmir was included in the . 
domain, 9f the ln<Jo�Qreek. king, Menandar, is difficult to 
say. The Milindapaflha, the Pli..li record of his discussions 
with Niigasena, ha� litl !e light to .throw on this.  

. 
K.a�h�ir, was, however, definitely included in the 

empire .of the Kushiin,as. It was in fact, in their time that 
the, valley emerged as a very prominent seat of Buddhist 
philosophical studies. According to Hsuan�tsang, the 
fourth ·Bu9dhist  Cou�cil convoked by Kani�ka, was held 
in Kashmir (Walters, op. cit. p. 270). Tibetan writers, 
including Bus ton (p. 97) and Tiiriinii:tha (ed. Schiefner, p. 
60) also mention Kashmir as the venue of this Council. 
The celebrated Indian monk, Paramartha (499-569 
A. C.), in his biography of Vasuba.n�hu (T'oung Pao, v. 
pp. 276-28 1) also confirms that the Council was held in 
Kashmir. According to both Hsuan-tsa.ng and Taraniitha, 
the Council was held

. 
at · the suggestion of Parsva, a 

leading Buddhist monk of the time. Its object was to clear 
.the confusion _in th.e king's rriind about the . different 
interpretations of the tenets of the faith by the various 
s�cts into whic:h the Sabgha had divided its�lf by ,then. 
The Council sat for a number of months and ·_ ........ ,��-· 

. reconcile the confl.icting interpretations of t he different 
sects and settle once again the Vinaya; · t he Siltra and the 
A bhidharma texts. Hsu11n-tsang says that the Council 
finally settled these texts the Sarviistivadin Tripifal<.a and 
also prepared commentaries on them. The commentaries 
known as Upadesa!iistras, the Vinaya-vibha�a-sastras 
and the A bhidh;Jrma-vibha�a-Siistras, contained -1 00,000 
stanzas each (Walters, op. cit .  p. 27 1). According to t he 
Chinese pilgrim, the · Council was . preside d  over by 
Vasumitra, an eminent monk hailing from central India. 
But Paramartha says that six hundred. years after the 
Buddha�s parinirviiiJa, Kiityiiyanlputra, with the help of 
five hundred arhats and five hundred bodhisattvas, 
ainnged the Sarvastivadin Abhidharma texts into eight 
sections and after checkhig them with the sayil1gs of the 
Buddha, compiled the J!Janaprasthana-sutia, comprising 
50;000 verse�. He then had a commentary, Vibha�a, 

· wri'tten ·upon it: 'This commentary was put into lit.erary 
Sanskrit by the poet lau�eat, A�vagho�a. who was invited 

· to Kashrn.if for the ·purpose. · · · 
Paramiittha . adds . . that Kiityiiyanlputra stopped the 

monks of Kashmir from letting the Vibha�a on the 
Jflanaprasthana go out of Kashmir lest it should be 
misinterpreted l>y outsiders : ·  Hsuan-tsang, with  greater 
probability, ascribes · a similar interdiction to ieani�k�, 
may be itt the instance ofKiityiiyaniputta. H e  adds that 
the treatises drawn up at the Council were engraved on 

. �opper plates bn orders of the kirig, who had them placed 
in ston� boxes over which was erected a stupa. . . . 

The Vibha�as · drawn up · .at the Kashmir · Council 
acquired such high renown that the Sarviistivadins came 
to be known also as Vaibhasikas and be.cause of their 
assoCiation with Kashmir the teachers who drew them up 
were sometimes ca.iled Kiisinir�is: 

. . . . 
: ·_. ' � 

According to Hsuan-tsang, Kani�ka was 'in  .. K.ashmir 
when the Council was held a.nd built � monastery: f�r the 
use of the monks attending. it He says that .. at the 
conclusion of the, pious labours. of the Council, whe1Hhe 
king left the valley by its westerngate', "he turned Hn¥ards 
the east, fell on hi!! knees and ag�n bestowed all t�s 
kingdom on the sangha". · · �v··; .  -�:;�. :: 

Kashmir's native historjan., .n.. <�c1u••u� 
the holding of the Buddhist Council 
testifies to the great influem;e 
commanded in the valley in t. 
K1miska. This hlSt � 
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of 'fot,�r Cities by them. The sites of three of these 
:kapunt; Juskapura and Kaniskapura can sti l l  be 
tied in the ·villages of'Uskur, Zakur and Kanispore. 
ldhism enjoyed such great_ popularity in the valley in 
r time and in the time of A�himaJ?yii who followed, 
: Kashmir was then, .in the words of Kalhana, "for the 
;t . part, an appanage of the · Buddhists who had 
u ired lusture .by renunciation. " The greatest of these 
ldhists ·was the illustrious Niigiijuna, whom Kalhiina 
:ribes (I; v. 1 73) as "the sole supreme ruler of>the 
f." (eko Muniivaro) This accords well with the view 
1 Kaniska had rnade a gift of Kashmir to the Sahgha. 
Tiigiirjuna resided, in Kashmir, a( Harwan, the anciept 
larhadv�a which has given- its present came to the 
11ity. Sadarhadvana (which in Sanskrit, means "the 
v.e of six saints " appears to have got its · name becasue 
:he resid�_�ce there of six .'arhants' including Piirsva, 
mmitra and. Asvaghosa. ·Thi�, coupled with the 
:overy there some years ag·o. of. the rem�ns of a 
nber of Buddhist monuments raises ·a strong presum p
l in favour of regarding it as the venue of the Fourth 
Mhist Council. 

Juddhism witnessed i ts maximum popu larity in 
shmir whe_n N agarjuna lived there in the time . of the 
!r Kushiin.as itnd Abllimanyu. This was .p·artly -��e .to. 
·al patronage but mainly. because w:i�er ·NaigatJ�i1 � 's 
d a�ce, the Buddhist. de(ea��d · �n :di�p���:t�.cuhill ;i�e :· 
rned Brahm�$ in· t�e. J�ncJ . J��J.��-rlq'·· 1J.2�Jt�:)."���.ia -. 

during those times that savants like .KumaraJ1va· and 
Vasubandhu visited the valley Jor:�studie:s and eminent 
K.ashmiri monks like Auddhaya�as. Vimalak�a. Guna- . 
varman and others visited other countries for the. propa
gation of the faith. 

The last of these native Hindu rulers, S�dhimati or 
Sandhirnan, was com p alled to.abdicate on acc0unt of the 
disaffection of the people, worked up  by the wicked Hun 
ruler Mihirakula  wh.o, defeated elsewhere, had taken 
refuge in Kashmir and had been granted a Jagir by the • 
king. 

Hsuan-tsang _ described Mihirakula as a great perse
cutor of Buddhis'ts and destroyer of Buddhist monllSteries 
in Gandbiira !lnd �tber regions, But Kalhiina, who 
confirms this king's-wickedness and calls him a 'killer of 
three cr:ores' has not represented him as hostile to the . 
B!lddhists alone. T. · W. Rhys Davids gives plausible 
reasons for not regarding · this . king B.S a ·persecutor as · 
such; .adding that, in fact', his ministers · were, Bu�dhis�s. 
His cruel actia-ns wer_e· merely those of a fierce inva<Jer . 
JPTS 1 896, p, 87). 

. 

'At the close. of the,. 
· the_ Kashmir thro · 

. tter of fact, the faith became 'so·,wide_spr��dff��t·��.e: .  
ditionalbrahmllhical rite) antH:us'tQtHst�H�i:)�$���-F. :; :· . 

, · . , · 
·

' .. � . :� � t� . � 't- !--��t-"l �?.·:·� -��:·��1{;.�/f.;fit ��J;�������:; . · ; 
�ut. t�_,,t �s.;n,�� fo�, ����\��-<)l;l���ffi.f,l�!9·�!gt��y�, e.� · 
1ters le,� ,o.�h� 

.. 
���t� �g�d�J?..Ji�ft�� : �ftljltg�Ji�����s: �; 

Buddhtst blltk�Us1. :lb..r; . :. ��S�'-�.L��;; ·�,Wl�{�.l!s_::; ;tp ;!-t ,, . 
.shmir bad in those years were as_Crib.ed by the Brilliman . · 
ests to the wrath oftb d '�l liga deiii·e·� on· account 9£' the 
•ppage- ·of the cust6h1-ary .offetin:gs to them . .  l:)y : tfie 
:>pie. And when weather conditfons improved, "the 
Jcoine- development was ascribed _b y the Brahmans. to 
� kind intercession of the Niigas. The result - was a · 
-back ·to the Buddhist influ�nce and the revival of the 
stomary practices and offerings. 

Very Jit tle is known about the condition of Buddhism 
ring the time of the next four ·of five rulers. But in the 
ne of Nara or Kinnan� who came after them, the faith 
ffered a major blow. The wicked king who did not 
are Brahmans either, had a large number of vihar�t; 
strayed in return for the wrong-doing of one single 
:mk (ibid . v. 199). 

. 

After Nara Kashmir was for a long time; under Hindu 
lers. But there is no mention of any severity to · 
1ddhism in their time. On the contrary, Kashmir 
ntinued to be a seat of Buddhist learning. In fact it wa� 

.· Jn the . 
by ·- the' -Kash 
Vibhl�Sria of . 
exagge-rated clliirrf 'd . . 
Ce j lonese annals' or ·io!. __ l!l. -�-ivl1f!'t;f... 

D�ring Megh-�vihan�;�'tirrie, l�hmir agtdn witnessed 
. the erection of 11. l�rge nu�ber

. 
ot .Buddhist foundations. 

The king himself founded a city, created an agrshara, 
(endowment in favour of so.me shiine) and built _lil number 
of viharas. Viharas named after themselves were huiit by 
his five queens also. The best known of these was the lofty 
Amrtabhavana near Vicharnag to the north of S_rinngar. 
This vihara which was built by the principal Queen 
Amrtpr�bhii, a princess from

. 
Assam, was meant for the 

use of bhiksus from the plains. Her teacher who hailed 
from Ladakh founded a stflpa. 

t 

. , 
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Meghaviihana was described as a mine of precious one of the eltpeditions he carried a colossal image of the 
virtues (Gunarat�akara) by Kalhana. To avoid hardship · ·· · '  'Bliddha (Brhadbuddha) from the estern regions to  
caused to  butchers, fisherman and others by his prohibi- Kashmir (Kalhana, IV, V. 299) a considerable feat In 
tion of killing, he gave generous monetary assistance and those early days of slow movement  and p rimitive 
set them up in other professions. transport. The northern teritories which the king raided 

included Ladakh, Gilgit, Kamboja (eastern Afghanistan) After Meghavahana we do not come across any ruler and Tukharistan on the upper Oxus, From there he got 
of Kashmir who was a Buddhist. But the faith continued both riches and a number of t alented persons who were 
to be professed and patronised, even by important appointed to high places. M any of them must h ave been 
personages. This is clear from the fact that a numbre of Buddhists. His chief minister, Cankuna, who hailed from 
Buddhist sacred buildings were put up in their time. The the land of the Tukharas, was aa ardent Buddh ist. The 
best known of these was the massive Jayendravihara, put treasures which Lalitaditya got from his expeditions 
up by the maternal uncle of Pravarasena who ruled abroad were utilised in the foundation of new towns anq 
towards the latter part of the sixth century A. C. Another the erection of sacred buildihgs. These included a number magnificent vihara, known as Morokabhavana was of viharas and caityas also. Some of the most magnificent erected by the king's minister, Moroka. Both the .!ayendra- buildings ever built in Kashmir were put up by him in his 
vihara and the Morokabhavana were in the new city of new capital Parihasapura near the confluence of the ·  
Pravarapura (modern Srinagar) which the king founded Vitas ia (Jhelum) and its principal tributary Sindh, about 
and to which he transferred the capital fr;om the Asokan a doz.en miles from Srinagar. These included a large 
capital, Srinagar, nearly three miles away. Hsuan-tsang vihara and caitya. The vihara, known as Rsjavihara 

· had resided in the Jayendravihara (which seems to have (ibid . v. 200), comprised a large quadrangle and a number 
been in the vicinity of today's .lama Masjid). of lofty chapels. It was well endowed.  The caitya 

Buddhism in Kashmir witnessed a fresh efflorescence 
in the time of the Karkotas (600 to 855 A. C.). Though not 
Buddhists themselves, the Karkota tulers extended their 
patronage to the faith in rich measure. Hsuan-tsang's 
visit to Kashmir is .usually placed in the time of the first 
Karkota ruler Durlabhavard han a, whose Queen, Anal'lga
lekhii put up a vihara. The king also pat ronised the faith. 
This becomes clear · from his treatment .of the Chinese 
pilgrim. Besides honouring him with a great personal 
welcome and introducing him to the Buddhist and other 
celebrities in the land, he lodged him in the palace and 
placed twenty scribes at his d isposal to copy the iexts in 
whiCh the visjtjng scholar might feel interested. He was 
also given five attendants to mini�ter to his personal · 
needs. 

Hsuan-tsang remained in Kashmir for two years from 
May 63 1 to April 633 A. C. Thcugh he complains that 'at 
the present time this kingdom is not much given to the 
faith', yet he found a large number of monasteries in 
existence. In addition to the four Asokan stfipas already 
mentioned, he places the number of monasteries at over a 
hundred (Walters, . op. cit. p. 26 1). In these lived 5000 
.monks. This c<;>mpares Javoura,bly with the number of 
mon)<s in the other territories where the faith prevailed at 
.that time. 

histn in Kashmir witnesed a further ex�ension in 
time of t he fifth Karkota ruler Lalitiiditya-M ukt apiqa 

· 736 A. C.). Like the illustrious Asoka, this greatest 
native rulers p atronised all faiths. Lalitaditya 

'nnur .. ,rrnJ. ruler and a considerable part of his thirty 
; .rule was spent in campaigns abroad .  His 
Buddhism can be gauged from the fact that in 

contained the colossal image of the Buddha which the 
king had brought from Magadha. This was later replaced 
bv another massive copper one weighing several hundred 
;,aunds, when the one brought from outside was given to 
Cankuna to b� placed in his vihiira. Cankuna's vihsrA 
was at a little distance from the Rsjsvihara and cont�ined 
a huge slfipa also. It �as embellished with a number of 
golden images of the Buddha. Buddhist structures .were 
erected not only in Parihasapura. The king put. up 
another huge vihsra with a stiipa ip the ancient to.� of 
Huskapl.ira, probably at the site of an earli�( Yib!rit 
which had formed Hsuan-tsang's resting place duri�_g_ljjs; 
first night in the valley. Cankuna also erected ll -�,•gnifi
cent vihara in the o ld capital. This wa� known as 
Cankunavihiira. Cankuna's brother-in-law, IsliJjatilndra 
who was the· king's physician, also built a 'vi�an··�ith a 
number of golden images of the Buddha� · 

tributary rafii of Lata (south and central , 
founded a vihara, which was a marVilr' "lil'lffntiMUtio 
Kalhlina. Ksyyavihiirawas the estc:Jeti1CI::9.f: 
bhiksu Sarva Jinamitra wliich 
compares to the Jins (the Bud�; 

· 

Lalitaditya'� grandson J. 
was also a powerful ruler, 
his grandfather. He f 
some distance form Pa•nh:a!ul 
Vitasta. Inside the town, 
images, including lu"'"" · v. 
this ruler, who was not . 
images of the Bud 

There was a 
Buddhists and 
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trkotas. This is borne out by the account of Ou-kong, a 
unese traveller who was in Kashmir for four years in 
c second. half of the eighth century shortly after 
Llitilditya's .reign� 

Hsuan-tsang had reckoned the number of monasteries 
�as.hmir at around a hundred, but Ou-kong found 
er .three hundred . monasteries and a considerable 
lmber.of.stiipasand sacred images . These two were not. 
e o�ly foreignen to come to Kashmir during the time of 
e �arkot.as. Another . illustrious foreigner who then 
1ited K.ash�r to le_arn from the teachers there was 
1onmi Sambbota, a minister of Tibet's fir.st great ruler, 
on-btsan-sgam-po. 

Buddhism lost its ascendancy in Kashmir with the 
cline-ohherule ofthe Karakotas . After Jayapida we do 
tt come across any notable Buddhist foundations till we 
me to Diddil (about 1000 A. C.) a .:;lever, crafty queen 
ilo did not scruple to sacrifice ever her off-spring so that . 
e might hereself ·occupy the throne. Her tyranniCal 
tsband Ksemagupta burnt the magnificant Jayendra
hira i.nd seized the thirty six villages belonging t� it 
�alhiina, ·vi , w. 171-175). In · order to atone somtiwhat 
r her own and her husband 's misdeeds, Didda .made 
tty four religious "foundations and restored some of the· 
.hied buildings. l t  is likely that she rebuilt the Jiiyendra
birs al5o. She is specifically known to have erected two 
hiras one in Poonch and the other in Srinagar. The 
tter, known as Diddsmaths has left its name in a 
cality in Srinagar. During this period also, Kashmir 
tridnued to be a seiit of Buddhist learning. This is clear om the fact that Didda's vihiliss were meant to house >�. th�·j;atiVe and outside monks: Among the outside.rs 
ho visi'teci" Kashmir about this time, the best known. is · 
!t! �l

_
ebtated Tibetan scholar Rin-chen-zang-po. 

M:9i.t of the rulen who foHowed . Didda are not known 
• have achieved any pre-eminence. Some of them did not 

to lay their hands on the. property of even 
Joundalions. Thus Kalasa ( 1063-89 A.C.) 

I�·���.P.i�ed the .vi.Uages allocated to many temples and 
)Pl�.RiQ .• I� the: ,�ra,s� images of a number of Buddhist 
���fM�l�"li.a�sa,{l089-1 101  A. C.) was even worse 

appropriated the images of both the 
�, �··u,. . .... ,. shrines. Of the four images spared, 
e: ll�t\&iat One of these was in Srinagar and the 

These were spared at the request 
. s

.
raniana K.usalasri and the king's 
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erected a number of vihB.ras in Bhiltepore, the town 
named after him. Sussala, the wife of another minister, 
built afresh the Cankunavihiira, of which nothing but the 
name had remained. Viharas were also put up by the 
other ministers to perpetuate the memory of their dead 
wives. 

Jayasimha's successors were as worthless as some of 
his predecessors, and Hindu rule in Kashmir came to an 
end in 1 339 A.C. when Shahmira, an astute adventurer 
from outside, dispossessed the last Hindu ruler, queen 
Kotadevi, from the throne of Kashmir. 

But Buddhism as . a separate religion had passed its 
meridian long before the advent of Muslim rule. This was 
because of a powerful swing in favour of Saivism in the 
ninth century A. C. But Kashmir Saivism was · it�elf 
strongly influenced by Buddhist doctrines. 

The two faiths existed side by side. There was rivalry 
between them at times but not active hostility or attempts 
at coercion or forcible conversion, On the cpntrary, there 
generally existed a spiit of toleration and respect for each 
other's beliefs .  Asoka, for example, is known to have 

. erected two brahminical temples at Bijbihara (Kalhana; 
I, v. 106), 28 miles from Srinagar. The Brahmans, for 

. their ·part, found a place .for the Buddha in their s�cred 
pantheon whe·n the 'traditional mode of wbrship was 
revived in the time of . Abhinianyu. Thus we find the 
worship of the Budd-ha' enjo�ned upon the Hindus of 
Ka�hmir in the N1Jamil'Apudpam w)lich lists the pilgri- · 
mages etc., in anc;ient Kashmir. Aci:ording to thi$ sacred 
t�xt produced in the time 6f:A�H�h;lany'u�· wtirstiij,- to the 
Siik�itinuni was _to b�' 'Off�r�d'On ·iii� 'tiihfida}' Vaisakha 
Piirrjinii. On· this day, : the ·.ouddil'li'{ iinage· '*ai. to ·be 
worshipped in cailyas and temple� IYld . gifts' of food 

. clothes, cows and' books 'etc' . . wer� tb' be made' · to th; 
Buddhists. 

· 

Tbe process of the two faiths coming nearer �o each 
other was greatly strengthened · with the rise of the 
Mahayana and Tlntrism. Like the Hindus, the Buddhists 
now had gods and goddesses. This led ro the growth of 
many common traits and pre.ctices. The result was that 
early in the ninth century when there was a· resurgen�e of 
Sah·ism there was not mach outward difference bet�een 
the followers of the two faiths. The same household often 
contained followers of both faiths. Inside monasteries 
and temples ·aJso, Hindu sadhiis and Buddhist iramanas 
liveo:d side by side. That was why after the time of the 
Karko{as, kings, queens and their nobles erect�:d a large 
numbet of mathas or cbnvents witho�t assigning them 
exclusively to the followers of any one particular faith. 

During the time of the first four Muslim rulers, Hindus 
.and Buddhists were free to pursue their respective faiths; 
Jonaraja, a contemporary Kashmiri historian has 

,, 

+ 
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recorded how Shahmira's grandson, Shahab--ud-Din 
( 1 354- 1 373 A .C.) severely admonished one of his 
ministers, when the latter suggested that the metal from 
the image of Brhadbuddha be used for coinage (Ganhar, 
op. cit. p. 144). But this large-hearted tolerance was not to 
last long. The non-Muslim faiths in the valley received a 
severe blow in the time of the fifth Muslim ruler Sikandar 
(1 389-1413  A.C.) and his son and successor Ali Shah 
(1413  - 1420 A.C.). According to Jonaraja "the king 
(Sikandar) took delight day and night in breaking the 
sacred images. There was no city, no town, no village, no 
wood, where the temples of the gods were left unbroken. " 
Not only that, both Sikandar and his son forced the non 
Muslims to renounce their faith and embrace Islam .. 
Many succumbed and abjured their ancestral faiths, but 
there' were many others who became martyrs to them. 

The persecution of Sikandar and Ali left few Hindus, 
and fewer Buddhists living in Kashmir. And the suffering 
undergone in common knit those that remained or 
returned in the time of Sultan Zain-ul-Abidin ( 1420-70 
A.C.; he followed Ali) so close together that the 
distinction between the followers of the two faiths was 
practically wiped out. But Buddhism was l:ly no means 
dead in Kashmir valley. This becomes clear from a ,  
perusal of the record of events in the time of Zain-ul
Abidin and some of his immediate successors . ·  

Zain-ul-abidin, popularly known as Bad Shah (Great 
king) is perhaps the noblest ruler in the long history of 
Kashmir. He did much to heal the woulds inflicted on the 
non-Muslims in the time of his two predecessors. His 
chief minister was a Buddhist named Tilakacarya. The 
Sultan had two viharas erec�ed on opposite banks of the 
Vitasta in Srinagar. There is mention of the erection of 
viharss in the time of Zain�ul-Abidin's grandson Hassan 
shah ( 1472- 1484 A. C.). But after that we come across no 
mention of Buddhi11ts or l'ihiirss in the history of 
Ka!hmir, till we come to the present century. 

Early in the thirties of this century there was a revival 
of interest in Kashmir's Buddhist heritage. An organi
sation known as the Kashmir Raj Bodhi Sabha was set up 
at Srinagar with the twofold object of propagating the 
Dharma in a ]arid where it once flourished, and rehabili
tating the Buddhists of Ladakh socially; politically and 
economically. The head lama of Ladakh, Kushok 
S taksang Raspa of Hemis Gumpa, was the patron of the 
organisation, which did good work in drawing attention 
to the plight of the Buddhists of Ladakh and succeeded in 
securing sorl!_e valuable concessing for them. A three-acre 
plot of land for the construction of a vihara in Srinagar 
was also given to the Sabha on lease for a period of forty 
years on a nominal rent of Rs. 1 2  per annum (Ganbar, op. 
cit .  p. 219). But a vihars yet remains to be built in the 

capital of Kashmir, which was once a fountain-head of 
Buddhist learning and a land of viharas and caityas. 

J. N. Ganhar 

KASSAPA, the twenty fourth Buddha who preceded 
Gautama Buddha and the third B uddha of the present 
world period called ' the Bhaddskappa (the 'Fortunate' 
world period). He was born in Benares, of brahmin 
parents, Brahmadatta ans:l DhanavatT; belonging to the 
Kassapagotta (Kassapa clan) . He was twenty ratanas 
(approximately sixty feet  according to PED.) in height, 
and his life-span was twenty thousand years. For two 
thousand years he lived in the household, in three 
magnificent palaces named HB111savii (Ha�sa), Yasavii 
(Yasa) and Sidnanda (Buv. p.94; BuvA. p. 217). Sunandii 
was his wife by whom he begot a son named Vij itasena. 
Being confronted with four signs (nimitta) he renounced 
worldly life and attained Buddhahood after a week's 
sustained striving (padhana). He was served with a meal 
of milk rice by his wife just before attaining Enlighten
ment and grass for his seat was provided by a farm boy 
named Som a. He attained Enlightenment at the foot of a 
Nigfodha (banyan) tree. The first sermon Kassapil 
Buddha preached was at Isipatana,to a· great multitude 
of bhikkhiis who renounced the world along with him; 
He performed the twin-miracle at the foot of a as ana tree 
outside Sundaranagara. Among h is most famous 
conversions was that of a demon (yakkha) n amed 
N aradeva. His chief disciples were Tissa and Bhar'advaja 
among monks, and Anulii and Uruvelii among nuns, his 
constant atte1_1dant being sabbamitta. Pre�minent of his 
patrons were Sumangala and Gha!ikiira · among males 
and Vijitasenii and Bhaddha among fem&]es. He passed 
away in the Setavya pleasance in the city of Kiisi, and a 
stilpa, one league in height, was built over his bodily 
remains. 

'During the time of Kassapa Buddha, the bodhisatta . 
(Gautama Buddha in a past  birth in sarpsariJ) was a 
brahmin youth named Jotipala who, afterwards, coming 
under the influence of Gha!iklira, became a monk .. This 
Ghatlkiira was later born in the Brahmaloka and visited 
Got�ma Buddha and the l atter reminded Gha�ikiira of 
their past  friendship. (s;v. DPPN). 

KASSAPA SiHAN ADA SUIT A is the eighth sutta of the 
Digha Nikaya (D. I, pp. 16 1- 177). This sutts recor�s a 
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conversation that took place between the Buddha and the 
naked ascetic (acelaks) Kassapa at the Ka1_19akatthala 
Deer Park in Ujufifiii. 

· 

Kassapa, in conversation with the Buddha, reports to 
the latter that there is wide-spread talk among religious 
groups that the Buddha disparages all penances or ascetic 
practices (SamBf!O Gotamo sabbarp taparp gar{Jhati) as 
well as those who resort to such practices and poses a 
que�tion to the Buddha whether such t alk represents the 
Buddha's true position. Disclaiming such an attitude the 
Buddha tells Kilssapa that through his Divine Eye 
(dibba-cakl(hu) be sees s ome ascetics who resort to 

seevere ascetic practices, after death, being reborn in 
good states (sugati) in · heavenly realms (saggaloka) 
whereas some who resort to the same practices, after 

· death, being reborn in woeful  states (duggati}, in the 
.purgatories. Further, the Buddha tells Kassapa that there 
are intelligent recluses (sama'!as) and brahmins who are 
experienced and cJever at argumentation, going about 
debatin,g with other religious groups and that some of the 
views they express tally .with his ·own views . In the course 
of the conversation �he B\iddha re.counts the different 
�cetic · practices and religious vows prevalent among 
reli.gious groups at that time, such as goi'ng about naked, 
eating one's own' excreta an�· drinking one's own urine, 
living hi thickets, refraiQing fro� eating :de�nt meals, 
denying to the body its basic needs and car.e, going about 
in. the .postures and behaving like cow.s . and d ogs. The 
Buddha tells Kassapa further that such practices can be 

. resorted.to even by immature Village folks and that such 
practic�s do not tonduce to $piritual d�velopment:. the. 
Buddha, next, in a challenging tone (sihanads - r01ir bf a 
lion) claims th�t the Path he had discov�red-the ?-iobl� 

·. 
Eightfol� Path - .is the only means (ekJiyano maggo) fdr 
the spiritual perfection of man and that he. and · his · 
disciples have attained perfection by diligently treading 
that path. · · · 

r: • .  
A t  the .end o f  the convers�tion Kassapa becomes 

convinced .about the futility of his own religious beliefs 
and bec()mes a disciple of the Buddha, and striving. 

. diligently, before long attains arahantship. 

W. G. Weero.-atne 

KASYAPA MATANGA, an Indian Buddhist monk of 
the 6th century A. C. who lived in Central India. He was 
later accompanied to China by ·a Cbiri.ese mission during 
the reign of the emperor Ming�Ti of the Han dynasty: 

Historical records agree in asigning to A. C .  67 the first 
offic ia l  i ntroduction of Buddhism into China. The 
emperor Ming-Ti who was stimulated by a d  ream, sent a n  
expedi t ion t o  I ndia in search of the golden m an of  whom 
he had dre amt. When the mission returned they brought 
back with them, not only the Buddhist scriptures but also . 
two Indian Buddhist monks n amed, Kasyapa Miitaflga 
and Dharmarak�a .  Both these moriks stayed i n  Loyang, 
the capi tal of the dynasty. in the White H or:se monastery. 
This monastery was S(l called because the foreign monks 
rwf.e .. on white horses or used them for carrying books. 

According 1_o· Chinese annals these e arly .Buddhist 
missionaries preached the sanctity of all animal life, 
mete.mpsychosis, meditation,- asceticism and karma. 
These two Buddhist monks began a long series of 
translations which assumed gigantic pro!'ortions in the 
following centuries. To KiiSyapa Miitaiiga is ascribed a 
collection of extracts known as the Siitra of Forty-two 
sections which is still popular in China. This work 
adheres closely to the teachin.g of the Pali Tripi!aka and 
shows hardly any traces of M ahayiina Buddhism (Charles 
El iot, Hinduism and Buddhism, London- 192 1 ,  Vol. II, p. 
7 1 ;  Vol. III ,  pp. )44, 248). 

. , 

Indumatl KarUnaratne 

. . -- ;: KASYAPiY A� · :n�me Of a schaol of early Buddhism ,  
considered · a�' �;.;· offshobt o f  Sthaviras, a�d tiad arisen 
sho'ftly af,ter. ihe· break away of the Sarvastiviidins from 
the patent bhdy. They are usually placed in the end of the 
third centurv a.frer the parinirva11a of the Buddha and are 
said to ha:�� o·�iginated in the �orth-western regions of 
India. 

. Vasumitra identifies this school with the Suvarsakas. 
Both names are derived by Paramiirtha and K'uei-chi 
from the n ames of sage (r�i) Kasyapa and a brahmin 
Suvar5a. · 

Kbaros�hi inscriptions indicate their prese�ce in the 
third century A. C. in Taksasilii and Bedadi and towards 
t he middle or' the fifth �entury in Pa.iatu Dheri near 
Peshawar. But, in the seventh century, Hsuan-tsang and 
subsequently 1-tsing found their descendants gone over 
to Mahayana doctrines in Uddiyana and outside India . , , 
in Kharachei' and Khotan. 

According to certain texts (Sariputrapariprccha: Clw� 
li-fu-wen-ching, Taisho, No. 1465. p. 900 c: and the Ta
pi-k'ieu-ssn-ts'ien-wei-yi, Taisho, No. 1 470, p .  926 a) they 
dressed in purplish red robes. · 
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Mahalcapi Jataka, a sculpture at Bharhut. 
Courtesy: "The Way of the Buddha", Publication Division of the Ministry of 
Inform�tion and Broadcasting, Government of India, 1956, .,. _ 140, No. 3 I .  
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·' 
Vessantara Jiitjlka, a !icul�ture, at .:Sinchi. · . . >· ., 

· .  Courtesy: ""I;�e Way q(tthe . "Buddha", Publication Divisiort of the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, 1956, p.  1 42, No. 35. 
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Vessantara giving aw.ay .his horses; from a painting in the Kela:niya Rajamahavihira 
(c. 18S0-1). 

· 

Courtesy: "The Rock and Wall Paintings of Sri Lanka";Senaka Bandaranayake and 
Gamini Jayui�ghe, Colombo; 1986, p. 224, pl. 136. · · 
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KaHhahiiri Jiitaka, in a mural on wall 2 in ambulatory, Purviiriima, Kataluwa, Sri 
Lanka. 

· · 

Courtesy: !The Rock and Wall Paintings of Sri Lanka', Senaka Bandaranayalc.e and . .. .. 
Gamini Jayasinghe, Colombo 1986, p. 254-5, pl. 146. ·· ·' �::.-_: . : 
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.. ATE VIII 

Head of Buddha Statue, from JauUan, Taxila. 
Courtesy: 'East and West', New series, Vol. 1 3, -No. 4, lsMEO, Rome. Fig. 14. r 



PLATE IX 

Dedication of Aniithapi�<;Hkiriim� in Jetavana to the bhikkhu s angha by 
Anlthap��ika. . 
Courtesy: ''Buddhist Monuments", Debala Mitra, India, 1980, photograph 13 .  



Image House, Jetavana, Anuradhapura; 
Courtesy: ''The Culturhl' iriilngle of Sri Lanka", UNESCO publishing. CCF. , 1993, · 
p. 77. 
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Kirivehera in lC.ataraga:ma built on.the spot sanctified by the Buddha in �is third visit . 
to Sri Lanka. 

· 

Courtesy: "IC.ataragama Pudasirit", A1utweva Soratha, Sri Lanka, 1993, p. 1 10. 
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Bodhi-tree at Kataragarna grown out of one of the first eight seeds of the sacred 
BOdhi-tree in Anuradhapura. 
Courtesy: "Kataragarna Pudasirit", Alutweva Soratha, Sri Lanka, 1993 , p. 1 1 1 .  
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Shrine of the Kataragatna deity . 
. Courtesy: " Ki.tatagartra �udasirit", Alutweva Soratha, Sri Lanka, 1993, p. 103 .  
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Entrance to the K.ff}aniya Temple with the st\ipa in the background. 
Courtesy: Associated Newspapers of Ceylon Ltd ., Colombo, Sri Lanka. 
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Magulma4uvil or Council Chamber of the Kandyan kings, behind the Da)adii-
Miliglva. . . 
. Courtesy: "Cultural Triangle of Sri Lanka", UNESCO publishing CCF, p. 169. 
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sudden demise of the Venerable Tambiliyana 

who was serving on the Editorial staff of the 

· · ·. uddhism for nearly four years . A keen student of 

Dharruna and Archaeology, he had obtained both the 

M.Sc degree from recognised universities in Sri Lanka. 

The Venerable Thera compiled several articles to the Encyclopaedia of 

Buddhism some of which have already been published in Fascicle 1 of 

Volume VI, and the present Fascicle, too, carries several of his articles. 
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KAS YAPIYA 

Of their l i terature only a short treatise on disci
pl i ne is  known , a Priitimok�a Stitra (Kiai-t 'o-kiai
ching: Taisho, No. 1 460; Nanjio, No 1 1 80) by Gautama 
Prajna-ruci. It wou ld  appear· that they had a Vinaya 
Pi,tq.ka of thei r own, while their doctrines were close 
to those of the Dharmaguptakas. The Vinaya-matrkci, 
which is usual ly ascribed to the Haimavatas (because 
of frequent references to the Himalaya), may have been 
a text of the Kasyaplyas; for i ts authors had a canon 
very s imi lar to that of the Dharmaguptakas. Their 
Stitra-pifaka i s  practical ly identical with that of the 
Dharmaguptakas, and as regards the Abhidharma
Pifaka i t  is very probable that the Kasyapiyas borro
wed the Siiriputriibhidharmafiistra from the Dharma
guptakas. The few doctrines on which the two schools 
d isagree are found only in post-canonical works. 

The five main theories pecul ier to the Kasyapiyas 
are: 
1 .  Past karma which has not borne frui t  yet exists; 

the rest of the past does not exist. This is their fun
damental thesis  which made it necessary for them 
to establ ish themselves as an independent school . 
I t  is a compromise formula between opinions of 
the Satvastivad ins, Mahi sasakas and Vibhajya
vadins. Drawing a comparison from plant-l ife they 

·· say that as long as the shoot does not appear the 
seed is there, but as soon as the shoot appears, the 
seed does not exist any more: 

2. In abandoning (prahana) there is  perfect knowl
edge (pari;na) and wi thout perfect knowledge 
there is no abandoning. This version agrees with 
the three Tibetan translations ofVasumitra, Bhavya 
and Vinitadeva and also with the Chinese transla
tions of Vasumitra by Satighabhi'iti and others of 
the former Ts' in  dynasty. However, the Chinese 
translations of Vasumitra by Paramartha and by 
Hsuan-tsang give a very different arid probably 

. mistaken version. According to the Kasyapi yas, 
the comprehensive knowledge of a defilement or 
passion is a necessary condition for deliverance 
thereof. 

3.  Whatever is composi te (sm1Jskrrta) has a cause 
(hetu) in the past and noth ing that is composite 
has a cause in the future. This total rejection of a 
final cause, i . e . ,  a goal or purpose being the cause 
of an action, is evidently a rejection of the theses 
of the Sautrantikas and the Sarvastivadins, main
taining that future actions can be the cause of ret
ribution (vipakahetu) and even the efficient or pro
ductive cause (kiirm;ahetu). K'uei-chi ,  comment-

1 55 KATH.AVATTHU 

i ng on th is  view, says that the Kasyapiyas denied 
even that the present could be an efficient cause in  
respect of the future. 

4. The actions (karma) of learners (wi�a) on the Path 
bear fru i t  (vipiikaphala). This  proposit ion was 
aimed at the contradictory views of certain sch<;>ols, 
which could  lead to an i n terpretation that the 
achievements of adepts (as'aik�a, i .e . ,  arhat) are 
the result of earlier practice. 

5 .  All composite elements (samskrta) are i nstantly 
destroyed (k�a'!ika-niruddha). 

Vasumi tra and B h avya mention that thei r  other 
propositions greatly resemble those of the Dharma
guptakas. 

H. G. A. van Zeist . 

KATARAGAMA. see KACARAGAMA 

KATHAVATTHU i s  one of the  seven books belong
ing to the Abhidhamma P(taka of the Theravada tra
dition. Although the book i s  believed to have been 
added to the canon l ast, i n  the traditional listin g  of the 
Abhidhamma books it i s  placed as the fifth. The tradi
tional Theravada belief is that the Abhidluimma P�taka, 
i n  its extant form, was preached by the B uddha him
self. In  the commentary to the Dhammasahgani, 
Buddhaghosa says that theAbhidhamma was preached 
by the Buddha to the inhabi tants of the Tiivati.n:'sa 
heaven where his mother was born fol lowing her death, 
i mmediately after the birth of the future Buddha. This 
theory of the i nception (nidiina) of the Abhidhamma 

· is meant to attribute the general authorship of the P�taka 
to the Buddha. However, i n  the case of the Kvu. one 
has to take into consideration the fol lowing two points : 
( 1 )  Kvu. is the only Therav-ada Abhidhamma book for 
which the tradi tion acknowledges a separate author, 
namely, the great elder Moggaliputta Tissa. (2) Its sub
ject matter is a cri tique of the so cal led wrong views 
adopted by l ater Buddhist sects that emerged several 
centuries after the parinibbiina of the Buddha. In this 
connection, the commentary (viz.Pancappakaraf!a! 
,thakathii has the following explanation to make: 

After he [ the  B u d d h a] had taugh t them the 
Dhammasahgani, the Vibhanga, the Dhiitukatha 
and the Puggalapannatti, he thought: when i n  the 
future the turn for setting forth the Kathavatthu 
shall arrive, my disciple, the greatly wise Elder, 
Tissa, the son ofMoggalf wi l l  purge the blemishes 
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that have arisen in the Religion, and cal l ing a third 
counci l, will ,  seated in  the midst of the Order, 
divide this compilation into thousand sections . . . . . .  
he  drew up, with respect to courses to be adopted 
in  al l the d iscourses, a l i st of heads in a text 
uncompleted by just one section for recitation. 

This saves the situation by attributing the author
ship of the main themes of debates recorded in the book 
to the Buddha and by leaving the detai led authorship 
to Moggafiputta Tissa. 

The historical background of the Kvu is  the divi
sion of the sangha into many different schools. Ac
cording to the commentary to the Kvu. ,  one hundred 
years after the parinibbtina of the Buddha, a group of 
monks called Vajjiputtaka proposed laxity of rules. The 
orthodox monks got together and decided that the pro
posed relaxation of rules was not warranted by the 
original Wnaya of the Buddha. The group who did not 
accept thi s · decision broke away from the original 
group and formed a new sect called 'Mahasat1ghika' or 
'those who belonged to the great community'. The tra
ditional group came to be known as Theravadins' i .e. 
'those who follow the doctrine of the Elders' .  Subse
quently, about two centuries after the parinibbtina of 
the Buddha,  there s prang fi ve sects from the . 
MaJtasahghikas, namely, Ekabboharika, Gokulika, 
Pafifi'attivada, B a hu l i k a  and Cet iyavada .  From 
Ttieravada arose eleven sects, namely, Mahisasaka, 
Sabbatthivada, Kassapi ya, Sat1krantika, Sutta-vada, 
Dhammagutti ka,  Vajj i puttaka, Dhammu ttari y a ,  
Channagarika, Bhadrayanika and Sammitiya. During 
the reign of Emperor Asoka, who showed great con
cern for the stisana, there were many who entered i t  
for the sole purpose of living an easy l ife. As a result, 
the siisana had become corrupted. The third council 
was convened by Asoka in order to remedy this situa
tion. In this council, the entire three Pitakas were re-
. 
cited and the Katluivatthu was compil�d by the con
venor of the counci l ,  Moggal iputta Tissa Maha Thera 
in order to repudiate the wrong views held ·by the 
niktiyins other than the Theravadins. This Theravada 
version of the story and the very historicity of the third 
council have been questioned by certain historians. 
Moreover, it has been shown that some of the sects 
mentioned in the book belong to a post Asoka period. 
Nevertheless, the historicity of the book and i ts author 
is generally accepted. 

Structure of the Book: The Kvu. deals with 2 1 9  doc
trinal interpretations held by various Buddhist schools 1 •  
They have been arranged under 2 3  chapters. Scholars 
who have studied the book have noticed that there i s  
no method or  an  order in presenting these controver
sies either by subject matter or by the sects to which 
these views have been attributed. The book i tself does 
not refer to any of these niktiyas by name. That infor
mation is provided by the commentary written by 
Buddhaghosa. 

) 
The i ssues that have been debated cover a wide 

spectrum of doctrinal matters ranging from the most 
significant, to not so significant. Among the issues de
bated, there are four which stand out by virtue of the 

• impact they made on the subsequent evolution of Bud
dhist phi losophy and the monastic tradition. They are: 
whether the 'person' obtains in a real and ultimate sense 
(upalabbhati pugga/o sacchika_qha parama,t,thena ?); 
whether everything exists (sabba11J atthiti ?), whether 
the nature of the Buddha is transcendent and 'whether 
an arahant could lose his arahanthood' (parihtiyati 
araha. arahatfa) and many other issues in connection 
with the nature and the ability of the arahant. The first 
three issues represent personalism, realism and tran- . 
scendentalism respectively in the Buddhist philosophi
cal tradition. The skeptical querries and questions on . 
the arahant seem to represent a conscious effort to dis
credit the arahanthood as the ultimate religious ideal 
in Buddhism and it is thi s  trend which culminated in 
Mahayana Budhism whic.h · is more aptly called the 
'Bodhisatvayana'. 

The book begins with the question 'v.:hether the 
person i s  known in  a real and  u l ti m ate sense' 
(upalabbhati puggalo sacchika_t{ha parama.t,thena ?). 
The personal ist view which is well known in the his
tory of Buddhism is attributed to Sarnmifiyas by the 
commentator. The question has been dealt with exten
sively. In contrast tp the treatment of the other ques
tions, this is the longest, which runs· into 69 pages of 
the PTS edition. 

The question regarding the alleged non··existence 
of the Buddha in the world of mankinq indicates the 
transcendentalist trend surfaced in the B uddhist tradi
tion which ultimately led to the arising of Mahayana 
Buddhism in which the Buddha is considered wholly 
as transcendent. The questions such as did the Buddha 

I .  By taking the questions: ' whether five sense organs are something visible? and 'whether bodily action is  something visible? 
together with the question: 'whether earth element is something visible?, sometimes the issues are counted as .2 17 .  

I 
/. 
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''i.-·'.:: .. . · \jisit earth by proxy only? (XVIII : l )  and did he preach 

,_t_i.��_:;_:�; ._>, . ff.��o��:,
"� ��,;:�:���;,;�;':;;�:::���'� o �:�e

���: . 
. r· _ . ,).. . dha show that the concept of Buddha was a ferti le 
it�ti�&:

.
i::\; .g\:bu#d for the emergence of many unorthodox views. 

��.;-;;;: �-< - Wihbhg the other issues debated on the nature of the 
.i{ fi�ha are: everyday use of conventions by the Bud

. I :  l 0); his powers (IH: I ,2); possibi l i ty of enl ight
e·nt through enlightenment (TV:4); his physical 

k�· (IV:7); whether a gift to h im could bring bless

. XVVII: 1 0); whether or not he feels pity (XVII1 :3); 
;:: . ��;�veryth ing of h im fragrant? (XVIH:4); could he -
.. \; ; �afk. wonders against nature (XXI:4); how do Bud

) 

alias mutual ly differ (XXI:5);  and whether or not they 
:�ervade the permament? (XXI :6). 
·'fi�./t: . 
. ��� Hand in hand with the tendency to establ ish the 
. tTincendence of the Buddha there seems to have been 
m.'\other tendency growing among the Buddhist schools. ... f fis to downgrade the nature of the arahant and other 

. . hoble persons' (ariya puggala) who have real ized any 
bne of the other three stages of sainthood. The ques
tiorl: whether an arahant falls away from arahanthood? 
(parihayati arahez arahatta ? (chapter) 1 :  (section 2) 
and many other issues related to the nature of the 
arahant indicate the later Buddhist developments which 
ended in almost completely discrediting the high char- . 

acter attributed to the arahant in the earl ier tradition. 
Amorig many other issues on the arahant which were 
debated: Can Maras defile h im' (II :2) ;  the nature of 
his knowledge and i ts l i mits' (1 1 :2; IV: 1 0; XXII : I) ;  can · 
he doubt' (11 :3) ;  'can others excel l h im' (II :4) 'difference 
between arahant and layman' (IV:I) ; 'can he inheri t 
arahantship?' IV:2 ;XXII :5) ;  his  common humanity' 
(IV:3); indifference to sensations' (IV:5) 'bis attainment 
as the tina! step (IV: I 0) ; as adept (V:2); does karma 
affect h im? (VII: I I ) ;  whether or not he accumulates 
any more meri t (XVII :2.3 :)  his untimely death (XVII 
2); his consciouness at death ' (XXII : 2,3 ; ) ;  bogus 
arahants' (XXII I :2) ;  whether or not his emancipation 
is complete' (XXI :3 ;  XXIJ: 1 ) . The overall flavour of 
the questions is the wide-spread skepticism regarding 
the exalted nature of the arahant as recognised in  the 
Theravada tradition. It is this trend that served as the 
background to the Bodhisatva doctrine which gradu
ally emerged in the Mahayana tradi tion. 

The question: 'does everything exist : '  (Sabban;. 
atthiti)? represents th� fundamental doctrine of the 
Sabbatthivada or the realist school of Buddhism. In · 
the debate over this question the key issue was whether 
or not past, present and future are reaL 

A mong the o ther  s u bjects  debated a re :  the 
pathujjana or average person ,  gods, the Order of the 
Sangha, siisana (di spensation), i ndividual (Puggala), 
cosmology, the u ncond i ti oned or Nibba n a  and a 
number of ethical issues among which the doctrine of 
karma occupies an i mportant place. With the excep
tion of the above-mentioned i ssues, most of the ques
tions deal t with arise from statements deal ing wi th eth
ics, psychology and cosmology. A nd some of them are 
not matters of great significance. They usuall y  arise 
from the misunderstand ig  of the statements of the 
Buddha. The Venerable Nyanati loka observes: 

A great deal of those speculations relate, i ndeed, 
to very minor matters, and are often mere ly  one
sided, or misleading, statements; and nearly all of 
them can he traced back to wrong or i naccurate 
understanding or the i ndiscriminate use of techni
cal terms, or of u tterances occurring in the Canon 
(Guide Through the Abhidhamma P�taka. Fourth 
Edition. 1 983 p .6 1 ) .  

The Method: The purpose o f  the Kvu. a s  we noticed 
earlier, is  to repudiate the v iews held by the sectarian 
groups. In order to do so, the book fol lows two meth
ods: The first is what may be called the logical method 
which is i mplemented through such means as·analys
i ng concepts, determining their l imits and drawing their 
logical i mplications. The second is to appeal to the 
authority of the statements of the Buddha in order to 
show whether a particular view is  i n  conformity or not 
with the word of the Master. S ince a large number of 
issues arise from misunderstanding of the text, both 
parties of the debate refer to the statements of the Bud
dha in order to support their own case. 

The manner· of p resentat ion of the i ssues i s  
dialogical. The discussiorys run i n  the form of dialogues 
between the Theravadi n  (saka-vadi) and the opponent 
(para-vadi) who may belong to one among many rival 
schools .  The dialogue seems to fol low a well-devel
oped mode of debate which is based on mutually agreed 
upon canons of logical reasoni ng and categories of 
exegesis. Among the issues debated, the first is pre
sented i n  great detai l ;  the others are presented i n  vary
i ng degrees of length. In order to give the reader an 
idea of the complexity and the richness of the method 

. of the Kvu, we wil l  summarize i ts key elements. 

The alleged reality of the 'pudgala' (individual) has 
been examined under eighteen aspects. They are: ( I )  
sense of realness (sacchikapha); (2) i l lustration with 
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other realities (suddhika sansandana);  (3) i l lustration · 
by way of analogy (opamma sansandana); (4) i l lus
trat ion by the fourfo ld method (catukkanaya 
sansandana); (5) associated characteristics (lakkhar:za 
yutti kathii ) ;  (6) cl ari fication of terms (vacana 
sodhana ) ;  (7)  i n q u i ry by way of conventions 
(pafifiattanuyoga) ; (8 )  i nqu i ry by way of b irth, 
departure and re-linking (gati cuti pa,tisandhi anuyoga) 

· (9) i nquiry by way of dependent conventions (uptidaya 
paiinatttinuyoga); ( I  0) inquiry by way of human ac
tion (purisaktirtinuyoga; ( I I )  inquiry by way of super 
knowledge (abhifinanuyoga); ( 1 2) inquiry by way of 
kinship (iiataka anuyoga); ( 1 3) inquiry by way of birth 
(jtiti anuyoga);  ( 1 4) inquiry by way of practice (paf 
ipatti anuyoga);  ( 1 5) inqu iry by way of approach 
(upapatti anuyoga); ( 1 6) inquiry by way of realiza
tion (pafivedluz anuyoga); ( 1 7) inquiry by way of the 
noble fraternity (sanghiinuyoga); ( 1 8) inquiry by way 
of the true own character (sacchikatthasabhiiviinuyoga). 

· Of the above-mentioned eighteen aspects the first 
is treated from four  different perspectives, namely, the 
abstract sense of real.ity (suddha sacchika.f.tha), locative 
perspective of reality (oktisa sacchikaf { ha), temporal 
perspective of reality (kala sacchika,�tha) and aspect 
perspective of reality (avayava sacchikayha).  Each of

· 

the four perspectives is treated in two ways, namely, 
the fivefold confrontation of the paravtidin (opponent) 
by thesakaviidin (the Theravadin) (anuloma paccantka 
pancaka) . and the fivefold confrontation of the 
Theravadin by the paravtidin (paccan"ika anuloma 

. pancaka). The first comprises the following five as
pects: (i) the fivefold affirmative presentation (anuloma 
paffcaka); the fourfold rebuttal (pa_tikamma catukka); 
the fourfold refutation (niggaha catukka); the fourfold . 
application (upanayana catukka) and the fourfold con-

· elusion (nigamana catukka). The other pentad too has 
i ts corresponding five aspects. The sense of real ity 
treated according to the four aspecrs, namely, abstract 
sense, location, time, and aspects, within each struc
ture of the above mentioned two pentads constitute 
eight refutations . The eight are the following : ( 1 )  
suddha sacchikaXtha anuloma-pancaka, pa,tikamma� 
catukka, niggaha-catukka, upanayana-catukka and 
nigamana-catukka; (2) suddha sacchika_�tha pa_tiloma
pancaka . . . .  (3) okasa sacchika.t.tha anuloma paficaka 
. . . .  ( 4) okiisa sacchika[! ha pa{ iloma-pancaka" (5) ktila 
sacchika{ .t ha anuloma-paffcaka . . . . . .  (6) ktila 
sacc.hika.t.tha pa_tiloma-paffcaka . . . (7) avayava 
sacchika,t_tha anuloma-paff caka . . . . .  and (8) avayava 
sacchika[ .t ha patiloma pan caka . . . . . . Of these eight only 

· 

the first two categories of a_bstract sense of reality have 

been described ful ly, Everything else has been treated 
in what is popularly known as 'peyyala' (abbreviated 
method). 

It is the implici t belief that the method applied in 
the abstract sense of realness, is applicable to al l the 
questions of the entire Kvu. However, the text does 
not apply the same categories, aspects and sub-divi
sions, in deal ing with the seventeen themes adopted in 
examining the alleged reality of the individ_ual. Nor 
does the Kvu. appiy those categories in deal ing with 
the other 2 1 6  doctrinal controversies. There is little 
doubt that the guidel ines del ineated here testify to a 
rich and complex tradition of exegesis ,  i nterpretation 
and debate. As to the remaining questions, a selected 
number of aspects have been used depending on thei r  
relative significance. In some questions, eg. 'Does the 
arahant fall back from his arahanthood' and 'Does eve
rything exist', the i ni tial presentation of the basic sub
ject matter from the perspective of time and space and 
as refering to al l i nstances has been called 'canons of 
debate' (vtida yutti), which is followed by a long dis
cussion. (The PTS edition does not have this). This i s ,  
however, l imited to a very few discussions. 

What remains universal in the treatment of all i s
sues i s  the dialogical method containing the essence 
of logical reasoning. The d ialogues show that the _par
ticipants were well aware of some of the basic rules of 
logic. For example, the very first dialogue of Kvu. runs 
as fol lows: 

Theravadin:Is 'the person' known in the sense o ; 
real ·and ulti mate sense? 
Paravadin: Yes 
Th.Is the person known in the same way as a rel/

and u ltimate fact i s  known? 
P. Nay, that cannot truly be said. 
Th. Acknowlege your refutation: (i) If the person 
be known in the sense of a rea! and ultimnte fact, 
then indeed, good sir, you should also say, the per
son i s  known in the same way as [any other) real · 
and ultimate fact [is known] . ( i i)  That which you 
say here is wrong, namely, · ( I )  that we ought to 
say 'the person . is known in the sense of real and 
ultimate fact' but (2) we ought not to say, the per
son is known in the same way as [any other] real 
and ultimate fact [is known]. ( i i i )  If the latter state
ment (2) cannot be admitted, then i ndeed the 
former statement ( l) should not be admitted. (iv) 
In  affirming the former statement ( !  ) , while (v) 
denying the latter (2) you are wrong. 
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. This dialogue may be re-stated using p and q for 
i\�� basic propositions involved in the debate: L

·
:

.
. . 

. , .  Is p true? 

:: ; · Yes. 
Is q true? �; I , · 1 :n , 1t is not true. . 

;u " .A-�knowledge the defeat (for if p is true then q is 
. ,;- true; p>q) 
L . . The assertion that p is true but not q, i s  false. 
:f . Jf q is not true, then p is not true. (Early Buddhist ·L ; ." • . 
< · Theory of Knowledge. K.N. Jayati l l eke. George 

· .Allen and Unwin Ltd. London. 1 963 p.4 1 3  

. _What is clear i n  the dialogue is that both the propqnent and the opponent were fami l iar  with what is 
known in modern logic as the ru le  of impl ication. . •.• · Similarly, the fol lowing dialogue (with p and q 
.a�tributed to the main propositions) shows that the de
f].�ters were aware of what in modern l ogic is cal led 
the rule of contraposition: 
· . . P. Is p not true? 
. ·  _ Th. Yes 

P. Is q not true? 
Th. It is not the case that it  is not true. 
P. ( I )  Acknowledge the rejoinder: i f  not-p is true, 
not-q i� true. 
(2) The assertion that not-p is  true but  not not-q is  
false. 
(3) If not-q is  not true, then not-p i s  not  true. 
(4) = 2. 

The general mode of the dialogue cons ists of the 
fol l owing :  aski n g  a q u e s t i o n  (p uccha ) ;  i t s  
acknowledgement b y  the opponent either by affirm
ing or denying it  (pc�tifiiia), chal lenge by the propo
nent (anuyoga) and i ts rejecti on b y  the o pponent 
(pa_tikkhepa). Sometimes refutation (niggaha) by the 
questioner fol lows the rejection, Thi s  s i mple  method 
has been followed consistently throughout the text with 
regard to the interpretation of various s tatements of 
both the Buddha and authoritative discip l es of the Bud
dha. The awareness of the l i mi ts and t h e  logica l  
boundaries of the concepts i s  the hal l m ark of these 
debates. A good case in point is the section call ed ' the 
clarification of terms (vacana sodhana).  The follow
ing excerpt makes i t  clear. 

Theravadin: Is 'the person' known and conversely, 
is that which is known the person ?  
Paravadin: The person is known. Conversely, o f  

that which i s  known some is person, some is not 
person. 
Th: Do you admit this with respect to the subject 
also: of that which is person, is some known and 
some not known? 
P: Nay, that cannot trul-y be said . . . . .  
Th: Does 'person' mean a real ity and conversely? 
P: 'Person' is a reality. Conversely, reality means 
in part person, in part not person . 
Th: Do you admit this with respect to the subject 
also: that person means in part reality in part non
real ity? 
P: Nay, that cannot truly be said . . . . .  

The entire dabate in  this section seems to have cen
tred around the l imits and the extent of the two key 
concepts, namely, 'person' and 'real ity'. In order to show 
that there is no unchanging real ity behind concepts 
Moggaliputtatissa produces the fol lowing two sets of 
concepts: ( I )  pot of oi l ,  pot of honey, pot of molasses, 
pot of mi lk and pot of water; (II) pan of water; bag of 
water, pool of water; the idea is that either the con
tainer, in the case of the first group or the contained in 
the case of the second group can be varied depending 
on circumstances and that there is no permanent iden
tity behind seemingly permanent concepts. The next 
two examples. 'nicca-bhatta' and 'dhuva-bhatta' show 
that �hat is referred to is not 'permanent; (nicca) or 
'everlasting' (dhuva) meal or broth but 'regular meal' 
and 'thick broth'. This stresses the fact that \i.iords do 
not  have fi xed mean i ngs but  o n l y  reference.  
Moggaliputtatissa's last move is to show that the en
tire view of the existence of an unchanging person is 
based on a wrong phi losophy of language. 

The Kvu. represents a very advanced and devel
oped art of debate in which the basic canons of logic 
which are universally accepted are seen to be emerg
ing. Some modern critics have been hesitant to bel ieve 
that these ancient Indian debaters possessed a knowl
edge of sophi sticated l ogical principles.  As K .N. 
Jayati l leke correctly observes, in  a situation such as 
this "one has to rely on the faCtual evidnece . . . . .  and not 
on hypothetical possibilities of what can or cannot exist' 
Ibid. p.41 5). 

In the Theravada Buddhist canonical l iterature the 
Kvu. is significant both historically and philosophically. 
H istorical l y  i t  reports the viewpoints of various 
Buddhist traditions contributing thereby to o�r under
standing of not only the vast and variegated traditions 
of Buddhism but also the Indian rel igion in general . 
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Philosophically it contains the arguments adduced by 
both opponents and proponents for certain very i m
portant rel igious and philosophical positions, In addi
tion to these two aspects, Kvu 's value as a basic trea
tise on Buddhist hermeneutics is i mmense. It also pro
vides valuable information regarding the development 
of both the art of debate and the logical reasoning in 
the context of the Indian rel igion. 
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Asanga Tilakar·atne 

KATHINA. Ka_tlzina in Pali means hard, firm, stiff, 
etc. As a technical term in Buddhism the word kathina 
denotes a cotton cloth offered to the blzikkhiis ;nnu
a l ly  after the conc lus ion  of the 'Ra iny Retreat' 
(Vassavasa q. v.) by the lay supporters, for the purpose . 

· of making robes. This practice started quire early in 
the sasana with the approval from the Buddha him
self. The B uddha, addressing a group of bhikkhus at 
Jetavana, granted permission for the dedication of 
ka_thina cloth to the blzikklziis who had successfully 

completed their rainy retreat (anujanami bhikkhave 
vassan;. vuttii.nan:z bhikkhiinam kathinam attharitum -
Vin. I .254). The laity when th�y u",ake a� offering t� a 
single bhikkhu or a group of bhikkhiis, dedicate the 
offering to the whole congregation, but i n  practice the 
bhikkhiis living in a particular monastery make use of 
that offering. So · i n  the case of the kathina too the

· 

offering is made to the bhikkhiis l iving 
·
i n  a parti�ular 

monastery. 

The bhikkhiis l iv i ng i n  a monastery where the 
ka_thina cloth is offered, discuss and decide among them 
as to whom the cloth i s  to be given. Normally the se
lection is made considering the state of  the robes of  
the bhikkhiis in  the temple. If the robes of  a bhikkhu 
who has observed the· rainy retreat are very old and 
torn out, the first perference is givne to him. If there 
are several bhikkhiis having only old and torn robes, ... 
priority is given to the eldest of them all ,  provided he 
has enough assistants to help him to make the robe the 
same day. If he does not have the necessary assistants 
and if a younger bhikkhu is able to prepare the robe 
the same day with the assistance of his helpers , prefer
ence is given to the l atter. But normally the younger 
bhikkhiis i nvite the eldest in the temple to accept the 
cloth promis ing h im their help to make the robe. 

The Buddha has specifically mentioned that only 
the bhikkhiis who observe rainy retreat are entitled to 
receive the ka_thina cloth ( Vin.  1 -255). A bhikkhu who 
has spent the rainy retreat in one vihara is not �ntitled 
to recieve the ka_thina cloth offered at another vihara 
(Aiiiiasmim vihare vutthavassapina labhanti). 

. Further a bhikkhu who has not �ept the rainy re-
treat properly or a bhikkhu who has taken upon him
self to observe the rainy retreat a month bter than the 
acc.epted date is also not entitled to receive the kathina 
cloth from the laity. 

· 

The �thina cloth can be offered by gods or hu
man beings. Apart from l aymen a bhikkhu, a novice or 
a bhikkhw;.i also can m ake offerings of kathina cloth 
to the bhikkhiis. 

· 

If the person offering the kathina cloth to the 
bhikkhiis i s  ignorant of.the formal procedure to be fol
lowed, he should ask a senior bhikkhu about it . Nor
mally a cloth which is enough to make one robe out of 
the three robes should be offered to the bhikkhiis be
fore dawn saying: ka._thina c'"ivara11J sahghassa dema (I 
offer th i s  ka_thina c lo th · to the congregat ion of  
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is also suitable to make an offering of 
colouring, meals and other requisites 

those who help in the making of the 

who is entitled to accept the ka.,thina 
know the correct procedure regard

. c1vara (robe). An old cloth brought 
house is not suitable. After receiving 
ka,thina, he should wash i t  careful ly 

th the assistance of other bhikkhiis of 
day itself. The robe must be then dyed 
in  the sun to dry. If he receives other 
· · from other laymen he should select 
. them for the ka,thina robe. 

cloth (ka.,thinadussa) becomes a ka_thina 
c"ivara) when i t  i s  accepted by a bhikkhu 
the necessary procedure. Traditionally 

who receives the ka.,thina clvara has to wear · 
del iver a sermon to the lay supporters 

· · .at the monastery in the evening the same 
· sermon it is customary to discuss the ben

e merit that wi l l  accrue to the donors 
. of the ka,thina cloth. 

ka_thina is also used to denote a wooden 
by the bhikkhiis in sewing their robes 

lS- 1 1 7),  

of offering the ka.thina robe: The Buddha 
mentioned about the great importance of 
ka.thina c"ivara (kqthiniinisal1,lsa). Even as 
ri Mahameru cannot be moved by the 

wind, the merit that accrues to the donor of a 
is great and tirm. The Nagitapadana too 

the great benefits of offering a ka_thina robe. 
was a rich man in Bandhumati during 

f Yipassi Buddha. He invited Vipassi Bud-
. 'the bhikkhiis to observe vas and bestowed on 

and the bhikkhiis the ka,thina civarci and 
made a fervent hope for arahantship. As a 

this. offering he was never born in  woeful 
nee that time and was born in heavenly worlds 

·kalpas. He was king of gods (Sakka) 34 times · · 
'universal monarch' 84 times . He was born 

. god or a human being. And as a human being 
born only as a khattiya or a briihmana. In his 

as a human being he entered the order of 
· . :in the dispensation of Gautama Buddha and 
. : ;Arahantship. 

Offering of the ka.,thina civara is reckoned as one 
of the eight great acts that yield to the donor the high
est benefits (mahiikusala kamma). 

The bhikkhu who accepts the ka,thina c"ivara be
comes entitled to enjoy five privileges, namely :  

( I )  He is entitled to go in the vi l lage from the date of 
the ka.,thina civara piija up to the ful l moon day of 
medin without informing the other bhikkhus of the 
temple (anamantacara) 

(2) During the period mentioned above, he is free from 
fault even if he leaves one of the three robes that 
he should normal ly take with h im (asamiidana 
c"ivara). 

(3) He is entitled to request his donors for meals and 
enjoy it with . four or more bhikkhus (ga!Jabho 
)ana). 

(4) He can make use of any number of robes without 
prior determination and assignment (yavadattha
civara) . 

(5) He is also entitled to receive other robes that are 
offered to the mahasa�igha up  to the end of 
hemanta season (c"ivaruppiida - Vin. 1 ,  254). 

Offering of ka,thina c1vara to the bhikkhiis is a tra
ditional and long standing rel igious ceremony among 
Buddhists of Sri Lanka. The lay supporters who invite 
the bhikkhiis to observe the 'rainy retreat' in the temple 
in the vil lage have to feed the bhikkhiis and look into 
their other needs for three months. During the rainy 
retreat they plan the ka.,thina ceremony. One Dayaka 
(generally the chief dayaka) col lects money for robes 
from others and assign people to prepare several dishes 
etc . ,  for the alms giving on the ka,thina civara piija 
day. Normally an all-night pirit ceremony is held the 
day before the ka.,thina ceremony. While the bhikkhiis 
chant pirit some Jay supporters leave the temple after 
mid night to the place where the ka.,thina perahera (pro
cession) starts from. Carrying burning torches and ac
companied by tom-tom beaters the procession goes 
round the vil lage carrying the ka.,thina cloth respect
ful ly on the head of a dayaka. The procession reaches 
the temple at dawn and the civara is ceremonially of
fered to the sangha. At the conclusion of the ceremony, 
the bhikkhiis who gather in  the temple for the ceremony 
are offered their breakfast by the dayakas. In the 
evening the same day the dayakas congregate in the 
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temple to l isten to a sermon del ivered by a resident 
monk who comes clad in the newly prepared ka_thina 
cTvara. In this sermon, which lasts for about one hour, 
the merit and benefi ts that accrue to the bhikkhus who 
observe the rainy retreat and the merit that accrues to 
the dayakas who support the bhikkhus during this three 
month period is vividly described. 

D. Saddhasena 

KATHMANDU (ver. Ka.thmal)<;lli) . Kfi.th (Hindi) , . 
Kastlul (skt.) mean 'wood' and 'miindu ' mean 'Pavi l-. .  . . 
ion'. The city is so named after an elaborately carved 
wooden structure extant even to this day in the centre 
of the ancient quarter of the city, and once used as a 
shrine. Kathmandu i s  the capital of the kingdom of 
Nepal, towards the west side of the val ley at the junc
tion of the Baghmafi and Vi�t;mmafi rivers: It has been 
known by many names, the earliest of them Manju Patrin , 'city of M afiju '  after the great Mahayana 
Bodhisattva Mafijusrl , Yindesl and Kantipiir. Accord
i ng to Nepalese tradition the city was founded by 
Gun�kamadeva i n  724 A.C. ,  and its present name 
Kathmandu was given by Laksmimirasinghamalla in 
1 595 A.C. 

Kathmandu was the capital of Ratnamall a  and his 
successers from 1 480 until 1 7  68, then of the Gurkha 
kings and their hereditary prime ministers, the Rana. 
The palace in the Durbar Square (known as 'Hanuman 
Dhok'), is an immense complex bui l t around 40 or 50 
courtyards and most of the palace buildings were 
erected under Pratapamal la ( 1 639-89) and Prthv1 
Narayan Sa� ( 1 770). In the old town to the south of 
the palace are the Gala Bahal-a Buddhist monastery 
founded by Sarnkaradeva in the seventh century, other . 
Buddhist monasteries founded by Thakuri kings and 
Pratapama l l a ,  t he  great Buddh i s t  sanctu ary 
Matsyendranatha from the period ofYaksamalla ( 1 428-. , 
80) and the image ofVajrayoginl (Tantric) in the S anku 
temple bui lt by Siiryamal la in the 1 8th century. 

Kirkpatric who visited the city in 1 793 suggests 
that the nn__me of the city is derived from its numerous, 
unique and attractive wooden temples (W. Kirkpatric, 
An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, London 1 8 1 1 ,  p. 
1 59). Besides the wooden structures, Kathmandu con
tains several l arge scale temples constructed in brick 
with one or more s loping roofs with pinnacles at the 
top. There are, also, a few superior roofs which are 
splendidly gilt, producing a picturesque effect. 

In the new town, to the south east of the o ld town, 
is located the Mahankal (Mahakala) temple of great 
antiquity. Although Hindus regard it as dedicated to 
their supreme deity Si va, i ts Buddhist origin cannot be 
doubted as the chief icon of the shrine represen ts in its 
forehead a small dlzyani Buddha carving, a common 
feature i n  M ahayana  Bodh i sattva images (H .A .  
Oldfield, Sketches from Nepal, London, 1 880, vol . l ,  
p. 1 1  0). Today thi s  temple has become a place of wor
ship used both by Buddhists and Hindus. 

While the Hindu temples in the city are located 
near some of the main thoroughfares, the Buddhist 
shrines are buil t  in sqtJares or quadrangles in the parts 
of the city exclu.sively inhabited by the B uddhist 
Newars. One such important shrine is the temple of 
Adibuddha', known also as Buddhamal)<;lal. The older 
part of this temple was enclosed within the roots of a 

osacred banyan-tree when noticed in the previous cen- · 
tury. 

The most imp01tant Buddhist monument in the city 
is the famous Svayambhiinath stiipa. It consists of a 
solid hemispherical structure of earth and brick, about 
60 ft. i n  diameter and 30 ft. i n  height, supporting a 
lofty conical spike, the top of which is crowned by a 
richly carved pinnacle of gi l t copper (op.cit.vo l .  II, p. 
224). 

A. D. T. E. Perera 

KATIKAVATA. Katikavat (pl . )  l i teral l y  mean: 'Codes 
· of Conduct for the sangha agreed upon by common 
consent'. The .term can be derived from Pali katik?i + J 
vatta . . katikii generally means 'agreement arrived at after 
discussion' . . S.  Peranavitana (Epigraphia Zeylanica, ;
Vol .  II p. 267-27'3) observes: "The word (katikil) ap
pears to be formed by the addition of the feminine or 
diminutive form of the suffix ka after the verbal form 
kata, and therefore would signify 'an act'. Originally it 
seems "to have been the term by which a decision of an 
assembly, whether political or ecClesiastical, was tech-. . . 
nically known. The decisions of the v i l lage councils 
in Malabar are referred to in Inscriptions by the cog
nate term kacca (Skt. krtya. In the early Pali writings, 
the word denotes 'agreement', 'contract' or 'pact'. (EZ. 
Vol .  Il ,  p. 267, n . . 3) .  PED however, seems to suggest 
kathikii > katikii by de-aspiration. 

In Pali l i terature, the two words katikavata and 
katikii seem to have been used with almost identical 
meaning, e.g. (a) amhakal1J. katikavattaf1'} bhinditva 
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�wJi, akiile iigata (1. VI. 54 1 ) , (b) tena kho pana . 
Savatthiyan:z sanghena katikti kata hoti (Vin. 

}though it is possible to make a disti nction in the 
one finds the two words being used in iden

IU!"·"""'"ng, as far as ecclesiastical agreements are 
11t'e{tlea, as evident from the foi lowing examples: 

- mahasmigunriikka yutu ( EZ. Vol . I . No. 
. ) (ii) dharmavinaya safJsandanako_ta iidurolda 

ka,la katikiivati (EZ. Vol .  II , No. 4 1 ,  p. 265). 

Manorathapiirmfi (AA . III, 23) attests an in
of a katikil agreed upon by a group of bhikkhiis 

· ·.wl'J.e re the bhikkhiis were opting to voluntarily impose 
l�.P!.Jnishment on themselves for violating a katikii. 

·-Kptikiivat undoubtedly were codes of conduct or regu
lations formulated after discussion and agreement in-. ;� -:�qded to be observed by the sangha. There could, in . . . , . . addition, be regulations meant for laymen as wel l ,  as-

L .  � .... - .  ' 

sQc:i.ated with the sangha. The term is used in a more 
g�peral sense in the Badul la Pil lar Inscription for regu
rl.!'tj.Qns intended to be fol lowed by the people (not the 
�"ftgha). 

-. . ?.� •! < The sole responsibi l i ty of setting up a katikiivata 
i;ested with the sangha. The king's responsibil ity was 
tp;s_ee to the implementation of the regulations in  his 
role as the protector of the sasana. Whenever a pious 
king noticed that reforms were needed in the sangha, 
he:would invite the sangha to formulate rules after dis-

. <;ussion among themselves and issue a katikiivata. The . 
), rulers would even go to the extent of getting the recal; citrant i ndividuals expel led from the san.gha. 

..( It is generally bel ieved that the tirst katikiivata for .. 
mulated in .Sri Lanka was that of Padi.kramabahu I (in 

. 1 1 65 A. C.), designated as the Polonnaruva or Galvihara 
katikavata, after the deliberations at a formal council 
of the sangha of the three sects (nikaya) that existed at . 
the tiine. The bhikkhus who were found to be corrupt 
or faulty in observances of the Vinaya rules were 
compelled to leave the order. 

These codes of conduct or katikiivat could be di
vided into two groups based on their contents and the 
extent of their jurisdiction. Certain katikiivat were l im
ited to a single vihara or a number of viharas belong-
. ing to a particular group while the jurisdiction of cer
tain other katikavat covered the entire community of 
b.hikkhus (satigha) i n  the country. Thus for conven- · 
ience of analysis it is possible to divide them into two 
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groups as: 

(a) Katikiivat, the jurisdiction of which is l imited to a 
single vihiira or a number of vihiiras, i .e. vihara 
katiktivat 

(b) Katikiivat, the juri sdiction of which extends over 
the entire sangha community. i .e. Siisana katikiivat. 

Katikavat relating to viharas: During the latter part 
of the Anuradhapuni period, i .e. 9th and i Oth centu
ries, quite a number of l ithic records have been set up 
laying down codes of conduct or disciplinary regula
tions for the guidance of the sangha and others associ
ated with an individual vihara or a group of vihiiras. 
These contain al l the characteristics of a katikiivata in 
spite of the fact that their j_urisdiction had been l imi ted 
to the stipulated vihara or vihiiras. Hence the name 
vihiira katiktivata: However it must be noted that these 
records had been called by other riames as wel l .  The 
fol lowing extracts indicate that terms katika. siric, 
vatsirit viivastha were used in  an identical sense: (i) 
me katikil mahasahgun riikka yutu EZ. Vol .  2, Vessagiri 
slab No. I ,  Line 25), (ii) me me nakay abadi avasa.tme 
sirit tiibaviihu (EZ. vol .  I ,  no. 4, s lab inscription of 
Kassapa IV, l i ne 1 4) ,  ( i i i )  dasapak davas tabiivii 
vatsiriti ( EZ. vol. 1 ,  no. 1 5, slab inscription of Uda 
Mahaya, l i nes 24-25), ( iv) me viivastha paha!Ja;  
me viivasthii tabanuladi (EZ. Vol .  I ,  no.2, Vessagiri 
Slab no. 2, l ines 3 1  and 37). 

It is also of i nterest to note that the first use of the 
word 'katikiivata found in a Sinhala record other than 
an inscription was in sikhavalandavinisa (p. 87), a work 
belonging to the l ateAnuradhapura period. According 
to the context, i n  giving accommodation to an elderly 
bhikkhu from another vihiira, the resident bhikkhu was 
expected to inquire about the katikiivat respected in  
that vihiira. This is further proof of the existence of 
vihara katikiivat. 

The follwing are the main l ithic records that come 
under this category. : 

(i) Abhayagiri (erroneously called Jetavanarama San
skrit inscription, 91h c. (EZ Vol .  I No. I ). 

(ii) Slab inscription of Kassapa V, I Oth c. (EZ. Vol .  1 ,  
No. 4). 

(iii) Vessagiriya Slab, Inscription, Slab No. I ,  l Oth c . ,  
also called Yirarl)kurarama Inscription (EZ Vol .  I 
No. 2) . 

(iv) Vessagiriya Slab Inscription, Slab no. 2 1 Oth c. (EZ 
Vol .  I, no. 2) 
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(v) Pul iyahkulama Slab Inscri ption of Udii Mahayii, 
l Oth c. (EZ. Vol .  I, no. 1 5) .  

(vi) Kaludiyapokuna Inscription of Sena IV, 1 Oth c. (EZ 
Vol .  f. no. 27) 

(vii)Vessagi:riya (erroneously called Jetavaniiramaya) 
slab inscription of Mahinda IV, J OI11 c. (EZ Vol. 1 ,  
No. 20} 

(vi i i )  Tablets of Mahinda IV, at Mihintale, 1 Oth c. (EZ. 
Vol .  l no 7.) 

(ix) Papi l iyana i nscript ion of Parakramabahu VI,  
1 5th c. · 

All  but the last of the above records belong to the 
late Anuradhapura period. Further, all these katikiivat 
of the late Anuradhapura period were promulgated in  
respect of the Abhayagiri Vihiira. Obviously these regu
lations were necessary because of the laxity in disci
pli ne on the part of certain i ndividuals. Perhaps the 
Sikhavalandavinisa, the compendium of Vinaya rules, 
fulfilied the same function for the Mahiivihiira. To
wards the latter half of the Anuradhapura period, the 
Abhayagiri fratern i ty seems to have overshadowed 
their rivals, the Theravadins,  in numbers, wealth and 
power. 

Of the vihiira katikiivat the M ihintale tablets seem 
to be the longest and the most comprehensive. An ex
amination of the contents shows that the regulations 
were laid down mainly in respect of '1the great com
m unity of monks l iv ing in this vihiira (me vehera 
vasana mahabiksaf}-g himiyana.t) the employees . 
(kiimiyana.t) and the serfs (dasna,t)'. The other category · 
of persons for whom these katikiivat contain regula- · 
tions as shown in other records were the royal officers 
(rajkol samdaruvan). Further, these records enumer
ate the respective duties (ka_tayutu) and the receipts 
and disbursements (labanu diyiiyutu). The first 9 l ines 
of theMihintale record serve as an i ntroduction. This 
gives information about the king under whose patron
age the regulations were promulgated, the participants, 
the objectives etc. Lines .9 to 20 consist of 9 regula
tions i n  respect of the community of monks. They were 
expected to lead an exemplary l ife without seeking per
sonal gain .  This  section ends with the i njunction. 
"Monks who infringe these regulations shall not l ive 
in the Vih.iira" .  Lines 20-59 deal with regulations i n  
respect of Vihiira ofticials. This document has a com
prehensive record of the names of Vihiira officials and 
their duties. Rules regarding the preservation of Vihiira 
treasures, disbursement of income etc. have been ac-

. curately dealt with .  The regu lations in the second slab 
deal with the emoluments to those perforr:ning assigned 

duties. No service whatsoever was exacted without 
payment either in money or in kind or in the shape of 
grants of land. Employees who did not conform to the 
regulations were to be discontinued. 

The other vihiira katikiivat mentioned above con� 
tain much the same regulations though none of these 
records are as comprehensive as the M ihintale Tab
lets. Some of the regulations given in the Abhayagiri 
Sanskrit inscription are i ndicative of the nature of vio
lations prevalent at the t ime. Those bhikkhiis who pos
sessed even an i nch of the soi l of this country, those 
who led i mproper l ives and those who  supported 

. women were debarred from dwell ing i n  the Vihiira. 
Bhikkhus who sent betel l eaves and other gifts to the 
royal household either for the sake of gain or out of 
respect, too, were s imi larly debarred. 

These records often stipulate that bhikkhiis and 
laymen who transgress the regulat ions lai d down 
should not reside within the precincts of the Vihiira. 
Certain other records l ike the Vessagiriya slab No. 1 
make an i njunction to the effect that the monks should 
observe these rules: me katikii mahasangun riikkiiyutu. 
The Kaludiyapokul)a inscription has gone further by 
way of conveying a threat: "should any person, whether 
he be monk or empioyee of the monastery o·r officer of 
the royal household transgress these regulations, may 
he not be able to see the Maitreya Buddha".  

The Papil l iyana record of the 1 5th century i s  in
teresting as a code of regulations pertaining to a vihiira 
i n  that i t  gives a ful l  account of the lands donated to J 
the Vihiira and their administration. The regulation pro: 
hibiting "bhikkhus who have committed a piiriijika 
offence" to l ive i n  the precincts of the Vihiira, is note- } _:-· 
·worthy. No other katikiivata contains such a regula-

- - .  

tion, for i t  is taken for granted that a bhikkhu who 
commits a piiriijikii offence is no more a bhikkhu. How
ever, · we are remi n ded o f  the regu l at ion i n  the 
Abhayagiri Sanskrit i nscription prohibiting bhikkh{is 
"who lead improper l ives or those who support women" 
to l ive i n  the Vihiira premises. 

We are also not sure i f  thi s  Papi l iyana record could 
qual i fy i tself to be considered a real katikiivata. Ac
cording to i ts introduction the king himself had used 
his authority i n  formulating the regulations. In doing 
so he had merely consulted the chiefs of the d ifferent 
ga!J.a or 'chapters', (gaf}-a de_tu tiin da pi{ ivisii). Moreo
ver the  document  does n o t  men t i o n· the word 
katikiivata. It has been cal led dharmiinugata vyavastha 
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- regulations in accordance with the Dhamma. 

Katikiivat pertaining to the siisana, i . e. stisana 
ktitikiivat: The fol lowing records belong to th is cat
egory: 

Maha Parakramabahu Katikavata of Parakrama
T bahu I, also called Galvihara Katikavata, 1 2th c. 
ii .  Dambadel)i Katikavata of Parakramabahu II, 1 3th 

c. 
· iiL .Kirti Sri Rajasinha Katikavata, 1 81 11 c. 
i.¥; Rajadhirajasil)ha Katikavata, 1 8111 c. 

· The Mahaparakramabahu Katikavata is  also called 
the Galvihara Katikavata because it has been inscribed 
on the rock face at the Galvihara chiselled s mooth for 
the purpose. The other records have been preserved · 
mostly in ola leaf manuscripts. 

Two other records ,  namely, the Polonnaruv.:a 
H a� ad a ge i n s·ide  wal l i n scri pt ion of  Kl rt i  
Nis's'ailkamalla, and that of Parakramabillm VI of Kottc 
Jay down regulations to be foi l  wed by the Sangha, but 
they do not conform to the requirement of a katiktivata 
for the regualtions seem to have been l aid down by the 
kings themsel.ves . The Niktiyasangrahaya and the 
Dambadel)i Katikavata speak of a kq.tikiivata promul
gated under the ausp i ces of  Vijayaba h u  I I I  of 
Polonnaruva; but such a record is not avai l able today. 

. The Maha Parakramabahu Katikavata, being the 
· first of its kind, had served as the model for all the 
succeeding ones. I n  fact these katikiivatas had copied 
i ts historical introduction word for word and added a 
brief history of the stisana up to the reign of the king 
concerned. 

The historical intoduction of this katiktivata gives 
a brief account of the sa sana u p  to the t ime of 
Parakramabahu I and the reasons that called for a 
katikiivata. Just as much as Moggafiputta Tissa Thera 
presided over the third Counci l ,  M aha-kas'yapa Thera · 
ofUdumbaragiri (DimbuHi.gala) was invited to preside 
at the assembly. The unification of the three Nikiiyas 
was one of the greatest achievements ofMahakas'yapa 
and Parakr�mabahu I .  The second part of the docu-

rment (lines 1 8-5 1 )  consists of 27 regulations. Most of 
· these regulations seem to aim at bri nging about a well 

disciplined bhikkhu community that can win the re
spect of the laity. 

The i ntention of the king and the elders, who for-

mulated the regulations to be observed by the entire 
community of bhikkhus, was clear. I t  was: "To make 
the stisana endure for five thousand years, in order that 
those of negl igent conduct may not find an opening 
(for transgression)'. These expectations, however, were 
not ful fi l led, for, within less than a hundred years 
Parakramabahu I I  of Dambadel)iya ( J 236- 1 270 A.C.) 
had to undertake a s imilar task and issue another code 
of regulations, viz. the Dambadel)i Katikavata. The 
Council that formulated this code of regulations was 
headed by .Aranyaka Medhankara Mahasvami. Elders 
of both aral}yavtisi (forest dwel l ing) and gramavasi 
(village dwell ing) fraternities participated in this Coun
ci l .  It is stated that the king "had come to know of the 
non-observance and i l l-observance (of rules of con
duct) by those in the stisana who led heedless l ives, 
thereby, contributing to the downfall of the stisana. " 
This was obviously the reason which led the king to 
have taken the initiative to promulgate this katikiivata. 
There are nearly a hundred regu.lations i ncorporated 
here as opposed to the twenty seven in the previous 
Galvihara document. 

I t  is i nterest ing to note that the Dambadeni 
Katikavata gives the ti tle of .Aranyaka Medhailkara as 
Mahasvami, the Elder who presided over the counci l .  

The tit le of the Elder who presided over the 
Polonnaruwa Council was Mahathera. This leads one 
to conclude that the office of Mahasvami was insti
tuted sometime between the two katikiivatas. In fact, 
the Dambadeni Katikavata mentions two Mahasvamis, 
one for th� Gramavasi fraterni ty and the other for the 
Aral)yavasi fraternity. It further states that "no bhikkhus 
other than these two should  be appointed Mahasvami, 
for a p lurali ty of leadership, certainly, leads to the de
struction of the sasana" .  Composing s'lokas for l ay
men was prohibited to the bhikkhus. So was learning 
and teaching of poetry, and drama. These subjects have 
been branded as despicable arts (garhita vidya). The 
Elders who sat i n  the Counci l  would have thought that 
indulgence in those arts would be an impediment to 
the holy l ife of a bhikkhu. However, these regulations 
were meant to be observed by the bhikkhus and not by 
laymen. 

Yet another i n teres t i n g  regu l at ion  in the 
Dambadeni Katikavata has  fi xed the number of · 
bhikkhiis required to perform certain discipl inary func
tions (vinayakamma). A vinayakamma which earl ier 
could be performed in the presence of four bhikkhttS 
now required eight. At least ten bhikkhiis were required 
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for a vinayakamma which could have been performed 
by tive earlier. The reason for doubling the number of 
bhikkhus with higher ordination (upasampadez) may 
be that due allowance had to be made for those of !ax 
morals, for, according to the vinaya, such vitzayakamma 
are valid only when they are performed in  the pres
ence of �irtuous monks. 

The Dambadel)i Katikavata, for the tirst time, fixes 
the minimum age for ordination as 1 2  years for the 
gramavasa and 1 4  years for the vanavasd. Here, one 
is reminded of an injunction in a vihara katikiivata (viz. 
the slab inscription of Kassapa V) not to ordain young 
lads (unu pova) although no age l imit was fixed. The 
Dambadel)i Katikavata contains another regulation that . 
had a bearing on the social l ife of not only the sangha 
but the· whole country, i .e. the requirement to enquire 
into birth and clan Uiiti gotra viciirez) among other 
things before giving ordination and prohibiting entry 
into the order to certain caste groups. Further, certain 
key posts such as the Ayatana (chh:�f of the institution) 
could be held only by those born in the vil lages of 
ei ther satigamu or ga!Javiisi. By the time of the 
Dambadeni Katikavata caste distinctions played a key 
. role not only in  entering the order but also in holding 
high positions _in the saftgha.: This caste requirement 
seems to have been further clarified and strengthened 
subsequently, for Kirti s ·r1 Rajasinha ofKandy ( 1 747-
1 780 A. C.) is said to· have issued another injuction in  
the following terms :  "superseding the injuction of the 
Buddha I impose a royal injuction - to those who do 
servitude to others, to those who perform lower and 
cruel deeds and to their offspring, to those who belong 
to low castes and births, ordi nation in the Buddha 
siisana should not be given from now on" . However, 
such an injunction has not been included in the main 
katikiivat of Kfrti s ·r1 Rajasifl)ha. 

The Kfrti s·n Rajasifl)ha_Y..atikiivata was established 
on the advice ofVal ivi.ta s·ri Saral)ari kara Thera. This 
record includes the Dambadel)i Katikavata in its en
tirety with a continuation of a brief history of the siisana 
up to Kirti S'r1 Rajasifl)ha. Twelve other regulations 
have been added with a view to dissuading the bhikkhiis 
from resort ing to personal gai n .  One regu lation 
prohibits the acceptance of gold and si lver. Writing of 
books, other than those on the dhamma fo·r the singu
lar purpose of acquiring merit, was prohibited too. 

This Katikiivata too; does not seem to have been 
successful i n  preventing the decadence of the satigha. 

another katikiivaia formulated in  his seventh regnal 
year. Deviating from the earl ier practice of copying 
the introduction of the preceding katikiivata here we 
find only a brief summary of the usual i ntorduction. 
The regulations, too, were con tined to I 4, al l of which 
attempt to rectify the abuses as evident from the 
fol lwing: "A bhikkhu should not go to manors of offi
cials with lawsui ts connected with anyone, whether 
relatives or not. 

"Those despicable sciences such as the exorcism 
of ycikkhas, d ivination by l ight-reading, detecting 
thieves by means of mantras, divination by means of 
signs and omens, should neither be studied nor prac
tised" . Engaging in  such activities as trade and agri-: 
culture was also prohibited to bhikkhus. 

Thus we see that both the vihara and the siisana. 
katikavat have been promulgated by rul ers and the rel
evant codes of counduct formulated on the advice of 
the mahiisangha, from time to time, with the best in
tention of arresting the deterioration of the way of life 
of the bhikkhiis. S imilarly, there were als.o regulations 
against various abuses by the lay members associated 
with the sasana. Those documents were expected to 
be read at the congregations of monks from time to 
t ime as stipulated. This seems to be the function of · 
"sangsena vata kiyana vathimiyan" (The Elder who 
reads/reci tes the codes in  the Sangsen Monastary) · 
mentioned i n  the Pu l iyanku l ama record of Uda 
Mahaya. ' Vata' here refers to the katikavata of the 
vihtira. The Dambadel)i Katikavata and the Kirti s·r1 
Rajasimha Katikavata categorical ly state that they .J 
should be read by all on every poya day. 

Apart from the katikavat discussed above, with the \ 
establishment of different nikiiyas in comparatively 
recent times the necessity had arisen to formulate regu
lations for the respective nikayas. At present there are 
three main nikayas namely, Siyam, Amarapura, and 
R amaiiiia. These nikayas i n  t u rn h ave further 
subdivisons. The Siyam Nikaya has had ·two main frate
rnities called Malvatu �ndAsgiri almost from i ts i n�ep
t ion and l ater developed further subgroups . The 
Amarapura N ikaya has the largest number of sub 
groups. All of them have their own rules and regula
tions called katikiivat. The fol lowi ng are some of the 
historical katika-vat that belong to different nikayas of 
the present day: 

· 

Rajadhirajasimha who succeeded Kirti s·r1 had to get 1 .  Sasanabhiv.rdhivardhana Katikavata established in 
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This had been formulated by the Karaka 
Sabha of the Asgiri fraternity of the Siyam 

ahanayaka - Anunayaka Katikavata of 1 828 -
giriyave Dhammarakkhita Sumahgala Maha

Thera and two other Anunayaka Theras had 
responsible for this katikavma. 

rna Katikavata of 1 858 .  This was a 
of the Asgiri fraterni ty. 

ava Katikavata of 1 920 - agreed upon by the 
Mahii Sangha of the Malvatu fraternity. 

was issued under the signature of Amunugama 
.. .'Nivasa Mahanayaka Thera. 

Lanka Ramafifia Nikaya Katikavata - this docu
!Dent reprinted in 1 950 states that it had been origi

final ised in 1 872. 

katikavat by viitue of their being l imited to the . 
nikayas or sub groups stand comparison with 
katik.tivat discussed above. 

A. V. Suraweera. 

1\.'f'.fANA, a vi l lage that was situated in 
,yu•a15 .. Tii.luk of Selum District i n  the Tamilnadu 

is village was situated in the delta where the 
flowed i nto the sea and it was the capital 

:-�··v!'�" about two thousand years ago. The vi l lage 
·; ; _ :�\S:;.�s, also known as Kavir ippum  Patt inam , Pukar . .  , '1:- . . • •  • 

iii . . �.,-:· 1(f,:l!har), Kavera Pa,t,tanall), Pum Pukar Nagaram and �:·· ·1: · (� :.PCJ;t.tinam. "Pa.�tinam" means 'a �illage situated 
" ·  · .�1o.se- to the sea'. The vi l lage was wel l known from 

(\ncient times and i t  is said in . the Periplus of the 
ii;r:ithrean Sea and Tolemy's treatise on geography, that 

· -- .ihe.re was a famous port close to the vi l lage, even from · 
•• • < • • • p);.er,<;::hristian times. The author of the first treatise :;�;{[f;_{- ����d the vi l lage 'Puhar' and the author of the second 
i"::; : · · - · J��jse called it Khaberis. According to the above au-

::.· . . · ;t!t_qr.s Kaveripa,t.tana was the sea port city of the Chola 
kingdam. 

-r;;L According to the Tamil tratises Silappadikaram, 
: "· . . : -&i(!,1Jimekhalai, Ahananiiru and Pa_�tinappalei, people 

· ··Jt", �'- �.LI}_averipa,t.tana engaged in commercial transctions 
· ·. · · : -��th countries in the west in the coastal belt of the 

Meditaranian sea and with countries in the East up to 
China. Reference is also made in  several texts to many 
festivals, dances and ritual offerings made to various 
deities by the people of Kaveripa,t.tana. The main an
nual festival held was the festival of god Indra. Ac
cording to the Tami l text Pa_t{ ippu,�tu, one of the many 
items imported into this city from Sri Lanka was rice. 
Milindapaiiha mentions th is city as Kolapa.t.tanam. 

According to Buddhadatta,_ the Pali commentator 
and compiler of several Pal i  texts, Kaveripa.�taha was 
a flourishing Theravada Buddhist country during his 
time (3th century A. C.). Buddhadatta compi led the 
Vinaya text called Vinayaviniccaya during the reign of 
k i ng Accyuta Ka l abhra .  B uddhadatta i n  h i s  
Abhidhammavatara. says that there was a great Bud
dhist monastery in  Kaveripa,t.t&na, with l ibrary fadli
ties and erudite bhikkhus, bui l t  by Khandadasa, a min
ister and that Buddhadatta l ived there for sometime.* 

T. Ariyadhamma 

KAYA - The term k.tiya is used i n  Pali l i terature to 
convey several shades of meaning such as 'group'. 
'heap', 'accumulation', 'realm' or 'sphere' and 'collec
tion'. Thus, for example a multitude of people is caJJed 
mahajanakaya (S. IV. 1 9 1 ; V. 1 70, VvA. 78); a group 
of elephants is referred to as hatthik.tiya, a grot.Jp of 
chariots as rathakaya and a platoon of soldiers as 
pattikaya (S. I. 72). An extended meaning of k.tiya is 
seen in the classification of the seven, such as 'a mass 
of skins' (cammak.tiya) ' a mass of wood' (darukaya), 
' a mass of copper' (lohakaya),  'a mass of . i ron' 
(ayokaya), 'a mass of sand ' (valukakaya), ' a  mass of 
water, (udakakaya) and 'a mass of  p l anks '  
(phalakakaya) - J. I I ,  9 1  ) .  Kaya i s  also used occasion
ally to mean 'sphere', 'realm' and 'world' as in 'the sphere 
of Asuras' (asurakaya),  'the realm of the Abhassara 
deities' (iibhassarakaya), 'the world of the Tii.vati ll)Sa 
deities' (tiivati11Jsakaya) .  

The word k.tiya is frequently used in Pali canoni
cal works to denote the physical body of a being, spe
cially the body of a human being, The words sarTra 
and deha are also used in some contexts as synonyms 
for kaya in this sense. For instance, a philosophical 
question raised, by some heretical religionists in the 
Buddha's day, was whether the soul �as identical with 
the physical body (tallJ}ivallJ tallJ sariral1J) or whether 

note on .Kaveripa.�tana has been based on information given in the Sinhala Encyclopaedia. Volume 7 and B .N. Chaudhury's 
Centres in Ancient India. E-riz-c 
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the soul was one thing and the body was something 
else (aniian:z jivai?J afiiian:z sarTran:z-D. I .  1 57). A per
son who was in the third of the four stages of spiritual 
growth' (anagiimi) was referred to in several contexts 
as one who bore the last physical body (antima deha 
dharim - S. I ,  1 4, 53; 11 , 278 ; Sn. 47 1 ). Some Indian 
religious thinkers in the day of the Buddha taught that 
the physical bodies of beings (kcTya, delza, sarTra) were 
mere lumps of the indestructi ble natural elements. Thus 
Ajita Kesakambali maintained that the physical bod
ies of beings are made up of the five eternal indestruct
ible elements, namely the element of earth, the ele
ment of water, the element of heat the element of wind . 
and the element of space. When a being dies the body 
(kiiya) disintegrates and the tive elements revert to their 
original sources and there is no meaning of actions 
good or bad. Aj ita Kesakambali " rejected the idea that 
a being survives after death and maintained that eve
rything regarding a being ended at death (D. I .  55). · 

Pakudha Kaccayana presented the same idea in differ
ent words. He spoke of seven groups of elements that 
go to make up a being, namely, the elements of earth, 
water, heat, wind, happiness, suffering and the life prin
ciple. These seven are not the creation of an external 
force (akata) and they last for eternity; they are inde
pendent and do not obstruct one another. So, there is 
no kil ler or one who causes others -to kil l ;  there is no 
hearer or one who causes others to hear; there is no 
knower or one who makes others to know. When so.me 
one takes a sword in his hands and chips off another's 
head, one does not commit murder, but one only makes 
a cleavage in the lump made up of the seven indestruct
ible elements. The being does not survive his death 
and the being who cut off the head of the other thereby 
commits no sin (D. I ,  56). 

Buddhi sm, too, recognises that all beings are made 
up of material forms (riipakiiya) which have the char- . 
acteristics of the four elements (mahiibhiita), but re
jects the view that beings are purely the products of 
these great elemetns. Al l beings possess consciousness 
(viiifiiirya) which is not a product of the physical body, 
though the ·physical body, plays the role of a base for 
consciousness to function. Consciousness is depend
ent in origination and is subject to constant change 
and renewal . Consciousness of a being does not cease . 
to be with the dis integration of the material form 
(riipakiiya) of a bei ng· at death, but continues i n  
sall)siira with new material forms, until i t  becomes 
inoperative with the realisation of nibbiina by the being. 

The human body (kiiya) has been considered as a 

fitting subject of meditation to subdue the three roots 
of evil (akusala) i n  human thought, namely greed 
(lobha), hatred (dosa) and ignorance (moha). For this 
purpose the trainee (sekha) in meditation i s  made to 
analyse the human body from several angleS". In the 
Siimaiiiiaphala Sutta. (D. I ,  76) the kiiya i s  described . 
as made up ·of the four great elements (maluibhiita), 

namely, the element of earth (pa_thav7), the element of 
water (iipo), the element of fire (tejo) and the element 
of wind (vii yo). It is further described in the same sutta 

that the kiiya originates from a mother and a father 
(matii pettisambhavo), sustain s  on material food 
(odanakummasa upacayo) and that i ts very nature is 
impermanence (anicca). It is subject to erosion, abra
sion, dissolution and disintegration. Kayiinupassanii 
(q. v. - contemplation on  the body) is the first of the � 
four applications of mindfulness. For details regard
ing medi tat ional analyses on kaya , see KAYA
GATASATI, KAYANUPASSANA. 

VV. {; ,  VVeeraratne 

KAYAGATASATI, 'mindfulness in regard to the body' 
is a name for fourteen kinds of meditation having vari
ous aspects of the body as its topics. These medita
tions, treated under six groups, consist of m indfulness 
w i th regard to breat h i ng - i n  and breath i ng-o u t  
(iinapiinasati), and with regard to postures (iriyiipatha) 
ful l  awareness o f  t he  act i v i t i e s  of the body 
(sampajaiiiia), contemplation on repulsiveness of the 
body (pa,tikkiilamanasikiira), on the four great elements · (dhatumanasikiira) and the nine charnel ground medi-� 
tations (nava.sivathika: M. III, 89 ff. ; 1 98). This grou;-- ..1 
of fourteen meditations is identical with the first of the 
fourfold appl ication of mindfulness (satipalfhana,)
called contemplation of the body (kiiyanupassanii: D. 
II; 290 ff. ; M. I, 58 ff.) 

Thus in the suttas, kiiyagatiisati i s  used synony
mously with kiiyiinupassna. But, in the Visuddhi�agga, 
kiiyagatiisati refers only to one of the fourteen medita
tions, treated as kiiyagatasati or kiiyanupassana in the 
suttas, namely, to contemplation on the repulsiveness 
of the body (pa,tikkiilamanasikara: Vism. 1 98). 

Buddhaghosa who treats all the meditations under 
two groups, concentration - meditations (samadhi
bhiivana) and insight-meditations (vipassaniibluivanii) 
describes some of the fourteen meditations, given un
der kiiyagatiisati or kiiyanupassana in the suttas, as 
insight-meditations, some as concentration meditations 
and sti l l  others as belonging to both. Thus, mindfulnes� 
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with regard to postures, fu ll awareness of the activi

iU�s- ,of the body and contemplation on the four great 
· 
elements are purely insight meditations, as their exer

produces insight. The nine charnel -ground medi
belong to both, since, on the one hand, they 

with that particular phase of insight which is called 
on danger (iidinaviinupassanil) and , on 

hand, contemplation on various stages of 
:oornPOISt. tion of the body, called meditation of foul

(asubha),  produces mental  concentration .  

.' : Mw.dfulness with regard to breathing - in  and breath- . 
·. �-lng-out  i s  a separate s u bj ec t  of medi tat ion · - ) described as one of the ten recollec-

(anussati). So, in the Visuddhimagga classifica. 
of meditations, contemplation on repulsiveness of 

. body (pa_tikkula-mcinasikiira) alone remains to be 
· as 'mi ndfu lness with regard to the body' 

which refers to contemplation on the 
(dvattif1Jsakiira) of the body · 

Buddhaghosa gives a detailed description and ex. · · 
on of the method of developing concentration 

·_the thirty-two parts of the body, namely, ( 1 )  hairs 
head (kesa), (2) hairs of the body (lorna), (3) 

(4) teeth (danta), (5) skin (taco), (6) flesh 
..\'W'"'�'"'u"-' , (7) sinews (nahiiru), (8) bones (cz.Uhi), (9) 
r:n<�rrnu• (a_�thimiiija),  ( I  0) kidney (vakka11J), ( I I )  heart 

.� .:... .,J.t!(l(la)•a11J),  ( 1 2) l i ver (yakana11J),  ( 1 3) diaphram 
....... ,,v,•un.u17J) ( 1 4) sp leen (pihaka11J) ,  ( 1 5) l ungs 
nalmm'L�a.m , ( 1 6) lower intestines (anfa11J), ( 1 7) bow

) . (antaguna11J) ,  ( 1 8) stomach (u_dariya11J),  ( 1 9) ex
. · : �f,t:�ment (karisa11J), (20) brains (matthaluhga11J), (2 1 )  

·�iJ� (pittan;) , (22) phlegm (semha11J), (23) pus (pubbo) { :(24) blood (lohitam), (25) sweat (sedo ), (26) fat (me do), 
;{2:]} tears (assu), (28) skin-grease (vasa) ,  (29) saliva . 
'(lqlelo) (30) nasal mucus (sitighiinika), (3 1 )  oil of the · Jpihts (lasikii) and (32) urine (mutta11J). 

�'�··\ The beginner should first contemplate on his own 
. . b.'J:)_dy, from· the sole of the foot upward and from the 

· ·· ·· · · 'top of the hairs downward, with a skin stretched over 
lt' and filled with manifold impurities. He should re" 
. peat the words that refer to the thirty-two parts of the 

Buddhaghosa suggests a method by which one 
· · . be able to be conversant with the wording of the 

· . He advises the beginner to break the thirty
-parts into six sections, namely, ( I )  the skin-pen
(taca-paiicaka) which includes the first five parts; 
the kidney-pentad (vakka-paiicaka) which includes ' 

d five parts (3) the lung-pentad (papphiisa-
which covers tive parts with lungs as the fifth; 

( 4) the brain-matter pentad (matthaluizga-paiicaka) in
cluding five parts ending with brain matter (5) the fat
sextet (meda-chakka), including six parts with fat as 
the sixth and (6) the u rine-sextet (mutta-chakka), the 
l ast s ix parts. Then each of these sections could be 
contemplated upon separately, from the fi rst to the last 
and from the last to the first. When he repeats the words, 
the mind will not rush here and there, and the d i fferent 
parts wil l  become distinct and appear l i ke a row of 
fingers or a row of hedge-poles . As one repeats the 
exercise in words, one should do it also in mind.  The 
repeating in mind forms the condition for the penetra
tion of the characteristic marks of the parts. One who 
has thus examined the parts of h is  own body as to ·col
our, shape, region, locali ty and l im i ts,  and considers 
them one by one and not too hurriedly, as something 
loathsome, and continues to contemplate .on it, sees 
al l these things very clearly. Then he should d i rect his 
attention to the bodies of other beings. When all parts 
appear disti nctly, then al l men and animals moving 
about lose the appearance of l iving beings and appear 
l ike heaps of many different parts. And i t  l ooks as if 
those foods and drinks, being swallowed by them, were 
being inserted i n  this heap of parts. Whi le  one i s  re
peatedly conceiving the idea: 'disgust ing, disgusting; 
one attains ful l concentration of the mind,  i ,e . ,  the first 
mental absorption (pa_thamajjhiina). I n  this connection, 
the appearing of colour, forms etc. of the parts i s  cal led 
acquired - image (uggahanimitta) while the arising of 
loathsomeness forms the counter-image (pa,tibhiiga
minitta: Vism. l 98-220) 

UpaU Karunaratne 

KAYAKAMMA, 'physical act ion'  o r  'actio n  done 
through the medium of the body'. Regard ing  the gen
eration of the kammic force as taught i n  B uddhism, 

· action (kamma) is said to be three-fold, n amely bodily 
or physical  act ion (kayakamma) , verba l  act ion · 
(vacikamma) and mental action (manokamma). To gen
erate the kammic force by body and speech the mind 
(mano) too, has to play a role, namely, physical and 
verbal action has tQ be accompanied by a thought or 
vol i tion (cetanQ) to generate the kammic force . 

Buddhism speaks of ten courses of i ne fficient or 
unwholesome actions (akusala kammapatha) and ten 
courses of efficient or wholesome actions (kusala 
kammapatha). Of the ten u nwholesome cources of 
action, three are performed through the medium of the 
body. They are : k i l l i ng  (pa!Jiitipcita) ,  s teal i n g  
(adinnadiina) and sensual misbehavi ou r  (kamesu 
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micchaccira) .  Refra i n i n g  from k i l l i ng (pci!J ii ti
ptittiveramaf}l), refraining from stealing (adinniidiina 
veramar:l). and refraining from wrongful sensual grati
fication (kiimesu micchiidiriiveramar:"i) are the three 
courses of efficient actions (kusalakammapatha) per·· 
formed· through the medium of the body. see KAMMA, 
KAMMAPATHA. 

KAYANUPASSANA, contemplation (anupa- ssanii) 
on the body (kiiya), one of the four . applications of 
mindfulness (satipa.�thiina), is a name for the fourteen 
kinds of meditation having various aspects of the body 
as i ts topics. These meditations, treated under s ix · 
groups, consist of m indfulness .with regard to breath
ing - in and breathi ng out (tintiptinasati), and with re
gard to postures (iriytipatha), full awareness of the ac
tivities of the body (sampajafi.fia), contemplation on 
loathesomeness of the body (pa;tikkiila-manasikiira) 
and, on the four great elements (dhiitumanasikiira) and, 
finally, the nine k inds of charnel-ground meditation 

· (nava-sivathika: D. 1 1 , 290 ff. ;·M I,  56 ff.) These medi� 
tations deal with every aspect of the body: its respira-

. tion, i ts postures, i ts movements and activities, i ts 
thirtytwo constituent parts, the primary elements of 

· which it is  composed and the various stages of i ts de
composition after death. 

Aniipiinasati is mindfulness (sati) of breathing-in 
and breathing-out (iintiptina); i t  i s  one of the ten kinds 
of recol lection meditations (anussati) and is, therefore, 
one of the forty topics of meditation (kamnui.�tlztina). 

lriyapatha, 'postures' ,  is to be aware and mindful 
of the four postures, namely, walk ing, standing, sit
ting, and lying down. 

Sampajafi.fi.a 'awareness', is to be conscious of one's 
own activi ties such as going forward and backward · 
looking forward and around; bending and stretching 
the l i mbs; eating, drinking, chewing, and tasting, dis
charging excreta; walk ing, standing, s i tting, fall ing 
asleep and awaking; speaking and keeping silent. 

PaJ ikkii. Lamanasikara, i s  synonymous w i th 
kiiyagatiisati (q . v.) and dvattin;saktira (q. v.), is the con
templation on lothesomeness of the thitty-two constitu
ent parts of the body; it is one of the ten k inds of 
recollections (anussati) and is ,  therefore, one of the 
f<:_>rty topics of meditation (kamma_�thiina). 

. Dhtitumanasiktira, synonymous with dhtituva
va_�thiina and dlztitukamma_�thiina, is the contemplation 

on the four primary elements of which the body is com
posed; it i s  one of the forty topics of meditatio n  
(kammaHhiina). 

Navasivathika, nine charnel-ground  m editations, 
is meditation on the nine stages of decomposition o f  
the body after death. Thi s  i s  more o r  less identical with 
the ten reflections on l oathsomeness of  the . body 
(asubha) .  see KAYAGATASATI, SATIPATfHANA. 

Upali Karunaratne 

KAYASAKKHI ( ktiyasa�i: S kt), 'body-witness', a 
trainee aryan (sekha or sailqa) who, on  attaining to 
the absorptions Uhtina) or del iverances (vimokha) 
destroys some of the cankers (asava: M.l, 478; Pug . · · 
1 4- 1 5 , 29; Abhsy. 88); he i s  one who first comes in 

contact, in  his own person, with absorptions and then 
realises cessation (nirodha), i .e . ,  nibbiina (Ps. II, 52;  
Vism. 566;  DA I II ,  889-90). In th is  type of i ndividual ,  
i t  i s  said, the faculty of concentration (siimadhi-indriya) 
is predominant (Ps. II, 52; Vtsm. 566) . 

The A n g uttara-izikaya g ives two k i nds o f  
ktiyasakkhi, ('body-witness'), firstly the body-witness· 
to one or the other of the first  seven of the n ine attain
ments (samiipatti), namely, the four jhiinas of the ma
terial sphere and the first three jhiinas of the non-ma
terial sphere. They are ktiyasakkhi to the extent oftheir 
attainments. The other kind, those who have gone be
yond these seven atttain mehts, are body-witness to the 
lastjhiina of the non-material sphere and to the attain -
ment called the cessation  of sensation and feel i ng ' 
(safi.fi.ii-vedayita-nirodha), more frequently called the 
attainment of cessation (nirodha-samtipatti). Thi s  Ia -
ter kind are called kiiya-sakkhi i n  the ful l  sense of the 
term (A , IV, 45 1 -52; AA. IV, 206). The Sumangala
viltisini gives three kinds of kiiyasakkhi, namely, those. 
who rea l i se one  or the  o ther o f  the  fi rst three 
supramundane fruitions ( i .e . ,  sottipanna, sakadtigtini7. 
and aliagtiml) after coming 

.
i n  contact with the ab- . 

sorptions (DA. lll, 889-90). 

Ac.cord i n g  to -the A bhidharma-samuccaya 
ktiyastilqi, which is the Sanskrit equi valent of the Pali 

· term ktiyasakkhi, is the trainee-arya (s'ailqa) who has 
attained the eight-fold del iverance (astavimoksci: 
Abhsy. 86, 88). . 

. . . 

The A bhidharmako�a i s  m o re precise i n  i ts 
definiton of kiiyasiilqi and says that he is an anagiimi 
who has realised the cessation  of sensation and feel-
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ings (sanjfui-vedayitanirodha) which is identical with 
_ l{ tb.e attainment of nirvana (Abhk. VI, pp. 1 77,  1 85). 

:_ ; ,_,
'
, _ · Since the iirya individuals have been classi tied i n  

. c:nllfferent ways, the kiiyasakkhi appears in different l ists 
· · '' · . Thus, he is one of seven iiryas (D. IV, l 05, 

.,.-_ ·· ·t,,.-J.l'T,· M. I, 477; A .  JV, I 0; Abhk. 1 85 etc.) and one in a, 
ten iiryas (A .V, 23), and again, one in a l i st of 

ve (Netti. 1 90) , and also one i n  yet another l ist of 
t\Yenty seven iiryas (Abhsy. 86). 

. � (l j  ; 
. . i i , ; · 

Upali Karunaratne 

. 
bKAYAVINNATTI (Kiiyavijfiapti:Skt) , bodily expres
;-sjrln, or gesture, one of the two modes of intimation, 
. ;i.:�:, the two means of communication of one's thoughts 

· _ _ ·tb.·another, the other mode being voc8\ expression (vac7-. · - _ ' .. rvlfiii�tti,q. v.) It is a material element rupadhamma and 
Lis; defined as the state of bodi ly tension or excitement 
..1 0il lhe part of a person who advances or recedes or 
- ;flexes the gaze or glances around or retracts an arm or 
; ::stretches it forth (Dhs. 1 43 ff.) It is said to resu l t  in 
.. .  response to a thought which is  either morally whole-

spme (kusala) or unwholesome (akusala) or indeter
minate (avyakata:Dhs. 1 43) .  For this reason i t  i s  also 

;(described as i nvariably set up or given rise to by con
. soiousness (cittasamu_tfhiina: ibid. 1 47). It is called 
- .kttyavinnatti because it i s  the bodi l ly expression or 
-· b:O�ily intimation of that moral ly qualifiable thought 
· in  response to which it arises; it makes the thought 
· ,'known (vinnapana) ; it is the state of having made that ) thought known vififiapita: Dhs. 1 43) 

It is quite c lear from this brief explanation given 
1 : by the Theravadins that kiiyavififiatti is not identical 

· ·With the movements of the body. It means the bodi ly · 
· tension, the bodi ly exci temet, on the part of a person 
- who moves his body or l imbs to convey an idea. 

· The Sammifiyas and the Yatsiputnyas adopt a more 
direct approach. They consider kayavijfiapti to be bod
i ly movement (Abhk. ch. IV, v.2 f; La Siddhi de Hiuan 
Tsang, tr. Poussin, p. 48). The Karmasiddhiprakarana 
· says that the movement is that of the body (kiiya), and 
it is this movement that is recognised as the vijiiapti, 
because it makes manifest or expresses that thought in  
response to which i t  arises. It i s  inc luded in the sphere 
of the visible (rupiiyatana), because it is the move

r •• ment of the body, of matter, that is visible. Hence i t  i s  
-· ttie :opinion of the Sammifiyas and the Yatsiputr1yas 
that kayavijiiapti is apprehended by the organ of sight 
(Le Traite de La Demonstration de L'Acte, Karmasid 

dhiprakara!Ja, tr. by E. Lamotte, IV, p. 2 1 4, n . 22). 

The Vaibha�ikas object to this interpretation  on the 
ground that there is no movement i n  an u l timate sense . 
Al l  elements of existence (dharma) are momentary. 
Wherever they come into existence, there i tself they 
cease to exist (Sphu_tiirtha abhidharmako�a-vyiikhya, 
p. 33). Motion is not something that exists in real i ty, 
but is a name given to the appearance of momentary 
elements i n  adjacent l ocations (Abhk. ch. IV, v v. 2ff). 
If somebody retracted his arm or stretched it forth, in 
an ultimate sense, it is i ncorrect to say that his arm had 
moved. What actually happened was that the series of 
momentary elements that constituted what was called 
the arm arose i n  adjacent locations in  a certain d irec
tion. Only the place of the aris ing of elements had 
changed; not a single element had moved . 

To identify kiiyavijfiapti with bodily movements 
is ,  therefore, to deprive i t  of i ts position as a real 
dharma. To deprive it of its position as a real dharma 
is to undermine the very foundation of the avijfiapti
rupa, i n  the defence of which, the Vaibha�ikas, time 
and again, joined i ssue with the Sautrantikas. 

Hence, according to the Vaib!Ja�ikas, kayavijiiapti 
i s  not the movement of the body, but i s  such and such 
figure (samsthana) of the body, given rise to, or con
d i tioned by, a vo l i t iona l  thought (cetanii) .  This 
kayavijfiapti-samst/Uma i s  something that is vis ible 
!ibid. v. 2. ff). I t  can be apprehended i ndependently of 
the ·colour of the body (Sphu.tartha . . . . . .  p. 26.). 

Thus, although the Vats ipu trlya-Sammifiyas and 
the Vaibha�ikas differ in answering what exactly con
stitutes kiiya-vijfiapti, both agree that it comes under 
the sphere of the v is ible (rupiiyatana); itcan be appre
hended by the organ of sight. 

Viewed against this background, the kiiyavifi.fiatti 
(Skt. kayavijiiapti) of the Theravadins (Dhs.p. 1 79) 
raises one important problem. It was not identified by 
the Theravadins with the bodi ly  movements, nor was 
it taken by them as something that is apprehended by 
the organ of sight. Its i nclusion i n  the category of mind
objects under the heading dhammayatana-pariyiipanna 
(ibid.) shows that it cannot be known by any of the 
senses other than the m ind (memo). It is known through . . 
a process of i nference. In which way, then, does it func-
tion as a mode of self-expression? This  is a question 
about which the Dhammasahgan7 is practically silent. 

It may be noted here that in the Dhammasahgani 
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account reference is  made not only to the state of bod
i ly tension or exc i tement which is kclyavifiJiatti, but 
also to bodi ly movements such as retracti ng an arm or 
stretching it forth. This is an indication to the fact. al
though bodily movements are not kii_vaviliii.atti, yet they 
have a dose connection with i t ;  they too have a part to 
play in the expression of thought. 

What this close connection is  would be clear if a 
correspondence cou ld be estab l i shed between the 
kiiyaviiifiatti of the Dhammasahgan""i and that of the · 

Diir�_tantikas as given in the Vijiiaptimiitratii-siddhi, 
according to which there i s  a certain rupa which is 
neither colour nor tigure, but is  the cause of bod i ly 
movements (La Siddhi. p. 48). What this certain n:ipa 
i s  not explained here in more definite terms. In  the 
Karmasiddhi-prakarw.w (pp. 2 1 9  ft) of Yasubandhu 
an almost identical,  if not the same, theory is attrib
uted to the Sauryodayi kas. According to this theory 
bodily movements are due to the ai r-element (vclyu" 
dhii tu), g i ven  r i se to by a certa i n var i ety of  
consciousness.And i t  i s  this air-element which is rec
ognized as the kayavijiiapti. 

Kiiyavijiiapti, according to these two accounts, is 
the course of bodi ly  movements. From this i t  may be 
concluded that the Dar�.t�ntikas do not seem to have 
overlooked the contention of the Yatsiputt'iyas, namely, 
that kayavijiiapti occurs only when there is some kind . 
of movement of the body, and not otherwise (Abhk. 
Ch .. IV,. v. 2t). 

I t  may then  be asked why the des i gnat ion ,  
kiiyavijiiapti, is given to  the course of  bod i ly move
ments themselves? For, according to th is explanation, 
the signiticance of  kc�yavijiiapti as a mode of expres-

. sion is rather indirect. But, l i ke the Yaibha�ikas, they, 
too, were committed to the theory of the denial of 
motion . For, although they speak of movements, they 
do not recognize them in an absolute sense. Strictly 
speaking, there is no movement of a thing from one 
locus in space to another (de:wntarasaizkranti), but 
on ly the appearance of momentary e lements i n  
adj acen t  locat i o n s  (desantaro tpatti, Karmasid
dlziprakarar;a, pp. 2 1 9-20). It seems very probable, 
therefore, that it was with a view to retaining its real
i ty that kayavijiiapti was sought to be i dentitied with 
the course of bodi l y  movements. 

I t  i s  clear that there is  some s imi larity between the 
kayaviiiiiatti of the  Theravad ins  and that of the 
Dar�.tantikas and the Sauryodayikas. 

The former, too, is  nei ther colour nor tigure, for 
its exclus ion from riipiiyatana and i ts i nclusion in 
dlzammayatana precludes its being identi tied with ei
ther. This s imi larity goes sti l l  further. One of the terms 
used in the Dlzammasahgcuii i n  defining kiiyaviiiiialfi 
is tlzwnbitatta, tension or d istension. This term i s  used 
in the same text also in detining the air-element (Dhs.p. 
1 77). It may be noted here that the Sauryodayi kas have 
identitied kayaviji"iatti with the air-element. 

Does th i s  mean that  the  kayaviiiiiatti of the 
Theravadi ns, l ike that of the Sauryodayikas,  i s  the air
element? Two of the seventeen material elements l isted 
i n  the D hammasan gani u nd e r  t h e  head i ng 
cittasamuyhiina, i .e . ,  aris ing i n  response to, or condi
tioned by, consciousness are vc"lyo-dlu"ltu, the air-ele
ment, and kayaviiiiiatti (Dizs.p . 1 47). If the two are 
identical they would not be mentioned separately and 
counted as two i tems.  On the other han d ,  i f  the 
kc"lyaviiiiiatti were different from,  or if it had no con
nection with, vayo-dhatu, i t  would not be explained as 
tension of the body. The relation between the two seems 
to be one of identity as wel l as difference. 

Kclyaviiiiiatti i s  a condition for the occurrence· of 
bodi ly movements. It is through bodi ly  movements, 
which are conditioned by kayaviiiiiatti, that a particu
lar thought is expressed or intimated . The thought i s  
known by inference after the apprehension of the col 
our of the body which i s  i n  movement (ibid. 273.:.75; 
VismA . 45 1 ) .  

In recognizing kayavb1iiattt as a condition for the 
occurrence of bodi ly movements, the Theravadins are 
in general agreement with the Dar�.tantikas and the ,-
Sauryodayikas. However, there is this significant dif
ference to be noted. According to the Sauryodayikas 
kayavijiiapti is the air-element whereas, according to 
the Theravadi ns, it is an alteration of the mode of the 
air-element. 

Kayaviiiiiatti seems to have been so cal led by the 
Theravadins because of two reasons: In the fi rst place, 
it makes manifest or expresses that particular thought 
in response to which it arises. This manifestation or 
expression is a certain tension or excitement of the 
body. It is not somethi n g  that is v is ib le {Abhidhamma
tthavikasini, p. 275), but i t  is the physical representation 
of a mental event. In this sense it is that which makes 
known, i .e .  viiiiiapana. 
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Elsewhere in the Dhammascthganl. i t  is stated that 
the kiiyaviiiiiatti is co-ex istent with the thought (citta
salzablzu) in response to which it arises , and fol lows 
the pattern of the thought (cilfclnuparivatti) in response 
to which it arises (Dhs.p. 1 48) The impl ied reason is 
that since it is the physical mani festation or represen
tation of a thought, i ts duration, too, shou ld be equal 

· to the duration of that particu lar thought. And since i t  
i s  brought about by being condit ioned by that thought 
which it make mani fest, i t, too, fol lows the pattern of 
that particu lar thought. 

I t  should be noted in this connection that, in the 
view of the Theravadins, the duration of a material el
ement is longer than that of a mental element (S. I I , 
94; Kvu. 620 ft). Accordingly, al though the conscious
ness-born air-element and i ts concomitants cannot be 
described as co-existent with the thought , because, to 
describe them so i s  to admit that their duration is equal 
to that of the thought-moment. But kclyaviiiFwtti, has 
to be co-existent with the thought. This expl ains why 
the designation, kiiyaviiiiiatti, is  given , not to the air
element and i ts concomitants, but to their al teration of 
mode. 

It appears contradictory to recognize kiiyaviiiiiatti 
as a material element whi le describing i t  as co-exist
ent with thought. I t  should be noted here that what is 
called kiiyavitiiiatti is not a material element in  its usual 
sense ( see Pifiiiatti-nlpa).  I t  is not something which is 
distinct and separate from the air-element and i ts con
comitants. It signifies on ly n particular s i tuation or 
position, i .e, alteration of mode, of the l atter. It is a 
name given to the latter when they are i n  a particular 
position. Apart from the a ir-element and i ts concomi
'tants, of which i t  i s  an al teration of mode, there is no 
separate material element cal led kclya viiiiiatti. In other 
words, kclyaviiiiiatti is a name given to the air element 
and its concomitants when they function as the bodi ly 
expression of a thought. S tated otherwi se, the air-ele
ment and i ts concomitants are cal led kclyavifiiiatti as 
long as that particular thought in  response to which 
they arise, exists, because it  i s  during this time that 
they make manifest or represent that thought and func
tion as a cond i t ion for the occurrence of bod i l y  
movements and thereby make known that thought. 

However, the ai r-element and i ts concomitants do . 
not cease to exist concurrently with the cessation of 
that particular thought i n  response to which they arise; 
but their position and function as kayaviiitiatti do. 

Thus it is clear that kiiyaviiiiiatti is not a material 
element, distinct and separate from the air-element and 
i ts concomitants, s ignifying as i t  does only an  altera
tion of mode of the latter. 

However, i n  the Dlzammc{sahgani not only the air
element and i ts concomitants, but also kiiyaviiiiiatti are 
descri bed as g iven rise to by thought (citta-smmt,t 
_thclna: Dhs. p. 1 48), a situation which gives the i mpre
ssion that the latter has an aris ing separate from that of 
the former. Nevertheless, the fact that kc"iyaviiiiiatti i s  
described as co-existent with thought; although no ma
terial element can be so described, suggests that thereby 
the Dhammasahganl. does not mean that it is a sepa
rate material element. The logic that seems to have 
guided i t  i n  taking such a step could be that, s ince the 
air-element and its concomi tants are citta smm��thiina, 
given rise to by consciousness, their  iikiira vikiira, al te
ration of mode, i.e. kayaviiiiiatti, too, is citta-samu.�t
hiina. See Viiiiiattiriipa and Viclviiiiiatti. 

Upali Karunaratne 

KEGON (Ti- lum Tsung i n  Chinese), one of the Chi
nese Buddhist  sects based on the doc.

tr ine of the 
Dasablziimika-siitra-s'iistra ofVasubandhu which i s  a 
commentary on the Das'abhiimika-siitra, a section of  
the A vatamsaka-siitra.- · 

The translation of the Dasabiiumikaszitra-s'iistra: 
The preface by Th'u i-kuang to the Chinese vers ion 
speaks of the transl ation of this text as fol lows: In  the 
first year of the Yung-p' ing era (508 A.C.) ,  the em
peror gave the mandate to Bodhimci from nothern In
dia, Ratnamati ti·om central India and to more than 
ten other scholars to translate this text. They were wel l 
versed i n  Buddhism and i nvestigated the doctrine of 
this text completely. They fi nished the work of trans
lation of this text i n  the early summer of the fourth 
year of the said era (5 1 1  A. C.) 

So, the Chinese version gives the translaters' names 
as Bodhiruci and others. But  the Li-tai-sa-pas-chi 
(Taisho, No. 2034) and the Hsii-kao-seng -clzuan 
(Taislzo, No. 2060) mention the d ivergence of opinion 
among the translators. According to the Hsii-kao-seng
chuan (TaishO, Vol .  50. p. 429), Bodhiruci , Ratnamati 
and Buddha-santa translated the text separately and 
later someone else col l ated them into one text. 

It is doubtful  whether there were three translations, 
but i t  is bel ieved that this sect was divided into two 
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sub-sects because of the differences in interpretation 
between Bodhiruci and Ratnamati. It is bel ieved that 
the fundametal idea of Bodhiruci is based on the con
cept of iiloya-vijiiiina, when Ratnamati's standpoint is 
based on that of the pure mind, the tathiigatagarbha. 

Hsiang:-chou nan - Tao Pai : 'Hsiang' is the name of a 
country (Chou) in  northern China. Then, the capital 
was in Hsiang county. 'Nan-tao' means southern way. 
So, this is the sub-sect (P'ai) which flourished in  the 
southern part of the Hsiang county. And the other sub
sect was the Hsiang-chou Pei-tae P'ai which flourished 
i n  the northern part of the Hsiang county. 

The Hsii-kao-seng-chuan (Taisho, Vol .  50, p. 482) _ 
states a scholar's opinion of the origin of sub-sects as 
follows: Ratnamafi taught .the doctrine to three disci
ples. To Tao Ting, . the Dharma of the mind was trans
ferred. And the Dharma and Vinaya were taught to Hui
kuang alone. Bodhiruci taught the doctrine ot Tao
ch'ung only, who taught it to four monks including Lao
i .  Hui-kuang, who stayed at the southern part of the 
Hsiang county� taught the doctrine to ten disciples in
cluding (Tao) p'ing and (Seng) fan . 

This view i s  bel ieved w.idely. The Nan tao P'ai or 
the southern sub-sect inherited the doctrine of Ratna
mati which was promulgated by Hui-kuang. 

The l ineage of the Nan-tao P'ai (southern-sub-sect) 

·Fa-yiian 

Fa-ts'un 
Ling-ts'an 

Hui-kuang Fa-shang (548-61 8) 
(468-537) (495-580) 

-Jung chi-Ching-sung Hui-ch'ien 
(548-626) 

Tao-p'ing 
Tao-fang (488-559) Ling-yil Shan-chou 

(5 I 8-605). (550-620) 
Hui-shun - Tao-ang 

Ting (487-558) 565-633 Chih-hui 

Ling-hsiian 
(560-638) 

(482-550?) Pien-hsiang 

Sen�-ta Hui-ch'ang �T�•� Pao-ju 
(51 5-579?) 

Hsiian-chien 
An-lin 
(507-583) Husing-teng 

(570-642) �T"'-Y" 
(503-581)  Ling-kan Thing-yeh 

(534-6 1 2) 

T<JO-yen . 

Tao-ch'ung 

Chih-tl 

Chih-ni 
ung-li 

Ming-t'san 

Pao-im 

Chih-jun 
Ling-ta 

)' 

Hui-chUeh 
(53 1 -620) 

Hui-kuang (468-537 A .C.) was ordained under 
Budohas'anta and participated i n  the work of the trans
lation of the Das'abh.Umika-siitra-sastra. Later, he com
mented on the Das'abhiiumikasutra-sastra, Avat.;,� -

saka-siitra, Mahiip_aririirviinasiitra., Vimalak"irtinir
desa, Bodhisattva.caryii-nirdesa. Sr"imiilii-sithhaniida
siitra etc: He wrote the commentary on the Dharmagu
ptaka-vinaya, too. He Was appointed by the emperor 
as the administrator of the Buddhist Sangha. He is 
called the founder of the Dasabhumika sect and the 
restorer of the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya sect. 

� j 
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t - , Fa-shang (495-580) was the most eminent disci-
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disciples. �:<-· . .  5 . •  pie of _!-Juik�ang. He lectu:ed on the Saddharma
F -' · _ pur;tj.anka-sutra at the age of fifteen. Then, he became 
r; :�.. · ; 'a dkiple of Hui-kuang. The emperor Wen-hsuan ret .. ..kceived the precepts from him. According to the impef: . •  rlhr mandate, he stayed at the Ting-kuo temple in the �:· .. . caphal . He founded the Ho-shui temple at Hsi-shan. 
, ' tHe lectured and commented on the Dasabhiimikasiitra- . 

Hui-yUan (523-592) is famous as a scholar on the 
history of Chinese Buddhism. He stayed at the Ching
ying temple. He wrote the commentaries on the 
Dasabhiimikasiitra-sastra, Bodhisattvacaryii-nirdescL 
Avatarr;saka-siitra, Mahiiparinirviir;a-siitra, Vimala
kirti-nirdesa, Srimiilii-sirr;ha-niida-siitra, etc. He wrote 
the Ta-ch 'eng-i-chang (Taisho, No. 1 85 1 ), w hich is 
greatly valued by B uddhist  scholars, even today. 
Among his many disciples, Ling-ts'an, succeeded Htii
yiian as the chief i ncumbent of the Ching-ying. temple. 
Hui-ch'ien, Chih-hui ,  Hsi.ian-chien, Tea-yen, Ch ih-ni, 
Pao-an ,  Seng- h s i n  and o thers l ec tured o n  the 
Das abhrimikasiitra-Sastra and Mahiiparinirviina
siitra. 

f ' , �£sllitra. Bodhisattvacaryii-nirdesa, Lankiivatiira-siitra, �r . 

,· ·-� 

) 

Miihiiparinirviir:za Siitra, etc. He wrote the Fu-hsing-

lfiii (A treatise on the Buddha nature) and the Ta-ch'eng

:dichang (An outl ine of the doctrine of Mahayana Bud
. � ·:··dHism). 

Seng-fan studied the doctrine of the Nirvana sect, 
then; became a scholar of the Dasabhiimika sect. He 
stayed at the Tri-chuch temple in the capital and lec
tured on the Avatarr;saka siitra, Das'abhtlmikasiitra
. sii.Stra, Bodhisattvacaryii-nirdesa, Vimalakirti-nirde.{a, 

�- Srimiilii-sirr;haniida-siitra, etc . ,  and worte commentar
. ies on them. 

Hui-shun real ised the essential doctrine of the 
Das'abhiimika sect under Hui-kuang. He stayed at the 

, . Tsung-ch'in temple in the capital and l ectured on the 
·:· · Dasabhiimikasiitra-sastra, Bodhisattvacaryii-nirdes'a, 
'· Allatamsaka-siitra, and Vimalak1.rti-nirdesa and com-. '· 

merited on them. 

· . Seng�ta studied the Dasabhiimikasiitra-sastra un
. · der Ratnamati at first, and l ater under Hui-kuang. He 

- was very much admired by the emperer Wu ( 464-549) ) of the Liang dynasty. He stayed at the Hung-ku and · 
the Ting-kuan temples and lectured on the Avatarr;saka
st.itra, Das'abhumikasiitra-s'iistra and Bodhisattva
caryii-nirdesa. 

An-l in (507-583) studied the Das'abhiimikasiitra
sastra u nder H u i -k u an g .  H e  l ectured on the 
Dharmaguptaka-vinaya as wel l as  on many Mahayana 
sutras and s{fstras. 

Fa-ts'un, Jung-chih  and Hui-ylian were eminent 
., disciples of Fa-shang. Fa-ts'un was formerly a scholar 

of Taoism. During the T'ien-pae era (550-559 A. C.) 
he was converted to Buddhism and became a disciple 
ofFa-shang. Later, he was appointed to the karmiidiina 
· of the Ho-shui temple. 

iring-chin lectured many times on the Mahiiparini
nla!Ja-siiira and Dasabhiimikasutra-sastra and was 

-�·bel ieved to have a l ways had about five hundred 

T'an-ch'ien, a disciple ofT'an-tsun, at first studied 
the doctrine of the Avatarr;saka-siitra, Dasabhrimika
siitra-sastra, Vima/akirti-nirdesa, La!Jkiivatiira-siitra, 
Bodhisattvacaryc"i-nirdesa, etc. But  wheri the emperor 
Wu (543-578 A. C.) of the Chou dynasty, banned B ud
dhism he escaped to southern china, where he obtained 
the Mahiiyiinasamparigraha - s'iistra. Tan -ch'ien is 
considered as the founder of the Mahayanasam pari
graha sect in nothern China. 

Ling-yu, a disciple ofTao-p' ing l ived in the Ta'tz'u 
temple and the Yen-k'ung temple and studied the doc
trines of the Avatarr;saka-sutra, Mahaparinirviina
siitra, Dasabhiimikasiitra-sastra and Vinaya. He com
mented on the Dasabhiimikasiitra-sistra, Bodhisattva
caryii-nirdesa and so on. 

Tao-ang, a discip le of Ling-yu, lectured on the 
Avatamsaka-siitra and the Das abhiimikasiitra-s' astra. 
Ch'ing-ytian, another disciple of Lingyu founded the 
Chih-hsiang temple at Chung-nan-shan and excelled 
in the doctrines of the Avatarr;saka-siitra, Das'abhiimi
kasiitra-sastra, Bodhisattvacaryii-nirdesa, Mahiipari
nirviif}a-siitra and so on. 

Hsiang - chou Pei - Tao P'ai: The southern sub-sect 
(Nan-tao P'ai) thus flourished but the nothern sub-sect 
seems not to have been so prosperous as the southern 
sub-sect. Seng-hsin, Fa-chi ,  Tan-l i ,  Lao-i ,  Ju-kao, Chih
nien and others are mentioned as discip�_S. .<?f Tao
ch'ung. But the careers of many of them are not known. 

The l ineage of the Pei-tao P'ai (nothern sub-sect): 
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Tao-ch'ung Seng-hsiu-pao-hsi Tan-hung 
Fa-chi Hu i-n ing Ning-hung 
Tan-li 
Lao-i 
Ju-kuo 
Chih-n:icn 
(534-607) 

Tao-chao 
M ing-ju 
Yi.ian-ch'ang 
Hu i-tsang 
Hung-kai 
Fa-i 
Huai -cheng 
Tao-s hen 
Hu i-hsiu 
Yi.ian-ts'an 
Shan -chu 

Tao-chung was at tirst a scholar on Confucianism 
and had more than one thousand disciples . · But later 
he was converted to Buddhism. Hearing the transla
tion of the Dasablulmikasiitra -sclstra, he went to see . 
Bodhiruci under whom he studied the text for three 
years . "  Later, he lectured on the Dasczblnlmikastltra
sastra. Tao-ch'ung had more -than one thousand fol
lowers who promulgated the doctrine of th i s  sect. 

Chih-nien (534-607 A .C.) studied at tirst the 
Maluiprajfiii-piircuniul-.nltra under Tao-ch'ang, then 
the Dasczblulmikasiitra-s('istra under Tao-ch'ung and 
Hinayana Buddhism under Hu i-sung. When Buddhism 
was banned by the emperei: Wu in 574 A.C., he es
caped to Pohai, where he studied further the doctrines 
of Hinayana Buddhism. He stayed at the K'ai-i tem
ple, and a t  the Ta-hsing l<uo temple and wrote the com
mentary on the A blzidharma-lzrdaya-sc'istra in n ine 
facicles and the interpretation of the same work also 
in nine fascicles. 

Among Chih-n ien 's d i sci ples, Hui-hs in  is best 
known. He studied the Hinayana texts under Chih-n in;  
Vinaya under H u ng- l i  and Fa- l i ,  the Maluiyc'illa
samparigraha-s'Zistra underT'an-ch'ien and Tao-ni ,  and 
the Avatm�tsaka-.n'itra under Li ng-yu . H e  and his  
d i sc ip les ,  too, were excel len t  exponents of  the 
MahiiyanctSal!lParigraha-s'clstra. Thus, he and his dis
ciples and thereby the northern sub-sect seem to have . 
been absorbed i nto the M ahayfmasamparigraha sect. 

Accord ing to the Fa-luw-lwiien-i-shih -ch 'ien 
(Taisho, Vol. 33 p. 942), the instructors of the southern 
and the nothern sub-sect disputed with each other on 
the problem of the foundation of al l  dharmas. From 
this account, we can recognise that the nothern sub
sect was also powerful during the Chou (557-589 A. 
C.) and the Sui (589-6 1 8  A.C.) dynasties. But it is not 

known who the instructors of the nothern sub-sect at 
this duspute were. 

The Classification of Buddhism: Buddhist doctrines 
of several schools ,  that developed in I ndia, were sys
tematical l y  i n troduced i nto China.  Thus. Chi nese 
scholars had to classify these doctri nes in  order to re
al ise why so many doctrines were found in  Buddhism 
and also in order to uphold a part icu lar doctrine as rhe 
highest, and what was the real content of the enl ight
ened teaching of the Buddha. It i s  i nteresting to note 
that in these class i tications it is always the sect to which 
the cl assifier belonged that is given as the highest or  
ture doctrine to  attai n enl ightenment. 

In  this sect also, many kinds of classifications were 
atteinpted. Two c lassifications are known as those of 
Hui-kuang. According to Fa-tsang, H ui-kuang classi
fied Buddhism i nto three divisions, namely, I .  Chien
chiao· (gradual teching),  2. Tun-chiao ( Immediate 
teaching) ,  and 3. Yuan-chiao (complete teaching). I n  
the first divis ion the Buddha taught the doctrines of 
impermanence and then of permanence or emptiness 
at tirst and then non-emptiness. In this way, the Bud
dha taught the profound teachi ngs after the elemen
tary teachings meant for immature people. The sec
ond d ivision is the teachings that include a l l  profound · 
teachings; for instance, the teaching i n  which both emp
tiness and non-emptiness are i nc luded s.i multaneously. 
These teachings were preached to the matured people .  
The complete teaching, the third division, i s  the u lt i 
mate fruit ,  the enl ightenment i tsel f of the B uddha. 

According to Chi-i ,  Hui-kuang bel ieved in a clas-
sification of four divisions. 

. 

I .  Yin-yi.ian (causa l i ty :  A bhidlzarmako�a-s'c'istra , 
etc .), the teachings which deal with the doctrine of the 
Pratltyasamutpiida and state that all dharmas have their  
own natures. This is  the elementary teaching of the 
Hinayana doctrines. 

2. Chia-ming (temporal i ty: Satyasiddhi-s'astra), the 
profound teaching of the Hinayana Buddhism. The 
doctrine of the satyasiddhi-sastra which clari ties that 
all dlzarmas are temporal .  

3 .  K'uang-hsiang (negation :  Mahaprajiiiipiimmitt'i
stltra, Miidltyamaka-kc'irika, Dvc'idas(mikiiya-sastra, 
Sata-s'iistra etc. ), the doctri ne, according to which a l l  
dlzarmas are empty_ l i ke a phantom. This  is  the elemen
tary teachi ng of the Mahayana doctrines. 
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4. Ch'ang (eternity :  Mahc/parinirw'l�za-siitra, Avatm�l
saka-siitra, etc.) ,  the doctrine that phenomena occur 
depending on the real i ty, i .e . .  the tathc/gatagarbha. In 
other words, tatlzatc/ become phenomenal in  bi1th and 
death. This is the u l ti mate doctrine of Buddhism. 

This class i tication became the basis of Tan-yin's 
fourfold classification and An-l in 's s ixfold classitica
tion. 

Tan-yin, a d i sciple of Hui-kuang, made the six
fold classification of Buddhism. The tirst four are the 
same as those ofTan-yin;  the fi fth is Ch'ang (eterni ty) 
and the sixth is Yuan (completeness.) The Avatan.lSCtka-) siitra is involved in the sixth di vision. 

).. Anl in ,  also a d isciple of Hui-kuang, made the 
sixfold classitication of Buddhism. The tirst four are 
the same as those of Tan-yin; the tifth is Ch'ang (eter
nity) and the sixth is Yuan (completeness). TheAvatw�t
saka-siitra is involved in the sixth division. 

Thus, the typical classification followed by the 
southern sub-sect was Hui-kuang's fourfold class ifi
cation. Against i t, the typical class ification bel ieved 
by the nothern sub-sect was the tivefold one. The Fa
hua-ching-hsiian-i (Taisho, Vol .  33 .  p. 80 I )  refers the 
fivefold classification of Tzu-kuei as fol lows : "A cer
tain monk made the 1ivefold teachings. The fi rst four 
are the same as those mentioned above (Hui-kuang's 
dassitication). A fter those, the Avatamsaka-s�ltra is ) called the teaching of Fa-chieh (diwrmadluitu). This 
was believed by Tzu-kuei " .  Datails of the l ife of Tzu
kuei are not known but this fivefold class itication i s  {believed to have been that of the nothern sub-sect. 

Chi-tsang of the San-l tm sect records the three
fold classitication of the Das'abhiimika sect, namely, 
I .  Li-hsiang (establ ishment of phenomena: Hlnayana), 
2. She�hsiang (negation of Phenomena: Prajiiclpclra
mitii-siitra etc.) 3 .  Chen-shih (real i ty :  Avatm�tsaka
siitra, etc.) .  I t  is not known whose classification this 
is . Hui-yuan had his own fourfold classification. 

The Consciousness Theory. Jn the Das'abhiimika
siitra-sclstra, there occur terms such as Alaya- vijiiclna, 
Adiina-vijiiilnct, and Avidy based on the interpretation 
of these words, the consciousness theory developed in 
this sect. 

Typically saying, the southern sub-sect had the 
consciousness theory that the eighth consciousness was 

the real , eternal and pure consciousness, from w hich 
al l  phenomena origi nated, but according to the n orth
ern sub-sect, the eighth consciousness is the cllaya
vijiiiina which is  i l lusory consciousness (avidya), from 
which all phenomena are produced. 

Hui-yUan of the southern sub-sect refers to the 
consciousness theory in  his work, Ta-clz ' eng-i-chang 
(Taisho, Vol .  44 p. 524 f. ) as follows: There are eight 
k inds of consciousness. The first six are the conscious
ness of eye, of ear, of nose, of tongue, of body and of 
wi l l .  These are named according to the sense organs. 
But last two are fundamental. The seventh conscious
ness, iidclna-vijfiiina, i s  avidy[/ i n  its character. The 
eighth consiousness, iilaya-vijfiiina, i s  translated i nto 
Chinese as wu-mo-shih ( inexhaustible consciousness) 
which means the consciousness not to be exhausted i n  
the successive births and deaths. This i s  identified with 
the buddhatcz of the Mahiiparinirvii!Ja-siitra and with 
the tathiigatagarbha of the Lmikaviitclra-stltra. 

Hui-yUan states that the iidiina-vijfiiina can be ex
plai ned in eight terms, too, according to its contents. 

1 .  I l l usion consciousness: because the nature is avidya. 
2. Activi ty-c. : because,  due  to avidya, ev i l  

thoughts occur. 
3 .  Progress-c. : because, due to the activity-con-

sciousness, phenomena are rec
ognized . 

4. Representation-c. : because phenomena are repre
sented . 

5.  Knowledge-c. : because, this i s  the knowledge to 
differenciate pure dharmas from 
impure dharmas. 

6. Continuity-c. : because ,  t h i s  consci ousness  
cl i ngs to  objects and preserves 
the results of deeds, good and 
bad . 

7. Erroneous-c. : because, all the s ix  mentioned 
above are not pure. 

8. Clinging-c. : becau se ,  t h i s  consc iousness  
c l ings to  the self. 

In the same way, the eighth consciousness, iilaya
vijiiana, can be expressed by eight terms,  too. 

I .  Store-consciousness because, th is  consciousness is 
tathiigata-garbha. 

2. Divine-c. because, this produces the activi
ties common to Buddhas. 
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3. 
4.  

5 .  

6 .  

Supreme-c. 
Pure-c. 

Real-c .. 

Thusness-c 

because this is extraodinari ly fine. 
because in the nature of this con
sciousness there is no defilement. 
because th is  consciousness is  
detached from al l  deti lements. 
because, i n  this consciousness . 
there is no point either to be de-
nied or to be established. 

7. House-c because, a l l  phenomena depend 
on this consciousness 

8. · Fundamental-c. because, this consciousness is the 
foundation of i l lusion.  

Here, we can see Hui-yuan's standpoint that the 
tathatii or tathiigatagarbha is equal with iilaya-vijiiana. 

Accordi ng to Chi-i , monks of the Das'abhiimika 
sect believed that the alaya-vijiiiina i s  the real, eternal 
and pure consciousness (Taisho, Vol .  33 p. 744). Chi 
t sang a l so s tates tha t  i n structors of the earl i e r  
Das'abhiimika sect bel ieved the seventh consciousness 
to be i l lusory and the eighth consciousness to be real 
(Taisho, Vol .  42. P: I 04). In another work also, Chi
tsang mentions that according to the Das'abhiimika sect 
the eighth consciousness is the buddhata (Taisho, Vol .  
34 p .  380). Thus, Hui-yuan's theory i s  bel ieved to be 
most typical for the Das'abhiimika sect. 

The doctrines of the Mahayanasamparigraha sect 
believed in a n i rith consciousness, too, namely; amala
vijiiiina which was pure. But  the D�sabhumika sect . 
d id not recognise the n inth consciousness, Hence there 
w ere d i spu tes between the two sects about the 
consciousness theory. 

The Decline. In 563 A.C. ,  Paramartha translated the 
Maluiyiinasamparigrahas'astra, based on which the 
Mahayanasamparigraha sect (She-lun Tsung) was es
tablished and prospered i n  southern China, when the 
Das'abhiimika sect flourished i n  nothern China. But 
after the prohibition of Buddhism by emperor Wu in 
nothern China, the Mahayanasamparigraha sect was 
introduced into nothern China. Both sects i ntluenced 
each other. However, the Das'abhumika sect decl ined 
gradual ly. 

M any monks of the Das'abhumika sect joined the 
Mahayanasamparigraha sect. Hu i -hsin of the nothern 

sub-sect studied the Mahiiyanasamparigrahas'astra 
under Tan-ch'ien and Tao-ni. His  disciples, Ling-fan, 
Sheng-chao, Tao-chieh received the doctrine of the 
Mahayanasamparigraha-s'astra from H u i -hsin. Thus, 
the nothern sub-sect seems to have been absorbed into 
the Mahayanasamparigraha sect at the t ime of Hui
hsin. Not only the nothern sub-sect, but many monks 
of the northern sub-sect also became members of the 
Mahayanasamparigraha sect. T'an-ch'ien, Chingsung, 
Fa-k'an and their disciples constituted the Mahayana
samparigraha sect. Although Hui-yuan and his  9isci
ples and the group of Ling-yu, Ling-pien and Chin
cheng remained in the Das'abhiimika sect, l ater the fol
l owers of Hui-yuan also became members of the 
Mahayanasamparigraha sect. 

In the history ·of Chinese Buddhism,  this period is 
called 'the period of i nvestigation' by some · modern ........._ 
scholars. Thus, the word 'sect' indicates the monks of 
the same learning rather than of the same belief. There- · 
fore, when another or superior text of the simi lar doc
trine was introduced, changing of sects would not have 
been so difficul t. Both sects, the Das'abhumika and 
the Mahayanasamparigraha, were overwhelmed by the 
Vijfiapti-vada sect which had been i ntroduced into 
China by Hsuan-tsan. So, both sects disappeared in 
the Tang dynasty (6 1 8-907 A.C.). 

During the Sui (589-6 1 8  A.C.) and the Tang dy
nasties, many so-called Chinese sects were established. 
The Avatamsaka sect; one of these Chinese sects, re� 
ceived great influence form the Das'abhiimika sect. The 

J 

Dasabhiimika-siitra i s  a section of the Avatan;zsaka- ) 

siitra. Although the l i neage of the patriarchs of the 
Avatamsaka sect consists of Tu-shun (Fa-shun 557- :r --640 A. C.), Chih-yen (602-668), Fa-tsang (643-7 1 2) and 
so on, the l ine of the learning of this sect i s  Hui-kuang, 
Tao-p'ing, Ling-yu, Ch'ing-yuan, Chih-cheng, Chih-
yen, Fa-tsang and so on. 

K. Tamura 

KETUMALA. Ananda Coomaraswamy, Y. Krishan 
and several other scholars present in teresting i nterpre
tations about the features i n  the Buddha head in  Bud
dhist iconography. ' Krishan has poin ted out that in  the 
ancient Gandhara Buddha i mages as well as in Mathura 
Buddha i mages there was no evidence of the exist-

I .  Krishan, Y. "The Hair on the Buddha's Head and U�t;ii�a", East and West, new series, Vol .  1 6, Nos. 3-4, (September
November) 1 960, pp. 275-283 
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ence of a feature depicting a projecti ng from the sum
mit of the head of the Buddha image.2 Reference could 
be made to the head of an image of a bhikkhu l iving in 
the S'unga period (2nd century B.C.  to I st  century B .C.). 
Even in Sri Lanka there was no evidence of an abnor
mal projection on the head of a Buddha image. How
ever there is evidence of the existence of a symbolic 
projection in the Sarvastivada tradi tion as discussed in 
the Lalita vistara . 3  It was the bel i ef among the 
Sarvastivadins that there was piirva-buddhanupasmrt
yasangagfi.anarasmi (the radiance of knowledge to 
recall l ives of previous Buddhas) from which a radiance 
rose upwards from a spot below the u�l}isa in the skul l .  
The sculptors of Mathura used a symbol s imil ar to the 
shell of a snail in appearance as a device to depict this 
feature. The Katra i mage is an example (PL, XIX). 
The Katra image depicts a bodhisattva as inscribed in 
the seat of the i mage. B uddha images were scul ptured · 

in the form of bodhisattva images owing to the belief 
prevalent at the time that the Buddha had not permitted 
the making of B uddha images. The Katra image has 
its head shaven.4 

According to Theravada Buddhist texts, on the day 
of the renunciation, the bodhisatta cut his hair leaving 
two inches, which remained for the rest of his l ife at-. tached to his head turned clockwise.5 According to the 
Vinaya a monk is perni tted to retain his hair up to a 
length of two inches. If it grows beyond this length it 
has to be cut.6 If this advice is fol lowed, shaving oft he 

pecially the account occuring in the Nidanakathii could 
have been a l ater development after the B uddha scul p
tures came into being. If it was not so it i s  more plau
sible that the Nidiinakathti account of the B uddha's hair 
developed to conform to mahapurisa lakkha!Ja as dis
cussed i n  Mahtipadana, Lakkhm;a and the Brahmayu 
Suttas of the Sutta P�taka. 7 Therefore the theory ad
vanced by Ananda Coomaraswamy and a few other 
scholars that the B uddha retained sufficient hair on the 
head to form � knot on the top and shaved the rest 
cannot be accepted as it goes against a l l  textual data. 

In some Gandhara Buddha images a crest of hair 
is depicted on the head close to the forehead (PL.XX). 
Such images do not possess locks of hair turned clock
wise. Short wavy hair is evident in them. The Gandhara 
sculptors would have i mpl ied a form of the radiance 
of the Buddha by this device. I t  could be i nterpreted to 
mean the concept of piirva-buddhanusmrtyaswigag 
fi.anarasmi of Sarvastivadins. 

. hair is not necessary. But, according to the Vinaya a 

.). monk should cut his hair once in two months, If the 
. head is not shaved hair wi l l  grow to about four inches, 
Hence cutti ng of hair once in two months was not 
enough. If t[!e head is shaved it is l ikely that the growth 
in two months would be about two inches. It could 
easily be surmised that the Buddha and the bhikkhus 
shaved their heads and did not shave again ti l l lhe hair 
grew to two inches. The accounts to the contrary, es-

In postcanonical Pali l iterature available in the fonn 
of commentaries of the period after 3rd centruty B .C. 
and in the Pal i  chronicles, a feature desribed as 
ketumala has been added on to the Buddha images. 
By the 1 2th cent. A.C. the Sri Lanka l i teary tradition 
has recorded ketumala as the eightieth of the eighty 
minor marks (as'ityanuvyafi.jana) . K  In the second half 
of the 5th century A .C .  it is recorded that k i ng,  
Dha tusena  added a new feature c a l l ed the 
ran;sicii.famani (crestjevel of rediance) to the old Bud
dha images.9 This is also referred to as n'"ilacii,lamani 
(blue crest jewel) in the same source. 10 In the 9th cen
tury A.C. it is referred to as ran;sipufi.ja. 1 1  It is cal led 
siraspata at present. A l l  these terms are synonymous 
with the original term ketumala and was intended to 
symbolize a form ofradianceemar.ating from the head 
of the Buddha. The term nllacii,lamar;i may have been 
designed to convey the colour of the hair (nlla i n  the 

-··I� :�: ... �: 

2. Lalitavistara, ed. S .  Lefmann, Halle, 1 902, p .3 
3. Coomaraswamy, A.K. "The B uddha's Hair and U�l)i?a and Crown", JRAS 1 928. 
4. Jataka, ed. V. Fausboll ,  VoL I ,  London, i 962, p. 64 
5. Cullava�ga, ed. T.W. Rhys Davids, and H. Oldenberg. SEE Oxford, 1 885, p .  69. 
6. Please see Note 4 
7. Samantapasadikii (Hewavitarana ed.) I, 1 929, p. 25; Vimanavatthu A.Uhakathii (Hewavitharana ed) 1 925, p. 260; 

Saratrhadl panT, ed. Deverakkhita, 1 94 1 ,  p.  I OS ; VamsatthappakZuinl, ed. G,P. Malalasekera (PTS), London, 1 935, p.  
304; Piijavaliya, ed. Bentara Saddhatissa, Panadura, 1 930, p. 1 39. 

8.  Ciilavwl}sa, ed. W. Geiger, London, 1 925, Vol .  I 38, 62, 65�67 
9. c:iilavariJ-m, op.cit, p.  304 

. 10. Van:tsatthappakiisinl, op.cit, p. 209 . . I I . Vm'!lsatthappakasinl ,  op.cit., p. 304 
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present text denotes the colour black). In the Buddha 
images this feature has been depicted by inserting a · 
blue gem into the ketwniilii. However in certain bronze 
Buddha i mages even red coloured gems have been used 
to obtain this rediance. This  apparently is due to a lack 
of understanding of the proper concept conveyed by . � 
the ketumiilii and the features associated with it. In 
certain Japanese Buddha images there is a symbol to 
depict the cii.fiima�li which is located between the crown 
of the head and· the topmost forehead. Jn the Buddha 
images scu lptured during the later M athura Amaravafi 
and Gandhara Schools is to be seen a' projection sug
gestive of a tleshy and boney protuberance. This fea
ture is found in the Buddha i mages belonging to the 
Abhayagiri and Jetavana monasteries in Sri Lanka. 
Ketumalii was the term used to denote this feature in 
Sri Lanka. 

Altogether four terms have been used in Sri Lankan 
iconography to suggest the rad iance of the Buddha. 

. They are byclmappablul (halo), ketumiilcl, the radiance 
issued forth from the bottom of the u:nfisa rcmysijala 
(nimbus) and sarlrappab/ul (radiance of the body iden
titied with six colours). 

Ketumclla, although depicted in different forms in 
B uddha images in different countries, had one con- · 
cept i n  common, viz to represent the rays of the Bud
dha confined to this spot in the Buddha's body. 

The de�i nition of the concept of ys�zl�·a appears to 
contradict the above interpretation of ketumala. This 
term appearing as tuylzlsa-slsa in Pal i and upyl.ya
s'iraskha in Buddhist Sanskrit is considered one of the 
thirty two major marks of the Buddha. This coricept is 
common to all Buddhist tradi tions. However, i t  is note
worthy that this feature is not considered in early Bud
dhist scu lptures to mean the radiance of the Buddha or 
to indicate an abnormal protuberance on the top of the 
B udd ha's head . I n  a Chi nese trans lat ion of the 
Lalitavistara and in the Mahayana canons of art, this 
feature described as a protuberance on the summit of 
the B uddha's head i s  cal led Ll:��ll:w which indicated 
u�'l�ii:w-siraskata. 12 This was an incorrect interpretation 
of the symbol which indicated the radiance from the 
B uddha's head. Buddhaghosa's interpretation of this 
term wilzlsa-sisa in the early part of the 5th century 
A.C.  can be accepted as the most appropriate explana
tion. According to him u�zhlsa-slsa was a term used to 

mean the round head and the fu l ly  formed fore head. 1 3  
U p  to the second half of the 5th century A .C .  the Bud
dha images sculptured in Sri Lanka conformed to the 
standards set out by Buddhaghosa. I n  fact this was the 
standard maintained by the artists belonging to' the 
Mahavihara tradi tfon even up to the present day in Sri 
Lanka. The bump-l ike formation on the top of the head 
of the Buddha images belonging to Abhayagi ri and 
Jetavana Schools of art was considered as kettimcllii 
as already discussed. Buddhaghosa's i nterpretation was 
not his personal view but was the view accepted by 
the Mahavihara from ancient times. 

The symbol used to indicate the rays of the Bud
dha emanating from his head i s  sho\Vn as a part of the 
head. Two representative examples wou ld be Katra 
Bodhisattva image belonging to the Mathura style in  
India and Manikdena Buddha i mage from Sri Lanka ......__ 
(PL. XXI). I n  these two i mages the symbol used for 
the purpose was i n  the shape of the shel l of a snail .  
This feature in the Mel)ikdel)a statue has gone through 
substantial changes due to wear and tear but has 
retained i ts conical shape. Three other images with 
simi lar features were unearthed during excavations of 
the sand terrace of  t h e  A b h ay agi ri  stiipa i n  
Anuradhapura. There has been a difference in the 
evolution of these. i mages during later times. In the 
Buddha images of the Mathura and Gandhara style this 
symbol is shown in the form of a bun proj�cting from . 
the top of the head . In  the Buddha i m ages .'of the . 
Abhayagiri-vihara in the 8th Century A.  C. this feature · 
·is shown artistically in a s ty l i sed fashion.  The bronze 
Buddha i mage found at Badul la, presently kept in the 
National Mu,seum, Colombo, shows the Buddha rays . 
.in the same style (PL. XXII) .  

Flame l ike ketumczla was in use from the latter 
part of the Anuradhapura period. The oldest avai lable 
examples are the· Buddha i mages found at Veheragaln 
(PL XXIII). The number of tlames has increased from 
one to six. I t  has n

.
ot been a development that has taken 

place along with the passage of t ime, but accor-ding to 
the preference of the sculptors. Whi le the statue of the 
8th Century A. C. contains twelve tlames a statue of 
the 1 2th century A.C. has only three tlames. Apart from 
this, the style of the tlame, too, has undergone change. 
At the beginning it was a projection from the top of 
the head, but later it was a tlat object. Ketumalii in the 
shape of tlames have, in most i nstances, been made 

) 

1 2 .  Beal, S. ,  The Fo Suo RsanK Ching, SBE.XIX,  Oxford, 1 883, p. 359, n. I I . 
1 3 . DiKiza Nikii.ya A.�rhakarhii. SHB. Vol .  1 ., 1 9 1 8, p. 304; Majjhima Nikc�ya A.Uakathii, SHB. Vol I l l , 1 947, pp. 265-266 
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separate ly and affi xed to the top of the head (PL. 
·xxiV). 

During the Kandy period i t  appears in  the shape of 
a- han� with tingers shown u pright. Tradi tional artists 
(sittara=artists) have shown it as a lotus bud in the 
present day. The tlame symbol is shown inconspicu
oo'sly. 

On examination of the ketumclla found is Sri Lanka 
,· · it is possible to understand the formation of the tlame

l ike ketumalcl. The focal point of the ketumala was the 
gem affixed to it .  The radiance was indicated by the � ) flames. Both t�c gem

_ 
and t�e 1lames �epresented the 

rays. The gem 1s not found 1n many of the l arge Bud
dha i mages. There is l i terary and archaeological 
evidenc regarding the affixing of gems to the eyes and 
to the ketumakl of Buddha i mages. There was the pos
sibility of these. precious gams being removed by van
dals and therefore the practice of affixing gems to the 
ketumalii seems to have been abandoned in later ti mes. 

Ketumcllcl was a common feature in the Buddha · 
images belonging to all  schools of Buddhist art in Sri 
Lanka as is proved by the B uddha images belonging 
to. the Mahavihara, the Abhayagiri and the Jetavana. 
In the images belonging to the Mahiivihara, there is 
no evidence of the existence of a projection from the 
top of the Buddha head. Instead a fl ame-l ike ketumclla 

had been used. I n  the B uddh<1 i mages of Abhayagiri 
) �nd Je�avana �choo! s t�e k�tumclla has be

_
en indicated 

m the form o f  a proJeCtiOn from the top of the head. In 
. addition there is  evidence to prove that Abhayagiri-

- .jYasins had 1ixed the ketunu!la on the projection on top 
of the head. The perforation on the projections appear
ing on top of the Buddha head, as is evident in the 
Toluvi la  i m age (PL. X X V )  presently kept in the 
National Museu m in Colombo and the Pank u l i y a  
Buddha i mage avai lable with the remains o f  the shrine 
to the north-east of the Abhayagiri vihara, are undoubt
edly meant to fix the siraspata in the fl ame-l ike ap
pearance. 

Ketumiiltl as a feature is not found among the 
eighty minor signs i n  other B uddhist traditions. I f  this 
was not a feature of Sri Lankan origi n, it could have 
been a symbol introduced to Sri Lanka by the Vibhajja
vadins of I ndia who became domi nant i n  this country. · 

Ketumcllcl has been fou nd i n  many of the B u ddha 
imges discovered in  South I ndia, but  those I ndia n  i m
ages belong to a period much l ater than the S ri Lankan 
Buddha images with the ketumiila. Several such bronze 
images discovered at Nagapa.t.tanam are preserved in  
the National museum i n  Colombo and these can be 
regarded as South Indian sculptures based on the Sri 
Lankan style. 

The B uddhists of Thai land became aware of the 
ketumclla through the Pal i  commentaries and through 
the rel igious links they had with Sri Lankan Buddhists. 
As a resul t  of this intl uence the ketumalii became a 
popular feature i n  Thai B addha i mages, too. Myanmar 
(Burma) showed a special i ncl ination to the ketumc"ila 
of the t:ategory fal l i ng within rm�lsipuiija. 

lt is said that Indian princes wore a ciilamani on 
their heads. Prince Siddhartha, son of Suddh�dana·, too, 
wore thi s gem,  and he had to cut h is  hair along with 
the ctl{ lima�li when he renounced the world. The phrase 
moliya saddlzim ciilam . . . . . . . . . . .  sindlzi 14  Is i nterpreted . . ' 
i n  the Jataka A_tuva giitapadaya of the twelfth, th ir-
mteenth century to mean the ct�lamm;i used to adorn 
the lock of hair. CiiJa is also i nterpreted to rhean the 
knot of hair, Having arranged the hair on the top of the 
head, royal princes used to tie i t  with a ri bbon;  but at 
ordination this hair was cut and removed. 15 This feature 
is not at all relevant to the Buddha image. The term 
cii.famm;i occuring in the chronicles should be i nter
preted to mean a gem on the head and not as a gem 
associated with the hai r; for it cou]d fi nd a place on 
the head without hair. In  effect this  usage has  nothing 
other than the appl i cation of the meaning associated 
with the hair and the gem to give a new interpretation 
in  the present context. Thi s  type of u sage is common 
in  language. The term silumina derived from cr.Tlclmani 
is used to indicate the gem placed on top of th� spir;tl 
summit of a diigiiba. There i s  no connection whatso
ever with hair i n  that context. The ciiJiimalJi worn by a 
king on his  head is an ornament. I n  the case of the 
Buddha i t  is symbol ic of the rays of the Buddha and 
hence the cii.fclmw;i on the head of the B uddha is  cal led 
ransict�lamcu;i. Therefore the ct�lamalJi associated with 
the Buddha i mage shou l d  not be confused with a moli 
of a royal prince. The symbol on the top of the Bud
dha image signifying the rays of the B uddha is the 
ransicii.famalJi which is  also called ketumalii. 

. 

14. Jiituka A,ruvii Gi�tapadaya, ed. D.E. Hettinrachchi, Colombo, 1 950, p. 1 1 6. 

1 5. Jatakn_�thukathii, HSB. ,  Colombo. 1 929, p. 25 . · 

' -· 
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During  the past one hundred years the attention of 
Indologists had been drawn to the feature on the top of 
the Buddha image and this had been a subject of 
indepth dis.cussion. In these discussions sufficient at
tention had not been drawn to the ketumiilii, resulting 
in serious ommisions in the conclusions so far arrived 
at. As shown in this aticle the projection from the top 
of the Buddha's head shown in the ancient Buddha im
ages was nothing other than a device to express the 
rays of the Buddha and was never meant to be an 
u�n"i�a. The rays of the Buddha associated with this 
symbol have been interpreted by the Vibhajjavadins 
and Sarva st ivad i ns i n  two d i fferent ways .  The 
Vibhajjavadins i nterpreted i t  to mean rays from the 
head, special ly emanating from the hair. It was taken 
as one of the miner s igns of the Buddha. However, 
according to the Sarvastivadins i t  was the rays which 
rises from the bottom of the u�nisa called purvabuddhii 
nusmrtya sangagiiiinarasmi. But they did not consider 
thi s  as an i tem among the as"ityanuvyaiijana ie. the 
eighty minor signs. 

·Chandra Wickramagamage 

KHALUPACCHABHATTIKANGA,the seventh of . 
the thirteen Dhutailga . practices adopted by some 
bhikkhus to discipl ine themselves. See DHUTANGA 

KHA�A (Skt. k�m:za) 
Introductory: The Pal i term khm:za is originally used 
in the suttas in i ts l i teral sense of a moment, a very 
small fraction of time, without any technical i mpor
tance attached to i t  (rena khar.zena tena muhuttena:· Vin. 
I, I 2; I I I ,  I I 9). It has also been used synonymously 
with the term anicca, meaning ' impermanence,. It is· 
said that 'l i fe i s  momentary' (khar:zikan:z jivitaffJ: Nd. I ,  
44, I I 9) i nstead of saying that l i fe is  impermanent 
(JivitaffJ aniccaffJ). Impermanence, as understood by 
Buddhists, means the momentary (khar.zika) nature of 
all phenomena. The essential nature of all phenomena 
is appearance (uppiida or smnudaya) ·and disappear
ance (vaya or nirodha) as is evident from such phrases 
as: "Whatever is .of the nature of origination is also of 
the nature of cessation" 1 and "All phenomena are, -i n
deed, impermanent, they are of the nature of appear
ance and d isappearance.2 

The term khar.za, together with its Sanskri t equiva
lent �ar.za, acquired technical importance when �he 

doctrine of i mpermanence (anicca) came to be elabo
rate and interpreted in the different schools  i n  thei r  
attempt to provide i t  a· logical and metaphysical basis. 
This  became necessary especially i n  v iew of the cri t i 
cism levelled by non-Buddhist schools of phi losophy 
and rel igion agaimst the Buddhist doctrine of imper
manence which, at the beginning, was purely empiri
cal. Buddhists themselves d iffered in i ts interpretatio n  
and this explains the existence of divergent views i n  
this regard among d ifferent schools.  

In the process, the original term anicca, meaning 
impermanence, was replaced by the term khana or  
�al)a (moment) or  by �al)ikatva (momentariness or 
instantaneousness). The whole concept of imperma 
nence or momentariness underwent a complete over
haul when logic took the place of Abhidharma, theF' 
by giving -rise to a ful ly-fledged theory of moments. 
The theory of moments, thus developed in  the schools, 
may therefore be considered as the logical extension 
of the doctrine of impermanence. 

The germs of the theory: It is very difficult to deter
mine definitely the epoch when the theory of moments 
was framed. The germs of the theory are, however, to 
be found in the Pali canon itself, rather as a doctrine of  
momentariness than as  a theory of moments. In a sutta 
in the Anguttara Nikiiya, the Buddha i s  represented as 
saying that there is . nothing in the world that changes 
so quickly (lahuparivatta) as does the mind (A . I, I 0; 
cp. S. I I ,  94). A lso a verse in the Niddesa, quoted prob
ably from a then existing redaction of the canon, sa) 
that l i fe and personality, pleasure and pain, exist only

the duration of one moment of thought (Nd. l, I 77-
1 88). 

By the time of the third Buddhist Councii (third 
century B .C.)divergent views on a m.ulti tude of topics 
had already emerged among the B uddhists and we find 
the doctrine of momentariness being discussed as a 
common subject among them, only with certai n  .tech
nical variations. 

Some of the old schools held the v iew that all phe
nomena, al l  elements of existence, exi st only the dura
tion of one thought-moment (eka-cittakkhanikii sclbbe 
dhammii : Kvu. xxi i ,  8). According to B uddhaghosa, it 
was the Pubbasel iyas and Aparaseliyas, two of the in
termediary schools that did not last long, who held that 

I .  Yw!l kinci.wmudayadlwmmall) sabball) fall) nirodhadhammam Vin. I ,  1 6. 
2. Aniccti vat a swikhtirti upptidavayadha",nmino: S. IV, 1 4; V. 30; A .  I ,  286, 296; I I, 248 
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debate recorded in the same text cen
the guestion as to whether a s ingle unit of 

l asts a whole day. This view is attributed 
s, another intermediary school, and is 

. by the Theravadi ns as a heresy (KvuA. I I ,  7). 

for the Andhakas, all other schools agreed 
of mind (citta and caitta-dharma) 

.... , .. . nr"'"' i n  their existence. This view, as we saw, 
from the early sutta's themselves (A. I ,  

U, 94). As to whether the elements of matter 
,,.F,..'IflTrTLIL) , too, are as momentary as the elements 

�d, we find d ifference of opi nion amo'ng the 
s. While a l l  the schools,  except the Andhakas, 

·-��Qgl,)is��d the momentary duration of mental elemetns, 
·-��nw�x "J• them assigned a relative permanence to mate

There were other s�cools who objected 
�j��j(tJ;cKtucing any such distinction, and held that both 
lff!l�!�L�· and material elements are equal ly momentary 

: -.tifi�h ; .. : 
. ·. ·.i;ltdt difference between the two categories of ele
. _.ments,,as regards their duration, is recognised and up;_:1iJ��,by the Theravadins.  They held that the mind 

n�f.Ylg(!s and breaks up quicker than matter. 3 A number 
· u)fJion�roversies recorded in the Kathiivatthu suggest 

. .: �· . � .....: -· 
n�Y,y-.c!early that the Theravadi ns had no hesitation i n  
.. 1n;�qgnising the momentarines o f  mental elements 
:;(Kvu._pp. 204-208). On the othr hand they do not seem 
.. , .tq;have denied the relative permanence of matter in  
· 'g��eral .  In point of fact, the thesis of  the Pubbaseliyas 

) and Aparasel iyas that the duration of a material thing 
. i� ,equal to the duration of a thought�moment, is re-/ . je

_
ct�d 'by the Theravadins as untenable (Kvu. pp. 620 

tf,.KvuA. p. 1 96). 

. . It was not the Theravadi ns alone who upheld this 
.tr�d.ition. Vasumitra records that, in the view of the 

. Mahasanghikas, the material sense-organs and the pri
mary elements evolve (parb:wmati) whereas conscious -

· . ness and mental concomitants do not evolve. This state-
1Tl_ent has been i nterpreted to mean that while material 
elements endure for a longer time, mental elements 
perish every moment (k�a!J.a-bhmigura). Yasomitra 
notes that in the opinion of the Aryasammifiyas, mat
ter is of longer duration whereas consciousness and · 
mental concomitants are characterised by i nstantane
pus being (Abhkvy. p. 1 79). A similar view is attrib-
uted to the Vatsiputriyas: Some sah.skiiras exist for 

some t i me w h i l e  others peris h  at every moment 
(M asuda, AM. I I ,  p. 54) 

' 
On the other hand, many other schools, notably 

the Sarvastivada, the Mahlsasaka, the Purvas'a i l a  and 
the Aparas'ai la (Pubbasel iya and Aparasel iya of the 
KvuA . xxi i ,  8) d isapproved of this dist inction. I n  their 
view, not only mental but also m aterial elements are 
of i nstantaneous being (Masuda, A.M.  II,  p. 54, ri,2; 
Bareau, les Secte Bouddhique Du Petit Vehicule, pp. 
I 03, 1 05,  1 44, 1 86). 

The Development of the Theory: The i nterpretation 
of the characteristics of that which is cond i t ioned 
(sah.khata lakkha!J.a, san_zskrta-lak�a!J.a) played a very 
i mportant role i n  the development of the theory of 
moments. When the Ah.guttara Nikiiya refers to these 
characteristics, namely origination (uppiida),  cessation 
(vaya) and becoming otherwise of that which is exist
i ng (thitassa afi.fiathatta: A. I ,  1 52) which is appar
ently a development of the original  idea of appearance 
and d i sappearance (uppcida-vaya o r  samudaya
nirodha: S. IV, 1 4; V.  30; A. I ,  286,  296; II,  248; Vin. I ,  
1 6, etc.),  the purpose i s  to show the i mpermanence of 
all elements, both mental and m aterial. But, when doc
trine of i mpermanence, which i n  the Nikiiyas was de
scribed in si mple andgeneral terms, came to be ex
plained more systematicall y  and w i th greater preci
sion, attempts were also made to reinterpret the three 
characteristics. The most interesting outcom(1 of this 
reinterpretation i s  the development, at the hands of the 
schol i asts, of the theory of m oments . 

The Vaibha�ika School : The Vai b h a � i ka s  ( the  
Sarvastivadins) i nterpreted " th e  becoming otherwise 
of t h at w h i ch e x i s t s "  (fhi ta:;sa a1iiiathatta, 
sthityanya:hatva) as decay (jaratii) and postulated an
other term sthiti meaning duration, thus increasing the 
number of sanskrta-la�a!J.a to four, namely, b irth or 
origination (jati or utpiida), duration (sthiti), decay 
(jaratii) and i mpermanence or destruction (anityatii or 
niisa: Abhidharmadipa w i th Vibhasaprabluivrtti, ed. 
P.S. Jain i ,  Patna, 1 959, pp. 1 03ff) . All elements of 
existence, mental as well as material , characterised by 
these four features are called sanskrta-dharma. 

The Vaibha�ikas explain the momentary nature of 
elemen ts (dharmas) in the foll owing manner: Every 
element appearing i n  phenomenal existence is affected 

3. Riipam dhandhanirodhan:z l{aruparivatfi, cittan:z khippanirodhan:z, lahuparivatti (Vism. p·. 526). Rtipan:z garupariniiman;L 

dhandhanirodhan:z, arupan:z lahupariniiman:z khippanirodhan:z (VbM . p. 25). 
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simultaneously by the four characteristics of what is 
conditioned. The four characteristics are forces which 
are neither mental nor material (nlpacittavijJmyukta
sansklziiras or simply (vi{nnyukta-sanskhclras. They al
ways appear together and s imu l taneously; they affect 
every element at every moment of i ts existence. They 
are the most universal forces, the characteristic fea
tures or the manifesti ng forces o t: phenomen�l exist
ence. S ince they are considered as elements, they are 
i n  need o f  secondary forces (anulak�WIJ a  or  
upalak�a�w) in  order to  displ ay their efficiency. T t  was 
also maintained that these four forces and the second
ary potencies affecting them in their turn were as real 
as the elements (dharma) they characterize (dravyatah 
santi, L'Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, Louis  de Le 
Val le Pmrssin, Paris, 1 926, i i ,  46). 

The elements of exi'stence are momentary appear
ances momentary tlashings i nto the phenomenal world . . 
They are disconnected in  space, not b.eing l inked to
gether by any pervading substance; they are also dis
connected in  time, in duration, since they last only one 
single moment (k�mJa). They disappear as soon as they 
appear, in order" to be fol lowed the next moment by . 
other momentary element. Thus a moment (ksana) 
becomes a synonym of an element (dharma): two 
moments, therefore, represent two d ifferent elements. 
An element becomes something l i ke a point in space
t ime. Disappearance is the very essence of existence. 
What does not d isappear does not exist. 

Against this theory of elements which are s imul
taneously or ig inat ing,  ex is t ing and d i sappeari ng 
(utpiida-stlziti-bhwiga: Lank. 42, 3), a very natural ob
jection was raised by the Buddhists themselves that 
production (utpclda) and destruction (bhwiga or nclsa) 
could not be si mul taneous (bhanga or nasa) could not 
be simultar:eous (Mdlwr.pp. 545 ft). On the other hand, 
it was impossible to al low an element more than one 
s iglc moment's duration, si nce two moments consti
tuted two elements. 

The Vaibha� ikas met the,,objection by pointing to 
the difference between an element in i tsel f, its real . 
nature (svabhiiva) and its efficiency moment, i ts func
t ion  o r  m a n i festat i o n  ( lak�a !J a :  A b hk. V. 26 ,  
Abhidharmadipa with Vibhiisaprabhiivrtti pp. 259-60). 
The elements or forces may be opposed to each other; 
yet their effect may resul t in some sigle real fact. They 

ci te the case of three assassins who have resolved to 
ki i l  a man hiding in  some dark recess : One of them 
pu l l s  h im out (utpiida) of his h ideout place; the other 
seizes h im (sthiti) and the th i rd stabs h i m  (bluuiga), 
all acting s imultaneously. The victi m appears only to 
disappear. The real i ty moment (�m;w) is the moment 
of action, of i ts being achieved. "We cal l a moment", 
the Vaibhasikas maintain, "the point \.vhen an action i s  
ful ly achieved" (L 'Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, 
i i ,  46). Thus the ksal'}a is the moment the four forces, 
(Jiiti, etc.) accomplish their operation. 

A significant consequence of this theory of mo
ments is the denial of motion. A really existing oject, , 
according to this theory, cannot move, because tl. .J 
object di sappers as soon as it appears; there is no ti me' 
for it to move. Hence in keeping with the theory of t�e 
momentariness of being (k�·al'}a-viida), motion (gati). 
too, is given a d ifferent interpretation : Motion is not 
the movement of an object from one locus in -space to 
another (desantara-gamana), but the appearance of d if
ferent elements in adjacent locations (desiintarotpalli: 
AbhKVy. p. 33). For, in the case of momentary ele
ments, whenever appearance takes place, there itself 
takes pl ace disappearance. The classic example given 
in this connection is the l ight of a lamp. The so-cal led 
l ight of the lamp is nothing but a common designation 
given to an uninterrupted production of a series of tlash
ing points. When. the production changes place, one 
says that the l ight  has changed: But, in reality, other 
flames have appeared in another place (ibid). 

The theory of moments, as described above, gives _, 
rise to the problem of continui ty and identity. lf the 
elements are discrete and momentary, how can we a� 
count for the continuity of the stream of elements? This 
involves a number of problems which are of a more 
l'undamental character: the problem of the identi ty of 
the elements in a s ingle individual stream of l i fe, the 
problem of memory, of moral responsibi l i ty and of 
rebirth. If these difficul ties could  not be explained sat
isfactori ly, the whole ethical foundation of the Bud- . 
dhist  doctrine of karma and pratltyasamuiptida i s 
bound to col lapse. 

The Vaibha?ikas attempted to sol ve this problem 
with the help of the two theories of dharma-svablulva, 
and prclpti; i t  i s  svablziiva and the priipti that maintain 
the continu i ty of elements. Svabhiiva means own (sva) 

4. This standpoint of the Yaibha�ikas, besides strengthening their realist position, gave them the more popular name -
Sarvastivada. 
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being (blulva) which exists always, i n  past, present and 
future. Although it is not eternal (nitya), since eternal
i ty means absence of change, i t  represents the potenti-

. al i ty have of the appearanc of el ements into phenom
enal l i fe. The potential i ties exist  for ever.4 Prc/pti is  a 

• special force, another, viprayakta smiskclra, which 
holds the elements combi ned. I t  operates only within 

· the l imits of a s i ngle stream and not beyond . Thi s  
stream o f  elements (dharma or ksana-santati), which 
is kept together by the force ofprclpti, is not l i mited to 
the present l i fe, but has i ts rools i n  past existences and 
i ts continuation in future ones. 

Sautrantika School: The Sautrantikas took a more 
simple view of the whole queslion.  They pointed out 
that the fou r  c haracteri s t i c s  of the con d i t i o ned 
(smiskrta- lak��w:a) con s i dered to be real by the 
Vaibha�ikas, were mere characteristics, mere designa
tions, with no objective real i ty (Abhkbh. ch. i i ,  v. 46) 
and argued that the recognit ion of the secondary forces 
(anu-or upa-lak�·a�w) woul d  l ead to i n fi n i te regress 
(anavastha : ibid). The four  characteristics refer, not to 
a single momentary element but to a series of them 
(santana: ibid.) .  It is the series or the stream i tsel f that 
is called su bsistance (sthiti); i ts origination is called 
b�rth Uiiti); i ts cessaton i s  cal led destruction (vyaya); 
the difference i n  i ts precedi ng and succeedi ng moments 
is what is called the change of the thing that exists 
(sthityiinyatlzatva). I n  their opinion duration (sthitt) and 
decay Uara) cannot be appl ied to a momentary ele
ment, because whatever that orig inates had no time to 
subsist or decay, but to perish.  

This school which accepted the real ity of moments, 
i. e. , the discrete and momentary elements, but refused . 
to accept the reality of :lny of the viprayuktasm�zskclras, 
explained the inherent problems of conti nuity and iden
tity of the moments and the attendant problems such 
as memory, moral responisb i l i ty and rebirth by postu
lating a theory of seeds (hlja: q. v.) ,  in place of the 
theory of prapti advanced by the Vaibha�ikas. After 
deti ni ng blja as nc/ma-nlpa (q. v.), i .e . ,  the complex of 
the five aggregates (khandlza, q .  v.) capable of produc·· 
ing fru i t  ei ther i mmedi ately or mediately, by means of 
a special k ind of evolut ionary p rocess (pari�1iima- · 

vis'esa) of the stream (sanulna) of moments,  the 
Sautrant i kas argued that the seeds of kusala and 
akusala (or anusaya: q .v.),  accu mulated in a stream, 
determine the character of the latter (Abhkblz) . ch. i i ,  
vv. 35-36, Abhkvy. pp. 1 47t} 

Personal i ty, according to this school ,  is a succes-

sion of moments, each moment hand i ng over i ts force 
to the next before breaki ng up i tself. The ind ividual is ,  
therefore, noth ing over and above a series of moments 
U9·at;w-santana) . 

We saw that the germs of the theory of moments 
are traceable in the early suttas themselves which do 
not belong to any particular school of Buddhism. These 
germs are also to be found i n  the A bhidhammapi,taka 
of the Theravadi ns which was compiled i n  India and 
was brought to Sri Lanka by M ahinda Thera i n  the 
third century B .C. In both, it appears as a doctrine o f  
momentariness, and n o t  a s  a theroy of moments. A s  a 
theory, it appears for the first t ime i n  the wri t ings of 
Buddhaghosa who compi led commentaries on the texts 
of the Pal i canon, i n  the 11tth century A.C. 

The fact that the theory was new to both the canon 
a n d  t h e  c o m m e n ta r i a l  t rad i t i o n  p reserved a t  
Mahavihara i n  Anuradhapura i s  amply i l lustrated b y  a 
statement made by B uddhaghosa h imself. While ex
p la in ing  the presen t  (paccuppanna) as threefold,  
namely, the continued present (santati-paccuppatitw), 
the enduring present (addlul-paccuppanna) and the 
momentary present (kha�w-paccuppanna: Vism. 364; 
DhsA . 420). He says : " Here the continued present tinds 
mention in the commentaries (a,�thakatlul), the endur
i ng present i n  the suttas; hence some say that the 
thought existing i n  the momentary present becomes 
the object of tel epath ic  i ns i gh t  (cetopariya-fliiiJ-a: 
JJhsA . 42 1 ) . Thus those who u pheld the theory of mo
ments are referred to as 'some' (keci) thereby i mplying 
that it did not belong to the commentarial tradit ion 
maintained at M ahavi hara. 

It is also very signiticant that the examples quoted 
by Buddhaghosa to i l lustrate the rapidity with which 
moments succeed one a nother are examples rather 
popuiar i n  the texts belonging to the Sarvastivada 
schooi ( Vism. 388). 

Although in h is  works we do not come across a 
fu l ly  developed theory of moments as we find i n  the 
l ater Abhidhamma manuals l ike the Abhidhammattha� 
sangha of A nuruddha, yet B uddhaghosa accepts three 
moments or phases of an element, namely, the nascent 
(uppiida), the static (thiti) and the cessant (b/z{lliga: 
Vism: 24 1 ,  400, VbhA . 7). 

The most stri king fact about the Theravada 
theory as found i n  Buddhaghosa's commentaries is that 
momentariness is  explained in a way which is quite 
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different from that of the Vai bha�ikas: Each element 
of existence (dhamma), according to this theory, has 
three moments, namely, the moment of origination 
(uppcida), of subsistance (thiti) and of cessation . 
(bhaliga). These three moments do not correspond to 
three differen t  dhammas; nor do they act s imultane
ously on a s ingle dhamma, as is the case with the 
Vai bha�ika theory. On the contrary, they represent three 
phases (avatthii) of one momentary dhamma ; a 
dlulmma arises in the first moment, subsists i n  the sec
ond moment and perishes i n  the third moment (Vism. 
241 , 526, VbhA. 7-8, 2.5-29). This view of Buddhaghosa 
i s  upheld also by Anuruddha i n  his Abhidhammattha
sangaha (pp. 16-17.)  

The three moments, according to Theravada, are 
not separate elements having different natures, but three 
phases of a s ingle dhamma. Th�ti i s  said to represent 

jara and jara is i nterpreted to mean not the loss of 
nature (svabluiva),  not a quali tative change, but only 
the loss of novelty (navabhtiva). It is l ike new paddy 
becoming old ( Vism. 380; Abhvt. 7 1 ) . This i nterpreta
tion of jara seems to approach the theory of evolution 
(parif)timaviida) according to which the essence, the 
substance, remai ns the same while i ts modes undergo 
change.5 

Sumangala,  the author of the Abhidhammattha 
vikasinl, a subcommentary on Abhidhammiivatiira and . 
of the Abhidhammattha-vibhiivini, a sub-commentary 
on Abhidhammattha sang aha takes notice of the whole 
problem that stems from the recognition and defini
tion ofjarata and attempts to re-interpret i t. H is. inter
pretation, i t  may be mentioned, really amounts to i ts 
denial : Novelty (navabhiiva), according to h i m, is only . 
a figurative express ion  for the moment of b irt h  
(uppiidakkhaf)a), so cal led because o f  i ts chronologi
cal priority in relation to the moment of subsistance 
(thitikkhaf)a). the loss of novelty is nothing but the 
lapse of uppiidakkhaf)a; and the immediate lapse of 
uppiiaakkhaf)a means the succession of Jhitikkhaf)a 
(Abhidhammatthavikiisinl, ed. D. Pafifiasara and P. 
Wi maladham ma, Colombo, p .  284; Y. Karunadasa 
Buddhist Analysis of Matter, · ch. V). 

Accord i n g  to Buddhaghosa and B uddhadatta, the 
static momen t  (thitikkhaf)a) is also cal led decay 

Uaratii), because at this moment, an element under
goes a change, although it does not lose its complete 
identity. Accord i ng to Sumangala, although.fhitikkhaf)a 
is  cal l ed jarata, the latter·term is  not to be u nderstood 
as decay or as i mplying any i dea of change, modifica
tion or transformation of an element. Thus, according 
to the former, .thitikkhaf)a i s  real l y  jaratii (decay, 
change) but according to the latter, _thitikkha!Jll i s _thiti 
(duration) i n  the true sense of the term. 

This new i n terpretation successfully eliminates the 
problem stemming from the earlier defin ition ofjaratii, 
but u psets the correspondence between the three mo
m e n t s  (khan a)  and t h e  t h ree c h aracter i s t i c s  . . . -
(sankhatalakkhaf)a). According to the earl ier accoun t  
the static moment (thitikkhaf)a) represented the third .. 
c h aracte r i s t i c ,  i . e . , f hitassa afi.fiathatta. S i n � 
.thitikkhq.na was i nterpreted as jarata, one connot say 
that some justice was not done to the i dea of change, 
conveyed by the phrase (thitassa afi.fiathatta). But i n  
the later account,  _thitikkhc;na i s . not u nderstood as 
jaratii, although it i s  figuratively cal led so. The third 
characteristic, .thitassa afifiathatta, thus remains un
represented in Sumangala's scheme by any Of the three 
moments .  A nyway, S u mangala d i d  not deny the 
_thitikkhaf)a of a momentary element. 

It w i l l  be i n terestin g  i n  thi s  connection to know 
thath there was i n  Ceylon a school of thought (or at 
l east one teacher) that denied the existence of a static 
moment. Both Sariputta and Sumangala, who accept 
the trad itional v iew of the three moments, refer to thi 
school , only to refute it. Sariputta does not refer to th� " 
name of the teacher or the school advocating the theory, 
but merely says that i t  was held by "some teacher ar 
teachers" (samahara iicarya kimek: S inhala; Abhidha 
rmii rthasangraha-Puriif)Q-Sannaya, ed. W. Somaloka, 
Colombo, 1 960, pp. 92, I 0 I f). But  Sumangala in his 

.Abhidhammatthavikiisini (p. 304) openly states that it 
was A nanda who denied the existence of a siatic 
moment (thitikkhaf)a; cp. Abhidhammatthavibhiivini, 
pp. 77, 1 1 7f). 6 

This A nanda is none other than the author. of the 
Abhidhammamiila,tika, a sub-commentary on Buddha-

5. Change, .as it came to be finally interpreted in the Buddhist School of logic, is not the transformation of one and the same 
element, from one stage to another, but the replacement of one momentary element by another. 

6. Sumangala further says that both Jotipala and . Dhammapala, two Theravada teachers, while disagreeing with Anand 
accept both _thiti and jarii (Abhidhammatthavikiisini, pp. 304 f). 
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�s commentaries on the Pal i  Abh idhamma Pi. taka. 7 to i ts logical conclusion in the Theravada Abhidhamma 
where the phenomenon of perception is d iscussed. 

i i .e. , the series i tsel f as subsis. Th�tassa afi'nathatta is interpreted as pubbclpara
•· . i .e., the d iffrence between the preceding and 

�,.�..,_�,..,..,.u.ng elements that constitute a series. 

�nu, .. v ... r, Ananda attri butes th i s  theory to the res i 
Abhayagiri monastery of Rnuradhapura.x 

n · We saw that one of the most i mportant problems 
�:j���,��J�pr.!_ected with the th@ory of moments on which the 

vadins and the Sautrantikas disputed wi th each 
'Yas whether a momentary element had duration 

.,-��'
·
--''"'-· We also saw that wh i le  the former recognised i t  

rejected i t. '1 The majori ty of  the Theravada 
· · of Sri Lanka fel l  in l i ne with the Sarvastivadins un::::o.�:,·.-c·· 

t)!J!).!\IC9��pung a moment correspondi ng to duration (thiti) 
. . _ _ · �he school represented by Anand a took the op-

···�@�H�;view. 
\•;1?F . . · 
· v,_g-ri ; But  on the question of e lements (dhpmr1za) taken 
.\:it� f�l;ation .to moments (klzm;w), the Theravadins of Sri 
;:1���? total ly differed from the two Indian schools  re
A9.M�d to above. The I nd ian schools held that the char-

. · .. �ffyristics of phenomena (swiskrta lak1af}a) act s imul-) : ��epusly on an element, and that  the moments (k1aQa) 
:�r,e.,,i�entical with elements (dhamma) both i n  space 
. and in t ime. Two moments, therefore, consti tute two : ·J: . '  
; ,�J,em�.nts .  The school in  Sr i  Lanka, on  the contrary. 
• tbQ.�ght that the moments do not consti tute separate 
. ei�ments, but are phases of separate single elements. 

.;.,. ,, A difference to be noticed between the Sarvastivada 
• ,WJfl)he Theravada, as h<1s a lready been mentioned, is 
z :fhe. ,c;lj.fference as regards durational length of mental 
�Jements and the material elements. The former thought 
�l:liit they are of equal duration whereas the latter were 
�f the opinion that materia l  elements last longer than 
t�y; mental elements. This  d i tlerence has been brought 

�;;:.·� ! -� . 

The Viblzmiga_zthakathcl, i n  introducing the theory 
of moments, says that i t  is pecu l i ar to Abhidhamma 
and not to the Su ttanta. Matter (riipa) is class i fied as 
past, present and future in  the Suttanta in  accordance 
with the div ision and future in the Suttanta in accord
ance with the d iv is ion of l i fe i n to birth and death 
(bhavena paricclzinna) : A l l  matter before b i rth is 
regarded as belonging to the past, and a l l  matter after 
death is classified as future, whi le matter between birth 
and death i s  termed present  m atter. I n  t h e  
Abhidhamma, th is divis ion i s  made o n  the basis of 
moments (kha�zena paricchinna): Matter has three 
moments, a moment of birth, a moment of duration 
and a moment of death (uppiida, ,thiti and bhmiga). 
All  matter that has passed over these three moments 
or rather phases is termed past matter; a l l  matter that 
has not yet reached these three phases is future matter 
whi le  matter that is in the process of passing through 
these three phases of existence is present matter ( Vbh.A . 
p. 7; cp. Vism. 400) . 

The existence of matter, thus broken up into mo
ments, is computed in rel ation- to the duration of con
sciousness which, too , is existing in  moments. In  ac
cordance with the greater speed of the mot ion of 
thought in relat ion to that of matter, the Theravada 
Abhidhammikas make the calcu lation that sixteen mo
ments of thought arise and cease to ex ist during the 
l i fe-time of a single moment of matter. The moment 
(or point-i nstant) of matter which arises at the same 
t ime as a moment of thought dies s imul taneously wi th 
the seventeenth moment of the process of thought. 1 0 

In describing. the aris ing of consciousness at the 
birth of a child and his first awareness of the external 
world, Buddhaghosa says: at b irth, there arises a s in
gle moment of anoetic consciousness which i s  termed 
rebirth-consicousness (pa,tisandhi-vififiaf}a or citta). 
This moment of consciousness is fol lowed by several 
other consecutive moments of sub-consciousness or 
l ife conti nuum (bhavatiga). Each of these moments of 
consciousness has i ts own three phases of origin,  du-

\:: 7,1 ·-:Abhidlzummwniil£{tlka, part I ,  Dhammaswiganlmula,tika ed .  D. ,  Paiiiiasara and P. Wimaladhanna, Colombo, 1 938, pp. 98 
_' AlJ'} f; cp. Vibhwi�:amullylkii, B urmese edition, pp.  6, 1 9 1 ;  Ablzidhwnmatthavikiisinl, pp. 304 f. 
· . a�rJ <ecit Abhayagiriv£1sino ti vadanti; te pana eittassa _tlzitikkhwyw�z na icchanti . . . . . . Dhammasanganl�miila_tlkii p. 1 40. 

:· ::�?�Jfi.�Aphidlzarmadlpa with Viblzii:<iiprablziivrlfi, pp. 259 ff; Abhidlwrmako:wblzii:vya, ch. I I ,  v. 46. *titJl?Npe dlzarante yeva coJasa-cittiini uppajjitvii nirujjhanti tan: (riipwl}) pana sal/arasamenapttena saddhir�l nirujjlwti: . . _YbhA .  pp. 2 5  f. 
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ration and cessation, (upp(/da, .thiti and blzmiga). And, 
s imultaneously with each phase there comes into be
i ng a point-i nstant of matter. S i nce each point-i nstant 
of matter lasts as long as s ixteen moments of thought, 
it wi l l  be seen, how the point-i nstant of matter that 
arises at the nascent phase of the Hrst moment of sub
consciousness wi l l  perish at the nascent phase of the 
seventeenth moment of sub-consciouness, and so on. 
Thus, the individual consciousness becomes attuned 
with the vibrating matter in the outside world, and per
ception is set up ( VblzA . 26, 27). 

Buddliaghosa also says tha� the three phases of a 
moment of thought (cittakkha�t.a) are of the same du
ration, while in the point-i nstant of matter, the nascent . 
and the evanascent phases are short and the static is  
long. I t  i s  the point-i nstant of  matter in i ts static phase 
that continues to remain whi le  seventeen thought mo
ments arise and die  ( Vism. 526). 

The Visuddlzimagga and Abhidhamma-commen
taries belonging to about the same period mention the 
relative speed of vi bration of thought and matter; but 
they do not expl icit ly analyse a process of thought into 
a s u cce s s i o n  o f  m o m e n t s .  A n u ru d d h a  i n  h i s  
A bhidhammattlza-Sangaha, however, descrbes i n  de
ta i l  wi th the help of the theory of moments, how 
attunement of mental vibration with the v ibrating mat
ter gives rise to perception. 

I n  the Visuddhimagga, consciousness is described 
as consi st ing of fou rteen modes: ( I )  birth-conscious
ness (pa_tisandlzi-vififiii�w), (2) subconsciousness of l ife 
continuum (blzavanga), (3) attention (iivajjana), (4) 
visual  con sciousness (dassaiw) ,  (5) audi tory con
s c iousness (savaQa),  (6) o l factory conscious ness 
(ghiiyana) (7) gustatory consciousness (siiyana), (8) 
tac t i l e  consciousness  (plwsana) (9) assimi l at ion 
(sampa_ticcluma) ,  ( I  0) discrimination (santlraQa), ( I I )  
determination (votthapana) ,  ( I 2) cognition Uavana), .  
( 1 3) registration (tadlir.ammana) and ( 1 4) death con
sciousness (curi: Vism. 387). This classification refers 
to the vmious forms in which consciousness may ex
press i tsel f. The functions that would be common to 
each k ind of sensory activi ty, if taken separately, would 
be those of ( I )  attending (no. 3), (2) ass imi lating (no. 
9), (3) discriminating (no. I 0), (4) determining (no. 
I I ) ,  (5) cognis ing (no. 1 2) and (6) registeri ng (no. 1 3). 
If we add to these six the appropriate sensory stimula
tion , the number o f  stages wou ld total up to seven. 

In the A hhidlwmmattlzasahgaha, the theory i s  

el aborated further and the computation is  done o n  the 
basis of moments. The actual conscious part of the 
process of perception consists of the same stages, but 
to these are added three other functions which take 
place at the beginning of each process of sense-per
ception. To each stage is  assigned a definite number of 
moments so that the entire process takes place with in 
the period of seventeen moments (Abhs. pp. I 6t). 

Why the thought process (citta-vithi) i s  said to con
sist of severlteen moments and not s ixteen is e�plained 
by Anuruddha by maintain i ng that the l ifeterm of mat
ter is equivalent to seventeen moments of thought 
(Abhs. I 6) .  Sumangala discusses the problem and nl
ludes to the exi stence of d i fferences of opi nion on the 
question. He states that some hold the view that the 
duration of matter is equal to sixteen thought-moments; 
and that at the very moment of i ts b irth ,  matter causes 
a d isturbance i n  the sub-consciousness of the indi
vidual. This  standpoint  i s  refuted on the authority of 

· A.�tlzakathii according to which,  says Sumangala, the 
point-instant of matter which comes i nto existence si
multaneousl y w ith the fi rst  moment of consciousness 
at rebirth perishes together with the seventeenth mo
ment of the same thought series. The poi nt-instant of 
matter, however, which arises at the static phase of the 
thought-moment spri nging up at rebirth perishes at the 
nascent phase of the eighteenth moment of the thought
series. Accordi ng to this  calculation , he says, matter 
must be regarded as l asting for seventeen moments. 
H e  points out that when one refers to sixteen moments, 
one takes i nto account  only those moments that are 
actual ly necessary for the maintenance of the tlow of 
thought One moment must be added to the end of the 

· series to account  for the force exerted by matter i n  
c o m i n g  i n to t h e  aven u e  o f  t h o u g h t  (A iz idham
liwtthaviblziivin�fika p.  58)  

The process o f  perception i n  the A bhidhamm
attlzasm1gaha begins with ( I )  the vi bration of the sub
consciousness (bhavanga-calana) for two 'moments in  
the second moment of which (2) the sub-conscious
ness is cut off (blzavango-upaccheda). The succeed
i ng moments are those of (3) attention, (4) s_ensation 
(viiiFiii�w),  (5) ass imi lation, (6) discrimination, (7) de
termination, (8- 1 4) seven moments of cognition, and 
( I  5- !  6) two moments of registration.  The number is 
made up to seventeen by adding one moment of thought 
at the begi n n i n g  of the · perceptive proces s .  Th is  
thought-moment occurs before the material object 
makes an impression on the sense organ (Abhs. pp. 1 6  
ff) . 
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Madhymaka-school : The Madhyamaka Sunynvada 
school denies the real i ty of the supposed point- instants 
(k:w�za) of existence. Against the theory of moments 
advocated by the Sarvastivad ins, the Madhyamakas 
appeal to common sense: "Who is the man of sense," 
they question, "who wi l l  bel ieve that a real th ing can 
appear (utpc/da) ,  exist  (sthiti) and disappear (blzmiga) 
at the same moment? Chandrak i rt i  quotes Nagmjuna 
and other authori t ies, scri ptures (stltra) and treatises 
(s/:lstras) in support of th is stand--point (Mdlzvr. pp. 
1 1 6, note l ;  pp. 1 73 , 28 1 ,  343). This denial ,  however, 
has no special bearing upon the theory of moments, 
since that school declares every separate object and 
every notion to be dialectical ,  relative and i l l usive. 

Yogadira-school: The Yogadira-Vijfianavada school 
of Asnnga and Vasubandu 1 1  accepts the theory of mo
)llents in i ts detai ls, but suggests a k ind of conscious
ness cal led lflayavijiiclna 1 1  in  which the seeds of good 
and evi l  are deposited. I t  i s  this Alaya-vijiic/na that 
maintains the continui ty, etc. of the individual stream 
of moments or clements. This school advocates a theory 
of real i ty according to which 'things exist' on three dif
ferent levels; namely, imaginative (parikalpita), con
t i ngent o r  re l at i ve (paratantra) and abso l u te 
({Jarinispanna) .  The tirst refers to concepts l ike atlna 
which is false; the second refers to the elements and 
the third to the absolute real i ty cal led ratlzata. lt is to 
the second level of real i ty (paratantra) that the theory · 
of moments is appl icable (sec Trihsvabhiivanirdes'a) . . 
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of continu i ty is nothing but the resu lt  of the thought 
construction; i t  i s  the act of the i maginative mind; there 
is noth ing real in the series, only the moments are real .  

A l l  that appears as objects, wi thout exception, are 
noth ing but strings of momentary events. Their char
acter of being i nstantaneous, of being spl i t  into dis
crete moments, pervades every thing. These discrete 
moments or elements di sappear as soon as they ap
pear; their essence is to disappear as soon as they ap
pear; without leav ing any trace behind (niranvaya
nirodhadharmatii: Tattvasah.gralza- panjika p. 1 3  I ) . 

A critical examination of the supposed stabi l i ty of 
existence reveals that there i s  no other u ltimate real i ty 
than separate instantaneous bits of existence. Not only 
the so-cal led eternal entities, be i t  God or the Upani
sads or be it matter of the Sankhyas are unreal, because 
they are assumed to be enduri ng and eternal, but even 
the simple stabi l i ty of empirical objects is someth ing 
constructed by our i magination. Ult imate real i ty i s  in
stantaneous. ( ibid. pp. 1 5 1  ft) . 

) Logical School: Now we come to the tina! stage in 

The capaci ty of being the object of a purposive 
action (arthakriyiikiiritva) is the essential feature of 
establ ishing real i ty. But  a thing cannot be the object of 
a purposive action and cannot be efficient otherwise 
than by its l ast moment. When a seed, for i nstance, i s  
turned into a sprout, th i s  is done by the last moment of  . 
the seed, not by those moments when it l ay placidly in 
the granary (ibid. 1 40 f). The k:m!Ja is the moment when 
an action is accompl ished (kriyiiparisamiipti-lak:mna 
eva eso nah k�aniilz: Abhkbh. i i , 460). the development of the theory of moments. This  stage .(is represented by the logical shcool of Buddhism 

founded by Dinnaga and developed by Dharmaklrti , 
S'antarak�i ta and Kamalasl la, to mentior. only a few. 
Thi s  school ,  known as the Sautrantika-Vijfianavada or 
SautrantikayYogacara. elevated the moments to the po
sition of things in themselves, of u l t imate rea l it ies 
(paran}iirtlza-sat) which are unique (svalak�a�w) and 
are devoid of  thoughtconstmctions (kalpaniipo4hum). 

The moments (k:m!Ja) are unique (svalak�ana); the 
series (k:l·mw-sant(/na) is  general (siimiinyalak�-a�w). 
What appears as duration or conti nui ty, l ike the tlame 
of a iamp, is a series of d iscrete-moments. The notion 

But an action, in this sense, is never finished; every 
moment is necessarily fol lowed by a next moment. The 
break in that moment which constitutes the essence of 
real i ty is nothing but the appearance of an outstanding 
or dissimi lar moment ( vijiifiya-k�CII:za-utpiida) .  It  i s  out
standing for our practical requi rements, because it is 
natural for us to disregard the uninterrupted change 
of moments and to take notice of it only when it be
comes a new qual i ty, i. e. , sufticient to impress a new 
attitude on our mind; in  other words, only when the 
change is in  qual i ty and not in quanti ty. The identi ty 
of the foregoing moments i n  the existence of a thing 

I I . Yasuhandhu. hefore being converted to the Yijiianavada of the Yogacara school fou nded by his brother Asailga was a 
Snurranrika, and composed the Ablzidlwrmako:w and its Bhiisya to refute the Snrvastivada views from the poi nt of view of 
n Sautrantika. 

1 2. A/ayavijrliina fi rst occurs in  the Lm'IkZn·atiira SL"itra (pp. ·22 1 -222), a Mahayana text, and the Yogacara school plimarily 
bases itsel f on this text. 
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consists simply in disregarding their difference (bheda
agralza). Break in th is identity i s  not a break in their 
motion; it al ways is something imagined, it is an i nte
gration of moments whose d ifference we are not able 
to notice. 

The essence of real ity is motion (c.a!ahhiiva) which 
means change; it is momentary (k�a�tika) and there
fore i mpermanent (anitya). Reality indeed is ki netic; 
the world is a cinema. Causal ity,i . e. the interdepend
ence of moments fol lowing one another evokes the i l 
l usion of stabi l i ty or  duration; but the moments are, so 
to speak, force or energies (swiskara) t1ashing into 
existence without any real enduring substance in or 
underlying them, and also without i ntervals or with 
i nfinitesimally small i ntervals (Tattvasangraha, p. 1 38 ;  
Tattvasangrahapafijikii, pp.  1 1 7 ,  1 3 1 ,. 1 37). 

Thus, i n  Buddhism, unlike i n  the Sankhya system 13 
. the motion representing the world process i s  discon

tinuous, a lthough compact: The tlashes of energy fol
low one another and produce the il lus ion of stabil ised 
phenomena. The universe is then a staccato movement. 
This may be cal led sanskclraviida. 

This theory of universal momentariness implies 
that ( I )  every duration in time consists of point-instants 
fol lowing one another; (2) every extension in space 
consists also of point-i nstants arising in contiguity and 
si multaneously and (3) every motion consists of these 
point-instants arising in contiguity and ih succession. 
There is, therefore, no time, no space and no motion, 
over and above the point-instants of ·which these i m
agined entities are constructed by mind. 

Real i ty, as we have seen, is  efficiency (Clrtlzakriya 
karitva) .  One real thi ng cannot exist at the same ti me 
i n  many places, neither can the same reality be real at 
d ifferent ti mes. If a thing is present in one place, it 
cannot at the same time be present in another place. 
To be present in another place means not to be present .  
i n  the former p lace. Thus, to reside in many places 
means to be and, at the same time, not to be present i n  
a given place. 

According to the realists, empirical things have a 
l i mited real duration. They are produced by the crea
tive power of N ature or by the wil l  of God . These ere-

ated real enti ties reside or i nhere i n  their cause. Thus,  
there is  a real thing s i multaneously residing i n  a mul
titude of places. This is i mpossible. Either is  the cre
ated unity a fiction and real are only the p arts, or the 
parts are fictions and real is only the ultimate whole. 
For the Buddhists, the parts (dharmas) alone are real ;  
the whole (dharmi) i s  a fiction;  for, i f  i t  were a real i ty, 
i t  would be a reality residing at once i n  many places, 
i .e. ,  reality at once resid i ng and not residing i n  a given 
place. 

Simi larly, if a thing exi sts at moment A, it cannot 
also exist at moment E; for, to exist really at the m o
ment A means not to have any real existence at the 
moment E, or at any other moment. If we admit th·: · 
the same thing continues to exist  at the moment E, this· 
woul d  only mean that i t  at unce really exists and d�s . 
not exist at the moment A .  If a thi ng could have real 
duration through several moments, it would represent 
a real unity existing at once at  different times. Either 
i s  the enduring unity a fiction and real are only the 
moments, or the moments are fiction and real is only 
duration. For the Buddhists, the moments (ksana) alone 
are real, duration is a fiction, for, if it were a reality, i t  
woul d  b e  a reality existing a t  d ifferent times a t  once; 
i . e .  ex i st i n g  a n d  at t h e  s a m e  t i m e  n o t  ex i sti n g  
(Nyayaviirtika-tatparya-.tTka p. 92). 

Thus the ul timate real ity for the B uddhists is time
less, spaceless and motionless. It i s  timeless not in the 
sense of an eternal being; motionless not in  the sense 
of an all-embracing motionless whole; but it is ti mf 
less, spaceless and motionless i n  the sense of having� 
no duration, no extension and no movement . It is a 
point instant, the moment of a n  action's efficiency. 

Efficiency which is the i ndex to real existence 
means change. What is absolutely changeless is abso
lutely i nefficient and what is absolutely i nefficient does 
not exist. Unexistent and motionless are convertible 
terms, s ince there is  no other mean·s to prove one's 
existence than to produce some effect If something 
exists without any effect at a l l ,  its existence i s  not real. 
Whatsoever does not change does not exist. 

Thus exi sting means effi cient. Is this efficiency 
perdurable or is  i t  momentary? If it is  perdurable then 
all the moments the object is supposed to l ast must 

I 3. In the Sankhya system, the world process is a continuous motion. The phenomena are nothing but waves or fluctua
tions standing out upon a background of an eternal, al l  pervading, undifferentiated matter with which they are ide -
tical . The Universe represents a legato movement. This may be called the pari'}iimaviida. 
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partici pate i n  the production of the effect. But this is  
impossible. The preceding moments cannot overlap the 
last moment in order to participate in the production 
of the effect. Perdurable means static and static means 
non-efticient, i. e. , not producing at the t ime any ef
fect; thus inefficient means non-existing. Every real 
object is efticient in producing the next fol lwing mo
ment of its duration. The object must therefore, pro
duce its effect at once, or it w i l l  never produce it .  There 
is nothing intermediate between bei ng static and not 
being static. To be static means to be motion less and 
eternally unchanging, as the cosmic ether was supposed 
to be by some. Not to be static means to move and to 
change every moment. Thi ngs cannot stop, and after · ) taking rest, begin to move again ,  as the naive real ism . 
of common l i fe and real istic phi losophy assume. There 
is motion al ways going on in l iv ing reali ty, but of th is  
motion we notice only some special moment which 
we stabi l ise in  i magi nation. 

The same th ing which is  characterised as ex istent 
can also be characterised as effcient and as changing. 
The terms:  existence, etliciency and change are con
nected by what is  cal led existential identity (tadiitmya), 
that is to say, they can be without contradiction ap
plied to one and the same poi nt of reali ty, to a real 
face. There are other characterist ics whiCh are con
nected with them by the same ti me of ex istential iden
tity. "Whatsoever has an origin i s  always changing" 
(Nyiiyabindu, ed. Stcherbatsky, B.B. , ch. i i i ,  section 
1 2); "Whatsoever is  produced by causes is imperma-) nent (ibid. i i ,  1 3); " Whatsoever is variable in depend
ence on a variation of i ts causes , is subject to change" 
(ibid. i i i ,  1 5); and "Whatsoever is produced by a con..(scious effort is impermanent" (ibid). 

All these characteri stics, although they may have 
a different extension, are cal led ex i stentially identical,  
because they may wi thout contradict ion be appl ied to 
one and the same real i ty. A jar w h i ch is produced by 
the effort of the potter, for i nstance, may be character
ised as variable, as a product, as h av i ng an origin, as 
changing, as efticient and existent. 

These thi ngs are also subject to annihi lation. There 
are two kinds of annih i l ation: empirical annih i lation 
called destruction (pradhvai�zsa) and a transcendental 
annihi lation called evancscience (vinasa) or imperma
nence (anitya or k�·a�1.ika: Tattvaswigraha-PaFijikii, pp. 
137, 1 56). The first is the anni h i l at ion of a jar by a 
stroke of the hammer. The second i s  t he destruction of 
the jar by t ime, an imperceptible, i n fi ni tely graduated, 

constant deterioration or i mpermanence which is the 
very essence of real i ty. S'antaraksi ta, therefore, says: 
"Real i ty i tsel f is cal led ann i h i l ation, viz.; that u l t i mate 
real i ty which has the duration of a moment (yohiblzclvah 
�anasthayi viniisa itigiyate: J:attvasaizgralza, p.  1 37). 
This  annih i lation is  not produced by a cause (ahetuka: 
Tattvasaizgraha-paiijikil, pp. 1 33 ,  1 38), l i ke the stroke 
of a ham mer; it arises by i tsel f (Tattvassmigralza, p. 
1 32, NycZvakanika p. 1 3 1 ) .  S ince it belongs to the es
sence of rea l i ty, rea l i ty is  i m permanent (Tattvas
saizgralza paiijika, p. 1 38) .  The fact that the ann i hi la
t ion o f  a t h i n g  a l ways fol l ows upon its prev ious  
existence does not  apply to  such rea l i ty. This real i ty i s  
dynamic, i n  i ts essence; i t  i s  i ndivis ible; it  cannot be 
divided i n  parts so that non-existence should fol low 
upon existence. I ts evanescence arises s imultaneously 
with i ts production ; otherwise evanescence arises s i 
multaneously with  i ts production; otherwise evanes
cence wou ld not belong to the very essence of real i ty 
(ibid). Existence and non-existence are thus different 
names given to the same thing, just as 'donkey' and 
'ass' are d i fferent names g iven to the same ani mal 
(Tattvasmigraha, p. 1 39). 

The moments, are necessari l y  d iscrete; every mo
ment, i .e . ,  every ·momentary thi ng, is anni h i lated as 
soon as it appears, because it does not survive in the 
next moment. There is i n  every next moment not the 
sl ightest bit  left of what has been existent in the previ
ous moment. If  something of the preceding moment 
would survive i n  the fol lowing moment, this wou ld 
mean eternity, because i t  would survive i n  the third 
and the fot lowi ng moments,  too. I n  this sense, every
thing represents i ts own �mnih i lation. Existence i tself 
i s  constant annih i l ation. 

What then i s  change? Change means that a mo
ment, an element of existence, i s  replaced by another. 
S ince there is  a change i n  every moment, the 'thi ng' 
wi l l  be at every moment replaced by another. The 
change does not represent something d ifferent from 
the thing changing. The phrase: "The change of a thing" 
is  a perverse expression (Tattvasaizgraha paiijika, p. 

I 4 1  ) . In the ulti mate sense, there is another thing at 
every consecutive moment. 

Existence is  not something added to the existing 
thing; i t  is this th i ng i tself. A n n i h i lation, evanescence 
or change are not somethi ng real in super-addi tion to 
the th ing changing or destroyed; they are the thing it
self. Similarly, motion is  noth ing additional to the th ing; 
i t  is the thing itsel f. There is  no motion because of 
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annihi lation (n.a gatir nasal: A blzk. iv. I ) . Things do 
not move; they have no t ime to move; they disappear 
as soon as they appear. Momentary thi ngs cannot dis
place themselves because they disappear at that very 
pl ace where they have appeard ( tasya k�anikasya · 
janmado '.�aeva cyutelz, nasa l, desantarapriipti 
asambhavc"it; Tattvaswigra!za-pm!jika, p. 232). The 
motion is as unreal as the so cal led stab i l i ty is .  The so 
called stabil i ty is the stabi l i ty of one moment only (eka
Jssmya-sthiti) , and the so cal l ed motion is nothing over 
and above the consecution of these moments, aris ing 
without interruption in  close contigu i ty, the one after 
the other, and thus producing the i l lusion of movement. 
The movement is l ike a row of lamps sending tlashes, 
one after the other, and thus producing the i l lusion of 
a m o v i n g  l i g h t .  M ot i o n  cons i s ts  of ser ies of  
immobi l i t ies. The l ight of a lamp i s  a common meta
phorical designation for an uninterrupted production 
of a series of flash ing flames. When this production 
changes i ts pl ace, we say that the l ight has moved, but 
in reality other flames have appeared in other contigu
ous places. 

Thus, the theory that the sensible point  instants 
alone consti tute the u l t imate real i ty reduces the reality 
to 'the this' , 'the now', 'the here' and converts al l  the 
rest of our knowledge i nto i maginat\ve and relative dif
ferentiation based on these point-instants. The i nstan
taneous bei ng is the u l t imately real thing. The only 
thing in the universe which is a non-construction, a ·  
non-tiction, i s  the sensible point- instant; i t  i s  the real 
base of  al l  constructions. I t  is true that i t  is a real i ty 
which cannot be represented i n  a sensuous i mage 
(�anasya pnipayitun,z as"akyatvclt: Nyc"iyabincbpika, ed. 
S tchebatsky, BB. p. 1 2) but this is just because it is not 
a thought-construction (Scu�wikalpakan:zjiianm!t: ibid.). 
The absolute ly u nique point-i nstant of real i ty, as i t  
cannot b e  represented, can also not b e  named other
wise than by a pronoun:  " th i s " ,  "now etc. (Tattva 
Sangrahapaiijikcl, p. 276) 

Consequently, it is not a name; u l timate real i ty is 
unutterable. What is utterable is a lways more or less a 
thought-construction. 

Upali Karunaratne. 

KHANDHA 

Introductory: The analysis of man and universe is a 
feature common to al l  systems of Indian rel igion and 
phi losophy. Each system had i ts own theory of real i ty 

and explained i t  in  relation to the origin and ex i s tence 
of man and universe. 

The early Upanisads which may be considered 
pre-Buddhistic had analysed the material s i de of ex
i s tence i nto five e lements (dhatu) , nam ely, earth 
(P[thivi) , water (iip), tire (tejas), wind (viiyu) and ether 
(iikclsa), and considered them to be the diversi fi cation 
of the u l timate reality, called B rahman, the Absolute 
(Brhadiira�tyaka Upanisad, I .  VI . l) .  The diversifi cation 

· consists also i n  the emergence of organic bod ies i n 
c l u d i n g  t h o s e  o f  h u m an b e i ngs ( Ciuindogya 
Upanisad). They explained the psychological s ide of  
man by introducing i nto every human bei ng a sou l  
which they considered an appearance of  the Brahman - 

the Absolute. The i ndividual soul is, therefore, i denti - . 
c�l with Brahman (ibid). 

"" 
The relationship between the soul and the organic 

bodies is dealt  wi th in what i s  called the doctrine of 
sheaths (ko�a) .  There are three basic sheaths which 
provide a cover for the i ndividual soul .  The tirst is the 
sheath made of food (annamaya ko�a), i .e. , the body 
which, being the materia l  covering of the sou l ,  is the 
outermost of the sheaths; i t  stands for the physical side 
of the individual and is renewed at every birth.  The 
second is the sheath of vi tal i ty (prcl�wmaya ko�a) which 
represents the organic or vital side of the ind iv idual ; i t  
is  the principle o f  unconscious activity such a s  those 
in dreams. The third is the sheath of consciousness 

· (manomaya ko�a) which represents the conscious ac
tivity of the i ndividual which he performs through hi .•· 
sense-organs. These three together form a sort o f  em- J 
pirical home for the soul (Taittiriya Upanisad, i i . i .5). 
Al l  these ko�as find their support in B rahman. � 

The true nature of man, therefore, i s  the iitmcm 
whereas· that of the objective world is Brahman. The 
fusion of these two apparently different but in real i ty 
identical conceptions i n to one i s  the central aim of  
Upanisadic teachning, and i s  represented i n  sayings 
l ike "That Thou Art" or " I  a m  B rahman" or by the equa
tion "Brahman is Atman".  The individual as well as 
the objective world i s  the manifestation of the same 
reality and both are, therefore, basical ly one. There is ,  
in other words, no break between nature and man, or 
between either of them and B rahman. 

S ide by side w i th t h i s  atman-doctri ne of  the 
Upanisads which advocated the reality of the one Ab
solute, the Brahman, there were the materialist do -
trines of different types which also had thei r own analy-
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sis of the whole of exis tence. Some materi a l i sts l ike 
Aji ta Kesakambal i analysed man and the universe into 
four elements, namely, earth (pa,thav'i), water (clpo), 
tire (tejo) and wind (vclyo) : D. J .  55) .  Others l i ke 
Pakudha Kacdiyana advocated a doctrine of seven 
bodies (kc'iya) ,  namely, earth (pa,tlwvTkclya), water 
(iipokc"iya). ti re (tejo-kclya), wind (vclyo-kclya), pleas
ure (sukha), pain (dukklw) and l i fe (jlvo: D. I .  56). The 
material ists were of the view that those elements or 
bodies alone were real and al l  other things, man in
cluded, were composed of them. The materia l ist analy
sis was aimed at denying the existence of any perma
nent entity, l ike the iitman that underl ies the elements 
and beings. 

l) . ! 
The Buddha, too, had made an analysis of man 

and the universe, but i ts purpose was enti rely different 
from that of the iitmavcldins and the material i sts. He 
aimed, by h is  analys i s, at proving that there is nothing 

I r 

) 

. permanent and real underlying not only man and the 
universe but also the e lements that constitute them, 
without, at the same ti me, fal l i ng into the extreme of 
n ih i l ism. 

With this end in view the Buddha made a three
fold analysis. The theme of the present essay, khandha, 
forms one such analysis,  the other two being d/uitu 
and clyatana. I t  i s  not only the indiv idual that is un
real, he says, even the klumdlza dlu"itu and clyatana that 
constitute man and the universe are unrea l ,  There i s  
nothing permanent and substant ia l  underly ing man or 
the factors (khandha, c"iyatana, d/zcltu) i nto which he 
can be analysed. 

.( These three modes of analysis ,  as the commenta-
tors observe. are due to the difference i n  disposition 
and incl ination of i nd ividuals as wel l as to thei r spir
i tual faculties which arc on d ifferent levels of devel
opment. 

There are those individuals whose spiri tual facul
ties arc sharp (tlk�·f}endriya) but are i ncl ined to the view 
that the syothes is of a l l  psychological factors consti
tute the soul ;  to them the sklwndlw analys i s  is preached 
as the most su i ted, because here the emphasis is on 
analysing the mind and mental states which consti
tute four klwtullw. When they grasp the klwndlza analy
sis they wi l l  be able to understand the analys is  into 
ayatana and d/u"itu. 

· ..... · 
, : .. , . There are also those whose spir i tual facul ties are 
" 5rery weak (mrdvindriya) and who hold that the syn-

thes is of both m ind and matter constitutes the sou l ;  to 
them the analysis i nto eighteen elements is the most 
suited, because here the mind as wel l as matter have 
been equal ly analysed. 

The th ird category of i nd ividuals have moderately, 
developed facul ties (madhvendriya) and consider the 
synthesis of a l l  material elements to be the soul ,  to 
them the analys is  i nto c"iyatana i s  preached as the most 
suited because here the emphasis is on the analys is  of 
matter (Abhidharmadlpa, p.6;  Sphutiirtha Abhidhamw
kosavyakhyii, pp. 47-48). 

To the l ast category may also belong the analysis 
of man into six dhiitu where matter is analysed i nto 
tive elements, namely, earth, water, fire, a i r  and space 
whi le  the mind i s  left unanalysed (D. Ill, 247, M. I I I ,  
3 I ,  62, 239t) .  

Al l  these d ifferent analyses are found i n  the .mttas 
which are considered the words of the Buddha and 

· which do not belong exchusively tb any part icular 
school of Buddhism. The followers of the B uddha who 
continued this analytic tradition further analysed these 
khand/za, clyatana and dhcltu i nto what are ca l led 
dhamma or dharma which they thought were indi
visible ult imates, A lthough references to dhamma in 
this sense are numerous in  the suttas, we do not tincl a 
systemat ic  ana lys is  of them unt i l  we come to the 
Dlzammasari ganl, t he  fi r s t  book of t he  Pa l i 
Abhidhamma Pi.taka, where they are analysed and clas
sified on the basis of the good, the bad and the neu
tral . 

When the l ater Buddhists u nderstood the words of 
the Buddha in different ways and interpreted them dif
feiently giving rise to schools, controversies arose as 
to the rea l i ty or othrwise of those dhamma. The 
Theravadi ns, in the ir  Pal i  commentaries and la ter 
works, accepted the real i ty of the dlzamma by virtue 
of the  fact  o f  t h e i r  'beco m i ng '  (dlzamnulnan} 
blultalakkha!Jmf}) and also by v irtue of thei r bearing 
their own nature (sabhclvadhiiraf}ato dhamma). The 
Yaibhasikas who made a distinction between the char
acteristics (lak�·af}a) and the nature (svablziiva) of 
dharma thought that, although their characteristics may 
change, their nature remains the same during the three 
periods of time, thus subscribing to the view of the 
real i ty of dlzamnia. The Sautrantikas questioned the 
val id i ty of the posi tion taken up by the Vaibhasikas; 
bu t it was left to Nagarjuna ,  the founder o f  the 
Madhyamaka school , to refute, by a method of dialec-
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tic, the Vaibha�ika theory and prove the unreal i ty of 
the dhanna (dharmanihsvabhclva) .  And ti nal ly we find 
the Yogacara school advocating the real i ty of Vijiiapti 
alone and the unreal i ty of al l  other elements. 

Meaning of the term: The term klzandha (Pal i) or 
skandha (Skt) has been used in this context in the sense 
of a heap, a groupp or a mass (rclsi), a col lection of 
many things belonging to the same kind (DhsA . p. 1 4 1 ; 
VbhA . p. 2; Abhk. p. 9; Splzu.tiirtha Ablzidharmako�a 
Vyiiklzya, pp. 42 tT. ) .  Jt may best be rendered by the 
term 'aggregate' although there are a number of equiva
lents giv·en by scholars such as 'agglomerations' (BHS. 
p. 607,

_ Column 2),' Constituent elements of being' (S ir 
M .  Wil l iams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p.  1 256, 
Column 3) and 'groups' (Nyanati loka, Buddhist Dic
tionary, p. 76). 

There are tive such aggregates in which all the 
physical and psychological phenomena have · been 
summed up. They are ( I )  the aggregate of matter (riipa
kkhandlw), (2) the aggregate of feel ing (vedanakkhan
dlza), (3) the aggregate of perception (saiiiiakklzmulha), 
( 4) the aggregate of synergies (smiklzc/rakklzandlw) and 
(5) the aggregate of conciousness (vififiii!J.akkhandlw 
S. J l l ,  47 etc. ,  Vbh. 1 -6 1 :  Vism . 375;  Abhk. Ch . i ;  Abhi
dlzarmadipa, ch. i ;  Abhsv. p. I ) . Each of these tive con
stitutes an aggregate as each consists of a number of 
aspects of the same thing ( VblzA . p. 2.) and each of 
these has its own miture, and does not possess the na- · 
mre of any of the other four aggregates. Thus they are 
d iffernt from one another (Abhk.p.8).  

Definition: The texts give a definition which is ap
pl ied to al l  tive aggregates. It runs:  

"Whatever there is matter (riipa), whether past, 
present or future; one's own or external ; gross or sub
tle; lofty or low; far or near; all that is cal led the aggre
gate of matter. " 

Identical words are used with reference to the other 
four aggregates as wel l  - (S. J I J , p. 47; Vblz. p. I ff; 

VbhA . p. 2f; Abhsy.p.  1 5 ) .  

There i s  noth ing spec i tic about th is  defini tion ex
cept that it a ims at comprehensiveness. It includes eve
rything that comes under each of the tive aggregates, 
anything, anywhere, <my time and in any form. 

Rupakkhandha: Thi s  aggregate stands for the total
i ty of matter (sabbw�1 ntpw�1: S. I I  I. 68). It includes a l l  

material elements and qual it ies that enter into the com
position of both l iving beings and the exernal world 
( ibid;  Mohavicchedani. p. I 1 6) .  

The common characteristic of matter as given in 
the texts i s  ruppana (S. I II ,  47, 86 etc.) or rilpana 
(Abhsv . p. 2) as an al legerical exegesi s  which g�ner
al ly means vexing or afll icti ng (explained as ghqt;tana , 
ch7sana, kappana). I t  is said that matter is oppressed 
by the touch of col d  and heat, of sun and wind ,  of hun
ger and thirst, and of gnats, mosquitoes and snakes (S. 

III ,  86f; Vbh. l ;  VbhA . 2; Vism. 375 Abhsy. 2 etc.) I t  
means that when matter i s  confronted w ith s uch con
trary forces as cold and heat, it undergoes cl imatic dis
turbance. 

According to this description even matter seems 
to have. been regarded as a subjective factor when we -

consider i ts being affl icted not only by cold and heat 
and the l i ke, but also by dangers from snakes and the 
l i ke. The fact that ethical edification was one of the 
reasons in using the word ruppana or riipana is fairly 
obvious. For conveying as i t  does the idea of grief, 
aftl iction or molestation, it is very suggestive of the 
truth of suffering (dukkluz-sacca), one of the cardinal 
doctri nes of Buddhism. 

Later �cholars have i ntroduced the terms pratiglulta 
( Abhk. V. p. 24) and vyabiidhana (Abhsy. p.  2) i n  their 
defin i ti on of matter. These words refer to the fact of 
extension, i .e . ,  occupation i n  space, and to the fact of 
resistance as the fundamental characteristic. of m�tter. 
Matter is that which covers (sapratigha) or i s  extended 
in space The sapratigha objects cannot occupy the 
same space s imultaneously. The term sapratigha is also 
reminiscent of the Pal i  term pcl_(igha that is used i n  the 
Theravada Abhidhamma as i ndicative of the sensory 
reaction between the tirst tive sense-organs and their 

corresponding  sense-objects. These ten items are, 
therefore, described as m atter that resists (nlpm�1 
sappa_tigham: Dhs. pp. 1 33 ft). 

The total i ty of matter, however, i ncludes the four 
primary elements (bhiita-riipa or malui-bhuta) and -the 
secondary matter dependent on them (upcldci riipa).  
The analysis of matter y ields a number of material  data 
(nlpa-dhamma), and the number of such data varies 
with regard to d ifferent schools .  The Theravadins pos
tulated a l i st of twenty -eight nlpadlzamma whereas 
the Vaibhii�ikas and the Yogiicarins recognised only 
eleven of them. These material  data are the u l timate 
irreducible factors that consti tute the entire physical 
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world, i nclud ing that of l iv i ing beings. Any given ma

terial object is analysable into these u l timate factors. 

; -Apart from them, no other matter is recognised. 

!Vedanakkhandha : Vedcuui means feel ing ( Vedetiti 
vedanii.' M. I ,  293 : Vediyant'iti Vedanci S: 1 I I  86), de

·rived from contact or sensory reaction between sense
organ and sense-object. It is the experience thus ac
q u i red (anubhii va or anuhiZ Liti :  A bhk.  p. 7 ;  

f_: Abhidlzarmadipa, p. 69; Ablzsy. p. 2). One experiences 

r !and feels the objects wi th one's own sense-organs. As 
r there are s ix  sense- organs, fee l ing derived through 
i' 1 them is also sixfold (M. I l l ,  260: S. I l l , 60; Ablzsy. p.4.). 
'f ') 

These feel ings are e i ther bl i ss fu l  (sukha), painfu l  
(dukklza) o r  neu tra l (upekklza, adukkhamasukha or 
ublwya-vinirmukta: M. l, 293 ;  S. I I I ,  86f Vism. 383,  
390; Vbh 2; VbhA 2;  Ablzsy. 4) .  These three ki nds of 
feel ing are further analysed i nto bod i ly agreeable feel 
ing (suklw), bodi ly disagreeable feel ing (dukkha), men
ta l l y  agree a b l e  fee l i ng (somanassa) m e n ta l l y  
disagreeble feel ing (domanassa) and neutral feel i ng 
(upekkha: Vism. 390). The Sw�zyutta Nikiiya ( IV, 1 24 
f.) has an analysis of vedana into one hundred and eight 
modes. Because it is not one bu t has many modes, 
vedancl is cal led an aggregate ( VbhA . 3) .  

Vedana, thus analysed into a number of modes and 
aspects, on the basi s of orig in  and nature, is in short a 
psychological factor (cetasika dhamma: M. I ,  30 1 )  that 
obtains in  the perceptual process, ft represents the stage 
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ceptJOn w 1c IS terme safiJia, t e next aggregate. t 
as contact (phassa or sparsct) as i ts basis (S. I l l ,  I 0 1 ; 

Vbh. 1 3 ; Trirus'ikci vijiiaptimiitrate bhycisa, Y. 3, ( in
. eluded i n  Vil�zs'ikci et Trims'ika, ed . S. Levi) ahd crav

i ng (tariha) as i ts resu l ts .  

. Safifiakkhandha: Saiiiicl has been described as  tak
ing up, comprehension (udgmhana), through the sense 
organs, of outward appearance or s igns (nimitta) of 
externa l  o bj ects  ( v i�· aJ'a , vastu, alam bana or 
iirammww). The nimitta means colour and shape in 
the case of vis ible objects (n'ipa), tastes such as sweet
ness and bi tterness in the case of objects that can be 
savoured (rasa), and so on with other objects (DizsA . 
p. 1 10; Abhk. p. 7 ;  Abhsy. p. 2). I t  consti tutes the knowl
edge of the un i ty between the external sign (nimitta), 
name (ncima) a nd  conten t  (a rtlw) of an object  
(Abhidluzrmadipa p. 69) . I t  is the mental act that makes 
()Ut (sm�zjcimlti) an object (DhsA . p. I I  0; Vism . 369; 
Ablzsy. 2.) .  

Thus saiiiia, l i ke vedana, is a psychological factor 
(cetasika dhamma: M. I, 30 I ;  caitasika dharma A. dipa, 
p. 78) which represents the actual perception, the cog
nition of external objects through sense-organs .  It i s  
immediately preceded by vedami (yan.z vedeti tan.z 
sm1jiinclti: M.I .  I I I ) and gives ri se to vitarka (yan:z 
saiijclnati {(LIIJ vitakketi: M . I .  1 1 2 ; )  sa mjr1ii 
vitarkayonih, A. dipa. p. 69). And l i ke vedancl, saiiJ/cl, 
too, has contact (phassa) as its bas i s  (S. I I I ,  1 0 1  ) .  S ince 
phassa and vedanii are s i xfo ld ,  saiiiia too, which is  
imti mately conncct�d wi th them, is  s ixfold as  al l  these 
three factors depend,  for their ari s ing, on the s i x  sense
organs and their objects (D. I I ,  309; M .  I I I, 260; S J l l ,  

60; Abhsy. 5) .  And  because i t  i s  not one, but has many 
aspects, saiiiicl is described as an aggregate ( VbhA . p. 
3) .  

Saitkharakkhandha: Sarikhiira or san:zsktira i s  the 
force which drives the mind in the d i rection of good,  
bad and the i ndetermi nate (Abhsy. 2,5 ,6). I t  has been 
described as menta! act ion (manaskarni'a: A bhsy. 6) 
and is identified with vol i tion (cetanci : S. IH, 1 02; Vbh. 
28; VbhA . 5). S i nce cetaha has been identified wi th 
action (Kamma:A . I I I ,  4 1 5),  sarikhtira ma/al:So be iden
tified with actions.  But, a d i st inct ion may be made 
between the force that drives the m ind (i .e .  cetmul) 
and the mental actions (kamma) that results from i t  
(cf. Vism. 448f.) .  Smikhtira i ncludes both the  force and 
the forced (cetayitva kamma1�2 karoti; A .  I JI ,  4 1 5 ; 
cetanci-karma cetayitvti karma ca: A bhsy. 53) .  The 
statement that swikhiira is that which compounds the 
cond i t i oned t h i ngs (swikhatm�z abhsismikaro titi 
sankhiiro: S. I I I ,  87; cf. Vism. 39 1 ,448; Abhsy. 2) is 
clearly i nd icative of these two aspects, the force and 
the forced, of sarikhiira. 

The Visuddhimagga descript ion of sarikhiira am
ply i l lustrates this point. I t  says that the sarikluiras have 
the characteristic of compounding (abhisankharana); 
the ir function is to accumulate (clyulwna); they mani
fest themselves as in tervening (vippahana); and lhei r 
proximate cause is the remain ing three i mmaterial ag
gregates ( Vism. 39 1 ) . Accord ing to th is  description, 
compounding is  the characteristic of sarikhcira: ;  i n  other 
words, sarikhiira i s  compoundi ng, which is a force. I ts 
action is to accumulate. Accumulate what? Accumu
late actions (kamma) which are the forced. Thus, the 
force as wel l as the  forced ,  vo l i t i o n  (cetwul o r  
cetaniikarma) a s  wel l a s  the actions (cetayitva kanna) 
are both considered as sankhiira. Contact (plzassa ) i s  
the basis of al l  smikhara (S. I I I ,  1 02) 
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The sw1khclras are, by nature, of three kinds: the 
sankhiiras which are good (kusala), those that are bad 
(akusala) and those that are indeterminate (avyciJwta: 
Vism. 39 1 ) . And by way of arisi ng the sat1klu!ras are, 
l ike vedanii and scuiiiii, of six kinds si nce they arise 
depending on six sense-organs and their objects (S. 
1 1 1 ,  87; Vbh. 6, 28; Abhy. 5). 

These scuikharas which are psychological factors 
(cetasika dhamma: M. l ,  30 1 )  are enumerated i n  the 
texts and we ti nd di fferent l i sts of them given by d if
ferent schools. The Theravadi ns have a l ist of ti fty psy
chological factors designated as scuikkhiiras (Vism. 39 1 
ff; Molwvicclzedant, 1 1 7) whi le in the Yaibha�ika l ist 
there are si xty smiskharas in two main categories, 
namely forty-six psychological factors (caittas) and 
fourteen forces which are dissociated from both mind 
and matter (viprayukia smiskara: Ablzk. cg. i i ,  vv. 23 
ff; A. dipa. pp.,  68 ft) . The Yogacara school had in
creased the number ofswiskclras to seventy-tive, ti fty
two caittas and twenty-three viprayukta san.zskaras 
(Ablzsy. 3 ff). 

All  these psychological factors and other forces 
are col lectively cal led the aggregate of synergies (Vism: 
383,  39 1 ;  A bhsy. 5 fl) . 

Vedana and Saiiiia as separate aggregates. The two 
aggregates, vedana and satiiia, are psychological fac� 
tors just as smiklzaras are (M . I, 30 I ;  A. dip a, 78}. They · 
could, therefore, have been easi ly included in the ag
gregate of  synergies (satiklzclrakklzanda) because i n  the 
latter are i ncluded all other psychological factors. But  
vedana and saiifia- have been singled out  and are 
reckoned as separate aggregates, and what is the reason 
for doing so? 

Yas'omitra raises this relevant question and answers 
that these two psychological factors are reckoned as 

· separate aggregates on the ground that they consti tute 
the chief psychological factors that make one attached 
to the p leasures of the senses (kclma) and to views 
(drs_ti), respectively. Vedancl, being also the enjoyment 
of sense-objects , makes l aymen attached to them, 
whereas swi1ia, when i t  i s  perverse, makes monks 
concei ve adlwrma to be dlwrnw, dharma to be 
adlzanna, ancltma to be {L/ma and so on, making them 
attached to those perverse views (S. Abhk. V., p. 48). 

It is duri ng a perceptual process that man is given 
the alternative to choose one way or the other. Man 
enjoys freedom to comtemplate the objects he per-

ceives, wisely or u nwisel y. I f  he is wise in his contem· 
plation (yoniso manasikaroti) he is wel l on his  way tc 
freed o m ;  and if he conte m p l a tes them u n wise !)  
(ayoniso manasikaroti) he is  i n  bondage to them. It i �  
in  this latter alternative that vedancl and saFi1ia pia) 
.the important part. Vedanii gi ves rise to lust (tm:zhcl) i l  
the object perceived gives h im pleasure a n d  it  gives 
rise to anger (dosa) if the object gives him pain.  The 
experience of pleasure and pain is dependent on the 
manner in  which one recognises (safijanati) the ob
jects, and also on the attitude one adopts towards them. 
If one avoids recognising the objects by their coloUJ 
or shape and d ifferent tastes etc . (na nimittaggcllzi) , he 
i s  not moved by them one way or the other; h e  doe� 
not become attached to them ; he becomes one wr 
works out h is  own salvation. 

Thus i t  i s  clear that vedana and safiiiii are of �
mary i mportance; They are more important than any 
other psychological factor i n  making one turn one way 
or the other. And i t  i s  because of thi s  importance at
tached to them that they are reckoned as separate ag
gregates. 

And, moreover, says Yasomitra, vedana and sari)riii 
characterise the two di fferent spheres of  existence: the 
tine-material sphere (nlpadhiitu) is characterised by 
vedana whereas the first three i mmateria l  planes, 
namely, akclsanaficayatana, vit1Fianaficc'iyatana and 
clkilicaiiJia -yatana are characterised by safifia ( Abhk. 
Y. p. 49). 

This  amply proves . that vedana and safijlia a.-� 
much more i mportant than other psychological fac
tors. 

Vifiii31)akkhanda: Vififiii!Ja is consciousness which 
arises al ways with reference to an object which may 
be material such as nlpa, sadda etc. or conceptual such 
as democracy, freedon and so on, or psychological such 
as love or hate (M. I, 259 etc.) .  Thus it is participial i n  
formation and dependent i n  origination.  I t  i s  always 
particular, and is referred to always as eye-conscious
ness (cakklzuvbiJiiina) and so on.  

There are two i nterpretations of vijiiclna given re
gard ing the exact function i t  performs in  a perceptual 
process; one referring to the bare awareness of the ob
ject and the other to fu l l  cogn i ti on of i t. According to 
the Mad/wpi!Jcj.ika Sutta, i t  is the bare awareness of 
the object (M. I, l ilt), an early stage in a percept a\ 
process, fol lowed by contact (plzassa) and feel i n-g 
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(vedana). and fu l l  perception (saiiiiii: ibid) .  This in
terpretat ion i s  seen fnvoured i n  the Sphu.tartlw
ablzidharmako:w vyilklzycl (p .  38) and the Ablzidharma
dipa (v. 1 20) and its commentary, Vibhcl�wprablza- vrtti 
(p. 78) which says that vijiiclna is the bare awareness 
of an object (vastwncltragralzmum_l). 

The other  i n terpre ta t ion  is g i ven i n  the 
Mahclvedalla Suua according to which vifiiia�w is the 
knowledge which d i scri m i nates what is p leasure 
(suklza) and what i s  pain (dukkha: M. I ,  292). This 
definition of viiiiicl�w tal l ies more with saiifia than 
with viiiiia�w of the Madhupi�1�fika Sutta (M. I, I I I )  · where vi111iiia�w represents bare awareness of the ob-

) ject, an initial stage in a perceptual process, whereas 
safiifii represents actual perception. 

Buddhaghosa seems to favour the defini tion of 
vifuiti�za given in the Mahiivedalla sutta; he syas that 
safuili is to perceive (signs such as) colour etc. ,  whereas 
vififitiiJa i s  that perception (safitia) plus the knowledge 
of the characteristics (such as impermanence etc.) of 
the object ( \/ism. 369) .  

. Mention may also be  made of the use, in  some 
contexts, of the two terms, saiiticl and viliiici1Ja, syn
onymously and al ternately. The origin of sorrow is, 
for instance, traced to vilitia�w in  the Suttanipata, just 
as it i s  traced to saiiricl as wel l as plzassa in  the same 
text (Sn. v. 374 etc. ) .  

) Sometimes, vilitiiiQa is considered to be one of the 
three vital factors, for the conti nuity of l i fe, the other 

/ two being clyu and usma (D. I I ,  338,  S. I I I ,  1 43)  and i t  
--, is said that when these three factors leave the body the I . • 

' latter l ies motionless l i ke a log of wood ( ibid). I t  is to 
this vif..iicl�w that the term sm�zvattcmika vi1iFia�w (M. 
I I ,  262) most probably refers. This  vifiiitil}a is l i nked · 
to this l i fe and the l i fe after (D. I I I ,  1 05) <�nd continues 
up to nevasmificlnasafuic�vatww (M. I I ,  262 tf.) .  

This somewhat tluid s i tuation regarding the exact 
fu11ction ofviJ1i'icl�w and the apparently different mean
ings it conveyed led to controversies on the nature and 
function of viiiiia�w. und we li nd the reference to a 
view expressed by a monk named Sati during the l i fe 
time of the Buddha h i mself (M. I ,  256). He held that 
vifirici!Ja is the transmigrating factor, that part of the 
individual .  which experiences the results of good and 
bad actions through various l ives. I t  fares on and con
tinues without chnnge of identity (tadeva, cmaliiicm.z : 
ibid). 

This view was rejected on the ground of i ts de
pendent origination (pr:z.ticcasamuppanna) . Viiiiicl�w too 
is subject to change (ibid. ) ;  it changes every moment. 
Even the samvattanika virifial.ut arises with reference 
to an object. It cannot arise or exist except with refer
ence to an object. 

Two other terms used wi th reference to viiiiici1.W 
are citta and mano (S. I I ,  94). The Theravadins have 
considered these three terms as synonyms which refer 
to one and the same thing ( Vism. 383). But the Yogadira 
Vijfia!)avadins have interpreted these three terms to 
mean three different aspects of the vijiii'inaskandlw. 
By citta they understood the resultant cllayavijiiana i n  
which al l  the seeds of past actions are stored with the 
resu l t  that it i s  perfumed by them. By nzano they un
derstood the thinking mind which i s  associated with 
the four passions, namely ( I )  bel ief i n  the existence of 
a soul (alma drs,ti), (2) attachment to i t  (cltma-sneha). 
(3) the v iew that ' I  am' (asmi-mclna) and (4) ignorance 
(avidya); it is also the consciousness that survives the 
attainment of cessation (nirodha-samclpatti) as wel l as 
the sixfold consciousness. And by vijriana they under
stood the s ixfold consciousness which is empiri cal 
consciousness (Abhsy. l 1 - 1 2) . 

The Theravadins and the Vaibha�ikas accepted only 
the s ixfold consciousness which in the dhatu class ifi
cation consti tutes seven elements, i .e . ,  the sixfold con
sciousness plus the element of mind (manod/ultu: Vism. 
464). 

Al l  these instances of consciousness which, by 
nature, are threefold, v is . ,  mora l ly  good (kusala) mor
a l l y  bad (akusala) and  mora l l y  i ndeterm i nate  
(avyakata: Vism. 383)  arc col lectively called the ag
gregate of consciousness ( Vism. 383;  Ablzsy. I I ) . 

The precise number of khandhas as five: Buddha
ghosa raises the question as to why the precise number 
of khandhas is five neither more nor less and gives 
three reasons for ana l y s i n g  ex i stence i n to five  
khandhas. 

In the tirst place, he says, a l l  compounded th ings 
(sabbe scliiklzata-dhamma) that resemble each other 
fal l  into one of these aggregates, for, when the numer
ous categories of compounded things are grouped to
gether, according to s imi lari ty, a l l  instances of matter 
(nlpa) form one aggregate, feelings (JJedana) another 

aggregate, and so on ( Vism. 405). 
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Second ly, these fi ve inc lude a l l  compou nded · 
thi ngs. Even the tive spiritual aggregates of moral ity 
(silakklumd/w), concentration (swnadhikkhandha) , 
w i sdom (pm1iiakkhandha) .  eman c i pat ion 
(vimuttikkhand/w), and of knowledge and insight into 
emancipation (vimuttiiiii�wdasscmakkhandlw S. I .  99) 
come under one of these live klwndlws, namely the 
aggregate of synergies (scuiklziirakklzandlw: Vism. 405). 
The Vaibhasikas hold a different view; they have in
cluded the aggregate of moral ity (silasklumdha) in the 
aggregate of matter (nlpaskhandlw) and the other four 
s p i ri tua l  aggregates i n  tha t  of synergies 
(san:zskc"irakkhandha: A.  dipcl. p .  I 0; S. Abhk. V. p .  53 
on A blzk. v. 27) .  The point stressed is that a l l  com
pounded things come under one or the other of these 
five aggregates.  Only the uncompounded element 
(asamskrta-dhc"itu), i .e. ; ni rvana, is excluded from the 
skandlur classitication ( A. dt pa. p. I 0). 

The third reason is much more important. It is the 
' tive klzandlzas which constitute the widest l imit  that 
provides the bas is for the assumption of the existence . 
of a soul (alta) and what perta ins to a soul (attaniyq) ;  
for, when these tive aggregates exist, i t  is through cling
ing to them and through interpreti ng them that the view 
arises: "This is mine; This am I; This is myseif" (S. I I I ,  
1 83ff). There i s  nothing outside the five aggregates that 
a man can possibly c l ing to (Vism. 405). Asanga, too, 
says that the five aggregates form the basis for the be
l ief in a sou l (Abhsy. p. I ) . 

The sequence of the khandhas: The question has been 
raised as to w hy this pa1ticular order of the aggregates 
has been adopted: Why matter is placed first; feeling 
second; perception third ;  synergies fourth, and con
sciousness tifth? 

In  explaining this pa rticu lar order, Buddhaghosa 
gives as reason for doing so, the different degrees of 
difficulty or ease with which the different aggregates 
can be comprehended. He says that to the individuals 
who have fal len into the bel ief that there is a soul among 
the five aggregates owi ng to thei r fai lure or inabi l i ty 
to analyse them, the Buddha has tirst taught the grosser 
aggregate, i .e . ,  m atter being the objective field of the 
sense-organs. After that he has taught sense-experi
ence (vedana) w hich feels · matter as desirable and . 
undesirable; as pleasurable and painfu l .  Then he taught 
perception (safiiiii) which apprehends the aspects of 
feel i ng's objective field, si nce 'one perceives what one 
feels' (M. I l l , 293) There after are l isted smiklziiras 
which vol it iona l ly  compound things by way of per-

ception. And final ly, he has taught the aggregate of 
consciousness because it provides support for and 
dominates feel ings, perceptions and synergies (Dhp. 
v. i, VismA . 503). 

Yasomi tra accepts Buddhaghosa's ex p lanatio n  
which i s  based o n  the grossness and subtleness of th e  
different aggregates and gives three more reasons for 
adopting that particular order (S. A bhk. V. p .  48t) .  

In  the first place, he says , th is  particular order ex
plains the process in which the 1ni nd of human beings 
is defi led . Men and women are attracted to each other 
because of their physical form made of matter (riipa).  
Then they become eager to derive pleasure ,  which i :  
feeling (vedana), from each other. Thi s  eagerness i s  ' 
due to the perversity of sensation (sm1jiicl) and this p�r 
versity is due to passions (kle:w) which are synergies 
(smiskc"ira) by which the mind (vijfic"ina) is defiled 
( ibid). He i l lustrates thi s position by comparing mat
ter to a vessel - (bluijana), feel ing to food (bhojana) ,  
perception to  condiment (vyafijana), synergies to a 
cook (paktr) and the mind to one who partakes of the 
food (blwktr: S. AbhkV. p. 48f; cf. Vism. 405). 

Their relationship to each other: It is said in the 
Sm�zyutta Nikiiya that the tirst four aggregates, namely, 
matter, feelings, perceptions and synergies, act as a 
sort of home (oka) for the l ast aggregate, i .e . !  the mind, 
which makes i ts movements (oka-cc"iri) i n  it (S. III , 9 
f). What this comparison shows is that mind .can exist 
only in  relation tC? the other four aggregates; it canna 
exist independently of them (S. IJI ,  54-55). 

This  clearly points to the fact that the klzandlza 
theory in Buddhism i s  purely psychological and eth i
cal . Even if  it i s  granted that matter can exist inde
pendently of the mind ,  the former comes into our pic
ture only because of the l atter (mind), which consid
ers matter to be a part of the individual and to be fac
tors, existing in the form of external objects, connected 
with the individual . It i s  i n  th i s  sense that the mind 
may he considered as more i mportant. 

The first psychological reaction one has when one 
is confronted with an object, w hether ma.terial (ri'ipa) 
or psychological (nama), is contact (plzassa) which is 
described as the synthesis of the three factors, i .e . ,  the 
sense-organ, the sense-object and the resultant aware
ness.  Depend i ng on tha t  c ontact ari ses fee l ings 
(vedana). One perceives (smljiinc/ti) what one feels. 
One i nvesti gates ( vitakketi) the object one has  
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percieved. Th is investi gation as whether the object 
perceived is pleasurable or painfu l  and so on, gives 
rise to psychological factors such as J ust or aversion 
which are synergies (sm1khiira) .  The mind (viiiiic"'i!Ja) 
is associated throughou t in th is  process ( Vism. 507 ;  cf. 
M.l, I f  ff,). 

This is a psychological description of the percep
tual process. Al though eth ical considerations-under
l ie it, since Buddhism is interested only i n  the proc
esses which are relevant to thei r ideal of ethical per
fection, yet, in  fact, it i s  an actual picture that may be 
drawn of man and his environment, as i t  depicts h i s  
dealings with the external world .  there i s  no  world 

· ) unless it is percieved by man; or, at least, no mean ing 
can be found in it unless human bei ngs play thei r part 
in i t. Man's dea l ings or h is  rel ationsh ip  with the world 
is made through h i s  cognit ion of the worl d .  The 
khandlw-analysis is made on the bas is  of perception 
and all the tive kluuzdha.1· can be explai ned i n  rel ation 
to i t ;  the klumdhas are well in tegrated in th is  picture, 
and no khandha, i n  the Buddhist sense, has any mean
ing, individual ly; and the analysis into five loses i ts 
meaning when they arc d ivorced from the perceptual 
process and taken individual ly. It shou ld be mentioned, 
at the same time, that .the Buddhists were very carefu l  
not to introduce metaphysics into their khandha-theory. 

1'heir relation to ayatana and dhatu: The content of 
the five aggregates may be expla ined in relat ion to 
iiya/{ma and dhiitu; the only thing to be remembered · ) being that these two classi tications, iiyatana and dhcltu, 
embrace both the compou nded t h i ngs (satikhata 
dhamma), i .e. , sw�z!;ilra, and the uncompounded ele

·- { ment (asmi/dzata-dluitu), i .e., nibbclna, whereas in the 
. khand/w-ciassitication, only the compounded th ings 
are included. Nibbiina in the clyatana and d/ziitu-clas
sitication comes under dhamnulyatana or dhamma
dhcltu. 

By aggregate of matter we general ly understand 
the tirst tive sense-organs, and thei r  correspondi ng 
sense objects, plus a section of matter that come under 
dlumzmclyatana or dluunmadhcltu. This la tter part of 
matter i s  described in the suttas as matter which is form
less (anidassana) and unresisting (apfJa,tigha: D. IH, 

2 17; Dlzk. p. l f; Vism. 505). Accord ing to the Tlzeraviida 
School , this  part of matter consists of s ixteen i tems 
which are not matter proper. The Vai bha�ika accept.ed 
only one i tem of matter as coming under dhartn{/yatana 
or dlumnadlultu, and that i s  cal led avi)iiapti-nlpa; 
Abhidlzarmclmrta, p. 1 4; Abhk. ch. i ,  v. I 0; S .  A blzkV p. 

36). The Sautranti kas took strong exception to i ts rec
ogn i tion on the part of the Yaibha� ikas as a rea l  cle
ment of existence. They do not seem to have included 
any i tem of matter i n  the dharmi'iyatana or  i n  the 
dharmadhiitu. The Yogacara school, too, recogn ises a 
kind of matter to be i ncl uded in  the dlzanni'iyatana 
(Ablzsy. p. 3 . )  

No substance and quality in the khandhas: the 
rupakkhandlza represents matter i n  i ts varied manifcs·· 
ta t ions as p ri mary (bluita-riipa) and second a ry 
(bhautika or upiidii ri"ipa). the other four  aggregates, 
general ly cal led niima-dhamma ( Vism. 506), represent 
mind (citta, mano or viliiiii1Ja) , the ti fth aggregate, and 
t he  menta l  factors (caitta or cetasika) .  The 
Abhidlzarmad'ipa recognises this d ifference between 
the primary and the secondary matter as wel l as be
tween mind and mental factors on the ground of the ir  
d i fference as regards the ir  natu re and functons .  
A lthough in  th is  recognit ion the nlpadhammas and 
nclmadhammas are postu la ted as if they were descrete 
entities, th is docs not i mply that they have an inde
pendent existence. I t  i s  s i mply for the purpose of de
scri ption that they are so postu l ated . In actua l  fact, they 
always exist  in inseparable associat ion with a set of 
other a l l ied dhammas. Their  in ter-relationsh ip is ex
pl ai ned with reference to the law of causation and 
condi tiona l i ty. One does not i nhere in another, nor is  
one a substance of another. I n  brief, no d ist inction be-

. tween substance and qual i ty i s  i ntroduced into the 
analysis of ex istence. 

Nature of the khandhas - Impermanent and Un
substantial: The t!ve aggregates are described in nu
merous pl aces as compounded th i ngs (sarik!zata 
dhamma:S. I I I , 1 1 4 etc.) .  The chief characteristic of 
thi ngs compounded are ari s ing (uppc"ida), cessation 
(vaya) and change (tlzitassa aiiiiatlzatta) A. I ,  1 52; S. 
III ,  38ff). They are therefore, impermanent (anicca) 
and unsubstantial  (anatta) and subject to i l l  (dukklza:  
Vin. I .  1 3f; M. I ,  1 38t). The comparison made of the 
tive aggregates in the San:zyutta Nikiiya clearly brings 
out their impermanent and u nsubstanti a l  nature. Mat
ter (nlpa) is compared to a l ump offroth (phe�w-pi�z{la), 
feel ings to a bubble (bubbula), perception to mirage 
(mar'ici), synergies to a planta in  trunk, and conscious
ness to a conjuring trick (milyii: S. I I I ,  1 42). Buddna
ghosa, commenting on this comparison, says that a 
lump .of froth cannot stand squeezing; a bubble on 
water is  momentary; mirage causes illusion; a plan
tain trunk has no core; a conjuring trick is calculated 
to decveive others ( Vism. 505). 
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The Pqtisamblzidclmagga uses a total of forty terms 
to explain the nature of the klzandlzas. Thirteen of them 
emphasise their unreal and impermanent nature. The 
comparison made in  the B/ulra Sutta of the Sm�zyutta 
Nikilya (S. I l l ,  25 1'. ) i s  very signiticant as i t  has led to a 
controversy with regard to the nature of the khmzdlws. 
The tive aggregates in our sutta arc compared to a bur
den (biziira), the i ndividual is compared to the taking 
up of the burden and cessation of craving to laying 
down of the burden. 

I t  i s  the a l lusion to puggala as the bearer of the 
burden that created a l l  the trouble as it suggests the 
existence of a pug gala over and above the klzandlzas, a 
position very much al ien to the spirit of Buddhism. 
Thi s  com parison has led the Yatsiputriyas, ah inter
mediary Buddhist  school ,  to propound the theory of 
the existence of the individual (pudgalavada). The 
other Buddhists take up this theory for cri ticism, re
fute i t  as unwarrented by the context and reject i t  as 
heretica l .  

The position of khandhas at death and birth: I f  the 
khandha.s are unsubstant ia l ,  how do the Buddhists ac
count for such phenomena <\s survival (pwzabbhava), 
identity and moral responsibi l i ty. What is the l ink that 
connects death and rebirth so that moral responsibil ity 
(kammavipcika) tinds any meaning? 

In the suttas which explain the twelve factors of 
the causal formula,  birth Uclti) i s  described as the emer
gence of the aggregates (klzandlzclnm�z pcltubhavo) and 
death (marw;a) as the distintegrat:ion of the same (khmt
dhanm�t blzedo): S. I I ,  3 ;  Ps. I I ,  72 etc.) 

If death is the disintegration of the aggregates and 
birth their emergence, is there any connection between 
the two? The Upanisads had cltman to account for this 
phenomena. Buddhists have rejected (t/man as wel l  as 
pudgala as mere names. And if  there is  no connection 
between death and birth, death amounts to annihi la
tion i n  which case identi ty and moral responsibi l i ty 
tind no meaning. Buddhism rejects annih i lationism 
(ucclzedavada) as an extreme, and recognises the con
t inu ity of the aggregntes i n  the form of a stream · 

· (skandha-santana: A .  dipa, p. 1 83 :  Skandhasantati, 
ibid. 225; A bhk. Ch. i i i ,  v. 1 8) which in common par
lance is known as 'being' (sativa, satta) or individual 
(Pudgala, puggala: A. dipa, 255: S. l ,  1 35 ;  Mlin. 28). 
This s tream is also cal led sw�zs(/ra ( Vism . 463) Bud
d h i s m  advocates not  mere b i rth , but reb i rth or 

rebecoming (punabblzava) which clearly suggests the 
cont inu i ty and identity of the stream. Thi s  resolves the 
problem of moral responsibi l ity; i ts possibi l i ty with
out reference to an entity such as alma. 

The acceptance of the continuity of the stream and 
the moral responsibi l i ty on the part of the i ndividual 
at once demands an explanation of the l i nk that main
tains that continui ty, the l i nk between death and re
bi rth, in  other words. Is i t  khandhas t hemselves or 
something over and above the klzandhas that consti
tutes that l i nk? A lthough there is no explic;it theory 
regarding this problem in the suttas, the sporadic state
ments found in the suttas may be connected and inter
preted to give such a theory. 

The term vifuiill}a occurs several times in the suttas 
in the sense of a "survivor" .  In the ffnaiijasapp(/ya
sutta, this viiifi.il!Ja i s  called the "evolving-conscious
ness" (san.wattanika-viiiiici!Ja: kilyassa bheda parm�z 
mara�lil .thaiu/11) etm�t vijjati ya1�1 ta1�z sm�zvattanikcu�z 
viiiiici!JW!J. assa clnaiijiipagm�z M. I I ,  262). This  vifuic""i!Ja 
is regarded as continuing up to the sphere of neither
percep t ion - nor- non- percep t i o n  (nevasaniicl
nclsaiiiiil_vatana): ibid. 264). This viiiiici!Ja is no other 
than the "stream of consciousness" (Vi1itiilna-sota) 
extending into both worlds, this and the next ) D. m ,  

I 05), also cal led the stream-of becoming (bhavasota: 
S. I, 1 5 ; TV, 1 28) i mplying thereby i ts constant change. 
In the scholastic period i t  is termed the rebirth-l inking 
consciousness (pqtisandlzi-viiitici!Ja) which is a species 
of bhaPanga-citta, (q.v} And it is clearly this viliiicl�zr. 
to which the monk Sati referred "as the consciousness 
that fares on and continues",  but erred in saying that it 
did so "without change of identity (tadeva anal1lim�z) ,  
and also in  taking i t  as a n  agent and experiencer (vado 
vedeyyo: M. I ,  256.). 

The Payilsi-Sutta, makes clear reference to this 
sm�zsaric viiiiia�w. With the s imi le ofthe conch-shel l ,  
viniia�za i s  made analogous wi th purisa (D. l l ,  338). 

In view of such evidence the conclus.ion is irre
sistible that viiiiiil�1a i n  early B uddhism was regarded 
as the surviving factor at death which, by re-entering 
"womb after womb' (gabbha gabbham: Sn. v. 278) for 
repeated conceptions, resu l t  in what is general ly known 
as smi)Siira. The d ifference between this sall)siiric 
viiiiiil!Ja and the vijiiilniltman that was held to be the 
survivor in the Upanisads, according to the doctrine 
of re- i ncarna t ion  i s  o n l y  too c lear, for, i n  t he  
Upanisads, the term cltman expressly denotes a meta-

· '  
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physical substatc that is permanent and unchanging 
whereas in early Buddhism the "surviving" villiiiiQa is 
identical with bhava implying the very opposite na
ture of i mpermanence (anicca) and evo l u t ion  
( vipariniima). 

Sometimes the term gandhabba occurs in place of 
this sm�zsaric viiifii/�za. Accoridng to the Mahclta�zhitsa
mkhaya-sutta and the Assalclyana-Suua, gandhabba 
is one of the three vital factors that are essential for 
conception to take pl ace (gahbhassa avakkanti: M. I ,  
265; ll, I 57). I n  the phrase "gandlzabbassa avakkanti" 
the original meaning seems to have been 'decent of 

_ the embryonic being". for gabblza means "embryo" as ) receptacle as wel l as the "being" i nside it Hence i t  i s  
that gabbha is  said to  derive from the s i x  elements 

• (dhatu) of which vifi.iici!Ja is the last and is also the 
cause of IUtma-riipa, at least in one vers ion of the 
pa.f iccasam upf}(tda form u I a ( channm�z bhikklw ve 
dhiitiinm�z upclckl_va gabblzassclvakkanti lzoti, okkantiya 
sati namarupm�z: A .  I ,  1 76) which is obviously paral lel 
with the usual vifiiic"il.utpaccaya niimariipcu�z ; D. l l ,  56 
etc.) .  It is also said that if viiific/Qa does not descend 
into the mother's womb, nclmariipa would not develop 
(D. I I ,  63) 

Thu.s viiiiia1.w. someti mes cal led gandhabba, con
stitutes the factor most essential for conception to take 
place. lt is no less essential for the conti nuity of l ife 
within the individual; when it . together with nyu and 

_ usnw, leaves the body, the latter l ies motionless l ike a ) 1og ofwood (D. 1 1 , 338, S. l l l , 1 43). l n thc Abhidhamma 
terminology is it cal led bhavanga which i s  the sine 
. ua non of  con t i nued ex i s tence;  at death ,  t h i s  

, bhavmiga-citta i s  cal led cuti-citta and at birth i t  is 
called pc�tisandhi-citta. The i nterval between the cuti
citta and the pc�tiscmdhi-citta is the same that obtains 
between any two consecutive thought moments, be
cause the precedi ng moment i s  cuti-citta, which i s  
immediately fol lowed by  pa.fisandlzi-citta. 

Buddhaghosa says that the moment conception 
takes place all the tive klwndhas appear simultaneously 
(VbhA . 2 I ft). In the Yogadira school th is rebirth-'l i nk
ing consciousness is cal led the cllaya-vijiiclna in which. 
they say, all seeds of the past actions, both good and 
bad, (sarva-bijakcm.l) arc stored. 

Like any other vifiiiiiQa, the rebirth l inking con
sciousness, too, arises having an object as its basis .  
These objects are described as 'What one thi nks" 
(yan.z ca ceteti) , " what  one formu l ates " ()•af1J Ca 

pakappeti) or "what l ies dormant" (yaii ca anuseti) in  
the stream of consciosness (S. f l ,  66). 

The three p h rases i n  fact refer to synerg ies  
(sankhara) or  actions (kmnma) which are i ncluded i n  
the sphere o f  the objects o f  m ind (dhammayatana). I n  
the Abhidhamma terminology these objects re cal led 
kamnza, kammanimitta and gatinimitta and, it is s<!id 
that the mind of a dying man has one of these three as 
i ts object, and the next moment, i .e. ,  the moment i m
mediately after death (cuticitta) he i s  reborn (i .e. with 
pq_tisandlzi-citta : Vism. 387 ff, VbhA . 1 551} Th i s  
viiiiitiQa i s  not .something di fferent from the five ag
gregates. It consti tutes an aspect or an instance of the 
aggregate of consciousness (vififiiiQa-khandha). 

The foregoing d iscussion has made it clear that 
the Buddhist theory of klzandha has steered a course 
w h i c h  i s  c l ear o f  both  eterna l i s m  (iitmavclda, 
sassatavclda) and n ih i l i sm or material i srn (ucclzeda
vclda) .  VifiiitiQa that i s  respons ible for survival is ,  by 
nature, not different from any other vififiiil)a. This  sur
viving vifific"iQa, l i ke any othr vifiiic"il)a or any other con
ditioned thi ng for that matter, is dependent in  origi na
tion; i t  does not arise without a cause (M." I, 256). I t  i s  
not a permanent enti ty l ike the Upanisctdic atmcm or 
niriisrava-viiiiic"i�lct: it i s  impermanent. The Buddhist 
theory of khandlzas i s ,  therefore, not eternal i st. AI tho
ught i t  is not a permament enti ty, th i s  vifiiiii�za is the 
factor that is responsible for the survival and 'identity" 
of the stream which, i n  common parlance, is cal led 
the i nd iv idua l  or  be i ng ,  thereby mak i ng moral  
responsib i l i ty intel l igible. So,  Buddhism does not fal l  
i nto the other extreme o f  n ih i l i sm ei ther . 

Upali Karunaratne. 

KHANDHA-PARINIBB.J\NA, 'Utter waning away of 
the substrata (khandha) of repeated becomi ng '  
(punabbhava). The B uddha attai ned emancipation 
(nibbana) with the atta inment of Buddh�.;-hood at  the 
age of th irty five years . Thi s  attai n ment is cal l ed 
kilesaparinibbclna (q. v.) ie: 'utter wan ing away of de
fi lements connected with samsaric rebecoming. The 
Buddha l ived for forty tive years after attaining Bud
dhahood and passed away at the age of eighty, and 
with this the samsaric sojourn of the Buddha came to 
an end, and this is cal led the 'utter waning away of the 
substrata of rebecoming'. The disciples of the Buddha, 
too, do away with al l defi lements (kilesa) with the at
tainment of arahantsh ip  and continue to l ive normal 
l ives, ti l l  they fi nally pass away due to exhaustio·n of 
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kamma or due to reaching maturity of age, and this is 
described as their klzandhaparinibbiina (utter waning 
away of the substrata of rebecoming). see KILESA
PARINIBBANA, NTBBANA. 

T. Ariyadhamma 

KHANTI (Skt. K�·clnti) is a very wholesome ingredi
ent  i n  the psychology of a spiritual ly advanced per
son, accordig  to Buddhist teachings . The PTS diction
ary renders i t  i nto Engl ish as 'patience', 'forbearance' 
and 'forgiveness' .  Dhammasahgani (DilS. 1 34 1 . ) 
defi nes klzanti as : ' forbearance' ;;�nd ' absence of 
intoleranc', abi l i ty to forgive and endure' (harm done 
to oneself), 'absence of ferocity' 'absence of bluntness' 
(khanti, khamanata adhivasanata acaq�likkan.z ,  
anasurupo). Jataka defines klwnti as: psychological 
abil ity in a person not to become angered when he is 
revi led, beaten and slandered by others (akkosantesu 
paharantesu paribhasantesu akkujjhanabhavo-J. I I I .  
p .  40). In  the Mahamahgala Sutta (Sn. p .  47) klzanti i s  
extolled as  a blessing (mahgala) to human beings. In 
the Sw�zyutta Nikaya (S. I .  p. 226) i t  is said that the 
virtue of klzanti surpasses al l other virtues (khantiya 
bhiyyo navijjati). 

Developing the power of endurance and tolerance 
(khanti) is part and parcel of the training of a disciple 
of the Buddha and the Buddha emphasised the impor
tance of developing this vi rtue i n  several of his dis
courses. In the Kakaciipama Sutta (M. I ,  1 22, 29), the 
Buddha admonished h i s  disciples not to lose control 
of themselves and allow anger to overpower them, 
however great a provocation that they may have to en
counter. In this sutta the Buddha relates an episode of 
a rich lady of Savatth i by name Vedehika who had a 
reputation of being gentle (sorata), obedient, humble 
(nivata), tranqui l  (upascmta) and tolerant. Yedehika had 
a slave woman (dasi) cal led Kali  who was obedient, 
c lever, active and wel l discip l i ned in work. When 
Vedehika's reputation as a patient, gentle and tolerant 
l ady was thus spreading widely, Kal i  thought of test
i ng Vedehika's integrity. So, one day Kali overslept a 
Iettie and delayed to perform some of her routine house
hold duties. A t  this Vedehika became a l ittle annoyed 
and revi led Kal i in harsh and unkind words that day. 
Kal i  overslept the second, third and the fourth day and . 
Vedehika's anger i ncreased day by day. The tifth day 
when Kali overslept and neglected to perform her rou
tine duties, Yedehika lost control of herself completely 
and attacked Kali on the head with a club. Kali was 
injured badly  and with blood-stained cloths she ran 

about in  the neighbourhood shouting: 'See, the work 
of this kind and gentle lady, Vedehika'. The B uddha, 
having related this eposocle, admonished the bhikkhus 
to train themselves not ot lose their temper and utter 
harsh words or act violently even if someone were to 
cut them l imb by l i mb with a double-handled saw 
(kakaca). "On the contrary" .  the Buddha told the 
bhikkhus, "you should train yourselves to wish for the 
wel fare and happiness of those who attack you or do 
harm to you or abuse you" . . 

The prominent place given to the devel opment of  
this psychological factor in Buddhism i s  qui te evident 
by i ts being accommodated as the s ixth of the ten per
fections (parami) of a Buddha-aspirant (bodhisattc · · 
bodhisattva) i n  Theravada Buddhi sm (J. I ,  1 73; DhpA. _ t 
1 .84) and the third of the six perfections is Mahay� '-' 
Buddhism. 

The Bodhisatta who practised klzanti as a parami 
trained himself to bear up a l l  unjury and pain i nflicted 
on h im by others and forbore other's misdeeds. He 
observed and practised this noble quality of patience 
and endurance to such as an extent that he was not 
provoked even when his l imbs were severed off. · 

There are several stories i n  the Httaka describing 
how the bodhisatta practis�d this virtue i n  former births 
in  samsara. The Khantivadi Jataka (J. I .  pp. 39-43) 
i l lustrates how the bodhisatta, born as an ascetic ,  bore 
up the severe agony and pain that he experienced when 
the intoxicated king Kalabu got the executioner to Cl ' ·  
his (ascetic's) l imbs one by one. King Kalabu was in- -" 
furiated when the ascetic did not show any signs . . of 
anger and pain even when h is  l imbs were brutal ly s e  -
ered by the executioner and ordered the executioner to 
stab the ascetic on h is  chest. The ascetic breathed h is  
last mindful ly  and peacefu l ly, wishing the king and 
the executioner happiness and long-l ife. 

The Mahasf.Lava Jataka (J. 1 .  26 1 -68) describes 
how the bodhisatta, born as k ing Mahasi l ava of the 
powerful and great ki ngdom of Baranasi ,  al lowed a 
petty king of Kosala who came with his smal l  army, to 
subjugate h im unchal lenged, because king Mahasi lava 
did not wish people on his side or the side of the rival 
king to be ki l led or i njured by goi ng to war. W hen the 
rival king took Mahas i lava and h is  ministers and ofti
cia!s captive, Mahasilava admonished his ministers and 
ofticials not to harbour i i i -wi l l  and hatred towards the 
rival king, but to tolerate with loving kindness (metti'f}.. 
al l the wrongs done to them. 
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(�i; · The Culladlzammapalajataka (1. l f l ,  1 77-82) i l 
. IJ;Wrates how the bodlzisatta in a past birth as young p.flpc;e Dhammapala, aged seven months, bore up the p�'ri and agony, caused to him when his wicked father ,&.'c;it-�him  muti lated. Dhammapala maintai ned balance 
tHi mind and died peaceful ly without harbouring i l l -

· 
. . Wiifand hatred to h i s  executioners. 

��; 
lwt: The Clzaddantajataka (1. V. 37-57) describes how 
tfl� bodhisatta i n  a past birth , as a majestic whi te ��pfl.ant with fu l l -grown beautiful tusks, offered his �iMJ,cs �ill ingly to the hunter who shot a poisoned ar- · r9¥ and injured h im,  for the sake of the two tusks. The �ephant endured the pain caused to him by the hunter, 
:without any i l l-wi l l  and hatred to h im . . • l ! ! .. 

-' : · The Sahkhapalajataka (1. V. 1 6 1 - 1 77) records how · ••·' · . .  the bodhisatta, born as a majest ic  serpent k i ng 
(nagaraja) in one of his past births, tolerated the cruel 
�c'tions of sixteen vi l lage brats who wounded h im with . � 
spikes and dragged h im long a path fu l l  of thorns and f�·ugh stones, thereby causing h im a great pain.  The 
s�rpent king was very strong and possessed psychic 
[X?wers and he could have destroyed the v i l lage brats 
with a mere glance at them, but wi thout ut i l is ing his 
physical strength, or the psychic po.wers the serpent 
king passively endured the severe pain caused by the 
i njuries, without al lowing anger and hatred to over
power him. 

- These and other stories in the kttaka such as the ) Matuposakajataka (1. TV. 90-95} Campeyyajataka (1. 
IV 454-468) and Bhuridattajataka (J. VJ . 1 57-2 1 9) i l 

·-{lustrate how the bodhisatta practised the perfection of 
, endurance and tolerance (khanti) i n  several of h is  past 
existences in SQI�lSGra. 

There were sevaral instances in the l i fe of the Bud
dha where he displayed the noble virtue of endurance 
�nd tolerance (khanti) . Devadatta (q .v. ) ,  S iddartha 
Gautama's �stranged cousin and later the Buddha's arch 
nval , made several attempts to k i l l  the Buddha. Once 
Devadatta bribed an elephant owner to let loose his 
i ntoxicated fierce elephant, Nalagiri , to confront the 
Buddha and k i l l  h im.  The ferocious elephant ran to
wards the Buddha, but the unruffled Buddha with his 
thoughts of loving kindness (metta) control led the el
ephant. The elepant knel t before the Buddha by way 
ofsalutation and turned back to go ( Vin. l l ,  1 94f.) 

· Devadatta ori another occasion hurled a massive 
boulder from a mountain peak to crush the Buddha 

who was walk ing on the path u nderneath the moun
tain .  The boulder missed i ts .target, but a spl i nter from 
the boulder hi t  the B uddha's foot and unjured h im.  The 
Buddha, wi th no grudge and i l l -wi l l ,  bore u p  the pain 
with thoughts of loving kindness to the conspirators 
( Vin. I I , 1 93) .  

Once a haughty brahamin abused the Buddha cal l 
i ng h im an  'out-caste' (vasa/a). The B uddha was not 
angered when he was addressed as an out-caste and 
w i th h i s  normal composure asked the braham i n  
whether he knew who an out-caste (vasala) was and 
what type of social behaviour made one suitable to be 
cal led an out-caste. When the brahamin expressed w i l l
i ngness to l i sten, the B uddha spoke at length giving  a 
social ly  wholesome ethical in terpretation to the words 
vasa/a and brahmana (Sn. pp. 2 1 -25). 

Two other episodes in the l i fe of  the B uddha, 
wherein the Buddha's incomparable abi l i ty to bear u p, 
endure and tolerate physical or psychological i njury 
caused to h im without al lowing his m ind to corrupt, 
are the epi sodes of C ifica M anav ika  and Sundari 
paribbaj ika .  In the first episode heretical rel i g i ous  
groups, who were envious  of the growing popul ari ty 
of the Buddha and h is  disciples, once employed a 
young and beautifu l  wandering ascetic woman by 
name Cifica to d iscredit the B uddha and his disciples. 
Cifica let herself be seen going to Jetawanarama mon
astery where the Buddha l ived and. spent the n ight in 
the heretic's quarters nearby and in the morning men 
saw her returning from the direction of the vilziira. 
When questioned she said that she had pas.sed the n ight 
with the Buddha. After some months Cifica s imulated 
pregnancy by tying a disc of wood around her bel ly 
and appearing thus before the Buddha, as he preached 
to a vast congregation ,  she charged him with irrespon
sibi l i ty and cal lousness i n  that he made no provis ion 
for her confinement. The B uddha with his normal com
posure remained si lerit and before long the truth was 
out when the wooden disc that was underneath Cifica's 
clothes fel l  down injuring her feet. The enraged audi
ence chased Ciiica out of the monastery gates (DizaA . 
I I I ,  1 78; 1. IV, 1 87 f).  

In the second episode i t  is shown how a young 
wandering asceti c  woman (paribbajika) by name 
Sundarl was ut i l i sed by rival heretical groups to dis
credi t  and sl ander the Buddha and his disciples. The 
heretics persuaded Sundari to hover around in the v i 
cinity of Jetavanarama by night fal l ,  to give the im
pression to the public that she was a regu lar visitor to 
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Jetawanarama. When some heretics questioned her 
beh a v i o u r  s h e  b l a t a n t l y  s a i d  t h a t  she  went  to 
Jetavanarama to stay the n ight with the Buddha. When · 
the dmracter assassi nati ng s l ander had sufficiently 
spread,. the heretics h i red several cri minals to murder 
Sundar1 and to hide the body in a shrub land close to 
Jetavanarama. They also spread the news of the mys
terious d isappearance of Su ndat'i , i mpl icating the Bud-
dha and h i s  d i sci ples for her disappearance. When 
Sundar1's decomposing body was d iscovered several 
days later, the public around became very hostile and 
antagonistic to the Buddha and his disciples. The Bud
dha confi ned hi mself to his bed chamber (gandhaku,ti). 
When things took such an u npleasant turn Venerable 
Ananda, in desperation, requested the Buddha to leave 
Savatthi along with the disciples and go to another dis
tant place. The Buddha pacified Ananda tel l ing him 
that when a problem arises, one should face i t  and set
tle it then and there and ad monished the disciples not 
to get a,nnoyed and harbour i l l-will and hatred towards 
those who reviled them. but to endure and tolerate them 
with loving k indness . 

Several day� later the conspiracy of the heretics 
came to l ight when the cri minals became tal kative and 
boisterous and boasted about the crime, after a drink
ing party held to celebrate their  success ( Ud. I V, 8; 
UdA . 256 tT; DhpA . 1 1 1 ,  474f. ; .!. I I , 4 1 5  f). 

What is  remarkable i n  both episodes is that the 
Buddha was neither dejected and angered when he was 
slandered and v i l i 11ed by the misled people, nor was 
he elated and j ub i l an t  when he was exonerated by the 
same people l ater, when the truth was out. He main
tained complete eqiJ i poise (upekkha). He was l i ke the 
l ndra's post (indrak/Wa) which withstood gales that 
came from the fou r  d irections. (Sn.p.40). 

Abi l ity to forbear, endure and tolerate the misdeeds 
of the people without al lowing the mind to be pol luted 
with anger and hatred, is reckoned as one of the ten 
special virtues of a righteous ruler (J. I I 1 ,  274). see. 
PARAMITA .  

T. Ariyadhamma. 

KHATTIYA (Sanskrit :  K�wtriya), derived from the 
word k�atra, meaning power, is the name by which 
the rul ing or the knightly class in Aryan I ndia was des-

ignated. They belonged to the old Aryan nobi lity who 
had led the tribes to conquest as well as to those fami
l ies of the nborigi nes who had managed to maintai n  
their princely estates i n  spite of t h e  conquest. Hence 
they were the ru l ing and the warrior elements in In
dian society and their functions, as i n  the case of the 
other cnstes, became heredi tary in  course of time. 

During the t ime of the Buddha the klwttiyas had 
not only established themselves as the poli t ical lead
ers of India but also had gai ned social supremacy over 
the other castes, with the brnhmans occupying the sec
ond place. Thus i t: is seen that whenever the four castes 
are referred to i n  the p(takas the khattiyas always come 
tirst (e.g. S. L 98; D I I I ,  82; A .  JT, 86 etc.). The fact that 
the bodhi satta is  said to have surveyed the world prio r  · 

to taking conception considering the few factors, i n
cluding the caste recognised as the h ighest at the t ime 
(lokasammata) is also significant in th is  respect. It i s  
also i mportant that according �o  the B uddhist tradition 
nt ti mes when the brahmans are the h ighest caste Bud
dhas are born in that caste while when the klzattiyas 
are the highest they are born as klzattiyas. I t  was i n  
keeping with th is  trad i tional l a w  that Gautama Bud
dha selected the khattiya caste, says the Jataka com
mentary: (1. 1 ,  49). The wel l -known and oft-quoted Pal i  
stanza runs as: 

"The khattiya is  the best a mong the folk 
Who put their trust in l ineage, 
But one in wisdom and virtue clothed 
Is best of all among gods and men" 

may also be quoted i n  this  respect (D. lii, 97; M. L,  
338; S. l . , 1 53 ,  I I ,  284). This stanza gives gives not o n l y  
the superiority of the khattiyas at the ti me but <1lso the 
Buddhist view of caste. ' The establ ished custom dur-

. ing the Buddha's t ime was for the Khattiyas to look 
after the administration and the defence of the country 
by fighting i n  war and governing in peace whereas 
the brahman priests with their wide learning were to 
help them by wise counsel ,  whenever the rulers needed 
it. In other words the khattiyas were the pol ilical . lead
ers whereas the brahmans were the rel igious leaders. 
It may also be mentioned here that some of the more 
important Khattiya clans, which were specia l ly  noted 
for their well-organised systems of government in Bud
dhist India,  were the Licchavis, Videhas, Mallas and 
Sakyas the last of which was the clan to which Gautama 

I .  I t  is  of interest that Sanskri t  work Vajrasuc:i, which is a polemic against the Indian caste system and which is attri buted to 
As 'vagho�a, deals fi rst with the brahmans and then with the khalfiyas as in the case of the later brahmanic works. 
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Buddha belonged. 

The d ivis ion of labour accord i n g  to which tight
ing in war and governing in peace were the responsi
bil ities o f  the khatti_vas whi le  the brahmims looked af
ter the rel igious matters was not at al l  a bad arrange
ment, but in course of ti me the des i re of one class for 
the supremacy ever the other naturally arose and the 
power struggle between the two groups cropped up 
interrn i ttantly. For i nstance i t  i s  the  subjugation of  
khattiya supremacy i n  post- B uddhist  l ncl i8  th8t i s  sym
bol ised by the sixth i ncarnation (m,atam) o f Yis'nu 8S 
taught by the H i ndus.  The fol l owing observations of 

. Sir  Ch8rles El iot may be q uoted i n  this respect (Hin) duism and Buddhism, I I , pp.  1 47-8) : "The s i xth 
al'atara, that of Parasurama or Rama with the 8Xe, may 
contain historical elements. He is represented as a m i l i 
tant B rahman w h o  i n  t h e  second n g e  of  the world ex
terminated the ksatri_vas, and 8fter reclaiming M al8bar 
from the sea settled it w i th B rahmans.  This  legend 
clearly refers to a struggle for s upremacy between the 
two upper castes, though we may doubt if the triumphs 
attributed to the priestly champion have any founda
tion in fact. " 

Al though the k/wttiyas more or less had occu pied 
the place o f  both nob i l i ty and the ru l i ng c lass during 
the Buddha 's  t i m e ,  t h e  wea l th and power of the 
brahmans who cmne i nto contact w i th the B uddha 8S 
recorded in the Pal i  works. It is also import8nt th8t 
comparatively only a smal l  percentage of the khattiyas ) are portrayed as w�al thy. They being 8lways the rulers 
8nd chieftai ns were not at a l l  poor but had consider
able wealth, power and intl uence. J t  may be that those {khattiyas who me referred to as spec i al ly weal thy as 
at A. I I .  86 (klwttiya-mahas(ll/i) were those who were 
bent more on the acqu i s i t ion of wea lth 8nd property 
than oil ru l i ng <\nd ad m i n i s te r i n g .  H owever, the 
khattiyas were, in general ,  synonymous with the ru l 
ing class  (1. I J I ,  44 1 ;  M. J l ,  1 5 1 -2 ;  A.  HI ,  299). Even 
i n  the puru�a-stlkta o f  the Rgveda (x, 90) where the 
br8hman version of the orig in  of the four C8stes is given, 
the khattiyas are cal l ed J"(tjanya, the ru lers.  i n  the 
Dhammapada too they arc s i m i l arly c�l led riijano (v. 
294). As tighters the i r  wealth is s8 id to cons ist  of bow 
and quiver (M. J l ,  1 80). As the defence of the country 

wns a part of the duties of the ru l ing c lass it w8s natu
ral that ti ghti ng for the defence of the cou ntry was 
trcntcd as part of i ts adm i n i strat ion.  Thus i t  is seen 
how the klwttiyas are made to be born from the arms 
of  the primordial purusa in the Purusastlkta, symbol
is ing thei r duty as fighters. M i l i tary science is sa id  to 
be the knowledge of the ru l i ng class in the Clwndogya 
upansad (vi i ,  I ,2,4), and hence cal led k:wtravidya or 
the science of the bow (dlumurveda). In this  respect i t  
i s  quite sign i tic<mt that i t  i s  only a khattiya who is  said 
to be capable of becomi ng a world-ruler (cakkal'attin: 
D. I l l ,  6 1 ). Teachihg and officiating were done by the 
brahmans and hence the khattiyas general ly did not 
concern themsel ves much w i th the sacred l o re of the 
priests other thnn i n  exceptional cases.  Heroism,  v i g
our, stendiness, resourcefu lness, not truning 8way i n  
bnttle, generosity and leadershi"p a re given as the n atu
ral qual i ties of a khattiya in the Bhagavad-gita ( x v i i i ,  
v .43). 

It  is also i mportant that it was the khattiya who 
revolted against the brahmani c  sacerdotali s m  of  the 
d8y 8nd brought about an i ntel lectual and social  revo
lution in India as exemplified by Gautama Buddha h i m
self. The role of the khattiyas as rel igious 'and philo
sophi cal speculators is  also equal ly  s igni ticant, spe- . 
cial ly in Buddhist and pre-Buddhist  India where they 
seem to have more or less i n i ti ated the new and u nor
thodox ways of thin k i ng as shown by the upanisads. 
They nre even said to be the original possessors of the 
new k nowledge.2 Gautama B uddha and Vardhamana 
Mahavi ra, the two most i mportant rel igious founders 
of ancient I ndia,  were both klzattiyas. Their's was a 
healthy and natural reaction against  the priestcraft of 
the brahmans. The Aggaiiiia-sutta which gives qu i te a 
logic8l and a historical account of the origin of the 
c8stes (D. HI, 93ft) In contrast with the symbo!ical one 
given in the Purusa-sukta, classes the khattiya prima
ri ly as an ngricu l tu ri s t  or more correctly as a l and -
owner (khettiinam pafiti khattiyo),  3 w h i l e, however, 
i ncluding them in the ru l i ng class designated by the 
two terms mah(ts.mnmata (unanimously elected) and 
nija (ki ng). All  are col lectively referred to as the "c ir
cle of khattiyas " (khattiyam(u;�lala) and hence even 8S 
<m ngricu lturist or a l8nded proprietor the k/wttiya fal l s  
within the rul i ng class.  

2. For a detailed discussion on this poi n t  see P::llll Deussen, The Philosophy r!( the Upanisuds, T. and T. Clark, Edinburgh, 
1 906. pp. 1 7 ff. 

3. " I n  the Vedas, the word k,,·etrupari. the "owner of a field' is the name of a person possessed of landed property and the 

name k,wtrapati 'the possessor of power' seems to have been appiicable to any party exercising authority of any kind or 
exten t" .  John Wi lson, Indian Caste. Bombay, Edin burg and London. I 877, p.  1 08 .  
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The Pali works refer to a secret formula of the 
khattiyas (khattiyamaya) handed down tradtionally 
among �he klzattiyas alone and kept secret from oth
ers. This seems to be a formula of admittance, a kind 
of password, whereby one could be identitied as a 
klzattiya with certainty (Miln. I 90; DhpA . l ,  1 66; J VI ,  
375) 

A.G.S. Kariyawasam 
-

KHAY ANUPASSANA, contemplation of consump-
tion or decay, one of the eighteen principal kinds of 
contemplation by means of which, in  the case of the 
perception of solid compactness (gha�zasafinii), one de
velops i nsight regarding the transitory nature of phe
nomena. 

As through these eighteen kinds of insight-knowl
edge the averse ideas and views are overcome, they 
are also cal led " ways of over coming by the opposits' 
(tad-miga-pahiina). Thus attachment to the solid, the 
tirm, the permanent is overcome by contemplation of 
dissolution or waning ( Vism. 694). 

KHil':lASAVA (Skt. K:\'iniis'rava), an adjectival phrase 
meaning "one whose defi l i ng intluxes (iisava) are 
destoryed" (khi1_w), is a stock epithet of an arahant 
(khinclsavii aralzantv - S. 1 ,  235). The ilsal'as that func
tion as mental intoxicants or fermenting agents are gen
eraHy reckoned to be three-fold, i .e. those of sensual
ity (knmiisava), of becoming (bhaviisava) and igno
rance (avijjiisava - M. I ,  pp. 7, 55). Sometimes influx 
of views (d(�thiisava) is  added as the fourth category 
(D. I I ,  pp .  8 1 ,  84 ,  9 1  etc) .  These constitute a l l  
corruptiong tendencies, inclinatons and obsessions that . 
defile and degenerate the mind, thereby keeping be
ings tied to the continuous process of rebirth. There· 
fore, the so l e purpose of l ead ing the ho ly  l i fe 
(brahmacariya) i s  the destruction of these {Lsavas, 
which, i n  other words ,  means the atta inment of 
arahantship. (S.V, p. 28). 

The Sabbiisava Sutta (M. I, p.6 ff. ) categorises the 
iisGvas into seven kinds and enumerates seven modes 
of getting rid of them, viz. those to be got rid of by 
insight (dassana), by restraint (sm�z vara), by indul
gence (pa.fisevan(i), by forbearance (adlziviisanii), by 
avoidance (parivajjanii), by dispeH ing (vinodana) and 
those to be got rid of by cultivation (bhiivana) of cer
tain virtues. The A1iguttara nik{lya (A . I l l ,  p. 83) enu
merates five practices such as the reflection on the 
loathesomeness of the body and constant reflection on 

death as effective means of destroyi n g  llsa vas. 
San:zyuttaNikiiya (S.V. p, 236) cites the cultivation of 
the tive faculties of fai th (saddlza) ,  energy (viriya), 
mindfu lness (sari), concentration of mind (samcldlzi) 
and i nsight (pafziia) as leading to the destruction of 
iisavas. The same source (S. Y.340) mentions that mind
fulness with regard to inbreathing and outbreathing 
({lnap{/nasatisanuldhi) as an effect ive means of 
dispel l ing iisavas. The same source elsewhere (S.V. 
434) states that the comprehension of the Four Nable 
Truths brings about the destruction of (zsavas. 

I t  is clear from these and s imi lar other references 
in the nikiiyas that whatever is the way that is cited as 
leading to the destruction of elsa vas the main underly· 
i ng emphasis is on knowing and seeing things i n  their ' 
true nature (yatlulbhiita), for i n  the final analysis i� · ' 
this insight that brings about complete freedom of' the 
mind from asavas. The Anguttara nikiiya (A . I I ,  p. 1 83) 
exp l icitly states that the the destruction of iisavas is to 
be experi enced (saccikara�z iya) through i nsight 
(panna). Numerous other suttas such as the Sabbiisava 
Sutta (M. I ,  p. 7 t) stress this point. Explaining the ori
gin · and growth of iisavas it is pointed out that it i s  
unwise-reflection (ayonisomanasikiirtz) that produces 
iisavas so far not produced and i ncreases the clsavas 
already produced. Wise ret1ection (yoniso manasikara); 
on the other hand, brings opposite results. I t  i s  often 
pointed out i n  the texts, that whereas ayonisomana
sikiira makes one regard th ing which are impermanent 
as permanent, unsatisfactory as satisfactory non-sub
stantial as substant ial and unpleasent  as p leasant -
Yonisomanasikiira makes one see the true nature of _, 
things. Therefore, i t  i s  yonisomanasikiira that leads �o 
the ful l  comprehension of the true nature of thing. 
through pafifiii (S: II,  pp.  5,6, I 04). 

However, a mere intel lectual understanding of the 
true nature of things as impermanent (anicca) ,  unsat
isfactory (dukkha) and non-substantial (anatta) is not 
capable of dispel l i ng al l iisavas frorri the mind. It is 
clear that even with the comprehension reached at the 
stage og the attainment of sotiipatti one i s  not ab

.
le to 

penetrate into the very depth of the nature of things so 
as to make it possible to burn away the iisavas without 
any residue (S. I I ,  p. 1 27; Y. p. 205). Even at this stage 
there l i ngers that faint notion of " 1-ness", the feeling 
that "This I am". As long as thi s  ':lotion remains even 
in its minutest form, one cannot completely become 
free . from iisavqs for, such a one's comprehension of 
the true nature of things is i nsufticient to bring abou 
complete inner calm of the mind (ajjhattanJ ceto.w-
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ma.f/iam). One should dwell constantly reflecting on 
- the (lris

.
ing and ceasing of things t i l l  one internal ises 

· this knowledge. It is to this practice the texts refer when 

itliis said: "after ful fi l l ing the pre-requirements one 
directs one's mind to the knowledge of the destruction - --

- 9-fdefil i ng i nfluxes" (clsavilnw�zklw- yafi{tzzaya citfai1J-

tthi-tJinnameti' (M. I ,  p. 1 83). This  knowledge brings 
nb-�ut the complete comprehension of the four Noble 
Troths, complete comprehension of the (Jsavas (loc. 
eft). When thus seen through ins ight asavas become 

-
utterly destroyed and the mind becomes free from the 

-
asavas of sensuality, of becoming and ignorance. And 
with this insight one becomes free of al l  c l ingings. 
(anupadii vimutto lzoti- S. HI, p. 1 6 1 ; V. p. I 94 ) . With 

- ) the attainment of this freedom one reflects and knows: 
• �'Freed, destroyed i s  b i rth ,  l i ved i s  the holy l i fe, 

accomplished is  the purpose, there is no more beyond 
this" .  One with such i nsight is an arahant, a klzTQiisava. 

, , _, In passing, one may note that the phrase is some

times used as asavakhi!w (Sn. 370). At times the term 
anasava is used to convey the same meaning (Dhp . v. 
1 26). The term kh"i!Ja-bija lit. whose seeds (of rebirth) 
are destroyed, too, carries the same meaning (Sn. v. 235) 

S.K. Nanayakkara 

KHUDDAKA-NIKAYA- (Collection of minor an
thologies) is the tifth and the last division of the Sutta 
P�taka of the Pali Buddhist canon (Tip(taka), the other 
four being Dlglza Nikaya (q . v. ) ,  Majjlzima Nikaya ) (q.v.) ,  Sa11Jyutta Nik{tya (q.v.), and Ariguttara Nikaya 
(q.v.) .  It consists of fifteen i ndependent treatises and 

{.;s the largest of the five divisons of the Sutta P�taka. 
, The whole set is sometimes called Khuddakagantlza 
and i ndividual texts are called Klzuddakavatthiini. I t  
may be conjectured that the collection of these texts 
was named Klzuddaka Nikaya after the title of the first 
texHif the col lection, namely the Khuddakap{�fha 
which is a very short text. 

_. The fifteen texts are: 
0'1 . Klzuddhkap{�tha (q . v.) - 'M inor Readings' 
02. Dhammapada (q. v. ) - 'Path of v i rtuous conduct' 
03. Udana (q. v.) - Verses of upli ft' 

-

04. ltivuttaka (q. v.) - Thus said statements' 
05. Sutta- 1iipiita (q .v. ) - 'Col lection of Suttas' (Woven 
cadences) 

06. Vimanavatthu (q . v.) - 'S tories of the Mansions' 
07 . Petavattlzu (q.v.) - 'Stories of the departed' 
08. Theragiithii (q. v. ) - 'Verses of the male elders'  
09. Therig{/tlzO. (q.v.) - 'Verses of the female elderi

-' 

1 0. lataka (q. v. ) - 'Birth stories' 
I I . Niddesa (q. v. ) - 'Expositions' 
1 2. Pc�tisamblzid{t magga (q. v.) - 'Path of discrimination' 
1 3 . Apadana (q.v.) - 'Stories of Arahants ' 
1 4. Buddhavm�sa (q. v.) - 'Chronicle of the Buddhas' 
1 5 . Cariya p�taka (q. v.) - Basket of conduct' 

The word klzuddlzaka is a derivative from the word 
khudda, with the addition of the suffix ka. Both terms, 
khudda and khuddaka mean "smal l " ,  "mean" ,  " less 
important" ,  "younger" and " inferior" . The Pali Text 
Society (PTS) of London has translated the texts of the 
Khuddaka Nikaya into Engl ish under the title "Minor 
Anthologies " .  The terms " K� udrakiigama " a n d  
"K�udrakap�taka" are used i n  the Mahayana tradition 
as corresponding to the Pal i  "Khuddaka Nikaya ". How
ever when the nature of the Khuddaka texts is  taken 
into consideration, all the above meanings of the word 
khuddaka are inappropriate. The Meani ng 'small ' may 
be found inappropriate as the Klzuddaka Nikaya con
s is ts of l arge anthologies ,  too,  sueh as Jii taka,  
Pa.fisamblzidii, Niddesa and Apadiina. Texts l i ke 
Klzuddakapiif lza, Pe tavatthu, Vimiinava tthu, 
Cariyiipi_taka and Buddhavar�zsa are comparatively 
smal l .  The word klzuddaka in this context shoulo not 
be understood as less i mportant' as treati ses l i ke 
Suttanipiita, Dhammapada, Udiina, ltivu ttaka, 
Theragatlza, and Tlzerlgatha cannot be considered as 
insigriiticant l i terary compositions, because they also 
contain important phi losophical teachings of the Bud
dha. However the Khuddaka Nikiiya as a whole is  con
sidered traditional ly as less important compared with 
the first four  Nikayas 1 as it is bel ieved that the tirst 
four Nikayas contain discourses preached by the Bud
dha, whereas, the texts of the Klzudaka Nikiiya are com
positions of the disciples. 

A K. Warder says that outside the tirst four Nikayas 
there were a number of texts regarded as of inferior 
importance, ei ther because they were compositions of 
followers of the Buddha or because their authenticity 
was doubtful, and these texts were coiiected i n  ttie Mi
nor Tradition.2 Although Warder opines that the texts 
of the Klzuddaka Nikiiya are less authentic than the 
other four Nikayas, the Thervada tradition considers 

- l .  Oliver Abeynayaka Textual and Historical Analysis of the Khuddaka Nikiiya p. l 6  
· 2. Warder A . K. Indian Buddhism. pp. 202-203 
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Khuddaka N i kaya, too, as an in tegral part of the 
Tipi_taka. 

According to Paramatthajotikil (the commentary 
on the KhuddakapiiJha) the Khuddaka Nikiiya is a col
lection of numerous un i ts of the Dhamma which are 
short and variegated, and hence the name of the col
lection Khuddaka Nikiiya.3 

The Chinese equivalent for Khuddaka Nikiiya is 
Tsa-Tsang. The definition of the term Tsa-Tsang is 
said to have been found in an old Chinese text entitled 
"The relation between the compilation of Trip�taka and 
K�iidraka P(taka" .  There are four  definitions in this 
text, as follows: 

I. Its reports di ffer from one another in act and 
thought. Therefore i t  is termed Tsa-Tsang. 

II .  The causes of the former births of the Bud
dha, Arahants , the devas, the B rahma and 
iirthakas are displayed in it .  Therefore it is 
termed Tsa-Tsang. 

I I I .  Stanzas are abundant in it .  It explains matters 
pertaining to the twelve causes (nidiina) and 
bases (iiyatana) in detail Therefore it is termed 
Tsa-tsang. 

IV. It contains detai ls about the existence of 
Bodhi satvas.  Therefore i t  i s  termed Tsa- · 
Tsang.4 

Chronology of the Khuddaka Nikaya 

Although the Theravada tradition accepts that the 
five Nikiiyas of the Sutta P(taka were compiled at the 
first counci l ,  the Khuddaka Nikiiya is general ly be
l ieved to have been developed and completed during a 
long period of time, begining from the B uddha's day 
up to about the t ime of the 3 rd Buddhist counci l . 

The earl iest account of the tirst council occuring 
in the Cullavagga of the Vinaya states that the five 
Nikiiyas were rehearsed a t  the fi rs t  cou n c i l . 5 
Buddhaghosa commenting on the tirst council says that 

3. KlzapA . p. 1 2 

4. Oliver Abeynayaka, op cit p. 1 8  ff 
5. Cullavagga p. 2 87 (elena vt! upiiyena Pw1canikaye pucchi) 
6. VinA. I ,  p. 1 6  
7. DA . I ,  p. 1 5  
8.  Rhys Davids, T. W. Buddhist India, p. 1 68 

the five Nikiiyas are Digha Nikiiya, Majjhinw Nikclya, 
Sw�tyutta Nikiiya, Anguttara Nikiiya and Khuddaka 
Nikclya. He further says that the Khuddaka Nikclya i n
cludes alf other sayings of the Buddha that are not i n 
cluded in  the tirst four  Nikiiyas.6 

Sumangalavilc"isin1, the commentary on the Diglw 
Nikifya, does not ment ion that a Nikciya na med 
Khuddaka was rehearsed at the tirst counci l ,  but says 
that after rehears i n g  the firs t  fou r  Nikiiyas the  
Abhidhamma P(taka was rehersed and i t  further says 
that "The Dighabhal)akas are of the opinion that after 
rehears i ng the A bhidhamma Pi_taka , the Hitaka, 
Maha-niddesa, Paf isamb hidii, Suttan ipata, 
Dhammapada, Udiina, ltivattaka, Vimariavattlzu 
Petavatthu, Theragiithii, and Therigiitha were re
hearsed and were included i n  the Abllidhamma P(tak 
(q. v.) having named them as khuddakagantha. The 
Majjhima bhiil}akas also accept the Khuddakagantha 
with three more additions, i .e . ,Apadiin.a, Buddlzavai!Zsa 
and Cariyiip(taka, and inc lude them in  the Sutta 
P(taka.7 

The Mahiivm�zsa does not mention about the re
hearsal of Nikiiyas. It says that the Vinaya and the 
Dhamma were rehearsed (Mhv. ch I II . V. 32). The . 
Dipavan;.sa reports that the Agama P(taka was re
hearsed, at the first council and this Agama P(taka was 
named 'Suttas' by Elders. (Dpv. IV. v. 20) A lthough 
Dipavan_zsa does not mention about the Nikiiyas when 
reporting the first cou ncil ,  it casually reminds us of 
the conception of five Nikiiyas in its report of the thirc' "' 
council (Dpv. V. v 33), saying that the Mahasailgikas -' 

destroyed the meaning.and doctrine of the five Nikc"iya.s. 
Rhys Davids refers to inscriptional evidence as proo 
to the existence of five Nikiiyas by the time of the third 
century B .C. The term Pafica-nekayika found in an in
scription i s  said to mean "one who knows the five 
Nikiiyas'

. 
by heart". K 

Milindapaiiha, written i n  the 11rst century A.C. also 
mentions about bhikkluls who were wel l versed in the 
five Nikiiyas. (Mil. p. 22). It mentions also some of the 
texts of the present Khuddaka Nikciya (op. cit 28 1 Cari 
yclp(taka, 350-Buddhavm�zsa, 4 1 1 , 4 1 4  Suttanipiita), 
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· Regarding the emergence of the Khuddaka Nikclya, . chronological tables of the Pali canon, one by Rhys 
and the other hy B.C.  Law, are noteworthy. 

, · • .  �hys Dav�ds's table ! nclud�s elements of the The.r�1vnd� 

' >i·, . -1Jt?�taka from the ti me of the Buddha to the ti me of 
. /f:: ·��oka. When it comes to the 9th stage in this l ist al l  . . . .  't(; o ·.. 15. texts of the Khuddaka Nikclya were complete: � rr :  . .  

] . .  The simple statemetns of Buddhist doctri ne now 
found, in identical words, i n  paragraphs or verses 
recurring in a l l  the books. 

2: Episodes found; in  identical words, i n  two or more 
of the existing books. 

3. · The silas, the  Pclriiyana, t h e  Octades ,  the  ) Ptitimokklw. 
f - 4. The DTgha, Mdjjhima, Anguttara, and SaJ�zyutta, 

Nikiiyas. 
5. The Sutta Nipclta, the Tlzera-and Tlzeri-Giithiis, 

the Udiinas, and the Kluuldakapii,tlza. 
6: 
·7 .  
8. 

The Suttavibhanga and the Khuddhakas. 
The Jiitakas and the Dhammapadas. 
The Niddesa, the ltivuttakas, and the Pcz.tisambhida. 

9. The Peta and Vimclna- Vattluls, the Apadcinas, the 
Cariyii P�taka, and the Buddha Vm�zsa. 

1 0. The Ablzidlzanzma books; the l ast of which is the 
Kathiivattlzu and the  ear l i es t  probab ly  the  
Puggalapmliiatti. Y 

B.C. Law offers a detai led criticism regarding some 
. �uggestioris made by Rhys Davids and gives another 

chronological tab le  of the Pal i canon,  i n  wh ich ) KlzuddhakapZi,tha is the last text to be added to the texts 
of the Pali canon: 

0 1 .  The simple statements of Buddhist doctri ne now 
found in !Jentical works in paragraphs or verses · 
recurring in al l  the books. 

02. Episodes found in identical works in two or more 
of the existing books. I 

03. The Silas, the Pclnlyww group of sixteen poems 
without the prologue, the A.�thaka group of four or 
si xteen poems, the Sikklziipadas. 

04. Dlglw, Vol .  I ,  the Mojjlzima, the Sm�zyutta, the 
A1iguuara, and earl ier Pcltimokklw code of ! 52 
rules. 

05. The D'iglw, Yols .  I I and I I I , the Thera-therT
g iitluT, the co l l ec t ion  of  5 00 Jiitakas, 
Suttavibhmiga, Pa,tisamhhidiimagga, Puggala
paiiiiatti and the Vibhmiga. 

9. Rhys Davids, T.W. Buddhist india, p. 1 88 

06. The Malulvagga and the  Cullavagga , t h e  
P(Ttimokklza code comp l et ing  227 ru les ,  the 
Vimclnavatthu and Petavatthu, the Dlzammapada 
and the KatlzLivatthu. 

07. The Cullaniddesa, the Malziiniddesa, the Udclna, 
the ltivuttaka, the Suttanipclta, the Dlziitukatlza, the 
Yanzaka, and the Pcz.zthclna. 

08. The lJuddlzavan:zsa, the Cariyiip(taka, and the 
Apadiina. 

09. The Pariviirapii,tlza. 
I 0. The Khuddakapii,tlw. 1 0  

The above given detai ls supports the view that the 
Khuddaka Nikfiya; whether a Nikiiya by that name was 
rehearsed or not in the First Counci l ,  emerged be
tween the period frorn the day of the Buddha to the 
time of the third counci l .  When Buddhaghosa v is i ted 
Sri Lanka in the fifteei1th century the Khuddaka Nikiiya 
was complete with a l l  i ts fifteen texts. 

Various lists of the Khuddaka texts: The l ists of 
khuddaka texts forming the Khuddaka Nikiiya differ 
from one another. Some of the l ists are as follows: 

0 1 .  Dighabhal)akas' l ist according to the PTS edi t ion 
of the Sumaizgalavilfisin"i: Jiitaka, Malzii-niddesa, 
Ciila-Niddesa, Pcz.tisambhidfimagga, Suttanipata, 
Dhamnzapada Udiina, ltivu ttaka, Vimtina
petavattlzu, Thera-therlgiitha 

02. Dighabhal)akas' l is t  according to the S inhalese 
edition of the Sumangaliiviliisini: Jiitaka, Niddesa, 
Pcz.tisambhidiimagga, Suttanipfita, Dhammapada, 
Udiina, ltivuttaka, Vimanavatthu, Petavatthu, 
Thera-therlgiithii. 

03. 01 ghabhary  akas '  l i s t  accord i ng to t he  
Saratthadipanl: Jfitaka, Malui-Niddesa, Pa.fisam
bhidiilnagga, Apadfina, Sutttanipata, Klzuddaka
pii,tha, Dhanzmapada, Udiina, ltivuttaka, Vimiina
vattlzu, Petavalllzu, Tlzeragiithii, Tlzerigiith/i. 

04. Majjhimabhal)akas, l ist according to the PTS edi
tion of the Swnahgalaviliisini: Jiitaka, MalzcT
Niddesa, Ctlla- Niddesa, Pa_tisambhidiimagga, 
Suttanip(tta, Dlzammapada, Udiina, itivuttaka, 
Vimiinn-petavatthu, Tlzera-ther'igiitha, Cariyii 
p(taka, Apadclna, Buddhavan,zsa. 

05. Majjhimabhal)akas', l i st according to the Sinhalese 
edi tion of the Sumangalavilasin'i: Jfitaka, Niddesa, 
Pcz.tisambhidiimagga, Suttanipata, Dhammapada, 
Udiina, ltivuttaka, Vimiinavatthu, Petavatthu, 

1 0. Law, B.C. A His/01)' of'Pali Lirerature, London, 1933 vol . l  p.42 
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Thera - the rigcltlul, Ca riyiip i,taka, Apadiina, 
Buddlzavan,1sa. 

06. Majj h i m ab h a l) akas ' ,  l i s t  accord i ng to the 
Sarattlwd'ipani:  Jc'itaka, Malul--Niddesa, 
Pafisambhidclmagga, Apadclna, SuttanipcTta, 
Khuddakapcltha, Dhammapada, Udiina, /tivuttaka, 
Viman a vatthu, Petavatthu, Theragiithii, . 
Therlgc"'itfiii, Cariyclp�taka, Buddhavcu�lSCI. 

07. Ail.guttarabha':lakas' l i st: kitaka, Pa,tisambhidii, 
Niddesa, Suttanipiita, Dhammapada, Udiina, 
ltivuttaka, Vimiinavi:zttlzu, Petavatthu, Theragiithcl, 
Therlgiithii, Apadclna. 

08. The l ist given in  the Chinese Samantapiisiidikii: 
Dhammapada, Apadcina, . Vdiina, ltivuttaka, 
Nipiita, Vimclna, Peta, Thera, Theri, Jiitaka, 
Niddesa, Paf isambhidii, B uddhavai1'} Sa, 
Cariyc"'ip�taka. 

09. The l ist found i n  the Dnarmagupta Vinaya: Jiitaka, 
ltyuttaka, Nidiina, Vaipulya, Adbhutadharma, 
Avadiina, Upade�a, A rthavarga, Dharmapada, 
Piiriiyana, Samcodana, Sthaviragiithii. 

1 0. The l i s t  g i ve n  i n  the  Mahabodhivarry sa:  
Suttanipcita, Dhammapada, Udclna� ltivuttaka, 
Vimiinavatthu, Petavattltu, Tltera therigiithii, 
Jataka, Niddesa, Paf isambhidii, Apadiina, 
Buddhavamsa, Cariyiip(taka. 

1 1 . The List given i n  the Sciddharmaratniikaraya: 
Stitran ipata, Dharmapada, ltivuttaka, 
Vimiinavastu, Theragiithii, Tlzerigiitliii, Jiitaka, 
Nirdesa, Pratisambhidii, Apadc"'ina, Buddhavat�1sa, 
Cariyclp�taka. 

1 2. The l ist given in  the Sinhala Milinda Pras'naya: .  
B u ddhavariJ sa, Cariyap ifaka, ltivuttaka, 
Vimclnczvatthu,  Peta vatthu, A n iigataval1'} sa, 
Suttanipiita, Dhampiya, Hitaka, Theragiithii, 
The r'igc'ithii, Udana; Culla-Niddesa, Mahii
Niddesa, Pratisambhidii. 

1 3. The Burmese tradi tion accepts the Suttasmigaha, 
Pe_takopadesa Nettippakara�ia and Milindapaiiha 
i n  addition to the works given by Buddhaghosa. 

1 4. The S iamese tradition omits 6- 1 0  as wel l as the· 
l ast  three of the l is t  of Buddhaghosa whose l ist 
was given above. 1 1  

Kbuddaka Ganthas 
We have already noticed that there are several l ists 

of Khuddaka Ganthas or treatises of the Khuddaka 
Nikaya and a l i s t  of fifteen texts presented by the com-

1 1 . Oliver Abenayaka op c:it p. 3 8-40 

mentator Buddhaghosa is genera l ly accepted as the 
Khuddaka Nikiiya by the Sri Lanka Theravada trad i 
tion. Following i s  a brief description of each of them. 

1 .  Khuddakapci,tlza - "Minor Textual readi ngs" .  A 

small book consisting of short (doctrinal) passages 
(pii_tha) selected from the texts of the Pal i  Canon, for 
the use of trai nee monks (siimm.uras). The n ine  
passages along w ith their sources are as  fol lows: 

I .  Saranattaya - ' The three Refuges' (Vin. l  ,22) 
II .  Dasasikklziipada - ' The ten Precepts' - (Vin. \ ,  

83-4 Vbh 285ft) 
III .  Dvattin,ISakiira - The Thirty two fold Aspect -

(Ps l ,  6-7; cf D I I , 293 ; M. 1 ,  57; 1 1 1 . 90 etc .)  
IV. Kumiira Panha - 'The Boy's questions - (cf A. V. 

50 ff; 55ft) 
V. Mangalasutta - ' The Good-omen Discourse' (Sn. 

vv 258-69) 
VI. Ratanasutta- "The Jewel d iscourse" -(Sn, vv 222-

38) 
VII .  Tiroku�ltjhasutta-'The without The walls Dis

course (Pv. ,  p.4-5) 
VIII. Nidhika!Jtjasutta- 'The Treasure-store Discourse' 
IX.  Mettasutta - The Lov ing  kindness Discourse 

(Sn.vv 1 43-52) 

Khuddakapii_tha i s  said to have been compiled i n  
Sri Lanka, extracting  i t's contents from earl ier works. 1 � 
Paramatthajotika or Khuddakapiitha A tthakatha by 
Buddhaghosa i s  th� commentary �n Kh�ddakapif.tha. 

2. Dhammapada 'Path of Virtuous conduct' i s  an an- _ .  
tho logy of 423 verses culled from canonical texts, 
arranged under 26 chapters. 

3 .  Udiina 'Verses of  Upl ift' !s a coll ection of  80 dis
courses contain ing solemn utterences of the Bud
dha in verse form along with descriptions of the 
occasions i n  which these utterences were made. 
The eighty discourses are arranged under eight 
chapters (Vagga). 

4. ltivuttaka 'Thus said  statements', consists of 1 1 2 
discourses treated under four sections (nipiita). 
Each sutta begins with the statement: 'Thus said 
the B uddha' (vurtan_1 hetm�z blzagavatC.) and hence 
the name of the text. 

5. Sutta Nipiita 'Woven Cadences' or 'Col lection of 
Discourses (suttas)' conta ins  d iscourses of the 
Buddha i n  a mixture of verse and prose arranged 

1 2. The Minor Readin gs (klzuddukapii,tha) P'[S. Translator's introduction (Translated by B hikkhu N anamoli) 
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) 

under five chapters (vagga). 

6. Vinulnavattlzu 'Stories of the mansions' contains 
eighty tive episodes of deities l i ving in magnifi
cent mansions (vimrma). Yen. Maha Moggal lana, 
ven. Yailglsa and several other elders meet deities 
on many occasions and being questioned by them 
as to what good kmnma resul ted in their present 
splendour, the deities relate the good acts per
formed by them in  past l ives as human beings. 

7. Petavatthu 'The stories of the Departed' contains 
fifty one episodes of the Departed Ones (peta) ar
ranged under four chapters (vagga) .  In answer to 
the Buddha us well as to other elder monks l i ke 
Mahamoggallana the petas relate their misdeeds 
in their past l ives that has resul ted in their present 
misery. The episodes are presented enti rely in 

\ verse . 
. -� - 8. Theragiitha 'Verses of (male) Elders' contains epi

sodes of 264 elders (blzikkhus) related by each of 
them after attaining arahantship .  These episodes 
reveal the agoni s i ng experiences these e lders 
underwent as laymen and the great change that 
came upon them after they entered the order of 
monks and attained Arahantship. The episodes are 
presented anti rely in verse. 

9. Ther1giitha 'Verses of female Elders' contains epi 
sodes of 73 female Elders related by each of them 
after attaining An1hantship, In these episodes the 
theris reveal the miserable  l ives led by them as lay 
women and the peace of mind and h appiness they 
enjoyed as members of the Oder of bhikkhunis. ) 1 0. Jiitaka 'Birth Stories', contains 547 stories relat
ing to past l ives of the Bodhi sattva. The stories are 
entirely in verse. 

{1' 1 . Niddesa 'Expositions', a commentarial work on a 
\ section of the Sutta Nipclta. The tirst part of this 

commentary which is cal led Mahii Niddesa com
ments on the A.zthakavagga of the Sutta Nipclta and 
the second part cal led Cilia Niddesa comments en 
the Pclriiyana Vagga and the third sutta, namely 
Khaggavisiina sutta, of the Vragavagga. 

1 2. Pa,tisambhidclmagga 'Path of Discrimination or 
'Path of Analysis', a treatise explaining analytically 
and systemmatical ly thirty doctrinal topics, organ
ised under three chapters. 

1 3 . Apadiina 'Stories of Arahants', contains main l y  sto
ries of past l ives of Arahants, male and femal e  who 
l ived during the time of the Buddha. Five hundred 
and fi fty nine episodes are about male Arahants 
while forty are about female Arahants. There are 
two short chapters at the commencement of the 
trea t i se  dea l i n g  w i t h  B u dd h as and 
Paccekabuddhas. The entire treatise is i n  verse. 

1 4. Buddhavamsa 'Chronicle of the Buddhas' de.als 
with the biographies of twenty four, Buddhas who 
preceded Gotama Buddha, and ends with the bi
ography of Gotama B uddha. The treatise is in  
verse. . 

1 5. Cariyiip�taka 'Basket of Conduct' is a col lection 
of past birth stories of the Buddha i lustrative of 
seven out of tern perfections (piiramis) of the 
Bodhisatta. The stories given in  verse form have 
their parallels in the Jcltaka col lection. * 

Ruwan Bandara Adhikari · · 

KHUDDAKAPA'fHA, 'The Minor Reading', is the 
first and the shortest of the tifteen texts of the Klzuddaka 
Nikiiya (q .v). Khuddakaptaha contains the fol lwing 
nine extracts (pii,tha) from canonical texts. 

I . Sarar:attaya . - ' The Three Refuges' 
2. Dasasikkhapada - ' The Ten Precepts' 
3. Dvattimsakara - ' The Thirty. two Aspects' 
4. Kumarapaiiha - ' The Boy's Questions' 
5. Mahgalasutta - ' The Good-Omen D1scourse' 
6. Ratanasutta - ' The Jewel Discourse' 
7. Tiroku4cJ.hasutta - ' The Across-The-Wall Discourse' 
8. Nidhikhar:cjasutta - ' The Treasure-store Discourse' 
9. Mettasutta - ' The Loving kindness Discourse' 

B .C. Law holds the view that the Khuddakapa,tha 
derived i ts name from the first four passages which 
are shorter in comparison with the remaining ones. 1  
This text i s  supposed to have been . used as a hand
book for the novices or samar:era. Most passages in it 
are of interest to the training novices. According to the 
tradi tion prevai l ing even today the novices should be 
acquai nted wi th teachi ngs such as Sarar:attaya, 
Dasasikkhapada and Dvattin;sakara, etc. These sec
tions were selected from oider texts such as Vinaya 

* The compiler of this article courteously acknowledges utilising material from the fol lowing books: 
I .  Abeynayaka, Oliver. A Textual and Historical Analysis of the Khuddak.a Nikiiya. 

2. Rhys Davids, T.W. Buddhist India. 
3.  Law, B.C. A Hist01y of Pali Literature, Vol .  I 
4. Malalasekera, G .P. Dictionary of'Pali Proper Names, Yols. 1 &2 
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Mahavagga, Ui.glumikaya and Suttanipata, which are 
beyond the scope of the novices. Therefore it can safely 
be concluded that the Klwddakapa,tha was compiled 
subsequently as a tex t book to fu l fi l  the needs of 
training young members of the Bhikkhu community.2 
And it is also supposed to have been arranged in  such 
a way as to form a continuous theme sui table for the 
practice of the holy l i fc.3 

Fol lowing i s  a brief accounts of the contents of 
the Khuddakapa,tha. 

I .  Sara!Jattaya or 'the three refuges' referred to here 
are: 

Buddha - ' The Enl ightened One' 
Dhamma - 'The Doctrine' 

klulpadan; samiidiyclmi. 
' I undertake to keep the tra in ing precept of ab
stention from dancing, s i ngi ng, music, and con
tortionist shows'. 

(8) Miilclgandhavilepanadhiira!Ja-ma!J4ana viblulsa
na_(lhiinii verama!J"i sikkhclpada!�l samiidiyiimi. 
' [ undertake to keep the training precept of absten
tion from wearing garlands, using perfumes and 
scents, and embel l i shment with unguents ' .  

(9) Ucciisayanamahasayana verama!JI sikklzizpadm�1 
samiidiyiimi. 
' I  undertake to keep the train ing precept of absten
tion from using high couches and large couches'. 

( I  O)Jiitaruparajatapa.tiggahanaverama!J"i sikkluipa
dam samiidiviimi. . . . 
'I undertake to keep the train ing precept of absten-

-� 

and Sangha - 'The Community of Blzikkhus' tion from accepting gold and s i lver'. ...-... 

According to the commentary the three refuges 
were pronounced by the · Buddha for the purpose of 
giving ordination to Yasa and his companions who were 
among the fi rst s ixty d isciples (KhpA . 1 4). They are 
also found at Vin. I . 22, and M. J , 24. 

2. Dasa.�ikkhiipada, 'the ten training precepts', are as 
follows: 

( I )  Pc"i!Jiitipc"itc"i veramarfi sikkhZtpadm�z samiidiyiimi. 
' I  undertake to keep the training precept of absten
tion from k i l l ing. 

(2) Adinnildilnc"i verammfi sikklziipadan.z sanuldiyiinii. 
'I undertake to keep the train ing precept of absten
tion from taking what is not given'. 

(3) Abrahmacariyii verama�1i sikkhiipada1�1 sarniidiyiimi. 

'I undertake to keep the training precept of absten
tion from unchastity. ' 

(4) Musiivcldc"i verama!Ji sikkhiipadcu�z samcldiyclmi. 
' I  undertake to keep the train ing precept of absten
tion from speaking falsehood. 

(5) Suriimeraya-majjapamilda,t.tlzilnii verallWIJ l. 
sikklziipadmtz samiidiyclmi 
' I  u ndertake to keep the tra i n i ng precept of 
abstenton from l iquer, wine,  and besotting drinks. 

(6) Vikcl/ablwjanii vem!IUII,IL sikklu"ipadm�z samcldi
yiimi. · 

'I undertake to keep the train ing precept of absten
tion from u ntimely eating'. 

(7) Naccag ita viidita visii.kadassanii -ve ramcu.zi s ik-

I .  A History of Pali Literature Vol .  I p. 1 94 

3. Dvattb�zsiikclra or ' the thirty two constituents' 
Jn this short passage 32 parts constituting the hu

man body are enumerated. This passage, as a whole, 
is a subject for meditation (kamma.�t/zana). 

4. Kumarapaiiha or the 'Boy' Question'. 
In  this section· a set of ten questions with brief an

. swers are given. According to the commentary (KhpA. 
75) the Buddha after testing the knowledge of one of 
the great disciples named Sopiika by means of this set 
of ten quest ions gave h i m  the h igher-ord i nation 
( Upasampadii)  as he answered them correctly. 

The ten questions and the answers to them are: 

( I )  One i s  what? - Al l  creatures subsist by nutriment. 
(2) Two is what? - Name and form. 
(3) Three is what?- Three k inds of feel i ng. 
(4) Four i s  what?-Four Noble Truths. 
(5) Five is what?- Five categories of grasping. 
(6) Six i s  what?- Six bases. 
(7) Seven is what?-Seven Enlightenment factors. 
(8) Eight is what? - The Noble Eightfold Path. 
(9) Nine is what?- Nine abodes of creatures. 
( I  0) Ten i s  w h a t ?  - Ten factors cons t i tu t i ng 
Arahantship. 

5 .  Mahgala Sutta: This is  the 'Good Omen Discourse' 
preached in answer to a question asked by a deva as to 
what the auspicious things (Mahgalani) are. The sutta 

2. Liver A beynayaka, A Textual and Historic:ul Analysis r�l the Klwddaka NikU.ya, p. 1 1 6 

3. U.K. Lay, Guide to TipZtaku, p. 1 24 

•.. 
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contains thirty seven good omens. 

6. Ratana Sutta or 'the Jewel Discourse': This was 
preached at Vesal i on the i nvitation of the Licchavis 
who begged from the Buddha to rid the city of the 
threefold dangers which had fa l len upon it. Ratana 
Sutta consisting of seventeen verses is the longest · 
discourse (pa_tlw) of the Klwddakapa_tha. 

7. Tirokucjcja Sutta, 'the Without the wal ls discourse', 
describes how human beings can help their dead rela
tives who are born among the departed spirits (peta) 
by transfering to them the merit that accrue from giv
ing alms to the Sangha. 

? 8. NidhikhafJ�Ia Sutta, 'the treasure store d iscourse', 
� is the only one of its kind that cannot be traced else 

where in the canon. The szllta says that a man buries 
his treasure in order to use it  in ti me of need, but very 
often he loses it .  Not so is the meri t accrued from good 
deeds. 

9. Metta Sutta or ' the loving k indness d iscourse' 
which is popularly known as Kara�zTyametta Sutta con
tains fifteen qualities that an i ndividuai should strive 
to develop in h im in order to attain perfection. The 
Sutta further says that an i ndividual , having developed 
those quali ties, should then harbour thoughts of lov
ing kindness to all l iving beings in all directions. Such 
an individual will not fal l  i nto etTor and being virtuous 
and endowed with insight he discards attachment to )sense-desires . 

-( Ruwan Bandara Adhikari 

laLESA (Skt. klesc1) l i teral ly means impurity, dcti le
ment or corruption. Derived from the root klis : kilesa 
refers to ' th i ngs wh ich  are defi l ed"  (svayan.z ca 
kli�tatviit: Madhyantaviblu'iga-,tika, p. 239-40; saycu�z 
samkilittlzatta, ( Vism. 586) and which in turn defi le 
the mind of sent ient  beings ( . . . . . .  kilesava tthtlhi 
satikilissati Lokasannivclso " Ps. I ,  1 30; kilescnti 
upatiipenl'itf. kilesii: PsA . I. 285; Vism. 586; klesah 
klis'yanti: Viblz(i;�iiprabhiwrtti, p. 1 8 ; kli.(vant£ti klesalz: 
ibid. p .  2 1 9  kles{Jiz kli.(vanti satvacittasantclniini: 
Mdlzvr. p. 334). Asanga says that klesc:s possess the 

· characteristic of being agi tated and stirred and that the 
mind and body of beings are agi tated and sti rred by 
them (Abhsy. p. 43). Thus kilesas, being the deti led 
mental states which agitate and deti le the mind, may 
e rendered as 'passion' in  English.  

Pass ions also cause the defi lement of man's ac
t ions  and b i rth  (karma-janma-sari k lesi:l :  
Madlzyantavibhaga-,tlka p .  239-40); and forms one  of  
the two main causes of  continued existence (s(//�JSiira), 
the other cause bei ng karmic actions themselves 
(Mdhvr. p. 45 1 ;  Netti: p. 1 1 3 ;  Vism. p. 59 1 ) . Of these 
two causes , i .e .  passions and actions,  the former 
occupies the dominant place, for i t  is only those actions 
which are dominated by passions that are capable of 
producing rebirth (ibid.) ;  actions of a person who has 
put an end to al l passions (prahTQaklesa) does not 
produce rebirth · ( Vijiiaptimatratii-siddhi; ed. s .  Levi, 
Paris, 1925, pp. 38-9). 

I n  Pal i l i terature passions have been identiticd wi th 
what constitutes the truth of the origination of suffer
ing (samudaya-sacca: Vbh.  p. 1 20; Netti. p. 1 9 1  the 
second of the four noble truths. Asanga adds actions 
(karma) and says that the samudayasatya consists of 
passions as well as passion-dominated actions (Abhsy
p. 43). 

Craving (tr�f}a), one of the passions. has been cited 
i n  the ultras as the cause of suffering because i t  is the 

· basic passion which is  mainly i nstrumental in bri ng
i ng about rebirth and suffering (ibid) . 

Thus, passions become a h indrance to the attain
ment of emancipation (mok�apriipter avararJm�z : 
Vijfiaptimcltratiisiddlzi, p. 1 5) ,  because the mind which 
is  defiled with passions is nei ther soft, nor pliant, nor 
gleaming, nor perfectly composed for the destruction 
of the cankers (iisava: S. Y., 92-3) .  

· We find i n  Pal i  l i terature the  terms kilesa and 
smikilesa, being used with reference to passions. the 
term upakkilesa denoting ' impuri ty' is found more fre
quently than the other two terms in  the early Nikayas. 
But, as we come to the later works of the Pal i Sutta 
Pitaka such as the Niddesa and the Patisamblzi-. . 
diimagga and to the texts of the A bhidha- mma PUaka, 
and, sti l l  l ater, to the Pal i commentaries, we fi nd 
upakkilesa and sankilesa bei ng rel egated to the 
backgorund and their place being occupied by kilesa. 
The term kilesa has thus become the standard term for 
passions in  the scholastic works of Pal i l i terature. 

The wel l -known three roots of evi l  (akusala-nulla), 
namely, lust, greed or craving (raga, lobha or ta�zha}, 
hatred (dosa) and delusion (moha or avtjja} are spo
ken of as kites a (Vin. I I I ,  93 ; Dhs. p. 1 8 1  ) . These three 
are cal led upakkilesa in  the Majjlzima Nikaya ( I ,  9 1  ). 
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The Nettippakarw;a (p. 86) gives two of them, tm;ha 
and avijjii, also under upakkilesa. According to these 
contexts, pass ions are the roots of evi l .  This is. in com
plete agreement with the Abhidharmako�a which ex
pressly says that passions are the roots of evi l (Abhk. 
p. 1 47). They are l i ke roots or seeds which produce as 
wel l as. sustain evi l vol itions (akusala-cetanc"i) which 
fi nd  express i o n  i n  the  form of ev i l  act ions  
( akusalakamma). 

The Niddesa (1, p. 433f.), after explaining kilesa 
as duccarita, gives rc"iga, dosa, moha as· wel l as al l  evil 
formative forces (sabba-akusala-abhismikhiira) as 
examples of kilesa (see also Vblz. p. 44). The inclusion 
()f akusala-abhismiklu"ira in  kilesa is  very signiticant. 
The term akusala abhismikhiira is  synonymous with 
apuiiiiiiblusmiklu"ira, and they refer to evi l  mental states 
(akusala-cetasika). The Theravada Abhidhamma has 
a l i st of fourteen akusala cetasika, namely, delusion 
(moluz), lack of moral shame (ahirika), lack of moral 
dread (anottappa), restlessness (uddhacca), greed 
(lobha), speculative v iews (dWhi), conceit (miina), 
hatred (dosa) ,  jealousy (issa) ,  avarice (macchariya) 
scruples (kukkucca), torpor (th'ina), langour (middha) 
and sceptical doubts (vicikiccha): Abhs. p .6) .  These 
fourteen include the three roots of evi l ,  moha, loblza . 
and dosa ·and accord ing to the Nidc!t;sa (1, 433-4) and 
the Vibluuiga (p.44) , the remaining eleven akusala 
cetasikas, too, should be considered kilesa. But, the 
standard l i st of kilesa in the Theravada consists of only 
ten; three roots of evil plus seven of the remaining 
akusala-cetasikas, namely miina, dWhi, vicikicclzii, 
th'ina, uddlzacca, alzirika and anottappa (Ps. I ,  1 30; 
Dhs 1 548; Vhb. 34 1 ;  Vism. 683; the eight kilesas given 
in the Viblzanga, p. 385,  are the tirst eight of the above 
ten). Why the remaining four akusala-cetasikas, viz., 
issii, macclzariya, middlza and kukkucca, are not con
s i d ered kilesa , i s  not  s tated i n  the  tex ts ,  The 
Dhammasangan'i (p. 2 1 6- 1 7) oniy says that al l  akusa(as 
are not kilesa, that only ten of them are kilesa which 
are also cal led sarikilesikadhamma because they de
tile  the mind. Akusalas other than the above ten are 
not classed as kilesa. 

KILESA A K USALA CETASIKA 
I .  Lobha lobha - greed 
2. do sa do sa - hatred 
3.  moha molw - delusion 
4. mana mana conceit 
5 .  c!Wizi d��tlzi - dogmatic views 
6. vicikicclzcl vicikicchii - doubts 
7. tlz'ina th'ina torpor 

8. uddhacca uddlwcca - restlessness 
9. alzirika ahirika lack of moral shame 
1 0. anottappa anottappa - l ack of moral dread 
I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . issei - envy 
1 2  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  macchariya- avarice 
1 3  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  middha - l angour 
1 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kukkucca - scruples 

In the classi fication of the five mentai hind rances 
(n'ivaraf'} a) ,  middha i s  cou p led  wi th  th'ina and 
considered as  one h indrance; so  i s  kukkucca with 
uddhacca. Even i f, on this basis, we include middha 
and kukkucca in th'ina and uddlzacca respectively of  
the kilesa classification, the question remains as  to  why 
issii and macchariya are left out. They, too, detile the 
mind as, say, ahirika or anottappa do. It s hould be 
mentioned here that issa and macchariya occur as t\_V 
of the  seven teen kilesas given i n  the 
Pa,tisamblzidiimagga ( l l ,  1 02) and also as two of the 
sixteen upakkilesas given in the Majjlziman"ikiiya ( 1 ,  
36ft) .  A l l  th i s  shows a certai n flex ib i l i ty i n  early 
Theravada not only in the use of terms l ike kilesa, 

. upakkilesa and smikilesa, but also i n  the classiti cation 
of kilesa and upakkilesa. 

I n  Buddhist Sanskrit l i terature which represents a 
nu mber of l ater schools  of B uddhism, we find a 
systematic classitication of passions, and as a resul t, 
the two terms, klesa and sc'ihklesa, refer to two -dis
tinct categories of passions. in these texts, the passions 
are classified into two groups, pri mary or basic pas
sions (klesa or mulaklesa) and secondary or derived 
passions (upaklesa): this classification is entirely based _, 
on the nature of the passions. A l l  klesas, according to 
these texts, are also upklesas but al l upaklesas are not  .
klesas (Abhk. p. l 47; Abhsy. p. 47). The difference, as 
the Ablzidharmako�a puts it, is that the klesas are the 
roots of evi l whi le  the upaklesas are not, the latter re
fers to secondary passions which arise from basic pas
sions. 

There are six basic passions, namely, lust (riiga), 
hatred (pratigha), delusion (molza or al'idya) ,  conceit . . 
(mc'ina) dogmatic views (dr:�ti) and doubts (vimati or 
l'icikitsc"i: Abhk. ch. V, Vi)iiaptimatratiisiddhi, p. 28; 
Abhsy. p. 43). Dogmatic views are of five k inds ,  
namely, bel ief in a personality (satkiiyacf.rsti), extrem
ist views (antagralzadr1,ti), wrong views (mithyiidr�ti), 
cl inging to views (dr�.tiparamarsct) and to ri tes and 
rituals (silavrataparamars'a). I f  the five kinds of views 
are taken as separate passions, the number wil l  be ten. 
Al l  Buddhist Sanskrit texts agree on these passions 
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which are six or ten in number. 

We may compare with advantage the two l ists of 
passions given in the Pal i and the Sanskrit texts. 

Pali 
I .  Lobha 
2. do sa 
3. moha 
4. miina 
5. vicikiccha 

6. d(�thi 
7. thTna 
8. Uddhacca ' ) 9. ahirika 

, I O. anottappa 

Sanskrit 
I .  raga 
2. Pratigha 
3. moha or avidycl 
4. mclna 
5 .  vicikitscl or vimati 
6. dr�:ti 

It appears from the above that the fi rst six pas
sions in both l ists are identical ; rclga ' lustful attach
ment' and loblw' 'covetousness' refer to the same pas
sion, so do dosa 'mal ice' and pratigha, 'hatred'. The 
last four of the Pal i  l i st have not found a place in the 
Sanskrit l ist .  

The six passions in the Sanskrit l ist  which are iden
tical with the ti rst six of the Pal i  l ist arc the basic pas
sions. All other passions arise from them. This is in 
complete agreement with the classification of passions 
\nto seven latent tendencies (anusaya or anusaya), a . 
c·aJssitication of kilesa made from a different stand
point . In fact, the two terms klesa and anus(zya, are )used synonymously ( Vism. 586; Abfzk. ch. V. Abhsy. 
44), with the exception that the two l atent tendencies, 
namely, sensUQUS greed (kiimariiga) and Just for con�nued existence (bhavariiga) are considered one in  the 
kilesalkles(z classification, under riiga. 

KHesa/Kles'a 
I .  Lobhalrclga 
2. do�al,nratigha 
3. mohalavidyii 
4. miina 
5. vicikicclullvicikitsii 
6. d��rhildr�\:ti 

Anusaya/ Anus'aya 
kamarclga + bhavariiga 
pa_tighalpratigha 
avijjiilavidya 
mana 
vicikicch5/vicikitsii 
ditthildrsti . .  . . .  

The anusaya are passions that l i e  dormant i n  an 
individual's stream of consciousness (citta-santiina) 
which in the Theravada is called bhavmigacitta and in 
the Yogacara school , the cllc7yavijfiima. This stream of 
consciousness exists from time unknown (S. II ,  1 78) 
���CI conti nues to exist  unt i l  an ind iv idual  attai ns 
parinibbiina. The anusaya that l ie dormant in i t  exist 

unti l  the individual attains arahantship or the e ighth 
stage (b/u[mi) of a Mahayfma Bodhisattva. Thus it  is 
quite clear that the anusaya are basic passions. 

The inclusion of thTna, uddhacca, alzirika and 
anottappa in the Theravclda l ist  of ten passions i s  due 
to the fact that the Theraw7dins do not d istinguish be
tween basic passions (nulla-klesa) and secondary pas
sions (upaklesa). These four passions in fact have found 
their place among secondary passions enumerated by 
the Yogacara school ( Vijfiaptimiitratiisiddhi, ed. by S .  
Levi ,  1 925; p .  29-30). B u t  a n  exception may be made 
with regard to uddhacca which, in addition to the six 
basic passions, is  regarded· as one of the ten fetters 
(san:zyojana) enumerated in the Pal i texts. 

Kilesa - passions 
I . loblzalriiga 
2. dosa 
3 .  moha 
4. mana 
5. vicikiccha 
6. c!Whi 

Sa�yojana-fetters 
I . Kiimariiga 
2. ruparaga 
3 .  aruparaga 
4. vyiipiida . 
5 .  avijjii 
6. mana 
7. vicikicclza 
8 .  sakkc7yad(�thi 
9.  sTLabbatapariimiisa 
I O.uddhacca 

The first three fetters in  the above l i st represent 
the first passion whi le the eighth and the ninth fetters 
represent the sixth passion . Others are identical ex
cept the tenth fetter which is not found among the s ix 
basic passions, but is given as one of the ten passions 
enumerated by the Theravadins .  

Thus a d istinction may be made with regard to the 
ten passions of the Theravadins on the basis of their 
nature. The first six passions are the most radical ones 
which are otherwise described as anusaya. Uddhacca 
may be considered second i n  i mportance, for i t  is one 
of the fetters. The remaining three, thTna, ahirika and 
anottappa, may be considered secondary ones. 

Although the two terms, kilesa and upakkilesa are 
used indiscriminately in  the Pal i l i terature, an exami
nation of passions given in  the Majjhima-nikclya (l ,  
36ff) as upakkilesa wil l  help us to make a distinction 
between kilesa and upakkilesa, namely, I .  greed and 
covetousness (abhijjhii-visamalobha, 2. malevolence 
(vyclpclda), 3. anger (kodha), 4. treachery (upanclha), 
5. hypocricy (makkha), 6. spite (paliisa), 7. jealousy 
(is sa}, 8. envy (macchariya), 9. deceit (maya), I 0. trick-
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ery (sc�theyya) ,  I I . obsti nacy (iluunblw), 1 2. impetu
osity (sclmmblw), I 3 .  arrogance, (miina), 1 4. pride 
(atimclna),  1 5 . concei t  (mada) and 1 6 . i ndolence 
(pcunada: M. l . 36-7). 

Molw or avijjZi., the most radical of aJ I passions, is 
conspicuous by i ts absence from the l i st. Except per
haps for abhijji'i-visamaloblw, vyclpada and mclna 

which may be considered as Lobha, dosa and mclna 

respectively which are basic passions, a l l  others are 
secondary passions derived from one or the other of 
the basic passions. Kodha, and upanclha, for instance, 
are passions derived from dosa; so are atimana and · 
mada which are d ifferent intensi fications of mc!na. If, 
o n  the other hand,  the three pass ions ,  abhijjha

visama/obha, vyapclda and mclna, are intensified states 
of loblw. dosa and mclna, al l  the sixteen may be con
s idered secondary passions. 

There is also a l i st of seventeen passions cal led 
kilesa in the Pa_tisambhidclmagga ( I f ,  l 07); most of 

· these seventeen correspond to the sixteen upakkilesa 
d iscussed above; a comparison of the two l ists, there
fore, may be made with advantage. 

Upakkilesa, M. I, 36-7 
I .  ablzijjlul-visamalobha 
2. vyapada 
3 .  kodluz 
4. upaniiha 
5 .  makkha 
6. paliisa 
7. issii 
8 .  macchariya 
9. maya 
1 0. sc�theyya 
1 I .  thamblza 
1 2. siiramblw 
1 3 . mtlna 
I 4. atbniina 
1 5 . mada 
1 6. panu"ida 
1 7 . 

Kilesa, Ps. II, 107 
raga 
do sa 
kodha 
upanalza 
makkha 
palclsa 
issc"i 
macclwriya 
maya 
sii_theyya 
tlwmblza 
saramblza 
mana 

. atimiina 
inada 
pamclda 
moha 

I n  the Pa_tisambhidZi.magga l ist we find the three 
roots of evi l  rclga ( I ), dosa (2), and moha ( I  7), the 
first two are represented i n  the Majjhima nikclya l ist 
by Ablzijjhavisamaloblza and ''Yiipada respectively. 
Molw is absent i n  that l i st. A l l  the remaining passions 
in both l ists are i dentica l .  They are cal led kilesa in the 
Pa.t isamblz idc'imagga,  a n d  upakkilesa i n  the 
Majjhilnanikaya. 

Of the s ixteen passions mentioned as upakkilesa 
in the Majjhima, only mclna is found as one of the ki/e.m 
i n  the s tandard l i s t  o f  ten kilcs a :  i f  a bh ijjhc'i
visamalobha and tiyapclda be identical wi th lobha and 
dosa respectively, the number of passions common to 
the two l ists would  be three. As far as the seventeen 
passions mentioned i n  the Pa,tisambhidamagga are 
concerned, we tind four of theni in the standard l i st of 
kilesa; they are raga or lobha, do.sa, molza, and mana. 
I f  we compare these three l i sts, one of 1 0  kilesas, the 
second of I 7 kilesas and the thi rd of 1 6  upakkilesas 
with the l i st of akusala-cetasika, we find i n  addi tion 
issei and macchariya as passions com mon to all thre� 
l i sts; they are not found i n  the standard l i s t  of ten 
kilesas. 

The Standard Akusala 16 Upakkilesa 17 kilesas 

list of cetasika in M.l., 36-7 in Ps. II 107 
10 kilesas 
1 . /obha Lobha abhijjha-visama raga 

Lobha . 

2. dosa do sa vyiipaada do sa 

3. moha moha . . . . . .. . . . . . ... .  moha 
4. miina mana mana mana 

5. dj[thi dj[thi . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. . .. . 
6. vicikicchii vicikicchii . . . . . . .. . .... . . . .. . . .... . . .. . . . .  
7. thlna thlna . . . . . . .. .... . . . .  . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . 
8. uddhacca uddhacca . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . .. . ...... . .. . 
9. ahirika ahirika . . .. . . . ... .... .. . ..... .... . . .. . . . 
I O.anottappa anottappa . ... .... . .. . . .... 
1 1  .. . . . .. . ... . . . .. . . .. iss a iss a issii 
1 2  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  macchariya macchariya macchariya 

1 3. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .... . middha . . ... .. . . . . . . . . .. 
14  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... · kukkucca ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

The remaining eleven passions (upakkilesa; M. I ,  
36-7; kilesa: Ps. I I . I 07) are not akusala-cetasikas. 
They i nclude kodha, upanclha, makklza, paliisa, mclycl, 
sti.fheyya, thambha, siiramblw, atimana, mada and 
panu"ida. These eleven may be considered purely ' sec

ondary passions. Their orig in  may be traced in one or 
the other of the basi c  passions. 

The term upakkilesa i s  more frequently used with 
reference to the five mental  h indrances, namely, 
sensous desire (kclmacc!wnda), i l l-w i l l  (vyiipada), tor
por and languor (thinamiddlza), restlessness and scru
p les  (uddhaccakukkucca)  a n d  scep t i ca l  doubt 
(vicikiccha: D. I I ,  49; S.Y. 92-3 ,  1 08, 1 1 5,  A .  I I ,  1 7, 
I I I ,  1 6  386; Y. 1 95 ;  Vbh.  256; DhpA. 1 62 etc). In al 
the l i sts of  pass i o n s  so  far d i scussed,  the term 
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, 

kc"imaccluuula i s  not  fou n d ;  i t  i s  i dent ica l  w i t h  
Jdimaraga, an aspect of  rc/ga, which i s  found i n  other 
l ists. We saw vyiipclda as one of the sixteen Ufwkkilesas 
ment i oned i n  the  Majjhiman ikiiya ( 1 ,  3 6- 7 ) .  
Uddhaccakukkucca i s  spl i t  i nto two and considered as 
two separate akusala cetasikas. So is tlzTnamiddlw. 
Vicikicchcl is both a kilcsa and an akusalacetasika. 
Thus, nTvam�w add nothing new to the passions we 
have seen. 

We a lso fi nd a d iv i s ion  of liJJakkilesa in the 
Anguttaranikiiya (1, 254) made on the basis of their 
intensity. li gives three kinds of them:  The ti rst is gross 
ones (o,Liirika upakkilesa) consisting of evi l  actions per-) formed by deed, word and thought. These may be iden

. tified with the tenfold courses of evi l  action (dasa-
')._akusala-kammapatlw) .  The second group consists of 

moderate ly gross ones (majj!zima) : they inc lude 
thoughts of lust (kiima- vitakka), thoughts of hatred 
(vyiipc/da-vitakka) and malevolent thoughts (vihit�zsc/ . 
vitakka). The last goup is called subtle (sukuma);  which 
include reflections on one's rel atives (iic/tivitakka), 
one's land (janapadavitakka) and on one's reputation 
(anavafifwttivitakka ) .  

In  th is  connection mention shou ld  be made of the 
existence of a controversy on the three mental evil ac
tions (mano-duccarita) given in the A/zguttara-nikclya 
(l , 254) as the third category of oJiirika upakkilesa: 
The three mental ev i l  act ions are covetousness 
(abhijjlza ) ,  i l l - w i l l  ( vyclpc/da) and wrong v iews )_micchiiditt hi). According to the suttas they are purely 

· · · mental evil actions (mano-kmnma), and acttons are 
i dentical with vol i tions (cetmu/: cetanclhw�z blzikkhme 

amnza1�1 vadiimi: A I I I ,  4 1 5). Whi le  the Sautrantikas 
adhered to this view that the three mental evil actions 
are vol itions (Splu�tc/rthclblzidhamwko:w -vyclklzyc/, p. 
400), the Vaibhii:'·ikas who favoured the Abhidharma 
tradition considered them to be passions (kles a) that 
produce evi l  vol itions, and not actions by themselves 
(Vibfzii:mprablu"iljf'tli on kizrikc/ 1 88 ofAblzidhannadipa. 

In Buddhist Sanskrit l i terature we find a very sys
tematic and detai led treatment of passions, based on 
the nature of their d i fferent categories. S ix (or ten) of 
them are termed basic passions, and others the sec
ondary passions. The Ablzidharmako:sa (ch.V.) gives a 
l i s t  of sixteen secondary pass ions; ten of them are 
paryavastlzc"ina and the remain ing six are cal led kles a
mala. 

The ten paryavasthc/na are I .  jealousy (ir�).·a), 2. 

envy (miitswya), 3. lack of moral shame (ahrif...}'a), 4. 
lnck of moral dread (anapatriipya) ,  5. restles sness 
(auddlwtya), 6. scruples (kaukrtya),  7. torpor (stycTna), 
8. langour (middha), 9. anger (krodha) and hyprocricy 
(mrak�·a: Abhk. p. 1 47 f.)  

The six kles{t-mala are I .  deceit (nu'iya) 2.  trick
ery (s(lflzya) ,  3 . compl acency (mada ) ,  4.  s p i te 
(pradiisct), 5 .  treachery (upanc/ha) and 6. violence 
(vihin;wi: Abhk. p. 1 48). 

The Vijfiaptimiitratclsiddlzi ( ed. S. Levi, I 925, 29-
30) adds 8 more secondary passions to the A blzi 
dharmako�·a l i st of s ixteen which are given above, and 
cal ls al l  the twenty four upakkilesas. The eight are I .  
indolence (pramc/da), 2. retlection (vitarka), 3 .  inves
tigation (vicclra), 4. l ack of faith (as'radlzya) ,  5. leth
argy (kwt�idya) ,  6. forgetfu lness (mtt�ita-smrti) , 7. 
perp lex i ty ( Pik:� epa) , and 8. l ac k  of awareness  
( asamp raj an ya). 

Of these twenty-four secondary passions, clhrikya, 
anapatriipya, styiina and auddhatya are considered 
kilesa in the Pal i  texts, and are i ncluded in the stand
ard Pal i l ist of ten kilesa . Ten of the upaklesa, namely, 
I .  krodha, 2. upaniilza 3 .  mrak:m, 4. prada�a. 5 . 1r:�yii. 
6. miitsarya, 7. miiycT, 8. sa,thya, 9. mada and 1 0. 
pramiida have thei r paral l e l s  among the s i xteen 
upakkilesa of the Majjhimanikiiya (i , 36-37) a 
majority of which correspond to seventeen kilesa l isted 
in  the pqtisambhidc/magga ( 1 1 ,  I 07). The remain ing 
ten upaklesa,  namely, I .  midda, 2. kau�rtya, 3. vitarka, 
4. viciird, 5 .  as 'clrdhya, 6 .  kau�idya, 7. nut�ita-sJ�zrti, 
8. 11ik�·epa, 9. asamprajanya and vihimsii, though they 
occur fairly frequently i n  the Pal i  texts, are not de
scribed in them as either kilesa or upakkilesa. Two of 
them, middlw. and kaukrtya are, however, found in the 
Pali texts associated with two n'ivarar;zas, namely, thina
middha and uddhacca-kukkucca. 

Now, we may compare the four l i sts of secondary 
passions found in the Majjhimanikiiya (J ,  36-37), the 
Pqtisamblzidc/magga ( I I ,  I 07), the Abhidharmako�·a ch. 
V and the Vijl1afJiimatratc/siddhi pp. 29-30) 

Upakkilesa Kilesa Paryavasthana Upakles'a 
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M.l., 36-37 Ps. I I ,  1 07 and k/es'amala Vij1iaptimatratii 

Abhk. pp. 1 47-48 Siddhi, pp.29-30 

I .  abhijjha raga 
visamalwbha 

2. vyapada do sa 
3. kodha kodha krodha krodha 

4. upaniiha upanaha upanaha upaniiha 

5. paliisa paliisa pradasa pradasa 

6. maJckha makkha mraksa mraksa 

7. issa iss a /�syii /�syii 

8. macchariya macchariya matsal)'a miitsarya 

9. maya maya maya maya 

1 O.siftheyya. siftheyya sqthya sqth)'a 

l l .saramhha siirambha 
12.thambha thambha 
1 3.maiuz mana 
14.atimana atimiina 
15.mada mad a mad a mad a 
16.pamiida pamiida pramiida 

As Buddhism deals mainly with psychological phe
nomena on an ethical basis, analysis, classification and . 
synthesis of those phenomena occupy a very impor
tant place in B uddhist texts, both Pal i and Sanskrit. 
This  method of treatment is predominant especially in  
the Abhidharma texts where we tind them analysed 
and classified from a variety of standpoints. Those 
psychological phenomena which this analysis and clas
sification yield are described and named on the basis 
of the particular functions they perform or particu lar 
aspects. and i ntensities in which they appear at a given 
moment This is true also of psychological phenom
ena which are considered evi l .  Passions (klesa and 
upaklesa) constitute one of many appearances they 
make. This may be elaborated by examining various 
synonyms for passions; and we find no less than thirty-

. four synonyms for klesa being used in the texts. The 
Pal i texts have the  fo l l owing synonyms :  fetters 
( 1 . san;yojana), passions (2. kilesa); wrongness (3. 
micchatta), worldly traits (4. /okadhamma), avarice (5. 
macchariya), pervers ions (6 .  vipalliisa) ,  t ies (7. 
gantha), evi l courses (8.  agati), cankers (9.asava) , 
floods ( 1 0. ogha), bonds ( I I .  yoga), hindrances ( 1 2. 
nivaral'}a),  seizing ( 1 3 . parc"imasa); c l ingings ( 1 4. 
upiidiina), inherent tendencies ( 1 5 . anusaya), stains 
( 1 6. mala), unp·roti table courses of action ( 1 7. akusala 
kammapatha) ,  u nprofi table thought ari si ngs ( 1 8  . .  
akusa/a cittuppada), obstructions ( 1 9. avarana), bonds 
(20. bandhana), passions (2 1 .  upakkilesa) and out
bursts of the inherent tendencies (pariyu_�tlzc"ina: Vism. 
5 86; Dlzs. 1 89). The Sanskrit texts give the fol lowing: 
fetters ( I .  sm�zyojana), ties (2. grantlza) ,  tloods (3. 

oglza), bonds (4. yoga), cl ingings (5 upiidana),  inher
ent tendencies (6. anusaya), cankers (7. as'rava), hin
drances (8. nivarm:a), stains (9. mala) ,  bonds ( I  0. 
bandhana), secondary pass ions ( 1 1 .  upaklesa), out
bursts of i nherent tendencies ( 1 2. paryavastluJna), ob
struction ( 1 3 . klzila), confusion ( 14 . nigluz), dart ( 1 5. 
salta), worldly possession ( 1 6. kiiicana), misdeed ( 1 7. 
duscarita), doer ( 1 8. vidlzata), burning ( 1 9. paridc"iha), 
tribu lation (20. upayasa), struggle (2 1 .  raf}a), fever 
(22 .  jvara) a n d  fet ters (23.  vibandha) . See 
Viblza�aprablzayrtti, p. 2 1 9-20; Abhy. p .  44. 

I t  would appear that some of the synonyms are 
common to both Pali and Sanskrit texts. The terms like 
sm�zyojana, kilesa/klesa, asczva, iisrava, n"ivarm;a, 
anusayalanus aya, pariyu_�thanalparyavasthiina ogha 
and upadana are very popular and are widely used rn 
the texts. 

A l l  these refer to the same passions i n  their differ
ent manifestations, they i nd icate different i ntensities 
of, and different functions performed by them,  in dif
ferent environments (Abhsy. p. 44). 

They are cal led sm�1yojana because they tie be
ings to smf}sara: they are called anusaya when they 
lie dormant and pariyt{(thana when they burst out. They 
are again called as'rava because their flow exists from 
av"ici to blzaviigra, and ogha when they overflow and 
tlood ( Vibluisaprabhiivrtti, p. 2 1 9-20; Netti, 1 1 3- 1 1 7). . . 

The other terms may afso be explained in l ike man-
ner (for detai l s ,  see u nder i ndividual topics). 

J 

... 
The explanation of passions in terms of different 

intensities and funcitons brings us to the question of 
the manner in which they arise in  the mind .  The an
swer to this question involves the more fundamental 
question or' the nature of mind from the point of view 
of its defi lement and purification . . 

I t  is said i n  the texts that the mind i s  luminous by 
nature (pabhassara; A .  I, I 0; prakrtiprabhas'vara: 
Lanka. 22 1 -22; Sutral ch.  XIII,  v. I 9) but is defi led by 
advent i t iou s  pass ions  (iigantukehi upakkilesehi 
upakkili,t,tlzafl}; iigantukaklesaklina: ibid) . The 
Manorathapilratfi. explains the termpabhassara as lus
trous (pmxlara) and pure (parisuddha: AA . I ,  60). The 
Lmi kavatiirasiitra g i ves  a s i m i l ar exp lanat ion 
(prakrtiparis'uddha: Lank. 22 1 -22) . 

Now, the question i s  as to when this pure mind 
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exists and when it  is defi led. The Theravadins explain 
this question by identifying th is  pure mind with what 
is cal led bhavmiga-citta (AA . I ,  60) The Yogacara 
school identities it with alayavijii(ma (Lank. 22 1 -22). 

Bhavmiga is the mind in i ts dormant state, free 
from all thought processes; the state in which the mind 
is not in the process of cognitior.. It is therefore cal led 
vlthimutta as against vithicitta which is in the process 
of cognition. It is also the state of mind in which peo
ple die and are reborn. The Kathavatthu cal ls  it the 
naturai mind (pakaticitta: Kvu. 6 1 5) .  It is the founda
tion or condition (cuiga) of existence (bhava) having 
the nature of a stream; thus it is cal led (bhavasota or 
viiiiiiil}asota), the stream of consciousness . In short, it 
is the l ife pri nciple by which might be explained the 
faculty of memory, survival and identity of the indi
vidual through innumerable l ives in  continued exist
ence (bhava or san:zsara). It also exists at the begin
ning of every thought- process, and every thought proc
ess ends in i t. 

The concept of alayavijiiana, when considered 
from the point of view of i ts defi lement, is similar in 
some extent to the concept of bhavmiga-citta. Both 
become defi led owing to adventitious passions. Both 
are possessed of good and evi l  tendencies lying dor
mant i n  them (sarvabijaka: A bhsy . 1 1 - 1 2 ; 
Vijiiaptimatratasiddhi, 1 8, 22). 

All beings, at their birth , inherit those tendencies ) which are the resu lt  of every moral or i mmoral action . (karma, kamma) performed in their previous l ives. 

--{ · This may be explained in terms of the formul a  of 
· causal ity (pa,ticca-samuppclda). The third l ink in this 

formula,  namely, viiiiicl�w or vijiiana, represents the 
rebirth of an individual . This vijiicma, which is cal led 
bhavmigacitta or iilayavijiiiina, is  condi tioned by 
format1ve forces (satikhiira or sm�lskclra), the second 
l ink. The san:zskclras, although conditioned by delu
sion (avidycl or avijja) consist of both good and evil 
forces created by past ethical acts. By  san:zskiims, it  is 
said, the mind is impregnated with acts (karma vasana: 
Madhyantaviblzatigatika, 35-44). In other words the 
formative forces leave their i mpressions on the stream · 
of consciousness; and the good i mpressions are ca11ed 
the roots or seed of good (kusalamula or kusaladhar
mabija) and the . ev i  I ones ,  the  roots of  evi  I 
(akusalamiila) or evil tendencies (anusaya). These ten
dencies continue to exist in the stream of conscious
ness u n t i l  an i nd i v i d u a l  attai ns  emanc i pat ion,  

arahantship or  the eighth stage (bhiimi) of a Mahayana 
bodhisattva. In other words, the mind of an individual 
continues to be defiled unti l i  he attains emancipation, 
when purity of mind i s  reali sed. Purity of mind and 
emancipation are synonymous .  It wou t d  appear from 
the foregoing discussion that what is meant by lus
trous and pure mind (pabhassara, prakrtiparisuddha) 
is not a state of mind which is absolutely pure, nor the 
pure mind which is synonymous with emancipation.  
It may be explained as pure only i n  the sense, and to 
the extent, that i t  is  not disturbed or influenced by 
external stimuli .  In thi� unqi�.turbed mind, which is 
cal led bhavmiga or alaya, there exis t  both good and 
evi l tendencies i n  their dormant state u nti l  conditions 
arise favourable for thier operation. These condit ions 
obtain in the process of sense-perception; the process 
i s  named vithicitta as agai n s t  vithimutta o r  
bhavClli gacitta a n d  pra vrtti-vijiiana a s  aga i n st 
alayavijfi.iina (Madhyantavibhiigafikii, 36). It i s  in  
terms of this process that the staternen t  that the lustrous 
mind becomes defiled by adventit ious passions (A . I ,  
1 0; Lank. 22 1 -22) may be  expi�iried. 

The moment a person starts carrying on riormal 
activities of l ife he starts perceving the external world 
with his senses; and, the first reaction on his part would · 
be reflecting on objects he is perceiving. Reflection 
leads h i m  to grasp the major and mi nor attributes 
(nimitta , anuvyaiijana: D. I, 70 etc.)  of the objects. 
T h i s  is c a l l ed i nd u l g i n g  i n  s e n se- obj ec t s  
(manopavicara: M. II, 2 1 6f; A .  I ,  1 76), i ni tial applica-.
tion of thought (vitakka: AA. II, 278 ,  vikalpa: Mdhvr. 
350; vitarka, sankaipa: ibict :45 0 �r constructive idea
t i o n  (pa rika lpa : Vijfl�ptimatra ta-siddhi · 40 ; 
Madhyantavibhqgqtika, 4�} ,,tp}s i ni tia l  activity, on the 
one hand, is  due to what is .c;�ll¢1=1 papalico. or prapaPica, 
a kind of mental obsessidS:;.(p . I I ,  277; M: I, 1 1 1 - 1 3 ;  
A .  II; 1 6 1 -62; Netti. 'JS; Elnic; 38; Mdlivr. 350) . .: ._ ,. 1 <?-1:.3'�: · . · . . . 

. ;,;\ : . : .. ·· An ordinary man be!,tJ� .��,fble  to understand the 
real nature of things, i s  l i .�bJ.� , to take a perversed v iew 
of them (vipalliisa: NettL· : .JX�;

-
Mdhvr. 452). He does 

not see that the objects hl k cognizin g  are l iable to 
change and are impermanent (anicca).  Being i nflu
enced by those tendencies h e  considers them to be ei
ther agreeable (�ubha) or as disagreeable (asublw: 
Netti, 1 1 5), depending on the outward appearance of 
objects, on their major and minor attri butes. If he finds 
one to be agreeable he develops a l ik ing towards it, 
and this resul ts in  the arising of lust  (raga). If an ob
ject be disagreeable and repuls ive he begins to hate it, 
and this results in  the arising of h atred (dosa, dve�a: 
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Mdhvr. (452-53).  The Madhyantaviblziigatikcl pp. 38-. . 
39) is right i n  tracing the aris ing of passions i n  the 
seventh proposition of the formula of causation that 
craving (ta�zlul. tr�IJC/) arises conditioned by feel ings 
(vedana) derived from experiencing (upab!togiit) an 
object of the senses. 

It  would  be now clear that the arising of passions 
is primari l y  due to unwise contemplation (ayoniso 
manasikcira: A bhsy. 43) of the external world. Unwise 
contemplation leads one to take a perverse view of i t  
(vipalliisa Netti. 1 1 5 ; viparyclsa: Mdhvr. 452). Unwise 
contemplation and the resu ltant perversions are mani
festations of delusion (avidycl, moha). Thus, at the 
bottom of all this is avidya which may be described as 
the most radical of al l passions. 

The A bhidharmako�a in its description of the aris
i ng of ten pass ions takes delusion (moha, avidya) as 
the starting poi nt. It explains that because of delusion · 
(moha) doubts (vicikitsii) arise as to what is dukkha
satya and what i s  adukkha-satya. Doubts give rise to 
the worng views (mithya-dr�ti) that existence is not 
dukkha. Because of this wrong view arises the belief 
in a personal i ty (satkayadr�ti). Personality belief pro
duces the extremist view (antagraha-dr�ti) that the so
called personal i ty i s  eternal. This  gives rise to the be
l ief i n  the effi cacy of rites and r i tual s  (sllavrta
paramarsa) in purifying that personal i ty. This leads 
to speculative views and dogmas (dr�ti-paramarsa). 
When a person is dognatic he natural ly  has attachment 
(raga) to h is  own views, has pride (mana) in them and 
hatred (dve�a) of others' views: A bhk. 1 4 1 f). 

The Nettippakara�w gives a process of the arising 
of passions which is different only in i ts approach. It  
traces their origin i n  perversions ( vipalliisa) on account 
of which man c l ings (upiidclna) to sensual ity (kiima), 
to continued existence (blwva), to views (dWhi) and 
.to belief in a soul (attavclda). Clinging to them makes · 
h im  bound (yoga) by them. Being bound to -them he 
becomes perfu med (gandha) with greed (abhijjha), i l l 
wil l  (vyapclda) etc. Perfu mi ng results i n  the flow 
(iisava) of passions such as sensual ity (kama), contin
ued existence (bhava), views (d�t_thi) and delusion · 

· (avijja). The excessive tlow of these passions is called 
the flood (oglza: Netti: I I 5-6). The terms upadiina, 
yoga, ganda, tisava and ogha used i n  this description 
refer to th� same passions in their varied manifesta
tions; they are sometiones used as synonyms. 

Thus the mind of a person becomes defiled in  his 

deal ings with the external world ,  i .e . ,  in the process ot 
sense-perception. But, this defi l i ng does not mean the 
defi lement of a pure mind.  The mind of a person i s  
already deti led when he is  reborn, as i t  i s  possessed 
not only of good, but of evi l  tendencies (anusaya) as 
wel l .  

These latent tendencies, which persist i n  the stream 
of consciousness t i l l  i t  reaches emancipation, become 
active (pariyu�thclna, paryavasthiina) when the�e arise 
conditions suitable for their operation. This  impl ies that 
when the passions are not operating they always re
main in a dormant state. If they always persist in the 
mind then the latter is always defiled, for the good 
(kusala) can nei ther co-exist nor co-operate with < 
evil  (akusala). Consequently, there wi l l  be no kusala' 
as long as the latent passions are not removed, -a d 
they wi l l  not be removed wi thout a kusala-citta. 

Different solutions are put forward by different 
schools to this problem. The Theravadins and the 
Vaibha� ikas denied the existence of anusayas apart 
from pariyu,t.thana (MA .  Il l ,  I 44; cf.) Sphu,tartha 
Abhidlzarmako�a-vyiikhyc"'i, p. 442). According to them 
there is no such thing as purely latent passions; and a 
mind is akusala only when passions are i n  operation. 
The Yatsiputrlyas maintained a difference between the 
anusaya and paryavasthiina. But  they said that the 
anusaya are citta-viprayukta-sm1skara and hence could 
co-exist with kusala -dharma. But, paryavasthcma are 
citta samprayukta smiskara phenomena and therefore 
cannot operate with kusala-dharma. They i nclude th 
anusaya i n  prapti, a viprayukta sarisktira of the 
Vaibhiisika l i st of dharmas. The Sautrantikas main-. � 
tained that the anusaya as well as the kusa/a�elemen s 
co-exist side by side i n  the form of subtle seeds (bija), 
but only one of them operates at one time. When the 
anusl:tya operate the mind is akusala. When the seeds 
of kus ala operate the m ind i s  kLIS�·la (Sphu,tartha 
Ablzidharmako�avyakya, p. 442). The Yogacara school 
solved the problem by mak ing a distinction between 
two aspects of the mind,  i e. ,  the mind i n  its passive 
state called the alaya-vijiiana and the mind in its ac
tive state cal led the pravrttivijiiiina. They maintain 
that the seeds, both the good and the deti led (kusala 
and akus ala) exist s imultaneously i n  the alayavijiifma, 
but 'not i n.thepravrttivijiicma, Madhyantavibhaga.flkii, 
p. 36). 

In  this connection mention may be made of the 
person referred to. i n  the texts as one whose roots o 
good are destroyed (samucchinna-kusalanl llla : 
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Vibhf¥iiprablz/ivrti on v 1 99 of the Abhidlzarmadipa), 
who is possessed w i th enti re ly  b lack ev i l  states 
(samanncTgmo ekantakiilakelzi akusafehi dhammehi) 
and for whom there is no emergence from worldly 
existence (A . IH, 406, Pug. 7. 1 ;  PugA . 7. 1 ) . 

The relevant sutta from the Atiguttaranikiiya (A . 
III ,  404-9) deals with the operation of the roots of good 
and evi l  (kusala miila and akusala miila) i n  s ix k inds 
of persons. One of them is endowed with good as wel l . 
as evil states (kusala-dhamma and akusala dlzamma. 
In course of time his kusala dhamma disappears and 
akusaladlzamma appears. But since his kusafa-miila 
are not completely annihi lated, new kusala dhamma. 

) appear from that unannihi lated kusalamiila. This per
son becomes in future one who does not degenerate. 

- His kusalamiila i s  comparable to whole seeds (b"ijiini 
akha!J4iini) sown i n  a cul tivated ferti le  field capable 
of yielding abundant fru i t  (A . I I I ,  404). 

This statement is favourable to the Sautrantika 
theory of bija. I t  supports the contention that kusala 
and akusala co-exist i n  the form of seeds which give 
rise in  a subsequent time to their corresponding kusala 
and akusala thoughts, and thus determine the nature 
of a particular stream of consciousness (santati) as 
subject to decay or growth. 

The Yaibha�ikas also accept this siltra, but main
tain that i t  refers not to the theory of bija, but to their 
theory of priipti. When, therefore, the siitra says that a _) person is endowed (samanniigata) with both k.usala 
and akusala dluunma (Spht�tlzartlza: pp. 1 88-9) i t  means 
hat he has the priipti of these dharmas, since saman

niigata and priipti are synonyms ( Vibhii,siiprabhiivrtti . 
on kiirika 1 29 of the (Abhidharmacfipa). A person 
cannot be endowed with kusala and akusala dharmas 
i n  one and the same moment because these two are 
samprayukta dharmas. B u t  the i r p riipti bei ng 
viprayuktct can co-exist and thus cause the  rise of 
kusala and akusala dharma in favourable circums
tances. 

In support of this contention they quote the fol
lowing passage from the same siitra. A person is  en
dowed with kusala as wel l as akusala dhamma. His 
kusala dhammas disappear. But there is in him the 
kusala-miila not destroyed. Even this kusalamiila i s  i n  
course of time completely annihi lated (A . I I I ,  406), 
whereupon he comes to be designated as a samucchi
nnakusalamiila (Vibhcl�iiprabhavrtti on kiirika 1 99). 

Here arises a problem regarding the rise of a new 

kusala-citta i n  the santati of such a person .  The 
Theravadi ns came to the conclusion that such a per
son who i s  possessed of entirely black states i s  i nca
pable of produci ng a kusala citta and wi l l  never emerge 
from world ly  existence (Pug. 7 ,  I ;  PugA . 7. 1 ) .  The 
Yaibha�ikas sol ved i t  by postu lating the theory of 
prclpti. The S autranti kas attempted to solve the prob
lem by making a dist inction between two kinds of 
kusbla-dlzarma namely, ( I )  i n nate kusa la dliarma 
which do not presuppose any effort (ayatnabhiivi) but 
are always present i n  any given condition (upapatti
bhcivika) and (2) the kus ala-dharma w h i c h  are 
obtained only by effort (prayogika). The former are 
never completely annih il ated . When a person, on  ac
count of, say hold ing a grave wrong view becomes 
samucchinna kusala mula, he destroys  onl y  h is 
prayogika kusala miila' h i s  i nnate kusala miila re
mains i n  the form of bija i ntact i n  h is  santati from 
which arise new kusi1la-dharma u nder favourable 
circumstances (Abhk. II ,  v. 36; Sph�tartha. p. 1 47). 
This Sautrantika view is s imi lar to the Yogacara v iew, 
according to which only the imminent l iberation of a 

· samucchinna-kusalamiila is denied (Siitral. Vol .  I ,  p. 
1 2). This suggests that he may attain nirviif}a in the 
distant future. This wou ld  mean that such a person, 
according to t�e Yogacarins i s  not completely devoid 
of kus alamula. 

Now, to conclude, let us see briefly how these pas
sions are eradicated. As passions are the primary cause 
of continued existence, they have to be got rid of, if 
one were to attain emancipation. 

A l l  passions are divided i nto two categories from 
the point of view of their eradication, namely, the i n
tel lectual passions and the emotional passions. The 
former are due to errors of judgement or want of d is
crimination; the l atter are produced by the habits·, the 
emotional nature of beings. 

The intellectual passions are removable through 
real isation of the truth (dassana pahatabba): Dhs. 220; 
Abhk Y, v. 5 1 ;  darsanaprahatavya: A blzsy. p. 52). Ac
cording to the Pal i tradi tion they i nc lude personal i ty
view (sakkaya-di,�thi), doubts (vicikicclui) and c l ing
i ng to rites and ri tuals (silabbataparamasa): Dhs. 220; 
Sn. v. 23 1 ) . of these three, which are better known as 
SG11JYO)ana, only vicikicchii is fou nd in the Pal i  l i st of 
passions. Sakkiiyad�tJhi is represented in the l ist by 
d��thi whereas silabbataparamcisa is the result of d{{thi. 
A l l  other passions are those which are eradicable 
through meditation (bhiivanapahatabba: Dhs, p. 220). 
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There are three stages in which the passions are 
eradicated; they are three of the four stages of the tran
scendental path. Thus, on the path of strem-entry 
(sotiipattimagga) views and doubts are eradicted; on 
the path of non returner (anligiimi-magga) hatred is 
destroyed. Al l  the other passions are destroyed on at
tainment to arahantship (arahattamagga: DhsA. 387). 
Nibbana is cal led emancipation (vimutti) because i t  is . 
free from al l passions (ibid. · 409). 

Upali Karunaratne 

KILESA - PARINIBBANA - 'utter waning away of · 
defilements'. A disciple of the Buddha who has reached 
the summum bonum of h is  rel igious carrier, here and 
now (dittlzeva dhamme). is described as one who has 
completely destroyed all defi lements (kilesa) i n  him. 
Th i s  stage o f  atta i n ment  i s  a l so  descr i bed as 
sopadhisesa nibbtina (emancipation with the l i fe sub
stratum remaining). One who has reached this stage 
of spiritual attainment continues to l ive as a human 
being til l  death comes upon h im in the course of time 
due to exhaustion of kamma or due to maturity of age. 
When such a person dies his sa!l}saric process comes 
to an end. Thi s  stage is described as anupadhisesa 
nibbiina or khandha-parinibbiina that i s, emancipa
tion with no rebirth producing substratum remaining. 

The Buddha attained kilesa parinibbiina with the 
attainment of bodhi at the age of thirty five years, but 
he l ived up to the ripe age of eighty years, performing 
a subl ime social and rel igious service, moving among 
people from al l  walks of l i fe. H is activities were not . 
motivated by greed (lobha) hatred (dosa) and igno
rance (molw), for, wi th the attainmer.t of emancipa-

. tion he had completely destroyed greed hatred and ig
norance, which are the motivating forces that generate 
defi lements (kilesa). 

The d isciples of the Buddha who tread the noble 
Eightfold Path, too, reach this attainment in four stages. 
The four stages are: ( I )  stage of stream-entry (sotiipatti
q.  v.) ,  (2) stage of once-returner (sakadtigtimi-q. v.) ,  (3) 
stage of non-returner (antigiimi-q.v.) and (4) stage of 
the fuJJy emancipated being·(arahant-q.v.). 

The relationship of a person who has attained kilesa 
parinibbiina with society is  l ikened to the position of 
a ful ly blossomed lotus in a pond. The lotus bud has 
i ts origin in mud it beneath the water in pond. Having 
i ts roots in the mud it grows thrugh the water and reach-

i ng the top of water, it grows above water and blos
soms forth as a beautiful lotus that pleases al l who see 
it. Likewise, the disciple of the Buddha l ives i n  soci
ety receiving all nourshment from society and reaches 
maturity of spiri tual growth while being i n  society, and 
regains to l ive i n  society. Just as the lotus that grew in 
mud i n  the pond i s  now untouched by water, the SP.ir
itual ly perfected being, too, l ives in  society quite de
tached from normal activi ties i n  society. He i s  now 
described as 'In the world, but not of the world" (A . I I .  
39) .  

T. Ariyadhamma 

K.IRIVEHERA ( I ) . On the foothi· l ls of the lower Uva 
l ies Kataragama, along the banks of Kapkanduru Oya 
(which i s  at present called Manik Ganga), within the� 
district of Monaragala. 

The Dlztituvan_tsa states that the B uddha, on his 
third and last visit to Sri Lanka, sat with five hundred . 
arahats on the spot where the stiipa at Kataragama 
was to come up. Mahagho�a who had come there to 
pay his devotions to the Buddha was asked by the 
Buddha to protect the place. Thereafter the Buddha 
proceeded to Tissamaharama and sat on the spot of 
the stiipa to sanct ify it . Tradit ion has i t  that the sttTpa 
at Kataragama stands on one of the sixteen spots hal
lowed by the v i s i t  ?f the B uddha .  The relevant 
vandanii-gtithii (stanza uttered at times of worship) has 
the fol lowing two l i nes at its conclusion: 

Jetavanan; Sela�caityan_t tathii Kiijaragiimaka1�t 
Ete soJasa_thiiniini alum;. vandiimi sabbadcl 

Tradition also has i t  that the sword which was made 
use of to cut off the hair of the Bodhisattva at the time 
of the Great Renunciation was deposited (some time 
afterwards) i n  th&Kirivehera at Kataragama. * 

* The tradition is that the sword with which the Bodhisattva 
cut off his hair at the time of the Great Renunciation at the 
river bank A noma, was ensh ri n ed with in  K irivehera at 

Kataragama by an unknown deity (probably Mahagho�a). The 
fol lowing stanza embodies this tradition . 

Maha Bosatun ke.w sindi kaga labii gena 
Dev.ipur kenek viilitalayen gena gosina 
Siri Laka Kataragam nuvarehi bala daral}a 

tiinpat kele Kirivehere siidiiyena 

According to the Dhiituvan_tSa, the ten-brother-
'-
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� kings (dasa-bii-rajun) ruled the region i n  and around 
. aragama (abo u t  the  3 rd Cent .  B . C . ) .  The 

sMafuivan;sa caHs them khattiyii Kiijaraggame (Ch. 
r;)9, v. 53). King Devanampiyatissa's brother Mahanaga 

· "(�ho had taken up his abode at Rohana) had a grand
:sp.J.l cal led Go.t habhaya. The ten-brother-kings of 

. fKataragama were put to death by Go,thabhaya and in 
. ··��der to expiate th is  foul  deed, Go.thabhaya bui l t  a 

·j�t: '�number of stiipas, including the one at Cittalapabbata, ; .'":· ·-to .the east of Kataragama. A sapl ing from the Bo Tree 
· �•. ' �t�Anuradhapura had already been planted there and i t  

: ,j� iikely that one of the stt/pas bu ilty by G�thabhaya 
_ .  · was at Kataragama. '• � . 

: : · . .  The Kirivehera at Kataragama i s  named in the 
:.) chronicles of Sri Lanka as Mahgala-maha-cetiya. In 

1 · ap epigr3phical record from the site i t  is called M agul-
maha-saya, the central edifice of the Raja-maha-vihara, 
tbe Royal monastery of Kataragama. It is not possible 
to say exactly why it is cal led Kirivehera at the present 
day. The term Kirivehera may be translated as 'mi lky 
white stiipa". lt is very l ikely that it appeared as a glis
tening white mass of bricks or a stiipa of milky white 
colour, at the time of its last restoration . 

Renovations to the cetiya under the supervision of 
the Archaeological Department, commenced about the 
year 1 960 and continued for nearly five years. The 
Restoration Society, with the assistance of bhikkhiis 
(who were incumbents of the shrine), were keen to 
restore it, i n  the form in  which i t  'Vas first bui l t. The , )' last restoration had been effected about the year 1 9 1 2. 

f The result of this renovation was the bui ld ing of three 
pesiivas, according to the usual pattern of sttlpas of 
he present day. The restoration plan was to conserve 

as much of the ancient .stilpa that was left and to re
construct the rest according to the ancient pattern. 

The sttlpa was only 45 feet h igh from the platform 
(ma,Luwa) to the summit of the lzatariis-ko,tuva (the 
square structure on the dome) The platform was 200 
feet square and the greater portion of i t  was uneven, 
and out of proportion to the stt/pa. There were tl ights 
of steps which were out of proportion to the sul.pa, 
made out of material collected from other bui ld ings. 
After excavations, the old patform was .found to be . 
1 30 feet square. There was a parapet wall 35 feet away 
from the retaining wall of the 1 30 feet square platform. 
The lower platform had been fi l led up with sand at the 
last restoration. perhaps for purposes of maintaining 
the older plntform. Within the 1 30 feet square platform 
was another retai ning wal l ,  marking the edge of an 

older platform which had been 1 2 1  feet square. There 
were fl ights of steps leading to both platforms. The 
ground beyond the 200 feet square pl atform was 
unevenly fi l led with earth. There was sti l l  another 
terrace of about 240 feet square which enclosed the 
last named one (See PL. X JI in Fascicle I of Vol .  VI) . 

Excavations revealed that restorations had been 
effected in six stages. No excavation of the stiipa i tself 
was done, other than the removal of the new three fold 
J7esclvas and a portion of dome bui l t  after 1 9 1 2. The 
old hataras ko,tuva (square structure over the dome) 
and the kota (pinnacle) were completely gone. A new 
semblance of a square over the dome had been made, 
enclosing in it objects of recent date and a flagstaff 
took the place of the pinnacle. When this new struc
ture was d i smant led , deposi ts i nc luding modern 
Buddha i mages of Burmese origin were discovered. 

At the time of excavation, i t  was found that th is 
sti'ipa, at i ts  final stage of construction had only one 
pesclva al though the modern renovators considered i t  
necessary to have three, i n  accordance with the present 
day practice. It is not possible to say at the present day 
whether the stiipa at Ti ssamaharama had only one 
pesiiva when i t  was fi rst bui l t ,  as  i n  this i nstance. The 
removal of modem accretions revealed also the o ld 
shape of the stiipa, which was bubbuliikiira (bubple 
shape). 

A slab i nscription at the s i te, datable to about the 
1 st century A.C. , states that a monk named Nanda 
enlarged the stiipa and bui l t  the flights of steps at the 
four entrances. Another fragmentary epigraph of about 
the 6th century A . C .  states t h at a k i ng n am ed 
Mahadaiimahana repai red the stiipa which was then 
known as Mahgala-maha-cetiya, of the Rajamaha
vihara at Kataragama. He set apart certain gifts for 
repairs to be effected to the sttlpa and aiso for other 
expenses in connection with the royal monastery. Th� 
Culavall}sa states that King Dappula I (66 1 -664 A.C.) 
bui lt a monastery (pariveQa-vihiira) at Kataragama 
(Ch. 45, v. 45). From this time onwards up to the 1 8th 
century, there is hardly any mention of Kataragama as 
a place of rel igious worship. 

By about the 1 8th century i t  is to be noted that 
S inhala Sandesa poets had turned their attention to 
Kataragama. Gods l ike Upuivan, Vibhisana and Saman 
were implored by the earl ier poets, but the Message 
poems of the 1 8th century and later times were being 
addressed to the six faced god ofKataragama. Most of 
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these poets mention K irivehera. The Kahakurulu
sandes'aya written during the period 1 707- 1 734 A.C. 
calls the stu pa at Kataragama by n new name as 
Mahavehera, and thus contirms the name given in a 
much earlier epigraph. A poet who l ived about the year 
1 860 A. C. ,  i nstructs h is  emissary to go to Kataragama, 
to worship the sttlpa tirst, secondly pay homage to the 
Bo-tree, thirdly enter the temple of the Buddha and 
lastly to go to the abode of the dei ty. 

The Buddhist devotee, when he visits any temple 
at the present day, fol lows this practice of worship in 

. the order stated i .e. the stiipa (sclrTrika-dhatu), bo-tree 
(piiribhogika-dhiitu) , the image house (uddesika
dhiitu) and final ly the devclle (chapel) of the deity. 

The Archaeological Department restored the sttlpa, 
i n  the shape and size as i t  was reconstructed for the 
last t ime (before 1 9 1 2  A .C.) .  According to evidence 
available elsewhere, detai ls were added. Missing mem
bers such as the pinnacle were put up in a manner as 
much as it was possible to conjecture. Same type of 
material arid methods of construction as i n  the ancient 
work were employed. There were bricks of 56 differ
ent shapes used in  the ancient works and some of these 
had to be newly turned out to replace the missing ones. 
Wherever the ancient structure was i n  a good state of 
preservation, it was strengthened and allowed to stand. 

The results of the excavation and subsequent res
torat ion may now be s u m marised .  The stiipa at 
Kataragama, in i ts tina! form of enlargement had stood 
on an ornamental platform 1 30 feet square and 1 0  feet 
high. The height of the stilpa above the platform was 
about 45 feet up to the hatarasko_tuwa. There were re
taining wal ls for the platform which were ornamentally 
fin ished with various kinds of mouldings and plastered 
wh i te. There was <ln outer or lower terrace (vali
maJuva) abut 200 feet square. In recent times this vali
maJuva has been ti l led up  to the level of the inner plat
form with debris col lected from the neighbourhood. 
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Nandasena Mudiyanse 

KIRIVEHERA (2) . Enumerati ng the bui ld ing activi
ties of Parakramabahu ( I )  ( 1 1 53 - 1 1 86 A .C . ) ,  the 
Ciilavan;sa states : "He caused to be bu i l t  w i th in  
A:.J ahana Par ivena premi ses ,  many piisiidas,  the 
Subhadda-cetiya and the Rupavaft-cetiya and besides 
that a charming image house of storeys . . . . .  " (chapter 
78, v. 5 1 )  The larger of the two cetiyas mentioned above 
is popularly called Kirivehera. During the Polonnaruwa 
period, the archi tectural forms which had been obso
lete for some time were revived. Therefore the archi 
tecture of  this period was a conti nuation of  earlier 
works that had prevailed i n  this Island (before the 8th 
century) . 

The type of stt"ipa which prevai led i n  the 8 th and 
I Oth centuries was one with an elongated dome. There 
were mouldings at the base (instead of pesiivas-basal 
terraces). The sttlpa rose from a square platform. A 
good example of this type of sttlpa i s  the Indika.tus aya 
at Mihi ntale. I nstead of this type of building, t he ar
chi tects ofParakramabahu I fol lowed the design of the 
colossal stiipas of the ancient period with the super
structure as i t  had evolved before the 8th century. 

Among the Polonnamwa examples, the best pre
served is the Kirivehera. It is the largest monument of 
this type i n  the A.Hihana Parive�a group of bui ld ings. 
I t  i s  possible that it is Subhadda-cetiya which finds 
mention in the Culavan:zsa. I t  is not possible to say 
why i t  i s  called Kirivehera at the present day. Like its 
namesake at Kataragama, it might have. appeared as a 
milky white mass of brick masonry when viewed from 
a distance and the general appel lation Kirivehera came 
into vogue, once its old name got forgotten with the 
lapse of t ime. (PL. XXVI) 

The Kirivehera has a diameter of 88 feet at the 
ground level and 70 feet at the base of the drum. It 
measures 80 feet in height from the ground to the point 
at which the upper part of the spire had fal len. off. Like 
the sttTpas of the early Anuradhapura period, the monu
ment has a bubble shaped dome r is ing from a base of 
three receding terraces. The dome is surmounted by 
the cubical hataras-ko_tuwa, the faces of which have 
the rai l ings ornamentation. The cylindrical drum above 
the hataras-ko_tuva was adorned wi th figures of-dei
ties and the kot-karalla i s  moulded i n  order to appear 
l ike a chatravaa. 

Around the base of the stiipa are four viihalka�las 
(frontispieces). On ei ther side of each vahalkacja i s  a 
shrine of comparatively small character. Althogether 
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there are eight such shrines around the stupa. They 
.. appear to have contained images of the Buddha. Each 
shrine consists of a single cell entered through a sto1,1e 
doorway and is bui l t  with its rear end abutting the low
est terrace of the stiipa. Excepting the doorway, the 
shrine is completely of brick construction with roofs 
of corbel led vau lts. The exterior of the wal ls is deco
rated with mouldings and pil asters in the style which 
was prevai l ing in the Polonnaruwa period. S imi lar 
shrines are available around the base ofRankot-vehera 
(which is also a stiipa ly ing close by). These are prob
ably contemporaneous with the original foundation of 
the monuments. 

:· 
J
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Nandasena Mudiyanse. 

KISAGOTAMI, a female disciple of the Buddha. 
Gotaml was her name, but subsequently she was called 
Kisa-Gotaml, because of her leanness. The episode of 
this theri is popu lar among the Buddhists, because of 
\\er going in search· of a remedy to revive her dead son, 
during her lay l ife. 

1 There was a tinancier (se_�thi) in Savatthi who pos
Aessed a fortune of forty crores. A l l  of a sudden his 
entire fortune turned into charcoal . The financier, over-

, helmed with grief refused to take his meals and with
drew to his bed chamber. One of his friends who came 
to see him saw what had taken place and suggested to 
the tinancier a devise by which he could  regain his 
lost fortune. He said; "Dear friend, do not grieve, for I · 
know ofa method by which you can regain your lost 
wealth, only if you are ready to fol low my advice" .  
The financier became hopeful and pleaded with his 
friend to tel l him the method. The friend continued: 
"Spread matting in your shop and pile the charcoal on 
it  and sit on it as if you are sel l ing the charcoal. People 
wi\1 come along and tel l you : 'Most merchants sel l such 
things as clothing, butter oi l ,  honey and molasses; but 
you are sitting here sel l i ng charcoal ' .  When said thus, 
you must say to them: ' If I cannot sel l what belongs to 
me, what am r to do'. Meanwhi le some one may tel l 
you: 'Most merchants sel l things such as clothing oi l  
and honey, but you are sitting here sel l i ng yel low gold' .  

When said thus, you must say: 'where is any yel l ow 
gold?' Your  customer wi l l  say: 'There it is ' .  Then s ay: 
'Let me have i t' .  Your customer wi l l  bring you a hand
ful of charcoal. Take it, and it w i l l  turn into yel l ow 
gold. 

"Now, if that exceptional customer happen to be a 
maiden, marry her to your son and endow your weal th 
to her. If that customer happen to be a young man, get 
him married to a young daughter of yours and endo w  
your property to him. There after you should l ive on  · 
what is given to you by the son- in-law or the daughter
in-law" .  

The tinancier acted as d irected by h is  friend and 
Ki sagotami,  the exceptional young lady who con
fronted him at the shop, became his daughter-in�law. 
When she touched the charcoal of the financier at h i s  
residence, i t  again turned to be  gold. 

Kisagotami was from a poor fami ly and therefore 
she was disdainfu l ly  treated by the members of the 
financier's fami ly, except by her husband. But soon 
after she gave birth to a baby son, she came to be Iov�d 
by the entire household (Ap. I I ,  v. 7 1 2) .  This boy died 
when he was just old enough to run about. The poor 
mother who had no experience of a death earlier, car
ried the corpse on her h ip thinking that the child was 
i l l ,  and searching for a remedy. People laughed at her . 
unti l an i ntel l igent person, reali s ing the frency of the 
i nexperienced young mother, d i rected her to the Bud
dha. When the woman came to the Buddha with the 
corpse and pleaded with him to give her a remedy for 
the son, he real ised the psychological state of the 
woman and thought that the blunt truth that death i s  
certain to al l who are born, should be driven into her 
in an expedient manner. So he said: "Sister, reviving 
the young boy is s imple if you can bring to me a handfu l  
of  mustard seeds from a house wbere no death had 
occured earl ier. The i mpatient mother ran from house 
to house to col lect the mustard seeds, but, on inqu i ry 
she was told by the house-holders that many deaths 
had taken place in their houses in the recent and distant. 
past. Kasagotami ult imately real ised that her beloved 
young son was dead, and p lacing the corpse in the 
charnel ground, she went back to the Buddha and 
begged of him to give her ordination as a bhikklzu�lt. 
As a new recru it to the Bhikkhuni Order K isagotami 
l ived the dhamma zealously  and within a short time 
attained arahantship (DhpA. TI, 270-275) . 

Kisagotaml theri discarded comfortable clothes and 
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adhered· to the habit of using very coarse and simple 
robes. In the Etadaggavagga of the A1iguttara Nikiiya 
(A . I ,  25) the Buddha declared her the fore-most 
bhikkhwfi with regard to wearing of coarse robes 
(etadaggall} blzikkhave mama savikiinWlJ. bhikkhu
ninam liiklzacivara dlzartinam yadidam Kistigotami). . . . . 
Apadana (Ap. I I ,  vv. 693-730) i n  this connection re-
lates the episode of a former bi rth of Kisagotami theri 
in the time of former Buddha Padumuttara. Kisagotami 
was born i n  a clansman's fami ly i n  the city of Hansavati . 
i n  the time of the former Buddha Padumuttara. One 
day she heard Buddha Padumuttara assigning a nun to . · 
the fore-most rank  with respect to wearing of coarse 
robes, and made a firm resolusion to win that rank 
herself in the dispensation of a future Buddha. This 
resolution material ised after a very long time, i n  the 
dispensation of the present Buddha Gotama. 

Apadc/na (II, vv. 707 -709) records another story of 
a former existence of Kisagotami in the time of former 
Buddha Kasspa. Her name at that time was Dhamma. 
Dhamma was the fifth out of seven daughters of king · 
Kiki ,  all of whom l ived cel ibate l ives as their royal 
father did not give h i s  consent for them to renounce 
worldly l i fe to become bhikklzu�lts i n  the dispensation 
of Buddha K�ssapa. The names· of the seven sisters 
were Sarna!)!, Samal).ayutta, Bh ik.khul)t ,  Bhikkhu
das ika,  Dhamma,  S ud hamma and Sanghadasika .  
Apadana identifies these seven sisters with Khema, 
Uppalav.al) l) a ,  Pa.t adira ,  B ha�dha  Ku l) <) al akesi , 
Kisagotaml ,  Dhammadi nna and Yisakha who were 
preeminent d i sc ip l e s  and sup.porters of  Buddha 
Gotama. 

SallJ.YUt(a Niktiya (I, 1 29) records a d ialogue that 
took place between Kisagotami and Mara the Evil  One, 
i n  Andhavana where the former was resting in the shade . 
of a tree after her mid-day meal . Mara approaches 
Kisagotami to frighten her and d isturb her mental 
peace, but Kisagotami was able to withstand Mara's 
temptation resolutely. 

Pal i  l i terature m akes reference to three other 
women by the name of Kisagotami. One of them was 
a cousin (pitucchadhTta) of pri nce Siddhartha, who ut
tered the nibbutapada (cool i ng or appeasing words) 
to prince S iddhartha when he was once returning in 
his chariot to his palace. Prince Siddhartha was pleased 
on hearing the word nibbuta, which to him meant de
l iverance and sent his necklace of pearls to Kisagotami 

a mark of appreciation (DizpA I ,  p. 70; J. I ,  pp. 60-
. . · The same episode occurs i n  the Maluivastu (Vol 

I I , p. 1 52 in J .J. John's translation, PTS 1 976� where 
the name of the l ady is  given as M rigi .  Kisagotami 
was also the name of the wife of former B uddha P hussa 
during his l ay l i fe (Buv. p. 75, v 1 6) .  Former Buddha 
Tissa had a prominent female supporter by the name 
of Kisagotami (Buv. p. 72. v. 23) 

Ruwan Bandara Adhikari 

KI'fAGIRI SUTTA, "The d i scourse delivered at 

Ki.tagiri ", is the seventieth (70) discourse of the col
lection of middle-length discourses' (Majjhima Nikiiya) 
of the Buddhist canon (M. I ,  pp. 473-48 1 ) .  

The Buddha, during a tour i n  Kasi wi th a large 
following of bhikklu7s, addressed the bhikkhiis and told 
them about the benefits of not eating a meal i n  the 
night. He told them: "1, monks do not eat a meal i n  the 
night. Not eating a meal at night, I, monks, am aware 
of good health (apptibtidhatan;z) and of being without 
i l lness (apptitm1katan;) and of buoyancy (lahu.�thtinan.t) 
and s trength (balan; )  and  l iv i ng i n  com fort 
(phasuvihtirm�z) " .  The Buddha ,  h av i n g  told the 
bhikkluis about h is  personal experience of happiness 
and comfort derived from avoiding a meal in the n ight, 
admonished the bhikkluls, too, to avoid  taking meal.s 
i n  the night and at a l l  odd hours of the day, for their 
own happiness and confort. 

Assaji and Punabbasuka, two bhikkhiis belonging 
to a group of six notorious bltikkhiis (chabbhaggiya) 
who were at that time l iv ing at Kitagiri , l aughed at the 
Buddha's admonition, sying:  "We eat at al l odd times 
of the day, in the morning, in the fore-noon,  at noon, 
in the afternoon and in the n ight and we, too, are aware 
of good health and of being without i l l ness and we, 
too, are not lacking in happiness and comfort. So, why 
should we give up something we enjoy here and now 
in expectation of imaginary future happiness" .  

When th is  i rrespon s i b l e  t a l k  o f  Assaj i  and 

Punabbasuka was reported to the B uddha, he sum
moned them to his presence and having rebuked them 
for their i rresponsible talk, told them that whatever ad
vice he (the Buddha) gave to the bhikkhiis was wel l  
thought out and was based on personal knowledge and 
experience. 

Address ing the congregation of monks, the Bu·d
dha further said: "I ,  monks, do not say of all monks 
that there is something to be done through di l igence; 
yet, I ,  monks, do not say of all monks that there is not 
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something to be done through di l igence. Monks, those 
monks who are perfected ones, canker-waned , who 
have l ived the l i fe, done what there was to be done, 
laid down the burden, who have attained their own goal, 
the fetters of becoming utterly destroyed, who are freed 
by right profound knowledge, of monks such as these 
I do not say, monks, that there is something to be done 
through di ligence, What is the reason for this? It has 
already been done by these through di l igence, these 
could not become negl igent (abhabbiite pamajjitun:). 
But, monks, those monks who me learners, not attained 
to perfection, but who live strving for the incompara
ble security from the bonds, of such as these I say, 
monks, that there is something to be done through )Ji l igence". 

· 

The Buddha, next, enumerated seven (types of) 
persons existing in  the world, namely, ( I )  The one who 
is freed both ways (ubhatobhiigavimutta); (2) The one 
who i s  freed by means of i ntu i t i ve k nowl edge 
(paiiiiiivimutta); (3) The one who is a mental realiser 
(kiiyasakklzi); (4) The one won to view (d(zthippatta); 
(5) The one freed by faith (saddhclvimutta) ; (6) The 
striver after dhamma (dhanzmiinusiiri) ; (7) The striver 
after faith (saddhiinusclri). "Of these seven types of 
individuals", the Buddha declared, "two types, namely, 
the one who is freed both ways and the one freed by 
means of intutive wisdom have already completed their . 
training, and hence they do not need any further 
guiding. But the other tive types are partially freed and 
hence they have to strive further with d i l igence to 
}chieve their goal . "  

The Buddha concluded the sermon by  say ing that 
, e attainment of pro fund knowledge (aiiiiiiriidhana/�l) 

does not happen at the very commencement of the 
training (cldikeneva), and that i t  comes, through gmdual 
trai ning (anupubbasikkha) and a gradual course of ac
tion (anupubbakiriycl) . 

D. Saddhasena. 

KLES'AVARA�A, from kles ct+iivarm.w is a techni
cal term used i n  Buddhist Sanskrit to mean " the 
obscuration caused by defilements" ,  The term is usu
al ly used along vyi �_ �_ j(i_eyji va(af}CJ meao ing _ _ � th.e 
obscurat i o-n -- -cau sed by the knowab l e " .  see 
JNEYAVARAJ':lA. 

A.G.S. Kariyawasam 

- �NOWLEDGE see NAJ':lA 

KOBO DAIS HI (774 A.C.-835 A .C.) the posthu mous 
title of Kukai, the founder of the Shingon school of 
Japanese Buddhism. 

Kobo Daishi ,  a junior contemporary of Dengyo 
Daishi is, perhaps; the most cerebrated of the rel i gous 
teachers ot' Japc:irl: His countrymen, who hold him in  
reverential jff�ttion, ·consider him to be the hero of 
numerous' i�g&'ntis; '·Hie 'reputed author of a l a rge 
number ofB6oiCs�irriihicJe ... worker, painter, sculptor, 
a pious sa1'ri{tih'ZJi�6d�e''dll a compassionate teacher. 
His fo1 1d.W�f�t'�&N��(tb1the extent of considering h im  
as an  in8fiffih11WiH1f'yaii6cana, amd perhaps, this re
sulted iii attrH)ilting to him such a large amount  of 
works an�-acc_ompl ishments which no  ordinary single 
persoh· 'ch�rcf))��'�Biy1hhve executed i n  one l i fe-time. - ;�£'2(1 �:ilXi !}·:,:· · · 

rrt��i�f4�i���J:�f·· a provincial noble, was born f['l(�'1li�lflt*M�hllii'f riot far from the town of  
fr����=����1�·1·;·a

�i
lemple erected in h is 

t' he learnt Chinese tih1�W�ct�·t�1'1irr11 subsequently the parents, 
ial career sent him to 
on i n  Nara. There he 

Th1l§f��dl����"'tl(ffil;fii''ih€�;:f6_,rtn of a dialogue among 
·. tHe: three religions namely, 

o'M'•".:tri'li. ·Buddhism, attempts at a 
ftiese teachings. The sole 

·)'j�9ifo'Jfec6J�Ci-le these teachings and 
�-�i�t•ci!At-'i-�.ti�- 'doctr'irie. This tendency to 

a!�titrci feature of his personal i ty, 
.::-��:-�:t��'::·;���:-: this same tendency that later led 

novel doctrine known as Ryobu
ntlir'i:.'�r-<:virrr·,rp-f_ i cieiiglon consist ing of Buddhist and 

. .  ·�· 

In ' 894 f\.C. he, along with Dengyo Daishi (q .v.) .  
werk't'ff.(:Hffia'iu1d landed at Fou-chou. From there he 
wentY<fCfi;ati'g-An and studied the Chenyen (lap. 
Shingdh)' dodrine from Hui-Kuo, the celebrated high-

i f j I 
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priest of the Ch'i ng-Lung temple. In the meantime he 
studied also Sanskrit under the guidance of PrajfHi .  

When he returned to Japan after about three years 
he was wel l received by the Emperor. He is said to 
have brought along with him a large number of rel i 
gious texts and a wealth of information regarding eso
teric practices. Fortunately for Kobo Daishi the Em
peror h imself was incl ined to favour esoteric teach
i ngs and as such the Shingon teachings advocated by 
Kobo Daishi had a greater appeal to him. Thus, Kobo 
Daishi was able to overshadow Dengyo Daishi ,  and i n  
fact, the latter was forced to  learn certain esoteric prac-
tices from the former. · 

Kobo Daishi i ntroduced the kwanjo (abhiseka) 
ceremony which he administered on Dengyo Daishi 
and the Emperor. Being of sober temperament and 
conci l iatory disposition he avoided confl icts and al- · 
ways strove to win the goodwi l l  of the fol lowers of all 
Buddhist sects as wel l as of the fol lowers of Shintoism. 
For sometime he col laborated with Dengyo Daishi and 
helped h im  i n  h i s  acti v i t ies .  But  gradual l y  thei r  
relationship became strained. However, he  avoided 
competi t ion and ins tead busied h i msel f wi th h i s  
rel igious acti v i tes .  H e  engaged h i mse l f  w i th the 
construction of the monastery complex at Koyasan in 
the province of K i i ,  of which the first temple cal led 
Kongobuj i  was bui l t  under his personal supervision. 

It i s  after Dengyo Daishi 's death that Kobo Daishi 
real ly came to the forefront. In 823 A .C.  one year after 
Dengyo Daishi's death he was Dppointed the high-priest 
of the Toji monastery, the state temple, which became 
the headquarters of the Shingon school .  Subsequently 
he was appointed the chief priest of the Nal-dojo, a 
shrine within the I mperial palace, and this undoubt
edly  enhanced his  posi tion, and also brought the em
peror into closer association with the Shingon school . 
The Shingon school spread vey rapidly for Kobo Daishi 
catered to the needs of the average fol lower by pro
viding rites and rituals which were supposed to be ef
fective i n  fu ltill ing one's mundane wishes. Thus, if one 
wanted power, fame, wealth or any such worldly gain · 
Shingo·n Buddhism provided appropri ate ri tes and 
tituals- to obtain i t. These features as wel l as Kobo 
Daishi's personal i ty immensely helped the rapid spread 
of Shingon Buddhism. 

When Kobo Daishi died i n  835 A.C. in Koyasan 
his teachings were wel l establ ished, even relegating 
Tendai Buddhism to a secondary position. Owing to 

the popular features in Shingon teachings Kobo Daishi 
came closer to the hearts of the masses. Many of his 
exploits are celebrated i n  popu lar rel igious ba l lads 
called Namudaishi .  In 92 1 A.C. Emperor Daigo hon
oured this celebrated monk by posthumously confer
ring the honorific title Kobo Daishi ,  meaning ' the 
Propagator of the Law.' 

S.K. Nanayakkara 

KODO KYODAN, a Buddhist sect in Japan. 

The founders and establishment: Kodo San (mt. 
Kodo) formerly was a secluded h i l l  covered with tal l ,  
green pine trees. The founder ofthe Kodo Kyodan sect 
Rev. Shodo Okano, selected this h i l l  as a s i te for their  
spiritual mission. On the morning of february 28 1 949, 
while construction work was i n  progress, a stone statue 
of a holy priest and a box contain ing the ashes of a 
saint were excavated atop the h i l l .  On the back of the 
stone tigure was found written: "On this spot, Nittei 
Shonin completed reciting the Saddharmapw!4cir1ka 
Siitra, September 28 1 668. " Presumably, Nittei Shonin  
l i ved i n  a hermitage on this h i l l  some 327 years ago. 
Being associated with this holy place, Rev.Shodo 
Okano became convinced that time was ripe to reveal 
the teachi ngs of the Saddharmapw:z4ar1ka, the Lotus 
Sutra- the rel igion of Truth, and estab l i shed Kodo 
Kyodan on this holy place wherefrom rol ls  on the Eter
nal Wheel of Dharma. From here, and attempt i s  being 
made to vital ize Buodhism for our age, and tiffusing i t  
to the rest of the world :  Having real ized the urgent 
necessity for the propagation of this doctrine for lay
men and householders, the late founder, President 
Shodo Okano, along with his wife,  the Venerable 
Ki miko Okano, dedicated their l i ves in fervent mis
sionary zeal to the dissemination of Buddhism for the 
sake of humanity i n  genaral and Kodo Kyodan in par
ticu lar. As a resul t  of their untiring devotion and self
less sacrifice for the cause of Buddhism they were 
honoured with the title a Archbishop of the Tendai sect 
of Buddhism in  Japan. He is the furst President of Kodo 
.Kyodan as well as the director of al l  Japan Buddhist 
Federation, and the Japan Rel igious Federation. The 
late Venerable Kimiko Okano was the first l ady known 
to be conferred the title of Archbishop in Japan. She 
was an Advisor and founder of the Al l  Japan Buddhist 
Women's Federation, who showed keen interest in the 
spiritual and secular wel fare activites of the Kodo 
women members. In 1 956, she was i nvted to attend 
the Buddha Jayanthi Celebrations held in Sri Lanka as 
a representative of Japan. In January 1 967, both late 
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leaders were invi ted by the Buddhist Association, to 
visit Sri Lanka and India as their honoured guests. In 
this tour they paid homage at  many sacred Buddhist 
shrines in Nepal ,  Sri Lanka and I ndia. 

On the 8th of August 1 955. their only son Rev. 
Shokan Okano received h is  monkhood at Mount Hiei, 
Enryakuj i temple i n  Kyoto. In 1 975, Rev. Shokan 
Okano was formal ly pronounced President and em
powered as the spiri tual leader of Kodo San, in sue- . 
cession to the 1 (1te founder Venerable Shodo Okano. 
Presently, together with v ice-presidnct Mrs. R inko 
Okano, both are leading the Kodo Kyodan Organiza
tion. Dr. Shojun Okano, the eldest of the three sons, is yso the vice-president of the Order. 

Structur;; of the Headquarters: The headquarters of 
Kodo Kyodan, an orthodox rel igious order idea l ly  
suited for humanity and society of modern times, i s  
devoted to the practice and real ization of the Buddha 
and Bodhisattva activi ties for the spiri tual i ntegration 
and upl i ftment of a l l  sentient bei ngs through the 
teachings of "The Ripe Lotus Sutra" .  [t stands on a 
hil l  over looking the international port of Yokohama 
on one side, and the sacred Mount Fuj i on the other. 
The beautiful modern temple is composed of a vast 
complex of bui ldings adorning the 40,000 square metre 
compound, surrounded by flowers and greenery al l the 
year round.  This sacred mounta i n i s  constant ly 
thronged by J apanese and fore i g n  v i s tors and 
worshippers. T.his place is  a lso a sanctuary for people 

Jho are seeking peace of mind. 

The precious rel ics of S'akyamuni Buddha, which 
me from India i nto China ,  were brought by the 

J ·.ndai sai nt Master Dengyo-Daishi along with the 
Saddhamwpw:4ar"'ilw Stltra. An "Eternal Light" kin
dled by Dengyo-Daishi has been kept burning unin
terruptedly for nearly I ,200 years i n  the Enryaku-ji 
temple in Kyoto. The saint l i t  this i nextinguishable 
l ight with the prayer, " May this l i ght of the Dharma 
continue to shine forever, brightening every sphere of 
society, even unto the . time of the next Buddha ! " .A 
distinctive feature of Kodo San is that i t  is the only 
rel igious organ isat ion  which has enshr i ned both 
Buddha Rel ics and the Eternal Light sanctifying the 
precincts with its pure vibrations. Thi s  "Eternal Light" 
has been transmi tted to Kodo San by the Tendai 
headquarter as a mark of their invaluable contribution 
to society, both at home and abroad, to the cause of 
B .  ddhism and to intern�tional peace. 

. An octagonal temple ,  Dai koku-ten,  e nshri nes  
"Mahakala" the God of Fortune and Prosperi ty, w ho 
has deigned to come down from M t. Hiei of his own 
wish and be placed here at  Kodo San,  opening i ts doors 
to the happiness and prosperity of al l i n  the vici n i ty. 
Special purification rites are performed three times a 
year for sanctifying the Daikoku-ten. 

As a symbol to the memory of both late Archbish
ops their ashes are enshrined i n  a Kojun-do temp le  
baside the Buddha Rel ics Tower, where dai ly worsh ip  
i s  ferformed and food prepared with devotion  i s  o f
fered each day throughout the year. A Kodo temple 
Kindergarten run for chi ldren, was establ ished by the 
late founders. 

At one end of the temple  compound stands a tower 
containing the Bel l of Peace, giving solace to a l l .  Each 
day starts with a routine morning worship of prayer  
and chanting as  the members congregate i n  the  Main 
Sanctuary hal l .  Here the fol lowers openly confess their 
spiritual and secular experiences for the benefi t  of al l .  
On Sundays, other functions i nclude spiri tual d is
courses and counse ll i ng given by the residents. 

Activities: A monthly publ ication of the Kodo news
paper, an engl ish edition of the Kodo News, sale of 
rel igious l iterature, and radio-broadcasting service on 
Buddhism, are some of the publ ici ty activities under
taken by Kodo San. Various i nter-cultural meetings and 
religious seminars are iegu lar features of the temple, 
i nci!Jqjng international and friendly inter-re l igious 
exchanges. 

.. ;J�  .. addition to the regular propaganda activities, 
irnp,oi:tant aimual events are held with an aim to foster 
hurnao,fdenoship and harmony. On January I st, Bud
dhist prayer services are conducted for the Peace of 
tlie World, and New Year Resolutions are announced. 
A r:nid:-.winter retreat i n  the headquarters, l asting for a 
month is observed i n  February each year for the Kodo 
members and fol lowers. 

· To celebrate the birthday of S'akyamuni Buddha, 
a grand tlower festival is  held on a large scale in Apri l .  
A prayer ceremony i n  conducted to commemorate the 
day of "Nirvana" - the Buddha's highest attainment of 
immortal i ty. A thanksgiving memorial service dedi
cated to the late Presidents and their spiritual heritage, 
signifying the snactity of parental love or "filial pi
ety", is solemnly obserbed in June each year. In hon
our ofthe Buddha relics, a prayer ceremony with chant-
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ing is held in August when the sacred rel ics in the pa
goda are open for publ ic worship once a year. "Ohigan" 

· i s  a Japanese Buddhist spring and autumnal equ inox 
fes t iva l  where services are conducted, wh i le  the 
"Urabon Service" i s  observed in July, for the repose of 
the soul of ancestors, and a summer Bon-festival is 
held on the temple ground. 

Organization: Kodo San has four other branch tem
ples, with a retreat and traini ng centre located in dif
ferent parts of Japan. Among the members are several 
initiated branch leaders, who discharge their i ndividual 
duties. They are organ ized respectively i nto Kodo 
Men's, Women's, and Youth Associations along with 
Boy & Girl Scouts, where they play an active role as 
sub-organ izat ions of Kodo San .  The Kodo Men's 
Association, organized by married men and adults play 
a vital  role i n  promoting the headquarters ' major 
functions, in addition to reinforcing the Kodo Women's 
Assoc iation, the Youth Association, and the Kodo Boy 
& Girl Scouts. A team of Kodo men from each branch 
volunteer in rotation to patrol and keep night duty for 
the protection of temple property. They also conduct 
regular meetings several ti mes a year. Speech Contests 
based on their experience of a Buddhist l i fe, Summer . 
Buddhist Tra in ing, etc are also bei ng held. 

The Kodo Women's Association plays an equally 
i mportant part in d ischarging i ts respective duties. 
Apart from exerting a good i ntluence as Buddhist 
mothers i n  rais ing the youth and backing the Chi ldren's 
organization, its members play an active role in propa
gating the teachi ngs of the temple, social wel fare work 
and extending the Maitri heart for the rel ief of victims 
of natural d isaster. The Kodo Women's Association 
hold cultural and educational seminars, charity bazaars, 
etc . ,  and a general meeting i n  October presided over 
by its Vice- President Rinko Okano. 

The Kodo Youth Association play an important 
role  in the organisation of Kodo annual events. Its 
members participate i n  Youth Speech Contests based 
on the Buddhist way of l i fe, summer Buddhist trai n
i ng, etc. 

The Kodo Boys & Girls Scouts are divided into 
eight sub-groups, their motto being "Together with 
Lord Buddha" .  They are trained to cul tivate rich rel i 
gi ous sentiments of Buddhism imbued with the spirit 
of parental love and reverence to mou ld them as sound 
and wholesome cit izens. This Children's organization 
is well known for its playing of drums, tlute & brass, 

which they study and practice every Sunday. 

A "Maitri Centre" at .the Kodo San headquarters 
was formed in the year 1986, just 50 years after its 
foundation, by the present Presidents, Reverend and 
Mrs. Shokan Okano, both of whom arc the presiding 
chairpersons, as an earnest appeal to the younger gen
eration to cultivate universal love and tolerance of the 
Buddha, and a true spirit of "Maitri " for peace, pros
per i ty  and  s tab i l i t y  of  soc i ety and t h e  wor ld .  
Continuous Maitri activities are carried ou t  a t  various 
levels in the affil iated branch temples too. 'Maitri' is a 
Sanskrit word which means 'genu ine feelings o f  sym
pathy, understanding and good-wi l l  to all' The five 
'Maitri' precepts encourage everyone to practise these 
tive golden rules. 

Real ize that your existence is  part of Nature 
Accept the responsibil i ty for your fami ly 
Share grief and joy with others 
Sympathize with all l iv ing creatures 
Use your talents for the benefit of others 

Main Teachings of Kodo Kyodan: Peace, prosperity 
and integration of society and mankind, beginning with 
ti lial piety in a vertical l ine and extended as compassion 
to all humanity is the ideal of Kodo San. Therefore, 
Kodo San can be cal led Japan's Gridhraku.ta  mountin, 
as summed up i n  the Saddhamzaput}�lar"ika Siitra. 
While the Tendai school of Buddhism p laces prime 
emphasis on the i ntellectual aspect of Buqdhism, the 
Nichiren school emphasizes the faith and devotional 
aspect through i nvocation-chanting of the holy name. 
Since the Saddharmapw}�lar"ika Siitra embraces both 
theory and devot ional  practice, Kodo San can be T-
regarded as a n  orthodox Saddluzrmapu1J-4arika 
organization. Buddhism is considered one of the most 
rational rel igions. In today's world of science and 
rational i sm, a ful l  comprehension of the theory & 
doctrines of Budhism; together with devoted practice 
for highest real ization, are the fundametal teachings 
of Kodo San. The profound doctri ne and theories of 
Truth, brought down into easy access for our practical 
implementation i n  dai ly l i fe ,  is the essence of the 
"Harmony in Theory and Practice" principle, of Kodo 
San. 

Mapalagama Vipulasara 
Toshiichi Endo 

KOLANKOLA - The general meaning of this Pal i  
term is  'going from one good family to  another' (kulato 
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kulwl) gacchatlti kolahkolo-PugA . p. 1 96) . I n  a spe
cial sense the term is used in Buddhist terminology to 
mean a person who attains the frui t  of the tirst stage of 
sainthood (sotiipa/fiplwla) by destroying the tirst three 
of the ten fetters (sm�zyojana), namely, bel ief in a soul 
(sakkclyadif!hi), doubt regard ing the Buddha the 
Dhamma and the smigha (vicikiccii) and bel ief in the 
efficacy of ceremony and rituals (silabbata parclmclsa). 
A person who destroys the above named three fetters 
and if he dies before attaining the other higher stages 
of spiritual attainment, wil l  not be reborn in the lower 
states of existence in sm�zsclra, but wil l  be reborn only 
in the human and the heavenly states and in  those two 
realms, too, he wi l l  be reborn not more than seven 
)imes, (sattakkattupammo. Pug. p. 1 6; na te bhavan;z 

.. a.�tlzama/1} iidiyanti. Sn. v. 230). A person who attains 
the fruit of stream entry (sotiipattiplzala) in this exist
ence, but fai ls to proceed further in the ladder, may 
attain sainthood (arahatta) i n  his next existence and 
such a person is called a 'One Seader' (ekabiji - Pug. p. 
1 6). A person who attains the tirst stage of sainthood 
(sotapattiplwla) and fai ls to proceed further in that ex
istence itself, but attains the state of sainthood after · 
being reborn twice or thrice in  good states i n  san;sara . 
is designated as a kolm�zkola ( dve va tlni va kuliini 
sandlziivitva san;saritvii dukkhassantm�z karoti-Pug. p. 
1 5). Visuddhimagga describes a kolankola as a person 
who attains the fruit of stream entry with medium in

-s\ght (majjhimaya vipassaniiya- Vism. p. I 09). 

D. Saddhasena 

) 
KO�AGAMANA (Skt. Knl)akamuni, Kohakamuni or 9l)akaparvata)-the twenty-third of the twenty four �uddhas who preceded Gautama Buddha, and the sec
ond of the five Buddhas of the present world period 
called Bhaddhakappa (the fortunate world period - Buv. 
p. 1 0 1 ) . He was born i n  the Subhagavnt1 park i n  
Sobhavati, the capital o f  king Sobha. H is parents were 
brahmin Yafifiadatta and Uttara. On the day of h is  birth 
a shower of gold fel l  al l-over the sub-continent of In
dia and hence his name Kal)akagamana, meaning 'com
ing of gold (BuvA . p. 258) .  Subsequently the name was 
changed to Kol)iigamana . He l ived in the household 
for three thousand years, in  three luxurious palaces , 
Tusita, Santusita, and Santu.�tha. His wife was Rucigatta 
from whom be begot a son Satthavaha (D. I I ,  p. 7;  
Buv. p. 89). 

Ko{liigamana left the world on an elephant and 
- . ractised austerities for six months, at the end of which 

period he was given milk-porridge by the daughter of 

the brahmin  Aggi soma and grass for h i s  seat by 
Tinduka, a corn-field guardian (Yavapai a). He attained 
Enlightenment under an Udumbara tree. 

When Kol)agamana Buddha preached h i s  tirst ser
mon in the Dear Park (Migadaya) near Sudassana-ci ty, 
at the foot of a Mahasala tree, thirty hundred thou
sand beings became convinced of the dhamma. When 
he performed miracles and defeated false doctrines of 
heretics another twenty hundred thou sand bein gs 
became convinced. When he proclaimed the seven · 
(abhidhamma) texts while spending his first rainy-re
treat, ten hundred thousand beings became convinced 
of the dhamma. He had a single congregation of th irty 
thousand monks, all of whom were arahants . 

Kol)agamana Buddha's two chief male d isciples 
were Bhiyya and Uttara. H is  constant attendant was 
Sotthija. His two chief female disciples were Samudda 
and Uttara. Ugga and Somadeva were h is two chief 
male supporters and Sivala and Sarna were his two 
chief female supporters. 

Ko�agamana Buddha was thirty cubits (hattlw) taJ I 
and his l ife-span was thirty thousand years. He passed 
away at the Pabbatarama monastery and his bodi ly 
relics were d istributed among many peoples. 

During the time of Kol)agamana B uddha, Gautama 
Buddha was a wealthy land-lord by name Pabbata. 
Pabbata went to see Kol)agamana Buddha and having 
listened to  h i s  unique Dhamma, treated the Buddha 
and the congregation of monks l av ishly. Kol)iigamana 
Buddha predicted that Pabbata wi l l  bocome a Buddha 
in this Bhaddakappa i tself (Buv. p. 89-90; BuvA . 260). 

Sri . Lankan chronicles record that Kol)iigamana 
Buddh!l" Y;isite,d �ri Lanka to rel i eve the Sri Lankan 
people who were undergoing much hardship and suf
fering, aq}la� time, <;lue to a long lasting severe drought. 
Sr i  Lan)<;t was . known as Varacfi pa at that t ime.  
Kol)iigamana, along with thirty thousand bhikkhus, 
sprang up into the ai r and alighted on the Sumanaku.ta 
mountain (in Varacfipa) and i nstantaneously rains fel l  
and the drought disappeared. Next, Kol)agamana Bud
dha, through his Buddha-power caused h imself to be 
seen by all the people ofVaracfipa and they rushed and 
gathered at the foot of mount Sumanakii.ta to pay the 
Buddha obeisance. From SumanakQa the Buddha went 
to Mananomavana (presently Mahameghavana in 

Anuradhapura where stands the Sri Maha Bodhi) and 
preached to a multi tude of people, and thirty thousand 
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of them gained the path and fruition of the Dhamma 
(magga-phala). In the Mahanomavana the Buddha 
went to the site of  the present Sri Maha Bod hi and sat 
i n  meditation there and entered into an ecstacy. Having 
arisen from the ecstacy the Buddha thought :  "Let 
Bhikkhurfi Kantakananda come over to Varadipa, to 
Mahanomavana, accompanied by other blzikklzwiis and 
b r i ng ing w i th he r  the  sou thern branch of my  
Udumbarabodhi tree." Knowing the Buddha's wish 
bhikkhu!11 Kantakananda accompanied by tive hundred 
bhikkhw{ is,  brough t  the southern branch of  
K o l) a gamana B u d d h a' s  Udumbarabod h i  tree.  
Ko!lagamana Buddha handed over the bodhi branch 
to k ing Samiddhi of Varadipa to be planted in the 
Mahanomavana. 

Having thus won over many thousands of people 
i n  Varadipa to h is  Dhamma, Ko!)ilgamana Buddha, 
along with many bhikkluls, went back to Jambudipa, 
leaving behind in Varadipa the bhikkhwfis headed by 
Kantakananda and thousand bhikkhiis headed by 
Mahasumba, to look after the spiritual welfare of the 
new converts. The Buddha also left behind with peo- · 
pie h is  body-belt (Kclyabandhanm�z) as a relic to be 
honoured (Mhv. ch. 1 5 , vv. 9 1 - 1 24). 

In the Nigali Sagar Pi l lar i nscription ofAsoka it is 
recorded that Emperor Asoka enlarged to double its 
orig inal size a stupa bui l t  in honour of the former Bud
dha Kol)agamana (Guruge, A.W.P. Asoka, a definitive 
biography, Sri Lanka Government Press, Colombo 
1 993 ,  p. 3 1  0). In the accounts of the Chinese Travel
lers Fa-hien and Hiouen-thsang, too, reference is made 
is made to a monument put up at the place of birth of 
Kol)agamana Buddha (S. Beal , Chinese Accounts of 
lndia, .India 1 958 ,  pp 29, 273). 

Ruwan Bandara Adhikari 

KONDANE, a monastic establ ishment belonging to 
the earliest phase of Buddhist rock-cut archi tecture, in 
the Maharashtra State i n  India .  

By a comparative study of the rock-cut Buddhist 
sanctuaries in I ndia scholars have dated Kondane group 
of caves to two centuries before the Christian era and 
assigned them to the earl iest phase of Buddhist rock
cut architecture, which they termed the 'Hinayana pe
riod', to distinguish i t  from the later M ahayana phase 
commencing with the Christian era. 

This group of caves, hidden in a ravine in the west
ern ghats and bur.ied i n  jungle terrain ,  about 1 0  miles 
north-west of the more famous group of Karle caves 
at the base of the old h i l l  fort of Rajmache, was tirst 
brought to notice, more thar a century ago, by an In-

. d ian scholar named Vishnu Sastri and soon after vis
i ted by the then col lector of Thana, Mr Law. • 

It has been noticed that much damage had been 
caused by rai n  water that trickles down over the face 
of the rock above the caves duri ng the greater part of 
the year, before proper conservation of the caves was 
started by the authorites of the Ind ian Archaeological 
Department. The decay that. had effaced the original 
appearance of the caves due to seepage of water for 
several centuries was so great that i t  was found diffi
cult for trained men l ike Burgess and Fergussion in 
the previous century to determi ne whether they or the 
caves of Bhaja were the earl i es t .2 However on a 
comparative study of the archi tectural features of those 
remains of the Kondane caves scholars were able to 
determine their great antiquity. 

The Kondane group consists of an apsidal caitya
cave and a vihiira with cell s  and a few more smaller 
rock-hewn residential chambers. 

The Caitya·cave: The plan and d imensions of the 
Kondane-caitya-cave3 differ but l ittle from those of the 
Bhaja caitya-cave, being 66 feet 6 i nches from the l ine 
of the front pi l lars to the extremity of the apse, 26ft. 8 
i nches wide and 28ft. 5 i nches high to the crown of the 
arch; the nave in front of the stupa i s  49 ft. in length 
by 1 4ft. 8 i nches i n  w id th surrou nded by th i rty 

l .  J .  Fergusson and J.  Burgess, The cave temples of India, London, pp. 220 ff;, Furgusson's Indian and Eastern A rchitecture 
revised and edited by J. Burgess and R.P. Spiers, London 1 9 1 0, p. 1 37 ;  P. Brown, Indian Architecture, Bombay 1 959, p .6 .  

2.  J Fergusson and J. Burgess, op. c:it, p. 220. 

3. Burgess used the word 'caitya' to denote a rock·cut cave having a stupa at the apse. This common.error in terminology by 
· the early antiquaries on Oriental a11 has been followed by present day writers too, The term appropriate is caityll·Khara. 

Paranavitana has pointed out this eJTOr and made a detailed analysis of the correct usage (see. S .Paranavitana, The Sfiipa 
in Ceylon Colombo 1 946, pp. 89 ff;). 

· 
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pil lars,4 and the rock-cut stilpa is 9ft. 6 inches in di
ameter, with a capital l ike th<lt at Bhaja, of about dou
ble the usual height, and representing two coffers one 
above the other, carved on the sides with the Buddhist 
rai l  pattern. 

The thirty columns that sorrounded the cave, as 
well as one of the two irregular columns that once 
ornamented the front have rotted away and positions 
only of most of them can now be ascertained. Between 
these two l atter p i l l ars a wooden screen or front 
original ly fi l led the opening to a height of about I 0 or 
I 2 ft. i n  which were the door ways leading to the inte
rior, and it was fixed to them as seems to have been the 

) case with all the earl ier caves excepting those at such 
. places as Karle and Bedsa where these scree11s are 

� carved i n  the rock i nstead of being erected of more 
perishable material . The pi l lars behind the stiipa and 
six others near the front on .the right side have disap
peared entirely. On the upper portion of one column 
on the left is  a symbol or device somewhat resembl ing 
a stiipa with a rude canopy over i t.5 

The barrel-vaul ted roof has had wooden rafters as 
at Karle and elwewhere, but no traces of them are found 
toaday, and the orily remains of the woodwork is a 
portion of a lattice screen i n  the front arch. The facade 
bears a strong family l i keness to that at Bhaja.6 On the 
left side of the facade is a fragment of sculpture in 
high relief, part of the head of a single tigure about 
twice l i fe size. The features are destroyed, but the de- · 

)tai ls of the headdress show the most careful attention 
paid to finish of detai l .  Over the left shoulder of the 
-gure is an inscription in one l ine in early Brahmi script 

which reads, 'Kanhasa anteviisinii Balakena katam' ' 
which Dr. Kern translates as "made by Balaka the pupil 
of Kanha'.7 

Over the figure at the level of the agee of the great 
arch in the facade is a broad projecting bel t of sculp
ture: the lower portion of i t  i s  carved with the rai l  pat
tern: the central portion is divided i nto seven n iches, 
ti lled alternately, three with a l attice pattern and. five 
human figures-one male i n  the first, a male and fe
male in each of the third and fi fth, and a male w ith a 
bow and two females i n  the seventh. H Over these i s  a 
band with the representations of the ends of the beams 
or bars projecti ng through it, and then four fi l lets each 
projecting over the one below,. and the upper half of 
the last serrated. The correspond ing bel t  of carving on 
the right s ide of the facade is  much damaged by the 
fal l ing away of the rock at the end next to the arch. 
Above this is a horse-shoe window pattern merely of 
decorative value and over which projects out a bal
cony, which too serves no other purpose than decora
tive as it is of soi id stone. This balcony too is two
tiered, the lower tier with smaller horse-shoe window 
patterns ,  two on each face of the three faces of the 
balcony, and the second tier with a larger horse-shoe 
window. 

The same pattern of a false balcony is fol lowed i n  
the corresponding carvi ngs on the right side which i s  
much dacayed and is  presently beyond recognition i n  
the lower portion. 9 The absence of elaborate sculptural 
decoration points to i ts archaicness and the great 
antiquity of the Kondane cai tya-cave. 

4. The sl ightly inward slanting position of the collanade that divides the nave and the side aisles, as wel l  as the entrance 
jambs indicate that the scul ptor was strictly fol lowing the carpenter's art in constructin g  structu res similar to those in  
wood. This inward slope, of the monolithic columns, a device to give more strength i n  supporting overhead rafters in 
wooden construction, which was not required in  the stone architecture, however was preserved in the earliest specimens 
as at the frontal pi l lars of the facade of Lomasrsi cave at Barabar hi l ls and at Bhaja, Bedsa i n  the western group, thus 
i ndicating that the time lag was not much between the transference of the wooden type to stone. This was one of the 
features that hel ped antiqa1ies to determine the age of the earliest rock-cut architecture of Buddhists in India. 

5. J .Fergusson and J.  Burgess, op. cit, pl . V I I ,  fig 2. 
6. P. Brown, op. cir, pl .  X X I I ,  fig. 2; Ency. Bsm. Vol .  I I , p .  706 
7. The translation shou ld read ; 'made by Balaka the co-resident of Kanha". the figure above which the inscription is fou nd, 

could be that of a dviirapiila or that of the original donor of the cave taking_ the position of dviirapala. It could also be the 

representation of a deity of the early B uddhist pantheon, guarding the right side of the entrance while his counterpart on 

the left side had d isappeared along with the entire wall .  Whatever be the identification , the concept was later copied by the 

Mahayanist.� to carve Bodhisattva figures representing guardians at the entrance to rock-cut caitya-hal ls  as at Ajanta and 

Ell ora. 
08. These small fascimiles of the horse-shoe window are mere decorative projections which were conventionalised at a sti l l  

later stage as the 'Kudti' motif. 
09. A conjectural representation of the entire monument of Kondane as given by percy Brown, show these structures in their 

real perspective (P. Brown op. cit. pl. I l l ) .  
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The Vihara: A l i ttle to the north-east is a vihiira 
(monks' residence) the front of the verandah of which 
is  total ly destoryed except the left end. This varandah 
is 55ft. 8 i nches wide and 1 8 ft, long with the unique 
number of tive octagonal pi l lars and two antae (see, 
plan and section i n  J. Fergusson & J. Burgess, op.cit 
pl . VIII, tigs I & 2). At the end of this varandah is a 
raised recess and under a horse-shoe arch is a bas-relief 
representation of a smal l  stiipa. The hall is 23ft. wide 
29ft. deep, and 8ft. 3 i nches  h igh  i n  i t s  i n s ide 
measurements with I 5 pil lars arranged about 3ft. apart 
and 3 l /2 ft. from the side and back wall s  but more 
across the front. The upper portion of these pil lars is  
square, but about I I 12 ft. from the top they are 
octagonal. The bases of all are gone, but they also were 
probably square, The roof is panel led in imitation of a 
structural hall with beams, 1 9  inches by 8 inches thick 
3 1 /2 ft. apart, running across through the heads of the 
pi l lars, and the spaces in betweeri divided by smaller 
fal se rafters 5 inches broad by 2 inches thick. There 
are three wide doors i nto the hal l ,  though the greater 
part of the front wall i s  broken down and on each s ide 
are six cel ls  total l ing eighteen with the monk's bed 
hewn out of the rock in  it, and the first on each side 
with two beds. 

Over the doors of fourteen of these cel ls are carved 
horse-shoe arches connected by a string course pro
jecting 6 or 7 i nches and carved with a rai l pattern. 

There i s  another small l'i/uira with nine cells, much 
ruined, especially i n  front and a row of nine cel ls ,  at 
the back of what now looks l ike a natural hol low un
der the cli-ff .. Beyond them is  a smal l abandoned tank, 
and a l i ttle way further two more cel ls under a deep 
ledge of over-hanging rock, and lastiy, a small cistern. 

A marked feature for the archaicness and the great 
antiquity of the Kondane caves is the absence of elabo
rate sc·u lptural decoration which was the rule i n  later 
examples. 

Out of the entire series of 'Hinayana' Caitya-halls, 
Kondane being one of the oldest specimens yields 
much information as i t  records in a striking manner 
the methods and expedients of the sculptor and the car-

penter as wel l .  Although not of more architectural 
importance as the l ater caves of the Mahayana period, 
sti l l  the Kondane caves are signiticant in many aspects. 
The architectural significance l ies i n  the fact that they 
are fascimi les i n  the rock of structural bui ldings de
vised to meet a simi lar demand and which undoubt
edly existed i n  considerable numbers as at Sanch i ,  
Saranath , S i rkap,  Kalawan, Nagarjun ikonda ( H .  
Saskar, Studies ·in Early Buddhist Architecture of In

dia, Delhi 1 966, pp. 35f). Their planning and treat
ment generally throw considerable l ight on the sys
tem which prevailed in the early monastic establ ish
ments of the Buddhists and reveal the manner in which 
the practical requi rements of the Smigha were provided 
for. 

The dating of the Kondane caves with in  the tirst 
two centuries before the Christian era i nvariably con
nects these caves with the art and architectural trend 
in I ndia that fol lowed the great eftlorescence i n  the 
Maurya period. This was the period 1 0  of the Sunga 
and early Andhra-Satavahanas who inspired the great 
art traditions of their Imperial predecessor, 1 1  and were 
responsible for the remarkable stone-architecture of 
the first-t\vo centuries before and after the Christian 
era. With the fal l  of the Andhra-Satavahana royal house 
in  the Deccan ,  the cultural activities begun by them 
too went to gradual decay, as the internecine warfare 
between the pettyn,Ilers to establ ish themselves i n  this 
part of India was in no way favourable towards art and 
cultural activites. This was the period of total neglect 
of these early rock-cut cave s i tes. A renewal of cultural 
activites was however begun with the instal lation of 
powerful dynasties in the south. However, after the 
beginning of the present era, in the first few centuries, 
the rel igious activities of the Buddhists, were directed 
towards a new trend, that was Mahayanism.  The 
Mahayana period resulted in a great cultural and artistic 
revival all over India. The southern dynasties, of whom 
the most powerfu l  Chalukyas, Rastrakutas, Pal lawas 
gave further i mpetus to stone architecture both i n  
structural and rock-cut forms. Thi s  trend was enhanced 
in no small measure by the powerful Guptas. 

The construction of new caves l ike those at Ajanta 
and Ellora mark the developed forms of the new 

1 0. The Saiici tora!la carvings, the Bharhut, Bodhgaya bas-reliefs and alto-relievos and the marble s labs from Amaravati and 
Jaggayyapeta have generally been assigned to this period. 

I I . A mixture of west Asiatic mt techn iques and styles was seen in Maurya art. The facade of the earliest rock-cut sanctuaries 
has often been compared with the facade of the tomb of Darius at Nakshi-i- Rustam near Persepolis (P. B rown op. cit. p. 
1 9 ;  M. Wheeler, Splendours t!lthe East London 1 965, p. 44, photo 1). 
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Mahayana period. Although the architectural pattern 
and technique of the early Hinayana caves, were sti l l  
not abandoned, t he  emphas i s  was  on e laborate 
ornamention both in sculpture and painting. The sim
ple plain celled rock-out vihara gave way to the el
egant multi -storeyed monastic palaces. The Kondane 
caves mark the boundary of the Hinayana period of 
Buddhist rock-cut archi tecture. 
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A.D. T.E. Perera 

KO�.QAN_NA, the second of the twenty-four Buddhas 
who preceded Gotama Buddha. KoQ<;lanna was born 
i n  Rammavafi , his father being k ing Sunanda and 
mother Suj a t a .  Kory q anna  bel onged to the  
Kol)�annagotta (gotta-clan). As a Buddha asp irant 
(bodhisatta) he practised perfections (paramTs) for six-)een thusand asmiklzeyyas and one hundred thousand 
aeons (kappas) in samsara before h is  last birth as 

ondanna. He was eighty-eight cubi ts in height and 
e enjoyed a l ife-span of one hundred thousand years. 

KoQ<;lanna spent a house-hold l i fe of ten thousand 
years J iving in the lap of luxury in three magnificent 
palaces by name Ruci , Suruci and Subha. His chief 
queen was Rucidevl by whom he begot a son named 
Vijitasena. 

Kol)gafina renounced the royal household i n  a 
chariot and practised austeries for ten months. At the 
end of the ten-month period he was served a meal of 
mi lk-rice by Yosodhara, ·daughter of a merchant in the 
village named Sunanda, and grass for his seat was pro- 
vided by the Ajivaka Sunanda. He attained Enl ight
enment (bodhi) under a Salaka)yani tree, and his first 
sermon was preached to one hundred thousand crores 

of people, i n  the Devavana near Amaravafi . When he 
preached his second sermon ninety thousand crores of 
people became h is  fol lowers. When he preached the 
dhamma refu ti ng the teachings of heretics another 
eighty thousand crores of people became converted. 
He held three piitimokkha assembl ies of his discip les ,  
the first attended by hundred thousand crores and Jed 
by Subhadda, one of his two chief disciples; the second 
attended by thousand crores and led by Vij i tasena, his 
son who was an arahant bhikkhu by that t ime, and the 
third attended by n inety crores and Jed by Uden a, a 
prince who had joined the order of monks of Kol)ganna 
Buddha . . 

B hadda and Subhadda were h is  two chief male 
disciples and Anuruddha was his chief attendant. Tissa 
and Upatissa were his two chief female disciples. Sona 
and Upasona were his two chief male supporters and 
Nand a and S irima were his two chief female suppoters. 

Gautama Buddha i n  his past sa111saric sojourn was 
a king by name Vij i tavi ,  during the time of Kol)gafifia 
Buddha. On the i nv itation ofVij i tav i ,  KoQ<;lanfia B ud
dha and his disciples spent three months as honoured 
guests of Vij itavl ,  i n  the vicinity of the royal palace. 
Vij i tav i  was greatly p leased i n  the dhamma and 

renounced h is  k ingsh ip  to become a monk. Being very 
zealous, Vij i tavl mastered the Tip(taka (the canon) in 
no t ime and developed the eight spiri tual attainments 
(samiipatti) and after death he was born in the Brahma 
world. Kol)ganna Buddha preciicteo that Viji tavl wi l l  
beCOTJ?e a B udq�a.by name Gotama, i n  the very dis-
tant future. . · · · - · · '=·. ·: , ' ; I  

Kol){iafifia Buddha passed away at Candavati and 
the stiipa erec.ted. over .his n�lies- was seven leagues i n  . · .. : . .  ··' -.il '-�{l-;-'1 '\ :.:· · · '·i:·= !- .-. •  ("( / 
height(J}�l(.; P,p,�.?-28,;_ fl'f�4:· PP.:r1P2- 14 1 ; Jl , pp 30-34). 

. � .  . . ' ... � . . ' . 
, :;, �p)f�:Bandara Adhikari 

' . . � 
KOREA*. Buddhism was i ntroduced to the Korean 
peniP.sula: from Chin�, The,tnlpsmission took place i n  
the era of  the Korean Thnie �ingdoms, around fourth 
century A .C. a£1d the GqguJyo K ingdom became the 
first of them to- accepi Blioa.fiism�- -

Buddhism was i ntroduced to Goguryo i n  the sec
ond year of King S osurin i n  372 A.  C. King Bugyun of 
neighbouring Junj i n  situated i n  the northern part of 

* The E-m-C thankfu l ly  acknowledges the kind assistance of Mr. T. B. R atnayake i n  the organisation of this article 
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China, sent a delegation of monks and diplomats car
rying with them statues of the Buddha and Buddhist 
scriptures as wel l .  K ing Sosurin gladly accepted the 
foreign gifts as wel l as a Chinese monk cal led Sundo. 

Whil'e Buddhism was transmitted to Goguryo by 
l and, it was by sea that the Baekje kingdom received 
Buddhism from an Indian monk named Marananta of 
Dongin from .the same Chinese k ingdom which trans
mitted Buddhism to Goguryo. It is recorded that King 
Chimryn (384 A.C.) hearti ly welcomed Marananta and 
accomodated h im  in  his palace, pay ing h im high re
spect. The king's positive attitude towards a foreign 
monk implies that Baekje was already under the Chi
nese cultural i nfluence which was spreading at that 
time. Even though the record does not show that he 

· brought with h im  Buddhist scriptures and statues i t  
can wel l be assumed that he did, as ten Baekje monks 
were ordained and a monastery was bui l t  the year fol
lowing his arrival . 

The Shi l la k ingdom was the l ast to accept Bud
dhism ·mainly due to i ts geographical location. Shi l la 
was not only i nsensitive to the cultural i nflux from 
Goguryo and Baekje but also was hosti le towards its 
i nfluence, actual ly by k i l l ing Buddhist monks enter
i ng from neighbou ri ng kingdoms. It was as the result 
of sacrifices of Goguryo monks such as Jungbang, 
M yulguja, Mukhoja and Ahdo that Buddhism was 

. officially accepted i n  S hi l la  i n  the fourteenth year of 
the reign of k ing Bubhung (527 A .  C.) .  

A Martyr dlled lchadon, k ing Bubhung's cousin, 
was chiefly i nstrumentai i n  i nfluencing the king to 
accept Buddhism. 

Besides the three kingdoms mentioned above, a 
t iny kingdom cal led Garak located at the southern end 
of the Korean peninsula has a record concerning the 
i·ntroduction of Buddhism by sea and directly from 
I ndia. 

As Buddhism was total ly unheard of at that time, 
it remained unrecognised until the second year of King 
Jilgi (452 A.C.) who bui l t  Hogye and Wanghu temples · 
i n  memory of the indian Queen·. 

Unlike the major Three K ingoms which accepted 
Buddhism indirectly from China, this small kingdom 
of Garak is outstand ing, s ince Buddhism was intro
duced to it from India  by way of the sea. 

Therefore, the introduction of Buddhist culture i nto 
. Korea can be categorized in terms of Chinese and In
dian even though no official h istorical documents have 
been found to corroborate the legend coricern in'g the 
Garak Ki'ngdom. · 

I n  general , prior to the introduction of Buddhi st 
Cu lture, no definite Korean cultu re had been estab
l ished except some shamanist practices and nature 
worship. This foreign religion, Buddhism, became wel l 
mixed with the ancient Korean culture and created a 
new pattern of Korean culture. 

Buddhism in the Three Kingdoms: 

I Goguryo : Historical documents concerning  Bud
dhism in Goguryo are very rare and accordingly very 
difficult to delve i nto. The fol lowing wil l  explain tirstly 
its Buddhist internal i nfluences and secondly i ts Bud-
dhist overseas activities. 

· 

l .  Internal Influences: The Chinese monk Ahdo came 
to Goguryo i n  the second year of K ing Sosurim (372 
A. C), two years after the arrival of monk Sundo from 
Junj in .  Two Buddhist monasteries, Sungmunsa and 
lbulansa, were bui l t  for monks Sundo and Ahdo. These 
were the first temples bui l t  i n  Korea. 

An Edict was promulgated i n  the l ast year of king 
Gogukyang saying 'seek good fortune by worshipp ing 
Buddhist dharmas" ,  and n i ne monasteries were bui l t  
in  the following year, being the second year of. k ing 
Gwanggaeto (392 A .C.) .  

In  the earl ier stages of the propagation of Bud
dhism, people in Goguryo regarded Buddhism as a 
rel igion i n  which certain secular merits or good for
tunes could be gained, as is  shown i n  king Gogukyang's 
edict. 

The Goguryo k ingdom also went far to bring Bud
dhism to maturity as a national culture during the pe
r iod of one of Goguryo 's  great k i ngs ,  n ame ly, 
Gwanggaeto. He  had bu i l t  n i ne monaster ies . i n  
Pyeongyang ( the second capital of Goguryo) and from 
thi s  it can be wel l presumed that numerous monaster
ies could have been bui l t  al l  over his country. 

The Goguryo kingdom endeavoured to raise Bud
dhism to a nationwide culture and to promote its growth 
by sending monks to China for trai n ing and educa
tion. 
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However, the ris ing trend of Buddhist propagation 
went downhil l  as Taoism which was introduced by the 
king Youngru (6 J 8-642 A. C.) began to spread. Taoism 
was not popular in its early days unti l  in the second 
year of Goguryo's iast king Bojang (643 A. C.) when 
he began to sponsor Taoism in preference to Buddhism. 

Yeongaesomun, the powerful lord of Goguryo at 
that time, had i nfluenced king Bojang i n  such extereme 
measure as to expel Buddhist monks from monaster
ies and to i nstall Taoist monks in thei r place. 

King Bojang did not pay attention to the plea of a 
Buddhist monk named Boduk that Goguryo would be 
endangered i f  he kept on persecuting Buddhism which 

) by then had become a cornerstone of Goguryo's cul
ture and ideology. The monk Boduk ,  at last, left 

� � Goguryo for a province i n  the south called Wansan (in 
Baekje k ingdom), and the Goguryo k ingdom fel l  i nto · 
the hands of Shi l la i n  the 27th year of k ing Bojang 
(688 A. C.) .  

The fate of Goguryo was somewhat proportional 
to the influence of Buddhism that it was most power
ful i n  the days of k ing Gwanggaeto and was ruined i n  
the reign of king Bojang. However, the national char
acter of the marvellous Buddhist cu l tu re i n  Goguryo 
can be well conjectured through the numerous remains 
such as mural paintings, tombs and statues of Buddha. 

2. Overseas Activities: The overseas activi ties of 
Goguroyo monks can be broadly categorised as: ac) tivities in China and activi ties in Japan. 

2. J .  Activities in China: Numerous Goguryo monks '{headed for China seeking after Buddhist teachings; 
many of them underwent train i ng and returned to 
Goguryo. 

However, one Goguryo monk stands out particularly 
in that he taught Chinese monks and establ ished a 
Buddh ist  sect cal led Samro11. (San lun ,  i n  Chinese 
pronunciation) . He was Ma�ter Seungang, born in 
Yodong, Goguryo, who entered China in the latter part of 
king Jansoo's reign (4 1 3-4 19  A.C.). He studied Samron 
philosophy in the northern part of China and taught artd 
instructed the Chinese monk Juhyo to write "The Theories 
of Samron Phi losophy in the Chodangsa temple of 
Jongsan in the era of the Song Dynasty (420-479 A.C.). 

The Samron sect gained much popularity in the 
eras of Je (479-502 A.C.) and Yang (5

.
02-557 A. C.) 

during the time Master Seungnang stayed in the Seoha 
monastery in Subsan. On account of this he was often 
referred to among Chinese monks as ei ther Master 
Subsan or Master Nang. His sect became so popu lar 
that even emperor M uje of Yang_ ordered ten noble 
Chinese monks to be trained und�r'S�ungnang. One 
of the ten C h i nese monks t'hU:s,dbi.i'n'ed ,  m o n k  
Seungjeon, succeeded Seungriati�£#lf6�:po;s itt ion he · .·,,.,.,c ' - . held i n  the Samron sect. ' ' · �.' .iY'i ·  . .  • : · f �� ·�·�: j { ': 

Samron phi losophy i n  China hadJB.b�'fl -treated to
gether with Seongshi l ron withouf��tci.-dal differen
tiation or sholarly researches unti l  Master Seungnang 
separated Seongshi l ron from Samron phiiosophy l ay
i ng down the theoretical foundation · for the Samron 
sect. The Chinese monk Gi ljang (549-623 A. C.) in the 
Su dynasty finally brought the establishment of the 
Samron sect, to comple t ion ,  wh ich is based o n  
Seungang's founding works. 

Master Seungnang was the first K;prean to teach 
Chinese monks and his i nfluence i n  @ffJriese academic 
circles was substantial .  No record� ':C6ncerning the 
death of  Seungnang are currently extiliit: 

2.2 Activities in Japan: Hyegwan, who went to J apan 
i n  the eighth year of King Yongrue, became the founder 
of the Japanese Samron sect and also served as a Na
tional Master in the Japanese royal court. Besides the 
Goguryo monks mentioned above, the activities of 
numerous other Goguryo mpnks; i)b' doubt, contrib
uted to the development of Japai1e�6 C'rilt1Jre and Japan 
sent i ts monks to study in Gogueyd;'!f!l�dapanese mon·k 
Hangseon was one of them. ·, '\" ;y ::: 

: -{ }_,:·._(t� .. �:J -;_,._ :J .· 
II. Baekje 

1 .  Internal Affairs: The 
entered Baekje i n  the' ' 
A.C.), bui l t  a , 

and trained teri l3 
(385 A. C.) .  In  the fi 
the king promulgated 
tune by having fai th i n  B 
pened i n  Goguryo. 

. ! . .. , 
·: .. · .... - �  -� '" . 

, who 
(384 

capital) 

good for
t �eachings", as hap-

In the 4th year of King'SBbnf(�26 A.C.) the �onk 
Gyeomik trans lated Buddhfsf itnhzs which he had 
brought from India. In the 19th year of King Seong a 
duplomat was sent to India soliciting deeper meanings 
of the Nirvana siitra and also requesting for B uddhist 
painters and techn icians. 
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During the reign of K i ng Mu (600-64 1 A .C.) , 
Mireuksa Temple was bu i lt by the wishes of K ing Mu's 
queen, the daughter of the Shi l la King J inpyeong. 

Korea's bi.ggest and the oldest stone stilpa is sti l l  
standing in  current l ksan of Cheonbuk province, re- . 
minding us of a legend that the king and the queen, on 
their way to a mountain, witnessed a statue of Maitreya 
(Mireuk) arisi ng from a pond. The Mireuksa Temple 
was bui l t  on that spot. A legend is  sti l l l  current about 
the romance of King Mu and Princess.Seonhwa in "The 
Records of the Three K ingdoms". 

The presen t  S ooduksa temple  i n  Duksan i n  
Choongnam province i s  where the Monk Hyehyun 
used to study the Lotus St"itra and Samron philosophy. 

Buddhist culture in Baekje must have been in ful l 
bloom as i s  recorded i n  a Chinese documet, "The Book 
of the Chu Dynasty" . .  

The fore-going historical data truely i ndicate the 
enthusiastic attitude of Baekje shown towards the re
ception of a foreign Buddhist culture. Baekje's enthu
siasm is evident also from its efforts to receive Bud
dhism direct from India rather than through the i ndi
rect route via China. 

Besides, Baekje's effort to make Buddhist cul ture 
a national sentiment i s  shown from King Bub's edict 
prohibit ing the hunting i mplements. Howt?ver, the ar- . 
dent efforts of the k ings of the Baekje l ineage to es
tab l ish Buddhist cul ture were suddenly i nterrupted 
during the reign of Baekje's last king, k ing Euija. It is 
pecul iar that no Buddhist cul tural activi tes were re
corded during his reign, quite unl ike in the reign of his 
predecessors. 

After al l ,  the sudden decline of Buddhist activi tes 
i n  h i s  reign may also account for the fal l  of the king
dom itself as in the case of Goguryo. Historical records 
concerning Baekje's Buddhist cul ture are, nonetheless, 
nore abundant than those of Goguryo. 

2. Overseas Activities: 

2.1 Activities in China :  I n  the era of the Three King
doms, the foreign country that could provide train ing 
for Korean monks was, no doubt, China. However, no 
outstanding Baekje monks were historical ly "recorded 
for their activities i n  China except Master Gyeomic 
who studied in India. He went to India by sea and 

mastered Sanskrit in five years and Vinaya as wel l, 
studying in the Sangana temple located in central In
dia. He accompanied the Indian monk Baedaldasmjang 
and brought back orig inal Sanskrit A bhidharma texts 
along with five Vinaya texts, i n  the 4th year of k ing 
Seong (526 A.C.). He stayed i n  the Heungryunsa Tem
ple and transl ated the San�krit siltras i nto seventy two 
books of Vinaya siitras in Chinesse, in which twenty 
eight outstanding Baekje monks participated. Among 
the seventy-two books he translated Vinaya siitras, 
thirty-six books consisting of commentaries were also 
composed by monks Damuk and Hyein .  

The above mentioned commentaries and Vinaya 
sutras were dedicated with the k ing's hand-written pref
ace to a monastery and Master Gyeomik became the 
founder of the Vinaya School in Baekje. 

The fervour of Buddhist culture among B aekje 
people is well represented in  the activities of M aster 
Gyeomik who went to India, a country far away to 
travel ,  when Buddhism was st i l l  unknown even in 
Shi l la (Shi l la accepted Buddhism i n  527 A.C.) . 

2.2 Acti-vities in Japan: Japan i s  i ndebted to Baekje 
in  many respects and most particularly to . the trans
mission of Buddhism.  Two years after k ing Seong tirst 
transmitted Buddhi sm to Japan, which was the 32nd 
year of k ing Seong (554 A. C.), numerous, monks in
cluding Damhye and Doshim went to Japan to join a 
missionary tour. 

In the 24th year of k ing Wideok (557 A .C.), M as
ters of each respective Trip(taka, Seon (zen) Masters, . 
bhik�unis, Tantrists, Buddhist craftsmen and temple 
archi tects were delegated to Japan. 

In  the 30th year of king Wideok, Master. Ilia was 
dispatched on the request of a Japanese king and he 
was honoured and worshiped as a saint by the famous 
Japanese prince, Shyotoku.  In the 35th year (588 A.C.) 
relics of the Buddha, roof-ti le technicians and painters 
were dispatched. In the 3rd year of k ing Mu (602 A.C.), 
the monk Gwanreuk, an outstanding scholar in Sam ron 
phi losophy and med ici ne, transmi tted astronomy, 
geography, calendars and various occul t  sciences to 
Japan. He l ater became the head of the Buddhist  
Sangha in  Japan, thus con tri buti ng much to the 
development of Japanese cul ture. The monk Dojang 
composed sisteen books of Seongsh i l ron in Japan and 
Bhik�unl Bubmyong was famous for her healing power 
while reading Vimalakzrti-Sutra. 
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As described above, Japan's cultural improvements 
were largely in tluenced by the activit ies of Baekje 
people, both Buddhist and non-Buddhist. 
III .  Shilla: In thi s  article Shi l la wil l  be treated under 
two eras; ( I )  the pre-un i fied period and ( I I )  the uni
fied period. Let us look into Shilla of the pre-unified 
period-the period of Three kingdoms. 

I .  Dawn of Buddhist Culture: Buddhism was ofti
cially recognised i n  Sh i l la  i n  the 1 4th year of king 
Bubheung (527 A.C.)  and no outstanding Buddhism 
related cultural activit ies were recorded save the king's 
edict 'not to ki l l '  animals, bui lding of Heungryunsa 
Temple in h is  22nd year (535 A.C.) and a legend that 
the king, along with h is  queen, joi ned the Sangha. 

It was not until k ing J inheung that the real phase 
of Buddhist activiti es began to unfold during h is  reign 
of 37 years (540 A.C. to 576 A.C.). In his 5th year 
(544 A.C.), the bui lding of the Heungryunsa temple 
was completed and he permitted his subjects to join 
the Buddhist Sangha. In his I Oth year (549 A.C.), the 
Shi l la  monk Gakduk brought a rel ic  of the Buddha 
along with a diplomat form Yang in China. In his I I  th 
year (550 A.C.), the monk Anjang was appointed as 
head of the national l ibrary. In his 1 2th year (55 I A.C.) 
the Goguryo monk Hyeryang was appointed as a 
National Master and awarded the control of the · 
Buddhist Order, the Scuiglza. Hyeryang also in i tiated 
Buddhist ceremonies such as Baekgojwa Mass Lecture 

· and Palgwanhwe Meet ir.g to pray for the defence of 
the country. 

I n  his 25th year (565 A. C.), the Chinese diplomat '{ Yusa fro:n J�n and mon� Myonggwan brought 1 700 
\ book of  sutras .  J n  h i s  26th  year (566 A . C . ) ,  

Howangryongsa temple which was under construction 
for 1 4  years, Giwonsa temple and Shi ljesa temple were 
completed. In h is  33rd year (572 A.C.), a seven-day 
long Buddhist ceremony was conducted in memory of 
soldiers who died i n  action. 

In his 35th year (574 A.C.), a s ixty foot Buddha 
statue made of steel was erected in the Hwangryongsa 
temple, one of Shil la's three national treasures. A leg

. �nd-says-that-thg steel-was-delivered from India during 
the reign of the Indian emperor Asoka. 

In his 37th year (576 A.C.), the monk Anhong ac
companied the Indian monk Vimala on his way from 
China and gifted a rel ic  of Buddha and sLitras to the 
k ing. In h is  last year (576 A. C.) ,  the k ing renounced _ 

the throne and joined the Buddhist Order along with 
his queen who took the Buddhist name Babun. 

Among his  many activities, the establ ishment of 
Hwarangdo is the most celebrated. Hwarangdo . was 
an organi sation composed of chosen Shi l l  a youth with 
the intent of bui ld ing a prosperous and strong Sh i l la 
under the ideology of the coming Maitreya and the 
ruler of the Cakravarti concept as depicted i n  Bud
dhism. 

Sh i l la  ki ngs of successive generations contributed 
to the i l lustrious development of Buddhist culture by 
fol lowing the example of k ing J i nheung. 

2. Activities of Shill a monks: Along with the enthusi
asm of the kings, numerous outstanding monks played 
important roles i n  Bringing Buddhist culture to matu
ri ty. Master Wongwang (579-632 A. C.) went to China 
in the I I  th year of king J inpyeong (589 A. C.) to delve 
more deeply i nto Buddhism. He became renowned in 
China and returned to Shi l l  a in  600 A. C. ·H is  accom
pl ishments can be v iewed in the fol lowing three as
pects: 

( I )  He gave lectures on Mahayana · stitras and 
gai ned much respect from people and the king as wel l .  

( I I )  He showed by example that Buddhism can be 
appl ied to needs of a country by wri t ing a letter re
questing troops from China, i n  the 30th year of king 
Jinpyeong (608 A .C. )  upon the k ing's order. H i s  ra
tionale in  writ ing such a letter was not so much the 
i ntention of destroying the other country, but rather 
that i t  was an obl igation of a subject of Shil la to s im
ply follow the orders of the king. That Buddhism should 
be fexible in accored wi th the times and circumstances 
and that Buddhists are also obl iged to the call of their 
country, were h i s  v iew of nation and religion as wel l .  
Master Wongwang, i n  th i s  respect, i s  regarded hi therto 
as a forerunner i n  assert ing the 'Buddhist Concept of 
national defence' pecul iar to Korea whiCh has been 
active right through the t imultuous Korean history. 

( I l l )  He declared five mundane discipli nary rules 
for secular folk  to observe: (a) Be loyal to. your Lord; 
(b} Cultivate fil ial affection; (c) Be trustful to your 
friend; (d) Be fearless in the battlefield and (e) Be 
selective in kil l i ng. The five discipl inary rules indicate 
that the genui ne mean ing of Buddhism l ies in  purifying 
and leading the society and not necessarily following 
the stitras and vinaya to the letter. 
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He maintained, therefore, that the methodology of 
i nstruction can be varied depending upon the nation, 
society and each i ndividual . 

2.2 Master Jajang: Master Jajang was active during 
the reign of queen Seonduk (632-647 A.C.). He came 
from the Jingo! class and he devoted all h is efforts only 
to the practice of Buddhism, rejecting even the queen's 
order to serve in the royal court. 

He went to China duri ng the Tang Dynasty (636 
A.C.) and became renowned in Tang, China even be
i ng received by the Chinese Emperor Taijong. He 
taught Chinese Buddhi sts rather than learning from 

· them, during his stay in  China. 

He brought with h im Buddhist bowls, robes and 
400 boxes of siitras when he returned from China i n  
the 12th year o f  queen Seonduk (643 A .  C.). 

Two major types of Buddhist activites were con
ducted by Master Jajang, one for rel igious promotion 
and the other for the defence of the country. Firstly, 
the promotional activities were mainly concerned with 
building monasteries l ike Tongdosa i n  Yangsan, Sudasa 
.in M t. Odai and Seoknamsa i n  M t. Taebak. Secondly, 
the Buddhist role i n  the defence ot the country is wel l 
depicted in  the construction of the n ine-storeyed stiipa 
i n  Hwangryongsa Temple, a magnificent stiipa bui l t  
on Master Jajang's suggestion spanning two years of  
construction (645 A.C . ) .  The stiipa was 225 feet tall 
and the . i l lustfious architect was invited from Baekje 
along with 200 Shi l la  archi tects. 

The nine-storyed stiipa was not different from any 
other in that it contained rel ics of the Buddha and was 
worshipped. However, it was different, i n  that, it was 
also serving the defence of the country, result ing i n  
Sh i ll a's triumph i n  unifying the Three Kingdoms. This 
stiipa and the Buddha statue, along with the Royal Belt 
of k ing Jinpyeong, were regarded as Shi l las's three 
national �asures. 

2.3 Activities for common good : Buddhist culture was . 
crowned with royal patronage along with the activi
t_i�s of  i j lustriol)s mQ!!Js.S sq�Jl _a.s M!!�t�r� \Y_cmgwang 
and Jajang. However, the prosperity was enjoyed only 
wi th in  the h igh circles of Sh i l la  and Buddhism was 

. sti l l  something foreign among the majority of com
mon people in general , Some Shi l la  monks, who were 
conscious of the original Buddhist spirit, devoted them
selves to serve the poor, the uneducated and the igno-

rant. Among them were monks Hyesook, Hyegong and 
Daean. · 

Monk Hyesook ( in the reign of k ing Jinpyeong), a 
former member of the Hwarang youth organisation, 
retired early and spent most of h is  time spreading  Bud
dhist doctrines in remote rural areas. 

Monk Hyegong, mostly active in the era of queen 
Seonduk, was from a humble class and had a reputa
tion as a prodigy. On join ing the B uddhist Order he 
left the comparatively easy l i fe of the Buddhist monk 

and went into the market streets i n  humble· c lothes 
spreading Buddhist doctrines among the drunkards, the 
destitutes and the ruffians. His  knowledge of Buddhist 
philosophy was so deep that even Wonhyo used to con
sult h im  major works. Many l egends sti l l  survive 
concerning his miraculous activit ies. 

Monk Daean is classified as a man belonging to 
the pre-uniftied Sh i l l a  period, even though he was 
active at the same period as the great M aster Wonhyo. 
His name Daean was given to h im  by the common 
people i n  the market place because he used to shout 
"Daean ! Daean" (li terally mean ing great comfort while 
beating his wooden drum propagating rel igion among 
the low class people. 

These pioneering activities by the above mentioned 
monks also contributed to the spread of Buddhism all 
over Shi lla, thereby unify ing people u nder one i deol
ogy. 

Unified Shilla: S hi l la, the most disadvantaged king
dom in  many respects, particul arly i ts geographic s i tu - .,�, 
ation, turned out to be the most powerful kingdom since 
king Bubheung's admission of buddhi sm and king 
Jtinheung's succesive patronage. 

Shi l la defeated neighbouring Baekje in the reign 
of king Muyeoul and finally Goguryo i n  the reign of 
king Munmu, thereby unify ing the three Kingdoms un
der one Korean sovereignty. The unffication also in
volved the process of merging the best of Buddhist 
culture from Baekje and. Goguryo, thus forming a s in-

_gle _national �lJJtYI� .• TIJ�refpr�. lh� B.!HJ.g.hi�1 c_uJtl)re 
i n  the unified Shi l l<i period i s  that genu inely i nherent 
in the Three kingdoms with harmonious in tegration of 
all existing elements of d ifferent Buddhist cultures. 

DeCline of the Buddhist Order: The prosperity of 
Unified Shi l la was at i ts zeni th  starting from King 
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Munmu to king Gyeongdyk , not only i n  terms of na
tional power, but also i n  terms of Buddhist cul ture. 
However Buddhist cu lture began to ebb from its yet 
glorious peak during the reign of king 1-lyegong. The 
Shi lla Buddhist activi ties were hardly noticed as the 
Buddhist Order i tself began to fall apart due to the 
chaotic political environment starting from the reign 
of king Hyegong, Most of the rightful Buddhist Mas
ters sought refuge in the deep forests or went abroad, 
resulting in the decl i ne of the whole Buddhist Order. 

Transmission of Chinese Seon: Seon Buddhism from 
China brea.thed a fresh spirit into the decaying Shi l la  
Buddhi st Order w i th rather shoc k i n g  mottos .  
Numerous Shi l la monks returned home with the urge 
to transmit the scriptures. However, even their efforts 
to plant fresh Seon spirit fell on barren ground along 
with the efforts to restructure the decl in ing Buddhist 
society. 

Seon had to find i ts place i n  the next Dynasty - i n  
Goryo. Unofficial records describe the first i ntroduc
tion of Chinese Seon by Master Bubnang who received 
the transmission from the fourth Patriarch of Chinese 
Seon, Master Doshin (580-65 1 A. C.) .  

The presenc'e of Seon in unified Shi l l  a, nonetheless, 
was hardly recognisable despite the efforts of the above 
Masters and not until Masters Doeni and Hongchub 
began to propagate Seon of the southern Chinese 
school, which was founded by the famed s ixth Chinese 
Patriarch Hyeneung, Seon gai ned a strengthend 
position. 

Buddhism in the Goryo dynasty: In the later chaotic 
period of unified Shi l l  a, two kingdoms sprang up on 
the Korean peninsula, forming yet three other k ing
doms called Husamgook (Post-Three K i ngdoms)� 
Hubaekje (Post-Baekje, 892-936 A .C.) and Taebong 
(80 1 -9 1 8  A.C.) i ncluding Shi l la .  

Wanggun (877-943 A.C.) ,  the first k ing Goryo, 
who unitied Husamgook, was a subordinate of Gungye 
the king ofT<1ebong. King Gungye hi mself had been a 
monk before he established the Taebong Kingdom. He 
administered such popular Buddhist ceremonies as 
Palgwanh-we, name<f h is- two sons after Bodhisattvas 
Chung Gwang and Shin Gwang, called h imself a l iv
ing Maitreya Buddha and lectured on 20 siitras of his 
own compos ition. 

King Gyeonhwon of Hubaekje was also a devoted 

Buddhist. So also was Wanggun who unified the three 
contending kingdoms. Wanggun was born of a suc
cession of fami lies with very devoted Buddhist back
ground. The famed Master Dosun (809-898 A.C.) had 
a great influence over h im  dati ng from his youth. 
Wanggun bel ieved that the Goryo Dynasty owed its 
bi rth to the power of Buddha dharma and that the na
tional characteristics of Goryo were already .based on 
the spirit of Buddhi sm. 

The Nation and Buddhism: Wanggun rose to the 
throne in the fifth year ofTaebong (the second year of 
Unified Shi l l  a k ing Gyeongmyeong, 9 1 8  A. C.). He 
named his kingdom Goryo and his era was known as 
Chunsoo. 

A devoted Buddhist, Wanggun provided more sup
port for the development of Buddhism by building sev
eral monasteries and renovating many dilap idated 
sti'ipas. He also ordered Palgwanhwe meetings to be 
held as a yearly national ceremony in his second year 
on the throne, moved to the new capital Songak upon 
Master Dosun's advice and built  ten magnificent mon
aster i e s -Bubwangsa ,  J awoon s a ,  Wangryu nsa ,  
Naejeseokwon ,  S an�sa, Chunsunsa, Sh inhenngsa, 
Moonsoosa, Wontongsa and Jijangsa. 

In h is  4th year (92 1 A.C.) ,  the Daehungsa temple 
was bul t  on Mt. Ogwan and Master Yiun w�s i nvited 
there. In his 5th year his native house was renovated 
as a temple cal led Gwangmyeongsa. Likewise, i n  sub
sequent years many other monasteries were bui l t  by 
him i n  addition to promoting diverse Buddhist rel i
gious activi ties . I t  i s  believed that Wanggun had bui l t  
approximatly 500 temples and was i nvolved in a fur
.ther 3500 projects of Seon temples, stiipas and Bud
dha statues. 

Descendants ofWanggun too, were devoted to the 
cause of Buddhism and did much to further strengthen 
the Buddhist posi tion i n  the k ingdom. 

Examination system for monks (Seunggwa) and 
various sects: 

1. Examination system for monks: The close ties be
tween the regime· and-Buddhism had naturally brought 
forth a state examination system to select qual i tied 
monks, which was called Seunggwa, for the first time 
s ince the introduction of Buddhism into the era of 
Three Kingdoms. Until then, an unofficial examina
tion system called Haehwe was prevalent in Goryo, 
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having been estab l i shed i n  the fourth year of the 
founder king of Goryo, Wanggu (92 1 A.C.) The monk 
qual ifying examination as an official state system was 
first implemented in the latter period of the fourth king 
Gwangjong, together with a state examination system 
for electi ng court ofticials. 

In the Seunggwa system appl icants for the Bud
dhist Sangha had to pass a prel iminary selection proc
ess cal led Jongseon i n  each i ndividt.:al sect and th is 
ent i t led them to s i t  the state exami nation cal led 
Daeseon. Daeseon as the main and last hurdle to pass, 
the asp i ran t  h ad to choose e i ther the Seon sect 
examination or the Gyo sect examination, the former 
was held at the Gwangyeongsa temple, and the latter 
at Wangryoonsa temple. 

An entry level title called Daedeok was awarded · 
to successfu l  candidates, leading to higher positions 
such as D aesa,  Joongdaesa and Samjoongdaesa 
identified for both sects. After one reached the posi
tion of Sa�joongdaesha, the names of ti tles begins to 

· differ, depending on ei ther the Seon sect or the Gyo 
sect, as fol lows: 

A. Ranks in Seon Sect: Daedeok-Daesa- Joongdaesa 
- Samjoongdaesa - Seonsa - Daeseonsa 

B .  Ranks i n  Gyo Sect: Daedeok -Daesa-Joongdaesa 
- Samjoongdaesa- Soojwa-Seungtong. 

A s  can be seen from the above, Seonsa and 
Daeseonsa in the Seon sect and Soojwa and Seungtong 

=> in Gyo sect were the h ighest posi tions a monk could 
hold, from whom Royal Masters as wel l as National 
Masters were appointed for tutoring royal princes, or 
to serve as high consultants for the king's important 
oftices. This Seunggwa system lasted unti l the middle 
period of the Yi Dynasty, with substantial changes 
thereafter. 

Various Buddhist sects in the Goryo Dynasty: Vari
ous Buddhist sects were actually etablished, starting 
from the Goryo Dynasty rather than from the period · 
of Unified Shi l la .  About eleven sects were present in 
Goryo, Viz,  Hwaum, Jaeun, Namsan, Jogye, Chuntae, 
Bubsung, Yeolban,  S hiheung, Shi nin ,  Chongji and 

-Joongda;- Some- seh5lars- n5te- that- �he-Bubsung-sect
had been transformed into the Joongdo sect and the 
Yeoulban sect i nto the Shiheung sect, since the name 
of Bubsung and Youlban disappeared in the latter pe
riod of Goryo as wel l as in the early period of the Yi 
Dynasty. Besides that, Chuntae had branched into two 

sects, called Bubsa and Soja, result ing i n  the total 
number of sects in Goryo becoming eleven, which were 
carried over to the Yi Dynasty. 

Currently no detailed records are extant about these 
sects except for Jogyem H waum and Chuntae sects. 

Most of the Korean Buddhist sects are continua
tions of traditional Chinese sects which were actual ly 
transmitted i nto Korea and even the names of  sects are 
identical to those of Chinese, except for a few native 
Korean sects i n  the latter period l i ke the Domun and 
the Shiheung sect. 

The characteristics of Buddhist sects in Goryo, 
other than  Domti m  and S h i heung ,  can  be wel l 
i ndenti tied, as the names themselves imply, exactly 
those of Chinese counterparts. Let us look at some of 
the active sects: Jogye, Hwau m, Jaeun and Chuntae. 

( I )  Jogye, the noted Seon sect, saw i ts establish
ment in the early. Goryo period as one of the n ine Moun
tain Seon branches stemming from the first introduc
tion of Seon into Korea in the l ate U nified Shi l la  period 
Seon masters such as Y ium ( 870-936 A .C . )  who 
founded the Mt. Sumi branch among the above nine 
branches, Yunda (864-945 A.C.) ,  Choongdom (869-
940 A.C.),  Gyeongbo (869-948 A.C.) ,  Chanyn (869-
9 5 8  A . C . )  and H y u n h u n  ( 8 79-94 1 A .C.) were 
contributing to the raising of the Seon spirit in  the early 
Goryo period. However, the Seon sect's popularity 
began to decl i ng after the establ ishment of the Chuntae 
sect unti l the famed Seon M aster Junul ( 1 1 58- 1 2 1 0  
A. C.) opened the golden age of the Jogye Seon sect. 

National Master J inul  brought a new phase to Seon 
by introducing the practice of Junghyegyeolsa along 
with numerous writ ings such as Junghyegyeolsamun, 
Gyechoshimlzakinmun, Soochimgyul, Jinshimjikeol, 
Wondonseongbulron and Ganlzwagyoleuron. His  main 
conception of Junghye (practi s iong both mind and 
theoretical train i ng) was upheld by many people re
sulting i n  the most popular sect in Goryo. 

(2) Hwaum sect bases i ts founding spirits on the 
Hwaum Sutra (Garland surra) ·in which its theoretical 
research·haEI-betm dgeply-systgmatised).dating back to 
the era of Shi l la, leading to the formation of i ts own 
shoal in Goryo. Masters Gwanhye and Heerang sub
stanti al ly intluenced Hwaum studies which were sepa
rated i n to two branches  d u r i n g  the  per i od o f  
Husamgook (Post Three Kingdoms). 

1 
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Goryo Dynasty Master Danmun (900-975 A.C.) ,  
Gyoonyeo (923-973 A.  C.) and Gyeoleung (964- 1 053 · 
A.C.) were also i n strumental i n  establ i sh i ng the 
Hwaum sect, especially Master Gyoonyeo who tried 
to unify the two separated Hwaum schools. 

(3) The Jaeun Sect which is based on Vij naptimatra 
theories also produced many outstanding National 
Masters in i ts early period, i ncluding Junghyun (972-
1 054 A.C.), Haerin (984- l 067 A.C.) and Royal Mas
ter Sohyun ( I  038- 1 096 A. C.) .  In the latter period, Na
t ional Masters Hyeyoung ( 1 228- 1 254 A.C.) ,  M isu 
( 1 240- 1 327 A.C.) and Haewon ( 1 262- 1 340 A. C.) were 
active i n  the Jaeun sect. 

) (4) The Chuntae sect owes i ts establ ishment in 
1 Goryo to National Master Daegak ( l  055- 1 1 0 1 A.C.) 

J who introduced lectures on Chuntae philosophy i n  the 
Gukcheongsa temple i n  the second  year of k i ng 
Sookjong ( 1 097 A.C.) . The Suengseon (the prel imi
nary Monk Qual ifying Examination) was carried out 
to select monk aspirants for the Chuntae sect in the 
fourth year of k ing Sookjong and the foi lowing final 
state examination (Daeseon) in his s ixth year, thereby 
forming a Korean version of Chuntae sect. Therefore, 
the actual founder of Chuntae sect i s  siad to be Na
tional Master Daegak, who was originally from the 
Hwaum sect. 

The projects ofTripi_taka wooden blocks and cata
logues: 
The first Tripi_taka wooden blocks (Daejangg

) yeongpan) 

The world renowned 'Goryo Tripi_takas' were 
"{carved twice, firstly during the reign of the eighth king ' Hyunjong ( I  0 I 0- 1 03 1  A.C.) and secondly during the 

reign of the 23rd king Gojong ( 1 2 1 4- 1 259 A. C.) 

The motive behind this greai project of carv ing 
the huge number of works of the Trip�taka was to de
fend Goryo from the ceaseless i nvasions of nothern 
barbari ans. A nothern barbarian thribe cal led Gyeran 
invaded Goryo in the first year of king Hyunjong ( I  0 1 0  
A.C. )  and the capi tal Gaeseony fel l into the hands of 
the barbarians, while the king sought refuge i n  Naju
th-e southern province on the Korean peni nsula. The 
king was determined to cope with the nati nal disaster 
by resorting to his pious fai th-carvi ng the wooden 
blocks of the Trip�taka. 

The Trip�taka carving project was conti nued even 

after the retreat of the nothern barbarians, w h ich 
spanned three reigns of kings, taki ng a total of forty 
years to complete. 

The whole Trip�taka which comprises 5048 books 
in 1 1 06 fol ios was al l Carved i n  wooden blocks and 
this version of the Tripi_taka was later named as the 
'Goryogujanggyeong' or 'Chojodaejanggyeong'. This 
wooden Tripi_taka was dedicated in the Buinsa temple 
of Mt. Palgong and served the purpose of defending 
the nation and was a focal object i n  the hearts of  the 
rel igious Goryo people. 

However, these wooden Tripi_taka blocks were 
burnt to ashes by one of the powerfu l  i nvaders from 
the north-the Mongol ians-in the 1 9th year of k ing 
Gojong ( 1 232 A.C.) along wi th the afore-mentioned 
Nine Storey Stiipa of the H wangrayongsa temple in 
Gyeongju .  The Mongol i an. i nvaders targeted the . 
wooden Trip�taka and the Nine storey stiipa as the fore
most ones to be destroyed, s imply because they were 
symol ic of national defence. , .  · 

Buddhist Arts in the Goryo Dynasty: The frequently 
held Buddhist ceremonial activities resulted in the pros
perity of Buddhist arts such as archi tecture, crafts, 
sculpture and paintings. One single example is Goryo's 
founder Wanggun to whom more than 3500· projects 
such as monasteries, statues and sttlpas are attrib.uted 
and this wel l indicates the populartty Buddhist arts 
enjoyed. Here are some examples. In the 2 1 st year of 
king Moorjong ( I  076 A.C.), the Heungwangsa temple 
consisting of abou t  2800 rooms . was completed i n  
twelve years o f  construction. in  the 32nd year ( l  078 
A.C.) at the same temple, a golden stupa was erected. 
In the 6th year of k ing Seonjong I 089 A. C.), a thirteen 
storey golden stiipa was erected and dedicated to . Hwoegyeongjun. 

Among ex tan t  arc h i tectura l  monuments ,  
Muryangsoojeon and Josadang i n  the Booseoksa tem
ple are the oldest wooden bui ld i ngs in Korea, bui l t  i n  
the latter period of Goryo characteriz ing their refined 
touch and free style structure. 

As for sttlpas, the seven storey stiipa in the 
Hyunhwnasa temple, the tweive storey stiipa made of 
marble in the Gyeongchunsa temple by an archi tect 
from the Won Dynasty, China and the J igong sulpa i n  
the Hwajangsa temple reflecting Indian influence, are 
some of the representative works. 
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As for Buddha  statues ,  'The Greet s tone 
Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva statue in the Gwanchoksa 
temple ofEunjin comes fi rst .  I t  took 37 years to com
plete from 969 A.C. to 1 006 A.C. 

The Amita Buddha statue made of wood in the 
booseoksa temple is famous for its mural painting in 
Josadang. 

Buddhism in the Yi (Chosun) dynasty: Buddhism 
during the entire Yi dynasty fel l from the days of roses 
and winds of the Goryo dynasty into a dark age of 
fierce oppression at the hands of powerful Confucians 
who wielded poli tical power in the Yi dynasty court. 

The emergence of systematic persecution against 
Buddhism in the Yi daynasty resul ted from the antipa
thy of Confucians who witnessed various corruptions 
that the excessive prosperity of Buddhism theGoryo 
dynasty had brought about as side effects. The Confu
cians in the latter days of Coryo even appealed to the 
royal court for the oppression of Buddhism. There
fore, Buddhism lost its ground and could not prosper 
in this new era of hosti le environment However; Bud
. dhist culture that had already been rooted in_every cor-
ner of Korean l ife style could not easily die out, but 
just managed to maintain at least some of its vitality 
and legacies. 

Persecution of Buddhism and Buddhist Order: The 
military geneni.l of Goryo was the founder of the Yi 
dynasty. Yi Seong Gye was a loyal Buddhist himself, 
ironically, and not a persecutor of Buddhism. His deep 
personal faith in Buddhism could not change the anti- . 
Buddhist trends of his time. However, it was strangely 
pecul iar that most of the Yi dynasty kings and royal · 
families were faithful Buddhists, while following anti
Buddhist policies. 

Forced reduction and merger of Buddhist sects: The 
Systematic persecution of Buddhism had been put into 
action during the reign of the third king Taejong on 
the instruction of Confucians as fol lows: 

1 .  To merge various Buddhist sects, to reduce the 
-number_ of temples, to Jp_r.cl! nw_nk� .!9 IY<!Y� th� _ 
brotherhood. 

1 1 .  To confiscate lands and slaves owened by monas
teries for the use of military funding. 

i i i .  To limit the issu ing of passports (into the capital) for 
monks, to abol ish the national and Royal Master sys
tem, to ban construction of temples in the royal tombs. 

Hundreds of Buddhist monks gathered in H anyang 
(the present Seoul) to plead against such extreme meas
ures, but it was of no avail and in February 1 406 A. C., 
monastery-owend lands were confiscated along with 
the slaves, leaving a handful of monasteries that be
longed to each sect. Further, the eleven sects that ex
isted were randomly merged into seven sects, ie, eleven 
sects of Jogye, Chongji Chuntaesoja, Chuntaebubsa, 
Hwaum, Domoon, Jaeun, Joongdo, Shinin, Namsan 
and Shiheung were reduced to seven sects of Jogye, 
Chuntae, Hwaum, Jaeun, Joongshin, Chongnarn, and 
Shiheung. I n  the forced process of random merger, no 
rel igious opinions of individual sects were taken into 
consideration. 

The fourth king Sejong also inherited the tradi tion 
of Buddhist persecution with even harsher severity that 
Korean monks appealed to the then Myeong (Ming) · 
Dynasty Chinese Emperor Seongjo who was a devout 
Buddhist, in the first and the third year of king Sejong 
( 1 4 1 9  A.C. and 1 42 1  A.C. respectively). 

Despite the pressure of the Chinese Emperor, king 
Sejong forced the merger of the - remaining seven 
Buddhist sects into only two sects in his sixth year 
( 1 42 1  A.C.); Jogye, Chuntae and Chongnam were 
merged into the Sean sect; Hwaum, Jaeun , Joongshin 
and Shiheung into the Gyo sect. 

During the chaotic reign of tyrant Yeonsangoon, 
the Heungchunsa temple (the headquarters of the Sean 
sect) and the Heungduksa temple (the headquarters of 
the Gyo sect) were devastated leading to the complete 
col lapse of the last two remaining sects, in the reign of 
king Joongjong. 

The principal motive behind these forced mergers 
and reductions of Buddhist sects was to gain economic 
advantage. There was a dire need for a new regime to 
be born both in  terms of manpower (slaves and con
verted monks) and their vast monastery owned prop
erty. The further demol ishing of i nnumerable Buddh\st 
cultural treasures, that had been coming down from 
the era of Three Kingdoms, needs no mention. 

_Ihe_ce�seless plea of eminent masters such as Mas
ter Hamheodang ( 1 376- 1 433 A. C.), to the royal court 
hardly yielded any redress. He pleaded against unjust 
persecution of Buddhism through his renowned writ
in�s known as 'Hyunjungron' and 'Yoosukjilduiron'. 

The Translation of Buddhist siitras into Korean 
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(Hangul): The Hangul translation project of Buddhist 
siitras which were wri tten in Chinese characters was 
the most important feat the Yi Dynasty Buddhist cul
ture produced during the reign of the seventh king, 
Sejo. King Sejo was the only one i n  the Yi Dynasty 
who posi tively engaged himself in promoting Bud
dhism as a state pol icy. 

King Sejo, upon his enthronement, removed many 
restrictions imposed on monks so that they could freely 
enter the capital ; there were no more l imitations i n  
joining the brotherhood; any monk suspected of  a 
criminal offence must be interrogated with the king's 
approval only;' state ofticials were prohibi ted to enter 

) monasteries without due reason. The king also legal
ised the 'Monk Quali fying Examination' and entered 

__J it in the State constitution of the Yi Dynasty. With the . 
- king's initiative the Wongaksa temple was bui l t  in the 

present Pagoda Park (Jongro Seoul) along with a big 
Buddha statue, a bel l and a multistorey stiipa. Many 
other temples were either renovated or bui lt  anew dur
ing his reign. However his most important patronage 
of Buddhi sm was the publ i sh i ng of the pri nted 
Trip�taka and the Hangul translation of Buddhist siitras. 

Activities of Master Bowoo: Buddhism began to be 
ecl ipsed again after King Sejo until the reign of the 
thirteenth boy king Myeongjong, during which the 
king's mother Moonjungtaehu directed the affairs of 
state behind the scenes. 

) The king's mother was determined to restore the 
vitality of Buddhism and entrusted the mission to 
Master Bowoo, i n  the 6th year of king Myeongjong 

-..< ( 1 55 1  A.C.). Master Bowoo restored the Seon sect i n  
the Bongeunsa temple, the Gyo sect i n  the Bongsunsa 
temple and resurrected the Buddhist ordination law as 
well as monk qual i tication examination system. 

The i l lustrious Masters of ihe Yi Dynasty, Seosan 
and Symyeong, were the products of the restored Bud
dhist Order of that ti me. Meanwhile, the Confucian 
fol lowers, with the connivance of court officials, stood 
fiercely against the king's mother's Buddhist activities 
and they charged Master Bowoo with various accusa
tions and Confucian students even demonstrated 
around the palace. The king's mother, however, did not 
yieid to such pressure groups and kept on promoting 
Buddhist activi ties unti l her death in 1 565 A.C. (the 
20th year of king Myeongjong). Master Bowoo was 

e exiled to Jejn islands and was murdered there. An even 
harsher Buddhist persecution started again and the 

newly restored B uddhi st Order (the Seon and Gyo 
sects), the monk qualifying examination and the monk 
ordinance J aw were all repealed. 

The fifteen years of Buddhist promotional activities 
by Bowoo and the k ing's mother left a substantial ef
fect on the rel igious attitudes of the succeeding royal 
families and the i l lustrious Masters who were produced 
at that time were very active i n  fighting against the 
Japanese armies in the period that fol lowed. Master 
Bowoo's wri t ings have been transmitted up to the 
present in h is  'Collections of Heoeungdang'. • 

The activities of the Buddhist Militia: The devas
tated Buddhist community of monks had to scatter i nto 
deep forests to hide from severe persecutions by the 
Confucians. Nonetheless, the Buddhist monks came 
out of the deep forests to fight  against the Japanese 
armies who invaded Korea i n  1 592 A. C. 

The Korean peninsula almost fel l  to the Japanese 
i nvaders in only a couple of months and the king had 
to flee to the northern boderl ine, a result of internal 
affairs in turmoi l  with extreme pol i tical dissensions 
and power struggles. At this endangered moment, 
Master Younggyu from the Gapsa Temple in present 
Gongju city recruited about six hundred monk soldiers 
and defeated the Japanese army i n  the battle ofChungju 
castle. He died in action in the battle of Geumsan 
against the outnumbered Japanese army. 

Master Younggyu was a student of Master Seosan. 
Finally Master Seosan was appointed as the Com
mander-in-chief of the whole Korean mil itary forces 
at the old age of seventy three. He sent out letters to all 
the Buddhist monks in the monasteries, aski ng them 
to join the military. 

Master Seosan recruited about 1 500 monks, Mas
ter Samyeong (student of Seosap) recruited about 800 
monks and master Chuyung about 1 000 totall ing about 
five thousand B uddhist monks in all .  Master Seosan 
appointed Samyeong as the commander of the monk 
army and they defeated the Japanese army i n  the bat-

. tie of Pyeongyang i n  w·hich the Chinese army .also 
participated ( 1 _593 A. C.) 

Master Chuyung also defeated the Japanese in the 
battle of Haengju Castle-One of three big battles in that 
war. This war, called ' Imjinwaeran' lasted about seven 
years and the activities of Master Samyeong were most 
notable during wartime as wel l as the post war period . 
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The activi tes of the Korean mi l i t ia  were also 
conspicuous during the invasion of the Manchurians 
(Ching Dynasty) in the fourteenth year of King I njo, 
( 1. 636  A.C.). This war cal led "Byeongjahoram' ended 
with the surrender of the Korean king. 

Buddhist Culture in the mountains: 
The state ofthe Buddhist Order: Numerous masters 
produced under Master Seosan and Seonsoo gave an 
impetus to the crumbling Buddhist spirit. Nevertheless, 
they could not sustain the new wave of movements 
due to the lack of any legitimate Buddhist order or 
sects. Therefore, the Buddhist culture had to be con
fined to and formulated in the deep mountains. 

Two streams of Buddhist groups were most notable · 
i n  this period; one stream from Master Seosan and the 
other from Master Seonsoo. 

The l i neage of Seosan was succeeded by monks 
such as Eungsang ( 1 572- 1 645 A. C.) ,  Euishim ( 1 592-
1 665 A. C.), Doan ( 1 638- 1 7 1 5  A. C.) ,  Jian ( 1 664- I 729 
A .C.) ,  Sangun ( 1 7 1  0- 1 79 1  A .  C. ) ,  Yui l  ( 1 720- I 799 
A. C.) and Eui so ( 1 740- 1 796 A. C.) .  

Most of the above Masters' were adepts of H waum 
(Avatamsaka) philosophy, except the few who were 
Seom Masters. 

The l ineage of Seonsoo (Boohyu) was succeeded, 
after d i v i s i o n  i n to  seven branches ,  by monks  
Cheonueng ' 1 680 A.C . ) ,  Soocho ( 1 590- 1 668 A. C.) 
Seongchong (I �1 - 1 700 A. C.) and Sooyeon ( 1 65 1 - · 
1 7 1 9  A.C.) .  ""' '· '\ 

Among them, Master Cheoneung � regarded as 
the only Buddhist mon'k who officially composed 'The . \ 
Letter �f Plea' to the rbyn1 court i n  'p�otest �gainst per-
secution of Buddhists. 

Contemporary . Korean .Buddhism: 
Free entry ta the capital\City: Korean Buddhism in 
the l ate n ineteenth century began to show signs of l ib
erati.on from its long centuries of repression and one 
of them was the l i fting of the proscription that prohib
i ted -free entry of- monks to_Seoul. Th� pro��tiptiQ.!l 
was finally l i fted ·in Apri l 1 895 A. C. 

In the fol lowing  year ( 1 896 A. C.), some Buddhist 
meetings were held i n  Seoul between Korean and Japa
nese monks. However, all the Korean monks had to be 
expelled from Seoul once again i n  I 808 A.C. by a royal 

order which was cancel led shortly after. Free activit ies 
of Buddhist monks i n  Seoul brought the changes of 
government pol icy that had been b l indly holding fast 
against Buddhism. 

New movements i nside the Buddhist communi ty 
to unify all monasteries also took place and the newly 
bui l t  Wouheungsa temple at East Gate of Seoul be
came the headquarters of all Korean monasteries i n  
1 899 A.C. 

Thirteen monasteries i n  each of the thirteen Ko
rean provi nces were also designated as local headquar
ters, for effective administration. Government admin
istrative offices were also establ ished to help admin is
ter things relati ng to monasteries and monks. The 
Korean government ' s  pos i t i ve  at t i tude towards 
Buddh i s m ,  however, d i d  not so  much  render  
conspicuous resul ts, but on ly  helped raise the social 
status of monks. 

The government admin istrative offices set up to 
aid administration of momisteries and the policies for 
handl ing Buddhist Affairs did not last long ( 1 904 A .C.) 
due to the chaotic political s i tuation, and the entire . 
administration of Buddhist Affai rs was transferred to 
each respective local office of the Interior Departement. 

In 1 906 A.C. ,  a Buddhist research society was 
founded by Lee-Bo-Dam and Hong-Wol-Cho i n  the 
Wonheungsa temple under the influence of the Japa
nese Jo-Do sect. This Buddhist society also established 
the Myeongjin Buddhi st school i n  1 906 A.C. at the 
Wonheungsa temple, the fi rst modern school for Bud
dhist studies, which l ater became the present Dongguk 
University. 

Jn March 1 908 A. C. ,  tifty two representative monks 
held a conference i n  the Wouheungsa temple to set up 
a central council and the new Buddhist organi sation 
thus formed was named Wou (circle) sect. 

In 1 9  I 0 A. C. ,  the Gakhwangsa temple was bui l t  in 
Jongro, Seoul,  to serve the central committee of Ko
rean Buddhism in place of the Wouheungsa temple. 
Shor�ly '!ft�r the Japanese occupation of Korea in 1 9 1 0  
A.C., Lee Hal Gwaag, the leader o f  the Korean Bud
dhist organisation (Won Sect) went to Japan to form 
an affil iation with the Japanese Soto Sect. A group of 
Korean monks, with strong nationali stic sentiments, 
protested against ' this move and set up their own or
ganisation called the hnje sect wi th headquarters in 

l 1 ! 
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the Bumeosa temple of Pusan. The Japanese authori
ties closed down the Pusan headquarters i n  I 9 1 1 A.C. ,  
under the new temple Legisation ordinance, and the 
growing trend of modern Korean Buddhism had to face 
yet another dark period . 

Buddhist Sangha under Japanese control : Under the 
Temple Legislation Ordinance of the Japanese Resi
dent-general ,  the entire Korean Buddhist Scuigha was 
divided into thirty major monasteries and the contend
ing sects were unified inder one system that accepted 
both the Gyo and the Seon sect. A central oftice to co
ordinate the work of the thirty major monasteries was 
later set up in the Gakhwangsa temple by the abbots 

,pf the above monasteries. However, this central office 
<vas not strong enough to cater to the needs of the 

. Sangha and a new office was set up i n  January 1 922 
- )A. c. with enhanced authority. 

In 1 929 A. C., a national Buddhist convention was 
held to legislate rules and regu lations concerning the 
Sangha and seven high ranking monks were elected to 
form a consul tative committee. 

In spite of al l these efforts at central isation, an
other development took place in 1 94 1  A.C. A new sect, 
called the Jogye sect, representing the entire Sangha 
community was set up w ith Taegosa temple as its head
quarters. The Jogye sect was representative of the tra
ditional Seon sect which was introduced to Korea i n  
the Shil la period, in.heri t ing the tradi tion of  the sixth fhinese patriarch. Huineng. The Jogye �ect was one of 

, {he n ine mountam Seon schools dunng the Goryo 
Dynasty. 

'.( . 
1 The newly formed Jogye sect was official ly rec-

ognised by the Japanese Resident-General on 23rd 
Apri l 1 94 1  and Master Hanam was elected as the tirst 
patriarch. 

With the end of the second world war another de
velopment took place in the Korean Buddhist Sangha. 
All the Japanese-made legislation was discarded and 
Park Han Yeong was to lead the Sangha under new 
legislation. See PLS. XXVII-XXXI. 

Woln Yi Beom 
Seak, ka-San 
Ma Sung 

KOSAMBI, the capital of the Vats as or Va�sas (1. IV, 
28; VI,  236) . I n  the time of the Buddha its k i ng was 

Parantapa, and after h im reigned his son Udena (MA .  
I I ,  740 f. ; DhpA I ,  1 64 f.) Kosambi was evidently a 
city of great importance at the time of the Budd!1a  for 
we tind Ananda mentioning it as one of the places suit
able for the Buddha's parinibbiina (D. I I . ,  1 46, 1 69) .  
It was also the most i mportant halt for traffic coming 
to Kosala and Magadha from the south and the west 
(Vin. I ,  272) . The city was thirty leagues by river from 
Benares (AA . I, 1 70) and the usual route from Rajagaha 
to Kosambi was up the river (Vin. I I ,  290), though there 
seems to have been a l and route pass ing through 
Anupiya and Kosambi , the halting-places mentioned 
being Ujjeni, Gonaddha, Vedisa, Vanasavhya, Kosambi, 
Saketa, Savatthi ,  Setavya, Kapi l avatthu ,  Kus inara, 
Pava, B hoganagara and Vesal i .  

Near Kosambi, by  the river, was Udena'spark, the 
Udakavana, where Ananda and Pil)c;iola-Bharadvaja 
preached to the women of Udena's court on two d i f
ferent occasions ( Vin. I I, 290 f. ; SnA I I ,  5 1 4; J. IV 375). 
The Buddha is  mentioned as having once stayed in the 
S imsapavana i n  Kosambi (S.V. ,  437). Maha Kaccana 
l ived in the wooodland near Kosambi after the hold
ing of the First Council (PvA . 1 4 1 ) . 

Already i n  the B uddha's t ime there were four 
monastic establ ishments in Kosambi-the Kukku.tarrtma, 
the Ghositarama, the Pavarikambavana (al l three do
nated by three of the most eminent citizens of Kosambi, 
named Kukkuta, Ghosita and Pavarika respectively), 
and the Badar

.
i karama. The Buddha vis i ted Kosambi 

on several occasions, stopping at one or the other of 
these residences , and several di scourses del ivered 
during these vis its are recorded in the texts . . 

The Buddha spent  h i s  n i n th  rai ny season at  
Kosambi ,  and i t  was on his way there that he made a 
detour to Kammassadamma where Magandiya, daugh
ter of the brahmin M agandiya was offered to him i n  
marriage. The circumstances are narrated i n  connec- · 
tion with the Miigandiya Sutta . M agandiya· took the 
Buddha's refusal as an i nsul t  to herself, and, after her 
marriage to k ing Udena, she tried in various ways to 
take revenge on the Buddha, and also on Udena's wife 
Samavati ,

�
who had been a fol lower of the Buddha 

(DhpA-. I,�l -99 ff-: � HI; -l- 9-3ff. ; IV,- 1 ff. , Ud vi i .  1 0). 

A great schism once arose among the monks in 
Kosambi. Some monks charged one of their colleagues 
with having committed an offence, but he refused to 
acknowledge the charge and, being h imself learned in 
the Vinaya, argued his case and pleaded that the charge 
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be dismissed. The rules were compl icated ; on the one 
hand, ihe monk had broken a rule and was treated as 
an of fender, but on the other, he should not have been 
so treated i f  he cou ld not see that he had done wrong. 
The monk was eventual ly excommunicated, and this 
brought about a great dissension. When the matter was 
reported to the Buddha, he admonished the partisans 
of both s ides and urged them to give up their differ
ences, but they paid no heed. The people of Kosambi 
were annoyed at the monks' behaviour as the quarrel 
developed. The Buddha once more counselled concord; 
narrating to the monks the story of k ing Dighiti of 
Kosala, but his efforts at reconci l iation were of no avail , 
one of the monks actual ly aski ng him to· leave them to · 
settle their differences without his i nterference. Being 
disappointed with them the Buddha left Kosambi, and 
journey ing through B alakaloryakaragama and the 
Pacinavamsadaya, retired alone to keep retreat in the 
Parileyyaka forest. I n  the meantime, the monks of both 
parties repented, partly owi ng to the preasure exerted 
by their l ay followers i n  Kosambi ,  and, coming to the 
Buddha at Savatth i ,  they asked his forgiveness and 
settled their dispute ( Vin. I, 337-57 1 ;  J. I I I ,  486 ff. ; 
DhpA. I ,  44 ff; SA. I I ,  222f.). 

The commentaries give two reasons for the name 
Kosambi. The more favoured (eg. UdA. 248; SnA . 300; 
MA. I, 535) is that the city was so called because i t  
was founded i n  or near the s i te of the hermitage once 
occupied by the sage Kusumba (var. Kusumbha). An
other explanation i s  (eg. MA. I ,  539; PsA. 4 1 3) that 
large and stately Margosa trees (KosambarukkhCz) grew 
i n  great number i n  and around the ci ty. 

During the time of the Yajj iputtaka heresy, when 
the Vajjiyan monks ofVesali wished to excommunicate 
Yasa Kakal)<;lakaputta, he went to Kosambi, and from 
there ·sent messengers to the orthodox monks in the 
d ifferent centers ( Vin, I I , 298; MhY. iv, 1 7). 

It was at Kosambi that the Buddha promulgated a 
rule forbidding the use of i ntoxicants by monks (Vin. 
II ,  307) . . 

Kosambi i s  mentioned i n  the Sarr;yutta Nikaya (S. 
IV, 1 79-) as -bei-ng s i tl:lated on-the banks of-. FiveF uailga 
(Gahgaya nadiya fire). This is either an error, or here 
the name Gahga refers not to Ganges but to Yamuna. 
Kosambi is identified with the two vi l lages of Kosam 
on the Jumna, about n inety mi les west of Allahabad 
(Cunningham, Ancient geography of India.) .  

The great object of veneration in Kosambi was the 
celebrated statue of the Buddha i n  red sandalwood 
which is said to have been venerated by king Udena 
whi le  the Buddha was i n  the 'Hi vat i ll) sa heaven 
preaching the Abhidhamma to h is  mother. The statue 
was placed und�r a stone dome with in  the precincts of 
the palace of Udena which, as described by Hsuan 
tsang, was si tuated in the very middle of Kosambi . This 
site has been identified with the mass of ruins,  where 
now stands a smal l Jain temple. The foundations of a 
large bui lding are found both to the east and the west 
of the Jain temple but no remains of sculptural or ar
chi tectural interest have been d iscovered there. 

At a distance of about a quarter mile from there 
were discoverd two scupltured pi l lars of a Buddhist 
rai l ing, and the pedestal of a statue inscribed with the 
well known Buddhist formula begining with Ye-dlumna 
lzetuprabhava, i n  characters of the 8th or 9th century. 
These may have perhaps originally belonged to the 
vihara i n  the palace, which contained the famous san
dalwood statue of the Buddha. 

In  the v i l lage of Chote Garhawa, about half a mile 
to the south-east was discovered a smal l square pi l lar, 
sculptured on three faces wi th representations of 
stiipas. Cunningham presumes that this pi l lar belongs 
to the stiipa which contained the hair and nail relics of 
the Buddha, as it was situated i nside the southeast 
corner of the city where the p i l lar i tself was found. 

Ins ide the fort of Kosambi ( ie . ,  Kosam) is a l arge 
monolithic pil lar of Asoka. 

To the south-west of Kosambi, about one and a '" 
half mi les away, Hsuan Tsang describes the existence 
of a lofty stiipa bui lt by Asoka, 200" feet in height, and 
a stone cavern of a venomous dragon, i n  which it was 
bel ieved the Buddha had left his shadow though Hsuan 
Tsang candidly says that this shadow was not to be 
seen during his time (ASIRA . I, 30 1 ff.) ,  

H.R. Perera 

KRIYA-TANTRA, the first of the four classes i .nto 
which the Buddhist tcmtras are d ivided. The tantras 
belonging to this class deal with r"itual istic ceremonies 
to be performed at the bui ld ing of temples, erection of 
i mages of gods etc. Wintemitz (A History of Indian 
Literature, I I ,  pp. 389-90) mentions three extant texts 
belonging to the Kriya-tantra class which areAdikarma 
-pradipa, Kriya-san:zgraha-pafijika and A�tam"ivrata-
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vidhiina. However, as these texts deal also with rituals 
such as initiation ceremonies, sprinkl ings, morning and 
evening devotions etc . ,  which could also fall within 
the caryii, the second class of tantras, a strict l ine of 
division among the four classes cannot be established. 

A fact that is very important in respect of this divi
sion ofTantric texts is that the two former classes, kriya 
and caryii, are meant for the neophytes or beginners 
who are technically cal led adikarmika bodhisaitvas 
in Buddhist Sanskrit (cp. Pal i :  adikammikci) . Conse
quently these two classes of texts, especially the kriya 
class, enjoin strict discipli nary observances in such 
matters as sex, food, drink etc. It is only after passing 
)through these lower stages that the practiser is ini ti
ated into the higher and advanced mysteries as repre) sented by such texts as the Guhyasamajatantra, which - rs classified as belonging to the fourth or the highest, 
class known as Anuttarayoga. 

A.G.S. Kariyawasam 

K�TAVI-BIIOMI, the seventh and the last of the 
stages of a disc ip le's progress (sriivaka-bhiimi) 
occuring in a l ist recorded in the Satasahasrika-prajfza- · 
paramita (Ssp. pp. I 562-3). Being the last bhumi as 
enumerated here, the person who has reached it is 
said to have obtained arhantship: (krtair: skilled, ac
complishe�: cp. the term krta-krtya or krta-karmfiya 
as used to describe arhants). The l i s t  occurs in an 
account wherein the Mahayana is compared to ether )Ccikasa) the point to be emphasised being that the 
Mahayana is as infin i te as the ether. Just as these 
bhiimis, are not found i n  the infinite akasa so are they 
hot found in the Mahayana, which too is hence infinite. 

\ . 

Elsewhere in the texJ (Ssp. p. I 473) krtavi is given 
as the seventh of ten bodhisattva bhiimi which are made 
up by adding pratyeka-buddha, bodhisattva and Bud
dha bhiimi to the seven s'rclvaka-bhilmi. The seven 
sravakabhiimi are also enumerated at Mahavyutpatti, 
section 50. 

A.G:s. Kariyawasam 

K�A�A see KHAI':!A 

K�EMENDRA - a Kashmiri poet who was a prol ific 
writer in the fields of Buddhist and H indu cu l tures. As 
pointed out by P. L. Vaidya, the editor of K�emendra's 
Avadanakalpalata or better known as Bodhisattvava 
danakapalata, there is no complete record of the l i fe 
of K�emendra as is usual of many writers of K�eme
ndra's period. Glimpes of information regarding his 
life can be gathered from what he says about himself 
at the end of his own w0rks, from his son's (Some
ndra's) preface to his Avadanakalpalata- and from 
Kalhana's Riijatarangini. P.L. Vaidya opines that the 
earliest date in K�emendra's works comes out to be 
1 037 A.C. and the latest 1 066 A.C. K�emendra was a 
pupil of Abhinava Gupta at about 1 0 1 4  A.C .  and 
K�emendra may have been born about 990- I 000 A. C. 
P.L. Vaidya opines , too, that K�emendra may have 
died soon after 1 066 A.C. 

From information supplied by K�emendra in his 
last work Das'avataracarita, the frame of his fami ly 
tree can be conjectured thus. 

Narendra 
(Minister of king Jayapiga) 
Bhogendra 
Sindhu 
Prakas'endra 

· K�emendra . 
Somendra 

Cakrapala 

P.L. Vaidya categorises K�emendra's works as fol lows: 

(a) Poetical Epitomes : Riimayanamafzjarl, 
· Bhiiratamafijari, Brhaikathamafzjari, 
Dasiivatiircarita and A vadiinakalpalatii. 

(b) Didactic Poems: Kalavilasa, Samayamatrka, 
Ciilucaryasataka, Sevyasevakopadesa, 
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Darpadalana, Desopadesa, Narmanuila and 
Caturvargasan1g ralw. 

(c) Poetics and Metrics: Karika!J.tluibharw:w, 
Aucityaviciiracarycl and Suvrttatilaka. 

(d) Miscellaneous: Lokaprakiis'ako�a. Nltikalpataru 
and Vyasii�taka 

Avadiinakalpalatcl of Ksemendra enjoys high 
reputation in Tibet where it is stated to have been trans
lated in the twelvth century. A.C. Winternitz (History 
of Indian Literature, Vol .  I I ) opines that it was trans
lated into Tibetan in 1 272 A.C. under the auspices of 
the Mogul emperer Kublai Khan. 

W.G. Weeraratne 

K�UDRAKA - VASTU is the Sarvastivada Vinaya · 
work corresponding to the Klzuddakavatthu- kkhan
dhaka of the Cullavagga of the PaJ i  Vinaya P�taka. 
Although Winternitz (A Hist01y of Indian Literature 
II, p. 239 n)) implies that the work corresponds to the 
Pal i  Cullavagga in i ts enti rety, it seems to be through 
some oversight as it corresponds only to that section 
of the Cullavagga designated by the same name 
(chapter V of the Pal i Cullavagga). This fact i s  clearly 
explained by Nalinaksha Dutt in his edition of Gilgit 
Manuscripts (Vol .  I I I ,  part i i i ,  Introduction-page 2) 

. where he says that i n  the Sarvastiviida Vinayavastif he 
was editing, the leaves deal ing with the "Miscellane
ous details regardi ng the daily l ife of the bhikkhu" re
ferring to the 5th chapter of the Pal i Cullavagga, which 
i s  the Pali Khuddakavatthukkhandaka, are lost. 

Therefore i ts contents cannot be compared with 
the Pai i  text. 

A.G.S. Kariyawasam 

KUAN-YIN, abbreviated form of Kuan-Shih-Yin, the 
name by which Avalokites'vara is known in China. Less 
often he i� also known as Kuan-tzu-tsai. Kuan-yin is 

said to reside in the island of Pu-to, 1 and i t is possible 
that i t was only after about the 9th century A.C. that 
this island came to be considered as the residence of 
Kuan-Yin. See PL. XXXII 

The name Kuan-Yin is given different interpreta
tions by scholars. A few such interpretations are as 
fol lows: ' I l luminating the sounds of the world, '  One 
who contemplates on the sounds of the world' 'Hearer 
of the prayer of the world, ' 'He who bears the cries of 
men. '2 

Some scholars are of opinion that the name Kuan
Shih-Yin is a mistranslation of the name Avalokites
vara3. They point out that Chinese transJaters have 
confused the term Is'vara (meaning lord) which is the 
second component of the Sanskrit name Avalokites'vara ,_ 
(= Avalokita + is'vara) with -svara (meaning sound) ·
and used the latter in place of the former.4 A possible 
cause for this confusion may be found in the name of 
another bodhisattva cal led Gadgades'vara who is 
somewhat similar in character to Avalokites'vara· and 
whose description appears in the 23rd chapter of 
Saddharmapw}tjarika Stltra, the chapter which prece
des the one devoted to Avalokitesvara. His name is 
transl ated i nto Chinese with the two characters miao 
(wonderful) and yin (sound). The term-svara occurring 
in the name Gadgade.s'vara may have led the Chinese 
translaters to assume that the second. component of 
the name Avalokites'vara i s  - svara and not- i s'vara. 
However, Kuan-tzu-tsai , the fesser known of the two 
names, and which perhaps, is of later ·origin is closer 
in meaning to the Sanskrit original. 

There is no concensus among scholars regarding I 
the date of the introduction of Kuan-Yin worship into 
China. Edkins (p. 382), though he does not give any 
specific date, says that Kuan-Yin was worshipped in 
China probably as early as the Han dynasty (206 B.C. 
- A.C. 220). On the other hand, Johnsten5 points out 
the difficulty of fixing the exact period of i ntroduction 
of the Kuan-Yin cult . As the Saddharmaplf�ujar/.ka 
Siitra . is the basic text deal i ng with the Avalokitesvara 

l .  This i s  located in  one o f  the groups o f  hily islands konwn to Europeans as the Shu-san archipelago which l ies off the 
north-eastern coa�t of Che-kiang. Tht: name Pu-t'o could be a corrupt abbrevi ation of the Sanskrit form Potalaka which is 
sited in  Sanskrit Buddhist sources as the abode of Avalkotesvarn. 

2 .  For different in terpretations of this name see Alexander C .  Soper, Literary Evidence for Early Buddhist A rt in China. 
(Ascona, Switzerland, 1 959) p. 1 56 

3. · See E.J. Thomas, His !OJ)' r�l Buddhist Tlzouglzt, p. I 89 fn . I .  cf also J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, (London, 1 893)p. 4 I 5. 
4. S .  Beal does not regard it as a confusion (JRAS. (NS) I I ,  p.  420 ff.) Minayeff on the other hand support the Chinese usage 

and puts forward the view that-svara and not ls vara is the original word (JRAS. 1 927, p. 24 1 ,  ff.). 
5. R.F. Johnston, Buddhist China, (London, I 9 I 3) p. 27 1 f. 

· 
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cult, the date of translation of this text could be con
sidered as providing an important clue to the date of 
i ntroduction of Kuan-Yin worsh ip into China. The 
oldest extant Chiness trans lation of the Saddharma
ptp;darika Siitra, known in Chinese as Cheng-Fa-hua
ching, is said to date from 286 A.C. 6 On the other 
hand, tradition seems to hold that there existed two 
earl ier translations. 

This does not, however, mean that the Kuan-Yin 
cul t in China is ei ther ceoeval with the translation into 
Chinese of the Saddlzannapu�z�larika Sutra or subse
quent to it. On the contrary, it can be reasonably ar
gued that Kuan-Yin worship was known i n  China prior ) to this event, and that it is the popularity of this worship 
that enhanced the necessity of a translation of the 

_J SaddlzarmapUI}flarika Siitra. Hence, there is good rea
son to accept the view put forward by scholars l ike 
Al ice Getty 7 that Kuan-Yin wo�ship was introduced 
into China during the Han dynasty towards the end of 
the I st century A .C . ,  poss ib ly through the wide 

· prevalence of the cul t in Central Asia already by this 
time. 

However, there is no denying of the fact that Kuan
Yin worship became sti l l  more popular as a result of 
the appearence of the translation. It is seen that soon 
after the completion of the translation it is the chapter 
dealing with Avaloki tes'vara that became most popu
lar, and it was often treated as an independant text. By 
about the 5th century the Kuan-Yin cult had spread far 

) and wide and it reached the zeni th of its popularity by 
about the 6th and 7th centuries by which time Kuan
Yin came to be assigned a place of sanctity in almost 

Yevery Chinese Buddhist temple. 

Avaloki tes'vara, as presented in the Saddharma
fnp;darika Sutra, for example, is the embodiment par
excellence of compassion, and it is this characteristic 
that appealed most to the Chinese Buddhists from the 
very beginning. Hence, from the time of introduction 

Kuan-Yin was woshipped as the most benevo ient, 
compassionate, arid merciful bodhisattva. In the eyes 
of the Chinese Buddhists this quali ty of compassion 
seems to have appeared rather l ike an effeminate char
acteristic, a mother-like love, and hence arose the ten
dency, from a fai rly early period, to represent Kuan
Yi n in a feminised form. This tendency was acceler
ated by Kuan-Yin's special power of bestowing chi l
dren on those who invoke his favour for that purpose. x 
As the 'giver of children' Kuan-Yin was conceived by 
the Chinese almost i n  the form of a goddess. At  a sub
sequent period this feminised form got further estab
lished and became widespread owing to a confusion 
of the characters ofHar1ti9 and Miao-Shan11' with Kuan
Yin. 

Available evidence is i nsufficient to decide the 
exact period in which this feminisation of Kuan-Yin 
took place. De Ia Val lee Peussin, basing his argument 
on a Nepalese inscription dated to the 8th century, con
cludes that " the Chinese transformation of Avalokita 
into a woman had probably been already effected in 
India '(ERE. II p. 260). Sten Konow too, is of the same 
opinion (JBORS. XI, p. l ff). S. Paranavi tana cites evi
dence that seems to support this contention (CJSc. II ,  
p. 52 ff; cf. also JRAS. 1 906, p. 464; I 9 1 5 , p. 403). In 
marked contrast to this idea stands the portrayal of 
Kuan-Yin in strongly mascul ine character in  the paint
ings of the divinity in Central Asia. Edkins (op. cit. 
pp. 382, 384) is of opinion that Kuan-Yin was not rec
ognised in  female form until the 1 2th century A. C. and 
he adds that Kuan-Yin is to be regarded as mascul i ne 
even at present arid that the feminine form is merely a 
special metamorphosis . It is, in fact, more correct to 
say that the latter is only a near-feminine form. On the 
contrary Fenollosa1 1 points out that there are some 
Chinese paintings of Kuari-Yin belonging to the 7th 
and 8th centuries which are markedly feminine. How
ever, he does not hold the view that Kuan-Yin was 
represented exclusively in thi s feminised form, for, he 
admits the presence of other paintings belonging to 

6. Miyeko Murase, Kuan- Yin us Saviour of Men: I l l ustration of the Twenty-fifth, chapter of the Lotus Sutra in Chinese 
Paintings, in  A riA ., val .  xxxiii ,  1 /2 ,  p.  40. 

7 .  Alice. Getty, Gods r�l Northern Buddhism, Charles E .  Tuitle & Company, 1 962 p. 78 .  
8 .  The Sdmp. (chp. xxfv) describes elaborately this specfal power of Avalokites'vara. 
9. Hanti was originally  a child devou ring demoness who was later transformed i nto a giver and protector of children. See 

J .D. Dhirasekera, Hatiti and Paficika: An early Buddhi;t legend of Many lands, in Malalasekera Commemoration 
0 Volume, (Colombo, 1 976) p. 6 1  ff. 
1 0. Miao-shan is a legendary Chinese princess who by practising meditation and performing meritorious deeds att<!ined 

Buddhahod. See Wal ly, Avalokitesvara and the leKend ofMiae-shan in ArtA tome xxv, i i  
l l .  Fene\\esa, Epochs r�{ Chinese and Japanese A rt, l ,  pp. 1 05, 1 22;  I I  p. 49f.) 
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the same period representing Kuan-Yin as a male 
bodhisattva. Johnsten, (op. cit.p. 275) does not agree 
with Edkilils. He says that though it may be true that 
Kuan-Yin was not general ly regarded as a feminised 
bodhisattva. until about the 1 2th century, there is ample 
evidence to establ ish the prevalence of the feminised 
form of Kl!lan-Yin at a much earlier date. Regarding 
Edkins' other observation, Johnston (op.cit.p. 267) says 
that, in popular Chinese rel igious lore Kuan-Yin is 
a lmost always represented in  the feminised form whose 
ful l  Chinese title is T'a-tzu ta-pei Chin -k'uan-shih-yin 
tzu-tsang-wang P'u-sa, the all compassionate, seif -
existent saviour the royal bodhisattva who hears the 
cries of the world. 

A majority of Sinologists accept that in the Tang 
dynasty (6 1 8-907) there was a form of Avalokites'vara 
call ed Sung-tzu Kuan-Yin who was looked upon as 
the 'Dispenser ot' fecundity' (Getty, op.cit.p. 80). Per i 1 2  
thinks that original ly Sung-tzu Kuan-Yin represented 
a male form of Avalokites'vara with a chi ld in his arms, 
thus symbol is ing his ch i ld  bestowing qual i ty. The 
transition from this male form to the feminised form 
with flowing robes and prominent effeminate features 
is regarded as a natural sequence (Getty. toe. cit.) 

Alice Getty (op.cit.p. 79) remarks that the earliest 
representation of Kuan-Yin shows strong I ndian in
fluence. The same authority categorized the male form 
of Kuan-Yin into two main groups. One group consists 
of the thirty-two metamorphosis called the 'Kuan-Yin, 
san shih-erh-hsing' on the thi rty two images of Kuan
Yin, modelled on the i'mage of Padmapal)i with minor 
variations among each other. The other group cal led 
the 'Pa-uan Kuan-Yin' consists of eight guises assumed 
by h im to save the beings from eight kinds of peri ls. 
Besides this ,  there i !>  another form cal led Chien-shou 
(thousand armed) or 'ch ' ien-yen (thousand-eyed, 
mainly modelled on the thousand armed Avalokitesvara · 
form prevalent in Tibet. 

According to Getty, the earliest feminine form of 
Kuan-Yin is the feminised form of Padmapal)i .  There 

· i s  another model led on Hariti ,  represented as carrying 
- a child in her arms or on the lap, In this form she is 
usually ·represented as wearing flowing drapery -cas
cading from hc;r high-head-dress . The transformation 
ofHafiti into the feminised form of Kuan-Yin was com
pleted by making her adopt the two symbols, the vase 

and the dove, which are common symbols of Nothern 
Buddha form (Getty, op. cit. p. 8 1 )  

There is sti l l  another feminised form which ap
pears to have orig inated from an amalgamation of 
Kuan-Yin and Miao-shan. In  th is  form Kuan-Yin is 
represented either as having two arms or many arms. 
In her many-armed form feminised Kuan-Yin is  always 
represented as seated, 13 with the two normal hands i n  
the posture o f  worship, while the other h ands are rep
resented as holding various Buddhist symbols. 

Another significant change in  the i nsignia is the 
substitution of the wil low-branch in  place of the lotus, 
which Kuan-Yin carries in a narrow-necked phial 
(ching-p 'ing),  and confers blessings on the wor�hip
pers, thus promising them endless bliss in the Sukhavafi 
heaven. ""' 

In passing it could be mentioned that Kuan-Yin is 
regarded also as a fish goddess called Ao-Yu Kuan
Yin and in this connection it should be noted that i n  
Nepa l , too ,  Ava l ok i tes'vara  i s  referred to as 
Matsyendranatha (Lord or the k ing of fishes). Johnsten 
(op.cit.p. 289) thinks that thi s  could be a refined and a 
moral ised form of the Syrian fi sh-goddess cal led 
Atargatis. 

S.K.Nanayakkara 

KUBLAI KHAN ( 1 2 1 6- 1 294) was the youngest of 
the four sons of Jenghiz  Khan, the founder o f  the 
Mongal (Yuan) dynasty in China. 

Kublai who succeeded his brother Mongu in 1 259  1 -
at the l atter's death, continued the war of expansion 
finally conquering the Sung dynasty and thus com
pleting the conquest of China in 1 276. 

Kublai Khan appears to have adopted a very tolr.:r
ant attitude towards the numerous rel igious faiths 
prevalent at the time, and there is ample historical evi
dence to show his special leanings, whatever be the 
reason for this preferential attitude, towards Buddhism, 
particularly towards Lamaism. The history ofTibctan 
-Buddhism records the meeting between -Kublai Khan 
and the famous grand lama Phags-pa ( 1 235-80) of the 
Sa-skya sect who visi ted China on the invitation of 
Khan h imself. This meeting i s  singularly important, 

1 2. See N. Pe1i, "Hariti, fa Mee're-de-De'mons BEFEO. xvii, 1 9 1 7. p. 68) 
13 .  In the Thousand - " armed" mascu l ine form Kuan- Yin is always standing. 
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for it produced far reaching resu lts that greatly con
tributed to shape the course of the h istory of Tibet as 
wel l as its history of Buddhism. 

Tibetan tradi tion records how Phags-pa, with his 
erudition and encyclopaedic knowledge about the his
tory and general affairs, succeeded in winning over 
Kublai Khan's confidence. Phags-pa was successful in 
obtaining Kublai Khan's approval and patronage to his 
proposal to establ ish his own self (ie 'Phags-pa) as the 
secular ruler of Tibet. Besides, he successfu l ly  per
suaded Kublai Khan to agree to exempt al l Buddhist 
Monasteries in Tibet from al l kinds of taxation and 
also to put an end to the practice of using monasteries 

) as garrisons. As the favour shown to Lamaism by 
Kublai Khim passed al l bounds, the Himas became 

_:.). wealthy and powerfu l ,  final ly paving the way for a 
theocratic ru lership in Tibet. 

) 

Though it is said that Kublai Khan embraced La
maism and received i n itiation i nto Hevajra doctrine at 
the hands of Phags-pa and even appointed the l atter as 
the Imperial Tutor (H . Hoffman, The Religion ofTibet, 
London 1 96 I ,p . 1 38) ,  it i s  not known for certa in  
whether he continued to fol low and practise Uimaistic 
teachings. However, i t  i s  clear from con�emporary 
records that Kublai Khan was a great ru ler who was 
i ntell igent, always des irous of knowledge and who 
will ingly patronised Chinese cultu re and l i terature. 

S.K. Nanayakkara. 

KU.QA - (var. Kuva), a site of an early Buddhist rock-
sanctuary in western India. Ku�a is a small v i l lage on 

"'f the shore of the Raj purl creek and is about 45 mi les to 
the south of Bombay in the Mahrtrastra State. Whithio 
a 40 mile radius to the north of Kuc;!a lie the more fa
mous Buddhist caves such as Kondane (q.v.), Kiirft 
(q. v.), Bhaja, (q.v.) Bedsa (q.v.) etc. 

Despite the fact that Ku�a caves are a less ambi
tious project their close resemblance to the architec
tural and artistic features of such famous sites as Karfi 
ieads one to conjecture that the cave site at K�da too 
was begun during the same period as that of Karli , 
during the first century before the present era. 

On the eastern shore of the nothern arm of the 
Rajpuri creek, a low h i l l  sloping down to the north, 
the caves of Ku�a are seen to conta in  altogether 22 in 

. the whole growp. These caves were h idden in the jun
gle for centuries until they were brought to l ight in 

• 0 

I 848 (Journal of the Bombay Branch oft he Royal Asi
atic Society, Vol .  I I I ,  pt. I I .  p. 44) . All  the caves at Ku<;fa, 
excepting one sole example, are extremely plai n add
ing a feel ing of austerity that marks the nature of early 
Buddhist eramites. The cave No. VI, is the exception 
to this general feature of cave archi tecture at Ku�lii 
which is necessari ly a Caityagrha enshrin ing with in it 
a miniature stiipa. The other caves may have been 
meant as monastic cel ls serving as residential  quar
ters . The pioneer i nvestigators at the s i te, J ames 
Fergusson and James Burgess take the Caityagrha at 
Ku�a as the pri nci pal cave at the site. The pro-naos 
has a roof which projects out for about 8 feet and is 
supported at each end by the fore-part of an elephant. 
This arrangement of representing fore-parts of el
ephants is  most elaborate ly used at the more famous 
cave temple at Karfi a site which shares many other 
features of aftinity with Ku�a. Incidental ly  it s hould 
be of importance to i nvestigate the elephantine wal ls  
that are found i n  early Buddhist architecture of  Sri 
Lanka (eg. Ya.tala vehera in the south, and Mahathupa 
in Anuradhapura), because such an i nvestigation would 
help to determine the close cultural l i nks the Buddhists 
of the two regions had developed during ancient times. 

Most of the cel ls at Ku�a have stone benches and 
beds meant for resident eremites. 

The c-ave No. VI ,  which is the only one at Ku�a 
with sculptures has two pri ncipal sculptured panels at 
the corners on the back of the hal l .  These panels meas
ure each about 5 ft. by 7 ft. approximately. The panel 
in the right corner contains sculptured figures of a 
Mithuna, probably a donor couple, depicted i n  l i fe
size and with heavy fleshy l imbs. 

The man wears a turban and large earri ngs and 
holds his left hand up. Except for long tubular brace
lets his torso is almost bare. His l ower garment is held 
togethef by a waistband and a cloth drapes round. The 
headdress of the female figure is elaborate. Her breasts 
are heavy and bare; she wears as her lower garment a 
bejewel led mekhalti (girdle). On her legs are heavy 
anklets. A man ikin kneels at her left and holds her an
k lets as if adjusting them. The female rests one hand 
on the-dwarfs head. -

Bearing every resemblance to the one discussed 
above is a corresponding panel in the left corner. Both 
these sculptured panels have a stri king resemblance to 
s imi lar depictions of donor couples at Karli and 
Kankeri .  The resemblance is so striking even i n  thei r 
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minute detai ls, that it would  lead one to infer that the 
craftsmen responsible for these sanctuaries belonged 
to the same age and the same tradition. 

On the right wal l of the cave and on the left side of 
the front of the verandah are carved in low rel ief Bud
dha tigures on lotus seats. These Buddha images are 
depicted in  different postures. Some in the cross leg
ged Vajriisanamudra, others in the so-called European 
fashion or Pralambhapiida. I n  one panel the Buddha 
in the famous Dharmacakra or preaching attitude is 
depicted in the manner very much similar to a panel at 
Karfi, the wheel or Dlzarmacakra below the lotus, three 
deer on each side, and under them two anthropo
morphic naga-kings holding a pil lar on which rests 
the wheel. The naga kings are attended by their female 
consorts and other attendants. 

In another sculpture the wheel or deer are want
ing, and the worshipping tigures are rudely sculpted 
below the niigas and over a lotus plant. The sculptures 
on which the Buddha tigure appears are thought to be 
of l ater date than the other sculptures at Kuc;Ia, and 
could be o.f the l ater developed Mahayana phase of 
Buddhist art. (see J. Burgess and J. Fergusson, Cave 
Temples of India, reprinted I 969, Delhi, pp. 207 t). 

There are partly defaced inscriptions in Brahmi 
script, on the right wall and on one of the pil lars. In 
some of these i nscriptions are found names l ike 
S'ivadatta, S'ivapal ita, Skandapalita, S'ivabh!Jta which 
may be names of donor princes and princesses. 

The Buddhist cave temple at Ku<;l� represents one 
of the early attempts in the rock-cut architecture of 
Theravada Buddhists of western India. However at a 
l ater date these caves have been occupied by the 
Mahayanists who introduced advanced forms of Bud
dhist worship as reflected in the representations on the · 

sculptured panel s  found. 

A signiticant feature of the caves at Ku<;la is the 
provision of rock-cut platforms for the monks to sit 
and sleep. This feature is present in many early caves 
occupied by early monks in India and Sri Lanka both; · 
a feature i l lustrative of the austere living- conditions 
preferred by these early eremites of the Theravada 
school .  

A.D. T.E. Perera 

KUKAI See KOBODAISHI 

KUKKU:f ARAMA A pleasance in Pa.tariputra (mod-

ern Patna), in India. It was evidently the residence of 
monks from very early times, probably, for some time 
of the Buddha himsel f . The Mahiivagga ( Vin. I .  300) 
mentions [he names of several theras who l ived there 
Nilavasi ,  Sanavasl ,  Gopaka. B hagu, Phalikasandana. 
The San:zyukta Nikiiya (S. V. 1 5f; I 7 I f) records discus
sions which took p lace there between Ananda and 
Bhadda. It may have been a favourite resort of Anand a, 
for we find the householder Dasama of Atthakanagara 
going there to inquire as to his whereabouts (A.V. 342; 
M. 1 .349). It was also, probably at a l ater date, the 
residence of Narada who converted king Mu1_1c;Ia (A. 
i i i .  57f), and afterwards of Sonaka, the upajjhaya of 
Siggava and Candavajj i ,  the teacher of M oggal i 
puttatissa (Mhv. v 1 22). Buddhaghosa (MA . I 1 .57 1 ;  
AA . I I . 866), mentions that the Kukkutarama was made 
by the seyhi Kukku.ta ,  but gives no further particulars .  
Here there is  probably  some confusion with the iirii1tia 
of the same name at Kosambl .  

The Chinese monk  Hsi.ian-tsang had  v is i ted 
Ktikku.tarama and is  said to have displayed his wis�cim 
there (S.Beal, Si-yu-ki, Buddhist Records of the West
ern World, London, Kegan Paul ,  Vol .  I .  bk. I ,  p. 6). 
Hsiian-tsang, says that Kukku.tarama was to the south
east of the old city of P�tafiputra and was built by Asoka 
when he tirst became a convert to the B uddha's reli
gion. "It was a sort of first frui t  and a pattern of majes
tic construction." Only the foundation of the building 
was left at the time of Hsi.ian-tsang's vis i t  (S. Beal ,  op. 
cit, Vol .  I I ,  bk. VIII ,  p. 95). It is probable that this 
account refers to the Asokarama which Asoka built as 
the first of his Buddhist structures, and that Asokarama 
was constructed on the site of the old Kukku.tarama. It 
is significant that Piili sources recording Asoka's do-, -
ings make no mention of a Kukku.tarama existing in  
h is  time, though Sanskrit Buddhist Divyiivadiina for 
instance (Divy. ed. Cowel and Neil ,  Cambridge, pp. 
38 1 f, 430 ff; Smith's Asoka, p. 1 83,  1 93 f),  makes fre
quent references to it . If  the conjecture made above, 
namely, that Asokarama rep laced Kukku�arama, be 
correct, it may have been that the place was known by 
both names in Asoka's time. 

A.D.T.E. Perera 

KUMARAJIVA, a great Buddhist schol ar who l ived 
in Kashmir in the beginning of the second half of the 
fourth century A .C .  It is said that he hailed from a re
spectable family of hereditary ministers in a north In
dian State (possibly Kashmir) and had renounced his 
claims to the ancestral office early in l ife, to become a 
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Buddhist monk. Later he went to Kucha where he 
rose to the position of the royal preceptor and married 
the king's sister (or near rel ation) Jiva who had fal len 
in love with him. 

KumaraJiva who was brought to Kashmir by his 
mother wh�n he was only nine years old, studied Bud
dhist texts for three years under the wei !-known scholar 
Bandhudatta. On their way back from the vall ey, 
mother and son spent some time in  visiti ng the wel l
knowo Buddhis t  i ns t i tut i ons i n  Tukharistan and · 

Kashgar. ln the latter country, where he stayed for about 
a year, he was requested by the ruler to remain perma
nently, but on the pressing invitation · of his relative, 

) the king ofKucha, the teen-ager monk and his mother 
returne� to their native place. 

___J. KumaraJiva was born around 344 A.C. and was 
ordained at the age of twenty. On his return from Kash
mir  an arhat had told his mother that a great future lay 
in store for her son. This prophesy was proved to be 
true. At Kucha where he spent the early part of his l i fe, 

· KumaraJi va was the recipient of h igh honours. He was 
accorded a personal welcome by the king on his re
turn from Kashmir and other places. A new monastery 
was specia l ly erected for him. Here he further studied 
the Sar.�astivada Vinaya with another distinguished 
Kashmiri scholar by name Yimalaksha, who had come 
to Kucha, probably at the invi tation of the pious ruler. 

About 382 A. C. Kucha was overrun by a Chinese 
general named Lu Koang and Kucha's ruler was de) feated. In those days i t  was common practice to carry 
away eninent men of letters in the subjugated territory 
along with other prisoners of wm, and thus Kumarajiva, . 

, too, was taken to Liang-chon in  Kansu prov ince. 
Though at first KumaraJiva was treated disdainful ly, 
his great l i terary ski l l s  once again won for h im recog- , 
niti on and thereafter for nearly tifteen years he l ived 
honourably. 

During his long stay in Kansu, Kumarajiva's fame 
spread a l l  over Ch i na  and he received repeated 
invi tations from Emperor Yao Hin to vis i t  his capi tal , 
Changan. KumaraJiva went to Changan in  40 1 A.C. 
where h� stayed unti l his death in 4 1 3  A.C. whi le  in 
Changan, he devoted himself to propagating Buddhism, 
specially the Mahayana, among the Chinese people. 
To spread the faith widely he decided to translate the 
sacred Buddhist texts into the language of the people, 
and before his death he had accomplished the stupen
dous task of translating not less than a hundred Bud-

dhist texts from Sanskrit into Chinese. 

The Japanese scholar Bunyin Nanjio has. l i sted 
about four dozen works by KumaraJiva i n  his cata
logue (Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the 
Buddhist Trip�taka, Oxford 1 883), some of the very 
important of them being: Saddharma-puf}flar'ika-Siltra, 
Mahiiprajiiii-piiramitii-Siitra, Sukhiivafi-vyiiha-Si'itra, 
SarvapwJya-samucchaya-sanu'idhiSiitra, Sahas'ra
Buddha-nidiina-Siitra, Siitriilankara-Siitra, Avalo
kites'vara-Bodhisattva-samanta-mukha-parivarta, 
Sarviistivada-priitimok�a and treatises on the l ives of 
As'vagho�a, Nagarjuna and A:ryadeva. He also trans
lated Tattvasiddhi-sastra or Satyasiddhi of Harivarman, 
a Buddhist scholar of Kashmir. . 

Kumarajiva is regarded as one of the great transla
tors of Sanskrit texts into Chinese. Some people rank 
his style of wri ting as superior to that of Hiuen Tsang. 
He is even credited with the i ntroduction of a new al
phabet into China. KumaraJiva's scholarly l abou rs i n  
the cause of  his fai th won h im  the love and admiration 
of the Chinese people. They regarded h im as one of 
the 'four suns' of Buddhism, and always referred to 
him as Tungshee or 'one though young i n  years i s  ma
ture in the wisdom and virtues of old age.' He had many · 
Chinese disciples, Fa-Hien being one of them. Fa-H ien 
wrote Fo-ku-ki (Account of the B uddha's country) on 
the invitation of his guru Kumarajiva. 

Kumarajiva's l iterary output was not accomplished 
single-handed. From time to time he had the assist
ance of other d istinguished Indian scholars, most of 
them being Kasmlrls. Vima1aksa, Kumaraflva's teacher 
and Punyatara were two such scholars who assisted 

. KumaraJiva i n  h i s  stupendous task. 

Bibliography: 
Genhar, J .N. Buddhism in Kashmir and Ladakh; 
Nanjio, B. Catalogue of the Chinese Translations of 
the Buddhist Tripi,taka, Oxford, 1 883. 

\-V.G. Weeraratne 

KUMARAKASSAPA, an arahant thera who was an 
early disciple of the Buddha. Jn the Etadaggavagga of 
the Anguttara Nikclya the Buddha declared h im fore
most among h i s  male disciples with regard to versatil 
i ty in preac h i n g  (etadagggai1J bhikkhave mama 
siivakiinat�l bhikkhiinai1J cittakathikiinatf} yadidarr; 
Kumiirakassapo - A .  1 , p. 24 ) .  
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Kumarakassapa's mother was the daughter of a 
banker (seHhi) of Rajagaha. H�ving fai led to obtain 
the father's permission to enter the order of bhikkhwfis, 

she agreed to marry a young man , chosen for her by 
the father, with the hope of obtaining his (the husband's) 
permis-s ion subsequent ly to enter the order of 
bhikkhurfis. Several months after the marriage the hus
band reluctantly gave her permission to become a 
bhikkhuni and she entered the order of bhikkhunis, not . . . 
knowing that she was with chi ld at the time. As time 
passed by s igns of pregnancy appeared on her and the 
other bhikkhwfis suspected that she had been misbe
having w i th a paramour even after becoming a 
bhikkhuf}"i. The matter was first reported to Devadatta 
who indiscreetly pronounced that the bhikkhufJ"i was 
at fault. The Buddha referred the matter to a board of 
inquiry headed by Visakha and after an impartial in
quiry the bhikhu�zi 's name was cleared of guilt. 

. When the chi ld was born, he was kept in the nun- . 
nery and after sometime the king of Kosala took him 
into his charge. At the very young age of seven years 
he was ordained a monk. He was named Kumara
Kassapa thera because of h is royal upbringing and 
because he was ordained as a blzikkhu at a very young 
age. 

Once when Kumara-kassapa thera was meditating 
in Andha�ana, an anagami brahma who had been 
Kumara-kassapa's companion in a past birth, appeared 
before him and posed tifteen questions to him questions 
that only the Buddha could answer. The following 
morning Kumara-kassapa thera saw the Buddha at 
the Anathapi t;�9ikarama in the J eta's grove and reported 
to the Buddha the incidence of his meeting the brahma · 
and this led to the Buddha's elucidation of the ques
t ions posed to Kumara-kassapa by the brahma 
( Vammika Sutta- M. l ,  1 42 ft). At the conclusion of the 
Buddh.a's sermon Kumara-kassapa thera attained 
arahantship. 

Though Kumara-kassapa thera's mother entered the 
order of bhikkhul'}tS long before Kumara-kassapa was 
ordained as a bhikklzu, she cou ld not make much 

progress on the path as she was very fond of Kumara
kassapa and was yearning to have h im close to her. 
One day she saw Kumiira-kassapa thera on the streets 
doing his alms round and rushed to him in great excite
ment. Kumara-kassapa thera real ised that his mother's 
strong love for h im was an obstade on the path of her 
spiritual development and pretended to be disdainful 
towards her. This caused acute pain  of mind in her and 
subsequently she became disgusted of l i fe and s trove 
hard and attained arahantship (DhpA . III , 1 47) .  

Kumara-kassapa was a learned brahamin i n  the 
time of Padumuttara Buddha and hearing the Buddha 
ranking a monk fore-most in  eloquence, he too wished 
for such distinction under a future Buddha and with 
this end in view, he performed many meritorious deeds 
(Ap. I I ,  473f). 

D. Saddhasena 

KUMARALAT A, also cal led Kumaralabdha or 
Kumaralabha, 1 is regarded as the founder of  the 
Sautrantika school of Buddhism and to have l ived 
around the second century A .C . ,  a s  a j u n i or 
contemporaty of Asn'vagho�a. He is perhaps identical· 
with Kumaralata, the eighteenth Patriarch of the Chi
nese l ists. A native of Taxi la he is referred to several 
times by Hsuang-tsang in h is Si-yu-ki not only as the 
founder of the Sautrantika school but also as a sun that 
shone in the northern direction with the other three 
suns As'vagho�a, Nagarjuna and J\ryadeva shining in 
the east, the west and the south respectively. He fur
ther says that Kumaralata was carried off in captivi ty 
by a king who reigned somewhere in the east of the 
Pamirs.2 

Although Kumaralata i s  said to have written sev
eral works, on I y one of his works and even that in frag
mentary form found in Turfan, is presently available. 
This is the Kalpanii.marJ4itika or Kalpanalal1}krtika 
which has been editied by H .  Luders in German and 
publ ished as voulme I I  of Kleinere Scmskrit-Texte 
( 1 926, Leipzig).3 The book i s  regarded as a work of 
m�rit. 

1 .  AJ�h��g� M.  \Yintern_i tz_ (A Histrny of Indian Li�erature, I I ,  p .  268, n t  3 )  says that Kumaralabdha is only a wrong re
translation of the Chinese name given to Kumaralata, the reverse seems .to be more con·ect: i .e . ,  that Kumaralata is a 
variant rea�ing of the con·ect Sanskrit form Kumaralabdha or Kumaralabha meaning "he who received his youth". Com
pare also the fact that his pupil  Snlabha is also called Snlata. 

2 .  On Yuang Chwan,; 's Travels in India. Thomas Watters, I I, p .  286;  See also S. Seal's translation of  the Si-yu-ki, I I, pp. 302L 
3. The full title of the publication is "Bruclzstucke der Kalpaniimanditikii des Kumiiraliita. 
4. See Winternitz, op. cit .  pp. 62.3-4 

· · 
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A l though i t  was  once bel i eved that th i s  
Kalpanlimal}{litika was identical with the Siitriilan:zkiira 
attributed to As'vagho�a. th is view has subsequently 
found to be incorrect.4 However the Siitrcllm�tkiira !s  
regarded as an imitation of the KaLJJmul-ma�t(litikii and 
attributed to As'vagho�a perhaps because of his fame. 

As the Kalpanii-mm;4itikcl is regarded as the basic 
work of the Sautriintikas, KumaraHita is given the epi
thet miilacarya, the fi rst teacher. Sri Hi.ta or Sr!Hibha 
and Harivarman, two other Sarvclstivi.ida teachers, are 
recorded as the pu p i l s  o f  Kumara Hi ta ,  whose 
Sauntrantika sect is sometimes more specifically des
ignated as Dar�.tantika or based on dr�.tanta or allego
ries. This agrees with the i nformation provided by 

) K'ovei-k i ,  a pupi l  of Hsuan-Tsang, that Kumarala.ta 
was called "master of parables'.5 

A.G.S. Kariyawasam 

KUMBHA�J?A. The term kumbhm;z(la has been used 
i n  Buddhist l i terature to denote a type of spirit  which . 
could be equivalent to a demi-god or a goblin. lt has 
also been used as a personal name. The Mahiivm�sa 
makes mention of a Ja in  ascetic (niga�;z,tha) named 
Kumbhal)<;la in i ts chapter pertaining to the reign of 
King Pal)<;lukabhaya (437-367 B.C.) .  In the vicinity of 
Gamapl Tank (probably Karambava tank of the present 
day) this k ing bui It a hermitage for two ascetics named 
Jotiya and Giri .  There were also ascetics of various 
heretical sects for whom he bui l t  hermitages. The king 
also bui l t  a chapel for the nigm;z,tha Kumbhal)<;la and it ) was named after h im.  Says the Malulvamsa: 

Tattheva ca devakulat�l akiiresi mahlpati 
Kumbha�t¢assa niga��thassa tanniimakamahosi tan:z (X-99) 

Kumbhm:4a is also a general ised terrn used in respect 
of a class of fairies, gen i i ,  and spirits who are grouped 
with yakkhas, asuras, niigas and devas. They l ive in 
the Southern quarter and Vi rii.Jha is their king. 

Dakkhinan,t ca disa1�1 riijcl Vinllho tw�t pasclsati 
Kwnbhw.t(liinam adhipati Malzclriijlz yasassi so 

(Diglza Nikaya I I ,  257) 

In the Vidhura Pm;4ita Jiitak.a Kumbhira is men- . 
tioned as one of thei r chiefs . . ( . . . . .  tamaggahiti tm�t 
maf)iratanan:z Kumbhiro nclma yakklw Kumbhm;z(la
satasahassa parivijro so pana tena kujjhitvci . . . . ) . 

Kwnbhm:.(las had huge stomachs and their geni tal or
gans were as b i g  as pots ,  hence the i r  n a me 
( kumbhQ/,ujaniim 'ti te kira de veT mahodarii lwnti 
rahasscuiga1�z pi ca tesm� kumbho viya mahanta1�1 hoti. 
Tasmii kumbhm;zcjii ti vuccati. Sumangalavilasini,  I l l ,  
p. 964, PTS.) .  

A peta (Skt. preta-gobl in) cal led Kumbhal)9a is 
ment i oned in the Sutta Nipata, under the t i t l e  
Al)<;labhari-gamaku.to. In  this text a story i s  narrated 
giving details connected with thi s  gobl in  and the s in
ful acts committed by h im which brought about h is  
misemble state. When the Elder M aha Moggallana was 
descending from the Vulture's Peak (Gijjhaku.ta) one 
morning, along with the Elder Lakkha1,1a, he saw a 
gobl in tlying through the air (vehasan:z gacchantCil�t) .  
His genitals were as  large as  pots. Even during his trav
els, he had to place his  genitals on his shoulders and 
while sitting, he had to sit on them. Vultures, crows 
and hawks (of tierce appearance) would descend on 
him, peel , peck and tear away h is  genitals and then he 
would yel l out pit ifu lly. On seing this gobli n, the E lder 
Maha Moggal lana, smi led .  The elder Lakkhana, having 
seen his col league smi le, asked the reason for it .  The 
reply was that the matter could be discussed i n  the 
presence of the Buddha. · 

The SCiratthappakiisini (commentary to the Sutta 
Nipiita) gives more detai ls  of this extraordinary being, 
i ncluding his previous si nful acts. The Buddha him
self had seen this gobl in at the Bodhi-mal)�ala (on the 
day of Enlghtenment) but he did not speak about i t  
because no  one could pay heed to  such a story, d is
missing it as incredible. As the Elder Maha Moggallana 
had himself seen the being, it was possible to speak 
about it without hes itation because of the availabi l i ty 
of another witness . This gobl in  had been an unscrupu
lous judical officer (ku_ta-�inicchayamacco) in a pre
vious birth ( in the city of Rajagaha i tself). He was i n  
the habit of taking bribes and disowning the lawful 
owners (lancan;z g ahetva kii,tavinicchayan:z pakatQ/�1 
dosm� karonto samike assiimike akasi). He suffered 
i n  hell for a very long time and i n  h is  present state was 
going through the b alance period of punishment. 

In a Sinhala text named Amavatura ( 1 2th C.) i t  is 
said that the four  Cltum mah.araj ik:it deities named 
Dhatarattha, Vi rii l h a, Virupakkha and Kuvera had 
gandhabbas, kumbhar;zcjas, ntigas and yakkhas respec
tively as their retinues. In another S inhala text named 

5. Wintemitz, toe. cit. See also /HQ. Yoi .XYI, 1 940, pp. 246ff. and also Fill iozat L'lnde Classique, I I ,  p. 3 8 1  
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Saddharmaratniikara ( 1 5th C), there is a reference to 
a region named Kumbhar;u;H\Iinda, s i tuated on a side 
of Mount  Me ru , w h ich was bei ng guarded by 
KumbhaQ�las. 

ln ancient S inhala sculpture, too, KumbhaQ�las 
were represented on the stylobates of archi tectural 
monuments betweeen the base mouldings. In relevant · 
descriptions they are also referred to as gal}as. They 
are shown as holding the burden of the bui ldings on 
their heads, whi le being seated pot-bel l ied. At times 
they are representd as· standing on ei ther side of a 
nagaraja, as in  a guardstone from Tiriyay. In H indu 
sculpture, too, they are shown as pot-bell ied creatures, 
posing as attendants of S'iva or Vis'nu. 

Nandasena Mudiyanse. 

KUSALA. The term kusala (Skt.kusala) in Buddhism 
has a number of shades of meaning varying according 
to the context i n  which i t  is used. Thus, kusala is used 
to convey the meanings of clever, expert, good, right, 
ski lfu l ,  meri torious, profitable, wholesome and so on. 
However, its special significance as a religious tech
nica l  term is seen when it is used in Buddhist l iterature, 
both Pal i  and Sanskrit, to imply a moral sense connot� 
i ng morally good, profitable, efficient or wholesome 
actions of body, word and thought (i .e. karma) which 
are conducive to the attainment of the desired goal of 
nibbana or release from sar�tslira. Closely tied up with 
the concept of kusala i s  i ts opposi te akusala. These 
twin concepts (kusala-akusala), thus cccupy an i m
portant place in  the Buddhist ethical teachings. 

As stated at the outset, kusala and akusala are pri
mari l y  associated with the idea of karma, the sall)saric 
process an0 the release there from which is referred 
to as the attainment of nirvana. The Characteristic of 
this transcendental state is that i t  is free from greed 
(raga or lobha) hate (dosa) and delusion (moha). By 
infe·rence these are the factors that prolong the sall)saric 
process of each individual. Thus when these three fac
tors are given as the root causes (mula) of akusala 
and their opposites alobha, adosa and amoha as the 
root causes of kusala, the logical conclusion to be ar-

. r ived at, is,  that i n  the operative level akusala is what
soever action that s tands contrary to nirvclna and 
thwarts i ts attain ment whereas kusala is whatsoever 
action that is in  conformity with nirvana and conduces 
to i ts atta inment. Th i s ,  however, shou l d  not be 
construed to mean that kusala corresponds to nirvana 
or that it is one of i ts characteristics. What is meant is 

that in re lation to akusala which stands i n  di rect 
opposi tion to nirvana kusala stands on the side of 
nirvclna and functions as an effective means conducive 
to i ts attainment. 

Just as kusala is bas ical ly the absence of greed , 
hatred and delusion, actions motivated by these states 
found on non-greed and non-delusion are also deemed 
in the category of kusala. Hence, it is the presence or 
the absence of these mental states that determines the 
ethical qual i ty of any vol i tional state or in other words 
the wholesomeness or the unwholesomeness of karma 
(A. I, pp. 1 1 , 1 63) .  

Basical ly i t  i s  this same criterion that i s  adopted 
in  the Ambala_�thikcl Rahuloviida Sutta (M. I, p. 4 1 4  
ff.) in categorising kusala and akusala. Therein,  how
ever, the emphasis is more as personal and social di
mensions, tak ing i nto account the effect an actiqn has 
on oneself and on others. Thi s  sutta lays down the ethi
cal principle that any action - bodi ly, verbal or mental 
� to be categorised as kusala should  bring about ben
eticial  effects on oneself and others. An action  how
ever beneticial it may be to oneself  is not categorised 
under this group if it happens to be harmful to others. 
It is also clear from this sutta that this evaluation is 
not a negative one, for, without stopping at stressing 
the i mportance of t�e performance of acts that are not 
harmful to oneself and others i t  proceeds to empha
sise the ethical importance of performing acts that 
are posi tively beneficial to oneself and others. 

At other times the same criterion is adopted with 
a shift of emphasis to the individual .  In this evaluation 
of k'usala-akusala the. i ndividual (atta) is taken as the 
standard. Herein· one is asked to compare others with 
oneself and refrain from doing against othe.rs, such 
acts, that one does not wish to be done to oneself. For 
example, considering that one does not wish to be sub
jected to bodi ly harm one should realize that othei's, 
too, detest such acts when done to them and therefore, 
refrain  from doing such harmfu l  acts. Though this cri
terion has no universal appl ication,  it serves to a great 
extent to d ifferenciate kusala from akusala (M. l ,  p. 
95ff. , Sn . v. 705; Dhp. vv. 1 29, 1 30) . 

The twin conc-epts of kusala-akusala acquire va
l idity and significance i n  an ethical system only i f  the 
ind iv idual  is free to choose between kusala and 
akusala. The Buddha says that he ·speaks of abandon
ing akusala and accumulating kusala because it is pos
sible to do so, and that when so done i t  results in hap-
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piness and welfare of onself and others (A . I ,  p. 58) .  
The Buddha says so because he expl icitly accepts the 
position that the individual has of course within a con
text of causal condition ing - the freedom of choice be
tween kusala and akusala. Buddhism accepts that the 
individual bears a certain amount of capacity for per
sonal in it iative (iirambha - dhiitu), personal action 
(purisakilra) or individual action (attakiira : D. I, p. 
53;  A. I I I ,  pp. 337, 338) .  Hence these twin concepts 
become quite val id i n  the Buddhist ethical system. 

Further, according to Buddhism the abandoning of 
akusala and accumul ation of kusala is not only possi
ble but also most desi rable, for it conduces to the 

. betterment of an i nd ividual 's present condi tion, subl i
} mation of his character and elevation of his position in 

society. These beneficial effects conduce to harmony, _,__1. .  concord and progress of the society at large. Besides, 
kusala and akusala are d i rectly i nstrumental in shap
ing the future life (M. I, p . J 35; S. I, p.227; A. IJJ, pp. 
40, IV. 247 Sn. v, 398; Dhp. vv. 1 3 1 ,  1 33). 

All these beneficial effects produced by the practice 
of kusala is to be considered in relation to the attain
ment of the h ighest goal nirvclna, for in Buddhism 
kusala i s  not an end in i tself, but only a means to the. 
attainment of the end, for, such acts of kusala final ly 
lead to the cessation of al l  kammic action (A . I ,  p. 263 . 
When thus considered, i t  appears that the practice of 
kusala is the foundation of slla which together with · 
samiidhi and pafifiii lead to final ethical perfection and ) mental deliverance. See ETHICS for more detai ls. 

S.K. Nanayakkara 

"\ KU�ANAS. The Maurya period i n  I ndian history wit
nessed one of the major phases of the expansion of 
Buddhism when i t  made great strides acrose the In
dian subcontinent and was introduced to several for
eign lands as wel l .  Whether this achievement was the 
resul t  of an organized B uddhist missionary activi ty 
that drew vigour and impetus from the success of the 
Theravadins at the Thi rd Council or a del iberate rel i
gious campaign organised under royal patronage of the 
Mauryas, the unmistakable consequence of this new 
.re) jgious JeryQur shown _by the Buddhists was _that i t  
soon elevated their religion from i ts humble origins in 
a corner of northeastern India to the position of a pan
Indian rel igious movement. In the next few centuries, 
Buddhism grew as a major Indian rel igion winning 
converts in almost every part of the subcontinent whi le 
i n  several regions outside, i t  succeeded in achieving 

the status of the main religion. 

The spread of Buddhism over a wider area also 
resul ted in a steady growth of the smiglza and a large 
increase in the number of J ay fol lowers. With this 
change the Buddhist communiti es gradually began to 
lose cohesion, and local influences too, began to make 
their mark on the behaviour and attitudes of the smiglw, 
thus giving rise to local groups among the com mu
ni ty. This tendency had i ts origins sometimes before 
the time of Asoka, but i t  came to the forefront i n  a 
significant way only after the time of the Mauryas. 
What is most i mportant is the fact that i t  i s  this devel
opment, along with the doctrinal differences, that paved 
the way for the segmentation of the satigha in to. d if
ferent schools. ' 

During the time of the S'uhgas, the successors of 
the Mauryas, Buddhism appears to have lost the royal 
patronage it used to enjoy earlier, for according to some 
Buddhist sources , Pus'yamitra the founder of the 
S'uhga dynasty was a notorious persecutor of B ud
dhism. Nevertheiess, i t  is d ifficu l t  to ascertai n  the 
amont of damage that was caused to B uddhism u nder 
this persecution, but what is  significant is  the contin
ued popular support the rel i gion received in the S'unga
Kanva period (3rd century B .C. to 1 st century B .C.) .  
This is  evident not only from the huge and elaborate 
constructions at places l ike Safic1 and B harhut, but also 
from the large number of private donations recorded 
in inscriptions from many parts of India. 

Even if the Buddhists lost royal patronage u nder 
the Sungas, soon they found a worthy patron ,  i n  
Menander the Indo-Greek monarch who ruled over a 
large kingdom i n  northwestern India and beyond. The 
Pali work Milindapafiha records that ·a monk named 
Nagasena converted Menander to Buddhism and the 
king soon became a zealous champion of the faith. 
The impetus Buddhism thus received u nder Menander 
must certainly have opened up new routes to reach 
areas beyond the H indukush-Himal aya range. A l 
though Buddhism had been introduced to  areas out
side the north-western borders of the Mamya empire 
during the time of Asoka, the most notable expans ion 
of the rel igi911 intc:U hes� areas l:leg!.D� tQ J�1.e p ia� 
only from about the time of the Indo-Greeks. This  
expansion also provided access for B uddhism to come 
into contact with Western ideas and influences. The 
contacts thus establ ished with the western world  and 
Central Asia reached their heights, particularly under 
the Ku�al)as. 
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The Ku�a!)aS were a section of the Yueh-chi tribe 
that original ly hai led from eastern Central Asia, their 
clashes with several other tribes in the region ultimately 
made them leave their homeland and migrate west
ward across the Steppes. Sometime before the begin
ning of the Christian era, the Ku�anas had reached the 
north-western borders of the Indian subcontinent, thus 
exposing themselves to Indian socio-cultural influence 
(for detai l s  see KA�I�KA). By this t ime the poli tical _ situation i n  north-western India was undergoing pro
. found and fast changes, with the weakening of the 
power of the Indo-Greeks who had held sway there 
for quite sometime. The Indo-Greek kingdoms which 
were breaking up under pressure from both the S'akas 
and the Sassanians were no longer i n  a position to hold 
on to the terrain adjoining the north-western passes. 
On the or.e hand, the Sakas were making several 
successful  inroads into the Indo-Greek territory whi le 
on the other, fratricidal struggles among the Indo
Greeks themselves continued unabated. 

The pol i tical i nstabi l i ty that arose out of this situ
ation created the most favourable atmosphere for other 
parties too, to enter the tby. Presumably, the Sassanians 
were the tirst to try their luck and were seccessful i n  
making some in i ti al pol i tical gains both inside and 
outside India against the Indo-Greeks as wel l as the 
S akas. However, both these groups were soon dis
lodged by the Ku§ a !) aS who qu i ck ly  establ i shed 
themselves, tirst in the areas held by the Sassanians . 
and then in ·areas· which were known as the S'aka do
minions. Thus, by effectively removing two major 
contenders, the Ku�a!)aS became the sole inheritors of 
the vast kingdom previously held by the Indo-Greeks. 
By the time of their second ruler Virna Kadphises, ( 1 st 
century A.C.) the Ku�ar_1as had come to own a large 
empire extendi ng over a vast area on either side of the 
H indukush -H i ma laya  range. Dur ing the t ime  of 
Kal)i�ka, the third ru ler of the dynasty, the Ku�al)a 
empire spread further i ns ide I nd ia ,  perhaps upto 
Magadha and Orissa, and i nto many new areas in Cen
tral Asia making it one of the largest empires at the 
time. 

The rise of the Ku�al)as into promi nence in India 
and in central Asia almost coincided with a significant 
change that influenced the economy of these two re
gions. As a result  of certain actions taken by rulers of 
Parthia, the trade-routes that were used in the trade 
between China  and Rome, were affected and the trade 
had to be re-routed via India. This  shift brought a sud
den importance to north-western India making it one 

of the heavi ly  i nvolved regions in the East-West trade. 
The new pol it ical gains made by the Ku�al)aS i n  India 
and outside gave them the virtual control of a large 
segment of th is  i mportant trade route and the nct�work 
of its main arteries. These very significant pol it ical and 
economic gains made by the Ku�al)aS p laced them in 
a highly comfortable position to become great patrons 
of rel igion and culture. 

Long before the advent of the Ku�al)aS the areas 
just north of the H indukush had come under strong 
Indian influence, and the arrival of thi s  central Asian 

tribe i n  these areas, as in the case of their predeces
sors, resul ted in  bringing tllem too, i nto contact with 
the rich Indian culture which they soon embraced and 
adopted. Of a l l  the Ku��I)a k ings Kal)i�ka is singled 
out for praise by many Buddhist writers as the fore
most i n  patronizing  Buddhism. These works contain� 
stories fu l l  of fantastic incidents expla in ing how 
Kary i�ka  became a Buddhist. Accord i ng to them, 
Kal)i�ka in the early days of h i s  career was a ruthless 
ruler who ki l led thousands in war, but later became an 
ardent bel iever i n  B uddhism.  A marked change in 
Kal) i�ka's religious bel iefs is a lso h inted in h i s  own 
coins. His  early coi n  types depict several dreek deities, 
but l ater pieces bear Iranian and I ndian deities. In his 
l ater coin types the Buddha appears i n  different forms. 
However, it i s  i mportant to hote that even after he 
became a Buddhist  he cont inued to respect other 
rel i gi ous  bel i efs wh ich must h ave been prevalent 
among some sections of his subjects. 

M any contemporary i nscript ions and l i terary 
sources, particularly of later, times, are useful in un
derstanding the condition of Buddhism in the Ku�al)a 
period. These l iterary works refer to eighteen schools · • 
of Buddhism and to different teachers and their teach
ings. The epigraphic evidence i s  specially useful in 
understanding the regions in which different schools ·. 
were flourishing. The existence of two important sects, 
namely, the Sarvastivadins and the Mahasanghikas is 
attested to by several i nscriptions from north India and 
outside. For instance, the Mathura Lion P i l lar i nscrip
tion of the time of S'o9a�a records the arrival of a dia
lectician (khaluka) i n  Mathura from the Sarvastivadin 
stronghold of Nag�ra (in J�Ialabad in present Afghani
stan) to debate wi th  the M ahasailghi kas. Several 
Ku�arya records from places l ike Kalwan, Shah-jiki
dheri , Zeda and Kurram in the western part of the 
Ku�al)a empire refer to many rel igious acts involving 
the Sarvastivadins.  Some other records referring to this 
school have also been discovered in Mathura, Saranath 
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and S'ravasti .  Mathura appears to have had several 
Sarvastivadin establishments in the Ku�apa period, and 
perhaps it was thei r main centre in northern India.  

The Mahasahghikas had establ ished themselves in  
several regions i n  Afghani stan and at Mathura i n  In
dia. Ku�apa inscriptions referring to this school have 
been found at places such as Mathura, Wardhak and 
Pal ikera. The only other school that finds mention i n  
the Ku�al)a inscriptions i s  that of  the Dharmaguptikas. 
I t  is mentioned in a soli tary Brahnii record coming 
from Mathura. The exis tence of the Mahasahghi kas i s  
evident from Mahavastu which i ntroduces i tself as  the 
Vinaya of the Lokottaravadin-Mahasanghikas. I t  is 

. noteworthy that the two famous Lokottaravadi n  con
) cepts bhiimi and carycl provided the basis for the growth _l. of the Mahayana ideas. 

The Yogacara school which is general ly associated 
with Asahga is considered to have taken root i n  the 
Ku�apa period. The Yogacaras, l ike the Lokottara
vadins, supported Mahayana concepts but at the i nit ial 
stages they were known as Vijniinavadins .  The 
Mahasahghikas who were c losely associated with the 
Mahayana also came to the forefront probably in the 
Ku�al)a period, yet i ts main proponent Nagarjuna (q . v.) 
does not appear to have hailed from the Ku�al)a do
minion. 

Thus, judging by the avai lable evidence, one has to 
arive at the conclusion that the Sarvastivadins were 
the numerical ly strongest of al l the schools i n  the ) Ku�al)a kingdom. Such a supposit ion would not be un
warranted when one considers the dominant posit ion 
held by the Sarvastivadins at the fourth Buddhist Coun

, cil (the third Counci l according to Tiiranatha). Accord
\og to Paramartha, a somewhat late authority, an arhant 
named Katyayap1putra who was also an iiciirya of the 
Sarvastivadin school travel led to Kashmir along with 
five hundred arhants and five hundred bodhisattvas; 
collected the abhidhamma of the Sarvastivadin school 
and re-arranged it into eight col lections. This treat ise 
was known as the  Jiianaprasthiina-sutra ,  and 
Para martha adds that  i t  was l ater  re-ed i ted by 
As'vagho?a. Those who partici pated in the Counci l  
spent twelve years in  wri t ing the Vibha[cl works. 

However, 1-Jiuen-Tsang's version of  the detai l s  of 
the convening of the Counci l are somewhat different 
from that of Paramartha. Accord ing to h i m , k i ng 
Kaniska, after becoming a Buddhist ,  fel l  into a state 
of helplessness and confusion on account of the dif-

ferent and conflicting interpretations given to the teach
i ngs of the Buddha by the fol lowers of d ifferent tradi 
tions. He wanted to restore Buddhism to  i ts past em i 
nence and have the Trip i.taka explained accordi n g  to  
the tenets of  various schools .  He therefore summ oned 
a rel igious council  and only thos·e �who were wel l 
versed i n  the Tripi.taka and the five branches of l earn
i ng (pafica-vidyii) were chosen to take park in the ses
sions which were held i n  Kashmir. The monks who 
assembled there composed one hundred thousand stan
zas of the Upadesa-s'iistras, one hundred thousand 
stanzas of the Vinaya-vibhasiis'iistras and one hundred 
thousand stanzas of the A bhidharma-vibha�ii-s astras. 
Kal)i �ka made these treati ses wri tten i n  copper p lates 
and deposi ted them in a stiipa. Some authori ties d iffer 
on the location of the fourth Counc i l ;  Tiiranatha con
siders Jalandhar as the meeting place while the major
i ty and also the most trustworthy of all the authorit ies 
such as Paramartha mention  Kashmir as the venue.  

A significant outcome of the .fo.lH;th· Council was 
the emergence of the Sarvastivadf.6;�tjs . the pre-emi
nent and the strongest among allt��ddhi st sects i n  
the Ku�al)a K ingdom. Phi losoph�t$fthis school took · ,l� � : . the leadership i n  the Counci l  an'&.�UUs must certainly 
have placed them in  a most advari�ageous posi tion over 
other schools .  Some scholars even· seem to think that 
this was actual ly a counci l of the :S.rlrvastivadins rather 
than one that in  which �I I the: stl�pol s  got togethr to 
discuss their different opin · ·  .. . . nterpretations of 
the dhamma. · 

The fourth Counci l  a lso phase 
in the history of the Buddhi  tradi tion. Unt i l  
that t ime, the langunge . · Buddhists had 
mainly been Magadh1 Prakrit; · ·· · the l anguage used 
at the proceedings of the fol,irth Cou nci l  was Sanskrit. 
The scriptures composed at the Counc i l  were also 
written down in Sanskri t, and the Sarvastivadins and 
the many Mahayana schools conti nued to use Sanskrit 
in their writings. Nevertheless; it does not mean that 
Prakrit was completely g i ven up by them. I t  in  fact, 
continued for somet ime to come as a paralle l  language 
along with Sanskri t, i n  Indian Buddhist wri tings , as i s  
evident from the Buddhist documents assignable t o  the 
Ku�iil)a period or s l ightly l ater t imes, found in Central _ 
Asia: These documents had been written in Prakrit 
using the Kharo�.thi script .  

The main body of B uddhis t  l i terature that begins 
to develop in Northern Ind ia  from the Ku§al)a period 
onwards is general ly known as the Buddhist Sanskrit 
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l i terature, mainly because the l anguage used in it is . 
Sanskrit and the contents being Buddhist. The main 
aim of the early Mahayana Buddhist l iterature appears 
to have been the depicting of the Budddha i n  a divine 
and a supernatural form and the 'enrichment of the 
Buddhist panthe.on with a galaxy of bodhisattvas 
endowed w i t h  pc"iramitiis dest i ned to be fu ture 
Buddhas'. Thus Buddhist l i terature that takes shape in 
the Ku?al)a period was aimed at  popularizing the new 
trends that came into the forefront at the time. The 
Sariputra-prakara!Ja, the Buddhacarita, '  and the 
Saundartinanda, some famous works by As'vagho?a, 
may be considered as l i teray works written i n  this spirit. 
Both the Buddhacarita and the Saundariinanda, belong 
to the mahc"iktivya category. A lthough the Tibetan 
tradi tion attributes to As'vaghosa several other works, 
much rel i ance cannot be placed on it . 

The Mahiivastu i s  another Buddhist l iterary work 
bel ieved to have been wri tten in the Ku?i'il)a period. 
This work is based on the Vinaya of the Lokottaravadins 
of the Mahasahghika school .  The Lalitavistara which 
is regarded · as one of the most sacred works of the 
avadtina l i terature may also have been composed i n  
the times o f  the later Ku�al)a k ings. 

The Ku�al)a ru lers were great patrons of art and 
architecture too; they buil t  monasteries, stiipas and stat
ues, some of which have survived to this day. From 
these monuments i t  i s  �vident that the artistic expres
s ion of the· Ku?al)a period essenti al ly  centered round 
B uddhism. The Ku�al)a stiipas mark a significant phase 
in the evolution of the B uddhist stiipa in India on ac
count of certain special characteristics unique to them. 
The method employed i n  the bui ld ing of the main 
stiipas is a combination of the tradi tional stiipa style 
and the stambha or the yiipa construction technique. 
The Kal)i�ka stupa which belonged to this style, ac
cordi ng to H iuen-Tsang, was a magnificent work that 
stood at 638 feet in height, the tal lest sttlpa in the world. 

The Ku�i'il)a period is also wel l known for the two 
famous schools of Indian art, namely, the Gandfiara 
and the Mathura schools .  The Gandhara school which 
deve l o ped the i co n o graphy of  the Buddha ,  
Bodhisattvas and other prominent figures i n  Buddhism 
shows c lear signs of  Greco-Roman influence. The 
Mathura school on the other hand, is regarded as the 
true representative of  the traditional Indian sculpture 
and art that go far back i nto the pre-Mauryan times or 
even further. . 

The Ku?iil)a period, especial ly the reign of Kal)i?ka 
I ,  (C. 78- 1 03 A.C.) is  regarded as yet another i mpor
tant phase in the expansion of B uddhism into areas 
outside India. During th i s  period, B uddhism was in
troduced to many areas of Central Asia and also to 
China, mostly through close pol itical and economic 
ties the Ku?i'il)a rulers were able to maintain with those 
far off l ands. Several archaeological excavations car
ried out in the Soviet Central Asia have brought to l ight 
a large number of Buddhist monuments and documents 
with clear Ku?i'il)a associations. Most of these Centra\ 
Asian Buddhist centres were situated along the famous 
Silk-route·that connected China wi th the Roman world, 
suggesting that the fortunes of Buddhi sm in those ar-
eas rested largely on the condit ion of trade that passed 
through the region. Throughout the Ku�al)a period and 
several centuries after that, the Buddhist monasteries,_...._ 
in  Central Asia served not only as i nstitutions propa
gating Buddhism but also as centres through which 
Indian cul tural i nfluence was disseminated among a 
mainly non-Indian and pastoral tribal population . Their 
commitment to Buddhism is amply demonstrated by 
the large number of Buddhist ruins  and monuments 
found i n  this semi-arid land.  Fragments of several 
i mportant Sanskrit and Prakrit Buddhist texts written 
in the t ime of the Ku?al)as and l ater which had long 
been considered lost, and were found at some Cenral 
Asian Buddhist centres, a lso provide further evidence 
to the keen i nterest shown by the people of these areas 
in Buddhism, who no doubt drew inspiration from their 
compatriots i n  Ind ia. 
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KUSINARA. The capi tal of the Mal las (q .v. )  and the 
scene of the Buddha's death. At the time of the Bud
dha's death Kusinara was a small city. "A branch town
ship with wattle and daub houses in the midst of the 
jungle", and Ananda Thera, the Buddha's constant at
tendant was at tirst dissapointed that the Buddha should 
have chosen it for his Parinibbana. But the Buddha 
told Ananda that Kusinara in ancient times was a great 
city called Kusavafi, the royal city of the Universal King 
(cakkavatti) Maha Sudassana (D. 11, 1 46). Between 
Kusinara and Pava, three gczvutas away from where 
the Buddha came to Kusinara on his last Journey from 
Rajagaha, stopping at various places_-lay the stream 
Kaku.tha on the banks of which was Ji vaka's Ambavana 
in Rajagaha; beyond that was the river Hirfifiavati and 
near the ci ty, in a south-westerly direction, lay the 
Upavattana, the Sala Grove of the Mal las, which the 
Buddha made his last resting place. (DA. II, 572 j). 

After the Buddha's passing away his body was 
carried into the city by the northern gate and out of the 
city by the eastern gate; to the east o(, the city was 
Maku_tabandhana, the shrine of the Mal las, and there 
the body, was cremated. For seven days those assem
bled at the ceremony held a festivai in honour of the 
relics. {D. II, 1 60f). 

It is said that the Buddha had three reasons for 
coming to Kusinara for his Parinibbiina: ( 1 )  Because 

. it was the proper venue for the preaching of the Mahiz 
Sudassana Sutta; (2) because Subhaddha, his last con-

) vert, would visit h im there and, after l istening to his 
sermon, wou ld develop meditation and become an 
arahant while the B uddha was sti l l  al ive; and (3) be
cause the brahman Dona would be there, after the Bud- . 

1 dha's Parinibbiina to �olve the problem of the distri
bution of his rel ics. (DA .  II. 573 t) . 

As the scene of his death, Kusinadi became one cf 
the four hcily places declared by the Buddha to be fit 
places of pilgrimage for the pious, the other three be
i ng Kapi l avastu w h ere the  B uddha was  born,  
Buddhagaya where the Buddha attained Enlighten
ment, and Is ipatana where the fi rst sermon after at
t_aining Enlightenment was preached (D. I I ,  1 40). 

Mention is made of other visits paid to Kusinara 
by the Buddha, prior to that when his death took place. 

· Thus, once he went there from Apana and having spent 
some time at Kusinara, proceeded to A tuma.  The 
Mallas of Kusinara were always great admirers of the ' Buddha, even though not al l of them were his fol low-

ers, and on the occasion of this vis i t  they decided that 
any inhabitant of Kusinara who fai led to go and meet 
the Buddha and escort him to the c ity, wou ld be tined 
tive hundred pieces of gold. It was on this occasion 
that Roja the Mal i an was converted . ( Vin. 1 ,  247 f} 
During some of these visits the Buddha stayed in a 
wood cal led Baliharana, and there he preached two of 
the Kusinara Suttas (A , 1 ,  274 f; V, 79 f) and the " Kinti" 
Sutta (M II 238 f.) A third Kusiniira Sutta he preached 
while staying at Upavattana (A . II ,  79). 

According to a late tradition, one-eighth of the 
Baddha's relics were deposi ted i n  a cairn i n  Kusinara 
and honoured by the Mall as (D. l l , 1 67). 

In  ancient times Kusinara was_ the capital of k ing 
Tiil issara and twelve ofhis descendants (Dpv. III ,  32). 
It. was also the scene of the death of Phussa Buddha 
at the Setarama (BuvA . 19 1 5) .  

In Hsiian Tsang's day there sti l l  existed towers and 
Sangharamas erected to mark the spots con,nected with 
the Buddha's last days and obsequies at Kusinara. Ac
cording to his account Kusinara was nineteen yojanas 
from Vesal i .  

To the northern Buddhists the  place was also 
known as Kus'igrama and Kus'inagari (Dvy. 1 52 f., 
208) . 

Kusinara is identified with the vi l lage of Kasia at 
the junction of the river Rapti and the smal ler Gondak 
in the east of the Gorakpur district in  India. A copper 
plate belonging to the thiipa, erected at the site of the 
Buddha's death; · has been discovered. (s.v. DPPN) 

KU'fADANTA SUTTA , · the fifth suttci (discourse) 
ofthe D"igha Nikaya (q;v.-DJ ; pp. l 27- 149). The Bud
dha preached this  di scourse to an accom pl i shed 
brahamin teacher by name·Ku.tadanta who was l iving 
i n  the prosperous brahamih village· of Kharmmata in 
the country ofMagadha. Khaililn'lata, i ncidentally, was 
an outright religious grant  given to Kutadanta by 
Seniya Bimbisara, the k ing of Magadha, in recogni
tion of Ku_tadanta's immense rel igious learning and his 
great skill -as· a debater who was classed among the 
best rel igious debaters of the time, such as Amba,�taka, 
Sonadary9a and Saccaka. 

· The Buddha, while going on his preaching tour 
a long w i th  a m u l t i tude of bhl.kkhiis, came to 
Khanumata and was residing at Ambala,t,thika at the 
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t ime when Kii.tadanta was making preparations to per
form a great rel igous sacri tice according to brahamin 
tradition, by slaughtering thousands of cattle, goats etc. , 
in order tit» please gods to win their favour. When the 
news spread of the arrival of the Buddha in  Khfmumata, 
along with a following of bhikkhus, the residents of 
Khanumata, i n  l arge numbers, started to go towards 
Ambala_t.thika to see the Buddha, and Kii.tadanta, too, 
i nspite of the objections of the braham ins who had · 
gathered to partake of the sacrificial oblations and gifts, 
joined the residents of Khanumata who were going to 
see the Buddha. Hav ing met the Buddha and having 
greeted him courteously, Kii.tadanta told the Budddha: 
" I have heard it being said, Sir, that the Buddha is  
possessed of complete and immacu late knowledge of 
the three-fold Sl,ICCess of sacrifi ces (tividha yafi.fi.a 
sampada11J) and tbe s ixteen requirements (solasa
parikkhiira) for a properly constituted sacrifice. I have 
already made arrangements, Sir, to perform a great 
rel igious sacrifice (mahii yarifi.an;) though I have no 
proper knowledge of the above mentioned matters. It 
wi l l  be very opportune, S i r, if the Buddha wi l l  explain 
them to me so that l can derive the best fru i ts of this 
sacrifice" .  The Buddha said: "In the distant past, 0 . 
brahmin ,  there was a king by .name Maha-Vij ita who 
was fabulously rich and powerfu l .  One day he thought: 
' I  am now the overlqad of an extensive k ingdom and I 
have i mmense wealth and power, and therefore I must 
now perform a great rel igious sacrifice that can ensure 
for me great happiness and good health for a longtime. 
The king conveyed this idea to his chief advisor to get 
his opinion about i t and he said: 'My lord, your king
dom is now i n  a turbulent state with wide-spred pov
erty, thievery and crim inal activities. When the condi- . 
tion of  the State i s  such , i f  the king thinks of i mposing 
more taxes on the people for a great sacrifice, things 
wi l l  go from bad to worst. In such a si tuation the king 
might think: 'let me finish with these thieves and crimi
nals by giv.i ng them capi tal punishment or by impris
oning them or by banishing them'. But, 0 king, the 
country wi l l  not return to normalcy by such harsh pun
i shment, be�atlse many others wiil start to harass the 
countrJ anew. What the king should do is to provide 
tho.se who are keen to take to agricluture and dairy 
farming the wherewithal to engage in such activities ;  
provide monetary assistance ana other faci l i ties to those 
who are i ncli ned towards trade, industries and other 
commercial  activ i ties; provide attractive salaries to 
those who are in terested to serve the state. When the 
king implements such a sagacious programme, all the 
countrymen wi l l  be profitably employed, thereby earn
i ng sufficient i ncome to l ive comfortably, and the coun-

try wi l l  become peaceful and harmonious" . 

Acti ng on the advice of the ch ief counsel ler  
(purohita) , the k ing restored peace in  the country by 
i mplementing a wel l - thought -out econom i c  pro
gramme that ensured profi table employment opportu
nities for a l l  people i-n the country. Likewise, k ing 
Maha v ij i t av1 ,  heed i n g  the ad v i ce of h i s  c h i e f  
councel l lor, pub l i shed in  the kingdom a l l  the detai ls 
of his intended rel igious sacrifice and obtained the ap
proval of the four  divisions of h is  subjects. On the ad
vice of the Chief Counsel ler, no animal was s laugh
tered or injured for the sacrifice and no trees were 
wantonly cut down, and no forced labour was u ti l i sed 
to perform various duties at the sacri fice.  Only i tems 
l i ke curd, butter, ghee, honey and molasses were used 
as offerings at this sacrifice". 

By ut i l i sing the ancient episode of Maha Vij itavi , 
the Buddha expresses to Kii.tadanta his strong disap
proval of brahmanic sacrifices wherein many innocent 
animals were s laughtered, much cruelty to slaves and 
poor people was perpetrated, and wanton destruction 
w�s caused to valu able flora and founa, in additon to 
wasting i nvaluable resources of the country. The Bud
dha also uti l i ses the episode of Maha vij i tav1 to indi
cate that problems of a society or country do not crop 
up due to divine wrath, but that they are causal i n  gen
esis .  The problems of a country, as hinted i n  the 
Kii.tadanta Sutta, are generated on account of i mproper 
planning and managerial incapabi l i ty of ru lers and that 
they can be satisfactori ly solved only by proper p lan
ning and ski lfu l  implementation of the planned pro
grammes. 

Having indicated to Kii.tadanta a better type of sac
rifice, if he was i nterested in performing one, the Bud
dha ends the admonition by tel l ing h im that fol lowing 
the path of v i rtue ,  cul m inat ing i n  the attai nment 
Arahantship, is very much superior to sacrifices of 
material things. 

W.G. Weeraratne. 

Kl:Y.f AGARASALA, a 1nonastery complex i n  the 
Mahavana in Vesal i i n  north India which was used by 
the Buddha and his  d isciples as a temporary residence, 
whi le  on missionary tour in that region. Buddhist  texts 
record several Suttas and Jiitakas preached by the Bud
dha while l iving i n  this magnificent monsstery com
plex, on many occassions. 
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The term 'KtJ.tagara' means 'circular bui lding with 
an upper storey and a pinnacled roof. The upper sto
rey of this particular  circular bu i lding in the Mahavana 
was the l iving apartment (gandhaku,ti) of the Buddha 
and below it was the open meeting hal l (siilti) with 
pi l lars supporting the gandhaku,ti above. There were 
several other buildings attached to the one described 
above and these bui ldings constituted the l iving apart
ments and other facil i ties for the many bhikkhiis who 
accompanied the Buddha in his missionary rounds. On 
account of the prominence and grandeur of the circu
lar building with the pinnacled roof, the entire monas
tery comp lex was popu l ar ly  desi gnated as the 

. Ku,tagarasala. 

) 
The monastery contained a ward for sick monks 

_,..J.!lnd the Buddha occasional ly  vis ited the sick monks in 
� it, to soothe and console  them (S IV. 2 1  0). 

Many renowned persons at that time visited the 
Buddha in the Ku.tagiirasaHi, individually and some
times with their retinues, to pay h im homage and l is
ten to his sermons. Occasionally such visitors discussed · 
with the Buddha matters pertaining to good social con-

. ·duct and intricate doctrinal problems. Licchavi chief
tains Mahal i O,t,thatthaddha (D. I .  1 50 ff. ; S.I. 230ff. ; 
S. III. 68), Nandaka (S. V. 389) Sunakkhatta (M. II. 252), 
Baddiya (A. II. 1 90), Sfl,lha  (A . I I .  200) and Abhaya (A 
II .  200) paid visits to the Buddha in the Ku.tagarasalii 
and had lengthy discussions with h im.  Saccaka, the 
learned Jaimi ascetic leader who was reputed as a clever )ebater, met the Buddha at the Ku.tagarasalii and had a 

· debate wi th the B uddha.  B u t  the Buddha cou ld  
ultimately, convince Saccaka about the futi l ity of  fol
Jb,wing the teachings of Mahavl ra, the Jain leader, after 
a\protracted bout of arguments (M. 1 .227ff; 237ff). 

The Buddha also preached the fol l l owing Jatakas 
to asseRlbled audiences at the Ku.tagarasala during his 
several visits to Vesal i :  Sig(/la Jiitaka (J. II .  5) ,  Telowida 
Jataka (J. I I .262), Biihiya Jataka (J. I .  420) and 
EkapaiJ�za Jataka (J. 1 .  504). 

Mahapajapati Gotami , the foster mother of 
Siddhattha Gotama who was determined to obtain per
mission-from- lhe Bmlalia to estal51 isli -tn-e Bhikkhu1Ji 
Sasana, travel led from Kapi lavatthu to Yesal i  along 
with tive hundred women who had also renounced · 
worldly life to become bhikkhu�1is, met the Buddha in 
the Kii.tagarasala. It i s · said that the Buddha finally 
agreed to allow them to become bhikkhuf}is after a 
strong plea by Elder Anand a (A.IV.276-7; Vin.II,253-4). 

Three months before his passing away the B ud
dha visited the Ku.tagarasalii from where he announced 
to the assembled bhikkhii.s his  i mpending death (D. J J .  
1 20). This must have been the l ast visit  o f  the Buddha 
to the Ku.Higarasala in  Vesali. 

The Ku.tagarasaHi; in  Vesali must have thrived as a 
popular Buddhist monastic_ centre up .to several centu
ries after the passing.,aWay "<if.ct_h_e;ijuddha and this is . .  • '  ; . .. . .  : . . 
evident from two. �eNr��w.-e�io_:.�this ·.centre i n  the Sri 
Lankan chroniele M�tiav�li)·'S�Hiln� �ti them (Mhv. 4, 
1 1 - 1 2) refers toa th��4 ,�Y,J;Q�Yl���!.iJ.l9�putta Yasa, a 
resident in  the Kii,tag��:�r�.�IW.Ji.�P.J%'�d ,� prominent 
role in the secondr B:U:�k1biStLeA!Jneil': held, a hundred 
years after the passing awa.w,gf.,,$e Buddha; The sec
ond (Mhv. 29-33} referSJ(j ��ftlt� gtoup: · of bhikkhus 
from the Kii.tagaras�Hi,mQnasti.cy; who came to Sri  
Lanka in  the I 

' , ' 
: the fo�ndation 
Anuradhapura. 

. is one 
· Quarters) o r  

· He i s  mentioned 
• n Hinduism. · His  

of the Northern 
e i s  one of the 

resioir..g in the 
. at-. ttfe top · of 

. .  the demi-gods 
$ guardiaAS of 

· regarded as 

chants arid quite natural . as the 
aim of both ;these :W tbe ·acqui.Siti_on of wealth. It was 
among the merch�nt �lassesihat early Buddhists found 
the most entbusr��t��liprQrters. They were also the 
people who took a>le.ading part in the propagation of 
Buddhism i n Jndfa as: wel l '  as aborad. It is therefore 
natural to tind Kuvera receiving the honour of Bud
dhist communities. He is represented in the earliest of 
Buddhist monuments, i .e. at Bharhut, and many rep
resentatipns of h im have been found in the Graeco Bud-
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dhist art of Gandhara. Icons of Kuvera have been found 
in almost every country to which Buddhism penetrated. 

In some Buddhist countries Kuvera was accorded 
special recognition. In the ancient Buddhist kingdom 
of Khotan, for example, Kuvera is supposed to have 
presided over the foundation of the state and is some
times even referred to as a Tathagata, a term which is 
normally used in respect of Buddha. In the 8th cen
tury, he was also call ed a deva-king, but it is not known 
whether the term had, in Khotan, the significance which 
devariija had in Cambodia. The deities (yak�as) who 
recieved special honour in the various regions of the· 
Buddhist world are enumerated in  a Mahayanist San
skrit text named Mahimtayuri, which was translated 
i nto Chinese about the 4th century. " Among the 
S i m ha las ,  the (yak�a) i s  the Lord of Wea l th 
(Dhanesvara i . e. Kuvera)" , says this text (Simhalesu 
Dhanes'varah). Pot-bel ly (Kalasodara) is also the name 
of a ya!qa who was honoured in Sri Lanka. He was 
probably identical with Kuvera. King Pandukabhaya 
(437-367 B . C . )  o f  S ri Lanka,  accord ing  to the 
Mahiivam�a, caused the B anyan Tree shr ine of 
Vai s ravana ( K u vera) near the  western gate of 
A n u radhapura ( Vessavanassa nigrodham . . . .  
pacchimadvaradisabhagae nivesayi) (Ch.x .  90). 

The worship of the God of Riches is sti l l  prevalent 
i n  Sr i  Lanka.  Those who prac ti se demonology 
(yakaduro), often invoke the dreaded injunctions of 
King Vesamun i ,  as Kuvera is now known among the 
S inhaia vi l lagers, in those ceremonies which are de
signed to counteract the evi l  effects of his myrmidons
the yaksas. These ceremonies are undoubtedly remi
niscent of bel iefs and practices which prevai led long 
ago and are by no means of recent invention. 

· 

The paradise of Kuvera, cal led Alaka in  Sanskrit 
and Alakamanda i n  Pal i  writi ngs, is bel i ieved to be 
situated on the summit of Mount Kai lasa, one of the 
highest peaks of the H imalayas, which rose from the 
nothern shore of the sacred Manasa, referred to as 
Anotatta i n  Pal i  l i terature. The pleasure garden in 
Kuvera's paradise is known as Caitrarata; sometimes · 
it i s. refecred to ;1s Vaighrilla. Kailasa and Mrinasa are 
two of the most prominent fe�tur�s of the geography 
of the H imalaya region. In the Mahiisudassanasutta 
of the Digha Nikiiya there i s  a description of the 
resi dence of the universal king (cakravarttin),  which 
is very much s im i l ar to that of Kuvera. 

Kuvera's ci tadel is called Visana. His messengers 

are Tatola, Tattola, Tatotai a, Ojasi ,  Tejas i ,  Tatoj as i ,  
Sura, Raja, Ari.t.tha and Nemi . H i s  lotus lake i s  cal led 
Dhararfi.  His  son is cal led lnda. He has a splend id reti ·· 
nue. He is a fol iower of the Buddha (i .e.  Rajapi tw�z 
vessavano Kuvero, upeti dhammaiJ} paripucchamiino. 
Dhammika Sutta- Sutta Nipata 379-380).  I n  the 
A_tanii_tiya Sutta he is the spokesman and he reci ted the 
lfpinfi.tiya rune for the protection of the Buddha and 
h i s  fo l l owers ( i . e .  uggaJ: hiitu bhante bhagava 
Q_tiinQ_tiyafl'} rakkhafl'}, bhikkhiinafl'} bhikkhur{"inatt} 
upiisiikiinaiJ}, upasikiinafl}-, guttiyii rakkhiiya . . . . . .  ) 
There were some yakkhas who had no fai th in the Bud
dha or the Dhamma; hence the charm or rune for 
protection. Vessavana rides in the Narivahana, which 
is 1 2  yojanas long, its seat being of coral. His retunue 
is composed of ten thousand crores of yakkhas. (The 
preacher's seat in the Lohapasada (brazen palace) at 
Anuradh�pura, according to Mahiivan:sa, was made 
in the design of Narivahana. Yessavana is a sotapamia 
and his l ife span is  said to be 90,000 years. There is 
ment i o n  of a convers at i on  between h i m  and . 
Yelukan.takl Nandamata when he heard her s ing the 
Piiriiyana Vagga. He stayed over to l isten to i t .  When 
Cutasubaddha wished to invite the Buddha and the 
monks to her house in Saketa, and fel t  doubtful whether 
the Buddha would turn up, Vessavana appeared before 
her and told her that the Buddha would turn u p ,  
Yessavana appeard before her and tol d  her that the 
Budddha would come at her i nvi tation. On another 
occasion he heard Uttara Thera preaching to the monk 
i n  Dhvaja l i ka on the S ailkheyya Mounta i n near 
Mahisavatthu. Sakka having been informed of i t, vis
ited Uttara Thera and had a di scussion with h im .  

Once when Vessavana was travell ing through the  .., 
a i r, he  saw Sambhuta Thera wrapt i n  Samiidhi .  
Yessavana descended from h i s  chariot, worshipped 

. the Thera and kept behind two yakkhas with orders to 
wait until the elder should emerge from h is  trance. The 
yakkhas then greeted the Thera i n  the name of 
Yessavana and told him they had been left behind to 
protect him.  The elder sent thanks to Vessavana, but 

. informed h im through the yakkhas that the Buddha had 
told h i s  d i sc i pl es to protect themselves th rough 
mindfulness and so further protection was not needed. 
Vessavana visited Sambhiita on h is  return and found 
that the Elder had become an Arahat. Thereafter he 
went to Savatthi and carried the news to the B uddha. 

Mention is made of Yessavana's gadiivyuha and 
his mango tree, the Atu lamba. Alavaka's abode was 
near that ofYessavana. B imbisara, after his death, was 
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born seven times as one of the ministers (pariciiraka) 
of Vessavana and whi le on h is  way with a message 
from Vessavana to Virulhaka, vis i ted the Buddha and 
gave him an account of a meeting of the devas which 
Vessavana had attended and d u ri ng w h i ch 
Sanankumara had spoken in  praise of the Buddha and 
his teachings. 

Vessavana seems to have been worshipped by those 
desiring chi ldren. Vessavana is mentioned as having 
been alive in the t ime of Vipassi Buddha. At the t ime 
of the passing away of Vipassi B uddha, there was a 
great earthquake, which terri fied the peop le  bu t 
Vessavana appeased and quieted their fears. Vessavana 
� ccom pan ied Sakka when he  s howed Thera ).1oggal lana round Vejayantapasada. He was Sakka's 

1 intimate friend. As Lord of yakkhas, it was in the power . 
.JofVessavana to grant to ahy of them special privi leges, 

such as the right of devouring anyone entering a par
ticular pond. etc. 

Someti'mes as in the case ofAvaruddhaka, a yakklza 
had to serve Vessavana for 1 2  years i n  order to obtain 
a particular boon. Vessavana sometimes gets the serv
ices of unc iv i l i sed h u man beings (paccantami
/akkhaviisaka). The yakkhas fear him greatly. If he is 
angry and looks but once, I 000 yakkhas are broken up 
and scattered, l ike parched peas, hopping about on a 
hot p late. This was probably  before he became a 
sotapanna. 

. Vessavana, l ike Sakka, was not the name of a parJcular being, but of the holder of an office. When one 
Vessavana died, Sakka chose another as his successor. 
The new k i ng, on h is  accession,  sent word to al l 
)!akkhas, asking them to choose their special abode. I t  
�as the duty o f  yakkhif}is t o  fetch water from Anotatta 
for Vessavana's use. Each yakkhifJ."i served her turn , 
sometimes for four and sometimes for five months. 
But at times they died of exhaustion before the end of 
their term. 

Vessavana's wife was Bhufijat i ,  who l ike hi mself 
was a devoted fol lower of the Buddha. They had five 
daughters, Lata, Sajja, Pavara, Acchimaii and Sutn. 
Pur:u:wka was Vessavana's nephew. The pleasures and 
l uxuries enjoyed by Vessavana have become prover
bial  matters (bhwijami Kiimakiimi riijii Vessava�to 
yatha; Vessavanassa riijaparihara-sadisam) .  An as
cetic named Kaficanapatti is mentioned as having been 
the favourite of Vessavana. 

In a former birth, Vessavana was a Brahmin cal led 
Kuvera and owned a sugar cane farm where he worked 
seven mi l ls .  The produce of one mi l l  he gave in char
i ty and when h is  profi ts i ncreased he gave alm s  for 
20,000 years. After death, he was born as one of  the 
Catummaharaj ika-devas. In l i terature, the name Kuvera 
signifies the god of wealth and h is  city Alakamanda is 
said to embody al l  prosperi ty. He had nine treasures. 
Kuvera is mentioned i n  a l is t  of those who reached 
heaven through generosi ty. 

Vessavana and Kuvera are names which refer to 
one and the same person .  Says  the Suttanipata 
(Dhammika Sutta, v. 380: 

Raja pi fm!J Vessavano Kuvero - upeti dhamman,z 
paripucchamiino 
tassiipi tvafr! pucchito bn"isi dhiro - so capi sutvana 
pat"itarupo 

Another name of Kuvera is Jambhala, according 
to Nothern Buddhists. A copper seated i mage of th is  
deity is now in  the Boston Museum and has been i l 
lustrated by Ananda Coomaraswamy. I t  i s  about three 
inches in height and has been assigned to the 8th cen
tury. The right ha.nd holds a ci tron (jambhala) and in 
the left is  a mongoose (nakula) vomi tting coins which 
fal l  into a pot. Under the right foot is  an overturn.ed 
pot with more coins. 

Kuvera's hal f  brother Vibhl�ana was worshipped 
in Sri Lanka and a shrine of that dei ty exists even at 
the present day at Kelaniya (Western Province) as wel l 
as at Lankatil aka v ihara (central province). A bas rel ief 
representation of Kuvera may be noticed on a stele at 
the Dakh i1,1a  thiipa, Anuradhapuni. Eight lords of the 
yak�as are described briefly i n  the Dharmadhatu 
vag1s 'vara-maf:zqala of the Nispannayogiivall. This text 
says that the yak�a king (Kubera) holds the bljapura 
(cirtron) and the nakula (mongoose) in the right and 
left hands respectively. His colour is  yel low; he is  two 
armed. He holds also the gacja (mace) and the goad. 

Jambhala is again described in the Mahayana as 
an emanat ion from the  D h y a n i  B uddha R atna
sambhava. There was a division of opinion among the 
Northern Buddhi sts as to the s i re of Jambhala, the 
fol lowers of the Ak$obhya cu l t  ho ld ing h im as 
originating from Ak�obhya. Ratnasambhava means 
jewel born and i t  is very l ikely that the sire of Jambhala 
was Ratnasambhava. Vasudhara is said to be the consort 
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of Jambhala and both were known before the Dhyani 
B uddhas. 

The role of the god of wealth must have been as
signed to Ratnasambhava at a l ate period. According 
to the Siidhanamiila, Jhambala could emanate from 
Ak�obhya or from Ratnasambhava. In the former as
pect he is three faced, six armed and shown with his 
consort .  In h i s  aspect  as an emanat ion  from 
Ratnasambhava, he  carries the mongoose in his right 
hand and the citron in the right. When single, Jhambala 
is of golden complexion and carries the mongoose in 
the left hand and the citron i n  the left. This is exactly 
the position i n  the bronze sculpture form Sri Lanka in 
the Coomaraswamy col lection i n_ the Boston Museum . 

I) 
Several images of this deity have been found in 

India and have been i l lustrated by B .  BhaWicarya in 
Indian Buddhist Iconography. One of the finest prod
ucts from the medieval art of Bengal is reproduced as 
Fig .  I 77 i n  the  above named work. I t  i s  from 
Vikramapur (East Bengal )  and shows the pot-bel l ied 
deity in the Ialita attitude. 

In the Boston Museum example from Sri Lanka 
there is frank real i sm,  which is its principal artistic 
interest. In th is i nstance, a fat trader who is awaiting 
his customers is represented, this deity being 

.
wor

shipped by the Buddhists for material benefit. Com
pared with the head-dress of Avalokitesvara (as given 
in his icons), the figure from Boston Museum shows a 
s imilarity of arrangement. On grounds of style there
fore, Coomaraswamy assigned the 6th or 7th century · 
as i ts most probable date. He was, however prepared 
to concede the 8th century as the lowest age l imit in 
view of i_ts resemblance to 'Si ll)haladvlpe Jambalah' of 
miniature 1 8" in the Cambridge Ms. 1 643. From the , 

- vessel which i s  overturned by the right foot issues a 
hoard of coins  represented by a ribbon-l ike band. It 
may at first be suggested that the ribbons represent 
snakes but, as Coomaraswamy has rightly pointed out, 
the artist who was a ski l led craftsman could certainly 
have made his snakes more convincing if  the i nten
tion was such. In some examples of Jambhala from 
other countries, the attributes of the deity vary. Either 
a purse.or a mongoose or both are sometimes shown. 
The origim11 Idea seems to h-ave been the pu-rse from 
which riches are poured out. As suggested by Foucher, 
the mongoose i s  probably a l ater development of the 
purse symbol . 

A simi lar bronze from the Osmund de si lva col-

lection shows Jambhala in the Ialita att i tude on a 
padnuisana. There is a plaster cast of this i mage at the 
Anuradhapura Museum and it shows simi lar attributes. 
The headdress is smal ler when compared with the 
former but generally the resemblances between the two 
are great. It may be of the same age as the Boston 
Museum example - the lowest age l imi t  bei ng the 8th 
century. 

Another example of thi s deity i s  noticeable on the 
tympanum of the geqige at Nalanda (in t he Central 
Province of Sri Lanka) . I n  the centre of it s i ts a deity 
who has been identified as Kuvera (Vais'ravana) by H .  
C. P. BelL H i s  right foot rests on the cornice of the 
third storey below. The left i s  crossed in front on a _ 
cushion. His right hand with open palm i s  held in  front . . 
of his belly. The left hand which holds an attribute rests  
on his  leg. It  may be surmised that  the attribute is  a-
purse. The upavita i s  shown across the chest and stom
ach, so , too, armlets and a neck lace. Above the head 
is an umbrell a  (chatra). On either side of the deity is a 
bracket p i l aster, above each of which i s  a flyi ng 
vidhyiidhara. The right hand of the deity is depicted in  
varada ·mudrii. The citron and the mongoose are ab
sent in  this instance but the purse is shown. H. C. P. 
Bel l assumed that i t  could be a closed fan but was 
doubtful about his identifi�ation, From the study of  
similar examples elsewhere i t  w i l l  be  seen that an  at
tribute answering to such a description had to be a 
purse. 

The facial expression i s  austere and the l i mbs of 
the body are elongated. These are characteristic fea
tures noticeable in sculptures executed under the pa
tronage of the construction of the Nalandagedige. In 
respect of certain architectural detai l s  also the influ.7 
ence of the Pall ava school of art and architecture is · 
noticeable in this monument. 

As Mahayana Buddhism was affected by the ab
sorption of Tiintric practices, several H indu gods and 
goddesses were given independent forms as B uddhist 
deities. They were also given sometimes despised roles 
and were depicted as trodden u pon by angry Buddhist 
gods. The Nispannayogavali and the Dharmadhiitu
viigis'vara-ma'J4ala show how this process of absorp
tion has taken place by assigning them to a Dhyani 
Buddha fami ly. Unless the rel igious practices per
formed at Nalanda-gedige were of a Tiintric character, 
the presence of some erotic sculptures cannot other-

. wise be explained. 
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Nandasena Mudiyanse 

. ) KYANZITTHA, One of the great Buddhist kings of 
, Burma who ruled from 1 984 A .  C. unti l  1 1 1 2 A .  C. His 

_J_ father was king Anawrahta. Kyanzittha was crowned 
by Shin Arahan who was the Primate. Kyanzitta's capi
tal was Sri Kshetra, now Hmawza. 

Kyanzi ttha succeeded his elder brother Sawlu to 
the throne after suppressing a Mon rebel l ion.  He had 
a magnificent coronation ceremony with Brahmanical 
ritual, bui l t  himself a new palace, and erected a series 
of inscriptions, mostly in the Mon language and be
gan the great age of temple-bui lding at Pagan. Al l  his 
temples, including the L<;>Vely Ananda Temple, are in  
Mon style. In 1 090 A .  C. he  completed the building of 
the A.nanada Temple at Pagan. In this temple his por
trait-image can sti l l  be seen. Kyanzi ttha's inspiration ) is said to have come from eight Indian Buddhist monks 

. who gave him glowing accounts of the great cave-tem
p le  of Ananta i n  the Udayagir i  h i l l s  of Ori ssa .  
Kyanzittha also completed the Shwezigon Templ e  of 

., h is father's time. He was also the tirst Burmese king I 
to have restored the Bodhgaya temple in  Bihar and 
this act of his is recorded in an inscription now fixed 
i n  the wal l of the Mahant's residence at Bodhgaya. 

Kyanzittha is also credited with the construction · 
of the interesting temple, Abeyadana at Myinpagan 
and of some forty sma l l er pagodas such as the 
Payeinma at h is  birth pl ace, the S hwedwinaung to 
commemorate h is  h iding in a p i t ,  the M inochantha to 
contain nine rel ics received from Ceylon and the 
Pusittok to commemorate the spot where his mother, 
when brought as a bride to Anawrahta, knelt  in  hom
age to the palace. 

Kyailzzittha, in his zeal and enthusiasm for the new 
, faith exhorted a Cola king, successful ly, to aceept Bud-

dhism. 

Kyanzittha's construction of Buddhist monuments 
contributed a great deal in the populariz ing of the 
rel igion among the ordinary people.  What influence 
Buddhism had on Kyanzittha hi mself is wel l  dep icted 
in the fo l lowing extract from h is  inscript ion of the 
Shwezigon Pagoda. 

"Wi th loving k indness . . . . .  shal l  king Kyanzittha 
wipe away the tears of those who are parted 
from their trusted friends . . . .  h is  people 
shal l '  be unto h i m  as a chi ld to i ts 
mother' bosom . . .  he shal l  soften the 
hearts of those who i ntend evi l ,  with wisdom, 
which is even as a hand, shal l k ing 
Kyanzittha drav.' open the bar of the 
Gate of Heaven, which is  made of gold and 
wrought with gems (Epigraphia Birminica I ,. PL. 
II, p. 90). 

Bibiliography : Reginald Le M ay, The Culture of South 
- East Asia,  Londo n ,  1 95 1 ;  N i h arranj an R ay,  
Theraviida Buddhism in Burma, Calcutta ,  1 946;  
Niharranjan Ray, Sanskrit Buddhism in Burma, Cal
cutta, 1 936; D. G. E. Hal l ,  A History of South-East . 
Asia, London, 1964; G.E. Harvey, History of Burma, 
London, 1 925. 

H. R. Perera 

LABHA, gain ,  protit ,  or more general ly, possess ions. 
These consist of the various requi rements of l i fe ,  
broad ly  c l ass ified as the four requ i s i tes (cattiiro 
paccaya) i n  B uddh i s t  l i terature. These are food 
(ph;uj.apiita) ,  clothing (cTvara), shel ter (senasana) and 
medicinal provisions (gilana - paccaya). The term 
liibha thus means the acquis i tion and receipt of these 
and other requisites for the maintenance of l i fe. The 
term iimisa is also sometimes used in this sense as at 
A. I .  73.  

Desire for wealth consisting of these and various 
other necess i ties of l i fe is a strong aspect of craving 
(tQ/ihii) propelled by which man battles against him
self and society,-therebY- creating various problems of 
l i fe. How this desire for liibha operates in the day to 
day l i fe of man is shown in a ten-fold chain of cause 
and effect in the Mahiinidtina-suttanta (D. II ,  58 ft). 
The ten l i nks given here as successively leading from 
one to the other are : sensation (vedana), craving 
(ta�1hii), pursu i t  (pariyesana), gain (ltibha), business 
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speculation i .e. how to invest the profits (vinicchaya), 
strong desi re for profit  (clzandarclga) , attachment 
(ajjhesanii)  pos ses s ion  (pa riggaha ) ,  avar i ce  
(macclzar�va) and protecting (clrakkha) leading to vari
ous kinds of disputation and quarrel l ing, s lander and 
l ies, blows.and wounds, etc. 

I n  this formula the term tazlha is used not in a meta 
physical. but in the ordinary practical sense and ac
cordingly the commentary (DA . 1 1 ,  499) explains it as 
samudiicarita tm;tha as distingu ished from what is 
called va_t.tannlla-purima-tm;tha the craving that is the 
basis of rebirth as found in the pa_ticca-samuppclcfa 
formula. 

The mean ing of this formula is that people, moti
vated by the desi re to increase their possessions with
out the corresponding spiritual development, subject 
themselves to suffering in i ts various forms. As acqui
sitions increase problems also correspondingly increase 
giving rise to various social and economic crises. Con
quest of th is craving is the achievement of peace which 
is the condi tion of the mind that is freed from the de
sire to possess. It is the kind of conquest that enables 
man to make use of the necessities of l i fe, without at
tachi ng himse lf  to them . It is then that he can "enjoy" 
wealth without doing harm to himself or to others: for 
he obtains h is  m aterial needs Jrom society " l ike the 
bee that obtains the pol len of the tlower without harm
ing its colour or the smel l (yathclpi bhamaro pupphm�1 
va'!r;wgandha1�1 ahe_thayam -paleti rasamiidclya-Dhp. 
49). 

Pursuit of possessions as an end in itself is always 
an obstacle to the proper progress of man. It never af
fords satisfaction and consola�ion. Gain of wealth is 
one of the good resul ts of a v irtuous l i fe, a· l i fe of quiet 
contentment, says the l!ivuttaka (p. 67). 1 The proper 
attitude to gains and possessions is to make use of them 
d·iscreetly. Otherwise gains mean competition leading 
to social divisions of various types. This theme is wel l
expressed in  the fol lowing words occurring in the 
Sappurisa suita of the Majjhima Nikiiya (In, 39):  
"When a bad man (asappurisa) acqu i res the necessi
ties of l i fe such as clothing, food, shelter and medi ·· 
dtres-;- he- thinks-that- whi le he· has-received-them-t-he 
other monks have not. In this manner, because of his 

I .  Silat7J. rakkheyya medlulvl 
patthayiino tayo sukhe 

. pasan:zsa�z vittaliibhaiica 
pecca sagge pamodana1�1 

possessions, he ex a! ts hi mself  and disparages others. 
That is the nature of the bad man" .  The danger of 
compaing onesel f competi tively wi th others, leading 
to jealousy, is brought forth here. 

Gain and loss (liibha and aliiblza), l ike many other 
things in l ife (lokadhamma), are two opposites affected 
by which people become disturbed and agitated. Re
main ing ca l m and u naffected i n  both s i tuat ions  
(anurodha-virodha-vippahina) i s  the ideal expected in 
Buddhism. While the ignorant ord inary man, thinki ng 
gains to be permanent, becomes obsessed by both gain 
and loss, the learned good man, refl ecting them not as 
permanent, remains unperturbed. By cu l tivating the 
latter attitude one can certainly enjoy peace. This is 
the subject matter of the 5 th and 6th suttas of the 
A.{thaka nipiita of the Anguttara Nikiiya (A . IV. 1 56 
ff.) A verse in  the Suttanipiita, (Sn. 834) has the same 
theme: 

"He traineth not in the hope of gain, nor moved 
Is he at getting none; no craving stirs 
His placidness; he hankers not for tastes (Hare's 
transliltion). 

Longing for individual possessions or the desire 
for hoarding wealth i n  the form of both movable  and 
immovable property (liibhakiima) is one of the eight 
factors that blemishes one's good l i fe and make one 
unpopular. Hence it is cal led one of Mara's armies (Sn. 
438), and therefore not found in a good man (ibid. 854). 
Wherever found it is a source of unhappiness (J. I ll ,  
5 1 6) .  People, specia l ly businessmen, are out to make 
big profits in  this mann�r propel l ed by ta!Jiui (i bid . 
I 0 I 4). But the highest gai n  for man i s  good health -r 
(clrogycl paramii liiblw: M. I .  508; Dhp 204), which in  
its strici sense means to be free from the  three roots of 
unski lfu l ness, namely avarice (lobha); hatred (dosa) 
and delusion (moha). And those who have achieved 
this state are described as those who have obtained the 
highest gain ,  which i s  deathlessness (te pattipattcl 
amata/1} Vigayha laddhii mudhii nibbutti/1} bhunja
miinii: Sn. 228). This is the stat.e of genuine lablza i n  
the highest sense, the state free from a l l  bondage 
(Yogakkhema). 
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Hel l ish torments that await the profi teer in bus i
ness deal i ngs, the black-marketeer, are also described 
in the fol lowi ng term : in  the Nimi Jataka (J. V I .  I i 2-
3) :  

"That tongue, see, pierced with a hook, l ike as a shield 
Struck with a hundred bards; and who are those Who 
struggle leapi ng l i ke fish on l and And roaring, drabble 
spittle . . . . . . ? These men are they who in the market place 
Haggl ing and cheapening from thir greed of gain Have 
practised knavery and thought i t  hidden Like one that 
hooks a tish :  but for the knnve There is no safety, 
dogged by al l  h is  deeds: These cruel creatures beget 
sin, and they Are lying yonder swal lowing the hook. " 

· }.B .  Cowel l 's translation 

Thus in  busi ness undertak ings, i t  is not the correct �kind of reasonable proti tmaking, but profi teeri ng that 
is deprecated. 

Liiblza is given as one of the ten impediments (dasapali
bodha) to the practice of h igher l i fe ( Vism. I I I ,  43). 
The text explains lc"'iblza as the four requisites (cattiiro 
paccaya) and how they become an i mpedi ment i s  
explained as  fol lows: "Wherever a meritorious bhikkhu 
goes people give h i m  a large supply of requisites. By 
spending his t ime in giving blessings to them and 
teaching them, he gets no chance to do the ascetic's 
duties. From sunrise t i l l  the tirst watch of the night he 
never breaks his association with people. Again even 
at dawn, a lms food eaters fond of opulence come and 

· )ay 'Venerable Sir, such and such a man lay fol lower, 
woman lay fol lower, friend, friend's daughter, wants 
to see you' and bei ng ready to go he replies 'Take the 

--,bowl and robe, friend'. So he is always on the alert. 
Thus these requis i tes are an impedi ment for h im.  He 
should leave his group and wander by h imself where 
he is not known' (Bhikkhu Nanamol i 's translation). 

In the Mlilasarvastivada Vinaya (MSV. I I I ,  2, pp. 
I 06 ff), the. word liiblza i s  used specifical ly in ihe sense 
of gifts received by the Buddhist monks, special ly by 
those l iving the rai ny season in a particular temple. 
Here, some minor rules with regard to eight k inds of 
gifts are gi ven . These eight k i nds of g i fts are: I .  

S"'imahrta-lc"'ibha or g i fts received during a s ingle 
uposatha observance with in a rainy season, and to be 
made use of by those monks who recieved them while 
spending the retreat; I I  Kriyiilzrta or gifts received by 
making arrangements among the bhikkhus themselves 
that a particular area or a row of houses wou ld be re
served for certain monks to go for their necessities 

duri ng the period of retreat; I I I .  Nisrayalzrta or g i fts 
received by a monk who spends the rainy season de
pending for his necessities on a particular individua l ;  
IV Sahglzaprajnapta o r  a gift that i s  tixed but not spe
cially declared to be a gift; V. Bhi�uprajnapta - or a 
gift both fixed and exp licit ly declared to be a gift; Y L  
Vizrs7.ka or a gift recommended to be offered to a monk 
who has spent the retreat; VI I .  sammuklza or  a g i ft 
which i s  neither tixed nor exp l icit ly declared as to be 
given to a particular monk, VIII .  Pratyades a or a g i ft 
that is offered at one of the four  chief cairyas i .e. at the 
places where the Tathagata was born, attained Enl ight
enment ,  preached the  first sermon and atta i ned 
parinirva!Ja. 

With regard to liibha it may also be mentioned here 
that Arhant SivaJi was regarded as the foremost among 
those who received g ifts . (liibhinam aggo) A.  I .  24) i n  
the Buddha's order; and consequently busi nessmen 
regard and worsh ip  h im as their  patron saint. 

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 

LABOUR, toi l  of body, mind, or more usually of both, 
when i t  becomes compulsory and painfu l :  or else i t  is 
the physical exert ion directed to the supply of the 
materia_\ needs of the i ndividual .  In  order to obtain the 
material wants of man he has to exert h imself and th i s  
exertion, special ly w hen it  i s  p hysical ,  i s  called labour. 
Al though there is no exact equivalent for the English 
word l abour in Pal i ,  the Sanskri t  word s'rama more or 
less expresses the meaning in tended. the Pal i  words 
parissama; a)•iisa or viiyiima would be somewhat ex
pressive of the i dea . .  Whatever be the l inguistics of the 
term it i s  clear that l abour is  a necessary and a natural 
part of the actiyity -of man. Action of man is labour  
mostly. And i n  thi s  sense the  question of iabour can
not be excluded from any comprehensive system of 
thought. 

In the available B uddhist  records there .seems to 
be no special treatment of the problem as a separate 
subject. But  the .question is i nd irectly and impl iedly  
discussed i n  i ts general teachi ng, special ly in  the fourth 
Noble Truth consisting of Noble Eightfold Path, which 
is the pivot around which the practical philosophy of 
Buddhism revolves. The fourth,  fifth and the sixth con
stituents of the Path consisting of the right k ind of busi
ness (sammii-kammanta) ,  right k i nd of l ivel i hood 
(sammii-iifiva) and the right kind of exertion (sammcl
viiyiima) are of special s ignificance i n  this connection. 
These three consti tuents of the Path provide the ethi -
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cal basis fo·r man's labour. Hence ethics assumes a sig
ni ticant role in . the concept of labour as understood in 
Buddhism. 

Man's. occupation, l ivel i hood and exertion should 
be of the right (sammii) k ind and not of the wrong 
(miccha) kind. As the divisions of the Path are for aca
demic purposes, in practice they have to be developed 
simultaneously and as such they are all kinked together. 
Therefore the aboye three aspects of man's activity also 
have to be treated together when discussed in relation
to the practicals of l ife. The primary activity of man 
being the fu l fi l ment of h is  economic needs, right 
l ivelihood could in a sense be cal led right labour, the 
qualification 'right' meaning that i t  should be ethical ly 
justified (samma). I t  briefly means that one abstains 
from making one's l iv ing through a profession that 
brings harm to himself and others. Broadly speaking 
whatever effort (vayama, parissama) is  made towards 
the goal of release from dukklza it should be within the 
l imits of the truths of moral science. Whether the man's . 
efforts are directed towards the worldly ends or the 
transcendental ends this fact is appl icable with equal 
force. ' 

In the day to day activity of man, where labour 
becomes a measure of value owing to i ts productive 
capacity, l abour problems also i nvolve employer -
employee relations. This is an important aspect of the 
problem in which master - servant relations are in
volved. The wel l-known Sigala discourse of the Digha 
Nikiiya (Sutta, No. 3 1 )  gives the answer to this prob
lem. It is based on the knowledge on both parties of 
their mutual obligations, which is the basis of peace
ful co-operation between any two parties. As regards 
those of the employer towards the employee it is said 
that he should see to it that the work assigned is ac
cording to the abil i ty and the capacity of the emp!oyee: 
"Adequate wages should be paid to h im:  medical needs 
Should be provided: Occasional donations or bonuses · 
should be granted. The servant or the employee, in his 
turn, should be di l igent and not lazy: honest and obe
dient and not cheat his master: he should be earnest in 
his work" (See Wal po la  Rahula, What the Buddha 
Taught, Gordon-Fraser, pp. 79-80). This sums up the 
Buddhis"t attitude towards and the solution for- the Ia- . 
bour problems in a general way. And if both parties 
discharge their  mutual duties in a general way. And if 
both parties discharge their mutual duties and obl iga
tions well there cannot be much room for exploitation 
on the part of the employer and various forms of la
bour violence on the part of the employee . . 

From an absol ute point of view man has to toi l  
and labour to obtain h is  needs unt i l  he gets rid of h is  
burden completely by overcoming the bonds of worldly 
existence. This kind of absolute freedom is not easy to 
achieve and only a few have even courage to under
take the hazard. Therefore in the relative existence of 
ordinary l ife the above analysis given i n  the Sigcila 
sutta holds good for any ti me or any cl ime. The labour 
i nvolved in man's effort towards the achievement of 
freedom from the bonds of renewed existence is called 
tapa, vaytima, padhana etc. in Buddhism and embraces 
the ascetic e lements contained fn the effort of man to
wards that goal .  The six years of l aborious effort of 
prince Siddhartha prior to his Enl ightenment is the best 
example for this. It  is on ly by getting over the burden 
completely in the absolute sense i n  the state of free
dom from the burden (ohita - bhara), that one can find 
true pleasure in al l  one's work and treat all kinds of 
work as l abours of love. For those who have put an 
end to the accumulation of fresh kamma. They have 
attained to the state of freedom from the butden of 
activity (kammakklzaya) so that they are not involved 
in or attached to the work they do. Activities of such 
people are always selfless, because they are free from 
bonds. 

The principle of division of l abour is to be i nevita
bly found in any form of human organisation, for oth- . 
erwise social activity becomes impossible. The ancient 
Indian caste system is a clear example for this phe
nomenon and among the communi ty of B u ddhist 
monks there Were particular bhikkhus appointed to. 
l ook after a part icu l ar aspect . of the work o f  the 
community. The posts of those who distributed meal s  
(bhatluddesaka), and those who were responsible for 
the arrangement of the seats and lodgings (senasana -
pafifuTpaka) cou l d  be  c i ted  as e x a m p l e s .  The 
appointment of various disciples as the chief in a par
ticular branch of activi ty (etadagga) by the B uddha 
(e.g. Kumarakassapa as the best of orators, Moggal lana 
as the best in  the display of psychic powers etc.) too 
could be treated as a k ind of division of l abour. See 
also article on EMPLOYMENT in volume V, Ency, 
Bsm. 

.A. G. S. kariyaw�sam 

LAITY See GIHI 

LAKKHA:r';lA SUTTA,  the 30th discourse i n  the 
Digha Nikaya (D. I I I ,  pp. 1 42- 1 79) is  one of several 
discourses in the Tip�taka deal ing with the thirty two 
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special signs of a Great Man (Mahcl-purisa-lakkha�w) . 
Several scholars regard the discourse to be a later 
add i t i on to the Tipi,taka on the fo l lo w i ng 
considerations: Lakkhm;a Sutta is one of the few 
discourses that provide no introductory reason (nidiina) . 
for their del iverance by the Buddha; the discourse also 
lacks the usual finale seen in  discourses preached by 
the Buddha; the verse sections of the discourse show 
an exceptional l y  wide variety of metres which is  
another pointer to the lateness--of the discourse. 

The l.akkluu;a Sutta is presented in three parts. The 
first part, by way of an introduction to the concept of 
the 32 signs, says that anyone born with them has only yne of two possible careers open to him, namely, i f  he 

· remains a householder (gihl) he w i l l  become a 

V Universal Monarch (cakkavatfi) ru l ing a vast k ingdom 
righteously, and with justice (See. Cakravartin). But if  
he renounces the world he wi l l  become a Buddha, a 
Ful ly Enlightened one, and "draw back the vei l of ig
norance (mohajiila) from the world. " The impl ication 
is that a person born with the 32 signs on his body wi l l  
rise to the peak of human development spiri tual ly or 
temporal ly. 

In the second part of the discourse the B uddha 
enumerates the 32 special signs saying, with regard to 
each of them, that a man on whose body that particu
\ar sign manifests wi l l ei ther become a Universal 
Monarch (cakkavatti) if he leads lay a l i fe, or a Buddha 
if he decides to renounce worldly l i fe. 

) The thirty two signs on the body of a Great Man, 
as enumerated by the Buddha in the sutta, are as fol 
lows: 

( I )  He hath feet with l evel tread (suppat(�thitapado ) ;  
(2) On the soles of his feet, wheels appear thousand 

spoked, with tyre and hub, in every way com
plete and well divided (he,�thiipadatalesu cakkani 
jatani honti sahassiiriini sanemikiini saniibhikani 
sabbiikara paript'iriini suvibhattantariini) ; 

(3) He has projecting heels (iiyata pa�1ht); 
(4) He has long fingers and toes (cllghahgull hoti); 
(5) H i s  hands and feet are tender (mudu taJuna 

hatthapiido ) ;  
(6) His hands and feet resemble a net Ualahattha 

pado) ; 
(7) His ankles are not over the heels but midway in  

the length of  the feet (ussmikhapiido); 
(8) His legs are l ike an antelope's (e!Jijmigho); 

(9) He can touch and rub his knees with ei ther hand 
whi le  standi ng and without bending (thitako va 
anonamanto ubhohi pii!J i- ta lehi jannukiini 
parimassati parimajjati); 

( I  0) H i s  male organs are concealed i n  a sheath 
(kosohita-vattha guyho); 

( I I )  His complexion is l ike bronze, the colour of gold 
(suva!J!Ja - VGIJIJO kaficana sannibhattaco; 

( 1 2) His  skin i s  so delicate ly s mooth that no dust  
c leaves to h i s  body (sukhumaccavi hoti  
sukhumatta chaviya rajojallam kc'iye na 
upalippati; 

( 1 3) In the pores on his body grows single hairs, one . 
to each pore ( ekeka-lomo hoti, ekekani lomiini 
lomakiipesu jiitani); 

( 1 4) The hairs on his body turns upward, every ha ir  
of  i t, blue b lack i n  color l i ke eye paint, i n  l i tt le 
curling rings, curl ing to the right (uddhagga-lomo 
hoti, uddhaggan i  lomcin i  jcitcini nllcin i  
anjanava!J!Jiini ku!J�lala VQIJ!Jiini padakkkhi�la
vattakii); 

( 1 5) H e  has  a fram e  extreme ly  s t ra i g h t  
(brahmujjugatto hoti); 

( 1 6) He has the seven convex surfaces (sattussado 
hoti); 

( 1 7) The front  ha l f of h i s  body i s  l i ke a l i o n 's 
(sThapubbaddhakayo ) ;  

( 1 8) There i s  no furrow between h i s  shou lders 
(cittantaramso); 

( 1 9) H i s  proport ions  have the  symmetry of the 
banyantree, the l ength of h is  body i s  equal to the 
compass of his arms, and the compass of his arms, 
is equal to his height (nigrodha-parima!J4alo hoti, 
ycivatakvassa kayo tcivatakvassa vycimo, 
yavatakvassa vyiimo tiivatakvassa kayo) ;  

(20) H i s  bu s t  i s  equ <J l l y  rounded (samavatta -
kkhandho) ; 

(2 1 )  His taste is supremely acute (rasaggasaggt); 
(22) His  jaws are as a l ion's (sThahanii); 
(23) He has forty teeth (cattar"'isa-danto); 
(24) He has regul ar teeth (samadanto); 
(25) He has continuous teeth (avivaradanto) ; 
(26) The eye-teeth are very lustrous (susukkadii_tho) ; 
(27) His tongue is l ong (pahiitajivho); 
(28) He has a divine voice l ike the karavlka bird's 

- (brahmassaro karavTka bhii!Ji); 
(29) His eyes are i ntensely blue (abhinlla-netto) ; 
(30) He has eye lashes l ikes a cow's (gopakhumo hoti); 
(3 1 )  Between the eye brows appeaars a hairy mole )o 

whi te  and l i k e  soft co tton down (unna 
bhamukantare jatci hoti odtita mudu 
tiilasannibha); 
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(32) His head is l i ke a royal turban (u�thisa-siso) 

I n  the third and fi nal part of the sutta the Buddha 
describes the karmic causes of each of the signs and 
the advantages confen·ed to the person who possesses 
them. The description is tirst done in prose, which is 
attributed to the Buddha himself. and then in verse. It 
is interesti ng to note here that the Buddha has given a 
pure ethical i nterpretation to the thirty two signs of a 
Great man. where as such a conception was not found 
in the brahmanic texts. For example, the second of the 
thirty two signs is the marks of tiny wheels on the soles 
of the feet of a Great man. In a previous l i fe, the person 
with this sign has d ispel led people's fears and provided 
them with protection, shelter and the necessities of l i fe, 
and hence this sign on h i s  body. The advantage enjoyed 
in  the ·present l i fe by the possessor of this sign is that 
as a Universal Monarch or as a Buddha he wi l l  have 
many supporters. 

Sometimes the causes and advantages mentioned 
i n  the prose section differ s l ightly from the verse. For 
example, having feet with l evel tread (suppat��thita
pada), the tirst of the th irty two signs, is ,  according to 
the prose, the resu l t  of "having been unwavering in  
good conduct of body, speech and thought, in  gener
os i ty, sel f-discipl ine, observing the fast -day. precepts 
and i n  honoring parents, ascetics and brahmins and 
the head of the clan",  but according to the verse it is 
s l ight ly d i.fferent. 

As for the advantages conferred by such past 
good deeds, the prose says that as a Universal Mon
arch he wi l l  rule  over a prosperous world and that no 
enemy wi l l  obstruct h im ;  if he becomes a Buddha he · 
wi l l  meet with no i mpediment either internal ly (from 
greed, hatred and delusion), or externai ly (from ascet
ics, gods or maras) . The verse section, on the other 
hand, says that the advantages enjoyed by the Univer
sal Monarch wi l l  be that he w i l l  defeat al l  h is  foes, 
whi le as the Buddha he wil l  not be reborn again in  
sanpara. 

I t  should be noted that there i s  an attempt to find 
some l i nk or correspondence between the past good 

. deeds and the sign they have given rise to. So, being 
quick to learn sk i l l s  and crafts results in having legs 
l ike an antelope (enijmigha), presumably enabling one 
to walk quickly. Again in  consequence of developing 

non-violence 'and being generous at giving away tine 
cloths and fabric, there resu l ts a golden co l oured 
smooth complexion (suval_l�wvm.l�w). 

In the Tip�taka the thirty two signs are always 
described as being a part of brahmanical prognostic · 
lore, and scholars general ly accept them as being pre
Buddhist. The Buddha adopted existing concepts af
ter giving them a new interpretation to inculcate his 
own ethical teachings, and the Lakkha�w sutta i s  a good 
example of this approach adopted by the Buddh a. 

The Buddha actual ly says i n  the sutta that "rel i
gious teachers of other persuations know about the 
thirty two signs, but that they are ignorant of the karmic 
reasons for gaining them; and it is these very good 
deeds that are emphas ised i n  the Lakkhat)a sutta 
whereas brahamins emphasised the mystical powers 
of the man who possessed the th irty two signs, the 
Buddha shifted the emphasis to the ethical behaviour 
that gave rise to them, and when we look at th_is be
haviour we notice that much of it has a distinctly so
ci a l  overtone. I t  incl udes bei n g  generou s (dana 

· san;vibhiiga), harmlessness (dayiipanna), dispel l ing 
people's fears (ubbegauttclsa bhayiipaniidano ) , provid
ing them with protection and security (dhammikafi. ca 
rakkhiivaranaguttim), uniting those who have fal len 
out (bhi��iinan.z vel sandiita) and desiring the welfare, 
pro tit, comfort and freedom from bondage from others. 

Such eth ical behaviour is  very reminiscent of the 
Perfections (parami), which the bodhisatta i s  supposed 
to have practised in preparation for Buddhahood, a 
concept not specifically stated in  the early strata of the 
Tipi,taka. When we recal l  the lakkha�a sutta 's asser- " 
tion that such deeds were practised in  the past by one _I 
who wou ld later become ei ther a Universal Monarch 
or a Buddha, one can see here the concept of the Per
fections in its germinal stage. 

Bellanwila Wimalaratana. 

LAK�MI, or S'Rl (Pal i :  Lakkhl ,  S i r!) ,  the Indian god
dess of beauty, prosperity and splendour, the goddess 
of good luck. She symbol ises one of the most impor
tant and age-old tendencies of the human mind,  that of 
conceiving the good and the beautiful ,  the prosperous 
and the lucky, in l i fe in the form of a female divin i ty. 
The anthropomorphous form of the goddess does not 

I .  The sense of S'ri and Lak:•mzl in  early Indian literature is discussed in detail by H .  Olden berg i n  his essay " Vedic Words 
for Beaut ifu l  and Beauty and the Vedic sense of the Beautiful"  in Rtlpam, No. 32,  I 927, pp. 98 ff. 
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find a place among the earl ier Ved ic l i terature. It is  in 
a very late hymn of the f!.gveda (1 , 1 65 ,  Max Mul ler, 
f!.gveda, 2nd edition, Voi . I V, pp. 523 ff.) ,  known as the 
S'ri -Sukta, that she is addressed as a personal ised god
dess, as the wife of Vis'nu. While the form S'ri occurs 
in the early Vedic l i terature as a word meaning pros
perity it is only in the S'atapatha Brcllunana (xi ,  4, 3) 
that she is referred to as a goddess. The abstract ideas 
of prosperity, beauty, good l uck etc. contained in the 
form S'ri and Lak�mi have been extended to mean a 
goddess symbol i s ing these ideas . 1 Her emergence 
seems to have taken place along with those of the other 
gods and goddesses that gradually enlarged the Indian 
pantheon in post Vedic India. Gods and the goddesses )o a lesser. extent had �heir place in Buddhist India and 

· the worsh1p of Lak�m1 cannot be excluded. The D"igha J Nikaya (I, I J ) evidently refers to her invocation (siri-
, ahvayana) in addition to the numerous references to 

her in the Jiitakas. The Milindapafilza (p. 1 9 1 )  refers 
to her as Siri-devata treating her worshippers as a sepa
rate sect. In the Siri-kiilakat;uyi Jiitaka (1. I I I I ,  257 ff. ) ,  
Siri, as the goddess of  fortune, is depicted as  the daugh
ter of Datara.t.tha, the regent of the northern region and 
hence coming from the Ciitummahiirc"ijika deva-world. 
In the body of the story she describes herself as " the 
one pre.siding over the course of conduct that gives 
l ords h i p  to man k i n d "  (alzam mahcljanassa 
issariyadiiyakclya pa,ti-padiiya ,thita) .  Kal akal)I) i , the 
daughter of Viriipakkha, the regent of the western re
gion, is represented as the opposite character of Siri · 
arid hence the "goddess" of  m i sfortu ne .  I n  the 

Judlu"ibhojana Jc"itaka (1. Y. 399) Lak�mi is connected 
with the east and here she is reproached because she 
bestows fortune indiscriminately both on the good and 
the bad. Here is seen, it may be observed, a deviation 
from the normal concept, according to which moral 
i ntegrity is the qual i fi cation for her favours .  The 
Dhammapada_�thakathii (II ,  p. 1 7) refers to her as the 
powerful goddess that gives luck to the ki ngdom 
(rajjasiridiiyikam mahiinubh£"ivcm:z devatan;) .  In the 
SirikalakQ/p:zi-pafiha of the Ummagga Jiitaka too (J. 
VI, 349) Siri and Kalakal)l)i arc 'treated as the two 
female divini ties representi ng good luck and i l l- luck 
respectively, who can never l ive together in harmony. 
In  the Siri Jcltaka (No. 284)2 Sir! is Anathapi1)9ika's 
goddess of good-luck who changes her residence from 

one place to another in order to escape a thief that came 
to steal her. She final ly settles down in  the tresses of 
Anathapi1)9ika's wife and the thief goes away d i sap
pointed. The story is meant to show that the goddess 
of fortune is  not transferable! Lakkhi or S ifi ,  it is qu i te 
signi ficant, is equalised with wisdom (pafifia) at J. I l l ,  
306. Realisation o f  truth as gnosis o r  saving knowledge 
(vimutti-iia!Ja) is the greatest fortune and hence i t  is  
this same idea that l ater developed into the concept of 
the goddess Prajfiiiparamita i n  the Mahayana. In the 
Tesaku!Ja Jataka (1. V, 1 1 2-3) Sir/. (here Sir! and Lakklii 
are treated as two individuals) i s  made to make the 
statement that she dwel ls  in a man who is  energetic 
and free from jealousy (u,�tha.naviriye pose-ramiiham 
anusuyyake) and so goes a wel l -known Sanskri t ad
age "Lak�m1 visits only those men who are energetic  
l ike l ions" (udyogina1�z puru�asin;tlzam upaiti Lak1mi). 
Conversely a man of opposite character is said to be 
the dwel l i ng p lace of  S i ri ' s  oppos i te character, 
KalakatttJi .  By being free from jealousy and friendly 
towards al l (sabbesan:z suhadayo) one can get r id of 
i l l -luck and attract good luck. Victory in  battle is  a lso 
compared to Lakkh1 in  two places in the Cuiavan_zsa 
(lxxi i ,  1 0 1 and l xxvi ,  233). One who does not betray 
one's friends shal l not be deserted by Sir/ , says a verse 
occurring in the Temiya Jiitaka: Siriyii ajahito hoti-yo 
mittanam na dublzati: (1. VI,  1 4) .  

With the development of the persona l i ty of  
Lak�m1 there also inevitably grew a mythology around 
her. Accordingly she finds her place in ihe churning of 
the ocean, which was a task undertaken by the gods 
(sura) and the titans (asura) for the recovery of the 
el ixir of l ife (amrta). Out of the many auspicious ob
jects that emerged from the ocean Lak�m1 was one. 
According to the Ramaya!Ja account (book 1 ,  ch. 45) 
she appears as the 9th of the ten objects that were re
covered, amrta being the l Oth object. The other account 
is found in the Visnu Puriina (book I, ch.  9) according . . . 
to which she is the eighth and the l ast treasure that 
emerged. In the Riimiiya!Ja account she was a lotus, 
her special symbol ,  (hence she is  designated Padm�i) 
in  her hand whereas in the Vi�nu Purii!J.a account she 
is seated on one.3 The connection of Lak�m1 with water 
and special ly with the lotus, which is a symbol of the 
waters, -is a significant characteristic of this concept. 

2. These two goddesses, S 'ri or Lak�nii,  and Kalakal)J.ii, as representative of good l uck and i l l - luck respectively, are cal led 
Pul)ya Lak�nii and Pap! Lak�mi in a hymn of the A tharvaveda, (vii, 1 1 5) .  See J .  Muir, Ori�inal Sanskrt Texts Vol .  V, pp . 
348'-9. 

} .  Compare also the idea that Venus Aphrodite, the Greek goddess o f  love, i s  also sometimes regarded a s  having sprung 
from the foam of the sea. 
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(See also under LOTUS). With regard to this point the 
fol lowing words of Heinrich Zimmer may be quoted 
"The Sanskri t words for the " lotus" kamala and padmo 
when provided with the long a of the feminine ending 
denote the goddess who dwel ls in the lotus: Kamala, 
Padma. Identical wi th S'r""i-Lak�m1, the wife of Yis'nu, 
who is the: creator and maintainer of the world, she is 
luck,  prosperi ty and good fortune i ncarnate. She 
presides over the fertil i ty and moisture of the soil and 
over the jeweis and precious metals in the womb of 
the earth and is represented standing on the lotus, as 
the other gods on their animals or vehicles" (The Art 
of Indian Asia, p. 1 58) . 

I t  may also be noted that the myth of the churn
ing of the ocean by the gods and the titans for the 
recovery of the el ix ir  of l i fe seems to symbol ise _the 
same phenomenon as the bodhisatta's struggle against 
Mara and his hosts (Mcirayuddha) which culminated 
i n  the reali sation of prajfia (prajfia-Piiramitii) and the 
ach ievement  o f  i mmorta l i ty by the  B u ddha .  
Buddhaghosa, qu i te i n  keeping with this view, in  fact 
compares the bodhisatta's real i sation of all-seei ng 
knowledge (sabbaiifiuta-fia�w) under the bodhi-tree to 
the churning of the ocean in the fol lowing simile oc
curring in the Manorathapiirm:£i (III, 70) : Having over
tome Mara he puri fied the thre�-fold vision during the 
three watches and churning, with the churning-stick 
of his knowledge which is capable of thinking in for
ward and backward order, the ocean of the Law of 
Dependent Origination, which too is  of the double 
nature of regular and of reverse order, the bodhisatta 
obtained the al l-seeing knowledge, whereupon the ten
thousand wor ld-sys tems q u aked (miirabalanJ 
vidhametvcl iisu yamesu tis so vijjii visodhetvZi anuloma
pafiloman; pa_ticcasamuppadamahii- samuddm�z, 
yamakaiici�wmanthena manthentassa sabbaiifiuta
fiii!J apaf i viddlze tadanubhiivena dasasalzassl 
Lokadhiirukampanw�z) .  

I t  was this idea of the perfection of wisdom that 
gave birth . to the goddess Prajiii'iparami ta ,  a more 
Buddhistic form of Lak�mi,  in the developed forms of 
Buddhism and in B uddhist art. It is also signi ficant in  
this connection that another form of  Lak�ml ,  the earth
goddess -under the name Vasundhara, has also asurned 
significance i n  B uddhist art by her being connected 
with the Bodhisatta's marayuddlza when she was called 

to witness by h im.4 

Al though Heinrich Zimmer, in  his Art of Indian 
Asia (p. 1 4 1 )  makes a distinction between Lak�ml and 
Prajfiaparamita by making the former to symbolise 
the fulfi lment of the earthly wishes of man and the 
latter that of the transcendental wishes, in the u l timate 
analysis one cannot see a difference between the two 
as thi s so-called transcendental idea is noth ing but the 
real i sation that there i s  no difference between the 
worldly and the transcendental aspects of l ife, between 
sall)sara and N irval)a as often emphasised special ly in 
the Mahayana works .  The fact that the Jataka com
mentator also had this idea i n  mind is shown by Laksmi 
being equal ised with prajfia. (J. Il l ,  306). After aU , the
ful l  real isation ofprajfia would be the fulfi lment of a l l  
the earthly gains as wel l .  

The oldest avai l able representation of  a figure 
(leaving aside the female figuri nes from the Indus Val
ley) that could be identified as that of Lak�ml is the 
one fou nd carved on the northern gateway of the Sanci 
Stupa of about the beginning of the Christian era. Here 
the goddess s i ts on a ful ly  opened lotus ,  her favourite 
symbol : a number of other blossoms rise around her 
and on two of these guardian elephants (symbolising 
rain-clouds) stand sprinkling water over the goddess 
from pots held i n  their upl i fted trunks. This i s  the wel l
known Gaja-Lak�ml or Lak�ml wi th the elephants, 
which became a somewhat common motif in later In
d i an art .  Th i s  scene is very often regarded as 
representing symbol ical ly the nat iv i ty of Gautama 
Buddha. With regard to another representation ot 
Lak�ml from the Adivaraha cave at Mamallapuram and 
belonging to the early 7th century A.C. ,  E.B.  Have� 
observes: "Lak�ml ,  Mother Nature, true woman and 
goddess most divine, is represented in the supreme 
moment when , ri s ing from the waves on her lotus 
throne she gazes with undisguised repture and wonder
ment upon the apparition of Yis'nu in al l  his splendour 
before her. There is a fine inspiration, a touch of the 
eternal femi nine, in her simple, spontaneous gesture, 
ful l  of adoration for her divine spouse as she prepares 
to throw herself upon his breast. The reverential mien 
of the attendant river goddess at her side is simply and 
charmingly-expressed and the colossal .heads of J ndra's 
elephants, rendered with consummate craftsmanship 
make an i m posing canopy for the whole group.5" 

4. Vasundhara's connection, as the goddess of fertil ity, with the bodhisatta's Miira-yuddha as depicted in B uddhist art has 

5 . . 
been discussed i n  detail by D.C. Gangolly in IRQ. 1 943, pp. I - l l .  (This article is i l l u strated). '� 
The Ideals <1( Indian A rt, London, 1 920, pp. 1 55-6 
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As regards the general history of Lak�mi in Hindu 
.mythology the following account may be usefu l :  " In 
the Vedas the term Lak� mi occurs i n  the sense of 
auspicious and is also appl ied to a fortunate woman . 
In the earl ier legends Lak�mi  is the goddess of good 
fortune �nd beauty, who issued from the mouth of 
Prajapati and was the wife of Aditya. Another legend 
makes her a daughter of the Mahar� i Bhrgu who in a 
fi t  of rage cursed a l l  celestial beings. Lak�mi ,  h is  
daughter being one of them, took refuge in  primeval . 
waters, from where she re-appeared during the churn
ing of the ocean in the ful l  bloom of her divine beauty, 
floating in  the dew of a lotus flower. 

) "In at! later legends she is spoken as the spouse 
1 of Vis'nu. She is said to have had several rebirths in  �each one as  the spouses of  Vi�I)U incarnation . When 

Vigm came as Rama, Lak�ml was Sita; when he came 
. as Yamana she was a lotus (Padma); when she came as 
Paras'urama she was Dharal)l ;  when he came as Kr�l!a 
she was Rukmil)l ,  and so on. Lak�ml is portrayed as a 
very beautiful goddwss with two hands (instead of the 
four she possesses) in one of which she holds her 
flower, the lotus .  In the seasonal worship of th is  god-

. dess her images are rarely used. It is customary to heap 
up rice on a tray, decorate it with cowrie shel ls  and 
place on the pi le a smal l  wooden box with a coin i n  i t ,  
symbol ising the goddess of good fortune and prosper
i ty. "6 

A.G.S. Kariyawasam 

) - . 
LALANA, along with rasana and avadhtlti, is a vein 
in  the human body, which, as taught i n  the physiology 

f Tantric Buddhism, has a meditative significance in 
the yogic exercises taught in  that branch of Buddhist 
phi losophy. 

A philosophical concept that is common to al
most al l the branches of Indian phi losophy is  that ult i
mate real ity is  non-dual as opposed to the dualistic 
nature of apparent reali ty. The experience of this non-

dual i ty between the relative and the absolute aspects 
of ex istence was the practical a im of Indian rel igion in 
general . In  Buddhism this phi losophical aspect was 
elaborately developed in the M ahayana, special l y  in 
the Tiintric sects. The concepts of upiiya (means 
method) and prajiia (wisdom), sunyata (viod) and 
karwy.a (compassion), vajra (diamond), and padma (lo
tus) etc. were some of the ways in which this rel at ive 
duai i ty was conceived. Based on the other phi losophi
cal tenet that the individual is  a repl ica of the universe, 
a microcosm,  these dual aspects were conceived as 
being represented in the human body by the two nerves 
lalana and rasanii, which are cal led ifla and pihgala 
respectively in the Hindu Tantras. Lalanii, on the left 
side of the body, was conceived as fem inine and cor
responding with prajiiii while rasana, on the right side 
was conceived as mascul ine and corresponding with 
upiiya. In the centre where they u nite is  avadhiiti 
(s'usumna of the Hindu Tantras) symol is ing the prac
tical realisation of non-dual ity in the state of great bl iss 
or mahiisukha or nirviina.1 

In the complicated symbol ism of Tantric B ud
dhism these two nerves have been given various kinds 
of names which indicate the different aspects in which 

· the apparent dual i ty was conceived. Some of these 
names are:- x LLZ!ana; i�la, candra, s 'as 'in, soma, apiina, 
dhamana, ali, nada; prajiirl, ganga, s 'ukra, bali, sthiila, 
rajas, adharma, asthira, apara, prthivl, abheda, acitta, 
avidya, lamas, abhc"iva, prakrti, s'akti, sambhogakclya, 
grclhaka. Rasana: pingalii, siirya, ravi, agni, pra!Ja, 
camana, kali, bindu, upiiya, ycununii, rakta, palita, 
siik�ma, retas, dharma, sthira, para, dyau, bheda, citta, 
vidya, rajas, bhava, pun1�a, s 'iva, nirmar:akaya, 
grahya, 

Lama Anagarika Goveinda9 identifies the two 
psychic forces that flow through these two nerves as 
lunar (!a/ana) and solar (rasana) . However, as the du
al i ty of existence could  be expressed i n  so many other 
ways, one finds it d ifficult to stick to one pair of sym
bol ism and it is this fact that is proved by the large 

6. Benjamin Wal ker, Hindu World, Yol . I, p.  584, George Al len and Unwin Ltd . ,  1 968. 
7.  This idea is clearly expressed in  the fol lowing verse occuning in  the Sadhanamillii (p. 448) 

!a/ana pra}niisvabhiivena 
· 

viisanopiiyena sw�Isthitii 
avadlulti madhyadese tu 
mahiisukhadharariipini 

8. Quoted by S .B .  Dasgupta in his Introduction to Tan tric Buddhism, p. 1 54, notes. from P.C. B agi hi's Studies in the 
Trantras. 

'ii. Foundations f!f'Tibetan Mysticism, p. ! 55 See also D.L. Snel lgrove, The Hevajra Tantra, Oxford University Press, 1 959, 

Introduction . 
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number of symbol ic pairs recorded in Tantric works 
as the above l ist shows. Lama Givinda summarises 
(ibid. p. ! 55) the physio logical location of these nerves 
thus: "Accord ing to the tradi tion of the Satkarma
niriipiu:za i�lii (La lana) and ping ala (rasanii) are repre
sented as two spirals starting from the left and the right 
nostril respectively and moving in opposi te d irections 
around s'usl.tmma nii�li (avadhiiti) which runs l ike a 
hollow channel through the centre of the spiral col
umn, meeting ida (lalanii) and pingalc7 (rasana) in the 
perineum at the base of the spine" .  

In  the yoga ofTantric Buddhism this physiologi
cal symbolism is made use of for meditational and such 
other spiritual exercises that help one to real ise and 
experience the universal i ty of all consciousness and 
thereby awaken the dormant forces of the human mind 
general l y  designated ih  Tantrism as kufJ�lalinz ( ' l ibido' 
as Govinda says: ibid. p. 1 56). While /a/ana and rasana 
symbol ical ly represent the apparent dual i ty of all mun
dane experiences, avadhiiti represents the state free 

. from this duali ty, the state of non-dual i ty of peace and 
harmony. The aim of the yogin is to experience this 
state of equi l ibrium.  This is the practical purpose of 
these theories in  Buddhist yogic exercises. "The yogin' 
i s  he who has found the central axis of his being, who 
has 'opened'. the s'us 'umna (avadhiiti) who has gained 
direct access to h is  innermost forces and who has 
succeedect in establ ishing direct contact between the 
extremes of h is· nature, by connecting the deepest with 
the h ighest" observes Lama Govinda (ibid p. 1 57). 

A.G.S. Kariyawasam 

LALITAVISTARA, one of the most secred Mahayana 
texts belonging to the category of Vaipulya SL7tra ( l i t .  
discourse of great extent). It is one of the nine dharmas 
(nava-dharma=n ine sact;ed texts,) of Nepalese Bud
dh ism.  The Lalitavistara also cal l s  i tself a Mahii
nidiina, and Lalitavistara puriina, a tit le befitting its 
form and style. The title Lalitavistara (i .e., the detailed 
narration of the sports (of the Buddha) i tsel f is sug
gestive of the docetic v iews found in the work . 

The Lalitavistara consi sts of twenty-seven chap
ters which narrate the l i" fe-story of the Buddha from 
the t ime of h is  sojourning in the Tus i ta heaven, in his 
penul ti mate birth where he was born as Svetaketu, up 
to the event of his preaching the tirst sermon. The text 
begins with the stereotyped formula, "Thus, have heard 
(evain mayii rutam); but un l i ke Pal i  suttas which open 
with the corresponding Pal i  formula (evm�t me sutm�t) 

i t  does not i mmediately introduce the main topic of  
the  d i scourse .  The  p rea m b l e ,  s k e tc h i n g  o u t  a 
magni 1icent picture of the Buddha as well as the vast 
assembly of bodhisattvas, bhik�us, devas and other 
beings is characteristic of al l  Mahayana s1itras. 

The first chapter called the Nidiina-parivarta i s  
devoted to the preamble. The l i fe-story of the Buddha 
begins with the second chapter,Samutviihaparivarta, 
and this beginning corresponds to the Avidiirenidiina 
of the Nidanakathii. I n  this section the Lalitavistara 
closely corresponds to the trad i tion recorded i n  the 
Nidiina-kathii, varying only in  m inor d ifferences of de
tails  and i n  extravagence of description. For example 
the verses of extortation (saiicodanagiitha) are found 
in the Lalita in place of the entreaties of gods ofThusita 
as given i n  the  Nidiinkatha . The t h i rd c hapter  
Kulaparisvuddhaparivarta i s  mainly devoted to  the de
scription of the investigations which are normal ly re
ferred to i n  the Pal i  tradi tion as the Five Great I nvesti
gations (paiica-mahii-vilokana). In the Lalita these 
i nvestigations are enumerated as four i n  number. 
Though not enumerated the investigation regardi ng the 

· mother, too, is  described in great detail .  Unl ike in the 
Nidiinakatha all these events are elaboratedy presented 
in the Lalitavistara and it even describes how the gods 
assisted the bodhisattva in these i nvestigations. Devi
ating from the known Pal i tradi tion the Lalitavistara 
describes also how the go�s descended to Jambudvipa 
and began teach i ng the brahmans  the science o f  
physiognomy s o  that they may be able t o  d iscern the 
signs in  the body of the bodhisattva when he i s  born 
among men. I n  the meantime some other gods appear 
in Jambudvi pa and i nform the Pratyekabuddhas that 
the bohisattva wi l l  be born twelve years hence, and 
this perhaps is  in place of the Buddha-haliihala .Cup
roar proclaming the appearance of the Buddha) referred 
to in the Nidiinakatha. Though the Nidiinakatha says 
that the bodhisattva wi l l  be born thousand years after 
the Buddha-haliihala, the Lalita reduces the interven7 
ing period to twelve years. 

Between the two events, namely the Great Investi
gations and the bodhisattva 's conCeption in  M aya's 
womb, the Lalita recou nts many more happen i ngs 
which are not known to the Pal i  trad i tion. The Lalita 
describes how the bodhisattva, after firmly resolving 
to depart from Tus i ta heaven preached to the gods and 
consoled them. He is even said to have pacified the 
gods by appointing M ai treya to succeed h im.  The 
Lalitavistara gives also an account of the deliberations 
carried out to find a suitable form for the bodhisattva 

� l I 
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to enter the mother's womb. I t  was a god named 
Ugrateja, who had recently departed from Jambudvipa, 
who suggested the form of an elephant. 

The fourth and 1ifth chapters (Dhcmncllokamuklw
parivarta, Pracalaparivarta) gives detai ls of the past 
l ives of the bodhisattva and describes his preparation 
for the descent to Jambudvipa. The next chapter, 
Garbhiivakriintlparivarta is mainly devoted to describe 
the bodhisattva's conception in M aya's womb. Though 
the description of M ayas dream is s imi ler to the one 
found in the Pal i tradition, the events that fol low it are 
presented in an extravagent form, and it is probable 
that many of these are fabrications of the compi ler (s) ) or redactor (s) < J J  of the Lalitavistara. Both Pal i and 

- Sanskrit traditions hold that though the bodhisattva 
� took conception in Maya's womb he remained there 

unsull ied by the impuri ties in the mother's womb. 
Though the Pal i tradi tion is satisfied with merely stat
ing this, the Lalita venture to explain how this was 
possible. rt says that whi le being in the mother's womb 
the bodhisattva l i ved in a casket cal led Ratnavyuha . 
and while being in  it he was nourished by some special 
food offered by Brahma. 

The Lalita description of the bi rth of the bodhi
sattva is basically  the same as in  Pal i  texts, except for 
some addi tional det<1 i l s  such as the spontaneous 
appearance of lotuses to receive the foot of the bodhi
sattva; and, perhaps, such deta i l s  were included to 
embel l ish and sanct ify his character. The Lalita 

) redactor's over enthus iasm for exaggerat ion and 
· '  embel l ishment has resu l ted in  a confus ion of the 

sequence of events. Thus, at one place it  says that it 
as four months after the birth that Suddhodana was 

\able to bring the chi ld to his pal ace. Elsewhere it i s  
said that i t  took a week to bring the chi ld to the palace . 
In the meantime it also upholds the common tradition 
that Maya died seven days after the b i rth of the 
bodhisattva. Asita's visit  is elaborately  dea l t  with , and 
t h i s  opportu n i ty i s  taken to i n sert t h e  l i s t  o f  
characteristics o f  a Great Being (mahcl-puru�a). 

The three chapters that fol low (vi i ,  Devakulopan.a
yanaparivarta v i i i .  A-blza ra'! a parivarta i x .  
Liptsiiltisa��Idars ana parivzrru1) are pecun -at to the 
Lalita and are perhaps added to ti l l  in  a gap found in . 
the Pal i  tradition. These additions also enabled the 

redactor (s) to present the super-human quali t ies of 
the bodhisattva in a very extravagent form. For exam
ple, the Lalita describes vividiy how the statues of vari
ous deities spontaneously fel l  prostrate at the feet of 
the infant bodhisattva; how the bodhisattva surpassed 
his teacher in knowledge and proficiency in various 
arts and sciences .. 

The tenth chapter (JSf�igriimaparivarta) narrates 
the wel l -known event of the ploughing-ceremony with 
deta i l s  not fou nd i n  t he  Pa l i  trad i t i o n .  The 
S'ilpasandarS'ana parivarta (xi) is i mportant as  i t  de
scribes how the young bodhisattva selected his bride. 
the bodhisattva's act of displaying his k i l l  in the art of 
war is  very ingeneously woven into the narrative. Ac
cording to the Lalitavistara it was Gopa, daughter of 
Da!)<;lapani,  who was selected by the bodh isattva as 
his wife, and it was in order to dispel the doubts enter
tained by his prospective father- in- law regarding his 
proficiency in the art of war that he displayed his ski l l .  
The redactor o f  the Lalita makes much use of this chap
ter to present graphical ly  the contest that took place 
between the bodhisattva and Devadatta. 

The Saiicodanaparivarta ( 1 3th) is a l engthy one 
which describes the means adopted by the gods to urge 
the bodhisattva to get his mind on renunciation, and 
thus it is apparent that l i ke the Pali tradition the San
skrit tradi tion, too, does not speak about the period o{ 
the bodhi sattva's l i fe between h i s  marri age and 
renunciation. 

The Lalita descri bes in great detai l the dream 
dreamt by Gopa and Suddhodana about the i mpend
ing departure of the bodhisattva. This is, perhaps, a 
means adopted by the Lalita to magnify the act of re
nunciat ion spec ia l l y  by describ i ng the numerous 
preventive measures taken by Suddhodana. Whole of 
chapter fourteen (Svapnaparivarta) is devoted to this .  

Though there are differences between the two tra
ditions (the Pal i and the Sanskrit) with regard to de
tai l s  concern i ng the  renu nc ia t ion  (A bhini�kra
mql�WLJarivarta) the gist of both is  a lmost similar. In 
detai ls ,  of course, the Lalita seems to agree more with 
the paralrer account i n  the Mahiivastu. 2  Simi l arities of 
this sort, perhaps, suggest that the Lalitavistara consists 
of two ancient tradi tions, the Pal i and Sanskrit ,  are 

I .  Though the Lalituvistara consists o f  old and new traditions i n  its form as found at present i t  appears to be the work of a 
single redactor. 

2. The Malliivastu is said to be a work of the Hinayana which has assimilated features of Mahayana. 
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often complementary to the other. 

For the redactor of the Lalita all events connected 
with the bohisattva are worthy of festivals, and, there
fore, the bodhisattva's four visits to the pleasance are 
made occasions for pompous celebrations. The Lalita 
r.edactor rejoices i n  detai l ing the part played by the 
gods in helping the bodhisattva to renunciate. Every 
·opportuni ty i s  made use of to insert verses of exhorta
tions and graphic poetic descriptions. 

Events that took place between renunciation and 
the commencement of ascetic practices are summed 
u p  i n  the Bimbisaropasany.kramw;wparivarta ( 16th) and 
as indfcated by the title it gives prominence to the 
bodhisattva's meeting with k ing B i mbisara. · 

The Lalitavistara deviat ing from the Jataka
nidclna-katha account says that the bodhisattva, be
fore meeting A:ra<;Ja Kalapa also met, two brahman 
women known as S'aki and Padma and two other sages 
cal led Raivata and Rajaka. In  describing the severe 
ascetic practices performed by the bodhisattva the · 
Lalita clolsely fol lows the Pali tradition, except for a 

· few addition such as the visit  of M aya from heaven . 

· As  poin ted out  before the Lalita has often at
tempted to suggest explanations for events that appear 
to rouse the curiosi ty of the readers. In this chapter 
( 1 7th Du�karacaryaparivarta) the Lalitavistara ex
plains that the bodhisattva, though he himself knew 
the futi le nature of severe austere practices, performed 
them for six years i n  order to show their uselessness to 
those who regarded ascetic practices as the sole means 
of salvation. 

The Nairaiijanaparivarta narrates the offering of 
rice-gruel by Sujata. The next two chapters graphically 
describes the bodhisattva 's march towards the foot of 
the bodhi-tree (Bodhima!J�lagamanaparivarta) and the 
gathering of numerous bodhisattvas from the buddha
fi elds (buddhak�etra) and taking position around the 
bodhima'}4a (Bodhimm;�lavyalapartivarta).  

The Lalita devotes a lengthy chapter to describe 
the battle b·etween the bodhisattva and· the Mara 
(Maraghar�anaparivarta). This  description is more 
graphic  and animated than the paral lel descriptions 
found in Pali sources. ,  It also narrates how Mara, fai l
i ng to conquer the bodhisattva by use of force, send . 
h is  daughters to entice h im by their coquetry. 

The attainment of Buddhahood is described i n  the 
22nd chapter (Abhisambodhanaparivarta) w hich i n  
content i s  very close to  the  Pali tradition, The u tterence 
ofjoy (udana) which the Buddha i s  said to have made 
is not the usual one cited i n  Pali sources. 

The San;zstavaparivarta is devoted to present the 
eulogies u ttered by various dieties i n  praise  of the 
Buddha. This is fol lowed by the enumeration of events 
that took place during the seven weeks after Enlight
enment. The offering of the first meal by Trapu\)a and 
Bhallika i s  narrated i n  the next chapter. The Adhye�af)ii 
parivarta records the i nvi tation made by Brahma Sikhi 
requesting the Buddh ia  to preach the doctrin e  to the 
world .  B ei ng persuaded , the B uddha sets forth to 
Benares and on his way meets Upaka. The Lalitavistara 
narrates an interesting i ncident that took place  on the 
way. When the Buddha came up to the ford of Gangese
and requested the ferryman to take him to the other 
bank the latter demanded the fare. Then to the great 
astonishment of the ferryman the Buddha crossed the 
river through the air. Awe-stricken ferryman reported 
this matter to king B imbisara, who ordered that thence
forth al l rel igious recluses shou ld  be ferried without 
any charge of a fare. 

In the Dharmacakrapravartanaparivarta the Lalita 
narrates very graphically the preaching of the first 
sermon and all the miraculous events that took place 
at that time. I t  even goes to the extent of describing 
how a bodhisattva named Dharmacakrapravarti n  rol led 
to the presence of the Buddhq. the gn�at wheel of law 
(Dharmacakra), made . up of  thousand spokes and 
adorned with all k inds of jewel ls. 

The l ast chapter (Nigamanaparivarta) i s  in praise . 
of the Lalitavistara i tsself . I t  also enumerates the 
numerous benefits that accrue to anyone who reads or 
l i stens to this text. 

From the foregoing account i t  is apparent that the 
Lalitavistara consists of episodes which are fou nd in 
Pali and Sanskrit tradi tions and also of some episodes 
not known to either the Pali sources or to Sanskiit texts 
l ike the Mahavastu. In order to explain the existence 
of different traditions Winternitz puts forward the .sug
gestion that " the Lal i ta-vistara is a recast of an older 
Hi nay a n a  tex t ,  t he  B ud d h a  b i ogra p h y  of the 
Sarvastivada school ,  enlarged and embell ished i n  the 
spirit of the Mahayana. This supposition a lso explains 
the character of the text, which is by no means a unified 
work of one author, but an anonymous compilation, in  
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which very early and very recent passages stood s ide 
by side. (M. Winternitz,  History of Indian Literature 
I I ,  p. 252-53). This  view is accepted al most verbatim 
by P. Yaidya in his edition of the Lalitavistara (BST. l ,  
I ntro.p. X) 

Whatever the truth of this suggestion is undoubt
edly the Lalitavistara consists of old and nev1, both 
Pali and Sanskrit tradition; and, besides, it also abounds 
in highly exaggerated, i mprobable elements which are, 
perhaps,  mostly creat ions  of Lhe redactor of the 
Lalitavistara. I t  appears that i t  i s  in  order to impart 
authority to these new that the narrative is interrupted 
in the 7th chapter to insert a d ialogue between the 

entries under Nos. 1 59 and 1 60. According to Nanjio 
Fo-pen-hing-chig (68 A.C.) a work not extant now, is 
the earliest translation. But scholars including P.C. 
Bagchi do not support this supposition. The other one 
known as Po'u-yia-ching atttributed to Dharmarak�a 
(308 A.C.) consists of only eight chapters, and scholars 
including Winterni tz doubt whether this i s  rea l ly  a 
translation of the Sanskrit text. 

. ) Buddha and Ananda which cal l s  for faith and bel ief 
· on the part of the devotees. I 

The Tibetan translation belonging to the 9th cen
tury is sai.dJo be an accurate translation . Two M ongo
l ian versions are found. One is said to be a translation, 
of the Tibetan originally  compi led by Co's-kyi o��zen. 
As the Tibe.tan original of this is not found it i s  not 
possible to check the accuracy of the Mongolian ver
sion. This  Mongolian version i s  attributed to Ses-rat
Sein ge. , fmm the Mongol ian version it could be ad
duced tb:at e.o's-kyi-'Od-zen's Tibetan rendering i tself 
is a conqeJJ"Sed form of the Sanskri t text. The other is 
the Mongolian rendering of the Tibetan text occurring 
in the l(cb;zgyur. Thi s  was done by Samdan'Sengge of 
the 1 7th qentury. Perhaps the latter used the earl ier 
Mongol ifln version and th is  explains the verbati m 
repetition of Ses-rab Sen-ge's work i n  that of Sanden 
Sengge.4 

Though the character of the text does not permi t  
to  conclude that i t  is  a unified work of  one author, i t  
does not, however, ru le out the possibi l i ty that the 
Lalita, in the form it is known to us ,  could be the work 
of one redactor. 

Lalita vis tara consists of both prose and verse, the 
latter often being the summarised version of the former. 
As Winternitz observes some of these metrical pas
sages are beautiful old bal lads, perhaps derived from 
the same ancient sources as some of the suttas in the 
Suttcmipclta. Many prose passages, too, belong to the 
old tradition. Therefore, i t  i s  incorrect to conclude that 
the verse portions constitute the older stratum ,  while 

)prose portions were added later. P. L. Vaidya is of opin
, ion that the archaic nature of l anguage of the verses i s  

due to  the l imitations and exigencies i mposed by the 
) metre. 

The Lalitavistara in i ts tinal form, as extent at 
present, i s  undoubtedly the result  of a conscious effort 
to present the biography of the Buddha in a poetic form 
and style. I t  has many features that bring it close to the 
category of an epic. 

Though it  is said that the Lalitavistara was trans
lated into Chinese as early as the I st century A. C. there 
is no conclusive proof on this point. Nanjio has two 

Winternitz suggests also that a version- sl ightly 
different from the Lalitavistara was known to the artists 
who, .f(OQ1_ ,about 850-900 A. C. decorated the famous 
templ:e);gf �atabudur in Java. 

.. : - ]�.§'���'gWJate of compilation of the Lalitavistara 
i s.:nof,t�.d3asing their agreements on sculptural 
rep_��!@i:j�os ifound in Gandhara depicting scenes 
de.s,�-tj���ih-t.he Lalita, scholars assign the work to the 
I s_t (;)�1��.H�¢Jltu(y A. C 

��?�� f:;'!f/.*"-r· ·  ··.::�;� 
:)J}lf.ougbtLalitavistara i s  an i mportant source book 

for ·th��sW:dy of ancient Buddhism i t  is not advisable 
to consid.er the whole work as providing ancient tradi 
tions}-�i:tsJ:-�mportance in  th i s  respect i s  very aptly 
summed. up by Wintemi tz ,  thus :  "It  is ,  however, most 
informative as regards the development of the Buddha 
legenc� from its earliest beginnings, when only the chief 
events in the l i fe of the great founder of the rel igion 

3. The Lalita gives the following as the udiina Chinnavartmopal''iintarajii� su:rkii 
iisravii na puna� s ravanti 
Chinne vartmani vartata dukkhasyai.w 'ntah uccyate 

4. The Mongolian version with an English translation was edited by Nicholas 
Poppe and published under the t it le.  The Twelve Deeds of the Buddha, 
(Asiatische Forschungen, Band 23, otto Harrassowitz.) 
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are adorned with miracles, down to that boundless 
deifiction of the Master, in which, from the beginning 
to the end of his career, he appems mainly as a god 
above al l gods. On this account the work is  of immense 
value from the point of view of the history of rel igion. 
From the point of view of history of l iterature, too, the · 
Lalitavistara is one of the most important works of 
Buddhist scripture. Though i t  is not yet an actual 
Buddha epic, i t  contains all the germs of such an epic; 
and it  is from the ballads and episodes as preserved in  
the  earl ies t  port ions of  the  Lalitavistara, though 
probably not from the Lalitavistara i tse l f, that 
As'vagho�a, the greatest poet of the Buddhists, created 
h i s  magnific ient  ep ic  Buddha- Carita, l i fe of the 
Buddha". 

The Sanskrit text Lc.litavistara was tirst edited by 
Rajendralala Mi tra i n  8/. i n  1 877. A better edi tion was 
done by S. Lefmann in 1 902 and 1 908. Rajer:drafala 
Mitra translated into English the first fifteen chapters 
(B/ 1 88 1 - 1 886). Chapters 1 -4 were translated into Ger-

. man by Lefman i n  1 875.  A complet French Transla
tion by Ph. Ed. Faunaux is found in the AMG, tomes 6 
arid 1 9  (Paris 1 884, 1 892). 

S.K.Nanayakkara 

LANGUAGE. The Buddha, as Siddhartha Gautama, 
was reared in the Brahmanical system of learning, 
which included the Vedas and i ts six anci l lary sciences, 
two of which pertai ned to l inguistics. These are ety- · 
mology (nirukti) and grammar ( vyiikarc;na).' The 
former cu l m inated in the treat ise cal l ed Nirukta 
compiled by Yaska, two centuries before the Buddha. 
The latter received its tina! form in the work of Pa�ini 
called AUiidhyclya about two centuries after the 
Buddha. The so-called Sanskrit l angauge, meaning 'the 
wel l-done' was thus the indefatigable work of Indian 
l inguists during the course of nearly four centuries. 

The Buddha was precisely in the midst of i ts de
velopment. I nterest ingly, what the l i nguists , i mersed 
in the study of the Sanskri t language have not observed 
or real ized is the - fact that this l inguistic analys is is 
not unrelated to the phi losophical enterprise of their 
Brahmanical trad i tion. While etymology deals wi th 
analysis ,  grammar deals with synthesis .  I n  the arena 
of philosophical thinking, the Brahmanical conceptions 

I .  Cluindo,;ya Upani.�ud I I  I .  1 4.4 
2. Ibid. 
3 .  \llnuyu P�tuku (PTS) Vol .  I ,  p .  4f  

of atma and bra/una presented a curious combination 
of the two l inguistic methods, analysis and synthesis .  
Considering the Brahmanical interest in reaching the 
ult imate real i ty by a process of analysis,  one observes 
the development in the conception of the u lti mately 
real self (c"itma), the i nexhaustible (anak�ara). While 
being the u l i tmately irreducible real ity, it is also the 
all -pervading self, the unity of al l  rea l i ty. 1 Whi le atma 
represents the u ltimate real i ty in its analytic as wel l as 
synthetic aspects, brahma also i s  i ntended to achieve 
both in the sphere of the social l ife. In i ts analytical 
aspect it accounts for the u l ti mately distinct castes, 
Brahmmya, K�atriya, Vaisya and Sudra. In its synthetic 
aspect it stands for the creative and unify ing. [J.mction 
of brahma as the social reality. 2 Thus metaphysics and 
l inguistics remained interrelated discipl ines. 

With the emphasis on etymology and grammar the 
purification and sophistication of the language began 
even before the B uddha. With lhe culmination of these 
d iscipl ines the tlexible and constantly evolv ing l an
guage came to be sublated to a closed system. It is the 
well-fabricated' (san_1Skrta) language, which could not 
be and was not allowed to be used by the uneducated 
fol k  for fear of any corruption creeping into i t. How
ever, the ordinary languages or d ialects continued to 
be used by the people. 

Having examined every form of human knowledge, 
the Buddha, whose concern was more the good and 
the peace for the human person and the human society, · 
discovered no certainty relating to such h uman knowl
edge. He also d iscovered a close relationship between 
knowledge and language, so much so that he was un
wi l l ing to speak of a knowledge or experience tran
scending language. 

However, the Buddha had difficulty of expressing 
his non-substantial ist u nderstanding of the nature of 
the world of experience in a language that was intended 
for expressing substantial ist  metaphysics. So he sat 
under the bodhi-tree, as trad i tion has i t, enjoying the 
bl iss of emancipation (vimuttisukha), but actual ly re
flecting on the manner in which he could  express his . . 
experience of freedom and how that freedom could  be 
part of the human society at large.3 
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This is when he was compelled to bring back many 
of the grammatical forms of the earl ier non-sophisti
cated languages l ike the Vedic, and create new terms 
that would radical ly change the very conceptual appa
ratus .  ' Dependent ly arisen' (pa_ticcasamuppanna) , 
'dependent arising' (pa_ticcasamuppada),  'condition
ality' or 'this relatedness' (idappaccayata), the 'present' 
(paccuppanna) were terms not found in the I ndian lan
guages before the Buddha. 

Uti l izing these terms he brought down the under
standing of the nature of the world from the high ped
estal of the logicians and the transcendentalists to the 
ordinary people who could 'come and take a look' ) (ehipassika). This understanding consists of the man
ner in which phenomena came to be on the basis of 1 conditions on which they depend. Thus, the unJer

J •standing i s .based upon reflection, that is, moving from 
the experienced effect to the conditions on which that 
effect depends. Hence the use of the past participle 
pa_ticcasamuppanna 'dependently arisen. This is called 
the knowledge of phenomena (dhamme iiiiQ-a)4 This is  
the most significant in  the Buddha's philosophical l an
guage. 

On the basis of the repeated experience of such 
occurrences, the Buddha was wi l l ing to stretch them 
into the future anticipating their recurrence, yet with
out absolu te certainty. This is cal led inductive knowl
edge (anvaye iiar:a)5 Here·, instead of the past partici
ple used to refer to the experienced events the Buddha ) used the nominal form pa.t iccasamuppada 'dependent 

· aris ing', so that i t  could be descriptive of the past, 
present as wel l as the future .. S ince its formulation, i t  

- )- has remained the central conception i n  Buddhism. 

The relating of the present effect to the past 
condition could not be achieved by the use of the ex
isting l inguistic terms expressive of the past, present · 
and future. 'In that context', existence was confined to 
what is  present (vartamana), both past (afita) and fu
ture (anagata) being considered non-existent. How
ever, for the Buddha, part of the i mmediate past could 
not be separated from the present. Hence his use of 
the past participle. Therefore, completely abandoning 
th� pmsent- partic ip le ,  - vartamiina, to refer- to the 
present ,  he u t i l i zed another pas t  part i c i p l e  
paccuppanna 'arisen depending upon' to signify the 

4. Safl}yuttanikiiya (PTS) Vol .  I I ,  p. 56f. 
5. Ibid. 
6. It is derived from sa/1} and root man 'to think' 

present. 

In  addition to many other terms he coined, the 
term idappaccayata, _ 'this condition-ness' used as a 
synonym for dependenLaris ing expresses the i dea of 
condi tional i ty and;.�y9igs,;any sense of determinism. 

able a certain 
do so, then i t  is · 
conditions that 
ticu lar effect. 

the Buddha to explain 
not only without fal l 
and nih i l i sm,  but also 

beings when communi
ng the nature of rea l i ty. 

it ions that is said to en
to be, does not actual ly 

. further examine any other 
occurrence of the par

is  the hal lmark ·of a 

� . ..., .......... new terms to express h i s  
insights, h e  used passive forms, instead o f  the active 
as a pedagogical  devise to el im inate the bel ief in a 
permanent and eternal-,self (iitma). Thus ,  the doctrine 
of no-self or non-substantiality was embodied i n  the 
language i tself. The�e.arly Buddhists were quite aware 
of the significanc� of t]Ji s  pedagogical devise that when 
they wanted to introdqce �ach of the discourses, they 
inserted the · . . 

me suta!IJ, 'thus has been 

and his early. · ·. 
this phrase 
'thus 

who were unable 
.· which the Buddha 

· qg l anguage, trans late 
the active voice as 

· . the two terms 'ety
of the pre

. ze them i n  the same 
. ,used with the prefix 

. l anguage in general . 
:to express the i dea 

of expositi . (siimiinya), some-
times with ') was ut i l ized to re-
fer to 'general that is grammar, 
but l ike the te�:.rii,.UJt�j�£:refetred to language in gen-
eraL - <�1t''�}t@;;-:.,;��,-r�:�: ··. 

For the BJ.!qc!_l1a, these were not the only functions 
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of language. I n  addition to them, language functions 
as 'convention' (sammuti)c' on which there should be 
agreement among a community of speakers. A com
munity of ten people cannot have ten different lan
guages unless all of them have learnt ail those ten lan
guages. Herein is when the person looses its indi
vidual i ty because it needs to conform to the agreed 
upon convention in order to communicate with others. 
It  is this notion of agreement that gave the i mpression 
that a term in a language really does not signify a mean
ing which is part of experience. The. Buddha was not 
willing to stretch this idea too far, for, according to 
him, even the objects of experience are not directly 
apprehended but are put together according to one's 
i nterests and choices. The activity of getting together 
and thinking (sammuti) is not different from the activ
ity of getting together and expressing (sankha, the term 
for conception), and getting together and knowing 
(saiiiia, the term for perception). In  this manner, expe
rience as wel l as language and convention are interre
lated. 

'Current usage' (vohiira) is of great significance, 
for very often terms go out of use and new ones evolve. 
For the Buddha it is what accounts for the so-called 
'language drift' Here again, sometimes the term 'world '  
(loka) is prefixed. 

Finally, there is the most significant term for lan
guage, namely, paiiiiatti meaning 'expression', a term 
found for the first t ime in the Buddha's discourses. I t  
i s  a nominal term de1;ived from the causative verb di
rectly related to paiiiia, and is better understood as the 
expression of paiiiia i tself, that is, making the content 
of paiiiiii known. In other words, a permanent and 
eternal self  is not an expression (paiiiiiitti) and a ve- · 
ridical experience. Indeed, the absence of such a self, 
which is impl ied by the term anatta (no-self) and suFiiia 
(empty) , as wel l as the more positive description of 
experience as the dependently ari sen (pa.ticcasa
muppanna) and dependent arising (pa_ticcasamuppiida) 
are highlighted by one of the Buddha's later disciples, 
Nagarjuna.7 It can be described as a conception with 
referential content .  It i s  s ignifi cant to note that 
sometimes the Buddha used a pair of terms such as 

janapatlanirutti and siimaiiiia to refer to language, and 
at times he used al l  the tive terms referred to above 

7. Mulamiidhyamakakiirika 24. 1 8  
8 .  D., I. P. 202. 
9. S . l l l, p. 7 1 f.  
1 0. M. I l l, p .  230f. 

when he wanted to speak of language.x This means 
that language i s  not one si ngle activity but a host of 
them .  

What i s  more important i s  the attitude that the 
Buddl}a adopted in regard to language. In one of the 
i mportant discourses on the subject, the Niruttipatlw 
Sutta of the SanJyuttta Nikclya, the Buddha advises h is  
disciples not  to misuse the verbs expressive of the past 
(ahosi), present (atthi) and future (bhavissati)9 Thereby 
he did not mean that these periods referred to by the 
verbs have absolu te demarcations. Experienced time 
(kiila) unl ike the rational , is not absolu te or discrete, 
but related to the fluctuating objects of experience. 
(kiilika). 

The second most important attitude of the B uddh a  
toward language i s  prompted b y  h i s  concern for th 
good of the humans and peace among them. This is 
the gist of the "Discourse on the Analysis ·of Non-Con
fl ict" (Arar:zavibhanga Sutta) . 10 a discourse that has 
u n d o u b ted ly  i nflu enced t h e  Vajracchedikii
prajiiiipiiramitii-SLitra of a later date. Herein ,  the Bud
dha admonishes his disciples about the "i mportance of 
not taking language as an absol ute reali ty or rejecting · 

i t  al together as a meaningless entity. These two atti
tudes are referred to by the two terms, abhinivesa and 
atisiira, two l inguistic expressions he used not with
out understanding. The second was the term in the in
digenous medical vocabulary implying 'diarrhea'. In  
that case, the former would  mean 'constipation', that is  
excessive entering, and not  leaving. Conceptual con
stipation and conceptual diarrhea have often led to con
flicts in the world .  The more enlightened approach 
recommend�d by the B uddha to his noble disciples i s  � · 
to look upon languages as an i mportant means of com
munication, h istorical ly  and functional ly evolved, 
wherein there i s  no such evaluation as superior and 
inferior. 

D.J. Kalupahana 

LANKA See SRI LAI�KA 

LANKATILAKA ( I )  is a brick built pq}imiighara (im
ag� .house) situ.ated in the ancient city of Polonnaruva. 
It was bui l t  by Parakramabahu I ( 1 1 53 - 1 1 86 A.D.) and 
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forms part of  a group  of  bui l d i ngs known as  the 
Alahana-parivena. It i s  the largest among three such 
image houses. Al though i t  was a vau l ted shrine l ike 
the Thuparama (Polonnaruva), it is not so at the present 
day, as the vaul ted parts had come down, when the 
archaeologist set about restoring it i n  the early years 
of the present century. From front to back it had a full 
length of 1 24 feet. The greatest breadth was 66 ft. ,  at 
the square shaped shrine. The north wal l sti l l  stands to 
a height of 55ft. The image house, when i t  was origi
nally bui l t  must have measured nearly I 00 ft. ,  from 
the base to the top of the crowning finial. 

On the ground plan, there was a cella (garbha, )where the standing image of the Buddha was installed), 
an entresol formed by the openi ng through the thick 
wall ,  a vestibule and the entresol facing the front stairs. 

__..). -1'his shrine was not meant for large crowds to assem- . 
ble ins ide. There had been an upper storey, in the form 
of timbered galleries, supported on stone pil lars in the 
inner shrine. This made it possible for a ful l  view of 
the Buddha image which was about 40ft. in height. 

The ground plan shows that this image house had 
fol lowed a model that had become normal for i mage 
houses in the Anuradhapura period, which is basically 
the same as that of Hindu shrines in India. This model 
is the square cella (garblza-grlza) from which projected 
a bayed vestibu le. The space in  front is  a distinct por
tico to which a fl ight of steps at the main entrance leads. 
There is also a side entrance, through the north wall 
�rito the vestibule. 
J 

The wal ls are extraordinarily thick. Internally the 
fella is 42 ft. square. The vestibule is 32 ft. 6 i ns. long 
£Ind 1 8  ft. at the broadest point. On ei ther side of the 
internal passage have been planted stone pil lars, square 
i n  sect ion ,  w i th cap i ta l s  of a type ,  fami l i ar i n  
Anuradhapura bui ld ings. On each side are 1 7  free 
standing pil lars which must have supported an upper 
storey or gallery of wooden construction. Enough space 
was left in the centre for a clear view of the image 
from the front entrance. There appear to have been 
narrow galleries projecting from the side wal l s  of the 
vestibule as wel l .  The inner shrine was l ighted by nar
row mul l ioned windows. A feature which i mparts a 
majestic appearance to this image house are the two 
polygonal piers which flank the main entrance. Origi
nally this building must have been about 90 ft. in height. 
The preserved fragment is 58 ft. in height. 

The vault had come down long ago. In order to 

have an idea as to the nature of i ts cons'truction, there 
· i s  a s imi lar shr ine of a m i n i ature form,  i . e . , the 
Thuparama (polonnaruva). Relying on it ,  i t  mny be 
said that ihe vault had been constructed on the princi
ples of the true arch. The archi tects had rel ied for the 
stabi l i ty of the vau l t, more on the excellence o f  the 
mortar in which the bricks were laid, than on sound 
methods of construction as are in  use today. Spec i al ly 
shaped bricks of a fine texture had been used for the 
vertical moulding at the entrance. The joints between 
the bricks are so fine as not to allow the insertion Of a 
poi nt of a pen-knife. The ornamental detai ls were fin
ished in fi ne l ime plaster. The shrine was decorated 
with paintings, both inside as well as outside. 

In  front of the shrine is  a p i l lared ma'!rf.apa on a 
sty lobate 36 ft. 6 i ns.  square, from which bays (meas
uring each) 1 8  ft. 6 ins. by 9 ft .  were thrown out on all 
four sides. There are 40 stone pi l lars on it, chastely 
carved, on their square portions. The octagonal parts 
in the middle are l eft bare. 

The two wings tones which flank the flight of steps 
leading to the shrine, were carved for five risers to be 
fitted to them, whereas, there are only three in the fl i ght 
which they now adorn. The architects of Polonnaruva 
period did not have all the material that they util ised i n  
their structures special ly fash ioned for theiF purposes. 
In their time, there were many edifices of earlier ages 
that had gone to rui n  and they were free to use the 
materi als from such di lapi'dat<!d bui ld ings in their own 
activities. The fine sculptur�o'f�·:p�rson holdi ng a rod, 
which i s  seen on the outer·face "of the balustrade on 
the left of the tlighLofst¢tl,�;:�'JfQ,.the;figures of nagas 
which adorn the i nner. , Ja��Whl:�' th�refore not repre
sentative of the Polonnaru•/�::period. They date from 
about the 9th centUry: . : · · ·:. · .. 

: � - >-.: �. ' .!�i·�-�: 
A good deal of plastiC ·art 'was produced duri ng 

this period in  the medium <;>f stucco. The best exam
ples of this type are -tluf:flgittes, i nside the miniature 
shrines in relief decorating' the walls of thi s  i mage 
house. They represent gods who have come in their 
vimiinas to pay homage to. the B uddha. Many of these 
stucco figures show great skill in modelling the hu
man body in varioos attitudes and postures and are 
eminently suited to the purpose which they were meant 
to subserve. The friezes of dwarfs which are found at 
the bases and cornices upholding the edifice, charac
teristically show forth the nature of these beings as 
presiding over l aughter. In depicting the grimaces on 
their faces and their playful attitudes, the artists have 
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given free rein to their fancy to the utmost. 

This image house is central ly situated within the 
AHihana- parivena group. l t  has been bui l t  on the arti
ficial terrace about 2 ft. above ground level .  On aes
thetic grounds the exterior aspect of this shrine merits 
consideration. The form of the shrine, when seen by 
the approaching pi lgrim was capable of heightening 
his religious feel ings. The two polygonal shafts flank
i ng the main entrance, with their soaring height, are 
calculated to direct the minds of the pi lgri ms upwards 
and created in them the effects of serenity or pleasure 
and excitement. 

There are traces of wal l paintings on the exterior 
as well as the interior of the i mage house. The frag
ment of a painting on the arch at the side entrance con- . 
tains l i ttle more than a very decorative floral des ign. A 
part of a human face, sti l l  visible, indicates that the 
artists were wel l accompl ished i n  drawing various 
physical types. 

) 
On a guardstone at the entrance to this image house 

there is an inscription which settles i ts identity. It states 
that Vijayabahu IV  ( 1 26 7/8- I 270) carried out restora
tion work of this bui lding which was originally bui l t  
by Parakramabahu I ( 1 1 53- 1 1 86). See PL. XXXIII and. 
XXXIV 
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LANKATILAKA (2) . : Lahkati laka (of the Central 
Province in Sri Lanka) has been bui l t  on a h i l l  called 
Panhalgala in Han:tdessa, near Gampola. The date of 
the building is contemporaneous with Ga9aliideniya 
as attested by the rock inscriptions in  S inhala and Tamil 
engraved on the rock at the spot. The chief mini ster of 
the reign of B huv�mail<a6afiu IV ( 1 34 1 --1 35 1  )� Sena
Lal)kadhikara was the author of this beautifu l  shri ne. 
"It is perched on the top of a lofty rock that rises in the 

I . · Memoirs ol the A rchaeological Survey of Ceylon Vol .  I I  
2 .  UCR. , XVII I ,  Nos. I &2, p p .  4-4 
3. Ciilavan:zsa, xci , v.30 

midst of paddy fields. These tields are enclosed on al l 
sides by hills. I t  does not require any architectural merit, 
to make picturesque, a white temple surmounting a 
luxuriant vegetation which surrounds the lower part 
of the rock i n  the midst of the tender green of the paddy 
fields" . 1  See PL. XXXV 

According to the rock i nscript'ions, the date of the 
bui lding is Saka year 1 266 ( 1 344 A.D.) .2 The chief 
architect employed for the purpose was Sthapati-rayar. 
As the name suggests, he was a person of S outh In
dian origin .  As . at Ga�aladeniya the i nfluence of his 
school of architecture has been considerable and the 
extent of this influence will be referred to in  the se
quence. The inscriptions describe the bui ld ing as one 
with four storeys but at the present day, only the ground 
floor and part of the tirst floor are visible. As the uppe0

. storeys collapsed i n  course of time, i t  is very l ikely
that reconstruction work was carried out  u nder the 
patronage of k ings who flourished i n  later times. There 
is definite evidence to show that later additions had 
been made but it is not possible to say precisely who 
was responsible for such renovations or at what t ime 
they were executed. The mention3 in  the Ciilavan:sa 
of Parakramabahu VI ( 1 4 1 2- I 467) carrying out s tucco 
work at Ga9a!adeniya and Lailkatilaka leads one to 
the surmise that he was responsible for such ·recon
struction work as were necessary at the t ime, but there · 
is no defin ite evidence to support the assumption. 

In the eighteenth year of  the reign ofVikramabahu 
I I I  ( 1 35617- 1 373), the i ncumbent of the Lailkati laka 
vi hara, who was of the Mehenavara fami ly, wrote the 
Vimukti San;.grahaya . Therei n ,  its a uthor Lanka 
Senevirat Pi  riven Maha- Sthavira of the Mehenavara- "� 
vall)sa cal ls  h imself the fifth munuburu of Lank a  
Senevirat Maha Mantri of the Mehenavara-vamsa, the 
founder of Lahkati laka. 

) 
There is a valuable collection of metal- images of 

the Buddha preserved i n  the temple. The largest of 
these, a gilt image measuring 2' x 1 '3" is bel i eved to 

. have been donated to the shrine by Sena-Lankadhikara, 
i ts founder. A statuette of a king, bel i eved to be that of 
Buvanekabahu IV, one foot h igh ,  has also been safely 
preserved i-n the temple. 

The hi l lock on which the i mage house has been 
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built  has an uneven surface. Grani te and brick have 
been used in the bui ld ing unl ike in the contemporary . 
monument at Gac;Jaliideniya, which i s  essentially of 
stone. The neven rock on which the Lankiiti laka i s  
bui l t  might have presented a serious obstacle to the 
arachitect who found the means of overcoming the 
difficulty by laying the foundation and level l ing i t  with 
large blocks of grani te. The entrance is reached by as
cending a fl ight  o f  steps fl anked by a pa i r  of  
gajasin;has. Thi s  part of the rock is the most uneven
hence the height of the vavies stereobate at the rear 
and the front varies greatly. At  i ts h ighest,  the 
stereobate rises to a height of I 0 ft. 3 i ns .  from ground 
level, whereas at the rear it is only 4ft 8 ins. (subject to ) variations at intervals) from ground level . 

On ground plan, i t  i s  cruciform, �nd is compara
ble to the Ananda Temple at Pagan in M ianmar. The 
sanctuary is square, each side 35 ft. on the exterior. I t  
is enclosed by an outer casing wal l which leaves room 
for circumambulatory purposes along the three sides. 
On the exterior of each of the three sides at the cella is 
a niche in which is placed an image of one of the popu
lar deities of the period . On the front are two niches on 
each side of the entrance. These are cal led deviiles and 
access to them may be had through five doorways (each 
6 ft. I 0 ins. x 2 ft. I 0 ins .) ,  two on ei ther side of the 
main entrance, one at the back and the others on the 
two remaining sides. These are normally kept closed 
and are not opend except on certain  days of the week. 
The outer face of the enclosing wall has now been plas-

J tered with l ime. S ixteen elephant heads (5ft. 1 0  i ns .  x 
2 ft. 6 ins .  bearing comparison to the examples at 

. Vijayitpaya, Gac;Jaladeniya and symbol ising the dig. --..zajas, have been placed at intervals from each other 
1on the exterior wal ls. 

The cruciform plan of the bui lding was the resul t  
of constructing a projection from each of  the four sides 
of the garbha-grha. The projection at the face of the 
shrine is wider in dimensions si nce it forms the main 
entrance . At the rear, the porch' i s  obscured on accont 
of the construction of a hall ( in recent times) for the 
accomodation of votaries coming in for prayers at the 
devclle. The two remai ning sides and their porches are 
alike in dimensions as wel l  as in methods of construc
tion. A study of the plans wi l l  reveal that there could 
not be any great di fference in  dimensions as every side 

· of the bui lding is symmetrical with the opposite side 
and unless they agree in dimesns ions the purpose of 
the p lan would have been lost. I f  there be any differ
ences, they are quite insign i ficant and occur only at 

the rear. The left side of the rear porch has been di
minished in proportion. The flight of steps lead ing on 
to the shri ne has a width of 8 ft. 3 ins . ,  and the l ength 
of space covered by the gajasimhas measure 6 ft. The 
height of the bui lding from grou

.
nd level up to the finial 

of the siklzara is 60 ft. Accordi ng to �ln e)gl;ltet<nth cen
tury copper plate ( inscription) th� h�ight 9f:Jile build
ing which included four storeys, . . ·. · · , · :  ·· onal, 
was 32 cubits (i .e. 80 ft. ) .  

. . . 
what i s  now left of the bui lqi 
appears to be rel iable. The I . 

the moonstone up to the corres 
.. . 

is 96 ft. ,  and the breadth across 
ft. The circumambulatory path 
outer shel ls  is 4 ft. wide. 

Although the garbha 
ternal ly, the internal measurement�>; 
may be expected. The garblza i s  

· 

chamber 1 6  ft x I 0 with a cornmunj�tJng 

purposes of ascendi ng the u pper flQof�)Ybich i s  now 
not used. The antechamber opens witq!A{;l.�rched door
way 1 4  ft. 3 ins .  wide and 1 3ft. 2 1 /2 jps. high. The 
connecting passage contains stucco figures of guard
ian deities on its wall s, a pair on each s,ide. 

The main entrance to the �hrine . �s  an arched 
passage, allowing for a makara t.oraiJa.,oJl the exterior 
wal l .  It is crowned by the head of � �p,nrffzarva, 30 ft. 
above ground level . The termi n.�-��9.9�� �th ends are 
by means of makara heads w!th,gap�Qg.iQJOUths and 
conventi onal peacock tai ls .  u��t�inij��ad of the 
gandharva i s  a figure of gajqi{l�lft{f!j;+_?(ith two el
ephants on either side pouring wa,.t�?.��§Y,�r. ��r. The con
ventional peacock tai ls  support,�¥J!:l.�t;gres of two dei
ties on ei ther sid�. Below each. ;.w,9.l,wra mukha i s  a 
l ion supporting the archi trave or,JJoteJ of the torana. 
Part of the ground floor and the -fii"st storey are now 
covered by wooden roofs but, thmyg[l;' !he first wooden 
roof one may discern another �WfCli� ' tora!Ja or an 
archway on the wall of the first �:�2{e�. partly covered. 

The i nscription on the rock, as well as the copper 
pl ate, mention four Storeys but -� t present only the 
ground floor and the first storey remain .  The ground · 

storey .rises to a height of 1 2  ft. from the ground and 
then terminates with a battlemented parapet on which 
rests the ti rst gable wooden pier which abuts against 
the wal l .  The wal l is then continued upwards and ends 
with a second battlemented parapet support ing a 
wooden pier. The continuation of the wall further up-
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wards terminates with the third battlemented parapet · 
supporting the four sided sloping roof of the usual 
Kandyan type having two tinials on the crown. The 
first and second piers arc really meant for throwing 
off rai n  and are lean-to-roofs against wal ls on the four 
s ides. The roofing is  of recent date and has no connec
tion with the work of the 1 4th century. The upper half 
of the monument presents features more in common 
with those bui ld ings of the late Kandyan times than 
with any other early period. As it  appears, only the 
ground storey could be assigned to a period earlier than 
the 1 5th century. S ince it  is said in the Ciilava11}sa that 
Parakramabahu VI was responsible for repairs to the 
vihara in the 1 5th century, it is not poss ible to date the 
present edifice with any degree of certainty. It is very 
l i kely that the monument fel l  into ru in and the upper 
storeys disappeared. Both the inscription and the cop
per p late refer to the cei l i ngs of each floor; and the 
paintings with which they were adorned. 

The outer cas ing wal l ,  which makes room for the 
circumambulatory path along the deviiles, shows an 
i nteresting curve in its inner face, a semi-vaul t  above 
the cornice. It has been suggested that the outer shel l 
i s  no part of the orginal design. One notices that the 
outer face of the i nner wal l rises straight and does not · 
curve and the i nner face of the outer wal l shows the 
beginnings of a curve about the height of the capitals 
of the pi lasters on the wal l of the opposite side. The 

. curve ends .abruptly at a height of 1 8  ft. above ground 
level against the brackets that crown the pilasters of 
the i nner wal l .  There are mouldings on the outer face 
of the inner wal l which is proof that the outer casing 
was no part of the original design. In  the original design 
there may have been only one ante-chamber, the inner 
one. The present porch is one with the outer wall-henc� 
the first ante-chamber has to be contemporaneous with 
the outer wai l .  

As mentioned earl ier, the height of the stereobate 
. varies from place to p lace si nce the foundation had to 

be laid on an uneven rock.  Above the stereobate the 
mouldings of the wal ls conform to one s ingle pattern 
(cyma recta, fi l lets, ve1tical block,  torus, vertical block, 
fascia, ve!tical block ,  cyma reversa, vertical block,  
fi l let, cyma recta,

--
vertical block, fascia, a course of 

verti lcal blocks one above the other). From the dis
tance, one may notice only a course of three mould
i ngs one above the other and projecting out, with the 
fascia above mentioned in between. The cruciform plan 

4. H .W. Cave, Book o( Ceylon, p. 337 

of the bui ld ing has made i t  possible for 1 6  s ides in  al l .  
The remarkable absence o f  a fri eze of gal'}as or vyiilas 

or a troupe of dancers between the p l inth mou l d ings 
or u nder the  eaves  i s  n o tewort h y, where as at 
Ga<;Jaladeniya, these minor elaborations h ave been 
given a prominence, in accordance with the styles of 
archi tecture then in vogue. 

The capitals of the pi l asters have no s imi larities 
with those avai lable i n  other bul idngs of this period . 
They form a class by themselves , and i f  any simi larity 
is to be sought for i n  South India, they may be com
pared with those of the Colas. In  the capital s of the 
Pandyas, one notices a smal l  pendant or droopi ng 
flower, a motif, which in the Vijayanagara period, went 
through further developments, as shown by the capi
tals at Ga<;Jaladeniya. The capitals of the p i lasters at 
Lankati laka show an early stage of development of / 
the kalasa, which has not yet gone through the rounded 
process. In order to form the capital," three courses of 
corbel l ings have been resorted to and these are then 
extended horizontal ly  across the wal l ,  so that i n  a se
ries of mouldings they cul minated i n  a cornice of dou
ble flexure, thus marking the beginning of the fi rst sto
rey. I t  is at a height of 1 2  ft. from ground level and 
ornamental devices such as dormer windows, called 
kudu i n  Dravidian architecture, are placed at intervals 
on this horizontal band . The p i lasters are continued 
upwards but horizontal bands project and intervene at 
intervals. These consist of fi l lets and vertical blocks 
p l aced one above the  other. The u p permost  
continuation of  the pi laster terminates with a dormer 
window, larger than the ones below and crowned by 
the head of a gandharva and a t1oral design under
neath. These dormers bear a strik ing resemblance to 
the kirtimukhas on the cupola of the monument at 
Ga9aladeniya. A series of vertical blocks rind fi llets 
separating them are then continued unti l the wooden 
piers and the battlemented parapet on which they rest 
are _reached. As the bui ld ing rises up ,  the bulk  becomes 
thinner, in order that, the topmost crown should termi
nate with a finial .  Unfortumitely these members of the 
mchitectural composition have fal len away and only 
parts ofthe storeys now remain .  

The plan of the bui ld ing ·and the site on which it  
has been bui lt  has made one wri ter4 to compare it to a 
Norwegian church .  If there be any resemblance at a l l ,  

· i t  has to be accounted for as a mere accident, si nce it  is 
hi storical ly impossible for us to trace any intercourse, 
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cultural or otherwise, between Sri Lanka and the 
European countries in this period of the is land's his
tory. On the other hand, it may be reasonable for us to 
suppose that the origin of the plan of the bui lding has 
to be sought for with in south East Asia than in any 
distant European country. Cultural relations between 
Mianmar and Sri Lanka may be traced from the 1 1 th 
century. The temple at Pagan in Mianmar (the one cal led 
Nagayon), built towards the end of the 1 1 th century is  
cruciform 5 in plan, has a central nave and two side 
aisles. There are projecting porticoes facing the four  
cardinal points. The wal ls  contain n iches,  having 
sculptures relating to the l i fe of the Buddha. A semi 
pointed barrel vau l t  joins the outer wal l to the inner ) wal l and a circumambu latory path is l aid between the 
walls .  A battlemented parapat crowns the cornice __} _ �ouldings of the walls .  Such i n  outl ine i s  the descrip
tiOn of the temple at Pagan. 

It may now be of interest to compare the two build
ings with the aid of material avai lable. In ground plan, 
in vaul ting, roofing and wall treatment, the two monu
ments present striking resemblances. The date of the 
Lailkati laka is the l atter half of the 1 4th century where · 
as the temple at Pagan is three centuries o lder. In this 
period of the h istory of Sri Lanka, there were cul tural 
l inks between the two· countries. Therefore i t  is very 
l ikely that the Burmese example has i nspired the edifice 
at Lankati faka. Originally the shrine consisted of the 
cella (garbha-grha) and the ante-chamber only. The 
modification of the original design may have taken ) place shorthly afterwards- since we find the dewiles 
mentioned i n  the rock inscription as well as i n  the 1 8th 
century copper plate. The modification of the original 

� ·"' plan was to combine in  one shrine the worship of the 
' Buddha and the cults of the gods of popul ar Sinhala 

religion. 

There are a few other rninor bui ldings which may 
be of the same date as the major edifice. Facing the 
shrine is a hall for drummers - a part of which is now 
used as a shrine room. The large gilt  metal i mage of 
the Buddha donated by Sena Lahkadhikara and a few 
other minor images have been deposited in  this shrine 
room. The bui lding is of recent date but it is very I ikely 
that-it-stanes- on the foundation- on which was erected -
the ma'!4apa by the w ife and c h i l dren of Sena 
Lailkadhikara, for depositing a metal image corre
sponding to his l ife size. At the back of the edifice is a · 
mura-ge (guard house) , d i lapidated and u nused. A 

5. Memoirs (Jf'tire ArchaeoloRical Survey (!f'lndia No. 56 

wooden ti led roof now shel ters the bui lding and i t  may 
possibly date from the foundation of the shrine. · 1 r  is 
probably this. bu ilding which is referred to in the copper 
p late as "the mag a vasa/a on the west eight cubits s ide". 
Nearly a hundred yards away from the guard house is 
another bui lding cal led the S i ll)hasana Ma�<;Japaya ( 1 2  
ft. x 1 0 ft. ) which i s  renovated but bel ieved to be a s  old 
as the shrine i tself. It  is u sed only during the perahera 
season. 

At the rear of the shrine is a bui lding of recent 
date forming an entrance to the devale. It is more a 
porch, oblong i n  plan and covered by a wooderi roof. 
The rear wall of the major edifice consisting of a door
way leading to the devale, is joined to this oblong porch 
which may be termed the ardluz-mal)cjapa of the devale. 
It faces the d i lapidated mura-ge on the west and the 
road leading from the shrine to the v i l lages in the neigh
bourhood. 

To summarise, it may be said that this edifice has 
been bui l t  according to the style that was · i n  vogue 
during the Polonnaruwa period, modified by Burmese 
influences. Apart from the base and the doorframes, i t  
is a structure mainly of brick construction. The style 
of this monument is a continuation and a development 
of the Sinhala archi tecture of the Polonnaruwa period, 
influenced to a great extent by the Burmese exmple 
named Nagayon. The modification of the original de
sign to include devales within the shrine was due to an 
attempt to combine the worship of the Buddha with 
that of the gods of the popular S inhals rel igion. There
fore the Lankatil aka, whi le  being a continuation of 
the archi tecture of the Polonnaruwa period, i s  a modi
fication as well on account of certain Dravidian and 
Indo-Chinese influences. 

In the Lankatilaka rock i nscription and the copper 
plate, there is mention made of " an i mage of solid 
bronze installed in the pavi l ion measuring 28 cubits 
w h i ch was caused to be cons tr ucted by S e n a  
Lailkadhikara through his sons and daughters o f  the 
household" .  It is most l i kely that this reference is to 
the metal image of the Buddha, now deposited in the 
hal l opposite the entrance to the shrine. In it, the right 
shou lder is  bare; the hair  snai l l i ke, the -:siraspatd 
(ketumalii) comparable to a lyre l ike instrument, the 
robe shown with schematic l i nes i ndicating folds and 
a fold of the robe is thrown over the left shoulder to 
hang down i n  front. It is depicted in the vajrasana at- l 

I 
I 
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titude, right palm having been placed on the left. The 
eyes are fu lly open and the facial expression is less 
inspiring. 

The principal sedent Buddha image within the 
shrine room is  referred to in  the inscription. It  says 
" the l owest s torey caused to be made by Sena
Lankadhikara and consisting of the images of these 
Buddhas and gods viz. the principal image in which 
was deposited a rel i c  i mage containing two hundred 
and sixty five rel ics of the B uddha's body, seated on 
the diamond throne with the back turned towards the 
great and i l lustrious Bo-tree" .  The copper plate adds 
further "the sacred Bo -tree adorned with golden 
leaves .... ". There is very l ittle evidence of a Bo-tree 
being depicted behind the image as mentioned i n  the 
i nscription and the copper pl ate. A tloral and vegeta
tive design below the makara toraf}a perhaps conveys 
the idea of a Bo-tree. A simi lar design but more elabo
rate is seen at Gadaladeniya behind the main i mage. A 

comparison of the two images at Gadaladeniya and 
Lankati laka might lead one to assume that the better 
modelled is at Lankatilaka. It is of lesser proportions, 
more l ife l ike and far more convincing as the Master 
in the attutude of meditation. The whole demeanour is . 
much more pleasing, the standing images numbering 
two are in the vitarka mudrii, right hand. raised, the 
fore finger bent to touch the thumb to denote explana
tion of subtle point doctrine. The robes c l ing to the 
body and the folds are clearly shown. These two im-. ages are not specifical ly mentioned either in the in
scription or in  the copper plate. It is not possible to 
g ive any satisfactory explanation for the omission 
althougtl one might, as a guess, point to the restora
tion work carried out in the reign of Parakramabahu 
VI. 

Images of deities have been installed within the 
devales at Lankati l aka. These are, Upulvan and his 
consort, Sumana and his  consort, Yibhisana and his 
consort, Ga1_1apati and S kanda. The entrance is by a 
passage by the side of the shrine room of the Buddha. 
Large niches have been made on the outer walls  of the 
shrin·e room to place them but in iater times a covering 
wail was constructed with a view to preserving the im
ages from-decay: Hence- the interior passage through 
the wall s  is dark and the sloping wal l connecting both 
at the top increases the darkness. 

The images of the dei ties are mentioned in the . 
Lankati laka i nscription and the copper pl ate. " (The 
i mages of) the god king Kih irel i  Upulvan, the tutelary 

deity of Lanka,  the god kings Sumana, Yibhi�ana, 
Ganapati , S kandaku mara and also their wives " .  The 
copper plate adds further that these were made in  the 
five deviiles. There are five entrances to the devales 

two on either side of the main entrance, two on the 
north and south and one on the west. The latter is re
garded as the main entrance to the devales. As one 
enters through the doorway to the right of the bui ld
ing, one comes across in  the first niche i n  the wal l  the 
image of Gal)apati (Ga1_1es'a).  The god is with h is  el
ephant head, his legs are short the proboscis is of mini
ature proportions and curved to the l eft. The right palm 
bestows protection (abhaya) while the left is  in  mrada 

mudrii. The inscriptions mentions that the images of 
the consorts of the gods were caused to be made, but 
in  the devales as they are constituted today, both 
Gal)apati and Skanda are without their wives. 

Next to Ga1_1apati is the n iche in which is p laced 
the images of Upu l van and his consort. The i nscrip
tion and the copper plate refer to h im as the tutelary 
god of Lanka. He stands bestowing proteciion (abhaya) 
together with his consort on h i s  right. The old paint . 
has worn away and i t  has recently been painted dark 
blue and cal led that of Yi?l).U as a resu l t  of the confu
sion caused by the identification of U pu lvan with Yi�l).U 
in l ater times. The head wears a crown and ornaments 
are shown from head to foot. Except for waist bands 
and necklaces, the body above the waist is bare. The 
image of the the consort is  of s l ightly smal ler propor
tions. She is white in colour, wears a maku.ta on the 
head and has the upper part of her body above the waist 
bare except for a few necklaces worn round the neck. 
The devale next to that ofUpulvan is Vibhi?ana's whose 
image together with Vi�nu in later times. The head 
wears a crown and ornaments are shown from head to 
foot. Except for waist bands and necklaces, the body 
above the waist is bi:ue. The image of the consort is of 
sl ightly smal ler proportions. She is white in colour, 
wears a maku.ta on the head and has the u pper part of 
her body above the waist bare except for a few neck
l aces worn round the neck. 

The elevate next to that of Upulvan i s  Vibh1$ana's 
whose image together with that of his consort has been 
plaeed-there in  a niche s imi l ar to the others. In l i terary 
works, his colour has been compared to the deep blue 
of the sky. The i mage at Lankati laka seems to agree in 
a l l  respects with that of Upulvan except for the head 
dress and the mudrii. The left hand bestows abhaya 
(protection) whi le the right hand is in the attitude of 
benediction (varada). The head dress is a maku_ta but 
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his consort wears a crown. Her s l im waist, prominent 
breasts, large h ips and her self incl ining towards her 
consort portray her as an exceedingly charming female. 

The images of the god Saman and his consort are 
placed in the niche next to that of Vibhl�ana. These 
images are fairly wel l preserved and except for repairs 
carried out with regard to the right hand of the god 
which had fal len away, the two i mages retain much ot� 
their original form. Saman i s  regarded as white in  
colour and in  th i s  i mage too th i s  colour has been 
retained. His right and left hands are in the attitude of 
abhaya and varada mudras respectively. His  consort 
is shown on his right and she has been painted blue i n  ) colour. She wears bangles on her arms, her waist is  

' s l im and her breasts are quite prominent and upright. 

) 

The last but not the least is the i mage of Skanda, 
the god of war. He stands alone without a consort al
though the inscriptions refer to images of consorts of 
all the dei ties. This image as wel l as the ones men
t ioned earlier have been restored in later times, though 
it i s  not possible to say precisely when. 

On the side wal l s  of the corridor leading to the 
shr ine roo m  of the  B u ddha  are two i m ages of 
dviirapc"ilakas or guardians hold ing by their hands a 
mace across their shou lders. The manner of their dress 
is almost simi lar to the ones noticed i n  the devales, an 
upper garment and a lower garment together with belts 
and jewel lery. 

There is a bronze statuette of a king (one foot high), 
believed in tradition to be that of Buvanikabahu IV, . 
preserved in  the Lankatilaka-vihara. It is most remark
able as an example of plastic work i n  metal belonging 
to this  period. The head wears a crown and mecklaces 
and ear ornaments are shown. The costume with its 
elaborate flounces is  no doubt a fai thful  representa
tion of the fashion then i n  vogue, since it is unlike any 
other known example of its kind .  The hands are held 
together in oriental fashion of salutation or worship. 

. The facial expression is  that of deep devotion. 

There are two rock inscriptions at Lankatil aka
vihara, one in S inhala and the other in Tami l  but both 
with identical contents. It has been mentioned that the 
monument was four-storeyed and that several parties 
were responsible for the construction of each storey. 
Both chapters of Buddhist monks, the mudal iyars and 
the army and Sena Lankadhikara were responsible for 
the erection of the fourth, third, second and lowest sto-

reys (ground floor) respectively. Sculptor Rayar i s  �ited 
as the head of the m aster masons. This name suggests 
that South Indian architects and sculptors were em
ployed for the bui ld ing purpose. 

The gods and goddesses mentioned are Maitri , 
Lokesvara Natha, Suyama, Santu�ita,  S'akra, Brahma, 
Vi�I)U, Mahes 'vara and their consorts and the gods 
K ih i re l i  Upu l van ,  S umana,  Vibhi�al).a,  Gal)apat i ,  
Skanda and their consorts. I t  i s  expressly stated that 
Kihirel i Upu lvan was the guardian deity of Lanka. The 
master masons were paid with paddy, gold ,  siver and 
clothes to the value  of 36,000,000 masakas. The wife 
and children of Sena Lankadhikara have to their credit 
a mal)<;lapa of twenty eight cubits for ·the i nstal lation 
of a solid metal i mage. For the accommodation of the 
monks of the two chapters (forest dwell ing and vi l
lage dwel l i ng) two monasteries were caused to be 
erected. Orchards and flower gardens were also caused 
to be made. 

For the maintenance of the temple, fields and l ands 
were donated. Yiilas and amunas are mentioned · as 
extent of l and . Gasa-kola (plantations), val-pita (jun
gle) appertaining to the wi l lage were also donated. 
Personal donations from Sena Lankaahikara inc luded 
go ld ,  s i l ver, bel l -metal  a nd copper vessels  and 
furniture, two hundred male and female servants from 
his palaces and four hundred cattle including buffa
loes. For the upkeep of the monastery, the inhabitants 
of Sri Lanka were asked to pay one fanam annual ly 
from each household. Quarter per cent of goods given 
to or received from merchants coming from the eight
een countries, the n ine ports and the carriage depart
ments (macjiga) in the inner and outer city, has also 
been mentioned as i ncome to the vihara. 

The t i t l es ment ioned are raja, amiitya, dpc"i, 
mahapa, s �tu, senevirat and mudaliyars. The Sinhala 
and Tami l  army has also been addressed to safeguard 
the interests of the vihiira. The individuals figuring in  
the record are Satruvan Patiraja, Jayasifl)ha Patiraja, 
(Lord) Dival)a and Vasa Lanka (va) ri Adhikara. From 
the names of the d igni taries, mentioned , we fi nd that 
only four individuals have taken part i n  this work, (with 
the exception of Sena Lankadhikara) . 

The copper plate at Lankat i laka-vihara differs in 
detai ls from the rock inscription. I t  i s  incised on four 
plates, the last being i nscribed on one side only. I t  con
tains in addition, the sannasas granted by kings who 
flouri shed in l ater t imes i .e. Kirtti Sri Rajasimha and 
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Rajadhirajasi ll}ha. The rock edict is transcribed with 
variations and additions occurri ng at times up to the 
first l ine of the seventh side.  The remaining sannasas 
are then added up to complete the seventh side. 

It should be mentioned that the plates are in letters 
of the 1 8tll century. It may be that these were copies of 
the original sannasas granted to the viluira. In view of 
this circumstance, the contents of the document should 
be examined with a certain amount of caution. There 
are quite a number of architectural details which do 
not occur in the rock inscription. The base (adhi�Jhiina), 
levelled to an area 60x70 cubits in l ength and breadth, 
was of granite and to the height of a man. Many hun
dreds and thousands of bricks were used in the con
struction of the rest of the shrine. Facing the eastern 
direction was a porch (bappuva). On the four sides 
there were moonl ight terraces (candrikii-sthala). The 
height of the bui ld ing from ground level to the tinial · 
of the sikluzra (S inh.  kot-kiiralla) was thirty two cubits. 
On the top, at the four corners, there were four (mini
ature) stiipas, surmounted by golden pinnacles. The 
diigoba (vimana) on the summit  was in  the centre and 
was l ikewise crowned by a golden pinnacle. It was a 
c hamber cons t i t u t i n g  a l i brary, where i n  was 
transcri bed and depos i ted the  Tripi,taka . I t  had 
doorframes and l i ntels .  

With the aid of these detai ls  occurring in the cop
per plate·, i t  may be possible for an architect to have a 
conjectural restoration of the shrine as it existed in  the 
1 4th century, tak ing into consideration also, the mate
rial avail�ble in the rock i nscription. 

The Lankati laka rock inscription of Vikramabahu 
III  ( 1 536/7- I 373) is dated the thi rd day of the waxing 
moon of Unduvap. The purport of the document was 
to register the grant of the v i l l age Pa.t.t iyegama in 
Go9ara.ta, i nclud ing the house si tes of the vi l l age, for
ests; serfs and animal s  to the Lankati laka-vihara for 
i ts maintenance. An cldipiida of the reign makes also a 
donation of the v i l lage of Rabbegamuva to the vihara 
for i ts maintenance and mentions the various curses to 
which disputants of the donation would be subject. 
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Nandasena Mudiyanse 

LANKAVATA:RA SOTRA, 'D iscourse about 'Enter
ing Lanka" is one of the most i mportant siitras of 
Mahayana Buddhism. It is included among the tradi
t iona l  'g rea t d i scou rses ' (vaipulya su t ra) by 
Mahayanists. The siitra has also been adopted as one 
of the basic texts of Soto Zen Buddhist tradi tion in 
Japan. 

The date of the compilation of the siitra has not 
been fixed with certainty for want of evidence. The 
internal evidence suggests that the siitra represents 
the idealist development in the Indian Buddhi s t  tradi
tion . However, it is general ly bel ieved that the siitra 
was compi led during 350-400 A . C. (See H aj i me 
Nakamura Indian Buddhism,Osaka, KUFS Publ ication, 
1 980. p.  23 1 ). Many who have studied the siitra are of 
opinion that the introcluctory chapter and the l ast two 

· chapters were added to the book at a later period. 
Suzuki who may be regarded as the most authori tative 
writer on the siitra i n  the English language (Studies in 
the Lankiivatara Sutra (hereafter Suzuki I) Route1edge 
& Kegan paul Ltd , London . ( 1 930) 1 95 2  and ' The 
Lankavatiira Sutra (hereafter S u zu k i  II) ,  George 
Route! edge and Sons, London. 1 93 1 )  points out that 
there are records of four Chinese trans lations of the 
siitra, the earliest being about A.C. 420 and the last . 
being about A.C. 704. He further points out that the 
earl iest translation by Gunabhadra does not contain 
the tirst and the last two chapters. He surmises that 
this shorter version is  the original Lakiivatiira which 
is bel ieved to have been brought to China from India 
by Bodhidharma, the legendary fou nder of Mahayana 
in China. The tradition bel ieves that Bodhidharma 
transmitted the text to the second patriarch Hui-K' e. 
According to Suzuki ,  the siitra contains al l the major '1 
tenets of Zen Buddhism. (See Suzuki I. pp 89-236). 

Stucture of the sutra: The siitra has 1 0 chapters. They 
are: 

I .  Riivm:zadhye�a�:zaparivarta (Chapter on Ravana's 
Request) 

· 

2. �attri11'} s a tsahasrasarvadha rmasamuccaya
parivarta (Chapter on the Col lection of all the 
Dharmas (taken from) Lmiktivattira of 36 ,000 
Verses) 

3.  Anityatiiparivarta (Chapter on I mpermanence) 
4. Abhisamayaparivarta (Chapter on Intuitive Under

standing) 
5. Tathiigatanitytinityaprasahgaparivarta (Chapter 

on the Deduction of the Permanency and Imper
manency) 
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6. K�anikaparivarta (Chapter on Momentariness) 
7. Nairma!Jikaparivarta (Chapter on Transformation) 
8.  Mal1}s'abhak�a�zaparivarta (Chapter on Meat-eating) 
9 .  Dluira�zlparivarta (Chapter on Dharcuyis) 
1 0. Sagathakm�z (Chapter with Verses) 

Contents of each chapter: 

Chapter I :  The Enlightened one was staying in a castle 
situated on the peak of Mount M alaya in Lanka. He 
was surrounded by blzik�us and bodhisatvas 'who 
understood the significance of the objective world as a 
manifestation of their own mind; they knew how to 
maintain (various) forms, teachings and discipl inary 

· ·) measures, according to the various mental i ties and 
behaviours of beings; they were thoroughly versed in 

1 the five dharmas, the (three) svablzavas, the (eight) 
� vijii.anas and the twofold Non-Atman'. The Buddha, 

fol lowing a tradition of the ancient Buddhas, expresses 
the intention of explaining the dhamma to the king of 
Rak�asas, Raval)a. Having known the intention of the 
Buddha Raval)a arrives before the Buddha. The Bud
dha through his divine power makes Ravm_1a see that 
everything in the universe is a creation of one's own 
mind. Subsequently, aided by M ahasatva Bodhisatva, 
upon the approval of the Buddha, Raval)a asks a ques
tion from the Buddha on dual i ty. The Buddha says that 
duality arises from discrimination (e.g. dharma and 
adharma etc.) which is 'cherished by the philosophers, 
S'ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and ignorant people'. The 
Buddha further says that the highest samadhi which is 

) attained by enteri�g int� the womb of Tathagata
_
ho�d 

,. (tatlziigatgarbha) IS realized through oneness wh1ch I S  
the absence of dual i ty and discrimination. 

\ Chapter 2:  The chapter begins with the Bodhisatva 
Mahasatva's statement that he wil l  ask one hundred 
and eight questions from the Buddha. (In actual ity, 
accord ing to Suzuki's transl ation, there are 1 5 1  ques
tions or even more than that in this l ist .) These ques
tions cover various issues most of which are directly 
related and some not directly related to the teaching of 
the Buddha. For example a few questions at the begin- . 
ning are as f<?l lows: 

How can one be cleansed of false i ntel lection? 
Whence does i t  arise? How can one perceive errors? 
Whence do they arise? Whence come l ands, transfor
mation, appearance, and phi losophers? Wherefore is 
the state of imagelessness, the gradations, and whence 
are the sons of the Victorious? Where is the way of 
emancipation? Who is in bondage? By what is he 

redeemed?What is the mental state of those who prac
tise the dhyanas? Whence is the tri ple vehicle? (24) 
(Unless otherwise stated, these numbers refer to the 
section numbers in Suzuki I .  These numbers also cor
respond to the section numbers i n  the Sanskri t text 
edi ted by P.L. Vaidya). However, there are some other 
questions the relevance of which to the teaching of the 
Buddha is not quite c lear. For instance: of how m any 
sorts are gczthiis? What is prose? What is metre? of 
how many sorts is reasoning and exegesis? How many 
varieties of food and drink are there? Whence does 
sexual desire originate? Whence are there k ings, sov
ereigns, and provincial rulers? (26) 

The above questions have no direct bearing on the 
teaching al though such questions are not unheared-of 
in the Buddhist l iterature. The manner in  which the 
Buddha deals with these questions suggests that they 
have been put not in  order to obtain answers but for 
some other purpose, namely, to show that the ques
tions are meaningless since the l anguage i tself used to 
convey the meaning is empty. The Buddha rejects al l  
questions saying that the sentences do not actual ly .· 
make the statements meant to be made by those sen
tences ( ' . . . .  utpadapada"} anutpadapadafr! , nityapadml} 
anityapadml} . . . .  ) .  

In spite of th is  treatment of his questions by the 
Buddha, Mahamati continues to ask. It is significant 
to note that the questions asked are in no way differ
ent from the rejected questions. I n  fact, a lmost al l the 
questions subsequently asked by Mahamati are from 
the previous l i st .  This time, the B uddha does not re
ject the questions, but 'answers' them. 

In this longest chapter of the siitra questions are 
asked on the fol lowing subjects : (numbers in the fol
lowing summary refer to the numerial order of the 
question.) ( 1 )  in how many ways does the rise, abiding, 
and the ceasing of the vijiianas take p lace? (2) the most 
subtle doctrine which exp l ai ns the citta , manas, 
manovijiiana, the five dharmas, the Svabhavas, and 
the Lak�a�ws; (3) examining into the real i ty of noble 
wisdom; (4) purification of the outflow which comes 
from recognising an objective world which is of mind 
itself; (5) the eternal unthinkable; (6) making an as
sertion and refuting it; (7) how all  things are empty, 
unborn, non-dual , and have no self-natue; (8) is the 
tathagata-garbha same as ego-substance of the other 
rel igionists?; (9) perfection of the discipline leading 
to be a yogin; ( I  0) will-body ( I  1 )  causation of a l l  
things; ( I  2)  essence of discrimination as  regards words; 
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"' ( 1 3) conditions whereby the word-discrimination mani
fests itsel f: ( 1 4) attainment of self-real ization by no
b le wisdom; ( I  5) nirvana; ( I  6) nature of the Buddha's 
theory of causali ty; ( 1 6) whether al l things exist on 
the real i ty of words; ( 1 7) eternity of sound; ( 1 8) na
ture of error; ( I  9) the stream-entered and their special 
attainments; (20) one vehicle that characterises the in
ner realisation of noble wisdom. The Buddha answers 
these questions by laying emphasis on the fundamen
tal Vijfiiinaviida doctrines. 

Chapter 3: The chapter begins with the Buddha giving 
a further account of wi l l-body to Mahamati . Subse
quently, the fol lowing questions which are similar in 
nature to those in the previous chapter are asked and 
answered: (2 1 )  the tive immediacies; (22) the Buddha 
nature of the Buddhas; 923) the deeper sense of the 
statement "l am al l the Buddhas of the past" and "I 
have gone through many a birth . . .  " (24) on 'not speak
ing is the speaking of the Buddha'; (25) being and non
being of al l  things; (26) characteristic of the realiza
tion; (27) what characterises wrong discrimination; 
(28) Why should not Bodhisatva-Mahasatva grasp 
meaning from words? What are words? What is mean
ing? (29) deepseated attachment to the existence of al l 
thi ngs and the way of emancipation; (30) if al l  things 
are of the nature of fal se imagination is there neither 
defi lement nor puritication?; (3 1 )  how is transcendental 
knowledge unobtainable (32) why Lokayata should 
not be honoured?; (33)  what does the term nirvana 
designate? (34) self-nature of Buddhahood; (35) is  the 
Tathagata a non-entity?; (36) on external causation (of 
the Buddha and the other religionists); (37) on the claim 
that all composite things are impermanent. 

Chapter 4: This short chapter is on a single question 
asked by M aha m ati on (38)  the state of perfect 
tranqui l isatiO!'J. 

Chapter 5 :  This short chapter too discusses one point, 
namely, (39) whether the Tathagata is permanent or 
not. 

Chapter 6: The chapter discusses the fol lowing ques
tions by Mahamati : (40) rising and disappearing of 
skandha, dhiitu and iiyatana; ( 4 1 )  · distinguishing as
pects of the tive dharmas, the (three) svablziivas, the 
(eight) vijficlnas and the twofold egolessness; (42) 
should the statement "the Tathagatas of the past, present 

and future are l i ke the sands of the river Ganga" be 
taken l i terally? ( 43) momentary destruction of all things 
and thei r  d is tinctive s igns ;  (44) what are t he s ix  
piiramitiis'? how are they ful ti l led?. 

Chapter 7: The fol lowing questions are asked (together) 
and answered (together): (45) how was it that the 
arahants were given assurance bythe Buddha o n  their 
attainment of supreme enl ightenment?; (46) how can 
all beings attain Tathagatahood without real is i ng the 
truths of parinirvana?; (47) What does i t  rnean . that 
from the night when the Tathagata was awakened to 
supreme en! ightenment until the night when he entered 
into parinirvana, between these two evnts the Tathagata 
has not uttered, has not pronunced a word?; (48) What 
is the meaning of this that, being always in samadhi, 
the Tathagatas neither deliberate nor contemplate? ( 49) 1 
how do the Buddhas of transformation being in the -
state of transformation, executed the works of the 
Tathagata? (50) how i s  the succession of momentary 
decomposition exp lained , which takes p lace in the 
vijfianas?; (5 I )  what do these statements mean: that 
Yajrapal)i i-s constant ly  with (the Tathagata) as his 
personal guard, and that the primary l i mi t  is unknown . 
and yet cessation i s  knowable, and that there are evi l  
ones, their activities and left-over karmas?; (52) how · 
can the B lessed one with the unexhausted karma
hindrances attain omniscience? 

Chapter 8: This chapter is the Buddha's response to 
Mahamati's question (53) on meat-eating. 

Chaper 9: Thi s  s hort  c h a p ter  c o m p ri ses  the 
Lankiivatiira Mahiiyiina siitra Dhiiranl or magical for
mula pased on the sutra (a device characteristic of  
Mahayana tradi tion by which usual ly  a lengthy sutra 
is given i n  an extremely abbreviated form for the pur
poses of chanting i n  order to secure good results). 

Chapter 1 O:This i s  usually not numbered as a separate 
chapter, but meant to be a compi l ation i n  verse form 
of al l  the ideas expressed i n  the surra so that memori
zation is made easy. There are 884 verses in  this sec
tion which covers not only what was already given in 
the siitra but many new i ssues. 

· 

The Lankiivatiirasiitra i s  one of the most i mpor
tant of a l l  Mahayana works. It represents the most ad
vanced stage of the phi losophical development of the 

I .  See i n  this regard Dasgupta, S . N . ,  " Philosophy of Lankavatara in  Buddhist Studies, ed. by B .C.  Law, gndological Book 

house, Delhi,  1 983, pp. 859-876 
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Mahayana tradition, namely, the Vijfianavada or the 
ideal ist trend in Buddhist thought. 1 

The Siitra has a dual purpose, positive and nega
tive. The positive purose of the siitra is to present the 
idealist persuasion i n  Buddhist thought. The negative 
purpose is to criticise the views that are not in con-

. 

formity with its own. The siitra i s  simul taneously en
gaged in both these activites, and that it is so engaged 
can be seen very clearly throughout the work, from 
the beginning to its very end. 

We already mentioned the fact that many scholars 
i ncluding Suzuki are of opinion that the first and the ) l ast chapters are later additions. There are several theo
ries about the presence of the tirst chapter. One theory 

.-J believes that the first chapter with the king of Lanka, 
Raval)a, as the main i nterlocutor has been added later 
i n  order to give h istoricity for the stltra (Suzuki (I) p. 
1 6. and Ananda Guruge 'History of the Lankavatara
siitra' in Buddhist Essays: A miscellany. London. 1 992). 
Another theory says that the stltra has been compiled 
h urried ly  having Lan ka  as the venue i n  order to 
i ntroduce Mahayana Buddhism to Sri Lanka. This 
theory i s  heavi ly dependent on the eighth chapter on 
meat-eating which is a Hinayana practice2 Whether this 
chapter is a subsequent addition or not cannot be de
termined conclusively on avai lable historical or everi 
on internal evidence. There is a possibi l i ty that both 
these theories may be true. However one thing is clear: 
the i nternal evidence clearly suggest that the first chap- . ) ter is quite i ntegral i n  its content and outlook with the 
rest of the siitra and it serves as the introduction to the 
whole siitra. The i ntroductory chapter i ntroduces al l  

Ythe main ideas and trends the reader i s  bound to come 
across repeatedl y  throughout the siitra. Therefore the 
first chapter, even if i t  is a later addition, has been con
structed so as to in tegrate with the rest of the siitra 
quit wel l .  

The only 'non-phi losophical '  chapter of  the Siitra 
(with the exception of .the n inth chapter containing a 
dhiiraf!-7 which I s  not supposed to have a standard 
meaning) is the one on meat-eating. However, i t  is hard 
to say that these chapters are not integral to the whole 
siitra, for the st'itra not only gives a philosophy but 
also gives a religion. The discussion on meat eating 
and the dhiiraf!.'i are qu i te significant in this respect.2 

The major phi losophical and rel igious views of the 
Siitra are those of the Vijfianavada tradition, namely, 
the five dharmas, three svabhavas, the eight vijiiiinas 
and the twofold non-atman ( I ); the non-di fferentiat
ing nature of the iilayavijfiiina ( 1 7) ;  denial of dual i ty 
( 1 6) ;  abandonment of discrimination ( 1 8), unreal ity 
of  the external  wor ld  (20) ,  a n d  the  ' wo m b  o f  
tathagatahood' (tatluigatagarbha) (2 1 ) . These idea� are 
introduced and emphasized in the fi rst chapter i tself. 
The above ideas are not presented i n  a vacuum, but i n  
the context of the views opposed to- them.3 I n  th is  re
spect, the first and foremost target is what the siitra 
calls  sriivakas or the Hinayana schools of Buddhism.  
Almost always, the s 'riivakas are grouped together with 
pratyekabuddhas, the other rel i gionists or firthakas 
(which suzuki, not very appropriately, translates as 'phi
losophers') and 'those who are ignorant'. In  the first 
chapter, the Buddha warns Ravana that he should "not 
fal l  into the attainments, conceptions, experiences , 
v iews and samiidhis of the  s 'riivakas;". ; . "  ( 1 0) .  
Subsequently the Buddha praises Riiva�za for ask i ng a 
question on some aspect of meditation which i s  never 
tasted by those who practise the inaditation of the 
s 'riivakas . . . " ( 1 4) and refers to the stage of acala in 
medi tation which goes "beyond the samiidhi and 
understa,nding attained by the s 'riivakas . . . . . !! ( 1 5) .  In  
this same discussion, the discrimination of phenomena 
i nto dharma and adharma is attributed to other 
rel i gionists, s'niv(lkas, pratyekabuddhas and the 
ignorant ( 1 8). In this manner, the siitra always presents 
its views along with the criticism of its opponents of 
whom the I-nnayana tradi tion l s  the foremost. 

- � - :  f • · �  � 

'Other religionists '-are often referred to along with 
the rest. However the main contention with them is 
their theories of causation (section :40). I t  is said that 
Ravana acquired that k ind  of knowledge which is 
capable of d i sposing o f  the arguments of other 
re l igi onists o n  cau s at i o n  ( 1 0- 1 1 ) . A l tho u g h  
Lokayatikas are referred to i n  several places, it  i s  not 
clear in what sense the term i s  used. They have been 
described as "ski l led in varieties of i ncantations and i n  
the art of eloquence" and " making clever usc of words" 
( 1 73) ;  but subsequently they have been attributed wi th 
v i ews usua l ly  c o n s i dered ' metaphysi c a l '  and  
'unanswered' in  the Buddhist tradition ( 1 76- 1 77). They 
have also been atributed with dual i sm (being and non-

2. 

--4 3. 
Kalupahana. D.J ., A histmy r!f" Buddhist Philisophy, Hawaii 1 992, ch. XVIII  and the A pendix 
We are in  agreement with arnold Kunst who says that the Lankiivatara is a highly polemical text': "Some Polemics in 

the Lankiivatiirasutra" in  Festsdzr(f((or walpola Rahula 
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being etc.) wh ich  i s  u sua l l y  attri buted to 'other 
rel igionists' in the siitra. I t  must be noted that the major 
phi losophical and rel i gious views advocated and the . 
references to the opponents whose views are criticized 
i n  the tirst chapter conti nue to appear t i l l  the end of 
the Siitra. 

The main i nterlocutor in the Siitra ( in fact, the sole 
interlocutor a fter th_e first chapter) Mahamati,  the 
Bodhisatva appears in the first chapter i tself. He is the 
only one in the assembly who understands the signifi
cance of  the  myster ious  s m i l e  of the B u d d h a .  
Mahamati's inquiry into the reason behind the B ud
dha's smile opens the door for the exposi tion of the 
phi losophy of the siltra, first as responses to Ravana's -" 
questions and subsequently to those of M ahamati .  

The themes discussed from the 2nd to the 7th chap
ter are of uniform nature in the sense that the responses 
of the Buddha to those quest ions  represent the 
Viji'ianavada phi losophy. As the (above) summary of 
the questions show, the subject-matter of the questions · 
is diverse and varied. Nevertheless, the phi losophy 
presented to respond to these questions is the same. 

The Vij ii a n av a d a  d octr i ne of ' m i nd o n l y '  
(cittamatra) and the real i ty o f  alayavijiiana i s  the cen
tral teaching ofthe siitra. This  doctrine iS presented 
against the practice of various fprms of discrimina
tion, namely, citta, mana and manovijiiana and sub
ject and object. The fol lowing statement articulates the 
two ideas clearly: 

. . . .  That M ind in  i tself has nothing to do with dis
crimination and causation, d iscourses of i magination, 
and terms of qual i fi cation (lak�yalak�a!Ja); that body, 
property, and abode are object i fi cat ions  of the · 
alayavijiiana, which i n  i tself above (the dual ism of) 
subject and object; that the state . of i magelessness 
which is in compl iance with the awakening of mind 
i tself, is not affected by such changes as aris ing, abid
ing, and destruction (section: 42). 

The 'mind-only' doctrine is aftirmed throughout the 
siitra. For example, it occurs in the fol lowing sections: 

· 39, 40, 4 I ,  42, 43, 44, 46, 70, 73, 9 1 ,  1 1  I (chapter II) ;  
1 52, I 62, I 70, 1 73, . I 83, 208 (chapter Ill) ;  2 1 2  (chap- · 
ter IV); 2 1 9  (chapter V); 225, 235 (chapter VI); 243 
(chapter VII); 272, 282, 300, 30 1 , 3 1  I ,  320, 327, 335, 
342, 35 I ,  369, 375 (chapter X). The related ideas of 
(the fol ly ot) false discrimination ( 1 29- 1 3 } ;  1 50� 1 63,  

· 204, 274 and 306) ; non-real i ty of the external world 

(maya) (320, 334 and 374); and that a l l  phenomena 
are empty of self-nature (73-74) occur throughout the 
s�ltra in support of the main doctri ne. 

The phi l osophical and rel igious context against 
which the ideal ist  phi losophy is presented is pri marily 
the Hinayana phi losophy and rel igion. The references 
to and criticism of the Hinayana doctrines and pmctices 
are.many and varied. They are scattered in a l l  chapters 
except i n  chapter I X  which i s  a dhclrwfi (magical 
formula). In the ti rst chapter i tself there are several 
references to Hinayana. The tirst reference to s'riivakas 
occurs in  the admonition by the B uddha to Rava�1a 
not  to "fa l l i nto the  at ta i n me n t s ,  concept ions ,  
experiences, views, and samadhis of  the Sriivalw.s, 
Pratyekabuddhas and ph i losophers" ( I  0) .  Subse
quently the discrimination of things as belonging to 
past, present and future is condemned and the state 
byond such di scrim ination is described as a state "not 
tasted by those who practise the meditation of the 
S'ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and phi losophers . . .  " ( 1 4). 
Subsequently sections I 5 ,  I 8 and 20 contain cri ticisms 
of the Hinayana on the same grounds. Chpater II ex
tends the crit ic ism of Hinayana to many other philo
sophical i ssues. The workings of the alayavijiiana is 
described as a phenomenon "not easy to comprehend 
(espec ia l l y) by those who pract ise the disc ip l ine  
belonging to  the S ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and 
phi losophers" (45). The 'dharmata Buddha', which is 
uncondi tioned is  described as "not  belonging to the 
world of the ignorant, S'ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas and 
phi losophers" (57). Subsequently the final realization 
of the Sravakas is cri ticised as "no discard ing of habit
energy and  no escape from i m perce i vab le  
transformation of death" (58). This  downgrading of 
the Hinayanic goal reaches i ts culminating point in  the 
fol lowing statement: 

.. . those who, afraid of suffering arising from the · 
di scrimination of birth and death, seek for nirvana, do 
not know that birth-and-death and nirvana are not to 
be separated the one from the other; and seeing that a\\ 
things subject to discrim ination have no real i ty, i mag
ine that nirvana consists i n  the future annihilation of 
the senses and the i r  fie lds .  They are not aware, 
Mahamati, of the fact that nirvana i s  the alayavijiiana 
where a revul sion takes place by self-d iscriminat ion.  
Therefore M ahamati  those who are stupid talk of the 
trinity of vehicles and not of the state of mind-only 
where there are no images (6 1 -62) . 

Sections 63, 69, 7 1  and 83 contain criticisms of 
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the Hinayana doctrines of skandha, dhiitu and iiyatana. 
Sections 72, 97, 1 03 and 1 07 and 1 34 contain simi lar 
cri ticisms of the low nature of the Hi mtyana standards. 
Chapter I I I  conti nuing a simi lar l ine of thought con
fi rms that those who adhere to d iscri mi nation of 
skandluz, dhiitu and iiyatana are 'doomed to ru in' ( 1 47). 
The section 1 70 shows the importance of keeping the 
bodhisatvas and malziisatvas away from 'those who 
belong to the vehicles of the s riivaka . . .  ' The chapter 
IV is a reaffirmation of the 'mind-only' doctrine and 
downgrading of the Hinayana nirvana which is pro
hjbited for the bodhisatti,as who have a loftier ideal 
(2 1 2). Chapter V, al though it does not directly refer to 
the s'riivakas, does criticize their practice of discrimi-) nation of phenomena into skandha, dhiitu and iiyatana 
and permanency and i mpermanency. Chapter V I  con

. tains a harsher attack on Hinayana. The section (222) 
,_.) claims that sel f-real i zation i s  not gained by the 

s riivakas, pratyekabuddhas and philosophers. Section 
226 asserts that the right knowledge constitutes not 
'fall ing back into the stage of the philsophers, 's 'riivakas 
and pratyekabuddlzas. Section 236 refers to those 
'ignorant and simple-minded who are addicted to the 
docrine of momentariness '  and the next section 
compares those who del ight in nin,ana and those who 
perform the piiramitiis of charity etc. in order to achieve 
i t  with the 'ignorant' (237). Chapter V J I  describes the 
S'ravakas as those who hav.e got rid of 'passion
h i ndrance '  (kles'avara n a) bu t not ' knowledge
hindrance' (jneyiivara�J.a), a result of direct perception 
of the egolessness of phenomena which is not achieved . ) by the s riivakas. Chapter VII I  is the only chapter which 
discusses a practical ly  oriented ethical i ssue, namely, 
the practice of meat-eating. The entire chatper can be 

�considered a direct attack on the Hinayana. At the very 
· outset of the chapter the Hinayanists are isolated from 
the other groups with whom they were combined up 
to that point for attack, and this fact becomes clear 
from this statement ofMahamati: "even those philoso
phers who hold erroneous doctrines and are addicted 
to the views of the Lokayata such as the dualism of 
being and non-being, n ihi l ism, and eternalism, wil l  
prohibit meat-eating . . . " (244). In  this chapter we do 
not encounter the exposi tions of usual ideal ist doc
trines, but again the focus . is the mahiisattvas and 
bodhisattvas who must refrain from the kind of food 
enjoyed by the s 'ravakas. In the discussion it is made 

4. Suzuki ( I )  Vaidya, 

SaddharmiilankZ1ru 
sutram, Mithila I nstitute 
1 963; Kalupahana, op. cit 

clear that meat-eating is not approved for anyone, not 
even for the s'ravakas. The so-cal led 'meat purified 
from three ends' (triko_tipiiris'uddhamci!J.sa) of the 
Hinayanists has been clearly denied (253 and 257). 
The last chapter which is composed of verses is basi
cal ly  a summary of the ideas presented in the previous 
eight chapters (chapter I X  being only a dharmJ'i) al
though it contains some other material which is not 
d irectly related to the main trend of the siitra. The criti
cism of the Hinayana continue� u nabated i n  this chap
ter too. The section 295 puts al l  the doctrines criti
cised together and affirms their dream-l ike nature:  

Causation, the dhatus, skandhas, and the self-na
ture of all things, thought-construction, a personal soul ,  
and mind they are al l  l i ke a dream, l ike a hair-net. 

The doctrines advanced by the s 'riivakas are de
scribed as resul ti ng from jealousy. They 'who are 
deeply intOxicated with the l iquor of samadhi' are com
pared to an elephant 'who is stuck in deep ·mud i s  un
able to move about' (322) . In  the very last "section the 
basic ideas emphasized throughout the siitra are reit
erated: 

When the dualism of being and non-being is- aban
doned, there is nei ther bothness nor not-bothness; and 
going beyond s 'ravakahood and pratyekabuddhahood, 
one wil l  even pass over the seventh stage (357) . 

This discu�sion shows that the Sutra has a clearly 
articulate dual purpose, namely, to promote the i deal
ist trend in Buddhist phi losophical thinking and the 
religion associated with it and to show the i nval id itY 
of the philosophy and the rel igion of Hinayana. 

Many scholars have noticed the Siitra has a l arge 
amount of repetiti_ons.4 However, this aspect of the 
Siitra may be defended .on the ground that in  a work 
which combines theoretical philosophy with practical 
rel igion, repetitiQns are not only desirable but also 
helpfu l ,  for they serve to keep l aying emphasis on the 
main themes so that the re<1.der gets accustomed to the 
viewpoint. 

The philosophical method fol lowed in the siitra is 
s imi lar to the method in the Vajracchedika and in 
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Nagarju na ,  n a m e l y, the  method of conceptual 
'deconstruction'. The best example of this kind of treat
ment i s  the way the Buddha treats the so called I 08 
questions that occur at the beginning of the second 
chapter. As we showed earlier these questions cover .a 
vast range of concepts . 

All  the questions are dismissed as not capab!e of 
conveying the mean ing intended. The obvious reason 
is that both l anguage and the things behind i ts con
cepts are empty of any reali ty. There are other occa
sions where specifically Buddhist and phi llosophical 
concepts are negated, a method which very much re
sembles that of Nagarjuna: 

And there are no Buddhas, no truths, no fruition, 
no causal agents, no perversion, no nirvana, no passing 
away, no birth. And then there are no twelve elements 
(anga), and no dual ity either, of l imit and no-limit; 
because of the cessation of al l notions (that are 
cherished by the philosophers). I declare (there is) 
Mind-only. 

The difference in appl ication of this method, how
ever, from Nagarjuna, as indicated in the above quoted 
statement, is that here all concepts are negated not only 
to show that they are devoid of any self-nature but 
also to affirm the view- that all such phenomena are 
mind-made and hence the sole reality i s  mind, a view 
w hich marks the ideal i st ic development over the 
S'iinyatiiviida. 

The negation of  the val idity of the concepts in
cluding those in the 1 08 questions in the second chap
ter thus seems to be integral to the ph i losophical 
method ad<;>pted by the siiira. In holding this view we 
are not in agreement with Suzuki who holds the fol
lowing: 

· The 1 08 c lauses preached by the Buddhas of the 
past are a string of negations, negating any notion that 
happens to come i nto the mind at the moment, appar
ently with no system, with no �pecial philosophy in 
them. These negations are another example of the ir
rational ity of the Lanakiivatiira (Suzuki I .  p. 4 1  ) . 

The negation of the val idity of l anguage is an es
sential aspect of the philosophy of rel igion in the sutra. 
What the sutra presents as ultimately valid experience 
is that which transcends the boundaries of language. 
The following question by Mahamati and the answer 
given by the B uddha to the question confirm this : 

Mahamati : Are words themselves the highest re
al i ty, or is what is expressed in words the  highest 
reality? 

Buddha: Words are not the highest reality, nor is  
what is expressed in words the highest reality. Why? 
Because the h ighest reality is an exalted state of bl iss, 
and as i t  cannot be entered into by mere statements 
regard ing  i t, words are not the h ighest  real i ty, 
Mahamati, the highest real i ty is to be attained b)' the 
inner real ization of noble wisdom, i t  is not a state of 
word-discrimination; therefore, discrimination does not 
express the highest reality (87). 

The denial of the val i di ty of all concepts does not 
necessarily mean that 'things in  themselves' are beyond J 

expression.  R ather i t  l eads us  to the core of  th  
Vijfiiinaviida philosophy, namely, nothing in  phenom
ena has any reality, but all of them are creations of the 

· mind. What u ltimately remains is the mind alone (citta
matra). This understanding shatters the miiyii, the cause 
of the realistic  view of phenomena and leads us to the 
experience of "the highest samiidhi, which is gained . 
by entering i nto the womb ofTathagatahood, which i s  
the realm of noble wisdom realised in one's i nnermost 
self (2 1 ) .  The Religion of the Lankiivatiira, for which 
the philosophy is only a means, culminates here. 

Asanga Tillekeratne 

LAOS. 

Introduction: The Lao People's Democratic Republ ic ' 

i s  a thinly populated mountainous country land-locked 
between Thai l and,  B urma,  Ch ina,  Vietnam ·an 
Cambodia with an  estimated population of  4.6  mil l ion 
( in  1 995) .  Over half the popu lat ion i n  Laos are 
Buddhist, whi ie the rest comprising more than 60 
ethnic groups l iving on the hi l ls  adhere to the tradi
tional beliefs of spirit cul ts. Buddhism continues to 
exist  alongside animism with no conflict with the wat 
'(temple) compound having a spiri t  (phi) house for the 
guardian of the viii age. 

Buddhism was known i n  the Lao region by the 8th 
century A. C. from the Mon people who brought Mon 
civi l ization and Buddhism, according to Coedes who 
based his  conclusion on i nscriptions fou nd in  western 
Lao ('Documents sur l 'h istoire politique et religioeuse 
du Laos occidental ' ,  BEFEO, XXV, 1 925, pp. 1 -202). 
Paul Levy dated to the 1 2th century, two Buddha stat
ues found at Luang Prabang with characteristics s imi-
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lar to those from Lop Buri and Pi Mai (Les traces de 
! ' introduction du Bouddhisme a Luang Prabang, 
(BEFEO, XL, 1 940, pp. 4 1 1 -423). However, Buddhism 
as an organised system arrived in Laos only during the 
reign of Fa Ngum ( 1 353- 1 373 A. C.) the first ruler to . 
unify the country. 

The recorded history of Laos as a state begins with 
the founding of the kingdom of Lan Zang (present
day Laos) by Fa Ngum i n  1 353 A. C. This  material on 
the history of Laos is largely drawn from the Chronicles 
of Lao, Nithan Khun Borom, (translated in Mission 
Pav ie 's Etudes diverses I I  p p .  I -77)  and 
Phongsawadan, (translated in Paul Le Boulanger's ) Histoire.du Laos Francais, pp. 4 1 -5 1 ) . Phong Savadan 
Lao written in Lao Language by the 20th century his
torian Maha Sila Viravong ( translated into English as 

� The History of Laos) has been compiled from differ
ent versions of Laotian chronicles. Although this ma
terial is mixed with legend and ancient lore, h istorical 
records of neighbouring countries give ample credence 
to the historicity of the major events during this pe
r iod.  For example ,  t he  i n scr i p t ion  of the  
Sumanakii.taparvata of  Sukhodaya in  Siam, belonging 
to the reign of Luthai, while describing the boundaries 
of his kingdom, refers to Cau Brana Fa Nom (Chao 
Praya Fa Ngom or Fa- Ngum). From this inscription i t  
i s  clear that Fa-N gum was reigning i n  Laos in  the sec
ond half of the fourteenth century A. D. 

Fa Ngum's father, Phi Fa, heir apparent to the king
dom of Luang Prabang who was driven away along )with h is  son, took refuge with K i ng Jayavarman 
Paramesvara in  Cambodhia. When Fa Ngum grew up, 

- .the. king gave his daughter Keo-Keng-Ya in  marriage 
to him, and put him in command of an army charged 
with securing his right to the throne of Luang Prabang. 
(It was just the right time for the Cambodian king who 
was gradually losing his  grip on his hitherto k ingdom 
to sponsor an ally in the conquest of the region. The 
kingodom of Sukhodaya had taken most of the Khmer 
territory in the west; the rising kingdom of Ayuthya 
had taken Lopburi ,  Nakorn Nayok and Korat). Fa 
Ngum in his conquest of Lao teritories, united the small 
Lao states, and in 1 353,  he declared h imsel f king of an 
independent Lao state which he named Lan Xang ( l i t
erally a mill ion elephants) with Muang Swa as the capi
tal (L.P. Briggs, The Ancient Khmer Empire, pp. 254). 

I .  King Vijayabahu ( I  055- 1 I I 0 A .C.) ruled in  Sri Lanka duri 

When, how and by whom Buddhism was introduced 
to Laos: Present day Burma, Thailand, Cambodi a  and 
Laos al l claix:n that Sovannabhumi (where Sona and 
Uttara, the envoys of Emperor Asoka arrived in )  was 
located in their own territories. The Laotians claim that 
the original That Luang i n  Vientiane, Laos was a stupa 
erecte<J by Emperor Asoka h imself i n  the 3 rd century 
B.C: · t al l  these claims are probably legendary.-

to the Chronicles of Lao, Queen Keo
. the wife of Fa Ngum noticed to her displeas-

people in the Lao kingdom practised the 
which i ncluded the ki l l ing of elephants 

for sacrifice to the spirits. The queen, as 
st being determined to put an end to 

· of sacrifice, requested her husband to i n
ddhism into the Lao k ingodom, and i f  not 

to return to her father's Khmer k ing
la  Viravong, The History of Laos, pp. 

Ngum then, sent a mission to his fa
ng a mission of B uddhist monks. 

of Buddhist monks i ncluding the k ing's 
aha Pasman , together with Maha Tep 

20 Buddhist monks and three other 
Norasan Noraray and Noradet ar

famous statue of the Buddha known as 
brought by them together with the 

· 1eader of th is  Buddhist delegation was 
from Sd Lanka. This information 
cles is corroborated by the Wat Keo 

Prabang, date 1 602 A.C. The i n-
. the names of three Sri Lankan 

anied the Khmer monk Maha 

brother Maha Deva Langka and 
Lao chronicles Specifically state that 

· · form of-,Buddhism that was intro
�'(Coedes, Ibid, p. 4 1 9).  It appears thus 

monks were resident in  Cambodia 
od,  and played an i mportant role in  the . 

popularisation of Sinhala Buddhism 

to a book written i n  Lao Language dur
the of King Sai Settathirath in the 1 6th 
. Story of Prabang, the Buddha statue 

to above was in the mudra of 'Calm
.· � . and was cast in  an alloy of gold; silver 
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and other metals in 874 A.C. by Culanagha Thera (or 
Cunnaka Thera) i n  Sri Lanka. King Siricantarat (or 
Srichularaj) of lntapatta (present day Cambodia) sent 
an embassy to King Supinarat of Lanka Taveep (Sri 
Lanka} in, I 056 A.C. 1, requesting the statue, and the 
statue was· sent as ·a gift to the Cambodian king. 

The i ntroduction of S inhala Buddhism not only 
served as a symbol of Jegitimisation of Fa-N gum's au
thority, but also as an i mportant factor for moral unity 
and consol idation of the Lao state . The statue of 
Prabang became the symbol for the sovereignty of the 
Lao state. The statue of Prabang became the symbol 
for the sovereignty of the Lao kingdom. Its capital city 
was l ater named Luang Prabang in  honour of the statue, 
and remains as the cradle of Buddhism to this date. 
The statue which was protected i n  Wats Monoram, 
Visoun and Mai i n  Luang Prabang, and later taken to 
the city of Vientiane, was seized by the Siamese and 
returned to i ts home in Luang Prabang in the 1 9th . 
century,- and was i nstal led i n  the Royal Palace. It i s  
now kept i n  the museum i n  Luang Prabang,. and is the 
c o u n try 's  m o s t  p ro tected n at iona l  treasure 
(PL. XXXVI). 

Spread of Buddhism in Laos since its introduction: 
After the reign of Fa-Ngum, his son Samsenthai ( 1 373-
1 4 1 6) who ruled for 43 years consolidated the power, 
and made a special effort to bring Buddhism closer to 
the l ive� of the people by building temples and found
i ng monastic schools  for the study of Buddhism. The 
king appointed M aha  Tep Langka and Maha Pasman 
to the rank of Chief Monks of the k ingdom who then 
resided in the Royal monastery cal led Wat Keo which 
was speciall y  constructed for the purpose. The famous 
Wat Monoram where the Prabang statue was protected 
was also bui l t  by the king. By the end of his reign, the 
city of Luang Prabang had won recognition as one of 
the most important centres of Buddhist teaching in the 
region (Maha Si l a  Viravong, Ibid, p. 39). 

One of Samsentha i 's several successors, K ing 
Visoun was another k ing who contributed a great deal 
to the spread of B uddhism.  In 1 503 , ihe King ordered 
the construction ofWat Visoun Mahavihara which was . 

specially built to place the Prabang statue. I n  1 504, i t  
was completed, and the Prabang statue was i nstalled 
i nside the vihara i n  a magnificent ceremony. It was a 
period of such great scholarship that it saw the trans
lation of Tripi_taka from Pal i to the Lao l anguage, as 
well as the emergence of the rules of poetry k nown as 
Visumali which flourished from that time on. King 
Visoun's son Potisarath's ( 1 520- 1 550) marriage to two 
princesses from Chi eng M ai and Ayuthya (both i n  
present day Thailand) encouraged the exchange of re
ligious missions between these k ingdoms, and this gave 
rise to an i ncreased promotion of B uddhism. I n  1 523, 
King Pothisarath sent a mission to Chiang M ai to se
cure the Tripifaka and monks, and a team of monks 
headed by Phra Tep Mongkol, together with sixty cop-
ies of the Tripi_taka arrived i n  Laos. In 1 525, the king 
received h is  religious education after ordaining i n  a 1 
ceremony in  Wat Visoun Mahavihara under the chair� 
manship of the Chief Monk M ah a  Sichantho with 
Maha Sumudhakote who received educati<?n at Chi eng 
Mai as preceptor. I n  1 527, the k i ng i ssued a royal de
cree ordering the people to give up spirit worship, and 
built Buddhist shrines on the s ites of spirit altars· and 
shrines. He won great fame and respect for thi s  act, 
not only with in  h is  k ingdom, but also i n  the neigh
bouring ones. The king who spent some time in Chi eng · 
Mai brought the statues of the Emerald Buddha2 and 
PhraSeekham3 (Sihinga Buddha i mage) on his return . 
to Laos (Maha Slla Viravong, Ibid, p. 49-53). 

In later years, Laos saw i nternal strife, as wel l as 
i nvasion by Annam (part of present day Vietnam) and 
Ayuthya u ntil the crowing of Sai Settathirath ( 1 548-
1 57 1  ). In  order to guard against attacks by Burma, King 
Sai Settathirath made Vientiane the new capital. He 

· entrusted the administration of the city Luang Prabang 
to the senior monks and left the Prabang statue there 
for their worship. He took along with him the statues 
of the Emerai Buddha �nd Phra..Seekham. In 1 566, he 
constructed That Luang (Great Stupa) on the site of 
the old site of That Luang which is claimed to have 
been built during Adoka's period and Wat Prakeo, the 
latter to house the Emerald Buddha which his father 
brought from Chiang M ai .  After the end of his reign, 
there were periods of instabil ity due to i nternal dis-

2. According to the linakii/amii/i, the delegation that received higher ordination from Mahasami Vanaratana in S ri Lanka 
during the reign of Parakrnmabahu VI ( 1 4 1 1 -66 A.C.) brought this statue from Sri Lanka (The SheafofGarlands ljj"the 
Epochs r�lthe conqueror. Translation by N. A. Jayawickrama, pp. 1 29- 1 3 1 ). 

· 

3 .  This Buddha statue, referred to as 'Sihala image' i n  the Jinakalamali was sculpted i n  Sri Lanka and was received by 
· King Roca Rama Kamhaeng 1 275- 1 3 1 7) as a gift (iayawichama, Ibid, 1 20, 1 2 1  ) . Jiniikalamiili also mentions that 

Kuena 1 355-a successor of King Mengrai built the 'Great Monastery' in Chieng Mai (Ibid, pp xxiii, xxiv) 
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cord, anarchy and invasions and threats of invasions 
by Burma and Siam, during which period Buddhism 
suffered a set back. 

It was King Surya Vongsa or Souli nga Yongsa 
( 1 639-94) who restored internal stabil ity whi le mak
ing Vientiane a centre of Buddhist scholarship in the 
region. He encouraged and developed the study of 
Buddhism which led to an abundance of wri ters and 
poets in the country. A Durch merchant Gerrit van 
Wuysthoff who visited Vientiane and was received by 
the king at the wat That Luang in 1 64 1  has given a 
vivid account of the city. Accoridng to h im,  the city 
was replete with beautiful monasteries that attracted ) pilgrims from far and wide, and that sculpture, archi- . 
tecture, painting, music and dancing flourished (D.G.E. 
Hall, A History of South-East Asia, pp. 467, 468). In 

,..,J 1 670, the king sent a goodwil l mission to Ayuihya to 
renew h i s  kingdom's friendship and re-establ ished 
friendly relations with the neighbouring countries. He 
is known to have i ntroduced just and fair  legislation 
that benefitted al l of his citizens , regardless of their 
social status. This  period is regarded as the Golden 
Age of Laos. The death of Sou l inga Vongsa saw the 
disintegration of the kingdom of Lan Xang, and the 
consequent decl ine of Buddhism once again. By  1 707, 
the kingdom was spl i t  into two separate states with 
Luang Prabang and Vientiane as capitals. Ih 1 778 ,  
Vientiane was captured by the Siamese. In  1 893, the 
French gained control and ruled Laos as a part of the 
Union of Indochina together with Vietnam (which in-

) eluded Tonkin, Annam and Cochinchina}and Cambo
. dia. The French attempt to spread Catholicis� in Laos 

did not succeed, part ly because the anti-colonialist 
yevolutionary movement had the active support of the 

•Buddhist monks (Nguyen Le Thi ,  "Buddhism in Lao 
History", His tory and Culture in South East Asia: Stud
ies on Laos, pp. 70-75) .  Pol i tical and mi l i tary involve
ment in Laos by the French; the Vietnamese, the Japa
nese and later the Americans brought the country into . 
turmoil and civi l war. Al though in 1 953, the French 
rule ended with the granting of ful l  sovereignty, the 
country saw the end of civil unrest only i n  1 975 when 
the communist Pathet Lao, after a long struggle, took 
complete control .  

Although there was no attempt for severe destruc
tion of Buddhism and i ts cu l ture by ki l l ing Buddhist 
monks, demolishing wats and burning Buddhist texts 
l ike in Cambodia during the Pol Pot regime, Bl]ddhism 
suffered a significant set back in Laos after 1 975.  The 
abolition of the monarchy which was the guardian of 

Buddhist heritage and the change of the national em
blem from the s i l houett of That Luang to the S oviet 
hammer and sickle and the Vietnamese star represented 
the ideological change . . . .  
Nature of the sailgha organization, its main divi
sions and its strength : At present, there i s  onl y  one 
sect-Phra Song Lao (Lao Sangha). The strict ascetic 
sect of Thammayut Nikaya which was introduced in 
the early 1 940s from Thai land was banned in 1 975. 
The earlier structure of the sangha which was h eaded 
by a Sangharaja who had a counci l of five advisors 
cal led Chao Rajagana was changed a fter 1 97 5  . . 
Sangharaja was replaced by a President or Chief of 
the Sangha (Padhan Song) assisted by four  Vice Presi
dents and 9 advisors. The organisation structure oper
ates at four  levels :  at the centre, i n  the provinces, in  
the districts and i n  the vi l lages. There are four Com
missions (Kammadhikara) to imp lement al l activ.i ties 
that relate to the sangha and Buddhism. 1 .  Sangha ad
ministration 2. Sangha education 3. Propagation of 
Buddhism ar:d 4. Social Work (Sadhararnipakara) 
which inc ludes construction and repair of monaster
ies, protection of h istorical sites and monuments and 
also activites related to tradi tional medicine arid the 
environment. 

A l l  matters related to the sangha and their activi
ties come under the Department of Religious Affaris 
of the Lao National Construction Front. 

· 

There were 20,000 monks and novices i n  344 1 
monasteries in Laos before the Lao Revol ution in 1 975. 
According to the estimates by the Department of Rel i 
gious Affairs, the hti inber has now returned almost to 
the pre-revol�tion lev'els with 1 7,990 monks and nov
ices in 2823 monasteries, (which excludes 6 1 8  mon
asteries destroyed dur.i i1g , the Ind6-Chinese war that 
remain unrepaired}. 

. · . . . 
Buddhist education and Buddhist cultural activi
ties in Laos : As i n  other Buddhist countries in Aisa, 
the monastery was the centre o'r'education,  culture, art 
and architecture in the past. The monastery is stil l  the 
major educational and cultural i nstitution in rural ar
eas in Laos. Every novi(;e monk receives his initial 
training in Dhamma Vinaya and the practice of ri tuals 
at the monastery. 

The formal education of monks i s  divided into four  
levels :  primary, secondary, senior secondary and terti
ary. The primary education consists of 5 years, and 
secondary education and senior secondary, 3 years 
each .  Their  curri cu l u m  i nc ludes, i n  add i tion to 
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Dhamma Vinaya, Pal i ,  History of Budhism and Eng- . 
I ish, as wel l as other subjects taught at Government 
schools, such as Mathematics, Science etc. Today in 
Laos, there are 23 centres of primary education, 1 7  of 
secondary education and 4 of senior secondary educa
tion. At tertiary level , there is one college which was 
establ ished in 1 998, and the course duration is 3 years. 

A growing number of young men from the coun
tryside continue to use wats in towns as temporary 
homes to attend school or go to work. The younger 
ones who assist i n  the maintenance of wats while go
i ng to school are known as 'temple boys' 

One of the most important Buddhist activities of 
recent vintage in  the country is  the National Buddhist 
Conference held every few years. Beginning with the 
fi rst such one in 1 976,  four conferences have been so 
far held, the most recent one being in April 1 998.  The 
1 998 conference has resu l ted in a massive effort at 
organizing the structure of the sahgha and Buddhist 
activities at provincial ,  district imd vi l lage levels. 

Temporary monkhood is  common in Laos, as in 
other parts of South East Asia . ,  traditional ly for three 
months during the vassiina season, al though much . 
shorter periods of monkhood are now common. 

As in other present day Theravada · countries, 
women have no place in the Buddhist hierarchy. M any 
older women, leaving household l i fe, shave their heads 
and dress in white robes and l ive in huts in monastery 
complexes and . observe eight or ten precepts. The 
majority of them have left their homes after fulfi l l ing 
their fami ly obligations of chi ldren's education and 
marriage of daughters, or when widowed. There are a 
few who have taken to robes at a younger age. They 
study and meditate, and only a few perform religious 
ceremonies for the la i ty. 

Activities related to the preservation and classifi
cation, i ncluding the compilation of an inventory of 
Lao palm leaf manuscripts undertaken by the Depart
ment of Literature and Mass Culture of the Ministry 
of Information and Culture are among the most im
portant.recent cultural  activi ties in  the coun!ry. Lao 
l i terature was all i n  palm leaf manuscript form before 
the introduction of printing i n  1 957. M any of these 
m anuscripts deal with ei ther Buddhist scriptures or 
with areas related to Buddhism. 

· Traditional Buddhist rituals and festivals in Laos : 

Festivals i n  Laos, l i ke in Thai land and Cambodia are 
generally associated with 'merit-maki ng', the word for 
festival being boun which is derived from Pal i -puniia. 
Harmonious fusion of Buddhism with the worship of 
spirits cal led phi i s  amply i l lustrated in  the national 
festivals that continue to be celebrated to date. 

One of the most popular festivals in Laos is a com
bination of the Buddhist vassana festi val and the wa
ter festival. Boun Ok Vatsa (vassana festival) and Bow! 
Lay Heua Pay (water festival) are celebrated simulta
neously at the end of the vas sana three months on the 
full moon day of October. Houses, publ ic  bui ldings 
and wats are i l luminated for the occasion. On the full 
moon day, alms and new robes are offered, to the 
monks, and rel igious activities take place i n  all wats. 
In the evening, rafts fi l led with lotus shape offerings, I l ights, candles and flowers and sometimes a bowl of ,-\._ 
rice are released i nto the current of the river. Floating 
offerings made of banana trunks and banana leaf of 
the past are today replaced by colourful paper. It is 
usually the children who l aunch the rafts. The offerings 
represent the expu l s ion of ev i l  spir i ts  who have 
accumulated during the rainy reason who are now 
attracted to the offerings on the rafts (Dawn El l is  & 
Tom Butcher, Laos, pp. 77, 78).  

I t  i s  significant that this festival i s  i mmedi ately · 
fol lowed by boat .races which celebrate the end of the 
rainy .season and the beginning of agricul tural activi
ties. Boat races are a sacred rite to propitiate the spir
i ts of the nagas resident i n  the rivers during the dry 
season who may be wandering around on land during 
the rainy season. B oats are usually made by the monks 
and stored during the year i n  the wats. 

Boun That Luang or Boun Maha That  (festival of 
the great stupa - that means relic) is  held on the full 

· moon day of November. I n  Vientiane, celebrations are 
held at That Luang shrine whi le each town celebrates 
i ts central stupa which is supposed to contain the rel
ics 0f the Buddha. The festival begins the day before 
.at Wat Si  M uang which i s  considered to be the centre 
of the city and to contain the tutelary spiri t  of the ci ty. 
(The wat was named Si Muang (Si 's town) after Si  
who sacriticed herself when the fou ndation of the wat 
was being laid.) At moonl ight, people go in procession 
round the wat carrying candle- l i t  l i tt le wats made out 
of banana leaves. On the fol lowing morni ng, monks 
from all  over Laos who gather at That Luang are offered 
alms, and in the evening, a candle-l i t  procession round · 
the that is fol lowed by fireworks .  
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Descriptions of a few main Buddhist shrines : That 
Luang bu i l t  by King Sai Settathirath i n  1 566 in 
Vientiane is venerated as the most sacred shrine in 
Laos. That Luang is also hai led as the fi nest exampie 
of pure Lao art,' and considered one of the great 
achievements of Buddhist architecture. That Luang 
contains a central stilpa, which is said to be covered 
with I ,000 lb. of gold leaf, and 30 smal l stupas on the 
second storey to symbolise the Buddha's perfections
al l

.
stupas in bulb shape. King Surya Vongsa made it a 

national symbol and remains so to date. In 1 873, B lack . 
Flag bandits who went in  search of treasure destroyed 
it, and it was reconstructed by M. Fabertaux between 
1 930 and 1 935. It was covered in goid and ceremoni-

. ,
) 

ally re-inaugurated on the 2,500th anniversary of the 
Buddha's · b i rth i n  I 9 5 7 .  A statue of  K i ng Sai 
Settathirath stands on the square in front of That Luang 

_.J (PL. XXXVII). 

Wat Prakeo is a palace monastery also constructed 
by King Sai Settathirath in I 566 in Vientiane to house 
the famous Emerald Buddha, oow is Bangkok. This is 
the second Ralace monastery which was under the di
rect control {)f the king with no resident community of 
monks. The tirst was Wat Ho Prabang which was bui l t  
in  the pal��e grounds i n  Lu_ang Prabang to house the 
Prabang Buddha statue. Today Wat Prakeo serves as a 
museum of a large col lection of Laotian Buddhist 
sculptures. 

Wat Xi eng Tong which means "the golden city",  ·) the former royal shrine was the most influential one in 
· Luang Prabang, and sti l l  remains the centre Of rel,6 

gious act iv i ty. B u i l t  i n  1 5 60 a l so  by K i ng Stlt . 
..... Settathlrath, Wat Xi eng Tong epitomises. the elegahc�

· . 
'-and grace of Lao Buddhist architecture. In  the pas( 

before the advent of roads, with the Mekong river pro
viding the only access to the city thrqugh a flight of' 
steps to the monastery complex, this wat had a special 
significance as the gateway to the city. The most strik
ing feature· of this wat is the many-tiered roof which 
sweeps steeply and graceful ly  to barely ten feet above 
the ground. The wal ls  and doors are covered with gold 
stenci ls  on black and dark red background. 

· Wat Visoun and That Ma� Mo stand on the same 
compound. Wat Visoun,  constructed between 1 503 
andd 1 520 by King Vison, i s  the oldest functioning 
wat. The original wooden roof had survived until a 
fire damaged it severely in 1 887, and later rebui l t  in 
I 898. Al though i t  was at a later period that i t  turned 
into a museum for Buddha images, i t  remains a place 

of wor!>il ip .  ;; .! : : -., , ! he wat is a Bodhi tree brought 
from Sri Lanka in L ; ; ..:  , i J i Jd le  of the 20th century. 

That Mak Mo was bui l t  rouub the same time as 
Wat Visoun by Queen Pan Din Xi eng, the wife of king 
Visotin. During i ts reconstruction i n  the early 1 930s, 
over 200 votive objects of gold, s i lver and bronze had 
been found. That Mak Mo (Giant water melon shrine) 
beingJhe popular name for That Pathoum has a semi
spherka) : shzjpe of the Sri Lankan type of stupa, and 
ori({ ofqf_s :kfiid. in Laos. (PL. XXXVII). 

t • ' '":' :· ' '·l , . 

:-.."','"'r·<�H1'ftP'filineJ1t past Buddhist. scholars: Maha 
�.'tll��'gi'J:g·" was a monk scholar who later contin

as a lay scholar. He had his higher 
uu'- " " " " '  at Maha Mongkut Monks' Col

...... ..... ��· University) in  Thai land in 1 923-
retum to Laos, he fou nded the first far
and Pal i  School for monks in 1 930, and 

first Pal i  Grammar book in Lao language. 
&:IHrot>l'f" significant efforts to restore the monks' 

P\ ·�.,�·n��- · � .. , the Lao people which was being eroded 
. the French rule. Maha Sila  Viravong is best 

.,.,...,.�.,.,·,.. , ... for his book Phong Savadan Lao (History of 
} which was written i n  Laotian in 1 957 and l ater 

tra'rtsl�ated i'nto Engl ish and publ ished i n  1 959 by the 
JoinPPU.bl ication Research Service in New York, USA. 
........ " 

.. 
'"�-- nearly 40 books on Lao Buddhism, his

and l i terature. His contribution 
as a teacher, researcher, writer and 

.;Bou akham Voraphej and Maha Kou 
\tlre two other well known schol ars. 
comp!eted his h igher studies at Prea 

Buddhist College at Wat Unnalom 
Cambodia i n  1 935- 1 944, had written 

\i:ilt:c:- n.n the Dhamma and Vinaya. Maha Kou 
m-; after he became a Jay person special- . 

i<:�Wii.i��tl-1'e: )J#o ·constitutlon and the legal system, and 
a Minister of Justice in the People's Demo-

._,._.,vu•"'"' of Lao. 
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Hema Goonatilake 

LAW. It is perti nent to ask the question whether Bud
dhism which ai ms at the extinci tion of suffering 
( dukkha) has any relation to law and international law? 
The subject of law and i nternational law in the broader 
sense does not come within the purview of spiritual 
matters', but i t  deals with the temporal aspect of the 
people .  No dou bt one of the branches of law i s  
ecclesiastical Jaw, but i ts significance is rather minimal 
when compared with other branches of law such as 
criminal law, civil law, international l aw, etc. 

When s peak i n g  of Bu�d h i s m  there are two 
branches to be taken into consideration namely, the 
doctrine (the dhamma) and the discipl ine (the vinaya) . 
Dhamma or the doctrine is general ly  appl icable to both 
the laity and the Sangha, whereas the vinaya or the 
d i scip l i ne i s  on ly  appl icable to the bhikkhus and 
bhikkhwfls, and it serves as a mode of regulating their 
outward conduct. Broadly speaking vinaya not only 
regu lates or controls the outward conduct of monks, 
but also controls the mind, which produces outward 
actions. I t  is said ,  that the doctrine regarding release 
from suffering, whici) forms so central an idea in the 
ancient Buddhist  fai th ,  belongs to the province of 
dhamma ( Vinaya, Vol .  I, p, XIV).  

Referring to Vinaya i t  i s  said: The Vinaya, the dis
c i p l i ne ,  spec i a l l y  t h a t  port i o n  of i t  ca l l ed 
Suttavibhaizga, appoints and decrees a definite standard 
of outward moral i ty, comp_rised i n  courses of training 

laid down for the proper behaviour of monks and nuns. 
On the surface Suttavibhaizga is  not much more than 
an attempt to restrain unsuitable behaviour, but in 
real ity it also arrives, though in many cases by a long 
process of exclusion at the kind of posit ive conduct to 
be pursued by the monk who wishes h i s  l i fe to be 
external ly blameless, so far as his rel ations with fellow 
monks, with the Order as a whole, and the laity are 
concerned . "  (LB.  Horner, The Book of Discipline, p. 
IX) 

Thus, it manifests that Vinaya or the d i scipl ine part 
of Buddhism, is  meant to regu late the outward behav
iour or conduct of monks and nuns that would be con
ducive for their well-being as wel l as the wel l -being 
of the Order and the laity. So far as monks are con
cerned the Buddha had laid down two hund red and 1 
twenty rules of Vinaya or sikklziipadas . . They are: 
Piiriijikii 4, Sahglziidisesa j 3, Aniyata 2, Nissaggiya 
30, Piicittiya 92, Pii.tidesan!ya 4, Sekhiya 75. Accord
ing to the Bhaddiili Sutta and the Sutttavibhahga the 
Buddha laid down sikkh{/padas only at the appearance 
of signs of corruption in the Siisana. The corruption in 
the monastic organization compelled the Buddha to 
set up a body of regulations and thereby arrest the decay 
of the organization. Restrictive legislation had to be 
introduced for the purpose of maintaining good d isci- · 

pl ine and furthering the spiritual progress of the d isci
ples. (Jotiya Dhirasekera, Buddhist Monastic Disci
pline, pp 50, 5 I ) 

Each ofthe aforesaid Vinaya rules or sikkhiipadas 
relates to an offence and these sikkhapadas are arranged 
accord ing to the gravi ty of the offence. The four 
Par{ljikii ru les apply to four major offences in the 
Vinaya. These offences are: 

(i) Indulgence in  sexual intercourse .  (Metlnmm!l 
dhamman:z pa_tiseveyya piiriijikii hoti) 

( i i )  Taking by mep.ns of theft what has not been given 
to him (Adinnan:z theyyasahkhiitan:z iidiyeyya) 

( i i i )  I n ten t i on a l  k i l l i n g  of  a · hu man be\ng 
(ManussaviggaharlJ jivitii voropeyya) 

(iv) Lying (false proclamation) about one's spir itual 
atta i nments. or supper h u man  atta i nments 
(Y opana blzikkhu anabhijiinan:z uttartmanussa
dlzamman:z attupanayikcp�1) Vinaya, Vol .  I I  pp. 
2 1 ,  46, 70, 90 

Out of the afore said four offences, the most serious 
offence is sexual indulgence. Any form of sexual in- \ 
tercourse is totally prohibi ted for a monk. Therefore 
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this offence thas been pl aced on top of the l i st o f  
otfences. These four Pclriijika offences are regarded as 
foremost cri mes under the monastic discipl ine.  Once 
such an offence is commi tted the offender loses his 
monastic status as a bhikkhu and he is no more regarded 
as a member of the Order. I t  i s  said that the Pclriijika 
being grave monastic offences, admits of no remedies · 
or atonements . The penalty for Piircljika offences be
ing complete ex-commun ication and loss of monastic 
status, it is spontaneously brought about by the com
mission of �he cri me. The Smiglza has only to take note 
of the fact that the offender is no more one of their 
fold,  and that they have no deal i ngs with h im :  na 
labhati bhikklulhi saddhit�z sm�zviisan:z yathii pure tathii ) pacchii pclrcljiko hoti asm�zvaso- Vinaya I I I, (Jotiya 
Dhirasekara- Buddhist Monastic Discipline, p. l 09) 

) 

All other offences other than the Piiriijika are re
mediable, and the offender who submits h imsel f to the 
specified penalties and punishments imposed on him 
and behaves h imself i n  accordance with the Vinaya law 
i s  considered as bei ng purged of h is  gui l t. I n  so far as 
the Satigcidisesa offences are concerned, they require 
a formal meeting of the Order of the Sangha to deal 
with offenders. Horner says: 'This  type of offences 
(Satighiidisesa) is nexf in gravi ty after the Pclriijikiis, 
because it  cannot be settled by many people ( i .e. many 
Sangha) or by one man (i .e.  one bhikkhu). It therefore 
has to be settled by the Order, which presumably has 
to be convened for that purpose" (The Book of the . 
Discipline, Vol .  I ,  p 1 95) .  

The Vinaya which consists of both the substantial 
l aw and the procedural law also deals with kammas or 
acts of puni shments of varying degrees of severity 
which are r.ecommended for certain shoncomings and 
reprehensible features in the behaviour of monks. 
These kammas are: 

I .  Tajjan"iya kamma 
2. Nissaya kamma 
3. Pabbcljan"iya kamma 
4. Pa_tisararfiya kamma 
5 .  Ukkhepaniya kanzma 

(Kammakkhandhaka of Cullavagga - Vinaya 
Vol. I I) .  
Apart from the above stated punishments Vinaya 

has prescribed various other forms of punishments, too. 
For Satighiidisesa offences, which are thirteen i n  
number and not s o  serious as Pclriijikc"i offences , two 

forms of penal ties are prescribed . They are the penalty 
of Mclnatta and the penalty of Parivc"isa. The former 
penalty is i mposed on an offender when he has not 
concealed the offence, but disclosed without del ay. In 
that instance the Sangha is  cal led upon to impose on 
the offender, at his request, the penal ty of Miinatta for 
six days. (Vinaya, Vol .  I I ,  p. 38] .  

I n  the case of a Satighiidisesa offence whic h  has 
been del iberately concealed by the offender, the . rec
ommended penalty i s  Pariviisa (probation) whiCh is 
i mposed for the same number of days up to which the 
offence has been concealed. Cullavagga states that a 
monk who commits a Sahghiidisesa offence, must go 
before · the Sangh(l and confess to them h i s  error, He 
should tlren request the Sangha to i mpose on h i m  the 
prescri'bed· punishment namely, Parivcisa penalty for 
the niuintier of days the offence has been concealed. 
Once the offender has behaved h imself u nder the pen
alty Parivasa, the penalty of Miinatta is i fD:posed on 
h im (Vinaya Vol .  I I ,  p. 40) . The actual penalty for 
Sangllildisesa offence is  Mcinaita, but when the of
fender conceals the offence, he has to u ndergo the pen
alties of both Pari vasa or probation and Mcinatta. 

When both penalties, Miinatta and Pariv_asa have 
been satisfactori ly  concluded, the offender shoul d  go 
before the Order and request that he be reinstated by 
the Act of Abbhiina. ( Vinaya Vol .  I I ,  p .  39). This 
rei nstatement should be done with the unanimous 
apprdvafof the Sangha, and the quorum required is 
twehty�tnonks. The deficiency of the quorum by even 
one monk wou ld  render the Act of rei nstatement 
i nvaJ;itfi (Vinaya. Vol .  I I I ,  p. 1 86). During the period of 
servingW1anatta and Parivcisa penalties, a monk loses 
his status and some of the rights he enjoyed earl ier. 
With;·tiJle Act of Abbhiina, his lost status and rights are 
restore'd: ' 

:' �· ' :  ' 
Just' as much as law provides certain acknowledged 

principles i n  the administration of justice, Vinaya, too 
provides some sal ient pri nc ip les couched i n  Satta 
Adhikaraf}asamatha in carrying out discipl inary action 
within the monastic community. 

The seven Adhikaraf}asamathas are: 

I .  Sammukhiivinaya: by a verdict i n  the presence of 
the offender 

2. · Sativinaya : by a verdict of innocence 
3. Amiilhavinaya : by a verdict of past i nsanity 
4. Patiiiiiatakaraf}a : the carrying out of penalty on 
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5. Yebhuyyasika 
6. Tassapiipiyyasika : 

7 .  Tinavatthiiraka 

the acknowledgement of the 
gu i l ty monk. 
by the decision of the majority 
by an act of condemnation 
carried out  on a monk for 
corru pt ,  sh ameless  and 
reprehensible bahaviour. 
the  sett le ment of offences 
other than the Parajika and 
SaJi g luldlsesa offences 
commi tted by two groups of 
monks by means of collective 
disci p l i nary measures. Both 
parties have to meet in  the ful l  
assembly of  the Sangha and 
with their consent breaches of 
discip l i ne and offences ar� 
col lectively settled .  ( Vinaya 
Volume I I ,  pp 73- 1 04) 

O u t  of the  s a i d  A dhikarar;. asamathas , the 
Sammukhtivinaya recognises the principle that no pen
alties or punishments should be imposed on an offender 
in his absence. The legal principle audi alteram partem, 
that i s  to say the other party should be heard, is fu lly 
present in the said Adhikarar;.asamatlza. In so far as 
Sativinaya is concerned i t  exonerates a gui ltless monk 
who is falsely accused by malicious parties. Such ex
oneration i s  to be carried out by a competent body of 
monks at the request of the aggrieved monk. This shows 
that unless a·b!tikkhu is guilty of an offence he should 
not be falsely implicated. In  civil l aw (Law of del ict) 
there is provis ion for malicious prosecution. 

The aggrieved party (the plaintiff ih the case) can 
i nstitute an action claiming damages against the de
fendant. The plaintiff should establ ish, that there was 
a prosecution against h im, that it was instituted mal i
ciously by the defendant, that there was want of rea
sonable cause and the prosecution terminated in fa
vour of the p la int iff. Prosecution here means the 
insti tu tion of a cri minal �ase against the plaintiff (E. B .  
Wickramanayake - The 'Law of Delict ln. Ceylon, p .

. 

93) .  Law does not encourage that persons should be 
maliciously prosecuted, because law recognizes the 
principle that action l ies against those who committed 
offences recogn ized by l aw and not agai nst the 
innocent. S imi larly Sativinaya stated above protects 
the guiltless monks against false accusations made by 
malicious minded monks. This is a glaring example of 
justice being meted out to the innocent monks in the 
Monastic Order. 

The Amiilhavinaya, the third Adhikarar;.asamatha 
seeks exemption for offences committed by a monk in  
a state of unsound mind .  A monk who i s  gui l ty of com
mitting an offence when he was of unsound mind, 
should, after regaining his good state of mind confess 
to the Sangha the circumstances under which the of. 
fence was committed. Once he establ ishes that the of
fence was committed while he was insane, then he i s  
exonerated from the  commission of the offence. How-
ever those who pretend to be of unsound mind and 
claiming falsely a lapse of memory, are not absolved 
from l iabi l i ty. This  provision is similar to sec tion 76 
of the Penal Code and this Code embraces most of  the 
offences u nder criminal Law. This section states that 
nothing is an offence which is done by a person, who 
at the time of doing it ,  by reason of unsoundness of 
mind, is incapable  of knowing the nature of the act, or { that he is doing what is ei ther wrong or contrary to · · 
law. 

Trial by Jury which i s  part of the Cri mi nal Justice 
System was i ntroduced to the Legal System of Sri 
Lanka by the Royal Charter of 1 8 1  0. Section 1 0  of 
the Royal Charter declares: "Whereas .i t  i s  deemed 
expedient and beneficial that Trial  by Jury in criminal · 
cases should be i ntroduced i n  the British settlements . 
on the Island of Ceylon subject to the modifications as 
the state of settlements may require . . . . . .  " S ir  Alexan-
der Johnstone who came to Ceylon as Chief Justice i n  
the year 1 8 1 1 los t  no  time in  implementing the direc
tions in the said Charter, and u pto date Trial by Jury 
System in criminal cases prevai ls .  Cri minal cases in  
the nature of  murder, attempted murder, and rape are 
tried before a jury. The u nanimous dec i sion or the 
majority decision of the jury is acceptable. 

The Yebhuyyasika A dhikarar;.asamatha. in  the 
Vinaya is  very much simi lar to the jury system preva
lent  in the Criminal Justice System. When it is not 
possible to settle a monastic d ispute within  the par
ticular monastery i tself the matter is referred to an
other monastery having a greater number of monks to 
settle the dispute. When the d ispute could not be settled 
even by" the latter monastery, then it has to be referred 
to the whole Sangha for settlement by the decision of 
the majority. It is said that when the decision i s  taken 
the righteous monks should be i n  the majori ty. ( Vinaya 
II - p. 92 h ight). For the purpose of knowing  the deci
sion a voting is recommended. Three forms of voting 
are recommended. They are secret ballot (giilhaka), 
whispering in the ear (sakahhajappaka) and open bal
lot ( viva_taka). If the righteous monks are in the major-
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ity even by a single vote, then the voting becomes valid. 
In case a majority deci s ion is not reached then a fresh 
vote is allowed to be taken up to a third t ime with the 
hope of secu ring a majori ty. But i f  no majority is 
secured as desired even at the third voting the assembly 
shou ld then adjourn with the idea of meeting again 
the next day. This would give t ime and opportunity to 
the righteous monks to consider their decision and to 
arrive at a majori ty decis ion on the next day. 

Describing the Tassapclpiyyasikii Adhikarar;asa
matha it is said : " I t  is not only an act of condemnation 
carried out on a monk for corrupt and shameless ac
tions, but also carried out on one who deli berately l ies ) and attempts to evade a charge l aid upon h im.  It lays 
down no specific  punishment but i t  was perhaps used 
more effectively as a general stigmatisation where by 
a vociferous offender was prevented from evadi ng 
persecu t i o n  w i th a garru l o u s  defence .  The 
s t igmat i sa t ion  wou l d  fort h w i th arres t such  
indiscipl ine. " (Jotiya Dhirasekera, Buddhist Monastic 
Discipline, p 1 23).  

Even under the Criminal Law, an accused against 
whom a case is instituted in courts having criminal 
jurisd iction is not al lowed to evade prosecution. If he 
does not appear on summons or having appeared and 
thereafter fai ls to appear before court, then the law · 
empow_ers court to issue a warrant against h im in  order 
to arrest him, so that the case could  proceed to trial in 
his presence. He is not given the o pportunity to avoid -) prosecution, but ample opportuni ty is afforded to de
fend h imse"Jf. 

The Tir;avatthiiraka Adhikara�zasamatha aims at 
settl ing d isputes that ari se among the Swiglza and ad
judication over breaches of disc ip l ine in such a way 
that the concord of the monks may not be impaired. 
Parties to the dispute should meet before the fu l l  as
sembly of the Sangha and the duspute is settled with 
the consent of all parties. Even the offences committed 
in  the nature of minor offences are settled and the prin
ciple underlying this form of settlement is to maintain 
cordial rel ationship and the good wi l l  of the contend
ing parties. 

The Code of Crimi nal Procedure Act No. 1 5  of 
1 979 makes provision under section 266 for com
pounding or settlement of some of the offences under 
the Penal Code. For example causing hurt, grievous 
hurt on provocaton , assau l t  or use of criminal force 
could be settled with the consent of both the affected 

party and the Magistrate. Invariably the settlement is 
suggested by the accused and the consent of the vic
t im or the complainant as wel l  as the consent of the 
Magistrate should be obtained. This form of settl ement 
reduces the i l l-feel i ngs between the two parties and 
helps to revive the lost cordial i ty. Thus it is transpar
ent that the discipl i nary rules of Vinaya have much in 
common wi th the provi s ions of l aw, al though the 
Vinaya rules were promulgated 2500 years ago. 

Referring to the five Kammas or acts of punis hent, 
namely Tajjaniya, Nissaya, Pabbiijan"iya, Pa.,tisiiranl.ya 
and Ukkhepaniya, that is ,  Act of Censure, Act of Sub
ordination, Act of B anishment, Act of Reconcil i ation 
and Act of Suspension respectively, it is stated: "A close 
scrutiny of the detail s  of these kammas show that they 
give to these Aets the widest scope and unrestricted 
authority for prosecution and punishment i n  the inter
ests of the rel igion and the monastic organization. De
velopment of character and cul tivation of the rel igious 
l i fe, fi tting into the harmonious l i fe of the cOmmunity, 
maintaining proper relations with the l aymen� all these 
come within the jurisdiction of these kammas. They 
also watch over the loyal ty to the rel igion and the Or
der to which the members belong. Pa_tisiiran"iya 
Kamma makes special  provision to safeguard the in
terests of the laymen in  the hands of the monks. The 
monks ar.e forbidden to do anyth ing which damages 
the interests of the l aymen" (Jotiya Dhirasekera, Bud
dhist Monastic Discipline p 1 20) . 

· 

The aforesaid statement highl ights that these pun
ishments are imposed on the offenders not only for 
the purpose of reforming them, but i n  the larger in ter
ests of the monastic organization. They also serve to 
foster and maintain healthy relations between the l ai ty 
and the clergy. The i nterests of the whole Order and 
the lay society have not been ignored but the acts of 
punishment are directed towards safeguarding the in
terests of both these institutions, the former consisting 
of monks and the latter of l aymen and l aywomen. 

One of the major purposes of l aw is to regulate the 
conduct of men and women in the society, in  the sense, 
that they should lead their l ives i n  such a manner that 
they do not violate the rights of others which are guar
anteed by law. Violation of human rights recognized 
by law, whether personal or proprietary rights, may 
lead to a breach of the peace which greatly hampers 
the harmony and stabi l i ty in the society. Thus Jaws 
with various sanctions or punishments a·nd with law 
enforcement agencies contribute much to protect the 
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rights conferred on the people, thereby paving the way 
for maintaining peace and harmony in society without 
which al l other developments such as, economic, so
c_ial , cultural etc, cannot expect to flourish. 

Rules of Vinaya, the mode of prosecution and im
position of penalties or punishments on the offenders 
of the monastic community are al l  directed for the bet
terment and guidance of the members of the Buddhist 
Order of monks whose final  a im  should be the 
real ization of nibbtina one day. Unless discipline is 
stricti/observed, no substantial progress could be made 
by the monks in their endeavour to enhance their qual
ity of l i fe in the present, which becomes a stepping
stone to achieve the desired final goal in the near fu
ture. A dose s imi larity exists between the law and the 
.rules of Vinaya when the:,· are viewed from the aspect 
of administration of the affairs of the Buddhist Order 
and the ·Society at large. Both systems regulate, con
trol, and restrict the conduct of the members of the 
monastic Order and the society for the weal and wel
fare of the members themselves and the others, who 
have a right to l ive and pursue their legitimate tasks 
without being i nterfered unjustly. 

For the adjudication of offences under the crimi
nal l aw, and for civi l  wrongs under the civ i l  law, courts 
and tribunals are essential. In  Sri Lanka such courts 
of First-Ins.tance are set up  under the Provisions of the 
Judicature Act. The courts of .First Instance are the 
High Courts, the District Courts, Family Courts (now 
amalgamated to District Courts), Magistrate's Courts 
and the Primary Courts. District Courts have exclu
sive civil jurisdiction, and the Primary·Courts have both · 
the civi l  and criminal jurisdiction. The Magistrates' 
Courts and the Provincial High Courts have the juris
diction to hear criminal cases, Further High Courts are 
also empowered to hear appeals from the Pri mary 
Courts and the Magistrates' Cqurts. The Court of Ap
peal and the Supreme Court are established to hear 
appeals from the courts of Fi rst Instance. Each coun
try has its own system of courts. 

In so far as the Buddhist Order is concerned, 
there are three ways of adjudication of offences. They 
are: 

( I )  Sangha Vinicchaya 
(2) Gatia Vinicchaya 
(3) Pudgala Vinicchaya 

The adjudication that i s  done by four monks or 
more than four monks or the Sangha as a whole is 

known as San-gha Vinicchaya. 

The adjudication done by two monks, or three 
monks or as a collective body of monks i s  cal led the 
Gana Vincchaya. 

The adjudication by a si ngle monk i s  Pudgala 
Vinicchaya. This  is s imi lar to a court presided by a 
single judge l i ke the M agistrate's Court or the District 
Court. 

The Gana Vinicchaya is s imi l ar to the Court of 
Appeal where two j udges sit  to hear appeals and at 
times three judges s i t  when a case i s  referred to a ful ler 
bench. Thus it i s  crystal clear that the B uddha had 
establi shed a very reasonable system of adjudication 
which even today is not obsolete. /l 

A person could be made criminally l i able for the 
commission of a crime under criminal law if it is es
tabl ished (a) that a certain event or a state of affairs 
which is forbidden by criminal law has been caused 
by his conduct and (b) that this conduct was accompa
nied by a prescribed state of mind.  The event or state 
of affairs is called the actus reus and the state of mind 
is known as mens rea. Both these elements m ust be 
proved beyond reasonalbe doubt by the prosecution. ' 
Mens rea i s  to be found in  the m i nd of the accused at 
the time of committing. the criminal act. Referri ng to 
the element of actus reus i t  is said :  "That the actus 
reus i nclndes all the elements i n  the definiti on of the 
crime except those which relate to the accused's state 
of mind and is not merely an "act" i n  the ordinary sense 
of the  term.  The  act m u s t  b e  wi l l e d  by the  
accused. "(Smith and Hogan, - Criminal Law, pp 28, 
3 1  ). 

The two basic  elements, the 'willed act', and 'the 
intention' of committing the particular criminal act at 
the t ime it  is committed, are recognized under the 
criminal l aw to make an accused guilty of a cri minal 
offence. Are these two elements present in the Vinaya 
rules? If one examines the four major rules of \l!naya, 
namely Ptiriijikii, i t  appears that both actus reus and 
mens rea are i ncluded in them. In other words these 
two ingredients are dearly seen i n  all the i mportant 
rules including the Piiriijika rules. For example the third 
Ptirtijikfl rule states: "Whatever monk should i ntention
ally deprive a human being of l i fe, or furnish any 
weapon which enables a person to take it and to de
prive hi m of his  l i fe with it, he is one who is defeated, 
and he is not i n  communion . "  ( Vinaya, I I ,  p. 85) 

I 
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In the said ru le the mental state (mens rea) or the 
intention to deprive the l i fe of a human being is present. 
When a monk intentionally deprives the l i fe of a human 
being, or k i l l s  a person the act becomes a wil led act. 
Thus the element, of actus reus is present in this  ru le. 
Under this rule if  a monk having the intention to de
prive the l ife of a human being provides a weapon to 
enable that person to take i t  and deprive him of his 
l ife, even then the monk i s  regarded as one who is 
defeated or one who has committed the thrid Piirc"ijika 
offence. Here too both the willed act i .e. the act of pro
viding the weapon and the intention to k i l l  are present. 
It is pointed out in the Vinaya that there is no offence 
if i t  was unintentional (aniipatti asaiicicca- Vinaya, III · ) p 78). What is known in the cr i m i na l  l aw as 
the"murderous intention" is  wel l  embodied in the 
aforesaid rule of Pclrcljika with regard io the k i l l ing of 

,.--J-- a human being. 

Not on ly  a co m p l ete l egal  sys tem w i th i t s  
ramifications such as legislature, judici ary and execu
tive are abundantly avai lable in the Vinaya exclusively 
applicable to the Swigha, but the institution of Sangha 
could be described as one which is highly democratic. 
It is said: 

"Although the Swigha has been designated'a sys
tem of government formed by the Bhikkhus, for the 
Bhikkhus, and therefore a democracy,' it wi l l  be more 
correct to say that it was a democratic i nstitution set 
up b�' the Buddha for the good of i ts. members as wel l  

) as of mankind so that it may conti nue to function on a 
democratic basis after h is  death. The Buddha says the 
Dhamma or the Buddhist theory of knowledge, real i ty 
and ethics as wel l  as the Vinaya or the Constitution 
and Code of law were to function in the role of tbe 
Teacher after his death. When a question is  raised as 
to how in the absence of refuge, there could be unity 
in  the Buddhist Communi ty since the Buddha had not 
appointed a head and a successor to function in h i s  
place after h i s  death, a disciple repl ies that they are 
not without a refuge for the Dhamma was their ref
uge." (K . N .  Jayati l leke, - The Principles of Interna
tional Law in Buddhist Doctrine - p. 8 1 )  

Thus it is crystal clear that the Dhamma and the 
Vinaya for the monks ,  and the Dlwmma for the 
humankind alone cou ld  s tand as the gu i de, the 
benefactor and the protector of al l of them though the 
One who expounded the Dlzamma and promulgated 
the Vinaya had passed away. I t  was the wish and the 
advice of the Buddha for h is  disciples (monks) to ad-

here to the Dlzamma and the Vinaya and for the I a i ty to 
observe the Dhamma for thei r own benefi t and i n  the 
in terest of the entire human society. 

So far what has been d iscussed chiefly i s  Vinoya 
which comprises of rules of d iscipl i ne to regu late the 
l ives of monks and the affairs of the monastic Order. 
We have d iscussed the s imi lari ties of Vinaya rules with 
some of the cardinal principles and concepts of Jaw. 
The Dha.mma made known to the world by the Bud
dha has contributed much to the progress of human
k ind and even i n  �his modern age of science and tech
nology the paiicaslla' or the fi ve precepts which come 
within the domain of Dhamma, if truly and properly 
observed by the l ai ty, the global society would be more 
civi l ized and a better place where peace and harmony 
may reign. 

Commenting on the paiicasila it is said: "The 
concept ofpaiicaslla or the Buddhist norm ofreverence 
and regard for tive societal considerations which are 
indisputably binding on mankind for their successful 
growth and for the smooth continuance of the human 
community, is presented to us in the earl iest of the 
Buddhist teachings as contained i n  Pal i  l i terature. A 
careful study of these references clearly indicates that 
paiicas"ila occupies a posit ion which could be declared 
as being 'universall y  acclaimable'. By us ing the phrase 
universal ly  acclaimable, we wish to convey the idea 
that fai thful adherence by everyone, everywhere, east 
or west, north or south, to these virtues which are up
held by the concept of paiicas"ila contributes, without 
exception, to the wholesome growth and development 
of man k i nd phys ica l ly ,  m oral l y  and sp i r i tua l l y "  
(Bhikkhu Dhammavihari-A Universal Ethic of Good 
Living - pp 1 ,2) 

The aforesaid tive precepts are: 

1 .  I undertake the train ing precept to abstain from 
k i l l ing any being that breathes 

2.  I undertake the train ing precept to abstain from 
tak ing what i s  not given 

3 .  I undertake the trai n ing precept to abstain from 
sexual  misconduct 

4. I undertake the train ing precept to abstain from 
speaking fal sehood 

5.  I undertake the traini ng precept to abstain from 
l iquor that causes in toxication and heedlessness. 

Not only from the point of view of ethics, that the 
five precepts play a significant role, but they also serve 
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as moral laws which contribute to the maintenance of 
peace, harmony and stabi l i ty in  society. 

Law is considered as an order of human behav
iour. An or9er means a system of ru les. Every rule of 
l aw obl igates human beings to observe a pattern of 
behaviour under certain c ircumstances. Salmond states 
that law consists of ru les which are of broad applica
tion and non-optional character, but which are at the 
same time amenable to formal isation, legislation and 
adj ud ication . (Sa lmond ,  Jurisprudence, Twelfth 
Edition, p ,  48). Salmond i s  also of the view that mo
ral i ty or moral laws may apply to every human act, 
while l aw, though narrower in scope, extends to a great 
number of such acts. (Salmond, Jurisprudence, Twelfth 
Edition,  p. 47) 

Although moral laws are not the outcome of legis
iation and they are not subject to adjudication, yet they 
have a wider appl ication to most of the acts of people 
i rrespective of race, c lass,  creed and religion to which · 
they belong. The moral princi ples underlying the 
paiicaslla are capable of bringing immense benefits to 
the entire human society if people voluntari ly adhere 
to them as a matter of moral duty on their part. Ob
servance of the tive precepts has a direct impact on the · 
prevention of some grave crimes, indecent and immoral 
conduct, a l l  of which would lead to raise the qual i ty 

· of the peopl e  in  whom the destiny of the society rests. 

Panchaslla provides a cu lture which wouid lead 
to the development and enhancement of goodness of 
humanity which in turn can contribute to the goodness 
of the grobal society. What laws with the elements of 
enforcement and sanction can do, cou ld be achieved if 
the tive precepts are earnestly and voluntari ly observed 
by i ndividuals for the greater i nterest of themselves 
and others l iving i n  the society. Just as much as one 
becomes a law abiding c i tizen , it is the responsibi l i ty 
of each person to make paiicaslla part and parcel of 
his l i fe for individual and col lective advancement and 
progress. It i s  the i ndividual , and nobody else, who 
could  either make his l i fe a success or a fai lure. 

The Dlzammapada states an absolute truth . Attiihi 
attano niitho ko hi nculw para siya. One is one's own 
Saviour. Who else or  where else there be another? 

International law has been defined by Lord Russell 
as the aggregate of the ru les to which nations have 
agreed to conform in their conduct towards one another. · 
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge referred to International 

law as "the law of nations" .  That is the col lect ion of 
usages which civi l ized states have agreed to observe 
in their deal ings with each other. International law i s  
divided into two kinds, which may be disti nguished as 
the common law of nations and the particular law of 
nations. The common l aw i s  that wh ich  prevai l s  
universal ly, or  at least general ly, among a l l  civil ized 
states, being based on thei r u nani mous or general 
agreement, express or implied. The particular l aw i s  
that which is in  force solely between two or  more states 
by virtue of an agreement made between them alone, 
and derogating from the common law. International 
law exists only between those states which have 
expressly or impliedly agreed to observe it. Those states 
(which now include al l  civi l i zed communities,  and 
some which are yet only i mperfectly civi l ized) are said 
to constitute the fami ly  or society of nations, j ust as 

... { 
such national society is governed by i ts own c iv i l  l aw. 
(Salmond , -Jurisprudence -pp 42, 43] .  

International law has i ts origins i n  the Europe of 
the 1 6th and 1 7th centuries. It was the law created to 
govern the diplomatic, commercial , mi l itary and other 
relations of the society of states who shared a com
mon Christian rel igious backgournd and which con
stituted Europe at the time. The international l aw of 
co-exist�nce re�ognized the formal sovereignty and 
equality of al l States and only i mposed on them obl i
gations of a negative character which were essentially 
obl igations of abstentions. (Rohana Perera, A .-Inter
national Law Changing Horizons -pp 9, I 0) 

In the 1 9th century there were further developments 
in the international communi ty and non-Christ ian 
States l ike Turkey, and non-European S tates such as 
China and Japan became members of this common 
community who wi ll ingly u ndertook to observe the 
international l aw, Gradual ly this international commu
nity of States began to expand and with the dawn of 
the 20th century the newly independent states of Asia 
and Africa became partners of this community. This 
century saw the emergence of the League of Nations 

. and its successor the United Nations. The League of 
Nations which was open to any State marked the be
ginning of a new phase in which international law ap
plied to ail States whatever thei r location or character 
is. With the emergence of the Uni ted Nations the in
ternational Jaw began to expand rapidly and new prin
ciples began to appear which were i nstrumental to 
transform the law into international law of co-operation 
among a l l  the members , mak i ng them "Globa l  
Commons" .  
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Among the principles of international law, four 
major principles are conspicuously seen They are: 

(a) Independence of States i n  the i n ternational 
sphere, and their voluntary subjection to the law. 

(b) The agreements sblemnly undertaken should be 
fulti l led. 

(c) The existence of a relation between Sovereign 
Independent States, with the addition of a few 
other groups, e.g. the League of Nations as long 
as it existed, and now the United Nations Or-

(d) 
ganisation. 
The acceptance by the member States of a com
mon outlook upon the main problems of i nter-
national intercourse (Keeton-The Elementary 
Prindples of Jurisprudence - pp. 247, 248) 

Thus it manifests that international law is not con
fined to a particular State, but it appl ies to al l  sover
eign independent States united together, voluntarily 
bound to observe the common law for their own inter
ests without compulsion. International law which is 
universal ly applicable has i ts aims to promote the wel
fare of the family of the Commons, governed by such 
law, and not to interfere with the internal atfairs of the 
member States, unless there is  serious interference by 
one State with another, Even when there is such inter
ference endeavour is made to settle the confl ict or dis
pute through persuation and negotiation with the aid 
of the United Natior.s. Thus co-operation and mutual 

) understanding of each other's view point, and a com
mon outlook of the major problems of the members 
who have volunteered to accept the international law 
as their common law are, the other aims of this univer
sal law. In short i t  could be said that the pol icy of the 
international law is, " l ive and let l ive"  v1hich if strictly 
fol lowed by al l countries of the world, then most of 
the problems we are confronted with today do not exist. 

From the Buddhist point of view is there any rela
tion between Buddhism and international Law? The 
concept of a World Statesman or the Universal mon
arch" (Cakkavatti) is found in the Buddhist texts ex
plaining his role as one who extends his  authority over 
the entire world without the rod or the sword, and dis
pensation of justice through the victory of righteous
ness or Dhamma. 

It is said: "The idea is that the World-Statesman 
sets up a State on the basis of Dhamma, which in the 
context means a poli tical philosophy and a constitution 

founded on the principles of righteousness. And just 
as much as the Buddha sets up an international Sangha, 
based on Dhamma, i ts rel igious phi losophy and the 
Vinaya, the constitution and code of laws, the World 
Statesman sets up an i ternational order, in which all 
States have a common pol i tical phi losophy and con
stitution " K.N. Jayati l leke- The Principles of Inter
national Law in BuddhistDo€trine, p. 539. 

How is he goi ng to se:t \ip si1.eh an i nternational 
order? He ti rst sets up a rhddttkshfte'i n  his  own coun
try. When this i s  done, the, idemptbves to be infective 
and h is  prestige spreads i n  the: fou r quarters of the 
world, a fact which i s  sym6oii9ally · expressed by the 
movement of the "Whee) 't, tRer�ymbol of his  poli tical 
Dhamma and sovereignty; ' iif.:flli�f.oi.Ir quarters of the 
world. What is  meant i s  that;N�ttdrls establish si m i lar 
S tates w i t h  s i m i l ar politj'g�J:,p h i losophies  and 
constitutions and acknowli�att¥rt'H's l eadership. This is 
the essence of the concept as iPI1'pJ)ears in the Buddhist 
texts of both schools of thougb�Such a ruler, i t  is said 
honours, reveres, faithful ly 'abides by and is led by the 
righteous pol i tical phi losophy embodying the ethical 
principles of the Ten Virtues (dasakusala-kammapatha) 
and based on the need of the State to work for the good 
of the people with seltlessness,:love and understand ing, 
imparting impartial justice and promoting both material 
and spiritual welfare on the principle of equal i ty of 
man. 

The duties and functions of such a State establ i shed 
by the world-ruler are: First, the necessity to provide 
"righteous care" ,  ward and protection to all  citizens, 
inc lud ing the people  of all profess ional classes,  
rel i g ious  teachers and the  army. Thi s  care and 
protection are to be extended to "birds and beasts " as 
wel l .  Here 'care' (rakkha) is explained as treating a l l  
subjects with forgiveness, toierance, ffiendliness, and 
kindness on the principle that the State which cares 
for i ts subjects would safeguard its own interests; 'ward' 
(a'.lGra!Ja) is defined as the insurance of property such 
as housing, cloth i ng etc, and 'protection' (gutti) as 
protect i on  agai n s t  l oss  and  o ther  ca l a m i t i e s  
(upaddava). I t  comes to mean not only the safeguard ing 
of persons, property and h u m an ri ghts but the  
institutuon of welfare services such as  care of the aged, 
the sick etc. The freedom to propagate the fai th shou ld  
not be l imi ted to  Buddhist monks, but is extended to 
al l recluses and brahamins. 

Secondly, the State has to ensure that there is no 
crime: "Let not a person in the State act unrighteously. " 
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This according to Buddhist conceptions has to be done 
both by removing the social causes of crime, mainly 
i nequali ties of wealth and unemployment as wel l as 
the psychological ,  by training in  values which has to 
be both theoretical and practical . 

Thirdly, the State has to ensure that there is no un
employment or lack of wea lth amongst any of its citi
zens .  The S tate  s h o u l d  prov id�P means for the 
acquisition of wealth by those devoid of wealth, so 
that there is  an abundance of goods i n  the country and 
the people can enjoy as much goods as they l i ke. 

Fourthly, al l State policies must be based on right
eous principles and therefore it behoves the State to 
act in consultation wi th enl ightened rel igious teachers 
and  p h i l osophers i n  determi n i n g  pol i cy ( K . N .  
Jayati l leke· - The Principles of International Law in 
Buddhist Doctrine, p,p 540, 54 1 ). 

What has been stated above when translated into 
modem terms, would  mean that the State must be an 
enl ightened democratic Welfare State guaranteeing 
freedom and economic security and promoting right
eousness. Since the State has to perform these functions 
and  d u t i e s ,  i t  fol l ows that  t�e p h i losophy and 
consti tution, the Dharma- Vinaya of the State must 
embody these rights. H istory reveals of a king who 
adopted the righteous ru le based on the principles of a 
World-Ruler and he was Dharmasoka (Asoka) of India. 

· He was so inspired by the Buddhist ideals of social 
equality and mercy that he stated in one of his edicts 
that "it is most. desirable that there should be absolute 

equality for all in all legal proceedings and in the 
punishment awarded and I have ordered from now 

the respite of three days to those on whom 

punishments has already been pas3ed' Wel ls H .  G. -
A short History of the World, p, 95). It could be said . 
that Asoka almost symbol ized the world -ruler stated 
in  Buddhist texts . 

While the World-Ruler is viewed as the ideal ruler, 
the Buddhi·st texts use two adjectives among others to 
descr i be h i m  as  an  u pho l der of r ighteousness;  
dhammiko and dhammarcl.jc/. (S. /.86; 11, 16). When the 
question is asked, "who then is the king of the World
Ru ler" (Kopana . . . . .  ranfi.o cakkavattissa riija?) the reply 
given is  that "it i s  the Dlzamma (righteousness)" . Thus 
it i s  absolutely evident that Dlzamma or righteousness 

· i s  the prime factor that has come to stay in the concept 
of the World-Ruler. l t  is in the Dhamma that al l virtues 
l ie .  Dhamma i s  capable of i m parting justice to al l .  

Dhamma seeks no barriers of class, creed, caste, sex 
and other man-made l imi tations, ethnic, rel igious ,  and 
national differences . It is righteousness that could be 
appl icable undisputably in a l l  countries .  It is, for the 
upliftment of both, material and spiti tual aspects of 
makind. Its pol it ical philosophy is d irected towards 
creati ng a global society where oppression, discrimi
nation, violence and violation of human rights do not 
reign. Dispensation of law with the benevolent i dea of 
imparti ng justice to al l  is not arbi trari l y  forced on 
people, but enforced strictly according to the princi
ples of rratural justice. 

Thus, righteousness with its manifold qual i t ies of 
benevolence that can shower upon the entire h u man
kind has been deeply .rooted in the B uddhist concept 
of the world-ru ler. Such a ruler who considers the { 
Dhamma as his king never deviates from the course of 
Dlzamma. All his actions are i n  accordance wi th the 
phi losophy of the Dhamma. Laws promulgated have 
the characteristic of righteousness and they are not 
meant for one particu lar country, but for al l  countries 
for the weal and . welfare of al l the people J iv ing i n  
every country. This is  the form o f  in ternational law 
envisaged in Buddhism.  

In  the context of modern in ternational law, could 
the Buddhist in ternatonal law be a guidi ng factor? I n  
other words whether the Dhamma o r  righteousness 
which the World-Ruler makes u se of as his base for all 
h i s  acti ons ,  i n c l u d i n g  the  d i spensa t ion  of J aw 
throughout the world cou ld be ut i l ized for further 
enhancement of international law which has gained 
much recognition in thi s  century? In order to broad
base the principles of i nternational law, Dhamma which I stands for fair-play, justice, right understanding, right 
thought, right action, right speech ,  tolerence, loving 
kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, equanimity, 
recogni tion of al l  human rights,  and duties, non
violence, humane statecraft and numerous other lofty 
principles could be adopted. People wherever they l ive 
are yearning for a better world order where their 
legiti mate aspirations are reasonably fulfi l led. Among 
other principles of i nternational law, friendly relations 
and co-operation among States stand prominent. These 
two lofty principles lead to non-use of force and non
intervention in so far as the afffairs of another State is 
concerned. However, we have seen instances where 
such force and i nterference used inspite of the fact that 
international treaties, charters, agreements, conventions 
and international law do not permi t  such unreasonable 
and highhanded actions. What happens is, the ru le of 
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force and not the rule of law reigns. Under such cir
cumstances legit imate aspirations of peace- loving peo
ple are undermined, judgements of value are not forth
coming and masses become thoroughly dissatisfied 
with the law and the global order. 

What then is the solution?  Dlzamma or righteous
ness of the conceptual world-ru ler shown in Buddhism 
could provide a reasonable solution for maintaining a 
world order conducive for the wel l -being of the global 
subjects. Right understanding, Right thought and Right 
Action, the three cardinal principles of Dhamma have 
the potential ity to transform the entire human society 
where peace, contentment, prosperity, co-existence and 
well-being of the people dominate and the Wheel of ) Dhamma rotates without any form of distincion. It is 
interesting· to note that the Buddhist phi losophy of 

_J. governing the atl'airs of people is based on the princi
ple that " the wheel of power turns in dependence on 
the wheel of righteousness (balacakramhi nisr'iiya 
dhammacakran,t pravartate). 

C. Anand a Grero 

LAZINESS or indolence (kus'ita: kosajja) is the 
aversion t<;> work and hence the tendency to spend one's 
time without engaging in any work by way of slug
gishness (pamiida). The general concept of l aziness as 
explained in Buddhism is that it is the mental condi
tion wherein the mind becomes indolent as a resul t  of 
its being pre-occupied with thoughts of sensuality, of ) mal ignity and of cruel ty (kiima-vitak.ka, vyapiida
vitakka vihin,tsa-vitakka, DhpA. I I I ,  409- 1 0; see also 
Dhp. vs. 1 1 2, 230 and DlzpA . I I ,  260). In such a 
condition the individual does riot become active when 
the occasion demands i t  and remaining depressed with 
those evi l  thoughts he never experiences the path of · 
wisdom (pafi.fi.iiya maggan,1 alaso na vindati: Dlzp. v 
280). Laziness is a stain on one's personnl appearance 
(malan,t varpJassa kosajjam: ibid. 24 ! ). 

When these evi l  thoughts enter the mind of the 
individual and if he gives into them without giving them 
up he is  classified as a typical ly lazy person incapable  
of making any effort towards sel f real isation. Such a 
person 's m i nd i s  fu l l  of  s l oth and drowsi ness  
(th'inamiddhabahula; It. p. 27) and hence unl ively. It 
i s  the unwi l l ingness of such an individual to exert him
self for the overcoming of the various evi l  tendencies 
of the human mind and hence remaining smug and 
complacent that is cal led laziness (see Vibh. pp. 369-
70 and 37 1 -72): On the other hand if he can give up 

iltiipi ottappi such evi l  thoughts without succu mbing 
to them he is the characteristical ly energetic man (iitaiJi 
ottapp'i satan; samitam iiraddhaviriyo pahitatto). 
Engrossed in evil thoughts the lazy man spends his 
t ime unhappily and loses the al l- important purpose of 
his l i fe, the attainment of release, the fu lfi lment of the 
highest good (sadattha S. IJ .  29) here and now (dittheva 
dhamme) .  The energe t i c  m a n  (araddhavf.riya) 
progressively marches towards the goal .  The teaching 
of the Buddha being only for the wise and the energetic, 
it appeals to such men only who alone can real ize the 
h ighest idea l  taught  there .  ( imasm in.1 hi siisane 
nibbiriyassa kusTtapuggalassa aggaphalam arahattam 
nama na hi: araddhaviriya ca ima;1} 

.
dhamma�J 

iiriidhenti, J. IV, 1 3 1  ) � The path of freedom as taught 
in Buddhism cannot be fol lowed by the indolent ( Vism. 
IV, section 55). It is only the energetic who achieve 
fu therance ( vuddhi) ,  growth (viriilha) and fu l l  
developmer-lt (vepulla) i n  the Buddha's teaching (A .V, 
! 53;  I I I ,  8). Lazy people natura l ly  seek the com pany 
of the lazy for it is people of simi lar nature (dhiitu) 
that flock together (S. I I ,  1 59). 

As moral evi l  that leads man to his downfal l ,  l azi
ness is frequently combined with several other evi l  
states of mind, l ack of  fai th (asaddhii), lack of  moral 
shame (ahirika) ,  l ack of moral fear (anottappa), l i tt le 
learning (appassuta), fol l y  (duppafi.fia) are the factors 
usually combined with laziness (D. Ill, 252; A. II ,  227, 
230; I l l ,  7,8, 1 27, 1 83 ,  433; S. IV, 242 etc.). 

A typical example of how the l azy man's m ind 
works is given at D. I I I ,  255,  A .  I V, 332 and Vibh. 3 85 ,  
where eight occasions of i ndolence are i nstanced 
(a,�tha-kus"ita-vatthu). 1 .  A person who has to do some 
work thinks that he would  get tired if he does it and 
therefore he l ies down l azi ly without putting forth ef
fort to attend to his duties. 2. After doing some work 
he thinks that as he is t ired after work he should l ie  
down and does so. 3 .  When he  has to  go on a journey 
he simi larly anticipates t iredness and l ies down. 4.  
Having gone on a journey also he l i es down because 
he is tired . 5. He goes out to obtain h i s  food and when 
he receives only a l i tt le he feels lazy to move further. 
6. On the other hand when he obtains enough good 
food also, he feels l azy after a heavy stomach and l ies 
down as if he has nothing else to do. 7. He feels lazy 
and l ies down even when he has only a very s l ight 
ailment. 8. After recovering from such an i l lness also 
he thinks that his body is weak and l ies down indolently. 
The Wira1,1a Jiitaka (No. 7 1 )  also illustrates the evi ls  
of laziness. 
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The lazy man is always lazy. He feels lazy not only 
before doing some work but even after. He would not 
do anything without force or compulsion. He cannot 
summon courage to continue any useful work. Value 
of energetic work is always emphasised in  B uddhism. 
Even the last words of the Buddha were his exhorta
t ion  to str ive on w i th di l i gence (appamiidena 
sampiidethn). Right k ind of effort (sammii-viiyiima) is 
an i mportant aspect of the Noble Eight-fold Path .  I t  is 
a path of right activity that is taught in  Buddhism, the 
purpose of which· is " the attainment of the unattained, 
understanding of that which i s  not understood and the 
rea l i sation of the u n real ised (appattassa pattiyii, 
anadhigatassa adhigamiiya asacchikatassa 
sacchikiryiiya;· D. Ill 255). The B uddhist way of l ife 
i s  one -of constant energy and activity (akusitavutti: 
Sn. 68). Whereas right effort leads to the al l- important 
goal of putting an end to the fresh arising of evi l states 
and for the arising of un-arisen good states, laziness 
not only leads to the arising of un-arisen evi l states 
but also to the deterioration of the good states already 
arisen. Hence the l azy and i ndolent man (kusital1} 
hinaviriya11J.) fal ls a victim to the Evil  One (Mara) l ike 
a weak-rooted tree gets uprooted by a strong wind (viito 

. -rukkhar'!- 'vcz dubbalan_1 DhjJ. v.8), where as the self
confi dent and energeti c man (saddhariJ- iiraddha
yiriyQI1}) remains unmoved l i ke a solid rock remains 
so amidst a storm (viito selan:z va pabbatan,t ibid. v. 8). 

This  Buddhist way of energetic l iving does not 
·overlook the i mportant fact that putting forth too much 
of effort is also dangerous. It is as dangerous as not 
putting forth the required degree of effort. Both ex
tremes are equal l y  bad whereas too much effort 
(acciiraddhaviriya) l eads to agi tation and excitement 

. (uddhncca) resulting from overwork and thence to vari
ous other psychologicai and physiological complica
tions such as nervous breakdowns, too slowness in 
effort (atifinaviriya) leads to i ndolence (kosajja), the 
state of log-l ike lethargy. Therefore one should steer 
c lear of these two extremes and master the method of 
putting forth the requiste amount of energy (viriya� 
somata). This is compared to the strings of a lute -which 
produce the correct sound only when they are evenly 
tightened (same gu�te pat(�thita: A. I I I ,  375). Similarly 
u n less concentration (samiidlzi) is  coupled with energy 
(viriya) one wou ld feel lazy. Absorption comes when 
both are evenly balanced (ubhayasamatiiya appanii 
hoti: Vism. IV, para 47). 

The path of activity as taught in Buddhism should 
be maintained unti l the attainment of the goal . One 

should be careful not to feel complacent when partial 

revelations in  the Path are seen. The journey is to be 

zealous ly cont inued to the end, as shown i n  the 

Ciilahatthipadopama Sutta of the Majjhima Nikiiya 

(Sutta No. 27) by the simile of the elephant's footprint. 

The elephant-tracker does not come to the conclusion 
that the foot-prints he sees are those of the k ing-el
ephant unti l  he sees the elephant with h is  own eyes. 
However strong may be the circumstantiai evi dence 
the final conclusion is made only after seeing it with 
one's own eyes. Similarly the Buddhist ideal is real
ised only when one finally knows and experiences that 
one has done what · has to be. done .  (katakicca, 

katakaraniya). It is not the lazy man who can achieve 
this. 

TheAppamiida-vagga of the Dhammapada (vv. 2 1 - ! 32) emphasises the value of vigi lance (appamiida) as 
opposed to laziness (pamiida) .  

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 

. LICCHAVI - A powerful tribe of I ndia in the i trne of 
the Buddl)a. They were certainly khattiyas, for on that 

· ground they claimed a share of the B uddha's rel ics (D . 
I I .  1 65) .  Their capital was Vesal i ,  and they formed a 
part of the Vajji an confederacy, being often, referred 
to as the VajJis. Their strength lay i n  their great unity 
(DA . II. 5 1 9) .  They were beautifu l  to look at  and wore 
bri l liantly coloured garments, riding i n  brightly painted 
carriages (D. I I .  96; A. I I I .  239). The B uddha once com
pared them to  the gods of  the heaven Tiivatill)sa. D. I I .  
96). 

Though thi s  would seem to i ndicate that they were / 
prosperous and rich, they do not appear to have l ived i 
i n  luxury and idleness. They are, on the contrary, spo-
ken of as sleeping on straw couches� being strenuous 
and di l igent and zealous in their service. They also 
practised seven c<;>ndi tions of welfare (aparihiini
yiidhamma), whjth the Buddha claimed to have taught 
them at the Sadndada cetiya. They are ( I )  They he\d 
frequent public meetings of their tribe whiCh they al l  
attended; (2) they met togethr to make their decisions 
and carried out their u ndertakings in concorrd; {3) they 
upheld tradition and honoured their pledges; (4) they · · 

respected and supported their elders; (5) no women or 
girls were allowed to be taken by force or abduction;  
(6) they maintained and paid due respect to their places 
of worship; (7) they supported and fi.dly protected the 
holy men among them (D. I I ,  7 3  f.) .  \ 
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The young men among the Licchavis were evi
dently fond of archery, for mention is made of large 
numbers of them roving about in  the Mahavana, with 
bows and arrows, the strings set, and surrounded by 
hounds. They were a martial people and fond of sport. 
On one occasion Mahanama, a Licchavi Elder, com
plained to the Buddha that the Licchavl youths were

· 

quick tempered, rough and greedy and that they looted 
and ate the rich sweetmeats sent to the elders by the 
members of thei r t ir ibc, and that they slapped the 
women and the girls of the tribe on their backs (A . I I I ,  
76). Violation of chasti ty was considered a serious of
fence among the Licchavis, and the assembly would 
even give its consent to a husband's request that his lnfaithful wife should  be murdered ( Vin. IV. 225). 

Licchavis were devout followers of the Buddha and 
,_ J held h im i n  the highest esteem. Five hundred Licchavis 

once gave a garment each to Pihgiyan i ,  a brahmin, 
because he recited a verse in  praise of the Buddha (A . 
I II ,  239). Even careless youngsters, referred to above 
as wandering about with hounds and bows and arrows, 
would l ay aside their arms when they saw the Buddha 
seated under a tree, and wou ld surround h im with 
clasped hands, eager to l isten to h im (A . I I I ,  76). There 
were numerous shrines in Vesali itself, several of which 
are: Capa la ,  S at tambaka ,  B a h u putta ,  Gotama,  
Sarandada and Udena. I n  the Udiina AJthakatha (UdA . 
322f) B uddhaghosa says that these shri nes were origi
nally Yakkha Cetiyas, where various yakkhas were 
worshipped, but that they were later converted into 

flOnasteries for the Buddha and the d isci ples. Vesali 
. kas a stronghold of the Jains, too, according to Bud

dhist sources themselves. When Saccaka the Nigal).tha, 
visited the Buddha at Mahavana, he was accompanied 
by five hundred Licchavls ,  who did not all salute the 
B uddha as their teacher, but showed h im such respect 
as was due to an honoured guest. (M. I .  229). 

The .Buddha visi ted Vesal i at least three times, and 
is frequently mentioned as staying in the Ku.tagarasaHi. 
in the Mahavana. The tirst vis i t  was in order to destroy 
the threefold pesti lence of drought, sickness and non
human foes that affl icted the res idents of Vesal i .  
Though the Licchavis were at first inspired by the 
teachings of their kinsman Nigal)_tha Nathaputta, they 
were compelled by circumstances, to invite the Bud
dha and the disciples to visit  thier capital Vesal i ,  and 
this was during the ti fth year after the Enlightenment 
of the Buddha. As recorded in the Sumangala-viliisinl, 
the commentary on the DTgha Nikiiya, the Licchavis 
deputised Mahal i ,  friend of King B imbisara i n  whose 

capital and with whose patronage the Buddha was 
spending the rainy season retreat (vassa). When Mahali 
informed King B i mbisara the purpose of his vi s i t  to 
him, the king di rected Maha l i  to the Buddha. The 
Budha considered the benefits the Licchavis would 
have by his visit to their capital, accepted the i nvi ta
tion . Along with five hundred d isciples, the Buddha 
was conducted from Rajagaha to Vesal i with g reat 
pomp and pageantry, and was received by the Licchavis 
with even greater honour than King Bi mbisara had 
shown him. The Buddha and the bhikkhus toured the 
affl icted city chanting the Ratdnasutta and i n  no t i me 
there was a torrent ial shower of rai n ,  the �rought  
vanished, and the c i ty came back to  normalcy as  i f  by  
m i racle. Subsequent ly  the B uddha preached the  
Ratanasutta to the people assem bled i n  the Magn i fi 
cen t meeti ng  ha l l  o f  the  L i c c havl s  cal led  t h e  
Santhagarasa H i  i n  the heart o f  Vesa l i  and many 
Licchavls were converted. 

The Licchavls  were greatly admired . for their sys
tem of government. I t  was a republic (gm:za, sangha}, 
all the lead ing members' of which were cal led Raja. 
According to the Mahavastu (Mhvu . I .  27) there were 

. 68,000 Rii.jiis in Vesal i .  They held fu l l  and frequent 
assmebl ies at which problems affect ing ei ther the 
whole republ ic  or i nd iv idual  members were fu l ly 
-discussed. When the assembly dru m  was heard, all l e ft 
other dut ies and assembled i mmed i ately i n  the  
Santhagarasala (DA .  II, 517 f) Sometimes, as  appears 
from the story of the conversion of Siha, rel igion was 
also discussed at these metings. The rules of procedure 
adopted evidently resembled those fol lowed in the 
upasampada (Higher Ordination) of a monk. (Vin. 1 .. 58). 

Besides the Rajas there were also numerous 
Upariijiis, Senii.pafis and bha!Jcj.dgarika (1. I II .  I ). There 
was an elaborate judicial procedure by which any per
son charged with an offence was handed over, i n  turn, 
to the Vinicchaya mahamattas ( inquirers), Vohii.rikas 
(experts in law), Suttadharas (experts in tradition), the 
Ayhakulakas (probably a judic ia l  committee), the 
Senaeati, the Uparaja and fi nal ly to the Raja who 
would i nfl ict the proper sentence according to the 
pave!Jipottaka (DA . II. 5 1 9) .  

In  their pol it ical relationships wi th thei r neigh
bours, the Licchavis  seem to have been on friendly 
terms with B imbisara, the k ing of Magadha, and with 
Pasenadi, King of Kosala. They were friendly also with 
the Mallas though occasional ly there were rivalries 
between the two tribes. 
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After the death of B imbisara, Ajatasatthu in his 
desire for the expansion of !vlagadha, resolved to de
stroy the Licchavls .  In  order to discover what the Bud
dha thought of his chances of success, he sent to him 
his minister Vassakara. Buddha predicted that no foe 
can subdue the Licchavls  so long as the Licchavls re
mained united. 

The Pal i  commentaries (MA. I .  p 258; KhlpA) Con
tain a mythical account of the origin of the Licchavis. 
The queen of Benares gave birth to a lump of flesh, 
and wishing to avoid disgrace, her ladies in waiting 
put it i n  a sealed casket and threw it  into Ganges. A 
deity wrote the King's name on the casket, which was 
p icked up by an ascetic, who tended the embryo until 
two chi ldren, a boy and a girl , emerged from it .  The 
asceti c  fed them with m i l k .  Whatever entered the 
stomachs of the chi ldren could be seen as though the 
stomach were transparent ,  so that they appeared 
skin less (nicchavi) ; some said the sk in  was th in  
(ftnachavi) that the stomach and whatever entered i t  
appeared skinless (nicclzavi); some said the sk in  was 
thin (llnachavi) that the stomach and whatever entered 
it appeared as though sewn together. From this the 
chi ldren came to be cal led Licchavi , and as they grew 
up were brought up  by the vi l lagers J iving near the 
hermitage. The other chi ldren dis l iked them, saying 
they were to be avoided (vajjitabba) because of their 
quarrelsome disposi tion.  When they were sixteen years 
old the vi l lagers obtained land for them from the k ing, 
founded a town, and · married them together. Their 
country came to be cal led Vajj i .  They had sixteen pairs . 
of twins,  and thei r c i ty had to be .greatly enlarged 
hence its name Visiila or Vesiila (s .v. DPPN). 

LIVELIHOOD. See AJ1VA 

LOBHA or geed i s  one of the three roots of evi l  · 

(akusala-mula or hetu) as taught in Buddhism, the other 
two members of the trio being hatred (dosa) and 
delusion (molza). It is their presence or absenc� that 
determines the resultant moral (kammic) quai ity of an 
action.  When p resent the action i s  unwholesome 
(akusala) and when absent (i. e .  as alobha etc.) it is 
w ho l esome (kusala ) .  A s  tau g h t  in B uddh i s t  
p sycho log ica l· e th i c s  as . o n e  o f  t he  fou rteen 
un wholesome mental properties (akusala " cetasika) 
i t  i s  to be found with the eight kinds of consciousness 
given over to greed (a,�tha.su lobhagatacittesu: Abhs. 
pp. 6, 7). Greed i s  thus a basic defilement (kilesa) of 
the human mind, very difficult to el iminate. As a mental 
state it i tself is defiled whi le  defi l i ng the other states 
associated with i t  ( Vism. XXII,  49) . And it is a stain . . . 

(mala) bacause i t  is tai nted and stains the other states 
by its presence l ike a mixture of o i l ,  l amp-black and 
mud (ibid. 61 ) . 

It has to be mentioned here that i n  addi tion to this 
combination of lobha, dosa and moha there is  a more 
common and an earl ier combination wherein riiga 
(passion) takes the place of lobha. In  phi losoph y  and 
ethics this term raga (from raj to colour) with i ts wider 
connotation than lobha, means' excitement, passion etc. 
or more briefly i mpassioned exci tement. And i n  this 
sense it  almost always occurs i n  association with dosa 
and moha. Thus the idea of  covetousness or greed 
impl ied i n  lobha i s  only an aspect of riiga which 
includes every. kind of i mpassioned longing. Hence the 
tri ad of raga, dosa, moha is more meaningful than that 
of lobha, dosa, moha. 

Lobha is very much s imi lar to tar:zha (which, of 
course, is the most general term that designates this mental 
state in Buddhist psychology) and as such even hatred 
and delusion, the other factors of the trio, can be said to 
be caused by lobha. It is described as an internal taint 

. (antaramala) that defiles the m ind as a cloud covers the · 
sun; or as an enemy (amitta) of the mind as smoke is to 
the sun; or as an adversary (sapatta) of the mind as snow 
is to the sun ; or as an tormentor (vadhaka) of the mind 
iike dust is to the sun; or as an opponent (acchaitika) of 
the mind l ike the eclipse (riihu) to the sun. (See. It. 83-4 
and Nd. I ,  p. 1 5  and NDA. I ,  68). 

As long as a person's mind is not freed from lobha 
his mind is not cleansed and depending on the degree 
of this lobha h i s  suffering  (dukkha) i ncreases . By  
producing other harmful states (anatthajanana) i n  the 
mind it  prevents the mind from its further development. 
The greedy person fai l s  to see what is correct and 
i ncorrect; he fai l s  to see the truth ( luddho attha/1} na 
janati-luddho dhamma/1} passati; It. 85). Greed makes 
one's mind a cavern of darkness and until and unless one 
ceases to be greedy in the presence of temptation the mind 
will not be free from that darkness. (ibid). 

In  the Visuddhimagga (XIV, 1 62) lobha i s  defined 
as fol lows: "They are greedy or i t  i tself is greedy or i t  
is just the mere being greedy: thus  i t  i s  greed. Greed 
has the characteristic of grasping an object l i ke spider
l i me. I ts function is sticking l ike meat put i n  a hot pan .  
It is manifested as not giving up,  l ike the  dye of lamp
black. Its proximate cause is seeing enjoyment i n  things 
that lead to bondage. Swel l ing wi th current of craving, 
i t  should be regarded as taking (beings) with i t  to states 
of loss, as a swift-flowing river does to the great ocean . "  
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PLATE XIX 

The Katra Buddha image of the early Mathura period, portraying a ketumala- similar to 
the shell of a snail .  

Courtesy: Benjamin Rowland,., The A rt and A rchitecture of India, Penguin Nooks, 

Melbourne - London - Baltimore, 1 953 .  



PLATE XX 

Gandhara i mage with a crest of hair on the head close to the fore-head. 

Courtesy: Benj amin Rowland, JR, The Asia Society INC . ,  New Yourk, 1 963 .  
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PLATE XXI 

The Manikdena Buddha image in Sri Lanka in which the ketumdlii is shown as a part of the head. 

Courtesy: Paranavitana, S. The Art of the Ancient Sinhalese, Lake House Investments, Sri Lanka 
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PLATE XXII 

The bronze B uddha image from B adulla in which the ketumdla is shown artistically in 
a stylised fashion. 

Courtesy: National Museum, Colombo, Sri Lanka. 
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PLATE XXIII 

Veheragala B uddha image in which the Ketumdlii is depicted like the flame of a fire. 

Courtesy: National Museum, Colombo, Sri Lanka. 



PLATE XXIV 

A statues of the Buddha belonging to the Gampola period where the Ketumala 

was made separately and affixed on top of the head. 

Courtesy: Dr. Chandra Wickramagamage 
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PLATE XXV 

Toluvila Buddha image where a perforation is seen on top of the projection on the 

head, indicating that a Ketumala made separately was affixed in the projection. 

Courtesy: National Museum, Colombo, Sri Lanka. 



PLATE XXVI 

Kirivehera (2). The Stlipa in the Lankatilaka Alahanamaluva complex, Polonnaruwa, Sri 

Lanka. 

Courtesy: Ulrich von Schroeder, Buddhist Sculptures of Sri Lanka. 
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Chongwungyo and Paekwungyo bridges ofPulguksa Temple. The temple was erected from the will ofYongje, 
:mother of King Pop hung of the Shill� Dynasty. 
:
Courtesy: Korea Buddhism, published by the Kore'a Buddhism Chogye Order, Seoul, Korea. 
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PLATE XXVill 

Octagonal Nine Storey Pagoda of the Woljongsa Temple. This temple was erected by the Great Zen 
Master Chajangulsa in the reign of Queen Sonduk of the Shilla Dynasty in order to enshrine the 
relics (sarira) of the Buddha. 

Courtesy: Korea Buddhism, published by the Korea Buddhism, Chogye Order, Seoul, Korea. 
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Haemsa Temple built by King Aejang of th� Shilla Pynasty, whi�h houses the 'Tripi�aka Koteana' carved 
on wooden blocks. This wood block m5rary col.l.�9tig)i cons{stlng.of 8 1 ,  137 blocks and best preserved of 
all Chinese translations of Buddhist scriptures, ' is co'nsidered a N�tiomil Treasure ·of Korea. 
Coutrtesy: Korean Buddhist Art, Korean Overseas Information Service, Seoul, Korea. 
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Inside view of i'Tripi�aka Koreana Storage' of Haemsa Temple. 
Courtesy: Korean Buddhist A rt, Korean Overseas Information ·service, Seoul, Korea. 
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Palsangjon Hall of Popchusa Temple. This temple was constructed in the reign of King Chinhung of the 
shilla Dynasty in commemoration of bringing of sittras from Chonchuk (India). 

· 

Courtesy: Korea Buddhism, published by Korea Buddhism Chogye Order, Seoul, Korea. 
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PLATE XXXII 

Kuan Yin (Avalokitesvara) bodhisattva from China. 
Courtesy: The way of the Buddha, Publications Division, Ministry of Informatilon .and 
Broadcasting, Government of India, 1 956.  
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Lailkatilaka ( 1 )  Pavilion at the entrance to Lankatilaka image house in the Alahana Maluva Complex, Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka. 
Courtesy: I. S. Madanayake 
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Lankatilaka Image house in the .Alahana Maluva Complex, Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka. 
Courtesy: Ulrich von Schroeder, Buddhist Sculptures of Sri Lanka. 
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Lailkatilaka image house, Pilimatalawa, Kandy, Sri Lanka, Originally built during the reign of Buvanaikabahu IV 
( 1 341-1351  A.C.) 
Courtesy: Brendon Gooneratne, The Epic Struggle of the Kandy Kingdom. 
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PLATE XXXVI 

Luang Probhang, the capital city of the first kingdom of Lan Sa.11g (present Laos) 
was named after this Buddha image, known as Prabhang which is said to have 
originated in Sri Lanka. 
Courtesy: Dr. (Mrs.) Hema G6onatilake. 
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That Luang in Vientiane (present capital) is the most sacred shiine of Laos. This was originally constructed in 1556. Tnis is 
acclaimed as the finest example ·of pure Laos art. 
Courtesy: Dr. (Mrs.) Hema Goonatilake . . 
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PLATE XXX:Vill 

( 

That Mak Mo, named for Its Melon-shaped stupa is dated 16th century and stands in the 
compound of Wat Viosun, the oldest functioning temple of Luang Pro bhang. � 
Courtesy: Dr. (Mrs.) Hema Goohatilake 
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. .  Maha-(Culla-) niddesa A_t_thakatha 
.. P�tisambhidamagga A.t.thakatha 
.. Vinaya A.t.thakatha 
. . Yibhanga A.t.thakatha 

SaJ1!yutta Nikaya A.t.thakatha 
Digha Nikaya A.t.thakatha 
Apadana A_t_thakatha 

xiii 
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The Tathagata with his all -seeing i nsight has 
pointed out this and the other two roots of evil for the 
good of the many, for the welfare of the world. (D. 
I I I ,  2 1  0). Lobha alw ays l e ads men to decl ine 
(hiinabhagiya) whereas its opposite alobha leads to 
distinction (visesabhagiya; D III ,  275). It is always an 
obstacle and a veil that blurs man's vision from the 
correct doctrines (lobho dhammtinaiT) paripantho: S. 
I, 16) for his mind being overcome by greed always 
hankers after more and more accumulations without 
knowing that suffering too is always following him. 

Lobha may be for material things (e.g.  wealth in 
the fonn of property) or immate1ial things such as fame, 
praise, leadership, enjoyment etc. Whatever be the 

_
)object

. 
the gr�ater i s  �a�'s greed and the mor� diffi

. cult will be hts battle m hfe. A person who haa expe
rienced this fact once came to the Buddha and admit-
ting that he was guided by greed wanted to know as to 
the way in which the voyage of l ife (yiitra) could be 
managed with less trouble. To This the Buddha's an
swer was that by cutting off desire for enjoyment and 
other varieties of desire grounded on lobha and thereby 
ridding ones�lf of craving one could continue the jour
ney of life with ease (S. I;  1 6  = 63 ) . The weight of life 
becomes unbearable when .overcome by lobha (Nd. I; 
1 6). By the removal of lobha the weight is removed. 
And insight is thereby attained (Sn. 706) and Mara 
vanquished (S. I, 1 23) 

The fact that lobha leads to other forms of evil 
need not be emphasised. All the major evil actions in �e world, as summarised under the ten-fold evil 
course, (dasaakusala kamma) are rooted in lobha and 
hence it is responsible for the production of the entire 
chain of causal action (kamma-nidana) to which the 
samsfuic individual is  inevitably bound; by removing 
lobha one can escape the process (A . V, 26 1 ). It is the 
root cause of al l the lawlessness among men (J. IV, 
II), for it is the greedy state of the mind that tempts 
people to steal other ' s  property (patthanalakkha�zo 
lobho: tassa adinniidiinanJ pada_t!hcmam: Nett. 27). It 
is also the prime cause of oppression and exploitation 
of man by man (A. I, 20 I )  and hence the cause of so
cial and economic ruin among men (A. I, 1 60). And it 
was man's greed for taste that deprived him of the free 
supply of food afforded by the good earth as described 
in the Aggaiifi.asutta (D. III, 85 ff.) This unwelcome 
state of the mind can be broken by the development of 
mindfulness which is a factor of Enlightenment (sati
<Sambojjhatiga: S. V, 87). One who practises this fac-

tor of Enlightenment is on the way to the conquest of 
lobha (A. I, 64), and that is the sure way to complete 
freedom (laddhii mudhii. nibbutim bhuiijamiina, Sn . 
228). 

The Dhammasatigani ( 1059) gives a l ist of  1 00 
synonyms for lobha, some of which are descriptive 
epithets rather than synonyms and this list contains 
almost all the terms that express !a!Jhti in i ts diverse 
forms as u�derstood in Buddhist psychology. See. also 
ABHIJJHA 

A. G. S. Kariyawasam 

LOGIC. The use of logical reasoning is a significant 
characteristic of the teaching of the Buddha. Apart 
from it, the development of systematic logic in India 
owes much to Buddhist logicians. The contribution 
of Buddhist logic in shaping the nature of lndian logic 
in general has been widely acknowledged. Therefore 
the present discussion needs to cover both the histori
cal and the philosophical aspects of the subject. For 
that purpose the discussion will be organized under 
three main sub-topics: (i) history of B uddhist logic; 
(ii) logical reasoning in early discourses; and (iii) the 
systematic Buddhist logic. 

History. According to Satischandra Vidyabhusana 
(Hist01y of the Mediaeval School of Indian Logic, Uni
versity of Calcatta. 1 909) mediaeval Indian logic is 

. primarily Buddhist and Jaina logic. The latter being 
relatively a minor aspect of overall Indian logic, the 
middle period of Indian logic is basically Buddhist. 
Although it is true that systematic Buddhist logic oc
cupies the middle period of Indian logic, the use of 
logical reasoning goes as far back as the original dis
courses of the Buddha. I t  seems that, by the time of 
the Buddha logical reasoning had become an accepted 
mode of rational thinking. Literary evidence belong
ing to the early Buddhist tradition shows that not only 
logical reasoning was known and practised but also 
that people were mature enough even to bring it under 
criticism. 

This philosophical maturity we witness in the dis
courses of the B uddha did not come abruptly. It is 
believed that the logical tradition of India started with 
the Nyaya-swra of Aksapada Gautama who, accord
ing to Vidyabhusana, lived around the 6'h century BC. 
The date is not quite certain. Nevertheless, it may well 
belong to an era several centuries prior to the common 
era. As in ancient Greece, in ancient India, too, logi
cal reasoning began with the institution of debate. The 
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Brhadiiranyaka-Upanis'ad records of philosophical 
discussions that were held between Janaka, the phi
losopher king and Yajnavalkya, the great Brahmanic 
thinker. What originally developed as an aspect in 
sacrificial act, subsequently, seems to have grown to 
be an institution of its own. In the Caraka-San;hitii, 
the great sage Caraka refers to two kinds of debate; 
namely, debate held among fellow scholars in a frindly 
atmosphere (stindhaya sambhii�ti) and those held 
among disputants in a hostile manner (vigrhya).  
Caraka divides the latter further into two kinds, namely, 
jalpa where two parties try to establish their own the
ses by refuting that of the other, and vital}tja where 
one tries only to refute the other but does not try to 
establish one's own view. Caraka's analysis seems to 
be based on the earlier division in the Nyiiyasfitra ac
cording to which debate (kathii) is threefold, Viida or 
friendly debate, and jalpa and vital}tja, more or less, 
understood in the sense described by Caraka (see B K  
Matilal: Logic Language and Reality: Indian Philoso
phy and Contemporary Issues. Motilal Banarsidas. 
Delhi 1 985. pp. 1 -22. for a �omprehensive discussion 
of debate in the Nyaya tradition). 

Buddhist discourses testify to the fact that there 
was a philosophically mature society by this time. The 
discourses have references to many s

'
ramal)as and 

Brahmins who went on arguing with each other in or
der to establish that one's own view alone was true 
and those of others' were false, for they held mutually 
contradictory views (afifiani ' afiiiassa uju vipaccanika 
vada M. I. p. 402) .  The Brahmjtila sutta of the · 
Dighaniktiya records 62 religious and philosophical 
views which S'ramanas and Brahmins were Clinging 
to. The holders of such views maintained that theirs' 
alone are true and what belong to others are false, a,nd 
it is said t�at they did so on the ground of logic (takkaii 
ca di!fh isu) pakappayitvii - saccan.t (m usdti 
dvayadhammam 'ahu Sn. p. 173). On the role of de
bates in the developemnt of logical reasoning in India, 
AK Warder says; In India the main stimulus to the 
development of logic carne from the practice of de
bating, great public debates in which rival philosophi
cal schools engaged in argument under the chairman
ship of an umpire and sought to uphold their doctrines 
and refute their opponents (Indian Buddhism. Delhi . 
1 99 1  p. 4 1 6) 

In the well-known Kiiltima sutta the Buddha ad
monishes Kiiliimas not to accept any assertion on the 
ground of 'takka ' (logic) (mti takkahetu) or 'nava ' 
(method) (ma nayahetu). We will discuss the precise 

.. 
meaning of these terms later. What is significant to 
note in the present context is the critical attitude the 
Buddha held toward logical reasoning. In a well
known remark on the nature of his teaching, the Bud
dha says that it is 'not grasped by logic' (atakkiivacara). 
In another much discussed d i scourse i n  the 
Majjhimaniktiya, the Cahki sutta, the Buddha classi- · 

fies 'takka ' as a means of knowledge which is not to
tally acceptable. The reason given is that an assertion 
may be well-argued but false, or ill-argued but true. 
This shows that the distinction of the validity and the 
soundness of an argument was well observed by the 
early Buddhist tradition. 

The use of the much discussed four-cornered ne
gation ( Catusko� i) is a prominent characteristic in the 
discourses. The early discourses refer to it as (in) these 
four positions' (imesu catusu _thlnesu, S. IV. p. 380). 
The term 'catuskoti ' occurs in the Buddhist Sanskrit 
literature. It is believed that the scheme was origi
nally used by certain Sramana groups, particularly the 
skeptical tradition of Sanjaya, and was subsequently 
borrowed by the Buddhists. However the early Bud
dhist discourses use it  widely. This, again, shows an 
advanced stage in logical reasoning. Nagarjuna who 
is  believed to have lived in the 2nd century A. C. uses 
this mode of predication. It  is mainly his use of the 
scheme in the Mulamadhyamakakiirika in order to 
show the inapplicability of assertions of any form that 
the system has come to be known as 'negative dialec
tics ' .  

There are two works in Pali literature that could 
belong to a period e .. arl ier  to Nagarjuna. The 
Kathavatthuppakaraf}a, one of the seven Abhidharruna 
treatises of the Theravada tradition is believed to have 
been compiled during the time of Emperor Asok:a. The 
authorship is atiributed to the great elder cal led 
Moggaliputta Tissa. The purpose has been to  estab
lish the Theravada view as against the views held by 
other Buddhist sects. The style of the composition is 
dialogical, and the language used is the technical lan
guage used in debates. Such terms oc.cur quite fre
quently. The other work is Milindapmihti (or the 
Nagasena B hiksu Sutra in the Chinese tradition) which 
is written in the form of a dialogue between a Greek . 
king called Milinda (Menandros who is believed to 
have reigned from 1 55- 1 30 A. C.) and the Buddhist 
monk called Nagasena. It is  believed that the book 
belongs to the early 1 '1 century and there are several 
versions belonging to the Theravada, Sarvastivada and 
other traditions. What is significant is that the book 

( 

( 
(--\ 
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represents a very advanced stage of the art of debate. \he �allowing conversation that occurs at the very be
gmmng of the discussion proves this point: 

(King Milinda said): Revered Nagasena, will you con
verse with me? 
I will converse if you, sire, will  converse in the speech 
of the learned, but if you converse in the speech of 
kings I will  not converse. 
How, revered Nagasena, do the learned converse? 
When the learned are conversing, s ire, there is  a turn
ing over and an umavelling of the subject; then there 
is a refutation and an acknowledgement of a mistake· 
distinctions and contra-distinctions are drawn; yet: 
thereby, they are not angered. ) It is thus, sire, that the learned converse. 

· And how, revered sire, do kings converse? 'J When kings are conversing, sire, they approve of some 
m�tter and order punishment for a.11yone who disagrees 
With that matter, saying, "inflict a punishment on him". 
It is  thus, sire, that kings converse. (The Questions of 
King Milinda. N KG Mendis. Buddhist Publication 
Society. Kandy. 1 993 . p. 32.) 

It is widely accepted that systematic Buddhist logic 
started with Dinnaga. However, the beginning of the 
writing of manuals for logical reasoning focussing 
particularly on the art of debate has a longer history. 
For instance, in his book Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist Texts 
on Logic from Chinese Sources (Second edition. Ma
dras. 1 98 1 )  Tucci includes four works as representing 
logical treatises prior to Dinnaga: ( 1 ) Tarkasiistra (a ) mere fragment containing a preliminary chapter on the 
wrong discussion and two other sections on the jatis 
and on the nigrahasthana ' p. ix.  Authorship is uncer

.... tain.); (2) Upiiyahrdaya, a treatise written to support 
� the teachings of the early schools, w ith uncertain au

thorship; AK warder thinks that the book could be
l ong to B ahusrutiyas.  (Ibid. 1 99 1 .  p. 4 1 7) (3) 
Vigrahavyiivartani by Nagarjuna. The book is  basi
cally a response by Nagarjuna to his opponents, and 
according to Tucci,  contains refutation of the theory 
of Pramiu.w and the first of its kind that has come down 
to us and �hich is strictly related to Nyaya Surra' p. 
xiii). (4) Satasiistra : the s11tra portion has been writ
ten by Aryadeva, the pupil of Nagarjuna and the com
mentary is  attributed to Vasubnadhu.  According to 
Tucci, it is a polemical work, ' the scope of which is to 
establish the exact doctrine of the s1lnya after refuting 
other views' (p. xiv) .  The fol lowing account of 
Upil)'ahrdaya by Warder reveals the sophisticated char
acter of the philosophical discussion represented by 

· these works: 

This work first offers a justification of debate as a 
procedure necessary to protect truth (against an oppo
nent who suggests it promotes anger and other h arm
ful principles). It then sets out the eight mai n  topics  of 
debate. The first of these is  the ' examples' or sense 
data, data of experience, appealed to by debaters in 
constructing their arguments. Such an example must 
be something accepted by everyone. Very important 
is the seventh topic, ' i l lusory rrJddle term' i .e . ,  falla
cies, which include begging the question, equivoca
tion, contradicting experience, undistributed middle 
te1m, etc. The method of argument, or demonstration, 
which i s  fol lowed (and which was more or less stand- · 
ard at this time for all schools of philosophy in India) 
is one of five steps, as follows: 

1 .  (To prove) S is P - 'statement' 
2. (We assign the middle term) M, - 'middle term' 
3. (All) M is P as (fot example) M l  - 'example' 
4. (Now) S also is M, - ' application' 
5. Therefore it is  P. (Q. E. D.) - ' concl usi�!J' 

If, of course, the opponent can adduce a counter 
example, say M2, which is  not P (from experience), 
then the argument is over-thrown, the statement is not . 
established (Ibid. p. 4 1 7). 

Dinnaga, the first systematic Buddhist logician is 
believed to have l ived around 400 A. C. He

� 
was ;he 

pupil of Vasubandhu. The dating of Dinnaga has been 
vexed with difficulties. It has been particularly so due 
to the uncertainty of dating his teacher Vasubandhu. 
For a long time modem Buddhist scholars h ave been 
suspicious about the belief that Vasubandhu was an 
indealist. However today almost all Buddhist schol
ars accept that there were more than one Vasubandhu. 
The Yogadira Vasubai1dhu who was the brother of 
Asanga i s  believed to have lived in  the 4'h century A.  
C. Vasubandhu who was the teacher of  Dinnaga is  be
lieved to have l ived in the 5 'h century A. C. and his 
pupil Dinnaga too is  included between the 5°' and the 
6'h centuries. The traditional belief that V�ubandhu 
and Dinnaga were idealists has been rejected and schol
ars today think that both of them who wrote on episte
mology and logic were Sautrantikas (see Warder 1 99 1 .  
p. 44 7 ff. for a detailed discussion on the matter). 
Vasubnadhu has written a critique o f Vaibhasika in the 
form of a commentary on the Abhidha�·makosa. 
Dinnaga has written a commentary on the Bhas'va

. 
of 

Vasubandhu reaffirming the Sautrantika position �f the 
former. Among the works attributed to Vasubandhu is 

Viidavidhana, apparently a book on the mt of debate. 
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Dinnaga seems to have wri tten a commentary on this 
book but both appear to be lost according to Warder 
(ibid. p. 448), It is believed that Dinnaga developed 
in a systematical manner on the logical and debate
related doctrines articulated by his teacher and pro
duced a ful ly-fledged epistemology. 

Dinnaga has been described as 'the father of me
diaeval logic' by" Satischandra Vidyabhusana. A large 
number of books have been attributed to Dinnaga. In 
addition to the Pramcu.w Samuccaya which is the great
est work of Dinnaga and unanimously accepted to have 
been authored by him, Vidyabhu�ana attributes sev
eral other logical works to him,  namely, Nyiiya 
Pravesa, Hetu-Cakra Hamant, Pramii.!Ja samuccaya 
Vrtti and Prama�w samuccaya Praves'a. According to 
Warder: · 

. 'At least fourteen philosophical works are believed 
to have been written by Dinnaga, besides which he 
seems to be the author of some hymns in praise of the 
Buddha and of a commentary on some hymns by a 
fellow student. It i s  remarkable that not one of these 
works seems now to be avail able in the original San
skrit, so thorough were the Turks in their holocaust of 
Indian libraries. Six of the philosophical works are 
available in Tibetan translations, one of these in  Chi
nese also, and three further philosophical works io 
Chinese translations. · Fortunately about thirty later 

-B uddhist works on Dinnaga's doctrines are extant in 
"' -.' Sanskrit ·(mostly preserved in Tibet), which include 

numerous quotatiops from Dinnaga's works. About 
forty-five _more such works .• are preserved in Tibetan 
translations, show_ing the sGstained study of epistemo
logical problems in the B uddhist schools over a pe
riod of seven or eight centuries in India, before the 
great Buddhist uni versities there were destroyed un
der the Turkish terror (Ibid. p. 450) . '  

Of these works, Hetucakradamaru, (Nyiiyapraves'a 
or) Nyiiyamukha and Pramin.w Samuccaya are 
D innaga�s mai n p h i l o s o p h i c a l  contr i bu t i on s .  
Hetucakrtulamaru (Drum o f  the wheel o f  the middle 
terms' )  is a work on logical proof dealing with the 
validity and invalidity of the middle term in syl logism. 
Nyiiyamukha (Introduction to Logic')  is  a work on 
proof and refutation. Of Pramcu.wsamuccaya, it is  re
ported that there are two Tibetan translations, and sev
eral scholars (M. Hattori, H. Kitagawa and HN Randle) 
have collected fragments from various works which 
quote from Dinnaga and have reconstructed his phi
losophy. According to Vidyabhusana the book has six 

chapters : ( i )  Perception (2) Inference for one's own 
sake (3) Inference for the sake of others ( 4) Three char
acteristics of the middle term (5) Rejection of credible 
word or verbal testimony and (6) Parts of a syl logism. 
As suggested by the names of the chapters themselves, 
in this final grand work more emphasis has been given 
to epistemological issues. 

If Dinnaga is  considered the initiator of B uddhist 
logic, Dharrnakirti is the one who brought it to the 
culmination. It i s  believed that he l ived i n  the seventh 
century A. C. According to Warder, he ' took up the 
doctrine of Dinnaga and i n  effect completely reworked 
it, though his main work is presented in the modest 
guise of a kind of commentary on, or rather a supple-
ment on, the Pramii.!Jasamuccaya. His object was to - ) 
meet all the criticisms and difficulties that had arisen ( in the field since Dinnaga's pioneering work. He was 
so successful that his seven treatises, regarded as a kind 
of 'canon' ,  were afterwards taken as the basis for the 
study of the theory of knowledge by most Buddhist 
logicians, and Dinnaga was comparatively neglected. 
Certainly, he is .one of the world's greatest philoso
phers in his own right (Ibid. p. 470). Dharmakirti's 
main work, Pramii.!Javiirttikii has four chapters: ( 1 )  in
ference for one's  own sake (2) means of knowledge 
(3) Perception and (4) inference for the sake of an-
0ther. This is not to follow the chapter arrangement of 
Dinnag a  exactly. I n  addi tion to thi s main work 
Dhamiakirti fiad written six other works. They are ( 1 )  

PramaJ)a-viniscaya, a n  abridgment o f  the first work, 

(2) Nyiiya-bil}rj.u , a further abridgment of the same 
work, (3) Hetubindu , a short classification of logical 
reasoning, (4) Sambandhapaiik�a. an examination of 
the problem of relations, (5) Codanii-prakara�w, a trea- J 
tise on debate, and (6) Santiinantara-siddhi, a treatise /• 
of the reality of other minds. It is believed that the 
main work Pramii�w-viirttikii is the body of the doc-
trine of epistemology and the other six are the six feet. 
As in the case of seven prakara!JaS of the Abhidharma, 
it is believed that the new study, with its seven works, 
was thought to become the canon of the new pifaka. 
According to Stcherbatsky, ' evidently, Dha1makirti 
thought that the study of logic and epistemology has 
to replace the ancient philosophy of early Buddhism' 
(Buddhist Logic. Vol .  L First Indian Edition. 1 993. p. 
37). 

Ever since Dharmaki rti , it is true to say that the 
entire study" of B uddhist logic was focussed on his 
works, particularly his main work, Pramiina-varttikii - . 
Dharmaki1ti himsel f  wrote a commentary only on the 

) 
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first chapter of his book. The task of writing a com
mentary on the rest of the three chapters was assigned 
by him to his pupil Devendrabuddhi. The Tibetan tra
dit ion has i t  that o n l y  the th i rd attempt by 
Devendrabuddhi received the reluctant approval of the 
teacher. According to Stcherbatsky, there developed 
three schools of interpretation of Dhannakirti. The 
philological school of interpretation owes i ts origin to 
Devendrabuddhi who was more concerned about 
knowing the exact meaning of what has been said in 
the Pramcu:za-varttika. His pupil Sakyabuddhi and �!so 
Prabbabuddhi are included in trJs school. The origin 
of one other school which is described as Cashmere 
school (according to the place i t  flourished) or philo
sophic school (according to the character of its inter-) pretation) is attributed to Dharmottara who is highly 
regarded by the Tibetan tradition and was a kin<;! of a 
commen!ator, w i th a very high capacity, whom 
Dharmakirti would have wished to have. He did not 
comment on Pramana-varttikil itself but wrote com
mentaries on Pramat:ta-vinis'caya and Nyaya-bindu 
which are summaries of the former. The third school 
which was founded by Prajnakara Gupta had as its aim 
the revealing of the total religious  significance of 
Dharmakirti 's logical and epistemological endeavour. 
This school seems to receive inspiration from the 
Mahayana tradition, and it i s  an example of how 
Dharmakirti 's newly articulated knowledge was as
similated into the wider Buddhist tradition. The inter
pretative tradition that developed around this school 
is so vast that, according to Stcherbatsky, there devel
oped three sub-schools around it .  The Buddhist logi-) cal studies in India continued till the 1 2th centur_y. By 
this time Buddhism in India was on the decline and 
during the next two centuries it disappeared completely. 

l.. However the tradition started flourishing in Tibet, its 
new-found home. 

(. Once Tibet became the centre of Buddhism, logic 
and epistemology became a very i mportant branch of 
its monastic life. According to Stcherbatsky, "the chief 
works of Dinnaga, the great commentary on Prama�w
samuccaya by Jinendrabuddhi, the seven trearises of 
Dharmakirti , all the seven great commentaries on 
Prama�w-varttika (namely, Devendrabuddhi 's com
mentary, Sakyabuddhi 's commentary, the Tibetan com
mentary by Rgyal-tshah, Prajfiak:aragupta's commen
tary and three sub-commentaries on him by Ravigupta, 
Jina and Vamari) the works of Dharmottara and many 
other Buddhist logicians, all this literature has been 
preserved in trustworthy Tibetan translations" (Ibid. 
p. 55). Stcherbatsky says that there are two stages in 

the logical studies in Tibet, the old phase of logical 
studies begins with the 1 2th century (the first inde
pendent Tibetan author of logic being Chaba-Choikyl
senge 1 1  09- 1 169) and ends with Rendepa Zhonnu
Lodoi ( 1 349- 1 4 1 2) rhe teacher of Tson-kha-pa ( 1 357-
14 19) from whom the modem phase begins. In the 
second phase, in addition to the systematic works on 
logic, every chief monastery developed its own manu
als of logic for the use of its students. The tradition of 
studying logic as an essential aspect in monastic life 
continues up to date according to Stcherbatsky. 

Buddhist logical studies in ancient China and Ja
pan do not seem to be as extensive as those in Tibet. 
According to Stcherbatsky, Buddhist logical works 
were introduced to China at two occasions: one is in 
the 5'h century by Paramfutba who translated three 
works by Wasubahdhu, mnriely, Ji-shih-lun (Tarka
sastra), Ftm-chih-iun (Pariprccha-sastra?), Toju-lun 
(Nigraha-sthana- sastra). But this phase of introduc
tion did not make much effect. The second time was 
by Chinese pilgrim Hsuen Tsang in the _7'h Century. 
He brought Nyaya-mukha of Dinnaga 

· ·and Nyiiya
praves'a of Sankara-swamin, and his pupils·wrote com
mentaries on them. One of the pupils of Hsuen Tsang, 
Kwei-chi wrote six volumes of commentary to . 
Sankara-swamin 's Nyaya-praves'a and this work which 
is the standard logical text in China is known as the 
'Great Commentary' .  "Pramaf}a-samucc�ya, the fun
damental work of Dinnaga, as well as the seven trea
tises of Dharmakirti and the enormous l iterature of 
commentaries with their division in schools and sub
schools is quite unknown in China and Japan": says 
Stcherbatsky (Ibid. p. 54). Logical studies went to 
Japan in the 7th century. It was the Japanese monk 
called Dohshoh who studied Buddhist logic under 
Hsuen Tsang and established a school of logicians 
called South Hall on returning to his country. Subse
quently in the 8'h century a monk called Gernboh took 
the Great Commentary and other logical works from 
China and established another school of logical stud
ies which came to be known as the North Hall. From 
Tucci's work referred to earlier, we know that some 
pre-Dinnaga works of logic were translated into Chi
nese prior to the introduction of formal logical works. 
It seems that, in the early periods, logical studies were 
not a very attractive branch of study in these two coun
tries with otherwise very high Buddhist academic ac
tivity. 

Modem studies in Buddhist logic owes its origin 
to a few pioneering scholars who braved through the 
mass of almost unintelligible and untranslated origi-
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nal Tibetan Chinese and Sanskrit materials and started , 
reconstruct ing the los t  trad i t ion .  S ati schanda 
Vidyabhusana who went to Tibet and researched on 
the Buddhist l iterature including that of the Buddhist 
logical studies, is a pioneer in the field. His History of 
the Mediaeval School of Indian Logic was first pub
l i shed in 1909 by the University of Culcutta and con
tains a weaf.th of information though much has been 
revised by later scholars. Rahula Sankrtyayana is an
other Indian Buddhist scholar who made several trips 
to Tibet at the tum of the century and brought a large 
number of manuscripts to India and started editing and 
publishing them. His publications of Dharmakirti 's 
works has been commented on by JW de Jong (A Brief 
History of Buddhist Studies in Europe and America. 
Varanasi. 1 976. p. 73). One of the early European 
scholars who contributed to the field is Louise de La 
Vallee Poussin ( 1 869- 1 938) who edited the Tibetan text 
of the Nyaya-bindu together with Vinitadeva's com
mentary (Bibliotheca Indica. Calcutta. 1 907- 1 3  ) .  
Theodore Stchcrbatsky published a Russian transla
tion of Dharmakirti 's Nycqa-bindu and in 1909 he . I 
published a study of Buddhist logic in Russian. It is  
an enlarged version of this that appeared in English in  
two volumes as Buddhist Logic i n  1930-32. Giuseppe 
Tucci 's Pre-Dimzaga Buddhist Texts on Logic from 
Chinese Sources was published in 1 929. Fragments 
from Dinnaga (Rqyal Asiatic Society, London. 1 926) 
by HN Randle is an effort to collect and interpret the 
fragments from Dinnaga's Prama�za-samuccaya which 

. Vidyabhusana had attempted earlier. More recently 
E. Frauwallner and Hattori Masaki have attempted to 
reconstruct Dinnaga's epistemology and logic (see de 
Jong ibid. p. 73 for bibliographical details). Still there 
i s  a large number of ancient books on logic avai lable 
i n  Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan languages to be ed
i ted, translated and interpreted. It is an area where 
considerable amount of research is being done and 
needs to be done. 

An important aspect of Logic in Buddhism which 
has attracted the attention of scholars is the so-called 
tetralemma or (he four cornered logic. According to 
Jayatil leke, St. Schayer has examined it early in the 
century (see KN Jayatil leke. Early Buddhist Theory 
of Knowledge, George Allen and Unwin, London 1 963 
p. 350 for bibliographical details). Richard H Robinson 
(Philosophy East and West (PEW). January 1 957 and 
Early Madhyamaka in India and China. Delhi .  1 967), 
KN Jayati l leke (the above-mentioned work and PEW 
I 967), BK  Matilal (Logical and Ethical Issues of In
dian Religious Beliefs. Calcutta. 1 982 and other 

works) and more recently RD Gunaratne (The Logi
cal Form ofCatu�ko.ti : A New Solution' i n  PEW 1 980) 
are some noteworthy scholars who have endeavored 
to understand the meaning of the four-cornered propo
sition system available mainly in early Buddhism and 
Madhyamaka. 

Use of Logical Reasoning in the Discourses: At the 
beginning of this discussion we noticed that the soci
ety in India in which Buddhism arose was one with a 
high philosophical maturity. Inter-religious debates 
where phi losoph ical and logical reasoning was the 
norm, were quite a common occurrence dming this 
period. Early discourses of the Pali canon bear evi
dence to this. The nature of the Buddha's participa
tion in these events has to be understood carefully. On 
the one hand, we have clear evidence in  the discourses 
to show that the B uddha did not wish to take part in 
debates where participants were simply trying to win 
over others. On the other hand, there are many in
stances of the B uddha's getting into situations where 
he clearly has to prove his point. The examples for 
the first s i tuation wi l l  be such d iscourses in  the 
Suttanipata as Du_�tha.�thaka, Pasura, Culaviyuha and 
Malzaviyuha. The central message in these discourses 
is that debates arise due to dogmatism in views and 
therefore one must give up such tenacious grasp on 
views which result in unfriendly debates.  The sage 
(muni) has been described as one who does not. enter 
into -any controversy that has arisen (vadm1ca jatan_1 
muni no upeti' 780). The proper attitude has been sum
marized in  the following admoni tion: These disputes 
arise among recluses and as a result of them there is 
elation and depression. Seeing this, avoid disputation. 
There i. s no value in it other than the praise won 
thereby" (828). This disapproval of debate where logi
cal reasoning was used in al l kind of manner does not 
necessarily prove that the B uddha did not like logical 
reasoning i tself. However, there is a clear statement 
made by the Buddha denying that he is one of tradi
tionalists (anussavika) who base their religious knowl
edge on the three Vedas or one of the reasoners (takki) 
or metaphysicians (viman_zsi). The B uddha identifies 
himself with those who profess the basis of a religion 
after finding a final .and ultimate insight in this l ife by 
gaining a higher knowledge personaliy (saya/�l abhiiiiia 
sacchikatva). According to thi s  admission the teach
ing of the Buddha is neither one received through the 
tradition nor one based on mere logical reasoning. It 
is signi ficant to note that none of the basic teachings 
of the Buddha, the four noble tmths, the three signata 
etc. , which include his insight into human existence is 
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' found through logical reasoning or metaphysical 
speculation. Why logical reasoning was not recog
nized as a means of gaining religious knowledge has 
been explained i n  the Sandakasutta o f  the 
Majjhimanikiiya. According to this discourse, takka 
or logical reasoning does not necessarily guarantee 
the truth, for it is possible that one's view is wel l
reasoned or ill-reasoned and true or false. According 
to this characterization the following four situa
tions can be obtained: ( 1 ) well-reasoned truth, (2) 

. well-reasoned falsehood, (3) i l l-reasoned truth, and 
( 1 )  ill -reasoned falsehood. Because the procedure is 
l iable to error the Buddha has not taken i t  as a 
reliable source of religious knowledge. We may 
connect the well-known epithet 'atakkiivacara ' to 
this context. In the Ariyapariyesenasutta (of the �ajjhimanikiiya) the B�d�ha has .described his teach
ing ( 'dhamma ') as something outside the scope of pure 

J reason' .  According to the commentary, 'dhamma' i n  
"' this context refers to the four truths, and they are out

side the scope of pure reason for they cannot be grasped · 
and penetrated by logical reasoning but can be grasped 
on ly  by knowl edge (a takkii vacaroti  takkena 
avacaritabbo ogahitabbo na hoti  iiii lJ eneva 
avacaritabbo MA. I. p. 1 74). What this means is that 
the realization of the vision of the four noble truths is 
something that requires more than mere logical rea
soning. By 'iiii�za' the commentator must be referring 
to the ' insight knowledge' (vipassanii fiii.7Ja') through 
which the actual  real i zat ion o f  tru th  occurs .  

This rejection of logical reasoning as  a reliable 
soillce for the ultimate knowledge does not mean that ): was totally rejected by the Buddha or by the early 
Buddhist tradition. The message of the Sandakasutta 
is that it could be ei ther true of false. In so far as i t  

- l)eads to correct conclusions the Buddha does not seem 
· to have rejected logical reasoning. A suggestive ex

ample occurs in the Samyuttanikiiya where the com
ments on Ananda: Siidhu siidhu Ananda, yavatakan.z 
kho Ananda takkaya pattabban_1 anuppattan.z tvaya (S. 
I. p. 56): ' Ananda, i t  is very good; you have reached 
as far as you can reach by logical reasoning ' .  The 
context of the statement is that a divine being comes 
to the Buddha and makes a statement. Judging by the 
content of the statement, Ananda concludes that it must 
be Anatha Pindika (the foremost lay supporter of the 
Buddha) who

.�as born as a divine being after his death. 
As far as Ananda was concemed his concl usion was 
based on evidence he had. It is this procedure that is 
referred to as 'takka' or logical reasoning, and it  has 
been clearly accepted as a means with a l imited 
validi ty. 

In this connection it is important to note that the 
Buddha had not shunned discussion with people who 
came. to argue with him on matters of religious impor
tance. In these discussions i t  i s  generally true to say 
that the Buddha was more concerned about establish
ing his own view than disproving those of others. But 
whenever it was necessary to .show the futil ity of the 
meaninglessness of the otherstNiews the Buddha was 
not hesitant to do so. A good"'tixample occurs in the 
Buddha's discussion with;·Up�lf; a lay supporter of 
J aina Mahavira ( UpiilisutraY.•·<Majjhimanikaya I. pp. 
371 -387) . In the course otl'tf.fe�tdi'scussion Upali an
nounces that, i n  Jaina's vlew��pliysical act is more 
weighty than mental or verbai:1i�'ts. The Buddha asks 
a few simple questions from UpaJl i n  answering which 
he contradicts himself and comiillts. to the position that 
mental acts are more weigJif#k!�h\t this juncture the 
Buddha says: what you said iat��tlbes not connect with 
what you said e arli er and-,.��ti:•versa (na kho te 
sandhiyati purimena va pacclfi1n1a1'1} pacchimena va 
purima11J). The demonstrationi8f' this self�contradic
tory situation is taken as defeating conclusively the 
opponent's argument. In the Buddha's discu!)sion with 
Ambaltha (Ambatthasutta: Dighimikiiya I.  pp. 87- 1 1  0) 
too th�re is a si�i lar occasion where A mba.t.tha i s  
warned against trying to escape from the logical con
sequences of his position in the fol lowing words: Ayan:z 
kho pana te Amba_t.t ha sahadhammiko pa11ho 
iigacchati, akamii vyiikiitabbp. Sace n_a vyakarissasi, 
aiiFiena vii aFiiiam pa_ticarissasi, fu!Jhi vii bhavissasi 
pakkamissasi vii ettheva te sattad1iii muddhii 
phalisssati (p. 94) : 'Amba_qha, I have a fundamental 
question for you, which you wil l not l ike to answer. �f 
you don' t  answer, or evade tne issue, if you keep SI
lent or go away, your head will spli t  into seven pieces' .  
(Thus Have I Heard. M aurice Walshe. Wisdom Pub
lication. London. 1 987. p. 1 1 5).  

KN Jayatilleke has noticed that almost all the ar
guments used in the discoi.l.rses· against the holders of 
different views is  of the fo�m of modus toliens which 
is to demonstrate that the opponent's view results i n  a 
propos i t i on w h i c h  i s  oby i o u s l y  fal se .  In the 
Oiladukkhakkhandhasutta 6f the Majjhimanikiiya (I .  
pp. 9 1 -95) the Buddha shows to Nigal').thas that if their 
practice of undergoing suffering in order to destroy 
the past karmas is meaningful,  those who have entered 
religious l ife under Jaina must be those who were born 
as human beings due to their bad past karmas (evan.z 
sante iivuso niga!J.thii ye loke luddhii lohitapii�tino 
karurakammantii manussesu pacciijiitii te niga�1_thesu 
pabbajanfiti p. 93.) The implication is that since all 
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those who enter religious life in Jainism cannot be of 
that character, the practice must be misguided. Among 
the examples discussed by Jayatilleke, one from the 
Therlgiithil (which also occurs in the Dighanikaya) is 
clearer: lf water-baptism can free one of evil karma 
(p) then: the fishes, tortoises, frgos etc . . . . .  straight to 
heaven will go (q) ' (op.cit. p. 409). Since q is obvi
ously false p is false, too. 

The Buddhist discourses refer to instances of ' two 
pronged questions' (ubhatoko_tika1�1 pafi.han_1.) put forth 
to the Buddha. One such instance occurs in the 
Abhayariijakumiira sutta (M.I.pp.392-6). Abhayaraja's 
question is as follows: Would the Tathiigata make state
ments which are displeasing and unpleasant to others 
(=P)? If yes, then how is he different from the ordi
nary individual who makes similar statements (=q)? If 
the Tathiigata would not make statements which are 
displeasing and unpleasant to others (r), then why has 
he pronounced about Devadatta that he is doomed to 
hell( =s)? It is clear that the intention of the questioner 
is to commit the Buddha either to q (that he is not dif
ferent from an ordinary person) or to r (which is equal 
to accepting that he is a liar). The Buddha escapes 
from the dilemma by admitting p (that he uses unpleas
ant words) in a qualified sense. The example is illu
minating not only for the awareness of a complex logi
cal rule it betrays, but also for the Buddha's refusal to 
yield to the rigidity ofl inguistic concepts and the rules 
of logic themselves. 

The above example shows that the early Buddhist 
tradition did not take logical rules based on strict true
false dichotomy as inviolable and sacrosanct. Never
theless, the rational tliinking which is characterized 
by clear demonstration of advantages and disadvan
tages in a given situation has always been upheld. In 
the Apal}l}akasutta (M. I .  pp. 400-4 13) the Buddha 
compares the advantages and the disadvantages of ac
cepting and rejecting survival of life and moral respon
sibility and demonstrates that it is always more ad
vantageous to accept the two views rather than reject
ing them. The argument has been addressed to a group 
of open-minded people who do not wish to believe _in 
things beyond their immediate perception. The entire 
argument rests on the assumption that any rational 
person will like to maximize one's opportunities of 
happiness. 

The instances of use of logical reasoning in the 
Abhidhamma seem to be more technical than those in 
the discourses.  According to some interpreters, the 

Kathavatthu, one of the treati ses belonging to the 
Abhidhamma Pi.taka contains even more advanced 
forms of logical reasoning. The entire book has been 
presented as a dialogue between the Theravadin and 
those who held views different from him, namely, those 
who belonged to B uddhist  sects other than the 
Theravii.da. The language used contains certain tech
nical terms used in the professional debates in which 
logical reasoning was employed. For instance 
'niggaha ' refutation, 'pa_tikamma ' rejoinder are two 
such terms that occur frequently. More importantly, 
scholars like KN Jayatilleke have shown that, if the 
statements in the Kathiivatthu are interpreted as deal
ing with propositions and not with terms, the author 
of the book shows that he knew the two theorems of 
propositional calculus namely, the rule of implication 
(p>q = -(p. -q) and contraposition (p>q = -q>-p) 
Jayatil leke. Op. cit. p. 4 1 5).  More recent scholar 
like DJ Kalupahana have argued that this way of inter
pretation is wrong and have suggested that the relevant 
statements have to be understood as efforts to clarify 
the rel ationship between the two key c oncepts 
'sacchika_�tha' and paramattha ' (truth and reality) (A 
History of Buddhist Philosophy: Continuities and 
Discontinuities. University of Hawaii Press, Hono
lulu. 1992. p. 1 35). 

Apart from the logical reasoning of this nature, 
early Buddhist literature is quite outstanding in its ex
ercises in conceptual clarification and analysis. Con
ceptual analysis is a very significant aspect in the teach
ing of the Buddha. KN Jayatilleke thinks that the Bud
dha claimed himself to be an analyst and not one who 
makes categorical statements (op. cit. p. 278). How
ever, as Y Karunadasa has pointed out, in his analysi� 
Jayatilleke has not noticed a very important limiting 
term 'ettha' which means 'here' or 'in this c�ntext' 
Thus the statement has to be understood not as the 
Buddha identifying himself with one who makes ana
lytical statements exclusively but one who makes both 
kinds of statements depending on the situation. In the 
same discussion the Buddha admits that he has made 
both categorical and non-categorical statements. Thus 
although it is true that the Buddha did not identify him
self to be an exclusive analyst, analysis, clarification 
and calssification of concepts has been key character
istics in the discourses of the Buddha. One can find 
plenty of examples for this in a discourse l ike 
Saccavibhahgasutta where all the key concepts related 
to the four noble truths have been analyzed and 
explainded. .t. 
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Connected with conceptual cl arification is the use 
of definitions which is a very important characteristic 
in early Buddhist li terature. The Buddhist mode of 
definition does not follow the B rahmanic method of 
defining concepts or things according to genus and spe
cies, for such a definition would go against the idea of 
non-substantiality which is  a fundamental teaching in  
Buddhism. In  early discourses we find defini tions 
which are made by way of basic character (lakkhal}a) 
of what is defined. It is in the later commentarial l it
erature that we find a fully worked out theory of defi
nition with four aspects: lakkha�za (characteristic), rasa 
(function), paccupaphfma (antecedent condition) and 
pada[!hO.na (resul tant condition). In the early dis
courses we find definitions which are not obviously 

-ytymological or historical . · For i nstance, in the 
JJhammapada, the three concepts,  ' brO. hma!J a ' ,  
'sama�za' and 'pabbajita' have been defined i n  the fol-

,. � lowing manner: ' Because he has discarded evil,  he i s  
called a brO.hmar;.a ; because he l ives in peace he is  
called sama/_za; because he gives up the i mpurities, he 
is called a pabbajita-recluse (bO.hitapiipoti brO.malJO 
samacariya sama�zoti vuccati - pabbajayamattano 
malm�1 tasma pabbajitoti vuccati 388). These are ob
viously not historical or etymological definitions. The 
reason behind doing so has to be understood not nec
essarily a5 resulting fro m  ' the absence of a clear con
ception of definition' as KN Jayatilleke has suggested 
(op. cit. p. 297), but as a way of fulfilling a religious 

. requirement. In the case of the Buddha it is clear that 
he had to use the already available language in order 
to express his radical religious views. In this endeavjur he had to re-define these terms underscoring the 
new meanings attributed to them. One way the Bud
dha challenged the existing social, religious and philo-

- j.Ophical systems was to question the meanings, which 
were held in high esteem and believed to be unchang
ing, attributed to the key concepts. The above exam
ple amply demonstrates this.  This shows that for early 
Buddhist discourses, defining terms was not a precise 
grammatical function but a religious requirement. In 
a system which has anattavada (non-substantialism) 
at its heart there cannot be one rigid way of defining. 

The Buddha's attitude to language has been aptly 
summarized in the following statement: Itima . . . . .  loka
samaiifia loka-niruttiyo loka-vohara loka-pafifiattiyo 
yahi tathO.gato voharati aparamasa/1'} : 'These are gen
eral agreements, general ways of speech, general uses 
and general conventions which the Tathagata would 
use without clinging' (Dighanikaya I .  p. 202). In this 
very statement several terms (sO.maiiiia, niruttiyo, . 

pai1Fiattiyo and vohO.ra) have been used to refer to l an
guage, and a closer look would show that they are not 
strictly .�ynonymous, nor are they totally different from 
one another; a col lection of more or  less overlapping 
terms carrying the meaning while retaining the com
plexity of experience. This is a characteristic that c an 
be seen regularly in the early discourses. 

Abhidhamma P�taka is a good example of concep
tual analysis and classification. In this regard the work 
to be studied is the Yamaka, one of the pakara�zas (trea
tises) belonging to the Abhidhamma P�taka. The en
tire Yamaka is constifuted by pairs of statements which 
are meant "to convey to the reader the exact logic al 
boundaries of i mportant concepts in the light of their 
actual technical usage" (KN Jayatil leke, Op. cit. p .  
309). For example the fol lowing analysis is  intended 
to clarify the boundaries of the two concepts, 'rupa' 
(form) and ' rupakkhandha' (aggregate of form): 

RupaiJ'} rupakkhandhoti ? (Is rupa rupkkhandha ?) · 

Piyarupan_J satarupan.1 rupOII'} na rupakkhandho; 
rupakkhandho rupaiiceva rupakkhandhoca: (What i s  
piyarupa (att.ractive) and satarupa (pleasan't) i s  rupa 
but not rupakkhandha; rupakkhandha i s  rupa and i s  
also rupakkhandha). -
Na rupakkhandho na rupanti? Amant a: What is not 
rupakkhandha is  also not rupa ? 
PiyarupaiJ'} satarupaiJ'} na rupakkhandho, rupam. 
Rupaiica rupakkhandhaiica _thapetva avasesa na y '  eva 
nlpOJI'} na ca rupakkhandho (Piyarupa and sO.tarupa 
are not riipakkhandha, but rupa. Apart from rupa and 
rupkkha ndha , t h e  res t  are nei ther  rupa n o r  
rupakkhandha). (See also Buddhist Analysis of Mat
ter. Y. Karunadasa, Colombo 1 967. pp. 4-5 for a pen
etrative discussion.) 

In this manner all the key concepts in the Dhamma 
have been analyzed in relation to other related con·· 
cepts. The exercise attests to the existence of a very 
advanced sense of precision and the l imits of the con
cepts among the early B uddhists. 

In discussing the early Buddhist application of logi
cal reasoning one cannot ignore the four-fold predica
tion which later came to be known as 'catusko_ti' or 
the four-cornered predication or negation in the !ater 
B uddhist  tradition. Before we hear much about the 
systematic development of the Brahmanic logic we 
come across many s'rarnana traditions which adopted 
systems other than the bivalent propositional system. 
In B u ddh i s t  l i te rature, for e x a m ple, Safijaya 
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Bela_t_thiputta. the skeptical phi losopher among the fa
mous six contemporaries of the Buddha, has been at
tributed with a five-fold system of negation: evampi 
me no=/ do not say so; tatha pi me no- l  do not say 
thus, afiiiatha pi me no=I do not say otherwise; notipi 
me no=l do not say no; and no notipi me no=l do not 
say ' no, no' , KN Jayatilleke has shown that this five
fold negation can be interpreted as negating the four 
positions adopted in the Catusko_ti, namely is, is not. 
both is and is not and neither is and nor is not (p. -p, 
p. -p, -(p. -p). What is significant in this assertion is 
that it  shows that the four-fold predication was ini
tially adopted by Safijaya and the skeptics and the Bud
dhists shared this scheme with the skeptics for, in some 
very important respects, early Buddhism too shares 
some of the attitudes of the skeptics. On somewhat 
similar (but not identical) grounds, the Jainas held syad
vada or anekanta-vada (a system of non-catego�ical 
assertions) which is characterized by not making any 
conclusive assertion. Being s'ramanas and not hold
ing a dogmatic attitude to truth Buddhists adopted the 
four-fold predication in making claims. The distinc
tion in the Buddhist system is that it is not relati vist as 
in the case of the Jaina and not inconclusive as in the 
case of the skeptics . ·  Even though the Buddhists used · 
the four-fold predication i t  is a two-valued system in 
which only one assertion i s  true and the other is false. 
However this is not applicable for claims on certain 
matters on which we are not in a position to assert any 
position. In such s ituations all the four claims may be 
rejected as not appl icable. An example of this sort of 
claims is the well-known four positions regarding the 
after-death existence of the l iberated person (arahant) . 
They are: does. the Tathagata exist, dose not exist,� 
exist and does not exist and neither exists nor does not 
exist after death. When these questions were raised 
the Buddha rejected all the· four positions as irrelevent 
(na upeti). The reason given is the fol lowing: since a 
l iberated person is not truly obtained even in this very 
existence itself, how can he be considered as existing 
after his death? 

A fter the earl y B uddhist  di scourses.  It is in 
Nagarjuna that we find extensive use of catuskoti. The �act that Nagarjuna has used the four-cornered logic 
m order to negate all · the four positions, has given the 
name 'negative dialectiC' or ' four-cornered negation' 
to the system .  M any have tried to understand 
Nagarjuna's use of  the system. In particular the rejec
tion of the fourth position has been understood a� in
dicating a rejection of any possibility of verbal expres
s ion. For instance, B K  Matila has described this fourth 

one as ' leap negation that asks us to look beyond' (Logi
cal and Ethical Issues of Indian Religious Belief 
Culcutta, University Culcutta Press.  1 982.  P. 1 24). 
Matilal 's opinion is that the rejection of the forth posi
tion is an i ndication towards what is  ineffable  in rel i
gion. However, judging by the nature of the claims, 
what seems more plausible is that the forth position 
was rejected on the ground of the limits of e mpirical 
knowledge and the meaningfulness of the concepts 
used. In fact an examination of Nagarj una's use of the 
catusko_ti shows that his application is confined to the 
kind of themes either that were set asi de by the Bud
dha as unanswered or themes similar to them in nature 
(for example: at XXII- 1 1  the four  positions empty etc . 
with regard to Tathagata, at XXII- 1 2  eternal etc. with 
regard to the peaceful state (nirvana), at XXV- 1 5, 1 · 
eternal etc. with regard to Nirvana, at XXV- 1 7, 1 8  agai 
exists etc. on l iberated person, at XXV-2 1 on fini• � 
etc. and eternal etc. ,  at XXV-22, 23 finite etc. and eter
nal etc. rejected on everything and at XXVII-29 again 
eternal etc. are rejected). Therefore by rej ecting al l 
the four positions as not applicable Nagarj una is not 
making any new use of of the catusko_ti but he simply 
seems to be following the early Buddhist example. (For 
a ful l er discussion, see Nirvana and Ineffability: A 
Study oft he Buddhist theory of Reality and Language, 
Asanga Ti lakaratne. Colombo. 1 993. pp. 1 25- 1 34). 
Apart from his use of catusko_ti Nagarj una's most i m
portant philosophical as well as religious contribution 
is to reveal the erroneous character of dividing reality 
into mutually contradictory (eg. going and not going) 

.or contrary (eg. going and standing still)  binary cat
egories and attributing substantiality to them. By show
ing that these concepts are always other-dependent 
Nagarjuna also showed that they are empty of sva
bhava, a concept used by certain later Buddhists te 

· attribute substantiality to reality which is soul-less 
(anatta). 

Systematic Buddhist Logic: Systematic Buddhist 
logic starts with Dinnaga. In his PramcLr;a Samuccaya 
(Compendium of the Theory of Knowledge) (PS) 
Dinnaga discusses the following subjects: perception, 
inference (for oneself and for other), the middle term 
(hetu), verbal testimony and syllogism. The main top
ics discussed by Dinnaga become the content of sub
sequent logical studies of both Buddhists and others. 
With Dinnaga the concept of 'prama�w · or means of 
knowledge starts occupying the centre of  the stage of 
Indian logic. The logic itself became known as the 
'p rama�u:z-s astra ' or the study of means of know ledge, 
marking a major shift in emphasis  from its earlier sub
ject matter, syllogism, proof and debate. 
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Perception : Buddhists reject the Brahmanic view of 
four means of knowledge, namely, perception, infer
ence, analogy and sacred word. Instead, Dinnaga as
serts that there are only two means of knowledge, 
namely, perception and inference. This does not go 
against  Dinnaga's  description, in the dedicatory 
versees, of the Buddha as being pramcu.w himself for 
he is the very illustration of these two means. Why 
there are only two means of knowledge is because there 
are only two objects to known, namely, own (or par
ticular) characteristic (sva-laksana) and universal char
acteristic (scuncmya lak�a!Ja) which are known respec
tively by perception and inference. According to the 
Buddhist view, there is nothing else tO be known. 
According to this view, except what is known by per
ception everything else such as memory, recognition )or any attempt to connect perception and inference 

- come under inference. Memory and recognition in
volve what is already known. Any supposition of a 

, new means to know what is already known will lead 
to infinite regression. 

Dinnaga defines perception as ' that which is  free 
from conceptual thinking, unconnected with name, 
genus etc .  (pratyak� anJ kalpaniipoq ha17J 
namajatyadyasamyatanJ). In perception, i t  is held, 
there cannot be any thinking for it is the pure sensa
tion of a sense datum. The Theravada definition of 
vififiana (consciousness) as 'dassana-matta ' (mere see
ing) seems to correspond to this view. This has been 
further described by t}1e example ' seeing blue' (n!lm�1 
vijiinati ' )  as against ' seeing as blue'  Cnila/1} iti 
vijaniiti ') . In the first instance it is an awareness of 
mere sense datum, and in the l atter, it is to percei ve )hrough a menatl construction. The · idea of this way 
of defining is to exclude any room for error in  the proc
ess of perception. DharmaJdrti who commented on 
Dinnaga refined this definition by adding 'free from 
er/lor' ( 'abhrantan:z ') as a characteristic of perception. 
Dinnaga does not seem to have thought that such a 
specification is necessary for perception cannot be er
roneous by definition. 

Perception is four-fold, namely, perception of (the 
five) senses (indriya-jfiiina), perception of mind 
(mano-vijfiiina) being the knowledge of one's internal 
psychological characteristics,  se lf-consciousness 
(atama-sm�1vedana) being the knowledge of one's own 
knowledge, and knowledge of one who contemplates 
(yogi-jiiana), when not interfered by anyone. 

· Inference : Inference (anumana) is two-fold, namely, 
inference for oneself (svartha-anumana) and inference 
for others (parartha-anumana). It is believed that this 

distinction was first made by Dinnaga. It is said that 
the former is knowledge based (jfianatmaka) and the 
latter is word-based (s 'abdatmaka).  The inference for 
oneself is to infer something through a characteristic 
or cause (liizga or hetu) belonging to that object. For 
instance, ' that hill  has fire' is  determined by the pres
ence of smoke which is the characteristic or the rea
son. The reason has to fulfil three requirements, and 
these have been described as rules of logical reason
ing. They are: The reason must be present in the sub
ject of the conclusion (hill ,  in this instance) (pa4a
satva), it  must be present in similar instances (sapa4a
satva) and it must be absent from dissimilar instances 
(asapak�a-asatva). · In order for inference to be com
plete these requirements need to be fulfilled. 

The reason or the characteristic is three-fold, 
namely, indentity (svabhava), effect (karya) and non
perception (anupalabdhl). ' Identity' is to infer the pres
ence of an object by observing an inseparable charac
teri stic belonging to the object. An example is: 'This 
is a tree, Because it is a Mango' (tree). �Effect' is to 
infer the presence of an object by observing the pres
ence of its effect: e.g. Here there is fire. Because there 
is smoke. 'Non-perception' (or 'negative syllogism' 
as Stcherbatsky puts i t) is to infer the absence of some
thing through non-perception or perception of some 
phenomenon related to it.  This h�s been described by 
Dharmakirti as eleven-fold depending on what serves 
as the reason for the negative judgment. 

Inference for the sake of others is to articulate rea
sons to produce i nferential knowledge in others. What 
is meant by this is  to present an inferential argument 
in the form of a syllogism. Instead of the standard 
five-member syllogism (of thesis (pratijiia), reason 
(hetu), example (udaharaJJa), application (upanaya) 
and conclusion (nigcmana), the Buddhists rejected the 
last two aspects and adopted a syilogism with the first 
three aspects. Accordingly the syllogism adopted by 
the Buddhists is of the fol lowing form: ( 1 )  The hill is  
fiery. (2) Because it has smoke. (3) All  that has smoke 
is fiery like a kitchen and whatever is not fiery has no 
smoke like a lake. 

The increased awareness of the precision has re
sulted in an elaborated treatment of logical fallacies 
(' abhasa' )  by Buddhist logicians. As Dinnaga has 
shown, logical fall acies correspond to the three logi
cal rules mentioned above. The three rules constitute 
the necessary requirements of correct reasoning. If 
the first rule is viol ated the resultant fallacy is called 
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asiddha-hetu-abhasa' or the fallacy of unreal reason. 
For instance, in the Buddhist view, any assertion made 
on 'soul' will suffer from this fallacy, for, it does not 
exist. Stcherbtsky describes this as the fal lacy against 
reality. The other two fal lacies which Stcherbatsky 
calls ' fallacies against consistency' involve violation 
of the second and the third rules combined. 'Viruddha
hetu-iibhasa' .or the fallacy of contrary reason is to use 
a reason, which is against the fundamentals of one's 
own system of beliefs, to establish one's argument. 
For instance the following argument of a brahmin suf
fers from this weakness: The sounds of the Veda are 
eternal; because they are produced by causes. The third 
'anaikiintika-hetu-iibhiisa' or the fallacy of uncertain 
reason is to use a reason which cannot be supported 
by the second and the third rules. For instance, if one 
tries to establish the eternity of the Veda on the ground 
that it is audible, it is a characteristic exclusively owned 
by sound and not shared by all similar or dissimilar 
cases. Although the treatment of fallacies in the hands 
of the Buddhist logicians has been an elaborated sub
ject, the above fallacies identified by Dinnaga remain 
the core. 

In the heart of the Buddhist claim that there are 
only two means of knowledge, namely perception and 
inference, is the belief that there are only two things to 
be known, namely, particular and uni versal character
i stics. The distinction between these two knowables 
is that the former is real, while the latter is not. The 
same distinction is maintained in the Pali commentar
ies. While the particul ar characteristic (variously re
ferred to as 'dhamma ', 'salakkha�za ', 'sakabhiiva' and 
'sabhiiva ') is known as a datum of sense perception 
( 'paccakkha-iiiina) the universal characteris t ic  
(siimaiiiia lakkha!Ja ') is  known through inference 
Canumiina-iiiina). It is also held that while the par
ticular is  real the universal is not (see The Dhamma 
Theory. Y. Karunadasa. Buddhist Publ ication Soci
ety. Kandy. 1 996. p. 1 8).  We know that Dinnaga holds 
that perception of a particular characteristic is devoid 
of any such concepts as name, species etc. This act of 
cognition is individual and personal. Knowledge be
comes public at the level of inference which has the 
universal characteristic as i ts object. The knowledge 
is made public by means of language. This prompted 
Buddhist logicians to examine the function of language. 

The standard view of language criti cized by 
Dinnaga held that words refer to universals which are 

· real and cognized directly in particulars. In this view, 
both particular sand universals are real and words di-

rectly refer to them. Dinnaga rejected this real i st view 
and came up with a unique theory called 'apoha ' or 
'anyapoha ' (exclusion of other) which says that words 
do not refer directly to objects but they do only by 
excluding what is other. For instance the word 'cow' 
refers to a particular cow by excluding al l other ani
mals that are 'non-cow' .  The word 'cow' do�s not 
refer to all cows that are innumerable ;  nor does it refer 
to universal cow-ness. But it refers to a line of differ
entiation between a particular cow and other cows or 
other animals. In this view the function of words is 
exclusion.. In other words, a word does not refer to 
any substance; it simply distinguishes one object from 
the rest. Knowledge is a result of this act of exclusion 
of other, and being an indirect form of knowledge, it 
comes under inference. Here lies the Buddhist reason 
behind the denial of 'sabda ' or word as a separate 
source of knowledge. 

Conclusion ; From a historical point of view, system
atic Buddhist logic occupies the middle period in In
dian logic. It marked a significant shift of emphasis in 
Indian logical studies by turning what was basically a 
science of syllogism into an epistemological logic. In 
the hands of the B uddhist logicians the centre of l9gi
cal studies shifted to knowledge or the means of knowl
edge ( 'pramii�za '). Tllis shift may be understood as 
determined by the centrality of knowledge (described 
by such religious terms as 'paiifiii and 'pariiiiiii) in the 
Buddhist path of purification. In the Buddhist system 
syllogism became only a part of inferential knowledge. 
This relatively irisignificant place received by syllo
gism in the hands of Buddhist logicians suggests that 
they were not very concerned about formalization of 
logic. The emphasis was not on technkality as such 
but on the establishment cif the validity of knowledge. 

The religious goal of early Buddhism is to attain 
purification by getting rid of defilements. The way to 
achieve this was through knowledge (paii1ziiya c 'assa 
dis vii ii�avii parikkhl�zii honti (M I p. 17  5) 'having dis
cerned through wisdom his cankers are eliminated').  
Since wisdom constituted the ultimate means of puri
fication the Buddhist tradition made no secret of the 
value it placed on it. As we saw earlier, logical rea
soning was accepted only in so far as it helped reach 
knowledge of truth. However it W<lS made clear that 
mere logicality would not guarantee the truth. This,  
no doubt, is a critique of logical reasoning and thereby 
it represents an advanced stage in human thinking. In 
a similar spirit the Buddhist tradition did not encour
age debates motivated by the desire to win over oth-
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ers. Nevertheless, i t  used the institution of debate in 
order to prove the truthfulness of the teaching, but the 
motivation was the discovery of truth and not victory. 
This is shown by the statement (quoted above) the 
Venerable Nagasena made at the beginning of his long 
conversation with king Milinda. The rules and atti
tudes referred to by the Thera arc common features of 
any form of civilized debate. The subsequent Bud
dhist literature on the art of debate by such il lustrious 
Buddhist teachers as Nagarjuna, Asanga, Vasubandhu, 
Dinnaga etc. shows clearly that the emphasis was on 
avoidance of error and discovery of truth but not on 
victory by any means. 

The adoption of the four-cornered system ofpropo
· {iti�n. is an example of the fact th�t the early Buddhist 
.. Jadltwn was not bound by the bt-valent logical sys

tem. While the Buddhist system was neither unsure ylike �ke�ticism and nor r�lat
_
ivist

_
like the Jain� sys

tem, 1t still held. that certam sttuatwns may reqmre us 
to go beyond the strict 'either-or' dichotomy. Although 
through the adoption of the bivalent logical system 
common to all forms of systematic logic the subse
quent Buddhist logicians seem to have neglected this 
original Buddhist position, there is no reason to say 
that systematic Buddhist logic is  a departure from the 
spirit of the early teaching. 

Finally, there is a problem of interpretation to be 
ment!Qn�cl even briefly. For a long time there was a 
belief among the s c h o l ars of B uddhi s m  that 
Vasubandhu and Dinnaga, the pioneers of systematic �uddhist logic, were idealists. However, the contem
}orary scholarship has favoured the view that there 
were at least two Vasubandhus and the teacher of 
Dinnaga is not an id\!alist but a Sautrantika (a Hinay.ana 
,,;ciwol which accepted the validity of the discourses 
alone). In this manner, the puzzle as to how w under
stand the legical and epistemological ideas of these 
teachers in the context of the historically attributed po
sitions to them seems to be gradually being solved. 
Nevertheless, the debate is far from being over. DJ 
Kalupahana, a leading interpreter of the Theravada tra
dition, has recently challenged the traditional interpre
tation as well as the more recent one and has explained 
Dinnaga's logical and epistemological theories within 
the early Buddhist empirical tradition (see hi s A His
tory of Buddhist Philosophy: Continu ities and 
Discontinuities. Hawai i ,  1 992.  pp. 1 94-205 ) .  If 

Kalupahana's interpretation of Dinnaga is accepte d  it  
involves reconsidering all  of his main ideas, includ
ing, in particul ar, his interpretation of perception. This 
shows,'i'n spite of the considerably vast knowledge we 
have accumulated over the years on the subj ect, how 
tentative our conclusions could be. 

Asanga Tilakaratne 

LOGICAL POSITIVISM. Logical Positivism is a 
school of Western philosophy which emerged in the 

. first half of the twentieth century on the background 
of the earlier positivistic philosophy of empiricists l ike 
David Hume and Mach. The term "positivism" u su
ally associated with the philosopher Auguste Comte, 
was used first to designate a scientific method and i ts 
extension to philosophy. Positivism became a great 
and powerful philosophical movement in the second 
half of the nineteenth century and the first decades o f  
the twentieth century i n  all countries o f  the western 
world. It attempted to rid philosophy of speculative 
metaphysics and to base philosophy on the date and 
methods of the natural sciences. Logical Positivisim 
is the name given to the philosophical ideas put for
ward by the Vi erma Circle. It is  a philosophical move
ment closely linked with British empiricism. The early 
philosophy of Wittgenstein is believed to have influ
enced the theories of Logical Positi vism. ,Leading 
persons associated w ith the movement �re Otto 
Neurath, Moritz Schlick, R. Camap and the main ex
panent of its principles in British philosophy of the 
twentieth century, A. J. Ayer. Some recent writings on 
the Philosophy of early Buddhism have proposed that 
certain insights of the Buddha are comparable with 
the theories of Logical Positivism . 1  If what they pro
pose is valid the Buddha can be considered as a pre
cursor to important philosophical insights that were 
popularized by the modem empiricist tradition of West
em philosophy that wielded a considerable influence 
on contemporary philosophical approaches. 

Critics of this view seem to contend that this is a 
modernist attempt to overintellectualize Buddhism 
which was primarily a religious system governed es
sentially by ethical concerns. From their point of view 
the attempt of the former suffers from the defect of 
being an anachronism. 

Despite the fact that Indian thought during the time 
of the emergence of Buddhism was intermingled with 
myth there is evidence to the effect that Indian 

1 .  See K. N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge (George Allen and Unwin Ltd. London 1 963) p. 290 f. and 
D. J. Kalupahana, Buddhist Philosophy - A Historical Analysis (The University Press of Hawaii 1 976) p. 1 58. 
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thinkers had by this time begun to carry out philosophi
cal investigations at a high level of sophistication. Di-.... 
vergent theories about the nature of ul timate reality 
were being propounded either on the basis of specula
tive reason or experience. It is not surprising that within 
such an intellectual environment certain philosophi
cal theories at least of a rudimentary nature which can 
be compared with some modem counterparts could 
have been formed by the Buddha and his contempo
raries. There is strong textual evidence to support this. 
K. N. Jayatilleke points out that Indian materialists re
jected theories about the soul and its survival after death 
on the ground that they were not verifiable in sense 
experience.2 The Buddha agreed with the materialists 
in rejecting the notion of a soul but disagreed with 
them about their denial of survivat · after death. 

Logical Positivism in the philosophical thinking 
of the late nineteenth century and early twentieth cen
tury West was associated with the strong materialistic 
outlook which recognized the primacy of the knowl
edge of the natural sciences. Early Buddhism too, like 
the recent Western empiricist phi losophers, rejected 
authority and revelation as well as speculative meta
physics and adopted an experiential basis in the search 
for truth. As a consequence certain statements of the 
Buddha occurring in epistemological contexts seem 
to agree in principle with the philosophical notions of 
the modem empiricists and logical positivists. How
ever, Buddhism lacks the materialist or physicalist bias 
that is evident in the thinking of contemporary logical 
positivists, pro::,ably because unlike the latter it was 
more interested in applying a seemingly scientific 
method of investigation to matters relating to the hu
man mind and human experience. One principal dif
ference that is to be observed in Buddhism is the rec
ognition of the data of super-cognitive experience 
(abhiiiiia). Abhiiiiia is not a means ofknowledge which 
has .gained general recognition among contemporary 
Western Logical Positivists. Early Buddhism con
ceived of super-cognitive experiences (abhiiiiia) too 
as varieties of sense experience. 

Logical Positivism in the contemporary West be
came most well known for its denial of metaphysics 
and its thesis about the way in which language be
comes meanipgful . Metaphysical utterances were de
clared by the Logical Positivists not to be false but to 
be meaningless. Statements with no empirical con-

2. EBTK p. 88f. 
3. Samyuttanikaya Vol .  IV, p.  1 5 .  

tent cannot be subjected to empirical verification, and 
i f  they are not mere analytic statements  which are nec
essarily true like the statements oflogic and mathemat
ics, they should amount to nonsense. Thus Logical 
Positivists rejected metaphysical statements l ike 'The 
Absoiute is Perfect" or "God is the creator of the uni
verse" as meaningless utterances despite their accept
ability as grammatically well-formed sentences. The 
B uddha too seems to have adopted a simi l ar position 
regarding the limits of the meaningful use oflanguage. 

A statement of the Buddha which can be interpreted 
in terms of the Logical Positivist theory of meaning · 

occurs in the Sabba Sulfa of the San_1yutta Nikaya. Here 
the Buddha poses the question "What is everything?" , 
and gives the reply that everything consists of the ·siJ,. _ 

senses (including the mind as the sixth) and their re
spective data, visible forms, sounds, tastes etc. This i�·,_ 
followed by the remark that if anyone were to speak 
about anything beyond these, the consequence will be 
the mere utterance of empty words devoid of meaning 
because it goes beyond all sense experience.3 

The statement of the Buddha refered to above is . 
consistent with the position he held regarding all is
sues of a metaphysical nature. For the Logical Posi
tivists, metaphysics is the attempt to demonstrate that 
there are entities that lie beyond the reach of any pos
sible experience. If no possible experiences can settle . 
the question between too opponents in a metaphysical 
debate, the question itself is meaningless. Like the 
Logical Positivists (e.g. Mach and Schlick) the Bud- -
dha too distinguished between answerable and unan- -� 
swerable questions. The B uddha left certain questions 
of a metaphysical nature unanswered (thapaniyq� 
avyakata) because the questions themselves were lack
ing in any empirical meaning. Iri the Pali canonical 
li terature ten such questions are enumerated as follows: 

l .  l s  the world eternal (sassato loko)? · 
2. Is the world non-eternal (asassato Loko)? 

3. Is the world finite (antava loko)? 

4. Is the world infinite (anantava Loko)? 

5. Are the life principle and the body the same 
(tm�1 jiva11_1 ta1�1 sariran_1)?  

6 .  A re t h e  l ife principle and body different 
(atiiian.z Jivan_l aiitian_1 sariran.1 )? 
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7. Does the Tathiigata (the l iberated person who 
has attained the goal of the rel igious l ife) exist 
after death (hoti Tathagato parammarm_1a)? 

8. Does the Tathagata not exist after death (na 

hoti Tathagato parammara�1a)? 

9. Does the Tathagata both exist and not exist 
after death (hoti ca na ca hoti Tathagato 

parammara�za)? 

10. Does the Tathagata neither exist nor not exist 
after death (neva hoti na na hoti Tathagato 

parammarm;a)? 

The questions themselves imply that they are of a 
m�taphysical nature, and that no possible sense expe
ri .Je can resolve them. The rational metaphysicians 
of the time of the Buddha took definite positions re
g� ing these questions and enthusiastically debated 
them with rational and metaphysical arguments. The 
B uddha states very emphatically that any attempt to 
answer these questions leads to antinomies of reason. 
The consequence of rational argument to resolve them, 
according to the Buddha, wil l  be interminable conflict. 
K. N. Jayatil leke points out that the Buddha had more 
than one reason for refusing to answer them, one be
ing the pragmatic reason that they do not conduce to 
turning away from the infatuation caused by a false 
sense of delight generated by sensuou-s objects, to dis
passion, to cessation (of the cycle of misery), to tran
quill ity, to enlightenment, and to ultimate peace. Apart 
from the pragmatic reason 1 ayatilleke believes that the 
Bt1£idha's refusal to answer them was grounded on rea
it )similar to those that led the Logical Positivists to 
·eject metaphysical questions as meaningless.4 This 
Josition is quite consistent with the position adopted 

ne Buddha in the Sabba Sutta referred to above. 
[he reason why these questions cannot be answered 
s that they are logical ly meaningless. Jayatil leke also 
lraws attention to the simile of the fire used by the 
�uddha in the Aggivacchagotta Sutta in explaining his 
easons for not answering the four questions raised 
bout the destiny of the Tathagata after death.5 A fire 
·roduced by the supply of fuel  such as dry grass and 
ticks continues to burn as long as all the fuel is  con
umed. If, after the fire goes out due to consumption 
f all the fuel ,  one were to ask in which direction the 

EBTK p. 88f 
Ibid. p. 289-290. 
Majjhimanikaya Vol .  I, p. 487.  

fire went, the Buddha says that the question itself is 
meaningless.6 Jayatil leke shows a l ikeness with the 
Buddha even in the simile used by Wittgenstein who 
had a strong influence on the Logical Positivist theory 
of meaning. Wittgenstein says: 

Thus it can come about that we aren't 
able to rid ourselves of the i mplica
tions of our symbolism, which seems 
to admi t of a question like "Where 

· does the flame of a candle go to when 
it's blown out" . "Where does the l ight 
go to" 7 

The Buddha, l ike the Logical Positivists regarded 
some questions as inappropriate because they are 
meaningless. Such questions are suggested by the 
grammer of the language·, but give a distorted picture 
of the nature of reality. In a context in which the Bud
dha was dealing in his discourses with the nature of 
Dependent Origination (pa_ticcasamuppada) the ques
tion is raised "Who feeds on the nutrient of conscious
ness" (ko nu kho viiiiia�1aharm�1 ahareilti)? The Bud
dha considers it to be an inappropriate question (na 

kallo pafiho ). The questioner assumes that there is a · 
real subject apart from the dependently originating 
process. The Buddha shows that in the case of the 
activity of touching (phassa), sensing (vedana), crav
i ng (tal}ha) and clinging (upadana) the assumption of 
an ontological subject of the actions is misleading. The 
Buddha's rejection of the metaphysical notion of an 
enduring "I" within the factors of personality was at 
least partly based on the reason that such a notion of 
an "I" is due to being misled by the grammer of our 
language. On similar considerations the Logical Posi
tivists argued against certain theories of ethics which 
suggested that "goodness" is a non-natural property. 
A. J. Ayer and R. Carnap argued that ethical utterances 
are devoid of cognitive meaning.8 According to them 
the grammatical form of sentences which have a real 
subject-predicate connection involving the predication 
of some real property of a given subject, may be seen 
in other sentences too which have no such real con
nection . "This flower is red" is different in logical 
form from "this action is right", although in grammati
cal form they are similar. Both Ayer and Carnap re-

The Blue and Brown Books (Basi l B lackwell ,  Oxford 1 964) p. I 08. 
A. J. Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic (Dover Publications 1 952) p. I 07; R. Carnap, Philosophy and Logical Syntax 
(Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd. ,  London, 1 935) p. 24-25 . 

,. 
· 1 
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jected the traditional view that ethical predicates refer 
to real properties. Ayer suggested that actual moral 
j udgments are expressions of emotion, while Carnap 
suggested that they are commands in a misleading 
grammatical form. Although Buddhism agrees with 
the Logical Positivist objection to metaphysics on the 
ground that metaphysical assertions are meaningless, 
Buddhism and Logical Positivism do not seem to agree 

· when it comes to the question of the nature of ethical 
assertions. Buddhism holds that moral judgments are 
cognitively meaningful and that one can make true or 
false statements in  morali ty. We shall come back to 
this question l ater in the discussion. 

It seems plausible to explain a number of aspects 
in the Early Buddhist world view in terms of its posi
tivist outlook. Early Buddhism refrained from offer
ing an ultimate explanation for the origin of the mate
rial universe. The question regarding origins is an
swered merely by a description of the cyclic process 
of evolution and dissolution of world. systems:9 In
stead of positing a first beginning for individuated 
existence the Buddha maintains that samsaric life has 
no known beginning, that its starting point is not known 
(anamataggo aya11J . . .  sanJsii ro, pubbii ko{ i na 
pafiiiiiyatl)10• The B uddha rejected the notion of an 
omniscient and omnipotent creator God on the ground 
that there is no empirical evidence for the existence of 
such a God. 1 1  According to the Buddha, the utterances 
of Brahmanical teachers who made references to such 
a creator, tum out on closer examination to be mean
ingless (appiifiHirakatan.t sampajjati). 12 The doctrine 
of a permanent, enduring, substantial Self entity which 
was accepted by many religious and philosophical sys
tems of the B uddha's time was rejected by him on the 
ground that there was no empirical evidence for it. 

The absence in  early Buddhism of two of the fun
damental dogmas of metaphysical religious systems, 
namely the dogma of God and that of an immortal soul 
may be pointed out in support of the claim that its philo
sophical stance is comparable in this respect with that 
of Logical Positivism of modem times. However, one 
might object to this claim on the ground that Buddhist 

9. Digl!anikiiya Vol .  I I I ,  p. 84f. 
1 0. Sm�tyuttanikaya Vol. I I ,  p. 1 78. 

· J J . Dighanikiiya Vol. I, p. 235 f. 
1 2. Ibid. 

13.  Buddhist Philosophy-A Historical Analysis, p. 53. 
1 4. EBTK p. 475f. 

ideas about other realms of existence in the universe 
inhabited by non-human beings like devas, miiras and 
brahmiis, the acceptance of the doctrines of rebirth and 
Kamma, and of extra-sensory means of knowing 
(abhiiiizii) involue metaphysiCs. Such notions played 
no part in the Logical Positivism of the modern period 
which was so closely associated with the materialist 
outlook of modem science. This obj ection may be 
answered by maintaining that the notion of experience, 
which is fundamental to a positivistic philosophy can 
in principle be extended to include some of the ex
traordinary cognitive experiences that Buddhism con
ceives under abhiiiiiii. Such experience, it may be 
maintained, could reveal certain facts that are not evi
dent to the ordinary uncultivated sense-faculties. It 
may be argued that the facts revealed by such mean�- 
also come within the sphere of observed facts and tha� ) 
they are not founded on mere metaphysical specula
tion. In fact some researchers have, in recent time 
shown an interest in an area of investigation called 
parapsychological, or experimental findings on the pos
sibility of extra-sensory perception. Reasoning on 
similar lines, Kalupahana has pointed out that A. J .  
Ayer, the principal British exponent of the philosophy 
of Logical Positivism grants the logical possibility of 
the theory of rebirth. 13 

Another question remains regarding nibbiina, the 
ultimate goal of B uddhism. Even Jayatilleke who made 
a persistent attempt to show that early Buddhism was 
empiricist and that i t  avoided reaching speculative 
conclusions regarding any metaphysical principles or 
un veri fi able  entit ies conceded that nibbana is a� 
transempirical state "which cannot l:1e empirically de- ) 
scribed and understood but which can be realized and 
attained." 1 4  This is  an interpretation of nibbiina that · 
leads to the thesis that it is a transcendental reality 
which is ineffable. B oth Kalupahana and Tilakaratne 
have rejected the ineffability thesis. 15 References to 
Nibbana in the Pali Suttas can be interpreted without 
the supposition of a transcendental reality. The defi
nition that the Buddha himself repeatedly gives for 
Nibbana is that i t  is the extinction of greed, hatred and 
delusion. 1 6  Nibbana is  not something that exists some-

· 1 5. See Buddhist Philosophy - A Historical Analysis p. 69.f and A. Ti lakaratne, Nirvana and Ineffability (Karunaratne & 
Sons, Sri Lanka 1 993). 

16 .  Sm�1yuttanikaya Vol .  IV, p.  25 1 .  
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where, but something that happens to person who 
fulfills the requirements of the path. In keeping with 
the early Buddhist teachings it  can be interpreted as 
the attainment of peace or the extinguishing of the fire 
of the passions. 

The most conspicuous difference between Logi
cal Positivism and Buddhism pertains to their inter
pretation of the logical characteristics of ethical state
ments. Logical Positivism maintained the meta-ethi
cal thesis that ethical utterances are cognitively mean
ingless. Buddhism maintained not only that ethical 
knowledge is possible, but also that it is i ndispensable 
for human well-being. However, there does not seem 
to. be any explicit commitment in Buddhism to a natu-)st theory of ethics according to which moral predi
cates and moral statements are reducible to a set of 
el)Wirically observable properties and a set of empiri
cally verifiable statements or to a non-naturalist theory 
according to which moral predicates and statements 
refer to intuitively ascettainable non-natural proper
ties. According to Buddhism, moral j udgments can 
be justified by an appeal to considerations of human 
well-being and the Golden Rule criterion i nvolving 
behaving towards others as one would want others to 
behave towards oneself. 

The positivistic features of Buddhist philosophy 
developed in opposition to the authoritarian doctrines 
of the Brahmanical orthodoxy and the dogmatic meta
physics of ncn-Brahmanical rationalist philosophers. 
J T '\¥ever, Buddhist philosophy was governed by a deep 
eulcal concern. Logical Positivism in the recent West
em world developed under the influence of the gen
er , ,:deological background which created a dichotomy 
between fact and value, and maintained that scientific 
knowledge which is value free is the only valid k ind 
of knowledge regarding what has real existence. This 
crucial difference between Buddhism and contempo
rary Logical Positivism is sufficient to conclude that 
they represent two entirely incompatible world views. 

P. D. Prcmasiri 

LOHAPA5ADA is the magnificent nine-storeyed 
)ui lding put up by King D��thagamini in the 2"J 
:::entury B .  C. at Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka, for the 
1se of the Mahavihara monks as a Chapter House 
uposathiigara). As its roof was covered with copper 
heets (copper tiles) it was called Lohapasada, the 
Rmen Palace ' .  

The history o f  this uposathiigiira does not begin 
with king Du.�thagamini. I t  was King Devanampiyatissa 
who put up an uposathiigiira at this site first, 140 years 
earl i er, but i t  was not as magnificent as that o f  
Du.t.thagarni ni. 

'Tato mahiibodhighara11J lohapiisiidam eva ca 
saliikaggan:z ca kiiresi bhattasiilan:z ca siidhukan;. 

Then (King  Devan ampiyati s s a) b u i l t  the  
Mahabodhighara, Lohapasada, SaUika House and · 
the Eating House. (Mhv. Ch. XV Verse 205 

· 

Apparently the author of the Mahiivamsa has made 
a confu s ion by cal l ing the bu i ld ing  put  u p  b y  
Devanampiyatissa Lohapasada. The term Lohapasada 
came to usage only after Dutthagarnini, by reason of 
his covering the roof of the building he put up, with 
copper sheets. In the fifth centuf'; A. C., when the 
Mahavamsa was wri tten, it appears that the term 
Lohapasada has already become a synonym for an 
uposathagiira. When the author of the Mabavamsa 

. says, that King Devanampiyatissa put up a Lohapasada, 
what he would have meant was that the king put up an 
uposathiigiira, though he used the term Lohapasada 
which originated after Dutthagarnini covered the build
ing (uposathiigiira) with copper sheets. 

The author of the Vams{ltthappqkiisini apparently 
had noted the confusion created by cal ling both build
ings (i. e. one put. up · by Devanatnpiyatissa .aild the 
other by Dutthag�rnini) Lohapasada,· and·had tried to 
help the reader. o11t Qf �e confu�iQn. 

· 

-:. _ . ... ,, . .  . .. . . .... . 
' 'Lohapti$?Jcjq.:cyp,,(a iJVih4fap_arip1.4�u:zamattakarr_l 

piisiidCJ.IJJ }([z.;?z..fi,e�1f ,ti;: aJ:.tho . .. TalrJ hi pace a 
viddhanJ sefVP Du{fhqgiim}r{i mCJ.ha . raja 
suvarp;akhacit�n.1 k.tltvq kqtapesi . . 

( K ing  Devan am p
"
iyat i ssa , co,n,s tructed) the 

Lohapasada! too, m�ans tha� �e (19ng) constn.Icted 
a building just to complete the (requisites of a) 
vihiira. The King Du.t.thagarnini}ater demolished 
it and constructed (a new) one with gold carvings." 
(Mhv. A. II 364) 

Therefore it should be clear that what King 
Devanampiyatissa put up was a utility building, an 
essential component of a vihara complex and it can
not be cal led a Lohapasacla. The creator of the mag
� ificent bui lding called the Lohapasada was king 

Dutthagamini in the 2"d century B. C. In the light of 

� j ,I 
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the facts stated above, it i s  clear that Suravira's argu
ment that the author of the Mahavamsa has attributed 
the construction of the Lohapasada to the King 
Dutthagamini in order to give him additional credit, is 
unfounded (Suravira. A.  Y. Anuriidhapura Culture, 
Saman Press, Colombo l959 p. 1 1 5- 1 1 6). The site on 
which the Lohapasada is built i s  a holy spot, accord
ing to tradition.  The IJipavamsa (chapter xiii verse 
55) as well as the Mahiivanzsa (chapter xv verses 36 
and 37) report that Maha Mahinda Thera honoured the 
site by sprinkling flowers and predicated that the fu
ture Uposathiigiira would come up there. Both re
ports say that when the Elder Mahinda sprinkled flow
ers on the s i te ,  there occurred an earth tremor 
(pa.thavlkampii). What we can gather from this report 
i s  t h at the E l d e r  M a h i n d a, w h o  gave King 
Devanampiyatissa on outline of the Sacred City that 
would come up, i dentified the site as the appropriate 
site for an uposathiigiira. The IJipavamsa does not 

· give the name of the site. But the Mahiivamsa says 
that the site was called Mahamucala Malaka, (The 
place Barringtonia Acu tangila tree stood) i n  the 
Mahameghavana Park. 

The Saddharmiilahkiira a Sinhala literary work of 
the l4'h century (edited by Yen. Makuluduve Piyaratana 
Thera, Colombo 1971  p. 440) provides additional in
formation not given either in the IJipavamsa or the 
Mahiivamsa. The Saddharmiilahkiira reports that the 
spot was sanctified by the B uddha spending a moment 
in trance there, on his third visit to Sri Lanka. 

The Saddharmiilankiira does not stop there, but 
traces the history of the site to the time of the "Three 
Previous B uddhas:  Kakusanda, �onagamana and 
Kassapa. Unlike in the case of Gautama B uddha who 
sanctified the place by spending a moment in trance, 
the previous B uddhas sanctified it by preaching the 
Dharnma on the spot. Accordingly Kakusanda B ud
dha visited the Island of Lanka which was then known 
as Ojadipa and preached on the site, which was known 
as "Sifisamalaka" to 20,000 beings. When the Bud
dha Konagamana appeared in the world, the i sland was 

. called "Varadipa". Konagamana Buddha visited the 
island and preached at the site, which was known as 
Nagamalaka enlightening 20,000 beings. The Bud
dha Kassapa, too, is said to have visited the island ' 
which was then known as Mal)�adipa, preached at the 

. Lohapiisada site then known as Asokamalaka, helping 
4000 beings to understand the Dhamma. 

The author of the Saddhanniilankiira has not in
dicated the source of the additional information. The 
Saddharmii lankii ra i s  based on the Pal i treatise 
Rasaviihini of Yen. Vedeha, also assigned to the 1 4th 
century. But the Rasavahini does not contain the said 
additional information. But the Rasaviihini is said to 
be a revision of a Pali translation made from an origi
nal Sinhala compil ation by Ra.t.t hapal a Thera of 
Guttavamka Pirivena of the Mahavihara (DPPN Vol .  
II  7 1 8). I t  i s  possible that the additional information 
were contained in the Yen .  Ra.t.thapala's work, which 
formed the basis for the Rasaviihini. The author of 

. the Rasaviihini Yen. Vedeha, did not wish to include 
this additional information,  but the author of the 
Saddharmiilahkara who belongs to the same period, 
took the information direct from R�t_thapala's work tc - , 
which he too had access. There is also a p<)ssibility J 
that the Sihala A.tfhakathiis on which Yen.  Ra.t.tapala 
based his work, were stil l  extant. Therefore it is pOs
sible that the author of the Saddharmiilahkiira took 
the additional i nformation direct from the Sinhala 
A!.fhakathii. 

As stated in the Mahiivamsa (Chapter XXVII 
verses 1 ff) king Dutthagiimirii heard of the prediction 
made to his grandfather by the Elder Mahjnda, that 
his grandson would put up an uposathiigara in the fu
ture on the spot. Searching in the place he came across 
the gold plate where the prediction was engraved. It 
is said that the king thoroughly rejoiced and applauded 
and summoned the monks and told that he would put 
up a building, similar. to a divine mansion, for them 
(vimiinatulyaJl} piisiidafTJ kiirayissiimi vo ahan.t, Mhv. J. Ch. XXVII verse 9). The king requested the monks to 
provide him with a suitable (building) plan from the 
Deva loka ( "dibba vimanam pesetva tadalek!tam � 
dadiitha me". Mhv. Ch. XXVII verse 1 0). The monks 
sent eight arahants to the devaloka. The arahants hav-
ing seen the Ambala.t.thika pasada, the mansion of the 
nymph Birani, copied its plan with vermil ion on a cloth 
and gave i t  to the king. It i s  interesting to note here 
that as far back as the 2"d century B .  C. inhabitants of 
the island were advanced in the field of architecture 
and were preparing plans for the constructions. It is 
also clear that at this instance the monks prepared the 
plan for the Lohapasada, which indicates that the 
monks were conversant with architecture too . When 
the construction commenced the king was apparently ., ,: 
selfish and wished to accrue all the merit for himself. 
The king proclaimed that no work shall be done here ;,il ·�:.,� 
wi thout payment (anlll. lakam kammam ellha na, ;[:; 
kiitabbam Mhv. verse 23). The king kept 800,000 gold . J 

� I � 
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pieces (hiraiiiiiini), and food and clothes at the gates, 
assessed whatever the work done and paic!.,�he work
ers in gold and kind. The building was constructed 
similar to the drawing (alekhathulyanJ kii resi 
lohapiisada/1} uttaman;.. Mhv. Ch. XXVIII verse no. 
20). Since the building was convered with copper tiles, 
it was known as Lohapasada ( "tambalohZ�thakizh ' eso 
piisiido chadito ahu, lohapasada vohiiro lena tassa 
ajiiyata" Mhv. Ch. XXVIII verse 42. 

The Mahavamsa (Chapter xxvii verses 24-42) pro
vides a detailed description of this nine storeyed build
ing. Geiger renders the Mahiivamsa description of 
magnificence of the Lohapasada into English thus: 

\ "The pasada was four sided, (measuring) on each 
:... . .k a hundred cubits, and even so much in height. In 
this most beautiful palace there were nine store�'S and 
h , each storey, a hundred window chambers. All the 
charilbers were overlaid with silver and their coral 
vedikizs were adorned with manifold precious stones, 
gay with various games were the lotus flowers on the 
(vedikizs) and they (the vedikizs) were surrounded with 
rows of little silver bells. 

A thousand well-arranged chambers were in the 
pasada, overlaid with various gems and adorned with 
windows. And since he heard of Vessavana's chariot, 
which served as a car for the women (Buddhadatta 
obje!;�� to tltis_ tr�slation. According to him it is a 
vehicle in the shape of a woman not a car for women -
Buddhadatta, A .  P. Corrections to Geiger 's 
ft!.q_havamst( Ananda Book Company, Ambalangoda 
.... JL�mka, 1 957 p. 34). He had a gem pavilion set up 
in the middle (of the palace) fashioned in like manner. 
It was adorned with pillars consisting of precious 
Slones, on which were figures of lions, tigers and so 
forth, and shapes of 'devatiis '. A bordering of pearl 
network ran round the edge of the pavilion and thereon 
was a coral vedikiz of the kind that has been described 
above. 

Within the pavilion, gaily adorned with the seven 
gems, stood a shining beauteous throne of ivory with 
a seat of mountain crystal and in the ivory back (was 
fashioned) a sun in gold, and a moon in silver, and 
stars in pearls, and lotus _ blossoms made of various 
gems were fitly placed here and there and Jataka tales 
in the same place within a festoon of gold. 

On the exceedingly beauti ful throne covered with 
;ostly cushions was placed a beautiful fan of ivory, 
�obaming (magnificently) and a white parasol with a 

coral foot, resting on mountain crystal and having a 
silver staff, shone forth over the throne. On it, de
picted in the seven gems, were the eight auspicious 
figures and rows of figures of beasts with jewels and 
pearls in between; and rows of little silver bells were 
hung upon the edge of the parasol. The Palace para
sol, the throne and the pavilion were beyond price. 

Costly beds and chairs, according to the rank, and 
carpets and coverlets of great price did he command 
them to spread about. The rinsing vessel and the ladle 
(belonging there to) were even of gold; what need then 
to speak of the other utensils in the palace? Surrounded 
by a beautiful enclosure and provided with four gate
ways the pasada gleaned in its magnificence l ike a 
hall in the heaven of the thirty-three gods. The pas ada_ 
was covered over with plates of copper and thence 
came its name "Brazen Palace". (Geiger Wilhelm The 
Mahavamsa or The Great Chronicle of Ceylon pub
lished by the Govt. of Ceylon 1 950 p. 184-85) 

The ivory throne referred to in this description re
minds us of the symbol that represented the Buddha 
before the B uddha statue was invented, when the 
Lohapiisada was constructed in the 2nd century B .  C. 
Representing the B uddha with a statue w.<_ts not 
practiced yet. It is possible that the empty thro�e rep
resented the Buddha before the advent of the Buddha 
statue. In the alternative it would have been for the 
preachers of the Dharma. 

After the completion of the pasada the king 
covened an assembly of monks. The monks assem
bled as in the case of Mariciv��ti (vihara) ·cosecnition 
festival. The floors of that 9 storeyed mansion were 
allocated to the monks according to their learning and 
spiritual attainments. The ordinary monks (puthujjana) 
stood in ll-te first stmy and the bearers of the tipifaka 
(tepZtaka) in the 2nd floor. The Sotapanna etc. were 
accommodated from the 3rd floor onwards. Accord
ing to the degree of attainment the upper four floors 
were adornded by the "arahants". 

A lthough it was  pri m aril y  meant for art 
uposathiigiira or a chapter house, it had been used for 
several purposes in the course of its long history. 
Among the many other purposes it had been utilized, 
its use as a preaching hall is prominent as seen in the 
Pali commentaries  and other l i terary s ources . 
Lohapasada had been a popular preaching hall for 
eminent monks. 1 

.. 
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As stated in the VamsatthappakQ_sini (VoL I l 552-
553) Yen. Cittagutta, resident at A mbapasana of 
Angakolagama of Dakkhil)adisabhaga, while yet be
ing a puthujjana (ordinary monk) became an expert 
preacher. · One day he was preaching to an audience of 
12,000 monks on the Rathavinzta Sutta on the ground 
floor of the Lohapasada. In the course of his discourse 
he tried to describe the beauty of the relic chamber of 
the Mahacetiya. But he felt  that some did not believe 
him. Consequently he was discouraged and shortened 
the description. An arahant by name Mahatissa en
dowed with the analytic insight (pabedha pa_tisambhida 
patto) and the s i x  apperceptive knowledges 
(chalabhifiiio ), the preceptor of Asubhakammika Tissa 
thera resident of Kotapabbata Vihara in Mahagama in 
the Rohana Janapada, who happened to be close by, 
said: "Friend Dharnmakathika your sermon is deficient, 
do not get discouraged. Explain i t  in detail". This not 
only shows that the ground floor of the Lohapasada 
was utilized as a preaching hall, but also it was large 
enough to accommodate an audience of 1 2000 par
ticipants. 

The Saratthappakasini, the commentary on the 
Samyutta Nikaya (SA. II. 276) records an incident of 
how a certain Brahmin thoroughly got excited and ran 
home while listening to a discourse describing the 
Tilakkha!J.{l by Tipi_taka Culanaga thera on the ground 
floor of the Lohapasada. The Samantapasadika Vin.A. 
II, 591) describes how two hostile monks were involed 
in an argument when Tipi,taka Culabhaya thera got up 
in the evening after explaining the Vinaya to the monks 
on the ground floor of the Lohapasada. · 

As recorded in the Mahiivamsa (Chapter XXXII 
verse 42-43) King Dutthagamini having heard that the 
gift of the Dhamma (dhamma dana) is much superior 
to material gifts, tried to discourse on the Mahgala 
Sutta to the monks on the ground floor of Lohapasada. 
But he was too nervous and could not proceed, and 
had to end the discourse no sooner he commenced it. 
Papaiicasudani, the Majjhima Nikaya commentary 
(MA V, 10 1 )  records that maliyadeva thera preached 

. the Chacakka Sutta to the monks on the ground floor 
of the Loh apa s a d a  an d 60 monks attained 
'Arahanthood' as a result. 

According to a narration in the Vamsatthappakasini 
(Vol. II, 553-55) King Bhatiya was shown the interior 
of the Mahacetiya with the intervention of Sakka, when 
he resolved that he would not get up unless he is shown 
the relic chamber of the Mahacetiya. Afterwards when 

the king wanted to enlighten the monks on the details 
of the relic chamber of the Mahacetiya, he summoned 
the monks to the ground floor of the Lohapasada. The 
Visuddhimagga (Vism. p. 9 1 )  describes the Lohapasada 
as a place where one can listen to the dhamma as in 
the days of the Buddha. The Atthasalini the commen
tary on the Dhammasahgani (p. 3 1) describes how 
Gamavasi Sumana Deva thera tried to answer those 
who hold the view that the Abhidhamma has no origin 
(nidana) when he was preaching on the ground floor 
of the Lohapasada. 

All these incidents show that the ground floor of 
the Lohapasada was often used as a preaching hall or 
an assembly hall. There is an instance, which records 
the using of the Lohapasada to perform disciplinary 

) acts ( Vinaya Kamma), during the reign o f  King 
Saddhatissa. According to the Manorathapura!J.i (AA 
I I  247) onec Mahavyagga thera was attending to a dis
ciplinary matter of bhikkhus in the seventh floor of 
the Lohapasada, saw the body of Kujjatissa thera of 
Mangana who had attained parinibbana, coming in 
the air in a Ku_tagara (pavilion with a peaked roof). 
Mahavyaggha thera too wished to receive similar hon-
our as the former entered the same pavilion and at
tained parinibbana and was cremated with the. same 
honour. Here is an instance where the seventh floor 
was used for a vinaya kamma apparently a vinaya ritual. 
Apart from that it is seen that it was used for emer
gency purposes too. The Mahavamsa (Ch. XLII verses 
53-56) describes how when a portion of the Thuparama 
Cetiya collapsed during the reign of Aggabodhi II (600-
61 1 A. C:) the collar bone of the Buddha that was en- .] 
shrined there was taken to the Lohapasada to be kept 
there till the repairs to the damaged cetiya was effected. 
Further an inscription discovered by the Dept. of Ar- .· 
chaeoiogy in the Ruwanveli Seya premises during the 
excavations in 1946-47, assigned to the 1 51 year of King 
Kani.t.�hatissa provides valuable information regarding 
the use of the Lohapasada. The inscription commemo
rated the donation to the Mahacetiya. Though the name 
of the donor is defaced, it says that documents relat-
ing to the donation are kept in the Lohapasada. There
fore, i t  is seen that Lohapasada was used as the Record 
Room of the Mahavihara. 

The Lohapasada was not an isolated building. 
There appears to have been a building complex with 
the Lohapasada as the m a i n  building.  The 
Ambala.t.thika was apparently a building situated to the 
east of the Lohapasada, because the Lohapasada is 
always found mentioned in the context of referring to � 
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J 
he Ambal�t.thibi. (DA. I. 13 1 , DA II .  635). Therefore 
t could, be)nferred that it was in the same premises. 
>afica Nibiyika Mal) <;} ala (DA II 58 1 where the 
)hikkhus used to recite texts or commentaries when 
hey assemble after the rainy season appears to have 
Jeen a part of the said Lohapasada complex . . . .  King 
Khallathanaga ( 1 1  0- 1 03 B. C.) added 32 pasadas (ap
Jarently apartments) to the Lohapasada (Mhv. Ch. 
XXIX verse 30). The above facts certify that there 
had been a building complex with the Lohapasada as 
the main one. Therefore it is reasonable to assume 
that Lohapasada was the center of Buddhist activities 
during the Anuradhapura period and was more or less 
the head quarters of the Maha vihara. 

In the commentaries the Lohapasada was treated 
as an example of luxurios living. 

') 
-- "Lohapasada · sadise p i  ca pas a de bhikkhu 

sahassamajjhe pafifiatte vic itt a paccattharanupadhane 
mahiirahe sayane" . . . . .  . 

In a mansion similar to the Lohapasada, in the 
middle of the Bhikkhu sangha, in a �ed covered 
with beautiful and lUx.urious carperts, if a bhikkhu 
lays down to his right side. (DhA. lll 472) 

The Saratthappakasin"l the Samyutta Commentary 
(Vin. A. I 74) takes the Lohapasada to explain the size 
or proportion. It is said that if 4 rock of the size of the 
7th floor of the Lohapasada if  dropped from the 
Brahmaloka takes seven months to reach the earth, the 
corrnnentary to the Majjhima nikaya (MA II 1 84) has 
d�oyed it to show the extent of space. When the 
r _ja king Mucalinda coiled around the Buddha, in 
the sixth week after the enlightenment, keeping its hood 
above, to protect the Buddha from the rain, the space 
cJLeated for the Buddha, within its coil was equal to the 
g�ound floor o f  the Lohapasada .  In the 
Saratthappakasini (SA I 148) takes Lohapasada as an 
example of a pas ada surrounded by a wall having four 
entrances. 

"So kira pasado Lohapasado viya samanta catu 
dvara koHhakena pakarena parikkhitto " (SA I . 148) 

Lohapasada is one of the eight most sacred Bud
dhist places ( a_tamasthana) in Sri Lanka and as the 1 001h 
place in the l 71h century list of sacred places of Sri 
Lanka, called "Nam Pota" which is used as a basic 
text for the beginners in the traditional system of 
temple education. The creator of Lohapasada king 

. -- . . --... - . . 

Dutthagamini had an i 
According to the 
i n  h i s  de athbed,  was h 
Mahacetiya while lying 
Lohapasada when lying on 
in  front. 

"Dakkhi'}a passena 

The Van_1satthappakas 
tice fol lowed during the 
is important historically as 
Vamsatthappakasinl includes 
seven sacred spots from which 
make the earthen pot in which the 

respect for it. 
king, lying 

s aw the 
and the 

king's consecration were kept. Accordingly Clay was 
obtained from the northern flight o f  steps of the 
Lohapasada (uttirapada gaiJ.thiya he.t.tabhagato Mhv. 
A. I. 307). This shows the important position given to 
the Lohapasada, and its close relation to the kingship 
during the Anuradhapura period. The SumaiJgala 
Vilasini (Vol. II .  58 1 )  records an important informa
tion regarding the Lohapasada, namely the monks re
siding to the north of the river (Mahaveli) used _to as
semble at the Lohapasada to spend their rainy retreat. 
The Van;satthappakasini (Mhv. A. Vol. III 505) says 
that it is. m�ntioned in the A.t.thakathas (no doubt the 
Sihalayhakatha) "that it could be seen from the east 
by those who are on the summit of the Udumbara Rock 
(present Dimbulagala) near Kacchatittha, which is nine 
yojanas distance from Anuradh�pura and ffoni the west 
by those who travel either by sea or by .. lWld up to a 
distance of one yojana in the sea. However, appar
ently what the author of the Vam�a_t��appakasini  
records is not what he personally ��§: :Q�$erved, but 
what was recorded in the Siha/at(hg�f}:Jij.i;:.)t is possi
ble that when the Vamsat;hapakasinj�'w§s·.written in 
the 10111 or the 1 1 111 century the ·. Lohap��da may not 
have been of that height, but pd�sibt{teduced. · 0 : 0 ' ·�·�, :�:' •V�•: ... • 0 

This magnificent building1� the cotirse of its long 
history had been subjected to improvements, additions, 
repairs, destructions, vandalism, plunder etc. Not long 
after i ts construction in the reign of the next king 
Saddhatissa, Lohapasada was burnt down accidently 
by an oil  lamp. But the King rebuilt it reducing it to 
seven floors. 
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Dipena Lohapasado Utf.cfhayhitta susamkhato 
Karesi Lohapasada11J. so sattabhumika11J. puna 

(Mhv. Ch. xxxiii Verse 6) 

It could be inferred from this that the original struc
ture would ha�e been a · wooden one. As elsewhere 
mentioned King Khall�thanaga ( 1 10- 103 B. C.) added 
32 small pasadas apparently apartments around 
Lohapasada to adorn it. 

Lohapasadaparivare pasade 'ti manorame 
Lohapasadasobhattha11J. eso dvattirt]sa akiirayi 

(Mhv. Ch. xxxiii Verse 30) 

King Bhatikabhaya (22-7 B. C.) renovated (kii.resi 
Lohapaslufepa.fisahkhiiram ettha so. (Mhv. Ch. xxxiv 
Verse 39). The King Amandagamini ( 19-29 A. C.) 
made varendas (kucchiajiram . . . . karapesi Mhv. Ch. 
xxxv Verse No. 3.) .  King Abhayanaga (23 1 -240 A. 
C.) constructed a pavilion Lohapasadahgana11J. hi raja 
karesi ma1Jtjapam eva ca. ( Mhv. Ch. xxxvi no. 52) in 
the yard of the Lohapasada. 

King Sirinaga (240-242 A. C.) rebuilt it making it 
five storeyed. (Kiiresi Lohapiisiido sahkhitta11J 
paiicabhumikarlJ. Mhv. Ch. xxxvi verse 25). It appears 
that it was king S irinaga who reduced Lohapasada to 
the least number of floors on record. According to the 
available records five storeys is the least number of 
storeys that Lohap�ada has ever had and there is no 
record of further reduction of floors. Gothabhya (249-
263 A. C.)  changed the pi l lars of Lohapasada 
(Lohapasiidathambe ca pai-ivattiya fhapayi ( Mhv. 
xxxvi Verse 1 02). 

King J���atissa
-
(263-27 5 A. C.) son of G�thabhaya 

apparently had done a substantial improvement to the 
Lohapasada 

Pitarii so vippakatar1J.Lohapasiidar1J uttaman; 
KotidhanaagganakaTIJ karesi sattabhumikan.1 
Sa.iJhisatasahassagghaTIJ pujayitva mahim tcihin.l 
Karesi Jetthatisso tam manipasada namakarlJ . . .  . . 

'The king Jetthatissa completed what his father 
could not finish in the Lohapasada. He made it 
worth a crore and made it seven floored. He do
.nated a gem worth 60 lakhs to it and made it (call) 
mansion of gems (Manipasada (Mhl-: Ch. xxxvi 
vv. 124-125) 

The most unfortunate period of the history of the 
Lohapasada dawned in the region of King Mahasena 
(275-301 A. C.). Up to the reign of Mahasena only 

the natural disasters fell upon the Lohapasada. It was 
subjected to man made disasters for the first tim� i.n 
the reign of Mahasena. A bhikkhu named Sangh�tta 
of the Abhayagiri fraternity, with the approval ofKmg 
Mahasena, who was converted to his side, got 
Lohapasada razed to the ground, and the valuable arti
cles there were taken to Abhayagiri. 

Bhinditva Lohapasadam sattabhumikan.l uttamarlJ 
Ghare nanappakare ca ito ' bhayagirim nayuf1J. 

Having demolished the seven storeyed precious 
Lohapasada took the various (valuables) to 
Abhayagiri. 

(Mhv. Ch. xxxvii verse No. 1 1 )  

According to the traditional view after the demo 
lition, the land was sawn with Flemingia seeds ( Undu). 
It is clear that by the time of Mahasena Lohapasa ;£, 
was only seven storeyes .  However, his son 
Sirimeghavanna (301-328 A.  C.) rebuilt Lohapasada 
(Mhv. Ch. xxxvii Verse 62). King Dhatusena (455-
473 A .  C . )  repaired i t  (Lohapiisiidake JirpJ e  
Navakamma akii.rayi ( Mhv. Ch. xxxviii Verse 54.) King 
Aggabodhi (571 -604A. C.) built Lohapasada (though 
Mahavamsa says 'built' (Karetvii) it would have been 
either a repair or an improvement) and provided three 
robes to 36 000 bhikkhus at the inauguration ceremony 
(Mhv. Ch. ;Iii Verse No. 20). KingAggabodhl IV (667-
683 A. C.) repaired the middle pinnacle lohapasadake 
sova chadesi majjhaku_takam (Mhv. Ch. XL v. 30) and 
Manavamma (684-7 1 8  A .  C.)  repaired the roof 
(chii.desi Lohapiisiida11J. Thupiiriima ghararlJ tatha 
(Mhv. Ch. xlvii Verse 65). Apparently the Lohapasada 
was plundered during the Pandya invasion (Mhv. 
Ch. LI verse 25) in the reign of king Sena I (833-
853 A. C.) 

The reign of King Sena II  (853-8.87) has been an 
important era in the history of the Lohapasada. The 
Mahavamsa records the improvements effected dur
ing the period thus 

Karetva LohapasadaTIJ Vejayanta sarikkhakarlJ 
Vatj.qhesi pa_timam tattha suva1JIJ.aghanakofi mam 

Sutvii uposathagharabhavam sabbemahesinam 
Tuccho 'yam n 'eva hotu ti vasat�z sagh.assalai1J. akii 

Bhogagameca tassadii, rakkhake ca niyojayi 
Bhikkhu dvattin.zsamattiini vasantu ti niyamayi 

"King (Sena I I) completely restored the pasada 
similar to the Vejayanta mansion (of Sakkha) and 
placed an image of the Buddha in gold and mosaic. 
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Having heard that this Uposathagiira meant for all the 
monks is now vacant, converted it to a habitable place 
for monks, assigned villages for its maintenance and , 
stationed guards and arranged 32 monks to reside there 
(Mhv. Ch. Verse 69-7 1 ). 

It is clear from this report that the Lohapasada was 
not in use at the time, and the king again made it a 
habitat for monks. 

King Sena IV was in the habit of preaching peri
odical sermons to the monks in the Lohapasada which 
were based on the Suttas (Mhv. Ch. LIV. v. 4 ) . King 
Kassapa V (913-923 A. C.) and King Mahinda VI (959-
972 A. C.) too are said to have affected some repairs 
(Hettiarachchi, V. S. ; Mahaviharaya inAnuradhapura, 
C )mbo, 1996 p. 88 Sinhala script). 

Once more Lohapasada was destroyed by the 
Cholas, and it was Parakrarnabahu I ( 1 1 53- 1 1 86) that 
effected the last repairs to it. The Mahavamsa (th. 
LXXVIII vv. 102 ff) provides a detailed account of 
these repairs and improvements effected by 
Parakramabahu I. 

Ekeka passato hatthasata11J hattisaturuka11J 
Uccato sattaka11J Lohapas1ida11J colanasita11J 
sahassa11J ca sat am c 'eva silathambhe nidhapiya 
Anekasata gabbhehi ku,tagara varahi ca 
Sihapanjare pantihi bhusitam nekabhumikam 
Vimhayavaha kammantam karapesi narissaro 

Lohapasada destroyed by Cholas which measured )n every direction one hundred cubits, one hun
dred in lengh and breadth and as much in height, 
which was adorned with many hundred apartments 
with fine turrets and with rows of cells and which 
had several storeys whose embellishment call forth 
admiration. The ruler of men restored by raising 
again it's thousand and six hundred stone pillars " 
(Mhv. Ch. LXXVII verse 102- 1 04). 

This is the first time that such a detailed account 
>f Lohapasada is found after King Dutthagamini 's 
:pisode (Mhv. Ch. xxvi) and this is the first instance 
hat records the use of 1 600 stone pillars either for the 
:onstruction or for the repairs of Lohapasada. Also, 
:ince the accidental burning during the reign of King 
)addhatissa, apparently this was the first time that it 
vas restored to it's original nine storeys. In the course 
,f earlier repairs it was reduced to seven or five sto
eys. It was soon after pillaged again and fell into 
l!i!1. in which state it remains to this day. 

The Lohapasada is also referred to in the ancient 
Sinhala literary works. As mentioned elsewhere the 
Saddharma�ahkara provides additional information on 
the site not found in any other source. Sinhala 
Thupavamsa ( 13th century) which . is a translation of 
the Pali Thupavamsa of 1 century describes 
Lohapasada in the context the meritori-
ous acts of Dutthagamini. of 
the Sinhala Thupavamsa 
(ch. xxvii) account, or the 
on the Lohapasada. But 
information provided in 
Mahavamsa as well as 
the water vessel and the 
king provided for the 
Sinhala Thupavamsa says 
60 posts of water 
Lankananda, Colombo 1 
another Sinhala literay 
contains information 
Pujavaliya records that 
bits (Mahavamsa 100 cu 
The Pujavaliya apparently 
(ch. LXXVIII verse 1 
Du.t.thagamini built the 
Iars in forty rows, 
Pujavaliya description does 
nal description of the 
ing the Lohapasada But it 
LXXXVIII account of 
the Lohapasada The /VtrlnnlJ•n• 
does not mention UU.UUai<'CllUJ 
the Lohapasada. Therefore 
author of the Pujavaliya in 
the Lohapasada built by 
scribing the Lohapasada 
( 1 1 53- 1 1 86) which he 
in the } 3th century A. C., · 
corded in the Mahavamsa 

· The cluster of 

Lohapasada. There are 
each row having 40 
height but of different · 
from the present ground 
wards the middle of the 
a wooden deck on top · 
Uposathagara recently 
who are attending on the 

over 
p i l lars, an 

· · of bhikkhus 

The Lohapasada had to an excava-
tion by the Department of in the year 
1949. The report of the �v,•d"'""'"''"'" is found in the 

! . 
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Administration report of the Department of Archaeol
ogy for the year 1 949. According to the findings, the 
virgin soil was found 4 ft. below the present ground 
level. Evidence of building activities of different pe
riods have been observed. According to the report 
neither the stones used for the foundation nor the bricks 
used in the construction of the retaining walls had been 
specially made for the purpose, for, most of these parts 
are fragments collected form early buildings which had 
already been ruined when the existing edifice of the 
Lohapasada was put up. The general impression one 
gets by examining the material of what is left of the 
retaining wall is that it is a work of very late date, prob
ably the 12lh century A .  C. The pillars form an assort
ment and like bricks used i n  the retaining wall and the 
stones .of the foundation had not been specially pre
pared for the purpose which they were made to serve, 
when planted in their present position. Some among 
them are roughhewn, the type used to be embedded in 
brick or clay walls. Others are well dressed .  pillars 
with tenons to keep the capital in position. Some pil
lars have been planted with the rough base up, just the 
reverse of how it was originally intended to the set up. 
The better type of pillar is  in the style of which we are 
familiar w i th two ruined edi fices between the 
Ruwanveli and Thuparama chaityas. Stylistically, they 
can be assigned to a date between the Slh and 1 0'" cen
turies. It is thus clear the pillars of the existing edifice 
called 'the Brazen Palace� (Lohapasada) have been 
collected from a number of ruined buildings of differ- . 
ent types and that they had been planted in their present 
position at a later date: See PLATE XXXIX 

The excavation also revealed other evidence lead
ing to the conclusion that the existing ruins of the Bra
zen Palace are those of an edifice of a later date. Just 
outside the South Western comer of the building was 
found the circular pond of which the circumference 
gradually diminish with the depth. (The rubble facing 
bespeaks to an early date for the pond, and as it was 
close to the main entrance of the Bo Tree enclosure it 
must have been of considerable importance though the 
name and the history of it has not yet been discov
ered). For, if the earlier edifice that must have stood 
while the pond itself was functioning occupied exactly 
the same position as the Lohapasada of today, the 
Southwestern comer of the (original) building must 
have abutted the side of the pond. The ancient 
Sinhalese architects did not favour the locating of their 
buildings in such a cramped position. 

. Moreover there is literary evidence to show that 
the original Lohapasada was located somewhat to the 
North of the existing ruins of the Lohapasada. The 

Mahiibodhivamsa (p. 1 37- 138) tells us that in the lay 
out of the princi pal edifices of the Mahavihara, 
Lohapasada, and balanced with the Sannipatasala. The 
ru i n s  o f  the l atter are today populary cal l ed 
Ransimaligava, and a line drawn east to west bisect
ing the Lohapasada, if continued would have run 
through the center of the eastern entrance of the build
ing. The reference to literature would also confirm 
the later date of the existing building. As already cited 
the Mahavamsa (Culavamsa ch. 78 verse 1 02- 104) 
records the reconstructon of the Lohapasada destroyed 
by the "Cholas", by Parakramabahu I ( 1 1 53- 1 1 86 A. 
C.) erecting 1 600 stone pil lars. The ruins of the 
Lohapasada as we see them today are therefore of the 
building of that name erected at the instance of 
Parakrarnabahu I ( 1 1 53- 1 1 86) .  This also is in accord
ance with the obvious fact that ruins existing today of 
an edifice with a long history must be of its latest phase 
(Department of Archaeological Survey of Ceylon Ad
ministrative Report 1 949 p. 1 1 - 1 2) .  

Recent excavations has revealed remnants of a wall 
re-inforcced with palmyrah (or similar timber) plas
tered and decorated with paintings and the signs of its 
destruction by fire. Also a stone capital bracket 
(pekacf.a) w i t h  paintings has  been discovered 
(Hettiarachchi V. S .  MahaviharayaAnuradhapura Co
lombo 1996 p. 86 ff). This confirms the Mcihavamsa 
description that the walls of Lohapasada was deco,. 
rated with paintings depicting Jataka stories. (ibid). 

The copper tiles have been discovered at the exca
vations of Jetavana and Mirisaweti complexes. There
fore it is possible that the Lohapasada might have been 
roofed with caper tiles as reported in the Mahavamsa. 

Lohapasada is the most important and magnificent 
building mentioned in the annals of Sri Lanka appar
ently the masterpiece of ancient Sri Lanka architec
ture. 

K Arunasiri 

LOKA : According to the PED. "Loka is not a fixed 
and definite term. It comprises immateriality as well 
as mate1iality and emphasizes either one or 'the other 
meaning according to the view applied to the object or 
category in question. Thus a translation of 'sphere, 
plane, division, order' interchanges with ' world' . 
Whenever the spatial element prevails we speak of its 
' regional ' meani ng as contrasted with ' applied ' 
meaning. The fundamental notion however is that of 
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substantiality, to which is closely related the specific 
Buddhist notion of impermanence (loka lujjati)". It is 
in this latter sense that loka has been defined in the 
Salayatana San:zyutta as, "Lujjaflti kho bhikkhu tasma 
loko ti vuccati" - Loka is so called because it breaks 
up, because it dissolves. (S. IV. 52). Taken in this 
sense the term can go back to the Sanskrit root ruj 
meaning destruction, (vinasa). The same source sug
gests another derivation from rue, to shine, to light 
up. It is this  sense that is found in the Vedic 
explanations of the world as the place of light. 

In the early Buddhist texts the term loka describes 
the entire Universe including all the imaginable and 
Lhe unimaginable substantiality. Although its primary 
II' - Jlings seem to be that which describes it as the 
h<:.aifs of gods and men. According to a frequently 
rep ated passage found in the early canonical texts, 
:he Buddha is described as one who has understood 
:he world, "with its devas, with Mara, with Brahma: 
:he whole creation with recluses and brahmins, the 
world of men and devas - iman:z lokan:z sadevakan:z 
samaraka11J sabrahmaka11J sassam1Jabrahma1Ji11J 
vajanJ sadevamanussan:z. "1 

The phenomenal world has formed the subject of 
;erious concern in early B uddhism only as far as it 
1ad direct relevance to the incividual human being. It . 
s important to note here that of the ten avyakata (un
�xplained) questions, the first four concern the nature 
>f the· phenomenal · world, viz. (i) Sassato loko (the 
vorld is eternal), (ii) Asassato loko (the world is not 
:t )al), !iii) Antava loko \th� wo:ld is finite) and (iv) 
�nantava loko (the world IS mfimte).2 

!n these, as well as in other similar passages 'loka' 
as been described as all that which comes within the 
phere of the six senses. 3 This sense in which the world 
tas been defined can best be described as analytic in 
ontrast to the cosmographic sense, which though not 
onsidered relevant for Buddhism is not altogether 
bsent from the Pali canonical texts. 

In this latter sense, loka seems to include the en
tire cosmos. A lok.adhatu on the other hand seems to 
indicate a .smaller unit within the loka a unit which 
may reasonably be described as a solar system. Such 
a lokadhatu extends 'as far as the moon and the sun 
move in their course and light up the quarters with 
their radiance (yavata candimasuriycipariharanti disa 
'bhanti virocana tava).4 Such a u:nit:(i. e.  lokadhiitu) 
consists ofthe following: the moon �'(Hhe sun: Mount 
S i neru ; the four continents;  �izii··;-�;J ambudi pa, 
Aparagoyana, Uttarakum and."·Ptibb�1d�ha;· the four 
great oceans; the four Great i<Jii&$.�agfd· ·the seven 
heavenly spheres viz. Catummahfiriti,t(h�VRivatimsa, 
Ycima, Tusita, Nimmaranati, Pat(ui'ifffifiitavdsavattin . 
and Brahmaloka. A thousand of the al;)qve consists of 
the system of the thousand - fold le?�.¢f iW-9.fld system 
(Sahassz culafJika lokadhatu). 1\.,s:k���ni. which is 
thousand times the size of this is the:twic�-a,.thousand 
middling world system (Dvisabas.si : majjhimikii 
lokadhatu). A system which is thous,a.i14 tjmes the size 
of the above (i.e. dvisahassz majjhimll¢}pkadhatu) is 
the Thrice-a-thousand mighty worlq system (Tzsahassz- . 
mahasahassz lokadhatu.5 .. . 

Thus, in its immensity loka is u.nlimited. It is not 
possible therefore to reach the elid·''b'i; the ioka by 
traveling (NahaiiJ la11J gamaneiza lnkassa antanJ 
fiatayyanJ da,�thayya11J pattayyan:z ti vadami6 and its 
immensity cannot be grasped by thinking either, hence 
lokacinta is one of four unthinkables. 

The term cakkavala in the post-Nikaya literature 
seems to have come into use in the same sense that the 
term lokadhatu is found in Nikaya texts, of course with 
more details of cosmographic nature. Therefore, the 
observation of the P ED that, "the distinctions between 
the Universe (c.p., cakkavala) as a larger whole and 
the world as a smaller unit are the fluctuating and not 
definite" 7 ignores the nistorical development of the 
two concepts . Also, its explanation of the word loka 
under the three meanings, the spatial, the regional and 
the applied, seems to be misleading although it is true 
that the word loka, as we have already seen, is used to 
mean the entire cosmos as well as the wodd of beings. 

D. L 87, III; D. II. 1 50, 224; D. IlL 77 etc. Trevor Ling, Buddhism and the Mythology of Evil, 1 962 p. 96 F; Marasinghe 
M. M. J . ,  Gods in Early Buddhism, 1 974, p. 43 . 
A. V. \ 93; Marasinghe, M. M. J. op. cit. p. 57; Jayatilleke, K. N., Early Buddhist The1vy of Knowledge, 1 963, pp. 243, 
-470 f. 

S. I. 6 1 ;  A II. 47; Gods in EArly Buddhism, p. 57 
A. I .  227; A. V. 59 
A. I, 227, A. V. 59; Gradual Sayings I .  p. 207; See also D. II .  1 39. 
253 where ten lokadhiitus are referred to. Also see AA. II. 341 

S. IV. 93; Gods in Early Buddhism p. 57 DPPN I. 834 
PED 
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Cakkaviila according to these post -canonical ac
counts is, 'The name given to a whole world system, 
there being countless such systems. Each Cakkaviila 
is twelve hundred and three thousand four hundred and 
fifty yojanas in extent and consists of the earth, two 
hundred and four thousand nahutas of yojanas in 
volume, surrounded by a region of water four hundred 
and eight thousand yojanas in volume. This rests on 
air, the thickness of which is nine hundred and sixty 
thousand nahutas of yojanas. In the center of the 
Cakkaviila is Mount Sineru, on hundred and sixty-eight 
yojanas in height, half of which is immersed in the 
ocean.8 

The world (loka) being constituted of impermanent 
and transcient entit ies i s  i tse lf  transcient and 
impermenant. As we have already noted, it is in this 
sense that it is called loka (lujjafi ti kho loko ti vuccati). 
Buddhism does not accept that it is the work of a creator 
deity like Bralunfl, nor is it the product of the interaction 
between two or more immutable, eternal substances 
like the Prakrti and Puru�as of the Sankhya system.9 

Although the Jains too, like the Buddhists, deny a 
creator deity and governor of the things of the wotld, 
unlike the Buddhists Jains hold the world and its 
constituents to be eternal and imperishable. 

The present state of the world according to the 
Aggafiiia Sutta of the Digha Nikaya10 is the result of a 
process of evolution. A first beginning either of the 
world or the living beings in it is not spoken of in 
Buddhism. The point of the first beginning of any 
individual series of existsence (san:zsiira) is said to be . 
inconceivable. (Anamataggiiyan:z bhikkhave sa17}siiro 
pubbiiko_ti na pafifiiiyati. 1 1  The beginning spoken of 
in the Aggafiiia Sutta is not the first beginning of the 
world, although as E. J. Tharnas observes, "here we 

DPPN. I. 834 0 

have the nearest approach to a beginning as represented 
in the Bralunanas". 12 It is only the beginning of a single 
cycle of the world. Such an evolutionary process of 
the world is only one in a long series of such processes. 

The duration of any such single evolutionary proc
ess is an aeon or a world cycle, a kappa, which is sub 
divided into four as a dissolving phase (san:zva.t.ta 

kappa), a static phase after dissolution before the be
ginning of  the next evolving phase (sam vaf!o 

tWahati). 13 The length of time of any one of these 
four phases of a kappa cannot be deterrnind, 14 and a 
kappa therefore is an incalculably lengthy period of 
time, and is sometimes illustrated by a simile, like the 
Jain illustration offered to explain their measure of 
cosmic space which is the rajju. 1 5  

It may be noted here that the Agganna Sutta ac
count is more important as a description of the evolu
tion of human society, than purely as an account of the 
evolution of the physical world. Its emphasis is on the 
gradual transformation which takes place in the physi
cal surroundings of man as a result of his degradation 
which resulted from his succumbing to Just, greed and 
hatred leading to conflict. · The physical surroundings 
and the changes that took place in these are described 
only as far as and in so far as these have direct ralation 
to the human being. Also, it may be noted here that 
this account of the evolution of human beings from 
the pre-food gathering phase through the next food
gathering phase to the next food-producing phase with 
the evolution of corresponding social institutions, 
seems to be far closer to knowledge gathered by so
cial-anthropolo'gists on the evolution of human socie
ties than either the Jain16or the Brahrnanici7 accounts. 
Of special interest in this direction are the accounts of 
the functional origin of the four soCial classes, which 

8. 

9. Smart, R. N., Doctrine and Argwnent in Indian Philosophy, p. 76 f. ; Dasgupta, Indian philosophy, I. 238; Hiriyanna, 
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1 1 .  

12 .  

1 3 .  

1 4. 

1 5 .  

1 6. 

1 7. 

OutliJ1es of Indian Philosophy, 195 1 ,  p. 270; Gods in Early Buddhism, 270; p. 44. 
D. III, 80f. ; Dialogues of the Buddha Ill. p. 77 F. 
S. II. 178; Kii1derd Saying II. 1 1 8  f. 
Thomas, E. J . ,  History of Buddhist Thought, 1 953.  p. 88 

A II, 142; Gradual Sayings IJ p. 1 45; Gods in Early Buddhism p. 45 
A. II. 142 

Rajju is the distance travelled in six months by a god who goes at the rate of two million miles· in an instant - Gods in 
Early Buddhism p. 45, n. 7 .  
According to the Jains, the four castes are derived and are detennined by the inequality of human beings - inequality 
which had grown with passing of time. 
According to the Braharnin theory, the entire social order as divided into the four castes was derived from the Creator 
Brahma, the braharnins being the first to be created from his mouth. M. II, 1 48 f. 
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later developed into castes and the account of the elec
tion of the first (tribal) chieftain by common consent, 
before it came to be determined by heredity. 1 8  

The Cakkavattis""ihanada Sutta account of the 
gradual deterioration of moral standards in the world 
resulting in the decline · and near total loss of social 
harmony, followed by a gradual improvement thereof, 
bringing in more harmonious social conditions, is, 
though less elaborate similar in some respects to the 
Jain theory of the historical evolution of society, ac
cording to which each cycle is divided into six peri
ods.19 

In a discourse on the impermanence of all compo
n�'-\ things (sarhkhara), there is a description of the 
d�.-.. Juction of the world by the gradual appearance of 
seven consecutive suns. Details are given of the havoc 
cam�d by each subsequent sun. On the appearance of 
the seventh sun, the entire earth with everything in it, 
is consumed by a great conflagration.20 

As we have already seen, a lokadhiitu consists of 
the Four Continents, the Purgatories, the sevenfold 
realms of the deva21 etc. Although different spheres 
of beings are spoken of, it is · important to note here 
that these are not spoken of in spatial terms as in the 
case of the Jain and the Brahmanic accounts. In other 
words, the Nikaya texts do not say either that the 
Purgatories are situated below the surface of the earth 
or that the realms of the devas are placed above the 
earth.· Although it is said that the realm of the Tiivatin:zsa 
c )zs is superior to the realm of the Catummahiiriijika 
ddas, it is not said that the realm of the Tiivatin;sa 
devas is placed spatially above the realm of the 
c.- ummaharajika, and so on.22 Also; it is important 
to note that in almost all contexts where heavenly birth 
[s spoken of in terms of brith into a particular realm of 
the gods, it is always said that one is reborn into the 
:ompanionship of these particular de vas, not into that 
ieva world; thereby not necessarily implying spatially 
iefinable compartments in space. For example, in the 
'Jarhkharuppatti Sutta of the Majjhima Nikaya, it is 

said that a bhikkhu having heard that the 
CO.tummaharajika devas are long-lived, full of splen
d.our . . . . .  aspires thereto and consequently is reborn into 
the companionship of these gods.23 The only excep
tion to this is in the reference to the realms of the 
Brahmas which are referred to as Brahmakiiyika deva24 
and also as Brahmaloka.25 As the use of the term 
devaloka to describe the realms of the gods is post
canonical, the term Brahmaloka, if understood in a 
cosmo graphical sense, which it inherited from Hindu
ism, seems to fall in line with the post-canonical read
ings into Buddhist cosmological material contained in 
the earlier texts, than with the distinctive Buddhist 
cosmological thinking of the Nikaya texts. 

Thus the word (loka) according to the Buddhist 
conception is not a storeyed structure where the realms 
of the gods are placed one above the other in ascend
ing order, located above the surface of the earth, with 
the purgatories located below its surface, where the 
suffering increases the deeper one moves. The realms 
of the gods and the purgatories are best under�,�()od, 
according to the early texts, as conditions into which 
beings can be reborn than as spatially defined com
partments in space. 

But these non-cosmographical descriptions of the 
world in the earlier texts of the Pali cannon have been 
almost submerged by the deluge of post-canonical · 

cosmological matter which has borrowed profusely 
from the contemporary J aina and Hindu cosmologies, · 
bringing Buddhist cosmological material almost in line 
with these, despite its distinctly different cosmological 
thinking quite clearly discernible in the early texts of 
the Pali canon. 

As we have already noted t.'le first four of the ten 
unexplained questions according to the Pali texts are 
regarding the nature of the phenamenal world. J11ese 
ten questions which seem to have been quite popular 
in the sixth century B .  C. religious debates were left 
un-answered by the Buddha, as such knowledge did 
not contribute to one's maturity in the path to Nibbana. 

18 .  We see evidence of  heredity determining leadership in the Sakyas as  well as  among such other monarchial peoples as 
the Magadhas during the time of the Buddha. 

19.  These are: Susama - Susama; Susama; Susama - dusama; Dusa!lla - susama; Dusama and Dusama - dusama. 
20. A. I V  ! OOf. AA. IV. 50; Gradual Sayings IV. 64 f.; DPPN I I  1 256. 
2 1 .  Gods in Early Buddhism p. 44 
22. ibid. p. 93 f. 
B. M. III I 00 f.; S. IV. 306; A. III .  1 92; Gods in Early Buddhism. 56 f. 
24. D. I. 220; D. II.  69; S. V. 423; A. I 2 i 0 
25. D. I. 34; D. Ill. 28 I ;  M. I. 34; A. I. 227 
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"The Silr}sapa Sutta, as Prof. Oldenberg observes, 
states briefly what Buddhism is and what it is not. "It 
does not purport to be a philosophy which inquiries 
into the ultimate ground of things, unfold to thought 
the breadths and depths of the universe.26 For it is 
l ittle interested in metaphysical questions and in con
structive speculations of the universe, which have not 
immediate relevance and reference to the problem of 
salvation. Hence questions concerning the first and 
final causes or the original germ of all things are set 
aside. Speculative questions on the infinity and dura
tion of the world are among those brought under the 
heading 'avyakata' (not explained). The reason for 
this attitude i s  that knowledge of such questions, 
whether they can be known or not, is another question 
is not essential for one to work out one's own salva
tion"Y 

We have also noted that the world view of Bud
dhism is individual centred or individual based. As 

. the maturity of the individual to the attainment of en
l ightenment depends on his correct grasp of external 
stimuli which flow in through the sense-doors, . the 
external world becomes of serious importance and 
therefore of concern to Buddhism. This is brought out 
quite el.oquently in several textual contexts were it is 
said that, "where there is  eye, where there is  visible 
(rupa), where there is  visual consciousness . . . . . . .  , there 
lies the world . . . .  " The same formula is extended to 
the other sense-organs and the corresponding sense
objects.28 This has sometimes been understood as 
countenancing a phenomenalistic interpretation of the 
external world: The external world has no independ
ent reality but is dependent on the activities of the 
senses. Taken in itself the quotation does point to such 
a conclusion. However, it seems doubtful whether it 
was meant to be an exhaustive definition on the nature 
of the external world. It seems more proper if we un
derstand it as an attempt, made in the interest of the 
B uddhist practical doctrine and discipline, to show 

what 'world' (loka) means for each individual. As far 
as each individual is  concerned, his knowledge of 
things, mental as well as material, is gained through 
the activities of his six sense-spheres (Sacfiiyatana). 
And all his ideas of attachment and repugnance and 
the desire to satisfy the feelings so excited, function 
within this (his) 'world' . Since the Buddhist practical 
doctrine and discipline advocates the elimination of 
all ideas of attachment and repugnance, it is under
standable if the texts say that, as far as each individual 
is concernend, the world is synoymous with the ac
tivities of his six sense-spheres. This, it seems to us is  
the context in which the above and similar statements 
should be understood. The severely practical approach 
of Buddhism seems to be responsible for their pres
ence. It is also not without significance that the above
mentioned defi n i t i on o f  the world i s  o ften 
accomapanied by the words, ariyassa vinaye, i .e, in 
(according to) the noble discipline. That it was made 
in a narrower context i s  therefore fairly obvious". 29 

It is the same idea which is further emphasised 
when it is said. in a SarJ.lyutta discourse which is re
peated in the Ahguttara Nikiiya as well: "Verily I de
clare to you, my friend, that within this very body, 
mortal as it is and only a fathom high, but conscious 
and endowed with mind, is the world and the waning 
thereof and the way that leads to the passing away 
thereof'. 30 

Although the Buddha set aside the questions re
garding the etemality or not, and the finiteness or oth
erwise of the phenominal world, he did in fact explain 
that there is both the arising and the end of the world 
as far as it is to be understood in the discipline of spir
itual culture taught in Buddhism. And this feat of 
reaching the end of the world is tied up with the end
ing of the san:zsaric dukkha. The correct grasp of the 
external world and tthe adoption of the correct atti-

. tude to, the stimuli which flow into the individual 
through the six sense-doors is essential to the realisa� 
tion of the end of dukkha. Hence the statement that 
the end of dukkha cannot be reached without reaching 
the end of the world.31 

26. Quoting 01denberg, H. Buddha, his Life, his doctrine, his order, London, 1 8 82, p. 205. 
27. Karunadasa, Y. Buddhist Analysis of Matter, 1 989, p. 1 73 . 

. 28. yauha . . . . .  atthi cakkw�t attlzi rupii atthi 
Cakkhuvir'iiiii�:am . . . .  attlzi tatthaloko - S. IV. 39 

29. Buddhist Analysis of Matter p. 1 72 
30. Api Khvaham avuso imasmim yeva vyamamatte 

Kalevare saiinimhi samcmake loka�ica 
paiiiiapemi lokasamudayan ca lokanirodhan ca 
lokanirodhagaminim pa.tipada�i ca S. I. 62; 
A II. 48; Buddhist Analysis of Matter, p. 1 7 1  

3 1  . Na klzo panaha�r:z iivuso appatva lokassa allfal�t 
dukklzassa antakiriyam vadami S. I. 62 
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Thus, not only is the existence of the phenomenal 
world not denie9 in Buddhism, it is also emphatically 
stated that its comprehension is essential to the attain
ment of Nib5ana. "If we base ourselves on the Pali 
Nifuyas, then we should be compelled to conclude that 
Buddhism is realistic. There is no explicit denial any
where of the external world. Nor is there any positive 
evidence to show that the world is mind-made or sim
ply a projection of subjective thoughts. That Buddhism 
recognises the extra-mental existence of matter and 
the external world is clearly suggested by the texts. 
Throughout the discourses it is the language of real
ism that one encounters. The whole Buddhist practi
cal doctrine and discipline, which has the attainment 
of Nibbana as its final goal, is based on the recogni
-tjon of the material world and the conscious l iving 

.Jeings living therein."32 

Thus the Buddhist text contain two distinctly dis
cernible descriptions of the world (loka). The first is 
the distinctly Buddhist description of the world which 
is man-centred, according to which the human being 
claims supremacy of place as only it  is by being re
born as a human being that one can attain Nib5ana 
and thereby put an end to the recurring cycle of births 
and deaths. The loka and everything contained within 
it are subject to the same normal laws of imperma
nence (aniccata), unsatisfactoriness (dukk[ata) and 
non-substantiality·(anattata). The second is the one 
which describes the world as comprised of innumer
able solar systems each of which houses the realms of 
the different types of beings such as human beings, 

-ylevas, brahmas, and denizens of the purgatories. These 
_)are described as conditions of birth, and not as mini

lokas, and therefore in non-cosmographic terms when 
compared with the cosmographic descriptions of the 
world contained in the Jaina and the Hindu religious 
texts. 

�. �. J. �arasinghe 

LOKADHAMMA,A'f'fHA. The Buddha, addressing 
a group of monks. told them that there are eight world! y 
phenomena ( a.t.tlw lokadhamma) hat all human beings 
have to face and experience throughout their l ives. 
These eight worldly phenomena are unavoidable and 
they prevail in the world as long as the world continues 
to exist (yava Lokappavatti tava anivattikiz dhamma ti 
vuttam hoti (KhpA .p. 1 53). These eight worldly phe
nomena are gain ( Iabha) and loss ( alabha); glory or 

32. Buddhist Analyis of Matter, p. 1 72 .  

. . 

fame (yasa) and ill - fame (ayasa) ;  censure (ninda) 
and praise (pasansa) and happiness ( sukha) and sorrow 
(dukkha). The Buddha told the bhikkhus that all human 
beings - the average w orldly people who are 
uninstructed in the dhamma as well as the mature and 
spiritually advanced disciples of the Buddha - have to 
experience them; but, he told them very emphatically, 
that there is a great difference in the way the ordinary 
uninstructed persons react to them and in the way the 
mature and spiritually advanced disciples of the 
Buddha react to them. When ignorant and uninstructed 
ordinary persons face situations of gain or loss, fame 
or ill fame, censure or praise, pleasure or pain they do 
not consider the arisen phenomena as evanescent 
( anicca), unsatisfactory ( dukkha) and subject to change 
and dissolution (viparinama-dhamma). Thus, not 
looking at these phenomen objeCtively (yathii bhuta), 
the ignorant and the uninstructed ordinary persons 
become elated, jubilant and excited when faced with 
situations of gain (labha) fame (yasa) praise (pasamsa) 
and happinesss (sukkha); and they become dejected, 
down hearted, defeated and resentful when they face 
situations of loss ( alabha) ill fame ( ayasa) censure 
(ninda) and sorrow (dukkha). On the contrary, when 
mature and well instructed disciples of the Buddha are 
faced with the above eight phenomena, they look at . 
them obj ectively (yathii. bhu ta) as evanescent, 
unsatisfactory and subject to change and dissolution. 
Looking at them objectively thus, they do not become 
agitated and disturbed. they maintain balance of mind, 
mental equilibrim and equipoise. 

The training of a disciple of the Buddha aims at 
creating in him this ability to maint(l.in balance of mind 
and psychological composure. The Buddha and the 
arahants had developed in them this ability to maintain 
mental equilibrium and equipoise. In the life of the 
Buddha incidents are many illustrating these eight 
vicissitudes. When he made the great renunciation, he 
left behind a fabulous wealth along with his loving 
parents, the wife and the new born child, with a view 
to achieving a more sublime state, the Buddhahood, 
he gaveup everything without any attachment to them. 
When the Buddha established the sasana, luxurient 
parks and magnificent buildings were offered to him 
by the devoted lay disciples and he accepted them only 
as common property of the Sangha without any desire 
and clinging to them. The B uddha' s fame as a 
revolutionary religious teacher spread far and wide and 
many young and intelligent men volunteered to join 
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him as disciples. His cousin Devadatta, envious about 
his fame and the honour the Buddha received in many 
places, plotted to kill him several times, and the 
Buddha's foot was cut and injured by a splinter of rock 
in one such attempt. Several rival religious groups, 
plotted and planned to slander the Buddha and the 
bhikkhus.calling them womanisers and murderers. But 
whatever challenges the Buddha had to face, he was 
always pacified and undisturbed. 

The ability bf a mature and intelligent person to 
maintain balance of mind and psychological equipoise 
i s  extolled in  several Buddhist discourses. The 
Mahizmangala Sutta extolls this ability in a person to 
maintain bal ance of mind i n  all situations as an 
auspicious thing (mahgalam uttamam Sn. v 268). The 
Dhammapa(ia (v. 8 1 )  says that the wise man (pandita) 
is not shaken by censure and praise (nindapasarlJ�a) 
like a solid rock withstands the wind coming from all 
directions. Sutta Nipata (V. 229) says that the·mind of 
virtuous persons who clearly understands the four 
Noble Truths is like unto a firmly buried door post 
( indakh'ila) which can withstand wind from all four 
directions. 

· W. G. Weeraratne 

LOKANUVARTANA l i terally means conformity 
( anuvartana) to ways of the world (loka); . the- term is 
used in Buddhist Sanskrit literature with reference to 
the Bud9ha's appearance and behaviour in the world 
of human beings,since the deification of the Buddha 
required the explanation of his appearance, existence 
and death as a human being. 

The origin of Buddha - deification may be traced 
i n  the Pali Suttas themselves. According to the · 
Mah..iipadana Sutta, and the Acchariyabbhuta dhamma 
Sutta, the bodhisatta (the Buddha-to-be) arose in the 
Tusita-heaven and remained there quite mindful and 
clearly conscious, he descended from that heaven and 
entered Maya s womb quite mindful and conscious (D. 
II, 12, M. III, 119 ). According to the Mahizparinibbana 
Sutta, the Buddha made his appearance in assemblies 
of different categories of beings; when he was among 
men he looked and spokes like a man; when he was 
among gods he looked and spoke like a god (D. II, 
1 09). 

There were intermediary schools of Buddhism 
which held similar views by the time of Asoka in the 
third Century B.C. According to the kathavatthu and 

its commentary, the Vaitulyavadins held the view that 
the bodhisatta, on being born in the Tusita Heaven, 
dwelt there while visiting this world only in  a shape 
specially created (KVU. XVIII, 1 ;  KUVA. XVIII, 1). The 
created shape taught the doctrine to Anand a, while the 
Buddha lived in the Tusita Heaven (ibid. XVIII. 2). 
The Mahasanghikas thought that a Buddha exists in 
the four quarters of the firmament changing his habit 
from one sphere of beings to another (ibid. XXI. 6). 
The Andhakas were of the opinion that the bodhisatta 
goes to an evil doom, enters a mother's womb, works 
penance under alien teachers and so on, of his own 
accord and free ,will (ibid. XXIII, 3). · 

Although these views were vigorously combatted 
by the early Theravadins (see Kuv. XVIII, I ,  2; XXI. - . 
6 ;  XXIII, 3) the later Theravadins seem to have . 
entertained such views as is evident from the Pali 
commentaries. According to the Jataka Nidizna, for 
instance, the bodhisatta, while at Tusita heaven, 
decided to descend to earth at the request of other 
deities and made his choice of the place, the time and 
the parents. 

These docetic tendencies were fully developed to 
a theory which is best known in the Mahizvastu which 
expressly claims to be drawn from the Vznaya of the 
Lokottaravadins ,  a branch of the Mahasailghikas 
(Mhvu. I, 2; III, 461). The ideas are also found in the 
Lalitavistara and Divyavadana. 

The chief principle is that - the Buddha is 
supramundane (lokottara) ,  above the l aws  and 
conditions of normal human existance. His behaviour 
as a human being is, therefore, merely a convention 
and an illusion. 

Nothing in the fully enlightened Buddha, says the 
Mahavastu, is comparable to anything in the world; 
everything connected with him is supramundane 
(Mhvu. I, 1 59). But he acts like a human being just in 
order to conform to the customs of the world. It is for 
this reason that he allowed himself to be · conceived in 
the womb of Maya, and be born after ten months (ibid. 
167-70). He is, however, not really born from mother 
and father at all, but arises as an apparitional being by 
the force of his own qualities (ibid. 145, 1 70). He 
alldwed himself, as an infant, to be taken to the temple, 
although he was the god of all gods (devatideva): La/. 
83, 93 f). He becomes fully conversant with all human 
aits and crafts at his very birth; there was no need for . 
him to learn them from others, although he allowed 
himself to be taught in them (Mhvu. I, 153). He is free 
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from passions while he was at Tusita Heaven (ibid. I, 
147 f). He does not, therefore, indulge in sexual acts. 
Rahula was not the result of his intercourse with 
Yasodhara (i. e., Bhaddakaccana); he, like the Buddha, 
descended on his own accord, to Yasodhara's womb 
(ibid. I 53). When he fust saw an old man, a sick man 
and a corpse, he asked his charioteer what they were, 
although h� knew them (La!. 83, 93 f). He eats, drinks, 
takes medicine and sleeps only in order to conform to 
the ways of the world (Lokanuvartana); he was, in fact, 
not subject to hunger, thirst disease or any human needs 
and infirmities (Mhvu. I I 67 ff; Divy. 48 ff; I 28, 203 
ff). 

. 

) The process o� deification, i. e. ,  that the Buddha is 
a supernatural bemg who, out of compassion for all 
beings, descends to earth and partakes of all human 
experience, was complete before the period at which 
Mahayana can be called a separate system. In the 
Mahayana the Buddha is not only a divine being whose 
sojouril on earth and entry into nirvana are purely and 
simply sportive, but he is also the ultimate reality. 

The purpose of tokiinuvartana, i. e., of the Buddha 
appearing and acting like a human being, is to win the 
confidence of human ·b eings and also to make them 
self-confident that if the Buddha is a human being, all 
human beings are capable of attaining enlightenment. 
Had he descended to earth in his true form, i . e., god, 
the human beings would be discouraged thinking 'We 
are mere men, and are unable to reach the state of the )od' (La/. 64). 

Thus, Lokiinuvartana is a fine example of upaya
kaus'alya (q. v.), Buddha's skill in expedients. See 
B UDDHOLOGY, DOCETISM. 

Upali Karunaratna 

LOKAPALA See CATTARO MAHARAJA 

LOKAPANNATTIPAKARA�A is a Pali treatise by 
an unknown author (DPPN. Vol.  II p. 787). It is men
tioned in the GandhavarlJsa, a Pali work written in 
Burma, which relates in brief the history of the Pali 
Canon. The Gandhava11Jsa does not give the name of 
the author, but says that it was written independently 
(attano matiya). Lokapafifiatti Pakarar;.a is referred 
to in the Jinalankiira Var;.r;.ana written in verse to de
scribe the life of the Buddha, by Yen. Buddharakkhita 
of  Rohana in Sri Lanka, · I 700 years after the 
Parinibbana of the Buddha (Jinalankara var;.r;.ana 

edited by W. Dipankara and B .  Dhammapala ,  
Alutgama, Sri Lanka, I 913), which shows that the trea
tise was known to Sri Lankan scholars as far back as 
the 12th century A. C. But it is not extant in Sri Lanka 
at present. 

Yen. Buddharakkhitarefers to Lokapaniiiiattipakarana 
in the Jambudipa VQI}I}ana, the introductory chapt�r, 
before he proceeds to describe the life of the Buddha. 
The Chapter (Jambudipavar;.r;.ana) describes not only 
Jambudipa, but also the other four great continents 
( Cattaro mahiulipa), namely Uttarakuru, Aparagoyana, 
Pubbavideha and Sinerupabbata, apparently to describe 
the environment the Buddha was born in. The quota
tions such as 'Lokapafifiattipakarar;.e sinerupabbato 
udake asltiyojana sahassaf1J _thito ti kathito' (It is said 
in the Lokapo.fifiattipakarar;.a that the mount Sineru is 
immersed 84000 l eagues i n  the ocean) , 
Lokapafifiattipakarar;.e pi assa vayata yeva vu.tta (its 
roundness is also stated in the Lokapafifiattipakaraf}a) 
shows that Lokapafifiattipakaraf}a dealt with Buddhist 
cosmology. 

Cakkavaladipanz ofVen. Sirimangala, which deals 
with Buddhist Cosmology and which was published 
in Thailand in Thai script, refers to Lokapafifiattipalalrar;.a 
several times. No manuscripts of his works were found 
in Sri Lanka. However, it is reported that a manu
script of it was found in Myanmar (Burma). 

K. Arunasiri 

LOKAPPADWAKASARA is' a Pali treatise written 
in mixed prose and verse (campu). As per its colo
phon, it was composed by Yen.  Medhankara 
Sangharaja  of the ' forest Dwelling Fraternity of  
Sihaladipa' (Sihaladipa arafifiavaszna11J) who was the 
preceptor of queen Susaddha, the mother of king 
Setubindu, the reigning king of Muttimanagara of 
Burma. It is said that Vet;�. Medhankara carne to . 
Sihaladipa and received the higher ordination once 
more from the Forest Dwelling theras (arafifiavasl) and 
went back to Burma, residing at the monastery built 
by the king's mother, and wrote Lokappadipokasara. 
He is identified as Sangharaja Vanaratana Medhankara 
of Karagala in Sri Lanka (Jayawickreme, N. A.,  
Epoches of the Conqueror, PTS. 1968, p. I29). As 
stated in the .  Lokappadipakasara Lokappadipaka 
means the origin of the three-fold world, Sahkharaloka, 
Sattaloka and Okiisaloka which he proposes to dis
cuss. Accordingly Yen. Medhankara describes in the 
ascending order niraya (hell), petayoni (realm of the 
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petas) tiracchanayoni (animal world), Devayoni (realm 
of devas), brahmaloka (realm of brahmas) and finally 
the okasaloka (the cosmology). 

Under the heading manussagati the author de
scribes. the genealogy of kings from the first king 
Mahasammata (popularly elected), life of the Buddha, 
three B uddhis t  C o unc i l s ,  estab l ishment of the 
Buddhasasana in Sri Lanka and the history of Sri Lanka 
up to the reign of king Saddhatissa. The autlwr was 
repeating what was already said in the Mahavamsa. It 
is seen that the author was following the pattern of the 
Mahavamsa giving a religious tone at the end of each 
chapter. 

It i s  interesting to note that it is stated in the 
Lokappadipakasii ra that emperor A soka and 
Mahanama the Sakya were born in Sri Lanka. 

- - -
LOKAYATA See CARVAKA 

K. Arunasiri 

LOTUS SUrRA See SADDHARMAPU�QARIKASUTRA 

LOVE The .emotion of love that has driven men to 
ineffable heights of achievement in music, poetry art 
and religion is  one of the most potent of hum,an im
pulses. Rare acts of sacrifice, valour and devotion have . . ·:. 

been prompted by love. It has often made men tran-
scend their own nature. Yet love is lacking in any spe
cific connotation and therefore .escapes precise defini
tion. Love has been described as 'a sentiment of in
tense devotion, affection, concern and involvement 
directed towards a person, place, object, activity or 
idea 1 It has also been given the meaning of 'that state 
of feeling with regard to a person which arises from 
the recognition of attractive qualities, from sympathy 
or from natural ties and manifests itself in warm af-
fection and attachment, . . . . . .  that feeling of attachment 
which is based upon difference of sex . . . . .  , religious 
sense 'the paternal benevolence and affection-of God, 
the affectionate devotion due to God from his crea
tures and to the affection of one created being to an-

1 .  The New Caxton Encyclopaedia vol. 1 2  
2. Shorter oxford English Dictionary 

other thence arising . . . . .  2• The Greek word eros repre
sents the sensual aspect of love and agape its spiritual 
aspects. The difficulty in confining love to a defini
tion is that love has so many facets ranging from an 
ecstacy of love to God· to the most profound love be
tween man and woman. These facets include love of 
parents, filial love, love of children an9 love for fel
low-men. Love is  in reality 'a  continuum of emotions' 
containing within itself a blending of fi ne shades and 
distinctions. 

In the sphere of religion love assumes an added 
significance. Love becomes a necessary pre-condi
tion in every religious system. In pantheisJic systems 
like Brahmanism love is based on the hypothesis that 
all beings are part of a divine cosmic principle (tatfvafiJ 
asi that - thou art) and that in the ultimate analysis 
there is a mutual identity among all beings. In thiestic 
systems like Islam love springs from the principle of 
Muslim brotherhood (Ye people ! Hearken unto my · 
speech and comprehend it. Know that every Muslim . 
is the brother of every other Muslim. All of you are 
on the same equality: ye are one brotherhood).3 In 
Christianity the object of unconditional love is the crea
tor and from the love for the creator emanates the love 
for the beauty of creation. You love your fellow men 
because all men are children of God, and God you 
should love "with all thine heart, with all thy soul and 
with all thy might. "-Deuteronomy 6.5 4 'God i s  love, 
and he who abides in love abides in God and God 
al:Jides in him . . . . .  ' John 4: 1 6: 12 'Let us love one an
other, for love is of God, and he who loves is born of 
God and knows God. He who does not love does not 
know God; For God is love. John 4:7, 8. In John 1 3  
34-35 i t  i s  stated ' A  new commandment I give to you, 
that you love one another; even as I have loved you, 
that you love one another.5 The first commandment of 
love in Mathew 22-37 is followed by the second. 'Thou 
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. 'Love for God is 
extended to God's creatures. "It is  the 'Fear of God' 
and the 'love of christ' which in the whole Biblical 
literature determines the behaviour toward other hu-
man beings." 6 

3 .  From Mohamed's last spee.ch, Traditions 'The eleven religions and their proverbial /ore - p.  1 93 No. 442 
4. This is repeated by Jesus as a First commandment in Mathew 22. 37. It is  praised in the First Epistle to the Corinthians 

and First Epistle of John. I. John 4. 1 6  20. - Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, p. 9 1 .  
5 .  Cited by Paul Til l ich in 'The New Being ' pp. 26-27 
6. Paul Till ich in the 'Dynamics of Faith ' p. 1 1 2 

� 
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In Buddhism the concept of love is not derived 
from a divine or theistic hypothesis. Basically it is 
derived from a recognition of the inescapable fact that 
there is nothing dearer to a person than himself. The 
Samyutta Nikaya ( 1 .74) narrates the episode of king 
Pasenadi of Kosala who once asked Queen Mallika 
whether she held anyone dearer to her than herself. 
The queen replied that there was no one and the king 
agreed with her. Later the Buddha when informed of 
the conversation approved of what the queen had said 
and added. 

'Traversing over all regions with my mind I have 
in no place found any one dearer to me than my 
own self. The self is  equally dear to others and 
therefore let a man who regards his own self as 
dear not injure others (S. I, 75: Ud. 47). The same 
idea is repeated in the Dhammapada (v. 130) which 
emphasises that life is dear to eveyone (sabbesan; 
fivitan; piyan;) and enjoins that one should not hurt 
or kill, taking oneself as an example (attiinan_z 
upaman.z katva). Altruistic love in Buddhism is 
therefore an extention of love for oneself. This is 
held out to be an undeniable fact. 

MeWi: Many terms are used in the texts to denote dif
ferent shades of love. Some of them are pema, kiima, 
rati, hita, sineha and avera. The greatest stress how
ever is on love in the sense of friendliness, amity, be
nevolence and goodwill as represented by the Pali word 
metta or state of friendliness. In this sense the Bud-) dha himself was a repository of love (mettavihari)'. In 
the Majjhima Nikiiya (1, p. 369) Jivaka, a lay disciple, 
states, "I have seen with my own eyes how full oflove 
the Blessed One is ." The Ariyapariyasana Sutta of 
the Majjhima Nikiiya refers to the Buddha's compas
sion towards beings when in response to Brahrna's 
entreaty to preach the Dharma, he surveyed the world 
with the eye of an Enlightened one (sattesu ca 
kiirufifiatan.z pa_ticca Buddhacakkhuna lokan.z vilokesin; 
( M I, p. 1 69). Out of compassion for beings surveyed 
the world with the eye of an Enlightened One. The 
Majjhima Nikaya again refers to the compassion and 
benevolence with which the Buddha preached the 
Dhamma. Anukampako bhagava hitesi anukampan; 
upadaya dhamman; desesi M. II, p. 238 (The Buddha 
preached out of compassion and benevolence). The 
Sagatha Vagga of the San:zyutta Nikiiya records the 
Buddha's feeling oflove and compassion towards those 
whom he instructs - Hitanukampz sambuddho yadafica 
anusasati. Love and compassion doth the Enlightened 
One feel towards another when he teaches him. 

The importance of metta in the context of B ud
dhist e�hics is clear from the Itivuttaka ( 19.2 1)  where 
the Buddha stresses that 'None of the good works 
employed to acquire religious merit, 0 monks, are · 
worth a fraction of the value ofloving kindness (mettil). 

Thi s  i s  reminiscent of the words of the poet 
Coleridge who wrote:-

He prayeth well, who loveth well Both man and 
bird and beast. He prayeth best who loveth best All 
things both great and small. 

Again in the Kakacupama Sutta of the Majfhima 
Nikiiya (1, p. 129) it is stressed that even if ruffians 
were to seize you and cut you limb by limb with a 
double handled saw, you would not have carried out 
my bidding if you felt the slightest anger towards them. 
Herein you should train yourselves thus : 'Neither will 
our minds become perverted, nor will we utter an evill 
speech, but kindly and compassionate will !VC dwell, 
with a mind of friendliness, void of hatred; and, be-

. ginning with him we will dwell, having suffused the 
whole world with a mind of friendliness, that is far 
reaching, widespread, immesureable, without enmity, 
without malevolence. The same sentiment is expressed 
in the Mahahatthipadopama Sutta in the Majjhima 
Nikiiya (1, 1 89) . . . . . tatrilpi yo mano padoseyya na me 
so tena sasanakaro . . .  . The kakacupama or the simile 
of the saw later became the norm for curbing thoughts 
of anger. The Theragatha (V. 445) admonishses that 
' if anger arises in you, reflect upon the parable of the 
saw. ' Uppafje te sace kodho avajja kakacupaman; '. 
Reference. is  also made in the Dhammapada (V. 368) 
to the monk who lives i n  loving kindness delighting i n  
the teaching o f  the Buddha (mettavihari yo bhikkhu 
pasanno Buddhasasane) as . attaining the pacification 
of all compounded things. 

In the scheme of Buddhist religious values love 
has two aspects. On the one hand the practice of love 
is part of the individual training (sikkhil) leading to 
ihe Buddhist goal of emancipation. On the other it 
contributes to the attainment of social harmony and 
equilibrium in society. The Buddhist texts are replete 
with references to the p acifi c ation of the min d  
upasammati by the generation o f  wholesome (kusala 
- skilful) thoughts of love and the elimination thereby 
of thoughts of hatred and ill-will (dosa-vera). The 
morally unwholesome (akusala) qualities of lobha, 
'greed' ,  dosa, 'hatred' and moha, 'delusion ' generate 
t,mwholesome actions. Conversely metta is the direct 
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consequence of the antithesis of these qualities viz. 
alobha, adosa and amoha. In this regard the virtue of 
mettii has two aspects the functional aspect and the 
reward aspect. In the aspirant under training the func
tional aspect of love is a protective shield against 
thoughts of hatred and makes him advance into an 
equanimous enrichment. In the Arahat, thoughts of 
love perform no function. Feeling of love is a reward 
for the training that is accomplished. At the same time 
love as an integral part of the Buddhist social philoso
phy is advocated in no uncertain terms as contributing 
to the attainment of 'the weal and happiness of man
kind" (bahujanahita, bahujanasukha). In this sense 
mettii becomes socially relevant not only in the con
trol of negative traits of personality and the appease
ment of social conflict. It has a more positive role in 
that it contributes to the transformation of personality 
and the establishment of harmony and equilibrium in 
society. 

That Mettii is not a mere attitude of goodwill, but 
· a conscious expression of positive universal love, is 
clear from the Metta Sutta in the Sutta Nipiita (Sn. p. 

· 8) which advocates the suffusion of every sentient be
ing in every niche of the universe with glowing . 
thoughts of lovipg kindness. Every kind of sentient 
being, weak (tasa), strong (thiivara) ?f all dimensions 
dighii, mahantii, majjhimii, rassakii, anuka thulii, seen 
and unseen (dWha and ad(�tha) dwelling far and near, 
born or awaiting birth is to be enveloped in limitless 
(aparimiinan:z) love. A conscious radiation of unin
hibited love (mcmasan:z bhiivaye) to all the world 
(sabbalokasmin:z) encompassing all directions (uddhan:z 
adho ca tiriyanca) is to be practised bereft of any ves
tige of obstruction, hatred or enmity - asambiidhan:z 
averan:z asapattiim. This quality of boundless love 
precludes the development of thoughts of ill will to · 
others and the wishing o f  harm to each other -
byii rosanii · paf ighasafi.fiii nannamannassa 
dukkhamiccheyya. The epitome of the practice of uni
versal love is reached. in the following admonition -

Miita yala niyan:z puttan:z 
Ayusii ekaputtamanurakkhe 
Evampi sabbabhutesu 
Miinasan:z bhiivaye aparimanam (Sn. v. 149) 

Just as with her life 
A mother shields from hurt 
Her own her only child, 
Let all embracing thoughts 
For all that lives be thine. 

This is the ideal of total sacrifice for others even 
at the risk of one's life.8 The practice of love entails 
pervading and permeating (Pharati vyiipetva ���thati 
PvA 52) all beings with thoughts of benevolence. 1. 
constitutes a constant (satatan;z) development of the 
mind (mettan:z cittan:z bhilvaya11J.) day and nig t 
(rattindivam) (Sn. v. 507). 

Similarly mettan; karotha miinusiya pajaya occur
ring in the Ratana Sutta of the Sutta Nipilta is  an in
junction to the devas (gods) to show benevolence to 
all mankind. The practice of love by the denizens of 
celestial regions takes it beyond its earthly confines 
and marks a cosmic integration of mettii. 

Mettii is also the first of the four Brahmaviharas 
or sublime states, the others being karw:ii, 'compas
sion',  muditii · 'sympathetic joy' and upekkha 'equa
nimity' . Literally translated 'abodes' ,  but more mean- -
ingfully 'modes' oflife the Brahmavihilras are referred · -
to in the Digha Nikiiya as the four immeasureables -

appamafifia (D. III, 223). They were part of pre-Bud-' ""' . . . � 
dhist brahmanical practices as is evident from the leg-
end of king Makhiideva of Mithila who was reborn in 
the B rahma-world as a result of practising the 
Brahma-vihiiras (M. !I. 76). In Buddhism the prac
tice of Brahmavihiiras is not aimed ;tt birth in the 
Brahma wodd and thus goes beyond the aims of the 
brahmanical practice. The practice of the first 

8 .  ' Motherly love i s  often taken as the very analogy of selfless devotion and sacrifice. Against the background o f  this 
homily anyt.'l.ing like the Freudian oedipus compiex stands Iejected . . . . .  Of course there is definitely no attempt in 
Buddhism to prove that the parent-child relationships are of erotic arigin. In fact any such phenomenon would be 
counter to the very grain of the Sigaloviida Sutta .. . . Padmasiri de Silva in Buddhist and Freudian Psychology p. 1 05. 
But in an instance where was incest between mother and son the Buddha exclaims. 

'What monks, does this foolish man think that a mother would not lust after her son or son after his mother' (kimzukho 
blzikklzave moglzapuriso maiiiiati na mara putte sarajjati putto va pana matari A. lll, 68). The possibility of such 
incestuous relationships i s  therefore recognised in the texts. 
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brahni'<!vihara metta as an antidote to hatred is 
described in the Uigha Nikaya ( l ,  250) in the 
following words: 

"The monk abides pervading one quarter having 
his mind accompanied by love. Likewise the second, 
third and fourth. Thus above, below, around, every
where, he abides pervading the entire world with his 
mind accompanied by love, with abundant, great 
immeasureable freedom from hatred and malice. "  (Vide 
s. v. BRAHMAVIHARA). 

In the Buddhist scheme of values loving kindness 
(metta) and its concomitant avihin:zsa non-injury spring 
from the basic consideration that all life desires to pre-)serve itself in happiness and security. De:iving its 
validity from this position metta in B uddhism tran
scends the confines of human life and extends to all 
forms of life including birds and beasts. The harmony 
between man and man and the peaceful co-existence 
of man and beast enunciated in the B uddhist doctrine 
of metta out of the very root of the experience of "sepa
rateness" which as indicated by Erich Fromme is the 
source of all anxiety. 9 The fallacy of ego-conscious
ness or sakkayad��thi is the source of this notion of . 
'separateness' as well as of narcissism. It is in the 
context of the eradication of these wrong traits of per
sonality that the practice of metta and the other 
brahmaviharas assumes its real importance. In other 
words attachernnt to the ego and the wrong construc
tions of "I" and "Mine" are at the root of all anxiety 
and there is no better antidote to this anxiety and the ) accompanying experience of 'alie�ation' than the 
understanding of the fallacy of egOism and the con
scious extension of self love to universal love by the 
practice of metta. It is the practice of metta that breaks 
down the barriers between man and man and demol
ishes the erroneously constructed walls that isolate one 
from another. 

Perna: Love denoted by the word Perna is affection to 
another person and 'pemanlya' describes a nature that 
is affectionate or amiable. The distinction between 
metta and pema is that while metta is all-embracing 
and limitless in its scope as well as detached and non
specific, pema is exclusive and directed towards a spe
cific individual or individuals. Sutta Nipata (v. 41)  
puttesu ca vipulan_1 hoti peman:z describes the affec
tion one has for one's children. The word pema has 
also a quasi-sexual connotation when it refers to 

conjugal love or love between husband and wife. Perna 
was thus outside the pale of a monk's life and con
fined only to lay life. Yet even for the layman pema is 
emphasised as generating grief (soka) and fear (bhaya) 
and delaying the attainment� of ultimate release. Re
lease from pema (pemqtp.y.ippamutta) is therefore · 
stressed as ensuring · · 

i grief and fear-
Dhammapada (v. 2 .of soka and 
bhaya, pema is -�·-"'''�· 
= Dhammapada (vv. 
know I edged the · 
sineha (affection) 
product of the fall .. """u"·· 
belongs to the self. 
piya are directed Tr\U/<!TrH' 
direct such emotions · 
perpetuate the false 
possibility of 
in the spehre of 
where it is said that 
emotional nature does 
greater than births in 
saddha matt an; pema 

of a lower 
to a height 

(Yesan:z mayi 

- M. 1 ,  1 42). Metta on is all-encom
passing and therefore bereft :�{{!any tinge of the pos
sessive. Yet in the context of J#amed life pema was · 
accepted within a legitimate :fi·ailiework. The episode 
of king Pasenadi of Kosala ahd Queen Mallika in 
Samyutta (1 ,  74) makes it abundantly clear that love 
of self is pre-eminent and from this it follows that love · 
for those whom one holds dear is not to be under-rated. 
The Buddhist attitude is .that love in marriage is not 
lukewarm. The value oi . ,.: \1gal love in the Buddhist 
teaching should be 

.. .. . 
. in the background of 

the sanctity that acquired in the Indian 
soCial context of the · The Buddha 

relationship. The 
'"":r-:111" congual love 

'for a healthy soci
Sutta accepts the · 

the validity 
sahgaho). 

is an integration 
excl usive physical 

i.iliR�u•'1lt<."�··.:. to personal endear-
ments and . . on the more or less 
cautious forewarning · by the Buddha to grieving 
Ananda in the Mr7hii•nii'fin;ibl)ar,!a Sutta of the Uigha 

'": ' l�·�;-Nikaya (D. Ill, 48). 

· fl  · u · B oks London 1 962 p 1 3  by Padmasiri de Silva in his Buddhist and Freudia11 9. Ench Fromm - Art q avmg nwm o · . Psychology, p. 1 04. 
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Love of nature - Nowhere in the whole range of Pali 
l iterature is the feeling of love for nature more articu
late than in the use of the 'ramati' .  Ramati from ram 
reflects love in the sense of delighting in or finding a 
stimulus in_ Ramati is used to express love of nature 
or to describe the emotion aroused by the beauty of 
nature. In the texts 'ramati' expresses an almost mys
tic ecstasy at the sight of natural beauty and portrays a 
keen sensibility to the movement and sound of natural 
phenomena. Love of nature finds its finest expression 
in the ecstatic utterances of the monks of the 
Theragathiz. Indeed the consequent control and stilling 
of the passions seem to have elevated the theras to a 
higher dimension - aesthetic appreciation. The sylvan 
haunts have a special appeal to these contemplative 
elders. Raman"'iyaniaraiiiiami yattha nfl ramatijano10• 
Delightful are the forests where the vulgar worldling 
takes no delight. Dhammapada (v. 99) reveals a se
cret bliss which only the v"'itaraga (those without pas
sions) can experience due to their possession of unfet
tered minds. There is a deJight in the withdrawal from 
the maddening crowd to the silentsanctuaries of quiet 
contemplation ( Vanante ramito si ya, In the forest find 
thy bliss' (Sn. v. 709). Similarly mountains and glades 
- pabbata kandara, plains covered by musk-rose trees 
(kii verimala) and rain-washed up lands 
(abhivu_�tharammatala) have a special appeal to them, 
these mountains charm me' is an oft-repeated expres
sion in the Thera gatha. The splendour of the night 
sky with a resplendent full moon issescribed in cando 
yatha dosinaputp:zamasiya (Thag. 1 1 19). Love for the 
variety of the colour in nature is expressed in the de
scription of the clouds and the denizens of the air 
nanadijahgana) particularly the peacock (mayura) 
with its multi-coloured plumage flying majestically 
against the background of a blue sky-n"'ilabbhavw:u:za. 

Sun"'ilagzva susikha :supekhuna 
Sucittapatiacchadana vihahgamii (Thag. 1 136) 

"The birds with deep blue necks, comely crests 
and beautiful wings, with a covering of variegated 
plumage illustrate the force of his imagery. Similarly 
the noises and sounds that arise from the stillness of 
their forest retreats had a special melody for them. The 

sonorous trumpeting of �lephants (Thag. 1 062) the stri
dent sounds of singing birds (Thag. 1070) and the re
verberating thunder of the skies are music to the ear of 
him who has subdued his senses and whose flame of 
fire is extinct. The sweet medody of the incessant pat
ter of rain, the croaking of frogs from a nearby pond 
and the gentle rustle of the wind through leaves, the 
sound of the breaking of twigs seem to reflect a de
light arising from contact with the natural elements. 
So is his wish for contact with open spaces as well as 
his preference for a couch on a rocky slope amidst the 
mountain which to him is as soft as cotton wool.  Lov
ing all loveliness the monk experiences a suffusion of 
rapture within him. This entire body is engulfed in 
rapture. It is an efflorescence of rapture that makes 
him see the world draped in a new veil of loveliness. 

Love of natural beauty as reflected by the word 
'ramati' constitutes love in its most refined form. It is 
the expression of love without the desire to possess 
the object of love. In the Buddhist scheme of things it 
is the sublimest form of detached love that lends itself 
to collective enjoyment. It is Jove untainted by any 
desire for possession or claim to individual ownership. 
Ecstasy is a reward that the monk has won, an ecstasy 
which makes him see all phenomena within and with
out as alike in nature, fleeting and void. This records 
a total or near total reduction of the vicious trait or 
sakkayad��thi or ego consciousness. This is clearly 
set out in the Theragatha ( 1 1 0 1). 

Kadan.u ka_�the ca tine latii ca 
khandhe ime ' ham amite ca.dhamme 
ajjhattikiineva ca bahircmi 
saman,z tuleyyan_t yadidan:z kada me 
'When shall I see all alike 
wood, grass, plants which creep, the aggregates 
the infinite, within and without 
As fleeting and void of self' 

Love of nature in the full realisation that all the 
loveliest things are transient and perishable has released 
a new aesthetic faculty that makes the monks delight 
in the grotesque, see beauty in conventional ugliness, 
be indifferent to what is repulsive, and find sec1:1rity in 

I 0. The use of the word 'rammfiya ' to describe natural beauty is also found in  the B uddha's address to Ananda in the last 
days of his life - 'Raman'iya Ananda Vesiili raman'iyaJ�l Udenar�z cetiym�l ' 
rmnmiiyml} Gotamaka1�1 cetiym�I, raman'iym�l sattambakar�1 
cetiyan;, ramanzyam Balzuputtm�1 cetiya1�1, raman'iya1�1 
siirandada1�1 cetiym(!, raman'iyaJ�z ciipalar�l cetiyar�l -
Malziiparinibbcma Sutta. (D. II, 1 1 8). 
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conventional sources of fear. Slippery and sticky moss 
and lichen 'disfiguring' rugged swfaces of craggy rocks 
awakens a rapture in him, leprous finger fallen into 
his bowl of rice causes him no revulsion (Thag. 1054) 
living in the company of leopards and tigers causes 
him no fear, living alone in fearsome rocky cavern 
(Thag. 1 89) causes him no fear or dread or terror. He 
is indifferent to cold wind and sun. The monk finds 
comfort in what is conventionaly not comfortable and 
sees beauty in what is not obviously beautiful. 

Removed from the blazing conflagration that is 
the world of sense the monk has a new perspective of 
loveliness, a delight (rama!Ja, rati) without desire, a 
love without lust that makes him see evanescense in a )passing cloud and fading beauty in a wild flower. 

To sum up - love in Buddhism does not derive from 
any divine or theistic sanction. It derives from the 
basic prewise that one loves oneself more dearly than 
any other and that universal love is a corollary to self
love. Love towards oneself and one's owh reaction to 
pain are taken as the criterion of uni versal love. The 
Buddha himself was an embodiment of love. Indeed 
even his initial decision to preach his doctrine was 
motivated by boundless love to all beings (sattesu 
karufiiiatan:z palicca i .e. compassionate love). Yet love 
towards the Buddha's physical form or that of any other 
is abjured. To Vakkhali who was channed by the Mas
ter's personality the Buddha says, 'Let be Vakkhali ,  
what have you to do with seeing this poor frame of 
mine? He who sees the Dhamma, he is it that sees me, 
he that sees me is he who sees the Dharnma. ' There is ) nothing comparable in Buddhism to the effusions of 
love to Christ by some mystics in Christian literature. 
Even Magandiya, a reputed beauty of her day, is de
scribed by the Buddha as a 'vessel of filth. In the Bud
dhist teaching the function of love is two-faceted. It 
neutralises negative qualities of hatred and it also pro
motes social harmony. To the one who has attained 
his religious goal (v""itaraga) love has only a reward
ing aspect and is not functional in purpose. The acme 
of universal love and self-sacrifice is analogous to a 
mother's  love for her only son. All things endearing
piya and manapa-have within themselves the seeds of 
their own dissolution and separation and the very con
ception of piya and appiya is the result of fallacious 
subjective constructions relating to "I" and "mine". 
The importance of conjugal love is stressed and the 
warmth of domestic relationship is upheld in no un
certain terms. The importance of the family unit and 
domestic stability in the social structure is recognised. 
The expressions of the love of nature reach the heights 
of ecstasy. 

The torment the mind suffers from alluring pleas
ures (kanw) is graphically portrayed - kama hi citra 
madhura mnnorama - vi�uparupena mathenti cittam 
(Thag. 787). ' for by the charm; sweet and diversity of 
sense desire - one way or other, the mind is unbal
anced' .  Yet sense pleasure is not without, but within 
oneself-

Na te kama yani citrani Loke 
Sahkapparago purisassa kimzo 
t��thanti citrani tatheva Loke 
attettha dh!ra vinayanti chandan:z (S. I, p. 22) 

'The manifold objects in this world 
This in itself is not desires of sense 
Lustful intention is man's sense desire 
that manifold of objects doth endure 
The· will thereto t,p.e wise exterminate. '  

The stress is therefore not on the external object 
but on one's reaction to it, on its impact on o.ne's mind. 
The �tress is not on the external stimulus but on the 
thoughts it generates. 

The importance of the view one takes of what is 
seen is best illustrated by the Buddhist �ttitude to 
beauty. In the Buddhist scheme of things there is no 
derogation of the love of beauty. There is only an ad- . 
justment of the lenses that are focussed on the king
dom of beauty. In the words of the Sutta Nipata the 
Buddha has l i fted and rol led back the vei l  - .· · 
vivattacchada (Sn. 372) that mars and distorts the cor
rect view. The distortants are the cankers viz. the greed 
for name and form-sabbaso niimarupasmim 
v""itagedhassa asava 'ssa na vijjanti (Sn 1 100), lust for 
forms, sounds and tastes, scents and things of touch
rupesu, gandhesu atho rasesu, gandhesu phassesu 
sahetha ragam (Sn 974) and the perception of self by 
the self-yo attana 'Attanam ' nanupassati (Sn. 477). In 
the Buddhist texts a distinction is made between two 
world-views. Two levels of the view of the world and 
its beauty are clearly enunciated - the lower and the 
higher, that of the worldling and the monk. One is the 
view of the common people (jano), the lower and the 
vulgar. The other is that of the Ariyan, noble and sub
lime. The forests that the vulgar avoid give delight to 
the v""itaraga ramanzyani arannani yattha na ramati 
jano (Dhp. v. 99). The worldling is often depicted as 
one who is immersed in sensual pleasure - kama hi 
citra madhura manoramii. avidasii yattha sitii 
puthujjana (Thag. 1 1 12). 
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The. vztaraga is attuned to the rhythm of beauty on 
an entirely different wavelength. His selt1ess love is 
an exclusive prerogative that is almost a contradiction 
in terms. His fires are extinguished. He is upasanta 
and rribouta. Bereft of egoism and longing - amamo 
niraso (Thag . 1 092) he does not isolate a thing of 
beauty as something to be utilised. His love of beauty 
is without the alienation or individuation of the object 
of beauty from its true context as part of all being which 
is a flux - aniccato sabbabhava11} vipassa11} (Thag. 
1 091). 

· He looks at beauty without any ' gross visual 
apetites' and any 'nagging visual curiosity ' .  He is not 
engaged . . .  .in a struggle with the image on his retina 
. . . . (His} minds's eye does not snatch greedily at what 
the physical eye offers it' . 11 When the curtain is lifted 
- vivantzcchada - he sees the world as it truly is -
yathavadassi (Thag. 1 096). He has purged the self as 
silversmith the dross (Sn. 962) and finds joy in whai is  
lovely (kalyanapzfi-Sn. 969). He sees the universality 
of the process of becoming in all things of sama11} 
tuleyya11} both within and without. His i s  a passive 
silent reaction to things beautiful with no desire to 
participate in beauty. 1 2  

Still like the waveless depths of the ocean (majjhe 
yatha samuddassa umi nojayati ' - _thito hoti, Sn. 920), 
like a wind not caught within a net or a lotus bloom 
unsoiled by water (vata11} va jalamhi asajjamana11} 
padumarr: va toyena alippamiina11} - Sn. 213  ), the monk 
reacts to beauty in a harmony of synthesis that equates 
beauty to the rest of being without seeping to dissect 
or measwre beauty on worldly criteria. Being a true 
' artist of life'  his reaction to beauty is  a passive com
munion with the object of beauty. For the monk ap
preciation of beauty is not a process of intellection. A 
thing of beauty is just part of its background viz. the 

broad canvas of the world which he knows is void and 
lacking in anything substanatial (suiiiiato avekkhamano 
attiinuditthim uhacca-Sn. 1 1 19) .  To him beauty is re- . 
ally in the eye of the beholder. He is not soiled by 
beauty as the lotus is not soiled by the mud. 

Elambitja11} kantakaviirija11} yathii 
jalena pahke na c 'anupal itta11} 
evan_1 muni santiviido agiddho 
kiime ca loke ca anupalitto (Sn. 845) 

Love is not depreciated in Buddhism. On the other 
hand love based on a true understanding of the nature 
of things is elevated to a higher level where it i s  trans
formed and transmuted into a new dimension of expe- , 
rience. Love is scrubbed of its gross nature until il • 

receives a transparent refinement. In other words love 
acquires in the Buddhist teaching a supramundane tran,· 
scendence that is set aglow by a true appreciation of 
the nature of reality. For the monk knows no greater 
delight than to be aware of and be attuned to reality. 
Not the most exquisite musical symphony will give 
him the same rapture-

Na paficahgika turiyena rati me hoti tiidisi 
yathii ekaggacittassa sammii dhamma11} vipassato 
(Thag. 1 070) 

M. D. H. W. 

LOVING KINDNESS See BRAHMAVIHARA, 
METTA 

LUMBINI (1). The holy birth place of Gautama B ud
dha is now known by the name of Rummindei. In the _. 

. accounts given of the holy nativity of the Buddha, the 
geographical location of Lumbin! is not very clear. It 
was within t�e Sakyan country, in the vicinity ofHima-

1 1 .  'Eric Newton's description of the Oriental artist on p. 41 f. of his European Paillting 
1 2 .  · The idea of pariticpation or empathy is an intellectual interpretation of the"primary experience, wl>ile as far as the 

experience itself is concerned, there is no room for any sort of dichotomy. The intellect, however, obtrudes itself and 
breaks up the experience in order to make it amenable to intellectual treatment, which means a discrimination or 
bifurcation. The original feeling of identity is then lost and intellect is allowed to have its characteristic way of 
breaking up reality into pieces. Participation or empathy is the result of intellectualization. The philosopher who has 
no D. T. Suzuki ·in Mysticism, Christian and Buddhist, p. 1 04 

· 

Notes of position given by Fuhrer on lumbini are inaccurate and misleading. In his capacity as the Archaeological 
surveyor of North-w�stem provinces and Oudh, he made an exploration in the Nepalese Terai in 1 896. B ut his work 
entitled, Monograph on Buddha Sakyamuni's Birth Place in the Nepalese Terai' ,  Allahabad 1 897, pp. 22- 1 24 has been 
withdrawn from .circulation by the Govt. of India. Smith contends that some of Fuhrers descriptions are of fertile 
imagination. (Smith, M ukherji op. cit. Introduction; Indian Amiquary vol. 34 p. I )  

According to Smith approximately E long. 85. 1 1  ' , north lat. 25.58' (Smith, Early History of India, 4th ed. Oxford 1 957. 
p. 1 17/8) 
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layas - Himavanta - passato (Sn. Pabbajjasulta, v. 18). 
The Jatakaphavarp;ana refers to Lumbini as situated 
between the two cities, Kapilavastu and Devadaha. 
Some of the Buddhist scriptures - the Kathavatthu, the 
Lalitavistara, the Mahavastu, etc. refer to Lumbirii 
without any location. The present geographical bear
ing of Lumbninl i s  to be taken from the eastern 
Himalayan range, the peaks of which stand back to
wards the plateau of Tibet. Towards India, the moun
tains fall away to a long valley in which the small and 
independent kingdom of Nepal had grown up later. In 
the lap of the foot-hills of eastern Nepal, in the present 
forest belt ofTerai, there was Lumbirii a grove of flow
ery trees, many centuries ago (Sukumar Dutt, The 
Buddha and Five After Centuries, London, 1 957, pp 
V-18 ;  Nalinaksha Dutt and Bajpai, Development of 

· Jfuddhism in Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow, 1966, pp. 327/ 
�&). According to Mukherji  and Law, Lumbin1 is ten 
111iles to the east of Kapilavastu (Modem Tilaura - Kot), 
about six miles north-east of Bulha in the British Dis
trict of B asti, and two miles north of B hagwanpur 
which is the headquarters of the Nepalese Tehsil (Law, 
Historical Geography of Ancient India, Calcutta, 1 954, 
p. 104; Mukherji,  Report on a Tour of Exploration of 
the Antiquities in the Terai, Nepal, ASIAR, Imperial 
Series, No. XXVI, part I, Calcutta 1 90 1 ,  p. 34), and 
about a mile north of Paderia (var. Pararia) village, 
Mukherji notes, a very high ground extending east to 
west for about two furlongs and about a furlong north 
to South, and according to him it represents the site of 
an acient town. About five hundred feet on the north 
of this site artd beyond a long tank, now dry, is another �ctangular plot about four hundred feet long, and three 
hundred feet broad, which appears to have been once 
surrounded by a wide ditch and access to which was 
.0ad from the south east, and that elevated ground is 
the sacred site · of Rummindei who is known 
throughout Terai as a local goddess of some celebrity 
and hill-men call her Rupa-dei (Mukherj i ,  op. cit. 
p. 34) . 

The present name Rummindei refers to the shrine 
dedicated to Mayadevl,  the mother of the Buddha who 
has been made a localised goddess, and for whom vari
ous offemings are being made by hill-men. The name 
Rummindei means the goddess (def<Sansrit devi) of 
Rurnmin (Luminini of the Asokan pillar edict). But it 
is not clear what Lumrnini is and in what connection it 
stands to the Pali and Sanskrit form Lumbini .  There 

are various forms of the word in the Pali canon and i n  
other works i n  Buddhist literature. The oldest pas
sage in the Pali canon which refers to the holy native 
place of the Buddha is found in the Nalaka Sutta of 
the Suttanipata. There, the birth place of the Buddha 
has been referred to as Sakyanam game janapade 
Lumbineyye (Sn. III,  II, 5). Oldenberg (Buddha, B er
lin, 1 8 8 1  p. 423 n. l )  suggests that the two words game 
and the Janapade of the above passage should change · 

places, which construed accordingly, means in the 
country of the Sakyas in the village of Lumbineyya. 
The Kathii vatthu (Kvu vol . I I .  p .  5 59) and the 
Nidiinakatha ( Jataka, vol . I p.  52) have the form 
Lumbini. But in the Lalitavistara (La!). and in the 
Mahavastu (Mhvu. ed. Senart, Paris, vols. I & II) there 
are variant forms such as Lurnbinivana and Lumbiniya. 

The Mhavastu has (vol. II .  p. 99) Lumbodyana 
which gives a word Lumba 'apparently connected, but 
not identical with Lumbinl '  (Charpentier, Indian Anti
quary, vol . 43, 1 9 1 4, p. 1 7) and in the same text oc
curs the word Lumbini in a position which. gives the 
right to assume with Senart (op. cit. vol. I p, 453) that · 
it is not a nomen proprium but merely an adjective (cf. 
also, Jones, trs l .  Mhvu 1 949, vol .  I ,  p .  78 n. l). 
Charpentier (op. cit p. 1 8) assumes that lumba is the 
simple word from which Lumbin1 is derived. A Prakrit 
word lumvi, lumba, occurs in Hala's Sattasai (Weber, 
uber das Saptas'atakam des Hala, Leipzing, 1 88 1 ,  v. 
322, pp. 1 1 7- 1 8) and it means valli or lata i .  e. 'a  
creeper' ,  and also a cluster, a bunch of flowers, for 
that word had been annotated as stabako lata ca. 
(Des"'inamamala of Hemachandra, ed. Pischel BSS · 
XVII. Poona, varge 7, v. 28, p. 283). With the addi
tion of the possessive adjectival suffix in"'i (feminine)2 
to lumba i .e. lumbainz the word lumbini is derived and 
it would stand beside lumba just as kumudin"'i ( ' a  place 
where water-lilies grow' ,) puskara'}l. (a lotus-pool) etc. 
stand beside kumudu and puskara, and thus lumbinz 
would mean a place where creepers grow, it  also can 
mean a wood of creepers, or a grove of flowery trees. 
This would be the connotation of the word lumbinz, 
but later, when the original sense of the word was un
certain, it was necessary to suffix vana to convey the 
idea that lwnbin"'i was a grove, or, a park. In this con
text lumbini has been treated as a nomen proprium. 
This is evident from the same kind of treatment found 
in Jiitaka,�thava'}'}ana which takes lumbin"'i-vana as a 
proper name and qualifies it by Mahgalasalavana. 

·"�. (Whitney, A Sanskrit Gra1nnzer, Leipzig, 1 878 para 438, p. 1 45). 
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(lumbinl-vanam nama mahgalasalavanam-Jataka, ed. 
Fausboll, vol . I, p. 52) to convey the idea that it was a 
park, a plea.Sure grove of sal trees, a royal garden of 
sal trees. A secondary development in Sinhala Bud
dhi s t  li terature i s  to reg ard lumbin"i and 
mahga/asalvana as two distinct places, i .  e. lumbinl 
was the park in which there was a pleasure grove of 
sal trees. 

Emperor Asoka, in his pillar inscription in Lumbinl 
has used lummini (gama). But the Sutta Nipatha (ibid) 
which is older than the inscription has lumbineyya and 
therefore i t  is possible that lummini may be a local 
dialect form from Luinbini with the assimilation of b 
to m j ust as Sanskrit amba giving the derivation amma 
in Pali and Sinhalese. And the lummini gama (Skt. 
lumbini grama) which was declared tax-free· by Asoka 
refers not to the park but to the adjoining village - the 
ruins of which are to be found in the mound described 
by Mukhetji (op. cit. p. 34) as representing the site of 
an ancient town. 

Lumbirii, at the time of the birth of the Buddha, 
was a pleasure grove of sal trees. (mahgalasalavanan:) · 
and it was the common property of the people of both 
cities Kapiiavastu and Devadaha. At that time it was 
one mass of fruits and flowers; and amidst the blos
soms and branches swarms of various coloured bees 
and flocks of birds of different kinds roamed warbling 
sweetly. The whole of the Lumbirii grove was like a 
wood of variegated creepers, or the well decorated 
banqueting hall of some mighty king. (Rhys Davi�s, 
Buddhist Birth Stories, London, p. 1 53 ;  Fausboll ,  ed. 
Jataka vol. I p. 52). The Lalitavistara refers to lumbinl 
as udyana 'a park' and kridaudyana bhumi 'a playing 
field in the park' (La/. pp. 78 ,  79, 8 1 ,  9 1 ) .  The 
Mahavastu refers to it as lumba park carpeted with 
flowers and fi lled with sweet notes of the cuckoo and 
lumbinl is  mentioned as a tree (vol. I p. 99) and also as 
a grove (vol. III p. 1 8) All  accoums given of Lumbini 
in Sinhalese are consistant in taking the description as 
found in the Jataka,�thakatha but with a slight devel
opment as discussed earlier. Thus it was not a forest 
in which the B uddha was born, for the suffix vana in 
Veluvana, Jetavana Lurnbinivana Meghavana etc. 
means a park or a grove. 

The Nepalese and Tibetan sources agree with Pali 
sources as to the location of Kapilavastu and Lumbini 
near the Himalayan mountains. But the origin of the 

Lumbini park according to Dulva III p. 446-47, as 
quoted by Rockhill (Rockhill,  The life of the Buddha, 
London, 1907, p. 14) was that king Suprabuddha had 
a beau6ful queen by the name of Lumbinl with whom 
the king used to visit a beautiful grove near the city 
and which belonged to a wealthy citizen. As the queen 
loved that park . very much the king had her made a 
more beautiful  garden a grove of plaksa trees and called 
it lumbini's grove4 

Lumbini, the park, gained recognition and became 
a sacred spot after the birth of Gautama B uddha at the 
place. Legends recorded in B uddhist literature, have 
it that queen·Maya was on her w ay with her attendants 
to Devadaha, to her parental home, for the delivery of ,

, 
her first child, when she saw, the beautiful Lumbin1 · _ _. 
park. Seing the sal-trees in flower she was anxious to 
pass a few moments there and she took hold of a branch 
of a sal tree. Then, as she was experiencing the pangs 
of labour she stood leaning against the tree and in that 
position she gave birth to the child. It was Lumbini, 
that was first to be sanctified by the foot-steps of the 
Buddha and at which he made his first utterance of 
supremacy. During his l ife time, after the attainment 
of Full Enlightenment, the B uddha once vis i ted 
lumbinl,  on his way to Devadaha, stayed there for a • 
short time and preached the Devadaha Sutta of the 
Majjh ima Nikaya (M. II. p .  2 1 4 ) .  I n  the · 
Mahaparinibbii!Ja Sutta (D. II p. 140), which l ists four 
holy places o f  pilgrimage, the birth place of the 
Tathagata, has been described by the Buddha as a place 
which the believing clansmen should visit with feel
ings of reverence. But until Emperor A soka's visit, ·f 
Lumbini, had only a legendary fame. There was no 
monument put up to mark the spot. It was during the ·"'"' 
20th year of Asoka's coronation, (ie.  after 3 1 6  years 
from the 'Buddha's birth) that Asoka by his imperial 
visit, restored the legendary fame of Lumbin1.  The 
Divyavadana (Divy. p. 389/90) narrates, that Emperor 
Asoka who was desirous to worship the places where 
the Buddha lived,. and set up memorials there for the 
later generations, was taken by his precepter Upagupta., 
first to Lumbinl., when Upagupta pointed out the place 
and said 'Lo, and behold, here was the B uddha l:>om' .  
On his word the -Emperor worshipped the spot and gave 
away· hundred thousand (s"atasahasram) on the spot 
in charity to the kinspeople of the Buddha and erected 
a memorial mound (caitya) to mark the spot. 

4. Rhys Davids, Buddha. p. 52, says that Suprabuddha's wife was Amrta. 
Beal, Romantic Legends, p. 42, note has that the Lumbini garden was so called after the name of the wife of the chief 
minister of Supra buddha. 

. · · � 
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Lumbinl, after receiving official recognition and 
imperial patronage was a favourite place of pilgrim
age. It prospered from the lavish donations from Bud
dhist pilgrims from all quarters . But with the fall of 
Kapilavastu, the glory and grandeur it had was oblit
erated by the Terai forest that advanced slowy upon it, 
and finally it was fully covered from the vision of the 
faithful pilgrims, and the legends, once again, had to 
nurse Lumbirii, as seen in the records of the Chinese 
pilgrims Fa-shien (400A. C.)  and Hsuantsang (636 A. 
C). It is pureiy a story of Lumbinl falling into ob
livion, along with the passage of time, that we can glean 
in those records. 

_ In the year 400 A. C. Fa-hsien visited Lumbinl.  )When he visited Kapilavastu, the city was a deserted 
area, 'having neither king nor people and it was like a 
.great desert. There was simply a congregation of 
priests and about ten families of lay people. Fifty li to 
the east of the city is the royal garden of Lumbini' 
(Samual Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western world 
vol. I, Calcutta, 1 957, pp. 29-30). Fa-hsien records 
the holy nativity of the Buddha in Lumbini and his 
description of the place is  vague. He does not men
tion at least the 'monolith' set up by the Emperor Asoka 
to mark the spot for later generations. Perhpas, he could 
not locate it in the heart of the Terai forest and there
fore he does not seem to have seen Lumbitii-the holi
est of holy places. 

After the lapse of nearly 230 years, Fa-hsien was 
followed by another pilgrim, Hsuan-tsang (636 A. C). ) From his record it is  clear that he had seen the ruins of 
the vanished city of Kapilavastu, and heard only the 
legend that was Lumbinl;  the holy birth place of the 
·Buddha and the memorial monolith erected by Asoka. 
His account was a hearsay about Lumbinl, 'There is 
an Asoka-flower tree, which is now decayed; this is 
the place where the Bodhisattva was born . . . . .  East from 
this is a stupa built by Asokaraja and the ancient 
Asokan memorial which had been a great stone pillar 
on the top of which was the figure of a horse5 and that 
after-wards, by the contrivance of a wicked dragon6 it 
was broken off in the middle and fell to the ground. 
By the side of it is a little river which flows to the 
south-east. The people of the place call it the river of 
oil (Tilar-nadi). 

After Hsuan-tsang and until the year 1 894, i .e .  for 
1 258 years, there was nothing mentioned of Lumbini 
it was a dense forest infested with wild beasts. While 
falling timber in the Terai forest, some wood-cutters 
noticed a yello pillar of sand-stone cleft down to the 
middle by the stroke of lightning and the top of it shat
tered and embeded in accumulated debris. The ruined 
pillar also showed an intelligible inscription which at
tracted the attention of Fuhrer an archaeologist in 1 894 
A. C. In 1 895 it was identified as Emperor Asoka's 
monolith i.e. after 2 1 75 years of its inception. The 
lower girth of the pi llar is 7 '  9 and 2' 7 114" in diametre 
and 2 1  feet in height. The capital of the pillar was bell 
shaped in form and it was broken into two halves and 
was found in the compound of the Rummindei. tem
ple. Now the pillar has been restored. The inscription 
in the pillar was deciphered and edited by B uhler in 
1 898. The language of the inscription was an eastern 
dialect-Magadlii, of which the principal peculiarity was 
the tendency to convert medial or initial r of Sanskrit 
into l. In the inscription_ the word 'Raj ina ' (by the 
king) is modified as 'Uij ina '. The convertion of r 
into I was the phonological tendency that helped to 
indentify the local name Rumin (dei.) with Lumbim. 
Several archaeologists were detai led for work at 
Rummin-dei. by the governments of India and Nepal. · 
The temple occupies the highest plateau of the big 
mound on the north-west of the elevated area enclosed 
by the ditch. About one hundred feet south of the tem
ple is a small tank with clear water. About fourty-five 
feet west of the north west corner of the temple 
Rummin dei. and about twenty-five feet below the top 
of the mound stands the Asokan pillar. On the north 
face of the pillar and towards the present top, there are 
several pilgrim's marks among which the Tibetan for
mula . Om mani padme hun:z (0' , the jewel is  in the 
lotus) inscribed in bold characters which shows that 
Tibetans have kept a recollection of this site and pil
grims used to come here with great respect. . 

Mukherji 's excavations in Rummindei. have made 
several discoveries. In the foundation of the temple of 
Rummindei. was found a very beautiful bay (rathaka) 
masonary in carved bricks, and the temple has been 
built according to the Saptaratha 'seven bayed one' 
plan. (Mukherj i ,  op. cit. p. 36). On the east of 
Rummindei. was an ante-chamber in which was found 

5. Pischel suaaests that the horse imaae was intended to represent the legendary steed Kanthaka which the B uddha rode . = 0 . 

6. 
when leaving Kapilavastu. 
Hsuan-tsang is correct. Dragon in Taoist mythology refers to the lightning. Edkins, Religion in China, 4th edition 
p. 1 05 .  
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a heap of broken sculptures. In this chamber, the sculp
ture depicts the nativity scene. The sculptured group 
of Mayadevi is about 5 112' x 3 114' height and breadth. 
It appears to be once an excellent example of the an
cient art, being of that style of workmanship which is 
generally associated with the time of Asoka the Great. 
It is  probably the earliest period of Buddhist sculp
ture. Maya-devi is represented standing in a graceful 
attitude holding the branch of a sal-tree with her right 
hand while with her left she adjusts her lower garments. 
Her three attendants are helping her in different ways. 
Below and between them stands the infant Bodhisatva. 
According to Mukherji ,  the temple of Mayadevi must 
have been built subsequent to the decay of the original 
one, but long before the visit of the Chinese pilgrims 
in the 5th and 7th centuries, during which it was all in 
ruins. 

At a certain stage of its defaced history, Lumbini 
was the dwelling place of a sannyasi who had cleared 
a portion of the mound and destroyed some of the 
stupas . . The Babaj i 's Math was discovered by Mukheiji 
about sixteen feet north of Mayadev1's temple. Some 
fragments of ancient sculpture-the statue of Gauri
Sahkara indicate that this holy place was once occu
pied by non-Buddhists. 

The Asokan pillar inscription at Lumbini has three 
sentences running into five lines viz:-

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

B.  

c. 

Devana (pi) yena Piyadasina laj ina visati
vasabhisi tena atana agacha mahiyite hida 
Budhe jate Sakyamuniti . 

Sila Vigadabhi Cha kalapita sila-thabhe cha 
usapapite hida Bhagavani jate ti. 

Lummini - game ubalike atha-bhagiye cha. 
Trsl. A. When king Devanampriya Priyadarsin 
had been anointed twenty years, he came him
self and worshipped (this spot), because the 
Buddha Sakyamuni was born here. 

(He) both caused to be made. a stone bearing a 
horse (?) and caused a stone pillar to be set up 
(in order to show that the Blessed one was born 
here) 

(He) made the village lummini free from taxes 
and paying (only) an eighth share (of the 
produce). 

(Hultzsch, Inscriptions of Asoka, Corpus 
Inscriptionum vol. I Oxford 1 925, new edition 
pp. 1 64/65.) See PLATES XL, XLI 

M. Karaluvinna 

LUMBINI (2) a South Western remote village in the 
present Kingdom of Nepal, is the sacred Birth Place 
of Prince Siddhartha, who later became the Buddha. 
Devotees far and wide visited this sacred place and 
left a rich heritage of monuments, including the 
Mayadevi Temple with its famous Mayadevi sculp
ture depicting the Birth of P:tince Siddhartha. A Pillar 
erected by Emperor Asoka in the 3rd Century B .  C.  
authenticates the spot where the birth of Prince · 
Siddhartha took place. The ancient inscription on the 
Pillar reads, "The Buddha the Sage of the Sakyas was 
born here." Emperor Asoka declared the village of 
Lumbini exempt from Taxes and presented 1000 Gold 
Coins to its people. Close to the Asoka Pillar stood 
the famous Mayadevi Temple, upto about the year 
1 995, which is believed to have been built in the 3rd 
Century B .  C. to honor the Queen Mayadevi. The tem
ple since then has been demolished for carrying out 
archaeological excavations. A proposal advanced by . 
the Tribhuvan University of Kathmandu, Nepal, to re
erect the demolished Mayadevi Temple, over the ex
cavated ruins, so as to enable both the Mayadevi tem
ple as well as the ruins underneath to be seen, has now • 
been accepted, and a construction programme is 
underway. 

Two pilgrims from China, Fa-Hien and Hiuen
Tsiang, who visited Lumbini in the 5th and 7th Centu
ries A. D. have written detailed descriptions of the 
Monuments found in Lumbini. King Ripu Malia of � 
Nepal who visited Lumbini in 1 3 14A .  n has inscribed . 
his name on the A.sok<! Pillar. 

The rebellions of the medieval times have brought 
immense damage to this Holy Place of the Buddhists, 
and Lumbini was lost to the world for about six centu
ries. It was re-discovered in the year 1 895; the Asoka 
Pillar was half buried in mud, in the remote Terrai 
Plains of So.uth Western Nepal. The re-discovered 
Lumbini was virtually inaccessible to the devotees of 
the world due to total lack of facilities. 

The first effort toward restoration of the re-dis
covered Lumbini was by King Mahendra who donated 
one Million Rupees, on being deeply moved by what 

· ' 

he saw during his visit in 1956. However, it was only , :::; 
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a decade later that Lumbini caught the attention of the 
world. The late Mr. U Thant, the Secretary General of 
the United Nations, a devout Buddhist, visited this Holy 
Place in 1 967, and decided that it should be opened to 
the world for the restoration of world peace through 
Buddhism. The response to his call was encouraging, 
and by the year 1 970 the International Lumbini De
velopment Com.'Tiittee comprising thirteen nations was 
formed in New York, under the Chairmanship of Ne
pal's Permanent Representative to the United Nations. 
The thirteen member Nations were: A fghanistan, 
Burma, Democratic Kampuchea, India, Indonesia, Ja
pan, Laos, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Singapore, Sri 
Lanka and Thailand. Later these thirteen nations also )rved as the Advisory Panel to the world renowned 
Japanese Architect Professor Kenzo Tange for the 
vreparation of a Master Plan for the Development of 
Lumbini. Since then Bangaladesh, Bhutan and the 
Republic of Korea, have also joined this historic ef
fort. The Master Plan was finalised at a tripartite re
view meeting of India, Thailand and Nepal held in 
Tokyo in 1 978, and received the approval of His Maj
esty's Government of Nepal, for implementation. The 
Lumbini Development Trust of Nepal now adminis
ters and coordinates the effort of many nations to de
velop Lumbini as a place of Worship, Research, Learn
ing, and Practice of Buddhism for achieving world 
peace. 

Lumbini Development Master Plan 

) The Master Plan of Professor Kenzo Tange trans
forms three square miles of flat marshy land into a 

rculptured landscape of repeating squares and circles, 
in a rectangular form developed on a central North
SouthAxis. The Project Area has three zones namely: 
The Lumbini village, The Monastic Zone and the Sa
cred Garden inter-linked by a Central Spine. The Spine 
is a 1 ,474 meter long pedestrian walkaway placed on 
either side of a central canal. 

The Lumbini Village 

This is the Gateway to the outer world where 
the visitors to Lumbini are provided with tourist 
facilities. Visitors will find a wide selection of 
accommodation to fit one's budget and liking here. 
The Sri Lanka Pilgrims Rest with multi-bedded rooms, 
financed by the Government of Sri Lanka, is located 
in this zone. · 

The Monastic Zone 

This is the Central Zone where forty-one plots of 
land are set aside atllidst lush green forest for devel
opment by the interested nations as an international 
worshipping zone. The Central Spine divides the zone 
into East and West sectors for the development of 
Theravada and Mahayana Monasteries respectively. 
Sri Lanka has leased two plots, each approximately 
80m x 80rn in the East Monastic Zone, close to the 
historic Telar River, approximately one km. to the 
North East of the Asoka Pillar, for a Monastery Com
plex, whose construction work has just begun. The 
other Monasteries presently being developed on the . 
East Monastic Zone are by the Indian Mahabodhi S o
ciety, Burma, Thailand, and Nepal. The West Monas
tic Zone presently has Monasteries of Japan, China, 
South Korea and Vietnam at various stages of con
struction. After perhaps a decade or two when all the 
plots have been fully developed, thi s  zone would 
present to the visitors a rich variety of Af! .and Archi
tecture, and a unique place on earth for the practice of 
Buddhism. 

The Sacred Garden 

The Sacred Garden is a Circular Zone at the south
em end of the Project Area with the historic Telar River 
flowing on its eastern border. The Central Spinal 
Walkaway focuses on the Asoka Pillar at the center of 
the Sacred Garden, with the M ayadevi Temple and the 
Sakya Tank by its side. 

Sri Lanka Monastery (Sri Lail ka ramaya) a t  
Lumbini - Design of the Monastery 

The entire design is based on Buddhist Philoso
phy and is intended to remind the visitor of two of its 
fundamental teachings, namely the Noble Eightfold 
Path (Ariya a_�thangika magga) and the doctrine of 
Dependent Origination (Pa_ticcasamuppada). While 
one site designed as a Meditation Center is for the learn
ing and Practice of Buddhism (Pratipatti pujii) the 
other incorporating a Stiipa and Monks' Residence 
(Sahghavasa) provides for t�e worship of the Buddha, 
Dhanuna and the Sangha (Amisa Pujii). 

The Meditation Center 

This site is approached fro m  a Garden Reserve in 
the North through a 4m. wide access road. The visitor 
will enter the complex from the road, facing south-
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wards, through a Traditional Entrance Portal of Leg
endary Deities and Art Forms (Makara Tor�a). On 
either side of the Entrance Portal are two Decorated 
Lion Pillars, each containing 3 lions on its top and 
bearing the Buddhist Flag, and the Country Flags. A 
flight of steps at the Entrance Portal takes the visitor 
to the lowest floor of the Meditation Center contain
ing a Reflectin·g Pond in the Center and two SO.la Trees 
(Shorea Robusta) on either side, symbolizing the Sal 
Garden where the Birth of Prince Siddhartha ensued. 
Behind. the Reflecting Pond on a Podium is placed a 
Statue of Prince Siddhartha Gauthama, uttering the 
famous Proclamation 'aggohamasmi lokassa having 
taken seven steps on lotus flowers that arose from the 
ground. The visitor will see Prince Siddhartha on the 
seventh lotus, with the Prince's utterance inscribed on 
marble, and a painting rlepicting His Birth in the back
ground. An open Colonnaded Pavilion crowned with 
a traditional two-tier roof named after Prince 
Siddhartha (Siddhartha Pavillion), provides co�er to 
the ensemble on the Podium. 

The central feature of the Meditation Centre is Lord 
Buddha in the Meditation'Posture (SamO.dhi Mudra) 
under a Bo-Tree (Ficus Religiosa) . The Bo-Three is 
placed about thirty feet above the lowest floor level, 
and the Samadhi Buddha Statue is placed at such an 
elevation at the foot of the Bo-Tree, so as to present to 
the visitor approaching from the Entrance Portal, a 
glimpse of both Prince Siddhartha and Lord Buddha 
at the same time; Prince Siddhartha at normal Eye
level and Lord Buddha in an elevated position. 

The visitor is now in a spacious terrace containing 
a seJTli -circular open colonnaded shelter (Bodhi-ghara) 
designed for meditation. From this terrace a narrow 
ladder of steps leads to the highest level of  the com
plex containing the Bo-Tree. Two semi-circular lower 
terraces are also available for the meditators with paved 
platforms under trees. All the terraces are intercon
nected by easy stairways. The Meditation Center also 
has a rear entrance marked by a pavilion. Entry through 
this pavilion leads the visitor through a paved foot path 
to the Main Entrance. 

The Stiipa and the Monks' Residence (Sailghavasa) 

The second site is to be developed as a place of . 
worship of the Buddha, Dharnrna and the Sangha. Lord �uddha's relics enshrined in a Stupa built on a spiralin& 
nng of Hexagonal Chambers (Dharma Mandir), w111' 

. enable the worship of the Buddha. The spiraling Hex
agonal Chambers are to contain specially selected 
Dhamma related to the Principle of Dependent Origi
nation (Pa_ticca SamuppO.da), and a Monks' Residence 
(Sailghavasa) placed behind with facilities for the 
worship of Sangha and the preaching of Dharnrna. 

Lalith Muthukumara 

I 1 I I 
L Y QUOC .SU : The Ly Quoc Su pagoda is in the 
district of the Cathedral in the centre of the Capital 
City of Hanoi .  In ancient times the place was known 
as the hamlet ofTien-thi belonging to the canton Thuan. 

The porch of the pagoda has three doors with small " 
superposed roofs and richly decorated pylons. It stands 
near a big century old banian tree. ? -{ As the visitor approaches closer and closer, the 

curious visitor will find Lord Buddha gradually disap
pearing from the visual field due to the high retaining 
wall behind Siddhartha Pavillim( supporting the el-

The court of honour of the pagoda is behind the 

evated center. In order to rediscover Lord Buddha the 
porch and has a small garden on the left. On the right 
of the porch is the court of service where there are 

vis
. 
itor is now made to follow eight Flights of Steps outhouses of the pagod h l'b bo a, sue as 1 rary, nzery, store-

placed symmetrically on either side of the Siddhartha o · house, kitchen. 
Pavillion, symbolizing the Noble Eightfold Path fol-
lowed by Prince Siddhartha, to attain Buddhahood . . 

The visitor climbing the stair way wil.l observe each 
s tep of the Noble Eightfold Path inscribed on the deco
rated balustrade walls at very Landing, giving him the 
feeling that he is now treading this Noble Path to wor
ship Lord Buddha. On reaching the �ighth landing 
containing the inscription 'Samma SamO.dhi' , the visi
tor will see Lord Buddha in Samadhi Mudra under the 
Bodhi Tree, directly in front of him. 

There is an old commemmorati ve pillar which has 
very old calligraphies. They tell of the history of the 
pagoda and the life of the famous monk to whom the 
pagoda was dedicated. 

A square kiosk called Huong dinh is at the·back of 
the court of honour. There are two annexed lateral 
edifices which are on the two sides. One is called .the 
Bonzery and the other the Dien Mau or Altar of the . 
mother goddess. 
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Newly built big galleries with flat roofs join three 
parts of the edifice to the square kiosk which has been 
the reception hall resulting in a remarkable transfor
mation. The reception hall is built of wood. Its roofs 
are superposed and the eight angles turn up towards 
the sky in harmonius line. The main frontage has just 
been partitioned and one has to pass by the galleries in 
order to go to the inside of the hall .  

It is  clear that the pagoda is composed of three 
compartments: The Tien duong ngoai khach (external 
pavilion of reception), the Noi cung Phat tei (interior 
pavilion of the Buddhist altar) and the Han Cung (sanc
tuary). The Tien duong is a pavilion of three bay-win-

. t_ows. Among the three bay- windows, the one in the 
middle is bigger than the other two. 

The Noi cung is also a pavilion. Its breadth is iden
tical to that of the Tien duong, but its roof is perpen
dicular to that of the latter. Four lateral central col
umns in wood and two lateral walls without windows 
support the two frames of the roof. The Buddhist a! tar 
is at the back of the median bay. The Cuo long statue 
depicting the birth of the Buddha is in  its usual place. 
A statue of Quon am is in front of it. 

The altars of the Han are in the lateral bays. On 
the right there are three statues of gentlemen dressed 
in costumes of high officials and on the left, four stat
ues of noble ladies. These groups of statues including I )the one representing the holy monk L y Quoc Su con-

. stitute the artistic treasure of the pagoda. · 

At the back of these bays there are the statues of 
Due ong and Due Thanh. Due ong is the guardian 
genius of the pagoda and Due Thanh (Ananda?) th� 
disciple of the Buddha. 

The great statue of the sedent Buddha is placed on 
the highest grading of the altars. The standing statues 
of his two disciples are placed on his two sides. After 
the Buddha is the statue of the holy monk seated in the 
same position. He is wearing a monkish diadem tak
ing in the right hand a lotus flower. There are also the 
statues of Giac Hai and Tu-dao hanh who were the 
famous colleagues of the holy monk Ning Khong. The 
lateral altars are dedicated to the parents of the holy 
monk and his two famous colleagues. The statues of 
these four personages are sculptured in stone and 
oainted in multicolour. 

The pagoda is called Ly-Quoc Su which means 
the master of the kingdom of Ly'.  The pagoda has 
been dedicated to the cult of a second master of the 
kingdom, Yen. Ngvyn Chi Thanh. 

The Ly Quoc Su pagoda has been preserved as a 
historic monument of the Buddhists in Viet Nam. 

N. T. Thai 

MACCHARIYA, (Var, Macchera, Skt. Matsarya). 
The PED gives the following meanings to this term, 
namely, avarice, stinginess, selfishness and envy_ and 
calls it one of the principal evil passions and the main 
cause of rebirth in the Petaloka. Macchariya is reck
oned as an unwholesome or irrunoral psychological 
factor (akusala cetasika). Its characteristic i s  hiding 
or concealing one's own fortune (attano sampatt!nal1J. 
nighuhana lakkhana11J.) 

There are five kinds of Macchariya namely, ( 1 )  
St inginess  o r  avarice about · dwell in g s  
(avasamacchariya); Stinginess or Avarice regarding 
families (kula macchariya); Stinginess or avarice about 
gains (labha macchariya); Stinginess or avarice about 
knowledge or dhamma (dhamma macchariya); and 
Stinginess and avarice about fame and praise (va�z�a 
rn.acchariya). 

In the Dhammapada, Macchera or avariciousness · 
is called a stain (mala) in a donor (dadato macchera 
mala11J. - Dhp. V 242). It is one of the evil psychologi
cal conditions, which have to be renounced by force 
of intelligence. "With the stain of avarice vanished' i s  
frequently mentioned as  a feature of the blameless Hfe 
and a preparation for arahantship. 

D. Saddhasena 

MACCHERA See MACCHARIYA 

MADA - Infatuation. The Vibhahga (p. 345) defines 
it as infatuation, conceit, self-imagining, conceitedness, 
loftiness, haughtiness, flaunting a flag, assumption, 
desire of the heart for self-advertisement. (Yo mado 
. . . . .  mano mannana maiiiiitattal1} unnati unnamo dhajo 
sampaggaho ketukamyata cittassa, ayal1} vuccati mado 
- Vib. p. 3.60). Infatuation could arise due to birth (jatz), 
lineage (gotta), health (arogya), youth (yobbana), life 
()!vita), gain (labha), hospitality (sakkara), honour 
(garukara), devotion (purekkhiira), retinue (parivara), 
wealth (bhoga), colour or beauty (va��za), learning 
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(suta) ,  intel l igence (pa! h ibhiina) ,  rec ognition 
( rattafifiu) ,  foo d  (pi1Jtf.apii ta) , arrogance 
(anavafiiiattil1}), postures (iriyapatha), psychic pow
ers (iddhi), reputation (yasa), virtue (slla), meditation 
(jhiina), knowledge (sippa), height (iiroha), girth 
(pariniiha), shape (sal}_thana) and fulfilment (paripuri) 

Jatimada rises in the mind of a person due to his 
birth in a princely house, etc. He gets intoxicated with 
the pride of birth thinking that he is born to a princely 
house while others are not born in such families. 

Gottamada is intoxic�tion with the pride of the clan 
to which one belongs. Arogyamada is to get intoxi
cated with the pride of health, thinking "I am of good 
health. the rest are suffering from various illnesses". 
Yobbanamada is to get intoxicated with ·the pride of 
one's youth thinking that he is in his teenage and oth
ers are like old trees that are ready to fall.  One is said 
to have ]ivitamada when he is intoxicated with the priqe 
of his living conditions comparing them to the lower 
living conditions of others. 

Liibhamada - Here the person becomes unduly 
conscious of his gains comparing himself with those 
whose gains are less. 

Sakkaramada - To be infatuated with the kind of 
hospitality one gets e.q. · '.'1 get better robes than oth
ers. 

Garukaramada - It arises when· one is honoured 
by others and others are not so honoured. 

Purekkhiiramada - It could arise in one when one 
gets priority over others. 

Parivaramada - Here the person thinks that he is 
surrounded by hundreds and thousands when he wa5 a 
layman and as a monk also he is surrounded by other · 
bhikkhus in hundreds and thousands; whereas the oth
ers have little retinue. 

Bhogamada - "Others are not gaining even for their 
daily expences, whereas I am having much wealth 
which is incalculable". The person who thinks thus 
becomes intoxicated with the pride of wealth. 

Val}l}amada - Here the Complexion and other fea
tures of beauty are taken into consideration. The per
son thinks that he is handsome and others are ugly; he 
is popular than others , etc. 

Sutamada - Here the person is intoxicated with the 
pride of his learning comparing it to the lesser educa
tion of others. 

Pa,thibhiinamada - Here the person is intoxicated 
with the pride of his intelligence thinking that he is 
more intelligent than others . 

Rattafiiiumada - This is intoxication due to a per
son's recognition, experience etc. 

Pil}t;fapiitamada - The person is introxicated with 
the pride of getting his meals regularly while others 
are getting their meals occassionally. 

The other possible grounds for the arising of mada 
are: The superior way one is treated o ver o thers 
(avafifiattim mada); one's pleasant postures (iriyiipatha 
mada); possession of psychic powers (iddhi mada); 
reputation due to such factors as superior skills in ad
vising others (yasa mada); cultivation of virtue (s!la 
mada); ability to attainjhanic experience at ease (jhana 
mada); accomplishment in craft (sippa mada); height 
of the body (ii roha mada);  growth of the body 
(paril}iiha mada); physical appearance or shape of the 
body (sal},thiina mada); having a physical body free 

· from deformities (piiripuri mada). 

The Ahguttaranikiiya refers to three main kinds of 
mada: yobbana - mada (infatuation by youth), iirogya
mada (infatuation by health) and j7vita-mada (infatu
ation by life). And it goes on to observe that the igno
rant worlding infatuated by these three madas pursues 
an evil course in bodily activites, speech and thought 
and thereby at the dissolution of the body, after death, 
passes to a lower world, to a woeful Course of exist
ence, to a state of suffering and hell (A 1 p. 1 46). 

It is en realizing Nibbana that all forms of mada 
(conceit, intoxication) come to a complete end. 
(nimmadii amadii honti vinassanti) . Hence mada 
nimmadana, which literally means "disintoxication 
from intoxication", is used as another expression for 
Nibbana. 

D. Saddhasena 

MADHURATTHAVILAsiNI : The commentary on 
the Buddhaval1}sa written by Buddhadatta Maha Thera 
of Uragapura (in the Kavlrap<�:t.tana) in the Co)a coun- · :i> 
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try of South Indi a, under the patronage of 
Accutavikkama. 1 Buddhadatta is  said to have had his 
education at the Mahavihara monastery which was the 
principal centre of Buddhist education in Sri Lanka. 

The Buddhavan:zsa is the fourteenth book of the 
Khuddaka Nikil.ya and is a narration of the biographi
cal details of the twenty-five B uddhas of whom 
Gotama was the last. The last chapter deals with the 
distribution of Gotama's relics.2 The Buddhavan:zsa is 
a �tical work consisting of an introductory chapter 
of 81  verses, followed by the story of the Bodhisattva 
Gotama making his first resolve under the Buddha 
Dip�ara as Sumedha to become a Buddha in 1 87 
verses.3 It is for this reason that Dipankara becomes )the first Bhddha whose biographical details are nar
rated in the Buddhavamsa . . This is followed by indi
vidual chapters on the twenty-four former Buddhas 
eriding up with the chapter on Buddl'1a Gotama which 
is the shortest of the biographical chapters, consisting 
of24 verses. The Buddhapakilp;aka kal}tja which fol
lows the chapter on Buddha Gotama is followed by 
the story of the division of the relics of Buddha Gotama 
in 13  verses. The Buddhavan;tsa contains a total of 
1 3 1  0 verses. 

The Madhuratthavilasinz is the commentary on this 
text of 1 3 1 0 verse s .  It  opens up with  the 
Nidimavannana which after a few introductory remarks 
s tarts to

. �omment on the fi rst c h apter of the · 
Buddhavamsa, verse by verse. According to the au-)thor, the B�ddhavan:zsa was expou�ded by

_ 
t�e Bu?

dha when he was residing at Ntgrodharama m 
Kapilavatthu of the Siikyan country, cosequent to a 
request by the Venerable Siiriputta. Althought it is not 

. possible to say with any degree of certainty when the 
Buddhavamsa was written, the references made by the 
author to th� Nidanakatha of the Jataka_�thakathil goes 
to show that it is posterior to the Jataka commentary, 
probably pointing to a period l ater than that of  
Buddhaghosa. 

It is with the declaration by the Buddha D1pankara 
that the ascetic Sumedha, who had laid himself face 
down on the muddy stretch of the path he undertook 

Malalasekara, G. P., DPPN. II. 307, 437 
DPPN. II. 3 10 

to clean, in order to allow the Buddha to walk across 
untouched by the mud, would become a Buddha in a 
future birth, that he becomes a Bodhisatta. The com
mentary on this  chapter w hich follows the 
Nidiinavm;u:zana is  the second longest chapter of the 
commentary. The commentaries on the chapters which 
follow this are much shorter except for the commen
tary on the chapter on B uddha Gotama which becomes 
the third longest chapter of the commentary. The fust 
declaration made by Dipankara is confirmed by each 
of the twenty-truce Buddhas who came after him, hence 

. their inclusion in the Buddhavan:zsa. 

The work displays commendable familiarity with 
relevant textual as well as commentarial material which 
were in existence at the time of its writing. Another 
important feature which cannot fail to attract the at
tention of the reader i s  the style of language used by 
the author. He seems to have taken delight at the slight
est opportunity to use alliteration throughout his work, 
thus making it enjoyable to the reader. His descrip
tions are fascinatingly pleasant to read and it is a pleas
ure to witness how he plays with his words reminding 
the reader of the language style in the second half of 
the AtanO.,tiya Sutta. 4 

The author's familiarity with the textual traditions . 
of the Mahavihara fraternity seems to have also helped 
him to keep within the ethos of the Mahavihara tradi
tions in the elucidation of the texts which he was com
menting on. The Mahapadana Sutta tradition which 
gives details  of six former Buddhas with Buddha 
Gotama as the seventh, had developed by the time of 
the Jataka commentary into a tradition of twenty-four 
former Buddhas. It is this same tradition which is  
supproted by the Buddhavavan:zsa text and its com
mentary. The importance of the BuddhavaTI'}sa and its 
commentary lies in the affirmation they have given to 
the tradition of the twenty-four former Buddhas, which 
had already been accepted by the Mahavihara tradi
tion in the commentary on the Jataka tales compiled 
by Buddhaghosa. 

M. M. j. Marasinghe 

1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4.  �:;·����::here that the second half of  the Atiinii,tiya Sutta belongs to  a period (ideologically) much later than that 

of the first half of the sutta. 
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MADHYAMAKAKA RIKA, MULA : Mula-
madhyamaka-kii rikii , sometimes referred to as 
Madhyamaka-s'iistra, is one of the most widely used 
texts of Nagfujuna since it was first compiled. This is 
clearly indicated by the large number of commentar
ies written on it. ( 1 )  Akutobhaya, a short commentary 
attributed to Nagarjuna himself by the Tibetan tradi
tion, but which has been considered a spurious attri
bution.1 This work is preserved only in Tibetan. (2) 
Pingala's commentary is preserved in Chinese and 
translated by Kumarajiva. (3) Mula-madhyamaka-vrtti 
by Buddhapalita is preserved only in Tibetan. (4) 
Bhavaviveka's Prajiiiipradipa is preserved in Chinese 
and Tibetan . (5)  Candraki rt i ' s  Ptasannapadii 
Miidhyamaka-vrtti is the· only commentary available 
in its original Sanskrit version, along with a Tibetan 
translation. (6) A Mahayanistic interpretation by 
S thiramati is avai lable in Chinese. (7) Another 
Mahayanistic interpretation by Asanga, Shun-chung
lun, is a detailed explanation of the eight negations 
expressed i n  the introductory verses-anirodham 
anutpiidam anucchedam as'asvatam anekiirtham 
aniiniirtham aniigamam anirgamam-an explanation 
that made Nagarjuna a Mahayanist. In addition, there 
are fragments of commentaries by Gunamati and 
Devas'arman available in Tibetan. 

The work i s  N agarjuna ' s  response to the 
substantialist, essentialist and transcendentalist meta
physics that came to infiltrate the originai teachings 
of the Buddha. These specifically are the ide·as of the 
Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas, both eventually 
leading to transcendence. The Sarvastvadins high
lighted existence (sat) and the Sautrantikas emphasized 
non-existence · (as at) in their theories of causation as 
identity.(satkiiryaviida) and non-identity or difference 
(asatkiiryaviida), the latter eventually leading to a 
theory of a subtle personality (pudgalaviida). This two
valued logic, which eventually left four alternatives, 
were rejected by N agarjuna in one of the most non-

. discursive texts, almost like an Abhidharma treatise. 
In compiling this work, Nagarjuna was taking a hint 
from the Buddha that the moral life cannot be explained 
satisfactorily if one were to hold on to any one or the 
two extremes of existence and non-existence, and the 
consequent four alternatives that include both and nei
ther. This is the lesson he learnt from the Buddha's 
"Discourse on the B rahma' s Net" (Brahmajiila
suttanta)2. 

The first chapter of the text, "Examination of Con
ditions" (Pratyaya-par!ka�ii) is devoted to the refuta
tion of the substantialist or identity and the nihilistic 
or non-identity theories of causation mentioned ear
lier. The second, "Examination of the moved and the 
unmoved" (Gatiigata-par!ksii) is an attempt to clarify 
the metaphysical theories of change or movement that 
contributed to the metaphysical theories of causation. 

At the end of this, Nagarjuna is not ready to given 
an explanation of the Buddha's theory of dependent 
ari sing (prafityasamutpiida) ,  in  contrast to the 
substantialist and nihilistic theories. '  The reason for 
this is that almost all forms of knowledge and all ob
jects of knowledge explained in the early discourses -
also had received similar metaphysical interpretations 
at the hands of the Sarvastivadins and the Sautrantikas. 
Thus the first major part of the text was devoted to tlJi. 
refutation of these views. These pertain to the exami
nation of (3) faculties (indriya), (4) the aggregates 
(skandha), (5) elements (dhiitu), (6) lust and the lust
ful (riigarakta) ,  (7) dispositionally conditioned 
(sariukrta) (8) action and agent (karmakiiraka), (9) 
antecedent s tate (pu rva) ,  ( 1 0) fi re and fuel 
(agnlndhana) ,  ( 1 1 ) prior  and posterior ends 
(purviiparako_ti), ( 1 2) suffering (duf.kha), ( 1 3) dispo
sitions (sarhskiira), ( 14) association (sarhsarga) and 
( 15) self-nature (svabhiiva). 

Again, in all these instances, having criticized the 
metaphysical views, Nagarjuna does not present an 
explanation as to how hey can be understood in terms � 
of the Buddha's own teachings. In the discourse to - .., 
Kaccayana, the Buddha himself did not do so. Indeed 
what is most significant is that at the end of the sec-,.._ 

. tion, namely, in Chapter 15 ,  he refers to the two meta: 
physical extremes of existence (astitva) and non-ex
istence (niistitva) rejected by the Buddha in his admo
nition to Kaccayana, where they are replaced by the 
empirical facts of arising (uppiida) and ce�.sing 
(nirodha).3 

Nagarjuna is not yet ready to explain the Buddha's 
middle . . . . . . . .  of dependent arising. The reason is that, 
in addition to the two extremes of existence and non
existence, the Buddha's discourse refers to another 
pervasive metaphysical theory, namely, that of the self 
(atta).4 Buddha's �tatement to Kaccayana is as fol-

1 .  See Hajime Nakamura, Indian Buddhism. A survey with Bibliographical Notes, Tokyo: KUSF, 1 980, p. 237. 

2 .  D. 1 . 1 -46 

3.  s 2. 1 7  

4. Ibid 
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lows: 'The world, for the most part, Kacdiyana, is 
bound by approach and grasping. One does not fol
low that approach and grasping, that detennination of 
thought, that commitment and leaning, and grasp and 
determine: "That is my self'5 Nagarjuna now feels 
that it is his responsibility to examine the explanation 
of the categories that led the later Buddhists to formu
late a theory of a subtle personality (pudgala). There
fore: the next few chapters deal with the problem of 
self and those concepts that generate such a metaphysi
cal notion. They are the examination of ( 1 6) bondage 
and release (bandhanamoksa), ( 1 7) fruit  of action 
(kannaphala), ( 1 8) se!f (atma), ( 19) time (kala), (20) 

harmony (samagrz), (2 1 )  occurrence and dissolution yambhavavibhavq) , (22) the Thus-gone One 
(tathagata), and (23) perversions (viparyasa). 

After mentioning the theory of self (atta), the Bud
dha, in the discourse to Kaccayana, admonishes him 
to focus on the problem of suffering (dukkha) as it 
arises and ceases: "Who thinks, suffering that is  sub
ject to arising, arises, suffering that is subject to ceas
ing; ceases.'>ci Here again, as in the previous cases, the 
four noble truths have received metaphysical treatment 
at the hands of the Buddhist metaphysicians. There
fore, in the next two 'chapters examining (24) the no
ble truths (aryasatya) and (25) freedom (nirvar:za), 
Nagfujuna devotes himself to a refutation �f such meta
physical views. · In the former, he makes one of the 
most significant statements, in the most positive terms, 
explaining his own understanding of what the B ud-)iha·s doctrine is. 

Whatever, is  dependent aris ing, that we say is 
emptiness. That depends on an expression. That it
self is the middle way. 

(Ya� pratityasamutpada� s unyatafh tam pracaksmahe, 
sa prajfi.aptir upadaya pratipat sai va madhyamii. 7 

Having dealt with the metaphysical issues relat
ing to the four truths, especially the existence of suf
fering, its arising and ceasing, Nagarjuna proceeds di- . 
rectly to the discourse to Kaccayana that explains the 
arising and ceasing of suffering, namely, the examina
tion of the twelvefold factors that constitute the 
human personality (dvadasahgaparl�a) in their pro-

5.  Ibid 
6.. . Ibid 

. 7.' .  ' s  .MK 'X.XIV. 1 8  
S. Ibid., XXVII. 30 

gressive (anuloma) and regressive (pa_tiloma) orders.  
I t  is  the most positive description of the Buddha's doc
trine in this text and an indication of his realization 
that ultimately truth or reality is  dependeHt upon the 
problem of human suffering and its resolution. 

The first twenty six chapters of this work thus seem 
to follow step by step the themes presented by the 
Buddha in his very short admonition to Kaccayana, 
which is the only discourse quoted by Nagarjuna, but 
placed in the background of the metaphysical inter
pretations of Buddhist categories by some of the later 
Buddhists. This is therefore a grand commentary on 
the discourse to Kaccayana. 

The final chapter (27) on views (dr.yi) is a return 
to the B uddha's "Discourse on B rahma ' s  Net" 
(Brahmajala-suttanta) mentioned above. Herein, he 
summarized the major metaphysical views mentioned 
in that discourse, and concludes with the statement: 

I reverently bow to Gautama who, out. of compas
sion, has taught the true doctrine in order to relinquish 
all views. 

(Sarvadr�_tiprahanaya ya� saddharmam ades'ayat, 
anukampam upadaya tam namasyami gautamam).8 

It is the realization that grasping on to any one of 
the metaphysical views, l isted as sixty-two in the Bud
dha's discourse, will leave no room for the elimina
tion of suffering, and that the practice of compassion 
calls for the letting go of the views, not the non-adop
tion o f  a view s u c h  as ' de pendent ari s i n g ' 
(pratltyasamutpada). The maj or controversy that led 
to a dissension among the followers of Nagarjuna is 
this final statement in the Mula-madhyamaka-karikii. 
One group assumed that the relinquishing (praha1Ja) 
is a synonym for non-grasping, and this is the view of 
the Svatantrika school that recognized a theory or per
spective without considering it to be the absolutely 
valid one. The second is the Prasahgika school for 
which relinquishing means adopting no views or theo
ries whatsoever because language is not capable of 
expressing the ultimate truth (sec, Madhyamika sys
tem). 

David J, Kalupahana 

�·· . . .  
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MADHYAMAKA SASTRA 
See MULAMADHYAMAKAKARIKA 

- -
MADHYA_MA PRATIPAT (Pali MAJJHIMA 
PA':fiPADA). Before Siddhartha Gautama left his 
royal inheritance, he had come to be well-instructed 
in the traditional as .well as non-traditional systems of 
thought. He was aware that the traditional Brahmanical 
thinkers, for centuries, emphasized the existence (sat) 
of an eternal reality in the individual as well as the 
world (atman), but also an equally eternal and incor
ruptible moral law (brahman) . '  The non-traditional 
or the s' ramaiJa tradition known to us have insisted 
upon the non-existence (as at) of the eternal reality of 
the individual as well as the incorruptible moral law, 
but recogniz.ed the reality of the physical world (loka )2• 
Therefore, _ they came to be popularly known as the 
"worldly philosophers" (lokayatika), admitting the 
reality of the material elements only. This latter was 
simply an extreme reaction to the Brahmanical claims. 

These two extremes, existence (sat) and non-ex
istence (asat), or according to t...�e Buddha's terminol
ogy atthita and natthita, 3 dominated every aspect of 
philosophical speculation during the pre-Buddhist pe
riod. 

It is in this context that young Siddhartha re
nounced the home life and went looking, not for the 
truth or exis tence (satya) , but for the good 
(kimkusalagavesT) and the incomparable and noble path 
to peace (anuttaram santivarapadan:z pariyesamano ).4 
After six long years, he felt that he had attained the 
good and the j:>eaceful. He wanted to express it to the 
world so that i t  can benefit by it. However, this com
munication was not easy. This is why he decided to 
avoid extremes (anta) and follow a "middle way" 
(majjhima pa_tipadil, madhyama pratipad) in almost 
every sphere of explanation. 

. The .first is in the explanation of human knowl
edge. The Brahrnanical thinkers, having first utiliz�d 
a priori reasoning in order to justify an eternal self 
(atman) and world (brahman), subsequently moved 
in the direction of adopting a transcendental yogic 

1 .  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 1 .4. 1 - 1 6. 
D 1 .42-47. 
S 2. 17.  
M 1 . 1 63 .  
Ibid., 1 .  1 64 
Ibid., 1 .  I 65 

Ibid. , 1 .  I 75 

intuition, at the same time, devaluing the sensory ex
periences. This is what prompted some' members of 
the reclusive (s'ramafJa) tradition to recognize sensory 
expeiience only, and reject the ·efficacy of any psy
chological or moral behavior on the part of the hu
mans. They accepted only the physical processes ob
servable through the physical senses. 

In this background of two .extremes, the Buddha 
proceeded to analyze and explain how both processes, 
sensory and contemplative (jhana), have defects as 
well as limitations and how the defects can be recti
fied. It seems that the Buddha's suggestions for the 
rectification of the process of sensory experience carne 
as a result of his reflections on the nature of yogic cor · ,  
templation. He received instructions from two- ) 
Brahmanical contemplatives. Alara Kalama aml 
Uddaka Ramaputta, regarding the contemplations J
scribed as tl1e "state of nothingness" (akiiicaiifiayatana )5 
and the "state of non perception and not non-percep
tion" (nevasafiiianasafifiayatana/, respectively. The 
latter satis fies the_ yearning on the part of the 
Brahmancial thinkers for a yogic intuition (=not lion
perception), but which transcends ordinary perception 
(=not perception). That this was not what he was look
ing for is evident from his leaving these two ·teachers, 
being dissatisfied with their contemplations. After ex
perimenting with the practice of severe austerities for 
a long period of time, and realizing that they too were 
futile and not leading to the good and the peaceful, he 
remrned to the contemplations he practised earlier. He 
persisted in proceeding further and reached the 'state � 
of cessat ion of  perception and what i s  fel t "  J 
(saiifiavedayitanirodha).7 It is after emerging from this 
state that he realized the total absence of what the 
Brahmanical thinkers were looking for, namely, a per
manent and eternal ultimate reality (atman), hence his 
doctrine of no-self or non-substantiality (anatta), which 
probably made him re-reflect on the route to be taken 
in regard to the contemplations . 

In this process, keeping in mind his goal of achiev
ing the good and the peaceful , it could be said that he 
decided to follow a method -of contemplation that elimi
nates unwholesome thoughts, rejects certainty in 
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regard to knowledge and retains the validity of sense 
experience as well as yogic insight. This is precisely 
what he did in the contemplations that are generally 
considered to belong to the materi al world 
(arupajjhiina). These are his own contemplations, not 
related to anything of the traditional contemplative tra
dition. In fact, their naming according to numbers as 
first to fourth, compared to the names of the non-ma
terial (arupajjhiina), is indicative of their novelty. The 
first stage of contemplation (pa,thamajjhana) is one in 
which a person remains aloof from pleasures of sense 
(kiima) and bad tendencies (akusaladhamma). This 
assures the moral character of whatever that follows. 
In addition, it also serves as the ba5is of joy (plti) and 
happiness (sukha) that are qualitatively different from 

J those that are derived from pleasures of sense. That 
joy and happiness are accompanied by reflection 
(vitakka) and investigation (vicara), the former taking 
the contemplative to the past to gather information, 
and the latter, widening the circle of inquiry. 8 Once 
this information gathering is done, it becomes neces
sary to suspend reflection and investigation, without 
undertaking wild-goose chase for absolute origins and 
ultimate realities. The contemplative then enjoys joy 
and happiness born of concentration (samadhijam 
pltisukham)9• The joy. that could become an obsession 
is then terminated. This allows the contemplative an 
experience of happiness associated with being 'con
siderate' (upekkha). 10 And the fourth contemplation is 
devoted to the purification of consideration and 
mindfulness (upekhasatiparisuddhi) by abandoning 
even the feeling of happiness. 11 This is not the closing _)down of the thought process in order to perceive an 
ineffable ultimate truth. It is when the thought proc
ess becomes pure (parisuddha), cleansed (pariyodata), 
without blemish (anahgana), with defilements gorie 
(vigatupakkilesa), become tender (mudubhuta), pliable 
(kammaniya), become steadfast (thita) and steadied 
(anejjapatta). 12 The recognition of this unprejudiced 
and steady sensory experience, without running after 

8. D. 1 .  73 

unverifiable mysterious substance (nimitta) contrasted 
with qualities (anuvyafijana), 13 is the Buddha's rejec
tion of the extreme attitude of the Brah.manical think
ers who completely devalued that experience. 

Next, tne :Buddha was left with the task of reject
ing the difhmst treatment of sense experience, espe
ciatl:h�'&�fiti�a to the five physical senses, as the only 
valid scj�¢E' df knowledge, and denying any . other 
sourc& .. ��'lltig out of the concentration of thought. 
This' 'w -�·::·>:'.,<i·'ahitude of the materialists and natural 
dete _. . . _ };the pre-Buddhist period. The Buddha's 
respon§���{was the recognition of higher forms of 
knowleci�t�(abhififiii) . After reaching the state of con
siderati2!t�(�pekha), when the thought became flex
ible, pl iaB'fe: and stable, he was able to direct it toward 
�e ·. · · forms of knowledge. Leaving aside 

· · ·· .psychokinesis (iddhividha), the divine 
'rl;t;.��-X'-$\�,- and telepathy (cetopariyafiii!Ja), as 

great moral value, the Buddha 
'!]:..·•.uu.vu (pubbenivasanussatl) and 

). The first provided infor
. own past lives, hence of survival 

and the second provided in-
.v ......... ,v•F�·�·�· . � survival at the moment of 

. forms of knowledge convinced him 
of the reality qf certain occurrences, namely, karma 
and rebirth, bpth of which were denied by the materi
alists. The exti�wrdinary perceptions thus enable the 
Buddha to reject the second extreme of denying any 
form of kn:qwledge other than sensory experience. 

. · ·. 

For the Buddha, the best forin of knowledge was a 
nlidfu�'-gpF,��-&�-en the extremes of recognizing the 
unrestf.drrftcrseiise experience, on the one hand, an 
ut.li ' -··· · · · · · · intuition, on the other. It is called the 
kn'{f.· . · �}ie spewing out o f  defi lements 

c�K�vJ�;ir.: ·--� :;�6CzJ· 14 �kn��ledge of 
_
thiil�s a� they 

co_n;t�l',tp] .. -��fMbhutana!Ja), 1 5 wh1ch IS Wisdom (p�li'�P6ll : ;, -·.-'(' ' - - · · · . 

' c; ' 

9. Ibid., 1 .  74 · . · .· · . . · . 
10.  Ibid., 1 .75. The u:mal translationof this term as 'equanimity' conveys a more ethical connotation. Since, in the present 

context, what is most important is the epistemological sense, especially in its literal meanings as ' taking a close look,' 
I have rendered i t  as 'consideration' because what prevents from taking a close look is  prejudice or lack of considera-

tion. 
1 1 . Ibid. 
1 2. Ibid., 1 .  76. 
1 3. Ibid., 1 .70 
14. Ibid., 83-84. 
1 5. s. 5. 144 
1 6. M 1 . 175 
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In the area of logical thinking, the Buddha once 
again adopted a middle way avoiding the extremes of 
the true and the false. In the Indian context, as it was 
in the West, the true is understood as existence (satya) 
and the false meant non-existence (asatya). As the 
Buddhist epistemologist, Dignaga, pointed out centu
ries later, this position can be upheld only through a 
principfe of exclusion (apoha). 11 In the Western world, 
the purity of the two valued logic was preserved by 
the excluded middle. Once again, in the Indian con
text, the two-valued logic contributed to four alterna
tives that included the assertion of both and the nega
tion of both. Thus we can have the following: 

A is B (true) 
A is not-B (false) 
A is both B and not-B (contradiciton) 
A is neither B nor not-B (unspeakable). 

These four alternatives served as the foundation 
of the philosophy of Sanjaya, the skeptic, as well as 
the Jainas. It is in this background that the Buddha 
made the following statement: 

I know what has been seen, heard, conceived, cog
nized, attained, sought and reflected upon by the peo
ple, including the recluses and brahmans. If I know 
what has been seen by the people . . .  and if I were to 
say, "I dO not know it," that would be confusion (musa) 
on my part. And if I were to say, [it is both that] "I 
know it and I do not know it," that too would be confu
sion (musa) on my part. [However,] if I were to say, 
"[it is 1ootb that] I neither know it nor do not know it," 
I would be committing a sin (kall) on my part. 18  

K. N. Jayatilleke, trained in the Western logical 
tradition with its true-false dichotomy, misinterpreted 
the last three statements by ignoring the different terms 
used by the Buddha. The four statements may be sum
marized as follows: 

I .  l lrnow p (truth, sacca) 
2. I do not know p (confusion, musa) 

3.  [ I t  is both that] I know p and do not know p 
(confusion, musa) 

4. [It is both that] I neither know nor do not .know 
p (sin, kali) 

The Buddha uses the pre-Buddhist term satya 
(sacca) to refer to truth, but in order to undermine its 
metaphysical meaning of existence (sat) uses the term 
bhuta, a past participle meaning 'become' as a syno
nym. 19 Furthermore, the Buddha never used the terms 
sacca and asacca at the same time to refer to the true 
and the false. Instead, he invented a new dichotomy, 
truth (sacca) and confusion (musa), a distinction that 
was to eliminate the absolutist existence and non-ex
istence dichotomy. This characterization enabled him 
to keep both propositions, 2 and 3, open with the pos- _ ) 
sibility of their becoming true. Confusion (musii) th s 
becomes a synonym for abhuta, 'not yet become' .20 
This is a middle way between truth as existence and 
false as the non-existence. Indeed, what he condemns 
as epistemological sin (kali) i s  the fourth proposition 
that negates both ordinary experience and conception, 
but leaves room for indescribability of what is claimed 
to be the ultimate truth or reality. 

Following this middle way in epistemology and 
logic, the Buddha proceeded to formulate his concep-
tion of reality. Here again, the Buddha was faced with 
the dichotomy of existence and non-existence, not as 
the true and the false as in epistemology, but as exist
ence (atthita, asitva) and non-existence (n'atthitii, 
nastitva) in the sphere of ontology. This is the famous _ ) 
middle way discussed in the discourse of Kaccayana.2' 
The discourse presents an empirical argument, main- 8 , 
taining that for one who perceives with right wisdom 

· the ceasing of the world, the idea of existence in the 
world does not occur, and, similarly, "for one who per
ceives with right wisdom the arising of the world, the 
idea of non-,existence in the world does not occurY 
Having referred to an idea that most people adhere to, 

· are committed to and grasp on· to, namely, "This is my 
self' (attii me ti), the Buddha's admonition is that one 
should perceiving the arising of suffering that arises, 

I 7. See, Kalupahana, David J . ,  A Hist01y of Buddhist Plzilosop!zy. Continuities and Discontinuities. Honolulu: The Uni-
versity of Hawaii Press, 1 992, pp. 202-204. 

1 8. A 2'.25 
1 9. M 1 .395 
20. Sn 387; It 37. 
2 1 .  s 2. 1'6- 1 7. 
22. Ibid., 2. 17 .  
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perceive the ceasing of suffering that ceases. This is 
an attempt to move the person away from metaphys
ics to empirical issues relevant to the good and the 
peace of human beings. Another set of extremes, simi
lar to the one that is mentioned earlier, but which is 
placed in the context of the universal, is then intro
duced. "Everything exists" (sabbam atthi) is one, the 
other being, "everything does not exist" (sabbath 
n'atthz).13 It is at this point that the Buddha makes a 
claim regarding the ontological middle way. "With
out approaching these two extremes, the Tathagata 
teaches the doctrine through the middle (majjhena)."24 
This middle is then explained in terms of the prindple 
of dependent arising (pa,ticcasamuppada), consisting 
of the twelve factors explaining the human personal
ity. Here the Buddha's concern being the arising and 

· 1easing of suffering, he does not get involved in a tech
·rucal discussion of the principle of dependent arising. 

1 In what sense is dependent arising a middle way 
in ontology? Dependent arising (paficcasainuppada) 
is a theory based upon the experience of the depend
ently arisen (pa,ticcasamuppanna). Both terms were 
not part of the Indian vocabulary before the Buddha. 
They, as well as many other terms, were coined by the 
Buddha in order to express his ideas which were to
tally qifferent from those of the previous Brahmanical 
and S rama�1a traditions. � 

First of all, the Brahmanical tradition, enamoured 
with its pursuit of the permanent and entemal self 
(iitman) and the world (brahman) was never involved 
in a serious discussion of the problems of space, time 
and causality. The reclusive ofS'ram�a tradition was, )'hile reacting against the Brahmanical teachings, re

- mained satisfied with explaining everything in terms 
of material elements. Since causality or dependent 
msing is invariably connected with the problems of 
space and time, and since the Buddha was more inter
ested in dealing with psychological and moral events 
than the physical, he did not spend much time on the 
problem of space, but focused on the problem Of time. 
The conception of time (kala) available in the back
ground was commonsensical or non-philosophical. 
These were the concepts of the past (alita, a past par
ticiple meaning, 'gone away') ,  the present (vartamiina, 
a present participle meaning, 'existing' ) and the fu
ture (anagata, a past participle implying, 'not yet 

23. Ibid. 

24. Ibid. 
25. Ibid., 2.58 

26. Ibid. 
27. Ibid., 2.25 

come') .  The present thus remains separated from the 
past and the future, thereby making it almost impossi
ble to relate a cause and an effect. 

Thus, the first task of the Buddha was to coin a 
new term to express an enduring present, that is, a 
present that includes at least the immediate past. Hence 
his creation of t)l� · ���ppccuppanna (pratyutpanna), 
meaning 'aris��:'f.�. �jijg: :[b:ackf , another past partici
ple a grammatic�·fo.iro·tb�t p�s:cribes a continued proc-. - -'�(t,-.. •·f ·-.. � �:Y:. -J-� ... -- 1· "· • -•.:,< - :  . 

ess tha� has �.���·;t�PJPR%��d, · · Similarly, the depend-
ently ansen (paJzC,qfjJ(jiiiifj}J?qfilJa, prafityasamutpanna, . .. ' ' - . 'f '('>"...,r · /'<.,-,.·;;o:-" •.· .... 1 :.t..� .... 
a gerund pa,ti¢cii�1liM1!Yci-Ptefixed to the past partici-. - .  :0..$ .( • _ _ ,;!.;� -· . .. . - -- .· 
pie samuppan�q;}qrr/utfiiinna) explains the arising o f  - · · - - - • l i - - ': 41• ..-· _ _ _ , , _ 
an effect ' toward the condition or con-

of the relation-

condition or conditions, 
, for an unverifiable 

. that gives rise to . the knowledge of phe
�Dependent ari s i n g  

�f<Y�HfjXU�IuuUtpada, a nominal 
form) is  based . . . . knowledge (anvaye 
fia1Ja),Z6 since it is an :f\p.plication of the experienced 
dependence into the obvious past and the future. By 
limiting the evidence for the causal relation to the ex
perience of the enduring present, by recognizing the 
limitations of that experience, the flexibility of the 
theory of dependent arising itself is assured. This is  
clearly expressed in the Buddha's statement: 

What, monks, is dependent arising? Dependent 
upon birth; morlks,' is decay and death, whether the 
Tathagatas were · to arise or were not to arise. This 
element, thls� stattis bf phenomena, this orderliness of 
phenomena, this int�rdependence has remained. That 
the Tathagata cdhie� t�l know and realize, · and having ' : · ._ 1:' �r.- . . . . .  
known and reaiiie'd,'he describes it, sets it forth, makes 
it known, establishes it, discloses it, analyses it, clari
fies it saying; -;;�ook"27 

It may be noted that the Buddha was prepared to 
assure the validity of this principle only up to the 
present, hence his careful use of the past participle, 
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has remained (thita). Thus, the theory of dependent 
arising is a middle way between absolute determinism 
and chaotic indeterminism. 

The application of this theory also serves as a mid
dle way in the explanation of the ( 1 )  human person, 
the psychophysical personality (namarupa), (2) human 
behavior (kamma) and (3) survival (punabbhava). In 
regard to the first, the Buddha could avoid the belief 
in a permanent and eternal self (atman) as well as the 
total denial of a conscious self by the materialists. In 
regard to the second, the Buddha rejected the absolute 
determinism between a deed and its consequence, as 
it was advocated by the Jainas, and the complete ne
gation of the effectiveness of any human deed, as pro
claimed by the materialists and the natural determin
ists. Finally, in regard to the third, the Buddha's was a 
denial of the Brahmanical theo"ry of the inevitability 
of rebecoming until the attainment of the permanent 
and eternal state of bliss (brahman) and the denial of 
rebecoming by the materialists. 

First, the middle way adopted by the Buddha in 
the explanation is  very significant, in contrast to the 
Brahmanical notion of a permanent and eternal spir
itual self distinct from the physical personality (afifiam 
fivam afifiam sar""iram) and the materialist notion of a 
self confined to the physical body (ta11J fiva11J ta11} 
safiram).28 The B uddha attempted to explain the 
change and continuity of a human person by placing 
his description in a middle position between these two 
extremes. Thus, ur.derrnining the view of the spiritu
alist, the Buddha recognized the foundation of the hu
man person as the physical body or form (rupa).29 He 
did not recognize a disembodied existence, except as 
a metaphor signifying experien�es such as the irrima
terial contemplations (arupajjhana). Taking the psy
chic part of the human person, in contrast to the mate
rialist view of a person, the B uddha recognized the 
i mportance o f  feel ings (vedanii) and perception 
(safifia), both of which enables a person to become 
part of a society, for feelings and perceptions are ex-

28. M 1 .485. 

29. s 2.3 ff. 
30. Ibid., 3.86-87, rupam rupattaya abl!isamklzaroti. etc. 
3 1 .  Ibid. 

32. D 3 . 1 05. 

33. A 2.79. 

34. s 1 . 1 5. 

35. M 3 .207-2 1 5. 

periences shared with others. While being part of a 
society, what individuates a person are the di spositions 
(sahkhara), psychic tendency through which a person 
becomes selective in choosing one's own personality 
and its behavior.30 The continuity of that human per
son is explained more by consciousness (vififiiil)a) than 
even by the body. Consciousness does not represent 
an entity, but only a function (vijanat""i ti vifiiiiil)am).31 
More often it is described as a stream of conscious
ness (vififiiif}asota),32 a conception posed as an alter
native to the Brahmanical notion of self. Without this 
stream of consciousness, with which a person is able 
to respond to the world of experience, there is no hu
man person, even if there were to be a physical body. 
A hillnan person i s  distinguished from all other living 
beings because of its possession of dispositions and 
consciousness ,  together referred to as becoming 
(bhava),33 which is also characterized as a strea1 f 
(bhavasota).34 

The Mahakammavibhahga-sutta, 35 one of the few 
discourses that has been preserved outside the Pali 
Nikayas and the Chinese Agamas, thus indicating its 
significance and popularity,36 is the best illustration of 
the conditionality operative in the field o f  human 
behavior and consequence. The four types of indi-. 
vi duals who perform bad and good deeds are described 
as follows: 

I .  A -person o f  evil deeds being reborn in hell. 
2. A person of evil deeds being reborn in heaven. 
3.  A person of good deeds reborn in heaven. 
4. A person of good deeds being reborn in hell. 

The Buddha argues that all four are possibilities,-<'.., 
and that it would be wrong to assume, on the basis of 
1 and 3 ,  that the relationship between deed and conse
quence is completely determined and that, on the ba
sis of 2 and 4, one is committed to recognizing inde
terminism in regard to the relationship. The Buddha's 
theory of conditionality el iminated determinism or 
indeterminism, but left room for change depending 

36. Malzakarmaviblzaizga et Karmaviblzaizgopadefa, cd. Sylvain Levi, Paris :  1 932. 
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upon condi tions.  The best i l lu stration of this 
conditionality is  expressed by the simile of the 'fruit 
of salt' (lo!J.aphala) in the following discourse: 

1 

Monks, whosoever were to say: "Just as this 
man does a deed, so will it be experienced,"37 
when that is the case, monks, there will be no 
living of the higher life, opportunity is not evi
dent for the complete ceasing of suffering. But 
whosoever, monks, were to say: "Just as this 
man does a deed to be experienced in such a 
way, so is its fruitioning experienced,"38 when 
that is the case, monks, there will be the l iving 
of the higher life, opportunity is evident for 
the complete ceasing of suffering. · Herein, 
monks, of a certain person, even a minor evil 
deed done, that will lead him to hell. Herein, 
monks of a certain person, a similar minor evil 
deed done, that may be experiencible in the 
present life or even an atom of it may not ap
pear, let alone much of it. 

Of what kind of person, monks, even a minor 
evil deed done will lead him to hell? 
Herein, monks, a certain person is  with 
undeveloped body, undeveloped virtue, un
developed thought, undeveloped wisdom, 
insignificant, small self,39 living with little suf- .. 
fering. Monks, of such a person, -even a minor 
evil deed done, that will lead him to hell .  

· Of what kind of person is even a minor evil 

. _ · ) deed done, that may be experiencible in the 
present life or even ·an atom of it may not 
appear, let alone much of it? 
Herein, monks, a certain person is  with 
developed body, developed virtue. developed 
thought, developed wisdom, significant, great 
self,40 living with immeasurable (thought). 
Monks, of such a person, even a minor evil 
deed done, that may be experiencible in the 
present life or even an atom of it may not 
appear, let alone much of it. Just as, monka, a 
man would place a crystal of salt in a drinking 

cup w ith l ittle water. What do you think, 
monks? Would the little water in the drinking 
cup be salty and undrinkable by that crystal of 
water? 
Yes, S ir. 
What is the reason for this? 
Yes, Sir, the water in the drinking cup is  little. 
That would be salty and undrinkable by that 
crystal of salt. 
Just as, monks, a man would throw a crystal 
of salt into the river Ganga. What do you think, 
monks? Would the river Ganga become salty '': 
and undrinkable by the crystal of salt? ':;;\:: . 
It is not so, Sir. 
What is the reason for this? 
Sir, the volume of water in this river Ganga is  
great. It would not become salty and undrink
able by this crystal of salt.41 

The one-to-one relation between bad deeds and 
consequences and good deeds and good -.v""'"'i 
is avoided by explaining the relationships in terms 
conditionality. Vruious conditions can interfere in 
aggravation or diminishing of the nature of the 
quences. 

The Buddha adopted a middle way in """�"�""''�'> 
the survival of the human personality as well. Unli 
the Brahmanical system that upheld a permanent 
eternal self, and the materialist denial of survival, the 
Buddha, on the basis of the higher forms of knowl.::.7' ' 

edge, especially retrocognition and clairvoyMcc, ad- · · 
mitted the fact of survival and the possibility of its · 
occurrence in the future. This again, is explained in 
terms of theory of dependence. The psychophysical 
personality is explained as the product of three fac
tors, the union of the parents, the mother being in the 
proper season and the availability of a gandhabb«2 (a 
being seeking for survival, sambhaves"i43). Nowhere 
does the Buddha claim that every human being who 

· dies will  be reborn. He was only maintaining that as a 
resul t  of the availability of conditions that lead to sur
vi val ,  it has happened in the past, but there is no way 
to guarantee that those conditions wil l  always be there. 

37. yatlza yatlza h 'yan; puriso kammau; karoti, tatha tatlziJ tm�1 patisamvediyati 
. . . 

38. yatlza yatlza vedan"'i.ya1�l ayan: puriso kammml'} karoti, tatha tathii assa vipaka1�1 patlsamvedzyatz. 

39. appatuma, from alpa atma 
40. self. great, malzatta, from mahatma 
4 1 .  A 1 .249. 
42. M 1 .265 . 
d.3. Ibid., I .48 . 
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The well-known and often emphasized middle way 
pertains to the moral life, as embodied in the Buddha's 
first discourse to the world.44 It may have been the 
context that made him speak of the middle way in the 
moral life as the content of his first discourse to the 
world. It may be remembered that his first group of 
'listeners' (siivakii) was the five friends in whose com
pany he practised severe mortification of the flesh. 
When he abandoned that practice, they left him in dis
gust. Therefore, he had _to convince them, not only 
about the evil effects of the pursuit of pleasures of 
sense (kiimasukhallikanuyoga), but also of the fu
t i l i ty of commitment t o  self-mortifi cati on 
(attakilamathanuyoga). Indeed, the avoidance of the 
extremes is encouraged no

.
t only because of moral con

cerns but also because of ontological facts. It is possi
ble that one who indulges in pleasures of sense has no 
concern for the possibility of a future l ife, as reflected 
in the teachings of the Indian hedonists, the Carvakas, 
who encouraged a life of pleasure. 45 In contrast were 
those who practised severe self-mortification in the 
hope of attaining some spiritual status free from physi
cal suffering. 

alted doctrine (samukkamsika dhammadesana)50 that 
involves an understanding of the four noble truths, that 
there is suffering in the world, there is a cause of it, it 
can be eli minated and thers is a way to eliminate it. 
This is the genuine middle way that contributes to the 
ultimate goal, namely, one's own happiness and the 
happiness of others. To place i t  in the background in 
which it was presented, it is a middle way between the 
deontological ethics of the Brahrnanical tradition, re
flected in the caste-system and its inalienable duties 
(varna-dharma) and the uti l itarian ethics of the I • . 
S ramal)a tradition, emphasizing the utility value of the 
stages of life (as'rama-dharma). These two traditions 

· c ame to be el aborated s u b s e q u e n t l y  i n  the 
Bhagavadgzta and K autilya's A rthas'astra respec
tively.51 The noble eightfold path is a middle way be
tween deontology and utilitarianism, the former call
ing for self-sacrifice, the latter underscoring self-ag-'f 
grandisement. The eightfold path emphasizes one's 
own welfare (attahita) and the welfare of others 
(parahita)52 

The conclusion of the middle way, namely, free
dom (nibbana) is also a middle way in the Indi an con
text. While the Brahmanical tradition emphasi zed the 
attainment of a perma11ent and eternal blissful state 
(brahman), the materialists_ denied any possibility of 
freedom except death, the Ajivikas arguring for free
dom without human_ initiative, and the J ainas recom
mending a state of inaction leading to an end of life, a 
form of suicide. In the background of these extremes, 
the Buddha presented freedom as the capacity to lead 
a life free from ideological constrainsts, and therefore 
one of happiness, stability, absence of frustration, etc. 

The middle path in ethics is divided by the Bud
dha into the beginning (adi), the middle (majjha) and 
the conclusion (pariyosana).46 The beginning consists 
of virtues (szla), where a person refrains .from activi
ties that are harmful mostly to societyY To induce a 
person to follow these virtues, rewards and punish
ments are offered. Rewards in good destinies such as 
the heavenly world (devaloka) ami the world of hu
mans (manussaloka), while punishments are reaped · 

i n  the animal womb (tiraccha.IJ.ayoni), the sphere of 
the departed ancestors (pettivisaya) and hell (niraya).48 
As a person advances with the cultivation of virtues, 
that person embarks on the genuine moral life con
s isting of the eightfold path (a!fahgika magga) 
wherein one has abandoned the conceptions of 
rewards and punishments, of merits and demerits 
(punii.apapapahl!J.a)49 and has adopted the more ex-

. Such a life i s  also due to the absence of craving for ......., . 
pleasures of sense (kamataf! hii.) ,  for becoming 
(bhavala!J.ha) and for becoming something different 
(vibhavala!J.ha).53 It i s  a l ife of happiness in this life 

44. s 5. 421 ff. 

and the avoidance of suffering in the futture by not 
becoming (apunabbhava).54 

45. Radhakrishnan, S . ,  Indian Philosophy, London: Allen & Unwin, 1 962, Vol .  I, p. 27. 
46. D 1 .62. 
47. See Kalupahana, David, J., Ethics in Early Buddhij"l/1, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1 995, pp. 70-76. 
48.  Ibid., pp. 96-99. 
49. · Dh 39. 
50.  D 1 . 1 1 0; M 1 .380. 
5 I .  See Kalupahana, Ethics, pp. 3- I 6. 
52. D 3.233. 
53 .  D 3.2 1 6, 275. 
54. s 1 . 1 74, 208 .  

,, 
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Finally, another significant middle way, not high
lighted by traditional Buddhist explanations, is in the 
middle way in the treatment of language, the most sig
nificant means of communication. First of all, the 
Buddha changed the entire perspective about language. 
When the traditional Brahmanical system claimed lan
guage to have only two aspects, nan1ely, etymology 
(nirukti) and gran1mar (vyakara!JG), two disciplines that 
corresponded to their philosophical enterprise, namely, 
the unitary self (atman) ai"!d the universal self 
(brahman). These two disciplines, cultivated to their 
extreme by Yaska in his Nirukta and Piil)in1 in his 
A�!ii dhyayi combined to produce the S anskrit 
(samskrta "well-done") language. Even though Pfu}ini 
came two centuries after the Buddha, the move toward 

doctrine through one 's own language."57 Thirdly, if  
there were to be a language that is  of great signifi
cance, it was not the language of existence �sat) as in 

)creating an artificial language was already prevalent 
during the Buddha's day. He felt that this was an ex
tremist version of language. Hence his recongniticn . 
of many other aspects of linguistic convention, which 
eventually led him to a middle way in evaluating the 
nature and function of language. 

While using the term 'etymology' (nirutti) to refer 
to language in general, prefixing it with the term 'pro
vincial' (janapada),55 the Buddha used the Indian term 
for grammar (vyakara!Ja) to refer to expositions, dec
larations, explanations, etc, and utilized the term 
'commonality' (samaiiiia, samanya) to refer to rela
tions among the components of language. In fact, the 
later logical treatises used the term samanya to refer 
to 'universals' . The Buddha utilized three more terms 
to refer to language. The first i s  ' convention'  

Jsammuti), that is, getti�g together and a�eei�g.56 For 
· the Buddha, language IS one that functiOns m a lan

guage speaking community, and unless there is agree-
)'-ment among members of that community, communi

cation, the most important function of language, is not 
possible. The second is 'current usage' (vohara, 
vyavahara). The middle way that he followed pre
vented him from adopting an official language of the 
Brahmanical tradition, namely, Sanskrit. He was ready 
to recognize the validity of every dialect, saying: "I 
recommend that each person learns the Buddha's 

5 5 .  M 3.230. 

the case of the pre-Buddhsit 
· 

of becoming (bhava) that reflects 
dom. Thus language became the 
dom (paiiiia,prajiia). While the 
available in the pre-Buddhist 
absent was the term for the 
This was probably because of the 
object of wisdom, at man or 
pression, hence expressed in 
not thus" (neti neti). 58 As 
position was not acceptable to the 
inventing another term, paiiiiatti 
causative verb paiiiiapeti 
it is an expression of the content 
Buddha, it is the language of  
(pa_ticcasamuppada). 

Having made the above r<>rn _, •. ., 
learn the Buddha's doctrine in 
the Buddha remained faithful to 
presented seven dialectical variants 
insisted that one should not take 
say: "This alone is true, all else is 
eva saccaf!J moghan:z aiiiiaf!J).59 
vises his disciples not to adopt 
garding l anguage .  The extre 
(abhinivesa) in regard to language 
ity, and going beyond (atisara) 
it incapable of expressing reality. 
cialist in linguistics, has sel 
abhinivesa and alisara, not without 
was the medical term for diarrhoea: .·· 

then mean constipation. In the 
they represent conceptual 
constipation. The Buddha's .... .,, .. J .. 
it is recognized in those 
of it ,  without cl inging : "For 
sandhaya) these venerable ones 
is most interesting is that this 
the conclusion to a discourse on 

56. The original term was derived from satiz and the root man, 'to think' However, when in came to be · 
as sa1izvrti, the temptation was to derive it from the root vr to 'cover,' and utilize it in the· 

· .· 
where ultimate reality comes to be concealed by language. 

57. Vin 2. 1 39. 
58. Brlzadaranyaka Upanisad 2.36; 3.9.26; 4.2.4. 
59. M 3.235. 
60. Ibid. 

. .  y 
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and Venerable Subhuti is hailed as the best among those 
who live in peace (ara!Jvihilfi). It is also of signifi
cance that this discourse served as a source for the 
Vajracchedikii-prajniipiiramita, which is an attempt to 
give flexibility to frozen concepts (see below). 

After the passing away of the Buddha, for centu
ries the disciples were embroiled in philosophical dis
putes primarily relating to metaphysics. The first ma
jor philosophical view that deviated from that of the 
Buddha was presented by the Sarvastivadins. It was 
the consequence of the acceptance of an atomic theory 
of moments (/qa1Javiida) in the explanation of conti
nuity. The Sarvastivadins proposed the idea that all 
phenomena (dharma) remains during_ the past the 
present and the future in the form of a substance 

_ (svabhiiva, dravya) and what changes being variously 
termed as existences (bhiiva), characteristics {la/qalJQ), 
conditions (avasthii) or relations (anyonyathiitva).6' 

In addition, the Sarvastivadins recognized dharmas 
termed as aggregated (skandha), gateways (iiyatana) 
and elements (dhiitu), which have their own self-na
ture or substance (svabhiiva) to be real in an absolute 
sense (paramiirtha), while objects like a house, a pot 
or a personality aie mere conventions (samv.rti)62• The 
Sarvastivadins, holding such views, still considered 
themselves to be following a middle way, one between 
the empty (sunya) and non-empty (as'iinya). The con
ventional (samvrti) is the empty, while the real in the 
absolute sense (paramiirtha) is the non-empty.63 How
ever, their view that there is a substance in phenom
ena led them to a theory of causation that recognized 
the pre:-exi stence o f  the e ffec t  in the c ause 
(satkiiryaviida). They were the unrelenting realists of  
the Buddhist tradition. -

The Sautrantikas who remained faithful to the 
theory of moments and conside,red the Sarvastvada 
theory of substance as another theory of self ( 'from _ 

substance means from self," svabhiivata ity iitmataM/,4 
argued against making a distinction between substance 
and what are referred to as conditions (kiiritra) .65 The 
denial of an absolute reality left the Sautrantikas with 
the mere convention (samvrti, prajnapi) and mad� 
them the nominalists of the Buddhist tradition. How
ever, it seems that they assumed their conception of 
reality as mere convention (prajnaptisat) as a middle 
way between the enternal ist  ultimate real i ties 
(paramiirthasat) and the transcendentalist reality that 
went beyond linguistic convention (lokottaraviida). It 
also led them to a position where, the extreme atomistic 
momentariness allowed no causal relations except sim
ple succession of events. Causation, in this context, 
becomes the production of a non-existence effect 
(asatkiiryaviida). 

One of the first reactions to the two extremes
Sarvastivada realism and Sautrantika nominalism-is'---r
represented by the famous treatise, the Vajracchedikii
prajiiiipiiramitii, presented in the form of a dialogue 
between the Buddha and Subhuti., referred to earlier 
as the chief among the Buddha's disciples who lived a 
life of peace (ara1Javihiirz). The discourse, tradition
ally identified as a Mahayana work and included un
der what came to be known as the Vaipulya-sutras, 
has nothing to do with that tradition. 66 

It may not be an exaggeration to say that the entire 
Vajracchedikii is a colossal attempt to discredit the 
extremist use of language, that is, to eliminate any 
ontological commitment to concepts, while at the same 
time retaining their empirical and pragmatic v alue, 
without rendering them totally empty of meaning. The j 
following philosophical

-
analysis is applied to more 

than thirty popular Buddhist concepts. For example, 
taking the most important concept, namely, dharma � 
(phenomenon) about which the Sarvastivadins and the 
Sautrantikas had presented realistic and nominalistic 
interpretations respectively, the Vajracchedikii main-
tains: 

6 1 .  Apludharmatfipa with Vibllilsaprablziivrtti (abbreviated Adv). ed. Padmanabh S .  Jaini, Patna: Kashi Prasad Jayaswal 
Research Institute, I 959, pp. 259-260. 

62. Adv p. 263. 
63. Ibid., p. 270. 
64. AbhKvv p. 362. 
65 . .Ak 5.26-27; Ablzidlzarmakps'ablzilsya, ed. Prahlad Pradhan, Patna: Kashi Prasad Jayaswal Researsh Institute, I 967. pp. 

297-298 .  
66 .  · Hajime Nakamura examining an early translation into Chinese by Ch' ih-ch'ien, provides us with the information that 

it follows an introduction similar to those of the early discourses; the location of the sermon is Jetavana, the audience 
consisted of I 250 monks (blzikklzu) only, with no mention of a bodhisattva. Furthermore, the Purvasailas, a sect of the 
so-called Hinayana, is said to have the sutra in Praktrit. See Indian Buddhism, p. 1 59. / --;  
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I .  dharma 
2. adharma 
3. dharma ' dharma iti 

The first represents an assertion about a phenom
enon (dharma) such as that presented b y  the 
Sarvastivadins. This is a correspondence between a 
term and a reality represented by it. It is an ontologi
cal commitment to a phenomenon (dharma). It is then 
fol lowed by a negation, represented by the 
Sautrantikas, which stands for a deconstruction of the 
fossilized conception, hence the statement: a non-phe
nomenon (adharma). Unfortunately, this leaves a to
tally negative impression about concepts, with no ex
planation of their status. The middle standpoint, as 

- - highlighted in the Buddha's "Discourse on the Analy-
) sis

. 
of Non-conflict" (Ara!Javibhahga-sutta ) , referred 

to earlier, is one in which concepts are recognized as 
being expressive of experiences, hence placed in 
quotes: "dharma dharma" indicating that they are nei
ther absolute realities nor absolute unrealities, but ex
pressions of human experiences. 

The most prominent exponent of the middle way 
(madhyamii pratipad) , after the Buddha, was 
Nagfujuna, who is said to have been introdtJ.ced to the 
Buddhist doctrine through the Prajniipiiramita litera
ture and went looking for the other discourses of the 
Buddha. 67 After reading the early discourses, Nagajuna 
was made to be quite aware that the Buddha's middle 
way was between the dualistic thinking involving per
manent existence (astitva) and nihilistic non-existence )(nastitva), whether it was in epistemology, metaphys
ics, ethics or linguistics, as explained earlier, together 
with their possible combination (both existence and 
on-existence) and the negation of the combination 

(neither existence nor non-existence). 

One of his major works is the "Verses on the Fun
damentals of the Middle" (Mulamadhyamakakarikil). 
The first chapter of this work is devoted to a refutation 
of the metaphysical theories of causation. In the very 
first verse itself Nagatjuna rejects self-causation, ex
ternal causation, the assertion of their combination and 
its negation. The fact that his refutation is directed at 
his Buddhist compatriots is evident from the fact that 
in the second verse he refers to the four conditions 
(pratyaya) presented by the later Buddhists. Having 

67. See Kalupahana, A History, pp. 1 60- 1 6 1 .  
68.  MK 1 . 3 avidyamane svablzave parablzavo na vidyate. 
69. s 2. 1 6- 1 7. 

mentioned the four conditions, Nagarjuna immediately 
denies the Sarvastivada notion of substance or self
nature (svabhiiva) which it assumed to be part of the 
condition. Here Nagarjuna was utilizing an empirical 
argument that it is not evident (na vidyate). In the 
dualistic system, if  self-nature is not evident, then what 
is evident should be other-nature (parabhii va). 
Nagatjuna does not deny other-nature on empirical 
grounds, for other-ness is evident, even though a per
manent and eternal self-nature is not evident. He there
fore resorts to a denial of the conceptual correlation, 
arguing that in the absence of a self-nature, there can
not be a conception of other-nature.68 It is this form of 
argument that confused m any an interpreter of 
Nagarjuna, including one of his well-known commen
tators, Candrak1rti, to assume that he accepted a lin
guist ic  transcendence of an u l ti mate real i ty 
(paramiittha). Chapter II is devoted to a rejection of 
the perspectives regarding change or motion that de
viated_from that of the Buddha and contributed to the 
metaph:y��thl theories .  

· ;' : .;,�-
A:ffdr 'that Nagfujuna devotes thirteen chapters ana

lysing a variety of categories such as the faculties 
(indriya),. aggregates (skandha) and elements (d.hatu) 
which were misinterpreted by the Buddhist metaphy
sicians . . The last chapter here, on the "Examination of 
Self-nature" (Svabhavapar'llqii), is the conclusion and 
a fitting climax to this analysis, and one· in which he 
quotes by name, "The Admonition to Katyayana" 
(Kiityayaniivaviida, Kacciiyanagotta-sutta69) where the 
Buddha rejects the two metaphysical extremes in on
tology and presents his famous philosophical middle 
way. 

- The next ten chapters are devoted to an examina
tion of the- metaphysical positions adopted regarding 
the concept of a person, both in bondage and in free
dom. The most significant statement of Nagarjuna in 
regard to the middle way is in Chapter XXIV (verse 
1 8) .  

Whatever is dependent arising, we say that is emp
tiness. That is a dependent expression; that itself is a 
middle way. 

In other words, the middle way (madhyamii 
pratipat) is an expression, through concepts that are 
themselves dependently arisen (prajnaptir upiidiiya), 
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of a negation of permanent and eternal selves or reali
ties, which is the meaning of emptiness (s'unyata) and 
the positive description of experience as dependent 
arising (pralityasamutpada). 

The application of dependent arising to explain a 
human person and its experiences is dealt with in Chap-

. ter XXVI, which is also a middle way formulated by 
the Buddha in the discourse to Kaccayana. It is an 
exposition of the twelve factors (dvadasiihga). The 
final chapter refers to the various metaphysical views 
criticized by the Buddha as well as his adomotion not 
to grasp on to such views (dZqhiparamasa), which is 
the equivalent  of  lett ing go of al l views 
(sarvadr�.fipraha!Ja). Nagarjuna was not unaware that 
letting go of all views is also a middle way propounded 
by the Buddha between having views (dZt.thi) and hav
ing no views (adZ�thi). 70 

Another middle way, not the least compatibie -with 
that o f  the B uddha, was presented by the 
Saddharmapu!Jcfarlka-sutra, which suggested two ex
tremes in the area of human knowledge, ( 1 )  sensory 
experience of the ordinary people, and (2) the first five 
forffis of higher knowledge developed by the Bud
dha's disciples. For it, the middle way in knowl
edge is wisdom (prajfi.a), which provides an under
s tanding o f  the sameness o f  al l phenomena 
(sarvadharmasamatavabodha). 71 The sameness of all 
phenomena is described in negative terms as "non
arisen, non-ceased, unbound, unreleased, not dark, not 
bright." This linguistic transcendence then gives rise 
to a middle way in morals, one in which the extremes 
are represented by ( 1 )  the ordinary human behavior 
leading to continuous births, and (2) the behavior of 
the arhat, who through selfishness eliminates the con
tinuous rebirths and attain freedom for itself. The no
ble ideal of saving others falls on the bodhisattva who 
a<>pires to become a Buddha, the only one who can 
save others. 

One can -notice another middle way presented by 
the idealistic text, the Lahkil.vatara-sutra. There are 
two extreme or unacceptable theories of knowledge, 
the worldly (laukika) and the super-normal (.lokottara), 
while the genuine fomi of knowledge is super-tran-

70. Sn 839. 
7 1 .  Sdmp p .  93 (P. L .  Vaidya edition). 
72. Lankii (Suzuki edn.) p. 1 56. 

73. Ibid., p.  78. 

scendental (lokottaratama).72 This time, the object of 
knowledge is "image-less-ness or appearance-less-ness 
of dharmas" (nirabhasadharma), again similar to the 
reality described in negative terms, "non-ceasing, non
arising" (anirodhanutpada). The middle way here is 
the attainment o f  the s tate of cessation 
(nirodhasamapatti), along with a claim for a positive 
state "of the stage of Tathagata" (tathagatabhumi). It 
is the ultimate state of blissfulness, undisturbed by dis
criminative thought (nin)ikalpasamadhi).73 

The development of such extreme idealism in the 
Buddhist tradition, generally referred to as Yogacara 
or Vijfianavada, led to the wrong identification of two 
great philosophers with that tradition and the misin- · · 
terpretation of their writings. These are Vasubandhu 

; 

and Dignaga who, like Nagajuna before them, trie�� 
rescue the original techings of the Buddha. Instead of 
being idealists, the former wrote one of the outstand
ing treatises on philosophical psychology, and the lat
ter turned out to be the best exponent of the Buddha's 
epistemology and logic, and his writing generated an 
avalanche of logical treatises by traditional Indian lo
gicians. 

Vasubandhu's JXimnywak,the Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi 
was wrongly understood as "The Establishment of 
Mere Consciousness" by the idealists in  India as well 
as by the· Far Eastern Buddhists, the latter following 
the rendering of the term vijfi.apti into Chinese as "con
sciousness" (vijfi.ana) by Hsuan-tsang. Vijfi.apti (Pali, 
vifi.fi.atti14) is more appropriately understood as the ex
pression of consciousness (a nominal form derived 
from the causative verb vijfi.apeti), that is, "concep-
tion". �/ ' 

The treaties is comprised of two texts, the "Twenty 
Verses" (Vims'atika) and the ''Thirty Verses" (Trims'ikii, 
or more appropriately, Trims'atikii) .  The first is an at
tempt to establish mere consciousness as a middle way 
between realism, which takes the object, whether con
stituted of substances or atoms that are ultimately real,  
and the nominalism which considers discriminative 
conceptions that express such objects as mere names. 
As explained earlier, the first is represented by the 
Sarvat:ivadins and the second was advocated by the 

/ 
74. \lin 3 . 1 44, yacanabalzulii viiiiiattibahula; see also Vblz 13 ;  Vism 4 1 . 
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Sautrantikas. The middle way between these two ex
tremes is achieved by pointing out the functioning or 
the pragmatic value of conceptions. This work was 
not much studied in the Far East, where the study of 
Vasubandhu's thought is based primarily upon the sec
ond. 

The second work is  devoted to an explanation of 
the various trans formations o f  consciousness  
(vijfiiinapari1Jiima), with a view to  indicating how the 
usages such as self (iitma) and real elements (dharma) 
come to be fossilized as ultimate realities. His con
ception of iilayavijfiiina, the first of the transforma
tions, is more in conformity with the Buddha's theory 
of the "stream of consciousness" ( vififianasota) 75, rather 

. . than the more metaphysi c al conception of the ) Yogacarins who took it to mean a "store-house or con
tainer" (iis'raya). It is the stream of consciousness in 
ibondage, and reminds us of the Buddha's use of the · 

' term iilaya in the Ariyapariyesana-sutta,16 where the 
reference is to the people delighting i n  attachment 
(iilayaramii), delighted by attachment (alayaratii) and 
engrossed in attachment (alayasamudita). Thus, ac
cording to Vasubandhu, with the attainment of the state 
of"worthiness" (arhatva), the turning around (vyavrtti) 
of this transformation of consciousness from leading 
on to the conceptions of real self and real elements . 
takes place.77 After explaining the functioning of the 
mind (manana);' Which is the second transformation, 
Vasubandhu refers to the third, namely, "the concep
tion of the objcect" ( vi�ayavijfiapti), which in the case 
of the unerilightened ones lead to the grasping of the 
object (visayasyopalabdhih).78 

) . 
The most  signifi cant is the manner i n  which 

Vasubandhu treated the three types of self-nature or 
,_ substances (svabhii va)�the falsely discriminated 

(parikalpita) ,  the dependent (paratantra) and the 
achieved (parini�panna) . The achieved, being the 
nature of the enlightened one free from defilements, is 
not a . s tate of ab s o l u te tran s c endence,  as the 
Saddharmapw:uf.ai?.ka-sutra and the Lahkiivatara-sutra 
presented (see above explanations), but one in which 
false discriminations do not function in the understand
ing of the dependent, that i s ,  dependent arising 

75 . D 3. 105. 
76. M 1 . 1 67. 
77. Trims' 5. 
78. Ibid., 8. 
79. Ibid., 2 1 . 
80. M 3.235. 
8 I .  See Kalupahana A History, p .  200 

(paratantra = pratityasamutpiida).79 In other words, 
it is not a transcendence of dependent arising, but re
taining it as a middle way between the two extremes 
of existence and '�· · · _· · · which are the fal sely 
discriminated 

discriminations 
tain that it is Prr.nr-1r-r, 
by his corom<!nta 

former was i den
·ceouon (J;ratyalqa) 

... �''' "''""'"' (anumiina). 
of knowledge was 

an absolutely cor
ex�ple, that all swans 

,_ , ..... ,, ... ..... " M arbitrary claim that there 
are non-white swans . . · Iii'·fa:tt black swans were dis
covered in New Zealand s�nce the above claim was 
made. In other wordS; O'ne has to close the conception 
leaving no room for otlJ.et . . . ' ties. This is what 
Dignaga called principle · (apoha), one that 
would arbitrarily a conception. Dignaga 

th1'i·�H.j1nrln� s condemnation of such 
.. he condemned the 

.·r all else is false" (idam 
eva saccm7J � .. � .. .,_ ....... of strictly con-
fining the particular .·· .

. 
a perception alone, 

and the universal ,.=-.-·.·-; to an inference, 
Dignaga adopted he maintained 
that the particular in perception, with-
out eliminating the universal gets un-
derscored in · 1111..·1 "''· '"'-�\<�� .. �·�·)"""' abandoning perception . 
altogether. 8 1 

- �v· · 
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Such are the middle ways presented by the Bud
dha as well as his disciples of a later date, some of 
whom deviated from the original intentions of the 
Buddha, while others tried to remain faithful to them. 
This indeed involved the whole history of Buddhism. 

David J. Kalupahana 

MADHYAMIKA SYSTEM : The Madhyamika sys
tem is one that is associated with the writings of the 
famous Buddhist philosopher, Nagarjuna (circa. 1 50-
250 A. C.) (see NAGARJuNA). It has been pointed 
out: 'At first, the appellation "Madhyamika" was not 
used to designate a school because an opposing 
Mahayana tradition was not present. Only after the 
Yogaca.ra tradition arose about a century after 
Madhyamika did tbe term "Madhyamika" came to be 
used.' 1 Madhyamika school has been traditionally re
garded as part of the Mahayana tradition. In fact, a 
few centuries later, the Madhyamika came to be cou
pled with the Yogacara. This is probably the time when 
it came to be looked upon as a fully-fledged Mahayana 
school. By then, the ideas by Nagarjuna had come to 
be interpreted in a totally different way, so much so 
that he is attributed with a pure Mahayana treatise like 
the Mahaprajfi.aparamita-sastra. This attribution was 
questioned by Etienne Lamotte when he translated 
eighteen of the hundred chapters from Chinese into 
French. 2 However, the one who provided a detailed 
analysis of this work after Lamotte, being a traditional 
Indian philosopher, has ignored Lamotte's evidence.3 

. This is understandable, since traditional Indian phi-, 
losophers, even prior to S ailkara, tried to understand 
the basic teachings of this schooi from the point of 
view of Vedanta. In fact, this interpretation began with 
the writings of Buddhapalita (circa. 470-540), fol
lowed by those of Candrakirti (circa. 650), especially 
h i s  l e nghy c o m mentary on N a ga rj una's  
Mulamadhyamaka-karikil., entitled Madhyamika-vrtti. 4 
Among those who adopted this interpretation during 
modem times are T. R. V Murti and Marvin Sprung, 

to mention a few. This interpretation is associated with 
what came to be known as the Prasahgika school. 
While both Mahayana and traditional Indian philo
sophical schools like Vedanta favored this school, there 
was another version known as Svatru.1trika advocated 
by another disciple of Nagarjuna named Bhavaviveka 
or Bhavya (circa. 490-570). 

Even though Nagarjuna himself does not use the 
term ' inadhyamika,' especially in the treatise that he 
himself named The Verse on the Fundamentals of the 
Middle Way (Mulamadhyamakakarikil.), he was high
lighting 'the middle way (madhyama pratipad), even 
quoting the Buddha's discourse to Kaccayana.5 It is 
also possible that Nagfujuna himself was not aware 
that he was starting a new school of thought. Nagfujuna 
probably had no such intention, since there is undeni- . 
able evidence that what he was attempting was to res
urrect the original teachings of the Buddha by elimi-' .,. 
nating the substantialist and transcendentalist meta
physics that grew around them (see Nagfujuna). For 
this reason, it is possible to surmise that it was some 
of his  d i s c i pl e s  w h o  called themselves · the . 
Madhyamikas. 

Even among those disciples there were differences 
in regard to the understanding ofNagarjuna's writings. · 
Thus, as mentioned above, there came to be two 
schools, the Svatantrikas and the Prasangikas. 

The S v atantrik a school was founded by 
B h a v aviveka or B ha·;ya.  H i s  works are ( 1 )  
Prajfi.aprad1pa, a commentary on Nagarj una's  
Mulamadhyamaka-karikii; (2) Karatalaratana, refut
ing the ideas of the Yogacara and preserved in Chi
nese; (3) Madhyamaka-hrdaya, a work composed in 
verses refuting some of the philosophical traditions 
available during his day, and with his own commen
tary �ailed Tarkajvala, both preserved in Tibetan only, 
and (4) Madhyamakartha-samgraha, existing only in 
Tibetan. 

I .  Hirakawa Akira, A History of Indian Buddhism. From Siikyamuni to Ewly Mahiiyiif!a, tr. and ed. Paul Groner, Hono-
lulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1 990, p. 4. 

2. I.e Traite de La Grande Vertu de Sagesse, Louvain: Bereaux de Museon, 1 944-1 949. 
3. R. Velcantaraman, Niigiirjuna s Plzilosoplzy, as Presellted in the Malriiprajiiiipiiramitii-s'iistra, Tokyo: Tuttle, 1 966. 
4. · Edited by L. de Ia Valee Poussin, Madlzyamakavrtti�z Mulamadhyamakakarikiis (Madlzyamikasutras) de Nagaruna, 

avec la Prasamzapada Commentaire de Candrak!rti, Bibliotlzeca Buddlzica 4, St. Petersburg: The Imperial Academy 
Academy of Sciences, 1 903- 1 9 1 3 .  · 

5.  MK XV. 7. / 
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Bhavaviveka's most important thesis is that one 
has to present one's own theory (svatantra) in order to 
refute another's, if that were not consistent with em
pirical facts. Adopting a theory on the the basis of 
one's own experiences is different from grasping on 
to a theory as absolute truth. Scholars leaning toward 
transcendence have interpreted Bhavaviveka's concep
tions of patyiiya-paramiirtha as "speakable ultimate 
truth" and aparyiiya-paramiirtha as "unspeakable ul
timate truth"6 Paryiiya, which literally means 'syno
nym' , is generally used to refer to the method of 
tecahing in the discourses (sutta), where it signifies a 
discursive method, while the Abhidharma represented 
the non-discursive method (nippariyiiya-desanii) . It . 
is highly possible that Bhavaviveka was noticing such 

· )a distinction in the writings of Nagarj una. Taki�g 
paramiirtha as 'ultimate fruit' (which is the sense m 
:which Nagfujuna used the term), it is possible to hold 
that a work like the Suhrllekhii, with its profuse use of 
metaphors and similes,? is a discursive treatise on the 
ultimate goal in Buddhism, while the Madhyamaka
kilrikil is an absolutely non-discursive text. By under
standing them in this manner, one can easily avoid lin
guistic transcendence attributed to both Nagfujuna and 
Bhavaviveka. Furthermore, this is again confirmed 
by Bhavaviveka's analysis of the ' conventional 
(samvrti) as the genuine (tathya) and false (mithya). 
This is an attempt to distinguish between genuine and 
false concepts, the genuine concepts being those that 
are employed in the discursive as well as the non-dis
cursive discours e s  on the ultimate goal . For 
Bhavaviveka, as it was for Nagfu"juna, the principle of ):iependent arising is the theory in terms of which the · four alternatives stemming from the two-valued logic, 
existence and non-existence, was rejected. In other 

>-"words, pralityasamutpiida is the svatantra. This would 
me� that Bhavaviveka was a faithful follower of 
Nagfujuna. 

Although Candrak1rti speal<:s of Buddhapalita in 
respectful and favourable terms, he himself was the 
chief exponent of the Priisahgika school. He was the 
author of the extensive commentary on Nagarjuna's 
M adhyamaka -kii rikii cal led P rasannapada 
Madhyamaka-vrtti,R and one of the few treatises that 

survives in the original. Among his own systematic 
treati ses,  are the Madhyamakii vatii ta a n d  
Paiicaskandhaprakaraf}a, the latter being extremely 
influential in Tibet. The popularly heid view that 
Nagarjuna· did not have a thesis or position when re
futing other theories was put forward by Candrak1rti, 
who assumed that the negative terms in the dedicatory 
verses characterize the principl� of dependent arising 
(pratl.tyasamutpiida) and freedom (nirviil}a). 

Most scholars, both classical and modem, have 
been unable to understand Nagilljuna's rejection of the 
traditional two-valued logic and the resultant four al
ternatives, and failed to realize that Nagfujuna was 
faithfully following the Buddha's teachings embod
ied in the Brahmajiila-suttanta of the mgha-nikilya, 
where sixty two theories based upon the four alterna
tives were rejected, giving the impression that the vir
tues listed in the first part of the discourse could not 
be cultivated if one were to · adopt any one of those 
views. Not only did they arghe for the non-recogni
tion of a thesis, but also advocated the linguistic tran
scendence of what they called '.ultimate reality ' .  Thus, 
Candrak1rti needed more than sixty pages to explain 
the first verse in Chapter 1 of the Kiirikil which refers 
to the four alternative theories of causation. Assum
ing that in order to criticize self-causation, one has to 
accept the truth of external causation, Candrakirti 
makes statements like the following: "The teacher9 
merely demonstrates his propensity for inference, in
troducing inference in the wrong place. I tis not proper 
for a Madhyamika to resort to inference based on one's 
own framework (svatantrlliiumiina), because [for him] 
there is no reaching out (abhyupagamana) for an al
ternative position.''.10 The dialectic developed by the 
Prasa:ilgikas is �( series df reductio ad absurdum argu
ments (prasahgapadiina), when every thesis is turned 
against itself. For example, 'the self-arising is refuted 
as follows: "ExiStents aie not'�sen from self because 
of the meaninglessness of ari�ihg; :and also because of 
excessive implication of brr6r. Tiier� is indeed no pur
pose in the arising of meaning of terms that are expe
rienced as being on their own. "1 1  Again, arising from 
another is rejected · with the foJJowing analysis :  

6. 
7. 

Katz, Nathan, "An appraisal of Svatantrika and Priisailgika debates," PEW �ol. 24, N�. 3, Jul
_
y 1 976, �P· 253-267. 

Kalupahana, David J . ,  Nagarjuna 's Moral Ph�losophy a11� Sinhala Buddlllsm, Kelantya (Sn Lanka). Post-Graduate 
Institute of Pali and B uddhist Studies, University of Kelamya, 1 995. 

8 .  
9 .  
1 0. 
H .  

See note 4. 
This is a reference to Bhavaviveka. 
MKV p. } 6. 
Ibid. , p. 14. 
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"Existents do not arise from other, because it implies 
the arising of everything from everything."12 Interest
ingly, both these s tatemen ts are attributed to 
Buddhapalita by Candrakirti. However, the most ex
tensive elaboration of this dialectic is by Candrakirti 
h imself. This negative approach adopted by 
Candrakirti thenceforward became the hallmark of the 
Madhyamika system, and aligned him more with the 
Vedantins. Indeed, Nagarjuna as well as all the 
Madhy amikas thus came to be perce ived as 
Mahayanists. 

The most popular work on Nagarjuna in the mod
em world is T. R. V. Murti's The Central Philosophy 
of Buddhism. 13 It i s  a very faithful rendering of 
Candrakirti 's ideas. Murti starts with the idea that the 
Buddha's 'silence' regarding certain metaphysical 
theories, especially those couched in the two-valued 
system of logic, represents the origin of the 'dialectic' 
in Buddha's doctrine itself. He insists that it was this 
idea, found in germinal form, that came to be devel
oped as a systematic philosophical method by the 
Madhyamikas. When that method was related to 
Immanuel Kant's "anti-nomial conflict", instantly 
Murti's work became the most popular treatise on 
Buddhism during modern times. A more recent work 
has presented sufficient evidence to indicate that 
Nagarjuna avoided any such transcendentalist or 
substantialist metaphysics, either of the East or the 
West.14 ·. 

D. J. Kalupahana 

MADIRIGIRIYA : is situated 46 miles to the south 
east of Anuradhapura and 1 2  1 12 miles away from 
Hiilgurakgoda. This region is an extensive rock out
crop, not very high, bifurcated into two stretches, side 
by side. There are numerous ruins on one of these, 
namely simii-piikiira (boundary wall), a fair sized 
stiipa, pillars, a Va.tadiige (a circular shrine room) and 
inscribed stones. The most charming Va_tadiige in Sri 
Lanka has been built at Madirigiriya. It was first dis
covered in 1 897 by the then Archaeological Commis
sioner, Mr. H.  C. P. Bell who called it an "architectural 
gem". Its original name was Mal)�alagiri Vihara. In 
course of time, in later records this name is spelt as 
Madiligiri Marrliligiri and Madirigiri. 

Ibid., p. 36. 
London: George Allen and Unwin, 1 955. 

History is silent as to when C!Jld by whom Madiligiri 
was first founded. An uposathiigiira (a chapter house) 
was built here by King KaJ.1i.�tha Tis sa ( 165-193 A. C.). 
This is the earliest available reference to this monas
tery, which makes clear that it was in a flourishing 
condition at the time. When excavations were made, 
bricks containing Brahmi characters were found. These 
characters had been inscribed for the use of masons 
on work at the place, and it is therefore easy to con
clude that the monastery has a very ancient origin. 

In the reign of King Aggabodhi IV (673-689 A. 
C.) a chief of the Malaya District (a man of great 
wealth), is said to have constructed a dhiitu-grha over 
the stupa at Madirigiri. There is no doubt that this 
refers to the Va,tadage (vrtta-dhiitu-grha), the remains 
of which are to be seen even at the present day. The 
date of the circular shrine room may therefore be taken 
to be the 8 th century A .  C .  According to the ,..,..,. 
Mahiivarizsa (li, 75), King Sena II (866-901 A. C.), · 
dedicated some of his own possessions for the support 
of the Mal)�alagiri-vihara. 

A pillar inscription of the lOth century A .  C. of 
King Kassapa V (929-939), was found in this place by 
Mr. · H. C. P. Bell in 1 897. This inscription gives the 
next piece of information with regard to this monas-
tery. It was published in the Epigraphia Zeylanic by 
Dr. D.M. De Z Wickremesinghe (Vol. II, No. 6). The 
contents tell us that King Abhasalamevan, under a de-

J 

cree of his Supreme Council (in the third year of his 
sovereignty), sent three officers of state (who have been 
named) to the monastery to grant certain communities 

_ ) in respect of the land within the four boundaries of 
M�ligiri-At-veher-Piyangala. The nature of the privi-
leges agrees in the main with other similar records of - ;'I 
this period. There is at! order that dead goats and fowls 
should be given to the hospital attached to this vihiira. 
This shows that animal food was allowed in these 
Buddhist institutions under certain restrictions, Obvi-
ously the regulation refers to animals killed by acci-
dent. Another inscription engraved on a slab was dis
covered about I 00 yards to the south east of the 
Va:tadiige. It is  engraved in 44 lines of writing in small 
Sinhala script of the 1 1 th century but as the letters are 
so worn out that it is not possible -to read its contents 
satisfact01ily. It is however a samvatii-paha!Ja (a royal 

1 2. 
1 3. 
14. Kalupahana, David J . ,  Niigiirjuna. The Philosophy of the Middle Way, Albany (New York): The State University of 

New York Press, 1 986. 
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edict engraved on stone) containing rules for the man
agement of the hospital attached to the monastery. 
Some letters are decipherable and convey interesting 
infonnation, i.e. ved-hal-kamiyan (employees of the 
hospital), ved-hal-dasun (serfs of the hospital), ved
samdaruvan (state physicians), ved-hal-bad-gam-bim 
(villages and lands attached to the hospital), ved-hal
bad-kudin (tenants attached to the hospital). Had this 
record been legible, it would have undoubtedly given 
much infonnation, concerning public  hospitals in Sri 
Lanka, to which our chronicles make references. 

The reference to the hospital makes quite clear the 
extensive nature of the monastel)· itself. Ved-hal-gam
bim refers to the lands donated for the maintenance of 

- '\he hospital. This means that Madiiigiri with its att'endant institutions covered hundreds of acres of land. 
Anuradhapura period of Sri Lankan history comes to /a'close with the Chola invasion of 10 17  A. C. This 
incident had a very serious effect on the religious, so
cial and political conditions in the island. The Cholas 
held sway over a large part of the land for more than 
half a century. They were strong Hindus and did their 
utmost to propagate their faith in Sri Lanka during the 
period of their occupation. Buddhism in India at this 
time was undergoing a rapid course of decline. Its 
influence began to be felt in Sri Lanka as well and the 
Chola invasion merely helped to aggravate the situa-
tion. 

. With the accession of Vijayabahu I ( 1056- 1 1 1 1 )  
and the subsequent expulsion of the Cholas, Buddhism 

. )ained new ground in Sri Lanka. This King recon
structed monasteries that had been damaged and re
stored the Buddhist faith to its rightful place. He is 

m-ported to have repaired Madirigiri (Mhv. IX, 59). 
Therefore it is very likely that this monastery too did 
not escape the ravages of Chola rule. With the estab
lishment of Sinhala rule in Polonnaru, Madirigirl comes 
into prominence again. According to Mahavarhsa, 
(lxxi, 4), King Gajabahu II ( 1 1 3 1 - 1 1 53), after a series 
of wars with Parakramabahu I ( 1 153- 1 1 86) which 
ended with his defeat, entered into an agreement with 
his victorious rival. The declaration was inscribed on 
<l. stone at Madirigiri. This has not yet been traced but 
a copy has been found at Sarngamu-Vihara in Gokaralla 
(Kurul)agala District). This discovory has made up 
for the original copy which is lost. It is very likely 
that the monks of Madirigiri and Samgamu-Viharas 
brought about the settlement between Parakramabahu 
l and Gajabahu II. 

The decline of Rajarata began with the invasion 
by Magha ( 12 15- 1236) who came from Kalinga and 
ruled from Polonnaruwa. He was a terror to the in
habitants of this country and is said to have been op
posed to Buddhism. Gradually Madirigiri fell into dis
use, the monks and L.�e other inhabitants fleeing from 
the terror of the foreign tyrant. From this time on
wards, history is silent with regard to the affairs of 
this monastery. 

Va.tadage (circular relic house: vrtta-dhatu-grha) 
is an architectural feature which had an interesting 
development in Sri Lanka. The cetiya-ghara at Karle, 
Ell ora and Ajanta in Western India claims relationship 
to the Va.fadage in Sri Lanka, but in Sri Lanka this 
form developed on lines of its own. The most cel
ebrated example are those found at Thiiparama, 
Ambasthala and Polonnaru. All Va_tadage in Sri Lanka 
conform to a general plan of structure with the excep
tion of Madirigiri and Polonnaru which deviate from 
the rest by having a screen in line with the outer circle 
of pillars. A Va.tadage is a superstructure constructed 
over a stiipa, encircling it on all sides. 

A glance at the pillars around Thiiparama and 
Lahkarama stupas atAnuradhapura puzzles the inquisi
tive observer as to t..,eir original purpose. Archaeolo
gists claim that over these pillars, a roof, probably of  
wood was constructed round the stupa, and a circular 
m��apa was erected connecting it with the roof above. 
This superstructure gave shelter to the pilgrims from 
sun and rain. The stiipa itself could be preserved from 
inclement weather conditions. With regard to archi
tectural features, the Va.tadage at Polonnaru resembles · 
Madirigiri with the slight difference that the door at 
the entrance to Madirigiri is larger than the one at 
Polonnaru. Furthennore, Madirigiri V�tadage has been 
built on a rock, probably with a view of enhancing the 
beauty of the structure. See PLATES XLII, XLIII 

Beside the Va.fadage , there are in its precincts, 
ruins of four image houses. The first one consists of 
three standing images of the Buddha, the one in the 
centre being slightly taller than the other two. The 
hair which is represented by snail like curls and the 
c!vara (robe) show the influence of the Amaravatl 
school of art. The three images are subject to expo
sure and exhibit clear signs of decay. Hands too have 
broken away and may not stand the ravages of time. 

The pillars of the Va.tadage are interesting with . 
regard to form. The capitals are of excellent work
manship, figures of dwarfs and lions in unbroken lines· 
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adding much to their aesthetic value. Inside the 

Va_tadage are four sedent Buddhas facing the four car

dinal directions, with their backs against the stupa. The 

faces are flat and the hair snail-like. The flight of steps 

leading to the stupa is a stone construction and retains 

its original features up to the present day. The stupa 

has lost half its hemispherical dome and the superstruc

ture. What now remains is a circular heap of bricks 
and what relics were treasured within are not known. 
The treasure hunters have forestalled the archaeolo
gists. 

The Va_tadage itself had been a brick structure 
when it was first constmcted. A large hole (made on 
one side probably by archaeological excavators) on 
the stone superstmcture that has replaced the earlier 
brick framework, gives a faint idea of what it may have 
looked like when it was first built. The stone super
structure i s  obviously the result of renovations made 
from time to time. 

This architectural form is regarded as one of the . 
main features of early Sri Lankan architecture, having 
distinctive festures of its own. The monumental grace
fulness of the pillars, the polished stone that consti
tutes the balustrade and the flight of steps leading on 
to the shrine, the serenity of the sedent Buddha im
ages inside and the auspicious symbol the purr;a-gha_ta 
at the entrance are so impr�ssi ve that they are capable 
of heightening the religious feelings of the approach
ing pilgrim. As Mr. H. C. P. Bell has rightly called it, 
this building seen from a distance, is without doubt 
"an architectural gem in the jungle". 

Nandasena Mudiyanse 

!VIA GAD HA, the scene of the greater part of the Bud
dha's missionary activity and the last stronghold of 
his faith in India. Magadha was one of the four chief 
kingdoms at the time of the Buddha, the other three 
being Kosala and the kingdoms ofVamsas andAvanthi. 
It was from Magadha that Buddhism spread to the other 
parts of the Indian sub continent during the time of 
Emperor Asoka. It i s  identical with modem south 
Bihar. 

As the home of Buddhism and Jainism, this area 
i s  replete with archaeological remains of great reli
g ious importance. The Buddha was born not in 
Magadha, but in the country to the north of it, at the 
Lumbini Grove near Kapilavatthu, the Sakya capital, 
in modem Nepal. 

Magadha, again, was one of the s ixteen 

Mahajanapadas (q.v) and had its capital at Rajagaha 

or Giribbaja where Bimbisara and after him Ajatasatthu 

reigned. By the time ofBimbisara, the Anga Janapada, 

too formed part of Magadha (Vin I 27). Earlier these 

two kingdoms were often at war with one another· (e.g. 

J IV 454 ). According to the Vidhura Pal)tjita Jataka, 

Magadha had once been under the suzerainty of Anga 
(1. XI 272). 

In the Buddha's day, Magadha together with Anga 
consisted of 80,000 villages (Vin. I. 179) and had a 
circumference of some· 300 leagues (DA. I 1 48) .  
Magadha is said to have been bounded to the north by 
the river Ganges, to the east by the river Champa on 
the south by the Vindhya Mountains and on the west J 
by the River Sona (T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India 
p. 24-DPPN.). The river Ganges formed the bounda.rx 
between the kingdom of Magadha and the republic off . 
Lichchavis. When the Buddha visited Vesali Bimbisara 
constmcted a road five leagues long from Rajagaha to 
the river and decorated it. The Lichchavis did the same 
on the other side of that river (DhpA. III, 439). 

In the middle of the seventh century B .  C. 
Mahakosala the father ofPasenadi ofKosala extended 

. his domain and the Licchavis, on the other hand, 
strengthened their powerful confederation, which led 

· to a struggle between these two smaller kingdoms of 
Magadha and Champa. By the time of the B uddha's 
boyhood Magadha became victorious. The free clans 
and the great kingdom of Kosala were absorbed by it, 
and viceroys from Magadh� administered the govern- - �J 
ment in distant Punjab and Uddeni (Rhys Davids op. 
cit. 260). Pali chronicles again admit that Asoka was 
.appointed governer of Ujjeni by his father (Ananda ·� 
W. P. Guruge, Asoka pp. 38-39). 

On the origin of the word 'Magadha · commentar
ies say that the kingdom was named after the provin
cial princes who were known as Magadha (Sn A. I. 
135). Buddhaghosa also gives two other traditional 
accounts as to how Magadha was named so. One is 
lhat the kingdom was named after king Cetiya (J. 422), 
when he was about to be swallowed by the earth for 
having introduced lying into the world and onlookers · 
pleaded with him saying do not enter the earth . 
. (magadhan; pavisa). The other story is that the king
.dom was named Magadha because the people digging 
the earth on the king's road were heard to say 'ma 
gadham karotha' (do not make it as deep as a fathom) 
(SnA . I ,  135). / -,IJi 
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Fa-hien reports that the country of Magadha was 
about 5000 li in circuit. This traveller has given an 
extensive account of Magadha describing the impor
tant places of religious worship. According to him 
towns of the Magadha kingdom were thickly popu
lated and the soil, rich and fertile. After the first month 
of summer and before the second month of autumn 
the level country constantly became flooded. The 
manners of the people were simple and honest. There 
were some fifty sangaramas with about 10,000 priests 
of whom the greater number studied the teaching of 
the great vehicle. (Samuel Beal, Chinese account of 
India Vol. III p. 320). 

The Mahavamsa presents a comprehensive list of 
· ;e rulers of Magadha from the time of the Buddha up 
c6 Asoka. 

·· Bimbisara was killed in his fifty-third regnal year 
by his son Ajatasatthu who ruled for thirty years. The 
Buddha passed away in the eighth year of his reign 
(Mhv. II 29-32). Ajatasatthu was killed by his son 
Udayabaddha who reigned for 16 years. Udayabaddha 
was killed by his son Anuruddhik:a. Anuruddhika was 
killed by his son Mu��a. These two reigned for eight 
years. Mu��a was killed by his son Nagadasaka who 
reigned for twenty-four years. (Ibid. IV 1 -4). The 
people overthrew Nagadasaka and installed a minister 
named Susunaga on the throne who reigned for -eight
een years. His son Kalasoka ruled for twenty-eight 
years. The tenth year of Kalasoka coincided with the 
centenary of the Buddha's death (ibid. i v. 5-8) .  
'i.Iasoka had ten sons and these ten brothers reign�d 

fur twenty-two years (ibid. 14) .  Nine Nandas ruled m 
succession for twenty-two years and the last among 
¢-rem was Dhanananda (ibid. vv. 1 5- 17) .  Dhanananda 
was- killed by the Brahmin Canakka who anointed 
Candagupta of the Maurya dynasty of Ksatriyas. He 
reigned for twenty-four years (ibid. vv. 1 6- 1 8). His 
son Binudsara ruled for twenty-eight years and he had 
a hundred and one sons, (ibid. vv. 1 8- 1 9). Bindusara's 
son Asoka killed ninety-nine stepbrothers and became 
the sole ruler of Jambudipa. His consecration coin
cided with the two hundred and eighteenth year from 
the demise of the Buddha (Ananda W. P. Guruge Asoka 
p. 412-413). 

Chandragupta had been a powerful ruler of the 
Maurya dynasty who was strong enough to withstand 
the Greeks. But after him Alexander found there to be 
a succession of small kingdoms and republics in India 
(Ruys Davids Buddhist India p. 269). 

After Asoka, the empire of Magadha lost its pro
vincial power and consisted only of the ancient king
dom and Champa together with the eastern part of  
Kosala (ibid, p.  309-3 10). 

• � .' • : •. !-

Magacfua was famous for garlic (Sp. IV 290 (and 
Magadha �la was a common standard of measure (AA 
1 .  101 - - - to have been the main crop cui

mentions a special kind of paddy, 
f:i:J. the country (Samuel Beal op. cit. 

,,Lv,l:a}:!;�Luu.i:lll..c::tu.La was an extensive rice 
·- · .This field struck the Buddha's im� 

-Ananda to design a robe on the 
beeri adopted for robes o f  
since. (Vin. 1 .  287). Again, 
1fiiids mention in a simile 

lf":LLr.lL.LIU A. ill 122- 123). 

.47) mentions a devaputta 
who once asked the Buddha 

light up the world but this par
to have no conriection with 

. the Sri Lankan tradition, Pali the tex
is called Magadhi. The reason· for this 

...... . .... �,!.�..,.,�"-. the fact that Buddhsim was brought to 
IS1�lll€li�rr.om the kingdom of Magadha during the 

time Asoka (Rhys Davids - Pali English 
Dictionq�" Foreword vi). Meanwhile Buddhagosa 
(Sp. I, 255) says that Magadhabhasa is an Aryan lan
guage. 

Ruwan Bandara Adhikari 
J ' � 

MAGADIH,;;See-PALI 
.. ���'T��,i· � �. --� �- . 

• 
MAGGAiSeeARlYAATTHANGIKA-MAGGA 

MAGGM1AGGAN�ADASSANA-VISUDDHI, 
'purity cort�isting of knowledge and insight into what 
is the p�tfi'''lrii<f not, the fifth of the seven stages of 
purity ouP'f#.��{fin the Rathavinltasutta (M. /. 147 � 
a..,d elabb�ted in the Visuddhimagga (ch. XX). It IS . ": �· -�-'.� ·· ·. .· . 
founded 611 wisdom (paiiiia) as the base (MA. SHB. II, 
1 3 1 )  and 'consists in that understanding which knows 
the right path from the wrong path (Vism. 520); and by 
this knowledge one realises the truth of the path 
(magga:--;_f,�cca: Vism. 548). This Visuddhi, 'purity' like 
other fotrns of visuddhi, is not an end in itself; it is 
only th�

· hieans to the attainment of the next higher 
purity, called the pa_tipadaiiii.IJadassanavisuddhi (q. v. ; 
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maggiimag gailii f! adassanavisuddhi yii vadeva 
pa.fipadaiiiir;adassanavisuddhi) which, together with 
the other six froms of visuddhi, constitutes the means 
by which'the final goal, i .e.  the attainment of absolute 
freedom {anupada parinibbana) is attained (M. I. 1 50). 
See VISUDDHI 

Upali Karunaratne 

MAGGAPACCAYA See PACCAYA 

- -
MAHAA':f':fHAKATIL'\ the great or General Sihala 
Commentary was  the most prominent S!hala 
aphakatha (Sinhala commentary) that was available 
to the celebrated commentator Buddhaghosa when he 
arrived in Lanka, having undertaken the noble task of 
translating Sihala commentaries into Pali in the 5th 
century A. C. . It is also known as Mula,t,thakatha (MA 
IV 1 10), which means the basic or the foremost com
mentary� The traditon is that, when Arahant Mahinda 
introduced Buddhism to Sri Lanka in the 3ro century 
B. C, he brought with him the texts, as well as the 
commentaries in Pali, that were rehearsed by five hun
dred 'Arahants ' (at the First Council), and kept them 
in the language of the inhabitants of the island (trans
lated into the Sihala language). 

AtthappakasanatthaffJ af.thakatha adito vasisatehi, 
pancahi ya sahgi(ii ca wzusangita ca pacchapi 
Sihaladlpa11J pana ii bhathii Vasinii 
Mahamahin dena, fhapitii Sihalabhiisiiya 
. dipavasinamatthiiya. " 

"For the purpose of explaining (the Teachings of · 
the Buddha) the commentaries have been rehearsed 
and re rehearsed by five hundred "Arahants . (They) 
were brought to the Slhala dipa by the Great Sage 
Mahinda and were kept in the Sihala languge for the 
benefit of the inhabitants of the island" (DA.I ,p. 1 ;  MA . 
I, p. l ;  SA.I, p. l ; AA.I, p. l) .  

· According to the DampiyiiAfuva Ge,tapadaya, 
Sinhala glossary to the Pali Dhammapada Commen
tary (circa 9'h century A. C.), the commentaries main
tained in Pal{ that beiong to the time of the Buddha, 
were translated into the Sinhala language by the teach
ers of Heladipa (Lanka). 

"Magadha basin vetim in ii budukeli afuwii 
heladiva ajuro helabasin tubuha "- "The commentar
ies in Pali that belong to the period of the Buddha were 
translated into the Sinhala language by the teachers of 
Heladipa (Lanka)". (Dam Piya A,tuvii Ge.fapadaya 

. . 

edited by Meda Uyangoda Vimalakirthi and Nehinne 
Sominda - M. D. Gunasena Press Colombo ( 1960 p. 
5-6) 

Therefore it is clear that the Pali commentarial tra
dition which originated within the life time of  the Bud
dha was introduced to Sri Lanka, with the advent of 
Buddhism and were translated into the Slhala language 
no sooner it was introduced to Sri Lanka. Whatever 
may be the authenticity of the tradition that Arahant 
Mahinda himself translated Pali commentaries to 
Sihala languge, it i s  reasonable to assume that Arahant 
Mahinda himself trained the Sihala Monks the mt of 
writing com..'Ilenta.ies to the Buddha's teaching in their 
own languge (�!hala) . 

he commentarial tradition thus introduced and ) 
translated into the Sinhala language found a fertile soil 
and a healthy climate for a steady growth. During th 
next 700 years, the Slhala commentaries to the 
"tip�taka" developed to such a position, its fame spread 
beyond the shores of Sri Lanka, and Sri Lanka becmne 
famous as the place where the authentic commentarial 
tradition is preserved in its pristine purity in the local 
language. It was the same fame that ultimately re
sulted in the arrival of Buddhaghosa to Lanka. 

When Buddhaghosa arrived in Sri Lankan in the 
5th century A.  C. having accepted the request of the 
Theravada Maha Sangha of Jambudipa, to translate 
the Slhala commentaries to Pal i ,  he found a fully de- · 
vel oped corrunentarial literature in the Sihala language 
covering the Tipi_taka as a whole, as well as those that , 
concentrated on particular areas of the Tipi,taka such - J 
as the Vinaya. Adikaram, E. W. has enumerated a list 
of twenty-eight Slhala commentarial sources that are_ 
referred to in the Pali commentaries of Buddhaghosa. 
He further adds that "Some of the collections were in 
book form, others scattered literature embodying the 
views of learned teachers of the past (Adhikaram, E. 
W., Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, 1 946 Co
lombo, p. I 0). 

Among the numerous commentaries that were 
avai lable to Buddhaghosa when he undertook the trans
lat ion of .the Slhala A t t hakathas to Pal i ,  the 
Mahiia.t.thakathii occupied the paramount position 
among the Slhala commentaries. It is evident from 
his commentaries that it was the main source. In the 
colophon to the Sumangalavilasini, the commentary 
to the Digha Nikaya, the first commentary he wrote to 
a Nikiiya, Buddhaghosa records that he composed it 
having taken the essence of the Mahaayhakathii. .,.� -( 
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Sii ti Mahiia.�thakathiiya 
Siiramiidiiya n��thita ( DA II - 780 Hewavitharana 
Edit) 

(The entire colophon is missing in the PTS . Edi
tion of the Sumahgalaviliisini). 

It is seen that Buddhaghosa is repeating the iden
tical lines at the end of the Papaficasudani (MA. V. 
1 09), the commentary to the Majjhima Nikiiya 
Siiratthappakiisini (SA. III. 308), the commentary to 
the Samyutta Nikiiya and the Manorathapurani, (AA. 
V. 98) the Anguttara Nikiiya commentary. 

In the case of the Samantapiisiidikii the commen
· {ary to the Vinaya Pifaka, his al legiance to the 
Mahaayhakathii appears to be much more than what 
was.expressed regarding his commentaries to the f0ur 

)f{ikiiyas. In the prelude to the Samantapiisiidika, the 
Vinaya commentary, Buddhaghosa pays his tribute to 
the Mahiia.t.thakathii thus: 

' 'Samvmp;anii diini samiirabhanto 
Tassii Mahiia.t.thakatha sariran_1 " 

"While commencing the exegesis (to the Vinaya 
P�taka) I shall make the Mahiia.f.!hakathii the body of 
it. (Vin A. I. p. 2). 

· 

However in the commentaries to the Abhidhamma ' 
where the Buddhaghosa's authorship is not challenged, 
he has not shown a similar dependence, to the 

\Mahiiaf.thakathii, although there is indisputable evi-
_ . .iience to show that he consulted the Mahtia.�thakatha. 

Instead, in the preface to the A tthasii lini, the 
commentray to the Dhammasahganl Buddhaghosa de
clares: 

Nikayantara laddh""ihi asammisam anakulam . . 
MahaviharaviisinanJ. Dipayanto viniccchayanJ. 

" I  shal l  compose the commentary (to the 
Dhammasahgani) elucidating the decisions of the 
Mahavihara fraternity which are not contaminated by 
the views of alien sects" (DhsA.  p. 2). 

Similarly it is seen in the Sammohavinodanl, the 
commentary to the Vibhahgappakara!J a of the 
Abhidhamma Pi_taka, Buddhaghosa has not paid any 
specific respect to the Mahiialthakathii. There he says 
that he compiled i t ,  taking the essence of the 
Poranaphakatha, apparently referring to the Sihala 
·Aphakathii as a whole. 

"PoranaJ!hakathiinanJ. siiramadiiya sa ayan_t 
ni_�than_t patta " 

"It was completed having taken the essence of the 
Poriina_tfhakathii (a..'lcient commentaries VibhA. p. 
523.) 

Uruike in the case of the other Sihala commentar
ies s�qh,. as the Mahapacc·ari A.f.thakathii and the 
Kuru.M'ta.i.thakathii which were apparentlv confined to 
the Vf��y� Pitaka, the Mahiia.zthakatha

J
is found re

ferred to in .the Buddhaghosa's commentaries to the 
entire TipiJaka. Maha�t.thakatha is referred to in the 
Suma�galaviliisini, the Dighanikiiya commentary:-

"Rajapatho ti riiga rajiidinan_t 
. utih�rl(lfhiinan ti Mahiia.f.!hakathiiyan_t· vuttan_t " 

the Mahaa.t.thkathii that "Rajiipatha" . 

where lust i s  born" (DA . I, 1 80). 

Mahiia.f.!hakathii is referred to in 
the . . 

. . . .. yas such as the Papaficasudani, 
the J'r{.q.;i,i/li:rt?anikiiya commentary (MA . I. 3 3 )  
Siiraitiiappakiisini, the Samyutta Nikiiya commentary 
(SA . II: 1 79), the Monorathapurani, the Ahguttara 
Nikiiya commentary (AA . I I I .  1 86) the  
Paramatthajotikii, the Suttanipatha comm�ntary Sn A. 
II, 202 (Khuddaka Nikiiya). 

. 

The Samantapasiidika, the commentary on the 
Vinayapi_taka carries the largest number of references · 
to the Mahaa.t.thakatha. 

"Mahaa.t.thakathiiyam pana fhapita .thana meva 
;thanam. No sakala kumbhi. Tasmii Jhapita Jhanato 
kesaggamattampi mocentassa Parajikameviiti 
vuttain " .  

"In the Mahaa.t.thakathii, it is said that the place 
where an object is kept in the place, not the entire pot 
(container). If someone moves the object (with an in
tention of stealing) even to a length of a tip of a hair, 
he is guilty of a Parajika offence" (Vin A . II. 3 1 7  Com
mentary on the P"&riijikii ka!J.cfa). 

Not only in the exegesis of the Piiriijikii ka!J.cfa the 
Mahiiayhakathii is referred to in the exegesis of the 
Kh_andakas too, namely the Vinaya Mahiivagga (Vin 
A. :YL p. 1 135) the Cullavagga (Vin A. VI. p. 1 1 67). In 
addition it is also referred to in the exegesis on the 
Parivara. (Vin A. VII, p. 1344) 
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Buddhaghosa has referred to the Mahiia.tJhakatha 
in his Abidhamma commentaries too. The Atthasiilini 
the commentary to the Dhammasahgani has referred 
to the Mahaaf.thakathii thus: 

"lmassa pana atthassa pakasanattham 
Jmasmim .thane dviirakathii kathikii " 

"In order to explain the present meaning, the 
Mahiia.tfhakathii has brought in Dviirakathii in this 
context" (Dhs A. 8 1 -82) 

Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the 
MahiiaHhakathii was the general commentary that 
covered the entire TzpZtaka comprising of the Sutta, 
the Vinaya and the Abhidhamma. 

As already stated the largest number of direct ref
erences to the Mahiiaf.thakathii is found in the Vinaya 
commentary the Saman thap a sii dikii . The 
Samanthapiisiidikii refers to the Mahiia.tJhakathii not 
less than seventy occasions. Therefore it would be 
possible to form an idea of this great commentary now 
lost, by perusing such references. 

Buddhaghosa had great respect and trust for the 
Mahiiaf.thakathii. He did not want to refuse an expla-

. nation categorically expressed in the Mahiia.tJhakathii. 
While commenting on buying and selling (kaya 
vikkaya) under the Piiriijikii rule number two (Dutiya 
Piiriijikii), Buddhaghosa says 

· Mahiia!fhakathiiyatlJ. da_lha11J katvii vuttattii na 
sakkii elatlJ. pa.tikkhipituf1J. 

"As it is categmically expressed in the M ahiia_�thakathii 
it is not possible to reject" ( Vin A.  III, 706) 

Buddhaghosa's great regard for the M ahiiatthakathii . 
is expressed once more in his following statement in 
the context of discussing Piirii}ikii number three. 

Ayaf1J. nayo Mahiiaf.thakathiiyatlJ. su.f.!hu da_lhaitJ 
katvii vuttattii tasmii tathii na aniidariyanJ 

. kiitabbam 
. . 

The rule has been well explained in theM ahiia_�thakathii. 
Therefore one should not have any disregard towards 
it ( Vin. A. II, 448) 

Buddhaghosa usually, but not always, prefers the 
Mahiia!.fhakathii to the Kurundi A.t.thakathii or the 
Mahiipaccari ayhakathii, the other prominent Sihala 
a.t.rhakathiis. While discussing stealing of water un
der the Piiriijikii rule number two, Buddhaghosa up
holds the explanation given in the Mahiia.zthakathii 
against the explantion given in the KurundiAJ.thakathii 
etc. 

"Kurundi iidisu pana "Avahiiroti vutiatlJ.. TatlJ. 
vatthuf1J. kiilafi.ca desafi.ciiti. Imina lakkha1Jena na 
sameti. Tasma Mahaa.tJhakathiiyatlJ. vuttaf1J. eva 
yuttaf1J. " 

"In the commentaries such as Kurundi, i t  is ex
plained as . "acquisition". But that explanation does 
not agree with context of time and country. Therefore 
the explanation given in the Mahiia_�thakathii is rea-
sonable". (Vin A. II, 346). · 1  

Buddhaghosa while having great respect for the 
Mahiia.t.thakathii, does not hesitate to point out its mis
takes or lapses. While discussing Piiriijikii rule number 
two (stealing), which the B uddha subsequently ex
tended to cover even the acts c.ommited within the pre
cincts of a forest, Buddhaghosa has observed a mis
take occurring duetoaslipofthepeninthe Mahiia.tfhakathii. 

"Mahaa{!hakathiiyalrJ pana saccepi alikepi 
dukka.tameva vutta11J .  Tam pamiida lekhanti 
veditabbam. " 

"It is stated in the Mahiiaf.!hakathii that whether i t  J 
is false or true, it amounts to an offecne of dukka_ta 
(wrong act). This shuld be regarded as a slip of the 
pen." (Vin A. II, 3 1 1 ) .  

. �-i 
Buddhaghosa has come across an instance where 

a particular point has not been properly analysed and 
discussed in the Mahaa.t.thakathii, whereas it is found 
well discussed in the Mahiipaccari A.t.thakathii. 

"AyatlJ. pana nayo Mahaaf.lhakathiiyan_z na su.tfhu 
vibhatto Mahapaccariyan_z vibhatto " ti. 

"This rule has not been well analysed in the 
Mahiia.f.thakathii. The Mahiipaccari commentary has 
analysed it well." (Vin A. III, 6 17) 

Again Buddhaghosa has highlighted an instance 
where the Mahiia.zthakathii is not clear while it is clear 
in the Mahiipaccari. 
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"Aya� pana nayo Mahaa.t_thakathaya� apaka,to 
Mahiipaccariyadisu paka,to ". 

"lbis mle is not quite clear in the Mahaa.zthakatha. 
But it is clear in the Mahiipaccari etc." (Vln A .  I II, 
726) 

There is also an instance where Buddhaghosa de
clares that the Mahaa.zthakatha explanation apparently 
contradicts with the text." 

"Yanceta� Mahaa,t,thakathaya� vutta!rJ, tam 
paliya viruddha miva dissati. (Vin A .  II, 300) 

Buddhaghosa has noticed an instance where cer
tain teachers of Sri Lanka differed from the interpreta
tiqns given in the MahiiaHhakatha. One such teacher 
J s Mahapaduma Thera of the 1 ., century A. C. (Vin 

A. I, 283). 

According to the Paramatthajotika, the commen
tary on the Suttanipata, the Mahaa.t,thakatha did not 
contain the exegesis of the last two verses of Kokiilika 
Sutta of the Sutta nipata. (SnA. II, 477) . 

The similarity between the language spoken by the 
Buddhist missionaries headed by Arahant Mahinda ai1d 
the language of the inhabitants of Sihaladipa helped 
to understand each other easily, and facilitated the rapid 
spread of Buddhism. The Same similarity would have 
made the task of writing Sihala commentaries to Pali 
Tipi,taka easy. Though these commentaries were com
piled in Sihala, they appear to have contained Pali 
v erses also.  As seen i n  the Dampiya af u va 
GJ!,Japadaya, a Sihala glossary to the Pali Co�e�-

_); on the Dhammapada (circa 9'h century A. C.) It IS QoSsible that the Mahaa.zthakatha also used Pali terms 
to explain the meanings of Pali terms (The difficulty 
trbiind appropriate Sihala terms for the Pali terms com
pels even present day translators to use Pali terms them
selves.). There is no doubt that the numerous quota
tions scattered in Buddhaghosa's Pali commentaries 
are the Pali renderings of the Mahaaf.thakathil lines. 

According to Adikaram (Early History of Bud
dhism in Ceylon, Colombo 1 946 p. 1 4) numerous 
verses and passages in the Pali commentaries, the 
sources of which we are unable to trace, are possibly 
from Sihala Nthakathas (of which the M ahaa_zthakatha 
was the most prominent) 

There is also evi dence to s h o w  that  the 
Mahiiatthakatha contained a large number of anecdotes 
b ased 

·�n incidents that took pl ace i n  Ceylon.  
Buddhaghosa included in  his commentaries only a few 
a these stories. 

The Mahaa.t,thakatha is not extant today, nor does 
any other Sihala A.t.thakathas exist. How and when 
the Sihala a,qhakatha ceased to exist is not known. 
According to a Burmese tradition, after translating into 
Pali, the Sihala a.zthakatha Buddhaghosa collected the 
Sihala A.t,thakatha and set them on fire. 

"Then he (B uddhaghosa) • 
(SihalaAHhakatha) written by

· · 
to a clean spot near the Mahii 
The collection of books then Wti 
thera in the Sihala language was . 
Of SeVen middle-sized vli:OL)U<lLJU.:> 
past say so. (Buddhaghosupptti 
Luzacs Company, London 1 89i · 

There appears no base at all 
Buddhaghosuppatti. M al 
Buddhaghosuppatti, as "A very 
of Buddhaghosa, arid that it is  
historical account (DPPN Vol 
to Law "It is  less aui:hentic than 
in the Culavamsa (Law B .  C. A 
ture, Kogan Paul Trench 
don 1933, val . II p. 558) .  

According t o  a tradition in 
of which is not known, the 
deposited in the Abayagiri 
lief an attempt was made during 
excavate the Abayagiri Stupa 
commentaries. The excavation 
was commenced in 1 887 under 
the Government Agent of the 
wit� the consent of Ven. v�.:;uu.wu 
of A,tamasthana. However as 
protest headed by Ven . . J.Th..�(:lllUY,l 
The Colonial Secretary had 
Agent to stop the excavations 
that was bored was closed in 
grims and nothjng had been di 
(Brahmacii ri Walisinghe 
Anuradhapura Buddhist Re · 

199 1  (ISBN 955-9528 1 - 1 -5) p. 1 
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report of the Government Agent North Central Prov
ince 1 887, and the Diary of the Government Agent 
North Central province, Feb 1 0  1 888 SLNA C 4 11260 

It is difficult to come to a conclusion as regards 
the exact time of the extinction of  the 
Sihalaa.tfhakathas. Contrary to the Buddlzaghosuppatti 
account of immediate destruction, there is evidence to 
show that the Sihalaa.�thakatha survived several cen
turies after being translated into Pali by Buddhaghosa. 
The Van:zsatthattappakasini (Mahavamsa {ika) the 
commentary to the Mahavan,1sa which Malalsekera as
signs to the 8th and 9th centuries, (Geiger opines that it 
belongs to a period between 1 000- 1 200 A. C. The 
Vamsatthdppakasiizi introduction (Vol. I CVI - CLX). 
contains valuable information regarding the survival 
of the Sihalaa_t_thakatha. According to Oldernberg the 
Sihalaa.t_thakatha Mahavamsa, which the author of the 
Vamsatthappakasini often cites as his main source, was 
the historical introduction to the Sihalaatthakatha. If 
the historical introduction (according to Oldernberg) 
existed when the Vamsatthappal<.ilsini was written there 
is no doubt that the Sihalaayhakatha proper (which 
includes the Mahaa.t.thakatha) would have been avail
able. However Malalasekera argues that it might have 
originated as the historical introduction to the 

. Sihalaa.t.thakatha , but subsequently it grew up to be a 
separate Sihala chronical, which the Vamsatthappakasini 
refers to as the Sihalaa!!hakathii Mahavansa 
( Vamsatthappakasini introduction Vol I p. LVIII). It 
is clear from the Vamsatthappakasini that when it was 
written Sihalaa.�thakathas were still being studied in 
the 8th or 9th century. In fact the author sometimes 
refers· the readers to his  sources · (various 
Si halaaf{hakathiis). for further detai l s  
( Vamsatthappakasini Vol.  I p .  30, Vol.  I I  362) 

However, n o  specific  reference. to the 
Mahaa.t_thakatha is found in the Vamsatthappakasini. 

The absence of Mahaaphakatha, the foremost 
among the Sihalaa.�thakathas, appears somewhat 
strange, when we .consider the large number of 
Sihalaaffhakathiis refered to in the Vamsatihap
pakiisini such as Affhakathiis, Sihalaayhakathii, 
Mahavamsa.�thakatha, Sihala,�thakatha Mahavamsa, 
Pora�Ja.t.thakatha, Uttaravihara.�thakatha, Uttardvihar
aviis1nan:z A_tfhakathii ,  UttaraviharaMahavamsa, 
Vinaya.t.thakatha, Dipavamsaa.t.thakatha, Simakatha, 
Cetiyavamsa.t.thakathii, Mahacetiyavamsa.t.thakatha, 
Mahabodhivamsaa_tfhakathii, Sahassavatthua,tfhakathii, 
Ciilas1haniidasutta va'!!Jana, Sihalabhiisanamakkara 
va1p.wna, Sumedhakathii Gm.1,thipada va!J!Jana etc. It 

may be that the author of the Vamsatthappakasini had 
no reason to refer to the Mahaa.f.!hakathii specifically 
due to the nature of the subject he was handling, al
though it existed at the time. It is also possible that 
when the author of the Vamsatthappakasini refers to 
"Ayhakatha" or "SihalaHhakathii" it would have in
cluded Mahaa,t.thakatha as well .  Therefore it can be 
reasonably assumed that the Mahaa.t.thakatha was sur
viving when the Vamsatthappakasini, the commentary 
to Mahavamsa being written in the Slh or the 9'h cen
tury. 

In addition to the Pali sources, ancient Sinhala lit
erature too provides some clues as to the time of ex
tinction of the Sihalaaffhakathii. Dampiyaa_tuvii 
Giifapadaya a S inhala Glossary to the Pali 
Dhammapadaayhakatha, written during the reign of 
king Kassapa V (9 13-923 A.C.) contains the quota:·

ur 
tions from the Mahiiatthakatha. 

Thanks to the author of the Dampiya aruvii · 

Ge.fapadaya the following two lines that could be 
indentified as those from the Mahaa.t.thakathii, with
out any doubt, have survived: 

"Yoge so yodavanaki upaddavahi semi maha a,tuvii 
hi ki biivin " (because it is said in the Mahiiatthakathii 
that one is free from all dangers when free from all 
bandages.) 

"Siimii vatiyii vatthuniima pafhama kiyi 
mahaa.tuviihi k£ biivin " (Samavati episode is told first 1 
as found in the Mahaa.t.tha.kathii). (Dampiyii A_tuvii · ) 
Gii.fapadaya edited by M. Vimalakitti and N. Sorninda, 
Colombo 1 960 p. 76) ... 

Therefore, it is clear that the Mahaayhakathii ex
isted when the Dampiyaa_tuva Gii,tapadaya was writ
ten in the lOth century A.C.  

The Sikhavalanda and the Sikhavalandavinisa a 
short monastic code of discipline in Sinhala generally 
assigned to the early l O'h century A. C. is also helpful 
here. The Kurundia.(thakattii a Sihal.a commentary 
which Buddhaghosa often refers to along with the 
MahaaHhakatha , is found quoted in the Sikhavalanda 
and the Sikhavalandavin isa (Sikhavalanda and 
Sikhavalandavinisa, Pracina Bhasopakarq Samagama, 
Colombo 1 999 p. 58). Therefore there is no doubt 
that the Kurundiaf!hakatha was available when 
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Sikhavalanda vinisa w as writte n .  I f  the 
Kurundia_qhakathii existed, the Mahiiaphakathii too, 
would have been there, when the Sikhavalandavinisa 
was written. 

The Kahkhiivitaraf!i P�tapota is a Sinhala glossary 
to the Kankhavitarani the Pali commentary to the 
Bhikkhu Piitimokkha, and the Bhikkhuf!i Piitimokkha, 
which is attributed to a date in or after the reign of 
Parakramabahu II ( 1 236- 1 27 1 of the Dambadeniya 
period). Suraweera, apparently having felt in the proc
ess of studying the contents of the Kahkhiivitaraf!i 
Pi_tapota infers that the author of the Kahkhiivitarani 
Pi_tapota has associated the Sihalaf_thakathii. There
fore he. is of opinion that the Sihalaa.t.thakathiis might 
have been available even during the time when the )nkhiivitarani P�tapota was written in the 1 3th cen
tury (Suraweera A. V., Anuradhapura Sanskrutiya (in 
S-;Mala script), Colombo, 1 959 p. 39) . 

As already stated it is difficult to ascertain an ex
act period when the Sihalaa.t.thakathas ceased to exist, 
though there is sufficient evidence to show they con
tinued to be in use several centuries after being trans
lated into Pali by Buddhoghosa in the 5th century A. C. 
The Sinhala Language in which Sihalaa.t.thakathii was 
written during the 3rd century B.  C. was subjected to 
the natural evolution in the centuries that followed. 
The language of the Sihalaa.t.thakatha gradually be
came archaic and the books written in Sinhala too be
came obsolete and went out of use. 

The ola leaf books or palm leaf manuscripts have 
· )n preserved by the process of successive copying 
through the centuries. If the copying process stops at 
a particular point i. e. if no new copies are produced 
amew when the old copy show signs of decay, the book 
ieads to a natural death. 

After several centuries, when the language of the 
Sihalaa.t.thakatha including the Mahaa.t.thakath.a be
came archaic and went out of use, no effort would have 
been made to produce new copies of them with the 
perishing of the last copies they must have ceased to 
exist, possibly in or after the 1 2"' century A. C. 
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K. Arunasii-i 

MAHABHINIKKHAMANA,(Skt. Mahabhini�kramaf!G) 
derived from Maha + abhi + ni� + kram, to go forth, i s  
generally rendered into English as the Great Renun
ciation and it is used in Buddhist literature to connote 
exclusively Siddhatta Gotama's (i .e . ,  the bodhisatta) 
act of going forth from home into homelessness in or
der to lead the life of an ascetic. 

The term abhinikkhamana is found in canonical 
literature. The abhinikkhamana of Vipassi is referred 
to in the Dighanikaya (II, 5 1 ). This term is used in the 
sense of 'going forth' in the Thera-giitha (p. 1 95, 249, 
250, 25 1 )  and in the Suttanipata, too. (v. 64). In later 
literature such as Papaiicasudani the abhinikkhamana 
of Sfuiputta and other theras are mentioned (II, 246, 

. 247). But when joined with the epithet maha, it is  
exclusively used to connote the ' going forth' o f  
Siddhattha Gotama and this term mahabhinikkhamana 
is found for the first time in the Jatakanidiinakatha (J. 
61) ,  which contains the later tradition dealing with the 
'going forth' of Siddhattha Gotama. 

It is also implied in a verse quoted i n  the 
Mahaparfnibbana Sutta (D. II, 1 5 1 ), that Gotama, at 
the age of twenty-nine, renounced the ease, comfort · 
and luxuries of household life and became an ascetic 
seeking Enlightenment. Textual as well as sculptural 
evidence makes it evident that there are two main trends 
in the tradition regarding this event. One is the early 
tradition which represents this act in  its bare simplic
ity merely as another event in the life of the Buddha. 
The other is the late tradition which transform this sim
ple act into an unique event accomplished with the aid 
of the deities and accompanied by numerous miracu
lous happenings. 
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The early nikiiya references show that Gotama left 
the household life not due to any sudden impulse but 
as a result of the remorse he experienced after seeing 
and reflecting for a considerable period of time over 
the ills of samsaric existence and his sole intention in 0 • 
renouncing the household life was to find a way to put 
an end to these ills. The Ariyapariyesana Sutta which 
contains the early biographical tradition of the Bud
dha bears evidence to this. This sutta after explaining 
what the ariyan quest is says:" And I too, monks, be
fore awakening, while I was still the bodhisatta, not 
ful l y  awakened,  b e i n g  l i ab l e  to birth (attanii 
jatidhammo) sought what was likewise liable to birth, 
being liable to ageing (attana jaradhammo) sought 
what was likewise liable to ageing; being liable to dis
ease (attanii byiidhidhammo) being liable to dying 
(attanii maral)lldhammo) being liable to sorrow (attanii 
sokadhammo) b e i n g  l i ab l e  to s t ain (attan ii  
sahkilesadhammo) sought what was likewise liable to 
stain. Then it occurred to me, monks: why do I, liable 
to birth seek what is liable to birth, being liable to age
ing . . . . .  being liable to stain seek what is liable to stain? 
Suppose that I, (although) being liable to birth having 
known the peril in what is likewise liable to birth should 
seek the unborn, the uttermost security from the bonds, 
Nibbana? . . . . . . . .  Being liable to stain . . . . . . .  should seek 
the stainless, the uttermost security from the bonds
Nibbana (ajatarh-anuttara11} yogakkhema11} nibbana11} 
pariyeseyya11}) 

"Then I monks, after a time, being young (daharo 
va samano), my hair coal-black (susu kalakeso), pos
s e s sed o f  radi ant youth (bhadrena yobbanena 
samannagato) in the prime of my life (pafhamena 
vayasa), although my unwilling parents wept and 
wailed, having cut off my hair and beard, having put 
on yellow robes, went forth from home into home
lessness (agarasmii anagariya11} pabbaji11}) (M. I, 
1 63 ; ) . "  The Mahii saccaka-sutta an d al so the 
Bodhirajakumiirsutta adhere, to the early tradition 
when describing the 'going forth' .  (M. I, 240, II, 93, 
2 1 2). Even the Mahiipadana Sutta though later than 
any of the previously mentioned three suttas, does not 
describe Siddhattha Gotama's 'going forth' as a great, 
unique act. However, the last mentioned three suttas 
show how certain key events in the life of the Buddha 
gradually lost their simplicity and how they were trans
formed into unique, marvellous events accomplished 
with the intervention of deities. 

The social and religious conditions prevalent dur
ing the time o f  the Buddha show that renunciation of 
household-life in favour of ascetic-life, in order to win 

emancipation from the vortex of birth and death w as a 
common practice among the brahman thinkers o f  the 
time. The Upanisads refer to numerous such thinkers 
who thus went forth from home into homelessness to · 
practice asceticism (tapas) or to become wanderers 
(pa rivriijaka),  hermits (sanyii sin) ,  or ascetics 
(s'ramaf}as). As already pointed out the early tradi
tion represents Siddhattha Gotama as one among many 
such thinkers who followed an ancient custom to find 
a way to put an end to all ills of sa11Jsaric existence. 

But later tradition represents this simple act as an 
unparalleled, unprecedented event. One of the main -
reasons for the exaggeration and transf01mation of this 
event into a unique one appears to be the fact that this · 
late tradition came into being only after the Buddha 
and the bodhisattva concepts were considerably de
veloped. As the early tradition was not compatible 
with the other e vents found in the B uddha and ' "'f· 
bodhisattva. concepts, the elll'ly tradition had to change · 
to conform to the developed concepts. Another rea-
son could be the attempt on the part of those who for
mulated the biography of the B uddha to establish the · 
belief that Suddhodana, father of Siddhattha Gotama · 
was a great king and that Siddhattha Gotama himself · 
was destined to be world-ruler (cakkavattin). This 
greatly facilitated their attempt to represent Siddhattha 
Gotama's 'going forth' as a unique event of self-sacri-
fice by doing which he not only abandoned the 
luxuries of household-life but also world-rulership. 

As already pointed out it was after realising and 
reflecting much on the ills of Sa.Il)saric existence that 
Siddhattha Gotama resolved to renounce household 
life in preference to the ascetic life which was cus
tomarily held to be more conducive to the attainment 
of Enlightenment. But the later biographers were not 
only discontended with the early tradition but were 
also forced by circumstances to transform the early 
tradition giving it a more concrete form. The early 
tradition is clear in saying that Siddhattha Gotama had 
a very comfortable household life;  that he had been 
for sometime reflecting on the ills of samsaric exist
ence, and that he ' went forth' as ·a result of the great 
remorse he experienced by his ret1ection. The later 
tradition not only accepts that Siddhattha Gotama had 
a comfortable household life but greatly exaggerates 
it and suggests that he lived amidst so much of luxury 
and care that he had no apportunity of even knowing 
what disease, old-age and death meant. Obviously this 
was in direct conflict with the early tradition which 
represents him as reflecting on the ills of life such as 

• 
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disease, old-age and death. The later biographies were 
faced with the problem of bringing about a compro
mise between the two traditions, and they seem to have 
considered that the best way of getting out of this dif
ficulty is by representing Siddhattha Gotama's 'going 
forth' as an act of sudden impulsion brought about by 
his confrontation with the four 'signs' namely, disease, 
old-age, death and monk hood, in concrete form which 
was brought to his sight for the first time by the inter
vention of the deities. 

A comparatively early attempt at this transforma
tion is seen in the Mahapadana Sutta which account 
served as the proto-type of the life of Gotama Buddha 
(D. II, 12 ff). Therein it is graphically described how 
Pr.i.pce Vipassi encountered the four signs on his way 
t� 1he park on four different occasions. It is this ac
count that form the basis of the account found in the 
lmtikanidana-katha. The Jatakanidanakatha (p. 57) 

clearly states that Suddhodana after hearing from the 
eight brahmans that his son, if he saw the four signs, 
would leave the world, all precautions were taken to 
keep them off from the sight of his son. However, 
when the time for his Enlightenment approached the 
deities decided to show him the four signs. Thus, one 
day, when Siddhattha Gotama was going to the park 
the gods showed another god in the guise of a man 
worn out with old age, with broken teeth, grey hair, 
bent, with broken down body, a stick in hand and trem
bling. Seeing this unusual · figure he enquired from 
the charioteer. Having heard the charioteer's explana
tion he exclaimed 'woe to birth wherein old age ap
f- \fS to one that is born ' .  Then with his ntind agitated 
l1cfetumed to the palace cancelling his drive. When 
Suddhodana came to know about it he provided more 
at')! more luxuries to please his son and to calm him 
jown. On two other occasions the gods, in a similar 
manner, showed him a sick man and a corpse and 
Siddhattha Gotama reacted as before. Suddhodana too, 
:ook greater care to prevent his son from 'going forth' . 
\.t last the day of renunciation arrived and Siddhattha 
}otama set out to the park as before. On this day the 
�ods presented a monk for him to see. Siddhattha 
}otama inquired from the charioteer about him. The 
:harioteer being inspired by the gods praised the vir
ues of recluseship. Having heard the charioteer's 
Nords he set his heart on 'going forth' .  On that day he 
'lent to the park and after bathing sat on the royal slab 
1f state to be robed. Sakka perceiving that Siddhattha 
:Jotama would 'go forth' at mid-night commissioned 
'issakamma to appear in the guise of the royal cham
e.t ain to adorn him. After enjoying himself in the 

park he returned to the palace. On his way he received 
the news that his wife had given brith to a son. At that 

· time a �atriya maiden named Kisagotarrii seeing him, 
made a solemn utterance which set the Siddhattha 
Gotama's heart more firmly on renunciation 

At night when Siddhattha Gotama had entered his 
palace an all female orchestra began to play music. 
But he being disinterested soon lay down on bed and 
the musicians, too, then fell asleep. Later when he 
awoke he saw the female musicians sleeping in very 
disgusting attitudes. He decided to 'go forth' imrnedi- . 
ately. That was the full-moon day of Uttarasalha 
(June-July). He awoke Channa and ordered him to 
saddle his horse Kantaka. Desirous of seeing the new 
born son he entered the wife's cha.'llber and saw her 
sleeping with her hand placed on the son's head. So 
he decided not to take his son in his arms thinking that 
he might awaken the wife. 

He left the city on horse back with Channa cling
ing to the horse's tail .  The deities muffled even the 
sound of the horse's hoofs. The city gate wa� opened 
by the deity residing in it. At that moment Mara ap
peared in the air and pleaded with Siddhattha Gotama 
not to depart, assuring him that seven days hence he 
would become a world-ruler. But disregarding Mara's · 
assurance he proceeded on his journey. When he be
came desirous of seeing the city the great earth turned 
round and brought the city before him. Siddhattha 
Gotama went thirty leagues passing three kingdoms 
in one night and reached the river Anoma which 
Kanthaka crossed in one leap. Having reached the 
further bank he gave his ornaments and the horse to 
Channa and asked him to return. He, taking out the 
sword cut off b.is hair and beard. When he threw h.is 
hair into the sky Sakka appeared and accepted the hair 
in a golden casket and returned to Tavatill)sa and en
shrined it in a cetiya which came to be known as 
Cillama¢-cetiya. Thereafter the Mahabrahrna named · · 
Ghqtikara appeared and offered him the eight requi
sites of a monk. 

The Sanskrit tradition not only multiplies the inci
dents bui further exaggerates the whole event by in
troducing more miraculous happenings and bringing 
deit ies  to intervene whenever require d .  The 
Lalitavistara (chp. xiii) says that the dcties were anx
iously waiting for the time when Siddhartha would set 
his heart on renunciation and it further says that it is a 
general rule with the Buddhas residing in the ten di
rections to turn the music of the seraglio of the 
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. bodhisattva into an exhortation. Thus it contains a 
lengthy exhortation inducing Siddhartha to 'go forth' .  
In chap. XV the Lalitavistara describes how Siddhartha 
caused his father to dream about his imminent depar
ture. Suddhodana had walls erected round the city and 
placed guards at different points. Then it describes, 
more or less as found in the JiitakanidZmakathii, how 
Siddhartha encountered the four signs. However, a 
point worthy of note here is that the Lalitavistara tra
dition does not upheld the position that Siddhartha who 
had been preaching even to gods while he was yet in 
the mother's womb, was ignorant of old age etc. So it 
says though Siddhartha inquired, from the charioteer 
about the 'signs' he himself knew about them, thus 
making it appear as if he was following the custom of 
all Buddhas (Lal. p. 137). On the night on which he 
was to 'go forth' his wife Gopa, too, had numerous 
ominous dreams which he favourably interpreted. 
Siddhartha himself dreams numerous dreams and on 
waking he decides to 'go fo1th' .  Then he goes to his 
father and asks his permission to leave the household 
life. When the father discouraged him he asked for 
four boons namely freedom from birth, old-age, dis
ease and death, if he is to remain in household life. 
·when Suddhodana expressed his inability to grant 
these Siddhartha requested the father to grant him that 
he may be free from re-bit1h which boon also the fa
ther was unable to grant. Ultimately Suddhodana, fail
ing to diss.uade his son from 'going forth' ,  seems to 
have wished him success. When he returns to his pal
ace again god caused him to see the women of his 
harem sleeping in very disgusting postures. Siddhartha 
deciding to renounce household life awakened Channa 
and got the horse saddled. Channa tried to discourage 
him but failed. 

Inspite of the precaution taken by the father 
Siddhfutha 'went forth' ,  and the deities helped him in 
doing this. Siddhartha, accompanied by Channa, went 
beyond Kodya and Malia in one night and reached 
Anavaineya. There, he cut off his hair and beard, and 
handed over the horse and amaments to Channa who 
returned to the palace. A Suddhavasa deity knowing 
that Siddhartha needed robes, appeared dressed in 
robes. Siddharatha seeing him obtained the robes in 
exchange for his silk shawl. 

The Mahiivastu account too agrees with the ac
count found in the Lalitavistara. But one thing note
worthy in the Mahavastu account is that, a<; in the early 

1 .  Cf. e.g. M. III, p. 3 1 ;  A .  I, p. 1 76 
2. See Pm1castikayasara, pp. 79 ff. 

nikaya tradition, it uphold the fact that Siddhartha was 
reflecting on the ills of Sail)Saric existence even be
fore he encountered the 'four signs ' .  

An analysis of  these different traditions shows that 
underlying them is an actual happening which later 
came to be imbued with extraneous miraculous events. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

MAHABH'UI'A is a term used by most of the schools 
of Indian thought to denote five elemental substances, 
namely prthivl. (earth), ap (water), tejas (fire) viiyo (air) 
and akiis'a (space, ether). Although akiisa is reckoned 
as the fifth, it is  distinguished from the other four as a 
non-corporeal substance devoid of tactility (spars'a) 
and characterized by ubiquity (vibhu), absolute conti
nuity and infinite magnitude. Akasa is thus on par 
with such intangible subtances as kiila (time). In all --:f"' 
schools  of Buddhist thought, on the other hand, only 
four mahabhutas are recognized, namely paJhavi. 
(earth), apo (water), tejo (fire) and vayo (air). It is of 
course true that in the Pali Nikayas, akiisa is somtimes 
enumerated immediately after and apparently as co
ordinate with the above four items. But tllis does not 
mean that akiisa is the fifth mahabhuta, just as much 
as viiinana (consciousness) which is also sometimes · 

enumerated with the five items in  question is not the 
sixth mahiibhuta. 1 It may be observed here that when 
iikasa and viiiiialJ.a are mentioned along with pa_thavl., 
apo, tejo and vayo, the general designation used. to 
denote all the six items i s  dhatu. On the other hand, 
the term milhabhuta is reserved only for the last four 
items. That Jainism, too, does not recognize akiisa as 
a ma�a bh u ta · i s  shown by its  use of the term, 
"bhudacatukka", the elemental tetrad, in referring to 
the mahiibhutas. 2 • 

· The earliest  Buddhis t  definition of the four 
mahabhutas is found in the Pali Nikiiyas, where they 
are often illustrated with reference to the physical con
stituents of a living being: Pa_thavl. is that which is hard 
(kakkha_la) and rigid (kharigata), e.g. hair of the head 
or body, nails, teeth, skin, flesh, etc. APo is water or 
that which is watery (apogata), e.g. bile, phlegm, pus, 
blood, sweat, tears, etc. Tejo .is fire or heat or that 
which is fiery (tejogata), e.g. the heat in the body which 
transmutes food and drink in digestion. �yo is air or 
that which is airy (vayogata), e.g. "wind discharged 

, J 
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upwards or downwards, wind in the abdomen or belly, 
vapours that traverse the several members, inhalings 
and exhalings of breath"3 

This early Buddhist definition of the mahabhutas 
finds further elaboration in the Abhidhamma, particu
larly in its commentaries and compendiums. The 
change to be noted is that they are presented in more 
abstract terms. Pafhavl, the earth-element, is defined, 
not as that which is hard or solid (kakkh.fa), but as the 
very fact of hardness or solidity (kakkha.fatta). It is of 
course true that sometimes the earth-element is defined 
as that which has the chracteristic of hardness or so
lidity (kakkha]atta-laklchaf}a pa_thavl-dhatu). However, 
it is observed that this kind of definition is not valid 
from an ultimate point of view, because it assumes a 

.
1tity between the earth-element and the character

istic of hardness or solidity. The correct definition is 
tl1l!,-6ne that states: solidity itself is the earth-element 
(kakkha.lattaff} eva pa_thavl-dhatu).4 For this defini
tion does not assume a distinction between the char
acteristic and that which is characterized by it. The 
earth-element is also defined as that which extends or 
spreads out (pattharali ti pa_thavl). Extension is occu
pation in space: "Tri-dimensional extension gives rise 
to our idea of a solid body. As no two bodies can oc
cupy the same space at the same time, Buddhists de
rive their idea of hardness (kakkha.fatta-lakkhaf}a) from 
pa!havi, the earth-element"5 Thus · the definition of 
earth-element as the element of extension is another 
way of saying that the earth-element stands for the char
acteristic of solidity. Apo, the water-element, repre
�-"""V.ts the characteristics of liquidity (davata), viscid
--! (sineha) and cohesion or binding together 
(bandhanatta). The last refers more to its function: 
"For the water-element binds together irori, etc. in 
masses, makes them rigid. Because they are so bound, 
they are called rigid. Similarly in the case of stones, 
mountains, palm-seeds, elephant-tusks, ox-horns, etc. 
6Jl such things the water-element binds and makes 
'igid"6• Tejo, the fire-element represents the phenom
�non of heat (usuma, Uf}hatta) or caloricity. Cold is 
ecognized, not as a separate phenomenon, but as the 
elative absence of heat: "Although cold (sltata) is 

See M. I,  pp. 421 ff. 

known by the sense of touch, it is really heat (tejo ). 
The sensation of cold (s!tabuddhi) is obtained when 
the heat is less, for there is no distinct quality called 
cold. Hence it is that during the summer season when 
people having first stayed in the sun enter the shade 
they experience the sensation of cold. And when they 
stay there for a long time they experience the sensa
tion of heat"7• vayo, the air-element, stands for the 
characteristics of distension (ihambhitatta) and fluc
tuation or mobility (chambhitaua;= sam.u'dfrar/a). In 
contrast to the other three primaries; it repfe��rii's the 
more restless and dynamic aspects ofinaft-er. 

-
j • • • 

From the foregoing description of the four primary 
elements of matter it should become clear that ilie earth 
element stands for solidity and extension; the water 
element, for liquidity, viscidity and cohesion; the fire 
element, for caloricity or for all degrees of t�mpera
ture; and the air element, for distension and motion. 
The four are not the qualities or attributes .p( what is  
called bhuta-rupa, the primary matter; on th¢po�trary, 
they are its constituents. Their position in r�lation to 
one another is co-ordinate for they represent four dis
tinct forces or phenomena in the realm of matter. The 
characteristics (lakkhaf}a), functions (rasa), manifes
tation (paccupaHhima) of one are different from those 
of another. However much one primary element is 
influenced by the others, it never abandons its essen- · 
tial nature.8 What all this amounts to is that the four 
primaries are neither transmutable into one another nor 
reducible to a common ground. 

Another fundamental feature of the primary ele
ments is that they always arise and exist together 
(sahajata). None of them can exist independently of  
the other three. The nascence (uppada), ex.istence 
(thiti) and cessation (bhahga) of one do necessarily 
synchronize with those of the oth�rs9• It is precisely 
for this reason that their relatiohsQ}p is described as 
one of reciprocal co-nascence (dAfiji��lifia-sahajata). I · . ;'l , '!'".i)·� � .. -!-$l h· - ·. 
Since no primary element can cqJp'¢:'ifito ·b eing in de-· . r· r • u. ·.-� .. . �- -· - ' - -
pendently of the others, in this, s(��it�ach Is postu-

See VsmT. p. 362; cf. Ablzede pi bheda-parikappana (Abhuk. 1 56). 
A. Z. Aung, Compendium of Philosophy, p. 155, n. I. 
Asl. p. 355 (tr. from Expositor) 
ADSVJ. p. III; see also VsmT. p. 459; VsmS. V, pp. 75 ff. 
Vsm. p. 346. 
Tkp. pp. 3, 1 4. 

i 
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lated as a condi t ion by way of co-nascence 
(afiiiamanna-sahajata-paccaya) in relation to the other 
three. 10 

The Theravada commentators seek to explain the 
mutual conditionality of the mahabhutas under all 
possible combinations and permutations: 

"Taking each one beginning with 'earth' there 
are three others whose occunence is due to 
that one, thus with three due to one, their oc
cunence takes place in four ways. Likewise 
each one beginning with �earth' ,  occurs in de
pendence on the other three, thus with one due 
to three, their occunence takes place in four 
ways. But with the last two dependent on the 
first two, with the second and fourth depend
ent on the first and third, with the first and third 
dependent on the second and fourth, with the 
first and fourth dependent on the second and 
third, with the second and third dependent on 
the first and fourth, they occur in six ways with 
two elements due to two." 11 

The fundamental principle involved in the condi
tional relation by way of reciprocal co-nascence is that 
when one element arises, what is related to it, too, must 
arise simultaneously. With this as the basis, the com
mentators seek to show how each of the primary ele
ments becomes, at one and the same time, the condi
tion as well as the conditioned, in relation to the oth
ers, under all possible combinations and permutations. 

Each primary element assists the remaining three 
by performing its peculiar function: 

"The earth element which is held together by 
water, maintained by fire and distended by air 
is a condition for the other three primaries by 
acting as their foundation. The water element 
which is founded on earth, maintained by fire 
and distended by air is a condition -for the other · 
three primaries by acting as iheir cohesion. The 
fire element which is  founded on earth, held 
together by water and distended by air is a . 

1 0. Ibid. Joe. cit. 

condition for the other three primaries by act
ing as their maintaining. The air element which 
is founded on earth, held together by water and 
maintained by fire is a condition for the other 
three primaries by acting as their distension."12  

If the four primary elements are invariably co-ex
istent (niyata-sahajata) and reciprocally conditioned 
(annamanna-sahajata), it necessarily follows that they 
are positionally inseparable (padesato avinibhoga). 13  
Their positional inseparability means that they are 
present in every instance of matter. However, there is 
no quantitative (pamatJalo) difference between the four 
primary elements that enter into the compo sition of 
different material aggregates. There is as much wa
ter-element in a blazing fire as there is in wood or water. - 

It is argued that i f  there were to be a quantitative dif
ference between the primaries that enter into the co�
position of material objects, then the conclusion that 
they are i nseparab l e  w o u l d  n o t  be logi cal (na 
yujjeyya). 14 If they are present in equal proportion how 
are we to understan.d the variety and diversity of ma
terial objects? To put it differently: Since the primary 
elements are said to be cognized only by the sense of 
touch, what accounts for the diversity in tactile sensa
tions? 

The diversity, it is maintained, is not due to a dif
ference in quantity (pamatJa), but due to a difference 
in capability (samatthiya) or extrusion (ussada)Y 
Accordingly each primary element exhibits different 
degrees of intensity in different material objects. It is 
observed that although the four primary elements reach 
the avenue of the sense of touch simultaneously, yet 
tactile cognition of them does not arise at once. For 
the object of touch is detennined by one of two alter
native factors, namely, deliberate attention (iibhunjita
vasena) and extrusion (ussada-vasena). The first al
ternative is illustrated as follows: 

"When the bowl is fi lled w ith food and 
brought, one who takes up a lump and exam
ines whether it is hard or soft is considering 
only the element of extension, though there 
may be heat and mobility present. One who 

1 1 .  Path of Purification (tr. Visuddhimagga), tr. Bhlkkhu Nanamoli ,  Colombo, 1 956, p. 405. 
1 2. Ibid. p. 403 . 
1 3. Vsm. p. 38 1 ;  VsmT. p. 364; Abhvk. p. 273. 
1 4. VsmT. p. 45 1 ;  Abhvk. pp. 273 ff. 
1 5 .  VsmT. p.  45 1 ;  A bhvk. p.  273 .  
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investigates by putting the hand in hot water 
is considering only the element of heat, though 
extension and mobility are present. One who 
lets t.l-te wind beat upon the body by opening 
the window in the hot season is considering 
while the wind beats gently and softly, only 
the element of mobility, though extension and 
heat are present" . 16 

The other alternative, where deliberate attention 
is absent, i s  e x p l ai n e d  with reference to the 
extrusiveness (ussada) of one element in relation to 
the others: 

"But he who slips or knocks his head against 
) a.tree, or in e�ting bites on a stone, takes as 

· · his mental obJect only the element of exten
�sion on account of its extrusiveness, though 

where he slipped, etc. ,  heat and mobility were 
present. One treading on fire makes only the 
element o f  heat his  obj ect owing to i ts  
extrusiveness, although extension and mobil
ity are present therein. When a strong wind 
blows striking the ear as if to make one deaf, 
although extension and heat are present 
therein, the element of mobility alone is made 
the object owing to its extrusiveness" . 1 7  

I t  should be noted here that in  the above explana
tion of how the primary elements become objects of 
touch or of factile consciousness no mention is made 
of the water-element (apo-dhatu). The reason for this 
)hat according to the Theravada Abhidhamma only 

llie other three primary elements are cognized by the 
sense of touch. Why the water element is excluded 
ftibm the tangible is partly explained by what was ob
served earlier on the position of cold in relation to the 
primary elements. Unlike the S arvastivadins the 
Theravadins do not associate cold as a characteristic 
of the water element. For the latter, cold is not a phe
nomenon distinct from, but is only the relative absence 
of heat. According to the Theravadins, therefore, both 
cold and heat, in other words, all degrees of tempera
ture, are represented by, and therefore testify to the 
presence of, the fire element. The water element, as 
stated above, is representative of bandhanatta, the fact 
of 'binding together' or cohesion and dravata, fluid-

16 .  £r:positor, p.  434 (DhsA. pp. 333-4). 
17 .  Ibid. Joe. cit. 
18. Cpd. p. 1 55; n. 6. 
�· See e.g. Dhs. p. 1 79.  
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ity. But these are not felt by the sense of touch. "When 
one puts his hand into cold water, the sofness of water 
felt  is not apo (water eJement), but pa_thavi (earth ele
ment); the cold felt  is not apo (water element) but tejo 
(fire element); the pressure felt is not apo (water ele
ment) but vayo (air element)"18 .  Its cohesion and flu
idity, whatever be their degree of intensity and capa
bility, are not felt by the sense of touch. Hence the 
water element is excluded from the sphere of the tan
gible (pho.t.thabbayatana) and is included among the 
objects of mind (dhammayatana). 19 This means that i t  
cannot be known by any of the senses other than the 
mind. It is known by a process of inference. 

In conclusion it may be observed here that the 
mahabhutas are assigned a comparati vely primary 
position in the Buddhist conception of the material 
world. For instance, what the S�ya considers as 
mahabhutas are not the ultimate irreducible constitu
ents of matter, for they are evolved immediately from 
the tanmatras and ultimately from prakrti, i .e .  the 

. uncaused first cause of the world or non-sel{ Accord-· 
ing to Vedanta the mahabhutas are produced from 
suk�ma-bhutas, a species of subtle matter. For J ainism 
the ultimate constituents of puggala (matter) are not 
the four e l ements (dhiidu-catukka) but t h e  
homogenious atoms. The latter are the essential causes 
of the former. The Nyaya-Vaise�ika postulates four 
kinds of atoms-.. corresponding to the four elemental 
substances, namely earth, water, fire, and air. This may 
be described as an attempt to reconcile the older theory 
of the mahabhutas with the later atomic theory. 

In Buddhism, unlike in many other systems of In
dian thought, the mahabhutas are assigned a primary 
position in the sense that they are recognized as the 
ultimate irreducible data of material existence. It is of 
course true that a given instance of matter consists of 
not only the four mahabhutas but also of a set of upada
rupas (secondary material elements), such as colour 
(vaf!.'!a), odour (gandha), savour (rasa) and the nutri
tive quality of matter (ahara-rupa, oja). But these so 
called upada-rupas, as conceived in Buddhism, are 
always dependent on, and therefore secondary to, the 
mahabhutas. Even with the development of the theory 
of rupa-kalapa, i.e. the Theravada version of atomism, 
the mahabhutas did not come to be reduced to a sec-
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ondary position. For even in the smallest unit of mat
ter called rupa-kafapa (parama�JU=atom), all the four 
mahilbhutas are present. Although the mahabhutas 
are postulated as the ultimate (primary) elements of 
matter, this does not mean that they are uncaused, ever
perduring elemental substances. They, too, come un
der the laws of phenomenal (sahkhata) existence: They 
are brought about by conditions (sappaccaya), devoid 
of any abiding essence (asara) and are of momentary 
duration (kha1.zika). 

Y. Karunadasa 

MAHABODHI, the tree in the shade of which 
Siddhattha Gotama attained sammasambodhi or su
preme Enlightement i s  popularly known as the 
Mahabodhi. The location of this tree is Buddhagaya 
(Bodhgaya) in India. According to Buddhist litera
ture this tree was on the banks .of the river Neranjara 
in the province of Uruvela. At present Buddhagaya 
(Bodhagaya) is a thriving village in the state of Bihar 
bounded on the north by Haripur, on the east by 
Mastipur Dhondora and Turi, on the South by Rampur 
and on the west by the river Lilajan (ancient Neranjara). 
According to Pali sources this tree belongs to the 
assattha (Skt. As'vattha) fam i ly of trees 
(sammasambuddho assatthassa mule abhisambuddho 
D. II, p. 4). It is rendered into English as the 'holy fig
tree' or Ficus Religiosa. See PLATE XLIV. 

Very little detail of this Bodhi tree is found in the 
Canon. The Vinaya Mahavagga (Vin.  1 ,  p. 1 )  records 
that once the Buddha, the Blessed one, was staying at 
Uruvela on the banks of the river Neranjara, soon af
ter attaining Enlightenment. It is said that the Buddha 
spent seven days in the seated posture at the foot of 
the Bodhi tree enjoying the bliss of emancipation. 

Tena kho pana samayena buddha bhagavii 
uruvelaya"J viharati najja 

· 

neranjaraya fire pa_thamabhisambuddho, atha kho 
bhagava bodhirukkhamule 
sattahan.z ekapallaitkena nisldi vimuttisukha
pafissa11Jvedi (Vin. 1 .  p.  1 ). 

The above reference may be the only reference to 
the Bodhi tree found in the older strata of the Canon. 
Though the Mahiiparinibbiina sutta of the Dlgha 
Nikaya, includes the site of the Buddha's attainment 
of Sambodhi as one of the four places a devout Bud-

dhist should visit, there is no mention thereof the Bodhi 
tree under which the Buddha attained enlightenment. 
Apparently the emphasis was on the site and not on 
the Bodhi tree: 

1dha tathiigato anuttaram Sambodhiff! 

abhisambuddhoti saddhassa kulap uttassa 
dassanlyam sa11Jvejan1ya11J _thZlna11J (D. II, p. 141 ). 

It is clear from this reference that the Bodhi tree 
did not receive the attention or veneration during the 
period of the formation of the older strata of the Canon, 
as it received subsequently. It is also interesting to 
note that the report that the Buddha, with motionless 
eyes gazed at the Bodhi tree for seven days as a mark 
of gratitude, is not found in the Vinaya Mahavagga, 
but i s  found only i n  the Vin aya Commentary 
Samantapasadika ( . . . _. uttara disZlbhage .thatva cattiiri"
asan kheyyan i  kappasatasahassena upacitii�am 
param1na11J phaladhigamana.f!hZlnaiiJ pallahkafic� 
bodhirukkhafica animisehi akkhzhi olokayamano 
sattafza11J v!tinamesi (VinA. IV, p. 957). 

The other reference to the Bodhi tree is found in 
the Jiitaka commentary with regard to the Kalinga 
Bodhi Jataka (J. IV. 288 ff). According to its story of 
the present (avidure nidana) the incident in connec
tion of which the Buddha happened to relate the Jataka 
proper was as follows: when the Buddha was away 
from Jetavanarama on his usual preaching rounds, the 
devotees who came to see the B uddha at the 
Jetavanarama were disappointed not to see him there, 
and discarded the offerings, such as flowers , they 
brought with them for the Buddha. Yen. Ananda thera 
reported the matter to the Buddha and proposed that a 
seed from the G reat B odhi tree be planted at 
Jetavanarama so that the devotees could honour the 
Bodhi tree in lieu of the Buddha. Further the Buddha 
is supposed to have declared: "It will be like my per
manent presence at the Jetavanarama, · (Evam sante 
jetavane mama nibadda vaso viya bhavissa!lti - J. IV, 
228). Accordingly Yen. Mahamoggallana thera went 
to the Bodhimm.uj.a by· air and collected a fruit from 
the Bodhi tree before the seed fell on the ground. It 
was planted by Anathapi��ika (q. v) at the entrance to 
Jetavanarama. On the invitation of Yen. Ananda thera 
the Buddha spent a whole night in the site, engaged in 
a trance (ekarattin.1 samapatti sukhena tarrJ paribuiiji 
(ibid). However no detail of the condition of the 
Mahabodhi, the parent tree, is found at this instance, 
too. No doubt it was thriving unharmed at the time. 

. J 
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There is no record of the Buddha visiting the Bodhi 
tree after leaving it, having attained Enlightenment, 
although there are several references (A. IV, 302; S. 
IV, 19) to the effect that the Buddha was residing in 
Gaya at Gayasisa; but in such references, too there is 
no mention of the Bodhi tree. 

Since then, there is no mention of the Bodhi tree 
till we come to the reign of Emperor Asoka in the 3'd 

century B. C. Apparently one of the first acts of Asoka, 
no sooner he embraced Buddhism was to undertake a 
pilgrimage to the sacred places connected with the life 
of the Buddha. As recorded in his rock Edict No. VIII, 
Asoka visited the Bodhi tree 10 years after his conse

-"\ation (Barna, B .  M. Inscriptions of Asoka, Univer
_ _,Jy of Calcutta 1 943 p. 1 86). It has _to be noted that 
the inscription refers to a Sambodhi instead of to a 

ababodhi. Though Asoka has established monoliths 
with inscriptions at the sites such as Lumbini, the birth
place of the Buddha, no such pillar has been surfaced 
yet at the Bodhi M��a. But a carving at Bhamt pro
vides a clue in this connection. There are two carv
ings at Bharhut, one representing a scene of worship 
of the Bodhi tree and the other that of an offshoot or 
descendant of the same, in both of which the Bodhi 
tree is. confronted by an apparently Asokan monolith 
surmounted by a standing figure of an elephant. Both 
stone pillars are placed in the north east side of the 
tree and at a short distance. It is possible that these 
Bas-Reliefs represent the Asokan pillar adorned with 
a standing figure of an elephant on top that once marked )e sacred spot of Enlightenment, lost or to be sur

· }aced in futrue. (Barna B .  M. Gaya & Buddha Gaya ._ Calcutta 1 93 1  p. 9, ft) . 
..,...... . 

The next reference to the Mahabodhi is found in 
the Mahavan:zsa in ch. xviii (The Mahabodhivamsa p. 
148 ff. and the Samantapasadika, VinA . I ,  p. 93 ff. as 
well) in connection with the establishment of its south
em branch in the island of Sri Lanka. On receipt of 
the request from king Devanampiyatissa king Asoka 
proceeded to the Mahabodhi at (Gaya) accompanied 
by h\s four-fold army. The distance from the capital 
Pa_taliputta is given as seven yojanas. The Mahavan.1Sa 
describes how the southern branch of the Mahabodhi 
severed of i ts own as per a Resolution of Will  
(adi_tfhanan.z) of the Buddha (made earlier) and estab
lished itself in the golden vase. According to the 
Mahavan:zsa report, the establishment of the Bodhi 
sapling in the Mahameghavana Park was in the l 81h 

rear of Asoka's reign. 

Aphiirasamhi vassamhi Dhammiisokassa riijino 
Mahiimeghavaniiriime Mahabodhi pati_�thahi 
(Mhv. Ch. xx, verse 1 )  

The Mahiivar�J.Sa does not provide any detail of 
the parent tree and the attention is focused on the newly 
reared Bodhi sapling intended for Lanka. 

The Mahabodhi is appearing in the scene again in 
ch. xx of the Mahavan:zsa, this time of course not with 
pleasant news. It is the destmction of the Bodhi tree at 
the hands of Tissarakkha the chief queen of King 
A s oka, who succeeded h i s  former chief queen 
Asandirnitta. The MahavaJ11sa related the incident thus: 

Tato tu tatiye vasse sa bala rupamaninl. 
Maya pi ca ayan:z raja mahabodhin:z mamayati 

Iti kodhavasan:z gantva attano natthakarikii 
Mar;.cjukar;._thakayogena mahabaodhin:z aghatayi 

After the lapse of three years (after Tissatakkha 
was made the chief queen) she, the foolish woman 
proud of her beauty overcome by vengeance killed the 
Mahabodhi employing "mar;.cjuka thorns " (Mhv. ch. 
XX 4-5). 

Neither the Dipavan:zsa nor the Mahabodhivan:zsa 
nor the Samantapasadika were aware of this incident. 
The Mahavan:zsa record is the only record of the south
em school to this effect. But there are several records 
of the northern school of Buddhism; which recount 
this tragedy. 

Among the records of the northern school, the 
Divyiivadana, the last of the Avadanas which contain 
Asokavadcma, Kunalavadana etc. provide more infor
mation as regards the reported destruction of the 
Mahabodhi at the h ands of Tis 'yarakkhita, (Pali 
Tissarakkha), the second chief queen of Asoka. As 
the story runs, i t  occurred to Tisyarakkhita "This king 
enjoys sensual pleasures with me, but sends jewels of 
special quality to the Bodhi Tree". Accordingly she 
sought the assistance of M atahgi, an outcaste woman, 
to destroy the Bodhi. She tied a spelled thread arour.d 
the bodhi, as a result of which the bod hi tree was with
ering. On hearing of this news the king is repoljted to 
have fainted. After regaining consciousness the king 
threatened that he himself would die if the Bodhi tree 
died. The queen Tisyarakkha's effort to console the 
king failed. Ho'wever the queen realizing that the life 
of the king was in danger is said to have revived the 
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Sodhi tree with the help of Matahgi herself who caused 
the damage (Divyiivadiina, ed. Vaidya, Darbhanga 
1958 p. 254 f.). 

The records of the Chinese travellers such as Fa
hien and Hieun Tsang, too, are relevant to the subject. 
According to Fa-bien who visited the Mahabodhi in 
the 5th century A. C. the Sodhi was destroyed by a queen 
of Asoka, but does not give her name. According to 
his report the queen hired men to cut down the tree. 
But miraculously Asoka was successful to restore the 
Sodhi to its original state by resolving not to rise up, 
until the tree returned to its original state (Giles Trav
els of Fa-hien Records of the Western World, Cam
bridge 1 923 p. 58). 

Hieun-Tsang has a different story to tell in that 
connection, according to which the Bodhi tree was de
stroyed by Asoka himself. According to that report 
Asoka was wicked at the beginning and got the Sodhi 
tree cut and burnt it in a sacrificial fire by a Brahmin: 
"Scarcely had the smoke cleared away, when lo! a 
double tree burst forth from the fl aming fire . . . . .  
Asokaraja seeing the miracle repented about his crime. 
He bathed the roots with perfumed milk to fertilize 
them. When lo ! in the morning of the next day the 
tree sprang up to its original state. The king seeing the 
miraculous portent was overpowered with deep emo
tion and himself offered religious gifts to the Sodhi 
tree and was so overjoyed that he forgot to return (to 
the palace). The queen who was an adhere·nt of her
etics sent a messenger secretly, who after the first watch 
of the night, cut it down once more. Asokaraja in the 
morning coming again to worship at the tree, seeing 
only the mutilated trunk was filled with exceeding 
grief. With utmost sincerity he prayed as he wor
shipped, he bathed the roots with perfumed milk and 
in less than one day the tree wa restored. (Samuel 
Beal Si-yu-ki Buddhist Records of the Western World 
part ii London ( 1884 p. 1 17 f.). 

Hieun-Tsang's account differs from the rest of the 
accounts and does not occur in any other literary 
source. It is unique in that, it is the first occasion that 
record that Asoka himself destroyed the Sodhi tree, 
before his conversion to Buddhism. ''It is described 
as the most incredible of the stories pertaining to the 
coversion of Asoka to B uddhism, a local legend with 
no historical .truth. If, at all, it reflects possibly the memory of the destruction of the Sodhi tree by 
Tissarakkha alias Tisyarakkhita during the closing 
years of the Emperor's reign (Ananda W. P. Guruge, 

Asoka A Definitive Biography. Centr · �....-ultural Fund, 
Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Color11?c .Sri Lanka 1 993 

p. 93 & 37 1) .  ..: 
The comparison of the SoutheTQ,· a · Northern tra

ditions shows that, according to the f,· · ::mer the Sodhi 
tree was destroyed, but according to ., he latter it was 
only an attempted destruction and ·th· Sodhi tree re
vived the attempt. But there is a co · 1 mon factor in 
both reports, namely the second q�·ee ' of Asoka was 
involved in the plot. There appears. t be a historical 
kernel of the recorded destruction the attempted 
destruction of the Sodhi tree and As ·:1 ' s  queen' s  in-
volvement in the issue. 

According to the southern tr�dit : ·ln Tissarakkha 
was successful in killing the Bodh(_t.J. · e . There is no 
record of recovery or another bodh'i l ::- ing planted in 
its place, while the northern traditic 1 .  says that th� '""f 
Sodhi tree did not die completely, it · z,s revived and 
continued to exist. 

However Asoka's contribution f�r . �e development 
of the M ahabodhi temple as well ·as 10pularising of 
the Bodhi Cult (Bodhi Worship) looks · . 1bstantial. The · 
Worship ·  of the Bcdlii tree which pr vail up-to-date . 
among the Buddhists all over the wm J was popular" 
ised from the time of Asoka. He is sa L to have had an 
immense love for the Bodhi tree appa ;ntly which ul
timately brought about the destructi · ·1 of the Sodhi 
tree. See PLATE XLV. 

The Sodhi tree seems to have s . ffered another 
destruction at the hands of Sasahka� � S aiva king of - · J 
G andhar ( B en g a l ) ,  the p o w erful r i v al o f  king 
Raj awardana of Kanauj . As Hien· rsang records ·-/ . 
S�anka raj a a believer of heresy slr ciered the reli- \ 
gion of the Buddha, and through eln destroyed the 
converts and cut down the Bodhi tr�e . J igging it up to 
the very spring of the earth. But h{d . .J not get to the 
bottom of its roots. Then he bum� \t ·nd sprinkled it 
with the juice of sugar cane, desiring 1 destroy it en
tirely. Sasanka is said to have met .v th tragic death 
after the incident. Some months atle . •!ards the King 
of Magadha by name Pumavarma .(P· - La-na-fa-mo), 
the last of the l ine of Asoka raja, h�·a · ·ng of it sighed 
and said, "the sun of wisdom havinf . �t. nothing is 
left, but the tree of wisdom of the ·P . . tddha and thus 
they have destroyed that, too. WJ.iat source of spir-
itual life is there left now? He then· c ..tst his body on 
the ground overcome with pity, then vith milk of a 
thousand cows he bathed the roots of , 1e tree, and in a ---
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night the Bodhi tree revived and grew to the height of 
ten feet. (Samuel Beal, Si-yu-ka Buddhist Records of 
the Western World London 1 884-p. 1 8 8). 

But Rajendra Lala Mitra in "The Hermitage of 
Sakyamuni - (Bengal Secretariat Press 1 87 8 p. 99) says 
that he had not come across that destruction of the 
Bodhi tree by S�anka in any Buddhist Sanskrit manu
script collected by Hodgson in Nepal. Cunningham 
gives the date of the destruction as 6 1 0 A. C. 

As regards the Bodhi tree supposed to have been 
reared by king Purnavarma, Barua observes, "we are 
completely in the dark as to what happened to the tree 
re¥ed by Pumavarma. It is certain that the present 

� · .! is one of recent growth. There may be some truth 
in the following observation of Cunningham concem
i1'l%' the duration of the tree associated with King 
Purnavarma. 

"It seems to have been during the latter end of the 
?Ill century A. C. after the death of Harshawardhana . . . .  
If  i t  escaped during the following century 700-800 A.  
C.  the tree planted by Purnavarma may have lasted 
down to the time of the dynasty of Pa1a kings, which 
began about 8 1 3  A. C. After this it was safe until the 
time of the Muhamadan invasion under B akhtiyar 
Khalgi in A. C. 1 20 1 .  As the Muslims spared the fa
mous tree at Peshawar it is probable that the Mahabodhi 
tree was left untouched." (Cunningham Mahabodhi 
p. 3 1- Barna B. M. Gaya and Buddhagaya Calcutta, 
1
.
} 1 p. 4 ff) 

Two pieces of an old pipal tree discovered by 
�unningham in the course of his excavations of the 
holy site of Bodh Gaya Temple are 9 112 inches and 4 
112 inches in length. He presumes that those fragments .. ' 
were part of the tree cut down by Sasanka about 6 1 0-
620 A. C. (Cunningham lac. cit. p. 3). 

On the question of the number of predecessors of 
the present Bodhi tree at Bodh Gay a, Barua notes, "Pre
cisely how many predecessors of the present tree took 
in succession the place of Bo reared up by King 
Pumavarma, is a matter beyond our knowledge. The 
present tree leaped into its proud position by the year 
1 876 which witnessed the death of its immediate pred
ecessor." (Barna, B. lac. Cit. p. 5). 

Dr. Buchanan - Hamilton who visited Bodh Gaya 
in 1 809 and submitted his report to the transactions of 
t e. Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain & Ireland 

found the tree "in full vigour" and thought that in al l 
probability the tree could not have exceeded 1 00  years 
in life" (Martin, Eastern India Vol.  1 p. 76). 

In 1 86 1  Cunningham said: "the celebrated Bodhi 
tree still exists, but very much decayed. One large 
stem, with three branches to the westward, are still 
green, but the other branches are bark less and rotten .  
The green branch perhaps belongs t o  some other 
younger tree as there are numerous stems of appar
ently different trees clustered together" (Archaeologi
cal Survey reports Vol. I, p . 5). In 1 863 the tree ap- · 

peared to me "decayed and dying and scarcely two 
hundred years old". The trunk was then leaning to
wards the west, and bore two green branches and the 
stumps of three or four dead ones. In 1 876 the tree 
was dead and knocked down by a storm and its place 
has now been filled by a seedling about 3 ft. high. 
(Mitra, Raj endra Lala BuddhaGaya-Hermitage of 
Sakyamuni, Bengal Secretariat' Press 1 878 p. 99). On 
the successive Bodhi trees at the s ite of Enlightenment 
and its continuity despite a n�ber of attempts to de
stroy it, Barna sums up " The ,Bo tree of Sakyamuni 
appear to have an eventful history of its own. It goes 
without saying that it could not have maintained its 
identity save and except through a number of deaths, 
revivals, and preserved its line and extended its do
main save and except through grafts and seeds. It is  
difficult to  say precisely how many times i t  died and 
revived" (Barua, lac cit p. 3). As B arua (lac cit p. 8)  
correctly presumes the bodhi would have remained in 
its natural condition along with its environment till the 
end of the reign of king Blndusara, father of Asoka or 
even up to Asoka's first pilgrimage to the Bodhi tree 
which h�;und�rtook in the 1Qtl' year of his consecra
tion as re�tded in his 8th rock edict. Human interfer
ence with. th�:Bodhi tree and its natural environment, 
no doubi>cdnunenced after Asoka who commenced 
buildin� activities at the site for the first time, though 
no definite archaeological evidence of his construc
tions are yet discovered. However Bharut Bas� reliefs 
(Circa 1 50 R C.) which depict the Bodhi tree with the 
Vajrasana (Diamond Throne) in front, adorned with 
umbrellas, and garlands sheltered by a Pillared Hall 
while close by stands one of his famed monoliths in
cluding a sand stone railing around the Bodhi tree with 
a Yaksha Gateway on the east, are thought to be por
traying the earliest simple constructions that were 
added. With this simple begining, in the course of 
t ime numerous buildings such as monasteri e s  
(Sangharamas), stupas high wa11s, towers, ponds 
being added, formed the extensive Mahabodhi 

·?--
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monastery complex. The Mahabodhi temple appears 
to have been a popular place of worship as well as an 
important centre of Buddhist activities in Indi a from 
the very beginning. According to the Mahavamsa (ch. 
xxix 4 1 )  a delegation of 30,000 monks headed by 
Arahant Cittagutta represented the Mahabodhi temple 
in India, at the ceremony of the laying of the founda
tion for the Maha thupa (q.v) by Du.t.thagamini in the 
2"d century B. C. Numerous inscriptions, belonging to 

- different periods discovered at the site testify to the 
enthusiasm shown by devotees for a period of 1200 

years in constructing, repairing, restoring, adoming, 
enhancing various buildings at the foot of the 
Mahabodhi.  In addition to the inscriptions, Chinese 
pilgrims such as Fa hi en who visited the Bodhi tree in 
409 A. C. and Hieun tsang in the 7111 century A.  C. have 
recorded the condition of the Mahabodhi at the time 
of their visit which are useful for the student who ex
plore the Mahabodhi. 

When the sacred shrine at Both Gaya came to be 
called Mahabodhi is not certain.  In his inscription Rock 
Edict No. viii Asoka called it 'Sambodhi ' .  Fa hien 
who visited it in 409 A. C. does not call it by that name. 
However Hieum Tsang who visited the place in 637 

A. C. calls it the Mahabodhi. Thereafter several in
scriptions found at Bodh Gaya had used the name, last 
of which is belonging to the 1 4th century A. C. Neither 
the term Buddha Gay a and the present Bodh Gaya were 
found in the early texts. Instead it was refened to as 
Bodhi maJ)�ala, Gaya, or Gayasisa. 

The origin of the present Mahabodhi temple goes 
back to the period of the Kushana dynasty. Appar
ently it has been build over the ruins of Asoka's tem
ple in the 2"d century A. C. by Kushana kings. The 
discovery of, gold coins belonging to the period of 
Huviska, the second Kushana king after Kanishka, 
among the relics deposited in front of the Vajrasana 
le� to the above conclusion. Moreover Indo-Sythian 
and Gupta inscriptions at the site also record the con
struction of the great Mahabodhi temple in the reign 
of Huviska. 

King Siri Megha Vanna of Sri Lanka is said to have 
sent bhikkhus to India to King San-Maon-Tao-co-kiu
to, that is Samudragupta, requesting him to provide 
shelter there for the Sinhalese monks, who were on 
pilgrimage to the Sacred tree at Bodh-Gaya (Adikaram 
E. W. - Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon Colombo 
1 946, p. 1 40). "Hieum tsang does not give the name 
of the Sinhala king who built the Sangharama at the 

Mahabodhi. The king is identified as Meghavanna with 
the help of the Chinese historian Wang" (B arua loc cit 
p. 38). An inscription at the site testifies to the exist
ence of a Sihala Sangharama at the Mahabodhi. The 
building it described as having three lofty towers and 
sunounded by a wall of 30-40 ft. high. In 409 A. C.  
Fa-Hian saw three monasteries including the one put 
up by the Sihala king. He further records that monks 
of the said monasteries observed the disciplinary rules 
strictly. There is also a record of some additions ef
fected to the Mahabodhi temple by the Burmese in 
450 A. C.  

As already mentioned the Bodhi tree was cut down 
and burnt by king S�s'<mka of Bengal around 600 A - "' 
C. But later king Purnavarma is reported to have re- __, 
stored th� Bo�hi tree and put up

. 
a wal� 24 feet high., !f 

prevent It bemg cut down agam. H1eun tsang who 
visited the Mahabodhi in the 7111 century A. C. saw a 
fully developed Mahabodhi premises perhaps the peak 
of its development. He saw 2 1  stupas, 6 monasteries -
including that of Lanka which had more than 1000 

monks and three ponds named Buddha, Sakra and 
Mucalinda. He has made a special reference to Animisa 
stupa, Ratna Cankamana stupa, Ratnagruha stupa, 
Ajapala stupa, Mucalinda stupa and Rajayatana stupa 
built on the spots associated with the Buddha during 
the first seven weeks immediately after the attainment 
of enlightenment. It is clear from the description that 
by that time the premises was dotted with buildings 
and stupas. 

From Hieun Tsang's visit in the 7th century till about 
the 1 1 th century A. C. apparently no major repairs were 
undertaken, except for some minor repairs effected by 
Mahipala of the well known Pilla dynasty of Bengal in _ 
1 0 1 0  A.C. In 1 080 A. C. extensive repairs have been 
carri ed out  in  the reign of  the B urmese King 
Dharmarajaguna. The last of the Indian Buddhist kings 
who carried out repairs to the Mahabodhi temple was 
Raja Asoka Balla of Sapadalaksha (Siwalik hil1s) in 
Punjab. As seen from one of his inscriptions at the 
time of his visit to the Mahabodhi in  1 1 57 A. C. vener
able monks from Lanka were in charge of conducting 
Buddha puja at the Mahabodhi. After king Asoka Balla 
it was the Burmese King Letyaminam who carried out 
extensive repairs to the Ma,habodhi temple (Harvery 
S .  HisfOI}' of Burma p. 46). The Burmese inscription 
at the Mahabodhi temple testifies to the Burmese ./" 
repairs (Cunningham, Mahabodhi p. 46) . 
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In addition to the repairs and improvements above 
discussed there are many more names of donors in
scribed in the pil lars, railings and railing bars whose 
services should not be underestimated. 

The name of a noble lady Kurangi is found in
scribed as the donor of the 15 surviving pill ars of the 
sandstone railing. She is identified as the wife of king 
Kausikiputra Indragnimitra who probably belonged to 
a Neo Mitra dynasty. No doubt Kurangi should be
long to an early stage of development of the Mahabodhi 
temple. Barna (loc cit p. 17) seems to think that the 
suryiving old sand stone railing, the old diamond 
throne, and the jewel walk were added mainly by her 
munificence. According to Barna (lac cit) Cunningham 

. � ) made a serious mistake apparently misled b�
. 
the te

� - · port of Hieum Tsang, calling the above rmhngs as 
Asoka railings, because Kurangi's name is found ir:

/ scribed clearly. 

Sirima (Srimathi) is appea..ing as the female do
nor of one of the surviving pillars. Her name is also 
appearing as a co-donor of two surviving pillars, along 
with Kurangi. Name of Nagadevi is inscribed as a 
donor of a Yaksa Pillar in the old sand stone railing. 
She was the wife of King Brahmmnitra. Amogha is 
recorded as a donor of the surviving rail bars of the 
old sand stone railing. Bodhirakshita of Tarnraparni 
(sometimes island of Lanka) is mentioned as the do
nor of the rail bar of the old sand stone railing. An 
inmate of tbe Vinayadharas monastery is recorded as 
having installed two Buddha images and an image of ) a Bodhisatva during the reign of king Tirikamala, pos

. sibly 142 A. C. 

Mahanama II, the author of a lengthy Sanskrit in
scription (248 A. C.) who traces his pedigree to Maha 
Kasyapa who was entrusted with preserving the 
Samyutta Nikiiya installed an image of the Buddha in 
a temple erected at the holy site. He is from Arnradipa 
(Mango Island) a member of the royal fa..'Tlily of Lanka. 
Cunningham tries to identify him as the author of the 
Mahiivamsa (Cunningham loc cit p 60). Dharmagupta 
and D a�s htras ena two B u ddhi s t  monks from 
Tishyarnrtirtha in  Lanka jointly installed an image of 
the Buddha, Dharmadasa a Buddhist monk from Lanka 
dedicated an image of the B uddha. Bodhisena a pil
grim from Dattagalla in Lanka also installed an image 
of the Buddha. 

Prakhyatakirti an illustrious bhikkhu from Lanka 
visited the Mahabodhi in the 7'h or 8'h century, and prob
abl y  erected a temple adjoining the Bodhi tree and the 

diamond throne. He also got the temple whi tewashed 
providing 250 Dinaras and also provided for burning 
ghee lamps. Udayasiri accompanied Prakhyata!Urti and 
came to the M ahabodhi with his wife and son and in
stal led an i mage of the Buddha. Purnabadra, a Bud
dhist k ing from S i nd erected a gandhaku_ti for the in- • 
stal l ation of Buddha images. Tunga, a B uddhist king 
from Rashtrakuta family also erected a gandhaku_ti. 

The above are a few among the many who con
tributed for the devel opment o f  the Mahabodhi tem
ple, whose names are inscribed in the pillars and rail
ings at the s i te.  This shows how popul ar was the tem
ple among the Buddhists all over the world, at the time . . 
It is i n teresting to note that there were kings,  queens, 
princes, monks, as wel l  as ordinary people, among · 

those who developed the temple .  
· 

There are several from Sri Lanka whose contribu
tions are recorded at the site. The commentaries as 
w e l l as t h e  treat i s e s  s u c h  a s  Rasavii h in'i 
SahassavatthupakaraJ_za Lokappadipakasiira record a · 
very large number of Sri Lankans visiting Jambudipa 
to worship at the Mahabodhi. I t  is the very reason that 
Kittisiri Meghavanna provided a sanghiiriima for Sri . 
Lankan monks at the Mahabodhi temple. 

· 

The dark era of the Mahabodhi dawned with the. 
Muslim i nvasion of India in the 13 'h century. The ar
mies of B hatiyar Khilgii sacked Bihar in 1 201  A. C. 
and destroyed Nalanda, Odantapuri etc. and slaugh
tered B uddhist monks in an unprecedented scale. The 
majori ty of the population fled from Gaya. When 
Dharmas w a m i n  the Ti b e tan pi lgrim vis ited the 
Mahiibodhi in 1 234 A. C. the place was deserted, and 
only four monks remained. They, too, fled the fol low
ing day. Soon after the visit  of Dharmaswamin the 
Mahabodhi temple went into obl i v ion .  The only 
glimpse of the M ahabodhi temple during the dark era · 

was a grant of a vi l lage to a Sri Lankan monk named 
Mangal asamy for the maintenance of the temple, done 
by a local k ing Amarsing and some repairs to the tem

ple by a Burmese m ission at the close of the 15'" ceo:. · 

tury. 

In 1 590 Gosai n  Giri , 2. Hindu M ahant. established 

his mahant at Bodh Gaya. The mahant, though he 
clai med the ownership of the temple, did not take s 
to mai ntain or repair the temple. When Sir 
Arnold (author of the Light of Asia) visited Bodh 
in 1 885  it was in a very pathetic condition, and 

l ished his  report in the Daily Telegraph, London 
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1 893 divulging the sorry state of the Buddha Gay a tem
ple to the world. In the meantime king Mindom Min 
of Burma had initiated some repairs in 1 875. By 1880 
the repairs had not made much progress. At this junc
ture the Colonial Government of India, having under-· 
stood the importance of the shrine, intervened and 
undertook the repairs. The project was entrusted to 
the engineer J. D. Belglar under the supervision of 
general Cunningham and Dr. Rajendra Lala Mitra. A 
stone model of the shrine discovered among the ruins 
helped to determine the correct design, as it existed in 
the mediaeval times. The repairs were successfully 
completed. The Maha Bodhi Temple as it stands now 
is approximately 1 60 ft. high and consists of a straight 
edged pyramidal tower surmounted by the stupa. The 
four sides of the tower have several tiers of niches. At · 
the base of the tower rises a turret at each of the four 
corners, each a replica of the main spine. 

Anagarika Dharmapala, the celebrated Buddhist 
revivalist of Sri Lanka launched a movement to get 
back Buddha Gay a for the Buddhists and founded the 
Buddha Gay a Mahabodhi Society in 1 89 1 .  He sought 
the assistance of law against the Mahant. However 
the legal battle continued till India gained independ
ence from the British in 1 947. After independence the 
State Government of Bihar enacted "Buddha Gaya 
Temple Management AcC .in 1 94 9 providing for a man
agement committee comprising of four Buddhists, four 
Hindus with the Collector of Gaya as the Chaitman. 
The Buddha Gaya Management Committee was set 
up and the management and the control of temple land 
and other property was vested with the committee in 
1952. The committee is managing the temple up to 
date. 
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K. Arunasiri 

MAHABODHI, SRI. The southern branch of the 
Great Bodhi Tree at Gaya in India, under which the 
Buddha attained Enlightemnent, which was brought 
by the Theri Sanghamitta to Sri Lanka and was planted 
in the Mahameghavana Park in Anuradhapura, in the 
3'd century B .C., is reckoned as the oldest surviving 
historical tree in the world. Though the particular va
riety of trees is generally known as "Asvattha " (Skt. 
Asvatta) and botanically (Ficus Religiosa) Buddhists 
call it the Sodhi, by reason of the Buddha's attainment 
of Enlightement (bodhi) under its shade. As a result 
of the continuous usage of the word Sodhi for a period 
over 2500 years, the term 'asvattha' has gone into ob
livion, and the Buddhists as well as others refer to this 
tree as the ''Bodhi Tree". The Bodhi tree at the 
Mahameghavana Park is popularly known as the Sri 
Maha Bodhi or the Maha Bodhi. The Mahiibodhiva11Jsa 
Granthi Padavivara/.wya, analyses the above terms 
thus: "Bodhi means wisdom that understands the Four 
Noble Truths. The tree, which assisted the Buddha 
(by providing shade) to achieve wisdom (bodhi), is 
also called Bodhi". The term Maha is explained as 
having two meanings i.e. sacred or great. Thus Maha 
bodhi means 'sacred bodhi ' as well as 'great bodhi' .  
Sri Maha Bodhi i s  explained as the 'resplendent Maha 
bodhi. ' It is said that, as the rays of six colors ema
nates from the bodhi, as in the case of the Buddha's 
body, the bodhi is called Sri Maha Bodhi. Explaining 
the term Jaya Siri Maha Sodhi, it is said that the the 

) 

j J l . 
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tree under which the Buddha was victorious having 
vanquished the Evil One (Mara) is called Jaya Siri 
Mahiibodhi. 1 See PLATE XLVI. 

In  Sri Lanka Sri Mahii bodhi o r  Jaya Siri 
Mahabodhi are very popular names used when refer
ring to the Sacred Bodhi Tree at Anuradhapura. Fur
ther the honorific suffix Vahanse is added to the terms 
at the end i . e. "Sri Maha Bodhin Vahanse" and 
"Jayasirimaha Bodhin Vahanse" as if referring to a 
living holy person. 

Several sources are available for the study of the 
history of the Sri Maha Bodhi at Anuradhapura, such 
as the Dipavan:sa (4th century A. C.) the Mahavarr;sa 

_ (5th century A. C . )  The Samantapii sii dikii, . )Buddhaghosa's Vinaya Commentary (5th century A. C.) 
the Pali Mahabodhivamsa (circa lQth century A. C.) 
' ·  e Mahiibodhivan,zsa Granthipada Vivara!Jaya, glos
sary to the Pali Mahabodhival1}sa (circa 1 2th century 
A. C) the Van:satthappakG.sini the commentary to the 
Mahavan:sa (circa  8T9 th centuries) the  Sinhala 
Bodhiva11Jsa, the translat ion of  the Pali  
Mahabodhiva11Jsa (circa 1 2th century A .  C . )  the 
Dharmapradipikawa of Gurulugomi, commentary to 
the Pali Mahabodhival1}sa on selected chapters (circa 
12th century A. C.) the Cullabodhival1}saya ( 1 8th cen
tury A. C.) the Madhurarthaprakasini a Sinhala ex
egesis on the Pali Mahabodhival1}sa ( 1 7th century A. 
C.) the Mahabodhiva".lsa Tika (unpublished). Histori
cally it is of vital importance that the sources such as 
the Dipaval1}sa, the Mahaval1}sa, the Samantapasadika 

·)and the Mahabodhivamsa are reckoned as being based 
on the Sihalaa.�thakatha of the Mahav1hara or s1mllar 
works of the Anuradhapura period that originated 
shortly after the introduction of Buddhism to Sri Lanka 

:, and the establishment of the Bodhi sapling at the 
Mahameghavana Park i n  Anuradhapura .  The 
Mahiival1}sa provides a more elaborate account of the 
establishment of the Sri Mahabodhi in the island de
voting two chapters, namely chapter eighteen and chap
ter nineteen for the purpose. The chapters are named 
"Procurement of Mahabodhi (Mahabodhi gahano 
nama af.tha rasamo paricchedo) and the arrival of the 
Maha bodhi (bodhi agamano nama ekuna visatimo 
paricchedo) respectively. The Samantapasadika re
lates the same story more poetically. There the mira
cles that are said to have occurred are dealt with minute 
details adding to the serene joy of the devotees. The 

..... -.,..,. 
- -�g :· Mahabodhival1}sa though wntt:en 

Mahabodhi, the number of pa��s 
ground information has 
voted for the Sri Maha Bodhi. 
which provides the shortest 
accounts are almost the same, 
points, as the number of families. that 
Bodhi to Sri Lanka etc. 

The story of the Sri Maha B 
ment it was extracted from the parent ·  
at G aya, t i l l  i t s  final  esiabl i  
Mahameghavana, Anuradhapura, 
across, the Folk Strait, is given • .., ... �u .... u 
racul ous occurrences ,  in  the 
Samantapiisadika a.nd the Mahabodh 
Mahii va11J sa, when Anul a ,  the w i  
Devanampiyatissa's brother along with 
dies, wished to enter the Order and made a 
through the king to Mahinda Thera, he 
the king that it is not proper for him to ordain 
and requested the king to invite Sanghamitta 
the purpose. 

"na kappati, maharaja pabbajetul1} thiyo hi nii 
Atthi Pataliputtasmil1} bhikkhu!Jz me kan��thl.ka : 
Sahgamitta ' ti namena vissuta sa bahussuta 
narinda samanindassa mahabodhidumindato · 
dakkhi!Jam sakhal1} adaya tatha bhikkhul}iyo vara 
iigacchatu ti pesehi raiiiio no pitu santikan: 
pabbajessati sa theri agata itthiyo ima " 

Oh ! Great king it is not permissible for us to or
dain women. At Pataliputta my younger sister, 
Learned Theri by name Sanghamitta, is there . 
Please send a message to my father to send her 
here with the branch of the Mahabodhi of the Great 
Sage. That Theri having come will ordain these 
ladies. ' (Mhv. Ch. XV vv. 20-23) 

According to the Mahaval1}sa report, it appears that 
the request to send the bodhi was an incidental one, 
that arose while discussing to invite theri Sanghamitta 
to ordain the lad ies .  B u t  as We lami tiyawe  
Dhammarakkhita,2 correctly concluded, that the estab
iishment of a branch of the Mahabodhi in the island 
was a part of the master plan drawn by Moggaliputta 
Tissa thera, Emperor Asoka and Mahinda thera, when 
the idea of introducting Buddhism was first planned. 

I .  Mahabodizivamsa Gralltipada Vivara�zaya, Dharmarama edition, Colombo 1 957, p. 3.  
2.  Dhammarakkita, Welamitiyave, The Mahabadhi, Its History & Culture Connected (Sinhala), Colombo, 2000. p. 88. 
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The prompt acceptance of the request of King 
Devanampiyatissa, the care, the importance and the 
honow· the Emperor himself bestowed in the matter, 
seem to suggest that it was not an idea that casually 
occurred at the time of sending for Sanghamitta theri 
but a part of the pre-planned programme. It was cou
pled with Sanghamitta's arrival for the convenience to 
kill two birds with one stone. 

King Devanampiyatissa selected his own nephew, 
AriHha, for this i mportant mi ssion of bringing 
Sanghamitta theri and the Mahabodhi to the island, 
who accepted the task on the condition that he be al
lowed to enter the Order on his return. The M ahiivan:zsa 
(ch. xviii v. 8) and the Samantapasadika (VinA . I p. 
9 1 )  and the Mahabodhivan.zsa (Mhbv p. 1 45), say that 
Ari_t.tha and company reached P�taliputta the very day 
they embarked on the ship from Jambukola Pa.t.thana, 
by v i rtue o f  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  w i l l  o f  the thera 
(Theradhif.thiinayogato). But the Dipavan:zsa (Dpv. ch. 
xv v. 86) account appears more realistic, when it says 
that Ari.t.tha had to cross Vindhya forest after crossing 
the sea before he reached Pa.taliputta. 

On receipt of the message of King Devanampiyatissa, 
the Emperor Asoka had no hesitation in sending the 
Mahabodhi sapling, though he was rather reluctant at 
the beginning to part with his dear daughter Theri 
Sanghamitta, the only one left out of his dear ones� 
But Asoka's problem was to find a way of severing 
the branch from the parent tree without using a weapon: 

'Satthaghiitam aniirahii Mahiibodhimahlruhii 

It is not proper to cut the Mahabodhi with a weapon 
(Mhv. Ch. xviii  v 1 9) 

The king was puzzled and consulted his minister 
by name Mahadeva who advised him to consult the 
Mahasailgha, and the Mahasailgha referred the matter 
tothe Elder Moggaliputtatissa thera who divulged the 
Five Great Resolutions of Will (Mahii-Adi!!hiina 
paiicakan:z Mhv. xviii v. 22) of the Buddha, made in 
his deathbed. But the Mahiivan_1sa does not spell out 
what consti t u te the fi ve re solutions,  while the 
Samantapiisiidikii. ( VinA . I ,  p .  92) and the 
Mahabodhivan:zsa (Mbv. p. 1 47) help us in giving the 
details of the five resolutions, out of which only three 
are related to the Mahabodhi. Accordingly the Bud
dha resolved that (i) The Great King Asoka will go to 
remove the Great Bodhi, in order to have it established 
in the island of Lanka. Then let the southern branch 

of the Great Bodhi sever of itself and plant itself in the 
golden vase (ii) Even at the time of planting itself there, 
let the Great Bodhi enter a bank of snowy clouds and 
remain there (iii) On the 7'h day, when it plants itself 
again in the golden vase having descended from the 
bank of snowy clouds, let it emit six hued rays from 
its leaves and fruits. (The rest of the resolutions are 
connected to the Thtlparama & the Mahacetiya). 

On hearing the resolutions, the king was very 
happy and proceeded with the arrangements to obtain 
the Bodhi sapling. He got a golden vase made for the 
puq)ose. As per the records, -the celestial artisan 
Vissakamma Devaputta made the vase for the king. 
The king set out from Pii_taliputta with a l arge army 
seven yojanas long and three yojanas deep and went , 
to the vicinity of the Great Bodhi;  accompained by the 
Mahasahgha. The Great Bodhi was dressed with ban
ners and streamers, decked with -various gems, adorne£1 

with diverse ornaments, covered with various kinds 
of flowers and resounding with the music of diverse . 
instruments. 

"Taking with him about a thousand Great Elders 
who were the leaders of groups and surrounding him
self and the Great Bodhi with a thousand consecrated 
kings from the whole of J ambudipa, he stood at the 
foot of the Great Bodhi and gazed upon it." 

Riijii sahassamatte gal)apiimokkhe maha there
. 

gahetvii sakalajambudipe pattii bhisekiinaTY! 
riijiinan:z sahassena attiinal1J ca mahabodhinca 
panva rapetvii mahabodh im ii le !hatvii ) 
mahiibodhin:z ullokesi (VinA. 1, 93) 

At that moment it is said that the whole Great , 
Bodhi, except for the trunk and a portion of the great 
southern branch four cubits long, became invisible. 
The king was so pleased with the mjracle that he of
fered the entire kingdom of Jambudipa to the Great 
Bodhi. The king making offerings of flowers and per
fumes,  and going round thrice in veneration, wor
shipped it at eight places. The king got the golden 

. vase placed upon a stool inlaid with all precious gems, 
and elevated it from the ground to the height of the 
southern branch of the Great Bod}lJ .  The king himself 
climbed the jeweled stool and took a .golden pencil 
and drew a line with red arsenic (manosiliiya). Tradi
tion has it that the king made the following assevera
tion of truth: "If the Great Bodhi should be established 
in the island of Lanka, and if I should be rid of doubts.. 
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as to the Dispensation of the Buddha, let the Great 
Bodhi plant itself in the golden vase of its own ac
cord". With this asseveration of truth, the branch of 
the bodhi tree severed away at the place marked with 
red arsenic and stood above the golden vase filled with 
perfumed muddy soil. The king then marked another 
circular line on the stem three inches above the mark
ing at the bottom, and it is said, instantaneously, ten 
large roots emerged. Again, at intervals of three inches 
above it, he made nine other circular markings. From 
them too ninety shoots emerged. 

It is said that there occurred an earth tremor (maha 
pafhavl cali), the moment the Bodhi Branch established 
itself in the golden vase. The Mahavaf!Jsa (ch. xviii v. 
50-53), the Mahabodhivaf!Jsa (Mbv. p. 157) and the 

-Jamantapasadika (VinA.  I p. 95) describe the mira
. des that are said to have occurred at the moment. But 

�e Samantapasadika provides a beautiful and poetic 
faecount of the miracles that occurred in the land, sea, 
and the sky at the moment, which testify to the poetic 
skill of the author, the celebrated commentator 
Buddhaghosa. It is  said that the Bo-sapling thus es
tablished itself in the golden vase entered the snowy 
clouds and remained concealed for seven days. At the 
end of seven days the clouds disappeared and, the 
Bodhi was seen complete with trunk, branches and 
twigs adorned with five fruits, standing in the golden 
vase. Conspicuously the mpavaf!Jsa is silent as re
gards the royal ceremonial extraction of the bodhi 
branch, which the other sources discuss with minute 
detail. The Bodhi was taken to Pa_taliputta and was 
placed at the foot of the Eastern Great Sala Tree. 

_
)Paclna maha sala mule). 

Though shrouded with miracles Asoka's journey 
to Gaya to obtain the sapling appear to have a histori
cal kernel. In addition to the Pali sources there is ar
chaeological evidence that co-rel ate his visit to 
Buddhagaya ar!d the procurement of bodhi. Asoka's 
visit to the Bodhi Mandapa at Gaya is apparently por
trayed in the eastern gateway of Sanchi, carved not 
long after the event. In the middle of the architraves is 
a Bodhi tree at Gaya with long procession winding 
round it. A person in royal garb, presumably Asoka is 
descending from an elephant. Incidentally, it is inter
esting to note that the Mahava1�1sa record that the king 
got himself and the Mahabodhi surrounded with a thou
sand leading Maha Theras and more than a thousand 
anointed princes. 

3. Barua, B . ,  Gaya and Buddhagaya, Calcutta, 1 93 1 ,  p. 5 

Mahathera sahassena pamukhena mahagm.le  
raiiiiaJ� pattabhisekanan.z Sahassenadhikanaca 
parivarayitva attanam mahabodhif!J ca sadhuka�z 
(Mhv. Ch . xviii vv. 32-33) 

In the middle of another architrave shows a small 
Bodhi tree again with a great procession. The right 
side of the relief shows a noble person kneeling be
fore a footprint, obviously representing the Buddha, 
as done before the invention of the Buddha image. The 
decorations of peacocks and lions on either side ap
parently represent Mauryas and Sinhalese. The archae
ologists are of opinion that the above architraves de
pict Asoka's journey to the Mahabodhi at Buddhagaya 
and the return journey with the bo sapling. (Grunwedel, 
A. Buddhist Art in India. Translated by Gibson, A. C.,  
revised and enlarged by Burgess, J . ;  London 1901,  p.  
70-7 1) .  

As regards the technique followed here to procure 
the Bodhi branch, Barua3, observes, that out of three 
natural processes of propagating Bo trees (Asvattha) 
which have been successfully tried out, such as the 
process of generating as a shoot from the root of the 
parent tree, generating as a sapling from a seed and 
generating it as a graft from a branch, it is the grafting 
technique that has been adopted to generate· the Bodhi 
sapling to be sent to Lanka. 

The Mahavaf!Jsa as well as the other sources record 
of an automatic severing of the branch (as per Bud
dha's resolution of will) when a line was drawn in red 
arsenic with a golden pencil. 

Adiyitvana sova!J.I'Jalulikaya manosilaf!J lekhaf!J 
datvana sakhaya . . . . . .  (Mhv. Ch. xviii v 39) 

But the Dlpavaf!Jsa is silent as to how the branch 
was severed from the I>arent tree. It is conjectured 
that a chemical preparation with red arsenic and gold 
was applied on the branch to get it automatically sev
ered without causing damage either to the branch or 
the parent tree, an ancient technique apparently now 
lost. Further according to all the sources with the ex
ception of the Dlpawamsa, the branch so severed and 
established itself in the golden vase disappeared for 
seven days before it was seen again. Is it a part of the 
grafting process to keep the severed branch covered 
for seven days before it is ready for planting? Further 
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the so-called scented soil (gandhakaddama) put into 
the golden vase possibly can be a special soil prepara
tion used in the grafting process. 

The new graft (Tarul'}a mahabodhifl'}) was kept in 
a decorated vehicle and was taken along the decorated 
route to the city of P�taliputta in one day and was kept 
at the foot of the Great Sal a Tree in the East. After the 
lapse of 1 7  days from the day the branch was estab
lished in the golden vase, new shoots (navahkura) ap
peared in the sapling, which means the graft was suc
cessful . According to the Samantapasadika (vznA. I, 
p. 96) novice Sumana who left Lanka to obtain relics 
(after Ari_t.tha left to bring Sailghamitta Theri and the 
Bodhi) saw the Kattika Festival ·offerings (Kattika 
chana pujafl'}) to the Mahabodhi brought to P�taliputta, 
to be dispatched to Lanka. Samantapasadika reveals 
another important point, that Emperor Asoka was de
sirous of sending the Bodhi to Lanka before the ar
rival of the novice Sumana (Raja kira tato pubbe eva 
dhatugahanatthaya anagate Sumane LankadipafiJ 
Mahabodhin.l pesetukamo - (VinA. 1 ,  p. 92). But the 
king could not execute it; The Novice Sumana came 
back to Lanka before the bodhi. According to the 
Samantapasadika report the delay was due to the king' s 
dilemma as to the problem of severing of the bodhi 
branch with a weapon. However, as already said, Thera 
Moggaliputtatissa came to the Emperor's rescue re
vealing the Buddha's Resolution of Will at the death
bed. (Parinibbana Mance). ... 

The dispatch of the Mahabodhi to the island of 
Lanka, too, appear to have been done amidst great cel
ebrations. Asoka himself was present at the Port 
lamalitta. Mahavmsa, which earlier said that Prince 
Ari!!ha arrived in Pa.taliputta the very day he left 
Anuradhapura, now reports that the bodhi was ferried 
down the river and the king had to cross Vindhya 
mountan and arrive at the port lamalitta in seven days. 
It is said that the celebrations at the port took seven 
days. The king waded into water to a depth up to his 
neck to keep the bodhi .in the ship. 

Ukkhipitva mahabodhifl'} galamattan_zjalafl'} tahifl'} 
Ogahetva sa navaya pat�t_thapayi sadhukafiJ ( Mhv. 
Ch. XIX v. 1 1 ) 

According to all reports the ship bearing the Bodhi 
was confronted by Nagas who came to pay their hom
age to the bodhi. Theri Sanghamitta had to· take the 
form of a Supanna to drive away the Nagas. Later 
with the approval ofTheri Sangharnitta the Nagas took 
the bodhi to their realm, and kept it there worshipping 
it for 7 days before returning it to the ship. 

The !Jipawamsa (Ch. XVI vv. 8-29) appears I 
overemphasize how the nagas, the yakkhas, nume1 
ous gods and various spirits confronted and worshippe 
the bodhi in the sea, heading for Lanka which th 
Mahavamsa author discusses very briefly in four verse: 
(Mhv. Ch. XIX. vv 1 9-22). The Samantapasadika, too 
does not dwell too much upon the Nagas, and Devru 
who confronted the bodhi heading for Lanka. 

It is seen that the Mahavamsa is repeatedly em
phasizing how Asoka at the moment the sapling was 
severed, and at the occasion of sending it off to Lanka 
from the port Thmalitta, honoured the bodhi, bestow
ing the kingdom and the kingship upon the bodhi. 
According to the Mahavamsa, Asoka at the Port said, 
"I have honoured the bodhi by bestowing my kip ·· 
dom thrice to the bodhi. Let my friend too, honour t1.J 
bodhi by bestowing the kingdom. See PLATE XL VU. -"( 

Ahan;.. rajjena tikkhattufl'} Mahabodhif1J apujayifl'} 
Evan_z evabhipujetu raja rajjena me sakha (Mhv. 
Ch. XIX v 1 3) 

Similar to the celebrations at the port Thmalitta 
the day the bodhi was dispatched, the bodhi was wel
comed with great honour and celebrations at the port 
J ambukola pa,t.tana in the Island of  Lanka. King 
Devanampiyatissa himself was present at the port and · 

waded neck deep into the water to receive the bodhi . 
The novice Sumana who returned with the relics had 
already advised the king regarding the arrangements 
to receive the bodhi. The road from Anuradhapura tq_ , 
the port Jambukolapa�.tana was decorated. The eel j 
ebrations at the port took three days. On the fourth · 
day the bodhi was taken to Anuradhapura, kept in � 
vehicle in a procession via Tivakkha Brahamana's vii- ' 
lage. On the 14L� day the bodhi was ushered into the 
city through the northern gate, the when the shadow 
was seen lengthening. Then having left the city through 
its southern gate, bodhi was taken to the precincts of 
the royal grounds at a distance of �00 bow 1engths 
from the southern gate, where the ground had been 
prepared already (on the advice of the novice Sumapa), 
the site sanctified by the Buddha by sitting in the at
tainment of Cessation of consciouness  (yattha 
amhaka11'J sambuddho n irodha samiipattiTYJ 
samiipajjitva n is idi ( Vin. A . I ,  p .  99) i n  the 
Mahameghavana park. According to all the sources 
including the Dipawamsa it was on the same spot 
where the bodhis of former three Buddhas Kakusanda, 
· Konagama, Kassapa stood in the past. 
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Miracles are also said to have occurred at the mo
ment the bodhi was established. The members of six
teen noble families, who came to attend upon the bodhi, 
took upon themselves their respective places. The king 
stationed himself as the gatekeeper (in honour of the 
bodhi.) The sixteen families took the bodhi reveren
tially and placed it on the ground. Scarcely had the 
bodhi been released from th�ir hands than it rose into 
the sky to a height of eighty cubits and emitted the six 
hued rays. It is said that the magnificent rays spread 
over the entire islru\d and penetrated as far as the world 
ofBrahma above. Until the sunset the bodhi remained 
in the sky. After the sunset, it established i tself upon 
the earth under the asterism of Rohini (Rohini 
Nakkhattena). With the establishing of the bodhi the 
earth shook to its ocean limits. The Mahavamsa as . ) well as the M ahabodhiva11Jsa record that there occurred 
a great rain at the moment the bodhi had established 

r�tself. The bodhi remained enclosed within a bank of 
snowy clouds, hidden to the view of the people for 
seven days. On the seventh day the sky was clear of 
clouds and the six hued rays flashed radiant and daz
zling. The trun.l<: of the bodhi, the branches, and five 
fruits, became visible. As per the Mahava11Jsa and the 
Mahabodhiva"Jsa there . was a great gathering at the 
occasion of the planting of the bo sapl ing at the 
Mahamegavana park, including Maha Mahinda Thera, 
Theri Sangamitta, the king, Khattiyas of Kajaragama 
and Candanagama and Bral1amin Tivakka. Even while 
they were looking on, one fruit on the northern branch, 
ripened and fel l  from the branch. Mahinda Thera held 
out his hand and the fruit came to rest on his hand. 
, The Thera gave it to the King saying, "Plant it 0 !  Great )king". The king accepted it; and scattering scented earth 

in a golden vase and filling it with perfumed muddy 
soi!, he planted it and placed it near the bodhi. Even 
while everyone wa<; looking, eight bodhi saplings, each 
four cubits high, �prang up. The eight saplings are 
called "A.�thaphalaruha Bodhi" (the eight bodhis that 
sprang from the fruits). They were planted at eight 
places .such as Jambukola, the place where the Great 
Bodhi had been set down at the time of its arrival, at 
the entrance to the village of the Brahmin Tivakka, at 
Thuparama, at Issarasamanarama monastery, at the 
place of the Pa.thamakacetiya, at Cetiyapabbata, at 

· Kacaragama and at Candanagama in the province of 
Rohana From the seeds of the remaining four fruits 
thirty-two bodhi saplings were produced. They were 
planted in the aramas situated at intervals of a yojana 
from one another. They are known as Thirty-two 
bodhis that sprang from the fruits (dvattin_1sa bodhi 
taru). 

There took place a complete social and Cultural 
Revolution in the inland as a result of the establish
ment of the bodhi. The most important factor was the 
large retinue that accompanied the bodhi to the is land. 
Sources differ as to the number that constituted this 
retinue. The D!pavamsa is silent about it, while the 
Mahavamsa enumerated it as eighty-two families; The 
Samantapasadika gives the number as sixty-six, and 
Pali & Sinhala Mahabodhiva11Jsas record it as 2 1 0  
families. All the records agree that the retinue included 
the higher strata of society such as the royalty, 
brahamins, the wealthy (Selthi) as well as service 
grades such as craftsmen and attendants etc. As  
Welamitiyave Dhammarakkhita correctly observes,  the 
retinue that arrived with the Bodhi sapling expanded 
its scope very much beyond attending to the Bodhi, 
and reached the administrative realm of the island, too. 
It is seen that higher grades such as the Devataku!a, 
Khattiyakula, Brahmanakula, Se.t.thikula becoming 
very powerful sections of society in course of time, 
capable of even capturing the throne of the country 
(ibid p. 1 62 f). It is of great importance that the crowd 
included princes such as Sumitta, Bodhigutta, 
Devagutta, Dharmagutta, Suriyagutta, Candagutta, 
Gotama and Jutindhara. Being the brothers of Vedisa 
De vi the mother of Mahinda Thera they were directly ' � 
connected to Asoka. The king placed them in appro-
priate high positions. Their .descendants were known 
as Bodhiharakakula. In the meantime various craftmen 
such as goldsmiths (sovarp;akara), weavers (pesakara), 
potters (kumbhakara) etc. enriched the arts and crafts 
of the island. In fact i t  is  thought that the arts and 
crafts really began only after the arrival of craftsmen 
with the bodhi. It is clear that Emperor Asoka had not 
only sent those needed to look after the bodhi, but also 
sent experts to help his friend Devanampiyatissa to 
streamline his administrative machine and upgrade 
various trades, occupations and crafts in the island in 
the line of the Maury a Empire. 

After the establishment of the Sri Maha Bodhi it 
was accorded the veneration similar to the living Bud
dha. It was directly connected to the kingship. The 
Va1;1satthappakasini (Vol. I p. 307) quoting from the 
Sihalatthakatha says that the spot under the northern 
flight �f steps of the Mahabodhighara was one of the 
seven places from which clay was obtained to make 
the vessels used to deposit the accessories connected 
with the ceremonial coronation of the king. Various 
kings not only looked after it devotedly but also con
tributed to its development and adornment in the course 
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of history. The chronicles often record the various steps 
taken by many kings for the enhancement of the bodhi 
and its precincts and also restorations when necessary. 
In the subsequent centuries, around the high terrace 
on which the sapling of the bodhi was planted a 
'Bodhighara ' ,  an architectural stmcture with railings, 
has been developed. There has been an outer wall 
enclosing the complex with four entrances at four car
dinal points. The earliest work after Devanarnpiyatissa 
being that of king Vasabha (67- 1 1 1 A. C.) .  He 
(Va.Sabha) built a temple in the courtyard of the bodhi 
tree with statues of the Buddhas. 

Catubuddha pa.fima ramma pa.fimanan;. ghara1�1 
tatha 
Mahabodhahgane ramme raja so yeva karayi 
(Mhv. Ch. xxxv. v. 89) 

Though Sirinaga I ( 1 89-209 A.C) is reported to 
have restored the steps of the four entrances leading to 
the bodhi tree (Mhv. xxxvi v 25), it is not on record 
when the four entrances were first added. Siriweera 
suggests4 that Devanampiyatissa might have con
structed them at the initial stage. King Voharikatissa 
(209-23 1 A.C.) set up two bronze images in the east-

. em side of the Bodhighara (Mahabodhighare pacine 
loharupadvaya11J tatha (Mhv. xxxvi v. 3 1 ). The 
Mahavamsa (Mhv. xxxvi,  v. 52) s tates that king 
Abhayanaga (23 1 -240 A. C.) construced a stone wall 
(pasana Vedi11J karesi mahabodhi samantato) round 
the Mahabodhi .  It is possible that there was no out..: 
side wall up to the reign of king Abhay�aga. The 
wall seems to have been in a dilapidated condition in a 
short time, because Sirinaga II (240-242 A. C) i s  re
ported to have restored it. Further king Abhayanaga · 
constructed a pavilion beyond the "sand spread ter
race" of the bodhi  (Mhv. ch. xxxvi, vv. 55-56). King 
Go.tiibhaya (249-262 A.C.) is reported to have taken 
steps to develop the Mahabodhi more than the other 
kings. He constructed a stone railing around the Bodhi 
tree as well as an arched gateway at the northern en
trance and placed stone pillars with "cakras" (possi
bly Dharma cakras) at the four cardinal points. He 

. also established the three statues at the three entrances: 
and a ·stone throne at the southern entrance. 

Mahabodhisilavedi11J uttaradvara toralJG11J 
Pati_t.thapesi thambe ca catuka�u.u sacakkake 
Tisso silapa_tima ca tlsu dvaresu karayi . 
fhapapesi ca pallahkan.z dakkhilJamhi silamaya�1 
(Mhv. ch. xxxvi v. 103-4) 

According to the Mahavamsa Je.t.thatissa (263-273 

A. C.) built three gateways at the Bodhighara. The 
Vamsatthappakiisinl adda that the gateways were at 
the southern, the eastern and the western gates (Mhv 
A. II p. 674). Though the Mahava11Jsa says that the 
king built the gateways, it would have been repairs to 
the existing gateways, which may have been in a state 
of decay. 

Though King Mahasena (272-301 A. C.) razed the 
Mahiivihiira to the ground, apparently no damage was 
done to the Mahabodhi. In spite of doctrinal differ
ences between the Mahavihiira and the Abhayagiri , the 
Mahabodhi would have been a common object of  
worship, for both sects. In fact Mahasena not only 
spared the Mahabodhi, but he had taken steps to de
velop the Mahabodhi shrine. He is reported to have · ., 
established two bronze statues to the west of the 
Bodhigi1ara. (Mhv. xxxvii v. 3 1). "'-"""\ 

The chronicles furnish details of further improve
ments, renovations and additions effected to the 
Mahabodhi shrine by various kings between the fourth 
and the tenth centuries. Sirimeghavai_ll).a (30 1-328 A . 
C.) Built a. stone terrace and a walJ beside the Bodhi 
tree (Mhv. ch. xxxvii v. 9 1 ). King Dhatusena (455-

473 A. C.) built a Bodhighara at a cost of a hundred 
thousand (gold coins) (Mhv. ch. xxxviii v. 69). King 
Kittisirimegha (551 -569 A .. C.) covered the (roof) of 
the Bodhighara with tin sheets (Tzpupaf.the - ibid ch. 
xli v. 65). King Mahaniiga (569-571 A. C.) had done · 

substant ial · improvements,  accord ing to  the 
Mahava11Jsa. He built an irrigation trench (Alavala11J) 
round the Bodhi tree complex (Mhv. xli v. 94). King _ 
Dappula II (8 15-83 1 A. C.) renovated the dilapidated _c) 
Bodhighara strong and new (Mhv. xlix (Culavamsa v. 
74). 

-

In addition to the developments and restorations 
effected to the Sri Mahiibodhi ,  chronicles also refer to 
several offerings and rituals performed by various kings 
to the Sri Maha Bodhi during the Anuradhapura pe
riod. King Du.t.thagiimini ( 1 6 1 - 137 B. C.) performed 
a marvelous offering to the bodhi (mahabodhi puja11J 
sulara�1) having spent a hundred thousand, possibly 
gold coins (Mhv. ch. xxviii v. 1 ) .  King Bhatikabhaya 
(22 B. C. - 7 A. C.) conducted an annual festival called 
the Bodhi sinana puja apparently a watering ceremony: 

4. Siriweera, W. I., 'The Sacred precincts of the Siri Maha Bodhi tree in Anuradhapura, a Historical Survey ' - Malzabodhi 
Tree in Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka, the oldest historical tree in the world, Edited by H. S. Nissanka, Vikas Publishing 
House, New Delhi, 1 994. 
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King Vasabha (67- 1 1 1  A .  C.) l ighted a thousand lamps 
at four places namely Mahabodhighara, Cetiyapabbata, 
Thiiparama and Mahathupa. (Mhv. ch. xxxv. v. 80). 
King Sirimeghav�Jfa (30 1 -328 A .C) made an image 
of Mahinda thera and conducted a great festival in 
honour of the thera and kept the i mage in the court
yard of the Mahabodhi for three months (Mhv. ch. 
xxxvii vv. 85-86). King Dhatusena (455-473 A. C.) is  
reported to have conducted a Sinanapuja (bathing cer
emony) for the bodhi (Mhv. xxxviii v. 55). It is said at 
this instance that the fest ival conducted by king 
Dhatusena was similar to the one done by king 
Devanampiyatissa (Devanampiyatissena kata bodhi 
mahamviya). According to this information apparently 
it was Devanampiyatissa who conducted the watering )festival for the bodhi for the first time. King Silakala 
(5 18-53 1 A. C.) conducted daily pUjas (anvaha11Jpujayi 

"
r
bodhi11J Mh�� xli v. 29). 

Scholars have observed that, though chronicles 
often record the events pertaining to the Mahabodhi 
up to the 1 Olh century A. C. there is a marked absence 
afterwards (Geiger, Wilhelm, Culture of Ceylon in the 
Mediaeval times - Otto Harrassowitz Wiesbaden 1 960 
p. 1 87). Apparently this was due to the arrival of the 
Tooth Relic in the reign of SirimeghavaMa (circa 326 
A. C), \vhich gradually replaced the important posi
tion hitherto held by the Mahabodhi, in the centuries 
that followed. Around the same period the capital was 
shifted from Anuradhapura to Polonnaruwa. This too 
had a bearing on the position held by the Sri Maha 
Bodhi. Nevertheless the Sri Mahabodhi was not com-)� pletely neglected or abandoned, for we see kings of 

· Polonn aruwa ren o v atin g ,  and  m ai n ta in ing  the 
Mahabodhi shrine. King Vijayabahu I (1 070- 1 1 1 1  A .  
C.) who defeated Colas and unified the country reno
vated the Bodhighara at Anuradhapura (Mhv. Lx v. 63). 
According to the Rajaratnakaraya (p. 35).  King 
Parakramabahu renovated the Va.tadage of the bodhi 
complex. However when the capital was further shifted 
to Dambadeniya and afterwards to Yapahuwa appar
ently the · kings wer� unable to m aintain the Sri 
Mahabodhi and other sacred places as in  the past. 
When Vijayabahu IV of Yapahuwa ( 1270- 1 272 A. C.) 
visited Anuradha:pura, he found the sacred places cov
ered with forest and got the forest cleared and entrusted 
the Hznni chieftains the protection of Anuradhapura. 

Around the middle of the 1 3th century, with the 
collapse of the Rajar�ta civilization and the gradual 
shifting of the political and cultural center of the is

.,_. Jand towards the wet zone, Anuradhapura lost its ·t 

importance and was gradually neglected. Sacred places 
were gradually encroached by the jungle, which w as 
freq uented by w i l d  beasts .  N e verthel e s s ,  
Anuradhapura, (Anuradhapura District present demar
cation) was not completely de-populated. While the 
majority migrated towards the wet zone some coura
geous people continued to l ive in isolated pockets 
around small village tanks. Though engaged in con
stant battle against the drought and malaria, they. looked 
after the sacred places, specially the Sri Mah a  Bodhi, 
to the best or their ability. In the full moon of July
August (Nikini Full moon) the people of the surround
ing villages came to the Sri Maha Bodhi carrying bun
dles of firewood on their heads to light bonfires round 
the bodhi at night to keep away the wild elephants, 
who used to enter the premises to eat tender Bo leaves. 
The pi lgrims carrying firewood on their heads looked 
like a procession, hence it w as c al led Ddramifi  
Perahera (Procession of firewood bundles and the 
Nikini Poya was called Ddrami_ti Poya). The descend
ents from the hereditary families both high and ldw, 
who were entrusted with various duties to the Sri Maha 
Bodhi from ancient times, did not neglect their sacred 
duties to the Mahabodhi. Further the Sri Maha Bodhi 
premises were not devoid of monks. There was a hand
ful of dedicated monks headed by the chief priest of 
A_tamasthana (the A_tamasthanadhipati) looking after · 
the bodhi at the site. Though covered with thick jun
gles infested by wild beasts, Anuradhapura was stm a 
popular place of worship. Enterprising peopl� contin
ued to go to Anuradhapura even from distant places, 
especially during the season of Poson (June). King 
Kirti Sri Rajasinghe ( 17 42- 1782) visited Anuradhapura · 
accompanied by a retinue and participated in rituals at 
the Mahabodhi and gave lavish gifts to the holy places. 
(Mhv. ch. XCIX 36-37). Thanks to the dedication of 
devoted Buddhists, while the structures around the 
bodhi were collapsing Sri Maha Bodhi was safe and 
intact during the dark period of Anuradhapura. A draw
ing of the bodhi in the early British period shows it 
with no damage but without any structure around. With 
the restoration of the irrigation tanks an<l the com
mencement of the colonization schemes in the early 
20th century, more and more people coming and set
tling in and around Anuradhapura ended the isolation, 
and the jungle that once covered the sacred places was 
cleared. It is significant and surprising that in spite of 
the fact that Anuradhapura was invaded, plundered, 
destroyed and occupied for a considerable period, by 
the South Indian invaders on several occasions in the 
course of history, no harm was done to the Mahabodhi, 
while many edifices suffered heavy damage at their · 
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hands. The Va11Jsatthappakasinl possibly quoting from 
the Sihala!.thakathii Mahiiva11Jsa explains the phenom
ena thus: 

Mahabodhin.z pujissanti lanke 'tasminJ. nariidhipa 
Paccatth ikii na h imseyyu/'Yf esii sambhodhi 
dhammatii 

The kings of Sri lanka honour the Mahabodhi while 
the enemies do not damage it. This is the nature of the 
Sambodhi. (MhvA. Vol. II p. 4 1 2) 

This may be due to the fact that those South In
dian invaders themselves being Hindus, who consid
ered the Asvattha Tree as a holy tree, did not want to 
harm the bodhi. 

As regards doubts expressed by some critics 
about the historicity of the tree, James Emerson 
Tennent says "the conjecture that the original tree might 
have died and its' place been supplied by one secretly 
substituted, may fairly be regarded as an hypothetical 
impossibility5 

In addition to the religious developments that took 
place d1;1e to the establishment of the Sri Mal1a bodhi, 
as already said, the higher strata of the society with 

. royal connections, included in the retinue that accom
panied the Sri Maha Bodhi, no doubt would have en
riched the administration of the country with their ex
perience in the Maurya empire. Several other devel
opments also took place in areas such as literature, 
architecture, design, music, folkl�re etc. Due to the 
advent of the Bodhi. 

· 

There arose a separate literature centered on the 
Siri Maha Bodhi. The earliest literary work on the 
bodhi is the Bodhivamsatthakatha, which is not ex
t ant.  Apparently . that shoul d bel ong to the 
Sihala.f!hakatha period written not far from the date 
of the establishment of the Sri Maha Bodhi. The old
e s t · extant work on the M ahabodhi i s  the Pali  
Mahiibodhiva11Jsa of Yen. Upatissa, circa 1 O'h century 
A. C. According to the preamble it is a Pali transla
tion of the non-extant Sihal a Mahabodhivan:sa 
(Bodhiva11Jsatthakatha) above referred to. 

Dassayissan: mahii bodhivan: san: bhii siiya 
satthuno. Pubbe Sihala bhasiiya !hitam vuddha 
jiniinugo- Mhbv. p. 1 ). 

The Pali Bodhivamsa was translated into Sinhala 
as the Sinhala Maha Bodhivamsa in the Kurunegala 
period in the 1 3 th century A .  C. by Ven.  Sahitya 
Yi l gammu l a. Mahii Bodhivamsa Gran thi pada 
viva raiJ aya is  a S inhala g l o s s ary on the Pal i 
Mahabodhiva"!sa apparently by an anonirnous con
temporary of Yen. Upatissa, the author of the Pali 
MahiibodhivarYf sa.  Guru lugomi wrote his 
Dharmapradipikii va an exposition of the Pali 
Mahabodhivamsa, in the 1 2'h century. Mention is also 
made of a Bodhiva11Jsa fikii, which is yet to be traced. 
Wel i v i t a  S aranan kara S a n g hariij a wrote the 
Madhu.rii rtha Prakii s ini ,  a pharaphras e of the 
Mahabodhivamsa, in the Kandy period, on the invita
tion of king Narendra Singha ( 1707- 1739 A. C.). There 
i s  · another w ork, small  in  s i ze,  n amed 
SulubodhivarYfsaya explaining the place where the 
other bodhis were planted in addition to the Sri Maha 
B odhi, written in the reign of Rajiidhiriija Singiia'· 
( 1782- 1798 A. C.). Therefore it is clear that books on 
the Maha bodhi continued to be written up to the late 
K andy period.  A c c ordin g  to Wel am i tiy ave 
Dharnmarakkhita (op. cit. p. 70) altogether thirty works 
were written on the theme Mahabodhi, some o f  Which 
are not extant. Apart from the literary compilations of 
the learned, there are numerous popular songs, verses, 
stanzas meant for loud ·oral recitations on the theme, · 
Sirimahabodhi, some of which fall into the folk tradi
tion. Mahabovm:uJama, a song somewhat similar to 
panegyric songs on the Mahabodhi has won the ap-

. predation of the learned today. 

. .  , 
The Bodhighara a shrine around the bodhi is an ) 

architectural form unknown to the country, which was 
introduced along with the Mahabodhi, the first of which ,. 

· would have been designed according to the bodhighara 
· 

at Buddhagaya in India. The Sirimaha Bodhi is said 
to have had a bodhighara in the early period. The 
famous bodhighara at Nilakkagama Kurunegala dis
trict, is a typical example of a bhodhighara in the early 
days. The bodhi leaves were introductedto the Sinhala 
design tradition, after the advent of the bodhi. The 
Bo-leaf design is found used in architecture, jewel
lery, and pottery in day-to-day implements such as the 
Betel box, Chunam box and in several other areas for 
adornment, especially in the Kandy district. The names 
with the prefix bodhi such as Bodhidasa, Bodhipala, 
Bodhinayaka Bodhigupta etc. became popular personal 

5.  Sir James Emerson, Ceylon; An Account of the island, physical, historical and topographical, Vol. I I ,  London, 1 959, 
pp. 6 1 8-6 1 9. 
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names even among the Sinhalese. In addition to 
Sanghabodhi there was a line of kings bearing the name 
Aggabodhi. 

It is interesting to note that the birth of the mu
seum concept in that remote era start with the estab
lishment of the bodhi in the island. The Mahizvamsa 
records that the mast (kupayaHhi), rudder (ar��ta), and 
oar (piyan;) of the ship that brought the Bodhi, have 
been preserved in the three different buildings of the 
nunnery put up for nuns headed by Theri Sanghamitta. 
The buildings came to be known by the name Of the 
ship's part that it contained i .e kupaya/thi _thapita geha 
(the building where the mast is kept) etc. This may be 
regarded as the earliest reference to the concept of a 

.
-Juseum. 

� Mahizbodhi sametaya navaya kupaya.�thikan; 
· Ekasmin; piyan:z, ekasmin:z ar(�tam tehi tevidu 

(Mhv. ch.xix, 70). 
As a result of being venerated as the most sacred 

object for a period of over 2000 years by the ordinary 
folk as well as intellectuals, it is natural that various 
forms of beliefs, superstitions, and myths got woven 
around the bodhi, in course of time. From ancient times 
the people, specially t.he farmers of the North Central 
Province, believe that the Sri Maha Bodhi has the 
power to generate rain. Therefore during a drought 
they bathe the bodhi, make various offerings, and chant 
pirith in order to get rain. There is another belief among 
the ordinary folk that with the blessing of the Sri Maha }odhi, women can get male offsprings. Further there 
1s a belief that a deity by name Kaludevatabandara 

, protects the bodhi. People consider it a great sin to cut 
ranch of a bodhi unless it obstructs a chaitya or an 

image of the Buddha. According to the Mahavan;sa, 
in the reign of Sena IV (972-975 A. C.) When Mahinda 
IV (975-99 1 A. C.) was the Yuvaraja, some carpenters 
were constructing a building at the Mahabodhi 
premises. They tried to raise a branch of the bodhi 
tree that obstructed the construction and keep it raised 
supported by a bamboo, in which operation the brach 
broke. Thoroughly frightened the carpenters reported 
the matter to the Yuvaraja. The Yuvaraja made a reso
lution of will that the branch itself may raise up till the 
construction was over. · The following morning, to the 
surprise of every one, the branch was found raised. 

Fa-hien who visited the island circa 412  A. C. has re
corded how a branch of the Bodhi that was bent to the 
southeast was severed ceremonially. The ordinary folk 
fears even to step on the roots or the fallen leaves of 
the bodhi. 

The Sri Mahabodhi has stood the test of time and 
has survived for more than two thousand three hun
dred years. The bodhi has survived while the struc
tures around it perished in the course of time. As 
Paranavitana has pointed out, "later developments 
however have swept away, all ancient features and the 
bodhi shrine at Anuradhapura, as it exists today may 
not contain any vestige of the architect�re of the third, 
second and first centuries B. C. and the early centuries 
of the Christian era"6 The buildings found today around 
the Mahabodhi are those put. up in the course of the 
last century. 

The bodhi is situated on an elevated ground, which 
is arranged in four terraces, decreasing in size as one 
ascends. The bodhi occupies the highest terrace, which 
is 21 ft. in height and 7 1  and 57 ft. in length and breadth 
respectively. This terrace i s  ca11ed "wedahindina 
maluwa", the terrace where the Mahabodhi stands. 
When Walisinghe Harischandra measured the bodhi 
at the turn of the J 9lh century it was 30 ft. in height and 
the circumference of the trunk was 8 ft. 2 inches. It 
had three main trunks. 7 In the same terrace by the side 
of the Mahabodhi, there is another bodhi with a straight 
trunk. Earlier there were two iron railings on the top · 
for the protection of the Mahabodhi, put up by Ven. 
Egodapitiye Sailgharakkhita, Chief High Priest of 
lsurumuni Vihiira. But today in place of the iron rail
ings there stands a g�ld plated railing put up by 
Mahanuwara Bodhi Arakshaka Ranwe_ta Dayaka 
Sabha on the advice ofVen. Yatiravana Niirada Thera. 
This enclosure is not open to the ordinary worship- · 
pers and remain locked always, and is open on special 
occasions for special guests only. 

In the second terrace there are two bodhi trees one 
to the south and the other to the north west of the Sri 
Mahabodhi and there is an iron railing too. On the 
Lhird terrace there are six bodhi trees, three to the south 
and three to the west. The wall of this terrace was put 
up by devotees of Gonagala Induruwa, Galle on the 
advice of Ven. l'agirala Pafifiananda Nayaka thero. 

6. University of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, Vol. 1 pt. 1 University Press, Colombo 1 959, pp. 257-58. 
7.  Walisinghe Harischandra, Anuradlzapura Suddlza Nagara Vistlzaraya, W. E. Bastian & Company 1 9 15 ,  p. 30 (2nd 

Edition) 
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On the fourth terrace where the image house stands 
there are eight Bodhi trees. At the ground level there 
are 2 1  bodhi trees and 1 3  more on the great parapet 
walL Those bodhi trees are called Parivara bodhi, the 
bodhis that from the retinue. The stone parapet wall 
round the bodhi was construced by Yen. Illupendeniye 
Atthadassi with the permission of King Kirthi Sri 
Rajasinghe ( 1 7  49-8 1 A. C), with stones collected from 
various sites around to prevent elephants entering the 
bodhi terrace. There is an image house to the east. It 
has been subjected to repairs several times. By 1 906 
it was almost in ruins. Late Mudliyar E. R.  Gunaratne 
of Galle initiated the last repairs to it. In fact a new 
image house was buil t  on the old foundation. The 
image house measures 62 ft. in length 30 ft. in breadth. 
Of the two Buddha images in the image house one is 
standing and one is  sedent. They are ancient images 
sculptured in stone and plastered over and painted, 
possibly in the course of repairs. Anuradha Seneviratne 
thinks8 that one of the statues may be the one referred 
to in the inscription of Mahinda IV ( 1  O'h, century A. 
C.). 

Among the sculptural remains seen on the surface 
are moonstones of the 6'h and the 7'h centuries A .  C. , a 
gHard stone circa 8th century, a seven hooded Cobra 
king and five-hooded Cobra young ones on the site, 
are noteworthy. 

The adminstration of the Sri Mahabodhi is in the 
hands of the chief High Priest of A.tamasthcma and 
A_tamasthana Palaka Sabha, the Administrative Body 

· of the A_tamasthana. The rituals are performed for the 
Sri Mahabodhi up to date as done in the past. There 
are two types of rituals performed daily as well as an
nually. There is a special staff for the purpose. The 
daily rituals begin after cleaning the premises, which 
includes the cleaning of the top terrace (Wedahindina 
Maluwa) where the Sri Mahabodhi is established, the 
other terraces and the cleaning of flower altars. The 
Wedahindina Maluwa is swept by a bhikkhu and a 
trained person according to the accepted pattern. The 
official Buddhapuja, brought with the beat of drums, 
is offered to the Sri Mahabodhi. The gates are kept 
closed for the Buddhapuja and are opened again at 
2.00 p.m. The cleaning is done in the morning. Offer
ing of gilanpasa is made in the evening and the gates 
are closed at 8.00 p.m. The beating of drums which is 
called teva hevisi is done thrice a day, in the morning, 
noon and evening. 

The following four annual rituals are perfonned 
in honour of the Sri Mahabodhi : 

Alusahal ( aluthsahal) Mahgallaya where the first 
pmtion of the new harvest is offered in December -
January (Duruthu Full Moon). 

· 

Para1!a Avurudu Mah gallaya or Nanumura 
Mahgallaya, which is done on a visa nekata (an aus
picious time) prior to Vesak Full Moon. This ceremony 
is done collectively with the rest of the eight sacred 
places as well. The Sri Mahabodhi is decorated with 
ornaments, and milk rice is offered at the same time to 
the eight sacred places. A special medicinal prepara
tion called Niinu is applied prior to bathing, on th"' � 
head of a reflection of a Buddha Statue fallen on to _ ) 
mirror, at this ceremony. Deva pujii is also offer�d o 
gods headed by Kaludevatiibandiira, the deity sup
posed to protect the Sri Mahabodhi .  

Karti Mahgalyaya i s  performed in  July-August in 
the auspicious time known as Kiiti Nekata, apparently 
through which i t  has got the name. After cultivating 
their fields the peasants come to Anuradhapura on pil-

- grimage and the ritual coincides with their pilgrim 
period. According to the records available the rituals 
connected to the �ahabodhi appear very much more 
complicated and vivid during the days of the ancient 
Sinhala kings. It  is said that in ancient times there 
were 48 villages, inhabitants of which were entrusted 
with various duties pertaining to the Mahabodhi. But
today only a few remain, such as Pusiyaizkulama,J 
Iluppukulama,"

.
Kiippeti;i:w, Miidavacciya, Periyakallaiiciya 

Tirappane, Bulankulama Hammilliikulama who are ex- ' 
pected to supply pottery and implements and provide 
services such as blowing of conch shells etc. for the 
Mahabodhi (Dhammarakkhita, Welamitiyave, (op. cit. 
p. 389). 

The Sihala Bodhivamsaya is a very useful source 
to form an idea of the various services and rituals -per
formed during the latter part of the Anuradhapura pe
riod. The ser:vices and rituals such as circumambula
tion, blowing of conches, watering, hanging banners 
and garlands, reciting hymns, burning incense, hold
ing sesath, covering the Bodhi tree top with a white 
cloth, and drumming are found mentioned in the 

8.  Seneviratne, Anuradha, Anciellt Anuradhapura, The Monastic City, Dept. of Archaeological Survey, Colombo 1 994, p. 
90. · r 
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Sinhala Bodhi vamsaya9. It is seen that by the end of 
the Anuradhapura period the bhikkhu!Jis were water
ing the Mahabodhi, possibly a tradition coming down 
from the days o f  Theri S anghami tUi . The 
Mahakalattawa Inscription assigned to the reign of 
Kassapa IV (899-9 1 4  A. C) Records a decree of am
nesty granted to a village named Gitelagamuwa, which 
had been reserved for the supply· of the four fold req
uisites to the bhikkhufJ. is of the nunnery named 
Natarama, who daily watered the Mahabodhi. The 
inscription further records that seven chief bhikkhu!Jis 
were entrusted with the duty of daily watering the 
Mahabodhi (Epigraphia Zelanica Vol'. I no. 3 1 ) .  The 
Sulubodhivamsa , which belongs to the reign of 
Rajadhirajasingha (1782- 1 798 A. C) of Kandy provides 

' \he details of the services and rituals supposed to have 
been performed for the M ah a bodhi during 

evanampiyatissa's reign. But apparently he was giv
. ing the practice prevalent at the time. 10 Therefore we 

can form an idea of the services and rituals in practice 
during the Kandyan period. 

Today the Sri M ahabodhi is under the care of the 
Director of the Royal Botanical G ardens, Peradeniya 
under the Minister of Agriculture and Lands. He regu
larly inspects the bodhi and sttends to its needs. 

The Sri Mahabodhi is no exception to the univer
sal Law of Impermanence (anicca). It is not everlast
ing. Sooner or later it should yield to the Universal 
law and cease to exist. In the year 1 908 a strong gale 
brought down one of its trunks on the western side. _lhe bodhi was subjected to a vandalistic act by a mad 
man who attempted to fel l  it on the night of 30'h July 
1929. He cut off a branch and that provoked the entire 

· uddhist world. 1 1  Natural and human oriented disas-
ters reduced the Bodhi to its present position. What is  
surviving from the old authentic bodhi tree is the branch 
at the western side protected up�to-date, being sup
ported by seven props. 

K. Arunasiri 

1\fAHABODHI SOCIETY. The Mahabodhi �ociety 
derives its name from the tree under which the ascetic 
Gotama, the Buddha-to-be, attained Enlightenment. 
The tree was an Asvattha (Ficus Religiosa) and it grew 
at Buddhagaya in the present state of Bihar in Notih 
Eastern India. 

The Society is a missionary organisation founded 
in 1891  by Anagiirika Dharmapala of Sri Lanka (then 
known as Ceylon). Its primary aim was to revive 
Buddhism in India, the land of its birth, and spread it 
throughout the world; also to restore and maintain 
places in India which are sacred to Buddhists. In 
addition, its agenda included the mounting of agitation 
to assert the right of Buddhists to freedom of worship 
at Buddhagaya, when that freedom was obstmcted, and 
to restore to Buddhists the custodianship of the 
Mahabodhi Vihara. At that time it was under the 
control of the powerful Hindu Saivite Mahant. 

Over the Y ears, the society's activities expanded to 
include humanitarian service and educational work 
such as the setting up of schools, industrial (technical 
training) centres, monastic training centres, libraries, 
temples, dharmasalas, the teaching of Pali and the 
publishing of books and jourmils. 

I. Early History 
a. Founding of the Mahabodhi Society. The 
Mahabodhi Society came into being when both India 
and Sri Lanka were under British colonial rule. It was 
founded on 3 1  May 1 8 9 1  at the Vidyodya Pirivena, 
Colombo, at a conference specially convened for the 
purpose by Anagarika J?harmapala. 

The office-bearers elected at that original meeting 
were Yen. Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala Mahanayaka 
Thero as president, Colonel Henry Steele Olcott as 
Director and Chief Advisor, andAnagarika Dharmapala 
as General Secretary. Representatives from Siam, . 
Japan, Ceylon, B urma and India were included in the 
committee. 

In order to achieve the objectives of the society, it 
was thought necessary to 

i) establish a Buddhist Monastery and a . Buddhist 
College, maintain a staff of Buddhist bhikkhus at 
Buddhagaya representing Buddhist countries such 
as China, Japan, Siam, Cambodia, Burma, Ceylon, 
Chittagong, Nepal, Tibet and Arakan and also to 

ii) publish Buddhist l iterature in English as well as in 
the vernacular languages of India. 

9. 

y9· 
Simlzala Bodlzi Vamsaya, ed. D. P. R. Samaranayaka, Colombo 1 970, p. 335 ff. 
Sulubodlzivamsaya, ed. Somapala Jayavardana, Colombo 1 99 1 ,  pp. 47-48 

( J l .  ibid p. 89 
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b. Buddhagaya Temple Affair: The Society 
sent its first mission to Buddhagaya on 10 July 1 89 1  
consisting of four Sinhala Buddhist monks. They 
resided at the Burmese Rest House built by the Bur
mese king, Mindon Min. Anagarika Dharrnapala then 
began negotiations \Vi th the Mahant to purchase a piece 
ofland and from then began his "unequal struggle with 
the second wealthiest landlord in the whole of Bihar . . .  " 
(Hindus tan Standard of 1 7  .9. 1 964, published in the 
Centenary volume of the Maha Bodhi Society Journal) 

In October 1 89 1 , an International Conference was 
arranged at Buddhagaya to draw the attention of the 
Buddhist world to the dilapidated condition of the 
Buddhagaya Temple and the state of Affairs existing 
there. 

In February 1 893, the Buddhist bhikkhus at 
Buddhagaya were attacked by the Mahant's men, and 
on the advice of Colonel Henry Steele· Olcott, they 
were requested to stay at Gaya as their lives were in 
danger. 

In 1 894, at the request of Anagarika Dharrnapala, 
the Mahabodhi Society of Japan presented a Buddha 
image to the Buddhagaya Temple. It was to be placed 
at the Buddhagaya Temple in May 1 894 but the Mahant 
prevented the bhikkhus, Who were bearing the image, 
from entering the premises and his men forcibly car
ried away the image and placed it in the open square 
before ihe temple. The bhikkhus took refuge in the 
Burmese Rest House and legal proceedings were insti
tuted by the General Secretary. The Great Buddhagaya 
Temple Case was the result. Finally, the High Court 
decided that the Ma.�abodhi Temple had never been 
converted into a Hindu shrine and that it was a Buddhist 
��� 

. 

. The Government of Bengal under British Colonial 
rule did not support the Buddhist cause but the Gover
nors, Sir Alexander Mackenzie and Sir J ohan Woodburn 
were sympathetic. So were many influential �ndian 
friends of Anagarika Dharmapala in Bengala who 
remained staunch allies of the Mahabodhi Society. 
They belonged to the Bengali intelligentsia such as the 
educationalist Sir Ashoutosh Mookheijee and leaders 
of the ·business community such as Neel Carnal 
Mookeijee and many others like them. 

In 1 9  I 5, the Mahabodhi Society became a regis
tered body and a governing body was formed with 
Anagarika Dharamapala as its General Secretary. Its 

� .  

objectives were broadly defined as resuscitating Bud
dhism in the land of its birth with its headquarters at 
Buddhagaya, disseminating the philosophical and ethi
cal Teachings of the Buddha, translating pali <md 
Sanskrit texts into English, Bengali and Hindi and 
setting up a permanent office in Calcutta. 

In 1 949, the Government of Bihar initiated legisla
tion and consequently the B uddhagaya Bill was passed 
in the Legislative Assembly of Bihar. This act would 
appear to be the culmination of the struggle the 
Mahabodhi Society had to face in order to gain control 
of the Buddhagaya Temple for the Buddhists . 

On 28 May 1 953 , the Buddhagaya Temple was 
transferred to a new management committee. This 9-
man committee consisted of both Buddhists and Hin
dus. " -{_  
c. Mahabodhi Journal: The Mahabodhi 1 ournal was 
started in May 1 892 for the purpose of propagating the 
Teachings of the Buddha and having an interchange of 
news between Buddhist countries, thereby uniting them. 

The firstmimberwas printed at the Baptist Mission 
Press in Calcutta and the second at the Bengci.li Press. · 

Thereafter it was printed at Carton Press ti11 1 905 after · 
which the Mahabodhi Society of Colombo undertook 
the task of printing ti11 1 9 1 6  when it was taken over by · 
the Mahabodhi Society office at Calcutta. 

Copies of the first issue were sent to oriental 
scholars in various parts of the world. One copy was . 
forwarded to Sir W. W. Hunter, author of the "Indian · · J 
Empire " and another copy sent to the American Consul 
in Calcutta. The journal gave Sir William Hunter _ · 

· material to write about the future of Buddhism in India 1 
in his work on Indian Buddhism. The copy that 
reached the hands of the American Consul was sent by 
him to the Chairman of the World Parliament of 
Religions, who invited the Mahabodhi Society to send 
arepresentative to the world ParliamentofReligions at 
Chicago in 1 893. 

The first editor of the journal was Anagarika 
Dharmapala who was the General Secretary of the 
Mahabodhi Society as well .  He remained its editor till 
his death in I 933 and thereafter his successor, 
Brahmacari Valisinha took over the editorship till 
1938. He and Seela Bhadra were joint editors from 
1939-41 ,  then Seela Bhadra, Kalidas Nag and bhikkhu 
N. Jinaratanaedited the journal from 1 942-55 and from 
1956 onwards an editorial Board was formed. 

· ...c 
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The journal started with an exchequer of only 
Rs. 25/- but somehow managed to put out a monthly 
publication, mainly due to Anagarika Dharmapala's 
personal funds. It has an unbroken record of publica
tion for over one hundred years, since its inception. 

The journal published reviews of books on Bud
dhism, articles on Buddhism and Buddhist news of 
interest. Among the contributors were B . Hodgson, Dr. 
Sylvan Levi, T.W. Rhys Davids, Dr. B .M. Ba:;ua, Dr. 
D.R. Bhandarka, Dr. A. Commaraswarny, Dr. B .C. 
Law and many other scholars. The journal attracted the 
Support of even non-Buddhists. 

d. World Parliament of Religions : In 1 893, the 
')World Parliament of Religions was held in Chicago. It 

was one of the major events of the time. Anagarika 
Dharmapala was nominated by the Mahabodhi Society 
o attend the Parliament as its representative. He and 

Swami Vivekananda were the most popular speakers at 
the Parliament according to American newspaper re
ports. Dharmapala's paper on "The World's Debt to 
Buddha" was well received an the message of the 
Buddha's teaching reached a wide audience through 
the American press. it was on his return journey that he 
met Mrs. Mary T.R. Foster, the wife of a wealthy 
American Banker of Hawaii. She became one of the 
greatest bem!factors of the Mahabodhi Society until 
her death. She left in her Will a handspme legacy to 
further the activities of the Society. 

e. Mahabodhi Society Centres and Temples : The 
mahabodhi Society established an office in Calcutta in ) 1 892 at 2011 Gaugadhar B abu Lane, Bowbazar. It later 
shifted to 2 Creek Row and thereafter in 1 908 it 
purchased the Beniapukur House. 

In 1 926, Anagarika Dharrnapala purchased a house 
at Ealing in London with funds donated by Mrs. Mary 
T.R. Foster of Hawaii and called it Foster Home where 
lectures and meetings were held. 

In 1928 Anagarika Dharrnapala established a mis
sion at 41 Gloucester Road in Regent's Park with three 
Buddhist monks from Sri Lanka. It was the first 
Buddhist monaster; to be established outside Asia, 
known as the London Buddhist Vihara. This vihara is 
now housed at Chiswick, West London, the Gloucester 
Road House having been commandeered during the 
war. The vihara is managed by the Anagarika 
Dharmapala Trust and administered in conjunction 
with the Mahabodhi Society of Sri Lanka which also r .appoints the dhammaduta bhikkhus. 

0 

The foundation stone of the Shrl Dharmarajika 
Vihara at Calcutta was laid in 1 9 1  

. 

1 920. A holy relic of the Buddha 
ered in the process of archaeol 
Bhattiprolu Stupa in the Madras 
fered to this vihara and it was ens 

Regular meetings for the 
and religious ceremonies were -..v"u"'. 
It was a step forward in the Society's 
ing the Teachings of the Buddha. The 
built with funds donated by Mrs. Foster 
well-wishers. Its proximity to the U · 
cutta was an asset. Sir Ashutosh lYHJull.c:J 
Justice of the High Court of Calcutta, Vice 
of the University of Calcutta and president 
Bod.hi Society of India gave it much support. . . 

Anagarika Dharmapala had to wage another pro
tracted struggle with authorities, similar to the struggle 
he had at Buddhagaya, to restore the Dhammaka Tope 
at Samath. This stupa marked the site where the 
Buddha preached his first sermon. When Anagarika 
Dharmapala visited the holy shrine in 1 890 the sacred 
spot was used as a breeding ground for hogs. 

In 1901  he purchased a piece of land with dona
tions from his mother and friends and erected a build
ing there. In 1 904 he began to set up the Beneres 
School of Arts -and Agriculture. 

In 1 9 1 6  the government of India offered through 
the government of Bengal a relic of the Buddha for the 
Society if it  would erect a suitable vihara. The result 
is the present magnificient Mulagandhaku.ti Vihara 
started by Anagarika Dharmapala in 1920 and com
pleted in 1 93 1 .  Despite many negotiations and dis
putes he had with the Department of Archaeology, 
finally they offered a suitable plot of land in 1926 for 
the vihara and agreed to bear the cost incurred in 
connection with the foundation work. The Department 
of Archaeology also set apart twenty acres efland as an 
adjunct to the vihara and agreed to bear the cost of  
laying it out as a park with suitable trees. 

The Buddha temple in New Delhi is situated on 
Mandir Marg. It  stands on a piece of land given by 
Sarva Nand Barua to the Mahabodhi society. The then 
secretary, Brahmachari Devapriya V alisinharequested 
a donation from Raja  Seth jugal Kishore Birla towards 
the building of the Vihara, but he bore the full cost of 
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erecting the Yihara. It was completed in 1 939 and 
opened by Mahatma Gandhi. It has become a thriving 
centre of Buddhism and the most prestigious Buddhist 
institution in the capital. 

As a result of the persuasion of Brahmachari 
Devapriya Yalisinha, who succeeded Anagarika 
Dharmapala as General Secretary after the latter's 
death, the government of India supported and pressed 
claims to receive back the bone relics of Yen. Sariputta 
and Yen. Moggallana, the chief disciples of the Bud
dha, from the Victoria and Albert Museums in London. 
On 1 2  January 1 949, they were finally returned and 
were enshrined in a specially built vihara of the 
Mahabodhi Society at Sanchi . 

f. Early Benefactors : Without the financial assist
ance ofbenefactors, the Mahabodhi Society would not 
have been able to forge ahead so vigorously and 
undertake its multifarious programme of activities. 

One of the greatest benefactors of the Society from 
almost its inception was Mrs Mary Elizabeth Foster, 
the wife of a wealthy North American . Banker in 
Hawaii. With her generous donations, temples, mon
asteries, schools and numerous other institutions were 
established in India and Sri Lanka. 

Besides Mrs Foster, and Anagarika Dharmapala's 
parents, many scholars lent support to the Mahabodhi 
Centre at Calcutta, l ike the Yen. Krpasharan , 
Mahasthavira of Chittagong. It was he who started the 
Bengali Buddhist Association in 1 892. As Dharmapala's 
circle of contacts became wider, many eminent educa
tionalists, scholars and social reformers became asso
ciated with the Society. 

The Mahabodhi Society was started at a time when 
there was a resurgence in Bengal in the Fields oflndian 
literature, culture and religion. Along with this wave 
of interest was a renewal of interest in Buddhism. 
Anagarika Dharmapala has acknowledged in the MBS 
journal of December 1 90 1 -January 1 902 the help of 
many Bengali feiends. National leaders such as Ma
hatmaGandhi, PanditJawaharlaa Nehru, Ravindranath 
Tagore also expressed their sympathy and moral sup
port for the aims and objectives of the Society. 

II. Humanitarian and Welfare Activities 

a. Calcutta : A Welfare Home and orphanage was 
established when a famine had broken out in Bengal in 
1 943. The Society started a Relief Fund and jointly 

with the Ceylon Relief Society, started relief work in 
the premises of the Society in Calcutta� Six milk 
canteens were set up to distribute milk to six hundred 
destitute children and sick people. A free kitchen and 
centre distributed rice and clothes to one hundred 
persons daily. 

With Yen. Jinaratana Maha Nay aka Thero's initia
tive, an orphanage was started with twenty boys who 
had lost their parents in the famine. At first, they were 
kept in the Arya Yihara of the Bengal Buddhist Asso
ciation. In 1 945 they were removed to the Society's 
building at 46, Beniapukur Lane. Due to t he continu
ous efforts made by Yen. Jinaratana Maha Nayaka 
Thero to construct a suitable building to accommodate 
more boys and also to start other social service acti":'i,- . 
ties, finally in 1 962, the present t1ve s troried buildin� 
of the Welfare Home and Orphanage was constructed 
in Calcutta. -{ 

The five storied building of the · A n agarika 
Dharmapala lnstitute ofCulture and lnternationa! Guest 
House was declared open in 1 89 1 .  · 

Jinaratana Memorial Free Homeopathic Dispen
sary was opened in 1 9 84. 

Mary Foster Allopathy Dispensary, where consul
tation was free, was opened in 1 99 1 .  

An ambulance Service to serve the poorer section 
of the community has been introduced recently. 

Anagarika Dharmapala Meditation Centre was in· , 
augurated in 1 978 

Also attached to the Mahabodhi Centre at Calcutta' 
are the following amenities : 

Library and Reading Room 
Mahabodhi Book Agency 

b. Buddhagaya : The M ah abodhi Centre at 
Buddhagaya provides much needed accommodation, 
board and lodging as well as religious guidance to 
visitors. 

. The DharmasaHi was built in 1 9 1 4 by Anagarika 
Dharmapala and it provides shelter to one hundred 
pilgrims at a time. 

Medical facilities are provided for the needy through 
the Homeopathic Free Dispensary. 

f 
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The Mahabodhi Book Stall at the Dharmasala 
provides books on Buddhism and Indo logy. 

There are a number oflnternational Buddhist Tem
ples working in cooperation with the Mahabodhi Cen
tre such as the Japanese, Tibetan, Nepalese, Chinese, 
Royal Thai, Thai , and Burmese Temples and the 
Bhutanese and Vietnamese Monasteries. There is also 
an International Meditation Centre. 

c. . Sarnath : The Mulagandhaku.ti Vihara conducts 
recitations of the Dhammacakkappavattana sutta daily 
by resident monks. It also conducts poojas and other 
Buddhist ceremonies and undertakes maintenance and 
development work. 

) There is a Library and Reading Room attached to 
he Vihara. 

Also at Samath are the following institutions : 
Dharmapala Vipassana Meditation Centre 
Mahabodhi Book Agency 

Mahabodhi Inter College which. is an educational 
institution with modern facilities up to the level of the 
General Higher Education examination with govern
ment assistance. 

Dharmapala Bhikkhu Training Centre where Bud
dhist philosophy and the Bhikkhu Vinaya are taught 
with preliminary training in Buddhist missionary work. 

) Mahabodhi Primary School which has a trained 
staff to educate and supervise children. 

Mahabodhi Birla Dharmasala, a spacious building 
complex that provides residential facilities for pil
grims. 

Mahabodhi Sangararilaya, a hostel for resident 
monks with free food and other facilities 

A multi storied building housing the General Of
fice, Dharmapala Museum and Library. 

III. Education : The MBS realized the need for the 
study of Pali in earnest for the proper understanding of 
the original texts of the Buddha's Teachings. This was 
essential for the revival and spread of Buddhism in 

India and the world. It therefore influenced the Indian 
government authorities to introduce courses in Pali 
studies at the University of Calcutta and the University 
of Bombay. Now several national univ,ersities conduct 
courses of study in Pali and �-.• ., ... �� 

A training unit for bh 
founder of the MBS at S�- ............. '!, 
Samath. The college now 
"Dharmapala Bhikkhu 

IV. Conclusion : At present 
has centres and branches in 
pan, Chittagon, · Darjeeling, 
Delhi, Sanchi, Madras, B 
and Chicago. 

Due to the untiring efforts 
successors, places sacred to 
Samath, Kushinagar, Sanchi, 
places, once deserted, are now 
pilgrims. 

The support Anagarika 
distinguished scholars and 
in calcutta helped to ..,.., .... L_. • ..,,. 
footing. The awakening 
in Bengal at the time was very 
of the MBS. The Buddhist 
founded by Rai Bahadur Sarat 
and pioneer in Tibetan studies · 
Yen. Krpac;harana, Maastha 
started the Bengali Buddhist 

In those early days, there 
symbiotic relationship between 
intelligentsia. It is an 
Dharmapala who was, in his 
with the MBS, contributed 
aissance in India. The propag 
West was also ushered in by 
and his most effective · 

the MB journal.* 

MAHABODHIVA1\1SA also 
translation into Pali prose of a 
is not extant now, giving the 
the bodhi-tree in Sri Lanka. 

_This article has been maindy based on material obtained from the Centinary Volume of 
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It begins with the history of Buddha Dipahkara, 
and gives in a short summary an account of the vari
ous lives of the bodhisatta under previous Buddhas, 
the life of Gotama, his enlightenment at the foot of the 
bodhi tree, the planting of the bodlzi-tree at Jetavana 
by Ananda providing the occasion for the Buddha to 
preach the Kalinga-bodhi Jataka, the parinibbana of 
the Buddha, the three Councils, Mahinda's mission to 
Lanka and the establishment of Buddhism there, the - - -
introduction there of the relics and a branch of the bodhi 
tree, its planting and the establishment of ceremonies 
(bodhipuja (q. v.) in connection with it. 

The book is divided into twelve chapters. In the 
whole of the first chapter the close dependence on the 
Jataka-nidana-kathii is evident. Even verbal identity 
is not rare. Usually the Mahabodhivamsa account is 
shorter and more like an epitome. It is interesting, 
however, to note that the story of the Kalinga-bodhi
Jataka as given i n  the Bodhivamsa differs from the 
version in Faushboll 's edition of it (J. IV, 228-236) 
among its peculiarities in the former version being a 
long description of clairvoyance \dibbacakkhu) and the 
seven gems (sattaratana ni) o f  a world ruler 
(cakkavatti-raja). The l ater chapters show direct de
pendence on t h e  Samantapiisadikii and the 
Mahavamsa, chiefly the former. Thus, the description 
of Mahinda's activities after his arrival in Sri Lanka 
agrees a l m o s t  word for word w i th that i n  the 
Samantapasadika (VLnA. I, 73 f.), so mush so that we 
are led to the conclusion that the whole passage was 
directly borrowed from Buddhaghosa's- commentary. 
The concluding verses of som� of the chapters are the 
same as those of the Mahavamsa. The quotations from 
works such a s  the Maha vamsa and the 
Samantapasadika would lead us to believe that the 
author of the lvlahabodhivamsa did not merely tanslate 
the Sinhala text directly, but also improved upon it in 
the translation, supplementing it with quotations from 
works which in the meantime had attained great au
thority. 

Even where the Mahabodhivamsa borrows from 
other workS, its style i s  different from theirs, more or
nate and affected; the stanzas are written in sonorous 
Pali, the ornamental epithets are plentiful and the au
thor i s  fond oflong sentences. There are distinct traces 
in the language of the influence of Sanskrit on Pali,  
and we may regard this book as marking the begin
ning of the period of Sanskritised Pali .  Sometimes 
Pali words are used in their Sanskrit sense; sometimes 
words not found perhaps elsewhere at all in the old 

Pali li terature, and long Pali compounds possibly de
rived from his acquaintance with S anskrit kavyas are 
employed; the whole tone and manner o f  the work 
betrays a tendency to use a kind of S anskritised Pali.  

The book itself says nothing about its authorship 
or its date, except that it was a translation from a 
Sinhala original (Mhbv. p. 1) .  The Gandhavamsa (p. 
6 1 )  mentions the work by name, but in a group of five 
works assigned vaguely to unnamed authors. The 
Sasanavamsadipa (v. 1 262) calls Upatissa the author 
of the Bodhivamsa, but says nothing more about him. 
The Sinhala Bodhivamsaya, which is an enlarged 
Sinhala translation by Vilgammula Mahathera of the 
Pali work, in the beginning of the fourteenth century, 
ascribes the authorship of the Pali Maha Bodhivamsr . 
to Upatissa, and so does Saranankara Sangharaj a's in 
ter verbal glossary (sanna) writ!en at the beginning f 
the eighteenth century. - Gurulugorni (author o f  tlie 
Amavatura) who lived about the latter half of the 
twelfth century wrote a masterly commentary in the 
Sin hal a language of the Pali Maha bodhivamsa, called 
the Bodhivamsaparikatha, but better known as the 
Dharmapradipika, and there, too, the work is assigned 
to Upatissa. A Sri Lankan author Upatissa is men
tioned in the Gandhavamsa (p. 67), but nothing more 
is said of him. 

S .  Arthur Strong, who edited the Mahabodhivamsa 
for the Pali Text �ociety, erroneously assigned i ts au
thorship to the sarne period as Buddhaghosa, his rea
son being that the Gandhavamsa mentions it as hav
ing been written at the instigation of one Diz_thanag- ) 
whom he identified with another named Dattha. Dattha . . . . 
is said in the Gandhavamsa to have requested _ 
B uddhaghosa to write the Sumangala- Viliisim'

l 
Saranankara Sangharaja's verbal interpretation (The 
Bodhivamsa-sanna), called the Madhurartha-Vilasin"i 
too, mentions that the maha Bodhivamsa was written 
at the request of a thera named D�thanaga. Geiger, 
however, identifies D�thanaga with the thera of the 
same name whom Mahinda IV, the king of Sri Lanka 
appointed to discourse on the Abhidhamma (Mhv. L\\1. 
v .  3 6) .  I f  that suppo s i ti o n  be correct , the 
Mahabodhivamsa would have been written in the last 
quarter of the tenth century (Geiger, Dipavamsa and 
Mahavamsa, p. 79) . 

The fact that the Mahiibodhivanzsa was consid
ered a great Pali classic is shown by the existence of a 
glossary (gii_tapada) in Sinhala and a commentary (iikii) 
in Pali to assist the study of it. Gurulugorrii in tne 
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twelfth century wrote his Dharmapradipika with the 
Mahabodhivamsa as its basis. The whole chronicle 
was written down in S in h a l a  by Vi l g ammu l a  
Sangharaja during the reign o f  Parakramabiihu I V  of 
Kurunagala. ( 1 302- 1 326 A. C.) 

But, Vilgammula did not write his Sinhala 
Bodhivamsaya as an aid to the study of the Pa1i work 
of Upatissa. His work was meant for the Sinhalese 
reader, and he attempted to make it a literary work by 
itself. The style and method of the scholar is evident 
in the Bodhivamsaya. He had before him both the glos
sary and the commentary. One finds passages from 
the glossary taken complete with quotations in such 
places as �e description of the Mahasammata dynasty 
or in the Ananda-bodhi-katha. The section dealing 

Jth the acceptance of the Mahii vihii ra in the 
vdhivamsaya is taken from the Dharmapradipika. 

�othing from the Pali Mahabodhivamsa has been <�,>mitred in the Sinbala work, and it is larger than the 
Pali work, inasmuch as several descriptions and anec
dotes have been added. The division of chapters is 
according to the Pali version, and even the concluding 
verses have been quoted. 

The author followed the ornate Sanskrit style in 
which the. Pali Maha bodhivamsa was written. Pas
sages after the style of Sanskrit prose-poems (gadya
kiivya) like the Kiidambarl are written in Pali by 
Upatissa. and Vilgammula turns them into Sinhala. 
Apart from following Upatissa's Sanskritised Pali style, 
Vilgamrnula himself was a Sanskrit scholar. He gives 
his own Sanskrit compositions in verse at the begin
ning and at the end of the Bodhivamsaya. 

) Saranankara Sanghariija of Valivita compiled a 
, complete inter verbal interpretation (The Bodhivamsa

u-Fmaya) called the Madhurarthaprakasinl. 

The history of the bodhi-tree is continued as far as 
the reign or Kirti-sii-Rajasimha of Kandy in a little 
work called the Cula-Bodhivamsaya. This work gives 
an account. of the places where saplings from the tree 
at Anuradhapura were planted. It also mentions the 
families of different craftsmen who accompanied the 
bodhi-tree to Sri Lanka. 

Upali Karunaratna 

MAHABODHIVIHARA S e e  MAHAB O D H I ,  
MAHABODHI SOCIETY 

MAHACHAT. Introductory : The birth-stories are 
called in Thai "Chadok" (Pali-jataka), and traditionlly 

irey are 550 in number. They have been a storehouse 

of folk-lore and as literary productions in Thailand until 
recent times, and they have influenced the life and 
thought of the people. Of all these birth-stories, the 
last ten, before Lhe Lord Buddha attained Buddhahood 
after a long chain of re-births, are deemed more im
portant. They are called collectiverly "Thotaachat" 
(Pali-Dasa Jiiti) or "The Ten Births", a name peculiar 
only to Thai B uddhi s m .  The last  one c a l l e d  
"Wetsandon Chadok" ( Vessantara Jataka) is the most 
important. It is called Maha Chat (Pali-Maha Jati) or 
the "Great Birth". According to Buddhist belief, be
fore he could attain Buddhahewd, the Lord Buddha 
had to perfect himself with the Ten Virtues. These 
could not be done in a single lifetime but through the 
ten stages of virtuous life as depicted in the last ten 
births. A person striving to become a Buddha by per
fecting the Ten Virtues is called a Bodhisat a would
be Buddha or one who seeks enlightement. Such a. 
Bodhisat cult forms fundamentally the ideal ofNorth
ern Buddhism, the Mahayana Sect. The Wetsandon 

Chadok, Buddha's last birth but one on earth, portrays 
the life of Prince Wetsandon fulfilling his mission as 
a Bodhisat. The life of Prince Wetsandon is the high
est ideal of the faith and one which the people like to 
hear recited, for Prince Wetsandon's supreme sacri
fic e  touches the�r h e arts . For the story vide . 
VESSANTARA JATAKA. 

The story of Prince Wetsandon is divided into 1 3  
parts or divisions called in Thai "kan" (Pali-Khal}da). 
It is a very well-known story in Thailand and influ
ences immensely the life of the people. The story 
serves as an inspiration to Thai poets and artists of the 
school . For the story contains noble sentiments, hu
mour, pathos and beautiful deseriptive scenes which 
fire the imagination and evoke artistic expression. The 
original story is in Pali. But there are, apart from its 
literal translation, many versions in paraphrase not to 
mention the versions in other languages. The versions 
are written generally as a kind of prose kavya in a non
metrical rhyming pattern, which allows a free play on 
words in a rhetorical manner. The oldest version which 
dates back some 400 years is used as a subject of liter
ary study in the Universities. Many of the "Kans" or 
parts were written by famous Thai poets. The book as 
a whole is called "Mahachat" or "'The Great Birth", a 
well known household name is the Thai language. 

Customs: Every year after the traditional three month 
term of religious Lent and retreat of Buddhist monks 
expires, i .e. usually in the latter part of October, many 
wats or monasteries have their own "Thet Maha Chat" 
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festival. "Thet" means to preach, to give a sermon, 
but in this instance, to recite the Maha Chat or the 
Great Birth Story. The recitation may be performed 
during the Sat (Pali-Sarada) or Mid-year Autumnal 
Festival i n  early October, or on other special occasions 
such as the raising of funds for the monastery. The 
reason why it i s  usually performed after the Lent is 

. obvious. For during the period October to December, 
food, especially fish and prawns, i s  found in abun
dance, and the people, in particular the countryfolk 
have a comparative leisure time, in former days the 
recitation of the Maha Chat might be performed at a 
private residence in special case or in the preaching 
hall of the village. Nowadays the performances, are 
confined to the preaching hall within the precincts of 
a wat. The recitation begins early in the morning and 
continues sometimes till midnight. It is  the traditional 
belief of the people that whosoever hears the Maha 
Chat or the Great Life in i ts complete version will gain 
great merit. In the old days opportunities of hearing 
such recitations were rare for want of the texts and 
monks who were versed in such a recitation. But in 
Bankok the performance may be carried over many 
continuous days.  The original text of the Great Birth 
contains a number of gathas i n  Pali or interspersed 
with the story. · These stanzas may be collected in the 
form of one special text. They are called "Gatha Phan" 
or the "Thousand Stanzas" Special attention is attached 
to this Gatha Phan. 

Each of the thirteen kans or parts bears a name 
appropriate to an episode in the story, and at the end of 
each recitation there i s  a performance of music with a 
particular 'melody of its own. There are thirteen per
sons trained i n  each ·particular kan · in i ts recitation 
which has i ts own musical theme. Accustomed to such 
a melody, many of the people know, when they hear 
the recitation or the music played at the end of each 
kan, the progress of the performance. In a village where 
music cannot be obtained there i s  no obligation and if 
there is music and the musicians cannot play the right 
melody the rule is not strictly adhered to. As long as 
there is music and noise to mark an interval between 
each kan, that is all that is required by the people. Each 
kan must have a sponsor either an individual or sev
eral collectively. It is the duty of the patron of a kan to 
provide a gift for the presiding monk with money and 
things fit for a merit offering. These are called "Kreung 
Kan" or material things of the kan.  They include 
monk's robes and essential requisites for monks, eata
bles and sweetmeats and a large quantity of fruits of 
the season. Any person, apart from the owner, may 

join in the merit-making by contributing money or any
thing else to the common offering for whichever kan 
he prefers. 

Nowadays the recitation of the version with all its 
thirteen parts takes too long to conclude. It begins 
early in the morning and does not come to an end be
fore midnight. It is therefore curtailed on special 
occasions. Only the Gatha Phan or the Pali Thousand 
Stanzas are recited. Such a recitation is  not popular 
with the people. Although the hearing of such sacred 
words recited may evoke rel igious sentiment, the peo
ple do not understand them and thdr emotions are not 
satisfied. The people want something more. They want 
to hear the voice of their favourite presiding monk, to 
hear his melodious voice which is familiar to them. 
for many are able to recite too. They want to live in . 
love and hate, in happiness and sorrow, to be sad or D 
be in humour, and to raise their sentiments to a higher 
plane and ideal, which the the various characters of 
the story manifest. Hence the reciting of the Pali Thou
sand Stanzas only, does not appeal to the masses. They 
want the recitation to be performed i n  ful l  both the 
prose version and the stanzas. The contents i n  the ver
sion are more of a secular nature, and in fact i n  some 
parts of the story, the reciter has to display his and his 
own additions are thrown into the recitation which 
sometimes border on drollery and vulgarity. The pi
ous people frown a it. 

It has been a tradition in Thailand from the King 
downwards to have his eldest son, enter the order as a 
"nane" (Pali-sama�Jera) or novice during his boyhood, · 
and once to become a temporay monk for at least three .. 
months of the year when he reaches his manhood at 
the ful l  age of twenty years. The popular belief i s  that_.� 
when a son becomes a novice, the gates of hell are · 
shut for the mother of that son, and for his father when 
he becomes a monk. This belief is important in a sense. 
For it constites a living force to the Faith, not to say to 
that of the wat or monastery which has remained a 
centre of learning and spiritual training lip to the present 
day. The novice, apart from learning and observance 
of precepts is to be ini tiated in the recitation of the 
Great Birth. There is a certain kan with a popular and 
favourite melody which the father of the novice wishes 
his son to learn and recite. When he has mastered the 
kan with its melody, he is invited to give a recitation 
of that kan at his parents ' house. It is a great day for 
there is  a gathering of the family, also of friends and 
neighbours to hear the recitation of the Great Birth by 
the novice. As a rule the novice wil l  recite only the 
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kan or the part he has learnt. This is done as a special 
instance and has nothing to do with the custmary reci
tation described earlier. Such a performance, it is be
lieved, is done in initation of an episode of the Lord 
Buddha's life, when after having attained Buddhahood, 
the Buddha came back to his country and preached a 
sermon to the gathering of his family and recounted 
his last birth as Prince Wetsandon. The imitation is 
deemed to be a highly meritorious act, and it has been 
done with great display of piety by the family of the 
novice. They are proud of the novice's ability, and the 
friends and neighbour join in the rejoicing. Many kings 
and princes of the present dynasty have, in the past, 
entered the Faith as novices and have performed such 
recitations of the Great B irth. 

0 
)·eparation: Before the Thet Maha Chat or the reci
tation of the Great Birth takes place, the monks of the 
�at where the performanc

_
e is to be held, and c�rt

_
ain 

leading members of the village or other cormrutt1es, 
discuss the date and preparation for the performance. 
When everything has been planned as to who will be 
the patron and which particular kan will be recited, 
invitations are made in advance, in order that the in
vited persons may have ample time to prepare and ar
range the presentation of gifts. Sometimes more than 
one family or group of persons combine as a single 
patron of a particular kan. Each owner vies with the 
other for the performance. They want to be the best in 
this matter of merit-making. For such an occasion 
comes but once a year.- The village which does not 
have the Thet Maha Chat performed, suffers loss of 
face, and nobody, if he can, will refuse an invitation to ).rticipate in the common merit-making of their own 
wat in their own village. 

When one accepts the invitation to be one of the 
patrons of the thirteen kans, one has to prepare and 
arrange both food and other essentials as offerings for 
the occasion. There will be bustles and merrimentin 
the house on the eve of the recitation, the cooking of 
food and the preparing of sweet-meats both for merit
making and for feeding the people. In such an occa
sion, neighbours will come to help. They will come 
voluntarily, and etiquette requires reciprocal help when 
opportunity arises . This custom has gradually disap
peared in B angkok and other urbon places where 
money is everything and the spirit ofneighbourly help 
is somewhat lacking. 

Usually there is a big basket made of bamboo in 
the shape of a huge blooming lotus flower with its many 
"':D\oured-paper petals pasted on, together with other 

decorations. This basket is called "Krachat Yai"  or 
'big basket' and is used as  a coutainer for things o f
fered as merit-making. It is sometimes so big that it  
takes a number of persons to carry in procession from 
the house to. the wat. If there an-! a great number o f  
things a s  gifts, the basket i s  used for storin g  foo d ,  
sweetmeats and fruits, a s  the case may be, ,while the 
other offerings such as monks' robes and other requi
sites are put in special valuable vesels or earners. On 
the actual day when the recitation is to take place and 
when the time arrives, all the offering are carried i n  a 
procession with music and other performances as the 
case may be. One knows the approximate time when 
the recitation of the kan of which one is the patron, i s  
to take place. gfi t i s  the first or second kan, one has t o  
reach the wat i n  time, early i n  the morning. I f  i t  i s  a 
later kan, say the tenth or eleventh, the time will be in  
the evening and one can gauge the approximate time. 
There will be crowds of people along the route to wit
ness the procession. If a wealthy man gives meagre 
offerings, there will be gossip in the village. If there · 
are many wealthy patrons of different kans or parts cif  
the recitation, it will be a great day. For there will be 
competition among them as to whose offerings are the 
best and most costly, because everyone wants to "gain 
face" as much as possible .  The traditional Thet . 
Mahachat is still a living force but the aspect of the 
merry side is now o� the wane. Many of the. younger 
generation whose attitude of mind tends to subordi
nate the traditional to the modern, view the perform
ance of the Thet Mahachat in disfavour. In order to 
save this old tradition from being lost altogether a novel 
way is introduced in B angkok today when a theatrical 
performance of each episode of the story is given just 
before the recitation of each kan. This is to attract the 
attention of the people. It is an innovation in place of 
the merrier side of the custom which is not now to be 
seen in Bangkok. 

The Wat and the performance: The entrance to the 
wat on the dav of the Maha Chat recitation is made as J . 
a sort of gate decorated with branches of trees: This is  
called the Pratu Pa or the "Forest Gate". Along the 
path after passing the forest gate, a sort of ceremonial 
fence called Eachawat is erected at intervals and deco
rated with flags and banana trees. B anana trees with 
bunches of ripe fruit are preferred. On reaching the 
preaching hall there is another forest gate. Sometimes 
the path is made as a sort of maze or labyrinth in order 
to confuse those who have to pass along the passage. 
This maze is called Khao Wongkot, the name of the 
nountain where Prince Wetsandon had his hennitage. 
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In the preaching hall every post is decorated with a 
banana tree or sometimes with sugar cane plants. There 
hang in some preaching halls thirteen paintings de
picting the life of Prince Wetsandon as narrated in the 
thirteen kans. In some places, the preaching hall is 
hung all over with home-made toys made of interlaced 
leaves and split bamboo or of wood, in the shape of 
birds, fish, etc. They are sometimes painted. These 
toys are distributed among the children after the reci
tation ends. There are also small flags in various col
ours to the number of one thousand, which is equal to 
the Catha Phan or the Thousand Stanzas. 

Arriving at the wat the procession passes the For
est Gate into the path leading to the preaching hall. If 
the p4th is mad� into a maze there will certainly be 
fun when one gets into a blind passage and becomes 
confused. One may even have to pay a fee to the guide 
if one is. in a hurry to reach the preaching hall. When 
the procession arrives at the preaching hall, and if the 
preceding kan is still in progress, it means that you are 
before time. One will have to wait outside until the 
preceding kan comes to an end. Then one can carry 
all one's offerings to their proper place in the preach"' 

. ing hall, a pl�ce in front of the preaching canopy. ·There 
is bustle and ado during such times when the offering 
of the prec�ding kan which has ended, are taken out 
and the offerings of the next kan are carried in. Some 
of the people who have heard the re�itation will come 
out and the new audience will go in. There is music 
m3Jking the end of a kan cmd there is more music mark
ing the beginning of another kan. As already described, 
ther'! are small coloured flags equal to the number of a 
thousand of the Gathii Phan. The number of these 
thousand gathas is distributed unevenly among the 
thirteen kans. Besides the small flags, there are also 
small beeswax candles equal in number to that of the 
small flags. There are flowers for offering too. In 
some cases when there is a special kan in which t"'e 
whole Gathii Phan or the Thousand Stanzas are re� 
cited alone as a whole, the patron of such a kan has · 

flowers, usually lotus flowers and small candles to the 
number of a thousand, as an offering. 

Now when the preaching or recitation is to begin, 
candles and incense sticks as provided, will be lit, and 
an act of worship is made to the Three Gems, i .e.  the 
Buddha, his Law and his body of the qergy or Sangha. 
The presiding monk will pronounce an act of faith and 
administer the usual five precepts, which acceptance 
is binding on the receiver for at least that whole day 
and night. A fter such rite has been performed, the 
preaching or recitation may then begin. 

The recitation of the first kan takes place e arly in 
the morning, therefore the congregation is few in 
number, with the exception of the patron of the kan 
and his party, and a few old people who wish for merit. 
There will gradually be more people in the congrega
tion in the succeeding k.ans until the fifth kan describ
ing the scenes of Chuchok, the aged Brahmin mendi
cant and his strew, young and beautiful wife. There is 
much drollery and humour which naturally attracts the 
people: If the reciting monk is well known for his wit 
and humour, the place is packed to the utmost, for peo
ple from far and near, come to hear the recitatiqn. The 
young men will ask for encoures and more money con
tributions will willingly be made by the congregation. 
Such monetary offering are called Tit Thian Kan Thet 
or the sticking (of money) for the reciting kan to the 
candle, the custom of sticking money to a big beewax 
candle provided for the purpose. In former days such 
recitations with additions of drollery and hurnour i1· 
some cases over-stepped the limits of modesty and 
were distasteful  to cultured minds. Through the 
progess of time such things are now seldom to be 
found, for moral ideas have changed, but the need of 
humour is still there with the folk. While in B angkok 
the recitation in some wats has the tendency to be more 
prosaic and has become monotonous thus depriving · 
much of its psychological value of display and cer
emony which needs as well .  

After the recitation ends with the thirteenth kan, 
there is a supplementary kan giving an exposition of 
the "Four Noble Troths" as preached by the Lord Bud
dha after he had recounted his last "Great Birth" to the 
audience. The preaching of the "Four Nobel Truths" 
is usual}y done on the next day after the recitation and 
may be preached by one, two or four monks in the 
manner of a dialogue, if required. 

Phya Anuman Rajadhon 

MAHAGAMA ( identifi e d  as the ·present  
Tissarnaharama) was· the capital of Rohana (s.v.),  one 
of the three prin�ipal territorial divisions in ancient Sri 
Lanka . This City, situated in the south-east of the 
island about six and a half miles from the mouth of tne 
Kirindi Oya was the birthplace of the great national 
hero Du.t.thagama�!, who brought-about the revival �f 
Buddhism in the early part of the Anuradhapura period. 
Throughout history, as a seat of government, Mahagama 
remained the most important place in Rohana playing 
a significant role as the centre of Buddhist activities in 
that region. It is said that the resourceful and devo.ut . � 
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residents of Mahagama were ever generous to the 
community of Buddhist monks, who dwelt in great 
numbers in the hundreds of vihiiras there (ed. Kirialle 
N�avimala thera, Rasaviihinl, Colombo, 1961, p.1 06f; 
id. Saddharmiilahkaraya, Colombo, 1954, p.416; D.E. 
Wickramasooriya, Ruhu!Ju Miigam Var�taniiva, pt. 1, 
Anuradhapura, 1913, p.4f). Although the account given 
in the Rasaviihinl should not be taken in its literal 
sense, it nevertheless, suggests that people ofMahagama 
were well known for their devotion to the religion. In 
the capital were several Buddhist monuments. It is 
learnt that the Bhikkhus ofMahagama were reputed for 
their virtue and erudition (cf.T. Ratanasara thera, 
Bauddha Stupa, Colombo, 1967, pp.10, 20-21). 

. Ancient Mahagama was located near the place 
.1ere the ruins of the Tissamaharama vihara lie on the 

left bank of the Magama (or Kirifidi) river• (W. Geiger, 
lihiivan:zsa, trsl, p. 146, n5, also see E.W. Adikaram, 

Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, Colombo, 1953; 
p.ll7;H.Parker,AncientCeylon, London, 1909, p.241). 
Parker, who identifies Tarnmannato.ta (the landing 
place of Vijaya) with the mouth of the river Kirindi in 
South Ceylon, is of opinion that Mah�gama was the 
first seat of govemment of the original Aryan settlers in 
Sri Lanka (ibid, loc.cit). According to the chronicle 
Riijiivaliya (ed. B. Gunasekara, Colombo, 1926, r,.15), 
Mahagama was founded by one of the six S akya 
princes, the brothers-in law of king Pa!)�uvasadeva. It 
has been surmised that, Mahagama, as the capital of Sri 
Lanka, flourished even before the �stablishrnent of 
Anuradhapura (ibid, p. 240 f; JRAS (CB) Vol VIII, pt. 
�- �p 10-14; G.C. Mitton, The Lost Cities of Ceylon, 
�ndon, 1917, p.251). This fact, however, is not cor
roborated by any authentic historical evidence. Until a 

-�prehensive archaeological survey in this region is 
made, it is hardly possible to state with certitude 
anything about the original settlers of Mahagama. ( cf. 
H. W. Codrington, A Short History of Ceylon, London, 
1947, p. lO; P.A.T. Gunasinghe, Puriitana Rohar;.a 
Riijyaya, Nugegoda, 1968, pp.20,22, and 24). 

Mahagama could have been, at first a settlement 
(giima) which had gradually developed to be a village 
(mahiigama, lit. large village). B.y the time Buddhism 
was introduced to that regi already become 
the capital of SouUI , loc. cit; G.C. 
Mendis, The Early.· . . . Calcutta, 1935, . 
p. 27). Like might have 
been chosen as considering its 

location, 
. foreigners on 

loc.cit). On 
together with 

the river Mahav formed a rather 
impregnable barrier (cf. 
pp.6-8). For a long time in 
preserved its identity both as 
and a vassal state of the 

The first mention ofMahagama as the residence of 
a ruling dynasty begins with Mahanaga (s.v.), the 
younger brother of king Devanampiyatissa (247-207 
B.C.), who fled to this region when his life was 
threatened due to a court intrigue (Mhv. XXIII; 2-9; 
History of Ceylon, published by the University of 
Ceylon, Vol. I, pt. 1, Colombo, 1959, p.145; W. Rahula, 
History ofBuddhism in Ceylon, Colombo, 1966, p.l9). 
Mahanaga, according to a brahmi inscription, had 
been hitherto a heretic, who became a convert to 
Buddhism at the Galau�a vihara at Kirida in Mahagama 
(T. Ratnasara thera, Bauddha Stupa, p.4.). The dynasty 
he thus founded there played a leading role in the 
history of the country's politics later. Although no 
historical data are available to establish that there was 
a ruling dynasty at Mahagama earlier than that, it is 
obvious that this part of the country was under the 
authority of a royal house that may or may not have 
been of the same dynasty of Anuradhapura kings.2 (cf. 
Mhv.xix: 54, 62;DPPN. Vol. II,p.488; Rahula,loc.cit.) 

Evidently the rulers of MaJ.:lagama were linked 
with those ofKala!)iya. Dhatuva:{lJ;s(]., ( ed. Dambagasare 
Sumedhankara Svami, ColqmJ.w, 1930, p.30) and 

,.;'�(tfi · � t�k!1�� . 
I .  A small village on the left bank of the Miil)ik-gafiga between the Tissarna

_
hara�a ruins an?·9l�lpo uth of the stream still 

retains the appellation, Magama (cf Geiger, Malzavamsa, trsL p. I 46, n'; Ad1karam, op.(.:�!:J?) 1 7; JRAS (CB), Voi.I, 

pt.I,p.I8 etc.). ·;-·::."". 
2. Reference should be made, in this connection, to the K?atriyas of Kajaragama who, on the occassion of the planting of 

the branch of the sacred Bo-tree, flocked to Anuradhapura to pay their homage (Mhv�';J{iiX:54). Further, they were 

honoured by granting one of the first eight Bodlzi-saplings to be planted in their locale (ioii:l;'XIX: 62). Some maintain 

that the K?atriya of Kajaragama were related to the ruling dynasty in Kalal)iya and were descendents of the ruling dynasty 

of Anuradhapura (cf.P.A.T. Gunasinghe, op.cit, pp.27-29 and 32). Paranavitana, however, is of opinion that the K?atriyas 

of Kajaragama belonged to a different family and they were present in Anuradhapura on the aforesaid occassion by 

invitation (cf. God of Adam's Peak, Ascona, 1 958, p.66). 
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Anuriidhapura (Codrington, op. cit. p. 17f.). The king 
Kakav�l)atissa, the great grandson of Mahanaga, 
married Viharamaha Devi (s. v.) ,a princess from the 
ruling dynasty in Kal�iya, in a legendary fashion 
(Mhv. XXII; 1 3-22; Adikaram, op.cit., p.60; History of 
Ceylon, l oc. cit.) She bore two sons, one being 
Du.t.thagamani (s. v.), who brought about a revival of 
Buddhism at a later stage. After his father's death, 
Du.t.thagamarii became the ruler of Mahagama and 
embarked on his campaign against the Damilas in the 
Rajar�ta (s. v) from there (Mhv. XXVII, 8, 59; XLV; 42 
etc.DPPN. loc. cit.; History of Ceylon, op. cit, p.155). 
Although Anuradhapura had once again become the 
chief seat of government of the Sinhalese kings after 
the triumph of Du.t.thagamal)i, Mahagama seems to 
have continued to enjoy considerable autonomy with 
her own ruler who at times exercised a .powerful 
political sway over her dominant neighbour. 3 

In spite of the fact that Mahagama was situated far 
away from Anuradhapura, there was regular commu
nication between these two capitals from early times 
(cf. Mhv. XXV: 6-51; Geiger, trsl., Mahiiva11Jsa, 
p. l 65,n3; History of Ceylon, p. l5 etc.) As a result a 
chage that took place in one capital, very o{ten had its 
repercussions on the other. 

· The fact that the kingdom of Rohana had devel
oped as a separate entity, more or less preserving its 
own identity from the kingdom of Rajar�ta, is explicit 
in the cultural remains available at Mahiigama. The 
remains of religicus .edifices at Mahagiima show clear 
proof that they were not outright copies of the 
Anuradhapura monuments. The stupa which is the 
most common religious monument of the ancient 
Sinhalese, could be taken as an example here. Recent 
archaeological excavations at several sites in 
Mahiigama, such as Tissamahariima Dagaba, Ya.tala 
vehera, Manik vehera etc. have shown that these types 
which were found there were not common with those 
at Anuriidhapura. The stU pas like Tissamahiiriima are 
erected in the shape of a bubble (bubbuliikiira), the 
dome (a1J¢a) being more global than pyramidal, which 
is not a co:mn1on feature in the stu pas found elsewhere 
in Ceylon (cf. T. Ratnasara thera, Bauddha stupa , 

p.28). Another striking feature of the stupas built in 
Mahagama during the early Anuradhapura period is 
the size of bricks used. It is said that they "were much 
more uniform than those at Anuradhapura" (Parker, 
op.cit., p.324). 

Although several remains of Buddhist significance 
have been unearthed from Mahagama (cf . JRAS, op. 
cit. p.1ff), they bear "no comparison with those of 
Anuradhapura or Pol onnaru w a" (History of Cey lon, p. 
13 ). It is possible that most of the stu pas in t his region 
were built by those Sinhalese kings, from Uttiya dates 
to Du.t.thagamani (167-137 B.C.), who were forced to 
rule from the southern capital owing to the Tamil 
domination in the Rajarata (E. V .  Suraweera, 
Anuriidhapura Sa11Jskrtiya, Maharagarna, 1959, p. 62). 
It should also be said of the ruins at Mahagama that 
since they have not been fully explored and studied yet, 
the identification of most of them is only tentatve. 
Hence it is premature to speak of the religious edifices 
there with certainty. 

The following, however, could be mentioned as 
the significant Buddhist sites in Mahagama dating 
from the earliest period. Mahanaga, the first king of the 
southern capital, built the Nagamahavihara (s. v.) which · 

is probably identical with the Mahanaga vihara, the · 

remains of which are still to be found according to 
Parker ( op. cit., pp: 324-26)4• The original stu pa built by 
Mahanaga in the second half of the 3rd century B.C. 
(ibid., p. 324f), had been enlarged by 1_lanaga (33-43 
A.C. : Mhv. XXXV: 32) while. he was in exile in 
Rohana. It is presumed that I.lanaga too, as in the case·....., 
of Mahanaga, was a non-Buddhist at first, but became,..) 
a convert after listening to the preaching of Mahapaduma 
thera of the Tuladhara vihara (J.M. Seneviratne, Th' 
story of the Sinhalese, Vol.II Colombo 1923, p.91), to 
whom he had given the renovated Mahanaga-vihara 
together with land for its maintenance (MhvA. II, p. 
643). Besides, I.lanaga is said to have made several 
such endowments to various other Buddhist institu
tions in Mahagama. The king Voharakatissa (209-31 
A. C.) is recorded to have erected a chatta-canopy-over 
the Nagamaha dagaba (Mh v. XXXVI: 34 MhvA. II, 
p.662). Lying to the south east of the Tissa vava in 

3 .  . This i s  suppoted i n  the rebellion caused by the brahman Tissa during king Va.t.tagamal).i Abhaya's ( 1 04-77 B.C.) reign. 
Having caused a political upheaval in Mahagama, Tissa marched toward to Anuradhapura with his rebel force, which 
ultimately resulted in the dethronement of the king (cf . J .M. Seneviratne, op. cit. VoL II, p.48 f.) .  

4. · Authentic identification of the Nagamahavihara and the Tissamaharama, in fact, presents a poser, which is to be 
un_!<lvelled wjth fu_rther archaeological �nd _ epigraphical exploration and study in that region. For. details see 
N.ADAMAHAVIHARA and TISSAMAHARAMA. � 
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Mahagama is the most significant Buddhist monument 
inMahagama, namely the Tissamahiiriimastupa (s.v.), 
which dates from the time of king KakavaJ;JJ!atissa 
(Mhv. XXII: 23). The monastery attached to this stupa. 
is recorded to have been "embellished with three hun
dred and sixty monastic cells" (EZ, Vol . V, pt. 2, p.278) 
and was, moreover, reckoned to be the headquarters of 
the Mahavihiira in Mahagiima. KakavaJ;JJ!atissa is also 
credited with the construction of sixty-three other 
vihiiras (Mhv. XXIV: 22) . Accordingly there could 
have existed several other religious edifices built by 
him in the vicinity. Another important dagiiba in 
Mahagama that dates from ancient times is the 
MaJ!icetiya (s. v.) wh.ich is identified with the Mfu}ik
vehera situated to the west of Tissa-vava. In close 

· froximity to it is the Y �thiilaya-vihiira erected by king . .X �thalayatissa. The Rasavahini (p. 1 08) records a �onastery called the Mahavapi that existed in the same (locali ty, where resided about hundred monks 
(Ency.Bsm., Vol.II, p.90 b ,9 1  b). Two other monaster
ies situated with.in close proximity to Mahagiima were 
th�Ambariya-vihiira (cf. Adikaram, op.cit, p.ll7) and 
the Anurarama built  by king Vasabha (65- 1 09 A.C. : 
Mhv. XXXV: 83; Geiger, Mahava11J.sa, trsl . ,  p.258, 
n 1) . The Perumaiyan-kulam rock inscription discloses 
that king Vasabha had bestowed on Anurarama eight 
thousand karisas extent ofland (EZ, Vol.I, p. 68). King 
Aggabodhi, an independent mler of Roh�a in the 7th 
century A.C., constructed the Mahapali Hall, a refec
tory and aparive!Ja called D�thaggabodhi (Mhv. LXV: 
42; DPPN. I, p. 1 068; also see History of Ceylon, 
p.3 1 4). One may find the remairss of the Mahapali 
ifall, wh.ich is said to have been built on the model of 

-'lhe Mahapali Hall in Anuradhapura (Geiger, Culture of 
Ceylon in Mediaeval Times, Wiesbavden, 1 960, p.56), 
among those ruins that are to be found in the vicinity of 

" the MUJ!ik Vehera and the Y �tale Vehera (P.A.T. 
Gunasinghe, op. cit, p. 1 58). Vijayabahu I (I 055- 11 10  
A.C.) has built another prominent stupa in  Mahagama, 
namely the Candagiri Stupa (Mhv. LX, 62), which is 
known today as the Safidagiri Vehera (cf. Geiger, 
Ciilavaf!!sa I, trsl . ,  p.220,n2). It is also interesting to 
note that there were two stiipas in Mahagama by the 
name of Thuparama. These were said to have been 
destroyed by Tamils (ibid, p.219 and 220, n1), but 
subsquently restored by Vijayabahu 1 (J\.1h'J. LX. 56). 

Since no other mention of these two stiipas is found 
elsewhere, they might have been two insignificant 
stiipas; or else the term 'Thiipiirama' could probably has 
been used as a common epithet to denote some 
architectural feature of these stiipas5. King Nissahka 
Malia ( 1 1 87-96 A.C.) claims that having visited an
cient vihiiras in Mahagama he caused repairs to be done 
to them (EZ. Vol. II, p.l 1 9). Shortly after Nissanka 
Malia's reign there arose political disturbances in the 
country that continued for centuries resulting in the 
neglect, decay and abandonment of most of the ancient 
stiipas in this part of the country. However, with the 
inauguration of archaeological research in the late i 9th 
century, the buried cultural heritage of the Sinhalese in 
South Ceylon too was brought to light. As a result, 
most of these dagabas in Mahagama, which were in  
ruins for centuries, had already been brought under the 
restoration and conservation programme of the De
partment of Archaeology. 

Besides the main rel ig ious  monuments· i n  
Mahagama there are also other trad.itional� aqjuncts 
with religio-architectural significance. One �p.ch is the 
Vahalkacfa, a feature . common to the stu pas of 
Mahagama and Anuradhapura. Although most of the 
arch.itectural appurtenances in the southern capital are 
inferior to their counterparts in Anuradhapura in re
spect of artistic skill ,  the Vahalkatj.a appear�Jo be an 
exception. "Near the large stupas at Tissamahiirama 
are to be seen sculptured arc�itectural fragments of the 
same type as have been employed in the construction 
of the Anuradhapura vahalkatj.as" (S. Paranavitana, 
The Stupa in Ceylon, Colombo, 1 9 46, p. 56). Another 
archi tectural feature Mahagama shared wi th  
Anuriidhapura i s  the massive stone pillars, most prob
ably the structural remains of Uposthagaras, dating 
from the early Anuradhapura period (S . Paranavitana, 
Si!Jhalayo, Colombo, 1 967, p.16). It is also evident 
that some guardstones and stone engravings found in 
Mahagama are quite old, probably dating from the 
same period mentioned above (cf. T. Ratanasara thera, 
Tissamaharamaya, p.5 1 ; Bauddha Stupa, p.29). The 
moon-stone in Mahagiima, however, shows a marked 
deterioration when compared with those of the 
Anuradhapura period. The specimen discovered at 
Tissamaharama dagaba, which depicts figures of horse 

5. Thuparama could be a generic term applicable to a particular type of monument, as in the case of the Thuparama at 
Anuradhapura. According to Paranavitana (The Stupa in Ceylon, Colombo, 1 946, pp.89, 94,fig.l3), it is an edifice that 

has common architectural features with the very early circular caityagharas. The existing rock-cut example from Junnar 

presupposes wooden structures of which no examples are found in India (cf. J. Fergusson, History of Indian and Eastern 

Architecture, London, 1 876, p. 167, Woodcut 9 1 1  also see JUNNAR in Ency. Bsm, 
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and elphants only, is the only noteworthy one of its 
kind. The examples unearthed from other sites in 
Mahagama are, in fact, without any motifs or designs 
(T.Ratanasara thera, Tissamaharamaya, p.54). The 
other Significant archaeological finds in Mahagama 
are the traditional stone pitchers, stone troughs and a 
urinal stone (ibid. p.35), which were quite common 
among the archaeologicl finds in Anuradhapura. On 
the whole, the ruins of the capital of South Ceylon, 
however, do not display the same artistic skill mani
fested in their corresponding specimens in the northern 
capital. 

Some of the sculptural remains in Mahagama, as 
in the case of the aforesaid architectural remains, date 
back to the early Anuradhapura period. Specimens of 
Buddha images, depicting various schools of sculpture 
of the day, have been discovered from the ancient 
capital of South Ceylon. Nevertheless, special men
tion should be made of those Buddha images in the 
round found at the Tissamaharama vihara which are 
believed to have been fashioned after the Amaravati 
style of sclpture. It is argued that those Buddha images 
in the round belong to an indigenous style. 6 If that fact 
is established, then it should be said that, from early 
times that the indigenous school of architecture had 
been represented in Mahagama as well. 

During the ancient and mediaevaL periods 
Mahagama played an important role in the sphere of 
learning, which was exclusively ecclesiastical in char
acter. The monasteries of the southern capital claimed 
collections of religious literature (Rahula, op. cit, p.l34). 
The ancient manuscripts discovered in and around this 
capital would corroborate this fact. From very early 
times Tissamaharama vihara was the most outstanding 
seat of learning in the kingdom of Rohana. Mahasiva 
thera, who resided there, was reputed for his erudition. 
He "is reported to have taught eighteen great groups 
(af.!harasa mahaga!Ja) both texts and commentaries 
(atthavasemi ca pa}ivasena ca) day and night without 
much rest. Even the commentators (a.(thakatha thera) 
came to him to clear their doubts" (Rahula, op. cit. 
p.293; AA (SHB), p.24; DA, p. 52 It). 

Like in Anuradhapura, all the three fraternities 
existed in Mahagama as well (Mhv. LXX, 181 ;  Geiger, 
Culture of Ceylon in Mediaeval Times, p.209). It is 
probable that the follower of the Mahavihara had their 
headquarters in RohaJ;�a at the Tissamaharama monas
tery. Although the Mahayanikas of the Abhayagiri and 
the Jetavana too had their respective monasteries in 
Mahagama, it is not known where they were located. 
According to the Mahavaf1Jsa (LX: 56) the relic shrines 
belonging to these three fraternities were destroyed by 
the Cola invaders.7 Vijayabahu I is recorded to have 
restored those later. 

In ancient Ceylon, two great convocations were 
held twice a year-before and after the vassana (rainy) 
season respectively. One was held at the Mahavihara 
in Anuradhapura while the other was held at 
Tissamaharama in Mahagama. At the Mahagama 
ceremony, all the monks in Roh�a used to assemble 
there in order to fulfil their vassiina observances 
(cf.Rahula, op . cit.pp. 1 72, 207-08 and 296). Hence, it 
is evident that during the Anuradhapura period 
Mahagarna functioned not only as a centre of learning, 
but also as a centre of ecclesisstical activity being 
second only to Anuradhapura in importance. 

The Visuddhimagga (p.31) states that there was a 
cave called KuruJ;��akamahale�a near Mahagama, 
which was the residence of Cittagutta thera. The cave 
was known to have been beautifully painted with 
murals, of which some traces can be seen even to-day 
(T. Ratanasfua thera, Bauddha stupa, p.8), depictiong 
the story of the renunciation of the last seven Buddhas.8 
It is further mentioned how the king of that time,9 
yearning to pay homage to that thera, who was re
nowned for his virtue, employed a stratagem savage ........ 
trick to get down the thera to Mahagama (cf. Rahula, ' 

op.cit, p.206 f.) 

Another intersting fact to be noted in respect of the 
southern capital is the preaching of the Ariyava11Jsa 
Sutta, which appears to have been a popular event 
there. Several instances are recorded in connection 

6 . 
.., I. 

For a critical study on this subject see ArtA (Vol. XIX, 3/4, p. 251 ff) and CJHSS (Vol . III, no.!, 1960, p. 59ff). 

Geiger, however, believes that probably refers to the plundering of Rohal)a by the Dami. Jas in Mahinda V's time 

8 . 

9. 

(Ciilaval�lsa, trsl. p.2 1 9, n4). 
· 

!ftese murals, which could be treated as examples of earliest Sinhalese paintings, prove the existence of the art of painting 
m South Ceylon. Although some remnants of paintinga belonging to the Anuradhapura period have been discovered from 
most of the sncient kingdoms and hallowed places from Mahagama they they have altogether disappeared leaving only 

' some faint traces, probably due to ravages of nature and time. . 

Rahula (op. cit, p. 207, n2) conjectures that it was king Kakavannatissa. 
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with the preaching of this particular sutta in Mahagiima. 
When the DighabhalJ.aka thera named Abhaya dis
coursed on the Malzaariyavm7Jsapafipada, the whole 
ofMahagama thronged to listen to him (MA. I., p.79). 
On another occsion, a thera from the Ku��arajja prov
ince is said to have gone to Mahavapi-vihara, which 

was also in Mahagama, to listen to the preaching of the 
Ariyavan,zsa Sutta. The Preaching of this sutta was held 
there annually and people flocked from distanct places 
to listen to it (Rasavahinl, p.l08; Ency. Bsm. Vol.II, 
p.90 hand 91 b; Rahula, op.cit., p. 269f) 

Several are the interesting episodes occurring in 
the texts that speak about the piety of the people of 
Mahagama. If their acts of piety, as found in the texts, )were true, then it should be said of them that some of 
those acts are not in accordance with Buddhist teach\ ings since they amount to self-mortification, an ex

(1reme rejected by the Buddha. Once, an upasika went 
to Ma1,1icetiya with her son in order to listen to a 
sermon. As she was listening to the dharnma, her son 
was bitten by a serpent; but she clid not take any notice 
of it through fear of intem1ption to her listening 
(Rasavahinl, p.107f; cf. Rahula, op. cit, p.130, n 1). 
Quite analogous with the aforesaid episode is the story 
of the monk of the Kuddarajja monastery, who contin
ued listening to a sermon preached at the Mahavapi
vihii.ra in Mahagama enduring the pains of a viper-bite 
(gonasasappa: Rasavii.hinl., p.l 08) 

The Manorathapura!JI (AA. II, p.249) relates how 
a young mmtk residing at the Tissamahii.riima monas)tery had walked to Dighavapi covering in one day, the 

- entire distance of nine yojanas in order to listen to the 
Mahajatakabhii1,1aka thera there preaching the 
Mahavessantara Jataka (No 547). 

Amidst extremely pions and generous citizens of 
Mahagama, there were also fiendish evil-doers. One of 
them was Vidhola, a hunter, who had resorted to brutal 
forms of slaying. Having listened to the Devadutasutta 
preached to him by the monks of the Tissamaharama 
monastery, he had ultimately given up killing. In the 
latter part of his life he became a monk and eventually 
attair.ed arahantship at the Tissamaharama monastery 
(Rasavahinl, pp.236-39; cf. Rahula, op. cit. , p.252,n5). 

There are instances to i1lustrate the fact that not 
only in respect of their piety, but also in their generos
ity, the people of the capital of South Ceylon were 
outstanding. The Manorathapurm.n (AA, II, pp. 60-65) 

·-gives a very touching story of a poor man named 

Dii.rubha��aka Mahatissa ( s. v. ), who lived in Mahagama 
in the time of king Kiikava1,11,1atissa. Spending twelve 
kahapa!Jas he had earned by hard work, Dii.rubha1,19aka 
offered alms to Pil)9apatiyatissa thera of the 
Ambariyavihii.ra, while he was on his way to worship 
a cetiya 10 at Mahagama (Adikii.ram, op. cit. ,p.117). The 

Rasavahinl (p.279) gives yet another generous act 
performed by an inhabitant of Mahagama called 
Sailigamacca, who inherited from his father a precious 
pair of garments (sa.taka yugan,z ), a sword and a dagger. 
Once, he noticed that N aga thera of the 
Ko.t.tagallapabbata returning to the monastery without 
receiiving any alms. Thereupon, he pawned his price
less necklace and, with that money, offered alms to the 
thera. 

There is evidence to believe that along with the 
devout Buddhists, the existence, particularly in the 
earliest period, of non-Budduhists like animists, devo
tees of Siva (issara-bhattiya) and Paribbajakas and 
their institutions in Mahagama (Rasavahinl, p.268; 
Saddharamalahkaraya, p.704 f). However; since no 
mention of them is made in connection with the later 
history of the southern capital, it is probable·that they 
might have been gradually absorbed as Buddhism 
course of time. See further ROHA� A, and 
TISSAMAHARAMA. 

C. S. Ranasinghe 

MAHAJANAPADA, Sixteen Great Countries (so,lasa 
Maha-janapadas) mentioned in several places in the 
Pali Canon as political divisions oflndia at or shortly 
before the time when buddhism arose (A/. p. 213; IV, 
252, 256; 260). It is a mnemonic list usually given in 
pairs as Ailga, Magadha; Kii.si, Kosala, Vajji, Malia, 
Ceti, Vamsa, Kuru, Paficala, Maccha, Siirasena, 
Assaka, Avanti, Gandhii.ra, Kiimboja. These names, 
as observed by Rhys Davids, "are names, not of coun
tries, but of peoples as we might asy Italians or Turks". 
(Rhys Dacids, Buddhist India, Calcutta, 1950, p.l6). 
and he further points out, that "the main idea in the 
minds of those who drew up, or used, this old list was 
still tribal and not geograpical. In several other places 
this list appears sometimes incomplete and with vari
ations. 

A less complete list is found in the Janavasabha 
Sutta. (D.II.p.200) where the first two and the last 
four countries have been omitted. The Niddesa in
cludes the Kalingas to this mnemonic list of sixteen 
countries and substitutes the Yona for the Gandhara 
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(Nid. p.37). In Buddhist Sanskrit literature also a simi
Jar list is found and in this list Gandhara and Kamboja 
have been omitted and Sibi and Dasama have been 
substituted (Mhvu, I. p.34). The Jaina Bhagavaiisutra 
gives a slightly different list of the sixteen people viz:
Ailaga, Bailga, Magaha, Malaya, Malava, Accha, 
Vaccha, Kocchaha, Padha, La9ha Bajji, Moli, Kasi, 
Kosala, Avaha and Sambhuttara (Hoemle, ed. The 
Uvasagadasao, appendix II. Calcutta, 1985, Saya XV, 
Uddesa I, pp. 6-7) . According to Bhandarkar, "the 
Sixteen Great Countries embrace that portion of India 
which was colonized by the aryans at the time'' 
(Bhandarkar, Ancient History of India, University of 
Calcutta, 1919, p.48, 56) In the above list Vajji and 
Malia have been mentoned by their tribal names. and 
they formed two confederacies. When referrence was 
made in the Conon (supra) to these countries it was 
almost always a specification by pairs like Anga -
Magadha and Kasi - Kosalaj. etc. which gives the right 
to Bhandarkar, "there can be no doubt that the coun
tries of each pair are contiguous to each other". Some 
of the countries mentioned in the list were known as 
far back as the Vedic literature (eg: Ceti, Cedi- Cadya · occur in the Rgveda V III. 5.37.9 and Maccha Skt. 
Matsya (Satapathabrahmana). From the lists of names· 
of the countries mentioned above, there can be ri.o doubt, 
that during the time of the composition of the mne
monic list the Mahajanapadas remained as sixteen 
stares of varying size vilage kingdoms but during the 
life-time of the Buddha, Ailga ceased to be an inde
pendent kingdom and was annexed to Magadha and 
Kasi was incorporated into the Kosalan dominions. By 
this process of centralization, according to Bhandarkar · 
(op. cit. p.48,57) there developed four monarchies 
namely Magadha, Kosala, Vatsa and Avanti and of 
these the most prominent was Magadha whiCh was in 
the process of expansion and during the reign of king 
Ajatasatru the dominions of the Licchavis (i. e. the 
Vajji country) and Mallas and some parts of Kosala 
wich included Kasi were annexed to Magadha. The 
Magadhan expansion continued till a century after the 
death of the Buddha, as Bhandarkar says, the Magadha 
empire gradually extended and swalloved up Kasi 
Kosala Avami and Vatsa and Ugrasena Mahapadma 
made himelf master of about that whole portion of In
dia, i. e. Sixteen Great Countries into which India was 
divided in the Buddha's tims. 

For details regarding each country see under each 
name. 

M. Karaluvinna 

- -
MAHAKACCANA was a celebrated disciple of the 
Buddha who was honoured by the Buddha himself as 
the chief of the exponents of the dhamma. His speci
ality was the exposition in detail of terse pithy state
ments of doctrinal import. 

According to Theragatha A_t_thakatha (I. 483) 
Mahakaccana was a brahmin well versed in the Vedas 
who succeeded his father as the chaplain of King 
Candapajjota ofUjjeni. On the instructions of the king 
he visited the Buddha in order to invite the latter to 
Ujjeni. Kaccana listened to the doctrine and attained 
arahantship. When he informed the Buddha the pur-

. pose of his visit the Buddha replied that it is sufficient 
now if Kaccana himself returned to Ujjeni. 

Mahakacdma seems to have spent some time in 
close association with the Buddha before taking u , 
residence at A vanti. During this time he had the 
privilege of listening to the rich discourses of the 
Buddha which would have acted as wholesome seeds 
sown on fertile soil. V ery soon he became renowned 
as a great exponent of the doctrine, and this fact is 
amply testified by suttas such as MadhupiT;cf.ika, 
Mahakaccana Bhaddekaratta and Uddesa Vibhahga 
all of the Majjhinza Nikaya. These were suttas deliv
ered at Kapilavatthu, Rajagaha and Savatthi respec
tively, perhaps when Mahakaccana accompanied the 
Buddha during the course of his missionary tours. In 
all these three instances Mahakaccana is called upon 
by the monks to explain in detail a terse statement made 
by the Buddha. The suttas show Mahakaccana as 
suffering a sense of embarrassment on being asked to 
explain in detail. The reason for his embarrassment is 
clear from the simile employed. Just like a man who is� · 
in need of timber overlooks the tumk, and seeks timber t 
among the foliage, the monks to9. having missed the 
opportunity of getting full details from the Buddha 
come to him for details. However he explains the 
issuse involved in detail and with a sense of modesty 
adds that he understands it in this manner and monks 
might as well get the Buddha's explanation also. When 
Mahakaccana's explanation is reported back to the 
Buddha he heartily endorses the views saying that he 
himself wouid have given the very same explanations. 

During the Buddha's life time itself Mahakaccana ' 
seems to have gone into residence at A vanti � 
Dakkhil)apatha. Udana (p.57) and Vinaya (I, 194) both J 
of which describe the same episode show that ,:, 
Mahakaccana had already laid the foundation for a- -<, 

� � 
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school at A vanti. The conditions prevailing there were 
different to those in Magadha, and therefore 
Mahakaccana suggests, through his pupil SoJ!a 
Ku.tik�l)a Tissa, that certain ammendments be made 
to some existing Vinaya mles in order to make life 
more comfortable, and relax the conditions laid down 
for some ecclesiastical acts for the convenience of the 
monks dwelling there. Buddha regards them as useful 
suggestions and readily grants the concessions. The 
school founded here was stj]l in its infancy for it is 
reported that monks were so scarce that collecting 
together ten monks for an upasampada was itself a 
difficult task. 

According to the Aizguttara Nikaya (1, 65) 
,_ ¥ahakaccana was residing at one time at Var�a on the 
: _ __}ank of Kaddamadaha. There he delivers a discourse 

(similar in essence to the Kalahavivadasutta of the �Hhakavagga of the Suttanipata) to the brahmin 
Aramadal)�a on the causes of disputes. At the end of it, 
inreply to a question of the brahmin Mahakaccana says 
that Buddha is residing in a city called Savatthi in the 
east "atthi puratthimesu janapadesu Savatthi nama 
nagara"! tattha so bhagava etarahi viharati arahan.z 
sammiisambudhao". The wording of the reply sug
gests that Savatthi was not known at Var�a" and the 
mention of puratthimesu janapadesu shows that the 
scene of this discourse was not situated in the east. 
Perhaps Vara;;ta was a town in the Dakkhil)iipatha, the 
locality connected with the missionary zeal of 
Mahakaccana. Therefore, it may be surmised that this 
too is one of the places at A v:mti to which he took the 

(Jessage of the Buddha. 

The Kuraragharapabbata at A vanti seems to have 
...._ �en the headquarters of Maha.l(accana's missionary 

activities. It was from here that Sm).a was dispatched 
to the Buddha at Savatthi with a 'report' of the prevail
ing conditions. Here even lay folk, both men and 
women. seem to have taken a keen interest in studying 
the scripturees. Haliddikani (San_1yutta III, 9}quotes a 
stanza from the Magandiya sutta of the A_t_thakavagga 
(giving the exact reference) and requests Mahakaccana 
to give a detailed explanation thereof. Mahakaccana 
gives an eloquent explanation reading deep meanings 
into the apparently simple stanza, displaying profound 
philosophicla maturity to the entire satisfaction of the 
intelligent interlocutor. Again the same inquiring 
householder approaches Mahakaccana with a question 
from the Sakkapaiiha sutta (mentioned by name in 
San,zyutta III, 13). The textual references quoted are rresting for it shows that Mahakaccana had intro-

duced and popularised the study of the sacred scrip
tures as well. San_zyutta-nikaya (IV, 115) shows 
Haliddikani asking another question pertaining to sense 
perception. Ahguttara nikaya (V, 46) records a dis
course occasioned by a question raised by. KaJi, an 
upasika in Kuraraghara. It is noteworthy that 
Mahakaccana answers all these questions without any 
hesitation or embarrassment. As Buddha is not present 
in the immediate neighbourhood, he solves all prob
lems posed before him as an excellent authority on the 
subject. Thus we see the early fmits of the pioneering 
efforts of Mahakaccana in the propagation of the 
Buddha's teachings in A vanti. Not only did he succeed 
in gathering new adherents but also created a keen 
interest in the intelligent lay public for the serious study 
of the newly introduced doctrine. 

Makkarakata forest must have been another station . . 
of Mahakaccana in A vanti . This may have been a 
brahmin stronghold, for the arrogant words used by the 
pupils of Lohicca (San,zyutta IV, 116) show that they 
not only despised the shaven headed ascetics. but also 
envied (or were alarmed at) their growing popularity. 
!me pana muf!4aka samaf!aka ibbha·.- kif!ha 
bandhaupadapacca aimesam bharatakananJ. sakkata 
garukata manila pujita apacita tijata. Reviling in 
these contemptuous tetms they deliberatelytried to 
cause annoyance to Mahakaccana who was perhaps a 
new comer there. Undaunted by these words 
Mahakaccana silences them and addresses them in a 
few verses in which he unequiovcally exposed the 
brahmin hypocrisy and the futility of their practices. 
The brahmin pupils immediately inform their teacher 
that sramaf_la Mahakaccana categorically denounces 
brahmin mantras-yagghe bhavanJ. janeyya samaf_lo 
Maha kaccano bra hmaJ.zananJ mante ekan_1.sena 
apavadati pa_tikkosati. Hearing this complaint Lohicca, 
in his indignation hastens to question Mahakaccana for 
an explanation. Then follows a detailed exposition at 
the end of which the arrogant Lohicca was converted. 
This episode perhaps portrays the resistance and oppo
sition offered by brahmanism in A vanti in general, and 
how pmdent Mahakaccana was able to overcome them 
successfully with far reaching results. 

Mahakaccana seems to be an early pioneer to 
introduce the message of the Buddha to Madhura as 
well. The king of Madhura was called A vantiputta 
(Majjhima II, 83) which suggest that Madhura be
longed to the Western region. According to the 
Madhurasutta Mahakaccana visited Madhura and was 
residing at Gundavana. Soon after arrival his fame 
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spread far and wide as an eloquent orator and a learned 
ascetic. and no less a person than the king himself pays 
him a visit. The question asked by the king shows that 
brahmanism was widespread in that locality. 

Mahakaccana delivers a discourse on the much vexed 
problem of the brai-Imins' claims to superiority to the 
entire satisfaction of the king. Expressing his sincere 
appreciat.ipn of the rational exposition the king takes 
refuge in' Mahakaccana, saying Kaccanam saranam 
gacchami. Mahakacdina hastens to corre�t the lang 
that he should take refuge in the teacher and not in 
himself. The king is eager to visit the Buddha, but to 
his disappointment is told that the Buddha has already 
passed away (Majjhima I, 90). Ahguttaranikaya (1, 67) 
records another discourse of Mahakaccana at the 
Gundavana in . Madhura. Here a brahmin named 
Kandarayana inquires why the sramar:as do not pay 
homage to the brahrnins and points out that it betrays 
lack of good manners not to respect brahmins (tayida11'} 
bho Kaccana na sampanna/1'} evati). This comment of 
Kandarayana shows to what an extent the brahmin 
influence had permeated the day to day life of society, 
for courtesy shown to brahmins was vested with con
ventional ethical dignity. It is therefore no wonder that 
both discourses recorded as paving been delivered at 

Madhura by Mahakaccana are related to the caste
pride of the brahmins. 

This available evidence shows that Mahakaccana 
was the pioneer who introduced the message of the 
Buddha to brahmanic territory of the West. Himself 
born and bred a brahmin in the west. Mahakaccana 
would have been most suitable for the task which he 
took upon himself. As he had the advantage of know� 
ing thoroughly the ins and outs of both contending 
schools he was able to handle this stupendous task with 
tact and confidence. In the choice of his disciples he 
seems to have acted with mature discrerion. It is said 
that he dissuaded So!)a Ku.tikal)!)a Tissa from joining 
the order thrice. It was only after realising the persist
ent earnestness of So!) a that he conferred ordination on 
him. Thus his far-seeing wisdom would have cau
tioned him to recruit only the strong charactered whose 
convictions were sincere and firm. He won the hearts 
of the intelligent public by inculcating in them a thirst 
for knowledge of the dhamma. Whenever it was 
possible to tolerate he tactfully tried not to violate the 
long cherished die-hard customs of the people. For 
instance, because the people in A vanti believed in the 

. efficacy of udakasuddhi he urged the Buddha to permit 
frequent baths for monks residing there. But this policy 

of following the path of least resistence did not deter 
him from exposing the vanity of brahmanic preten
sions whenever necessary (e. g. Sanyyutta IV, 116). 

The school established by Mahakaccana in A vanti 
seems to have m<1de steady progress. Not only did the 
number of adherents increases gradually, but it also 
produced monks of very great learning. SanJyuttanikcqa 
(IV, 283, 285) shows the maturity of of knowledge and 
discipline ofthe immediare disciples ofMahakaccana. 
lsidatta, a pupil ofMahakaccana, who was described as 
the most junior (sabbanavaka) in a congregation of 
monks was the only one who could save much embar
rassment for the Elders in whose company he was by 
answering a question raised by a householder named 
Citta at Macchikasal)�a. Later the senior most Elder 
speaks in appreciation of lsidatta's wisdom and admits 
that the �olution to the problem did not occur to him. A 
similar situation was repeated at another occasi<:Jn;( 
where Citta discovers that this learned monk was none 
other than his own adif.thasahaya Isidatta of A vanti. 
Joyfully he invites Isidatta to reside at Macchikasanda 
promising to provide him with all comforts. Isid��ta 
thanks him for his kindness, and quietly leaves 

Macchikasa!)�a for good (San_1yutta IV, 288). This last 
act is a good clue to his strength of character for it is said l 
sakkaro kapurisena dujjaho. Such was the calibre of j 
the pupils of Mahakaccana belonging to the school he J 
established at A vanti. 

After the demise of th!iVBuddha the school at 
A vanti seems to have developed into an influential seat 
of learning. Hundred years after the parinibbana of the, .. 
Buddha the Vesalian monks started indulging in ten .' 
unlawful pdctices. This was soon discovered by Yasa l 
Kiika!)9aputta who was an honest, virtuous and la�- r, 

abiding disciple. He soon recognised the imminent � 
danger.threatening the sasana and decided to take firm i 
action. Perhaps, considering the degenerate state of ] 
monastic affairs he decides to seek the support of the .j; others in order to raise their voice in protest. Immedi
ately he thinks of the seat of learning in A vanti and J 

'l sends a messenger seeking their co-operation. As a .• 

resultofY as a's painstaking endeavours, the Cullavagga 
records, a great assembiy of arahants took place at 
Ahogai1ga in order to discuss their plan of action. It is 
interesting to note that the majority of arahants taking 
part in settling this issue, which they themselves de- i 
scribed as difficult and unruly (kakkhan.l ca valafi ca), · 

hailed from A vanti. The east which was the cradle of r. 
Buddha's missionary activities had, a century after the · 

demise of the Buddha, to solicit the support of the WI$St--<� 
i 
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in order to crush its own growing indiscipline. The 
. shift of emphasis from east to west becomes all the 

more Conspicuous when A vanti of this day is compared 
with A vanti of Buddha's day, when monks were so 
scarce that an upasampada had to be postponed for 
three years for want of a quorum of ten. The east too 
felt, and regarded with envy and alarm, the growing 
importance of the west, for they contended that Bud
dhas are born in the east and therefore the easterners are 
the upholders of truth arid virtue. 

According to tradition Mahinda the celebrated 
disciple who introduced Buddhism to Sri Lanka also 
hails from Ujjeni. Thus he may have been a representa
tive of the school established by M ahak:accana in -{\vanti, sent here to convert Sri Lanka. History shows 

· . _l-tat Buddhism took deep roots in the island and moulded 
. the national character with a distinctive B uddhist stamp. ('This mission. Perhaps may be considered as the 
crowning glory of the untiring efforts of Mahak:accana 
in the propagation of Buddhism. 

- - Lily de Silva 

MAHAKARUNA . Though the term KarwJ.a occurs 
frequently as one of the four brahmaviharas, the term 
mahakaruT}a does not seem to occur in any of the first 
four nikayas. In the Pali canon mahakaru'}a occurs 
for the first time in the Pa_tisambhidamagga. In the 
Ariyapariyesanasutta (M. I, 169) the Buddha says that 
he looked at the world with his Buddha-eye out of 
compassion for the worldlings (sattesu karwifiatarr; --Paficca) and saw beings at different stages of devel_)>pment. But karu'}a is rarely used to denote the Bud
dha's compassion, the term used instead is anukampa 
with much greater frequency. The Buddh.a urged his 
first sixty disciples to go out into the world and spread 
the sublime message out of compassion for the world 
and spread the sublime message out of compassion 
for the world (Lokanukampaya, Vin. I, 21). In the 
Dhammadayadasutta (M. I, 12) the Buddha. expresses 
the wish that his disciples should be inheritors of his 
dhamma and not material gain because he has com
passion for them (atthi me tumhesu anukampa). In a 
number of suttas the Buddha exhorts his disciples say
ing: I have done everygthing that could possibly be 
done by a kind sympathetic teacher for his disciples. 

· There are shady trees, go and meditate. Do not have 
room for regret later on (M. I, 118, iv, 373, A. IV, 139). 

The Buddha's compassion for the suffering masses 
stands out in bold relief through his words and deeds 
in-numerous stlltas even though it is not spelt out in 

� . 

words such as karu'}a and anukampa always.  Tire
lessly the Buddha walked miles to meet people who 
could benefit from his teachings. He walked about 
120 miles from Gaya to B enares in search of the 
Paficavaggiya monks.  AilgQlimala was a ruthless 
murderer, but fearlessly the Bu.ddha approached h im 
out of compassion to res.c\,1� him from an imminent 
spiritual disastt�t·CM; Jl, ,9$.;k "'tb.e.re are two recorded 
instances. whe�

·the i3�d&.ipe�onally attended on sick 
monks (Vzn. I, 30i ;  I),hp.t\. I, 3l9). He even pronounced 
that attending o� :U,lF s{�.\��"'�fl:�yat to attending on the 
Buddha himseJ(. �- , : :"" · • : 

· . 

change an 
order to :.lfTnm· 

that her need · · 

so far as to 
illi·eady ·made in  

'tequest, as  he fel t  

postponed a 'tour 
that was plamied 'on' . .. . made by a slave girl 
named Pm;u;a as sh� wa:'s;pflttpised freedom from slav
ery by her master if slte'�i.i'cce1eded in getting the Bud
dha to postpone his·.todr."(MA. IV, 34) 

In all these 'epis&l,�§•the eotnpassion of the B ud-
dha is quite 

· '. · . 
words have been 

used to 

.· Buddha resorted to 
· for his disciples. Ac

the Buddha chased 
· behaviour. They 

ag��nmdla- and strove 
that the Buddha 

for them and , with them for a long 
time. A similatf.rinstance_,of, chasing away monks 
for noisy beha¥,.ip:up,.J�;�;'t.epoFI:ed in the Catumasutta 

(M. I, 457). ; ·. , ; , ; � '  :.:co 

; � :. -:-·. . ... • .  · .• :_t.� .  
TheAbhayar.(ijakumizrasutta (M. I ,  395) illustrates 

with a simile the Buddha's use of severe measures out 
of compassion. Supposing a child put a pebble in the 
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month, an elder would force it out even if the mouth 
bled, because the elder has compassion for the child. 
Similarly sometimes the Buddha uses stem measures 
to discipline his monks . Pothila (DhA. III, 4 !  7-2 1 )  
was a learned monk, but he had not disciplined his 
mind according to what he learned. Therefore in or
der to indte him a on to meditative action the Buddha 
j ibbed him by addressing him as Tuccha Pothila, Empty 
Pothila. 

With great compassion the Buddha went from 
place to place touring a large area in northern India 
spreading his message, preaching tirelessly for 45 
years. He has preached to earnest seekers even when 
he was on his alms round as is evidenced from the 
episode for Barny a Dfuuciriya ( Ud. p. 8). On his death
bed too he counselled Subhadda, the mendicant who 
came in search of his help. The Buddha v:as also much 
concerned about the feelings of those who .supported 
him. He left a message of comfort for Cunda the black- . 
smith who served him the last meal. Cunda should 
not be remorseful that the Buddha fell ill after partak
ing of the dish prepared by him. In fact great merit 
accrues to him who served the last meal. 

It appears that the later stratum of the Pali canon 
has paid special attention to compassion as a great 
quality of the Buddha, and the Pa.tisambhidiimagga 
mentions the term mahiikarw;ii for the first time . . This 
text maintains that the Buddha's knowledge of great 
compassion is one of the know ledges he does not share 
with his disciples - a notion not found in the first four 
nikiiyas. According to the Pafisambhidiimagga when 
the Buddha sees that worldlings are burning and that 
they are without refuge etc. great compassion descends 
on him. The text devotes an entire chapter to the ques
tion of the Buddha's attainment of great compassion 
(Pts. I, 126- 1) .  

By_  the time of the commentarial tradition the great 
compassion of the Buddha had assumed much impor
tance. The commentaries to the first Jour nikiiyas open 
with the phrase karw;iisltalahadayan.z meaning the 
Buddha who has a heart cooled by compassion. 
Dharnmapala'·s commentaries to Udiina, Theragiithii, 
Therlgiithii, Vimiinavatthu, Petavatthu and Itivuttaka 
start with mahiikiirw;ikaf1} niitha/�l as an epithet of the 
Buddha, meaning the Lord of great compassion. It 
appears that the concept of mahiikarunii is an offshoot 
of this concept of Buddhacakkhu.  Th� commentary to 
the Brahmajiilasutta (D A. I, 47c48) gives a succinct 
account of the Buddha's daily routine. According to 

. 

this the Buddha surveys the world with his Buddha 
eye during the latter part of the third watch of the night, 
in order to locate people who have done meritorious 
deeds during the dispensation of previous Buddhas. 
Mahiikarw.<iisamiipatti is not mentioned here, but 
Buddhacakkhu is mentioned in its place. In the com
mentary to the Ahgulimalasutta too mahakarul'}a is. 
conspicuous by its absence. It merely says tam divasan 
ca Bhagavii paccu sasamaye Lokam olokento 
Ahgulimiilam disvii etc. But it is noteworthy that 
mahiikarul'}iisamapatti is mentioned in a number of 
places in the commentaries. The Buddha is s.aid to 
rise from the mahiikarul'}asamapatti during the last 
watch of the night to survey the world to pick those 
who had the potential to benefit from his teaching. The 
following are a few such references: SA. I, 68; AA. I, 
322,  1 50;  DhA . I ,  26, 3 67 etc. In s ome places 
Buddhacakkhu too i s  mentioned along w i th 
mahiikarul'}asamapatti as in SA. I, 3 1 9  which runs as""" 
mahii karu!J ii samiipattinJ. samiipaJ]ltvii 
Buddhacakkhuna lokaf1} volokento . . . . . . .  

There are a number ofjiitakas which portray com
passion and altru i sm as great qual i t ies of  the 
B odhi s atta.  . The Sasajiitaka and the two 
Mahakapijatakas can be cited as three outstanding ex
amples. In the former the Bodhisatta was a hare who 
sacrificed himself by jumping into a fire to provide 
the flesh of his body to a brahmin \vho came begging 
for food.  In the Mahiikapijii takQ No.  407 the 
Bodhisatta who was born as a monkey helpled his large 
retinue to cross over a river along a long bamboo shoot 
the end of which he himself held fast against a tree. 
The retinue carefully crossed over to safety without 
hurting their leader, but Devadatta who was the last to 
cross jumped on his back so hard that the impact broke > 

his back. Thus through compassion and resourceful- '1 
ness the Bodhisatta helped his retinue to reach safety 
at the cost of his own life, The next Mahiikapijataka 
No. 5 1 6  relates how the Bodhisatta as a monkey helped 
a man to come out of a deep pit into .which he had 
fallen. Later this man tried to kill the Bodhisatta mon
key. to get its flesh to satisfy his hunger� The injured 
monkey leapt out to safety, but through compassion 
for this man who was lost in the forest, showed him 
the wa.y out of the forest jumping from tree to tree out 
of reach of the treacherous man. There are very many 
similar jiitakas which portray the compassion of the 
Bodhisatta. 

AA. I II, 10 maintains that the knowledge which 
enabled the Buddha to penetrate into the truth and gain 

. enlightenment has wisdom as its origin, while the -� 
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knowledge with which he preached to make others 
realise the truth has c ompassion as its  origin 
(pafifiiipabhii vitmr: attano  ariyaphalii vahalrJ 

pa!ivedhaniir:am, karur:iipabhiivitan,z siivakiinan; 

ariyaphaliivaha11J desaniifiiina11J). According to ..A.A. 
V, 84 pa_tivedhapafifiii has samiidhi, concentration as 
its basis, while desaniipafifia has karu!Ja, (compassion) 
as its basis. The Visuddhimagga (I, 203) states that 
:he Buddha's attainment of knowledge finds fulfilment 
.n omniscience, while his attainment of virtuous con
iuct finds ful fi lment in great compassion 
(vijjasampada Bhagavato sabbaniiuta11J puretvii _thitii 

cara!Jasampada mahakaru!J ikata11J). With omnis
�ience he kriows what is good and bad for all beings, 
witq_ great compassion he prevents them from doing 
w. _l is bad, and encourages them to do what is  good 
�so sabbaniiutiiya sabbasattiin411J atthiinattha11J fiatvii 
na ffkii.ru!J ikatiiya anattha11J parivajjetvii aithe 
ziyojeti). 

By the time of the _tikas the division of the virtues 
,[ the Buddha into two main categories as karu!Ja and 
Jaiiiiii had become so proninent that even the three 
Ji_takas have been categoriSed accordingly. The 
'JighanikayaA.�thakatha fika (DAT. I, 2) maintains that 
n preaching the vinaya, karu!Jii is predominant in 
1reaching the abhidhamma, pafi.fi.ii is predominant and 
n preaching the suttas, both karu!Jii and paiifi.ii are 
1redominant. The DAT. I ,  3 further adds that all Bud
lha qualities h ave compassion as their matrix 
karuniinidiinii hi sabbe pi Buddhaguna) . 

. ) ·  . 
The Visuddhimagga fika (p. 192 Sinhala ed.) has 

Ion discussion to show that wisdom and compas
ion play complementary roles in the attainments of 
1e Buddha. The translation of the passage would run 
s follows: 

"Here the teacher ' s  possession of knowledge 
1ows the greatness of his wisdom (paf!.iiamahattan_z) 

11d the possession of virtuous cenduct shows the great
ess of his compassion (karu!Jiimahattm�z) .  It was 
rrough wisdom that the Exalted one attained the king
om of righteousness (paiiiiaya dhammarajjappatti) , 

1d through compassion that he shared it (with the rest 
f humanity) through compassion he endured it .  
hrough wisdom he fully understood the suffering of 
:hers, through compassion he undertook to treat them. 
hrough wisdom he came face to face with nibbiina, 

r<'rrgh compassion he attained it. Through wisdom 

he crossed over himself, through compassion he made 
others to cross over. Through wisdom he accomplished 
Buddhahood, through compassion he accomplished the 
function of a Buddha. 

. 

Or through compassion he faced the round of births 
as a Bodhisatta, through wisdom he took no delight in 
it. Similarly through compassion he practised non
violence towards others, through wisdom he feared 
none. Through compassion he protected others to pro
tect himself, through wisdom he did ?9t torment him
self. Therefore of the four types of1people bygiiming 
with the one who works for his own 'wdf��. be ac
complished the state of the fourth type. Similarly 
through compassion he became thy '. support of the 
world, through wisdom he becam�dljs own support. 
Through compassion he  bad .·th� humili ty (of a 
Boc:i.hisatta), through wisdom he. h(;l.gJb� dignity (of a 
Buddha). Through compassion b,� helped all beings, 
through wisdom associated with tliat: compassion he 
kept a mind detached fro!Jl them alL Through wisdom 
he had a mind detached from all things, through com
passion associated with that wisdom he was helpful to 
all beings. Just as the Blessed One's compassion was 
devoid of sentimental affection and sorrow, his wis
dom was free from thoughts of 'I' and 'mine.:<. : The . 
Buddha's accomplishment of knowledge and conduct 
(vijjiicara!Ja) has the spceial quality of being perfectly 
pure as they purify each other." 

When mahiikarur;ii of the Buddha is compared 
with karw.za as a brahmavihara enjoined on all disci
ples one sees a marked difference in degree and inten
sity between the two concepts. The great compassion 
of the Buddha moves him to work for the liberation of 
all beings, while the compassion of the disciple is only 
a means of getting rid of his negative emotions and 
egoism for the purpose of perscnal liberation. Accord- · 
ing to the Pali texts Buddha Gotama as ascetic 
Sumedha first resolved to attain Buddhahood at the 
feet of Buddha Dipahkara in spite of having the pos
sibility of attaining nibbana during that very lik-time 
(J. I, 1 3- 14). No doubt he was moved by compassion 
for suffering beings, and admiration for B uddha 
Dipa!)kara but the Pali texts extol the virtue as a great 
determination. According to the commentaf'J on the 
Khaggavisii!Jasutta (Sn AI, 49 and J. I, 14- 15) the re
solve (abhin1hiira) to attain Buddhahood, and the ar
dent desire ( chandata) for the same goal were so strong 
and unshakable that he would not hesitate to suffer for 
aeons even in hell if that would give him enlighten
ment. Even if he had to traverse the entire universe 

I 
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filled with burning embers, he would not hesitate to 
do so if that would give enlightenment. Even if the 
whole universe was filled with thorns and spikes, he 
would not hesitate to walk across if enlightenment was 
assured. Even if the whole universe was covered with 
water and he had to swim across, . . . . . . .  even if the whole 
universe was overgrown with bamboo bushes and he 
had to clear his way through, he would not hesitate to 
do so if that would guarantee enlightenment. The finn 
determination, while the Buddhist Sanskrit texts 
(Mahiivastu II, 1 64) cite the very same to show the 
depth and force of the great compassion which moves 
the heart of the Bodhisattva. 

The concept of compassion reaches its climax with 
the Bodhisattva doctrine in Mahayana Buddhism. A 
Bodhisattva is a spiritually mature being who is greatly 
moved with compassion for the suffering masses. He 
contemplates how he could best relieve them of their 
suffering and realises that it is only by becoming a 
Buddha that he could do so. Then he sets about culti
vating methodically the thought of enlightenment 
(bodhicittotpiida) so that it becomes a firm determina
tion, an all-conceiving concern. The texts delineate 
two important methods of systematically conceiving 
the spirit of enlightenment. One is the "mother-rec
ognition technique" and the other is the technique of 
the "equal exchange of self and other". 

The first method depends on the conviction that in 
this beginningless safl}siira all beings are born over 
and over again a countless number of times. All these 
beings have limitless potential and they all desire hap
piness and dread suffering. Then one contemplates 
one's own mother who is biologically the closest be
ing to oneself. As there have been innumerable births 
there have been innumerable mothers too. In this 
beginningless cycle of births all beings would have 
been one's mother at some time or other, and one con
tinues to relate emotionally .and imaginatively to all 
species of living beings as a child to its mother. This 
culminates in a profound emotional ;experience of the 
biological unity of all living beings. Then one begins 
to appreciate all the loving care one has received from 
one's own mother and the kindnesses one's mother has 
done to oneself. Similarly in all previous births all 
beings as mothers would have rendered such loving 
service to oneself. Contemplating thus one begins to 
feel great tenderness towards all beings. As all beings 
who a5 mother have meant so such to oneself, and as 
they are undergoing great suffering, one is moved with 
a profound sense of compassion to repay the kindnesses 

they have done to oneself. The only way one can give 
them lasting happiness is by becoming Buddha. Thus 
moved by great compassion for beings who have been 
recognised as one's own mother, one conceives the 
spirit of enlightenment and resolves firmly to become 
a Buddha. 

The other major techinque of conceiving the spirit 
of enlightenment is called the "equal exchange of self 
and other." This consists of the meditation on the 
equality, the essential sameness of self and others. Just 
as one wants happiness and does not want suffering so 
all beings desire happiness and wish to avoid suffer
ing. So one should identify oneself with all beings ., 
and take their suffering as seriousiy as one's own suf
fering. Moved by great compassion one conceives 1 

bodhicitta. S ?mtideva in his Bodhicaryiivatiira imrnor
talises this bodhicittotpiida and the compassion whic� 
moves one to make his great resolve, in a long poem: · 

May I be the doctor and the medicine 
May I be the nurse 

. For all sick beings in the universe 
Until everyone is healed. 
May a rain of food and drink descend 
To clear away the pain of thirst and bunger 
And during the aeon of famine 
May I myself change into food and drink 

Thus bodhicitta comprises a special form of love 
and compassion for all beings. The magnificent con
ception of this will to enlightenment is a central mo
ment in the evolutionary career of a living being, the 
moment in which a new spirit of love and compassion 

-

pervades its whole life and destiny, and its further evo
lution becomes a purposive, creative progress.  

Not only at the outset of a Bodhisattva's career 
does compassion operate. The scriptures whow it 
present through all later stages of a Bodhisattva's de- . 
velopment. Through compassion he practises virtues, 
purifies his .dispositions, undertakes discipline, culti
vates heroism and even sacrifices himself for the good 
of the others. The Vyaghrl. Jiitaka is a well known 
illustration of a Bodhisattva's self�sacrifice motivated 
through compassion for a  hungry tigress who was about 
to devour her own cubs being t.mable to bear hunger. 
Another moving episode relates how the Bodhisattva 
was sailing in a ship with five others when the ship 
met with disaster. Moved by compassion for his com- · 
panions the Bodhisatta thought of a way of saving 
them. He asked them to cling on to his body and

--i 
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committed suicide by slitting his throat with a blade. 
As the sea does not keep a dead body the waves cast 
the body ashore and the five companions who clung 
to the body were thus saved. Such is the compassion 
of a Bodhisatta who sacrifices himself for the sake of 
others. Thus karw;a is intimately associated with the 
deznapiiramitii. Through compassion a Bodhisattva 
perfects himself in every way and at last attains Bud
dhahood. According to a famous simile in the Lotus 
Siitra he then · becomes like a lifegiving rain cloud, 
pouring forth the rain of his teaching upon all crea
tures. At the highest stage of attainment compassion 
reaches an infinite dimension dispensing its bounty 
impartially in all directions. 
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Lily de Silva 
, 1\.'\AHAKASSAPA one of the eminent disciples of the 
\.'"Jddha and the chief among those who practised 
ninute observances of form (etadaggan:t dhutaviidiinan:t 
y didan:t Mahiikassapo A. I. p. 23; Mama sasane dhuta
vadiina"! bhikkhu nariJ Mahiikassapo aggoti 
thera11J..theznantare thapesi AA. I.  p. 1 83). He was born 
in a brahman village called Mahatittha in Magadha, 
His father was brahman Kapila and his mother was 
called S umanadevi. He was named Pippilayana. (The 
Apadana gives his father's  n ame as Kosigotta, 
Kosigotto dijo pita, AP. II.  p. 583 v. 56). Mahakassapa 
was endowed with seven qualities of a great man 

(M ahiikassapassa sattamahezpurisalakkhaiJ apa
_timaiJ'!.itam, AA. 1,  p .  1 82), but n o  specific mention i s  
made of the several marks. To distinguish him from 
other Kassapas and also as he was possessed of great 
virtues he was called Mahak:assapa. 1 

When Mahakassapa grew up, he was reluctant to 
marry in spite of the wishes of his parents, but ulti
mately, to escape from their importunities, he agreed 
to marry if a suitable wife could be found resembling 
a statue which he had made of gold. With difficulty, 
his parents' endeavour to find a suitable wife resembing 
the statue was successful. BhaddakapilanJ., who was 
born in the family of the brahman Kosigotta in the city 
of Sag ala in the country of Madda, fulfilled all require- . 
ments. But the two of them wrote to each other sug
gesting that somebody else should be found as a match 
for each. Their attempts failed as L1eir letters were 
intercepted and finally they were married. By mutual 
consent, the marriage was not consununated as the two 
spent the night separated by a chain of flowers. 

Pippali was very rich. He had immense wealth. 
He used twelve measures of perfumed powder, each 
measure a magadhaniili, daily for his person alone. 
He had s i xty l ak e s  w i th w aterworks attached 
(yantabaddiini sattimattani talakiini ibid.) and his 
workmen occupied fourteen villages each as large as 
Anuradhapura, and his workplace was extended over 
twelve yojanas. He possessed fourteen troops of el
ephants and an equal number of troops of horses and 
chario t s .  (cuddasaatthii nlka . . . . .  assii nlka 
. . . . .  rathiinika. op. cit. p. 178). 

One day Pippali went to one of his fields which 
was being ploughed and saw the birds eating the worms 
turned up by the plough. On being told that the sin 
therein was his, he decided to renounce all his posses
sions. In the meantime, Bhadda-KapilanJ. had seen 
watching the crows eating the little insects which ran 
about among the sesame seeds that had been put out to 
dry. When her attendant woman told her that hers 
would be the sin for their loss of life, she also deter
mined to renounce the world. 2 The husband and wife, 

1 .  Malzakassapoti uruvelakassapo, Nadikassapo, Gayiikassapa, Kumarakassapo time klzuddanukhuddakathere upadaya 
ayam 1i1aha, tasma Maizakassapo ti vutto AA .  I .  p. 1 63 ;  
Mahanfihi Silakkhandahi Samannagatatta, ViblzA. p. 60). 

2. Mahakassapa told ..Ananda that when he decided to embrace the religious life that he left his sumptuous home, re

nounced his eighty cartloads of gold, fivehundred bondsmen, fivehundred head of cattle, fivehundred fields and vil
lages, ninehundred and ninety-nine ploughs, goodly and shiny ploughshares made at Kapila. And, taking my 
one patched cotton cloak with me, I wandered out in quest of whatever arahants there might be in the world 

- (Mizvu. III. p. 50). 
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finding that they were of one accord, took yellow 
rainments from their wardrobe, cut off each other's 
hair, took bowls in their hands, and passed out through 
their weeping servants to all of whom they granted 
their freedom, and departed together, Pippali walking 
in front. But soon they agreed that it was not seemly 
they should walk thus together, as each will prove hin
drance to the other, and also they thought that the peo
ple would say that these two, though taken to religious 
life are unable to give up each other, and they thus 
having thought ill  of the two of them, accrue sins (ime 
pabbajitviipi viniibhavitum nasakkonfiti cintetvii 
amhesu paduf!ha citto mahiijano apiiyapurako 
bhaveyya. AA. I, p. 1 80). And at the cross-roads, he 
took the right and she the left and the earth trembled 
to see such virtue. The B uddha, s i tting in the 
Gand.haku.ti in Veluvana, knew what the earthquake 
signified, and having decided to receive them, walked 
three giivutas, sat down at the foot of the Bahuputtaka 
Nigrodha, which was between Rajagaha and Nruanda, 
resplendent in all the glory of a Buddha. Pippali saw 
the Buddha thus seated and recognising _him at once 
as his teacher prostrated himself before him saying, 
"my teacher, lo_rd, is the Exalted one, His disciple am 
P (suttha me bhante Bhagava sezvako ham asm""iti S. II. 
p. 220). 

The Buddha told him to be seated and he accepted 
Pippali as his pupil saying "I would give you inherit
ance" (dayajjan; te dassezmi, AA. I. p. 1 82). The Bud
dha in three homilies gave Mahakassapa his ordina
tion viz:- There shall be a lively sense of fear and re
gard (hirotappa) towards all monks, seniors, novices 
and those of middle status; whatever doctrine I shall 
hear, bearing upon what is good, to all that I will 
hearken with attentive ear, digesting it, pondering it, 
gathering it all up with my will ;  aild happy mindfulness 
with respect to the body shall not be neglected by me 
(S. II. p. 220). The Buddha having given instructions 
as to Mahakassapa's training, set off to Rajagaha with 

Mahiikassapa as his attendant (SA . I I .  p. 1 70 ;  
pacchiisama!Ja11J katva AA I .  p .  1 82). On their way 
the Buddha desired to sit at the foot of a tree by the 
side of the road and Kassapa folded his under-robe of 
Cut Clothes (pa,tapilotikezltaf1J san;ghez,ti11J) and offered 
it to the Buddha as his seat. The Buddha sat on it and 
feeling it with his hand praised its softness. Kassapa, 
thinking that the Buddha preferred to wear it, requested. 
the Buddha to accept his under-robe of patched clothes, 
and on the suggestion put to him by the Buddha, agreed 
to wear the Buddhas rough rag-robe past wear which 
he would praise above the whole world, and the robes 
were thus exchanged. This exchange of robes is very 
significant, in that, it had never happened before and 
Mahakassapa always referred to it with pride oas an 
exclusive privilage he had (S. II .  p. 221) .  Mahakassapa 
himself is mentioned to have told that the earth quaked 
in recognition of his virtues, for no ordinary being 
would have been fit to wear the Buddha's rag-robe. It -

was after the exchange of robe that Mahakassapa took 
to the practice of minute observances of form from 
the Buddha, and having practised for seven days, he 
attained Arahantship on the eighth day4 (BuddhCz!Jaln 
santike yeva terassa dhutagul'}e samiidizya satta
divasamafta11J puthujjano hutva aHhame aru!Je saha 
pa_ttsambhidezhi arahattam pezpu!Ji. AA. I. p. 1 83). 

The Manorathapura�.l""i records several birth sto
ries of the past of Maha.kassapa and Bhadda as hus
band and wife and companions in good works. In the 
time of the Buddha Padumuttara, Kassapa was a rich 
householder named Videha in the Deer park called 
Khema in the city of H�savati. He married Bhadda 
and was very devoted to the Buddha. One day he heard 
the Buddha's third disciple in rank, Nisabha by name, _ 
being awarded the place of pre-eminence among those 
who observed austre practices and he registered a wish 
for a similar honour for himself in the future. He lis
tened to the sermon preached by the Buddha and in
vited the Buddha and the san:zgha for alms and for seven 

3. The account given in the Nikayas, of Pippali's renunciation, does· not confirm with the account given of Mahakassapa 
in the Manoratlzapura�fi. The Sa1�1yutta Nikiiya mentions that while Mahakassapa was still leading household life, it 
cooured to him that 'Stuffy it is to live in a house, a dusty procedure. Free as air is life out of the world . . . .  " and decided 
to shave his hair, don the saffron raiment and go forth from home into the homeless . And taking an .under-robe made 
of cut cloth and following the example of the world's Arahants, left home for the homeless and met the Teacher at 
Bahuputtaka cetiya. He was never a pupil of any other teacher, save the Exalted one. S. I I. p. 2 1 9). 

4. 

According to the Ma!W.vastu Pippali met the Buddha at the foot of the Bahuputraka Cetiya at the end of a full year's 
time after renouncing the worldly life (Mizvu. III. p. 51) .  

The Malzavastu mentions that when Pippali bowed down and told the Buddha 'Lord Thou art my Master; I am thy 
disciple, the Buddha is mentioned to have said "Even so, Kassapa, I am your Master, you are my disciple . . .  .'' (Mhvu. 
III. p. 5 1 ). 

. 
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days he offered alms to the Buddha and sixty-eight 
hundred thousand of monks and made his wish. He 
was inspired by Nisabha and further he learnt from 
the Buddha of the qualities in which Nisabha excelled 
the Buddha himself and determined to obtain them. 
When he wished for pre-eminence among those who 
observed austere practices, the Buddha Padumuttara 
assured him that during Gotama Buddha's time his 
wish will succeed. Having this as his goal, he expended 
all his energies in good deeds in all his subsequent 
births. 

Ninety-one Kappas ago, in the time of Vipassi 
Buddha, Kassapa was known as the bra hman 
Ekas�taka and Bhadda was his wife. He was very poor, 
apd once he went to listen to the dhamma preached by 

.
_
)assi Buddha. He was impressed by the Buddha 

and offered to the Buddha the only cloak (ekasa.taka) 
t �two of them (the husband and wife) had to put on 
i turn when they go out of the house. King Bandhuma 
who was in the same assembly came to know of his 
conduct and was very pleased and supplied him a pair 
of cloaks which also he offered to the Buddha, and 

. this was repeated till he kept two cloaks for him and 
his wife and offerred the rest to the Buddha. On <:1 
subsequent occasion the king was very much pleased 
with the brahman :s conduct and wanted to have his 
services and therefore made him his Purohita (AA. I. 
p. 167). In the interval between Konagamana and 
Kassapa Buddhas, once Kassapa was born in the fam
ily of a householder in Be nares, He helped a pacceka 

., Buddha to dry his robes without damage and wished 
that he experience no downfall in his · future births. . )en again in a subsequent birth he was a treasurer 
(se!!hi) in the same city and married Bhadda, but be
cause of an evil deed she had done in the past, she 
became unattrati ve to him and he left her, but took her 
as wife again when she became attractive. Having seen 
from what had happened to h1s wife, and thinking of 
the great powers of the Buddhas, the se.t.thi worshipped 
Kassapa Buddha's golden cetiya with costly robes and 
decked it with golden lotuses each having the size of a 
cartwheel. In the next birth he was Nanda-the king of 
Benares and as he had given robes in the past lives, he 
had thirty-two wishfulfilling trees (Kapparukkhas) 
which provided him and all people of his kingdom with 
garments. At the suggestion of his queen, he made 
preparations to feed holy-men ai1d fivehundred 
pacchekabuddhas, sons of Paduma came to accept his 
gifts. In that life, too, Nanda and his queen renounced 
the world and became ascetics. They developed 
jhanas and were reborn in the brahma world (AA. I. 
•I(P:-163- 175). 

Mahakassapa was not present at the final passing 
away of the Buddha. He was journeying with a com
p_

aily of monks from Pava to Kusinara when he met an 
Afivaka carrying in his hand a mandarava flower 
picked up by him from among those which had rained 
f�om heaven in honour of the Buddha, and it was the 
Aji.vaka who told Mahakassapa the news. It was then 
the seventh day after the Buddha's death. (D. II. p. 
1 62) Rockhill records that according to the Tibetan 
sources, at the passing away of the Buddha "the Ven
erable Mahabi s'yapa was stop ping in the 
Kalantakanivasa Ba.rnboo grove at Rajagrha; and when 
the earth quaked, he sought what might be the reason, 
and he saw that the Blessed one had utterly passed 
away . . . . .  then he thought that Vaidehiputra Ajatasatru, 
who has such infinite faith, suddenly heard that the 
Blessed one has died, would die of hemorrhage and 
therefore, he told the brahman Vassakara to make ar
rangements to get Aj atasatru recovered. After giving 
these instructions, Mahakassapa started for Kusinara, 
and Vassakara did as Mahakassapa had told him and 
Ajatasatru's life was saved (Rockhill, The Life .. ofthe 
Buddha, London, 1 907, pp. 14 1 -42) . 

The Mallas, who took upon themselves the privi
lege of attending to the funeral rites, had been trying 
in vain to set fire to the pyre of the Buddha. On being · 
questioned by the Mallas, L'le venerable Anuruddha 
who was present at the place of the pyre with the other 
arahant theras, told them that the pyre would not be 
kindled until Mahakassapa and his fivehundred com:.. 
panions had saluted the Buddha's feet (D. TI. 1 62) . 
When Mahakassapa was nearing Kusinara people saw 
him coming from afar and took perfumes and wreaths 
etc. and went out to meet him and then they bowed 
down at his feet and followed after him to the place 
where the Blessed One's body was (Rockhill, op. cit. 
p. 144). Mahakassapa went to Maku.tabandhana, to 
the shrine of the Mallas where the funeral pyre of the 
Buddha was made and he arranged his robes on one · . 
shoulder, and thrice walked reverently round the pyre, 
and then uncovering feet, he bowed down respectfully 
at the feet of the Buddha (D. II. p. 1 63). Buddhaghosa 
elucidates that the Buddha's feet became visible from 
out of the pyre in order that Mahakassapa might wor
ship them when he wished for the same. Then he 
stretched his hand and got hold of the feet up to the 
calves and kept-them on his head (Thero . . .  hatthe 
pasaretva suvarp:a-va'!'!a-satthu-pade yava goppaka 
ga.Zham gahetva attano siravare patiyhapesi DA, II. 
p. 603). Mahakassapa was followed by his fivehundred 
colleagues, and when all of them had worshipped, the 
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feet disappeared and the pyre kindled of itself (D. II .  
p. 1 63). Tibetan sources mention that Mahakassapa 
changed garments which enshrouded the Blessed One, 
for others from his store; having replaced the cover of 
the coffin, the fire burst forth from the pile and con
sumed the body (Rockhill, op. cit. pp. 144-45). After 
the division of the relics among those who clamoured 
for a share of the remains of the Buddha, Mahakassapa 
who was mindful of the enshrinement of relics by 
Emperor Asoka, . . . .  had a great and well-guarded treas
ure made at Raj agaha out of the share of relics that 
king Ajatasatthu received as his share (Mhv. xxxi. vv 
20, 2 1 ). 

After the funeral rites were over, Ma11akassapa was 
thoughtful of the words uttered by Subhadda at Pava, 
on the announcement of the passing away of the Bud
dha. Mahakassapa considered the implications of the 
remark 'That they were well rid of the Mahasamar:a 
and could now do as they liked, ' and thought of the 
desirability of holdings a recital of the Buddha's teach
ings. Mahakassapa announced his intentions to the 
assembled monks and as he was the most senior among 
them (sarr:ghathera) and as having being considered 
by the Buddha himself to be fit for such a task, he was 
supported by other theras to make all necessary ar
rangements. (DA. I. p. 3. VA. p. 30). It was decided 
by a formal resolution (fia_tti) moved by Mahakassapa 
at the a s s e mb l y  of theras to hold the Recital  
(sarr:gayana) dming the rainy season (vassa), and ac
c ording to his  wishes all monks, other than the 
fivehundred arahanis chosen for it, left Rajagaha. The 
fivehundred arah(ljlts who were selected met for the 
recital under the presidency of Mahakassapa and re
cited the dhamma and vinaya and it became known as 
the Therasa17Jg'lti or Theravada. 

According to the Tibetan sources, Mahakassapa is 
mentioned to have expounded the matrkiz to preserve 
the sense of the sutranta and vinaya as it was spoken. 
(Rockhill op. cit. p. 1 60) and when Mahakassapa had 
finished compiling the metaphysical parts of the doc
trine, Lhe ya�as obove the earth praised Mahakassapa 
and other arahants (op. cit. p. 1 6 1) .  In B uddhist lit
erature Mahakassapa figures as a monk par excellance. 

In addition to the position he held among the eighty 
great disciples (aszti mahasiivaka) he is classed with 
Moggallana, Kappina and Anumddha for his great psy
chic (iddhi) powers (S. I. pp. 1 45-46) . The Buddha 
regarded Mahakassapa as equal to himself in exhort
ing the monks to lead the active and zealous lives. 
According tQ. the · Kassapa-sa11Jyutta; the Buddha in
vited Mahakassapa with the words 'Exhort the breth
ren, Kassapa. Give them discourse on doctrine, 
Kassapa. Either I, Kassapa, or thou must exhort the 
brethren. Either I or thou must give them discourse 
on doctrine" (S. II .  pp. 203-2 1 0). The Buddha also 
thought Mahakassapa equal to the Buddha himself in 
his power of attaining the jhiinas and abiding therein 
(S. II.  pp. 2 1 0- 1 4). Mahakassapa was considered by 
the Buddha as an example to others in this great con- -, 
tentment and his ability to win over families by his 
preaching (S. II. pp. 1 94-95). These are clear indica-· 
tions that the Buddha was grooming Mahakassapa tq 
lead the sahgha after the B uddha's passing away. In 
point of fact, after the passing away of the Buddha, 
there did arise an occasion for Mahakassapa to dispell 
all malicious talk about his authority to lead the sahgha 
�d he did put his. claim in the words "Verily, friend 
(Ananda), i f  o ne might speak truly of me (i . e .  
Mahakassapa), truly might he say that here is a very 
son of the Exalted one, born of his mouth, born of the 
Norm, created by the Norm, heir to the Norm,5 who 
has received from him his rough cast -off rag-robes. ' I  
friend, according as I desire (can) attain to and abide 
in each of the several nine Jhcmas I (can) enjoy the 
diverse forms of mystic potency, hear by deva-hear
ing, know by will the will o f  other beings, remember 
my former lives, see by deva-sight the fates of other • 

beings, and, by the withering of the intoxicants I have 
entered into and abide in that sane and immune eman- · 

· cipation of will, emancipation of insight which I have 
come thoroughly to know and to realize for myself 
even in this present life.6 It were as easy, friend, to 
imagine that an elephant seven to eight cubits high 
could be hidden under a young palm leaf, as to imag
ine that the six super-knowledges of me could be hid
den (S. II. pp. 221 -22; The Book of the Kindred Say
ings, pt. II. PTS. pp. 1 49-50) . This passage recapitu
lates the salient qualities .of Mahakassapa. 

5. According to the Mahiivastu, he was a probationer of eight days and on the ninth day attained perfect knowledge 
(Mhvu. III. p. 53). 

6 .  According t o  a passage in the Agga111ia Sutta, all Sakyaputtiya Samanas had the right t o  call themselves as veritable 
sons of the Exalted one, born of his mouth .. etc. provided their faith in the Tathagata is settled, rooted, established and 
finn, a faith not to be dragged down by recluse or brahmin; by deva or Mara or Brahma or any-one in the world (D. III. 
p. 84). 
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Mahakassapa was willing to help monks to lead 
the higher life and he gave exhortations to them (A. V. 
pp. 161 -64; Thag. vv. 1 05 1 -57; 1 072-8 1 ). Though 
Mahiikassapa was a thera of the highest calibre, he 
was very sensitive to criticism. He would not address 
monks unless he was convinced that they were tracta
ble and differential to instructions. When the Buddha 
requested him to exhort the brethren he is mentioned 
to have refused to exhort, politely with the words "Just 
now, lord, it is difficult to speak to the brethren. They 
are in a state that makes it difficult to speak to them. 
They are intractable, they pay no deference to instruc
tion . . .  " Mahakassapa's expl.anation for refusing to 
address the brethren shows that he had good reasons 
for not wishing to address recalcitrant monks (S. II. 
r-- :_i03-21 0) .  Once, according to the Kufidusaka 
lataka, one of his disciples - Uluhka-saddaka, annoyed 
by some admonition by Mahiikassapa burnt the lat
terfs-grass hut while he was away on his alms round 
(J. Ill. p. 71 ). He was very reluctant to preach to the 
nuns; but once he was persuaded by Elder A'landa, and 
acompanied by him he visited the nunnery and gave a 
discourse to the nuns. At the end of the discourse a 
nun-Thullatissa by name, openly reviled Mahiikassapa 
for what she considered his impertinence in having 
dared to preach in the presence of Elder Ananda whom 
she held in high esteem. She expressed her displeas
ure in the words "As if the_needle-pedlar were to deem 
he could sell a needle to the needlemaker" (S. II. pp. 
215- 16). Once there arose occasion for Mahiikassapa 
to blame Elder Ananda and cal led h i m  'bey'  
(Kumarakavadena), and Thullananda who heard that 
t 'jlakassapa had blamed Elder Ananda, was dis
ple'ased and gave vent to her displeasure saying 'What 
now, does Mahiikassapa, who was once _a heretical 
teat:her, deem that he can chide Elder Ananda the 
learned sage, calling him 'boy' . This thoughtless com
ment ofThullananda made Mahiikassapa feel sorry for 
her and he made it clear that he acknowledged no other 
Teacher save the Buddha (S. II. p. 219). Thus it is 
seen that Mahakassapa was not popular among the 
nuns. 

Mahakassapa loved Elder Ananda dearly. Accord
ing to the Tibetan sources, the Buddha shortly before 
his death had told Ananda that he must turn to the 
Bhikkhu Mahakassapa as to the head of the order 
(Rockhill. op. cit. p. 150). When Elder Ananda attained 
arahantship in time to attend the first council which 
consisted of five hundred arahants, Mahakassapa was 
delighted and when Ananda appeared before the �ts, it was Mahakassapa who led the applause 

(DA. I. p. I 0). But he was more concerned about the 
preservation of the good name of the Order and once 
he blamed Elder Ananda for admitting into the order 
new members incapable of observing discipline, and 
tour about with young brethren who have the gates of 
their senses unguarded, who are without moderation 
in their food, who are not devoted to vigils. He said 
"Com-trampler me thinks � thou ! Despoiler of fami
lies . . .  thy following, friend Ananda, is breaking up. Thy 
youngsters, friend, are melting away ! This boy does 
not know his own measure." (S. II.  pp. 219). Elder 
Ananda was annoyed at being called 'boy' and his pro
test was 'Surely my head is growing grey hairs, your 
reverence' and expressed his displeasure at being called 
'boy' .  According to Buddhaghosa, this incident took 
place after the passing away of the Buddha and when 
Ananda was a new arahant. It is possible that the two 
nuns mentioned-Thullatissa and Thullananda Cham

. pioned Elder Ananda against Mahiikassapa (S. op. cit; 
Mhvu, III, pp. 48-49). 

Rockhill mentions, that according to the Tiiktan 
sources when the first council was to be held Kassapa 
excluded Ananda from the assembly and when Elder · Ananda wanted some explanation from Kassapa for 
his action, Kassapa charged Ananda for having done 
wrong to the congregation (for charges against Ananda - � -
see. ANANDA). And i f  the salrJgha wa� wil ling 
Mahakassapa agreed to appoint venerable Ananda to . 
bring water to the assembly. Ananda had no other al
temative as he was instructed by the Buddha before 
his passing away to "be patient and do as . . . . . .  he (i . e. 
Mahiikassapa) shall tell thee." When the work_ of the 
first council was over Mahakassapa said to Ananda 
'Tne Blessed One committed to my care the keeping 
of the doctrine and passed away. Now, when I shall 
have passed away, thou shalt take care of the doctrine" 
(Rockhill . op. cit. pp. 149-61) .  

Venerable S a riputta had high reg ards for 
Mahakassapa. The KassapasalrJyutta records two dis
cussions they had when they were staying at Benares, 
at Isipatana in the Deer Park. On one occasion 
Sariputta consulted Mahiikassapa on the necessity of 
zeal (anatap/.) and ardour (anottapl.) in the attainment 
of Nibbana (S. II. pp. 1 95-97) and on the other occa
sion the subject of discussion was the existence of 
Tathagata after death (hoti tathagato parammarar;.a 
S. II. pp. 222-23). Mahakassapa with suitable expla
nations cleared Sariputta's doubts. On the other hand 
Kassapa also had regards for Sariputta in that when 
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Mahakassapa saw the great honour paid to Sariputta 
by the devas he rejoiced greatly and broke forth into 
song (Thag. vv. 1 082-85). 

Mahakassapa took a serious note of the growing 
laxity among members of the order with regard to the 
observance of rules, even in the very lifetime of the 
Buddha and the falling off in the number of those 
attaining arahantship. He asked the Buddha as to why 
formerly ·there were both fewer precepts and more 
brethren were established as arahants, and now-a-days 
there are more precepts and fewer brethren are estab
lished as arahants, and consulted the Buddha as to the . 
remedy available. (S. II.  pp. 223-25). Since he was 
concerned about the discipline of the SanJ-gha, at the 
first council, Mahakassapa opposed to do away with 
minor rules of the order for it would lead to slackness 
among the monks and contempt from the laity (V. II.  
p. 287). Mahakassapa led ail exemplary life of a monk. 
He used to dwell in the forest, subsisting solely .on 
alms, wearing rag robes,  always content with little, 
holding himself aloof from society, ever strenuous and 
energetic. It was his belief that these observances are 
a must for a monk. Once at Rajagaha in the B amboo
Grove, the Buddha requestid Mahakassapa.to give up 
his cherished practices-i.e. his coarse-rag-robe etc. and 
dwell near the Buddha, since the Buddha felt  that 
Mahakassapa was too old to continue the same prac
tices. Then Mahakassapa begged to be excused, and 
when questioned by the Buddha as to the advantage 
that Kassapa had discerned by practicing that course 
of his for a long time, he replied that 'Discerning two 
advantages, lord, have I for many a day lived on this 
wise:- discerning mine own present happiness, and 
being filled with compassion for them who will come 
after us. For surely these may fal l  into error . . . . .  ". Then 
the Buddha praised him with the words "Well said 
Kassapa . . . .  Fer the good of many, truly, hast thou thus . 
practised, for the happiness of many folk, out of com
passion for the world . . . .  " and permitted him to con
tinue his practices (S. II. pp. 202-203). The Theragatha 
contain forty verses whose authorship is attributed to 
Mahakassapa and the verses contain his sentiments 
(Thag. vv. 105 1  � 1 090). Once when Mahakassapa was 
at Pipphaiiguha, he stared suffering from a dire sick
ness. The Buddha visited him and inquired about his 
health. When Mahakassapa complained of his sick
ness the Buddha reminded him of the seven bojjhahgas 
which he had practised. Then Mahakassapa had the 
knowledge that he had profited by the Buddha's teach
ing. This thought calmed his blood and purified his 
system and the sickness fell away from him ' like a 

drop of water from a lotus leaf' (S. V. pp. 79-80; SA. 
III. 1 28). The Dhammapada.t,thakatha records a story 
according to which a goddess wanted to wait upon him 
as she was benefited in her former b irth by 
Mahakassapa. But he refused permission as it might 
lead to a bad example (DhpA. III. pp. 6-9). 

Owing to his great saintliness, even the gods vied 
with each other to give alms to Kassapa. Once when 
he had ri sen from a trance lasting seven days, 
fivehundred nymphs, wives of Sak.ka, appeared before 
him, but, snapping his fingers, .he asked them to de
part, saying that he bestowed his favours only on the 
poor. When Sakka heard of this, he disguised himself 
as a weaver worn with age, and accompanied by Suj ata 
transformed into an old woman who appeared · in a 
weaver's hut along the lane where kassapa was beg
ging. The ruse succeeded and Kassapa accepted their 
alms; but soon Mahakassapa discovered the truth an -

chided Sak.ka. Sakka begged pardon and on being as
sured that in spite of his deception the almsgiving 
would bring him merit, he flew into the air shouting 
'Aha danam, parama dii.nam, Kassape suppati_�thitam' .  
The Buddha heard his cry and sympathised with Sakka 
in his great joy (DhA. I, pp. 423-430). But on one 
occasion so_great was the importunity with which the 
monks of Alavi had wearied the people,  that even 
Mahakassapa failed to get alms from them (J. II .  282). 
A ccordi n g  to the Visuddhimagga, once when 
Mahakassapa was begging for alms in Rajagaha, in 
the company of the B uddha, on a festive d ay, 
fivehundred maidens were going to the festival carry
ing cakes. They saw the Buddha but passed him by, 
and gave their cakes to Kassapa. The Elder made all 
the·cakes fill just his single bowl and offered i t  to the 
B uddha (Visuddhimagga. Vol. II.  p. 403). 

The story of Ka,l avilangika is an example of 
Mahakassapa's compassion for the poor. Once after a 
seven days' trance, he went to the house of Kalavilanga 
and received alms from his wife, which he gave to the 
Buddha for their greater benefit. The Buddha took a 
portion of this and gave the rest to fivehundred monks 
and said that as a result Ka.Iavilangika would become 
a se,t,thi within seven days (MA. II. p. 8 12). 

Mahakassapa lived to be very old and when he 
died, he had not lain on a bed for one hundred and 
twenty years. He was one hundred and twenty years 
old at the time of the first Council (SA. II. p. 1 30). 
According to Northern sources Kassapa did not die; 
he dwells  in the Kukku.tagiri mountain wrapt in 

_, 

J 
! 
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samadhi awaiting the arrival of Metteyya Buddha 
(Beal, II p. 142). A tooth of Mahakassapa was en
shrined in the Bh1matittha vihara in Ceylon (cv. Lxxxv. 
8 1). 

The Tibetan sources mention that when the work 
of the first council was over, Kassapa thought that he 
had done all that was necessary for the preservation of 
the doctrine for future generations, his time had come 
to pass away. So he entrsuted the care of the doctrine 
to Ananda and worshipped all the objects of worship 
that were available of the Buddha and wanted to see 
King Aj atasatthu . S ince the latter was asleep 
Mahakass apa cl imbed the southern peak of 
Y �'fu.tupada mountain and having arranged a grass mat 
ih-1he centre of the three peaks he went through the 
m�elous manifestations customary on such occasions 
ar d entered parinirvana. When Ajatasatthu heard of 
Mahakassapa's passing away, he was grieved and 
climbed the mountain and built a caitya on the spot of 
Kassapa's passing away and honoured it (Rockhill, op. 
cit. pp. 1 6 1 -62).  According to some scholars 
Mahakassapa died after twenty years of the Buddha's 
passing away (Hsiun Tsang). Mahakassapa is several 
times referred to in the 1atakas. He was the father in 
the Gagga 1atdka (1. II. p. 1 7), the brahman in the 
Kurudhamma Jataka (op. cit. p. 3 8 1 ) ;  one of the 
devaputtas in the Kakkaru Jataka (J. III. p. 90), 
Me��issara in the Indriya (op. cit. p. 469) and 
Sarabhahga Jatakas (J. V. p. 1 5 1 ) ;  the father in the 
yakusalamanava Jataka (1. III. p. 5 14 ), the teacher 
in the Tzttira Jataka (op. cit. p. 545), Matali in the 

.Bilarakosiya Jataka (1. IV. p. 69), one of the seven 
brothers in the Bhissa Jataka (op. cit. p. 3 14), the bear 
in the Paiicuposatha 1ataka (op. cit. p. 332), the chap
lain in the Hatthipala Jataka (op. cit. 49 1 ), Yidhura in 
the Sambhava Jataka (J. V. p. 67), the senior ascetic 
in the Sankhap a la 1a taka (op. cit. p. 1 77) ,  
Kulavaddhana Setthi in  the Cullasutasoma 1ataka (op. 
cit. p. 1 92), Suriya in the Suddhabhojana Jataka (op. 
cit. p. 412), the tree-spirit in the Mahasutasoma Jataka 
(op. cit. p. 5 1 1) ,  the father in the Sama Jataka (J. VI. 
p. 95), and Sura-varnagotta in the Kha!J-cj.ahala 1ataka 
(op. cit. p. 1 57). DPPN 

M. Karaluvinna 

MAHAMANGALA SUTTA See MANGALA 
SUTTA 

MAHAMATI, the bodhisattva, who is given as the 
chiel interlocutor in the Lahkavatara sutra. He is there 
called the bodhisattva the great-minded (bodhisattva!; 
mahasattval] 1) and is the leader of the large company of  
the learned and wise men who were surrounding the 
Buddha at the time the sutra was preached. He is the 
only one who interrogates the Buddha and hence he 
becomes the only one to whom the Buddha addresses 
himself in this sutra. 

When Rava�a invited the Buddha to preach in 
Latka, Mahamati was the only other person that was 
personally requested to accept the invitation. Once the 
invitation was, accepted and the Buddha and the reti
nue were conducted to the city, Mahamati was spe
cially selected to interrogate the Buddha as he was the 
best speaker (vadatilf!J- varaf!J-; Lanka. I, V. 28) among 
those who were present and hence the most qualified to 
undertake the responsiility. He is described-as a great 
de bator and a powerful yogi, ( vadinilf!J- tvaf!J- mahavadi 
yog "lnilf!J- yogavahakal}: ibid. v. 30) and also as,a highly 
proficient person ( visarada. ) 

Prior to the preaching of the sutra proper, the . 
Buddha is made to limgh and this laughter becomes an 
occasion for Mahamati to begin his interrogation, of 
the Buddha. The Buddha praises him for accepting the 
responsible task of interrogating him on deep philo
sophical problems. Subsequently (Ch. II) before putting 
his long series of questions he introduces himself to the 
Buddha as a person who is well-versed in the Mahayana 
(Mahftyana-gatif!J- gatal]: II, v. 9). Henceforward the 
dialogue continues and no personal information about 
him is given. D.T. Suzuki, in the introduction to his 
translation of the Lahkavatara-sutra, (pp.XV-XVI) 
makes the following observations about Mahamati : 
"The Bodhisattvas, who have gone up successively all 
the rungs of the Bhtlmi ladder, and who are thus 
capable of extending their help over us, are really our 
own brethren. Therefore Mahamati of the Lanka opens 
his questions general ly with this " I  and other 
Bodhisattvas etc. '  Mahamati is our mouthpiece voicing 
our wants and aspirations . "  It is sometimes supposed 
that Mahamati of the Lahkavatara is none other than 
the Well-Known Mahayana bodhisattvaMaiijusn (See 
Charles Elliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p.54). 

- This is a very cominon epithet of the bodhi sattvas as they are referred to in Buddhist Sanskrit works. 
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It is possible that Mahamati was a learned man in 
pre-Vijayan Sri Lanka who had met the Buddha when 
he paid his first visit to the country. This surmise 
becomes possible when one considers the references to 
king Ravarya, Larykapura and the Malaya mountain in 
the Lailkiivatara-sutra. God Sumana of Sarnantakii.ta 
may be compared with Mahamafi. 

- - -

A.G.S.Kariawasam 

MAHAMAY A . Many legends have gathered round 
the birth of the Bodhisatta in his final birth and it is 
mainly in those accounts that references are found to 
Maha Maya Devi. In whatever text they are found, 
whether in the Pali canon or in the Sarvastivada San
skrit accounts such as the Lalita vistara and the 
Lokottaravada Sanskrit work, the Mahavastu, the leg
ends bear a striking resemblance to each other. The 
Lalita vis tara and M ahavastu have far more embellish
ment though they conform to the same framework 
found in the Pali texts with very few differences. 
However, in the Sanskrit texts mentioned the embel
l ishment seems to allow a tendency towards the 
Lokottaravada dogma of the B uddha being 
suprarnundane, whereas the Pali canon emphasises a 
natural interpretation of the legends concerning the 
Bodhisatta's birth. 

What is underscored in the Pali canon, then, is the 
human nature of the Bodhisatta's birth. That is to say, 
he was born naturally from a human father, king 
Suddhodana of Kapilavatthu, and a human mother, 
queen Maha Maya . It i s  mentioned in all the accounts 
that the Buddha's previous birth had been in the Tusita 
heaven fmm where he descended into his mother's. 
womb in the fullness of time. The Sonadanda sutta1 
explicitly states that the Buddha was 

.
born

. from the 
union of his father and mother: 

' 'Sama!Jo khalu bho Gotamo ubhato sujato 
matito ca pitito ca 
salr}suddha - gahaniko yava sattama 
pitamaha yuga akkhitto anupakkuttho Jativadena " 

That is to say, he was born of pure descent on both 
sides, through the mother and through the father down 
through seven generations with no slur put upon him 
and no reproach in respect of birth. 

The Mahapadiina suttanta2 states: 

IIBhagavato marisa suddhodana raja pita, !v!aya 
de vi mala janetti, Kapilavatthu-nagaram rajadhanl. II 

That is, the father of the Buddha was king 
Suddhodana and was given birth to by Maya devi in the 
royal city of Kapihivatthu. 

Again, in Apadana iP Dhammaruci thero's bio
graphical verses relate the story that the previous 
Buddha Dip ankara told Sumedha that in the same cycle 
of time (kappa) Buddha Gotama will come into bei� 
and that he will be born from his mother Maya De vi and 
father, Suddhodana: 

"!mass a janikii mat a Maya nama bhavissati 
. pita Suddhodano nama, ayafl) hessati Gotamo. II 

In Apadana ii4 Mahapajapafi Gotarrfi' s verses state 
that her. father was Afijanasak.ko and her mother 
Sulakkhana and that she married Suddhodana in 
Kapilavatthu. Mahapaj apafi Gotarrfi was queen Maya's 
younger sister. Both sisters married king Suddhodana. 

Thera Kaludayin's verses5 in the Theragatha also 
confirm the fact of the Buddha's natural birth from a 
father and a mother: 

I I  Surely a hero lifts to lustrous purity Seven genera- . 
. ----1 trons past where

_
ver he i s  born and so methinks can l 

He, the vastly wtse, the god of gods. In thee i s  born 
in very truth a seer. Suddhodana is named the 
mighty prophet's sire, And mother of the Buddha 
was (our queen) Maya. She, having borne the 
Wisdom-being in her womb, found, when the body 
died, delight in Tusita. She,· Gotam1d, dying on 
earth, deceasing hence, now lives.in heavenly joys 
attended by those gods."  

I .  

2. 
3.  
4. 
5. 

i���da�lt;la sutta, D./. S.B.B., P. TS., edited by Max muller, London, (I 899) 1 977, translated by T. W. Rhys Davids, P. 

Mallilpadiina Suttailta, D. II, p.52 
Apadiina II, p. 429. 
Ibid, p, 538 vs. 1 1 5 
Theragatha, Mrs. Rhys Davids, Psalms oftlze Early Baddlzists, P.T.S.,  London 
( 1 909) 1 964 vv 533-534. 

' 
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Mrs. Rhys Davids has given a very free translation 
ofthe word 'Mahesi' (Mahaisi from Sk. maharsi) which 
is used as a mere epithet of the Buddha in Buddhist 
poetic literature. It dose not have the usual Biblical 
connotation of 'prophet'. 

The union of the Buddha's parents is recognized 
explicitly in the Tibetan Vinaya also.6 

The A vidurenidcma or second part of the introduc
tion to the book of Jataka stories7, which is a canonical 
book belonging to the Khuddaka Nikaya, states that the 
Bodhisatta while in the Tusita heaven surveyed the 
world, looking for a suitable place in which to take a 
quman birth. He then selected the Middle country )ajjhima Desa) in Jambud1pa (India) within the 
Khattiya clan in Kapilavatthu and king Suddhodana to 
t) his father: 

"Suddhodano nama raja me pita bhavissaiiti . . .  " 

Further, it states concerning the mother whom he 
saw and selected, 

"Tato mataral?} vilokento Buddhamata nama lola 
suradhutta na hoti, kappasatasahassanJ pana 
puritaparam!, jatito pa.�thaya akhantjapancas!la 
yeva hoti, ayaii ca Mahamaya nama devl edisa, 
ayan ca me mata bhavissailti pan assa ayul?}" ti 
dasannanJ upari sattadivasani passi. " · 

· He saw that his (future) mother was not fickle or 
.Jeedy, not given to intoxicants and had been for a 
period of one hundred thousand cycles (kappa) of time 

eveloping qualities (suitable to be a mother of a 
Buddha which she had previously determind) and had 
estabblished herself in observing an unbroken record 
of following the pancaszla (five precepts) and that her 
name was queen MahaMaya. He also saw that the 
balance of her life span remaining was limited to ten 
months and seven days. 

The account goes on to relate that on the full moon 
day of Uttarasa,lha Nakkhatta, after the seven day 
Asala festival in which queen Mahamaya participated, 
she had a perfumed bath, spent four hundred thousand 
on a ger:erous almsgiving, partook of a delicious meal 

of fine food, then took upon herself the Uposatha vows 
of chastity and kept the fast. While sleeping she had a 
dream. The four Regent Gods of the four Quarters 
lifted her in her bed and took her to Himava (Himala
yas) and placed her under a S�ila tree on Manosilatala 
mountain. Then their wives came and took her to 
Anotatta lake, bathed her to wash away all human 
impurities from her, clad her in divine robes, anointed 
her with scented perfume, decked her with divine 
flowers and led her into a golden palace situated on a 
silver mountain and laid her down on a divine couch. 
Then the Bodhisatta in the form of a white elephant, 
bearing a white lotus in its gleaming silver trunk, 
trumpetting all the while, circumambulated her bed 
three times and striking her right side, entered her. 
Thus the Buddha's conception took place in his moth
er's womb. When she woke up, she told the king of her 
dream and he summoned several brahmin sages to 
interpret the dream. From that day of the conception, 
she was guarded by the Four Regent Gods and she had 
no desire for men. The child in her womb could be seen 
from outside. After ten months, she wished to return to 
her parents' home at Devadaha but the way she broke 
journey at the Lumbini Grove and there, while holding . 
on to the branch of a Sal tree, she was delivered of the 
Bodhisatta. 

Another account in the Jataka stories8 relates that 
Maya resolved to be a mother of a Buddha dming the 
time of Buddha Vipassi, ninety one cycles of time 
before she was born as Maya Devi. In that narative it 
is said that a certain sub king sent king B andhuma a gift 
of a golden wreath worth a hundred thousand pieces of 
money with precious sandalwood. The king had two 
daughters and he gave the sandalwood to· the elder and 
the golden wreath to the younger: Both wished to offer 
the gifts to the Master. The elder powdered the sandal
wood and filling a golden box with the powder, rever
ently sprinkled ihe powder on Buddha Vipassi's golden 
hued body and scattered the balance over the floor of 
his cell, making the wish at the same time that she 
would in a future birth, be the mother of a Buddha such 
as he. 

As a consequence of her deed, she was born in the 
Tavatimsa heaven and at the close of her life span was 
granted ten boons by God Sakka. She requested that 

6. Rockhill, p. 1 5, quoted more in detail by Foucaux, Rgya tch'er pa, Vol. 2. P. xxi 7.. J. I, edited by V. Fausbo11. P.T.S. London. 
-· · · o in) 1 962; PP 49-50 
8. J. VI edited by Prof. E.B. Cowell, translated by E.B. Cowell and W.H.D. Rouse, JYI'S. London. ( 1 895) 1 973 480f 
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she be born with dark eyes, dark eyebrows, dark hair, 
to be named Phusati, to have a son, to keep a slim 
figure, to have firm breasts, soft skin and to save the 
condemned. She was then born as Phusati, the mother 
of the Bodhisatta, king Vessantara. She was born as 
Maya in her fol lowing birth. 

In the Acchariyabhutadhamma sutta9 the Buddha 
requests Yen. Ananda to repeat to a gathering of 
bhikkhus what he had related to him earlier. An extract 
of the sutta is given below: 

"Face to face with the Lord, revered Sir, have 
I heard, face to face have I learnt: "When, Ananda, 
the Bodhisatta .is entering his mother's womb, the 
Bodhisatta's mother i s  virtuous through her own 

. nature, restrained from onslaught on creatures, 
restrained from taking what h�s not been given, 
restrained from wrong enjoyment of pleasures of 
the senses, restrained from lying speech, r�strained 
from the occasions of slothfulness resulting from 
(drinking) strong intoxicants. And inasmuch, re
vered sir, . . . . .l regard this too as a wonder, a 
marvellous quality of the Lord's. 

"Face to face with the Lord, revered Sir, have 
I heard, face to face have I learnt: "When, Ananda, 
the Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb, no 
desire connected with the strands of sensual pleas
ures arises in the Bodhisatta's mother to�ards men, 
and the Bodhisatta's mother is not to be trans
gressed against by any man ofinfatuated thoughts. " 
And inasmuch revered sir, . . . .l regard this too as a 
wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's .  

"Face to face with the Lord, revered Sir, have 
I heard, face to face have I learnt: "When, Ananda, 
the. Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb, the 
Bodhisatta's mother is enjoying the five strands of 
sensual pleasures and she diverts herself, endowed 
with and possessed of the five strands of sensual 
pleasures. "  And inasmuch, revered sir, . . . .! regard 
this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the 
Lord's. 

"Face to face with the Lord, revered Sir, have 
I heard, face to face have I Learnt: "When the 
Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb, no ail
ment whatever arises in the Bodhisatta's mother, 
the Bodhisatta's mother is at ease, her body not 

9. M. III  pp. 1 66- 1 67 

tired; and within her womb the Bodhisatta's mother 
sees the Bodhisatta complete_

in all his l imbs, his 
sense-organs perfect. As, Ananda, an emerald 
jewel of lovely water and well cut into eight facets 
might be strung on a thread - a deep green or yellow 
or red or white or an orange-coloured thread and as 
a man with vision, having taken it in his hand, 
might reflect: "This is an emerald jewel of lovely 
water, it is wel l  cut into eight facets and strung on 
a thread - a deep green---or an orange-coloured 
thread",  even so, Ananda, when the B odhisatta is 
entering his mother's womb. . .  the Bodhisatta's 
mother sees the Bodhisatta, complete in all his 
limbs, his sense-organs perfect. "And inasmuch, 
revered sir . .  .1 regard this too as a wonder, �- l 
marvellous quality of the Lord's. · ) 

"Face to face with the Lord, revered Sir, h�e 
I heard, face to face have I learnt: "Ananda, the 
Bodhisatta's mother dies seven days after the 
Bodhisatta is born and arises in the Tusita group. "  
And inasmuch, revered sir , . .  . 1  regard this too as a 
wonder, a marvellous quality of the Lord's. 

"Face to face with the Lord, revered Sir, have 
I heard, face to face have I learnt: "While, Ananda, 
other women carry the child in their womb for nine 
or ten months before they give birth, the Bodhisatta's 
mother does not give birth to the Bodhisatta in this 
way. The Bodhisatta's mother carries the Bodhisatta 
in her womh for exactly ten months before she 
gives birth. "  And inasmuch, revered sir , . . . I regard , 
this too as a wonder, a marvellous quality of the'-' 
Lord's. 

"Face to face with the Lord, revered Sir, ha::t' 

I heard, face to face have I learnt: "W!:lile, Ananda, 
other women give birth sitting or lying down, the 
Bodhisatta's mother does not give birth to the 
Bodhisatta in this may: the Bodhisatta's mother 
gives birth to the Bodhisatta while she is standing." 

According to the Dictionary ofPali Proper Names10 
Mahamaya's fatherwas the Sakyan Afijana ofDevadaha, 
son of Devadaha akka and her mother was Yasodhara, 
daughter of Jayasena (Mhv ii 1 7ff). Dal)9apani and 
Suppabuddha were her brothers and Mahapajapati , her 
si ster. Elsewhere,  her father i s  cal l ed Maha
Suppabuddha (Thig . A. l4 l )  while Apadana II  538 

I 0 .  G .P. Malalasekera, Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, London ( 1 937) 1 974 
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gives her mother's name as Sulakkhana. Both 
Mahamaya and Mahapaj apafi were given in marriage 
to king Suddhodana. The Buddha, it is said, was born 
to Mahamaya when she was between 40-50 years of 
age. (Vibh A. 278) 

The Buddha is said to have visited Ta.vatimsa 
heaven immediately after he performed the twin mira
cle at t�e foot of the Gandamba tree, on the full moon 
day of Asallha, and there, during the three months of the 
rainy season, he stayed preaching the Abhidhamma 
P�taka to his mother, Mayadevaputta, who came there 
to listen to him, seated on Sakka's pa!J¢ukambasllasana 
at the foot of the Paricchattaka tree. It is said that during 
this time, at certain intervals, the Buddha would return 
tO-E'-frth, leaving a seated image ofhimselfin Tavatill).sa 
h---J.en to continue the preaching while he attended to 
his bodily needs, begging alms in Uttarakuru and 
ea. ng his food on the banks of Anotatta lake where 
Sariputta waited on him and learnt of what he had been 
preaching to the devas. (Dhs A. i . 1 5 ;  Dh.A. III 2 1 6 f.) 

In the_ Mahaparinibbana sutta 1 1  the Buddha ex
plains to Ananda that there are eight causes for earth
quakes. One is when a Bodhisatta quits his temporary 
form in the heaven of delight and descends into his 
mother's womb, and another is when he quits his 
mothers' womb and is born into the world. 

In a note to the first of these statements, Rhys 
Davids comments that there are many curious leggends 
concerning the Bodhisatta's voluntary incarnation and 
that the earth quaking and the legend regarding the )te elephant are repeated in identical terms in the 
Buddhist birth stories . He mentions that it is a hal
lowed sun myth by which Buddhist converts embel
li.,hed the life story of the Teacher. 

Maharnaya is mentioned in several Jataka stories 
as the mother of the Bodhisatta, such as the Allnacitta, 
Ka,�thahari, Kurudhamma, · Kosambi, Ka!J¢hahala, 
Dasaratha, Bandhaniig ii ra,  Mahaumagga, 
Matuposaka, Vessantara, Suslma, Somanassa and the 
T-!atthipala. In the Vessantara lataka, Maya as Phusafi 
was the daughter of king Kiki and became the chief 
queen of the Sivi king, Safijaya. 

In the introduction to the Sanskrit work, Mahavastu, 
the translator12 comments that the Mahavastu is a 
collection of practically all the history, quasi-history 

and legends (A vadana) relating to the Buddha that 
passed current in the long period during which it was 
compiled. It consists of compositions of several au
thors and it is conjectured that these compositions date 
from the second century B .C. to the third century and 
fourth century A.D. One finds influences from the Pali 
texts in it as well as the subsequent Mahayana. In these 
highly descriptive accounts there appears to be a ten
dency towards the Lokottaravadin dogma of the Bud
dha being suprarnundane. Excerpts from theMahavastu 
quoted bellow13 illustrate this point. 

"The Bodhisattva considered the matter of the 
place in which he should be reborn. "The king 
Suddhodana", thought he, "is worthy to be my father. " 
He then sought a mother who should be gracious, of 
good bi1th, pure of body, tender of passion, and short
lived, of whose span oflife there remained only seven 
nights and ten months. 

"The mothers of all Bodhisattvas die on the last of 
the seven days following their delivery of the Supreme 
of Men. Now what is the reason why mothers of an 
Omniscient One should die so soon after givingg birth 
to the Best of Men? 

"While he is still dwelling in Tusita the Bod.hisattva 
makes this his care as he searches for a mother whose. 
karma is good. 

"I will descend, " says he, " into the womb of a 
woman who has only seven nights and ten months of · 
her liferemaining. See PLATE XL VIII. 

"And why so? "Because, "says he, "it is not fitting 
that she who bears a Peerless One like me should 
afterwards indulge in love . "  

"For i f  the mother of  a Sugata should indulge in  the 
pleasures of love, the hosts of devas would say that the 
king was violating his duty. 

"The Exalted One, indeed, at all times proclaims 
the depravity of sensual desires. Should then the 
mother of the Saviour of the world indulage in the 
pleasues of sense? 

" (To take an illustration from) the Jewel-casked 
which are found in the palaces of princes the Best of 
Men is the jewel, his mother the casket . "  

I I . D. II (Vol . I I I  Part I I) Translated by T.W. Rhys Davids, p. 1 1 6. 
11. Translated by J .  J. Jones, P.T.S. ,  London, 1 973 
'3.  Ibid 3ff 
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Although t h i s  account  does not ascribe 
parthogenesis to the Bodhisatta's birth, the beginnings 
of a Buddhological trend is evident in it. 

The account goes on: 

"While he seeks a mother who was to be short
lived on earth, the Bodhisattva sees in Kapilavastu the 
chief queen of Suddhodana. And she was gracious, of 
good birth, pure of body, tender of passion, and short
lived; for of the span of her life only seven nights and 
ten months remained. Then the-Bodhisattva thought to 
himself. "She is worthy to be my mother . . . .  " 

" . . . .  Then Maya like the consort of an immortal, 
rose up from her lovely couch and said to the king 
just as the sun had set, "I will cultivate harmless
ness towards living things, and the chaste life. I 
will abstain from theft, intoxication and frivolous 
speech. 

"I will, my lord, refrain from unkindly speech 
and from slander. I will, 0 king, refrain from 
abusive speech. This is my resolve. 

"I will not nurse envy of the pleasures of others, 
nor cause injury to living things. · And I will abjure 
false beliefs. 

"I will, 0 king, follow these eleven rules of 
moral conduct. All this night has this resolve been 
stirring in me. 

"Do not then, I pray you, 0 king, desire me 
with thoughts of sensual delights. See to it that you 
be guiltless of .offence against me who would 
observe chastity . "  

"The king replied, " I  shall have all your wishes 
fulfilled. Be at ease, you who have entered upon a 
noble life. I and my whole realm are at your 
cammand. " 

" . . .  Lo, I depart" So did the Exalted One speak out 
and utter the happy word. And at that very moment 
the conqueror's mother saw in a dream him who 
had won maturity of fruition, entering her body in 
the form of a noble elephant, light of step, flawless 
of limb, gleaming like snow-white silver, with six 
tusks, a gracefully waving trunk and a crimson 
head." 

" Bodhisattvas do not descend into their mothe: 
womb during the dark fortnight, but on the night oft! 
ful l  moon in the month Pausa. Bodhisattvas enter tl 
womb of a mother who observes the fasts, who . 
outstanding among women, who is Joyful, distinguis 
ed, holding no intercourse with what is mean, who i 
gracious, pure of body and tender o f  passion, is of goo1 
birth and family, comely, beautiful, renowned, tall an< 
well--proportioned and accomplished, and who is in tht 
prime of!ife, learned, wise, mindful, self-possessed, ir 
all ways right minded and perffect - the very best ol 
WOn1en. "  

The account also mentions the following: 

"Again, a Bodhisattva's mother i s  not delivered.a!:) 
she lies or sits down, as other women are, but il . ... 
standing position. And the Bodhisattva, mindful and 
thoughtful, issues from his mother's right side wi�ut 
doing her any harm. " 

This last statement does not occur in the pali texts 
which is significant. There is a reuluctance in the 
Sanskrit accounts to allow the Bodhisatta to be born in 
the normal way for the same account goes on, 

"His body is untouched by impurities of the womb, 
even like the exquisite lotus that is born in the mud of 
pools. Beautiful as the newly risen sun he excels the 
immortals in Brahma's heaven. "  

Further o n  it i s  stated that as soon a s  the Bodhisatta 
is born he takes seven strides over the earth, surveying 
the regions and laughs a loud laugh because it is his Iar. -
�th. 

� 

. 
There is a parallel in the B.gveda cqncerning th� 

birth of God Indra who also contemplates emerging 
from his mother's side an� not from the nonr.al passage 
which he considers not good. After he is born, he takes 
seven strides and proclaims he is chief among all. The 
event of the Bodhisatta's birth therefore, seems to have 
been 'brahmanized' and overlaid with embellishments 
from legends current in the oral tradition. 

Dr. P.L. Vaidya, 14 suggests that Lalita Vistara is a 
recast of the old ballads found in the orthodox 
Sthaviravada Pali texts but at the same time admits the 
possibility that both the Pali and the Sanskrit accounts 
could have originated from an earlier common source, 
namely, the oral tradition. 

1 4. Lalitavistara translated by P.L. Vaidya, Dharbhange 1958 p. 1 8. 
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An extract is given below from the Lalita Vistara 
which illustrates the highly ornate embellishments 
which are absent in the Pali canon. 

" . . . . . .  The wife of Suddhodan was the daughter 
of Suppabuddha of the Sakya clan, the young and 
fresh, endowed with youth and beauty, exceed
ingly charming, pleasant as a painted figure, adorned 
in all ways like a celestial maiden, devoid of all 
impurities of a woman, not harsh in truthful speech, 
not unkind, not prattling. of very pleasant speech, 
devoid · of al l hatred, conceit ,  pri de and 
arrogance . . . . .  endowed with generosity, virtuous, 
satisfied with her husband, chaste, with a mind not 
inclined towards other men, well formed head, ears 
and nose, having dark hair similar to the colour of ) a bee, with a pleasing fore-head, with lovely eye
brows and face, not wrinkled with frowns, with a 

-"' smiling face, of measured speech, of refined speech, 
receiver of respect, straight and not deceitful, not 
crafty, not deluding others, (amaya) not fickle, not 
vacillating, not quarrelsome. of unscattered speech, 
of little raga, dosa and moha, endowed with pa
tience and good character. . .  with some, supple 
limbs, with a touch as soft as that of 'kakacincika ' 
with eyes as pure as the petals of a fresh blue lotus, 
with a pink, erect nose, well formed limbs, ex
tremely well-disciplined . . . virtuous, with lips simi
lar to the colour of 'bimba' fruits, of pleasant 
appearance, having a well shaped neck, adorned 
with a good and pure mind, extremely good deport-

. ment, orderly, pure bred . . . . .  shanks like that of an 
antelope, hands and feet like the colour of lac, 

} pleasing to the eyes of the world, with unimpaired 
faculties, of pleasant sight, exclusive jewel among 
womankind. like the reflection (shadow) of an 
illusion created by a magician, a symbol of an 
illusion (Maya) . . . . .  " 

The last statement offers an explanation of the 
name "Maya" According to the passsagc quoted, .in 
appearance she resembled an illusion of a celestial 
being, a perfect · image. In actual fact she was no 
illusion but real. She was really 'amaya' in both 
appearance and inner spiritual qualities, the opposite of 
deceit. Although the name may seem to be a 'double 
entendre' it is clear what is meant. She looked like an 
unreal illusion of a perfect celestial being but in actual 
fact she was a real human being as beautiful and perfect 
as a heavenly goddess . 

It is clear that the accounts both Sanskrit and Pali 
represent Mahamaya as the epitome of feminine beauty, 
chastity and goodness, conforming to the standards 
that were present in the Indian tradition. Even the fact 
that she enjoyed the five strands of senssal pleasure is 
not lost sight of but emphasised. She was a woman 
moulded in the Indian tradition which upheld the ideals 
of artha, kizma and dharma. 

The women who step out of the Pali Canon after 
Mahamaya exhibit Buddhism's influence, that of giv
ing up the bonds of kama and attachment. The differ
ence is seen in a marked manner between Mahamaya 
on the one hand and Mahapaj apafi Gotarrii on the other 
though they both fulfilled their roles as mothers, one 
nourishing the child in the womb not only physically 
but by providing a perfectly wholesome environ ment 
for the developing embryo and the other nurturing the 
Bodhisatta after birth both physically and with tender
ness. The difference in the two is seen in that Mahamaya 
after the break up of her body attained the bliss of 
heaven but Mahapaj apafi Gotarrii , who as the Buddhs's 
foster mother came under the direct influence of the 
Buddha's teaching, ended up not in heaven but in the 
sainthood of arahantship. 

Suvimalee Kanimiratna 

MAIIAMEGHA V ANA the park situated to the south 
of Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka which was laid out by 
king Mu.tasiva (307-247 B .C) This park was called 
Mahameghavana, · because, at the time the land was 
chosen for the park, a great cloud (maha mehga) was 
gathering at an unusual time which subsequently poured 
down a torrential shower of rain (Mhv. chapter XI 2f). 
Mahameghavana has been considered as a sacred park, 
bec�use, all the four B uddhas of this kalpa (aeon) are 
said to have visited tltis park during their life time 
(Mhv. ch. xv). 

In the t ime of K ak u s anda B uddha the 
Mahameghavana was known as Mahatitthavana; in the 
time of Konagamana B uddha it was known as 
Mahanomava.'1a; in the time ofkassapa Buddha it was 
known as Mahagagaravana. All the three Buddhas 
have caused the planting of branches of thier bodhi 
trees on the same spot in the Mahameghavana, where 
the southern branch of the bodhi tree in India, under 
which the Buddha Gotama attained Enlightenment and 

' l'l. Lalitavistara translated by P.L. Vaidya, Dhwibhange 1 958 p. 1 8. 
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which was brought to Sri Lanka by Arahat Sangammitta 
theri in the 3rd century B .C., was planted. Mahavamsa 
records (ch. 1 )  that the Buddha in his Third visit to Sri 
Lankan in the eighth year of his Enlightenment went to 
the Mahameghavana.and consecrated several spots in 
it, for the Buddha foresaw that very important religious 
edifices. in his dispensation whould be erected on those 
spots in the course of history. after his demise. 

Arahat Mahinda thera who came to Sri Lanka 
during the reign of king Devanampiyatissa was invited 
by the king to reside in the Mahameghavana, as the 
park was niether too far, nor too near to the city of 
Anuradhapura. The thera accepted the invitation and 
lived there until his demise. The place where the thera 
lived is presently known as the Nivatta Cetiya. 

The day after Arahat Mahinda Thera came to 
reside in the Maharneghavana the king inquired from 
the thera whether it was suitable for bhikkhus to accept 
aramas (monasteries) as theirresidences, and the !hera 
intimated to the king how the B uddha approved of the 
acceptacne of aramas by the bhikkhus, on the occasion 
of accepting the Veluvanarama offered by king 
Bimbisara to the bhikkhusarigha (Mhv ch xv). King 
Devanampiyatissa thereupon poured water from the 
ceremonial pot (bhiizkara) on the hands of the thera 
and offered the Maharneghavana to the Mahasangha 
(order of monks). It is said that the earth quaked at this 
moment signifying the finn establishment of the 
Buddhasasana in Sri Lanka. The king caused to be 
erected an arama in the park for the monks and named 
it Maharneghavanararna which gradually developed 
into a great monastery complex by name Mahavihara 
(q.v.) which functioned as the pivot of Theravada 
Buddhism in Sri Lanka, for several centuries. 

The first important Buddhist shrine to come up in 
the Maharneghavana was the Sri Mahabodhi (q.v.),  
brought to Sri Lanka by Arahat Sanghamitta theri who 
carne to Sri Lanka several months after the arrival of 
Arahat Mahinda thera. The Thiiparama (q.v.), the first 
Buddhist Dagaba to be erected in Sri Lanka after the 
official introduction of Buddhism by Arahat Mahinda 
thera, was built by King Devanampiyatissa in the 
Maharneghavana, enshrining the collar··bone of the 
Buddha In subsequent times many religious shrines 
and buildings were put up in the Mahameghavana. The 
Mahavamsa (Ch. XV.) gives a list of the chief spots 
associated with Buddhism which carne into existence 
there. Chief among these are the thirty-two malakas, 
the Catussala, the Mahathiipa (q . v.) the Lohapasada 

(q.v.) and various parivenas (educational institutes) 
connected with Arahat M ahinda thera: Sunhata, 
Dighacarnkamana. Phalagga, Therapassaya, Marugana 
and Dl ghasandasenapati .  In  l ater t imes the 
Abhayagirivihara (qv.) and the Jetavanarama (q.v.) 
were also erected there (DPPN). 

D. Saddhasena 

MAHA-MOGGALLANA1 Var. MOGGALLANA, Skt. MAIIA-MAUDGALYAYANA, one of the two chief dis
ciples (aggasavaka) of the Buddha. The Pali com
mentaries and later literary works make him the sec
ond (infra) of the two chief disciples. He was born in 
a brahmin family in Kolitagama half a yojana away 
from Rajagaha (Mhvu. III. p. 56).  His mother was <� - , 
brahmin woman named Moggafi (var. Moggallam). " 
His father was the chief householder of the village 
named Kolita. In his young days he was called Koii , 
a name derived from the village in which he was born, 
and it has heen used in the Mahavastu as his personal 
name even after his ordination (see. Mhvu. p. 5, 27 
etc.). The Dhammapadalfhakatha, the Vinavap�taka, 
the Mahavastu, and some of  the Sinhalese classical 
literary works mostly written as commentaries  on Pali 
literary works, give the early life history, the ordina
tion and the elevation to the unique position of chief 
disciple, ofboth Sariputta (s. v.) and Maha Moggallana. 
The account of Maha MoggalUina's life is closely con
nected with that of Sariputta and it appears that they . 
were almost inseparable twins (infra) .  He was born 
on the same day as Sariputta. Their families had main
tained an unbroken friendship for seven generations , 
and the two children became friends from their child-· _; 
hood. The Mahavastu adds that the two of them were 
co-pupils, studying Vedic mantras under the sam 
guru. After completing their education Upatisza (i. e., 
personal name of Sariputta) went to his riative place 
called Nalanda while Kolita went to his village. But 
the two of them continued to visit each other. Once at 
Rajagaha the two friends went, on a festive day, to see 

,. 

a mime play called the Mountain-top Assembly (Skt. 
giriyagrasamaja, Pali giraggasamajja). But they could 
not enjoy the mime-play, and both of them realised 
impermanence of things and decided to go forth on 
renunc1 at10n . They firs t  be c ame wanderers 
(paribbajaka) under Safij aya, a reputed sophist at the 
time. They wandered all over Jambudipa meeting 
learned men and discussing with them in search of in
ner satisfaction. They separated for a short period each 
giving his word to the other that the first to find 
'ambrosia' (amata) should tell the other of his discov- · -J  
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ery. Sanputta wandering about in Rajagaha, met Assaji 
(s. v.) one of the paficavaggiya monks, and was 
coverted by him to Buddhism and became a sotapanna. 
Soon he remembered his bosom friend MoggalHina and 
went to him with his new experience. He repeated the 
stanza (gatha) he heard from Assaji: 

'Of all phenomena sprung of a cause 
The teacher the cause hath told; 
And he tells, too, how each shall come to its end, 
For such is the word of the sage. ' 

Moggallana also became a sotapanna when he 
heard the stanza from Sariputta. The two of them 
wanted to visit the Buddha along with their teacher 

. Saiijaya and his pupils, five hundred in number. When 

flaiijaya refused, Sanputta and Moggallana went with 
the five hundred pupils of Saiijaya and saw the Bud-
aha at Veluvana. The Buddha preached to them and 

gave them ordination by the formula Come Monk ! (ehi 
bhikkhu pabbajja). All but Sanputta and Moggallana 
became arahants. Moggallana went to the hamlet of 
Kallavala (var. Kallavala mutta) where on the seventh 
day after his ordination, drowsiness overcame him as 
he sat meditating. The Buddha saw this with his di
vine eye and appeared before him and exhorted him to 
be zealous, that same day he attained arahantship. 

Sariputta and Moggallana were rp.ade the two chief 
disciples of the Buddha on the very day they entered 
the order. In the assembly of monks the Buddha an
nounced, even before Sanputta and Moggallana en-�ered the order, that he has assigned to them the place 

_A.>f chief disciples. The monks were offended that new 
comers should be shown such great honour. The ac-

- cusation brought against the Buddha, was an opportu
nity to relate how those two had foa a whole innumer
able number of years strenuously exerted themselves 
to win this position under him. In the past they had 
made the first resolve in the time of the Anomadassi 
Buddha. MoggaiHi.na and Sariputta were then two 
householders named SirivaMha and Sarada. The lat
ter gave away his riches and became an ascetic. The 
Buddha. visited his hermitage and Sarada and his pu
pils showed him great honour. Anomadassi 's chief 
disciple, Nisabha, gave thanks and this induced Sarada 
to make a vow that he should become the chief disci
ple of some future Buddha. The Buddha Anomadassi 
foretold him that his wish would be fulfilled. Then 
Sarada went to his friend SirivaMha and announcing 
the Buddha's prophecy, wanted Siriva��ha to wish for r� place of second disciple. On this advice Siriva��a 

acted promptly, made elaborate preparations and en
tertained the Buddha and his disciples for seven days 
and finally announced his wish to the Buddha who 
declared that his wish. would be fulfilled. From that 
time the two friends in their subsequent births engaged 
in good deeds. ( Vin. I. pp. 39-43; DhpA. I. pp. 73 ; AA. 
I. pp. 84, Ap. II. 31; SnA. I.). 

From the above account it appears that nowhere 
has the Buddha mentioned that Elder Moggallana as 
the second chief disciple. He referred to Sariputta and 
MoggalHina as his two chief disciples and the com
mentators considering the fact that Sariputta was the 
first of the two to be converted to Buddhism, . and 
Moggallana susbsequently, has assigned for the latter 
the second place. Both of them enjoyed equal status. 
Though Sfuiputta's name precedes Moggallana's when 
both are mentioned jointly. When Moggallana was 
elevated to the exalted position of a chief disciple the 
honorific title Maha (Great) was prefixed to his name. 

Sariputta and Moggalana were ideal disciples and 
the Buddha wanted the others to follow their example 
(S. II. p. 235 ; A. I. 85). In the Saccavibhahga sutta the 
Buddha has distinguished these two twin brethren thus. 
"Sariputta is as she who brings forth and Moggalana 
is as the nurse of what is brought forth; Sfuiputta trains 
in the fruits of conversion, Moggallana trains in the 
highest good. Sfuiputta is able to teach and make plain 
the four noble truths, Moggalana, teaches by his psy
chic power (iddhipiitihariya) ." The Ahguttara nikaya 
mentions that the Buddha classed Maha-Moggallana 
as the chief among those of psychic powers (Etad 
agga11} bhikkhave mama savakanal1J bhikkhii.na11} 
iddhimantanal1J yadida11J Maha Moggallano, A. I. p. 
23). Thus Maha Moggallana's pre-eminence lay in 
his possession of iddhi power. He could create a liv
ing shape innumerable times and could transfer him
self into any shape at will. He claims to have all magic 
power at will (Thag. v. 1183). He is recorded as say
ing that he could crush mount Sineru like a kidney 
bean (DhpA. III. 212) and rolling the earth like a mat 
between his fingers, could make it rotate like a pot
ter 's wheel or could place the earth on Sineru like an 
umbrella on its stand. It is said, that when, once, the 
B:.�ddha and his monks failed to get alms in Verafija, 
Maha-Moggallana offered to tum the earth up-side 
down, so that the essence of the ea..rth, which lay on 
the under surface, might serve as food. He also of
fered to open a way from Nalerupucimanda to 
Uttarakuru, for the monks to go there easily for alms; 
but the Buddha did not permit him to perform these 
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. miracles (V. III.  p. 7;  VA. I. 1 82, DhpA. I I. 1 53). But 
the /ddhipiida sutta of the Samyutta Nikiiya mentions 
that the Buddha once requested Maha-Moggallana to 
give a good stirring to some monks who sat in the 
ground-floor of the terraced house of Migara's mother 
(Migara-matupiisiida) talking loosely and frivolously, 
regardless even of the fact that the Buddha was in the 
upper story. Then Moggallana by concentrating on 
the element-of-water-device, contrived a feat of magic 
power and with his great toe shook and rattled and 
made the building quake and quake again till those 
monks were panic-stricken and their hair stood on ends. 
At this juncture the Buddha explains to the monks that · 
by cultivating and making much of the four bases of 
psychic power that Moggallana enjoys manifold form 
of niagic power (S. V. pp. 269-7 1 ;  SnA. I. pp. 336-39). 
Once, when Moggallana visited Sakka to find out if 
Sakka was profited by the teachings of the Buddha, 
Moggallana found him far too proud and obsessed by 
the thought of his splendour. Then to humble Sakka's 
pride, Moggallana shook Vej ayanta the Sakka's pal
ace, till Sakka's· hair stood on end with fright (M. I. p. 
251 ). Once Moggalliina visited the Brahma world to 
help the Buddha to dispell the arrogance of Baka
brahma On this occasion Mogga!Hina himself ques
tioned B aka-brahma in solemn conclave in the · 
Sudhamma hall in the Brahma world and made Baka 
confess that his earlier views were erroneous (M. I .  
pp. 326-3 1 ;  Thag. v .  1 1 98;  ThagA. I I .  p. 1 85). H e  had 
visited the Brahma world several times and had con
versations with Tissa Brahmii (A. I II.  p. 33 1 ;  IV. p. 75. 
etc.). The Miiratajjanzya sutta mentions that once Mara 
started worrying Moggallana by entering into his belly, 
but Moggallana ordered him out and explained to Mara 
how Moggallana himself had once been a Mara named 
Dus1. His sister Kal1 was the mother of the present 
Mara (M. 1. p. 332-38). 

MoggalHi.na's greatest exhibition of iddhi power 
was the subj ugation of the naga named Nandopananda 
(Divy. p. 395). This combat has been dealt in detail in 
various commentaries . . Jt is said that no other monk 
could have survived the ordeal, because no other was 
able to enter so rapidly into the fourth jhiina and this 
was the reason why the .Buddha would give pemtis
sion to no other monk but Moggallana to bring the. 
Niiga under control, (Thag A .  I I .  pp. 1 88) .  · The 
Dhamniapada.t.thakathii also records another similar 
story where Moggall ana subjugated a Nag a who lived 
near the hermitage of Aggidatta (DhpA. III, pp. 242). 

Moggallana's vision was par excellence. He could 
see without entering into any state of mind, petas and 
other spirits invisible to the naked eye (DhpA. II. p. 
64; III .  p. 60; 4 10, 479). The Samyuttanikiiya men
tions that once while in the company of Lakkhana, 
MoggalHi.na saw petas. He visited various worlds and 
brought back to the Buddha reports of their inhabit
ants.  The Mahii vastu gives in detail the visits 
Moggalliina made to the Nirayas and to the deva worlds 
(Mhvu. I. pp. 4-65). The Vimiinavatthu also contains a 
collection of stories of such visits. Moggallana's vis
its to the deva-worlds like that of Tavati11Jsa were al

ways welcome to the devas (S. V. p. 366). It appears 
that from reports received from Moggallana about in
habitants of other worlds the Buddha used to i llustrate 
his sermons. 

In w isdom Moggallana w as second only 1 
Sariputta. The Dhamma-pada!.fhakatha mentions that 
these two could answer questions within the range of 
no other disciple of the Buddha (DhpA. III. p. 227). 

· Like Mahakacciina (s.v.) Moggallana was a great 
preacher. The Buddha, once paid a compliment to 
Moggallana's power of preaching, the Buddha having · 
preached himself to the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu, asked 
Moggallana to deliver a sermon to the monks, as the . 
Buddha was weary. Then MoggalHL.'la preached to 
them on lusts and means of getting rid of them. At the 
end of the sermon the B uddha praised him wannly (S . 

J 

V. p. 366). The Safl}yutta Nikiiya contains several other 
eloquent sermons preached by MoggalHi.na on the 
jhanas. (S. V. pp. 262-69); and elewhere ori qualities _ ) 
that lead to true emancipation (A. V. p. 1 55). Sakka in 
company with numerous other gods used to pay visits , . 

. to Moggallana to hear him preach. The other deva�l 
like Candana, Suyama, Santusita, Sunimmita and 
Vasavatthi also used to visit him to hear his sermons 
(S. IV. pp. 269-80) . Moggallana . was consulted by 
Yacchagotta C.S:· IV. p. 391  ), and Vappa (A. II. p. 1 96) 
eager to learn from him the teachings of the Buddha. 
When the B uddha went to Tiivatill)sa to preach the 
Abhidhamma, the Buddha entrusted to Moggallana the 
task of preaching to the people who were waiting for 
the Buddha�s return. When the time drew near for the 
B uddha ' s  return, at the requ e s t  of the people, · 
Moggallana went to Tiivatimsa, diving into the earth 
and climbing Sineru, in full view of them all in order 
to find out what the Buddha intended doing so that 
people might be kept informed (DhpA. III .  pp. 2 1 9-
224; J. IV. 265. Divy. p. 375). - i 
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Moggal!ana was an obedient disciple of the Bud
dha. Whatever task he might be asked by the Buddha 
to perform, he did to the best of his ability. Once the 
Buddha employed him as a messenger to the arahant 
Uggasena, telling him that the Buddha wished to see 
him (DhpA. IV. p. 62). He was sent to Sakkhara, to 
Macchariya-Kosiya (s. v.) to check his. miserliness and 
bring him to Jetavana (DhpA. I. p. 369; J. I. 347) and 
also to Silava, whom A]atasatthu was plotting to kill 
(ThagA. I. p. 257). When Visakha was building the 
Migara-matupasada, Moggallana by his iddhi power, 
and five hundred monks supervised the construction, 
and the work was completed without difficulty (DhpA. 
I. p. 414).  

") The Buddha had ful l  confidence in his two chief 
� disciples and wanted them to keep the order pure. 

When, once, the Buddha said that the assembly was 
· ·not pure Moggallana fixed his thought intently upon 

all the monks of the order there, compassing their 
minds with his and seized the wicked and impure monk 
by the arm and thrust him outside the porch arid bolted 
the door (A. IV. pp. 204-206). Once, when a monk 
charged Elder Sariputta with having offended him and 
without asking his pardon has set out on a journey. 
The accusation, explains the commentary, was out of 
jealousy and to stop Sariputta's departure (DA. I. p. 
276). Then Moggallana and Ananda went from lodg
ing to lodging to summon monks that they might hear 
Sariputta vindicate himself (A. IV. pp. 374-75). The 
fame of Moggallana as one of the two chief disciples 
had reached even to the Brahrna world. Tudu-brahrna )sang their praises though it was to the annoyance of 
the Kokalika monks who had a great hatred for them 
(A. V. pp. 1 69-74; SnA. II. 473 etc.). When Devadatta 
created a schism in the order of monks and took five 
hundred of them to Gayaslsa the Buddha sent the two 
chief disciples to bring them back and their mission 
was successful (DhpA. I. 1 43). Once they were sent 
to admonish the Assajipunabbasuka (see. v. , DhpA. II .  
p. 1 09). Once Kakudha Koliyaputta, who was a serv
ant of Moggal li.ina  and'  l ater born i n  a huge 
manomayakiiya had w arned Moggal li.ina  of 
Devadatta's intrigues against the Buddha. Moggallana 
passed the information to the Buddha, but the latter 
ignored it (Vin. II. 1 85 ;  A.  III. 1 22) . 

Moggallana was Rahula's teacher (J. I. p. 1 6 1) ;  
but elsewhere Moggallana is  spoken of as Rahula's 
Kammaviiciicariya (SnA. I. p. 304). Moggallana car
ried out diligently the charge laid on him by the Bud-("Oha of looking after the welfare of the monks. The 

Theragii thii contains  several verses recited by 
Moggallana as exhortations to his colleagues. Some 
of the colleagues Tissa VaMhamana and Po.t.thila are 
mentioned by name (Thag. \IV. 1 146-49, 1 165; 1 I 62, 
1 1 63, 1 174) . Once he lived at K�lasiHi with a com
pany of five hundred monks, watching over them and 
discovering all of them were arahants Vahgisa wit
nessed this and praised Moggallana in verse before 
the Buddha (S. I. p. 1 94) . 

The friendship between Moggallana a.Tld Siiriputta 
was unique. Their love was mutual as was the adrni
ration. It appears that Sfuiputta's verses in praise of 
Moggallana (Thag. vs. 1 1 78-8 1 )  are more eloquent 
than those of Moggallana in praise of Sariputta (ibid. 
VV. 1 176-77). Their strongest bond was the love of 
each for the Buddha, even when they were away from 
him, they would relate to each other how they had been 
conversing with him by means of the divine ear and 
the divine eye. In the Sa11Jyutta Nikiiya mention is 
made by Moggallana to the monks of a conversation 
he held with the Buddha by means of divine powers 
(S. II. pp. 273-74). Moggallana and Sarip�tta had sev
eral discussions in this manner. The Mah'agosihgha 
sutta mentions them as staying in th� Gosiilgha<;alavana 
in the company ofMaha Kassapa, Ananda, Revata, and 
Anuradha engaged in friendly discussioiCand refer
ring their conclusions to the Buddha for 'his opinion 
(M. I. p. 2 1 2) .  Once Moggalli.ina, Sariputta and 
Anuruddha stayed at Ketakivana at Saketa (S. V. pp. 
1 74-75; ). Among discussions betweenAnuruddha and 
Moggallana is one in which Anuruddha speaks of the 
value of cultivating the four �atipa,t,thanas (S. V. pp. 
294-98) .  It was customary for Mogga!Uina and 
Sariputta as the two chief disciples, to travel together 
at the head of the monks. The lay disciples were anx
ious to include the two of them in their invitations for 
alms, as Ve.lukru;t�aki in Dakkhinagiri (A III. p. 336, 
IV. p. 63) and Cittagahapati in Macchikasanda (DhpA.. 
II. p. 74). 

Moggallana died before the Buddha, but after 
Sariputta, for the Theragathii contains several verses 
attributed to Moggall ana regarding Sariputta's death 
(Thag. VV. 1 158-6 1) .  Sariputta died on the full moon 
day of Kattika and MoggalHina two weeks later 011 the 
new moon day (SA. III. 1 8 1 ) .  Buddhaghosa mentions 
that Moggallana's death resulted from a plot of the 
Niga�1,thas who treated MoggalHina as their despica
ble enemy. Moggallana's visits to various worlds (su
pra) and his report that he had discovered that those 
who followed the Buddha's teachings reached happy 
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worlds, while followers of the heratics were reborn in 
woeful conditions. These statements of Moggallana 
reduced the · number ·of heratics and the niga!J.thas 
bribed brigand� to kill Moggallana. The brigands sur
rounded. Moggallfma's hut in Kalasila, but he escaped 
through the key-hole on six successive days. On the 
seventh day they caught him and beat him and crushed 
his bones .  But Moggallana recovered consciousness 
with his effort of will and dragged himself to the Bud
dha to take his leave and there he died. The commen
taries explain that Moggallana's sad death was the re
sult of a sin he committed in a previous birth. It is said 
that once acting on the instigations of his wife he had 
taken his blind parents into the j ungle and pretending 
that they were being attacked by robbers he had beaten 
them to death. For this sinful" action he suffered in 
hell for innumerable years and consequently in his last 
birth he lost his l ife by violence (J. V. pp. 1 25-27). 
Elsewhere this account given of Moggallana's death 
by violence di ffers i n  s e veral  detai l s .  The 
Dhammapada.�tha-kathZz mentions that thieves tried for 
two months before succeeding in their plot and in the 
story of the past, when the blind parents were being 

· beaten, they cried out to the thieves to spare the l ife of 
their son. Moggallana was moved by this sentiment 
and d.id not kill them. Before he finally passed away, 
it is said that Moggallana preached to the Buddha at 
the latter's request and perfotmed many miracles and 
returned to Kalasila to die. (DhpA. III.  p. 65). The 
H1taka mentions that his cremation was performed with 
much honour and the Buddha had the relics collected 
and a Thupa built in Ve_luvana. (J. V. p. 1 27). Em
peror Asoka visited and worshipped this shrine and 
made an offering of a hundred thousand to the shrine 
on the advice of Elder Upagupta (Divy. p. 395). 

Traditionally it is  said that Moggallana's body was 
of the colour of the blue lotus (n"iluppala) or the rain 
cloud. And the oral tradition in Ceylon _is that this 
colour is due to his having suffered in hell in the re
cent past. In paintings in Ceylon where the Buddha 
and his two chief disciples are depicted, Moggallana 
is .always depicted to the left hand side of the Buddha 
and the colour used is blue, though in fact the colour 
ought to be dark or black (See. PED. n!la). Moggallana 
i s  identified with several characters in the Jotakas. He 
was Kisavaccha in. the Indriya Jataka (J. III .  p. 469). 
Sakka in the lllisa Jataka (ibid: I. p. 354), one of the 
devas in the Kakkiiru Jataka (ibid. III .  p. 90), the tor
toise in the Kuruhgam iga Jataka (ibid. I I .  1 55) ,  
Candasena in the Kha�zcjahala Jataka (ibid. IV. 1 57), 
the Commander in the Cullasutasoma Jotaka (ibid. V. 

p. 1 92), the youngest bird in the Javanaha�hsa Jataka 
(ibid. IV.21 8), the elephant in the 1ittira Jataka (ibid. 

I. p. 220), Ayura in the Desa!J!Jaka Jataka (ibid. III. p. 
34 1) ,  the j ackal in the Paiicuposatha and Sasa Jatakas 
(ibid. IV. p. 332; I l l .  p. 56), Suriya in the Bilarakosiya 
Jataka (ibid. I V.  p. 62), the tiger in the Tittira, Vanaroha 
and Vyaggha Jataka (ibid. III. p. 543, 1 49;  II.  p. 358), 
one of the brothers in the Bhisa Jataka ( ibid. IV. p.3 1 4), 
Subhaga in the Bhuridatta Jataka (ibid. V I .  p. 2 1 9), 
the old tortoise in the Mahiiukkusa Jataka (ibid. IV. 
297), Migajina in the Mahajanaka Jataka (VI. p. 68), 
Bijaka in the Mahanaradakassapa Jataka (ibid. VI. p. 
255), the king's charioteer i n  Rajovada Jataka (ibid. 
II .  p. 5),  the garuda-king in the Vzdhurapaf}cf.ita Jataka 
(ibid. VI. 329), the rat in the Saccankara Jataka (ibid. 
I. p. 32), B hadrakara in the Sambhavajataka (ibid. V ) 
p. 67) ,  Canda in the Sudhabhojana Jataka (ibid. V. p. 
412) ,  and Gopala in the Hatthipala Jataka (ibid. IV. 
49 1) .  

M. Karaluvinna 

MAHAt'ITDDESA See NIDDESA 

- -
MAHAPACCARIATTHAKATHA, is one of the 
three main Sinh ala commentaries (SillhalaA.t.thakatha) 
that Yen. Buddhaghosa used as his basis. when he 
translated the Sinhala commentaries into Pali in the 5"' 
century A .C.  The Mahapaccari is not extant today. 
According to Malalasekera, 'tradition has it that it was 
so called, because i t  was compiled on a raft' (DPPN 
Vol . II  p.522). 

The Saratthappadipanz, a sub commentary on the 
Samantapasadikii by Yen. Sariputta written during th 
Polonnaruwa period (edited by B .Devarakk.hita, pub
lished by D.C. Wickramasinghe, Vijjabhusana press, 
Colombo 1 9 1 4, p 1 7  Sinhala script) records the same 
tradition as follows: 

Mahapaccariyanti, paccariti vuccati ulumpan_1, 
Tasmin.z niszditva ka_tatta tameva namam jatariJ. 

"Here MahZzpaccari means: ulumpan_z (raft) is called 
paccari, written seated on a pacca!·i, that itself 
became its name . "  

) 

) il 
.J 

The Saddhammasahgaha a short clrronical con- :ii· 
taining the history of Buddhism, written by Yen. J� Dharnmakitti of Ayodhya in the 1 4111 century A.C. 

' 
describes the origin of the paccari in the same way. t 
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Mahapaccariyan_1 nama, slhalabhasaya ulumpo 
kira atthi tasmim 
nisiditvii katatta paccariyan.z niimeva jii tii 
af.thakatha 

"In the SinhalaJanguage paccari is ulumpa (raft). 
The commentru-y written seated on it is also named 
paccari" (JPTS. 1 890, p.5).  

Buddhadatta provides little more information re
garding the origin of the name Mahapaccari. Accord
ing to him ,  during the calamity,  the famine 
Baminitiyasaya, bhikkhus assembled in Jambukol a 
Pq�tana to proceed to Jambuc!ipa and made a big raft 
(paccari). The bhikkhus having boarded the raft and 

·jhinking of the future, (danger) prepared a viiinaya 
xegesis (vinaya va�ll.wnii) and that beca.me the 

Mahiipaccari commentary (Pall literature, Swabhasa 
ress 1 966 p. 1 5 1 ). But the source of the additional 

information is not given. 

Adikaram also records the same conventional theory 
of writing on a raft as regards the origin of the name. 
Further, according to him. (Adikaram) the Mahiipaccari 
and the Sahkhepa,t,thakatha apparently had much in 
common and suggests that i t  i s  possible that 
Sahkhepa,t,thakatha might have been an abridged ver
sion of the Mahapaccari. Further he reports that 
appare11tl y the Sahkhepa.zthakatha has also been known· 
as Cullapaccari. But some hold the view that the 
Cullapaccari referred to in the Vajirabuddhi,tlka, as a 
separate commentary (Early History of Buddhism in 

· "(:eylon, Colombo 1 946 p.  1 2) .  Law doubts the conven
-4ional explanation of the origin of the name. He says 

that the suggested origin of the name is quite fanciful. 
ahiipaccari appeaars to have been a distinct compi

lation of a monastic shcool of Ceylon (History of Pali 
Literature, Kegan Paul, Trench Trubner, London 1 953 
Vol. II p. 375). 

As regards the origin of the names of the other 
Sinhala commentaries, we find that they have been 
named after the place of origin. The KurundiNthakatha 
is so called because it was written in the Kunmdiwela 
Vihara, while theAndakaA,t,thakatha was so named by 
reason of its being written in the Andhaka country. 
Similarly Paccari IT'Jght refer to a place name, either a 
village or a temple though it is difficult to identify due 
to distortion. If a paccari (raft) is involved, as pointed 
out by Buddhadatta, it might refer to the place where 
the decision was made to compile a Vinaya Exegesis, 
though the actual writing might have taken place 

elsewhere subsequently. There is no evidence to show 
that either people or bhikkhus lived on rafts in ancient 
Sri Lanka. 

It is evident from the references Buddhaghosa has 
made to it that the Mahapaccari had occupied a very 
important place among the Sinhala commentaries. 
According to the colophon, B uddhaghosa has recog
nized only three commentaries as Sinhal a  commentar
ies, out of which the Mahapaccari is one. 

"Mahiia.t,thakathaii ceva Mahapaccariya mevaca 
Kurundiyancati tissopi Sihala a,t,thakatha ima " 

Three S in h a l a  commentaries  . s u ch as 
Mahaa,t,thakatha, Mahapaccari, Kurundi etc. " 
(Vin A .  Vii p. 1 455 PTS) 

Although he has referred to Andhaka,t,thakatha, 
Sahkhepa,t,thakatha in the Samantapasadika, he had 
not included them in the category of Sinhalatthakatha, 
as seen above. Further it is seen that only the 
Mahapaccari is given the title Maha (Great) other than 
the Mahaa,t,thakatha. Mahapaccari is being referred to 
only in the Samantapasadika. Therefore it is 'reason
able to assume that the Mahapaccari was confined to 
the Vinaya Pi,taka only. 

By examining the quotations and references to the 
Mahapaccari that exceed a hundred, found in the 
Samantapasadika, it is possible to understand the na
ture of this ancient Sinhala commentary, which is lost 
for ever, And also one could see how B uddhaghosa has 
made the best use of i t  as a source, and its influence on 
the Pali commentaries he composed. It is obvious that 
Pali quotations that are given, as quoted from the 
Mahapaccari in the Samantapasadika are the Pali 
renderings of Sinhala lines of the Mahapaccari. 

Buddhaghosa has recorded the views expressed in 
the Mahapaccari although they do not agree with the 
Mahaa,t,thakatha and other a_t,thakathas. 

Under the first Parajika the Buddha laid down, 
when a monk was resting in seclusion during the day 
time (after meals) that he should keep the door shut, as 
a result of a woman abusing the body of a monk who 
was sleeping, with the door open. 

While discussing the circumstances under which a 
person may fall into the category of one who has 
committed an offence and those who are exempted, if 
they sleep keeping the door open, Samantapasiidika 
records the Mahapaccari view as follows: 
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"Mahapaccariyan} tava eka bhahgena nipannako 
eva muccati. Pade pana bhumito mocetva nipanno 
yakkhagahito pi visannibhutopi na muccatiti 
vuttam " 

"When the door is kept open only the person who 
fall s  asleep instantly is not guilty. (Apparently he 
had no time to close the door). When the feet are 
raised above the ground even if he is possessed by 
a demon or unconscious (if sleeps with the door 
open) he is guilty" .  

But according to the Kurundi AHhakatha only the 
person tied and made to sleep is acquitted if the door is 
kept open. (Band�tva nipajjapito 'va muccaliti vutta11})-

But the explanation of the Mahaa_t.thakatha is  dif
ferent from both. Mahaayhakathaya11} pana yo 
cahkamanto mucchitva patito tc:ttheva supati, tassapi 
avisayatta apatti'na dissati. Acariya pana evan na 
kathayanti. Tasma apattiyeva 'ti (If one falls asleep 
while walking (when the door remains open) there is no 
guilt due to unconsciousness. But the acariyas do not 
say so (do not say not guilty). Therefore, there is guilt. 
(VinA. 283) 

In certain instances the Mahapaccariya appears to 
be strict in  the application of a vinaya rule. 

The killing of a human being (manussaviggaha) 
the third grievous offence that a monk could commit 
where he is liable to be expelled. One of several means, 
a person may deploy to kill a person is to excavate a pit 
for a man tO fall and die (manUSSQ11} obissa opatam 
khanati) when discussing the application of this rule 
the Mahaatthakatha says if a person excavates a pit in 
(sufficient) length breadth and depth and lifts soil . 
baskets with the vested intention of (Killing a person), 
the intention produces res'\}lts without interval . Thus if 
a person falls and die there vene after 1 00 years he is 
guilty of committing the third parajika offence (Kill
ing of a human being. 

But the explanation offered by the Mahapaccari 
and also the Kurundiathakatha appears more severe. 
According to the latter explanation, if a person hits the 
ground with a spade once only and a person dies having 
stumbled there he is guilty of the third paraj ika ( VinA. 

II, 454). 

There are instances where the Mahapaccari ap
pears more liberal than the Mahaatthakatha. In the 
context of discussing the Bhesajja Sikkhapada (the 

rule of medicine) the Mahiia,t,thakatha says- (medi 
nal) drink such as sugar cane juice is suitable only 
the noon. But the Mahiipaccari having paused 
question whether it is suitable or not says that there 
no such thing as sugar cane drink is not suitable for t1 
afternoon. (Mahapaccariyan . . .  etan,zsavatthukapakka 
vattati no vattati ti puccha11} katva ucchuphanita 
pacchii bhatta1�1 no vattanaka1�1 nama natthi ti vutta, 
( VinA. I I I 7 1 6) .  

There are instances where Buddhaghosa fmds th 
a particular point has not been properly explained in th 
Mahaatthakatha but the Mahapaccari has explained 
welL 

Under the Sahghadisesa rule No. 1 3  Kuladus(llr.� 
Sikkhiipada (Yin III  1 77 t) the Buddha admonis._ . .. 
Assaji Punabbasuka monks who were planting flow
ers, watering them, picking flowers, making garlallds, 
taking garlands to women playing with them etc. and 
enacted a Vinaya rule prohibiting such practices. 

Buddhaghosa finds that the circumstances where 
one would fal l  into category of committing an offence 
(as regards planting of flower plants) are not well 
explained in the Mahaa_zthakatha but the Mahapaccari 
has done it well .  

·�ya11} pana nayo Mahaa_zthakathayan_1 na 
su.t,thu vibhatto Mahapaccariyan.z vibhatto ' ti. 

This rule has not been properly explained 
in Mahaa_t,thakatha. Mahapaccariya has done 
welL (VinA. I ll 6 1 7) .  

Similarly Buddhaghosa has also commented that a 
certain point is not clear in the Mahaa_zthakatha, bUt 
clear i n  the Mahapaccari. Nissaggiya, rule no. 25 (thJ 
Suttaviiifiatti s ikkhapada), the Buddha prohibited 
monks to provide thread and get robes woven by the 
weavers. Buddhaghosa explaining the application of 
this rule says: 

"A yam pana ' ttho Mahaa.r.thakathaymrJ apakato 
Mahapaccariyadisu paka,to idha sabbakareneva 
paka_to 

Thjs meaning is not c lear in the Mahaa.t,thakatha 
but is clear in the Mahapaccari etc. Here it is very 
clear. (VinA. III 726). 

The Mahiipaccari view as regards the Bhiinaka 
tradition (reciters who preserved the tipZtaka orally) is. 
found recorded in the Samantapiisadika. As recorded 
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in the SamantapG:sG:dikG: the recitors of the Anguttara 
nikG:ya (Anguttara bhG:nakG:) should learn half of the 
nikaya from the beginning or from the end. But the 
Mahapacari held the view that if a bhikkhu wants to 
take one (NipG:ta of Anguttara) only, he should take 
either the fourth nipG:ta (Catukka NipG:ta) or the fifth 
nipata (Paficaka NipG:ta). Further according to the 
Mahapaccari, the jG:taka bhG:nakas (in addition to 
jG:takas) should learn the dhammapada with the rel
evant stories (VinA. IV 789). This shows that to be 
'bhanaka' or reciter, one need not learn the entire text 
of a Nikaya, and that one could become a bhG:naka by 
studying a prescribed part. Further, it is also clear that 
different schools held different views regarding the 
extent that should be learnt to become a bhG:naka of a 
Particular text. 

" "_) 
It is a rare instance where Buddhaghosa has re

jected the explanation offered by the Mahapaccari. In 
the PG:cittiya bhikkhuni vagga samvidhG:na sikhapada 
where the Buddha prohibited monks and nuns going to 
villages together . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Buddhaghosa has rejected 
the explanation found in the MahG:paccari regarding 
the Samvidhana Sikkhapada (rule). 

. . .  MahG:paccari vuttarr;. tarr;. neva pG:liyG: na sesa 
a.zthakathaya .sameti. 
. . . MahG:paccari says so, that does not agree either 
with the texts (Pali) or with the rest oithe commen
taries VinA. IV 807-8). 

There are instances where Buddhaghosa has not 
- brought in the views of any commentary other than the JMahG:paccari. Wl:lile explaining the SaizghG:disesa 

rule nos. 5 Samcarita SikkhG:pada ( Vir..A. III 553) 
")>where the Buddha prohibited bhikkhus to arrange 

marriages between men and women, Buddhaghosa 
cites only the MahG:paccari. 

An examination of the references and quotations of 
the Sihala A_t_thakatha (Sinhala commentaries) found 
in the SamantapG:sG:dikG: shows that it was the 
Mahapaccari that Buddhaghosa has consulted more 
than MahG:a{{hakathG: i n  compi l ing the 
Samantapasadika. Buddhaghosa has quoted or re
ferred to the Mahiipaccari approximately 1 09 times 
and the Mahaaf_thakatha approximately 4 7 times in the 
compilation of SamantapO.sG:dikO.. The significance of 
the MahO.a.t_thakathO. is that it covers the entire tipi_taka. 
But as far as the Vinaya is concerned, it is the 
MahO.pacccari that is significant, ecause it concen
trates only on the Vinaya P(taka. The influence of the 

Mahapaccari is very much seen in the exegesis of the 
ParO.jika KhalJ.cfa of the SamantapO.sG:dikG:. But when 
it comes to the exegesis of the khandakas (Mahavagga 
and Culllavagga) it is the Kurundi AHhakathG:, wr.ich 
is also a Vinaya commentary, that is most quoted. The 
MahG:paccari comes next. The MahG:a!_thakatha ap
parently becomes insignificant, being quoted approxi
mately three times in the MahO.vagga and four times in 
the Cullavagga. 

Since the MahO.paccari specialized in the Vinaya 
pitaka, it is natural that i t  contained more details than 
the MahG:a_zthakathG: on llinaya. It is evident from the 
quotations that the Mahapaccari discussed the appli
cation of the Vinaya rules with minute details · and 
clarity. It is the very reason that Buddhaghosa is seen 
consulting the Mahapaccari more often that the 
MahO.a.t.thakathO.. 

The Vinaya Viniccaya, the surnmary of Vinaya 
writ en in vverse by Yen. Buddhadata of Uragapura, is 
another source where one could catch a glimpse of Llis 
non-extant Sihala a_t_thakathG:. According to the 
Buddhaghosuppatti (biography of Buddhaghosa) and 
Yen. Sariputta's sub commentary (tika) on the 
SamantapO.sO.dikG:, Buddhaghosa coming to Sri lanka . 
and Buddhadatta returning from Sri Lanka met at sea. · 
On the request ofBuddhaghosa, Buddhadatta summa
rized the SamantapO.sO.dikO. and composed the Vinaya 
Viniccaya. 

But since no mention either of Buddhaghosa or of 
the SamantapasadikO. is found in the Vinaya Viniccaya, 
Buddhadatta doubts the story of the Buddhagosuppatti 
and the Tika (Buddhadatta 's Manuals Part II), intro
duction, PTS. ,  London 1 927 XI). He further adds that · 
Buddhadatta ( ofUragapura) would have composed the 
Vinaya Viniccaya independently, with the help of the 
Sihala A.zthakathO. to which he has had access as seen 
from the Buddhavamsa Commentary, without summa
rizing the SamantapO.sadika of Buddhaghosa. 

The Vinaya Viniccaya contains quotations from the 
MahO.paccari (here too it is the MahO.paccari that is 
quoted more than the MahaaphakathO., which is quoted 
only three times. 

UpaddabhO.gam dO.tabbam iti vuttan.z kurundiyan; 
Thoka thokam ti niddh(t_tham MahO.paccariyam 
pana: 

Kurundi (AtthakathG:) says one fourth should be 
given. Mahapaccari prescribes little by little. 

(Buddhadatta's Manuals Part II p. 33) 
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A nnas sa A tthii ya niddhi{! half! bhikkhuno 
pariganhato 

Dukka_tam tassa hail ti Mahapaccariyan_1 pana 

The monk who takes what is prescribed for another 
is guilty of Dukkata according to the Mapaccari . 
(Ibid. p.47). 

Puna tal1_1 patitaphane datvii tassa pan ' indhanam 
Aggim vattati kiitum ti Mahapaccariyam rutam 

According to the Mahapaccariya it is proper to 
kindle fire-putting fuel where it fell (the torch of grass) 
ibid. p. 7 1 ). 

Form the quotations it appears that the author 
Buddhadatta (ofUragapura) is quoting direct from the 
Mahapaccari itself and not from a secondary source. 

Therefore some idea could be formed of this great 
Sinhala commentary Mahapaccari from the material 
available as discussed above. 

- - -
K. Arunasiri 

MAHAPAJAPATI GOTAMI,Step mother of 
Siddhartha gotama. · She was born at Devadaha in the 
family ofSuppabuddha (Q.V.) as the younger sister of 
Mahamaya (Q.V.) .  At the birth of each sister, inter
preters of bodily marks prophesied that their children 
would become 'cakkavattin-s ' or universal monarchs. 
King Suddhodana (Q.V.) married both sisters and 
when Mahamaya died seven days after the .birth of the 
Bodhisatta, Mahapajapafi Gota:irii looked after him 
and nursed him. She was the mother of Nanda (Q.V) 
but it is said she gave hir own son to nurses and herself 
nursed the Bodhisatta. When the Buddha visited 
Kapilavatthu on the first occasion after his enlighten
ment, he ordained Nanda on his wedding day, against 
his wishes, it i s  said. Under the Buddha's guidance and 
instruction, Nanda shed away his extreme attachment 
to sensuality and became an Arahant. The Buddha 
declared him foremost among the bhikkhus in the 
training of self-control. 

Mahapajapati Gotami was also the mother of 
Sundai.i-Nanda(Q.V.) who renounced lay life on see
ing that many members of her family had entered the 
Order. Later, she became an Arahant, having followed 
the Buddha's instructions regarding meditation, earn
ing from him the praise that she was foremost among 
the community of nuns who practised meditation. 

The name Mahapajapafi could be a t i tle for it 
means 'Great Lady' or the wife of a chieftain, a queen. 
Some have interpreted the name as denoting a person 
who has a large following such as a renowned teacher. 
Gotami was her clan nan1e. 

King Suddhodana died when the Buddha was at 
Vesali and Mahapajapafi Gotami then decided to re
nounce the world and waited for an opportunity to 
request permission from the Buddha to join the Order. 
Her opportunity came when the Buddha visited 
Kapilavatthu to settle a dispute between the Sakyans 
and the Koliyans as to who had the right to take water 
from the river Rohi�i When the dispute had been 
settled, the Buddha preached the Kalahaviviuia sutta 
as a result cif which five hundred young Sakyan men . '1 
joined the Order. Their wives, led by Mahapajapati 
Gotan:ii, went to the Buddha and asked leave to be 
ordained, but, it  is said, the Buddha refused to give he 
permission, three times. After he concluded his visit to 
Kapi lavatthu, the B uddha went to Vesal i  and 
Mahapajapafi Gotam1 and her companions, nothing 
daunted, shaved off their hair, put on yellow robes and 
followed the Buddha to Vesali. There, at the gates to 
his monastery, Ananda saw Mahapajapati Gotanii stand-
ing weeping with swollen feet and dusty limbs. This 
record of the founding of the Nuns' Order is found in 
Chapter X of the Cullavagga. (Vin. II 253 ff. and A. 
8 .5 1) .  Learning the reason for her visit, Ananda 
conveyed the request to the Buddha but again he is said 
to have refused the request three times. Ananda then 
asked the Buddha whether women could attain the 
different stages of stream entry and final liberation 
from samsiira.  The Buddha acknowledged women's ·- ..J 
ability to do so. Next Ananda asked the Buddha 
whether it were not good to grant Mahapaj apafi Gotanii -.( 

· her request considering this impoctant fact and also l 
because she was his aunt and step mother who nurtured 
him; Since she had been of great service to the Buddha, 
Ananda asked whether i t  would not be a fitting thing to 
do to help her to obtain emancipation from samsara. 
The Buddha then granted permission toMahapajapati 
Gotarrii to enter the Order provided she complied wit\\ 
eight Special Rules which he laid down as conditions 
for entry to the Order. These conditions were accepted 
joyfully by Mahapajapati Gotarrii when they were . 
conveyed to her by Ananda. Her acceptance of them 
became her induction into the order as well as her 
higher ordination. Later, she went to the Buddha 
personally to clarify the position regarding the Sakyan · 
women who had followed her and after she had heard 
Dhamrna from him and had left the presence of the -.\ 
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Buddha, he summoned the bhikkhus and having delib
erated on the matter declared that monks could ordain 
nuns. Mahapajapafi Gotanii later requested, again 
through Ananda's good offices, whether the first of the 
Eight special Rules could be waived and replaced by 
homage being paid vis a vis monks and nuns according 
to seniority in the two-fold Order. This request the 
Buddha is reported to have refused, retaining, it would 
appear, the seniority and leadership of the Bhikkhu 
Sangha over the Bhikkhunz Sangha. 

After the ordination, Mahapajapafi Gotaml came 
to the Buddha on yet another occasion and having 
worshipped him, requested that he teach her Dhamma. 
The Buddha preached to her and gave her a subject on 
which to meditate. Accordingly, she practised medita-)tion on the given topic with great earnestness, devel
ped insight and attained Arahantship while her five 

hundred companion attined the same after listening to 
andakovada sutta. Mahapajapafi Gotanii's declara

tion of her aiiiia is set down in 6 beautiful stanzas, in the 
Therigatha. The second of those stanzas states her 
realization of nibbana in the following manner:  

"Sabbadukkha pariiiiiata hetu taJ_zha visosita, 
ariya_�thangiko mag go nirodho phusito maya. "  

"All forins o f  sorrow known, 
craving, the cause, dried up, 
touched have I 
the noble Eight Fold Path 
that puts a stop to birth . "  

Once at an assembly of  monks and nuns in  J etavana, 
the Buddha declared Mahapajapafi Gotanii chief among )he bhikkhunz-s who had gained recognition by virtue 
of beihg long standing (A.I .xiv 6) "Etad aggan:z, 
bhikkhave mama Sii v ikii nal1'! bhikkhun1narrJ 
rattaiiiiunanJ yadidan:z Mahapajapafi Gotamz. " 

In the Samaiiiiaphala sutta (D.J.2) Ajatasattu says 
of Makhali Gosala: 

"Ayan:z devaMakkhali Gosalo Sanghi c 'evagai"}L ca 
gal.lacariyo ca nato yasassi titthakaro sadhusammato 
bahu-janassa rattaiiiiu c 'eva pabbajito addhagato vayo 
anuppatto . . , Here the meaning of rattaiiiiu comes out 
as recognition gained through being a recluse of long 
standing who has, as a renowned teacher a vast fol low
mg. 

At DA 1 . 143 the word rattaiiiiu is explained as 
"Pabbajato pa.tJhaya atikkanta bahu rattiyo janati ti 
rattaiiiiu". Here again many years spend after 
enouncing the world is meant. The meaning of 
maaiiiiuta in this sense is also found at M. 1.445. 

Mahapaj apafi Gotanii was ordained when she was 
already advanced in years. She qualified to being given 
foremost recognition as a long standing peson among 
the nuns from the fact that she was the first to be 
ordained as a nun and was virtually the founder of the 
Nuns' Order. She was entitled in special recogni tion 
lecause she was the person who led the original group 
of Sakyan women, a veritable concourse of prospec
tive renunciates, to press for permission from the 
Buddha to enter the order. She was acknowledged the 
leader of the group by virtue of the fact that she had 
been the queen of Suddhodana, chief of the Sakyans 
and also she was the step mother of the Buddha. 

From the view of feminist history, she was the first 
woman to focus attention on an issue concerning 
women's rights, if not human rights. The Buddha's 
doctrine was the only doctrine at the time which 
recognized the spiritual equality of the sexes. She 
would have been convinced of the fact that her request 
was reasonable because of the Buddha's stand in the 
doctrine. 

It is said that once Mahapaj apatl Gotanii made a 
robe for the Buddha of wonderful material and'"inarvel
lously elaborate. But when it carne to be offered to the 
Buddha, he refused it, and suggested it should be biven 
to the order as a whole. She was greatly disa{)pointed, 
and Ananda interVened on her behalf. But the· Buddha 
explained that his suggestion was for her own greater 
good and also as an example to those who might wish 
to make similar gifts in the future. This was the 
occasion for the preaching of the DakkhifJCi.vibhanga 
sutta (M. III 253). 

Once when she was ill and no monk could visit her 
because of the Vinaya rule prohibiting monks visiting 
nuns who were ill, the Buddha himself amended the 
rule and visited her. (Vin.IV 56) 

Some time after her ordination, while at Vesali, 
Mahapajapafi Gotanii realised that her life was draw
ing to an end. It is said she was one hundred and twenty 
years old. She took leave of the Buddha and at his 
request performed various miracles to dispel the doubts 
in the minds of many who were skeptical of women's 
attai nments. This is recorded in the Apadana, V. 305. 

"Thznan; dhammabhisamaye ye bala vimatin,1 gatii 
tesan:z d�t_thipahanattha!1J iddhim dassehi gotamz. " 

It is also said that the marvels which attended her 
cremation rites were second only to those of the Bud
dha. 
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According to the tradition that has come down via 
various commentaries which embody myth and legend 
concerning the theris, it was in the time ofPadumuttara 
Buddha that Hahapajapafi Gotaml made her resolve to 
gain eminence. She then belonged to a clansman's 
family in M�savatl, and, hearing the Buddha assign 
the foremost place in rattaiiiiutii to a certain nun, 
wished for similar recognition herself, doing many 
good deeds to that end. 

After many births, she was born once more at 
Benares, foremost among five hundred slave girls. 
When the rains drew near, five Pacceka Buddhas came 
from Nandamiilaka to Isipatana seeking lodgings. 
Pajapafi saw them after the treasurer had refused them 
assistance, and, after consultation with her fellow 
slaves, they persuaded their several husbands to erect 
five huts for the Pacceka Buddhas during the rainy 
season and they provided them with all requisites. At 
the end of the rains they gave three robes to each 
Pacceka Buddha. After that she was born in a weaver's 
village near Benares, and again ministered, this time to 
five hundred Pacceka Buddhas, sons of Padumavati 
(Thig A 1 40 ff; AA.I .  1 85 f; Ap. II. 529-43). 

Mahapaj apatTs name appears several times in the 
Jiitakas. She was the mother monkey in the Culanandiya 
Jiitaka (J.II, 202), Canda in the Culla- Dhammapiila · 
Jiitaka (J.III, 1 82) and Bhikkhiidiiyikii, daughter of 
Kiki, King of Be nares (.[.VI, 48 1 ) .  

There is a story related of a nurse employed by 
Mahapajapafi Gotanfi who was born in Devadaha. She 
renounced the world with her mistress, but for twenty 
five years was harassed by thoughts of lust till, at last, 
she heard Dhammadinna preach. She then practised 
meditation and became an Arahant. (Thig A. 75f. S.V. 
DPPN) 

Suvimali Karunaratne 

MAHAP�I, a refectory (bhattasiilii). In ancient Sri 
Lanka there were two refectories known by this name. 
One was the royal refectory at Anuradhapura main
tained by the Sinhalese kings of that period and the 
other was at Mahagama ( s. v.) in R6hal)a. The Mahapa)i 
alms-hall located at Anuradhaura was by far the more 
significant and prominent than that at R6h?J1a. 

The word Mahapa)i (n:zahii = great + pii_li = row) 
literally means 'long line' Most probably the Mahapa)i 
Hall could have been so named owing to the fact that 

there was a long queue of monks lined up regularly at 
the royal refectory to receive their ration o f  alms. The 
very fact that the monks had to assemble there for their 
morning and midday meals suggests that it occupied 
an important place in the monastic life in early Sri 
Lanka (University of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, Vol I, 
Colombo, 1 959, p. 400). 

Although some do believe that the term Mahapa)i 
could be applied to a refectory attached to any monas
tery (of. EZ. Vol .  III, p. 134, ri.3), investigation would 
prove that it was not so. There is much evidence to 
confirm that the refectory which belonged to the 
Mahavihara alone was ·referred to by the name of 
Mahapali (Cf. W. Rahula, History of Buddhism in 
Ceylon, Colombo, 1 956, p. 1 3 1 ;  W. Geiger, Culture o• , 
Ceylon in Mediaeval Times, Wiesbaden, 1 9 60, p. 56). 
According to the Jetavanarama slab inscription �o. 
1 )  of Mahinda IV datable to the lOth century, 'me . 
Mahapa)i at Ariuradhapura w as also known by the 
name Purimala Mahapela (Mahap¥i: EZ. Vol. I, p. 219; 
JCBRAS, NS, VoL VI, 1 959, p. 1 40). 

The Mahapali alms-hall was located in the inner 
city adjacent to the temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic 
(Da_ladiige) and the royal palace (ASC Mem. Vol .  III, 
pp. 2, 1 8 ; S. Beal, Chinese Accounts of India, Vol .  IV, · 
Calcutta, 1958, p .  445, etc.) .  It formed a part of the 
royal palace (ABCMem. op. cit, p. 2) and was main
tained by the. monarch himself. This practice seems to 
have continued up to the end of the Anuradhapura pe
riod (circa l Oth century A. C. JCBRAS, NS, op. cit, p. 
139). With the fall of the Anuradhapura kingdom tht' 
institution, like the royal palace and the Da.ladiige ) 
might have been abandoned and neglected and gradu- , 
ally fell into ruin. Probably the political turmoil tha 
prevailed in the island at the time may have led to the 
final dereliction of the Mahapa.l i ,  which depended 
mainly on royal patronage for its maintenance. When 
it was rediscovered in the present contury, it was only 
a mound of earch with a few pillar stumps remaining 
above the ground. Guided by certain references to it 
in the chronicles, E. R. Ayton, one time Commissione-r 
of Archeology in Sri Lanka, rightly conjectured i t  to 
be the remains of the Mahap�li HalP (ASCMem. VoL 
I, pp. 50 f; EZ. Vol.  III, p. 1 34). Excavations con
duc[ed by the Department of Archaeoloty, in 1 933,  cor
roborated the authenticity of his assumption. The 
decipherement of certain inscriptions discovered on 
the stone canoe at the site had further confirmed these 
facts (ASCMem. op. cit. p. 2 ;  EZ, op. cit, p. 137; Ency. 
Bsm. Vol. III, p. 7). -4 
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Mahapa_Ii Hall was originally founded by king 
Devanampiyatissa (250-2 1 0  B. C.), who also provided 
for its maintenance (Mhv. xx: 23, 24; Dhv 2, p. 105). 
Khujjanaga ( 186-87 A.  C), despite a severe famine 
(ekana.Lika)2 that was revaging the country at the time, 
had continued at the refectory alms-giving for 500 
monks (Mhv. XXXVI; 20). Upatissa I (365-400 A.  
C.)  had the habbit of distributing there food prepared 
for him in the royal palace, and he himself partook of 
whatever food that was left after discribution (ibid. 
XXXVII, 1 82, 203-04; W. Rahula, op. cit, p. 261) .  
Mahanama (406-28 A.  C) had enlarged the Mahap�i 
(Mhv. XXXVII; 2 1 1) .  Dhatusena (455-73 A. C) was 
yet another monarch who had continued the practice 
of alms-giving at this refectory (ibid. XXXVIII: 4 1). 
Silaka.Ia (5 1 8-3 1 A. C) too distributed there the deli-
· �ous meats prepared in the same manner as for him
-sf!lf(lbid, XLI : 28). Aggabodhi I (57 1 -604A. C) con
structed for it a canoe of bronze (ibid, XLII : 33), wbch 
' as subsequently enlarged by Aggabodhi II (604- 1 4  
A .  C). He also set u p  a stone canoe for cooked rice 
(Bhattaniiva: ibid, XLII : 67). When food was scarce 
in the royal palace owing to a civil strife Sailghatissa 
II (circa 614 A. C) was fed from the Mahapa)i Hall 
(ibid, XLIV : 1 2) .  Silameghaval)J)a (6 1 9-28 A. C) 
enlarged it (ibid, XLIV : 65). Da.thopatissa I (639-50 
A. C), however, gave the canoe in the Mahap�li to his 
Tamil soldiers (ibid, XLIV : 1 34). His successor, 
Kassapa II  (650-59 A.  C) held a special alms-giving at 
the refectory to celebrate the victory he had achieved 
by vanquishing the enemies (ibid, X LV : 1 ) .  
D�thopatissa II (659-67 A .  C.) distributed there cloth
ing, rice, sour-milk and milk rice on uposatha days 
(ibid, XLV : 25). Mahinda I (730-33 A. C) offered to 
' ) ten cart-loads of rice (ibid, XLVIII : 34). Aggabodhi 
IX (83 1 -33 A. C) enlarged it and distributed there daily 
an amount of rice equal in weight to his own body 
(j}Jid, XLLX : 78). Udaya II (887-98 A. C) also en
larged the refectory (ibid, LI : 1 32). The last refer
ence to it is in the time of king Mahinda IV (956-72 A. 
C), who restored it after it had been burnt down by the 
Cholas (ibid, LIV: 45 ; ASCMem. Vol. I, p. 50; EZ. VoL 
I, p. 2 1 9): 

The remains of the Mahapa)i alms-hall have "been 
used as a quarry for building material after it had been 
fallen into decay" (ASCMem. Vol . I II, p. 26). The site 
was excavated in 1 933 by the Department of Archae
ology and several important discoveries were made 
there. 

. 

At the excavation, only the foundations of walls 
on the south and west were discovered, the founda
tions of the other two sjdes being ilislodged. The lower 
portions of the walls were constructed of stone to an 
average height of about 2 1 /2 ft, and the rest of brick
work. All the brickwork of walls, save a few sporadic 
traces, have disappeared. A comparison with sirmlar 
ruins found at Anuradhapura would disclose that "the 
methods of construction employed here are rather crude 
and purely utilitarian, very little or no attempt having 
been made to impart any artistic beauty to the struc
ture" (op. cit). Since no foundation wall is completely 
preserved, it is impossible to give the exact dimentions 
of the building. Paranavitana, however, conjectures 
that it would have measured 128  feet north to south 
and 1 20 feet east to west (op. cit). Sirmlarly, no idea 
could be formed as to the exact number of stone pil
lars and how they were arranged. Since there were no 
traces of walls diviiling the interior space, it is pre
sumed that, like in other ruined refectories at the an
cient capital, the ground floor of the Mahapa)i was an 
open hall . As  regards the date of the remains, 
Paranavitana believes that it is contemporan�.ol!s with 
the stone trough found at the site, which dates from 
the lOth century A. C.3 The style of the edifice ac
cording to him, further corroborates his views.(Cf. ibid, 
p. 27). 

Of the objects discovered at the site of the Mahap�i 
Hall, the above-mentioned stone trough seems to be 
the most conspicious. On it  are found three short in
scriptions dating from the l Oth century A. C (EZ. vol. 
III, pp. 132-34; ASCMem. Vol. III, p. 2). Several speci
mens of those boats, which are popularly known as 
kiiiida-oru (gruel boats) or simply nava.yo (boats), may 
be found at Anuradhapura and Polonnaruwa. This 
particular boat is measuring more than 27 feet in length 
and 6 feet in breadth. An inscription on the trough 
itself refers to it as gal-niiva (stone boat: ibid, p. 25; 
Ency. Bam. Loc. cit). This canoe, which was gifted by 
a Sa/a vatf.una (the custodian of the relics; W. Rahula, 
op. cit, p. 1 32 ;  JCBRAS, NS, op. cit, p. 1400) seems to 
have been used as a repository "for boiled rice intended 
for feeding the monks" (ASCMem, Vol .  III, p. 25). The 
size of the boat is an index to the vast multitue of monks 
daily fed from the refectory. 

I .  
2. 

Geioer too had identified the unexcavated site (cf. trsl,  Culavamsa, I, p. 1 7, n5). 0 . • 

3. _ 
( 

It may be noted that Geiger, in his translation of the Culavw�1sa (p. 257, n3) interprets mahape_lam as a great almsgiving 
(or great basket) in contrast to ekanafika. 
What Paranavitana meant here may be the latest possible date of the findings at the site. 
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Another significant adjunct that belonged to the 
refectory was the well, located outside its north-west 
comer. It had a depth of 26 feet 7 inches and was of 
unique design (ibid, p. 28:) .  A weathered inscription 
of about the 6th century found at the site reveals that 
the date of its original construction was synchronous 
with it (ibid; p. 30). 

There seems to have been another adjunct called 
the Saliilr.agga connected to the main refectory. It was 
there that "tickets, probably tokens made of wood, were 
issued to the monks before they proceeded to the re
fectory for receiving their ration of food" (W. Rahula, · 
op. cit, p. 1 32 ;  also see, W. Geiger, Mahiivar�Jsa trsl, 
published by the Ceylon Govt, Information Dept. 1 950, 
p. 1 12, n6; Mhv. XV: 205, XXXVI:).  This· particular 
appartment, however, was not traceable among the 
rums. 

Among other less significant antiquities discov
ered at the site was a smail flat piece of crystal depict
ing a female figurine in a very graceful tribhanga pose 
carved in integlio. It is also plausible that this crystal 
was a seal set in a signet ring (ASCMem. Vol .  III, p.  
30). There were also copper coins (H. W. Cordrington, 
Ceylon Coins and Currency, Memoirs of the Colombo 
Museum Series A, No. 3, 1 924, p. 20), beads, speci
mens· of pottery, terra-cotta and rniscell anious metal 
objects (ibid. pp. 3 1 -36).  

Apart from the chronicles, useful accounts on the 
Mahapa,li alms-hall are available also from epigraphi
cal remains and certain travel records. According to a 
1 Oth century inscription inscribed on the stone canoe 
found at the site (cf. EZ, Vol.  III, pp. 1 32 f), the monks, 
who were recipients of alms given at the royal refec
tory, were at one time in the habbit of donating their 
share of rice for the repairs carried out at the Jetavana 
monastery (W. Rahula, op. cit, pp. 1 85 f; H. Ellawala, 
Social History of Early Ceylon, published by the Dept. 
of Cultural Affairs, Ceylon, 1 969, p. 1 1 8). Another 
inscription states that each sack of paddy broug� into 
the city of Anuradhapura was ta.�ed at the rate of one 
para (Skt. prastha) and it was given to the Mahapa.J i  
refectory (EZ, loc. cit; W. Rahula, op. cit, pp. 72,  1 50). 
When p�ddy w as brought to the royal alms hall, "the 
expenses connected with bringing them were to be 
borne by the person who was bound to give it as a due: 
(EZ. op. cit, p. 1 3 6) .  

Travel records of the two famous Chinese pilgrims 
Fa-hien and Hsuan-tsang throw more light on the his· 
tory of the Mahapa,li .  According to Fa-hien, who vis· 
ited Sri Lanka in the 5th century A. C . ,  five to six thou
sand monks were regularly fed at the refectory (S. Beal, 
Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol .  I, Lon
don, pp. lxxiv f). Hsuan-tsang, from information gath
ered in India from Sri Lankan monks, estimates the 
number as eight thousand (S. Beal, Chinese Accounts 
of India, loc. cit .) . Although the Rasa vahinz (ed. 
Kirialle Nanavimala, Colombo, 1 96 1 ,  p. 1 55) does not 
quote any specific number, it reveals that the recipient 
monks amounted to several hundreds. It, moreover, 
discloses that not only the monks, but nuns, too, gath
ered there for alms. 4 It is possible that the number of 
recipient monks at the Mahap�li varied from time. · · , 
time depending on their number that resided in the; 
metropolitan monasteries during each specific period. 

f'lotwithstanding the fact that this refectory was . 
attached to the Mahavihara, it extended its l iberality 
to the monks and nuns from five great monasteries 
(paiicamahavasa), irrespective of their sectarian dif
ferences (Rasavahinz, foe. cit). The monks waited in 
the long queue for their tum and collected their ration 
of rice with their alms-bowls (patta). Having partaken 
it at the refectory itself, they finally returned to their 
respective monasteries (S. Beal, Chinese Accounts of 
India, p. 445). According to it a fairly long time had 
been spent by them at the Mahap�li  Hall. 5 

Besides the kings, whose duty it was to perpetuat� 
the practice of alms-giving at the royal refectory, the1 _ J  

were also donors from the nobility as well as the com
mon people who. occassionally held alms-givings the>r. 
It  is als

·
o interesting to hote that not only victuals, bu t 

also other requisites of the clergy such as robes, etc. 
were sometimes given as alms at the Mahap�i Hall 
(Mhv. XLV : 25; Rasavahinl., foe. cit). 

Another refectory by the same name Mahap�li 
existed at Mahagama in the kingdom of Rohai_l.a in 
South Sri Lanka. It was set up by king Aggabodhi, an 
independent ruler of the territory in the 7th century A. 
C.  (Mhv. XLV: 42; W. Geiger, Culture of Ceylon in 
Mediaevaf 7imes, p. 56; DPPN. II, p. 532). One may 

4. Most probably there might have been two sections of the same refectory, where alms were served for monks and nuns 
separately (cf. EZ. vol. I, p. 2 1 9). · 

. 
· · 

5. Also there were some monks at Anuradhapura, who did not visit the royal refectory; instead they went round from 
house to hous e  on pi�zcfapata (alms round W. Rahula, op. cit, p. 1 76). -.; 

0 
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find the remnants o f  the aforesaid refectory which is 
said to have been built after its sister institution at 
Anuradhapura (W. Geiger, among ruins found in the 
vicinity of the Manik vehera and �he Y�tala vehera (cf. 
P. A.T. G unasinghe, Puriitana Rohal'} a Riijyaya, 
Nugegoda, 1968 , .p. 1 58). It is, however, not certain 
whether the southern institution had enjoyed similar 
royal patronage as the one at Anuradhapura. Due to 
insufficient ephigraphical and other evidence and the 
so-far unexcavated state of the site, it could be pre
sumed that, many valuable facts about this refectory 
at Rohal)a are still shrouded in obscurity. 

- -
C. S. Ranasinghe 

- MAHAPARINIBMNA surrA (1� The Mahaparinibbiina liutta belonging to the Mahavagga of the Dighanikizya 
of the pali canon is the longest sutta to be found in any of the Pali canonical works. The sutta begins a few 
days before the rains retreat when Vassakiira, the 

· Magadhan minister visited the Buddha in Raj agaha on 
the initiative of king Ajatasattu and continues the 
narrative beyond the three months of the rains retreat 
and records the passing Away of the Buddha, Crema
tion and the Division of relics and winds up with the 
erection of eight cetiyas or monuments enshrining the 
relics of the Buddha. 

Although the theme of the discourse should be the 
Great Decease as suggested by the title there are 
numerous details relating to the doctrine and discipline 
which could be categorised under different heads. It is  

continuous record of the latter part of the Buddha's life, 
his last speeches and sayings and his death" .  A nd 
further, assessing the historicity of the Sutta he rightly 
remarks that the oldest parts of this extensive record 
surely, belongs to the oldest parts of the Tip�taka and to 
the earliest beginnings of a poetic treatment of the life 
of Buddha. But referring to the diversity of subject 
matter he says," It is composed of parts which belong 
to different ages" . 1  

When compared with the extant B uddhist Sanskrit, 
Tibetan and CrJ.nese versions of the text, the fact that 
the Pali version is comparatively earlier in language 
and contents is categorically beyond contention. Hence, 
while pointing out the importance of the sutta he 
asserts that "the memory of the Master has been pre
served and handed down with fidelity and devotion".2 

All the scholars who dealt with the Pali version of 
the Sutta are emphatic of its improtance. Accordin g  to 
B.C. Law " the MPS is one of the most important suttas 
as it furnishes us with a highly interesting narrative of 
the peregrination of the Buddha during the last year of 
his mortal existartce"3 Geiger is more precise when he 
refers to the sutta as a 'running description of the events 
of the last weeks of the life of the Buddha".4 Venerable 
A.P. Buddhadatta while asserting the significance of 
the Sutta for the study of the last days of  the Buddha, 
observed the biographical and doctrinal data embed
ded in the sutta and said that "it is not a single sutta but 
is a unified compendium of life and teachings of the 
Buddha" .5 

· yeither a pure dialogue nor a pure narrative. 
Rhys Davids, however, points out that only one 

third of the sutta is original to it while the rest of the 
passages are found in identical or almost identical 
words elsewhere in the canon. The gradual growth of 
the living traditions is anticipated; " It is well known 
that all the ancient sacred literatures of the world have 
grown up gradually and are mosaics of earlier and later 
material. The Buddhist pZtaka forms no exception.6 

( 

There are of course numerous recensions of the 
WS. Among tnem the Pali Version is the oldest in 

respect of language and contents. It runs into ninety
six pages in the Pali Text Scciety edition of the text: 
The MPS is of utmost historical and cultural value and 
therefore it has become a source book for the students 
of Buddhism, Buddha biography and history of Bud
dhist thought and literature. 

Winternitz referring to the nature and character of 
the discourse says; "It is neither a dialogue nor a speech 
on one or more chief points of the doctrine but a 

1 .  Wintemitz M. History of Indian Literature Vol. ii,p.38 
2. op.cit.,p.39 
3 .  Law B.C. History of Pali Literature,p.99 
4. Geiger W. Pali Literature and Language,p. 1 7  

The Tibetan translations o f  the text are later than 
the 7th century, because Buddhism was introduced to 
Tibet in that century. There are three Tibetan transla
tions of the text, namely, Dulva xif 535b-625b, Mdo 

5 .  Buddlmdatta, Yen. A.P. Pali Siihi'tyaya (Sinhala),p.35 
L Rhys Davids SBB, Vol. iii, Dialogues oftlze Buddha, Part ii, pp.7 1 -77 
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viii, fl-23 1 ,  and Do f 23 1 -234. W.W. Rockhill used the 
first of these texts arid the other Tibetan texts in 
narrating the life of the Buddha as recorded in the Pali 
version. He has noted t.�e differences at the relevant 
places.7 

A.K. Warder has made reference to three Chinese 
versions and named T1 ,  T2, and T5, as they are popu
larly numbered. Referring to these versions Warder 
says; "The huge unwieldly text which resulted might 
be compared in size and its rambling organisation with 
the longest Mahayana Sutras or on the other hand with 
contemporary Harivansa (a long supplement to 
Mahabharata narrating the life of K.!ishna or a Purana 
except that Brahamanical texts are mostly 'in verse" .8 

Besides, there are several other translations in 
Chinese. They are of different length. -Pachow points 
out that their sizes vary to such an extent that some of 
them consist of thirty to forty fasciculi while others two 
or three fasciculi only. They are called Chuan in 
Chinese. At a rapid glance indeed we find that their 
differences are very great.9 

· 

He has selected four versions of the MP S found in 
Nanjio which have . many facts in common and bear 
similarity to the Pali text for comparison with the latter. · 

Buddhaparinirvana Sutra: Nanjio No. 552 trans- · 
lated by Po-Fa-Tsu, A.C.  290-306. Tsin dynasty A.C. 
265-3 1 6, 2 fasciculi 

Mahaparinirvana Sutra of the Dirg hagama Sutra 
NanjioNo. 545 (2) translated by Buddhayasas together 
with Chu - Fonien A. C. 4 1 2-41 3  of the latter Tsin 
dynasty A. C. 384-41 7, 3 fasciculi Parinirvana Sutra or 
Vaipulya Nirvana Sutra Nanjio No. 1 19, translated 
under the eastern Tsin dynasty A .C. 3 1 7-420 The name 
of the translator i s  not known, 2 fasciculi 

Mahaparinirvana Sutra : Nanjio No. 1 1 8,  Trans
lated by Fa-hien of the Eastern Tsin dynasty A. C. 3 17-
420, 3 fasciculi B esides these texts the numbers 
1 1 3, 1 14, 1 15 , 11 6, 1 1 7, 1 20, 1 2 1 '  1 22, 123, 1 24, 125,542 
and 1 12 1  mentioned in Nanjio 's catalogue may be used 
for further references. 

The Sarvastivada version of the text has been 
edited by waldschrnidt (Abhandlunen Deutche A.kademi 
der wissenschaften zu Berlin 1957, 1962) and also by 

7.  
8. 
9. 

Rockhill,  W. W. 71ze Life of Buddha, p . l 
Warder A.K. Jndian Buddhism p.4 1 5  
Sino-Indian Studies Vol. i ,  Part 4, July 1945 

N. Dutt in Gilgit Manuscripts, Vol. iii, p. 4 1 5 .  An 
earlier attempt in comparing the different versions of 
the text is found in Journal Asiatique 1 9 1 8- 1 920 under 
the title " comparati ve Study of the Different 
Parii.inirvana Texts" by Przyluski. 

- -

Pategama Gnanarama 

MAHAPARINIBB�A SUIT A (2): The Mahaparinibbana 
Sutta, the Discourse on the Great Passing away of the 
Buddha, is contained in the Digha Nikaya (D. II. pp. 
72- 1 68). The Sutta belongs to a later stratum of the 
canon and has been described as a mosaic of earlier 
and later material. 1 It is distinguished from other suttas 
in the Sutta Pitaka by its extraordinary length and uniqe 0 • 
l iterary character, organized round the theme of th• · i 
Buddha's last missionary journey. Though it begins 
with the familar words with which Yen. Ananda pr�
aced his rehearsal of suttas at the First Council, nemely, 
"Thus have I heard", i t  differs from other suttas in that 
it pre-supposes not only Yen. Ananda hearing the 
Teachings presented but also witnessing and partici
pating in the incidents related. It is, therefore, meant 
to be a first hand account of the Buddha's last days of 
ceaseless missionary activity as he walked from 
Rajagaha to his final halting place, Kusinara, where at 
the Upavattana sala  grove of the Mall as, he laid him- · 
se lf  down on a prepared couch and attained 
Parinibbana. 

The journey would have been a tiring one for any
one to undertake on foot a[ the age of eighty, espe
cially after sustaining a severe illness on the way, cross-·· j 
ing rivers and following in part, the road that ran along 
the Himalayan foothills to Kusinara. The duration o\-' 
the journey would have stretched over several month� � 
fot it is recorded that the Buddha spent vassa at 
Beluvagama, a village near Vesali. Judging by the 
North Westerly direction of the route taken from 
Rajagaha to Vesali and from there again North West
wards to Kusinara, it i s  possible that Kapilavatthu, 
Lumbini and Savatti were envisaged in the itinerary 
as possible destinations . 

However, due to i l l  health, the Buddha was able to 
reach only Kusinfua in the Region of the Northern 
Mall as, a republican city state si tutated in the foothills 
of the Himalayas. 
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According to the detailed, almost step by step, ac
count in the MPS, the Buddha set out from Gijjhak�ta 
Pabbata (Vultures' Peak) at Rajagaha with a large reti
nue of monks and halted at Amballl;t.thika, then o� to 
Nalanda, 1 Yojana (7 miles) from Rajagaha, then to 
Pavarika mango grove and from there to Pataligama, 
still in Magadha territory. At Pataligama the Buddha 
crossed the Ganges and went into the country. of the 
Vajjians, to Ka.tigama, Nadika, Ambapali grove at 
Vesali and Beluvagama, a village at Vesali, where he 
took up residence for Vas sa. It was here that a severe 
illness overcat-ne him but suppressing it with determi
nation he went on. His next halting place was at the 
Ku.tagara sala in the Mahavana, a natural forest out
side the town of Vesali. Having returned to Vesali for 

. alms and after having had the meal, the B uddha left )Vesali and went on to Bandagama where he resided 
for some time. Thereafter, he went on to Hatthigama, 

fAmbagama, Jambugama and B hoganagara where be 
resided at Ananda Cetiya. All these places were in the 
country of the Vajjis. From B hoganagara he went on 
to Pava in the country of the Mall as where he rested at 
the mango grove of Cunda, the metal worker. It was 
there that he was subjected to another bout of the ear
lier dire illness, lohitapakkhandika ( diarrhooea) which 
took a fatal tum. He succumbed to this illness after 
accepting a dana offered by Chunda which contained 
a preparataion of sukaramaddaw;z, thought to be pork 
or a kind of truffle. From Pava, the Buddha walked to 
the bank of the pleasant Kaku.t.tha river and being ex
ceedingly tired, bathed in it and drank of its pure clean 
water. Then, coming out of the water he proceeded to 

J- a mango grove where he requested Ven .  Chundaka to 
fold his upper robe in four and lay on the ground so 
that he could lie down and rest a while. Having rested 

.... !:.Ufficiently, he moved on to the Upavattana wood of 
Sala Tree (shorea robusta) on the further bank of the 
Hirafifiavati, which is identified with the Little Gandak, 
near Kusinara and there, beneath two sala trees, he 
passed into Parinibbana. 

The Special Character of the MPS : The characteri
zation of the Buddha (the focal point in the narrative), 
dramatic elements, events of a miraculous nature, dia
logue, lofty edifying stanzas and descriptions of great 
emotive power are some of the literary aspects of the 
MPS. which sets it apart from other suttas of the Sutta 
PiJaka. The teachings he delivered to the bhikkhus 
and the laity in places where he halted or resided are 
interwoven into the narrative. What is noteworthy is 

the way all the different elements are organised round 
the theme of the Last Journey and developed to i ts fi
nal conclusion in the manner of a composite piece of 
literature which attains, in its closing scene, a classic 
height. · 

· · 

Characterization of the Buddha: The sutta allows 
an intimate glimpse of the Buddha's humanness.  It 
focuses on the acute suffer ing he endured at 
Beluvagama where he fell i l l  which is expressed in  his 
cryptic words to Yen. Ananda, that he is frail and much 
advanced in years and that his body is like an old cart 
kept going with supports. Again, on the road to 
Kusinara, he becomes exhausted and needing to. rest, 
requests Yen. Ananda to fold his upper roBe into four 
and lay it on the ground so that he could sit down and 
rest. Soon after, he makes another request of Yen. 
Ananda. l-Ie says "l am thirsty Aminda, I should like 
to drink". The humanness comes through in spite of 
the few embellishments of a miraculous nature which 
stud the text. Even the utterance, put into the mouth 
of the Buddha, that he could) if he so wished, live on 
for a Kappa (aeon) does not diminish his hti'manness, 
which is consistantly underscored. At one point in the 
narrative,- the sorrowing Ananda is told by the Buddha 
that his body has the same nature of dissolutions as all 
else that are born, brought into being and put together. 

The quality of humanity is another aspeCt of the 
Buddha's personality which shines through the MPS. 
Knowing that Cunda's grief would be extreme when 
he discovers that it was his dana offered to the Bud
dha that resulted in his fatal illness, he instructs, Yen. 
Ananda, with keen psychological insight as to what 
exactly he should tell Cunda to allay his feelings of 
deep regret and self blame. On a previous occasion 
when the Licchavi princes request that the Buddha 
accept dana from them the following day, the Buddha 
declines as he had already agreed to accept dana on 
the following day from Ambapali, the courtesan. The 
Buddha's humanity and egalitarian attitude is very 
clear, in spite of the fact that the Licchavi princes were 
the most powerful in the Vajji confederation and in his 
own words to Yen., Ananda, resembled in appearance 
the gods of the Thvati�sa heaven. It is recorded that 
the Licchavi princes snapped their fingers with irrita
tion because they had "beaten" by the "mango girl". 
In another anecdote, the Buddha, while lying ailing 
and very near to breathing his last, grants Subaddha's 
request to answer questions and clear his doubts. To 

I .  T. W. Rhys David's introduction to the MPS, SBB Vol. iii, Dialogues of the Budcflza, part II, PP. 7 1 -77. 

, �  
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the very last, the Buddha is seen to be the very epitome 
of a spiritual teacher, "putting forth energy" (a quality . 
which he constantly urged his disciples to cultivate) to 
expound the doctrine and exhort his disciples for the 
benefit and welfare of the many. 

Dramatic Episodes: The Sutta begins dramatically 
with king Aj atasattu of Magadha sending his chief 
minister to the Buddha to inform him of his intention 
to attack and completely destroy the Vajjis.  The pur
pose is to observe the Buddha's reaction so that they 
may glean whether such a campaign would be suc
cessful or not: The visit of the chief minister with the 
message entrusted to him, presents an opportunity for 
the Buddha to deliver a lecture on the 7 conditions 
that conduce to prospserity, Satta Aparihaniya 
Dhamma, preached on an earlier occasion to the 
Vajjians. Later, these same seven conditions and ad
ditional ones were expounded to the bhikkhus for their 
progress. 

There are many more such dramatic episodes in 
the narrative, Mara's visit to the Buddha and his dia
logue that ensues, being one. 

The most dramatic scene in the Sutta is of course 
the Parinibbana, to which the entire narrative builds 
up with appropriate foreshadowing. The Buddha's ill
ness, the earthquake immediately after he makes 
known his decision to attain Parinibbana in three 
month's time, and other such portents direct the narra
tive to its final conclusion. The drama of the closing 
scene is heightened by descriptions of the anguish ex
pressed by certain of the de vas, bhikkhus and laity who 
had not yet attained to mind compousure and self pos
session. 

Miraculous Events: The injection of miraculous 
events into the text should not cause surprise as such 
embellishments are invariably found in ancient l itera
tures. An example i s  how the Buddha and his entire 
retinue crossed the Ganges at P�taligama, disappear
ing and re-appearing on the opposite bank "as a strong 
man stretching out his bended arm or bending his out
stretched arm" .  The stanza at that point of the narra
tive invests the crossing over to the opposite bank with 
a metaphoric meaning wb.ich gives the text an enhanced 
value. 

There are several such embellishments. For in
stance, Ve.n. Ananda going to fetch water for the Bud
dha to drink from a nearby stream, muddied by five 
hundred carts going through it, finds the water miracu
lously clear and pure. 

The scene of Parinibbcma is presented with the 
kind of embellishment one might expect, with the sa.la 
trees bursting into flower out of season and showering 
the Buddha's body with blossoms and the devas scat
tering celestial Mandara flowers and sprinkling san
dalwood powder over him, while divine music and 
singing wafts through the air. Even here, the opportu
nity is  not lost for an appropriate homily which is 
intervowen into the text's rich tapestry., for the Bud
dha remarks that the correct way to honour him is by 
following the dhamma (yo dhamma/1} passati-so ma11J 
passati). After the cremation it is said torrents of wa
ter fell form the sky. All the embroidery point to the 
fact that the MPS Mahaparinibbana Sutta had already 
acquired legendary elements when it crystalized into 
its present form in the canon. 

Otlier Literary Aspects: There is never a dull mo
ment in the narrative for it flows on with a momen urn 
of its own. It does not even pause long at the seen� f 
the Parinibbana but makes known other activities and 
arrangements going on a-pace in the background, like 
a new minor theme being introduced into a musical 
composition or a detail being worked into a tapestry's  
main design. These activities relate to  the Mallas be
ing informed of the impending Parinibbana of the 
Buddha so that they may pay their last respects to him 
be for� the actual event takes place. It is on account of 
Ven. Ananda's organisational skill that all the Mallas 
were presented to the Buddha in groups of family 
members so that the whole business w as brought to a 
finish by the end of the n.ight's first watch itself. 

The lofty edifying stanzas interspersing the text at 
this juncture elevate the mood of the narrative to a pitch 
of sublime grandeur and pathos from the human pre
dicament of mortali ty to a cosmic dimension. Ther· 
Buddha's last words of admonition are: 

" Vayadhamma Safz kha ra appama dena 
sampadetha " 
"All component things are subject to decay. 
Exert yourself with diligence." 
The stanza attributed to God Sakka is the follow
ing 
"Anicca vata sahkhara uppadavaya dhammino 
Uppajjitva nirujjhanti tesan_1 vupasamo sukhoti ". 
All component things are impermanent. It is the 
nature of things that what is born should die . . . .  their 
cessation is  happiness. 

Ven.  Ananda's  utterance on experiencing the 
mighty earthquake that takes place immdiately after 
the Parinibbana is the following. 
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"Tadasi bhin:zsanakhalr} tadasi lomahansanam 
Sabbakiiravarupete sambuddhe parinibbute 'ti " 
"As the Sambuddha, posessed of all virtuous 
qualities passed into parinibbana, immediately 
there occured a mighty earthquake making the hair 
stand on end." 

The description of the Buddha's actual passing 
away is contained in a passage of extraordinary power 
and which can be described only in terms of a grand 
musical score. It states the Buddha's ascent from one 
jhana to another, step by step, to the very peaceful 
pinnacle of Nirodha Samapatti and then . rising from 
that state entering in descending order to the fourth, 
third, second and firstjhiinas and then again rising from �e firstjhana and ascending step by step to the fourth 

. ltd immediately afterwards passing into Parinibbana. 
It is not a wonder that this event has inspired many iorks of art and sculpture throughout the Buddhist 
world. 

After the Parinibbana the momentum of the nar
rative is sustained in a subdued key. The body of the 
Buddha is taken charge of by the Mallas for the pur
pose of according the B uddha a state funeral and while 
arrangements are being made for the cremation, the 
body is made to lie in state in thier A ssembley Hall .  
According to custom, they put up a canopy and deco
rated the hall with lengths and lengths of cloth and 
festoons of flower garlands. For a whole week through 
they honour, revere venerate and esteem the body of 
the Buddha with music, songs and dance. Finally af
- •tr the elaborate cremation, the narrative relates how 
-the bodily relics were distributed among the Khattiyas 
of various clans and two brahmanas. They were, the 
-Magadhan king, Ajatasattu of Videha, the Licchavis 
of the Vajji republic, Sakhyans of Kapilavatthti Bulis 
of Allakappa, Koliyas of Ramagama, M all as of Pava, 
brahmana of Ve_thadipa and brahmana Drona. The 
Moriyas of Pippalivana l aid claim to a portion of the 
relics too late and were given embers from the funeral 
pyre instead. 

The whole structure of the narrative in the MPS 
moves up to its climax skilfully and can be compared 
to an ornate tapestry woven with thread of varying 
1exuture and hue or a classic musical composition with 
a few recurring themes sounded from time to time such 
as the anicca of the body and exhortation to the 
bhikkhus themselves according to sl.la, samadhi and 
paiiiia. The powerful emotive effect of the MPS's lit
crary form, akin at times to a musical score, may be 

best appreciated by it� auditary impact as an oral 
compostion which it was originally, meant for the pres
ervation of historic and doctrinal material through reci
tation. 

Other Aspects of Interest: Apart from the inter
est the MPS evokes with regard to the main theme, it  
yields information about various aspects of Indian l ife,  
social and religious. For instance, it is learnt that there 
were rest houses in towns, cities and villages where 
visitors could stay. The villagers of Patalilgama decked 
their village rest house, arranged seats, placed a pot of 
water and provided an oil l amp for the Buddha and his 
retinue of bhikkhus. The Buddha mentions several 
cetiyas or silvan shrines which he appears to have de
l ighted in visiting. By the number of cetiyas men
tioned it would seem they were pre-Buddhist shrines 
at which the people were accustomed to worship. The 
seven conditions for prosperity which the Buddha ad
vised the Vajjians to fol low mentioned the maintain
ing of shrines worshipped by the people and the con
tinuance of customary offerings made at those-shrines. 
The funeral rites of the Mallas have already been men
tioned and the B uddha himself describes to Yen. 
Ananda the elaborate way a Buddha or a Cakkavatti 
king should be cremated. It is interesting to note how 
the Mall as worshipped the relics of the Buddn'<l in their 
Assembley Hall within a lattice work structure of 
spears surrounded by a rampart of bows. 

The sutta also yields information of a historical 
and geographical nature. The narrative describes how 
P�taligama was being fortified against the Vajjian at
tack, and the Buddha prophesying that it would de
velop into a prosperous city. This remark anticipates 
what the city became in the future and could be some
thing that has been thrown back to the Buddha's life
time in the form of a prophesy. Kusinara, though a 
humble wattle and daub town is said to have been a 
thriving city in the past called Kusavafi . Geographi
cal details presented include names of villages, towns, 
cities, rivers, mountains, regions and clans whose 
names were sometimes synonymous with the regions 
they occupied. 

The Teaching: Apart from the seven conditions 
which conduce to progress of a state (satta aparihaniya 
dhamma) which the Buddha had earlier expounded to 
the Vajjians and which were related to Vassakara and 
later related to the Bhikkhus with 5 additional sets of 
seven conditions and another set of 6 conditions for 
their progress, the Teachings in the MPS are mainly 
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summaries of important doctrines found elsewhere in 
the Canon. They comprise the Four Noble Truths re
ferred to the bhikkhus the Noble Eight Fold Path which 
at Ko.tigama, as explained to Subaddha at the scene of 
the Parinibbcma is what distinguishes the Buddha's 
doctri ne fro m  the teachings  of other samahs . 
Satip�t_thana (the Four foundations of Mindfulness) 
explained to Yen. Ananda at Beluvagama, so he may 
live being as a lamp and a refuge unto himself; then at 
the Cipa.J.a Cetiya at Yesali the Buddha explained to 
the Yen. Ananda the Abhibhayatanas, "the 8 stages of 
Mastery' which are powers obtained by means of 
kasina meditation exercises. They are meant by which 
the sensuous sphere can be transcended He also ex
plained to Yen. Ananda the eight 'v'imokkha (liberations) 
which describe meditational absorptions including the 
jhanic states of akasanahcayatana, vinnanahcayatana, 
akihcahcayatana, nevasanna na sanna-yatana and 
nirodhasamapatti. 

While staying at the Ku.tagara Sala at Mahavana, 
the Buddha requested Yen. Ananda to assemble the 
bhikkhus at Upavatthana Sala where he summarized 
the following doctrines. The Four Satipa.f.tana (Foun
dations. of Mindfulness) 4 Sammappadhana (4 Right 
E xertions)  4 1ddhipadas (4 bases o f  power) . · 
Pancindriyani (5 faculties) Panca-balani (5 powers) 
Satta Bojjang� (7 factors of enlightenment) and the 
Ariya A_t_thahgik� Magga (the Noble Eight Fold Path). 

The ethical aspect of the Teaching is constantly 
emphasised throughout the text like a recurring refrain. 
At B h andagama the Buddha emphasizes to the 
bhikkhus the importance of understanding the mean
ing of szla, samli.dhi, paiina and vimutti. I t  is a fre
quent piece of advice given to the bhikkhus at 
Ambatthika, Kotigama, Yesali, Bhandagama and again 
at Bhoganagara that they must practise slla, sanwdhi 
and panna foF the elimination of the as a vas. 

At Pataligama, the Buddha expounds the 5 conse
quences of fol lowing unrighteous conduct and 5 con
sequences of following righteous conduct. Signifi
cantly, the psychological effect on an individual fol
lowing these two categories of conduct bad been in
cluded. 

When divine Mandara flowers and sandalwood 
powder were sprinkled on his body by devas at the 
scene of the parinibbana and heavenly music and sing-

ing wafted about in honour of the Buddha, the oppor
tunity is made use of to tel l  Yen. Ananda that it is not 
by such means that the Buddha is rightly honoured, 
revered, venerated and esteemed but by living accord
ing to the dhamma. 

A theme repeated several times is the concern ex
pressed by the Buddha to establish on a firm f()oting 
the fourfold assembley of bhikkhus, bhikk.hunis, lay
men and laywomen. The importance of establishing 
such an assembly for the progress of the sasana (dis
pensation) was expressed by the Buddha to Mara and 
later to Yen. Ananda when recounting his dialogue with 
Mara, both the Enlightenment and at the Capala Cetiya. 

A significant utterance attributed to the B uddha :>t , 
the parinibbana is his granting of permission to abc. 
ish the minor and lesser rules, (kuddhanukhuddani 
sikkhapadani if so desired. This remark, especiilly 
coming from the mouth of the Buddha himself, strikes 
a discordant note in the Theriya tradition. It has been 
pointed ouf that there was a move among a certain 
section of the Sangha to do away with the minor and 
lesser rules of conduct. There is indication of this when 
Yen. Maha Kassapa on his way from Pava to Kusinara 
heard of the Buddha's parinibbana ' from an Ajivaka 
Paribbajaka, one of the monks in Yen. Mahakassapa's 
retinue Subaddha expressed joy, that members of the 
sangha would be free of the restraint of following dis
ciplinary vinaya rules. A historical consideration of 
this movement which grew into a formidable propor
tion after the parinibbana and a comparative study of 
the Buddha's remark as recorded in recensions othrr 
than the Pali, begs the question why i t  finds mentioh) 

in the recensions of all the Buddhist schools with sig
n i ficant variat ions between the texts of t1li 
Sthaviravada and those of the Mahasailghika sects. A 
conclusion that may be reached from the data is that 
when the MPS crystalized into its present form in the 
Pali (Theriya) recension, with its earlier and later his
torical layers, divergent attitudes were co-existing in 
one and the same Sangha community before their di
vision into schools and sects. 
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Suvimalee Karunaratne 

MAHAPURISA. The Pali term Mahapurisa literally 
means Great Man. In the Buddhist literature the term 
is used to refer to a person who is destined to become 
either a Universal Ruler ( Cakkavatti) or a Buddha. 
Thus the term presents a concept of both secular and 
spiritual importance. 

· ·' ) The origin of the concept of Mahiipurisa is not 
· -quite clear. All available evidence shows that it is a 

concept going back to great antiquity, and certainly to "1Jre-Buddhistic times. The concept as well as the es
sence of its theory was adopted by the Buddhists from 
pre-Buddhistic traditions. This view is supported by 
the Suttas which attribute the knowledge of the theory 
of Mahiipurisa to sages of yore. Thus it is said that 
"Seers not of our communion, are acquainted with 
�arks (of a Mahapurisa) :but they do not know as a 
consequence of what deeds done these marks (D. III, 
p. 145) are (D. III. p. 145). 

This reference is important, for it suggests. that the 
Buddhists not only adopted this concept from pre
Budhistic sources, but also enlarged its scope by add
ing certain innovations, specially on the moral side. It js also seen from Sutta references that the science of 
prognostications� particularly foretelling of the future 
of a person by interpreting specific marks on his body, 
iW'as one of the branches of the traditional system of 
education (D. I, pp 28, 1 14; M. 1 . ,  pp 135 ;  Sn. vv. 10 1  
etc.). There is reference to this in  the Vedic texts, too. 
(Atharva Veda, VIII, 1 15 .  1 ). The Jainas too seem to 
have. practised prognostication (Sthiinahga Sutra III, 
6, 78,· Uttaradhiiana Sutra VIII, 1 3), Bas_!lam says that 
there is evidence to show that even the Ail vakas prac
tised some kind of prognosticatory science. All this 
shows that the belief in the Mahiipurisa was part of 
traditional lore of the time, and Buddhism, being a jun
ior contemporary of the religious systems, adopted it 
and gave it more importance while widening its scope. 

The earl iest  reference to the concept of  
Mahiipurisa i s  perhaps in  the Piiriiyanavagga of  the 
Suttanipiita, which contains Suttas belonging to the !earliest strata of. the Pali canon. In the Sutta called 

\ 

Tissametteyyamii narii kapuccha the brahmin, 
Tissametteyya asks the Buddha as to whom he calls a 
Mahiipurisa. This question is immediately followed 
by another question "Who has here gone beyond de
sire?" The whole tone of the Sutta is rather ethical, 
and hence, both the question and the answer are ethi
cally biased. 

However, there is something specially notewor
thy i n  the B uddha ' s  expl anation as to who a 
Mahiipurisa is. In defining Mahiipurisa there is no 
mention of any distinguishing bodily marks. Perhaps, 
it may be that the Buddha, when adopting the pre
Buddhistic concept, originally did not pay any heed to 
such marks, but was concerned about the virtues em
bodied in such a Great Being. And, hence, in answer
ing the question the Buddha says: "the man who ab
stains from sensual pleasures, who is free from desire, 
always mindful, happy by reflection, without turmoil, 
often knowing both ends, does not stick in the middle 
as far as his understanding is concerned, him, I call a 
Great Man (Mahiipurisa) . He has overc;.Qme.craving 
in the world". It is true that this answer :was made to 
fit into the question� Yet, it shows that- at first the 
Mahiipurisa concept was used to focus attention on 
moral perfection. In this explanation there is no iden
tification of a Great Man with any particular individual 
like the Buddha, an Arahant or even a Bodhisattva. 
Hence, it is seen that in the earliest stages of its use in 
Buddhism the term Mahiipurisa generally denoted 
none other than a being who had destroyed his defile
ments, i .  e. an Arahant. 

The SanJyutta (V. P. 1 58) records an incident where 
the Buddha tells Sariputta that according to him a Great 
Man is called so because his mind is emancipated. 
Here the Buddha explains emancipation of the mind 
through the Four Foundations of Mindfulness. The 
Dhammapada also records a similar account of the 
concept of Mahiipurisa. It says: "He who has over
come craving, devoid of grasping, who is skilled in 
etymology, who knows the grouping ofletters and their · 
sequence he, who bears the final body and is of pro
found wisdom is a Great Man. 

In this, though the ethical aspect is quite promi
nent, one can notice an expansion of the concept to 
include certain secular areas of proficiency. This wid
ening of the scope of this concept is evident from nu
merous other Suttas as well. The Ahguttaranikaya (II, 
pp. 25-37) contains an account of the meeting between 
the Buddha and the Brahmin Vassakiira where the 
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latter expresses his views about the Mahapurisa. 
Here he l ists four qualities, namely much learning 
(bahussuta), ability of comprehension (bhasitassa 
attha11J janati) possession of a good memory power 
(satimii kho pana hoti cirakatampi cirabhasitampi), 
skillanddiligenceinalayman'sdu!ies (gaha.f.!hakararj/.yeasu 
dakkho hoti analaso). Herein, Vassaldira, who was 
the chief minister of King Ajatasattu, seems to have 
conceived the Mahapurisa concept from a broad so
cial perspective. This shows that the pre-Buddhistic 
concept or

" 
Mahapurisa was freely used by religious 

men and lay people alike to interpret their own ideas 
of who a Great Man is. 

The social aspect of the Mahapurisa concept finds 
development in the LakkhaiJil Sutta of the IJighanikaya. 
This sutta is important for another reason, namely, for 
presenting the popular conception of the Mahapurisa 
concept based on physical characteristics. This con
ception of the Mahapurisa seems to be related to the 
science of prognostication which, as pointed out be
fore, was mentioned in both pre-Buddhist as well as 
Buddhist literature. Though this kind of science was 
looked down upon by Buddhism as a low science 
(tiracchanavijjii), this conderrmatory attitude does not 
appear to have affected the Buddhist Mahapurisa con
cept and its' close relation to the Buddha and Cakkavatti 
concepts. Though this relation between the Mahapurisa 
concept and the Buddha and Cakkavatti concepts is 
mentioned in the Canon itself, it could be that this be
longs to the l ater stratum of the Canon wherein one 
finds evidence of development of the Buddha concept. 
The development of the Buddha concept seems to have 
necessi tated the adoption of the pre-Buddhistic 
Mahapurisa concept. 

The belief that a person with specific bodily signs 
of a Great Man has only two destinies came to be a 
part of the Buddhist tradition at a fairly early date. The 
Suttas record that if such a person leads the life of a 
householder he will  cetainly become the Universal 
Monarch (Cakkavatti, S. Y.) or if he leaves household 
l ife and enters recluseship he will oecome a Buddha 
(M. II, p. 1 33 ;  S. I p. 89, 1 1 4, 1 20 etc.). This seems to 
be a Buddhjst innovation introduced to the pre-Bud
dhist concept of Mahapurusa. In the Majjhima com
mentary (MA. II, p. 76) the ·commentator says that when 
the time c o me s  for the birth of a Buddha, the 
Suddhavasa B rahmas visit the earth in the guise of 
Brahm�as and teach men about the bodily signs of 
such a great man as part of the Vedic teaching, so that 
wise men may recognise the future Buddha. The 

Mahapadana Sutta of the Dighanikiiya which presen 
the biographies of six previous B uddhas says th: 
soothsayers were summoned to prognosticate on tt 
bodiiy signs of Prince Vipassi, who later attained Buc 
dhahood under the same name. The JG.takanidiinj 
describes a s imi lar event connected with Princt 
S iddhartha (J. 1. , p. 55f).  In the case of Princt 
Siddhartha one young soothsayer was supposed to hav{ 
confidently declared that there is only one destiny fm 
Prince Siddhartha and that is the attainment of Bud
dhahood. 

These signs of a Mahapurisa are said to be thrity
two in number though it is not quite certain how, why 
and when this number got fixed. Whether all these 
thirty-two signs are seen in the ba.dy of the Mahiipurisa 
at the time of his birth is not quite clear; however, it 
assumed that they could be identified in the body of 
the child and through them one can predict his ares
tiny. 

After the enlightenment, too, there were several . 
occasions when the thirty-two marks of Mahapurisa 
on the Buddha's body carne up for investigation. These 
incidents describe how by examining these marks on 
Gothama's body some Brahmans wanted to make sure 
whether he surely had attained Buddhahood. The 
Majjhimanikizya (M. II, p. 146) and the Suttanipata 
( 1  04f) record · such an investigation made by a 
Brahmin cal led Sela. The Lakkhar;a Sutta of the 
Dighanikaya is of special importance in this regard, 
as it presents the Mahiipurisa concept based on the 
bodily marks. Although the Buddha did not specifi
cally define a Mahapurisa by virtue of his physical 
excellence, the texts maintain that these marks .are an 
absolute requirement for·a person who becomes a Bu -
dha. The Buddha's disapproval of this belief is seen 
in his rather conderrmatory attitude to prognostication 
which he labelled as a lowly science. 

The Lakkhana Sutta introduces the theory of the . ' - . 

physical characteristics of Mahapurisa without spe-
cifically saying whether the Buddha himself possessed 
them. It refers to the Tathagatas as being endowed 
with them. However, the incident connected with the 
Brahmin called Sela makes it  clear that the Buddha 
himself was endowed with them. It is said that when 
Brahmin Sela, Brahmayu and pupils of Bavari were 
not quite sure whether the Buddha was endowed with 
two particular marks, the Buddha contrived by iddhi 
power to make those branmins see them. This sug- · 
gests that the Buddha, according to the accepted tradi
tion, was endowed with these thirty-two marks. 
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Although the Buddha did not define Maha.purisa 
by virtue of his physical excellence, it can be seen that 
he did not reject the theory of the Mahapurisa advo
cated by the Brahmins. However, he gave it a differ
ent interpretation by adding a moral dimension to it. 
Thus in the Lakkhaf)a Sutta the Buddha while attrib
uting the knowledge of the theory of Mahapurisa to 
certain sages of the past says that these sages did not 
know the cause and reason in consequence of which 
an individual could obtain the signs of a Great Being 
(D. I I I ,  p. 1 45 ) .  In B uddhi sm one finds  this 
Mahapurisa concept being combined with the doc
trines of Kamma and rebirth. It is seen that although 
the Sutta introduces the past good actions with refer
ence to the Tathagata only, physical signs and their 

- ,.present effects have been referred to of both the Bud-
--llha and the Cakkavatti, the secular counterpart of the 
signs reveals two different efforts relating to the Bud

K Oba and the Cakkavatti respectively. 

In Budhist texts the Mahapurisa as Cakkavatti is 
represented with miraculous power and external pos
sessions such as seven treasures (salta ratana) su
premacy over the quarters, etc. On the other hand, the 
Mahapurisa as the Buddha is represented with greater 
emphasis on internal spiritual attainments such as the 
seven factors of Enlightement (satta bojjhahga). In 
spite of this fundamental difference the marks are simi
lar. 

A number of Pali Suttas e.g. Maho.padana (D. III, 
p; 17  f).  Lakkhaf)a (D. III, p. 1 43 f) and Brahmayu , )(M. II, 1 34) give the physical signs of the Mahapurisa . which are enumerated as thrity two. Besides the Pali 
Suttas, the Mahavastu (Mhvu. 2.52) makes a brief ref-

, �-renee to them. The Lalitavistara deals with them fully 
(La/. p. 1 05). The Madyamagama of the Chinese 
Tripi_taka also enumerates these marks and this is good 
evidence for the antiquity of the belief. 

Max Muller who had made a critical study of these 
marks has collected a list of thirty-seven from differ
ent sources. Research done by Burnouf and Franklin 
Edgerton, too, are quite noteworthy. The thirty two 
characteri st ics of a Great Being (dvattin! sa 
Mahiipurisa-lakkhQI.W) are as follows: 

l .  Suppati_f!hitapada (feet with level tread) 

2. Hef.thiipadatalesu cakkani (soles are marked 
with wheel signs complete with spokes, rim, hub 
etc.) 

- 3. Ayatapaf!hi (projecting heels) 

MAHAPURISA 

4. Dighahguli (long fingers) 

5. Muduta.funahatthapada (soft and tender hands 
and feet) 

6. Jalahatthapada (evenly spaced fingers and toes) 

7. Ussailkapada (ankles are over the exact middle 
of the tread) 

8. Enijahgha (legs are shaped like those of ante
lopes) 

9. '(h itakova anonamanto ubhohi  hattehi 
jannukani parimasati (can touch and rub knees 
without bending) 

10 .  Kosohitavatthaguyha (privities are withjn a 
sheath) 

1 1 .  Suvaf)IJGVaf)f)G (golden complexion) 

12. Sukumachavi (soft texture of skin) 

13.  Eke kalama (hair grows singly, one in each pore) 

14. Uddhaggaloma (straight hair, blue-black, curl-
ing to the right at the tip) 

1 5 .  Brahmujjugatta (erect body frame) 

16. Sattussada (body having seven convex surfaces) 

17 .  Sihapubbaddhakaya (upper part of the body 
well built like that of a lion) 

1 8 .  Citantaramasa (having no hollow between 
shoulders. 

1 9. Nig rodhaparimaf)rjala (symmetrical proportion 
like a banyan tn:!e) 

20. Samavattakkhandha (symmetrical shoulder 
curves) 

2 1 .  Rasagghasaggi (an equisite, acutely sensitive 
sense of taste) 

22. Sihahanu (j aws like those of a lion) 

23 . Cattallsadanta (forty teeth) 

24. Samadanta (even teeth) 

25. Avivaradanta (having no interstices between 
teeth) 

26. Susukkadanta (sparkling white teeth) 

27. Pahuta-jivha (long flexible tongue) 

28. Brahmasvara (voice is like that of Brahma and 
is mellifluous like the kuravik birds) 

29. Abhin!lanetto (dark blue eyes) 

30. Gopakhuma (long eye-lashes like those of a 
cow) 

3 1 .  Unna (soft white hair between eye-brows) 

32. Unh!saslsa (head shaped like a royal turban 
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It is seen that some of these marks are quite obvi
ous in their meaning, some are obscure and difficult to 
account for as physical attributes. 

It could be surmised that most of these marks are 
meant to emphasise their symbolic nature in relation 
to the Buddha's character than their physical impor
tance. This is shown by the Lakkhal}a Sutta (Q. Y) 
where it is said that the fortunes in respect of the 
Lakkhanas are different in relation to the Buddha and 
the Cakkavatti king. Hence most of these Mahapurisa 
lakkhanas attributed to the Buddha can be seen not 
only as physical marks, but also as sings that portray 
outwardly the inner spiritual qualities of the Buddha. 

The development of docetic theories concerning 
the Buddha appeared to have greatly contributed to 
the further elaboration and eVf�ri increase in the number 
of special bodily marks. One of the major develop
ments of the Mahapurisa concept at this stage is the 
enumeration of eighty secon dary marks (as!ti
anuvyanjana) subsidiary to the thirty two major marks 
(Lal. p. 142). By this time the Buddha was considered 
to be a transcendental being and thirty two marks were 
felt to be insufficient for his glorification, and hence 
eighty minor marks were evolved as an attemprto pro
vide a detailed description of each major mark. This 
transcendental conception of the Buddha as possess
ing three bodies (tri-kaya) which developed in the 
Mahayana had an influence on the concept of the 
Mahapurisa as well .  At this stage the thrity two marks 
which were considered signs possessed by the 
Nirrnill}ll-kiiya, the form in which the Buddha appeared 
on earth, were also attributed to Sambhogakaya the 
Glorified Body or the Body of Bliss in which the Bud
dha manifests himself in the midst of the Bodhisattvas. 

Still later when the Bodhisattva concept developed 
as an ideal to be pursued, these marks were attributed 
to the Bodhisattavas who are in heavenly worlds. 

The concept of Mahapurisa also played an impor
tant role in Buddhist iconography. · Although thirty
two marks are enumerated only some of them are de
picted in iconographic representation of the Buddha, 
and this is purely due to certain technical difficulties 
in representating some of them. Thus the most fre
quently represented are such marks as the level tread 
of feet, soles of feet marked with wheel signs, long 
fingers, soft and tender limbs, evenly placed fingers 
and toes, legs like those of antelopes, colour and tex
ture of skin, the erect frame, the torso like that of a 

lion, absence of a hollow between shoulders, symmetri
cal bodily proportion comparable to a banyan tree, 
symmetrical curves of shoulders, ur!Ja and u�l}isa. It 
is seen that these Mahapurisa Lakkm;as have greatly 
facili tated the task of the artists to transfer the inner 
abstract qualities of the Buddhahood into vi sual artis
tic representation. 

Bellanwila Wimalaratana 

MAHASAMMATA, a king who lived in the begin
ning of the present kalpa. The Pali chronicles men
tion him as the original ancestor of the Sakyan family 
to which the Buddha belonged, and gives a l ist of dy
nasties from his day to the time of the Buddha, to prove 
that the line was unbroken (Mhv. ii ,  vv. 1 ff. ; Dpv. iii, 
vv I ff. , MhvA .  p. 1 22ff. See also J. II, p. 3 1 1 , III, p. · 

454. Mhvu. I, p. 348; II, p. 1 46). Mahasammata Qe
longed to the solar race and is identified with tht 
bodhisatta, who was born among men after sojourn in 
the Brahma-world (MhvA . p. 1 2 1  ff). He was called 
Mahasammata, because, on the arising of wickedness 
in the world he was chosen by the people (sannipatita 
sammaggajatehi mahajanehi sammannitva kato 
Mahasammato) to show indignation against and dis
approval of those worthy of blame (D. III, p. 92 f. 
Mhvu. I ,  p. 384; MhvA. p. 1 22; DhsA. pp. 390, 392). 
In return for his service he was given a portion of their 
harvest. It is said that in the dynasty of Mahasammata 
the idea of meting out punishment, such as torture, 
fining, expulsion, was unknown. These were invented 
later with the advance of civilization ! (J. IV, p. 1 92). 

His life span was incalculable (J. III, p. 454). The 
Pali texts say that he had a son named Raja (J. II, p.  1 
3 1 1 ;  III, p. 454). But the Mahavastu (Mhvu. I, p. 348) 
record the son's name as Kalyana. 

The Vima navatthu commentary explain that 
Mahasammata is the name given in the sacred books 
(sasana) for Manu (MhvuA. p. 1 9) .  Some, at least, of 
the S inhala  k i n g s  trac.e d  the i r  descent from 
Mahasammata (Mhv XLII, v. 2). Monier Williams in 
his Sanskrit-English Dictionary gives this also as a 
name of a Buddhist Turkish chieftain .  

Sanath Nanayakkara 

MAHASANGHIKA: The origin of the Mahasan'ghikas 
goes back to the Second Buddhist Council which was 
held about a century after the Buddha's parinibbana. 
They were the first sect to secede from the main fra-
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temity of the bhikkhusaiJgha, who up to the time of 
this secession continued to maintain their identity as 
members of the samat:zasakyaputtiya1 (the sakyaputtiya 
sama!Jas). As it was from this point onwards that the 
single tradition of the Buddha's dispensation became 
divided into two, each tradition claiming authenticity 
only for their own interpretations of the teaching as 
well as of the rules of discipline, the history of Bud
dhism has inherited two distinct traditions even on the 
causes which led to the summoning of the Second 
Buddhist Council. 

The Cullavagga, Mahii van!sa, Dlpavan! sa, 
Samantapiisadika, Mahiibodhivan:zsa, Sasanavan:zsa 
and the Sinhala Nikayasang rahaya are the texts which 

- \ecord the southern traditions of the Council. The 
-Jorthem traditions are found in the Tibetan and the 
Chinese translations from texts. which originally belonged to various sects which came to be included 
under the umbrella designation "Mahayana" which 
appellation is historically posterior to the period of 
existence of some of those sects. 

The Tibetan traditions of the Council are recorded 
in (i) the Dul-va; (ii) Mulasarvastivada Vinaya, trans-

. lated by W. W. Rockhill ;  (iii) B u-ston's  History of 
Buddhism translated by E. Obermil ler; and (iv) 
Taranatha's History of Buddhism translated into Ger
man by A. Schiefner. The Chinese traditions are re
corded in,  (i) Mahiisanghika Vinaya found at 
P�taliputra by Fa-bien and translated into Chinese by 
Buddhadatta and Fa-hien in 4 1 6  A .  D . ;  ( i i)  

- tfulasarvastiviida Vinaya (K�udrakavastu) translated 
· -by 1-tsing in 7 1 0  A. D . ;  (iii) Recitation in four parts: 

School of the Dharmaguptakas, translated into Chi-
2l�se by Buddhayasas and Tchou-fu-nien in the 5th 
centuryA. D. ;  (iv) Recitation of the Mahisasaka Vinaya 
translated by Buddhajiva, a Kashmirian monk, in 424, 
A. D. Fa-hien came across a copy of the original Vinaya 
in Sanskrit in Sri Lanka. It is thought to have been in 
Pali as it closely followed the chapter XII of the 
Cullavagga; (v) Recitation of Che-song-liu (Yinaya in 
ten sections, Dasadhyaya) of the Sarvastivada school, 
translated by Pu!)yatrata, Kumarajiva and Vimalak�a; 
(vi) The account of the Yinaya-mat_rka-sutra;2 (vii) 

I .  S. Dutt, Early Buddhist Monachism, 1960, 63-64. 

Vasurnitra, Bhavya and Yinitadeva, translated by J. 
Masuda in Asia Major, vol. II. Vasumitra's treatise 
has one Tibetan and three Chinese translations of  
Kumaraji.va (402-4 1 2),  Paramartha (557-569) and 
Hiuen Tsang ( 662). Koue-ki, a disciple of Hiuen Tsang 
wrote a commentary on Paramartha's treatise. 3 

The main tradition of the Council of the Southern 
tradition is the one recorded in the Cullavagga of the 
Vinayap(taka which runs as follows;  "Some of the 
Vajjian monks of Yaisali allowed as lawful certain 
rules, which were not in conformity with the rules of 
the Patimokkha-sutta. Yasa of Kosambi, while at 
Yaisali, happened to notice the deviations and strongly 
protested against them. At this attitude of Yasa, the 
Vajian monks excluded him from the Sangha by 
ukkhepanl.ya-kamma (act of excommunication). Yasa 
then made an appeal to the laity, but it was of no avail 
and he had to flee from the country to his native place. 
From there he attempted to form a group of monks, 
who supported his views. He sent messengers to the 
monks of P<�;theyya and Avanti, and he himself went to . 
Ahogariga, the residence of Sambhuta Sfu)a vasi. There 
he was joined by sixty theras of P�theyya and eighty 
theras of Avanti, and gradually by several others. They 
all decided to meet Sthavira Revata of Soreyya, who 
was then the chief of the Sangha. Before they could 
reach Soreyya, Revata became aware of Yasa's mis
sion and started for Yaisali and the meeting of Revata 
with other monks took place at Sahajati. The Yaisalian 
monks, in order to forestall Yasa's plans, approached 
Revata at Sahajati with robes and other gifts but failed 
to win him over to their side. S�ha of Sahajati was at 
first wavering between the two parties, but ultimately 
he sided with Yasa. The Yajjian monks, being unsuc
cessful  in this attempt of theirs, approached king 
KaHisoka at Pupphapura, and persuaded him to believe 
that the monks of the western con tries were making a 
sinister move to get possession of the Teacher ' s  
Gandhakli_ti i n  the Mahavanavihara at Yaisali. The king 
at first took up their cause but later on changed his 
mind, it is. said, at the intervention of his sister who 
was a bhikkhu!JI.. The session of the Council was held 
at Vaisali with 700 members, but as there was great 
uproar during the deliberations it was decided to refer 

2. This work appertains to the Haimavata sect and is preseved only in Chiness translation of about the end of the fourth 
and beginning of the fifth century A. D. N. Dutt, Buddhist sects in India, 1 998, 1 2. 

3. "Paramartha was the most learned Indian missionary who went to China to propagate the religion. He was as intelli
gent as Kumiirajica. Ki-tsang, a monk of Parthian origin, being the son of a Parthian merchant settled in China, and the 
Chinese mother of Nan-kin's. He traced the origin of sects from the beginning to the end. He wrote a comentary on 
Paramartha's treatise on Vasumitra", N. Dutt, Ibid. 
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the matter to a body of referees consisting of eight 
members, four from the western and four from the 
eastern countries. This was done by ubbiihikil (vot
ing) as described in the Patimokkha. The findings of 
the referees, which were all against the Vaisalian 
monks, were placed before the larger body constitut
ing the Council and were confirmed. 

The Ceylonese chronicles continue the story and 
write that the findings were not accepted by all the 
Vaisalian monks, some of whom held another Council 
and inCluded in it all monks, arhats and non-arhats, 
and decided matters according to their own light. Tnis 
assembly was called Mahasangha or Mahasarfg1ti ."4 

The account of the Second Council as recorded in 
the Mahasanghika Vinaya, translated by M. Hofinger 
from Chinese into French runs as follows: "The P�takas 
of Buddha's teachings were rehearsed by 700 monks, 
at Valuka Sangharama in Vaisali. The monks ofVaisaJ.i 
used to address the donors (danapati) in these words : 
"Respected brothers, at the time when Bhagavan Bud- · 
dha was living, we received two meals in a day, robes, 
service and adoration. After his parinirvCi!Jq, who will 
take care of us, we have become orphans, and so we 
request you to give silver to the Sangha. As we are 
Buddhist friars, you should give to the Sangha one, 
two, up to ten Kar-?Cipanas. 

On the day of Uposatha, donors put large sums 
into the basin placed at the crossing of roads. The 
monks collected the contents, and after dividing them 
according to the number of bhik�us, distributed the 
same among the monks present. In this way carne the 
turn of Vinayadhara Ya.Sa, and he was offered his share . . 
Ya.Sa enquired, ' Wherefrom was this money coming?' 
They replied, 'We received money as well as medi:
cines' .  Ya.Sa retorted that it was wrong; it was not 
permissible. They replied 'You are slandering the 
Sangha by these words. You should therefore be 
excommunicated by u.tk-?epa!Jiya karman (act of ex
communication)' .  

A fter this was done, Yasa went to Vener<).ble 
Dasabal� who was then residing in Mathura and told 
rtim that he had been excommunicated by utk-?epanlya
karman. Dasabala said, 'why did you submit to it? 

There was no reason for your submission' .  Ya.Sa said, 
'The Vinaya Pi_taka must be rehearsed. Buddha's law 
must not be allowed to be destroyed' . To the question 
where the Council should be held, Yas'a replied that it 
should he held at the place where the deviations had 
occured. 

Then the Sangha of 700 monks assembled from 
the regions of Mathura, S amkasya, Kanyakubj a, Sravasti, Sa!< eta and other places of Madhyades a. The 
Sangha was composed of those who received directly 
from the mouth of the Teacher one or two sections of 
the Vinaya Pi_taka as also those �ho heard it from the 
mouth of his direct disciples, the Sravakas. l11ere were 
also common men (prthagjanas), saik�as, afaik�as, 
trividyas and -?acfbhajiias balapraptas and vafibhutas - in  all 700 members. They assembled at Valuka 
Sanghararna in Vaisali. At this time Mahakasyapa, 
Upali, Ananda, etc. were parinirvrta, and so Yasa be] 
came the president of the Council .  First, he put the 
question to the Assembly that who would rehearse the 
Vinaya Pifaka? The bhik�us replied that Venerable 
Dasabala should rehearse it. . . .  : . All  was then settled 
and approved"5. 

Thus, according to the southern Buddhist traditions 
as recorded in the Pali and the Sinhala texts and the 
northern Buddhist traditions recovered from the Ti
betan and Chinese translations from texts which were 
in the custody of various sects, the main business of 
the Council was to examine the validity of the ten un
Vinayic practices by a section of the Vaisalian monks, 
although there exists a wide divergence of opinion on 
their interpretation. 

The different versions of the ten practices which ( 
have been elicited are as follows: (i) The account of 
the dasa-vatthuni in the Pali texts; (ii) Bu-ston's ac
count b ased on the tradit ions preserved in  the 
Mulasarvastivada Vinaya which has already been 
translated by Prof. L. de Ia Vallee Poussion from the 
Tibetan Dul-va; and (iii) Obermiller's translation which 
is also from the Tibetan sources.  While there is agree
ment among the explanations of the ten points in the 
Pal i texts, such agreement i s  not seen in the explana
tions given by the presenters of the northern traditions 
even when they are based on the same source for their 
explanations. 

4. N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, 1 998, 1 3f; also, P. V. Bapat, 2500 Years of Buddhism, 1 956, 99. 
5 .  N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, 1 998, 20f. 
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It is clear that all the earlier sources agree, that the 
main business of the Council was to examine the va
lidity of the ten un-Vinayic practices by a section of 
the Vaisalian monks although there exists a wide di
vergence of opinion in their interpretations. 6 

"Vasumitra, fol lowed by Bhavya and Vinitadeva, 
writes that on account of the five propositions pro
pounded by Mahadeva, the Sangha became divided 
into two schools, Mahasnghika and Sthaviravada. The 
five propositions are : 

The Arhats 
1 .  are subject to temptation (cf. Kvu. II. I ;  Atthi 

arahato raga ti?) 

) 2. may have residue of ignorance (cf. Kvu. II. 2.  
Atthi arahato aiiiia!Jan ti?) 

3. may have doubts regarding certain matters (cf. 
Kvu. II, 3: Atthi arahato kankha ti?) 

4. gain knowledge through other's help (cf. Kvu. 
II. 4; Atthi arahato paravitarm;.a ti?) 

5. The Path is attained by an exclamation (as 
"aho " cf. Kvu. II. 3 & 4 & XI. 4)".7 

According to an account of the Second Council 
given by Paramartha (which has been translated by 
Paul Demieville- Melanges chinios et bouddhiques, 
I), "The Second Council was held at P�taliputra, 1 1 6  
years after Mahaparinirva!Ja, during the reign of Asoka 
(perhaps Kalasoka). The members were all bhi�us (i. )not necessarily arhats). The president of the Coun

. cil was B3.$pa (lit. tears). In the Council the contra
. versy provoked by Mahadeva led to the division of 

the S angha into two schools ,  S thavira and 
Mahasanghika. Mahadeva's heresy was twofold. On 
the one hand, he wanted to incorporate at l  the . 
Mahayana sutras into the Trip�taka, and on the other 
he attributed to the Arhats diverse imperfections, such 
as doubt, certain measure of ignorance, etc. Paramartha 
did not condemn the latter entirely, as he recognized 
the imperfections of Arhats as partially true and par
tially false. He was inspired by the Mahayanic moral 
teachings, which contained in essence more particu
larly the Vijfianavada views. He was a fervent sup
porter of Vijfianavada . . . . . ". 8 

6. Ibid. 15 .  

There are a number of important points emerging 
from the discussions in the preceding pages which are 
important for our theme under discussion. All ancient 
sources agree that there was a Council about a hun
dred years after the parinibbana of the Buddha. There 
is also agreement that the main business of the Coun
cil was the resolution of the problem caused by the ten 
un- Vinayic practices of a section of the Vaisal ian 
monks. There is also agreement that the ubbahika 
which was appointed to report on the confonnity of 
the ten practices with the rules of the Vinaya pro
nounced that they were inconsistent therewith. 

It was after this that the senior theras decided to 
rehearse the entire dhamma and Vinaya in congrega
tion so that the coiTect dhamma and Vinaya be held by 
the bhikkhussangha, as these were held in oral tradi
tions and transferred from teacher to pupil as was in 
the Vedic traditions. It is also said that the dissidents 
who did not accept the verdict of the ubbahika moved 
out to a distant town and held a Council of their own. 
While the Council of the theras who rejected the ten 
practices of the Vaisalian bhikkhus had seven hundred 
participants who were all arahats, the Council of the 
dissidents had ten thousand participants and hence it 
was called the Mahasangl.ti. Those who held this ri
val council and followed the decisions of this Council 
came to be known as the Mahasarighikas. 

While there is agreement that the frontal cause of 
the second Buddhist council was the situation created 
by the un-Vinayic practices by a section of the Vaisa!ian 
bhikkhus, a study of the new interpretations heralded 
by the secessionists seems to point to the possibility 
of differences on more important non-Vinayic matters 
having f!.!elled the breakaway. Nalinaksha Dutt ex
plains, "The question that should be discussed next is 
whether the schism was due to the divergences in 
Vinaya rules only or to the five dogmas of Mahadeva 
or to both. It seems that both the causes were respon
sible for the schism, because both of them indicate the 
advent of the broad divis ion of B uddhism into 
Hinayana and Mahayana, the latter favouring the 
Bodhisattva practices even at the sacrifice of Vinaya 
rules, e. g. fulfilling the wishes of an individual even 
by sacrific ing the Vinaya prohibi t ions .  The 
Mahasanghikas were the forerunners of the advent of 

7. N. Dutt, Ibid, 22; also, P. V. Bapat, 2500, Years of Buddhism, 1 956, 99 
N. Dutt, Ibid. 23. 
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Mahayanism. The Mahavastu, the first book of the 
Vinaya of the Lokottarav adins,  a branch of the 
Mahasanghikas, contains many Mahayanic traces'? 

Nalinaksha Dutt argues that, "The division of 
monks began with the differences of opinion regard
ing the interpretation of the ten Vinaya rules during 
the reign of KaHisoka, i. e. some time before the ap
pearance of Mahadeva (or Naga), i .  e. it was about 
half a century later, Mahadeva or Naga, propounded 
the five dogmas during the reign of King Nanda. His 
disciple Sthiramati propagated it further. As regards 
the fact that the tradition of the breach of ten rules 
appears in the Vinaya texts and the Ceylonese chroni
cles the tradition about Mahadeva's five dogmas ap
pears in the Tibetan and Chinese versions of the trea
tises of Vasumitra, Paramartha and other writers on 
the doctrines of sects. It may therefore be stated that 
the Vinaya texts, being concerned only with the disci
plinary aspect of the religion, passed over the doctri
nal differences, while Vasumitra and other writers, 
being more concerned with doctrinal differences than 
with disciplinary rules, considered it unnecessary to 
repeat the ten un-Vinayic acts of the Vaisalian monks. 
The sources of information for the Ceylonese chroni
cles, being the Vinaya texts, passed over the doctrinal 
differences. Yuan Chwang, being an annalist, was in
terested in both doctrines and disciplinary rules, and 
so he recorded the divergences in regard to both. It is 
quite probable that the schism began with disciplinary 
rules and, in course of time, incorporated matters of 
doctrines". 10 

Although the historical time of the Second Coun
cil is not important for our discussion here, it never
theless seems to have taken place during the reign of 
king Kruasoka as given in the Sri Lankan traditions. 
Kalasoka succeeded Sisunaga and is identified with 
J5akavarnin of the Pur�as. "In view of the fact that 
Sisunaga transferred his capital to Vaisrui it is not un
likely that his son should continue to make Vaisali his 
royal seat and take interest in the affairs of the Sarigha 
existing in his capital. If Kalasoka be accepted as the 
royal patron of the synod, the date of the session should 
be put about a century after the Buddha's demise';. 1 1  

9.  N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, 1 998, 30. 
1 0. N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, 1 998, 3 1 .  
I I . Ibid. 33. 
1 2. Ibid. 58. 

"In the DipavanJsa it  is said that the Mahasarighikas 
not only introduced the ten new Vinaya rules but also 
propounded new doctrines contrary to the established 
ones . At the Mahasa.rigiti held by them at P�taliputra 
they made alterations in the Sutra and Vinaya Pi_takas, 

as also in their arra.Dgement and interpretation". 12. The 
Mahasarighikas had a complete canon of their own in 
its three divisions.  While in one of the two pillar in
scriptions in A maravati certain nuns are referred to as 
Vinayadhara in the other the monks ofMahavanaseliya 
arc referred to as Mahavinayadhara. An inscription 
on one of the stone slabs found near the central stiipa 
of Amaravati refers to a monk of Mahiivanasala as 
SanJyukta bha!Jaka. In the Nagarjuniko��a inscrip
tions the fol lowing references,  Dzgha-Majjhima
pan_tcamatuka-osaka-vacakcmam, Digha-Majjhima
nikaya-dharena, Digha-Majjhima-pan.ufa-matuka
desakavacakanam and Dzgha-Manigaya-dharena'T 
seem to point to evidence of a Sutta-Pi_taka in at least · 
three Nikayas: Digha, Majjhima and Saf1Jyutta}3 

. The expression Panca-matuka, an irregular form 
of Panca-matrikii. (Pali matika denotes the detailed 
contents of an Abhidhamma text) seems to point to the 
existence of an Abhidhamma Pi_taka of five (not seven) 
texts. 14 

"Bu-ston tells us that the Mahasarighikas claimed 
Mahakassapa as their founder, and that the language 
of their Pi_taka was Prakrit. The language of the 
Mahavastu, especially of its poetry portion, is mixed 
Sanskrit and which may well be called Prakrit or quasi
Sanskrit and _pure-Sanskrit, and the Siitra-pi_tak:a was 
divided into .Agamas instead of Nikayas. The southern 
group preferred to divide the Siitra-pi_taka into Nikiiyas 
and adopted the Priikrit language instead of P3li". 15 ( 

From the accounts given by the Chinese travellers 
and from inscriptional evidence, it is clear that the 
Mahasanghikas "were s acttered probably in small 
groups in a few localities of North-western and East
em India and had their main centre at Pa_taliputra or 
Kusumapura. 

13 .  Ibid. 59; also, P. V. Bapat, 2500 Years of Buddhism, 1 956, I t o. 
1 4. Ibid. 59£. 
1 5 .  Ibid. 6 1 ;  Also, P. V. Bapat, 2500 years of Buddhism, 1 956, I I I .  
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"Just as Bodh-Gaya grew up on the bank of the 
Nerafijara as an early centre of Theravada and a place 

' 
of pilgrimage for the Buddhists, so also did Amaravafi 
(extending to Jaggayape_ta) and Nagarjunikol)�a on the 
bank of the .K[�na (including its tributary Paler) be
come a flourishing centre of the off-shoots of the 
Mahasarighikas in the first century B .  C. or A. D. and 
turned into a place of pilgrimage for the Buddhists of 
iater days". 16 

"The Mahasrighikas migrated from Magadha in 
two streams, one towards the north and the other to
wards the south. The northern, rather, the north-west
ern section later became divided into five, v iz . ,  
Ekavyavaharikas, Kaukulikas or  Kaurukul lukas, 
Bahusrutiyas, Prajfiaptivadins and Lokottaravadins, on 
�count of minor doctrinal differences among them. 
{heir offshoot, the Lokottaravadins, developed lean�s towards Mahayanism, and in fact prepared the ground for the advent of the Mahayana school. 
Buddhagho�a in his commentary on the Kathavatthu, 
distinguised Mahasarighikas by the words, 'ekacce 
Maha sanghika' implying thereby that a l l  
Mahasarighikas did not subscribe to  tt'1e same doctrines 
or it rriight be that he referred by 'ekacce' either to the 
north-western or to the southern branch of  the 
Mahasarighikas. In the Kathavatthu, the views dis
cussed are mostly of the Mahasarighika, who migrated 
to the south, settled down In the Andhra Pradesh around 
Amaravati and Dhanyak�taka. Their sub-branches 
concentrated at Nagarjuniko1_1�a, dwelling on the 
mountains around. These were the Pubbaseliyas or 
Uttaraseliyas, Aparaseliyas, Siddhatthikas, Rajagirikas, )d Caityakas, collectively designated as the Andhakas c:JY Buddhagho�a in the introduction to his commen
tary on the Katha vatthu .  Of the northern 
Ivfftrhas an'ghikas h e  mentioned the names  of 
Ekabboharikas, Gokulikas,  Pafifiatti vadins and 
Bahussutika, but in the Kathavatthu their views have 
not been referred to specifically, perphaps they origi
nated after the composition of the Kathavatthu" . 1 1 

"The southern group of the Mahasarighikas mi
grated from P�taliputra to the Andhra country through 
Kalinga, where Hiuen Tsang saw the monasteries of 
the Mahayanist Sthaviras. Perhaps he refers by this 
nomenclature to a sect adhering to the disciplinary rules 
of the Sthaviras but having Mahayanic leanings . . .  a 

! 6. Ibid. 63. 

characteristic which may be attributed to the Saila 
schoo l s .  Unlike the northern group of  the 
Mahasarighikas, the southern group was concentrated 
in the Guntur district around Amaravati, Jaggayape_ta 
and Nagarjunikol)9-a. The inscriptions (3rd or 4th cen
tury A. D.) at Amaravafi and Nagarjunikcl)9-a furnish 
us with the names of the following sects: (i) Hamghi 
(Burgess, 1 05), Ayira-haghana (El. , XX, 1 7 ,  20) ; (ii) 
Caityika (Burgess, 1 00, 1 02) ;  (iii) Aparamahava
naseliya (£/. XX. 41 ), Mahavanaseliya (Burgess, 1 05) ;  · 
(iv) Puvasele (EI. XX. 22) ; (v) Rajagiri-nivasika (Bur
gess, 53), Rajasaila (Ibid. 1 04); (vi) Siddhathika (ibid. 
1 10); (vii) Bahusutiya (£/. , XX, 24) ; (viii) Maliisasaka 
(Ibid). Except the last two, the rest are all sub-branches 
of the Mahasarighika school. 

All these evidences are obvious pointers to the 
cleavage between the two groups of the Mahasarighikas, 
i. e. (i) the Mahasarighikas of the north being the ear
lier ones with liberal disciplinary views and Mahayanic 

· leanings and (ii) the Mahasarighikas of the south, i. e. 
of Andhra, claiming their origin from the Sthaviras 
and Vatsiputnyas. Lin Li Kouang is aiso of this view 
though Dr. Bareau does not fully approve of the 
same". 18 

Vasurnitra has put together all the common views 
of the Mah a s anghikas ,  Lokottaravadins  and · 
Kaukku.tikas in his Samayabhedoparacana-cakra 
which has been translated by Paramartha (557-569 A. 
D.).  According to Bhavya, Vinitadeva and Vasurnitra, 
Ekavyavaharika was another name for the Mahasanghikas 
and the Kaurukullikas held almost the same views as 
the Vatsiputnyas. The special views held by the three 
sub-sects of the Mahasanghikas are as follows: 

"The Ekavyavaharikas hdd that all composites 
were unreal and ficticius while the absolute was con
tingent (i .  e . ,  dependent on something else. The 
Lokottaravadins held that while all mundane dharmas 
were unreal, the supramundane dharmas were real. 
This point was not in the ambit  of Mahayana. 
Paramartha explains it as the view that stands between 
Sunyata (the transcendental reality), Tathata (thatness) 
and A inala -v ijFiiina (pu re knowledge) .  Pro f. 
Demieville thinks that neither the text of Kitsang no 
that of Paramartha is quite clear on this point. 

1 7 . N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in india, 1998. 64f. ; Also, P. V. Bapat, 2500 years of Buddhism, 1956, 1 1 2 . 
. 8. N .  Dutt, Buddhist Sects in india, 1 998, 67f. 
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The Kaurukull ikas held the view that of the 
Tripi_taka the Abhidhanna alone contained the real 
teaching of the Buddha; the other two p�takas dealt 
only with monastic rules. This school did not con
sider that the attainment of the summum bonum along 
with freedom from all disciplinary obligations was the 
sole object of a Buddhist monk. This was in conform
ity with the practices of a Bodhiasattva. This school 
denied the importance of study and preaching as well 
as the practice of meditation. 

The Bahusrut1ya school preferred a syncretism of 
Hinayana and Mahayana. They affiliated themselves 
to the Satyasiddhi school of Harivannan. One branch 
of this school established distinction between real and 
unreal, absolute and conventional, paramartha and 
sa11J V[ti. It recognized· Kiityiiyal).i putra of the 
Sarvastiviida school as its patron."19 

The Mahasanghikas and their offshoots held that 
the (i) Buddha's body is  entirely supra-mundane 
(lokottara). The eighteen dhatus are bereft of impure 
dharmas.. The physical, vocal and mental actions of 
the B u ddha are free from i mpurit ies (asrava 
vinirmukta). The body has nothing worldly; it is pu
ri ty only (anasrava-matra) and indestructible. (ii) His 
material body (rupakaya or nirmal}akaya) is  unlim
ited as a result of his unliTPJted past merits. In his 
created body (nirmiil}akaya) he can appear anywhere 
in the Universe. (iii) Buddha's length of life is unlim
ited on account of his past accumulated merits. He 
lives as long as the sentient beings live. (iv) Buddha's 
divine power (tejas, prabhava) is unlimited. He can 
appear in one moment in all the worlds of the uni
verse. (v) Buddha is never tired of enlightening sen
tieilt beings and awakening pure faith :(vifuddha
.fraddha) in them. (vi) As his mind is always in medi
tation, Buddha neither sleeps nor dreams. (vii) Bud
dha can comprehend everything i n  one moment 
(eka�anikacitta). His mind is like a mirror. He can 
answer any question simultaneously without reflec
tion. (viii) Buddha is always aware that he has no 
impurities (k�yajfiO.f!a) and that he cannot be reborn 
(anutpadajfiiil}a). 

The Buddha follows the ways of the world just as 
much as he follows the transcendental ways. The 
Mahasanghikas also contend that the super-divine 

. 1 9. N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, 1 98. 69f. 
20. Ibid. 72f. 

Buddha did not deliver any discourses to his disciples . . 
Though the Buddha is in samiidhi, sentient beings think 
that they have heard discourses from him in well con
structed sentences. They also contend that whatever 
Ananda heard was from the nirma1_wkaya or rupakiiya 
of the Buddha. The Buddha can expound all doctrines 
by one utterance. All Buddha's preachings deal only 
with Dharmacakra, his first discourse was delivered 
at Samath. All sfl.lras delivered by the Buddha have 
nltartha (definite or direct meaning) as opposed to 
neyartha (indirect or implied meaning. According to 
the Upayakaus 'alyaparivarta of the Saddharmapu!JtJarlka 
the Buddha, in order to train deluded beings, did take 
recourse to various expedients. I t  was through these 
that he led them to the truth (paramartha). Therefore, 
it follows that his teachings collected in the P�takas 
are merely sa11Jvrti or sammuti and are as such not his 
real teachings. 20 

Not only the B uddha, but  according to the 
Mahasanghikas the Bodhisatta too was supra-mundane. 
The Mahavastu giving expression to this states: "The 
Bodhisattva in his last existence as Siddhartha Gautama 

· is self-born (upapaduka) and i s  not born of parents; he 
sits cross-legged in the womb and preaches therefrom 
to the gods, who act as his protectors ; while in the 
womb he remains untouched by phlegm and such other 
matters of the womb, and he i ssues out of the womb 
by the right side without piercing it. He has no lust 
(kiima) and so Rahula was also self-bom"Y 

The Mahasarighikas according to the works of 
Vasumitra, Bhavya and Vin1tadeva conceived that, (i) 
the B odhisatta takes any form of lower existence · . . J 
(durgati) for enlightening beings of the world; (ii) He 
enters his mother's womb as a white elephant sym- ·--r 
bolical of his great physical strength combined with ( 
softness and (iii) The B odhisattva has in his mind no 
trace of desire, hatred and malice (kama . vyapada and 
vihil�zsa san_1jiia) . 

The Mahasarighikas and some sects of the ortho
dox group, like the Sarvastivadins and Sammifiyas held 

that Arahats are subject to retrogression. The other 
section of the Mahasarighikas who oppose this view 
held that the arahats have no chance of retrogression 
and further assert that he has done al l that has to be 
done (krta-krtya, krta-karar}lya). An arahat or afaik�a 

2 1 .  Ibid. 74; Also, P. V. Bapat, 2500 years of Buddhism, 1 956, 1 1 4. 
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who has passed· through all the stages of spiri tual 

progree cannot have any atiachrnent for an object or a 

person.22 

The Mahasanghikas also held that a stream-win
ner (Srota-apannaka) has no retrogression as he gets 

rid of the ten fetters. The preparatory stage of the 
srotapannaka is called the A_qhamaka. It is also called 
the Gotrabhii.mi. The M ahayanists use the term 

Gotrabhii.mira�tamaka. As this preparatory stage leads 
to the comprehension of the four truths, it is also des
ignated as Samyaktva-niyama. The stage of the 
srotapannaka marks the crossing of the state of a com
mon man (p[thagjana). A stream-winner cannot com
mit any of the five anantarya sins. "The Mahasanghikas 

· Jccept that a s:ora-apanru: is niyato-sambod�iparayano 
· · and hence, IS not subJect to retrogressiOn, but a 

. sakadagami or anagami may retrogress, but not furlher than the sotapan_na stage, for some of the adepts 
in the two stages may have dormant passion (anusaya), 
which may develop into actual (pariyu_qhana) passion 
and thus bring about the fall" .23 

Like the Theravadins, the Mahasarighikas hold that 
the realization of the four truths (ariyasacca) takes 
place simultaneously in a moment (ekak�anika) and 
not gradually as held by the Sarvastivadins. They ar
gue that the moment one realizes the nature of suffer
ing (dukkha), one also comprehends its origin and de
cay (samudaya, nirodha) as also the path leading to 

the eradication of suffering  (nirodha) .  The 
--J'viahasrighikas also contend that a spiritually advanced 

. Jtdept attaining the power of controll ing thoughts 
(balapatto, vas1bhii.to) can also control the thoughts 
of others. 

While there is agreement in the Kathavatthu and 
the northern sources that the above doctrines are those 
of the .M,ahasarighikas, there are other doctrines which 
only the Kathavatthu attributes to them. These are: (i) 
Restraint (san;zvara) or unrestraint (asan;zvara) of the 
sense organs should be treated as action (kamma); (ii) 
All actions are accompanied by results (vipaka); (iii) 
Sound and other ayatanas (spheres of the organs of 
sense) are also results of actions (kammassa katatta 
uppannan;z). All non-materials (arupadhamma) are 
products of actions (kamma samuHhana); (iv) Acqui-

22. N. Dutt, 76f. 
23. Ibid. 84f. 
14 N. Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, 1 998, 94f. 

sition of moral purity is not mental (s1Lam acetasikam . . . 
ti; silafl} na cittanuparivatt1 ti); (v) The collection of 
s1las (moral observances) is not associated with mind 
(cittavippayutta!1J s1lopacayam); (vi) Maggasamangissa 
rupan;z mag go ti (In the person practising the eightfold 
path, the body is included); (vii) A person practising 
the eightfold path is endowed with double morality; 
i.e. worldly and unwordly (Maggasamangi dvzhi szlehi 
samannagato ti); (viii) Acts of intimation are virtues 
(viiifiatti si.Lan ti); (ix) Acts of non-intimation of a moral 
purpose are immoral (aviiiiiatti duss-ilan ti) ; (x) Insight 
is dissociated from mind (Na�wn;z cittavippayuttan_l); 
(xi) One should not be called 'iia�i '  (possessed of in
sight) though his aiiiiii�a (spiritual ignorance) is gone 
but his thoughts are not conjoined with insight (aiifiii�e 
vigate f.ii�vippayutte citte vattabbamane na vattabbin;z 
'iia�i ti) ; (xii) A basis of impure thoughts is consecu
tive to a basis of good thought and conversely 
(Akusalamula!1J pa.fisandahati kusalamulanti); (xiii) 
One phenomenon can be related to another in one way 
only (Paccayata vasatthita ti); (xiv) It should not be 
said that sa!1Jkhara issues out of avijja but that avijja 
issues out of san;zkhara (Avijjapaccaya pi sa!1Jkhara, 
na vattabban;z, 'sa!1Jkhara paccaya pi avijja ti '); (xv) 
Decay and death of supramundane beings or objects 
are also supramundane (Lokuttaranan;z dhammana!1J 
jaramaranan;z lokuttarart}); (xvi) The spiritually ad
vanced develop the power of  control ling other's  
thoughts (Para parassa citta!1J nigga�hati); and (xviii) 
one who has mastered the iddhis may live for an aeon 
(lddhibalena samannagato kappan.l ti_t_theyya).24 

Although the M ahasarighikas agreed with the 
Theravadins that the srotapanna did not fall from his 
state of attainment, they were the first to propound that 
the arahats are subject to temptation, that they may 
have residue ignorance, may have doubts regarding 
certain matters and also that they attain knowledge 
through others held as we saw earlier. These views 
did mean that they were the first to revolt against the 
supremacy of the arahats in the Buddhist fraternity. 

The discussions so far show that the areas where 
the Mahasarighikas differed from the Theravadins were 
those concerning the conception of the Buddha, 
Bodhisattva and the arahats. Not only did they con
sider the Buddha as supra-mundane, but they attrib
uted all perfections to the Bodhisattva from the ti me 
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of his conception in the womb of queen Mahamaya. 
It is important to note here that the Mahasarighikas 
knew only of one Bodhisattva, from the time of his 
conception in the womb of queen Mahamaya. It is 
important to note here that the M ahasarighikas knew 
only of one Bodhisattva, the previous existence of 
Bodhisattva G autama. It was the Mahasarighika con
ceptions of the Buddha and the Bodhisattva which 
paved the way for the Mahayana conceptions of the 
innumerable B uddhas and Bodhisattvas of the innu
merable world systems. 

The other area in which the Mahasarighikas dif
fered from the Theravadins was, as we have already 
stated above, in their conception of the arahat. They 
did not accept that the arahat was fully emancipated 
as they held that he still had doubt, residue ignorance, 
etc. , as opposed to the Theravadins who held that he 
was fully emancipated. B ut it is important to note here 
that the Mahasarighikas were not aware of the con
cepts of Klesavara�Ja-vimukti andjii"eyavaral)a-vitnukti 
of the Mahayana which therefore must be considered 
posterior to the time of the Mahasanghikas. 

It was thus the doctrines of the Mahasarighikas 
which paved the way for the full blossoming into the 
Mahayana doctrines during the later centuries. Vv'hile 
the laxity which they introduced. into the interpreta
tion of the rules of discipline changed the original ex
pectations of the bhikkhu life, the new interpretations 
which they introduced into the original teachings of 
the Pali texts saw their growth into the Mahayana teach
ings. In the words of Edward Conze the Mahasarighikas 
initiated the process�' centuries before the rise of the 
Mahayana, by which the historical Buddha becomes 
less and l ess important. They regarded everything 
person2.1, earthly, temporal and historical as outside . 
the real B uddha, who himself was transcendental, al · 
together supramundane, had. no imperfections or im
purities whatsoever, w45 omniscient, all-powerful, in
finite and eternal, for ever withdrawn into trance, never 
distracted or asleep. In this way the Buddha became 
an ideal object of religious faith. As for the historical 
Buddha, who walked the earth about 500 B. C., he 
was a magical creation of the transcendental Buddha, 
a fictitious creature sent by him to appear in the world 
and to teach its inhabitants. While on the one side 
intent on glorifying the otherworldliness of the Bud
dha, the Mahasarighikas at the same time tried to in-

crease the range of his usefulness to ordinary peop1 
The Buddha has not disappeared into Nirviil)Q, but wi 
a compassion as unlimited as his length of life, he w 
until the end of time conjure up all kinds of forms whi< 
will help all kinds of beings in diverse ways. His ir 
f1uence is not confined to those few who can undeJ 
stand his abstruse doctrines, but as a Bodhisattva he i 
ever re-born in ' states of woe ' ,  becomes of his fre 
will an animal, or a ghost, or a dweller in hell, an1 
works the weal of beings who have the misfortune t< 
live in places where wisdom teaching must fall on dea 
ears. Nor are the Buddhas found on this earth alone 
They fill the entire universe, and are to be met every 
where, in all the world systems. 

The Mahayana took over this Buddhology in jts 
entirety. The historical B uddha faded away, leav • .J 
the Buddha as the embodiment of Dharma as the only 
reality. In ihe Diamond Sutra occur the famous ve· es: 

Those who by my form did see me, 
And those who followed me by voice, 
Wrong the efforts they engaged in, 
Me those people will not see. 
From the Dharma should one see the B uddhas, 
For the Dharma-bodies are the guides, 
Yet Dharma's true nature should not be discerned, 
Nor can it, either be discerned' 
(Vajracchedika Prajiiapiiramitii, ch. 26)".25 

M. M. J. Marasinghe 

MAHASAVAKA, "Great" or "Foremost" disciples of 
the Buddha. The Theragiithii cornrrientary (ThagA 
Vol. I II, p. 206) enumerates the names of eighty such 
disciples of the Buddha. They are: Afifiakondanfi ,' 
Vappa, Bhaddiya, Mahanama, Assaji, Na.Iaka, Yasa, 
Vimala, Subahu, PUI)J.laji, Gavampati, Uruvela.lcass
apa, Nad! kass apa, G ayakassapa, S a ri putta, 
Mahamoggallana, Mahakassapa, M ahakaccayana, 
Mahako.t.thita, Mahakappina, Mahacunda, Anuruddha, 
Kankharevata, Ananda, N andaka, Bhagu, Nanda, 
Kimbila, Bhaddiya, Rahula, Sivan , Upali, Dabba. 
Upasena, Khadiravaniyarevata, Punnamantaniputta, 
Punna Sunaparantapa, Sona Ku.tika{ll)a, Sona Kolivisa, 
Radha, S ubhuti ,  Angulimala, Yakkal1 ,  K.aludayi, 
Mahaudayi, Pilindavacca, Sobhita, Kumarakassapa, 
Re3:t.thapala, Yangisa, Sabhiya, Sela, Upav.ana, Meghiya, 
Sagata, Nagita, Laku11�takabhaddiya, Pi�polabharadvaja, 

25. Edward Conze in, The Concise Encyclopaedia of Living Faiths, 1 964. 305. 
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Mahapanthaka, Ciilapanthaka, Bakkula, Kondadhana, 
Daruclriya, Yasoja, Ajita, Tissametteyya, PUI)l)aka, 
Mettagu, Photaka, Upasiva, Nanda, Hemaka, Todeyya, 
Kappa, Catukal)l)I ,  Bhadravudha, Udaya, Posala, 
Mogharaja and Pingiya. 

The above named disciples of the Buddha had won 
the distinction of "Great Disciples" because they had 
won emancipation through faith (saddha) and wisdom 
(paiifia), and had developed extraordinary mental 
qualities above the ordinary disciples. 

- -
D. Saddhasena 

MAHASENA (1) See MAHAVAMSA 

: 
.

· )HASENA (2), younger son of King Go.tabhaya 
and father of Sirimeghav�l)a. He became king of Sri 
Lfka (274-301 A. C.) and under the advice of his 
teacher Sabghamitta and his minister Son a he despoiled 
Mahavihara and enriched Abhayagiri. He issued a 
decree that no one should give alms to monks of the 
Mahavihara. But, l ater, his friend and minister, 
Meghav�l)abhaya, convinced him of his error, and 
he became a supporter of the Mahavihara. Soon after, 
however, he fel l  under the influence of a monk, named 
Tissa, and built the Jetavana vihara in the precincts of 
the Mahavihara, despite the protests of the monks. 
Tissa was later expelled from the order. The king built 
the Manihara, Gok�J;ia, Erakavil la, Kalandagama, 
Migagfuna, Gangasenakapabbata, Dhatusenapabbata, 
Kokavata, Ruparama and Hulapi_t.thi-vihara, and two 
nl!,[lneries Uttara and Abhaya. He also built sixteen 
. .  Jcs and a great canal called Pabbatanta (Dpv. xxii, 
66-76; Mhv. xxxvii, I ff; 53; Nikaya Saizgraha, Ed. D. 
P. . Samaranayaka, p. 76ff.) .  

A few inscriptions contain reference to king 
Mahasena and thus confirm some of the facts men
tioned about him in the literary sources. An inscrip
tion at Tonigala in the north of the island mentions 
Sarimekavana Aba sa son of Mahasena. This inscrip
tion, dated in the third year of Sirimeghavanna, records 
that a certain minister deposited some quantities of 
grain and beans with a guild in the northern quarter of 
the city with the stipulation that the capital should re
main unspent and the interest should be utilized for 
providing meals to the monks of the Yahisapavata 
monastery during the vassa season of every year. The 
inscription ·really belongs to the reign of Mahasena's 
son Sirimeghavanna but this record is considered to 
affo d some information about the economic condi-

tions in Sri Lanka during that time. Another fragmen
tary inscription from the same site also states that 
Sirimeghavanna was Mahasena's son (EZ. I II, 1 72 ff). 

Another fragmentary inscript ion from the 
Jetavanarama, now in the Colombo Museum (EZ. IV, 
273-, ff.), in the fonn of a decree issued in the first year 
of the reign of a king, refers to some Five Great Resi
dences and to Vayatudala and mentions that certain 
monks were unsettled. 

Vayatudala was presumambly some doctrine writ
ten on books and the preserved portions of the docu-

. ment contain an injunction to study these books with 
faith and to keep the books so written in the Five Great 
Residences. There is also a reference to persons of 
unruly conduct. 

It is obvious that the object of the edict was to 
regulate the ecclesiastical affairs of the ancient Bud
dhist Order of monks in Sri Lanka. Though the pre
served fragments of the edict do not contain the name 
of the king who issued this edict, it has been presumed, 
almost with certainty, that he was none other than king 
Mahasena who, under the influence of the South In
dian monk Sabghamitta ordered the Mahavihara monks 
to accept the Vetulya doctrines, referred to in the edict 
as Vayatudala (s. v. EZ. 277 f.). 

- -
H. R. Perera 

MAHASTHAMA (Mahasthamaprapta) a bodhisattva 
who, along withAvalokitesvara, is regarded as the chief 
attendant of Amitabha (Q. v.) .  Though he is referred 
to in many Mahayana texts there is not much detail 
about his personality. The Saddharmapuf}cjarlka Sutra 
(xix) refers to him but does not mention anything about 
his appearance or status. The Larger Sukhavalivyuha, 
too, mentions him but gives no details (SEE XLIX, p. 
52) . However, a brief account i s  found in the 
Amitayurdhyana Sutra wh�rein he is compared to 
Avalokitdvara himself. Therein it is said that hjs bod
i ly  signs, height and size are equal to those of  
Avalokitdvara. The circumference of  his halo i s  said 
to be one hundred and twenty-five yojanas and it shines 
as far as two hundred aild fifty yojanas. The rays of 
his body which are purple-gold in colour can be seen 
by all beings in favourable circumstances. It is also 
said that one who sees a single ray issuing forth from 
the body of this bodhisattva will at the same time see 
the pure and excellent rays of the bodhisattavas in the 
ten quarters. For this reason he is called 'Unlimited 
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Light' . It is with this light of wisdom that he shines 
over all beings and causes them to be removed from 
the paths of lower existence and obtain highest power 
and hence he is called Mahasthama. 

His heavenly crown has five hundred jewel-flow
ers and each flower has five hundred jewel-towers . In 
each tower are seen manifested all the features of Bud
dha-fields in the ten quarters. His turban is like a lotus 
flower and on its top is a jewel-pitcher filled with rays, 
when he walks all the regions tremble and quake. This . 
happens even when he sits. The Amitayurdhyana Sutra 
further instructs the readers to meditate upon this 
bodhisattva (SEE. XLIX, p. 1 84 f.) .  

The Ni�pannayoga vafi,  too ,  refers to thi s 
bodhisattva . In the Manjuvajramarycfalti of the 
Ni�pannayogiivali he is said to have a white complex
ion. He carries a bunch of six full-blown lotuses in his 
left hand and displays the w ish-granting gesture 
(lWl7&z�)withhisright . In the Dharmadhatuvagisva
ramaTJtfala of the same text his complexion is given 
as yellow. According to this description he carries a 
sword in his right hand and a lotus in his left. In this 
form he is probably related to Mahasthama-Lokesvara 
and Padmapani-Lokesvara, both representing two 
forms of Avalokitesvara (B . J3hattacharya, Indian Bud
dhist Iconography, 1958,  Calcutta, p. 89). 

There is also a belief that Mahasthamaprapta is a 
deification of Mapamaudgalyayana, one of the two 
chief disciples of Sakyamuni (A. ·Grunwedel, Buddhist 
Art, London, 1901 ,  p. 205). Sometimes he is regarded 
as a Dhyiinz-bodhisattva but does not belong to the 
accepted group of five or eight Dhyiinl.-bodhisattvas. 
His close association with AvalokiteS'vara seems to 
have influenced his personality very much and this 
association also has overshadowed his popularity. 

Though known in Nepal and Tibet, he is not popu
lar in those countries. In China one finds him men
tioned in the triad, M ahasthama, Amitabha and 
Avalokitesvara. 

He is more popular in Japan. In Japan he is known 
as Seishi -or Dai-seishi, and is represented in the same 
triad. He is said to visit the death beds of the faithful 
and welcome the dying to Sukhavati. The great tem
ple of Zenkoji and Nagano is dedicated to this triad. 
In this temple there �s a statue of Mahasthama said to 
have beeri. made by Sakyamuni from gold found at the 

foot of a Beiruri-tree on the south side of Mount Meru 
(Satow). There is also a belief in J apan that he is an 

incarnation of Honer (C. Eliot, Japanaese Buddhism, 
London, 1935, pp. 1 18,  1 22, 1 28;  Alice Getty, Gods of 
Nothern Buddhism, Oxford, 1 9 14, p.  100). 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

MAHASUKHA, meaning 'Great B liss' is the abso
lute, the ultimate reality that absorbs within it both 
existence and extinction. The Vajrayanists put forward 
this concept as the final goal. It is quite well known 
that the Theravada B uddhis t  scriptures describe · 
Nibbana as a state of intense bliss (refer PED. s. v. 
Nibbana). Probably the Vajrayanists and to a larger 
extent the Mahayanists adopted this description anr· 
regarded Mahiisukha as a particular state and went to ' 
the extent of identifying Nirvana with Mahiisuk�.,. 
However, Tantric teachers such as Nagarjunapada ob
jected to this identification on the ground that this state 
of Mahiisukha is a mere thought construction (vikalpa). 
In a commentary written to a Doha of Sarahapada 
(quoted by S. B .  Das Gupta, An Introduction to Tantric 
Buddhism; Calcutta, 1 958,  p. 1 36) it i s  said that the · 

i<:lentification of sukha and the final state as one is a . 
mere confusion of the state of things. But on the con- · 
trary those who upheld the identification of Mahiisukha 
with Nirvana argued that as Mahasukha transcends all � . · 
thought constructions i t  coul d  be identified with 
Nirvana for it is an absolutely pure emotion of bliss 
when all mentations are destroyed. 

The concept of Mahiisukha developed on the meta
physical side and it came to be described as being de
void of a beginning, middle or an end; it is neither 

· existence nor extinction; it is neither self nor not self 
and so forth. It came to be considered as the source of 
everything and as such everything was said to be of 
the nature of Mahiisukha. 

This concept developed along pantheistic lines too. 
In Vajrayana the ultimate reality is identified with the 
Supreme Lord who is generally designated as 
Vajradhara or Vajrasattva. This identification led to 
the equation ofMahasukha with the Supreme Lord who 
in this instance was designated as Sri-Mahasuk:ha. 
With this development it was held that it is Sri
Mahasukha who created this world from his non-dual 
nature and that it is he himself who taught all the eso
teric teachings. 
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A further development of this concept on the meta
physical side is seen in i ts equation with bodhicitta 
(q. v). According to early Tantric philosophy i t  is held 
that bodhicitta as a state of great bliss is attained 
through the puritication of upaya and prajfia. But later 
with the gradual development of sexo-yogic practices. 
the mode of attaining Mahasukha, too changed accord
ingly. According to sexo-yogic teachings ofTantrism, 
Mahiisukha is to be attained by checking the down
ward flow of the bodhicitta represented by the male's 
sperm. After checking it  either by sadahgayoga prac
tices or else by ha_ta-yoga practices it should be made 
to move upwards till it finally reaches the lotus at the 
summit of the U�!Jifa-kamala on mahasukha-cakra 
( q. v.) where it melts and flows through the whole body 
br:i �ging about the state of great bliss (Mahasukha). 
�--lalso BODHICITTA. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

MAHATHUPA (1) The term Mahathiipa (meaning 
Great Thiipa), as found in the Mahavamsa, the ancient 
chronicle of Sri Lanka, has been used with reference 
to the monument built by King Du.�thagfun�i Abhaya 
( 161- 137 B. C.). Although the same term has been 
used with reference to the stupas at Mihintale and 
Polonnaruwa (i. e. the one on the summit of the hill at 
Mihintale and the Dami.Ja Thiipa at Polonnaruwa), in 
this article the reference is to the architectural monu
ment built by King Du.t.thagama�i Abhaya (which is 
also generally referred to as Ruvanvalisaya, Ratnama.Ii
:::etiya, or HemamaJ.ika-cetiya). The Mahavani.sa de
,. 1s four chapters (i. e. 28 to 3 1 )  for activities in con

ITeclion with this stupa. It says that a prophesy had 
Jeen made by Mahinda Thera (the first Buddhist mis
Jo�ru-y to this island) to King Devanampiyatissa (307-
�67 B. C.) that a stupa named Hemamaii would be 
milt by Du.t.thagama�i Abhaya in the future. King 
)evanampiyatissa thereupon set up a pillar of stone, 
nscribing on it the prophesy of Mahinda Thero. 

The Mahathiipa contains the rel ics which were 
,riginally deposited in Ramagama of the Koliyas (a 
ribe related to the Sakyas) and legends connected with 
t are given in the Sinhala chronicle Thiipavarhsa. The 
lriginal height of the Mahathiipa was 120 cubits (300 
t). Diameter at the base was 298 ft. Archaeological 
:vidence proves that these proportions have not 
hanged with the passage of time. The Mahathiipa 
vas so called because at the time it was constructed, it  
appened to be the tallest and biggest stupa anywhere 
1 · e- Buddhist world. Du.t.thagama�i Abhaya started 

the work of this stupa on a very ambitious scale but 
before he could complete it, he was overtaken by a 
mortal disease and passed away. Completion of  the 
work was done by his brother King Saddhatissa ( 137-
1 1 9 B. C.) who succeeded him. A son of this king 
named Lafijatissa ( 1 1 9- 1  09 B .C.) has been credited 
with some important architectural embellishments to 
this stupa. 

Almost contemporary with the Mahathiipa and the 
K�taka-cetiya at Mihintale are the Indian counterparts 
at Sanchi and Bharhut. The stiipa (No. 1 )  at Sanchi 
has an almost he!T'jspherical dome (a!Jcf.a) truncated 
near the top. It was surrounded at its base by a lofty 
terrace (medhi) which served in ancient days as a pro
cessional path (pradak�hi!Jii-patha), access to which 
was by a double flight of steps (sopana). Encircling 
the stupa is a second processio:1al path, enclosed by a 
massive balustrade (vedika). The summit of the dome 
is surmounted by a pedestal (harmika), swTounded by 
a stone railing. From the latter rose a stone shaft, sup
porting a stone umbrella (chattra), or a series of um
brellas (chattravan). The outer balustrade of stone had 
4 entrances at which were ornamental gateway s  
(tora!Jas), which were subsequently added. When the 
architectural features of ancient stupas as giyen in the 
Mahavamsa are scrutinised, it becomes cleru· that the 
stupas of Sri Lanka in the pre-Christian and early Chris
tian centuries had much in common with their Indian 
prototypes. 

The Mahavamsa gives a long account of the build
ing of the Mahathiipa. But there are many legendary 
details connected with it  which have to be regarded 
with caution. Great care seems to have been taken in 
laying the foundations of the stupa securely so as to 
prevent the huge mass of brick from subsiding by its 
own weight. The words of the chronicler describing 
the process may be quoted: "The Lord of the land had 
the place for the stupa dug out to a depth of seven 
cubits to make it firm in every way. Round stones that 
he commanded his soidiers to bring hither did he cause 
to be broken with han1mers, and then did he, having 
knowledge of the right and wrong ways, commended 
that the crushed stone, to make the ground firmer, be 
stamped down by huge elephants whose feet were 
bound with leather. The fine clay that is to be found 
on the spot ever moist, where the heavenly Ganga falls 
down (upon the earth on a space) thirty yojanas around, 
i s  cal l ed, because o f  i ts fineness ,  butter cl ay. 
Sama�uras who had overcome the asavas brought the 
clay hither from that place. The king commanded the 
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clay to be spread over the �ayer of stones and that bricks 
then be laid over the clay, over these a rough cement 
and over this cinnabar and over this a network of iron, 
and over this sweet scented marumba that was brought 

by the samm;eras from the Himalayas. Over this did 
the Lord of the land command them to lay mountain 
crystal. Over the layer of mountain crystal he had 
stones spread; everywhere throughout the work did the 
clay called butter clay serve (as cement). With resin 
of the kapittha tree, dissolved in sweetened water, the 
lord of chariots laid over the stones a sheet of copper 
eight inches thick, and over this with arsenic dissolved 
in sesamum oil, (he laid) a sheet of silver seven inches 
thick". Leaving aside the details which appear as im
probable, it is clear that the foundation was laid very 
securely. It is  on record that the Abhayagiri-stupa has 
a foundation going down to 26 ft. ,  from the level of 
the pavement. As regards the shape of the Mahathupa, 
i t  i s  bubbulii kii ra ( i .  e .  bubble shaped) . The 
Mahii:vamsa relates how the architect showed the bub
ble shaped character to the king. From this it becomes 
clear that the Mahathupa had a semi-circular dome. 
As at Sanchi and most stupas in Sri Lanka, it is the 
bubble shape that was resorted to. It is symbolic of 
the unreal nature Of the world. 

The dome of the Mahathupa rises from the top
most of three circular terraces built one over the other, 
the upper being of smaller diameter than the one be
low it. Sanchi-stupas show only one terrace (medhi). 
But the Divyavadana says that there were stu pas which 
had three terraces. In the great stupa at Sanchi, the 
terrace was built as an addition to the dome. Accord
ing to the Mahavamsa, the terraces of the Mahathupa 
were first built as a plinth to the dome. According to 
l i terary works o f  Sri Lanka these were called 
pupphii:dhana (place for depositing flowers). In most 
stupas in Sri Lanka there is a platform or ledge run
ning round the base which is used as an altar for de
positing flowers, incense or lamps. It may be that in 
the early days before stu pas assumed colossal shapes, 
these terraces were used for placing floral offerings. 
It is also possible that at one time these terraces were 
also used as processional paths. 

In Sinhala literature and in common parlance these 
terraces bear the appellation tw1-mahal (mal)-pesava 
or pesa-va]alu . A slightly different form is tun-mal
piyavasava, Tri-mala, mal-piyavasava are also simi

lar terms. From these we note that originally they were 
meant as altars for flower offerings. · The terraces of 
most of the an.cient stupas are built of brick. Origi-

nally those of the Mahathupa were also of brick con
struction. In the reign of Lafijatissa ( 1 19- 109 B. C.) 
they were faced with blocks of l imestone. King 
Mahfmaga (56 1 -564 A .  0.) caused to be made the 
hatthi-vedi (heads of elephants projecting from the face 
of the wall). Vedi means railing and the Mahii:thupa 
had three railings in the same manner as the great stiipa 
at Sanchi. There is also evidence to show that there 
was a rail ing on the top of the uppermost terrace of the 
Mahathupa. Mahavarhsa says that King Bhatika  
Abhaya (20 B.  C. - 9 A. 0.) constructed two railings 
(vedika) for this stupa (muddha-vedika and .kucchi
vedikiJ.). · One was at the summit of the stupa and the 
other on the topmost terrace. There were flights o f  
steps (of bricks and of  stone) for purposes of ascent to 
the terraces. According to evidence available, they . --

appear to have been constructed much later. -
When the three terraces of the Mahathilpa werl 

completed and before starting work on the dome it
self, the relic chamber was constructed at the centre of 
the uppermost terrace. The Mahavarhsa gives a de
tailed description of the chamber and the manner in 
which i t  was made. Six immense slabs of stone of a 
particular variety, eighty cubits in length and breadth 
and eight cubits in thickness were brought for the pur
pose. Says the Mahavan;sa "When they had laid one 
on the flower terrace in the middle and had disposed 
four others on the four sides, in the fashion of a chest, 
(the theras) of wondrous might placed the sixth, to 
serve afterwards as a lid, upon the east side". These 
statements show the position and the method of con
struction of the relic chamber. It is apparent that the ,. 

relic chamber was at the base of the dome on a level � 

with the surface of the uppermost terrace and that it  
was constructed of 6 large monolithic slabs. The relicY 
chamber of Stupa No. 3 at Sanchi, which contained ( 
the relics of Sariputta, was also on a level with the 
terrace. The harmikii on the top of the great stupa. at 
Sanchi (which is  believed to have contained relics) was 
constructed like a stone box, precisely as the relic 
chamber of the Mahathupa. Some stu pas which have 
been excavated (in Sri Lanka) throw light as to the 
composition of the relic chamber. A stupa excavated 
at Sigiriya had three chambers, one _abov.e the other. 
Of these, the topmost, inside the dome of the relic . 
mound, had been thoroughly rifled ·by treasure seek
ers. The second chamber, lower down, was 7 ft. square, 
5ft. 8 ins. deep, and had its w alls lined with rough 
stones and plastered in l ime mortar. The floor was 
paved with bricks and on it was a receptacle, referred 
to as a yantragala, having 25 square compartments, 
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each 10 ins. by 10 ins. and made up of stones, 5 ins. 

broad, laid crossways. There were two niches in each 
wall. Four stone pillars at the corners supported the 
roughly hewn stone slabs which roofed the chamber. 
The lowermost chamber was a hollow brick-lined cube 
of 1 ft. 3 ins. in dimensions. On each wall was a niche, 
containing sculptured slabs. In the midst of the cham
ber was a short obelisk (tapering stone shaft) of 
Amaravati marble which has been considered to be a 

. conventional representation of Mahameru. 

The best preserved of the stupas was the one at 
Topavava, Polonnaruva. There were six cellas, the 
largest of which was the topmost. The second cham
ber was a hollow cube below which was a brick built 
receptacle with 25 partitions. The floor of the third 

. )a was at ground level. Standing in the middle of it 
\\ias the Mahameru. On top of it  was a reliquary of g�-d, in the shape of a miniature stupa. Below this 
chamber were three other dimunitive cellas, one be
low the other, all of which were below ground level. 
All the stupas seem to have had, the principal cella on 
a level with the uppermos t  terrace j u s t  as the 
Mahathupa is reported to have had. Dimunitive cellas 
and partitioned receptacles below ground level should 
not be regarded relic chambers. They were meant for 
deposit of auspicious symbols. The Mahavarhsa gives 
a detailed account of objects which were deposited but 
these lists have to be examined with caution. 

The dome of a stupa is named as uda ra in 
Thupavarhsa. It is generally assumed that the udara 
is jilled up with bricks but when examining the debris )orne stupas which have collapsed they were found 
to be mostly earth and very few bricks. A good deal of e� could have been due to decaying of bricks as 
some Indian examples have shown. The domes as well 
as the terraces and the superstructures of the stupas of 
ancient Sri Lanka were given a coating of lime plaster 
(sudhii)  and were also whi tewashed .  K ing 
Bhatikabhaya (20 B. C. - 9 A.  D.), in a frenzy of piety 
is said to have coated the immense mass of the 
Mahathupa with a layer of scented paste and stuck 
flowers thereon, so that the stupa appeared like a moun
tain of flowers. 

The decorations in stucco and paint on the domes 
)f ancient stupas of Sii Lanka are not to be seen at the 
JTesent day but from a passage in the Mahiiva!hsa, we 
earn of two of the motifs employed. The chronicle 
;tates that King Saddhatissa ( 1 3  7- 1 1 9 B. C.), in order 
o s ow to his dying brother, what the completed 

Mahathupa would look like, caused the dome of that 
monument to be covered with white cloth, on which 
were painted rows of filled vases (purr;r;a-ghaJa) and 
five finger ornaments (panciihgulika) in addition to 
other devices simulating architectural features which 
had yet to be supplied. The five finger ornament is the 
sign of the spread hand (which also occurs on a deco
rative motif in the early Buddhist art of lndia). Sculp
tures from Bharhut show this feature at the base. It 
appears to be a magical sign meant to ward off evil 
influences. 

The terraces and the dome remained without 
change for nearly a millennium and a half but the su
perstructure of a stupa was subject to changes. There 
is evidence in the chroniCles to show that the earliest 
stupas of Sri Lanka resembled those of Sanchi. The 
superstructure is called ' tee' (a Burmese term). The 
name harmika (small pavilion) is the term given in 
Indian writings. It is not known to writers of Sinhala 
literary works. The Mahiivarhsa calls it caturassa-caya 
(four cornered pile), (Mod. Sinh. satariis-ko_tuva-four 
cornered enclousure). In silpafastra works, the tee 
and cylindrical portion above it (devatii-kofuva) - (en
closure of the gods) are together called 'catus-sura
kostha '. 

In the Mahavamsa the term muddha-vedi occurs. 
It means 'top railing' - the railing on the dome of the 
stupa. At the great stupa of Sanchi, there was a railing . 
on the top enclosing the harmika which was i n  the . 
form of a heavy stone box. It had a lid measuring 5 ft. 
7 ins. in diameter and 1 ft. 8 ins. high, in which the 
relics were once preserved. This railing must have 
been of wood-for no traces of it  have been found in 
Sri Lanka. However the Mahavariua says that the rail
ing in question enclosed a cubical stmcture of solid 
brickwork and not a stone box as at Sanchi. 

The account given in the Mahava!izsa of the com
pletion of the Mahezthupa helps us to reconstruct the 
superstmcture of the earliest stiipas of Sri Lanka. At 
the death-bed of Du.t.thagama1_1i Abhaya, the work on 
the stupa had progressed up to the tee. Saddhatissa's 
work was to show the dying monarch the completed 
stupa. The relevant pasage may be quoted in full. 

"He had a covering made of white cloths . 
by seamsters and therewith was the cetiya cov
ered, and thereon did he command painters to 
make on it a vedikii duly and rows of filled 
vases likewise and the row with the five finger 
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ornament. And he  had a chatta made of bam
boo reeds by plaiters of reeds and on the upper 
vedikii, a sun and moon of kharapatta. And 
when he had had this (thupa) painted cunningly 
with lacquer and kahduphaka he declared to 
the king- 'That which was yet to do the thupa, 
is completed' .  Lying on a palanquin, the king 
went thither . . . . .  beheld the splendid Great 
Thiipa . . . . . .  " 

From this account it becomes clear that stiipas of 
Sri Lanka did not have the spire above the tee as in 
later times. After the completion of the tee what 
Saddhatissa had to do to finish the work of the stiipa 
was in connection with the chattra and plastering and 
decorating it. It also shows that there were two rail
ings-one on top and another at the base of the terrace. 
The Mahiivamsa gives later references to the top rail
ing o f  the M ahathiipa. The commentary to the 
Mahiivamsa designates the two railings constructed at 
the behest of Bhatika Abhay� as kucchi-vedif£1 and 
nzuddha-vedikii (top railing). Amanda Gam� (21 -30 
A. C.) had two railings constructed at the same shrine 
and one of these is called muddha-vedi (as earlier ones 
must have got decayed). 

Lala_tadhatuvamsa calls the hatariis-ko_tuva as biso-
-

ko_tuva. Saddhatissa had
· 
figures of sun and moon made 

on the upper rail ing. Sarilghatissa (248-252 A. D.) is 
said to have set a precious stone of great value in the 
centre of each of the four suns which were represented 
on the faces of the tee of the same stiipa. There is no 
evidence to show at what time the wuoden top railing 
ceased to exist. The presumption is that during 4th to 
8 th centurie s  A .  C . ,  thi s change took p lace.  
Saddhatissa's atte!llpt to show the Mahathiipa in com
pleted form clearly proves that this stiipa was crowned 
with an umbrella (chattra). Stone umbrellas have been 
found in ancient places. The shaft has been called ya�ti. 
According to Divyavadana, a stone pillar called yupa 
was built into the dome and it is possible that it  was 
not altogether buried in the brickwork. 

In addition to the chattra which had originally been 
provided to the Mahathiipa, Amanda Gamani is said to 
have caused a second umbrella for this stiipa to be 
placed above the one which already existed in his time, 
(chattiitichatta). Sirinaga I ( 196-2 1 5  A. C.) placed a 
chattra on the Mahathiipa and had it gilded in an ad
mirable fashion. It i s  not stated whether it replaced 
those which already existed or was placed above them. · 

Sangha Tissa (248-252 A. C.), too, set up an umbrella 

over the Mahathupa in the same manner as S irinaga l. 

The UipavanJ.sa says that 'the chattra gifted by this 
monarch was of gold. Dhatusena ( 463-4 79 A. C.) also 
provided an umbrella of gold. It is not possible to find 
references to chattras after the 7th century A. C. While 
the series of umbrellas is called chattatichatta, the top
most one is called dhuracchatta. 

Another interesting feature of a stiipa was a ring 
of crystal (vajra-cumba,ta) on the top. Sangha Tissa is 
said to have provided one of these to the Mahathiipa. 
The purpose was to avert danger from l ightening. 
Dhatusena is also said to have placed such a ring on 
the Mahathupa. So also did Mahanaga (5(5 1 -564). 
Uipavamsa says that Sangha Tissa made a sikhii-tlzupa 
of precious stone for the Mahathiipa. Perhaps this i s  
the same as  the jewel referred to  in  the Mahiivarizsa . . 

Sikhathupa means a "a stiipa on a crest". This is prob
ably a large gem carved into a stupa, placed on a se- r 
ries of chattras. 

The M ahiivarfzsa, in its account makes no mention 
of any architectural member as vahalkatj.a. But there 
is evidence to show that there were vahalkatj.as at the 
Mahathupa of a later date. It seems l ikely that these 
structures were added after the enlargerment of the 
stiip'!- in the reign of Gajabahu I ( 1 13- 1 3 5  A. C.). In 
the Mahavarizsa it is said that this king constructed 
four adimukhas at the gates of Abhayagiri-stiipa. This 
may refer to vahalkatj.as. Kru:ti.t.tha Tissa ( 1 65- 1 93 A. 
C.) too is said to have constructed four ayakas at the 

. .  same stupa (according to inscriptions at the site). It is 
very likely that ayakas refer to vahalkatj.as. Ins�rip- � 

tions from Amaravati refer to such architectural mem
bers as ayaka-khambhas. 

To a stupa, various accessory features were con
sidered necessary or appropriate to enhance its sacred 
character. These were not the work of original found
ers but were added in course of time. Round the bases 
of sti.ipas at Anuradhapura, there is a circular area paved 
with stone and bordered with a moulded kerb. At the 
Mahathiipa, this kerb which is of limestone, is at a 
distance of 25 ft. from the base of the lowest terrace. 
The pavement of this circular path consists of large 
slabs of gneiss, the joints of which radiate from the 
centre of the stupa. This rest of the platform on which 
the stupa stands. A similar circular pavement can be 
seen at Mirisav�ti-stiipa as well as the Kru:t.taka-cetiya. 
It is possible that the c ircu lar pavement of the 
Mahathiipa dates from the reign ofMahad�thika Maha 
Naga (9-2 1 A. C.). The Mahavamsa says that this king 
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laid kiiicikkha stones at the Mahathupa. The commen
tary says, "Below the stone terrace for the flower of
ferings and next to the Kiiicikkha brick, he laid 
kiiicikkha stones expanding like a lotus". From these 
we can infer that the stones were caused to be round 
the lowest terrace. The phrase 'expanding like a lotus 
flower' probably refers to the radiating arrangement 
of the stone-slabs of this pavement. Till about the 8th 
or 9th century, the stone paving round the stiipas of 
Sri Lanka, seems to have consisted of this circular path 
only. King Khall�tanaga ( 1 09- 1 04 B. C.) is said to 
have constructed such a kerb at the Mahathupa and 
King Mahad�thika Maha Nag a, who had the path round 
the stupa paved, is said to have re-laid this kerb so as 
to increase the extent of the sand courtyard 
(v�likaizgana). It therefore seems likely that before 

) path round the stupa was paved, it was strewn with sy. 
Two railings (one at the base and another at the 

summit) of the dome were built at the Mahathiipa. This 
stiipa seems to have had a ground railing also encom
passing it. The Mahav_arizsa mentions that in the reigns 
of Bhatikabhaya and Amanda Gama�i.  a railing called 
padavedikii of the Mahathiipa (railing at the foot) were 
caused to be made. This reference is to the outer rail
ing of the Mahathiipa and corresponding to the ground 
railing of the monument at Sanchi. It may be conjec
tured that this was just outside the paved processional 
path (noted above) which ran round the stiipa. No re
mains of this have been found. They were probably 
of wood. There_i� no reference to any padavedika af
·-�\the reign of Amanda Gama�i. It is therefore possi
._ . • � that these went out of vogue at a very early date. 
The railings at Sanchi were pierced at the 4 cardinal 
p �nts by decorated gateways called tora!J.as. Stiipas 
at Anuradhapura also had such gateways - for it is said 
that Mittasena ( 435-436 A. C.) constructed toraf!as at 
the three great stlipas in the city. Nothing has remained 
out of these structures. It may have had some likeness 
to the toraiJ.a carved in low relief as the background of 
the colossal seated Buddha figure at the Gal-vihara in 
Polonnaruwa ( 12th cent A. C.). 

The great stUpas of Anuradhapura as they stand 
now, are on extensive rectangular platforms paved with 
stone and supported by retaining walls of brick. On 
the�e paved platforms are found various objects, al
tars, shrines, statues of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. At 
the Mahathupa there is a flower altar resting upon a 
bold moulded base. A miniature votive stupa of stone 
is foond on the platform of stone of the Mahathiipa. It 

may belong to the late Anuradhapura period. The stat
ues referred to were originally in shrines built on the 
pavement. Four images of the Buddha are found in a 
shrine on the platform of the Mahathiipa. Dr. A K. 
Coomaraswamy has assigned these to the 2nd Cen
tury A. C. The retaining wall of platform of the 
Mahathupa has on its face, foreparts of elephants in 
relief. The votive stupa has also a platform supported 
by elephants. 

According to the Mahavarizsa, the works carried 
out by Saddhatissa in completing the Mahathiipa in
cluded an elephant wall (hatthi-pakiira). But what is 
now to be seen may be of a much later date. There are 
no Indian examples of this nature. Therefore i t  may 
be regarded as a feature peculiar to Sri Lanka. The 
platforms were ascended by broad flights of steps of 
stone at the four cardinal points containing wingstones, 
nag a guards tones, moonstones and pur!J.!Ja-gha.tas. 

The paved platforms of the stupa were surrounded 
by broad processional paths on all the four sides. This 
is now known as valirru1luva (sand terrace). These were 
bordered by walls (prakaras), which formed the 
boundaries of the precincts of the stupa. The lower 
portions were contructed of stone, while th� upper 
portions were of brick. Only the stone built portions 
have been preserved. At the centre of each wall was a . 
gate-house (dvara-ko,t,thaka). Of these only the base
ments and the pillars are now preserved. The remains 
of the gate-house on the northern side of the Mahathiipa 
were excavated in 1 935. They consisted of a moulded 
stone faced platform, stone pillars, brick walls, flights 
of stone steps, guardstones and pur!J.a-gha,tas. By the 
side of the gateways are generally found monolithic 
stone basins for holding water, for the use of pilgrims. 
In inscriptions these are called pa-de!J.i (Pali. pada
do!J.i) meaning 'foot trough' .  

Outside the prakara near the north gate of the 
Mahathupa stands a huge monolithic pillar, the upper 
portion of which is missing. It is octagonal in shape, 5 
ft. 6 ins. in diameter and its present height is 20 ft. 4 
ins., above original floor level. At the base of the pil
lar is a mass of coursed stone work. Similar stone 
pillars bearing religious symbols were also set up near 
the stupas of India, such as Sanchi. This is the only 
example of its kind known in Sri Lanka. When it was 
entire, it seems to have equalled the pillars of Asoka 
in height. Regarding this monolithic pillar, J. G. 
Smither says "The priests said that this is the identical 
pillar which was planted by King Devanampiyatissa 
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on the intended site of Ruvanvali-dagaba, which was 
removed by King Du.tugamu�u, before he commenced 
the erection of the buildings. (It is reported to have 
contained an inscription embodying the prophesy of 
Mahinda Thera). Upon no part of it under notice can 
this propresy" be seen". 

It is clear that the layout of the precincts of great 
st\ipas as they are today, is in the form given (in the 
filpafatra works) many centuries subsequent to the 
original foundation of these shrines . The ground plan 
of the Mahathupa as given by J. G. Smither furnishes 
a general idea of the layout of the precincts of ancient 
stu pas at Anuradhapura. 
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Nandasena Mudiyanse 

MAHATHUPA (2), popularly known as Ruwan Wali 
Maha Saya, is the most prominent cetiya in S1i Lanka. 
One "Dol)a "1  of the Buddha's bodily relics are said to 
be enshrined in it. This is the largest quantity of the 
Buddha's bodily relics found in one place, and it is  
said to be one eighth of the Buddha's bodily remains 
after the cremation.2 The thupa was constmcted by 

l .  Ancient unit of measuring grains 

King Du.t.thagamini ( 1 6 1 - 1 37 B. C.).  The thupa is also 
known as the Maha Cetiya (Mhv. Ch. xx v 1 9), the 
Hemamali Cetiya, the Hemamalika Cetiya (Mhv. Ch. 
xv. 167, xvii v. 5 1 )  and the So��amali Cetiya (Mhv. 
ch. xvii v. 3). It was the biggest thupa in the island at 
the time of its constmction. Though cetiyas such as 
th� Abhayagiri Thupa and the Jetavana Thupa that 
exceed Ruwanwali Maha Saya in height were subse
quently constructed, it still enjoys the position of the 
"greatest or the most important thupa "in the coun
try"3. 

Several sources are available for the study of the 
Maha Thupa and its history, such as the Mahavamsa, 
the Pali  Th upava11Jsa ,  S i nhal a  Th upa vamsa, 
Vamsatthappakasini, the Tika on the Mahavamsa, the 
D!pavalrJSa and the Pal i  commentaries of 
Buddhaghosa. In  addition to  the above literary sources 
inscriptions provide valuable information on the Y

' 

Mahathupa. Moreover Sinhala l iterary works such as 
the Pujavaliya, the Saddharmalahkara also contain 
valuable data on the subject. Among the sources men
tioned above the Mahava11Jsa is the most prominent. 
The Mahavan;sa has devoted five chapters (ch. xxviii 
to xxxii) to relate the story of the Mahathupa. It is 
a lso observed that the main theme o f  the Pali 
Thupavan;sa as well as the Sinhala Thupavan;sa is the 
description of the Mahathupa. Conspicuously the 
IJipavamsa has allocated only ten verses of ch. xix to 
describe what the author of the Mahfiva11Jsa described 
with 422 verses. 

Though the Mahathupa was put up in the 2nd cen
tury B .  C. according to the Mahavan;sa, its history ,.. 

commenced in the 3ro century B. C. in the reign of 
King Devanampiyatissa (250-2 1 0 B.  C.), with the in
troduction cf BHddhism to the island by Mahinda 
Thera. As recorded in the Mahavamsa (ch. xv verse 
45 ft) Mahinda Thera while going about in the city 
with King Devanampiyatissa showing to him the sites 
on which important Buddhist edifices would come up 
in the future, stopped at a spot at the upper end of the 
smali tank called Kakudha vapi and honoured that spot 
by sprinkling "Campaka" flowers . When the king 
became anxious to know the importance of the spot, 
Mahinda Thera said thus: 

2. i.e. after the cremation of the Buddha's body, relics were divided equally among eight parties (D. I I .  146-47). 
3. It is said that ' Ruwanvalisaya' i s  the most venerated and the tallest of the ' Dagabas' .  It is bigger than the third Pyramid 

in Egypt both in contents and .height (Weerasuriya, H. E., Historical Guide to Anuradlzapura Ruins, Asian Educational 
Services, New Delhi 1 985, p. 18) 
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Evam ,thanam idan_z raja catubuddhanisevitan_z 
Tasmin.z .thane maharaja thupo hessati ' nag ate 

Buddhasarzradhatunan.z do!Jadhatunidhanava 
Visaratanasatucco Hemamali ti vissuto4 

"Oh ! King this spot is sanctified by four farner 
Buddhas. A Thupa 1 20 cubits high named Hemamali, 
wherein a dona, of bodily relics of the B uddha would 
be enshrined, will come up there". 

King Devanampiyatissa was over enthusiastic and 
said I myself will put up the thupas5• But Mahinda 
thera discouraged the king saying, "You have many 
other things to do. Do them oh ! King. Your Grandson wiJ put up the thupa. 

ldhamafl.fl.ani kiccani bahunti tava bhumipa --(rani karehi natta te karessati iman.z pana (op. cit.) 

Further according to the Mahavamsa record, the 
thera identified the grandson as Du.t.thagamini, the son 
of Kakava��atissa. King Devanampiyatissa is said to 
have erected a stone pillafi inscribing the prediction 
(ussapesi silathambai1J ta11J pavatti17J likha piya 
(op.cit.). 

The actual construction of the thupa, took place, 
in the reign of king Du.t.thagamini, nearly 130 years 
later. The king is said to have seen the stone pillar 
where the prophesy of Mahinda Thera was inscribed, 
and also he found and read the gold plate inscribing 
: ) same (soVCzfJfJapatla11J laddhana lekhan.z tattha 
avacayi ( Mhv. Ch. xxvii Verse 6). King Du.t.thagamini 
concentrated on the construction of the Mahathiipa 
after he completed the Maricava.t.ti Cetiya and the 
Lohapasada. The Mahavamsa relates the "Mahathiipa 
Ballad" from chapter. xxvii onwards. 

An ex�ination of the lengthy Mahavamsa ac
;ount of the Mahathupa, will reveal that it is over
iressed with miraculous incidents by the Mahavamsa 
mthor in keeping with his objective "to enhance the 
;erene joy of the pious". The historicity of this unique 

�. M hv. ch. xv. vv. 1 66-7. 
• · ahameva kariipessami op. cit: v. 1 68. 

construction has been over-shadowed by the over en
thusiastic author by unnecessarily crowding the de
scription with miracles, thereby unwittingly di luting 
the fame of the courageous king Du.t.thagamini who 
commenced and almost completed this great construc
tion, perhaps the greatest brick construction the world 
has not seen before. However, historical facts per
taining to the Mahathupa are visible underneath the 
pi les of miracles invented by the author o f  the 
Mahavamsa. 

According to the Mahavamsa (ch. xxviii verse 3 
ff) the king was in a dilemma regarding how to raise 
the materials (funds) for the construction of the Thupa. 
He thoughf that he had already harassed the people 
enough in his campaign to defeat the tamils (damile 
maddamanena loko 'yam pzlito maya. op. cit. ) There
fore it is not possible to extract any more taxes from 
the people (na sakka balin_z uddhari 'tu11J, tam vijjiya 
balin_z ahan_1 -op.cit. ) .  It is clear from the statement 
that the country was passing through a very difficult 
period. It was after 50 years of foreign rule under Elara 
( 145- 1 0 1  B .  C.) and a war campaign that lasted sev
eral years. The rulers as well as the people had no 
time to spare for repairing of tanks and the develop
ment of agriculture. To make the situation worse 
Du.t.thagamini got himself involved in two mass1ve 
constructions namely the Maiicav�t.ti Cetiya and the 
Lohapasada immediately after his victory. Also we 
hear of a famine (Mhv. Ch. xxxii 29-30) by name 
'Akkhakhayika' where the people had to eat even the 
nuts of 'akkha ' (Ternninalia Bellerica), which was on 
other times used as dice only, towards the latter part of 
Du.t.thagamini's episode. The famine is said to have 
occurred in the mountain region and the king is said to 
have sold his valuable earrings to feed five arahants, 
possibly before his instalment as the king. The fam
ine "Bamin�tiya Saya" occurred in the reign of king 
Valagamba not long after his death. All these factors 
lead to the conclusion that the period Du.t.thagamini 
commenced the work on the Mahathupa was an eco
nomically weak era. 

However, as the Mahavamsa author7 says Sakka 
the Lord of  the De vas having he ard that king 
Du.t.thagamani was faced with the problem of supply-

'· A monolith found today hear the northern gate outside the elephant wall, measuring 22ft. in height and 1 2 ft. in girth is 
believed to be the said pillar, removed from its original site to make way for the thupa installed in its present place. But 
no inscription is found there, possibly worn out as a result of weathering. 

_, Mlzv. xxiii, vv. - 6-8. 

I 
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ing bricks for the Mahathiipa, ordered Yissakamma, 
the celestial artisen to create and supply the entire quan
t i ty o f  bricks needed for the purp o s e ,  which 
Vissakamma carried out immediately. The same day 
he found gold, copper, gems, silver, pearls8 and also 
four gems in s ize l ik e  to a s mall  mi l l stone 
(nisadapotappamana), outomatically in different parts 
of the country. The king had only to collect and trans
port them to the Royal Treasury. What could be 
gleaned from this is that king Du.t.thagamini exploited 
the mineral resources of the country, not tapped com
mercially so far, to raise funds for the Mahathiipa. 

According to popular tradition prevalent up to date 
that there was a "Golden TeJambu" tree haunted by a 
deity named "SOI).l)amali" on the exact spot where the 
thupa was to be erected and which had to be removed. 
But the deity was reluctant to move out, to facilitate 
the cutting down the tree. But then the king promised 
to name the thupa after her as SOJ)l)amali Cetiya, the 
deity agreed to move out, and the tree was removed. 
This story is not found in any of the literary sources.  
However the name SOJ)J)amali or Hemamali is as old 
as the Thupa itself. The Sinhala literary soi}rces such 
as the Pujavaliya,9 and Saddharmalankaraya10 call it 
"Ruwan Wali Maha Saya which mean "Golden Sand 
Cetiya." The MahavallJ.sa ch. xxix, v 1 - 1 2  describes · 
in detail the laying of the foundation for the thupa 
which vouch for the existence of a scientific and ad
vanced building engineering skill possessed by the 
people at the time. Wilhelm Geiger renders the build
ing process described in the Mahavamsa to English as 
follows: 

'The lord of the land had the place for the thiipa 
dug out a depth of seven cubits to make it firm in every 
way. Round stones that he commanded his soldiers to 
bring hither, did he cause to be broken with hammers; 
and then did he, having knowledge of the right and the 
wrong ways, command that the crushed stone, to make 
the ground firmer, be stamped down by great elephants 
whose feet were bound with leather. 

8 .  Mhv. ch. xxviii, vv. I 3-42. 

The fine clay that was found on the spot, for ever 
moist, where the heavenly Ganga falls down (upon 
the earth) (on a space) thirty yojanas around, i s  called 
because of its fineness, 'butter-clay' . Samal'}eras who 
had overcome the asavas, brought the clay hither from 
that place. The king commanded that the clay be spread 
over the layer of stones and that bricks then be laid 
over the clay, over these a rough cement, and over this 
cinnabar, and over this a network of iron; and over 
this sweet-scented marumba that was brought by the 
sanza'}eras from the Himalaya. Over this did the lord 
of the land command them to lay mountain-crystal? 
Over the layer of mountain-crystal he had stones 
spread; everywhere throughout the work did the clay 
called 'butter-clay' serve (as cement). With resin of 
the "kapittha" tree dissolved in sweetened water, the 
load of chariots laid over the stones a sheet of copper 
eight inches thick, and over this, with arsenic dissolve�-
in sesamum-oil, (he laid) a sheet of silver seven i nches r 
thick. " 1 1  

Arrangements were made to l ay �e foundation on · 
the Full Moon Day. of the month "Asa_lha" amids a 
great and colourful festival. "The king invited the whole 
brotherhood (sabbo sahgho) and also the general pub
lic, the townfolk as well as the country people for, the 
occasion. The whole city and the roads leading to the 
Thupa site were decorated and adorned in a many fold . 
way. At the four gates of the city many barbers, and 
servants for the bath, and for cutting the hair, were 
stationed. Clothes and fragrant flowers and sweetmeats 
for the use of those who attended the festival were set 
up. It is  reported that the Buddhist countries in the 
region as well as some of the countries in the Middle 
East were represented by delegates headed by promi-
nent monks. The Mahavamsa (Mhv. Ch. xxix, vv. 30- '( 
43) provides the names of the heads of the delegations .( 
etc. thus: 

"With eighty thousand bhikkhus from the region 
of Rajagaha came the Thera Indagutta, the head of a 
great school. From Isipatana came the great thera 
Dhammasena with twelve thousand bhikkhus to the 

place of the cetiya. 

9. National Library Services Edition, Colombo, 1 998, p. 498. 
1 0. · ed. M, Piyaratana, Col. 1 97 1 ,  p. 55 1 .  
I I . Geiger, Wilhelm-The Malzavamsa - Great Chronicle of Ceylon-Dept. of information, Colombo 1 950, p.  1 9 1 - 1 92. As 

· regards the formation work Smither states: "allowance must be made for the oriental exaggeration, but there can be 
little doubt that the above particulars are for most part true, as a mass of solid brick work, rising to the enormous height 
of 270 ft. above the ground would necessarily require foundations of an exceptionally s ubstantial character (Smither 
James G., Arclzitectural Remains of Anuradhapura, London, 1 894, p. 23). 
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"With sixty thousand bhikkhus came hither the 
great Thera Piyadassi from the Jetarama-vihara. From 
t�e Mahiivana (monastery) in Yesali came the thera 
Lh!buddharakkhita with eighteen thousand bhikkhus. 

"From the Ghositarama in Kosambi came the 
Thera Urudhammarakkhita with thirty thousand 
bhikkhiis. From the Dakkhinagiri in Ujjeni came the - . 
thera Urusah.gharakkhita with forty thousand ascetics. 

"With a hundred and sixty thousand bhikkhus came 
the Thera named Mittinna from the Asokarama in 
Pupphapura. From the Kasmira country came the 
Thera Uttinna bringing with him two hundred and 
eighty thousand bhikkhus. The wise Mahadeva came 
from Pallavabhigga with four hundred and sixty thou
s· 

.
)bhikkhU5, and fromAlasanda, the city of the yonas 

came the Thera Yonamahadhammarakkhita with thirty 
:h�sand bhikkhus. From his dwelling by the road 
hrdugh the Vifijha Forest Mountains, came the Thera 
lJttara with sixty thousand bhikkhus. 

"The great thera Cittagutta came hither from the 
Bodhimal)�a-vihara with thirty thousand bhikkhus. 
fhe great Thera Candagutta came hither from the 
Vanaviisa country with eigthy thousand ascetics. The 
�reat Thera Suriyagutta came from the great Kelasa
rihfua with ninety six thousand bhikkhus. " (Ibid. p. 
'93-194) 

This may be considered as the largest international 
ssembly on record to have been held in the island in 
he..rast. Though the numbers ofbhikkhus included in 
r: _J.elegations appear as exaggerated, it is clear that 
he country has had religious and cultural connections 
;.·it!f,countries mentioned in the report. 

When the king was about to mark the circumfer
nce for a very large Thupa, i t  is said that, a far seeing 
fahil Thera by name Siddhatta, prevented the king 
om taking the circle for a very large thupa for practi
ll reasons. 

Siddhattho nama niimena mahiithero mahiddhiko 
Tathii karontafl! rajiina"! digha dassl niviirayl 
Eva"! mahanfanJ thupafl! ce ayan: riijiirabhissati 
Thupe an��thite yeva maraf}a/1} assa hessati, 
Bhavissati mahanto ca tlzupo duppa_tisan.1kharo 
(Mhv. xxix vv, 52-54) 

"if this king shall begin to build so great a thupa, 

death will come upon him before the thupa is finished. 
Moreover, so great a thupa will be hard to maintain." 

The king heeding to the advice of the Thera and 
the Sangha took the circle for a medium size Thupa. 
(It will be seen later that even the medium si·ze Thupa 
the king planned could not be completed before his 
death) . It should be clear that the foundation was pre
pared for a thupa much bigger in size. Smither infers 
that the portion of the foundation left out while mak
ing the Thupa smaller, should be laying at some depth 
beyond the limits of the present Thupa. 1 2  Then the 
king laid the first brick (Mahgala��thakafl!) on the east
ern side on the perfumed mortar (gandhakaddama). 
Thus the foundation for the Mahathupa was formally 
laid on the FuJl Moon day of the month of Asalha 13• It  
is  said there occurred an earth tremor (pa.thavl kampii) 
at the moment. 

Apparently there has been no such grand festival 
in the island before. The Mahiivamsa says that ninety 
six crores of arahants alone attended the ceremony. 
The Mahiivamsa further adds that the ancient records 
do not provide the numbers of the local monks who 
were present (Mhv. Ch. xxix v. 44). The Pujiivaliya14 
a Sinhala treatise of the 1 2th century A.  C . . provides 
interesting information not found elsewhere, namely 
in the bottom of the Abhaya tank in which the bowls 
of Arahants, who attended the ceremony were washed, 
there formed a layer of sediment of ghee, four inches 
thick. It is an indication of the large ·riumber of 
Arahants who are reported to have attended the cer
emony. It is further said that the effect of ghee was 
still felt (at the time of writing the book) on the water 
of the Abhaya tank. 

It is said that the king summoned the master build
ers of the country to entrust the work and interviewed 
them. He rejected those who proposed quick work 
and selected the one named Siriwaddhana who pro
posed slow and quality work (Mhv. Ch. xxx, vv 5- 1 0). 
When the builder was inquired as to the shape of the 
Thupa he proposed to build, he took a bowl of water 
and taking a little water in his hands, let if fall on the 
surface of the water in the bowl . A great bubble like a 
crystal globe rose on the water. He said I will put up a 
Thupa similar to this and the king was pleased. (Mhv. 
ch. xxx, v. 1 2). According to the Mahiivan.1sa, god 

�mither James G., ibid, p. 24. . 
Asa.fhamasassa sukklza pakklzamlzi sammate, uposate pa�z�wrase pat(�tlzapesi i.f.!hakii-Mizv. xxix, v. 63. 
National Library Services Boa!d ed. p. 498.  
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Vissakarnma entered the body of the builder and got 
him to do so. It is clear that out of five types of Thupas 
such as iimalakakiira (Emblic rnyrobalan) bubbulakara 
(bubble shape) Gha_takara (potshape) Ghaf}_takara (bell 
shape) and Dhalifiakara (a heap of grain shape). The 
Mahathupa was built in the shape of a bubble of wa
ter. 

The King appointed the Thera Indagutta, an 
'arahant' with great psychic powers as the superintend
ent of work (kammadh�t.tiiyaka) from the commence
ment of the thupa and consulted him regarding al l de
tails of the work (Mhv. ch. xxx, v. 98). The king had a 
problem of transporting an enormous quantity of bricks 
to the site daily. But as per the MahO.vafl}sa author 
(Mhv. ch. xxx, v. 1 5) the gods came to his rescue and 
got the quantity of bricks needed for the following day 
transported to the site on the previous night. 

The MahO.van_tsa chapter xxx, vv. 5 1  and 52 are of 
special significance to students, according to which, 
when the thupa was built up to the third terrace, it sank 
to the level of the surface of the earth nine times. 

PupphO.dhO.nattayamthupe �t_thakahi citan_t citafl} 
samarf} pa_thaviyO. katvO. iddhimanto 'vasO.dayufl} 
nava vO.re citafl} eva"} osadO.yin_tsu te 

"The elders having miraculous powers caused to 
sink the bricks laid up to three flower offering terraces, 
to the level of the ground. They caused to sink bricks 
so laid nine times. "  (Mhv. Ch. xxx, vv. 5 1 -52). 

The excited king SUI1U110ned the monks and in
quired as to the ·cause of the sinking. The monks paci
fied the king and said that the elders did it so that the 
thupa may not sink of itself (nosidanattharf}) and that 
they would not do i t  again. Whatever may be the po
etic way, the MahO.vafl}sa author presents this to the 
pious readers, there is  reasonable ground to suspect 
that the constru c t i o n  s ank repeatedly due to 
constrictional faults. It is possible that the construc
tors had no previous experience of a similar colossal 
construction. According to available information there 
was no similar construction work even in India at the 
time. In spite of the MahO.vamsa author's fabulous 
account, it may be conjectured that there was a serious 
unforeseen tedmical lapse that led to the sinking of 
the Thupa several times. In. the field of construction, 

15 .  UlllU{GI�l ettlza ka/111/lall} CQ IIQ kii.tabbG/1} t i  iiapayi 
1 6. M!zv. ch. XXX, V. 42f 

the foundation of a building is so designed that it could 
stand the weight of the proposed super structure. In 
the case of the Mahathupa the foundation was laid even 
before designing the thupa and identifying the builder. 
It was after completing the foundation, that the king 
summoned builders to select suitable builders to en
trust the building of theThupa . It may be conjectured 
that the selected master builder Siri waddhana has had 
no hand iri the laying of the foundation. It is not im
possible that the thupa sank as a result of iack of com
munication between those who laid the foundation and 
the builder selected subsequently. But Smither (foe. 

cit. p. 24) thinks that the sinking was due to the hasty 
work of proceeding with the building before the mas
sive sub structure had consolidated itself. It is said 
that ten crores of bricks were used up to the level of · , 
three terraces. The king is supposed to have made an - .  
order that no work shall be done without remunera
tion15. The king appears rather self-centred at this in, 
stance. Smither (loc. cit.) is of the view that the king 
did not wish to oppress the people who have already 
suffered from internal warfare. But evidence from the 
MahO.vamsa itself goes against Smither' s  explanation. 
The MahO.vamsa records of two bhikkhus who were 
very eager to contribute something for the construc
tion of the thupa with the connivance of the builders. 
They were successful in contributing, one with a lump 
of clay and the other with a brick, in secret. B ut when 
the king learnt it he provided certain gifts to both 
bhikkhus through a man, without divulging the rea
son, as compensation for their contributions. When 
the two monks learnt that their contributions were made 
null and void by the king, they were thoroughly un- -
happy and were furious. The author of the Mahavamsa 
in his keenness to give Du.t.thagfunini additional credit¥ 
has unwittingly painted a picture of a selfish king. { 

According to the Mahava11Jsa author, working even 
for wages in the construction of the Mahathiipa is suf
ficient to be born in the Thvatimsa heaven. He cites 
the example of two women who workedfor wages in 
the construction, who were born in the Tavatimsa 
heaven as a result16. The author further adds that they 
were seen by Yen. Mahasiva, resident at Bhativailka, 
when they carne to worship the Mahathupa late in the 
night. This is possibly to defend the apparent selfish 
attitude of the king who prevented any one working 
free. The irony of it is that though he did not accept 
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any contribution from human beings, he has accom
modated substantial assistance from the gods for the 
construction of the Mahathupa. 

To make the relic chamber six fat coloured stone 
slabs (pasii1Je medavalJIJake) each eighty cubits in  
length and breadth and eight inches thick are said to 
have been brought from Uttarakuru by two novives, 
Uttara and Sumana. Smither (foe. lt. ) thinks that 
Uttarakuru is part of India and the said stone slabs must 
have been brought from there. But the length and 
breadth of a slab 80 cubits is equalent to 120 ft and 
thickness 8 inches, makes it highly unrealistic unless 
they have been brought in pieces and assembled here. 

\[he most important part of the Ruwanwalisaya is  
sCI..... ito be its magnificent relic chamber, and i ts beauty 
is rel)eatedly described in several places. No other 
·e'ii'f chamber in any of the thupas is described in such 
ietail in the chronicles as that of the Mahathupa. The 
rvtahavanJsa author has devoted 35 verses of chapter 
ux to describe the relic chamber of the Mahathupa. 
�pparently it is a unique relic chamber in the history 
)f thupas in Sri Lanka. 

Wilhelm Geiger in his Mahav�n.lSa translation17 
1as rendered the description of the Reli.c Chamber of 
he Mahathupa into English as follows: 

"In the midst of the relic chamber the king placed . bodhi tree made of jewels, splendid in every way. It 
ad a stem eighteen cubits high and five branches; the 
r: )made of coral, rested on sapphire. The stem made 
,f -perfectly pure silver was adorned with leaves made 
,f gems, had withered leaves and fruits of gold and 
o g shoots made of coral. The eight auspicious fig
res were on the stem and festoons of flowers and beau
ful rows of four-footed beasts and rows of geese. 
1ver i t, on the border of a beautiful canopy, was a 
:twork of pearl bells and chains of little golden bells 
1d bands here and there. From the four comers of 
e canopy hung bundles of pearl strings each worth 
ne hundred thousand (pieces of money). The fig
es of sun, moon and stars and different lotus-flow
s, made of jewels, were fastened to the canopy. A 
ousand and eight pieces of divers stuffs, precious 
1d of varied colours were hung to the canopy. Around 
:! bodhi tree ran a vedika made of all manner of jew
;; the pavement within was made of great myrobalan 
arls. 

"Rows of vases (some) empty and (some) filled 
with flowers made of all kinds of jewels and filled 
with 'four kinds of fragrant water were placed at the 
foot of the bodhi tree. On a throne, the cost whereof 
was one ko_ti; erected to the east of the bodhi tree, he 
placed a shining golden Buddha image seated. The 
body and members of this image were duly made of 
jewels of different colours, beautifully shining. Maha 
Brahma stood there holding a silver parasol and Sakka · 
carrying out the consecration with the Vijayuttara shell ,  
Paiicasikha with his lute in his hand, and Kalanaga 
with the dancing girls, and the thousand handed Mara 
with his elephants and the train of followers. Even 
like the throne to the east (other) thrones were erected, 
the cost of each being a ko_ti, facing the other seven 
regions of the heavens. And even thus, so that the 
bodhi tree was at the head, a couch was placed, also 
worth one ko_ti adorned with jewels of every kind. 

"The events during the seven weeks he com
manded them to depict duly here and there in the relic 
chamber, and also the prayer of Brahma, the setting in 
motion the wheel of the doctrine, the admission ofYasa 
into the order, the pabbajja of the Bhaddavaggiyas and 
the subduing of the Ja.tilas; the visit of Bimbisara and · 
the entry into Rajagaha, the accepting of the Ve)uvana, · 
the eighty disciples, the journey to Kapilavatthu and 
the (miracle of the) jewelled path in  that place, the 
pabbajja of Rahula and Nanda, the accepting of the 
Jetavana, the miracle at the foot of the mango tree, the 
preachir.g in the heaven of the gods, the miracle of the 
descent of the gods, and the assembly with the ques
tioning of the thera the Mahasamayasutta and the 
exhortaion to Rahula, the Mahamailgalasutta, and the 
encounter with (the elephant) Dhanapala; the subdu
ing of the (yakkha) Alavaka, of the (robber) Ailgulima.Ja 
and the (Naga king) ApaHila, the meeting with the 
Parayanakas, the giving up of l ife, the accepting of the 
dish of pork, and of the two gold coloured garments, 
the drinking of the pure water, and the Parinibbana 
itself; the lamentation of gods and men, the revering 
of the feet by the thera, the burning (of the body), the 
quenching of the fire, the funeral rites in that very place 
and the distributing of the relics by Dol)a. Jatakas 
also which are fitted to awaken faith did the noble 
(king) place here in abundance. The Vessantarajataka 
he commended them to depict fully, and in like man
ner (that which befell beginning at the descent) from 
the Tusita heaven even to the Bodhi throne. 

JMahavamsa - The Great Chronicle of Ceylon published by the Dept. of information, Colombo 1 950, pp. 203-207. 
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"At the four quarters of the heaven stood the (fig
ures of) the four Great kings, and the thirty three gods 
and the thirty two (celestial) maidens and the twenty
eight chiefs of the yakkhas; but above these de vas rai s
ing their folded hands, vases filled with flowers like
wise, dancing devatus and devatas playing instruments 
of music, devas with mirrors in their hands, devas also 
bearing flowers and branches, devas with lotus-blos
soms and so forth in their hands and other devas of 
many kinds, rows of arches made of g�ms and (rows) 
of dhammacakkas;  rows of sword bearing devas and 
also devas bearing pitchers. Above their heads were 
pitchers five cubits high, filled with fragrant oil, with 
wicks made of dukula fibres continually alight. In an 
arch of crystal there was in each of the four comers a 
great gem and (moreover) in the four comers four glim
mering heaps of gold, precious stones sparkling zig 
zag lines were traced, serving as adornment for the 
relic chamber. The king commanded them to make all 
the figures here i n  the enchanting relic-chamber of 
massive wrought gold." 

Though the MahavallJ.sa says that the inner walls 
of the Relic chamber of Thupas were painted with the 
important events in the life of the Buddha, Jataka Tales 
etc. no specimen was discovered till the excavation of 
the Mahiyailgana Thupa in 1 95 1 .  In the process of 
excavating the Mahiyahgana Thupa for restoration, a 
relic Chamber with painted inner walls was discov
ered and it proved the truth of the above Mahavamsa 
record regarding the inner walls of Reiic Chambers of 
Thupas. 

After the completion of the Relic Chamber the next 
important task was the enshrinement of Relics in the 
Thupa. According to the Mahavamsa a Dona of Bud
dha's bodily rel ics given to the Koiiyas of Ramagama 
was desti ned subsequently to be enshrined in the 
Mal1athupa. When the thupa erected by Koliyas at 
Ramagama on a riverbank was washed away by the 
waters of the river and the relic casket was carried into 
the sea and was floating in the sea, Nagas fourid it and 
t�k it to Mafijerika Naga bhavana of the Naga king 
Kala The Mahavamsa (Mhv. ch . xxxi verse 1 7- 1 9) 
further says, the Buddha himself at his death bed 
(Pari!Jibbana Maiica) had proclaimed to Sakka, the 
lor� of devas, that out of eight do!Jas of his bodily 
rehcs, one do!Ja given to Koliyas of Ramagama would 
be taken to the Nagaloka by Nagas, and that (dona of �elics) would be enshrined in future in the Mahathupa, 
m the Island of Sri Lanka. 

But there is diversity in the Mahavan_1Sa account. 
The king having completed the work on the Relic 
Chamber summons the Mahasahgha and i nforms 
them: "I have finished the work on the Rel ic chamber 
and the rel ic enshrinement would take place tomor
row. So please provide the rel ics". 

Dhatugabbhamhi kammcmi maya n��thapitani hi 
Suve dhatum nidhessami bhante janatu dhatuyo 
(Mhv. ch. xxxi vv. 1 -2) 

As expressed in the MahavallJ.sa, so far no one was 
concerned about the relics, a very important aspect of 
a thupa. It appears unusual when the king suddenly 
tells the sahgha that he has completed the Rel ic cham-
ber and that the relic enshrinement would be on the · � 

next day, and his request to the Sangha to provide rei- � ; 

ics. 
.,.-

However, as the Mahavamsa author narrates, the 
Mahasahgha accepted the request and selected the · 
novice Sonuttara, who was only sixteen years of age, 
for the purpose. The Mahasahgha briefed him about 
the background of the relics under reference and de
tailed him regarding the mission of bringing relics from 
the Naga realm. The king sets out in a great proces
sion accompanied by the army, dancers, drummers etc. 
to the Mahameghavana to receive the relics. The nov
ice Sonuttara leaves to bring the relics on ·hearing the 
noise of the king's procession proceeding to receive 
relics. He immediately dives into the earth and ap
pears before the Naga king. The Naga king hesitates 
to part with the relics and gets his nephew to swallow 
the relic casket. But the novice endowed with great ...._,j 

psychic powers was able to get i t  from his belly and 
immediately appear back at his pirivena. -.........: 

As described by the Mahavamsa author the pro
curement of the relics had apparently taken only a few 
minutes. Possibly a historic event has been submerged 
in a sea of miracles by the over enthusiastic author, 
whose main concern was to arouse serene joy of the 
pious. According to the Mahaparinibbcma Sutta (D. 
II,  p. 1 67) the Koliyas of Ramagama received a por
tion of the bodily relics of the Buddha, which they 
honoured by enshrining them in a thupa. The relics 
concerned subsequently might have fallen into the 
hands of a Naga tribe, a powerful contemporary tribe 
in India. Nagas appear to have been a powerful sec
tion of people in Sri Lanka, too, and king Du.�thagfunini 
had many deal ings  wi th them, as found i n  the 
Mahava1�1sa. Possibly king Du.�thagamini was sue-
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cessful in obtaining the relics for the Mahathupa with 
the assistance of the local Naga people who might have 
had connections with their Indian counterparts. The 
Novice Sonuttara must have been a member of the 
Naga community who was selected to execute the 
transaction on behalf of King Du.t.thagarnini . 

It is said that there was great rejoicement at the 
time Sonuttara arrived with the relics. It i s  said (Mhv. 
ch, X:xxi v. 78 ff) that Mahabrahma, Sakka, the Four 
Guardian Kings; Vissakamma the heavenly master 
builder etc. were present at the moment. The enshrine
ment of relics was done arnids a great festival where 
ninety-six crores of arahants were present. The king 
keeping the relic casket on his head circumambulated 
tbf?o .t.jzupa and descended to the relic chamber and was 
a� At to deposit the casket on the magnificent couch, 
when the relic casket together with the relics rose up 
fr� his head, and floating at a height of seven talas 
n the air, the casket forthwith opened by itself, and 
lhe relics rose up out of it, taking the form of the Bud
jha, and performed the twin  miracle s  Yamaka 
7a_tihariya as performed by the B uddha under the 
nango tree gandamba. This miracle is said to be a 
ietermination of will of the B uddha made at the mo
nent of the Parin ibbii na  as g i v e n  i n  the 
;amantapasadika (VinA. I, 92-93). Afterwards, quit
ing the form of the Buddha those (relics) returned to 
]eir place in the casket and the casket sank down again 
nd rested on the head of the king. Passing round the 
elic chamber in procession with the Thera Indagutta 
1e king laid the casket on the jewelled throne. The 
�·· ·) were enshrined on the �fteenth uposatha day in 
�e -oright half of the month Asa.lha under the constel
�!ion ttrasa_lha. It is also said that at the enshrining 
f e relics there occurred an earthquake. It is said · 
tat the king spent 120 crores (of gold coins) for the 
1upa (Mhv. xxxii 27-2 8 ) .  Unfortunately king 
u.t.thagamini could not see the end of his lifelong 
>jective, the completion of the Mahathupa. When 
e plastering and the 'chatta ' (parasol) of the cetiya 
as yet to be done the king became afflicted with an 
curable disease. 

Anif_thite chattakamme sudhakamme ca cetiye 
Mara�wntika rogena Raja asi gilanako 
(Mhv. ch, xxxvi v. 1 )  

Mhv. ch. xxxii, v. 74. 
Mhv. ch. xxxiii, vv. 2 1 -23. 
Mhv. ch. xxxiii, v. 3 1 .  
Mhv. ch. xxxiv, v. 39. 

Neither the M ahavamsa nor its commentary 
Vamsatthappakasini give the nature of the disease .  
However, 98% of the work of  the Mahathupa was com
plete at the time of his death. The king 's brother 
Saddhatissa was summoned from Dighavapi and the 
king requested him to complete what was yet to be 
done. Saddhatissa realizing the condition of h i s  
brother, got the cetiya covered with white cloth (to 
show that it was plastered) and got the 'chatta' (canopy} 
made of bamboo reeds. With the help of painters he  
gave the cetiya a finished look and informed the (dy
ing) king that what was (left out) to be dorie was fin
ished (thupe kattabban:z. ni_t_thitan:z.-ibid) . The king ly
ing on a palanquin circumambulated the cetiya and 
worshipped the cetiya seeing the cetiya lying on his 
right side and seeing the Lohapasada lying on his left 
side and was very happy. He breathed his last looking 
at the Mahathupa (Olokento maha thupan:z. nipannova . 
nim""ilayi18 (Mhv. xxxii verse 74). 

It was Saddhatissa (77-59 B. C.), Du.t.thagarnini's 
brother \Vho completed the remaining work on the 
Mahathupa. 

Chattakamma11} sudhakammarl) hatthipakara meva ca 
Mahathupassa karesi saddhO:katanamako 

"King Saddhatissa got the canopy (chatta kamma) 
·rnade and effected the plaster of the Mahathupa. He 
also provided an elephant wall. (Mhv. ch, xxxiii v. 5). 

Not only king Du.t.thagarnini and king Saddhatissa 
held the Mahathupa in high esteem. In the course of 
history, we see many kings paying equal respect to it. 
Successive kings repaired the Mahathupa whenever 
the necessity arose and adorned and embellished it 
providing it with additional items. 

King Lafijatissa (59-50 B. C.) levelled the ground 
between the Mahathupa and the Thuparama and built 
three stone terraces at a cost of three hundred thou
sand (gold coins). 19 King Khallatanaga (50-43 B.  C.) 
made the courtyard of sand surrounded by a wall.20 

King Bhatikabhaya (38-66 A. C.) is said to have 
had a special love for the Mahathupa. He constructed 
two vedikas for the MahathupaY The Mahavamsa 
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(foe. cit. vv. 40-45) records a unique puja the king 
Bhatikabhaya performed in honour of the Mahathupa. 
He planted jasmine plants (sumana) in an area one
yojana in width around the city for the purpose of reap
ing flowers for his intended puja. The Mahathupa was 
applied from the base up to the canopy with a per
fumed paste four inches thick and fixing sumana flow
ers in the paste with the stems, the king made the thupa 
look like a mountain of flowers (miilagulopaman:). 
Again the king got the thupa applied with a paste of 
red arsenic, eight inches thick the same way and cov
ered the Mahathupa with flowers. Once more he cov� 
ered the thupa with flowers from the steps to the 
canopy. 

Uyhiipetvana yantehi jalan.1 abhaya vapito 
Jalehi thupam siiicanto jalapujan: akarayi 

The king also performed the offering of water 
(jalapu)an:) for the thupa, sprinkling it with water from 
the Abhaya tank taken up with the help of a machine. 

Mixing powder obtained from crushing sixty 
cartloads of pearls with oil, the king got the thupa white 
washed. He performed another magnificent offering 
covering the thupa with a net of pearls up to the ground 
which was adorned with golden lotuses as big as 
wheels, fixed at the joints. The Val1}satthappakasini 
(MhvA. p. 630) provides us with valuable information, 
namely ·the pearls for the net were i mported from 
Rome. 

Once the king heard, as per the Mahavan:sa22 the 
a rahants ' co l lect i v e  recital o f  . scriptures 
GalJ.asajjhayana sadda1�1) inside the thupa. Unable to 
see who recited, the king layed at the eastern vahalkacj.a 
determined, not to rise up until he saw (the recitors). 
When he was lying thus without taking in any food 
S akkha came and spoke to the theras who were recit
ing "This king has great faith in the Buddhasasana and 
he will  not go back without seeing the Relic chamber 
and the recitors and will die here". (Thupavan:sa). 
S aying �his Sakka requested the theras to show the 
Relic chamber to the king . The theras entrusted the 
matter to one of them who took the king by his hand 
and took him to the interior of the rel ic chamber. The 
king walked around the relic chamber observing its 
grandeur to his heart's content. But the Mahavamsa 
and its commentary do not record of the Sakka's inter
vention in the incident. Theras of their own accom
modated the king's request. 

Smither i n  this connection says: "an enonnous 
stone slab 12 1 12 ft. in length and 9 1 /2 ft. in breadth, 
lying flat on the ground at a distance of about 325 yards 
south west of the centre of the thupa is said to cover 
the entrance to the mysterious subterranean passage, 
which is believed by the priests to be still in exist
ence" (Smither p. 26 foot note). Under the circum
stances, it is conjectured that there was a secret pas
sage for theras to enter the Relic chamber in the early 
days. 

The king having seen all the adornments in the· 
relic chamber came out and made offerings of figures 
modelled in clay similar to those (within). The king 
kept those models in a pavilion in the Royal courtyard 
covered with golden cloth and assembled the citizens 
by beat of drum and proclaimed "The golden figures 
inside the relic chamber are similar to these." The- . 
Vamsatthappakasini provid�s vital information at this [ 
instance. It says "since those figures were made simi-
lar to those inside, the drawing of them in books com
menced thence onward ( Tam rupasadisan.1 rupa11J 
katatta tasmif} kale potthake rupani ahesum (MhvA.ii 
p. 554).  Apparently there has been a tradition of draw-
ing in books (possibly ola leaf books) to give illustra
tions. The king i s  said to have exhibited these replicas 
annually. 

Further the king thought: "The monks who knew 
the splendour of the reli� chamber are rare and. there
fore I should describe i t  to them". He summoned the 
monks to the ground floor of the Lohapasada and 
started to describe the splendour of the Relic chamber. 
Though he preached during all the three watches of 
the night, he could finish only one tenth of i ts splen- '--( dour. (Zoe. cit. ) .  The Mahavamsa describes another \ ritual Bhatikabhaya performed in honour of the Thupa. 
With honeycombs, with perfumes, with vases (filled 
with flowers, and with essences, with auri-pigment 
(prepared) as unguent. With lotus flowers arrayed in 
minimum that lay ankle-deep in the courtyard of the 
cetiya where they had poured it molten; with lotus flow-
ers that were fastened in the holes of mattings spread 
on fragrant earth, wherewith the whole courtyard of  
the cetiya was fil ied, with many lighted lamps, pre-
pared with wicks made of strips of stuff in clarified 
butter, which had l ikewise been poured (into the court 
yard), when the ways for the outflow had been closed 
up; and in like manner with many lamps with stuff 
wicks in madhuka oil and sesamum oil besides; with 

22. Mhv. ch. xxxiv, vv. 49-51 and Vamsatthappakasinz MhvA. ii, pp. 630-3 1 .  
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these things, as they were named the prince com
manded severally with each seven times offerings for 
the Great Thupa"Y 

Mahadhatika Mahanaga (67-79 A. Cf4 had 
kificikkha stones laid as plaster on (the square of) the 
Mahathiipa and he turned the sand path way round (the 
thupa) into a wide court. Amandagfunini (79-89 A. 
C). erected a canopy over the thupa.25 

King Ilanaga (93- 1 03 A. C.?6 deployed many 
LambakaJ_l�as to construct a road to the Mahathiipa. 
King Sirinaga (249-268 A. C.)27 had the whole thupa 
gilded and crowned with a parasol. 

Mahathupa vare chaHa11J karapettvana bhupati 
Manorama11J Suvwp:zakamman:z. karesi dassaneyya11} 

·-y- King Sailghatissa (303-307 A. C-)"8 is reported to 
have effected substantial improvements and additions. 
It is observed that this king undertook again the same 
work done by Sirinaga. Further King Sanghatissa got 
four great gems, each with a hundred thousand (pieces 
of money) and fitted them in the middle of the four 
suns (on the four sides of the tee). It is significant 
that the king is said to have put on top of the spire of 
the thiipa a precious ring of crystal (thiipassa 
muddhani tatha anaggha11J vajracumba_ta11} - Zoe. Cit. 
verse 66). According to , the Vamsatthappakiisini (p. 
666) it was intended to · avert lightening (asani 
upaddavaviddha11Jsanatta11}) and it shows the scien-

, tific advancement of the people at the time. The king 
is also said to have provided 40,000 robes to the monks ) at the festival of consecration of the parasols. 

King Sanghabodhi 's name (307-309 A. C.) is also 
..., connected to the Mahathupa. A s  reported in the 

Mahavamsa29 the country was afflicted with a severe 

of the Mahathiipa dete1mined not to rise up till he was 
moved by rainwater. As the king was lying, rains fell 
wetting the whole island of Lanka. But the king re
fused to rise up, as he was not floating in the water. 
The ministers closed the rainwater outlets of the Thupa 
compound and made the king to float. 

King Je.t.thatissa (circa latter part of the 4th century 
A. C.) provided the Mahathupa with two preci ous 
gems30. Aggabodhi I (575-608 A: C.) provided the , 
thupa with a golden canopy (chatta) weighing four 
and twenty bharas. 3 1  King Mittasena who ruled the 
country only for one year is said to have built gate 
ways ih the Elephant walls of the main three cetiyas 
(which obviously includes the Mahathiipa.32 

King Dhatusena (459-477 A. C.) repaired the para
sols of the Mahacetiyas33 (Mhv. xxxviii verse 54). Also 
he got the three main cetiyas (maha cetiyattaye) white 
washed and pinnac l e s  g i lde d  and prov ided 
"Vajiracumba_taka to avert lightening34 (Mhv. xxxviii 
v 74) as done by king Bhatika. King Mahanaga (573-
75) restored the stuccowork, built elephant railings 
(hatthivedi) and renovated the paintings.35 Aggabodhi 
I (575-608 A. C.) presented the Mahathiipa with a 
golden umbrella (chatta) weighing four and twenty 
'bharas' and also a precious gem. 36 

King Moggallana III (61 8-623 A. C.) covered the 
three thiipas (thiipattayam) w i th new clo th Y  
Parakramabahu I ( 1 1 53 - 1 1 86 A.  C.) restored the 

· Ratnavaluka Thupa (Mahathiipa) which was destroyed 
by Tamils to one hundred and twenty cubits in height. 
The Mahava11}sa says that former kings, apparently 
Parakramabahu's immediate predecessors were unable 
to do much for the Mahathupa after shifting the capi
tal to Polonnaruwa . 

drought during the reign of the king. The king, in or- Anuradhapurasmi11J eli pura damilanasite 
der to produce rain, prostrated himself in the compound Vihare nekarajuhi dukkaratta akarite �------------------�----------------------
23. 
24. 
25 . 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
3 1 .  
32. 
33 .  
34. 
35. 

36. 

r 37. 

Mhv. ch. xxxiv, vv 52-51. 
Loc: cit v. 69. 
Mhv. ch. xxxv, v. 2. 
Loc. cit vv. 1 6- 1 7. 
ibid. ch. xxxvi ., v. 24. 
Mhv. ch. xxxvi, vv. 68 ff. 
Mhv. ch. xxxvi, v. 75 ff. 
Mhv. ch. xxxvi, v. 1 26 
Mhv. ch. xiii, v. 3 2  
Mhv. ch. xxxviii ,  v. 1 0  
Mlzv. ch. xxxviii, v 
Mlzv. ch. xxx viii, v. 74 
Mlzv. ch. x1ii, v. 35 
Mhv.ch. xlii, v. 32 

Mhv. ch. xliv, v. 44 
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Kiiretun:z ekasacivan:z pesetvana samapiya 
VisWYJhattha satubbedan:z thupan:z ratanavalukan:z38 

Many kings were unable to repair the viharas, for
merly destroyed by Damil as as i t  was difficult. 
(Parakramabahu 1) sent one of the ministers and got 
repaired Ratanavaluka thupa to a height of 120 cubits. 
It is interesting to note that, when it comes to the 
Polonnaruwa peiiod the Mahathupa carne to be known 
as Ratanava.Iuka Thupa which means golden sand thf1pa 
instead of Ratnarnali Thupa or Golden garlands of the 
Anuradhapura period. 

It is also significant that Parakrarnabahu restored 
the thupa to i ts original height. Kirti Sri Nissanka 
( 1 1 87'- 1 196 A. C.) too carried out repairs and erected 
a stone repl i c a  of  the thupa· on the platform. 
Malalasekera (DPPN II 502) quotes Mhv. ch. Ixxx vv. 
20-21 .in support of Kitti Sri Nissanka having repaired 
the Ratnamali thupa, . But Geiger39 says that it refers 
to Kitti Sri Nissanka's ·repairs to Rankot Vehera of 
Polonnaruwa. However, there is epigraphical evidence 
to the effect that Kitti Sri Nissanka repaired the 
M ahathupa.40 M agha pi l laged the M ahathupa. 
Mahavamsa says that (Magha) destroyed the Ruvanvali 

. dagiiba etc.41 The Mahavan:zsa does not mention 
Parakramabahu II ( 1 236- 127 1 .A. C.) of Dambadeniya 
as having repaired the thupa. But reports that his son 
Vijayabahu IV ( 1 270-72 A.C.) completed the work on 
the Ratanavali �etiya commenced by his father which 
testifies that Parakramabahu II commenced the repairs. 

�tha so pitu rajena ratanaviili cetiyan:z 
Araddhan:z nava kammantan:z apari n_i.t!hitan/2 

The Mahavan:zsa further says that Vijayabahu IV 
having repaired (shrines) entrusted the future proteG
tion to vanniyars (loc. Cit. v. 89) .  Apparently 
Vijayabahu's repairs were the last by Sinhala kings, 
before the modem restoration commenced in the lat
ter prut of the 1 9'h century. 

Numerous references and additional information 

�e scattered in Pali commentaries pertaining to the 
Mahathupa. According to Sammohavinodani (VbhA. 

3 8 .  Mlzv. ch. lxxviii, vv. 96-7 
39. English translation, Colombo 1953, p. 128ft. 11. OJ 

446-47) during the famine Bamini.tiyasaya, when many 
bhikkhus crossed over to Jambudipa Yen. CUlasiva did. 
not wish to jo in  them and went to  worship the 
Mahacetiya. He found castor plants grown on the 
courtyard of the Mahacetiya. All around it were bushes 
and the Cetiya i tse l f  was co vered wi th mos s .  
Papancasudani (MA I I  p. 403) records an instance 
where a monk (ariyasavako) was attending to white
washing of the Mahacetiya. 

The original Mahathupa as built by Du.t.thagfunini 
would have been very much similar to the contempo
rary Indian Thupas specially the thupas at Sanci. It i s  
clear that i t  had a chatta (umbrella) on the top similar 
to the Sanci thupa, instead of the present spire. As  
already said the Mahavamsa records several kings re- , 
pairing or providing chattas to the thupa. As no re- _ 

mains of chattas are discovered it can be conjectureJ 
that . those chattas would have been made of wood. 
Similru·Iy there is evidence to the effect that i t  had two 
railings ( vedikas) one at the top and another at the top 
most terrace (pesava). The Mahavamsa43 records that 
king Bhatikabhaya (38-66 A. C) built two vedikils. The 
Vamsatthappakasini44 explains that those were Muddha 
Vedika and Kucchivedika namely a vedikii at the top 
and a vedika at the belly. Restored Sanci thupas have 
retained those two features up to date though they have 
vanished from Sri Lankan thupas. I t  was king 

· Saddhatissa who provided an elephant wall (Hasti vedi) 
for the thupa. King Mahanaga too, (373-75 A. C.) 
provided the thupa with an elephant wall as already 
said. The archaeologists hold the view that the re
mains of the elephant wall that have survived are not 
those of  the elephant wal l  original l y  bui l t  by 
Saddhatissa but of a subsequent one, perhaps the re- 1 
mains of the e lephant wall built  by Mahanaga. 

· VQhalkaqas, the frontispiece as Smither calls them, ap
pear to have been added at a later date. The excava
tions have revealed that vahalkaqas of Ruvanwalisaya 
have been built enclosing the limestone platforms pro
jecting at the cardinal points constructed by Lafijatissa 
(59-50 B. C.). Hence, the Viihalkaqa of Ruwanveli 
saya should be posterior to Lafijatissa's r.eign. It is 
clear that all the original features the rhupa inherited 
from contemporary Indian thupas at the beginning have 

40. EZ, vol. II - Kitti Sri Nissanka's slab inscription at Ruwanvali dagaba 
4 1 .  Mhv. ch. lxxxx, vv. 68,  69 
42. Mhv. ch. lxxxvii, vv. 83-4 
43. Mhv. ch. xxxiv, v. 3 9  
44 .  Vol. II, p .  629 
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been gradually erased in the course of successive res
torations and repairs. What we see today is a thupa 
having Sri Lankan identity. 

Several inscriptions have been found at the site 
and elsewhere which refer to the thupa. A damaged 
stone slab inscription which Paranavitana assigns to 
the first year of King Kani.t.thatissa (Ma.Iutissa) (227-
245 A. C.)  record the donation of  l and to the 
Ruvanvalidagaba. It has been wilfully damaged by 
treasure hunters. 45 An inscription on a stone slab of 
Salapatala maluva (stone paved pavement) near the 
southern vahalkatja which Paranavitana assigns to the 
reign of Queen Kalyanawathie records a gift of a 
kaiicuka (closeli fitted jacket) to the thupa (silalekhana 
Sangraha-Vimalakitti M. (Sinhala Script) 1 958 Co
lombo p. 179-80). The Galpota inscription46 of King 
Kitsiri Nissanka record that he visited Ruvanvali 
Dagaba, effected repairs and made an offering of a 
stone replica of the Dagaba in the 4th year of his reign. 

Due to South Indian invasions, drought and ma
laria the population of the North Central province 
gradually shifted towards the wet zone. The city of 
Anuradhapura with the sacred shrines was abandoned. 
Gradually covered with jungle and infested by wild 
beasts the shrines remained in the same condition for 
several centuries. Yet there were some courageous 
people who continued to live in pockets adjoining vil
l ages and who looked after the sacred places though 
they could not afford to effect any repair. In spite of 
the danger from wild beasts and lack of transport fa
cilities Anuradhapura remained a popular place for 
pilgrims. People from even distant places continued 
to visit the shrines. The Kandyan king Kirti Sri 
Rajasinghe ( 1747-82) visited Anuradhapura on pil
grimage in that Dark Age. 

With the gradual restoration of the ancient irriga
tion system and control of Malaria, more and more 
people started corning and settling down in and around 
Anuradhapura towards the latter half of the 1 9th cen
tury. It was during this period that Buddhists directed 
their attention for the restoration of shrines in 
Anuradhapura. Thuparama, the first to be repaired was 
already restored by 1 842 (Smither James G. Loc. Cit. 
p. 3) .  The next to receive the attention was the 

Ruwanval i Saya which was a "mere pile of fallen 
bricks". It was Ven. Naranwita Sumanasara47 a monk 
with incredible courage who came with a group of pil
grims from Gampola who commenced the herculian 
task of restoring of Ruvanvali Saya in April 1 873. It 
is said that he had no proper place to stay and was 
living under a discarded roof of a bullock cart. With 
the assitance of local Buddhists and those from other 
areas as well, he started to clear the jungle that cov
ered the thupa. The Governer General Sir Wil liam 
Gregory ( 1 872-77) appreciated the work and the cour- · 
age of Ven. Sumanasara and contributed $ 100/- for 
the restoration work. The following extract of the tes
timonial, the Governor sent in appreciation of the work 
testify to the courage of Ven. Sumanasara who under
took the formidable task. 

Anuradhapura 
February 15 th 1 876. 

I have visiteq the Ruwanvali Dagaba and have been 
quite surprised at the progress made by Naranvita 
Sumanasara unnanse in the restoration of the great 
work. Only three years ago it was a mere pile of fallen 
bricks. He has now completely cleared it and has re
stored the greater portion of the basement. The vigour 
displayed by Naranwita Sumanasara unnanse deserves · 
every encouragement and I trust it will be appreciated 
by his cquntrymen. I have myself contributed to this . 
restoration and not looking at it as a religious work 
but as a conservation of a great national monument. 

The best of Sinhalese art and identified with one 
of the most powerful and enlightened kings who ever 
ruled the country. 

W. H.  Gregory 
Governor 

While the work was i n  progress "Ratnamali 
Cetiyawardhana Society" (Ratnama.Ii Cetiya Restora
t ion S ociety w as formed i n  1 902 in i t iated by 
Brahmacari Walisingha Harischandra, the prominent 
revivalist of the day and the restoration was handled 
by the Society thenceforth. However, when the work 
to the value of over rupees 2 million wa completed a 
sudden torrential rain that occurred in 1 9  i 1 washed 

45. Paranavitana, s.,  Glimpses of Ceylon 's Past, Colombo, 1972 p. 43 !f. 
46. EZ. ,  Vol. II, p. i 26 . 
47. He is said to be a grandson of Ratnayaka Korale Mahatmaya of N aranwita Gampola and a pupil & Yen. 

Atthadassi,Callangotta Forest Hemitage and a young novice who has not reached the age for Upasampada (Higher 
Ordination.) 
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a�ay the entire construction ��ch 1f� .Ssum�nasara 
d1d for 38 years. But the Buddhtsts "':i,re not dtscour
aged and continued with their work j phi �anthropist 
form Henegama (Akuressa) by 1 111ie St.tuge Don 
Hendrie De Silva Ral ahamy por 1ifuly known as 
HenegamaAppuhiimy, contributed I s�50,000 for the 
restoration work which was an en• rmous amount at 
the time. It was the biggest indiv j�� contribution 
made to the fund. The work progn :s£� steadily with 
people contributing in money, mate ·i<!fs and labour. 

Howe�er it i s  said that when the .!me was nearly 
half done, 1t was feared that 1f the c! mie IS contructed 
at the same proportions, the thup� N�ld be too big, 
an� might not be able to complete d1 eCo the high c?st. 
(It 1s needless to state that such an �nprmous proJect 
was too difficult to handle by pu ; Ii�_ contributions 
alone). Consequently the authori 1 : e�took action to 
reduce the dome from that point, in o�er to make the 
thupa smaller than the proportion i t las intended at 
the beginning. This deliberate sudde(drop in size of 
the dome, which some people try :o�hterpret as the 
fault of the construction, could be s t -e�ftoday with the 
naked eye by an observant person sL.ne,ing in the com
pound of the thupa. Hqwever i t  ha�· lfected the bub
ble shape and the beauty of the th i : v!to a consider-
able extent. ' f 

The wor�· 
continued smoothly an' the crowning 

of the thupa with the pinnacle took pilce on the 17th 
June 1 940, the Poson full moon da:.t; liruds great cel
ebrations. Burma donated the crest g� foi the pinna
cle. It is s�d 500,000 people part i<:i-&4ted at this cer
emony. Tire four accompanying cetiya:; ��riviiracetiyas). 
at the four comers were completed ii1�1.) 970. 

·;a;_, 

It was a stone replica of the thi:1;' 1d�ffered by Kitti 
Sri Nissartka ext�t up todate in t: te�.?mpou�d that 
helped to determme the shape of th·:: iupa dunng the 
restoration. The height of the thup; J.. ;rf'ter the restora
tion measures 338 ft. and the diamctlf is 300 ft. The tif!..• · 
he�ght of the gold plated pinnacle i ->  -� ft. high. The 
thupa stands on a platform 5 acres in,htent one side 
measuring 475 ft. In the course )f1he restoration, 
Vahalkadas (frontispiece) have bee1 . n{wly constructed 
but the remains of the ancient Vaha!J. a�s are preserved 
by the s ide of  i t .  S imil arly t i · e1:e lephant wal l 
(Hastipii�ra) has been newly bui l . -�ut the remains 
o� lhe anc1ent elephant wall are pr �s�rved. Two an.; 
ctent statues suppo�ed to be 

_
that of 1 j� Dutthag�ni 

and the other of Kmg Bhattkabha: a��e found m the 
compound: �nother statue believed :qful)e that ofVihara 
Maha Dev1 IS also found there. � ! }}. 'fl· · ��r-. 

Further Buddha statues, Vamana or dwarf figures, 
guard stones, ornamental pillar capitals, statues of 
Nagini (female naga) huge stone altars, asanas are 
among the archaeological remains found in the com
pound of the thupa. See PLATES XLIX, L. 
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K. Arunasiri 

) MAHAVAJ\.1SA (The Great Chronicle): the epic 
· . poem par excellence of Sri Lanka. It was writteri in 

Pa.Ii--- the lingua franca of Southern Buddhism--- by a 
scholar-monk named Mahanama in the sixth century 
B. C. It is basically a historical work relating the story 
of the Sinhala Kingdom of the island from its founda
tion in the sixth or fifth century B. C. to the reign of 

· King Mahasena (274 - 3 10 B. C.) 

The early Western schollars were impressed by 
both its ani tiquity and its uniquely systematic 
historiographical methodology. Its main litterary 
value lies in effective use of the lucid and soft-toned 
Pali verse to narrate, with a minimum of distracting 
embellishments, the main trends of a nation's long and 
varied historical tradition. The author displays his 

· skills ofliterary composition in the manner in which he 

)
. organized, with rig our and restraint, his subject -matter 

culled from a wide variety of sources ranging from 
contemporary ballads and folktales to voluminous 
treatises on esslesiastical history. The importance of 
the Mahiiva11Jsa is also founded on facts other than its 
literary form and presentation. 

The Mahiival1)sa has proved to be an indispensable 
source for the reconstruction of the ancient history of 
not only Sri Lanka but also India. Without the compre
hensive account of Emperor Asoka in this Chronicle, 
the identification of Devanapiya Piyadasi of the edicts 
and the pillar inscriptions could have been delayed by 
at least a century. Even more importantly, the identi
fication of the great missionaries whose relics were 
found enshrined in the stupa.� of San chi and So�ii.ri (i.e. 
Moggaliputta Tissa ,  Majjhima, Kassapagotta, 
Dundubissara) could never have been made without 
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the information which the Mahava11Jsa had recorded of 
the missions sent out to foreign lands to propagate 
Buddhism in the reign of Emperor Asoka. The most 
authentic data on the Maury<m Empire-next to the lithic 
records of Asoka himself-are to be found in this poem 
and the literature which developed around it .  

As regards. the history of Sri Lanka, its authenticity 
is amply borne out by archaeological, epigraphical and 
numismatic evidence which corroborates, supplements 
and clarifies the wealth of information recorded in it .  It 
is significant that the early Aryan settlers of Sri Lanka, 
who had come in several waves of migration from both 
the northwest and the northeast regions of the Indian 
sub-continent, · had developed a:n exceedingly keen 
historical sense. They began to keep records of their 
exploits and experiences not merely as ballads or sagas 
of literary or folk interest but more systematically as 
historical accounts aimed at asserting their cultural 
identity as a new nation in a new land. 

The dynastic history of at lea<;t two centuries was 
already thus recorded before the advent of the Buddhist 
monk as historiographer and custodian of historical 
tradition in Sri Lanka. Of course, since the Buddhist 
monk took over this task, Sri Lanka gained its unique 
distinction of being perhaps the only modem nation to 
have maintained, in a periodically updated chronicle, 
an unbroken historical record extending to over twenty 
five centuries. 

This chronicle, whose latest prolongation in iden
tical literary form and style in Pali verse, was pub
lished in Colombo, brings the narrative to 1956. Sev
eral previous prolongations are mentioned with spe
cific information: Viz. 

(I) chapter 37 verse 50 tc chapter 79 verse 84 by the 
Thera Dhammakitti in the thirteenth century; 

(II) chapter 79 verse 85 to chapter 90 verse 1 04  
anonymous, some time i n  the fourteenth century; 

(III) chapter 90 verse I 05 to chapter 100 verse 301 by 
the Thera Tibbatuvave S iddhattha 
Buddharakkhita in the eighteenth century and; . 

(IV) Chapter 101  anonymous in the nineteenth century. 

1 .  
, . 

Both Uipavan:zsa and the Mahii.van:zsa come to an abrupt end with the notation: "The Malzavati}Sa ends" duiing the 
reign of Mahasena. Hence the continuation from Chapter 37 verse 5 1  has been called Ciilavan:t.sa-the lesser chronicle, 
But the colophon of each chapter right upto Chapter I 0 1  calls the Chronicle Malzii.van:zsa. 

. ·. ' �� 
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Two further prolongations had been attempted by 
the Thera Yagirala Paiifiananda, who brought the 
narrative to 1935, and the Thera Polwatte Buddhadatta, 
who complimented the Chronicle with the history of 
the island under Portuguese and Dutch rule. 

Thi s  c ontinuing tradition of bringing the 
Mahiiva11)Sa up to date is by itself an irrefutable proof 
of the deep impression which the author of the origi
nal chronicle made on subsequent scholars of the coun
try. He had provided a model of historiography which 
seemed to satisfy the national needs. 

Another salient factor has to be considered m 
assessing the importance of the Mahiivan:zsa: In spite 
of its confinement in subject-matter to the history of 
Sri Lanka, it had found a very wide audience in 
South-east Asia. The manuscripts which were collated 
by Wilhelm Geiger in the preparation of the current 
standard edition of the Pali text, carne · from Burma, 
C ambodi a and Sri  Lanka in their respective 
characters. Interestingly, some of the foreign Mss, were 
better preserved than those in Sri Lanka The 
Cambodian texts revealed a furher phenomenon: The 
text had been enlarged to almost double the number of 
verses so as to add information elsewhere recorded 
only in a tenth-century commentary. This Extended 
Mahiiva11)Sa appears to have been a literary feat of a 
scholar-monk of Thailand or Cambodia. 

The Mahiiva11)Sa is the culmination of a literary 
and .historiographical experiment which seemed to 
have extented over at least eight centuries in Sri Lanka. 
It commenced with the massive literary movement 
launched by the Buddhist Missionaries of Emperor 
Asoka, who werded by none other than his .own son 
and daughter, the Thera Mahinda · and the Theri 
Sangharnitta. While they brought the Tipi_taka ( the 
Buddhist Canon) in Pali ( possibly a literary from of 
the vernacular o f  Magadha), the commentaries 
elucidating it  were produced in Sri Lanka in Sinhala, 
which in its Prakritic form in the third century B.C., 
was not too dissimilar to the contemporary North 
Indian dialects. 

The Sinhala commentaries g:rew in volume and 
substance and from the e arliest times, included 
information on the history of the 'island --- specially 
oh the antecedents of the dynasty which embraced 
B uddhi s m .  The hi storic al sections of these 
commentaries came to be known as the Sihala -

A((hakathii MahiivaJtiSa (The Great Chronicle of the 
Sinhala Commentary). There is evidence that several 

recensions or versions were extant in original form 
even as late as the tenth century when the commen
tary of the Maha vafr!sa,  known as the 
Va11Jsatthappakiisini or the Mahava11JSa-fikii, was pro
duced. 

Somewhere between third century B.C.. and fourth 
century A. C. --- most likely after the reduction of Pali 
Tipi_taka into writing in first century B .C. --- a ten-

. dency had developed to translate parts of the histori
cal narrative into Pali verse. A ready model was avail
able from the narrative works of the Canon such as the 
Jataka, the Buddhavarf]sa and the Cariyiip i{aka. 
Sinhala A!f.hakatha Mahavan;zsa, with the Sinhala text 
interepersed with Pali verses, was an intermediary step 
in the evolution of the epic poem in Sri Lanka. 

The first tentative and imperfect effort to present the 
historical information of the commentaries in a' chron1-r · 

cle entirely in Pali verse is to be found in the fourth
century Uipavar�Jsa of unknown authership2• Its im
perfections range from grarnmer,style and linguistic 
inelegance --- exemplifying the lack of experience in 
the use of Pali as a vehicle of literary expression --- to 
rechnical difficulties in copying with different sources 
and organizing the material in a balanced readable 
form. The auther, however, was not totally unaware of 

' the tenets of ornate poetry which had made their 
· appearance in contemporary Indian literature. The 
D"ipavarrzsa has several passages which speak of the 
auther's preoccupation with artistic expression. 

A major literary revoluion marked the period between 
the Dipavarrzsa and the Mahiiva11)Sa: namely, the. far
reaching initiative taken with the dire.ct involvements 
of several schol ar- monks from lndia (mainly, 
Buddhaghosa from the region around Buddha Gay a in"-
Bihar and Dharnmapala and B uddhadatta respectively 
of Kancipura · and Uragapura - Uraiyur --- of Tamil 
Nadu) to translate the Sinhala commentaries on. 
theBuddhist Canon into Pali. The motivation came 
from two factors: · 

(i) the . Sinhala ·commentaries were found to. be the 
most comprehensive and authentic or, in the words 
attributed to Buddhaghosa himself, "conveying the 
true meaning of the doctrines of the Buddha"; and 

(ii) eight hundred years of independent evolution of 
the once similar Prakrists of North India and Sri 
Lanka . had made the Sinhala commentarties unin
telligible to the Buddhists of lndia. The most prac
tical solution. 

2. The Dipavw{lsa ends with the reign OfMahiisena. It is possible that it was completed during the reign ofMahasena while he was alive 
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A few of the 1 600 stone pillars that remain a� presrent. as ruins of the magnificent nine storeyed Lohapasada, originally built by 
king Devanampiy'l.tissa as the Uposathagara for bhikkhus.  

courtesy: M.W.E. Karunaratne 
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PLATE XL 

Emperor Asoka, twenty years after his anointment, paid .a visit to Lumbini, the birth place 
of the Buddha, and there erected this memorial pillar. 

Courtesy: The Way of the Buddha Govt. of India Publication, 1956 
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Lumbini Pillar Inscription of Asoka recording that it was in Lumbini that Gautama B uddha was born. 

Courtesy: The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of India Publication, 1956 
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The ruins of the Va,tadage in the Madirigiriya complex. 

Courtesy: M.W.E. Karunaratne 
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The ruins of the Pilimage (image house) in the Madirigiriya complex . .  

Courtesy: M.W.E. Karunaratne 
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· The Mahabodhi (tree) in Buddhagaya showing a section of the adjoining Mahabodhi vihara. 

Courtesy: M.W.E. Karunaratne 
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PLATE XLV 

A full view of the Mahabodhivihara, adjoining the Mahabodhi (tree) in Buddhagaya. 

Courtesy: The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of India Publication, 1956 
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PLATE XLVI 

The Sri Mahabodhi i n  Anuradhapura with the Ranwata (guilded fence) around it. 

Courtesy: M .W.E. Karunaratne 
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PLATE XLVII 

SanghamiWi theri accompanied by serveral other theiis, bringing the 
southern branch of the Mahabodhi (tree) in India to Sri Lanka. 

Courtesy: Sahgamitta Jayanti Sahgrahaya, Ministry of Buddhasasana 
Sanghamitta Jayanti Sahgrahaya, Ministry of Buddhasasana, 1 993 
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PLATE XLVIII 

Maya's dream: the descent of a \Vhite elephant into her womb, a Bharhut Sculpture. 

Courtesy: The Way of the Buddha, Govt. of India Publication, 1956. 
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Mahathiipa (Ruwanvlilisliya) before completion of renovations. 
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Courtesy: James G. Smither, Architectural Remains of Anuradhapura, Ceylon, Madras, 1994 
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The renovated Mahathiipa (Ruwanvalisaya) with the elephant wall around it. 
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Courtesy: M.W.E. Karunaratne . .  
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to the problem was to translate the commentar
ies into the same language in  which the Canon 
existed. 

The unprecedented l iterary activity which this de
cision ushered in made Pali an effective as well as de
sirable medium of literary expression in Sri Lanka. 
Thei1ce, for well over seven hundred years, Pali was 
the preferred language of many a great scholar who 
saw no doubt the advantage of an extended readership 
in at least South and South-East Asia. 

Writing about a hundred years after Buddhaghosa, 
the author of the Mahavan,zsa, Mahanama, used Pali 
elegantly free of solecisms and employed correctly and 
with ease both the popular gatha metre (4 lines cf eight 
syllables each, s imi l ar to the S anskrit S loka or 
Anu�_tubh) and several more complicated metres in the 
concluding verses of the chapters. Although it was not 
called a Mahakavya, the basic tenets, elaborated in 
later treatises on rhetorics, have already been observed. 

The Mahava17JSa aims at a most practical objec
tive of narrating the history · of the country concisely 
for the expressed purpose of generating "the serene 
joy and emotion of the pious". This has been done most 
of the time in a direct business-like manner. One looks 
in vain in the Mahavan_zsa for the linguistic gymnas
tics whieh characterized the ornate Mahakavya in con
temporary Sanskrit literature. 

The Mahavan.zsa of Mahanama is organized as three 
epics in one volume: 

Chapters six to ten: the Vijaya-Pm.ujukabhaya 
Epic on the founding and the consolidation of the 
Sinhala Kingdom in Sri Lanka. 

Chapters eleven to twenty : the Devanampiya
IIssa-Mahinda Epic on the introduction of Buddhism 
to Sri Lanka and its consolidation as the state religion 
of the country. 

Chapters twenty-two to thirty-two: : the 
Du_t.thagama,_zi-Abhaya Epic on the national hero of 
the second century B.C. who reunified the kingdom 
by liberating the regions under foreign domination and 
left a lasting heritage of magnificent monuments to 
the glory of Buddhism. 

lnstead of singling out these themes for isolated 
treatment, the historian i n  Mahaniima favoured a 
�h�r'"rolr> air�J l v  continuous narrative using concise 

connecting chapters to present the reigns in between. 
Thus did the Mahavw�zsa become a chronicle. The style 
of the connecti ng chapters (e .g .  chapters 2 1, 33-37) 
provide the prototype for the numerous prolongations 
of the Chronicle, to which reference was made earlier. 

The Mahavan_1sa begins with an account of three 
vis its by the Buddha to Sri Lanka� Reiterating a na
tional tradition, which is however not corroborated by 
either the Buddhist Canon or its major ancillary works, 
the Chronicles account for the sanctity of the more 
important sacred Buddhist shrines as located on spots 
visited by the Buddha. 

The second chapter traces the genealogy of the 
Buddha from M ahasammata (the "Great Elect') to 
whom is attributed the beginning of kingship. This 

r chapter record s a nu mber o f  chronological 1 
synchronisms which are important in the reconstruc
tion of the ancient history of India. 

The next three chapters deal with the three Bud
dhist Councils held under the patronage of Ajatasattu 
(circa 5'h century B .C.), Kalasoka (Circa 4'h century 
B .C.) and Asoka (circa 3n1 century B .C.).  In spite of 
the faith-inspired accretions, which are inevitable in a 
monastic tradition, these accounts, after stringent and 
even overly critical scrutinies by several generations 
of modem scholars, have proved to be by far the most 
complete and reliable information on the early history 
of Buddhism. 

(i) 

(ii) 

The subj ect-matter for the Mah a vanJsa i s  
&traceable to three distict sources: 

early accounts of different waves of Arya'l 
migrations with overtones of mythical elements 
--- in no way different from contemporary 
legends of Greece and Rome; 

a detailed and quite possibly even documented 
monastic tradition on the crucial events in the 
history of Buddhism, highlighting the miracu
lous and s_upemormal and demonstrating the pen
chant for seeking explanations for current hap
penings from experiences of previous birt:lls -f� 
again, no different from other religious traditions 
which seek to evoke faith, belief and dev�qP.?n- . 
the pious; and 

(iii) royal records of meritorious .. _, .,.,_,,....,,H 
for the benefit of the u u·-.. ...... _ .. 

hand, and the gener�l ""· ' 'fH++"'-(i 
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. 
this last category would fall panegyrics and he
roic ballads which court poets and wandering 
minstrels had produced for humouring royalty 
and edifying the population. 

Sri Lanka, in keeping with the ancient Indian tra
dition, recognized heroes of three distinct categories; 
Dharmavlra (heroes ofrighteousnsss), Dii�avlra (He
roes of liberality) and- Yuddhavira (military heroes). 
The history of the island is replete with all the three 
varieties of heroes and hence tales on them have been 
an integral part of the public literary heritage .. The 
MahavallJsa has drawnheavily on them and a discern-

. 
ing reader of the Pali original can easily identify the 
material drawn from such tales. 

Of special interest is the substantial account of the 
military and religious achievements of Du.�thagiimal}i
Abhaya Epic. It i s  evident that the author of the 
Mahava11Jsa has had access to an epic poem in Sinh ala 
on this national hero. Here one can see so many 
"Sinhalisms" which have crept into· otherwise chaste 
Pali. Equally evident i s  the avidity and competence 
with which the military exploits of the king are de
scribed --- a task somewhat difficult for a Buddhist 
monk without the assistance of the court poet. 

Despite its l iterary merits and historical authentic
ity, the overarching character of the-MahiivallJsa is re-

. ligious and ecclesiastical . It is above everyting else a 
history of Buddhism in India up to the missions of 
Asoka and in Sri Lanka henceforth. Aiming at the 
edification of the pious, it  takes for granted a deep 
knowledge of doctrine and practices, which apparently 
the Sri Lankan Buddhist has imbibed through constant 
association with the monastery. The narration of the 
good and the evil attributable to kings and other per
sonages in history, seems to be directed to one pur
pose: that is, to draw a moral. Most chapters end with 
either an admonition or a reminder of a basic doctrine 
of Buddhism. The didactic import of the Mahava11Jsa 
is indeed quite great. The doctrines emphasized are 
those relating Lo impermanece, wholesome and un
wholesome action ; detachment and proper use of 
wealth and power. 

True to his didactic role, Mahanama, the author of 
the Mahiiva11Jsa displays a noteworthy degree of im
partiality and objectivity in assessing the careers and 
contributions of various rulers. Sena, Guttaka and £:lara 

J --- all three invaders from South India --- are credited 
with just reigns. The impartiality of E.Jara in the dis-

pensation of justice has received elaborate treatment 
with several anecdotes. The only occasions when harsh 
criticisms is resorted to are when some one had jeop
ardised the interest of the Mahavihara --- the ecclesi
astical tradition to which Mahanama belonged. 

Notwithstanding the seriousness of purpose that 
is shown in recording the eventful history of a colour
ful people, the Mahava11Jsa abounds in human interest 
episodes relating to a wide spectrum of human types: 
a brave mother who accompanies her son to the battle 
field and does not hesitate to act as decoy to lure an 
enemy to his end; a nymphomaniac queen whose in
famous career leads seven kings to death and a crown 
prince to monkhood; a pious king who slaves to earn 
his· own money to offer alms to monks and proceeds 
to ultimate limits of liberality by offering himself, his 
wife and his children to the coiiliilunity of monks, in 
spite of their entreaties to the contrary; the tragic end 
of the ruler who declared the whole island a sanctuary 
for man and beast; a king with a flair for building 
construction who risks his life by lying down by a 

precipice to hold fast the mortar of a stupa until i t  sets; 
a door-keeper that turns tables against his king and 
master who loves a good laugh and plays a practical 
joke on the ministers; a crown prince who sacrifices 
the throne for the love of a pretty outcaste; · the single
pointed resolve of a king whose imagination knows 
no bounds when i t  comes to designing grand ceremo
nies in homage to the Great Thiipa; an incredibly am
bitious uncle who voluntarily goes through mutilation 
so as to enable his nephew to usurp the throne; three 
unknown princes who come to the capital as strangers 
but end up by bccomming rulers successively; a ruth
less ruler who marks his father's funeral with a bloody 
massacre; a reble minister who, even in fie.�;ce battle, 
cannot but share. with the king a delicacy they both 
loved and thus uses the evening meal to negotiate 
peace; etc., etc. 

It is on account of all these characteristics that the 
Mahava11Jsa qualifies to be a prut of the li terary herit
age of humanity. It narrates the history of the people 
of a small isla.TJd. But in doing it with vigour and ar
dour, it reflects and noble and the mean, the wisdom 
and the foibles, the sublime and the ridiculous which 
characterize human activity whatever be the socio
cultural or temporal milieu . 

The fact that the Mahavan,1stz deals with real peo
vie, ar1d not fictional or impersonalized types, adds a 
significant dimension to the insights it provides on the 
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uriiversality of the humankind's strengths and weak
nesses. The Chronicle is an enduring record of men 
and women who, guided by diverse emotions, ideals, 
needs and aspirations, said and did things which a na
tion has considered worthy of perpetuation, whether 
as examples for emulation or otherwise. This human 
pageant which unfolds itself in the pages of the 
MahiivanJsa is its most convincing claim to be en
shrined among the greatest classics of Aisan -- if not 
world --- literature. 

Bibliography 
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MARA VASTU-AVADANA. This text was introduced 

: · · ) 
George Tumour : The Mahavamso in Roman 

characters with the translation 
subjoined and an Introductory 
Essay on Pali, Buddhistical 
Literature, Cotta, 1 837 (2 vol
umes) 

to Europe for the first time by B.H. Hodgson in his a 
rticle "Notices of the Languages, Literature, and Reli
gion of the Bauddhas of Nepal and Bhot" 1 with a some
what misleading description, as follows, "Mahiivastu, 
an avadanastistra, an account of the fruits of actions, 
like the Karma Viptika of the Brahmins" (p. 428). A 
manuscript of the M aha vastu-avadana arrived in Paris 
in July 1 837 from Hodgson, the then British Minister 
Resident in Katmandu, at the request of the Asiatic · 
Society of Paris (See lAs, Sept. 1 837, p. 297). In his 
Introduction a l 'histoire du buddhisme indien (Paris 
1 844) E. Burnouf quotes many passages of the 
Mahiivastu-avadana from a manuscript in his posses
sion. 

L.C. _Wijesinha : 

Wilhelm Geiger : 

The MahiivanJsa : Part II con-
. taining chapter:s .x.x.xi.x to C -
to which is prefixed the trans
lation of the first part of 
George Tumour, Colombo 
1 909 

MahavanJsa translated into
English with the assistance of 
M; H. Bode, PTS London 1912-

) Wilhelm Geiger : CulavanJSa, being the more re
cent part of the MahavanJsa 
PTS, London 1 925 (2 vol
umes) 

Since Hodgson's time, the title Mahavastu (not 
Mahiivastu-avadiina) h�s been used by a number of 
scholars. Original MSS. ,  however, almost always call 
the text Mahavastu-avadana. In his article "On the 
Sanskrit Mahiivastu " (pp. 128f.) 2 Kogen Mizuno ex
plains this as follows :  Mahiiyastu origjn�ly indicateS 
a chapter of the Vinaya-p�taka of the Lokottaravadii1s 
of the Mahasfu:9.ghikas (cf. e.g. Pal.i Maha-khandhaka), 
as is described at the beginning of the textitself (ed. 
Sen art I, 2. 1 3- 1 4  ) :  3 "Here begins the Mahavastu, 
which·is based on the redaction of the Vinaya-p�!aka 
made by the noble Mah a s a � ghikas, the 
Lokottaravadins of the Middle Country" (tr. Jones, I 
pp. 2-3).4 This remihds us of the well-known post
script to the Fo-pen-hsing-chi�ching.(Taisho No. 1 90, 
Nanjio No. 680): "The Maha5amghikas callthis work 
Ta-shlh (i . e. Mahiivastu), . . .  " (cf. Encyclopaedia of 
Buddhism, I p. 96b). The Buddhist legends were first 
told in order to establish ordination rules and rites. 
Those legends were extracted from this part of the 
Vinaya-pZtaka and formed the original of our text. The 
Lokottaravadins called it Mahavastu. Later the revised 
and extended text was called Mahavastu-a:vadan/1. Al
though the Mahavastu-avadiina was originally derived 
from the Vinaya-pZtaka, it has lost the so-called Vinaya
terms in the course of transmission from the Mahiivastu 
to the Mahavastu-avadiina. The Mahiivastu-avadiina 

j 

Ananda W. P. Guruge: Maha valf! Sa : The Great . 
Chronicle of Sri Lanka, an an
notated new translation with 
prolegomena, ANCL, Co
lombo 1 989 

Ananda W. P Guruge : The Mahiivan:zsa ofMahiiniona, 
M P Birla Foundation, Calcutta, 
1 990 

Ananda W. P. Guruge 

I .  Asiatic Researches, XVI (Calcutta 1 828. 
2. Mizuno's articke often quoted hereafter is to be highly recommended. This article was published in the Festschrift for 

Ryiisho Hikata (Fukuoka 1 964) on pp. 1 27- 1 56. . 
3. · Emile Senart, Le Mahiivastu, Texte sallScrit pub lie pour la premierefois et accompagne d'intorduction et d'un commentaire, 

3 vols. (Paris 1 882-90-97. 
4. J .J .  Jones, The Mahavastu, 3 vols. (London 1 949-52-56). All scholars in the field of South Asian and Buddhist studies 

must be grateful to Jones for having completed a translation of such a difficult text. 
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. is "on the whole a collection of legends without any 
connection with discipline" (L de La Vallee Poussin, 
ERE, VIII, 1 9 1 5, p. 329a). The passages from the 
Mahiisiin_zghika-vinaya (Taisho No. 1 425) and the 

· Mahii vastu-avadiina are ful ly discussed by A.  
Hirakawa in  his Studies in the Vinaya-p�taka (Tokyo 
1960), pp. 524-535. 

Mahiivastu has often been translated as the "great 
event". However, what the word vastu meant exactly 
is hard to know. Mizuno examines various meanings 
of it (op.cit., pp. 1 30f.). As Mizuno precisely says, 
avadiina of the Mahiivastu-avadiina should be taken 
in the wider sense of "allegory" including the stories 
of the former births of the Buddha S akyamuni, and of 
his disciples, and other edifying tales (op. cit. , pp. 1 3 1f). 

The basic story of the Mahilvastu-avadima starts 
wi th the great vow taken by the Buddha · as a 
bodhisattva practising under the Buddha Dipa�ara 
in the distant past. It is followed by his rebirth in the 
Tu�ita Heaven in the near past, and then the Buddha's 
decision .to enter Queen Maya's wonib to be born. in 
this world, The story·contihi.Ies, relating the Buddha's 
youthful l ife ,  renunci ation of the worldly l i fe ,  
enlightement, first preaching, up  to his edification ac
tivities and the formation of the Buddhist order. This 
basic story is often interrupted by many other stories, 
allegories, seriptural literature, birth-stories, doctrinal 

· discourses, and so on, sometimes out of place. Mizuno 
has attempted to reconstruct the original order of the 
Maluivastu-avadana (op. cit., pp. 1 48- 1 56). 

A number of episodes show interesting similari
ties to other Buddhist works. For example, the birth
stories in the Mahiivastu-avadiina are closely related 
to the Pali ones (see Ryusho Hikata, A Historical S,t1�dy 
of the Thoughts in Jiitakas and the Similar Stories, with 
a supplementary volume A Comparative List of Refer
ences of Jiitakas and the Similar Stories, Thkyo- 1 954). 
The presentform ofthe Mahiivastu-avadima musthave 
been composed during the period of several centuries 
down to the 4th or 5th century A.  C. In his The Sanskrit 
Buddhist Literature of Nepal (Calcutta 1 882) R. Mitra 
describes the text as follows, "A cyclopaedia of Bud
dhist legends and doctrines. It gives an elaborate his
tory of Buddha's l ife and preachings, explaining every 

incident of his life by references to his past existences . 
It also gives a simple and popular exposition of many 
abstruse doctrines of the Buddha's faith" (p. 1 15). 
Summaries of the text are given by R. Mitra (op. cit. , 
pp. 1 15- 16 1), E. Senart ("Introduction" to his edition: 
I pp. XXI-LXII, II pp. III-XLHI, III pp. V-XLI), Tsiisho 
Byodo (Studies in Sanskrit Biographies of the Bud
dha, Tokyo 1930, pp. 6 1 6-668) 5, and R. Basak ("In
troduction" to his edition 6 I pp. liv-lxxix, II pp. xv
lxxiv). 

Neither a Tibetan nor a Chinese version of the 
Mahiivastu-avadiina is known. T. Byodo believes that 
the Fo-pbi-hsing-chi-ching is its Chinese version freely 
translated from the Mahiivastu-avadiina with li ttle re
vision and extension, and decorated with beautiful 
verses taken from the Buddhacarita of Asvaghosa (op. -
cit. , pp. 1 56, also 392, 6 1 2ft). The Fo-pbz-hsing-chi- 1 
ching is, as chi (i.e. Skt. Sa/l}graha) exactly shows, a 
collection compiled from the Buddha'.s legends trans
mitted by the five schools mentioned in the postscript 
itself. Mizuno thinks that each school had its own text 
and that Jfianagupta (tr. 587-591/592 A. C.) has com-

. piled and translated at his discretion with omissions 
and additions, and probably with emphasis on the tra
dition of the Mahasarnghikas (op.cit. , pp. 1 34ff.). 

· The Mahiivastu-avadiina is said to represent a stage 
of transition from the Theravada, the old Vehicle, to. 
the New One (see e.g. M .  Wintemitz, Geschichte der 
indischen Literatur, Leipzig 1 920, p. 192; of. also La 
Vallee Poussin, ERE, VIII, pp. 329b-330a), 

The Mahilvastu-avadiina is written in the so-called 
Buddhist Sanskrit, or B uddhist Hybrid Sanskrit as Y 
Franklin Edgerton calls it. Edgerton's monumental ' 
work Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Gramma r  and 
Dictionay,. 2 vols. (New Haven 1953, reprinted Delhi
Varanasi-Patna 1 969), is an indispensable tool for 
scholars reading the text. According to Edgerton 
(Grammar 1 .73), the language of the Mahiivastu
avadiina is "perhaps the most difficult and corrupt, as 
also probably the oldest and most important of all BHS 
works" .  

The above is  a very brief description o f  the 
Mahiivastu-avadiina. Since the publication of the editio 
princeps by Senart a good many works have appeared. 

5.  In  comparison with the contents of the Fo-pen-hsing-chi-ching (up till Vol. II of the ed.  Senart) � 
6. Radhagoviild Basak, Mahava.stu Avaacma, edited with an introduction and B engali translation (Calcutta 1 963-65) [vol. l l l  

has not yet appeared.] 
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See further A.  Yuyama, "A B ibl iography of the 
Mahiivastu-Avadiina", Indo-Iranian Journal, XI, l 
( 1 968), pp. l l -23, where classified bibliographical 
information is given together with references to 
Senart's edition. 

A. Yuyama 

MAHAVIBHA�A is a voluminous commentary be
longing to the Sarvastivada School of Buddhism, be
lieved to have been composed at the (4'h) Buddhist 
Council  of Kashmir (circa 4'h century A.C.). It is a com-

.] mentary on Katyayaniputra's Gfiiinaprasthiina (ori
gin of knowledge), the main Abhidharma treatise of "y" the Sarvastivada School of Buddhism. Its Sanskrit 
original is lost, but three Chinese translations are ex
tant. 

,) 

Vibha�ii in  the Northern School o f  Buddhism 
l iterally means a commentary or a discussion, 
equivalent of "a.tfhakathii (Skt. Arthakatha) in the 
Southern school . Takakusu explains the term thus:  
'vibhasa' originally means 'option.' The idea seems 
to be that numerous opinions collected from the com
pilers (500 arahats) were compared with one another 
and the best one among them was selected as the or
thodox. The Chinese explain the word either as 'com
prehensive exposition' or 'various opinions' (JPTS 
1905 p. 67). Monier Williams' Sanskrit English Dic
tionary (p. 978) gives the same meaning; The com:.. 
mentary receives its name from the fact that different 
opinions of leading teachers of the school have been 
carefuily recorded in it, so that the reader may, at his 
own will adopt whatever opinion he feels inclined 
to (JPTS p. 1 98). The name Vaibhasika used for 
Sarvastivadins subsequently by their Hindu oppo
nent�, . by reason of their adherence to Vibha�iis, is 
derived from Vibha�a. Madhavadirya ( 14'h century) 
in his Sarvadars 'anasa11Jgraha ch. II refers to 
Vaibhasikas as one of the four Buddhist Schools. The 
traditi�n is that the vibhiisas were compiled at the 
Kashmir Buddhist council ,  which is not recognized 
by the Southern school of Buddhism. All the records 
of the Southlem school of Buddhism are silent regard
ing the Kashmir Buddhist Council. But the Chinese 
and the Tibetan records such as Yuan Chuang (Watters 
l pp. 270 ff), iaranatha (Schiefner ch.xiii) l ife of 
Vasubandhu,Abhidharmako�a \.)•iikyii by (Paramartha 
p. 1 .) Bu-ston ( I I  P.· 97) record the Kashmir Buddhist 
Council .  Although there are some discrepancies per
· �;..,;"" tn thP. Council in the above records they all 

agree as far as the convening of the council is con
cerned, under the patronage of king Kaniska. 

The tradition goes that the Council was held  circa 
400 to 500 years after the Parinirvana of the Buddha, 
at Kashmir, under the patronage of king Kaniska. By 
the first century A.C. Kashmir had become the main 
seat of the Sarvasstivada school of Buddhism, when it 
spread Eastwards covering almost the entire Central 
Asian Region and China, and Westwards to Iran etc., 
while Theravada centered round Magadha. During the 
period under review king Kaniska of the Kushana 
Dynasty swayed his power over a vast area that in
cluded Gandhara (modem Afghanistan), Bactria, Kash
mir, Khotart, and Yarkland in addition to his North In
dian terri tori es ,  and he  was a great patron of 
(Sarvastiviida) Buddhism, even as Asoka was for 
Therav.ada Buddhism. It is said that king Kaniska stud
ied Buddhism in his leisure hours under the guidance 
of Parsva, the Chief Buddhist monk of ,the day. The 
king was greatly puzzled by conflicting explanations 
on the Buddha's teachings presented by the different · 

schools of Buddhism that were prevailing during that 
time. Consequeptly the king suggested to Parsva to 
summon a council of eminent monks of the day in or- . 
der to obtain an authentic explanation of the teachings . 
of the Buddha. 

At the begining there was difference of opinion 
regarding the venue of the Council ,  but finally it was 
decided to convene the council at Ku��alavana Vihara 
in Kashmir. There is another tradition, which says that 
the venue was at Jalandhar. Five hundred 'arahants' 
were selected as the participants. According to another 
tradition the participants of the council consisted of 
five hundred arahants, five hundred bodhisattvas and 
five hundred pa!Jtfits. The Majority of them were 
Sarvastivadins. Vasumitra who was a Sarvastivadin 
was invited to preside over the Council . Naturally, the 
decision-making authority on disputed points was with 
the president. Therefore the accepted version in most 
cases was that of the Sarvasti vada School . V.A. Smith 
concludes that the Council was of the Sarvastivada 
School and the l iterature written at the time viz. 
Mahavibh�a belongs to that School, (Smith V.A. Eafly 
History of India pp. 267-68). It is also said that an at

tempt was made. to reconcile the conflicting opinions 

of different sects, and settle once more the :SiiJ:ra •. 

Vinaya and Abhidharma texrs. B ut the most . 

task of the Council, according to cratnucJ,II.J, 
pare the Vi bhii�iis for the canon. Ac�cor!1lUal 
that the · Council prepared 1,/P'Cl#�j�� 
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Sutra, Vinaya Vibhiisii siistr.a for the Vinaya and 
Abhidharma maha Vibhiisii siistra for theAbhidharma 

consisting 1 0"0,000 slokas each. It is clearthat the con,
tlicting views of many Sarvastivada philosophers re
siding at the two great centers, namely Kashmir and 
Gandhara were carefully recorded and discussed. 
Vasumitra himself the president of the Council, is said 
to have composed two Abhidharma Piidas (Supple
ments) to the Abhidharma ( Pifaka) of the 
Sarvastivadins, namely Abhidharma Prakarana Piida 
and Abhidhaima Dhiitukii:ya at this council .  

.. 

The eminent Buddhist philosopher Asvaghosa, 
who was described as a contemporary, had a hand in 
the proceedings of this council. According to the· bi
ography of Vasubandhu, the president of the Council 
invited As'vaghos� who was living at Saket�( to give a 
literary form for the deliberations of the Council when . . ' 

the import of the co:nnbentary was fixed. He turned it 
section by section into a literary form. The comlx>si
tion was said.to ha�e been completed at- the end of 1 2  
years. Afterwards king Kaniska i s  said· t o  have caused 
the Vibha�iis ro;be -sciibed on copper plates �nclbsed 

- t�em in stone_ boxes and enshrined them in .a s.iupa 
specially constru�ted for the purpose. Although it is 

. said that the Vib�ii:s were compiled for sutra, Vinaya 
. and Abhidharma at this council, only Abhidharmma 
mahii: . Vibhii:�ii:. Sastra, written for Ab}lidharma is ex-
tant, and that, too, not- in the original S�skrit, .. but as 

. Chinese translations. 
· 

· Vibh�ii: and Mahii:vibhii:�ii: are extant in three Chi
nese -translations, trans]ated in A!C.- 383, 427 and 659 
respe�tiyely. Therefore the compilation of the original 

· Sanskrit treatise shouhfbB attributed to a period prior 
to the first Cliinesectranslation. 

Takakusu (JPTS 1 905 p. 67 ff) and N �jio (Cata
logue· of Chinese translations of the Buddhist Trip�taka 
{Oxford 1 8-83. p. 272 f) provides details of the extant 
three Chinese translations. The three Chinese transla
tions bear the Nanjio Catalogue numbers 1 263, 1264 
.amd 1 299 .. It is clear the Chinese translations are the 
threee different Chinese translations of the Vibhii:sii: 
(exegesis) of Jiiii:naprasthii:na the mai� Abhidhar� 
treatise of the Sarvastivadins. In short those that are 
named Vibhii�ii as welJ as those named.Mahii:vibhii:sii 
are different Chinese translations of the Vibhii:sii: (e�
egesis) of Jiiii:naprasthiina by three different t�ansla
tors. The Nanjio Catalogue records the details of the 
Chinese translations thus: 

.. 

Abhidharma maha Vibha�a Sastra 
Nanjio Catalogue No. 1 263 
Authors five hundred 'Arahants' 
Translator Hiuen Tsang 656 - 5 9  A.D. 
400 years after the death of the B uddha. 
Amount 8 groups (Skandha) 43 sections 
200-fascicles, (chuan); 1 ,438 Chinese letters 
3630 pages. However Takakusu (JPTS 1 905) 
gives the number of Chinese cha,racters of 
No. 1 263 as 43-8, 4449. Perhaps Tak�usu 
(who made-an exten�iv� study of Vibhii:�ii:s) 
had not come across this particular fr(lgmentary 
Vibhii�ii:.) 

Abhidfiarma Vibha�a Sastra 
Nanjio Catalogue No. 1264 . 

Author Katyani Putra 
Translator Buddhavarrnan A.C. 437- 439 
Originally 8 gantho 
44 vaggo, 1 00 fascicali 
but lost during the w� between. the Northen Liang 

and Wei (A. C. 4J9). They were collected afterwards 
but only .J gantho,.. 1 6  vaggo were :found and madeint� 
82 fasculi400,pages (ye):. lt i-s noteworthy..tpat tlwugh 
the tradition· says that Vibliii:�ii:s were compiled oy 500 
arahants, this copy (Chinese translation} gives the au
thor as Katyayani Putra who was the author of the origi
nal text on which that Vibhii:sa was written·. Takakusu 
instead of saying that it w� lost and later recovered: 
says the copy is incomplete. 

Najio catalogue n�mber 1299: 

The information given on this Chinese translation . 
by the Nanjio Catalogue and Takakusu are ·contradic
tory. According-to T�akusu·the title is. \tililiiisii:Sastra. 
But in the Cata_lo�ue CNanjio p. 272) It appears as 
Mahii:yiinabhumi Guhyavii:kilmula Siistra. It is clear 
that Nanjio too was not sure of the correct title of the 
book, because he ,has put a questton mark before the 
name of the title. The author is given as Bodhis(!.tva 
Asvaghosa and the translator as P�amartha, A.C. 557-
569 of the Khan Dynasty 557-589. But according to 
Takakusu the authot is Katyayani Putra and the trans
lator probably Sanghavartin of Kipin (Kashiil.ir) A. C. 
383. 

. 

It is clear from the above descriptions that ther� is 
a certain amount of ambiguity ·as regards the extant 
Chinese translations of the Vibhii:sa.

· There appears a 
substantial difference in · the size of the extant Chi
nese translations, for no. 1 263 is reported to have 200 

1 
Yi 
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fascicles while no. 1 299 has 8 fascicles. Therefore a 
certain amount of doubt exists regarding the extant Chi
nese translations as to whether they represent the ex
act Vibhasii or the Mahiivibhiisa that was in Sanskrit, 

-or at least to what extent they represent the original. 

' 
The number of S lokas in the Vibhasa varies ac-

cording to different sources. Hiuen Tsang says that it 
contains more t han 100,000 (watters Yuan Chwang · ·  

I, 27 1 ); Paramartha says that it contains about 1 000000 
(Tong-Pao July p. 279). An independent tradition says 

-
)

it has 100,000 slokas in which were three million and 
- two hundred thousand syllables. 

'• y As regards the date of compilation, there is no con-
sensus. According to Hiuen Tsang itwas compiled 400 
years after the Parinirviina of the Buddha. Paramartha 
says that it was 500 years afte the Parinirvana, and 
Tao-yen 600 years after the Parinirvana (Takakusu 
JPTS 1905 p. -113). Vasumitra the President of ·the 
Council also cannot be clearly identified-becuase there 
were seven Vasumitras on record (Watters Yuan 
Chwang lp. 274-75). 

· Some scholars hold the view "that there may have 
existed several Vibha�as before the compilation of the 
Mahavibhii�a. for the name Vaibhasika does not seem 
to be originating from Mahtivibhti�a. According to 
Paramfutha Katyayani Putra himself earlier compiled ) a Vibh�a with the help of Asvaghosa of Saketa, who 
was entrusted with the ,responsibility of putting the -,y decisions -of the Council to a litera.ry form, Watters has 
conjectured -that the Mahiiyibhii�ii was not compiled 
at .the Kashmir council on the grounds that (a) 
Mahiivib/lasii refers to Kaniska as a former king (b) 
reference in the Mahiivibhasa to Vasurnitra as one of 
the four. great Sastrins (c) quoting of Vasurnitra and 
Parsva in the Mahavibhasa (d) reference to Kashmir 
Vaibhasika masters in the-Mahavibhasii (Takakusu 
1905- p. 123) . 

As regards extant sources and the conflicting data, 
Takakusu after a careful study of the subject (i .e, Kash
mir Council and the Mahavibha�ii) remarks as to the 
reliability of the sources as follows. 

"All these points casually noticed in our authori-
.,....... ties seem to be conflicting and confusing" 

(Takakusu JPTS 1 905 p. 1 24). 

Although an indepth study of the Mahavibha�a is 
- - - �  • - L - T l-..1 �->nlron tn thl> l>VtPn·t i t  h:lS heen SUb-

as an Encydopaedia of Buddhist philosophy where 
many opinions of ancient and contemporary (circa 1 "1 
century A.C.} Buddhist philosophers are carefully reg
istered and discussed. It is a rich storehouse of source 
material for students engaged in research into the his
tory of Buddhist thought, specially the development 
of Abhidharmicthought. 

Between the es tab l is hment of fundamental 
Abhidharma texts of the Sarvastivada School and the 
compilation of Mahavibha-!a, there was a considerable 
time g�p during which abhidharma philosophy of the 
school made great progress. The results of the progress 
ae embodied in this great commentary. It is also inter
esting to note that during the period of its compilation 
there seems to have been several philosophers who 
were generally called Abhidharma Maha Siistrins. 
There were two bodies of such Sastrins differing in 
their views from one another. They were Kashmir 
Sastrins and Gandhara Sastrins apparently named af
ter their centers of operation. 

Mahavibha�a contained the doctri.nes and theories · 
of Buddhist schools as well as the doctrines of non
Buddhist philosophical systems of the day. Among the . 
various Buddhist school and philosophical systems 
referred to in the Mahahviba�a. we find Yuttavadin · 
Drastantikas Vibhadyavadins, Ekacittasantanava:idins, 
southern Yogacarins, Northern Yogacarins, Universal 
Yogacarins ,  Dharmaguptakas ,  Mahi sa s akas ,  
Maba.sanghika·s , Vats-iy aputdyas , Kasy.api yas , 
Sthaviravadins and Sautrantikas. Outside Buddhism 
are found S a mkya,  V aisesika,  Hetuvidya ,  
Sabbadavadi:ris, Anyatirihakas etc. 

We also find some philosophers to, by their appel
lations such as the Great Kashmir Teachers the Great 
Western Teachers, the Great Gandhara Teachers, · For 
JPTS eign masters ,  old Abhidharmikas , New 
Abhidharmikas etc. which shows the geographicai ex
pansion of the Sarvastivada school. 

Mahavibhasa has its drawbacks too. As already 
explained it is  a-commentary on Jnanaprasthan Sastra 
of the S arvas t ivada Schoo l .  Follo wing the 
Jnanaparasthiina it is divided into eight chapters and 
each chapter discussing the corresponding chapter of 
the text (Gniinaprasthana). The chapters are divided 
into sections. But the eight chapters have no doctrinal 
connection with one another. Same applies to the sec
tions of the cha ters. Even if the cha ters are anna-
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digression from the main subject, often inserted in the 
comments, produce complications and confusion. The 
great commentary, though it is a very rich source of 
material containing the doctrines and the theories of 
the time in detail, has no unity, whatsoever, as a whole. 
There is no coherent system. It is of great use to the 
scholars alreadv versed in various doctrines, but it is • 
very hard for the beginner to understand.· To remedy 
this situation there arose the necessity to summarise 
the doctrines of the Sarvastivada School and present 
the doctrines in a systematic manner. As a result, many 
abridgements and manuals were produced such as · 
Abhidharmako�a Sii "stra of Vasubandhu, 
Abhidharmanyiiyiinusiira Siistra of Sanghabhadra 
(great critic of Vasubandhu), Abhidharmahrdaya 
Sastra of Upassena, Samyukta Abhidarma Hrdaya 
Sastra of Dharmatrata etc. were composed through 
which the philosophy of the Sarvastivada School was 
greatly advanced. In spite of above drawbacks 
Mahavibhasa is certainly a masterpiece, unique in its 
merit and scope. It is seen that the paramount position 
Vibhasa occupied duing the hay day of the Sarvastivada 
School when Paramartha (499-569 A.D.) says Vibhasa 
was the principal subject of philosophical discussions 
during the 5th century and when there was a grave 
controversy between the Buddhists and Sankhya phi
losophers (Translations of Paramiirtha 's Life of 
Vasubandhu-Tong Pao, July 1 904). Watters who stud
ied the Great Commentnary in detail remarks thus on · 
the Mahavibhasa. 

'The exent of the commentator's investigations is, 
doubtless overstated (by Hiuen tsang), but there is 
evidence of Great study and research in the Vibhasa 
and Mahavibhasa (Watters Yuan-chwang Vol .  I p. 
271). 

The compilation of the Vibhasa definitely produced 
a profound and stimulating effort on the sphere of In
dian Buddhism and contributed much to promote and 
strengthen the position of Sarviistivadins at that time, 
an(� spread it even beyond the Indian frontiers, cover

ing vast areas, including Central Asia, China, Korea 
and Japan. 
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K. Arunasiri 

MAHAVIHARA A few days after the arrival of 
M ahinda- thera and his  four coll eagues in 
Anuradhapura, King Devanampiya Tissa (307-267 · 
B.C.) as advised by the Thera himself, ploughed a fur
row to mark the boundaries of the area consecrated to · 
the Sahgha. The Mahamegha garden was the place 
where edifices necessary were to come up. Work was 
commenced to put up the buildings which Were re
quired. This was the origin of the Mahavihara, the great 
centre of  orthodox . B uddhism in . Sri Lanka. 
Mahaviharavasins (residents of the Mahavihara) was 
the term by which monks residing here were known. 
This was the. original meaning of the term, but as a 
result oflater developments such as the appearance of,/ 
new sects like those of the Abhayagiri . and JetavanaJ 
the meaning was extended to e�brace all the monks 
who owed allegiance to the Mahavihara wherever they 
lived. When later developments took place, they sig
nified a sect or school as opposed to Abhayagirivasins 
and Jetavanaviharavasins whose origin could be as
signed to the 1 st. Cent B .C. to 4th Cent. A. C. res�
tively. The Mahavihara enjoyed the undivided patron
age of all Sinhala kings from the time of  King 
Devanampiya Tissa until King V�t.tagfunani Abhaya 
(88-76 B.C.) founded the Abhayagiri-vihara and re
warded a thera named Mahatissa of the Mahavihara 
with its incumbency. This reward of the king to an 
individual monk instead of the Buddhist Sangha from 
the four quarters (as in olden times) perhaps led to 
dissatisfaaction among the other monks of the
Mahavihara and before long the thera Mahatissa was 
charged by Mahaviharavasins, with the offence of fre
mwntin l7  famil ies of l avmen and was exoelled from 
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the order. A pupil of M ahatissa-thera, Bahala-massu 
Tissa by name protested against the action taken by 

· Mahavihara against his teacher. Disciplinary. action was 
taken agains him also by the Mahavihara and Bahala
massu Tissa, thereupon left the Mahavihara with a fol
lowing of about fi ve hundred monks and took up resi
dence in the Abhayagiri-vihara. About this time, dis
ciples of a religious teacher named Dhammaruci ar
rived at the Abhayagir-vihara from a monastery called 
Pallavarama in India, and the secessionists accepted 

· the doctrines (brought by them) as the true interpreta
tions of the Buddha's teachings. The new sect enjoyed 

) the favour of King V�t.tagama.J)i Abhaya and thus grew 
in numbers and influence. 

The protest of Bahala-masu Tissa regarding . the 
action taken against his teacher by the Mahavihara and 
his subsequent separation indicate that while l iving in 
the Mahavihara itself, the monks of the M ahavihara 
had rivalries, perhaps of a personal nature and not of a 
religious character. It was only after the formation of 
the Dhammaruci sect and the subsequent acceptance 
of the unorthodox religious views on different occa
sions by the Abhayagiri monks that the rivalries be
tween the two parties assumed a religious character. 
The monks of the Mahavihara, according to Fa-Hien, 
were opposed to the Mahayana and adhered to the 

. teaching of the Hi nayana, whereas those of the 
Abhyagiri-vihara studied both vehicles and widely 

) diffused the Tripitaka. The Abhayagirivasins held 
views which were considered unorthodox and heretic 

- by the Mahaviharavasins. The latter who were faithful 
to the very letter of the orthodox teachings and tradi
tions accepted by the Theravadins, preserved the teach
ings from the devastat i n g  i nfl uence of the 
Vaitulyavadins and also from complete destruction 
under very trying circumstances. In the 51h century A. C.,  
when Buddhaghosa wrote his commentaries, the views 
held by the Mahavihara were considered to be unmixed 
and unentangled with the views of other sects, and all 
the commentaries including the Visuddhimagga were 
written with theifcontents based on the traditions of 
the Mahavihara. 

The scriptures and the traditions which the earl i
est missionaries who introduced Buddhism to the is
land brought with them, were under the custody of the 
Mahavihara. These traditions, relating to the Buddha, 
the Magadhan kings, the councils and the sects were 
added to and el aborated in course of ti me by the 
Mahavihara. They also compiled the earliest S inhala 

an historical introduction known as the Aphakathci 
Mahavanisa which formed the nucleus of the later Pali 
Afahavarilsa, also a work of the Mahavihara. Monks 
of the Mahavihara also complied several special group
ings of traditions like the Cetiyava1izsa-a_t_thakatha, the 
Simakatha, the Mahabodhivmi1sa-af_thakathif and the 
Sahassavatthu-althakathif. The mpavamsa i s  supposed 
to be a work of the bhikkhwf!s of the Mahavihara who 
resided in the HatthiiJhaka nunnery. 

For nearly three centuries from the time of King 
V�t.tagamal)i Abhaya, monks of the M ahavihara and 
Abhayagiri , though separated into two camps, existed 
side by side without much antagonism. Certain kings 
gave their support to the older community (i .e .  the 
Mahavihara), whil e  others supported the younger. 
Many kings, however, supported hoth sects without 
showing prutiality to either. But in the reign of King 
Voharika Tissa (215-237 A.C.), the rivalries between 
the two sects were brought to the surface by another 
religious force which had i ts way to Sri .Lanka from 
India. Vetullavada, identified with Mahayana, f�mnd 
access into Sri Lanka at this time and was �ccepted by 
the Abhayagirivasins. An inquisition was· held at the 
instance of the king by a minister named Kapil a  (who 
was learned in the Law), on whose pronouncement that 
these doctrines were heretical, the king had the Vetulla 
doctrines consigned to flames . 

This act of the king suppressed the unorthodox 
factions only for the time being, for, a few decades 
later, in the reign of King Go.thabhaya (254-267 A. C.), 
the Vetullavadins raised their heads again. Taking the 
side of the Mahii.vihara, the king meted out severe pun
ishment to those who accepted new teachings by plac
ing brand marks on the bodies of sixty of them and 
banishing them from the island. 

The events which followed as a sequel to this 
i ncidet proved di s astrous to the monks of the 
Mahavihiira. The monks who were thus expelled found 
refuge in a monastery at Kavlrapa_t_tana in the Cola 
country in south India. One of them had a disciple there, 
named Sanghamitta, who, one day saw the brand marks 
on the body of his teacher and having inquired, came 
to know the whole incident. Sahghamitta vowed to take 
vengeance from the Mahaviharavasins for having been 
instrumental in punishing his teacher and his compan
ions. Having come to Anuradhapura, he, one day, won 
the heart of King Go.thabhaya at an assembly of monks 
in the Thuparama where the king himself was present. 
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of the two sons of the king, namely Je.t.thatissa and 
Mahasena. Sahghamitta however, could not convert 
Je.t.thatissa to his side and therefore left the island when 
he ascended the throne (267 A. C.). But he returned as 
soon as Mahasena (277-304 A.C.) ascended the throne 
and brought disaster to the monks of the Mahavihara. 
He convinced the king that the Mahaviharavasins did 
not teach the correct Vinaya and persuaded the king to 
issue a royal edict to the effect that "whoever gives 
alms to a monk dwelling in the Mahavihara is liable to 
a fine of five hundred pieces of money". For three days 
the monks went round their usual tours for alms 
(pitJ.cfapata) and each day they returned with empty 
bowls. 

On the fourth day the monks of the Mahavihara 
(i.e. Theriya Nikaya), assembled in the Lohapasada 
and resolved not to accept Vaitulyavada, (Pali .  
Vetullavada). Leaving their viharas and their seats of 
learning they journeyed out of Anuradhapura, some to 
the Malaya (i .e. the hil l  country) and some to the 
Rohana (i.e. south of Sri Lanka). The monks of the 
Cetiya-pabbata-vihara too left.likewise and the monks of the Abhayagiri thereupon occupied that monastery. 
The buildings of the Mahavihara were demolished and 
the materials were. utilised to erect new buildings for 
the Abhayagiri-vihara: Subsequently, even when the 
Mahavihara was rebuilt and the monks who left it ear
lier, re-occupied it, King Mahasena who was not very 
much disposed towards them, built the great Jetavana
vihara within the boundaries of the Mahavihara and 
ignoring the protests of the Mahaviharavasins, dedi
catedjt to a monk named Tissa who happened to be a 
follower of the Sagaliya sect. On account of this, the 
Mahaviharavasins abandoned the Mahavihara again 
for nine months. 

· The Mahavamsa itself bears testimony to the fact 
that Sailghamitta and his partisans characterised the 
Mahaviharavasins a5 not observing 'the Vinaya rules 
properly. A fragmentary inscription found in the 
grounds of the Jetavana monastery and which appears 
to be an edict issued by King Mahasena, accuses the 
monks of the Mahavihara fraternity of being guilty of 

· various sinful acts though they had been repeatedly 
rebuked. The Mahiivamsa states that Sanghamitta set 
on people to destoy the Mahaviba'ra, and, if this really 
happened, the people themselves seem to have acqui
esced in th severe measures which Mahasena adopted 
against the monks of the Mahavihara. On the other 
hand, the accusations of the Mahaviharavasins against 

sources. On the contrary, the available scanty refer
ences to the Abhayagiiiviharavasins in othe sources 
are full of praise about them. Hieuen-Tsiang describes 
them as follows: 

" . . . . . . . . .  The priests attended to the moral rules and 
were distinguished for their power of abstraction and 
their wisdom. Their correct conduct was an example . 
for subsequent ages; their malmers grave and impos
ing." 

Regarding the events in the reigns of Go.thabhaya 
and Mahasena, one has to conclude that neither the 
Mahaviharavasins nor the Abhayagirivasins have acted 
in manner tilat would have had the approval of thff- -
founder of the Faith. 

The nature of the mutuai accusations levelled by 
the two factions against each other could be learnt from 

. the Mahavamsa commentary. The Abhayagirivasins are . 
said to have maintained that it was unbecoming for 
monks to use fans with ivory handles but their oppo
nents disagreed, quoting from the Vinaya texts. Monks · 

of the Mahavihara maintained that ordination can be 
conferred through a m�ssenger but Abhayagirivasins 
refuse to accept the validity of such an ordination. The 
Mahaviharavasins also maintained that the age of 
twenty years necessary for admission to the order could. 
be reckoned from the time of the conception which 
too the Abhayagirivasins declared contr� to the 
Vinaya. The Abhayagirivasins again declared that it " 

was unbecoming for a monk to spit on the ground af-.,/ 
. ter brushing the teeth, but the Mahaviharavasins ruled 

that the Buddha has nowhere prohibited this. 

These and other points of dispute between the two 
factions only show that they had been quarrelling over 
very trivial matters, not involving any fundamental . 
matters affecting moral and spiritual laxity, for , if there 
were any more serious :r:easons to quarrel, the spokes
man for the Mahavihara who had mentioned these trivi
alities woUld definitely have mentioned them. 

Rivalries between the two factions were dormant 
for about two centuries after the death of Ma:basena 
until certain events in the reign of King Bilakata{526-
539 A.C.) proved detrimental to the cause of the 
Mahavihara. In the reign of King Aggabodhi I (564-
598 A.C.) however, the orthodox school found a great 
champion for their cause in Jotipala-thera, who, ac
cording to Nikiiya Samgrahaya, hailed from the conti-
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silenced the Vai tulyavadi ns.  For the time being, 
Mahavihara appeared to have achieved a victory over 
its rivals. 

Parakrfunabahu I ( 1 153- 1 1 86 A. C.) is reported to 
have reconciled the factions of the Mahavihara and 
then reconciled the three main sects. At a convocation 
held by him he removed all the undesirables from the 
order and made arrangements to settle them down in 
lay life. According to the Nikii.ya Samgrahaya, this 
ecclesiastical court was held at a place called Lata
maJ;I�apa in Polonnaruva and the king remained on his 

. feet one whole night while the judicial proceedings ) were in progress. After the expulsion of the undesira
bles, a code of disciplinary rules (katikii.vata) was 

1' promulgated by the elders of the Church for the guid
, ance of those who remained. Thereafter the two dis

senting factions Abhayagiri and Jetavana ceased to 
exist .for ever. 
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Nandesena Mudiyanse 

MAHAVIRA (circa 599-527 B .C. but more likely 
56 1-489 B. C.) - Generally considered the founder of 
Jainism, though the Jaina tradition regards him as the 
last in a succession of twentyfour Jinas (conquerors) 
or Tirthankaras (ford-makers). His full name appears 
in Jaina scriptures as Jina Vardhamana Mahavlra. 1 In 
Buddhist l iterature, he is referred to as NigaiJ._tha 
Nataj:mtta (sometimes, Nathaputta), meaning the bond-

less son of the Nata (Natha) or Naya or Jnatr clan of 
Vaishli . He is further described as gatatta (one whose 
heart has been in the attainment of his aim) vatatta 
(one whose heart is restrained) and.thitatta (one whose 
heart is steadfast).2 

Birth and Chidhood 

According to Jaina sources, Mahavira was born in 
circa 599 BC at KuJ;I�agrama of the kingdom of the 
kingdom of Vaishli. (near modem Patna). His father 
Siddhartha was a k�atriya chieftain of the Jnatr clan 
and his mother was Tris ala, a sister of the Vaisali ruler, 
Cetaka. He was brought up in royal luxury. Thus, like 
his contemporary the Buddha, Mahav1ra represents the 
k�atriya opposition to the growing power of the 
Brahmanical. priestly class, the caste system and the 
elaborate sacrificial rites which at times involved ani
mal and human immolation. 3 

Accounts ofMahav1ra's life differ in the scriptures 
of the two traditions - the Digambaras (sky-clad or 
naked) and the s' vetfunbaras (white-clad). s �etambara 
texts say that his birth was heralded by fomteen dreams 
which his mother had seen: namely, a white elephant, 
a white bull, a lion, Srl-the goddess of beauty, gar
lands of mandara flowes, the full moon, the rising sun, 
a large and beautiful flag, a vase of precious metal 
filled with water, a lake full of lotuses, an ocean of . 
milk, a celestial abode in the sky, a heap of jewels and 
a blazing fire. The Digambara texts add two more: a 
l�fty throne and a pair of fish pl aying i n  a l ake. 
S vetambaras record a mysterious story that he was 
conceived to a Brahman couple �sabhadatta and 
Devananda. Sakra, the king of gods, is said have mi
raculously transferred the embryo to the womb of 
Trisala. This story is omitted by the Digambaras. A 
similar discrep_ancy exists with regard to Mhavlra' s 
renunciation. S vetambaras believed that he postponed 
his departure from home life until both his parents 
passed away so as not to cause them any anguish. 

Renunciation and Enlightenment 

-
According to Acii.rahgasutra, both his parents were 

already followers of Jina Pars'va (circa 850 BC), the 
Jain a Tirthankara preceding Mahav1ra (Section I 002), 

I .  Both Jina and Maha11ira (great hero) are epithets and Vardhamiina appears to be his given name. 
2. Other names include Samnati (of excellent wisdom) and Kas'yapa (his lineage name). 
3.  lain:a.s seem to have a common belief, doubtless post facto, that Jinas and Buddhas will be  born only in  the Brahman or 

lrrnt ri"n r:�<:tP fK:�Inasutra 2 1 .  Jataka l ,  40-Jaini 1 979 p. 7) 
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and committed ritual suicide. Very little is said in texts 
of either tradi ons about Mahavl ra's  chi ldhood. 
s

'
vetambaras claim that he married Princess Yasoda 

and had a daughter named Priyadars'ana. Digambaras, 
on the contrary, say that he was inclined toward worldly 
life and remained a beachelor. Both traditions agree 
that his renunciation took place at the age of thirty 
years. The event is glorified in Jaina texts with elabo- · 

rate accounts of miracles. Laukantika gods. (i.e. those 
who were about to attain emancipation) are said to have 
carried him in a palanquin in a great procession to a 
park outside the city. Digambras recount that he aban
doned his garments and garlands, pulled out his hair 
with his hands and became a naked ascetic. The 
s

'
vetambara account adds that he ptit on divine robes, 

donated by S �a, wore them for thirteen months un
til he lost them accidentally. The adoption of nudity 
by Mahav1ra has been a subject of much discussion. It 
is quite probable that the disciples of Pars'va did wear 
garments, even i f  they had restrictions like limiting 
them to one. The Buddhist scriptures refer to the four
fold restraints of the Nig�_thas (D. I, 57), namely 
catuyiimasan:vara. The .$iimafifiaphalasutta explains 
them.as four ritualistic aproaches to the use of water. 
Jaina texts speak of such restraints in exactly the same 
ethical terms as the B uddha does : i.e. non-injury, truth
fulness, non-theft and celibacy. Mahav1ra's addition 
probably was non-possession, which extepds to nu
dity. (S vetambaras, however, dispute what Mahavlra 
added.to Parsva's vows (Jaini 1979 p. 16  and 19). An-. 
·other explanation i s  that the four restr.Unts of Jainas 
were non-injury, truthfulness, non-theft and non-pos
session and that Mahav1ra added celibacy as the fifth. 

. Like the Buddha who practised various forms of 
austere asceticism for six years from renunciation to 
enlightenment, Mahav1ra wandered frop1 place to place 
and observed severe ascetic penances for twelve years. 
Long foodless, waterless fasts are said to have been as 
long as a week. S vetambara texts state that during the 
entire period of twelve years, he took food only on 
349 days (Kalpasutra 1 85). Someetimes, he had not 
drunk water for even six months. He had squatted in 
the scorching sun to meditate and experienced violence 
in the hands of hostile crowds . "He meditated free from 
aversion or desire, attached neither to sounds nor to 
c�l ours . . . . .  ·he never behaved c arelessly" 
(Acarangasiitca 5 1 2-52 1) .  He suffered verbal abuse 
from people. He demonstrated incredible patience and 
tolerance. His single-minded austerities enabled him 
t� develop miraculous power. A ccordipg · to 
S vetambara sources, Makkhali Gosala of the Ajivika 
sect offered to be a disciple of Mahavlra to acquire 
such powers. 

Twelve years , six months and fifteen days from 
renunciati on, M ahavlhara attained enlightenment, 
which the Jaina scriprures describe as reaching 'the 
highest jiiiina (knowledge) and darsana (intuition), 
called kevala which is infinite, supreme, unobstructed, 
unimpeded, complete and full" (Kalpasutra 120). With 
enlightenment he became "a Jina and a Arhat (worthy 
of workship) ; he became a kevalin, Omniscient, com
prehending all objects". He knew whence beings came 
and where they will be rebon. "He knew the ideas and 
thoughts, the food, doing, desires and deeds of all the 
liv.ing beings in the world." (Jaini 1 979 p. 28) · 

Spiritu!ll Career and Nirvana 

According to Digambara texts, Mahavlra con
verted Brahman Indrabhuti Gautama sixtysix days af- .... 
ter the enlightenment. He was the first to become a · 
ga!Jadhara (=supporter of the community; i.e. the frrst 
mendicant disciple). He and his two brothers and eight . 
other Bralunans constituted the nucleus or inner circle 
of eleven ga!Jadharas. "Having mastered the Jina's .  
doctrine upon hearing his divine sound, they in  turn 
composed all the Jaina lit�es,- rules of conduct, and 
so on" (J aini 1979 p. 36).  S vetambara sources describe 
Mahav1ra's encounter with Indrabhuti Gautama as in- · 
·volving a sacrificial rite. M ahav1ra had on this occa
sion delivered a sermon qn Ahin:sa (non-i njriry) and 
dissuaded the three Brahman brothers and 1 500 of their 
disciples to abandon the sacrifice. 

Mahav1rit. like the Buddha, became an active par- · 
ticipant of and a portent subscriber to the religous and 
cultural ferment which characterized India of the sixth """ 
century BC. Whereas the Buddha preached what he 
realized by himself and thus claimed some degree of 
originality, Mahav-rra was a reformer of an exi�ting 
r�ligion of which Parsva was the l atest exponent. 
S vetambara sources depict Mahav-rra with human char
acterist ics ,  engaged in  m undane activities.  The 
Digambaras portray him in .a supernatural form; for 
instance, he did not preach to the people. ·What the 
people heard was a divine sound (divyadhvani) which 
miraculously emanated from his crystal-dear body tor 
which gods created an asssembly hall wherever he went 
(J.aini 1979 p. 35). Indicative cf his life .as a wander-
ing preacher are the accounts of s

' 
vetiimbara5 on places 

where he spent the four-month rainy seasons:  first in 
· Asthikagrama, three in Campa and Pr�.ticampa, twelve 

in Vaisali and Ya�ijagrama, fourteen in Rajagrha and 
the suburb ofNalanda, six in  Mithila, two in Bhadrika, 
one in S�avasti and the last in the town of Pava in 
King Hastipala' office of the scribes, (Kalpasutra 122). 
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Mahavira's forty-two years career as an effective 
promoter and reformer of Jainism ended with his death 
at the age of seventy-two years at Papa or Pava. His 
passing away is described in Jaina texts as entering 
"into nirviilJa and becoming a siddha, i.e. one who is 
fully liberated and forever free of embodiment" (Jaini : 
1979 p. 37). His iniense activity and charismatic lead
ership resulted in a significantly enlarged Jaina com
munity. Kalpasutra ( 133- 1 35) and Jinacflrita ( 1 34-
137) give the following figures: 14,000 Sramanas or 
monks with Indrabhi.iti at their head, 36,000 nuns with 
Cand�a at their head, 1 59,000 male Jay votaries un
der S ankhasataka and 3 1 8,000 female Jay votaries . ) under Sulasa and Revafi. The nirv�a ofMahavira and 
the enlightenment of his first disciple lndrabhuti are 

' "tr  jointly celebrated by the Jainas in a festival of light 
which coincides with Hindu Dipavali. 

) 

Chronology: 

The J aina scriptures make no mention of the Bud
dha, whereas the Pali Buddhist Canon has many refer
ences to the fourfold discipline (catuyiimasamvara) 
ofJainism and its exponent Nig�.tha Nataputta. There 
is  no doubt that N ataputta refers to Mahavi ra 

. Vardhamana who is known froin jaina sources to be a 
scion of the K�atriya Jnatr clan. The traditional chro
nology and the more recent calculations of Western 

. scholars show that Mahavira was a contemporary of 
the Buddha: 

According to traditional chronology of Buddhists {and Jains: 
Buddha 623-543 BC 
Mahavira 599�527 BC 

"Shorter Chronology" as calculated by Western 
Scholars 

Buddha 
Mahavira 

563-483 BC 
549-477 BC 

But the traditional chronology on which the Bud
dhists and the Jainas celebraied the 2500lh anniversary 
of the death of their founders in 1 956 and 1975 re
spectively contai ns a maj or flaw. According to 
Sangitisutta, Dasuttarasutta and Piisildikasutta (D. 29, 
33, 34) of Dighanikiiya, and Siimiigiimasutta of 
Majjhamanikiiya (M. 1 04), Mahavira predeceased the 
Buddha. the suttas describe in detail the disputes and 
dissensions caused among the Jainas o� account of 
�Jahavira's death. In Siimiigiimasutta, the Buddha tells 
Ananda how to handle similar dissensions if they oc
curred among his disciple. Two other suttas reflect the 

scholastic action which Sariputta initiated to prevent a 
similar situation with the death of the Buddha. Both 
suttas suggest that Sariputta engaged himself in mak
ing an extensive subject index for the Buddha's teach
ing. Such a task would have entailed several years and 
S ariputta himself predeceased the B uddha. The 
"Shorter Chronology" is equally incompatible with the 
afore-mentioned information we have from the Bud
dhist Canon. What i s  most plausible is that Mahavira 
passed away around 489 BC, (i .e. about six years be
fore the Buddha). If so his birth has to be dated i n  561 · 
B .  C .  More research is needed to reconcile the 
discrepency in currently accepted dates . 

Buddhist Canonical References to MahaVira 

The Buddhist literature goes further a.1d details the 
circumstances which led to the death of Mahav1ra. The 
conversion of his lay devotee Upali to the teachings of 
the Buddha is narrated in detail in Upil.Zigahapatisutta 
of the Majjhimanikilya (M. 56). Nigru_1_tha Nataputta 
himself comes to Upali's residence to verify the news. 
Upali praises the Buddha and the Butta ends with the 
statement, "But because Nataputta could not bear the · 
eulogy of the Buddha, then and there hot blood issued 
from hi� mouth. " The commentary of" the sutta com
pletes the tradition: �'He fell down, was taken outside 
the town on a litter and then on to Pava, where he died, . 
for few beings are able to live after discharging blood" 
(MA. III 99- 1 00). 

While there is no record of any meeting between 
the Buddha and Mahavira in Buddhist canonical or 
commentarlal sources, the Buddha is said to have met 
a number of Mahav1ra's disciples. Sakuludayi (DPPN. 
p. 957 is me�tioned as a famous J aina monastic whom 
the Buddha met in his visits to two Jaina monasteries 
at Moranivapa and Sappini. Samyuttanikaya (S. iv. 398) 
records the only discussion which Mahav1ra had with 
a disciple of the Buddha, namely: Citta-gahapati. While 
Jaina monastic Digha Tapass1 met the Buddha but was 
not converted to his teachings, Asibandhakaputta, 
Abayarajakumara and general S"Iha, like Upaligahapati, 
became disciples of the Buddha. 

In what details and accuracy the Buddhist canoni
cal and commentarial sources discuss the teachings and 
pratices of Mahavira is a moot point. (For a com pre-

. hensive discussion, See JAINISM). King Ajatasattu' s 
report to the Buddha in Siimafifiaphala-sutta is re
stricted to CatuyiimasanJvara relating to the use of 
water. (D, 2) [Cf. 1 .  B. Horner's interpretations in 
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Jain, Bhagchand and Guruge, Anand a W.P. Jain ism, 
Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Volume V, pp. 609-6 19 .  

Ananda W. P. Guruge 

MAH.A VYUTPATTI, a Buddhist lexicon written in 
Sanskrit, the contents of which are so miscellaneous . 
that it serves many purposes such as a dictionary of 
synonyms, a Sanskrit vocabulary, a list of names or 
epithets, a manual of Sanskrit grammar or even as a 
reference work on doctrinal instruction. These varied 
contents are all on Buddhism with a bias towards the 
Mahayana. 

Neither its period of composition nor its author
ship is �own. But as Asvaghosa and Kanis'ka are 
mentioned and as allusions to Oreek astrology are 
found, the work can generally be attributed to the third · 
or the fourth century A. C. 

The work begins with the usu;li salutation to the 
Buddha •'Sakyamuni". The first item is a list of syno
nyms for the.Buddha, followed by a list of past Bud
dhas, which includes the Dhayani-Buddhas of the de
veloped Mahayana along with the Buddhas of the Pali 
tradition like Dipankara. 

At times the work reads like a commentarial 
work on the lines of the usual Pali commentaries. Ir 
has certain close similarities with the pali work, the 
Niddesa. For instance, the M alufvyutpatti list. of syno
nyms for sattva (section 207) almost corresponds to 
the Niddesa list at Nd. 1 ,  12, while the list of diseases 
in section 284 is very much similar to Nd. 1 ,  17 .  

An instance of its instructions on grammer is found 
is  section 210 where the complete declension of vr�a 
is given, while section 97 gives a list fo terms of salu
tation. 

These features show that Mahiivyutpatti seems to 
have been composed for instruction mainly on Bud
dhist doctrinal matters along with the correct use of 
the Sanskrit language. Expansion Of vocabulary als.o 
appears to have been one of the main aims of the au
thor. In general, the work seems to have been intended 
as a manual of instruction for both students and schol
ars. The person who masters the words and phrases 
listed here, along with the concepts conveyed by them, 

should certainly be a versatile scholar in keeping with 
the concept of scholarship in vogue at the time. 

The Mahii.vyutpatti has been published as volume 
XIII of the Bibliotheca T?,J.ddhica under the editorship 
of J. P. Minayeff in 1 9 1 1  with notes, etc. in the Rus- . 
·sian language. For further details, see F. W. Thomas, 
Indian Historical quarterly, II, 1 926, pp. 591 ff. 

A. G. S. Katiyawasam 

MAHAYANA : The compound Mahayana comprises 
of mahii. meaning great and yii.na meaning vehicle, 
means "Great Vehicle". The idea of mahii. has refer
ence to the religious goal of the Buddhists who call 
themselves the followers of the Mahayana. It js thei 
assertion that, while they endeavour to realize the su- ' 
perior goal of Buddhahood, the other Buddhists seek 

· to realize the inferior goals of Arahanthood and 
Paccekabuddhahood, the goals which in their view do 
not ensure complete emancipation_. Hence the Bud
dhists outside the pale of Mahayana came· to be lfe
ferred to as followers of Hinayana, the ''inferior vehi
cle"� 

Although the tradition of ideas .which contributed 
to the emergence of Mahayana Buddhism dates. back 
to the time of the Second Buddhist Council, i .  e. ,  the 
second century after the parinibbii.na of the Buddha, 
the principal doctrines of the Mahayana are of much 
later origin. The second Buddhist Council marks an 
important milepost in the history of Buddhism as it is 
from this point onwards that the Theravadins and those -.. -
.who seceded from them started writing their own his
torical accounts and developing their own interpreta
tions of the teachings of the Buddha. 

According to ·the Cullavagga the Second Council 
was convened to decide on the ten points (dasa
vatthuni) ofthe Vajjtan monks of Vesali. As both con
tending parties failed to reach agreement, the ten points 
were referred to a committee ( ubb?J.hika) under the rules 
of Vznaya and upon the committee rejecting them, were 
turned down by the assembly of seven hunedred mem
bers convened for .the purpose. The Council which was 
thus convened decided on the content of the Dhamma 
and the Vznaya. The other party rejected the decision 
of the committee and is said to have held another Coun
cil of their own. This Council had ten thousand par
ticipants and was hence known as the MahasaiJ.g1ti. 1 

I .  E.J .  Thomas, L(fe o.f the Buddha, 252; S .  Dutt, Buddha andfive after centuries, 134. 
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According to the Dipava111sa account they developed 
their own interpretation of the texts and had a canon 
of their own. Those who accepted the doctrines as 
adopted by this Council came to be known as the 
Mahil:sarr:zg hikas. 

The Nothern Buddhist traditions attribute other 
reasons for the Second Buddhist Council. According 
to one tradition, recorded by Bhavya and attributed to 
the Sammifiyas, the dispute was caused by five con
troversial propositions raised by one Mahadeva. The 
issues related to doctrines and not to monastic rules. 
Vasumitta's account of the Second Council, too, agrees 

) with that given by Bhavya. 1 

Attempts have been made to rationalize the dis
crepant traditions. One hypothesis is that there had been 
in fact a composite ground of difference for the schism, 
but the Ceylonese tradition fixed upon that part of it, 
viz, Vinaya, which seemed to the orthodox monks of 
the. Theravada school to be more important, while tra
ditions preserved by the later shcolars and schoolmen, 
Bhavya and Vasumitra, were those which related to 
thedoctrinal part in which they were more interested. 
That the Five Points mentioned by Bhavya and 
VasUmitra, were no_t mythical or illusory, but had been 
subjects of debate and were actuallly debated in an
cient times, has been proved by Poussin's identifica
tion of them with a set of 'heresies ' noted in the 
Kathavatthu. The first four of them are in the nature 

) of an attack on the presumption cherished by the 
Theravada of an Arhat's perfections, - heresies ascribed 

- .../ by the commentator on the Kathavatthu to sub-sects 
1 of the Mahasanghikas'? · . 

The importance of the Second Buddhist Council 
lies not in its successful rejection of the views of the 
dissident monks, but in the recognition that the dissi
dents successfully stamped on variant interpretations 
on matters of discipline or of doctrine. It was in fact, 
as proved by the history of the sasana of the next hun-

. dred years, the opening of the flood-gates - for more 
liberal interpretations, because from both schools more 
and more dissident sects sprang up during this period. 
Though strange as it may seem, there were more 

schools from the Therav adins than from the 
Mahasailghikas . 3 

Thus the Mahasanghikas who commanded a big
ger following at their Council which was held concur
rently some distance away from the scene of the 
Theravada Council, were zealously! dedicated to their 
cause .  " Yu an g  Chw ang records that the 
Mahasan ghikas had a complete canon of their own 
which th�y divided into five parts, viz., the siitra, the 
Vinaya, the Abhidharma, the Dhara�is and miscella
neous. The vinaya of the Mahasarfgikas, according to 
Yuang Chwang, was the same as that compiled at 
Mahiikassapa's Council. He writes that he studied the 
treatises of the Abhidharma with two monks at 
Dhanaka.taka in the South. He carried 657 Sanskrit 
works from India back to China. and translated them 
into Chinese under the orders of the Empetor. Among 
them were fifteen Maha<;arfghika works on the Sutra, 
the Vinaya and the Abhidharma; Still earlier, Fa-hien 
had taken away a complete trascript of the Vinaya from 
P�taliputra to render into Chinese: Nanjiu's. Catalogue 
furnishes us with the names, of the· 'Mahasanghika 
Vinaya texts, the Bhik�u�vinaya>and: the · Bhik�uJ;I1-
·vinaya, which are extant in-Chinese�:only . . The only 
original work of the Mahasangh.ika sect availabie to 
us is the Mahavastu, or the· Mallavastu-avadana . .It is 
the fi rst book of the - Vinaya-pf!aka of the 
Lokottaravadins of the Mahasailghika school. Accord
ing to it, the BuddhasAire ;lbkottai.a (supiamundane) 
and are connected oilly e){ternally with the-Worldly life. 
This conception ofthe Buddfia,contrubted much to the 
growth of the M&'layarta philosophy. The biography 
of the Buddha is. the central theme of · the MahO.vastu 
and it gives us the history �of the formation of the 
S(lngha and the first conversions. It is written partly in 
Sanskrit and partly in Prakrit ora mixed Indian dialect 
allied to Sanskrit. The work was probably composed 
between the 2nd, century B. C. .and the 4th century A. 
C.".4 

"The general doctrines of the Mahasanghikas with 
all their branches are contained in the Kathavatthu, 
Mahavastu and the works of Vasumitra, Bhavya and 
Virutadeva. The Bahusrufiyas and the Caityakas were 

I .  These are found in Chinese translations by Huan-Tsang and Paramartha; S .  Dutt, Buddha and .five after centuries, 130  . . 
2. S. Dutt, ibid, 1 957, 1 30; G. P. Malalasekara, DPPN. 1 1 .562. 
3. While nine schools are recorded to have sprung up from the Mahasangikas 15 schools have sprung up from the Theravadins

diagram facing. p. 1 1 2, 2500 yrs. of Buddhism. 
4. ibid. 
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later off-shoots of the Mahasan ghika sect and differed 
somewhat from the original Mahasan' ghikas in their 
ivews".1 

The Mahasan gikas, like the Theravadins accepted· . 
the principal teachings of Buddhism like the four no
Ne truths, the eightfold-path, the anatma, the theory 
of karma, p rafi tya-samutplida, the thirty-seven 
bodhipalqlyq-dharmas and the stages of spiritual ad
vancement. "According to them the Buddhas are 
lokottara (supramundane); they have no sas'rava 
dh.armas (defiled elements); their bodies, their length 
of life and their powers are unlimited; they neither sleep . 
.nor dream; they are self-possessed and always in a state 
of samiulhi (meditation); they do not preach by words, 
they understand everything in a moment (eka/qa!J-ika 
- citta); until they attain parinirvtil}a, the Buddhas pos
sess -k�ayajnii na (knowledge of decay) and 
an1,1tpadajnana (knowledge of non-origination). In 
short, everything concerning the Buddhas is transcen
dental. The Mahasanghika conception of the Buddhas · 

. contributed to the growth of the later Trikaya theory 
· in Mahayana. Thus. the Mahasanghikas .conceived of 
the Buddha docetically and gaye rise to the concep
tion of the Bodhisattvas. According to them, the 
Bodhisattvas are also supramundane, &'1d do_ not pass 

_ !}rrough the four embryonic stages of ordinary beings . .  
they·:�nter their mothers' wombs in the form of white 
elephants and come out of the wombs on the right.�ide. 
They never experience feelings of lust (kii.ma), ma
levolence {vyapada) or injury (vihiTIJ-sa). For the ben
·efit of all classes of sentient beings, they are born of 
their own free will in an:y form of existence they 
choose. All these conceptions led tc the deification of 
the Buddhas and. Bodhisattvas. A section of the 
Mahasahghikas, the adherents ofMahadeva,-maintains 
thatArhats also have frailities; that they can be taught 
by others; that they still have a degree of ignorance, 
and a degree of doubt; and that they can acquire knowl
edge only with the help of others. Thus, Arhathood is 
not the final stage of sanctification"�2 

It is important to note that from the Second Coun
cil onwards, while there had been no known attempts 
at bringing the two dissenting parties together, the his
tory of the sasana from this important historical event 
becomes in fact the history of these two schools of 

I .  ibid 1 14. 
2. ibid. 1 1 4f. . 
3. ibid. l l7f. 
4. ibid. l l 8f. 

Buddhism. It in other words also means that whatever 
the doctrinal developments that took place after this 
point of separation were in fact those which further 
strengthened the separate identities of the two tradi
tions of Buddhism. 

The trend of thought started by the Mahasan' ghika 
was further developed · by their sub-sects like the 
Bahusrutiyas and the Caityakas. The Bahusrufiyas 
held, "That the teachings of the Buddha concerning 
anityata (trsmsitorin.e�s), du�kha (suffering), sunya (the 
absence of all attributes), anatman (the non-existence 
of the soul) and nirvana (the final bliss) were lokottara 
(transcendental), since they led to emancipation. His -
other teachings were laukika (mundane). On this point 
the Bahus'rut1yas may be regarded as the precursor.s f?}-
the later Mahayana teachers. They also accepted the 
five points of Mahadeva as their views. In some doc:.. 
trinal, matters they had a great deal in common with -
the S aila schools, while in others they were closely 
allied to the Sarvastivadiris".3 

"The Caityav_ada shool originated with the teacher . 
M�adeva towards the close 9f the second. century af- · 
t_er the parinitva!J-a of the Buddha. He is to be distin
guished from the Mahadeva who was responsible for 
the origin of the Mahasan gikas. He was a learned and diijgent ascetic'-who received his ordination in the 
Mahasan'ghika Sangha. He professed the five points 
of the Mah�anghikas and started a new San'gha".4 
They shared the basic doctrines ·of the original 
Mahasa....-( ghikas. In addition to these, they held that -

one · acquires great merit by the creation, decoration ..,_. 

. and worship of caityas; even a circumambulation of 
caityas generates merit. They also held that the offer-

. ing of flowers, garlands and scents to caityas were like
wise meritorious.acts. One acquires religious merit by 
making gifts and one can also transfer such merit to 
one's friends and relatives for their benefit. It may be 
noted here that this conception was quite unknown in 
early Buddhism, but became an important doctrine in 
the Mahayana. 

"It · is thus apparent that the doctrines of the 
Mahasan'ghikas and tlteir offshoots contain germs from 
which the later Mahayana doctrine developed. They 
were the first school to deify the Buddha and the Bodhi 
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satta, which ultimately led to the complete deification 
of the Buddha and the Bodhisattva in Mahayana, and 
to the consequent popularity of the religion among the 
masses. Their conception of Sambhogakiiya led to the 
Trikaya theory which is one of the prominent features 
of Mahayana. The worship of caityas and the making 
of gifts advocated by the branches o f  the 
Mahasarfghika school was to a large extent responsi
ble for the evolution of the popular form of Buddhism. 
Teh Mahasan'ghikas can, there for, be said to be the 
precursors of Mahayana movement, through which 
Buddhism came to attract more people than it would 
othewise have done". 1 

. While the religious aspects of Mahayana have thus 
been largely subscribed to by the Mahasanghika 
schools, the systematisation of its philosophical aspects 
has been the work of the Madhyamaka and the 
Yogacara schools. Nagarjuna or Arya Nagarjuna 2"d 
cent A. C.) as he is sometimes referred to, was the 
founder of the Madhyamaka school. He was followed . 
by a galaxy of Madhyamaka thinkers such as Aryadeva 
(3rd century A.C) Buddha palita (5th century A.C.), 
Bhavaviveka (5!h century A.  C.) Candrakirti (6th cen
tury A. C.) and Santideva (7th century A. C.). Nagatjuna 
wrote a number o f  w orks of w h i c h  the 
Madhyamakakarika is regarded as his masterpiece, as . 
it presents the Madhyamaka philosophy in a system-

. atic manner. The school is so called on account of the 
emphasis it . lays on the Miidhyamii-pratipad. The 

) Madhyamaka explanation of the middle path differs 
from what is found in the Pali texts. Her�. it "stands 
for the non-acceptance of the .two views concerning 
existence and non-existance, eternity and non-eternity, 
self and non-self, and so on. In short, it advocates nei
ther the theory of reality nor that of the unreality of 
the world, but merely of relativity. It is however, to be 
rioted that the middle path propounded at B anaras has 
an ethical meaning, while that of L!-J.e Madhyamakas is 
a metaphysical concept.2 

In the invocation in verse at the beginning of his 
Miidhyamakakiirikii Nagarjuna describes pratztya
samutpiida by means of eight negatives. "There is nei
ther origination nor cessation, neither permanence nor 
impermanence, neither origination nor cessation, nei
ther permanence nor impermanece, neither unity nor 

1 .  ibid. 1 20f. 
2. op. cit. 1 20 f. 
3 .  op. cit. l 2 1  f. 

diver.siry, neither coming-in nor going out'? Pratl.tya
samutpiida according to the Mad.hyamika view is the 
middle path which avoids the two basic views of ex
istence and non-existence. It is the relative existence 
of things which they explain as s'lmyatii. By s'unyatii, 
the Madhyamik� do not mean absolute non-being, but 
relative being. Siinyatii being the central idea of its 
phillosophy, it is designated as sunyaviida . The 
Miidhyamakakiirikii also distinguishes between two 
kinds of truth, the san;.vrti satya (conventional truth) 
and the paramiirtha satya (absolute truth). The former 
is born not of ignorance or delusion and gives a false 
impression of reality, while the latter is the realization 
that worldly things are non-existent like an illusion or 
an echo. The former is only a means, while the latter is 
the end. Therefore, viewed from the relative stand 
point, prafitya-samutpiida explains worldly phenom
ena, b1.1t looking at from the absolute stand point, it 
means non-opgination at all times and is equated with 
Nirv�a or S unyatii. 

Buddhapalita and B havaviveka initiated a new 
phase in the development of the Madhyamaka system. 
"Buddhapalita takes the essence of the Madhyamaka 
method to consist in the use ·of reductio ad absurdum 
arguments alone (prasaitga-viikya) .  The true 
Madhyamika connot uphold a position of his own; he 
has therefore no need to construct syllogisms and ad
duce arguments and examples. His sole endeavour is 
to reduce to absurdity the arguments of the opponet 
on principles aceptable to him. We have the evidence 
of Candrak!rti - to say that Buddhapa.Iita held prasanga 
(reductio ad absurdum) to be the real method of 
Nagarjuna and Arya Deva. He therefore initiates. the 
Prasangika School of the Mad.hyamika. 

·'Bhavaviveka (Bhavya), a younger contemporary 
of Buddhapalita criticises the latter for merely indulg
ing in refutation without advancing a counter-position. 
He seems to have held that the Madhyamika could 
consistently advance an opposite view. When the 
satkiiryavada is criticised, the opposite view of cause 
and effect being different should be set forth". 4 
B havav iveka i s  the founder of the Svatantrika 
Madhyamika school. Candrak!rti criticises him for 
being inconsistent as a Madhyamika in advancing in
dependent arguments. Bhavaviveka seems to have held 

4. T. R. V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, 1 955, p. 95 f. 
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that the realisation of s'imyatG. was not absolutely nec
ess� for the realisation of Nirvana. He also conceded 
that SrG.vakas and Pacceka Buddhas could also attain 
final release, which certainly was opposed to the 
ekanayavG.da of Nagarjuna which held th,at votaries of 
other paths had to be initiated into the Sunyata. disci
pline for attaining final release. 

Maitreya or Maitreyanatha who lived in the third. 
century A.C. founded the Yogacara School and was 
followed by Asanga (4th century A.C.), Vasubandhu 
(4th century A.C.), Sthiramati (5th century A.C.),  
Dinnaga (5th century A. C.),  Dharmap�a (7th century 
A. C.), Dharmakirti (7th century A. C.) S antarak�ita (8th 
century. A. C.), and Kamalas1la (8th century A. C.), 
who count among. the prominent teachers of this school. . 
The school reached the height of its . power and ac
ceptance in the days of Asanga and his brother 
Vasubandhil. The appellation Yogacara was given to it 
by As�ga, while .the tenn Vijiianavada was used by 
Vasubandhu. 

The Yogacara School, was so called because it 
emphasised the practice of yoga (meditation) · as the 
most effective method for the attainment of the high
est truth (bodhi). All the ten stages of spiritual progress 
(dasa bhumi). of Bodhisattvahood had to be passed· 
through before bodhi could be attained. The school is 
also known as the Vijiianavada on account o{the fact 
that it holds Vtjiiaptimatra (nothing but consciousness) 
to be the ultimate reality. In short, it teaches subjec
tive i dealism, or that thought alone is real. The 
'Yogacara brings out the practical side of its philoso
phy, while Vtjiianavada brings out its speculative-fea
tures' .  The LankiivatG.ra Sutra which is an importa..r1t 
work of this school maintains that only the mind 
(cittamiitra) is real while the external objects are not. 
They are unreal like dreams, mirages and 'sky-flow:. 
ers ' .  Citta-miitra, in this case is different from . 
iilayavijfiiina which is the repository of consciousness 
underlying the slipject object duality. It also is the 
womb of the Tathagat a  (tathii'gatagarbha) .  
Vasubandhu's \'ijfiaptimiitratiisiddhi is the basic work 
of this system. It repudiates all belief in the reality of 
the objective world, maintaining that citta ( cittamiitra) 
or vijnana (vijfiiinamG.tra) is  the only -reality, while the 
iilayavijifima contains the seeds of phenomena, both 
subj e ctive and obj ec t i v e .  Lik e  flo w ing water 

l .  ibid. p. 1 23.  
2.  ibid. p. 1 23 .  

G.layavijnana i s  a constantly changing stream of con
sciousness. With the realisation of Buddhahood, its 
course stops at once". 1  

According to the Yogacarins emancipation is at
tained by comprehendingpudgala-nairiitmya (the non
existence of self) and dharma - nairG.tmya (the non
existence of the things of the world). The former is 
attained by removing the veil of passions (klesavara�Jn) 
and the latter by the removal of the veil that covers 
true knowledge (jfieyavara!Ja). "The Yogacara recog
nizes three degrees .of knowledge: parikalpita (illu
sory), paratantra (empirical), and parini�panna (ab
solute). Parikalpita is the false attribution of an im
aginary idea to an object produced by its cause and 
conditions. It exists only in one's imagination and does 
not correspond to reality. Paratantra is the knowledge 
of an object produced by its cause and conditions. This 
is relative knowledge and serves the pr�ctical purposes 
of life. Parini�panna 1s the highest truth or tathata, · 

the absolute." 2 The first and the second correspond to 
the safrJvrti-satya (rel ative truth), the third to the 
paramiirtha-satya(highest truth) of the Madhyamaka : 
system. 

By the time of the early centuries of the Christian 
era, the schools which grew up in the traditions of the 
Mahasan ghikas seem to_ have expressed themselves . 
in two types of religious activity. On the one land, with 
the transcendentalisation of the Buddhas and the 
Bodhisattvas, they built up a composite system of ritual 
and worship centred around devotion (bhakti) to these 
transcendental beings. Propped up by the concept of 
the transfer of merit, this· made a massive impact on 
the acceptability of their practices by the masses who 
were thus offered coi1venient passage to the Buddha 
or the Bodhisattva paradises oftheir choice and to even
tual liberation with nore or less no toil on their part. . 
On the other, by the development of a systematic liter
ary presentation · of Buddhism through ,which they 
sought to clariJiy the deeper philosophical teachings 
of the Buddha which the after Buddhist schools, ac
cording to them, had failed to grasp. 

While they called the non-Mahayana Buddhists the 
Hinayanists, as they sought to attain liberation through 
"inferior goals of Arahanthood or Pacceka Buddha
hood," they described themselves as the Mahayanists 

c l 
I 
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as they sought to attain liberation by attaining the su
perior goal ofBuddhahood. Thus, Mahayana becomes 
the generic name by which all those traditions of 
thought and practice which descended from the 
Mahasarfghika sect came to be known. 

Both the Mahayana and non -Mahayana schools 
accept that.individual existence is sorrowful (dukkha) 
and therefore needs delverance from it. Both accept 
the belief in rebirth and the existance of a moral natu
ral law which rules the process of kamma and rebirtl-t 
which are neither created by a deity nor are supervised 
by him. The phenomenal world is without substance 

· . and is in a state of constant flux. The empirical per. ) son, it is held, is without self and is a complex of soul
less factors with which the attainment of final libera-

J 

. , tion of the individual is logically coimected. Both tra
ditions hold that liberation is only achievable through 
the extinction of greed (lobha), hatred (dosa) and de
lusion (moha). It is the path discovered by the Buddha 
which leads on to final emancipation whether the Bud
dha is held as a human teacher, s uperman or 
transcendant being. •  

A detailed study of the differences between the two 
major traditions shows that almost all elements which 
seem 'typically Mahayanic '  ·are traceable in the origi
nal Pali text, although of course they were not under
stood in this same sense in which they came to be un-

. derstood in the Mahayana. The most prominent of the 
differences between the two traditions are as Jollows: 

i. "In relation to the reality of the world the 
Y Hinayana holds a psychological realism, the Mahayana 

an idealism. Consequently the Hinayana regards suf
fering as real, the Mahayana as an illusion (which how

) ever, only the sage recognises as such). 

ii. "In contrast to the Hinayana which denies a 
'true being' behind phenomena and avoids making 
metaphysical statements, the Mahayana teaches an 
Eternal Absolute under a great veriety of names. This 
Absolute is not transcendent but something immanent 
in Sarry.sara. Even in the dharmas, which by the 
Hinayana are considered mere phenomenal entities, 
the Mahayana is able to see the Absolute: in their emp
tiness. Likewise the Mahayana looks at the beings in 
all forms of rebirth as identical in their core with the 
Absolute (and consequently with each other) . The 

Mahayana is monistic, and the constant accentuation 
of non-duality its special note".2 

iii. In the Mahayana the historical human teacher 
Buddha Gotama is interpreted as a projection of the 
Absolute, while in the Theravada he is regarded as a 
natural man and teacher, at most a superman. 

iv. Nirvana according to the earlier view can only 
be ·attained by one's own effort. Mahayana concedes 
that this can be attained through assistance from out
side. 

v. According to the Mahayana merit acquired can 
be transferred (pufJya parinamana) to others as against 
the earlier view that whatever one attains in one's 
san:zsaric sojourn is one's own achievement. There is, . 
however, a shift from this position in the functional 
religion of the Theravadins as punya anumodana has 
found acceptance therein. 

.; 
vi. While according to the Theravada, attainment 

of nibbana is the individual 's  ultimate goal, the . 
Mahayanists consi der the perfection o f  
Bodhisattvahood as their immediate goal before the 
attainment of final Buddhahood. 

vii. According to the Theravada, nirvana is the fi
nal deliverance from san:zsaric suffering whereas ac
cording to tlie Mahayana it is understood as becoming 
cor.scious of one's Absoluteness; The individual ac
cording to the Mahayana already possesses Buddha
hood, he merely has to become aware of this. 

Mahayana Literature: While the Theravadins re
tained Pali as the language of their texts, other schools 
like the Sarvastivadins used Sanskrit as the language 
of their writings. It was the Mahasan ghikas who started 
using Sanskrit as the language of their canon after they 
separated from the Theravadins. This seems to palce 
the earliest date of the Sanskrit canon at some point in 
the second century after the parinibbana of the Bud
dti.a. While the process of its completion would have 
taken several centuries of growth, a considerable 
number of its original texts have been lost. 

The Mahayana literature falls into three main 
cl�ses-Sutras, SZLstras and Tantras. The Sutras arc the 
most authoritative, and no follower of the Mahayana 

I .  Hans Wolfgang Schumann, Buddhism, an Outline of its teaching and Schools, 1 973, 94. 
2 .  Hans Wolfgang Schumann, ibid. 92 f. 
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would wish openly to reP,udiate anything .  they con
tain; the authority of the Sastras is more limited, and 
they are binding only on the members of the 
pholosophical school which they represent; that of the 
Tantras is even more restricted, its range being con
fined to the few adepts of a small esoteric sect" . 1  

Sutras claim to be the discourses o f  the Buddha 
himself and re written in the same format as the Pali 
suttas beginning with the place, whether on earth or in 
heaven, where the sermon was believed to have been 
preached by the Buddha. Apart from this, nothing is 
known of their individual authors.  · The 
SaddlumnapurJ4arika and the Prajnaparamita Sutras 
count among the important Mahayana Sutras. The 
Saddharmapu1Jcf.arlka is one of the earliest texts of 
Mahayana Buddhism. It is composed partly in prose 
and partly in verse. The date of its composition is 
thought to be about the first century A. C. A large part 
of the book is devoted to proving that Hinayana Bud
dhism was preached by the Buddhas for the benefit of 
people of lower intelligence and modest aims, to whom 
the whole truth was not divulged. The text explains 
that the Buddha preached two kinds of truth in order 
to attract people of lower intellect with the ultimate 
objec�ve of leading them to the highest knowledge.2 

The Prajfiaparamita Sutra literature has been in
novative in two principal ways: (i) It advocates knowl
edge of sunya(a - as the highest wisdom that the 
Bodhisattva-ideal is the highest form of religious life 
and that (ii) knowledge of Siinyata is the highest wis
dom. 

According to Conze, "The thousands of lines of 
the Prajiiaparamita can be summed up in the follow
ing two sentence s ,  (i) One shoul d b ecome a 
bodhisattva, i.e. one who is content with. nothing less 
than all knowledge attained through the perfection of 
wisdom for the sake of all beings (ii) There is no such 
thing as a Bodhisattva, or as all-knowledge or as a 'be
ing' or as the 'perfection of wisdom'- or as an 'attain
ment' .  To accept both these contradictmy facts is to 
be perfect".3 The other important developments in the 
Perfection of wisdom literature are the concept of skil
ful means (upaya kau.falya) and the practice of dedi-

I .  Encyclopaedia of Living Faiths. 297. 
2. 2500 Years of Buddhism, 1 59. 
3. Oxford Dictionary o,{ World Religions, p .  745 .  
4 .  ibid 
5. ibid 

eating one's religious merit to others to assist them to 
realise sU.nyata. The major exponent of the Perfection 
of Wisdom School was Nagarjuna.4 

If the Hinayana Suttas are valued on account of 
their contents, the Mahayana Sutras also posses he
side that a 'magical ' value. They are foci of transcen
dental power, for every truth, _irrespective of the weight 
of its contents, is effective. It is held that the Sii.tras 
protect those who master their contents. By inner cri
teria two main groups can be distinguished in the Sutra 
literature. To the first group belong those devotional 
texts whose spiritual centre is in the Buddhology and 
the Bodhisattva teaching. They demand of the reader 
devoutness and fajthfi.Il confidence in the Buddhas 
and have their origin in the Northern part of India. To 1 
the second group belong the philosophical sutras. They 
deal mainly with the Absolute which is the centre of 
all Buddhas and beings. The areas of their origin are 
the eastern parts of South and Middle India. The pe
riod -between the first century B .C . . and the sixth cen
tury A. C. is regarded as the period of origination of 
the sutras. Since all important sii.tras were translated 

· into Chinese and / or Tibetan at dates which were care
fully recorded, it is possible with most of them to tell 
when they must have existed at the latest. 5 

. A S 'astra is a treatise attributed to an author and is 
eitherin the form of a commentary on a Sii.tra oi in the 
form of a systematic text book. Four of the well-known 
writers of the Sastras are Nagarjuna and Aryadeva 
(about A. C. 1 50) and Vasubadhu and Asanga (about 
A.C. 400). The first two, as we have already seen are 
the founders of the Madhyamaka School, while the 
last two initiated the rival School of the Yogacarins. 

There is an important difference between the Sutras 
and the Sastras on the one hand and the Tantras on 
the other. While the first two are public documents in · 
the sense that they are acce$sible to any·one -desiring 
to read them, the Tantras are secret documents intended 
only for a chos�n few who are properly initiated or 
consecrated by a properly initiated teacher or guru. It 
is an unpardonable crime to let the uninitiated into their 
secrets. In order to hide their contents from outsiders • 

more effectively, the Tantras employ a deliberately 
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mysterious and secretive language which becomes 
meaningless without the oral explanation of an initi
ated guru and therefore, reveal nothing of importance. 
Tantras contain instructions to the initiated for the prac
tical realisation of certain Yogic practices. Tantras were 
pr-ofusely written, in fact, thousands of them about A. 
C. 500 onwardas . The authority of a Tantra is usually 
derived from a mythical Buddha who is said to have 
preached It in the remote past to some other mythical 
person, who transmitted it to a human teacher who 
stands at the beginning of a long line of initiated gurus 
who held the secret wisdom down from generation to 
g�neration. 1 

) Principal Mahiiyiina · teaching; Edward Conze 
-�rites, "The creation of the Bodhisattva ideal and the 
1elaboration of hte doctrine of 'Emptiness' a re the two 
great contributions which Mahayana has made to hu
man thought. While the philosophy of Emptiness has 
proved an unfailing source ofattraction to generations 
of scholars and intellectuals, it was to its teachings 
about the 'Bodhisattva ' that the Mahayana owed its 
success as a re1igiori.."2 

The Sanskrit term Bodhisattva describes one who 
is an aspirant for Bodhi or enlightenment. Dayal thinks 
that, "the Bodhisattva doctrine probably originated in 
the second centUry. B .  C. The word is very old and 
occurs in the Pali Nikilyas. Gautama Buddha speaks 
of himself as .a bodhisatta, when he refers to the time 

)
:
>efore the attainment of Enlightenment. This seems to 

be the earliest signification of the \.vord. It was applied 
tg Gautama Buddha as he was in his last earthly life 

efore the night of Enlightement. The following clause 
recurs fTequently in the Majjhima Nikaya: '  In t..l-te days 
before my Enlightenment, when as yet 1 was only a 
bodhisatta, 3 etc.' The word also seems to be used only 
in c onneCtion w i th a B uddha' s  l as t  l i fe i n  the 
Mahiipadiina Sutta (Dzgha Nikiiya,II . 13) and the 
Acchariya-abbhuta-dhamma sutta ( Majjhima- Nikiiya, 
1 1 1 . 1 19).4 In the Katha-vatthu, certain questions are 
raised with regard to the bodhisat ta s actions; the signs 

1 .  Hans Wolfgang Schumann, Buddhism, 95f. 
2. Encyclopaedia of Liying Faiths, 298. 
3. E1icyclopaedia of Living Faiths, 298. 

on his body, his rebirth in a state of woe, and the pos
sibility of his harbouring heretical opinions or practis
ing asceticism are discussed. It is clear that the previ
ous lives of Gautarna Buddha and other saints have 
now begun to excite interest and speculation. But there 
was no new systematic doctrine in the middle of the 
third century B.C. ,  when the Katha-vatthu was com
posed. 5 The idea of a bodhisattva 's renunciation of 
personal nirvana is stated clearly and unequivocally 
in the A�,tasiihafrikii Prajfiiipiiramitii and bodhi is set 
up as the new ideal in the Saddharmapif!J.darzka. These 
tratises belong mainly to the first century B.C. we may 
infer that the Mahayana doctrine in its earlist form was 
formulated in the second contury B.C".6 

The Bodhisattva according to the Mahayana con
ception is dominated by the two forces of compassion · 
(k.arza;.ii) and wisdom (prajiiii). It is karu!J.ii which gov
erns his conduct towardsal living beings both human 
and non-human. The Bodhisattva, in the exercise of 
his compassion, makes no difference between human 
beings and animals which principle is derived from . · 
the Buddhist attitude to life in all forms. "Scrupulous 
respect for the life and dignity, for the rights and wishes 
of all living beings is a Bhodisattva 's first and most 
elementary duty . . . . . . .  It i s  quite usual . for tlie 
Bodhisattvas to sacrifice their lives for animals. When 
he was a prince of Benares, the Bodhisattva, who sub
sequently became the Buddha Gautarna; threw him
self down in front of �. tigress who had given birth to 
five cubs and was exhausted from: hunger and thiist. 
'But she did nothing to him. The Bodhisattva noticed 
that she· was too weal d o  move. As a merciful man he 
had taken no sword with him. He therefore cut his 
throat with a sharp piece of bamboo and fell down near 
the tigress. She noticed his body all covered with blood, 
and in no time ate Up all the flesh and blood, leaving 
only the bones (Suvafr}a-prabhiisottama-s�tra)".7 The 
Bodhisaitvas have no self-interest. They live exclu
sively for others. Their lives aie directed by compas
sion (karu!J.ii). Karu!J.ii is compassion without self-in
terest, the out-going desire to mcik:e others happy. 

4. "Alwm pi sudm�1 blzikklzave pubbe va sambodha anabhisambudd!zo bodlzisatto va sama11o . . . . . M. 1 .  1 63;  etc. 
5 .  In  the later texts l ike the Buddl!al'amsa the names by which Gotama was known under each of  the twenty-five Buddhas 

as bodhisatta are found. The introd
.
uction to the commentary on the Jatakas describes how the bodhisatta gave up his 

attaiment of nibbcma to attain Buddhahood and makes his first resolve under the Buddha Dipailkara, the first Buddha in 

the line of the twenty-five Buddhas. 
6. The Bodhisattva in the Pali texts is still only a seeker of enlightenment and does not possess any of the extra-ordinary 

powers of the Mahayana Bodhisattva. 
· 

7.  Har Dayal, The Bodhisattl'a Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature, 43f. 
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As the Sl�asamuccaya elucidates, "How no ac
tion is appropriate for the Bodhisattvas if it does not 
(benefit) others, . . . . . . .  is elaborated in the noble 
Dharmasarig!tisutra. Whatever deed the Bodhisattvas 

(perform, be it) with the body, voice (or) mind, all that 
they do for (the benefit of) others, (solely) governed 
by the Great Compassion for all beings; (all this) has 
as its cause the realisation of the welfare of beings and 
originates froms the fervent wish for the well-being 
and happiness of them all. 

It is the deepest conviction of the Bodhisattva that 
there is no difference in essence between himself and 
all others. It is by his belief in the essential identity of 
all beings (sattvasamata) and by hiss compassion that 
he can be recognised as a Bodhisattva".1 

A Bodhisattva 's compassion is -limitless and it does 
not make distinctions in its exercise. He radiates great 
friendliness and compassion over all beings and re
solves, '  I shall become their saviour, I shall release 
them from suffering' . Unlike. the earthly Buddhas 
whose task in the world is to expound the dharma, the 
Bodhisattvas actively intervene in the world and will
ingly take the suffering of all beings on their own shoul-
ders.2 

· 

ln oder to exercise the function of saving others, 
·the Bodhisattva is prepared to give away anything that 
he possesses. "To the same extent that the Bodhisattva 
voluntarily takes the suffering of the world upon him
self, he sacrifices his bodily material and karmic pos
ses.sions if by so doing he can bring a being closer to 
liberation: 

My bodies (in all rebirths) as well as all the prop
erty and pleasure which I have acquired (and will ac
quire) in the Three Times (past, present and future), I 
give away indifferently for the welfare of all beings 
(Bodhicaryavatara, 3. 1 0)".3 

It was through its teachings on the Bodhisattva that 
Mahayana introduced the concept of the transference 
of  meri t acquired (pwJya parina nzanii ) . The 
Bodhisattva does not lose his position as a Bodhisattva 

when he donates (parinamana) his karmic acquistions 

1 .  Hans W. Schumann, Buddhism, 1 1 0. 
2. ibid 

3. Hans Wolfgang Schumann, Buddhism, 1 1 1 .  
4.  ibid. 

5.  H. W. Schumann, Buddhism, l l 2f. 

to those in need. The selfless compassionate giving 
away simultaneously yields him pul'}ya, so that his 
punya becomes inexhaustible. "Yet the Bodhisattva has 
to check his selfless offering. Alluding to stories in the 
Sutras which in their descripion of the readiness of 
the Bodhisattva to sacrifice himself go beyond rea
sonable-bounds. S antideva says (Si�asamuccaya, 2, 
V, p. 23) that a Bodhisattva has to be a benefactor to 
all and hence ought not to sacrifice his body and per
son for an insignificant cause. The . Prajnaparamita 
texts stress that the Bodhisattva has to control his com
passion by wisdom (prajnii) . . Compassion regulates his 
relationship with beings, wisdom that with the Abso-
lute."4 

According to the Mah:iyana treatises, "Two typt;� 
of Bodhisattvas can be. distinguished: Earthly and Tran
scendent ones. The former are human beings like mil
lions of o·thers, recognisable as Bodhisattvas only by 

their all-embracing compassion and their detennina
tion to strive first and foremost for the salvation of 
others and not to think of their own good. Everybody 
one meets may be a Bodhisattva. Without grumbling, 
patiently and ready for any sacrifice the Earthly 
Bodhisaitvas accept rebirth after rebirth, for this ena
bles them to remain close to suffering beings . 

I 
) 

Transcendent Bodhisattvas are those who through 
the realisation of Six Perfections (paramita) have at
tained the liberating wisdom (prajiia) and thus saint
hood from which there is  no relapse. At the moment . ' 
of their death they refuse to enter the Post-mortal, Per
fect or Static Nirvana which would make them ine ' 
fective to the world

·
, but accept instead the 'Nirvana 

. without Standstill' or 'Active Nirv�a', a state of de
liverance from which in their compassion they ca..'l 
continue to work for the benefit of the world. No longer 
are they perceptible through the sense-organs;since 
gross accidentals have largely fallen off from them they 
are visible only to the spiritual eye . . . . . . ''.� 

These Transcendent Bodhisattvas far surpass the 
Earthly Bodhisattvas. Unlike the latter, they are no 
longer subject to the drugdery of rebirth, but can at 
their free discretion assume any bodily form and ap
pearance which is appropriate for the help they intend 
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to give. Of the many transcendental Bodhisattvas 
named in the Sfttras some enjoy particular veneration 
by the Mahayanists. The most important of them all is 
Avalokitesvara, also named as Padmapfu).i, Lokescara, 
whose outsstanding characteristic is the virtue of com
passion. He is the chief minister in Buddha Amitabha's 
paradise. "He abrogates and nullifies the old law of 
karma, as he visits the purgatory of avici and makes it  

. a cool and pleasant place. He goes to the realm of the 
pretas and gives them plenty of food a..11d drin..ks; they 
thus regain a normal figure. The beings who are liber- . 
ated from these realms, are reborn in the paradise of 
Sukhavali. In the purgatories, he creates a lake of honey 
and wonderful lotuses, which are as large as chariot-'.:kheels. He visits the demonesses (ralqaszs) in Ceylon 
�� they fall in love with him; but he converts them to 

)l:he true religion . . . . . .  It is distinctly stated in the 
'Karal'}cfa-Vyuha that Avalokitesvara is mu<>h greater 
than the Buddhas in Merit; intelligence and the sphere 
of influence. His merit is incalculable, like drops of 
rain falling continually for a year . . .  The apotheosis of 
Avalokitesvara culminates in identifying him with the 
spirit of the Universe and bestowing on him all the 
attributes of Brahman and Isvar . . .  ". 1 A valokitesvara 
is invoked by the famous mantra, Om manipadme 
hum2-which refers either to the Absolute that is con
tained in everything or to the wishfulfillingjewel which 
Avalokitesvara keeps in the hollow of his hand, palms 
held together, in the form of a lotus bud. 

) Mafijusri is regarded as a master of wisdom and 
knowledge. He has trained and disciplined many 
Bqdhisattvas. His special task is the destruction of ig

� --flonince and the awakening of knowledge. Vajrapani 
is considered the destroyer of evil. With his vajra or 
thunderbolt sceptre he bums to ashes all temptations 
barring the way of the faithful. Among the other im
portant transcendental Bodhisattvas are : Ksitigarbha, 
who is the Bodhisattva who is the guardian over the 
hells. He continually endeavours to ease the suffering 
of the beings born there from the effects of their bad 
kamma. The Bodhisatta Mahasthamaprapta is the one 
who opens man's eyes to see the need for l iberation. 
He is usually depicted with Avalokites'vara at the side 
of AmiUibha. While  Avalokitesvara symbolises 
Amitabha's compassion, Mahasthamaprapta symbol
ises AmWibha's wisdom. Bodhisattva Samantabhadra 
i s  the protector of those who preach the Buddha's doc-

trine. Maitreya is the Bodhisattva who at present is in 
the Tusita heaven, preparing for his role as the future 
Buddha. As the future saviour he enjoys a cult of his 
own with some Mahayana groupps. 3 

Through the development of the Budhisattva doc
trine, the Mahayarusts have also introduced into Bud
dhism the concept of prayer and supplication, which 
was totally foreign to Early Buddhism. When we trace 
the development of the Bodhisattva doctrine in the 
Mahayana li terature, i t  is  seen that in the early 
Mahayana the Bodhisattvas are inferior to tl1e Bud
dhas. In course of time, they acquire greater impor
tance till they are regarded as equal to the Buddhas in 
many respects. They are to be worshipped like the 
Buddhas or even in preference to them This gradual 
exaltation culminates in  the apotheosis o f  
Avalokitesvara. who i s  declared to be a kind of Budha
maker who helps others to acquie Buddhahood while 
he himself remains the eternal Bodhisattva. 

Also, wisdom (prajfia) and compassion'(Karu�a) . 
are regarded as., equally important in the early 
Mahayana. It is said that a Bodhisattva must possess 
the double equipment of Knowledge and Merit (jfiii�
sambhara, pul'}ya-sambhara). Wisdom in fact is �on
sidered more important than compassion. Maiijusri, . · 
who represents wisdom is invoked in the opening 
verses of several treatises and is praised in the 
Saddharmapw;darzka Sutra. The glorification of wis
dom found its climax in the writings of Nagatjuna of 
the Madhyamaka School of philosophy. But in later 
Mahayana compassion is emphasised over wisdom. 
Early Mahayana attaches equal importance to social 
life and to ascetic retirement from the world. It; in fact 
inclines to exalt the l ayman-householder and the 
women. This position is found reversed in the age rep
resented by  treatises like the Mahii vyutpatti, 
Lalitaviistara and the Avadanafataka where the old 
ideal of celibacy and forest life is found praised. A 
Bodhisattva is represented as the Yogin par excellence. 

In the next phase of development the quest for 
Bodhi is relegated to the background, while active al
truism in this world of sin and suffering is regarded as 
almost sufficient in itself. Altruism which is one of the 
means of attaining Buddhahood in the early Mahayana, 
which is the goal of Bodhisattva s quest, is forgotten 

1 I .  Har Dayal, Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature, 48. 
2. cf. adoption of a similar mantra in the traditional pon religion of Tibet - which reads, Om Matri Myre Sale Du. 

3.  H.  W. Schumann,  Buddhism. 1 1 6 . 
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in the later Mahayana. A Bodhisattva is in no hurry to 
win bodhi and become a Buddha as he can help all 
living being more effecthiely as a Bodhisattva. The 
selfless commitment to relieve the sufferings of living 
creatures becomes the mission of the Bodhisattva who 
postpones his attainment of Buddhahood for this pur
pose. "Karunii (mercy, pity, love, compassion) and its 
personified-symbol, Avalokitesvara, are all-in-all .  This 
is the last  word and the consummation of the 
Mahayana". 1 

A Bodhisattva J- career is a long and arduous one. 
It starts with the arising of the thought of bodhi (bodhi 
cittotpcula). It is with this that he thinks of becoming a 
Buddha for the weal and welfare of the world, makes 
certain vows for the purpose and his future greatness 
is predicted by a Buddha. These three events mark the 
conversion of an ordinary person into a Bodhisattva. 
However, with the development of the Bodhisattva 
doctrine, the idea that the thought of becoming a Bud
dha can arise only in a person who is really qualified 
for the purpose seems to have been added on. 

Thus, the preliminary stages of gotra, adhimukti
carya and anuttara�puja have been added on as stages 
preceding the frrst stage. The individual who is to be
come a Bodhisattva and then a Buddha must have the 
proper and requisite gotra for him_mission. The sec
ond is the stage of adhimukti-carya (1lspiration). In this 
stage the Bodhisattva is afraid of pain and is not pre
pared to suffer pain for the sake of others. The next 
stage is th'at of anuttara-puja (supreme-worship). A 
Bodhisattva must perform the following religious ex
ercises before he can attain- to the 'Thought of EPJight
enment' :  (a) worship and adoration of the Buddhas 
(Vandana and puja), (b) Taking refuge in the Buddha, 
doctrine and the Bodhisattvas (Sara1Ja-gama1Ja), (c) 
the confession of sins (papa-defana), (d) rejoicing in 
the good {puiJ-ya-anumodana) (e) prayer and supplica 
tion (adhye�ana and yiicana) and (f) declaration of al
truism and self -denial (parinamana and atma-bhavadi
parityaga). -Th e  l ast stage which immediately precedes 
the cittotpada has been described as parinamana. Thus 
according to the later texts, it is only when a person 
has fulfilled the requirements of the gotra, adhimukti 
and anuttarapujii, that he is ready for the decisive step 
of bodhicittotpada. The second stage after the bodhi
cittotpada is Pra1Jidhtina or Pra�zidhi which means re-

l .  Har Dayal, Bodhisattva Doctrine, 46f. 
2. Har Dayal, Bodhisattva Doctrine, 64. 
3. op. r.it, 75 .  

solve, which as D.T. Suzuki explains is ,  'strong wish, 
aspiration, prayer or an inflexible determination to 
carry out one's will' .2 

According to the accepted doctrine a Bodhisattva 
must declare his intention (pra!Jidhana) in the pres
ence of a living Buddha wh9 predicts his future suc
cess in attaining Enlightenment. .This i s  called · 

Vytikara!Ja or Vyakrti. Carya meaning conduct, behav
iour or course of action i s  the next stag e  of  a 
Bodhisatva :S career. The Mahavastu divides this into 
four sub-divisions as Prakrti-carya (this seems to cor
respond to gotra), Pra!J-idhana-caryii (caryii of aspi- _ 
ration), Anuloma-caryii (the caryii to regular practice} J 
and Anivartana -carya (caryii of non-turning back). 
The Bodhisattva Bhum i  and the Mahiiyii a I 
Sutralankara list another set of four caryas whkh are-·· 
as follows: Bodhipa�ya-carya (principle conducive 
to Enlightenment), Abhijfia-caryii (practice of super
knowledge) Piiramitii-caryii (the pracic e  of the 
Perfectins), and Sattva-paripaka-carya (the practice 
of maturing living beings, i.e. by preaching and teach
ing). 

• 

Of these LlJ.e bodhipa�ya-dharma are thirty-seven 
in number. These are common to the Theravada and 
Mahayana. "The latter starts with these dharmas, but 
adds the paramitas and the bhumis which constitute · 
its special contribution to the development of Bud
dhism". The six!Paramitas are really the chief factors 
in a Bodhisattva :S discipline and the four additional . ) 
piiramitas are merely supplementary in character. � 
six paramitas are mentioned and discussed in many/ 
passages of Buddhist Sanskrit l iterature, while the sev
enth, eight, ninth and tenth paramitas are mentione.d 
only in a few passages and are not explained at great 
lenth".3 These are as follows: diina, s'ila, kfanti, v7rya, 
dhyana, prajfia, the four supplementary paramitas be
ing, upaya, pra1Jidhiina, bala, and jfiii7Ja. 

Diina: Through dana the Mahayanists emphasised the 
practice of charity and self-sacrifice. They taught that 
dana should be based solely on the feeling of mercy 
and compassion (karw.1a). They evolved the new and 
revolutionary idea of the 'gift of merit' by which a 
Bodhisattva couid save all sinners from punishment. 
A Bodhisattva should give all that he has, his wealth, 
his l imbs, his life and his merit (punya) and also his . ----J 
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wife and children. Stories of the gift of self-sacrifice 
of the Bodhi-sattms are narrated in the Mahayana 
works like the, Avadana S�taka, Avadana Kalpalata, 
svamaprabhasa, Jatakamala, etc. 

Sila: as a paramita has beem defined in three ways. It 
has been identified with Virtue in general, and many 
admirable qualities have been enumerated as its char
acteristics. It has also been interpreted in relation to 
the ideals of purification and restraint, as they are re
alised with the body, speech and mind (deed, word 
and thought). It is usually understood as referring to 

.
)

the five moral precepts and the ten good and meritori
. ous. Ways of Action' which constitute the "Buddhist 

layman's definite code of practical ethics" . 1  The 
Bodhisattva Bhumi and other treatises explain that the 

' ethical mles are not absolute. They may be infringed, 
if a Bodhisattva ca..TJ thereby render service to an un
fortunate creature. 2 

Kfanii is forbearance and endurance. A Bodhisattva 
has to forgive all kinds of injury, insult, abuse and cen
sure. He endures hunger, thirst, pain, heat, cold, etc. 
Mahayana books are replete with beautiful and mov
ing stories of the Bodhisattva s illimitable �anti. 

Virya, courage, valour, prowess, etc. It is determined 
endeavour for moral development and is of two kinds: 
the v1rya of preparation and initative (sannaha-virya) 

.. and the virya of practice and activity (prayoga-virya). J Virya is best discribed under the following aspects: (i) 
Moral development - A Bodhisattva has to resolutely 

- �combat all sins and vices, great and small that may 
drag him down. He dispels hatred by the cultivation 
of love, sensuality by meditating on impurity and so 
o�. (ii) Study of the Scriptures and General education 
(Silqa-virya), a Bodhisattva studies the Doctrine well ,  
but he also studies the arts and sciences as well. (iii) 
Altruistic activity (Sattv-artha-kriya -viryan:z). A 
Bodhisattva hasj.ndefatigable energy and he acts on 
two grat principles, "Equality of self and others" and 
"regard for others in place of self'.  A Bodhisattva de
velops a healthy pride in himself and his own capacity 
and is therefore eager to undertake the most difficult 
tasks.  This same pride gives him the strength to over
come all passions and endure all trials. He is deter
mined to observe the five 'contnuities' (anantaryani) 
by persistence in his devotion to the Mahayana, to the 

I .  op. cit. 1 93 .  
2. op. cit. 207. 
3. Har Dayal, The Bodhisattva Doctri11e, 2 1 9. 
4. op. cit. 270. 

ideal of self-sacrifice, to the duty of saving all beings 
and to the pursuit of true knowledge and perfect 
wistom.3 

Dhyana : A Bodhisattva must renounce the world in 
all his l ives after taking the great vow. A Bodhisattva 
who begins to practise dhyana must go through a pre- . 
liminary stage of preparation which include renuncia
iion and s o l i tu d e ,  the c u l t i v ation of the four 
brahmavihara and the use of the krtsnayatanas. These 
are the ten kasi!Jayatanas- of the Pali texts. The 
Mahayana explanation of the samadhis attained by a 
Bodhisattva is similar to the one given in the Pali texts, 
except for minor variations. They are very useful for a 
Bodhisattva for all possible purpose�. _A Bodhisattva 
can employ samadhis to heal the sick; prvtect people 
from all dangers, produce rainfall ip�:period of drought 
a..11d famine, bestow wealth on the poor, etc. 

. ' ·  

Prajiiii is wisdom and is of three .kinds: that which is 
based on hearing the teaching for another person or 
from the study of Scripture- (s1rut_anu;zyi)·;· _that which 
arises from reflection (cintamayi); a11d that which is 
devel oped by cultiv ati OQ: - - and realis ation 
(bhavana mayi). The two. phil osophical , �,chools, 
Yogacara and Madhyam�a,�)(plcill).pr.aji�a,in two dif
ferent ways. The former iden.ti�ie�; H . with. perfect 
kriowledge and regards it asinsight- Jnto Jh!f :nature of 
Reality (tathata). To the l attedt i� . . t!le mother of all 
the Buddhas and the Bodhisa{tva§. J� Is , greater than 
all the other paramitas. It is som.pmes identified with 
sunyata. Prajiia and Sfmyat� are tpe two sources of a 
Bodhisattva 's moral s trength. Accordin,.g to the 
Samadhiraja Sutra the Bodhisattva is not attached to 
anything and is freed from all desires and fears. He 
acquires all the dhyanas, samadhis and s.amapattis of 
a Buddha. 

Upaya-Kausalya may be explained as skillfulness or 
wi sdom i n  the choice and adoption of means or 
expdients for converting others or helping them. It is 
specially related to a Bodhisattva 's work as a preacher 
and teacher. A Bodhisattva should always adapt his 
teaching to the c ap ac i ty of the audience. The 
SaddharmapwJC!ar1ka Sutra relates some interesting 
parables which illustrate this Perfection. Even trick
ery and falsehood seem to be permitted, if the end of 
converting or helping others is achieved.4 
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A Bodhisattva s career consists of several stages. 
He advances from one stage to another till he finally 
attains Enlightenment. These stages are called Bhumis 
and also' Vihiiras. There are at least four different 
schemes of divisions of these in ,the principal Sanskrit 
treatises. The Prajiiaparamita Sataka, the Mahiivastu 
and the Dasabhumika Siitra describe these as ten, but · 
in different ways, whereas the Bodhisattvabhumi 
speaks of even bhumis and thirteen viharas. 

"The most systematic treatment of the subject of 
the bhumis is found in the Da�abhumika Sutra. The 
author takes us throgh a mighty maze, but it is not 
without a plan. He manages to place almost all the 
important concepts and categories of Buddhist philoso-
phy in his scheme of ten bhumis . . . . . . A Bodhisattva 
especially cultivates one of the piiramitas in each 
bhumt•. • TI1e first bhiimi is called Pramudita (joyful) . . 
A Bodhisattva enters this first stage immediately after 
the production of bodhic_ita. He rejoiCes exceedingly, 
as he realises that he has now risen above the foolish 
common people. He ·practises the diina-paramita and 
also .the other perfections according to his capacity. 
He pays special attention to the first of the four 
sangraha-vastu. In the second bhiimi which is Vimala, 
he frees himself from all defilements and become hon
est, self-controlled and follows the ten meritorious 
actions. He especially cultivates szla-paramita while 
not neglecting the other perfections, and practises the 
s econed of the four san'graha-vastu w hich !s  
priyavacana (pleasant speech). The third bhumi is  
Prabhilkarz. In this; the Bodhisattva diffuses the great 
light of the doctrine. He practises regular self-exami
nation and meditation and aquires all the dhyanas and 
the samiipattis. ·He especially cultivates k�anti with
out rieglecting the other perfections and the third of 
the four san'graha-vastu which is arthacarya (promot
ing the good of others). In the fourth which is Arcismati 
he gains entrance to the light of the Doctrine by re
flecting on the nature of the worlds of things and liv- · 
ing beings. He practises the bodhipak�ya-dharma. He 
especially cultivates the vlrya-paramita and the fourth 
of the sarfgraha-vastus which is samanatmata. The 
fifth bhumi is Sudurjaya wherein the Bodhisattva per
forms the difficult task of maturing others and guard
ing his own · mind. He comprehends the four Noble 
Truths. He practises all the sangraha-vcstus in this 
bhumi and especially cultivates the dhyana-paramita 

l .  ibid. 283. 

2.  H. Dayal, The Bodhisattva Doctrine, 283 f. . 
3. N. Dutt, Mahaycma Buddhism. 1 37 ;  D. I .  87; etc. 

without neglecting the others. The sixth bhiimi is 
Abhimukhl. and in this he understandds that all things 
and phenomena are sign less and have no definite char
acteristics; they are not produced and not originated; 
they are unrelated and also corrupted since the begin
ning; they are like a dream and are like magically cre
ated unreal objects. He especially cultivates the per
fection of Prajiia without neglecting the others. The 
seventh bhiimi is Diirangama, he acqUires great wis
dom in the choice of expedients for helping others . He 
understands that all the Buddhas ate identical with 
their spiritual cosmic body. He practises all the ten 
paramitas at each moment. He transcends the lower 
wisdom of the Hinayana. He attains .Iiberation, but does 
not attain personal nirvii!Ja. He especially cultivates 
the upiiyakau�alya piiramitii. In the eighth · bhumi4 · 

called Acala a Bodhisattva acquires the Jqanti called 
anutpattika-dharma-k�anti and is not contaminated by 
any actions. The B uddhas initiate him into infinite 
knowledge, otherwise he would enter into nirvana in
stead of persevering in his efforts to attain bodhi for 
the good of all. He especially cultivates the.perlection 
of pranidhana in this bhiimi without neglecting the 
others, and pervades the whole world with the feeling 
of friendliness. The ninth bhumi is Sadhumafi in which 
a Bodhisattva acquires the knowledge of .all phenom
ena and pticiples· truly and certainly. He becomes a 
great preacher and acquires the four pratisamvids and 
is especially · protected by the dhiirma!Jzs. He espe

.cially cultivates the perfection .of bala without neglect� 
ing the others-. The tenth bhiimi is Dharma-meghii· in 
which a Bodhisattva .enters the stage of consecration 
(abhi�eka) and experiences many great samizdhis. He y 
performs many miracles and creates numberless magi-
cal ·bodies of himself. He especially cultivates the 
perfaction ofjiiana without neglecting others. An elev
enth bhumi is mentioned in the Lankiivatara Sii.tra 
called Tathagata-bhumi.2 

The conception of the Buddha: Parallel with the . 
development of the Bodhisattva doctrine, the concep
tion of the Buddha also underwent extensive changes 
in the Mallayana writings . The Theravada conception 
of the Buddha is based on the standard description of 
him found in the Pali Nikiiya texts .3 According to this 
description, the Buddha was a human teacher who had, 
"reached the highest state of perfection and attained 
not only knowledge and power superior to any man 
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and god, but also the highest knowledge a."ld power 
attainable. "In the Majjhima Nikaya Ananda explains 
why the Buddha should be considered supetior to the 
Arhats as well, although both arrived at the same goal. 
He says that there is not a single bhikkhu, who can be 

· regarded as endowed with all the qualities in all their 
forms as possessed by the Buddha. Moreover, a Bud
dha is the originator of the path not existing before, a 
knower and promulgator of the marga, which is only 
followed by the savakas". 1  

There were other descriptions of the Buddha in 
the earlier portions of the Pali canon which lent them

" yelves to other interpretations. In the M ahaparinibbana 
· Sutta of the Digha Nikaya, the Buddha tells Ananda 
. just before his parinibbana that the Dhamma and the 'tVtnaya which have been preached. and promulgated 

by him, will be their teacher after his parinibbana. 2 
The conversation between Gopaka Moggallana and the 
Venerable Ananda in the Majjhima Nikaya makes it 
clear tha� the bhikkhus after the parinibbana of the 
Buddha were not to be regarded as appq.tisara!JG. (with
out refuge), but as with refuge because. they had the 
dhamma preached by the Buddha as their refuge 
( dhamma p�tisara!Ja). 3 

Just aS a traditional brahmin would claim that he 
is born ofBrahma, through his mouth (Brahmu!Ja putto 
oraso mukhato jato, brahmajo brahmanimmito )4, a 
bhikkhu who is a member of the sakyaputtiya sama!JaS ) may say that he is born of Bhagava (Bhagavato 'mhi 
putto orasomukhato jato dhammajo dhammanimmito 

� 9-hamma dayado ti)5 because the Tathagata is also 
"'i described as Dhammakiiyo Brahmakiiyo, 

Dhammabhuto and Brahmabhuto. 6 

Again when the Venerable Vakkali was on his 
dea�-bed and was eager to see the Buddha in person, 
the Buddha came to him and said, "Ala11J. Vakkali, kinpe 
putikayena d��thena. Yo kho Vakkali dhammam passati, 
so man passati, Yo many. passati, yo man,1 dhammai1J. 
passati". 7 This is followed by an exposition by the 

I .  N. Dutt, Mahayana Buddhism, 1 978;  1 38 ;  M. 1 1  1 .8. 
2. D. II. 1 54. 

Buddha on the impermanence of the five aggregates 
of existence. Vakkali is admonished to see the dhamma 
which is more beneficial than seeing the filthy and 
impermanent physical body. Dona, the brahmin who · 

was walking behind the Buddha, becomes curious 
when he noticed the sign of the wheeP in his foot
prints. His curiosity was further strengthened by the 
unusul composure of the Buddha when he seated him
self under a tree by the side of the road. To his inquiry 
whether he was a deva, a gandabba, a yakkha or a 
human being, the Buddha replies that he is none of 
these, but a Buddha.9 

In the Mahahatthipadopama Sutta of the 
Majhima Nikaya the Buddha declares that he who 
sees dependent origination sees the dhamma.and that 
he who sees the dhamma sees dependent origination 
( Yo pa,ticcasamuppiida11J. passati so dhamma11J, 
passati, yo dr.ammam passati, so paticcasamuppada11J 

• ) 10 passatz . . . . 

In the Mahahatthipadopama Sutta of the Digha 
Nikaya it is said that one who has attained complete 
mastery of the four iddhipadas can, if he so desires, 
live an aeon. 11 In the Nikaya texts it is clearly stated 
that the mastery of the iddhis can be realized by a dis
ciple of the Buddha after he attains the foliithjhana. 12 
The Buddha had attained complete mastery over these, 
and was hence pre-eminent among those who pos
sessed iddhi powers. It was the possession of iddhi 
which enable the holders of such powers to perform 
various miracles like assuming different forms, wal�
ing on water, etc. 13 

It may be noted here that the Theravadins have 
been consistent through out their history in their con
ception of the Buddha as their human teacher, the pas
sages cited above falling quite within these bounda� 
ries without the slightest doubt. Therefore, to the 
Theravadins, the rupakaya of the . Buddha was only 
the physical body of the Buddha which had all the 
characteristics of a normal human body while the 

3. "Na klw maya1�1 brah;na�w appa,tisara�za; sappa_tisara�1a mayar�. brahma�w dhammapa,tisara�za ti ". M. 9f. 8 1 ;  M. I 1 .84. 

4. D. 111. 8 1 ;  M. II. 84 . .  
5. D. I l l .  84;M. l l l . l 95,224 has "bhagava.fmzm!z}mzati passm!l passati cakkhubhuto iiCu.,zabhuto dhammabh!tto brahmabhuto. 
6. D. 1 1 1 .84. 
7. S. I l L  1 20. 

r 
-
8. The 'wheel ' was one of the thirty-two marks of a Malzapurisa according to the brahmanic tradition. 

9. A.  1 1 .38: "Yesm�1 klzo ah.a1�1 brahma�w iisaviirza1�1 appalunatta devo b!zaveyya1�1 te me asava pahina . . . .  " 

1 0. M. L l 90f. I I . D. I I . l l 7f. 1 2. D. L76f. 13 .  D, 1 ,77f 
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dharmakaya was the collection of his teachings and 
the disciplinary rules collectively. 1 

It was the Mahasarf ghikas who were the first to 
think that the Buddhas are supra-mundane (lokottara), 
they have no defiled elements (sii.Srava dharmas), their 
bodies, their length of life and their powers are unlim
ited; they neither sleep nor dream; they are self-pos
sessed and are always in a state of saiiiadhi (medita
tion).2 The Divyiivadiina has a few passages which 
contain the terms rupakiiya and dharmakiiya but these · 
have the same sense as those of the Pali texts. In the 
avadiinas, however, a slight Mahayanic tint is seen. 
For example, according to the Rudriiyaniivadiina, the 
rays of light which issued forth from the mouth of the 
Buddha when be smiled, l ighted up the beings of 
heaven and helP 

In the Lalitavistara the Buddha is deified but there 
are no traces of the Trikaya conception. It says that the 
Buddha appears in the world of men in order to follow 
the ways of the world (lokiinuvartanii) which, if de
sired he could avoid by remaining in one of the heav
ens and attaining emancipation there. 

According to the Abhidharma�a · f Vasubandhu, 
Dharmakiiya is formed of the qualities by the acquisi
tion of which a person is called a Budhda. These 
dharmas are: Ksayajfiii!J.a (knowledge of the destruc
tion of suffering) anutpiidajfiii!J.a (knowledge of the 
further non-origination of suffering), and samyagdrs.ti 
(right view) of the as'ai�as together with the dharinas 
attendant to the jfiiiiJ.a viz. the five skandhas. Thus the 
Abhidharmakofa replaces the concrete conception of 
the Dharmakiiya of the Nikiiyas and the Divyavadana 
by an abstract one.� 

According to Hanvarman, the propunder of the 
Satyasiddhi school, the Dharmakaya of the Buddha is 
to be distinguished from that of the A rahais because 
it consists of the ten powers (dasa�balas), the four 
proficiencies (vaifiiradyas), and the three recollections 
(smrtyupasthiina), which the Arhats cannot obtain. The 
A b h isamayii la�fkii rakii rikii and Paiicdvin.uati
siihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii, which are important text
books of the Yogacara school, also maintain the con
ception that the various · dharmas viz . ;  Apramii1_1as, 

I .  N .  Dutt, Mahayana Buddhism, 1 42 .  

2.  2500 Years of Buddhism, 1 1 4 .  
3 .  N .  Dutt, Mahayana Buddhism, 1 43f. 

4. N. Dutt. Mahayana Buddhism, 1 44. 

Vimok�cis, samiipattis, and so on, constitute sarvajiiata 

and that Sa rvajflatii i s  the Dharmaka)i a .  The 
Prajfiiipiiramitas also maintain the conception that the 
Dharmakiiya is produced by dharmas, the highest of · 1 

which, according to them, is the Prajflapiiramitii.5 1 
The Mahasiufghika view that everything regard

ing the Buddha \vas transcendental was developed into 
the Nirmanakaya conception by the Mahayanists. The 
final steps of this process are clearly seen in the 
Saddharmapu�lrj.arika and the SvariJ.aprabhasa Siitras 
the main thrust of which is to erase any still lingering 
impressions of the historical existence of Sakyamuni. 

The Saddliarmapu!J.rf.arzka Sutra obseves that it is . 
imposible for the Buddha to perform, within a space, -
of forty years after the attainment ofBodhi, the innu- .' 
merable duties of a Tathiigata and lead incalculable 
Bodhisattvas to Buddhahpod. Also, it is not to be un
derstood that Bhagavan S akyamurti left his family life 
and attained Bodhi at Gaya because he attained 
Sambodhi incalculable ages ago and has been preach
ing the dhamma since th(m. Also, all .that has been said 
.about the previous Tathagathas like Dipan'kara, etc., 
and about their parinirviilJa were only expedients for • 

imparting the dharma (upiiyakarisalya-dharma
daf aniibhinirhiira-nirmitiim). 6 

In the Svar!J.aprabhiisa Sutra it i s  obseved that it 
is impossible for Sakyainuni who had performed so 
many meritorious deeds to have had such a short-span 
of life as eighty years: The length of his life is incaicu
lable. It is said that it might be possible to count the 
drops of water in a sea, but it would be impossible to 
ascertain the length of his life. It is· impossible to ex
pect relics from the Buddhakiiya, as the Tathiigatas 
have no origin, they are ever-existing and are· incon
ceivable. It is only the Nirmiinakiiya that is shown by 
them. Buddhas do not have relics, they do only have 
Dharmakaya and Dharmadhiitu . . 

The Mahayanic writings were aimed at showing 
that the Theravadins were wrong in their belief that 
Sakyamuni was really a man of flesh and blood and 
that the relics of his body existed. Accordingly they 
introduced the two conceptions of Nirmiinakiiya and 
Buddhakiiya. Everything that has been done by the 

5. ibid 1 48 .  
6. op. cit. 1 52 .  
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B_uddha Sakyamuni was the apparent doing by a shad
· owy -image created to follow the ways of the world 

_ (lokiinuvartana) in order to bring conviction to the 
-· . people that the attainment of Buddhahood was not an 

- inipossibility. As the B uddhas possess the knowledge 
of all that is to be done (krtyanus_thcmajfial.w) they can tf!ke any form they desire for the enlightenment of the 
various classes of b e i n g s .  The PaFicavilr} sati 
Rrajiiizpiiranita says that a Bodhisattva, after acquir
irtg . all the--necess ary Dharmas and practising 
Prajniiparamita, becomes a sambuddha and then 
renders service to beings of all Lokadhatus1 of the ten 
comers at all time by Nirmanamegha (Nirmana 
.clouds). This is called the Nirmanakaya. 
) . . . . . . . . 
. · According to the Chinese sources, Nagarjuna, in 

!pis commentary on the Prajfiaparamitii explains 
rupakiiya as the body born of parents, possessing the 
qualities of sentient beings and is subject to human 
frailities: .It was .bom in Kosala while his Dharmakiiya 
was born at Rajagrha. "The material body was neces� 
sary for 'earthly truth' .  It was for the deliverance of 
beings that the buddha assumed different kiiyas, dif
ferent names, birth-places and the ways of emancipa
tion: This interpretation of rupa-and dharmakiiyas is 
also fol lowed· in the Chiness  versions o f  the 
Parinirva!Jasiitra and Sandhinirmocanasiitra,. 2 

- The Siitralankiira explains Nirmiinakiiya as those 
forms which the Buddhas assume to render service to ___peings . of the various worlds. It refers to the· human lonn that the Buddha assumes to show that he aquires 
the skills of an average man, living· a family life; then 

- etiririg from it and attaining Nirvana throught ascetic 
practices. The Vijff.aptima;ratiisiddhi explains that 
Nirmiinakiiya is meant for S ravakas, Pratyekabuddhas 
and Prthagjanas and Bodhisattvas who are not yet in 
one of the ten bhumis. I t  may appear in all lands, 
whether pure of impi're. Acceding to the Chin esse com
mentaries on this, the Buddha can transform his body 
or another's body, voice and his or other's mind to suit �s purpose. The Buddha could transform himselfinto 
S ariputra, into any other or create an al togethr new 
aparitional body. often ,  he assumed the voice of 
Brahma or expressed himself through the mouth of 
s'ariputra or Subhuti. This is why we find abstruse 
Mahayana teachings being explained by these which 
they were not expected to understand. The Buddha 

I I .  op. cit. 1 53 .  

2. N. Dutt, Mahayana Buddhism, 1 54.  

3. op. cit. 1 56. 

could produce in mind any thought he liked. In fac t, 
he appeared in his Nirmanakiiya as Siikyamuni with a · 

mind suited to the ways of the world. He could also 
impose his thoughts on the minds of others . 

According to the Abhisamayalan Kizrakiirikii there 
are four kayas of which the Svabhavikakiiya is real and 
the three other viz., Dharmakiiya ( = Svasaml?hogakaya ), 
Sambhogakiiya (= Parasambhogakiiya) and 
Nirmcmakaya are unreal. These three are meant for 
Bodhisatttvas and S�iivakas. Accoriding toit, the en- . 
tire course of life of a Bodhisattva, extending through� 
o u t  h i s  i n c a lc ul abe · births i s  nothing but the 
Nirmanakiiya which in fact is not separate from the 
Dharmakiiya. 

According to the Lankiivatiira, the Nirmitabuddhas 
are not produced by actions: the Tathagata is neither 
in them nor outside them. The various duties of a 
Tathagata are performed through the Nirmcmakaya. 
Vaj rapa n i  serv e s  as  an attendant o n  the · 
NirmitanirmaiJabuddhas and not on the real B uddhas 
and it is the Nirmitabuddhas who explain the charac
teristics · o f  dana, s'i la,dhyiina, samiidhi, citta, 
prajfia,skandha, dhiitu, ayatana, etc.3 As thef?upakiiya 
or Nirmanakiiya w as meant for S ravakas, 
paccekabuddhas and ordinary folk who were not yet -
in one of the ten bhumis, another kiiya had to be de
vised for the benefit of all the Bodhisattvas. This body 
is called the Parasambhogakaya as different from the _ 
Svasambhogakiiya, a subtle body perceived by the 
Baddhas alone. lt is this Parasambhogakaya which 
serves as the preacher of the various Mahayana Siitras, 
the site being either the Grdraku.ta or Sukhavafi-vyUha 
or one of the heavens. Grdra..lcii.ta is the only place in 
the three dhatus considered pure for the appearance of 
a sambhogakiiya. It may be noted here that inspite of 
the massive changes brought about by the Mahayfulists 
in the conception of the Buddha, they were still un
able to forget or ris� above the human conception of 
the Buddha. of the Theravadins. It is Siikyamuni who 
is still the presiding Buddha of the Universe. All the 
Bodhisattvas, friivakas, grhapatis of the various 
lokadhatus of the ten directions came with flowers, 
incense, etc . ,  to hear from him the Prajfiaparamitii. · 

The Bodhisattvas had _their own tutelary Buddhas who 
according to the Mahayana metaphysics had the same 
Dharmakaya as that of Siikyamuni. They themselves 

, ' \ I 
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came or sent masages of greetings and flowers as to
kens of their regard to Buddha Sakyamuni.  These de
scriptions sometimes go so far as to say that the Bud
dhas themsel ves came to hear dirscourses from 
S akyamuni whose Buddhak�etra then was the 
Sahalokadhiitu. The gathering of Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas was so great that the sahalokadhatu had 
to be cleared of all the mountains, rivers, cities as well 
as of gods, men and other beings to accommodate them 
Accoriding to-the Saddhamzapuf}tjarika due to this lack 
of space, the Buddhas could not have wiL'l them more 
than one or two Bodhisatvas as attendants. According 
to the s'atasahasrikii and the PaiicaVi11JSatisahas'rika 
the kiiya of this Buddha, "is an exceedingly refulgent 
body, from every pore of which steamed forth contless 
brilliant rays of light". 1 In the P rajiiaparamitas this 
refulgent body was u sual ly called the 
Prakrtyiitmabhiiva (natural body) or Asecanaka 
Atmabhava (all-diffusing body). However, this reful
gent body was not called the Sambhogakiiya in the 
Prajnaparamitas. It is first found only in a recast ver
sion of the Pal1cavir1Jsati�sahasrikii Prajiiaparamita, · 
while the original text regarded this refulgent body as . 

nirmita and therefore as included in the Riipakiiya. 
Thus, it is clear that the conception of Sambhogakaya 
was not differentiated from that of the Rupa or the 
Nirmanakiiya up to the time of Nagrujuna. It is first 
presented in the wnkiivatara Sutra, calling it Ni?Janda 
or Dharmcrtiin i�ya nda B uddha, s til l the term 

· Sambhogakiiya being not current. 

The Vijiiaptimatratasiddhi distinguishes between . 
two Sambhogakiiyas calling them Par(Jsambhogakaya 
and Svasambhogakiiya. Wpj.le the first is seen by the 
Bodhisattvas, the second is seen only by the Buddhas · 
of the various lokadhatus. These do not differ as re
gards their ilJimitability and immeasurability and both 
have colour and form as well - as voice. On account of 
the knowledge of sameness (samata) .obtained by the 
Buddhas, the ·body .is  pure (anasrav.a). It can appear 
.only in a.pure land like Sukhavafivyiiha or G.rdrakii.ta. 
The first has mahapuru�alakshanas while the second 

l .  op. cit. 158. 

does not. The citta of the fust is as unreal as that of 
the Nirmanakaya wihile the citta of the second is real 
and possesses the four Jfial)as. 2 The riipa of both kiiyas 
is exceedingly subtle and expansive without limit. The 
subtle bodis of countless Buddhas are interpenetrable. 

According to the Mahayana conception,. the only 
real kiiya of the B uddha is  the Reality.  The 
Madhyamakakiirikii and the Satyasiddhisastra call it 
the Svabharika or Svabhava kaya. It is immeasurable 
and illimitable. It fills all space and is the basis of the 
Sambhoga and the Nirmanakiiyas. It is devoid of all · 
marks (i.e. Maha puru�la/qaf}qs, etc.) and is inexpress-
ible (ni�prapaiica) .  It is possessed of eternal, real and · · 

unlimited guf}as. It does not have both citta and rupa. 
Dharmakaya Buddhas may have their individual 1, 
Sambhogakayas, but they have all one Dharmakiiya. ' 
It can only be re alised within one ' s  own self 
(pratyatmavedya) and not be described, as that woUld 
be like the attempt of a blind man to describe the sun 
which he has never seen.3 The As,tasahasrikii states 
that he who knows that the dharma existing in the · 
world or preached by the Tathagata have no more ex
istence than things seen in a dream and does not equire 
whence the Tathagata came and where he goes, real-
ises the Tathagata through Dharmata. "The 
Buddhakiiya that people speak of arises through cause 
and condition like. the sound· of a flute; it involves re-
ally no appearance and disappearance. Those who run . 
after the form and voice of the Tathagata and con
ceive of his disapperance and disappearance are far · J 
from the truth".4 According to an often quoted verse 
in the Vajracchedikaprajiiaparamita, the Buddha can- Y 
not be seen through his form and cannot be heard 
through his voice because the ·Buddhas only ·have 
Dharmakaya. 5 

Nirviif!a: The Mahayarusts argue that the S ravakas 
aim at the realization of onl)' pudgala-nairatmya and 
not at the .r.ealiztion of dhamzanairatmya.6 Therefore, 
their realiztion cannot tak� them to Nirval)a, it takes 
them only some distance towards it. �e Sutralan'kiira 

2. These are: i .  Adafsaj11m.1a (mirror like knowledge) i i .  samataj11cu.w (knowle-dge of sameness of all things), i i i .  
Pratyavekfa�la}11a�za (knowledge distinguishing subject-object and varieties of  things), iv. krtycmus,thcmajna�la (knowl
edge of doing all that is to be done). 

3. N. Dutt, Mahayana Buddhism, 163. 

4. op. cit. 1 64. 

5. Encyclopaedia of Living Faiths, 305; N. Dutt, op. cit. 165. 

6. Pudga/anair?ztmya is  explained by N. Dutt as the non-existence of a permanent entity like soul. It seems best understood 
as the cessation of the individual series of existence. 
Dhannanairatmya is the realization of the non-existence of things what-soever, of the universe. 
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argues that the Theravadins have only personality 
(pugdgala-nimitta) as their basis fo� meditation, as a 
result of which they reach only S rii.vaka-bodhi or 
Pratyekabodhi and not Samyaksambodhi, which can 
only be attained by making all dharmas the basis of 
meditation. According to the non-mahayanists all con
stituted things which originate from causes and condi
tions are in a state of flux and devoid of any substan_ce. 

- There is no permanent entity in mental and physical 
constituents which are in a state of constant flux. The 
realization of nirvana is made ·possible through the 
realization of the non-existence of-an atman either iden
tical with one of the khandhas or apart from them. The ) Mahayani.sts do not adn:rit that the skandhas really ex
ist. These exist only in the imagination of beings suf
fering from defective vision due to ignorance. The truth )-_ therefore, according to the Mahayanists is S�nyata or 

I . 4h�Tfna nairatJnya. 

According to the SaddharmapiffJ.dar!ka he who 
knows the dharmas as devoid of atman knows the 
truth. It is because one does not possess this knowl
edge that · one is called a S �avaka. Of the seven 
reasones adduced by the Sutrii.lan'kii.ra to show why 
Mahayana should be consideFed-superiorto Hinayana, 
one is that the .knowledge of the Mahayanists is on a 
higher level, for itpentrates into both padgalanairatmya 
arid dh(i,r;uinaira tmya: Th,e realiztion of the 
dharmanairii.tmy removes t.l:te screen over true knowl
edge. The removal of both screens is needed for the ) attainment of emancipation (molcya) and omniscience 
(sarvajfiafa); Passions are obstacles to the attainment 

-- rof emanCipation; hence the removal of passions leads 
1 to molcya. The screen of jfieya works as an obstacle to 

the functioning of knowledge. When it is removed, 
knowledge penetrates unobstructed into all objects of 
knowledge in detail (sarvakara) without however caus
ing attachment of any kind, and this is called the at
tainment of omniscience or Bodhi. 

The Theravadins do not accept the above explana
tions of the Mahayanists. They contend that by the re
moval of the screen of actions (karmavaralJ.a), of the 
effects of karma(vipakavarar;a) and of afflictions 
(kle.Savarana), theArhats atttair:i full knowledge with
out any veil (anavaraJJa). They completely eradicate 
all ii.savas from their minds, including the avijjasava 
and therefore attain full and complete emancipation. 1 

I .  N .  D utt, Malza,y(wa Buddhism, 1 76. 

-2. M. 1 1 1 .2 .  

Mahayana Religion: The intricate philosophical fab
ric of the Mahayana which we have examined in the 
preceding pages served as the founadation upon which 
the impressive edifice of the Mahayana religion was 
buil up. According to the Pali canonical texts, the path 
to the attainment of Nibbiina was the path of gradual 
training, gradual practice and gradual progress 
(anupubba -s ikkhii anupubbaki riyii a n upubba
pa_tipada)1 which constituted a process of maturing the 
individual through disciplined training. This is the path 
which lies through the three steps of s7la, samii.dhi and 
pafifiii.. Provision was available for different po-ints of 
entry into this process of training which suited the par
ticular requirements of the individual seeking spiritual 
training through the process .  The Mahayanists, it will 
be seen, evolved a system, of religious practice which, 
unlike the earlier system, did not require such exact
ing commitment from the individual, in order to attain 
the same ultimate spiritual· goal. 

Thus, according to Mahayana teachings, Nirv�a 
is a attainable through one of the following ways: 

( 1 )  The path of self-discipline-
(2JThe path of wisdom (Prajfia marga) 
(3) The path of the Bodhisattva (BodhisattVa mii.rga) 
(4) The path of Faith (S�addhCi. marga) 
(5) The path of cultic worship (puja mii.rga) 

(1)  The. Path of self-discipline :  Although the 
Mahayanists recognize the Noble Eightfold Path, they · 

claim that only the specially gifted are able to follow 
it, and hence; it is too . steep for all others. They say 
that it is a path for the selfish who care only fot -their 
own liberation and close their eyes to the sufferings of 
others. 

The main objection of the-philospphical Mahayana · 
schools to the eightfold path is based on their convic
tion that suffering belongs to the phenomenal realm 
and that all beings, to the extent that they are identical 
with the Absolute, have always been free, though with
out knowing it .  Liberation is therefore to be achieved 
by the removal of this ignorance and by the realisation 
of the Absolute. It is not possible to attain deliverance 
by mere ethical action. According to Bhavaviveka, a 
Miidhayan:rika monk who lived in the sixth century A. 
C. the Noble Eightfold Path is not to be understood 
literally, but as key words to emancipating insights: 
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(i) Right View is insght into the Dharmakaya of 
the Perfect One; 

(ii) Eight Resolve is the pacification of all imagina
tions; 

(iii) Right Speech is the realisation that language con
fronted with the Dharmas falls silent; 

(iv) Right Conduct is abstinence from any action 
(aiming at karmic merit); 

(v) Right Livelihood consists of the insight that all 
Dharmas are without origination and destruc
tion; 

(vi) Right Effort means relinquishing Energy and 
Method in the knowledge that no Dharmas rise 

· out of action; 

(vii) Right Awareness means to stop brooding over 
being and non-being; 

(viii) Right Meditation means freedom from opinions 
by the non-grasping of Dhcirmas (here ldeas). 1  

. 
(2) The Path of Wisdom ( Prajiia-:-miirga): The 
Mahayarusts make a dstinction between knowledge 
(jiiizlJa) and wisdom (prajna) . While knowledge is lim
ited. to the sphere of phenomena, wisdom reaches be
yon4 this to the infinite and the essence." Knowledge 
is a matter of mere intellect which can grasp only frag
ments of reality: wisdom on the other hand is intuitive 
identification with the reality of all existence and be
ing an experience which is made with the whole of the 
personality after all rational limitations, views and 
doctrines have been discarded. It is defined as 'omnis
cience' (sarwijiiata) and in the Mahayana is synony
mous wit4 'enlightenment' (bodhi) '  .2 

The follower -of the wisdom path free himself by . . 
developing wisdom because wisdom destroys craving 
and ignorance, the two causes of suffering. Craving 
feeds on sense-contacts, but it withers when the sense 
objects are seen through as dharma-phenomena and 
as il1usory. Ignorance vanishes the moment the Abso
lute is realised.3 

l .  Hans W: Schumann, Buddhism, 1 20. 

2. op. cit. Buddhism, 1 23.  

3 .  op. cit. 1 27 

4. op. cit. 1 27 

5. op. cit. 1 29 

(3) The Path of the Bodhisattvas (Bodhisattva- . 
marga): The first and the second paths to Nirva�a re-. 
quire in a follower self-discipline, intell igence and 
commitment, abilities possessed only by a small frac-, 
tion of man-kind. For the many, who are untalented 
the Mahayana offers three other ways to Nirvii.J:la. The 
first of these is the path of the Bodhisattvas (the . . 

Bodhisattva-marga). This can be achieved in one of 
two ways. The first, by relying on the Great Compas
sion (Maha-karu!Ja) of the Bodhisattvas. It is suffi
cient to invoke them entreatingly because Bodhisattvas 
never refuse help. "On account of their inner perfec
tion and their karmic merit accmulated through whole
some deeds in countless lives, the Transcendent 
Bodhisattvas are able to remove the unwholesome 
Karman of those in need and thus make possible their 
speedier emancipation. Their loving-kindness is  
stronger than the impending Karma of the salvation 
seeker."4 

Second, when a being .b enefits from the compas- · 
sicm of the Bodhisattvas, it places the seeker of such 
help under a heavy obligation which is re-paid by 
adopting the career of a Bodhisattva and undertaking . 
to relieve the sufferings of the beings of the world. 
Although the Bodhisattva way is the easiest to be 
followed in its passive aspect, it is the most difficult 
path to deliverance jn its active aspect. Wliile it takes 
extra-ordinary selflessness to take the vow to become 
a Bodhisattva to devote oneself entirely to help oth�rs 
without thinking of one's own liberation, it is also, the 
path which takes the longest duration of time to teach 
liberation. As schumrum puts it, "to be liberated is the 
final goal (of the Bodhisattva) but to liberate (others) 
is the ·more urgent and nobler one".5 

(4) The Path of F.aith (S�addha marga): Faith accord
ing to the Mahayana teaching is the central virtue from 
which all other virtues develop automatically and 
which unfailingly leads to rebirth in a Buddha para
dise. AccordiJ1g to the s'iksasamuccaya, "Faith is the . 
guide, mother� originator, protector, increaser of all 
virtues, dispeller of doubts, rescuer from the flood of 
rebirths. Faith is  the signpost to the secure city (of the 
Budha paradise) . . . .  Faith creates liking in renuncia
tion, faith creates delight in the doctrine of the victors 
(i.e. the B uddhas) .  faith creates (iistinction in the 

) 

) 
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. lalowledge of the virtues;  it leads in the direction of 
th� Buddha goal". 1 

·< Sraddhil, according to its Mahayanic conception, 
· �ptmites in two ways. One, it produces unimaginable 
ine.rit (pw;.ya) which merit is much superior to the re. shlts of s'ila, the results of which are limited to the 

·.
· 

· �¢,\�re of sa"}SCLra only. Second, S/raddha is the means 
· : .. b;i �hich the compassion and help of the Transcend
< · �qt'jJqdhisattvas and Buddhas is invoked. Their help . 

imd assistance cannot be obtained by karrnically whole-
sd�e actions alone. Invoking them with faithful con
fldehce in them is more powerful than karmically wHolesome action. sraddha is mainly directed to tvio )1tanscendent Beings; the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara 
and the Buddha Arnitabha (or Arnitayus). The former 

, . · is appealed for help when one is in distress while the 
· latter is a helper to salvation. The pure Buddha para

dise · Sukhavali is the paradise of Buddha Amitabha 
which he created for himself. "In the texts the numer-

-ous Buddha paradises are divided into two groups. For 
the frrst ·group there is no special collective name, but 
the second are the so-called 'Pure Lands ' .  The ordi
nary paradises lie within out universe and more or less 
resemble our world, but are free from ill�will and vio
.lence. The Pure Lands on the other hand are transcend
ent and their inhabitants are not born into thein on ac
count of their karmic merit, but through the grace of a 

· transc.endent Buddha. They are radiating and lovely 
paradises of bliss. Arnitabha's paradise Sukhavafi is 
the prototype of a Pure Land; Each of these lands 

1(Jcyetra) is under the control and care of a Transcend
Jent Budhda, who regards it his main task to impart 
· liberating wisdom to the beings of his paradise".2 

The birth in a Buddha paradise through the grace 
of a Transcendent Buddha or Bodhisattva does not 
automatically take one to final liberation, it being only 
an intermediate station on the way to liberation, There
fore, rebirth in a Buddha Land serves as a good start
ing point to. develop wisdom and attain enlightenment. 

(5) The Path of Cultic Worship ( Puja marga) : 
Mahayana has developed a system of workship and 
ritual, the due performance of which ensures Iibera- · 

tion for the worshipper. "Whereas Santideva (seventh 
century A. C.) in his anthology S/ik�asanwccaya ( 17 p. 
156f.) only quotes Sutra passages which regard ritual 
practice as instrumental to better rebirth, the 

I .  . op. cit. 1 33 
2. op. cit. 137 

1 3. op. cir. J 38 

Saddhannapw;.cj.arl.kasutra (2, 78-94) characterises the 
worship of relics, the erection of Stiipas, the creating 
of Buddha images, the offering of flowers and incense, 
and the making of music at shrines as the way to En
lightenment. The text continues: "Those who at a Stiipa 
have shown (their) veneration (by placing their palms 
together, either in the) perfect (way) or (only) with one 
hand, (and those who) have bent the erect head and 
body a single time for a moment, (95), - (moreover L.'1e 
people who) have at those relic containers (i.e. stupas) 
said 'Honour to the Buddha! '  a single time (and), be it 
only with distracted mind, have all obtained Supreme 
Enlightenment ( ag rabodhi)'? 

The adoption of worship also necessitated the de
velopment of a system of ritual formulae and detailed 
procedures to be followed in such worship. While each 
item of offering had its own ritual formula consisting 
of one or more s/lokas preferably, each cultic object of 
workship too had its own ritual formula of one or m�re 
of such slokas spelling out the veneration of the wor
shipper. Bach act of worship which followed the puja 
(the act of offering) had its alloted placing in the total 
procedure of the worship. While the non-infringement 
of the given procedure was essential, the proper re
cital of the formulae of puja and vandana too was simi
larly essential for the generation of results. There is 
evidence to show that music too was in use as. part of 
the accepted pattern of such worship.4 The complete 
ritual structure if compiled into a text would have con- · 
stituted a ireatise of considerable length. 

It may be noted here that it was with the complex 
puja systein that the Mahayanists accomplished their 
aspiration to make Buddhist practices attractive to the 
common folk, thereby providing an easier path to sal
vation. The puja ritual c�ntributed in no small meas
ure to social harrnony as these also provided for pub
lic participation. As the puja rituals were adaptable to 
particular. socio-religious requirements of the differ
ent schools 'of thought as well as ofthe cultural con
texts in which Buddhism had to work, these came to 
possess regional identities. It is these regional identi
ties, it may be noted, which bacame the distinctive 
characteristics of Buddhism to a very large extent, in · 
each region in which it took roots by weaving itself · 
into the religio-Jjtualistic fabric of the respective re
gion by suitable adaption and adj ustment as required. 

4. e.g. the Saddharmap(t�zdailka verses quoted above as well as numerous other passages. 
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Mahayana in China. Tfie ancient trade route which 
lay through Cental Asia connecting the Roman Em
pire with India and China took Buddhism to the Cen
tral Asian �ountries and China. "By the first century 
A. C., a number of prosperous city states had arisen in 
the wateFSheds of the ox us and Tarim rivers. The source 
of their prosperity was the trade between China, India 
and the Roman Empire. Culturally, this area was in
ternational. Some cities spoke Iranian dialects, wrote 

them in Indian ·atphabets, were ruled by Greek dynas- . 

· ties and issued Grecian-lookjng coins. Central Asian 

art combined Indian, Hellenistic and Iranian elements. 

During the first century, these states carne. under Chi-· 

nese suzerainty. However, Indian cultural influence 
was dominant. Indian settlers and adventurers found 

· their way to Central Asia, and Buddhist monks moved 
. back and forth, travelling with the traders' . caravans. 

The Chinese terminus of the Central Asian trade 

route .was the city of Tun. Huang. It was in interna
tional community. where Chinese. Kucheans,  
Sogdians, Khotanese and Indians lived together. It is 
said that thirty-six languages w�re spoken in.its mar
ket place. The two bonds between the inhabitants were 
trade and Buddhism. In this way, Buddhism came over
land, by ·s.tages, to the· frontiers of Chin'a". 1  

It i s  recorded that B uddhism was in China once or 
_ twice_ during the rii-�t century A.c. ,  aLthough it is not 
recorded to have made any headway .. The conversion 
of China seems to have begun, according to historical 
r�q>rds, with the arrival of several translator-mission

.ari�s about 1.50 A.C. These missionaries came from 
Central Asia. Those who had grown lip in Thn Huang 
already spoke the Chiness language, others learnt. the 
language before starting their work. Assisted by their 
Chinese disciples and scribes, they concentrated on 

the translation of scripture as the most important part 
of their missionary work. It was their initial labours 

which thus created a nucleus of Buddhist Sutras in 
Chinese which served as the foundation for -the speedier 
spread of the religion during the folowing centuries. 

During the third century, the Chinese Sa11J-gha was 

consolidated. Inspite of civil wars in the country, Bud
dhist missionaries arrived and were welcomed. Bud

dhism spread throughout the country. It is recorded 

that Chines� pilgrims set out through Central Asia in 

l .  Encyclopaedia of Living Faiths, 1964, 322. 
2. op. cit. 323 
3. op. cit. 324 

search of scriptures and returned with texts to aug
ment the growing canon. During the fourth century 
Buddhism became the dominant faith of China and 
during the next century it completed its domination of 
Chinese religious life. By the seventh century A.C., 

Buddhism reached its prime of the initial period, un
der the T' ang dynasty. While the study of Buddhism 
beca...'lle popular, it was during this period that the fa
mous pilgrim and translator Hsuan-Tsang returned af
ter fifteen years stay in India with the latest form of 
the Yogacara School. The worship of Amitabha be
came widespread particularly in Norht China.'' The di
vergent tendencies that had operated since the early 

fifth century eventually produced the separation into 
distinct sectaii.an traditions, each with its own possi
bilities to work out".2 During the eighth and ninth cen

turies, the different �ects built upon their foundations 

The disciples of the sixth Patriarch spread the Ch'an 
teaching throughout China and even to Tibet. During 
the ninth century, Buddhism had a severe set back 

under the T' ang regime from which i� took a long time 
to find some recovery at last. Under the Sung dynasty, .· 
during the eleventh, twelfth and the thirteenth centu
ries, though all sects and schools were studied and prac
tised, only the Ch'an.sect continued. to evolve qualita
tively, penetrating deeply into the culture of the pe
riod. 

"The Mongols, who ruled China during the thir
teenth and fourteenth centuries adopted the Tibetan va
riety of B uddhism, and Lamaist establishments have 
since then constituted· a separate sect in China. The . _ ] 
Mongols, though tolerant of all religions, patronized 
Buddhism lavishly. The Ming dynasty (1364-1644), 
which restored native nile, looked backwards to the 

glorious T' ang and Sung eras. Its culture was conserva-
tive, and the power of the old ways was overwhelm- . 

ing. Buddhism was subject to no new stimuli and en
visaged no new problems. The period from the fifteenth 
century to the nineteenth is predominantly an age of 
closed vistas. Nevertheless, there were a few outstand-
ing thinkers and leaders in each generation of moriks".3 

The first entry of Buddhism to China was only the 

beginning of a long line of live cultural contacts be

tween India and China. As each successive phase of 

Indian Buddhism arrived in China, it gave rise to a 

new cult or school. As each of these had their own 
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Mahayana texts upon which they based their interpre
tations of the teaching, the Chinese Buddhist canon is 
the collection of the Chinese translations of the origi
nal Sanskrit texts and their Chinese commentaries. 
:"Two-thirds of its contents are translations from In
dian languages. Most of these were translated .before 
750, and thus were based on older versions of the San
skrit texts .than those employed by the Tibetan transla-
to�s. ·unlike the Tibetan Tripifaka, the Chinese 
Tripifaka includes the complete Hinayana Sutras· 
(Agamas}. In fact, about one-fifth of the Tai:sho 
Trip�taka consists of Hinayana works. Thus, though 
Chinese Buddhism is exclusively Mahayana, it has 
conserved the Hinayana traditions fully". 1 

. As the main pre-occupation of the Buddhist mis

} sionarjes in China was the compilation of the TripZtaka 
in the Chinese language, it provided a fim1 foundation 
for the stabilization of Buddhism in the Chinese soci-

. ety . H9wever, th� great success of Bud9lrisrn in China . 
was due in large measure to the skill with which it was 
able to weave itseifinto the religio-ritualistic fabric of 

·the Chinee society. As a result, B uddhism was able to 
of:fur a system of ritu� _and cultic worship which greatly 

. appealed to its Chinese followers 

Chinese . Buddhism thus came to possesss a rich 
and complex system of worship. The principal form 
of worship was the worship of the Buddha, Dhamma 
and the Samgha which centred round the offering of 

· gifts �d-services to these. While the gifts included all 
. ) ite� required for the_ maintenance of .the Order and 

fu.e· shrines, the services consisted of acts of homage - -1  and. reverence to the triple gem and other centres of 
cultic worship. Each of these cult-centres like the stupa, 
the images of the Budd..has and the Bodhisattvas, was 

· serviced through appropriate ritual. 

Those prominent among the Buddhas and the 
Bodhisattvas who thus were centres of cultic worship 
and veneration · in China are Sakyamuni Buddha, 
Amitabha Buddha (Amit' o), Maitreya Buddha (Milo), 
Bhaisajyaguru Buddha (Yao-shih), Avalokitesvara 
Bodhisattva (Kuan-yin), and Kc;lliti�arbha Bodhisattva 
(Ti-tsang). Each of these cults is based on an Indian 
Sutra which explains the special attributes of the holy 
personage. 2 

I .  op. cit. 327 
2. Encycloppaedia of Living Faiths, 328. 
3. op. cit. 329 

"The problem of the relationship and jurisdiction 
of the vari ous B u ddhas does not troub l e  the 
unphilosophical devotee, who either woships all in turn 
or concentrates on the most congenial to llim. The theor 
etical problem is resolved by all sects in essentially 
the same way: the Essence Body (Dharma-kaya) is free 
from all determinate marks such as unity and mul 

. tiplicit';, and the multiplicity of Buddhas belongs to 
the realm of appearance".3 

The Chinese Sa71Jg ha consists of a number of sects. 
A sect bases itself on a distinctive textual tradition or 
cultic practice, while subsects represent lineages from 
the several disciples of the founder of the original sect, 
and can have minor differences of teaching. Cults con
sist of a special practice of devotion or of contempla
tion, but do not possess a lineage of masters, 
necessarilly. Devotion to Maitreya was for long an 
important cult in China, but there was no Maitreya sect: 
Devotion to Amitabha was in practice for centruries 
before a lineage of teachers founded the Amitabha sect, 

· and thereafter it reverted to the status of a cult. A cult 
commonly arises from a particular Sutra. It can attract 
followes from all- established sects without itself con
stituting a sect. 

A sect is founded by a great master. It may be a · 
philosophical system, a mystical insight, a devotional 
cult, a discipline or system of rites and initiations. It 
exists as long as its- lineage of masters survive. When 
the lineage fails, its teachings may still be preserved 
and studied and may even be revived. A sect has a 
centre, since a master may confer approval on his best 
student, but it has no physical boundaries. One can 
study a sect or practise its teaching, but one cannot 

join a sect. 

Robinson distinguishes three general types among 
the Chinese Buddllli.'i: sects: (i) The Classical School, 
which have as their. heritage . an h1dian doctrinal sys
tem contained is a group of Sastras (ii) The Catholic 
Sects which classify the different scriptures and doc
trinal systems as an ascending series of accommodated 
teachings for beings of different intellectual types up
wards to the true teachig. Their fundemental texts are 
the Mahayana Sutras which are explaind in the com
mentaries and other works by the founders and other 
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patriarchs of the sects and the Exclusive Sects which 
discard the classification of the teachings and reject 
all other teachings except their own. of these, the prin
cipal schools are : ( 1 )  The Kosa School - This school 
was feunded on the Abhidharmako�a translated by 
Hsuan-Tsang in the seventh century. A.C. It did not 
maintain a separate Iingeage for long after Hsuan
Tsang. (2) The Satyasiddhi School, based on 
Kumarajiva's translation of the Satyasiddhi Sastra; this 
school flourished during the fifth century A. C. (3) The 
San-Lun (Three Treatises) School, based on three 
Madhyamaka texts translated by KumiiraJ1va, did not 
arise until the early sixth century, and its lineage did 
not persist for many generations after its greatest mas
ter, Chi-Tsang (549-623) (4) The Fa-hsiang School 
based on Vzjfiiinavada and founded by Hsuan- tsang 
(600-64) whose w ork Ch 'eng wei-shih lun 
(Vzjfiaptimatratasiddhi) expounds the school's teach
ing. The School began to decline in the ninth century, 
but contined as a philosophical influence for many 
centuries. 1 

The principal Catholic Sects are: ( 1 )  The Tien-t'ai 
founded by Chih- 1 (538-97). It classifies the Sfltras 
according to the period of Sakyamuni's life when they 
were supposed to have been spoken, and also accord
ing to the audiences to whom they were addressed. 
The fmal and perfect teaching of Siikyamuni, accord
ing to this s e c t ,  i s  that of the Lotus-Su tra 
(Saddharmapu!Jqarika), the pricipal Scripture of the 
T' ent 'ai Sect. The philosophical doctrines of the school 
are · a combination o f  the Madhyamaka and the 
Yogacara teachings. This sect has its own liturgy and 
the sect survives in china to the present day. (2) The 
Hua-yen, founded by Tu-Shun (557-640) and brought ' 
to completion by Fa-Tsang (643-7 12) .  It is based on 
the Avatarr;saka ( Hu·a-yen)Sutra, which ranks highest 
in the classifications of the Hua-yen sect. According 
to the Avatan_tsaka Sutra, Sakyainuni Buddha entered 
the Sagaramudra-samadhi immediately after his en
l ightenment in which he saw simultaneously all the 
teachings that he later _preached and all the beings to 
whom he preached them. However, when he preached 
the contents of this vision as the Avatan;sakdsutra, it 
pro�ed too difficult for ordinary listeners as a result of 
which he preached a graded series of accommodated 
teachings. However, the highly intellectual teachings 
of this school did bot become a popular sect. and after 
the ninth century its lineage was broken. (3) The Chen-

I .  op. cit. 330; O,�ford Dictionary of World Religions, 334. 
2. Oxford Dictionmy (�f World Religions, 776f. 

yen is the Chinese version of the Mantrayiina, and w� 
intro,duced abou t 720 A. C. by three indian missionar-
ies Subhakarasi.qlha, Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra. It 
is  b ased on the Mahava irocana Sii. t ra and the 
Vajrasekara Sutra. This sect distinguishes ten stages 
of the religious life, culminating in the Chen yen stage. 
As the members of the original Indian Trantrayana, 
the members of this sect, too, are initiated into the sect, 
after which only they are allowed into the secret sym
bolic language of the sect. This sect did not maintain a 
lineage in China for very long. It has been re-intro
duced from Japan where it had remarkable popularity. 

(iii) The Exclusive Sects: There are two sects, com
ing under this, ( 1 )  The Pure Land Sect and (2) th : 
Ch 'an. Of these, the Pure Land Sect, is a devotional . , 
form of Buddhism centring on the Buddha Amitabtr 
"One of China's early Pure Land adherents was Hui
yuan (334-416), an eminent Buddhist master who es
tablished a monastic community on Mount Lu. In 402 
he organized a society of 1 23 believers who performed 
devotion to Amitabha and jointly vowed to b e  born in 
Pure Land. The spread of Pure Land Buddhism to the 
general populace occured a �entury or two later as a 
result of the evangelistic efforts of several Pure Land 
masters. The first of these was T'an-Iuan ( 476-?560). 
He embraced the Pure Land teachings at the urging of 
the Indian priest Bodhiruci, a famous transmitter and 
translator of Buddhist scriptures. T' an-luan spent his 
life popularizing such devotional practices as medi
tating on the Pure Land and chanting Arnitabha's name. 
Tao-ch'o (562-645) who carried on T' anluan's work, 
added a historical dimension to the Pure Land teach
ings. He maintained that the world has passed into 'av 
period of decline, the age of the Latter-day Dharma 

· (China. , mo-fa; Jap. ,  mappo) during which the earlier 
teachings cf Buddhism no longer have efficacy. Only 
Arnitabha's Pure Land offers hope of salvation and 
enlightenment to sentient beings". 2 

Tao-Ch' o was succeeded by Shan-tao who distin
guished the Saintly Road, the way to Enlightenment 
through self-power from the easier way to Enlighten
ment through exernal power, through reliance on 
Amitiibha 's grace. He held that though the saintly road 
may have been possible for people in the yeriod of the 
True Law, or immediately after S iikyamuni 'f 
parinirva1Ja or in the subsequent period, i t  was not 
possible during the degenerate period of the Latter Law. 
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:Consequently, there was no alternative to relying on 
external power. Shan-tao maintained that right faith is 
produced by Arnitabha's name, co-operating with his 

_saving power. The moment the believer places his faith 
inAniitabha and calls on his sacred name, "Namo Amit' 
b Fo" (Glory to Amitabha) the believer receives the 
gift of well-being and assurance of rebirth in Sukhavati 

· from where he attains Nirva�a. The Pure Land sect 
-maintained a lineage until the ninth century, after which 
it. had so thoroughly permeated all Chinese Buddhism 
e),(_cept Ch' an that it ceased to have any reason for in- -
dependent transmission. 1 

The Ch 'an Sect is a school of prajfi.a (wisdom). Its 
-) teachings are transmitted directly from master to dis

ciple. Bodhidharma was the first patriarch of this 

't school. He was followed by Hui-k' o, Seng-ts' an, Tao
/ �in, i-Iu..'lg-jen and Htii-neng, "Though. Ch' an is Lhe 

Chii:iese form of Sanskrit dhyand (meditation) it is not 
re�ly a school of meditation, but a school of prajfi.a or 

. intuitive insight. The lofty, paradoxical utterances of 
qi'an masters and their assertions that great merit is 
that which is filled with insight, are in the spirit of the 
Perfection of wisdom Sutras. Most ideas in eighth-cen� 
tury Ch' an writings are simply culled from the 

- Mahayana Sutras. What is distinctively Ch' an is the 
fresh, incisive tone and the unwavering focus of atten
tlori on the realiztion of insight. 

· The Ch'an Sect it radical in its exclusiveness, and 
· it exhibits a manner unlike that of other sects. But it is ) not radical otherwise. It has kept the monastic system, 
though it has its own monastic rule which requires 

_ ) manual labour of the monks. lt has not discarded
_ 
ritu-

1 als or any of the normal appurtenances of Chmese 
Buddhism. "2 

Mahayana in Japan. In Robinson's words, "Though 
Japanese Buddhism does not differ very much from 
Chinese Buddhism in doctrine, in institutions, and so
cial role, it is as unlike Chinese Buddhism as Japa
nese society is unlike Chinese society. It was intimately 
connected with the introduction of civilization to Ja
pan and with the development of national institutions 
and values. It has shared the historical experience of 
the Japanese people and, thanks to the relative sound
ness of Japan's economy when the country was opened 

I .  Encyclopaedia of Living Faiths, 3 3 1 .  
2. Encyclopaedia of Living Faiths, 333. 
3. op. cit. 344 
4. Hi.Hory <Jflapanese Religion. Masaharu Anesaki, 1 97 1 ,  1 9 . 
5 _ op. cit. 20f 

to Westernization, Japanese Buddhism has been bet
ter preserved and has met the impact of the modem 
world more successfully than Chiness Buddhism'? 

The pre-Buddhist religion of Japan was a form of 
spirit and nature worship with no system of moral 
teachings or metaphysical doctrines. It was believed 
that, "there were numerous deities or spirits which 
shone with a lustre like that of fire-flies, and evil dei
ties which buzzed like flies. There were also trees and 
herbs which could speak".4 It was also believed that, 
the country was founded by the goo who descended 
from heaven and established the state in the period 
when heavan and Earth became separated. These primi
tive ideas have formed the basis for certain system.S of 
worship and formed the foundation of a riationru life 
on the worsr..ip of the 'Deity who originally established 
the State". This complex of beliefs and worship is 
known by the name, "Shinto", after the name given to 
it in the sixth century, and the 'Deity who .established 
the state; came to be worshipped as the, sun-goddess, 
the supreme deity of the Shinto religion, :\Vheir this 
complexity of beliefs and whorship came to be organ
ized in the course of severaLcenturies>iip.to the eighth, 
emphasis was <laid on the · supremacy, of he Sun-god
dess,. who was natl;lrall}Utdoted a5 the protectress of 
agriculture and as the anc:;estre$�·�of the ruling family. 5 

The establisbm�nt :of Jap�e,se);Ql9P:ies i n  the 
southern part of Korea, .propably; ip. the early �nturies 
of the Christimt .era, �litai-y';·�d.,diplo�a?,c en�age.: 
ments with Korean principaliti�s, th� pe�tual influx 
of Chinese and }(ore an 'b;nmigrants_, broke the 
insualarity of th� Japan�·�i (lpd �X.p6sed them to conti-• '. ·· ' . : I . . · ' • . ' : ' ; � 1t • • • ' • ' .'  · nental culture, as by this ti$e, dtie to the �xtensiori of 
Chinese influence_ and the consequent propagation of 
Buddhism, Koreans. had.urtdergone change and were 
much in advance of tlfe· Japanese, It w� chiefly the 
Korean iminigrants • and some Chinese who introduced 
the various arts ofcivrlizatiori and writing; followed 
by the introduction of confucian ethics and Buddhism. 
The first name we.have of a Buddhist in Japan is Shiba 
Tachito, a refugee from the eastern coast o China, who 
arrived ih Japan in 522, probably through Korea. He 
is well remembered as a leader of the new movement 
because his family produced eminent Buddhist work
ers, the first Buddhist nun and greatest Buddhist artist 
of the seventh century who was Tori. 
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The official introduction of Buddhism to Japan was 
in 522 by a delegation sent by the Perince of Kudara 
(or Pakchoi, a principality in south Korea) to Yamato 
as a sign of homage and friendship. Through Buddhism 
the Japanese learnt for the first time that there was a 

'deity or superman who looked after the welfare and 
salvation of all beings without regard to clan or na
tionality. The people saw, to their astonishment and 
admiration, the figure of a divine being represented in 
beauty and adored by means of elaborate rituals. This 
was indeed, a new revelation which was destined to 
rule the faith and sentiment of the nation. The first 
presentation of Buddhist objects wac; followed by a 
continual influx of missionaries, artisans and other 
immigrants, reinforcing the influence of the new reli
gion. 

It was during the reign of Prince Shotoku that 
Buddhism was proclaimed as the religion of the State. 
This was accompanied by the foundation of a grand 
Buddhist institution comprising four establishments: 
the temple proper, an asylum, a hospital and a dispen
sary. The temple proper served not only for the per
formance of Buddhist worship, but it included depart
ments for the study of Buddhist philosophy and the 
sciences, for a disciplined order of monks, and .their 
training in arts and ceremonies. The three other insti
tutions were the first of their kind and became the 
models for the coming ages. This institution was called 
Tenno-ji and was a group of religious, educational and 
philanthropic organizations. In 604 the prince -pro
claimed a new constituion of seventeen articles which 
laid special stress upon moral and spiritual harmony 
between the sovereign arid the subjects, between the 
superior and his subordinates, which was propounded 
to be the essential basis of national life and govern
ment. "The rulership of a single monarch implied the 
equality of all people, just as faith in the unique per
sonality of the Buddha as the saviour of all mankind 
presupposed the intrinsic value and destiny of every 
individual to be in communion with him" . 1  The prince 
was a man of pious devotion and he 'endeavoured to 
explain his ideals and instruct his people by giving 
lectures on Buddhist scriptures in the palace and in 
the temples. For this purpose he selected three te.xis: 
(1)  Hokke-kyo or the Lotus of Truth, expounding the 
scheme of Buddhist salvation, (2) Yuyima-gyo, the dis
courses of the lay Buddist sage Yuyima (Vimalakirti) 
and (3) Shoman-gyo, discourses between the Buddha 

I .  History of Japanese Religion, Masaharu Anesaki, 60. 

2. op. cit. 82 
· 

and queen Shaman (SnmaJ.a) of Benares, the ideal rep 
resentative of Buddhist womanhood. 

The most prominent leader of the Buddhist move
ments in the seventh century was D6sh6 (629-700) who 
had studied in China under the greates t  Buddhist 

· scholar of that time, Yuan-Chang, and brought back 
with him new translations of Buddhist books produced 
by his master. Tlrrough these Dosho introduced the 

-religious philosophy of the Rosso School, which was 
destined to exercise great influence. He was a pioneer 
of Buddhist philosophy and logic and other sciences. 
He spent the last years of his life visiting the prov
inces, building monasteries and alms-houses, makin�Y 
ferries, constructing bridges and the like, thereby bt. 
coming a model for Buddhist leaders of the next ce -
tury. Buddhism also rendered great service to the g -
ernment, in working to confirm the belief that the peace 
of the country and the security of the Tlrrone depended 
upon the guardianship of the Buddha and his saints. 
Temples were dedicated to Buddhist deities, rituals 
were organized in the court and official buildings; cop
ies of the sacred texts were distributed in the prov
inces bacause ifwas believed that these texts would 
secure· celestial protection. At the time of the founda
tion of the Court Chapel (Nai-Dojo, or Inner Sanctu
ary), an order was issued in 655 to set up, "a similar 
place of worship in every household throghout the 
country'? The work of civilizing the country and pro
moting·cbaritable work l ay mainly on the shoulders of 
Buddhist workers. The.State capital was founded at 
N ara in 7 10 and the central cathedral l ater known as 
Todai-ji  was erected in Nara and dedicated to the B . - . cJ!la Lochana, a heavenly manifestation of the Buddha 
S akyamuni. In the central cathedral in Nara he is rep
resented in a braze statue more than fifty feet in height, 
seated on a. gigantic lotus petal, studded with minor 
statues of Buddhas and s.aints. The structure was com
pleted in 752 and its dedication was marked by a his
toric function. 

Although Buddhism was the dominating force of 
the eighth century, the indegenous religion maintained . . 
its influence upon the people, and Confucianism played 
an iinportant role in social and political institutions, 

. The interaction between these three forces brought 
about a synthesis whereby, instead of reacting against 
Buddhism; Shinto raised its prestige by identifying it
self more closely than ever, with the interests of the 
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.central government by cooperating with Buddhism. 
The identity of the Sun-goddess with Buddha Lochana 
was fonnally proclaimed in connection with the foun
dation of the Central Cathedral, when an oracle was 
secured from the Sun-goddess identifying herself with 
the Buddha and giving sanction to the building of the 
Cathedral. Another, more important, alliance was ac
complished by means cf an oracle ascribed to the 
Shinto god Hachiman or the "God of Eight Banners" 
·believed to symbolize the eightfold path of Buddhist 
morality. The oracle declared that the god wished to 
pay respect to the newly founded Cathedral at Nara 
and accordingly, the divine cart of the god was 1noved ) and kept in a Shrine, so that he could remain a guard. · ian of the temple. Although his worship cotinued at 
the original site, he became a Buddhist-Shini:o deity r and played an important role in the later history of the 
Japanese nation. 

The union of Confucianism with Buddhism was a 
mote natural one, because the former was to supply 
the latter with its practical ethical teachings, especially 
in incUlcation of virtues. In the two-hundred and fifty 
years since its introduction to Japan, Buddhism 
achieved great results by broadening the mental vista 
of the people, benefiting them in welfare work, while 
confucianism gave them a system of moral ideas and 
legal institutions, and extended educational influence 
in the service of the government in co-operating with 
Buddhism. However, decadence seems to have set in ) due to the abuse of wealth and power acquired by the 
hierarchy both ecclesiastical and political. Therefore, 
meaningful reform was the need of the hour, the first 

' move in this direction was taken by moving the seat of 
government from Nara to Miyako, the modem Kyoto. 
This almost impossible task, resisted by the political 
conservatives as well as by the religious aristocracy, 
was accomplished in 794 assisted by Saicho, who, due 
to his deep dissatisfaction with the degeneration which 
had set in, in the system had left Nara and founded a 
small monastery on Mount Hiei. Saicho was rewarded 
for his contribution in the task by generous govern
ment donations to his institution. The result was a great 
centre of Buddism which was declared the chief seat 
of Buddhism in the country. In 804 Smcho was sent to 
China by imperial decree for "the search of truth". He 
came bake the following year with teachings of the 
Tendai School of Chinese Buddhism, together with 
material necessary for the performance of special cer
emonies. 

L History of Japanese Religion, Masaharu Anesaki, 1 73 .  

· · · In 8 1 8, Saicho requested the government for an 
authorization to institute an independent seat of ordi
nation which was resisted by the prelates ofNara. This. 
dispute raged for several years, but was approved by 
the government, in 822, a week after Saicho's death. 

Saicho's younger contemporary, Kiikai (774-835) 
went to China where he studied in the year 804-806 
and became a master �f the then flouri�hing form of 
Buddhism known aS S�ngdn, a: combination of mys
ticism and occultism. A.t"fer 'his return, he founded a 
monastery on Morini Koya, .�b:ouififfy Iiilles south of 
Koya. After Saicho's death; Kill<ru:was brought to fame 
in 823 when he was apj:;oiiited fo 'Jhlheadshlp of the 
State temple Toji in  Miyako. BuddlllsnHidvoeated by 
Kiikai was an all-embracing '�ylicrefism 'of' a highly 
mystic nature. · 

. . . .. . 
The period which comes next-iitifupijttance to the 

period of Shingon Buddhism,.isl tH,�.(�nop�of Aniita
Buddhism, which was a religiotf;.o£ ·i·pro'\}Siuevotion 
freed from its association withjntijcareil\itua.Ustri or 
methodic contemplation. The i.D,�It:W.fi:9��ijs.�ed · · 
this development of devotional:pj�cy.,��·��{1 t35-
12 12), better known as Honeiij: �l;l()S�;tte�fi�e Witten 
in 1 1 75 signalled the independence �ofAmita Bud
dhism. 

. . · . . ,
. . . . 

· . · : : -�.� LJ� ·-: .i��::-.::.:· : ;��: · : ; s· : ·: : ·· .. . 
The fundamentaJ . tene' :of ,.l3RP:x1JistJ�Ji�c;J;I was 

�othing but the placin� o.��bffll:U���f1!W:��p�deetn
�g power of the <Q.l-c.ow��}:9Plt�;p,�����em.bod
Ied m the person of Bud()fia AJW{<,tpp�Jlj� JArd of the 
Western Land of PuritY� , '�ili�Wii¥;�lid4fli�a;s� com
pleted his scheme of shlv��ol,( of v��e qfhis long 
training and accUmulation of merit� it is sufficient to 
take any and every person who' will 'trtist him and in
voke his name, the ''Nam:e1� btill,lg tlk mysterlolis em
bodiment of his sa\ing power;: The·foJ:m.Ula provided 
for this  is, Namu Amida But$J'(Adortition to the Bud
dha of Infinite Life and· LigHt)iJ � Honen died shortly 
after his freedom from: ;b'arit�hment, after which his 
followers divided theinselv�· cinto several sub-sects. 
One of these was Shiriran. · He carried the idea of Bud
dha's grace to extreme conclusions. According to him, 
neither virtue nor wisdom but faith was what was most 
fundamental. It has nothing to do with our own inten
tion or attainment, but is solely Buddha's free gift. As 
the foundation of salvation has been laid down in the 
vows taken by the Buddha Amitabha, the mystery of 
his name is the sole key to salvation. Our destiny is 
entirely in the hands of the Buddha, and it has been 
encompassed into his scheme of saving all. 
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The School of H6nen encountered the most for
midable attacks from Nichiren, whose name meant, 
"Sun-Lotus" which symboli zed a combination of 
Shinto and Buddhist ideals, the Sun embodying light 
and life, and the Lotus purity and perfection. He spent 
his early life studying all branches of Buddhism which 
gave him the conviction that Saich6's doctrine of the 
Lotus of Truth was the only true Buddhism. His con
templation led him to the conviction which reduced 
the whole of his religion to the uttering of the sacred 
title of the scripture in the formula Namu Myo-Ho
renge-kyo (Adoration to the Lotus of Perfect Truth). 
It was sufficient according to Nichiren to utter these 
words as it at once elevates oneself to the highest en
lightenment of Buddhahood. 

The next movement of importance was that of Zen, 
introduced by Yeisai ( 1 1 4 1 - 1 2 15). Yeisai had been a 
monk in Hiei, but beirig dissatisfied with the scholas
tic doctrinalism of the institution, made two journeys 

. to China, mastered the new method of spiritual exer
cise and introduced it to Japan, in 1 19 1 .  He founded 
the monasteries in Kyiishii and Miyako to train disci
ples in the method of Zen. 

''Zen is an intuitive method of spiritual training, 
the aim of which consists in attaining a lofty transcend
ence over worldly care. The Zennist is proud to see in 
his method an unwritten tradition directly transmitted 
from Buddha to his great disciple, Maha-Kasyapa, and 
then successively to the masters of Zen. Not only does 
the Zennist defy reasoning and logic, he takes pride in 
transcending the usual channels of thinking. He de
nounces any idea to formulate tenets, for any formula
tion de.adens the soul and life. Zen aims at giving an 
intuitive assurance of having discovered in the inner
most recess of one's soul an ultimate reality which tran
scends all individual differences and temporary.muta
tions . . .  " • .  Another leader and organizer ·of Zen Bud
dhism in Japan was D6gen ( 1200- 1 253) who too had 
been at Hiei and had been initiated into Zen by a disci
ple of Yeisai. 

Zen, according to Anesaki, "Was introduced at the 
time when the military men were rising to the position 
of rulers and administrators. There was need of a reli-

1 .  History of Japanese Religion, Masaharu A�esaki, 208. 
2. ibid. 2 1 0  

gion which could fulfil the task o f  training the rulin� 
class in mental firmness and resolute action and oJ 
satisfying their spiritual aspirations". 2 

Scholars of Japanese Buddhism had always been 
in the habit of going to China for new knowledge, 
whenever the need for a fresh approach to local situa
tions was the need of the day. It was on the basis of 
such new knowledge acquired that new schools of 
Japanese Mahayana Buddhism came to be established 
and rose into prominence. 

Mahayana in Tibet. : It was in the early part of the 
seventh century A . C . ,  during the reign of Kin a . 
Naradeva (Mi� ilha)l that Tibet received Buddhis1.. . 
through the king's Nepalese and Chinese queens who 
were Buddhists. The princess of Nepal brought w th 
her, as part of her dowry, the images of Ak$obhya 
Buddha, Maitreya and !ara. The king built a great 
temple in the middle of Lhasa to enshrine these im
ages. Nepalese architects and builders and craftsmen 
were sent from Nepal for work on the temple. The 
princess from China brought an image of Sakyamuni 
which is said to have been taken from Magadha by 
the Chinese about the first century B .  C. This too, was · 
installed in a great temple built by the king in Lhasa. 
B oth wives were canonized as incarnati ons of 
Avalokitesvara's consort !ara, the goddess of mercy 
and the fact that they had no children is pointed to as 
evidence of their divine nature. The Chinese princess 
was glorified as the white rara and the Nepalese prin- . 
cess as the green !ara. By persuasion of the two queen. .. 
the king was converted to Buddhism. It is recorded 
that he ruled over the country on the basis of the te� -
Golden Precepts which agree with the ten rules of 
morality. A code of sixteen virtues was also fomm
lated to convert his subjects. Many young men were 
sent to Nepal and China to study Buddhism. It was 
Thon-mi-Sam-bhota who was sent to India along with 
sixteen companions who reduced the Tibetan language 
to writing . . From 'the time of its introduction, all his
torical events in Tibet as also the sacred Buddhist works 
were translated and written down in this Tibetan script. 
The king established several Buddhist centres and tem
ples in his dominion and it was during hi$ reign that 
the famous sandalwood image of Avalokitesvara which 
is worshipped even today, was brought to Tibet. 4 

3 .  Buddhism in Tibet, K .  Krishna Murthy, 1 4f; Religion ofTibet, Charles Bell, 34f The kino was also known as Srono-tsan·
· 

gam-po. . 
"' "' 

4.  op. cit. K. Krishna Murthy, 1 8 . 
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In the years following the death of Srong-btsan
sgam-po, the progress of Buddhism in Tibet was on 

��(· . the decline. The king Khri-Ide-gtsug-btsan who as-
"L· cended the throne in 750 A. C.,  championed the cause 

of Buddhism by building many monasteries and tem
ples. He encouraged the translation of the Sanskrit 
texts into Tibetan. The next great king was Khri-srong-

;Jde:-btsan (740-186). His rule marks the zenith of Ti
. betan pow�r and the affirmation of Buddf.ism as the 
natioiiai Ja,ith of Tibet. ]t was during his reign that the Jfldian teachers · �antarak�ita, · Padmasambhava and KamalaSila were brought to ·Tibet. Shortly after Santanik�ita started teaching the Dhamma, an epidemic 
broke out and .the adherents of Bon1 the ancient reli-) gion of Tibet incited the people by alleging that this 
calamity was a re:;ult of the wrath of the gods at the 

rU '· introduction of this new f�th and the presence of the 
alien teacher. As a result, Santarak�ita was advised by 
the king to go to Nepal. Later, he was invited back, 
but as resentment rose again against him, he advised 
the king to invite the Tantric teacher Yogi  
Padmasambhava, who was one of the celebrated teach
ers of the University ofNalanda. He was deeply versed 
in the Buddhist Tantras. He subdued all the evil spir
its and local gods of Tibet by means of his siddhi power 
and Buddhism prospered. With him an era of great 
literary activity started in Tibet. He organized the 
sa11Jgha and advised the king to send a body of monks 
to study the Buddhist texts in the original. A site for a 

· monastery was selected and theSam,-ye monastery was . ) built after the model of the famous Odan�apuri 
Mahavihara ofMagadha. It was consecrated by Adirya Santarak�ita. According to Waddel, the top of the 

-
· monastic temple was built in Chinese style, the mid
dle part in Indian style and the lower part in Tibetan 
style. Acarya Santarak�ita was appointed the head of 
the new monastery. It had a number of fine Slmi,nes 
and a good collection of Sanskrit works. Buddhism 
made steady progress. A controversy over the inter
pretation of the Buddhist teachings arose between the 
followers ofSantarak�ita and the followers of the Chi
nese Ho-Shang. King Khri-sron�-Ide-btsan invited 
KamalaSila from India to defend Santaraksita's inter
pretation. The latter won and the followers of the 
Chinese sect were ordered out of Tibet .  Later 
KamalaSila was murdered by the Chinese sent by Hva
sang. Towards the end of the eighth century A. C., 
Padmasambhava procured a number of munuscripts 
of Buddhist texts from Kashmir and these were trans-

· -lated into Tibetan. During this period, there was much 
literary aci vi ty and both S antarakSi t a  and 
Padmasambhava collaborated in expounding the teach
ings of Buddhism. At their request many Sarviistivada 
monks came to Tibet to translate all Buddhist texts to 
Tibetan. 

The period of King Ral-pa-chan (8 17-836 A. C.), 
who was a grandson of King Khri-srong-btsan and a 
champion of the cause of Buddhism, was an impor
tant period for Buddhism. He was so devoted to Bud
dhism that he made his youngest son a Buddhist monk. 
He gave the monks a number of privileges and admin
istrative authority. He built a number of temples of 
which one went up to nine floors. As a result of his 
dedicated commitment to the cause of Buddhism, sev
eral Indian scholars c3.!lle to Tibet. Prominent among 
these were Jinamitra, Sailendrabodhi, Surendrabodhi, 
Prajfiavarman, Danasila and Bodhimitra. Jfianasena, 
Jayarak�ita,. Mafisjusiivarman, RatencWiSiia and oth
ers worked under these as Tibetan transl�tors. They 

. were entrusted with the task of translating _the scrip
tures and commentaries of Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, 
Vasubandhu and others . According to R-ockhill, at least 
half of the existing collections of Tanjur and Kailjur 
were done by these teachers and translators;-The newly 
built nine-storeyed palace, On-chan-po, was a centre 
of this translation activity. It is also during the period 
of RaJ..:pa-chan that the bistory ,of Tibet carrie to be 
written for the first time. . Kirig-Ra}-pa-chan is held 
even today in high esteem by the Tibetans as he is re
garded as the incarnation of Vajrapfu)U Till the runth 
century Buddhism played an important role in the life 
of the Tibetan people. 

However, the reign of Ral-pa-chan was also an
other era of set-backs to the continued progress of the 
religion. "Ral-pa-chan found that both Mah.ayanist and 
Hinayanist books had been made in India, Li, Zahor, 
and other countries. Consequently there was a large 
influx of foreign words which Tibetans did not under
stand. And as the spelling lacked uniformity, it was 
difficult to study the religious books. He therefore 
revised the spelling and arranged for the compilation 
of a dictionary in which these foreign words were ex
plained. He is said to have had the earlier translations 
revised according to the new spelling. He forbade the 
translation of works,  except only those of the 
Sarvastivadins, a Hi.nayanist sect, who tried to follow 

l .  Charles Bell uses the term Po11 t o  describe this. According to him i t  rhymes with tum, Religio11 of Tibet, 8. 
2. Buddhism in Tibet, M. Krishna Murti, 2 1 .  
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the actual teaching of the B uddha himself, and es
chewed subsequent incrustations. He prohibited the 
translation of works on mysticism. In fact, his object 
was evidently to purify the Buddhism that came to 
Tibet, to simplify it, and to render it intelligible to his 
people". 1 

This shift from the religion introduced by Yogi 
Padmasambhava naturally aroused the animosity of 
those who were used to the pro-ponist deities, mira
cles, ritual and ceremonies. It was only Tantrism which 
could naturally be of appeal to people of such a back
ground. It eventually climaxed i n  the assasination of 
the king. 

The assasination of Ral-pa-chan was followed by 
the suppression of Buddhist monks. "Some were made 
to marry, others were sent to hunt wild beasts with 
arrows, bows, drums, and tambourines - a magical 
implement among the Ponists-and those who refused 
were killed' .  The doors of a temple would be walled 
up and plastered, and on the doors so plastered pic
tures of monks drinking wine would be painted. The 
work of translation was of course stopped. But the 
sacred books do not appear to have been destroyed. 
Pu-tOn tells us that they 'were mostly hidden in the 
rocks of Lhasa' . 2 

After the assasination of Ral-pa-chan, his brother 
Lang Dar-rna who was oppbsed to the new religion 
was put on the throne, but his reign of cruelty to Bud
dhism did not last long, as he was murdered by a monk 
after a brief reign. 

Lang Dar-rna's assasination was followed by the 
division of the kingdom into two by his two sons. Sub
divisions followed and in due course the whole coun
try was parcelled out among petty chiefs. The first 
steps towards the revival of B uddhism were taken in 
Am-do, � province in the north-east of Tibet on the 
border of China, far away from .Lhasa; and spread 
gradual ly to the centre. The total period of suppres
sion of Buddhism lasted about seventy years; but ac
cording to some, it lasted for about one hundred and 
eight years. With the revival, old monastic buildings 
were re-occupied, new ones were erected and disci-

I .  Religion o,(Tibet. Charles Bell.  43. 

2. Religion n,( Tibet. Charles Bel l ,  47. 

pies were enrolled. The work of translating Indian 
books too resumed. One of the first and most prolific 
of these translators was a Tibetan named Rin-chen 
Zang-po who was ordained a monk in the fifty-sev
enth year after the suppression of Buddhism, and is 
said to have lived to ninety-eight years of age. 

The el eventh century saw the s pread of 
Muhammadan influence in  India. This was also the 
period when many Buddhist scholars went to Tibet. 
Among these, the one who exercised the greatest in
fluence was Atisha.3 He came from a royal family of 
Bengal. At an early age, he became proficient in the 
Vaise�ika system of Tantrism and defeated the mosr 1 
noted Buddhist logician of his time in phil osophical · 
debate. At the age of thirty-one he was fully o�dail!.� , 
and g iven the B odhi s attva oaths by Acary:a 
Dharmarak�ita at Odantapuri. He took lessons in meta
physical aspects of Buddhism from the distinguished 
Buddhist teacher at Magadha:. He travelled out of ln

dia, seeking further knowledge. King Nyanapala heard 
of his great ability and encyclopaedic knowh�dge of 
Buddhism and invited him to become head of the 
Vikramasila monastery . . 

King Ye-sh' ed-' od of Tibet was a devout Bud

dhist who worked for the cause of Buddhism. It was 
at his invitation that Atisha came to, Tibet jn 1()38 A. 
C. when he was sixty years old, and was received with 
great honour. He devoted himself to the preachirigs of 
Buddhism and strove to restore them to their prestine J 
purity. He wrote a commentary on the Kiilacakra 
Tantra. He introduced a new calender to Tibet. Tfi 
famous Sas-kya monastery was built during his ti me. 
His main objective was to make every Tibetan an ideal 
Buddhist Even to this day, he is regarded as a living 
spiritual guide in Tibe�.4 

Atisa's great success into reverential acceptance . 
and adoration by the Tibetans was largely .due to his 
ability and dexterity with which he wove the Buddhist 
teaching into the belief and ritual structure which had 
been of appeal to the Tibetan mind. He was able to 
steer the grow.th of Buddhism into official as well as 
popular acceptance from the begining ·Of its revival 
after' the persecutions of the Ral-pa-chan period. 

3 .  According t o  Murthy his fu l l  name is. Atisa Diparikara Srljfii'n_1a, Buddhism ill 1 /bet. 4 7  f. 
4. Ruddism in TibeT. M .  K rishna M u nhy, 47f: Religion f!fTibei. Charles U e l l .  5 3f. 
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With Atisa's reformation started the Kadam-pa 

sect, the first sect in Tibetan Buddhism, based on his 
interpretations of the Buddha's teaching. It was ex
panded by Hbrom ston-pa, one of his renowned disci
ples. His discjples built the Rwa-sgren monastery at 
Hdam-pa for the propagation of Buddhism. They put 
more emphasis on the quality of the ·adherents rather 

. than on the numbers. "The doctrine of the Kadam-pa 
sect is based mainly on the well-known works, such 
as the Mdo-sdehi-rgyan-pa (Su trii lankii ra) 
Siksiisamuccaya, Byan-chub-sems-dhahi-spyod-pa 
(Bodhisattvacaryavatiira), Skyes-pahi-rabs-kyi-rgyud 
( Jiitakamiilii) and Ched-dur-brjod-pahi-tshoms ) (Udiinavarga). These w<>rks are known as the 'Six 

· Basic Texts of the bka '-gdams-pas' .  The adherents 
of the Kadam-pa assert that their doctrine is the con-; ·fluence of the teachings of the Kadam-pa and 
Mahamudrii. The Kadam-pa sect is divided into three 
sub-sects, viz . . , (1) The Canon sub-sect, (2) the Instruc
tion sub-sect and (3) the Discipline sub-sect". 1 Its dis
tinctive feature was its elaborate ritual and the propi
.tiation of the deities. "The full importance of the Ka
dam-pa lies partly in the fact that it was the first sect to 
be divided off from the main body of Tibetan Bud-

. dhism, and partly that it was the parent of the Ge-luk
pa or 'virtuous way', which, founded three hundred 
years later, is now the leading sect. 2 

The tradition of Tibetan Buddhism established by 
Guru Padmasambhava in the eight century A. C., dur

. ,. ing the reign of king Khri-sron-Ide-btsan, came to be 
' '.1 known a5 the Nying-ma-pa. As we have already noted, 

·t was Padmasambhava's great skill with which he 
adapted elements of the traditional Ponist religion 
which won his teaching acceptance among the Tibetart 
people who were for ages used to the religion of the 
Ponist deities and ritual. This sect claims to have pre
served fully the teachings ofPadmasambhava and pays 
special worship to him, "in a variety of forms, both 
divine and demonical, expressive of his different 
moods at different times''. The creed of this sect, there
fore, contains traces of the primitive religion of Tibet. 
The followers of the sect are said to have preserved 
the necromancy of the Ponist religion. They adhere 
strictly to the ancient rites and ceremonies in the man- . 
ner probably taught by the earliest Chinese priests and 
contain certain symbolical words which have been in-

I .  Buddhism in Tibet, Krishna Murthy, 3 1  f. 
2. Religion ofTibet, Charles Bell, 59 . . 
3. B_uddhism in Tibet, M. Krisha Murthy, 26 f. 
4. op. cit. 32 f. 

corporated into the Kanjur and the Tanjur texts. It is 
known also as the 'Red Cap' sect because of the pecu
liar red cap worn by their Lamas. It is also known as 
the old ' translation' sect as its fundamental teachings 
are selected from the texts translated by Guru 
Padmasambhava, Acarya Santarak�ita, Mahapal)9ita, 
Vimalamitra of Kashmir and others . It is divided into 
several sub-sects 'based on t,;e adoption of different 
revelations' .  Prominent among these are, Doije-tak
pa, Nin-dol-lin-pa, Kar-tok-pa and Na-dak-pa: .The 
Doije-tak-pa takes its name from the Do:rje-tak mon
astery, the Min-dol-lin-pa after the Mindol-lin its 
pricipal monastery, the Kar-tok-pa after Larna Kar-tok 
and the Na-dak-pa after Nah-dag, its founder. The 
Nying-ma-pa sect divides the entire Buqdha dhamma 

. from sutra to the Tantra into nine Ytinas: the three 
Hetulak�a7Jayiinas, the yiinas of  (Sriivakayiina, 
Pratyekabuddhayiina, and the Bodhisattvayana); and 
the six Pahalvajrayanas, the Vajrayiina of result (the 
three outer Tantras, Kriyiiyoga, ' Caryiiyoga; and 
Yogatantra and the three inner Tantras, : Mahiiyoga, 
Anuyoga and Atiyoga).3 

The Kar-gyud-pa is anomer important sect of Ti
betan Buddhism. It is called a· 'Sc!10ol of successive 
Order' or 'Oral Traditionalism" -''Its foiiowers ,believe 
that their precepts have been handed down through a 
galaxy of teachers starting from marpa who was a na
tive ofLho-brag and lived in th�,elev.enth century A .  C. 
This sect was founded byhiin on the basis of the teach
ings of  his teacher - ·N aropa, the- gn�a:t Indian 
Siddhaciirya. It has tw6 milin ·scnoois, Shangs::-pa bk
brgyud-pa and Dvags-pa bka-brgyud-pa; and a number 
of subsidiary sects.4 

The Sakyapa sect was founded by Khom Konchok 
Gyalpo. The predecessors .of Khom were noted fol
lowers of the Nyingma-pa sect. It  derives its name 
'Grey Earth' from the colour ofthe soil where its first 
monastery was built in 107 1  A. C. on the site of the 
present Sa-skya. Greatly devoted to learning, they 
proved to be excellent proselytizers when they came 
into contact with the Mongol emperors in L!Je thirteenth 
century A. C. One of the Sa-skya hierarchs called 
fiphags-pa, became the spiritual teacher of Prince 
Khubilai of Mongolia, who, on coming to the throne 
as the first Mongol emperor of China, conferred the 
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sovereignty of central Tibet upon the High Priest of 
Sa-skya ( l 270 A. C.).  This was the beginning of a new 
era of theocratic rule in Tibet. The Sa-skya-pa pro
duced many eminent Tibetan scholars, among whom 
the famous Bu-s ton ( 1290- 1 364 A. C.) ranka high. 1 

The Gelukpa sect traces its origin to Tsong-kha
pa, born in the province of Amdo in eastern Tibet in 
1 358. With his striking powers of organization and 
intelligence, he set. himself to the task of removing all 
deviations and superstious beliefs and establishing a 
strong order of Buddist monks based on discipline and 
celibacy. The school came to be recognized as the 
'School of the Virtuous' (Ge-lugs-pa) and popularly 
described as -the Yellow Hats. In 1 048 he founded the 
Ganden monastery; not far from Lhasa. The other two 
monasteries, Depung and Sera, near Lhasa, and Tashi
lhumpo, in the Tsang province share between them the 
highest religious power and prestige. They were all 
founded by the disciples of Tsong-kha-pa, within the 
next fifty years. The work of religious propagation in 
Mongolia and Siberia were continued by these centres 
of learning with such enthusiasm and-vigour that after 
the influence of the pioneering Sa-skya-pas had dwin
dled due to intemal 1ivalries, the Dge-lugs-pas came 
to be favoured by the powerful Mongol chiefs as spir
itual leaders and later -as temporal rulers of Tibet. 

It was from the time of their third hier_arch, Bsod
nams-rgya-mtso ( 1546-1587) that all hierarchs of the 
sect came to be regarded as Dalai Lamas of whom the 
most distinguished was the Great Fifth Dalai Lama 
(1615-1680 A. ·c.) upon whom the sovereignty of the 
whole country was conferred by the Mongolian chief 
Gusri Khan. After the preceding period of about sev-

. enty years during which the hierarchs of the Sa-skya 
sect reigned as rulers over a small part of Tibet, the 
recognition of the full and divine sovereignty of the 
Dalai Lama over the whole of Tibet was a turning point 
in Tibetan history. 2 

The teachings of the Zhiched-pa sect founded by 
Padmapa Sengje from south India were based on the 
Prajnaparamitii Siitra. Of these, the Nying-ma-pa, the 
Kar-gyud-pa, the Sakya-pa and the Geluk-pa togethr 

I .  2500 years of Buddhism, 80 f. 

with the pre-Buddhist Pon have survived to the present 
day. While the first three are the Red Hat sects, the 
Geluk-pa is the Yellow Hat sect. All temples and mon
asteries of the different sects are regarded by the Ti
betans with equal respect and regard. 

As in the case of the Buddhist missionaries who 
wentto China, the most important aspect of the mis
sionary labours of the Buddhist missionaries who went 
to Tibet was the translation of Scripture. All Tibetan 
texts are written in elegant and accurate Tibetan lan
guage. "Many monks carne to India from Tibet to study 
the Buddhist texts with the distinguished teachers of 
NaJ.anda and Vikramasila Universities. They acquired 
proficiency in Sanskrit literature under these teachers. 
On their return to Tibet they devised a system of vo
cabulary for translating Sanskrit techinical terms per 
fectly into Tibetan'? While in China, the translators 
paraphrased the meanings with some freedom, i11 Ti
bet a free paraphrase would have been regarded as a 
crime. To this day the Tibetans regard the printed word 
in works of history, medicine or of whatever subject 
as inherently sacred . . 

The Canon. is known as Kan-gyur, i .e .  'the trans
lated commandments' and the commentaries as Ten
gyur i .e.  ' the translated explanations' . According to 
Pu-ton,4 one of Tibet's most voluminous writers, the 
former contains one hundred volumes in one version, 
and one hundred and eight _in another. The latter num
bers no less than one hundred and twenty-five, em
bracing treatises on grammar, poetry, painting, biog- . ) 
raphies of saints; etc. 'The faithful accuracy of these. 
Tibetan translations-an accuracy that shines forth wher- · '� 

· ever the Sanskrit originals are available for compari
son-endows them with a great value at the present 
day".� 

The pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet was known as 
Port.6 which appears to have been a form of Shaman� 
ism or Nature worship. Accoridng to accounts found . 
in the official Chinese histories of the fifth and sixth 
centmies, when the Ponist religion was in full power, 
the_ religious ri tes of these Tibetans had included even 
human sacrifice. 

2. 2500 years of Buddhism. 81 f.; Tibetan Buddhism, M. Krishna Murthy, 37. 
3 .  Buddhism in  Tibet, M. Krishna Murthy, 2 3 .  
4 .  Written a s  Bu-ston b y  Krishna Murthy (22) and Gokhale (in 2500 years of Buddhism, 8 1  ) .  
5 .  Religion of Tibet, Charles Bell, 46. 
6. According to Bell Piht rhymes with turn, while Murthy cal ls it Bon (Buddhism in Tibet, 2) _  
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!"�� f'onism lost its popularity and influence among the 

people . .In its endeavour to make it strong and mean-
. ingful, many Buddhist sects were transformed as 

Ponism. Books dealig with meditational practices, ritu� 
als and philosophy came to be written which were 
nouring but wholesale plagiarisms of Buddhist canoni
cal works. They founded monasteries and went in for 
ppilosopliy, _mysticism and a new fashioned magic. 
R�ligious festivals and processions too were incorpo
rated.1 . 

. · Growing suspicion regarding the genuineness of 
. the Ponist scriptures developed into resentment against ) then1. The king, · as the royal protector of Buddhism, 

ordered that Ponist teachers be punished severely for 
}their conversion of the sublime teachings of Buddhism J into the Ponist scriptures. Although the Ponist teach
ers did not yield, and the transformation of the scrip-
tures continued secretly; Ponism definitely was on·the 
decline. But,' it was on its recovery barely a halfcen
tury after its persecution and the declaration of Bud
dhism as the State religion of Tibet. This recovery even
tually led to. the assasjnatiori of the Buddhist king Ral
pa:-Chan·and the persecution of the Buddhists in turn 
during the reign ·of Lang Dar-rna. As we have already 
noted; he too was murdered by a Buddhist monk after 
which Buddhism had its next phase of re.covery. 

. Thus, once when Santaraksita was teaching Bud
dhism in Tibet during the .reign of King Khri-srong) led�btsan, opposition to-Buddhism was aroused by the 
P.onists when an epidemic broke out. It gave them an 

- �xcuse to incite the people alleging that the calamity 
was dueto the wrath of the gods at the introduction of 
the new faith and the presence of this alien teacher in 
Tibet. Padmasambhava who was invited by the king 
on the advice. of Santaraksita was able to subdue all 
the evil spirits and the local gods by means of his siddhi 
powers. It was Padmasambhava who in fact found the 
correct technique to present Buddhism to the Tibetans 
in the language and the ritualistic symbolism of their 
Ponist religion. His great success in propagating Bud-· 
dhism reduced the Ponists merely to imitating the 
Buddhist practices and the supporting religious insti
tutions for survival. 

Next, it was during the reign of Ral-pa-chan2 in 
the ninth century that the Ponists. were able to muster 
sufficient opposition to- Buddhism as Ral-pa-chan fa
voured a serious deviation from the Buddism propa
gated by Padmasambhava. The resulting persecution 
of the Buddhsits had devastating repercussions on the 
progress of Buddhism _and took some time for recov
ery. Revival as we have seen, started from an outlying 
region and gradually spread to the C<?ntre. It was the 
monumental work of Atisa who came to Tibet in 1 038 
A. C., at the invitation of king Ye-sh'�d -od that brought 
lasting stability to Buddhism, culmin;:ttillg in the rec
ognition of the full and divine sovereignty of the bala:i 
Lama over the whole of Tibet later 9P.: · 

. What must be noted herds �� important fact that 
it was the Tantric form of the M3hay�na B.uddhism 
that was able to sur\rive in Tibet. The fact that-even the 
native Ponist faith could survive ()nly Unopgfl_whple
sale adoption of the Tantric forms of rdigiou�--p:r��tice 
as well as their supporting institUtions . goes tg, show 
the extent of the Buddhist . irifluence ·on· the tothl 'Ti-
betan religious culture._ . . . . .. ' . . ·, . . 

. . . . 
Tantrayana: By the seventh� century A. C: �ht:� the· 
first news of Buddhism reached Ti�t, it � -�· rpainly 
the Toatric f�rm of Buddism �a,t p�����-: � ·w��:. 
Tan tray ana, "ts an occult Buddhism which arose m the 
second century A. C., made �  liter.hY ipl?,e�'from. 
the sixth century onwards, and irt ili� '�i�hth cim.ttitY 
foundits way into the Buddist universitiesi � it �ubj�ct 
on their curriculum. Only some of its �C}cn�d books, . 
which are probably the oldeSt, suM.v6. in· s��p-it, but 
most of them ru'e extant in 'Tibetart translations: The 
Tantra litentture is still largelyi lindxpiored"f taritric 
texts, were written in a peculiar ldioni, a language of . 
symbols and secret conventidns, which m Sanskrit was · 

called Sandhyiibhii�ii (literally ''twilight language··, be
cause of the double meaning which underlay its words). 
This sytnbolic · language was not oilly ·a protection 
against intellectual curiosity arid misuse of yogic prac
tices by the ignorant or the ·miinitiated, bUthad its ori:.. 
gin mainly in the fact that the oridinary language is 
not able to express the highest experiences of the mind. 
The indescribable, which i s  experienced by the 
SZldhaka, the true devotee, can only be hinted at by 
similes and paradoxes' .4 · 

I .  "They used to chant the famous formula, 'Om Matri Muye Sale du ' in place of the sacred Avalokitesvara formula of the 

· Lamas, 'Om Mani Padme hum ". (Buddhism in Tibet, M. K.rishana Murthy, 8). 
l Written by Murthy as Ral-pa-cm1 (Buddhism in Tibet, 2 1  ) .  

' 3. Buddhism, H.W. Schumann, 1 57 .  
4. 2500 Years of Buddhism. 36 1 .  
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Tantrayana developed into four separate schools 
as M antrayana,  Vaj rayana,  S ah aj ayana and 
Kalacakrayana which form the vertical division of the 
Tantrayana. They are horizontally divided into four 
layers of realization. 

Mantrayana: The Mantrayanic conception of the es
sential identity ofall beings with the absolute is inter
preted as cosmic interrel atedness in popu l ar 
Mantrayana. While the Mahayanists interpreted this 
identity nexus as present only in the sphere of the es
sential, the Mantrayana believed this as present also 
in the sphere of the illusory. As a -result, they came up 
with the deduction that it is possible to bring about 
any result by way of mantra, which in this context 
were understood as spells. This is explained as a mis
reading of the true meaning of Mantrayana. 

Correctly understood, mantras are syllables or sen
tences which a preceptor imparts to

' 
trusted pupils 

(sadhaka). They constitute the key with which they 
can unlock in themselves the way to the Absolute and 
thereby to liberation. Mantras in this sense are not the 

. spells of a liberation magic. "A second instrument of . 
the Mantrayana are ritual gestures of the hands fin
gers (mudra), which amplify the efficacy of mantras. 
For as any emotion expresses itself in a specific bod
ily reaction, so, in reverse, the assumption of a certain 
body or hand posture can produce the corresponding. 
psychical state."1 

Vajrayana: It takes its name from the ritual sceptre of 
the Vajrayanic monk. As the world unfolds itself anew 
to each individual human being from the Absolute, he 
mistakes this to be two separate things whereas in re
ality there is only one, the Absolute. Each individu
al's essential identity with the Absolute is expressible · 
in a secret seed mantra (bljamantra) . An initiate who 
knows the bljamantra of a Transcendent Buddha or 
Bod}Jisattva can, by concentrated repetition call him 
out of Emptiness into spiritual existence. Thus, the 
supramundane figures of the Vajrayana are not objec
tive realities, but subj ective experiences of the Abso
lute.2 

The most important Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 
have thus been canonised and fixed as five Buddhas 
who are the personifications of Dharmakiiya and 

I .  Buddhism, H. W. Schumann, 1 58. 
2 .  op. cit. 160 
3. op. cit. 163 

placed in the centre of the ma�ufala. Occasionally it is  
Ak?obhya, more often it is Vairocana, but usually 
Vajrasattva on whom the top position is_ conferred. 
From the tenth century onwards the term Adi-Buddha 
is used to denote the personification of Dharmakilya. 

Once the respective positions of the different sal
vation helpers had been established, the next step was 
to depict their positions in the transcendental world 
which have been expressed in terms of diagrams and 
maps. In the maps of the transcedental world, the 
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and subordinate deities were 
distributed to the four cardinal points of the compass 
and their paradises. The primeval Buddha, as the per- ) 
sonified Absolute, is placed in the centre. These 
ma!Jtfalas served a<> aids for meditation in Tibet�� 
monasteries. 3 

Sahajayana: It developed in the eighth centUI)' A. C. 
and shows resemblance to Zen. Buddhism wr.ich had 
in that century followers in Tibet. Its most important 
text is Dohakoia of Saraha (pada) which is a collec
tion of 280 stanzas which are extant in Tibetan and 
(fragmentary) in Apabhramsa. "It is wrong to regard . 
sorrowful existence and liberation as essentially dif
ferent. San;.siira and Nirv3.I_la are the same. They are 
sahaja ' twinned' (lit. 'born -together'),  and do not exist 
side by side, but within each other. Not quite itself 
and not quite something other, the Twinned is neither 
existent nor non-existent. All diversities are thought
constructions; in reality Dharma is the same as non- �· 

Dhamw, for all things are one; everything isBuddha. 
With regard to formal morality, the Sahajayana way ' 

to liberation is characterised by unconstraint".4 

The inner discipline of the Sahajayana, according 
to Schumann, "can be summarised in the formula: know 
the mind, know your own thought. All diversity, 
Sam�ara as well as Nirv3.l)a, springs forth from mind. 
Only he who has realised the twinship (sahaja of 
Sa�7J.slzra and Nirval).a) can acquire the absolute truth. 
The yogin has to hold fast to the (realisation of the) 
twinship, <md regard all things as (ess·entially) alike. 
The world is enslaved by thought; only when the mind 
has ceased to be mind, does the true nature of the 
Twinned shine forth . . . .  " . 5  

4. ibid. 1 64 
5. op. cit. 1 65 
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Kalaca}{rayana: In the Kalacakrayana man is con
ceived as an analogue to the cosmos; his physical and 
mental processes run parallel to the cosmic processes. 
The knowledge of the secret inner relation between 
man and the cosmos leads the initiate to liberation. 
The word kalacakra seems to have denoted the circle 
of the zodiac originally. Kalacakrayana understands 
the term as the proper name of the Primeval Buddha 
who supervises the course of heavenly and earthly 
destiny. The primeval Buddha Kalacakra is the spir
itual centre of the system and forms the hub of numer
ous mandalas. Mystical identification with him re
veais to

. 
the follower all the knowledge he needs for 

achieving his goal. ' 
. ) . Through all four schools of the Tantrayana run the 

four horizontal- levels of realisation which starts with 
Kriyatantra. It is ritual practice and is followed by 
those who consider cult as decisive. Second comes 
Caryatantra, the 'practice of conduct' of those who 
reg�late their daily iife according to the Tantrayana, 
but have only a faint idea of its deeper meaning. Third 
comes · Yogatantra in which the· adept strives for the 
spiritual contents of the Tantra. The crown of the sys
tem is the fourth stage, the Anuttarayogatantra; the 
practice of supreme union in which the adept realises 
the full meaning of the · Tantrayana and experiences. the Absolute. 

As we have already seen in our survey of Tibetan 
. Buddhism, it was the famous Indian Tantric teachers 
who were drawn mostly from the staff of the Buddhist 

. J universities who contributed in large measure to the 
stabilization of Buddhism in Tibet. It has also become 
clear from these discussions that it was only the Tantric ....__ 
form of Buddhism with its magic and spells to control 
the spi.'its of evil and destruction, that was best able to 
survive in the religious environment of the traditional 
Ponist faith. 

In the preceding pages, we saw the extent of the 
transformation that the original teachings of the his
torical Buddha Gotama. had gone through_ under the 
hands of the Mahavana teachers . Not only did they 
introduce new interi>retations to the original teachings 
of the Buddha, in the process they transformed the his
torical Buddha Gotama to an apparitional body of a 
Universal Buddha who makes timely manifestations 
into the world as required. 

The dissident monks who broke away from the 
main group after the Second Buddhist Council called 
their Cour1cil the Mahasang1ti as they had the bigger 
following than their opponents. They thus came to be 
known as the Mahasa111ghikas, who as we have already 
noted, were the forerunners of the Mahayana. As we 
have completed our survey of the development of 
Mahayana Buddhism both in India and outside India, 
it is relevant to see how it relates itself to the original 
teachings of the Buddha as recorded in the texts of the 
Pali canon. 

The Pali canonical · texts are quite clear that the 
Buddha was a human teacher like any of the other con
temporary religious teachers of the sixth century B. C. 
Gangetic regions of India. 2 This historical human 
teacher becomes transformed into a nirmanakaya of a 
Universal Transcendent Buddha in the Mahayana. As 
the Buddhas are Transcendent they cannot ,be seen, or 
heard by human beings. They can manifest in the world 
of the humans only through the illusory Nirrpiipakiiya 
and through this . the Buddha seemingly ; follows the 
ways of the world, llllder�oing: birth? q�cay, . ancl. even 
death of which he in fact bas alw�)',_� ,t?eeq, qeyond. 

Together with this,tnmsfo!Tilatiop, the .pqsition of · 
the Buddha changes from tha� pf �e hul;nan teacher to 
an object of worship and prayer. He becomes th.ereby 
endowed with the pow�r �o prpy!,4� r�He� as prayed 
for and help as requested, b;y �e:�fNUI, bringing him 
closely-on· par with the principal deity of theistic reli-
gions in most respe¢ts. 

_ · '  , 

The term Bodhlsa�t� ac�ordJ_ng to the Pali canoni
cal texts describes tb� being aspiring to attain Bodhi 
(enlightenment) andis used almost exclusively to de
scribe the period of life of Prince Siddbattha up to his 
Enlightenment.. In the lat�r t�;xts, it h,as been extended 
to cover the period from his conception to Enlight�n
ment and also in the same sense to d.escribe the period 
of the lay lives of all -previous Bu�dhas. 3 ·  

According to t.�e Mahayana there are two types of 
Bodhisattvas, the earthly and the Transcendent. The 
first are those beings \Vho have made their resolve to 
become Bodhisattvas _and are on their way to its at
tainment while the second are those who have attained 
perfection in the paramitas and thereby attained prajfia. 

.i 
I .  Buddhism, H. W. Schumann, 1 66.  . 

3974 33 2. D. 1 .47, 70. The names and teachings of six of such teachers ; Gods in Early Buddhism, M. M. J. Marasmghe, , · 

3. D. 1 1 . 1 ,  The Mahiipadiina Sutta. 
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They have refused to enter into Nirvcma in order to be 
of service to beings and are visible to the spiritual eye 
only. Through the concept of the Bodhisattvas, the 
Mahayana has introduced the two new concepts of 
saving or salvation through external power, and the 
transfer of  meri t (puf!ya pariniimana ) .  The 
Bodhisattvas willingly take over the burden of suffer
ing of all beings in order to lead them to liberation. 

The path to the attainment of Nibbana according 
to the Pali canoical texts is the path of gradual train
ing, gradual conduct and gradual practice1 and requires 
individual effort. Although the followers of Mahayana 
accept that Nibbana is attainable through the Noble 
Eightfold Path, they do not accept it as suitable for · 
and within the capabilities of all. Faithful confidence 
in the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas is potent enough 
according to the Mahayana to take one to the Buddha 
Paradise wherein one matures to wisdoin (prajna) and 

. Nirvana. Sraddha produces unimaginable (acintya) 
merit �hich is much superior to merit produced by 
iila. Sraddha can be given expression to by venera
tion arid worship through stipulated ritual. Thus, the 
Mahayana introduced the two paths of Sraddha and 
puja, obviating thereby the need to follow the path of 
spiritual development taught in the Pali canonical texts 
which required individual exertion. 

r 

The Mahayii.nists claim that the Theravada Nirvana 
constitutes only partial emancipation and not the at
tainnient of complete emancipation. They claim that 
the Theravadins attain only liberation from obstruct
ing defilements, Klefavaral}a vimukti and not libera
tion from those which obstruct wisdom, Jneyavaraf}a 

. vimukti. · This of course, is not accepted by the 
Theravadins. They argue that the moment one liber
ates oneself from the defilements, wisdom or bodhi 
dawns on him. Since this final attainment is· the end 
product of a systematic process of training which ma
tures the individual through to bodhi, it is far more 
realistic than the Mahayii.nic cla,ims of attaining lib
eration through the intervention of the Buddhas and 
the Bodhisattvas. 

The Pali canonical traditions are quite clear that 
the Buddha taught the way to the attainment of en
lightenment. The disciples who attained this final goal 
of religious endeavour as enunciated by the B uddha 
are described as arahants in these texts. In the 
Mahavagga account of the early history of the siisana, 
it is said that with the Pancavaggiya ascetics attaining 
liberation, the number of arahants in the world be
came six ( "tena kho pana samayena cfr.a loke arahanto 
honti ") . 2 The six according to this, comprised the five 
(pafi.cavaggiya) monks and the Buddha. When the 
number of disciples who had attained enlightenment 
increased to sixty, the Buddha addressing them de
clares, "I am freed from all snares both divine and 
human, you too are freed from aU.· snares both divine 
and human".3 As there is no distinction indicated be
tween the attainment of liberation of the Buddha and i- · 
that of the araharits, it is not possible to argue accord-
ing to these early texts that the enlightenment of  the 
arahants is inferior to the enlightenment of the Bud-
dha or that the enlightenment of the Buddha is supe-
rior to that of the arahants as far as the purpose of 
enlightenment is concerned. The terms 'arahanta'.and 
'Buddha' in these texts describe the individual who 
has attained enlightenment. . The Buddha, throughout 
the Pali texts, never calls himselfthe 'BUddha' when 
referring to himself. Instead, he always uses the term 
'Tathagata' .4 He was referred to as the Buddha by 
his followers. 5 However, the Mahayanist claim that 
the attainment of arahanthood is inferior to the attain-
ment of Buddhahood is an ingenious misreading into 
the original textual position and qne that is not sub
stantiated by textual evidence. It is the Theravadins 
who later on got themselves caught in the Mahayii.nic 
misreading and accepted that liberation can be attained 
through one of three bodhis, the arahantabodhi, 
paccekabodhi or.the sammii.sambodhi, thereby con
firming the Mahayanic interpretation. 

The two conceptions of Nirvana ofthe Mahayii.nists 
are similar in certain respect:; to the Theravada con
cepts of Sopadisesa parinibbana and Anupiidisesa 
parinibbana. 6 According · to the Mahayanists, when 

1 .  M. 1 1 1 .2: "Anupubbasikkha, anupubbacariya anupubbapa_tipada ". 
2. V!n. 1 . 14 

3 · "Mutto 'ha11} bhikklzave sabbapasehi ye dibba yeca mZmusa. Tumhepi bhikkave mutt a sabbapasehi ye dibba ye ca manus a ". 
Vin. 1 .20. 

4. Gods in Early Buddhism, M. M. J. Marasinghe, 20. 
5. Tenasamayena buddlzo blzagava Uruvelayan.z Viharati " Vin. 1 . 1  etc. 
6. D. III. 1 35;  Vin. II. 239. 
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the liberated attains Aprati�thita NirvatJa he lives on 
without becoming extinguished by death in order to 
work for the liberation of all beings. This is similar to 
the Pali canonical- -idea of the liberated sages working 
for the spiritual welfare of the worldings Pratif.thita 
Nirvana is attained when the liberated individual loses 
all ide

.
ntity and becomes untraceable. This is similar 

to the Anupadisesa parinibbana of the Pali texts. 

Our survey of the development of Mahayana Bud
dhism and the story of its spread into countries out

. side India brings several important issues into focus. 
The missionary entry of Buddhism into any of these 
countries was not a single isolated historical event. It 

·) was in fact, only the beginning of a long and continu
ous line of live cultural contacts between the mother 
country and the recipient country. 

� 
While this continuous interaction provided much 

needed ac;sista.,ce by supplying resource persons as 
well as new scriptural material during its period of 
consotidation on new ground, it laid the foundation 
for the rise of different schools of Buddhism later on. 
While China and Tibet- always looked up _to India .for 
such new inspiration, Japan always sought for such 
a.Ssistance from China, its principal benefactor. 

Not only did Buddhism spread far out from the 
land of its birth, it has also been able to weave itself 
into the religio-ritualistic fabric of each country. It 
became not only an important element of the 'national 

') spiritual
_�

lture' of each c�untry, but became its pri�
- cipal rehgwn as well. This meant that apart from 1ts 

success in introducing its new spiritual culture into the - - 'ew environment, each form of Buddhism also gath
ered a local identity because of which it became iden
tifiable as the 'national religion' of each country, while 
at the same time conforming to a regional identity and 
also to a broader indentity between the two principal 
school s  of Buddhism, the Theravada and the 
Mal1ayana, all accepting the same teacher and the same 
fundamental teachings. 

M. M. J. Marasinghe 

MAHAYANASANGRAHA ' -
See MAHAYANASAMPARIGRAHA SASTRA 

MAHAYANASAMPARIGRAHA s
'AsTRA I 

MAHAYANA SAMGRAHA is a Buddhist Sanskrit 
philosophical treatise of Mahayana Buddhism. The 

1 Sanskrit original is lost, but it is preserved as a Chi-

nese translation. There are three Chinese translations 
recorded. Nanjio's catalogue provides the following 
information of the Chinese Translation's. 

1 1 83 Malzayii.nasamparigralza sastra 
sho-ta-slum-lim 
. . . . .  Handbook, p. 686. Composed by Bodhisatva 
Asanga. Translated by Paramartha H. DDD. 563 
of the Khan d}'iJasty A: c.- 337-589, 3 fasciculi. . � ' . . : 

� . , .  ! :. ; . :· i � ' .  ' . 1184 Sho-ta-shan�l!'-_IJ . , , . .. :J. : : . _ Translated by Buddha&®t� A. 'C. 53 1 of the 
Nothern Wei dynasty .A: .c� 386-534-, 2 Fasciculi. . ..  ' . .  

The above (two) w��ks \vhich agree with the- · 

Tibetan Nos. 1 1 83 and 1 184 are similar trartsla
tions k'yuen Fascicle, 9.; {9l-. ,JB SEQ Nanj,io 261 

1247 Mahii.yiina S.amparigra,ful $iistramula 
Sho-ta-shan-lun-pan , •, ;:((};� ;�:· ,, ·- · :' . · 

Composed by BodhisatvaAs�}f�.;;�Trahslated by 
Hhuen-Kwan (Miouem-iliarig):A\I.(C:J.&t$.-:.64--9 of 
the Than dynasty 3 Fasciculi 1 1  di:Visi()ns. 

· This:. is a later translation of U83�arid.?ll�4. 
K-yuen-Lu F. 9. Fol. �6. · . · · i �q: iJ'j . 

. . = , �. ·t s· � :· : , . , : .� . 

There appears a certain discrepancy �r�¥��Hh� · 
correct title of this. treatise. Nanjio does ·noF�se· the . 
term Mahiiyiinasahigraha at all. . A tteatiscH�'armgi 
Mahayaiiilsamgtaha iS not found iii the sai;(ic�o�e: 
As  · _

q�oted ab?ve _ N:nj iQ- .11-�.��s'�)��!-����tn1 · 
MahG.yaiUlsampqng r,aha sr:.stra/ �StiriiJ.� �ti. O'oven 
(208-9) too had us'ed�e te�-M�������$�';lha 
i astra. · Su�uk�- (It; _ � -��� . h�s . : · u� § T� -; J�e tF�� . _ 
Mahayanasamgtahf! S,a,s,tra. �<lhu1� (Bi{i!ifhlst !ncy- . 
clopaedia VoL II p, 13'3 ffj 'h.as' 'fep¢�t�illy_ ._ psed the 
term MahG.yaiUl Samgrahq. Aecordiii'g to Wintemitz 
(vol. II p. 340) Bu-ston in his "History «?f.��!i�on'� _ 

has ascribed MahG.yaiUl Saingraha to Asaifga along 
with two other works P,aii!;a/:J�i'uJ�i· iill:d Ab.hidharma 
Samuccaya . Howev�r tpe - introquction to 
Sravakabhumi of Asanga, edited by Prof. Anantalal 
Thakur in the Tibetan Sanskrit Series appears to solve 
the problem when it reports that the "Mahayana 
Samg raha " is '}llother name given to it (Mahaycma 
Samparigraha Sastra), vide pp. 39-40; Bu-Ston, �- 140 
(Obermiller's translation) Foot note-IntroductiOn p. 
lXXV. 

As regards its authorship there is no controversy. 
The authorship is accepted as that of the famous 
Yogiidira philosopher Asanga (circa 51" century A. C.). 
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The treatise contains a discussion regarding the chief 
doctrines and the religious stand point of Mahayana . 
and its contrast with Hinayana. It also contains a sum
�ary treatment of the essentials of Yogacarabhumi 
Sastra. It is translated into Tibetan by Silendrabodhi 
Jinamitra and it is available in Tibetan. Catalogued 
by F.T. Suzuki in the Tibetan Tripi_taka catalogue un
der the entry no. 5549. According to Bu-ston, the Ti
betan Historian, this treatise had been constantly con
sulted by Tibetan writers on Buddhism in substantiat
ing important doctrinal tenets (A jewellery of 
Siiriputras translated by E. Obermiller p.  38). Bu
ston himself quotes it several times. A commentary 
called Mahiiyiinasamg raha Upanibanddhana by an 
author namedAsvaghosa is also mentioned by Bu-ston 
(op. cit. p. 123). 

· · 

In Japan there was a Buddhist Sect named the 
�horon Sect based on the Mahiiyiina Samparigraha 
Sastra, .which was subsequently absorbed by the Kegon 
Sect. (Me. Gaven 208-9). It has been translated into 
French under the Title "Le somme du granaet Vehicul 
ed 'Asanga-Loavain 1938 by E. Lamotte. 

It is one of the most important treatises ofYogacara 
of mahayana Buddhism. It contains a summary treat
ment of the essentials of Yogiiciirabhumi iiistra. 
Moreover the treatise contains a discussion regarding 
the chief doctrinal and religious standpoints of 
Mahayana and its contrast with Hinayana. Nagrujuna, 
the founder of the Madhyamika System-of Buddhist 

· philosophy declares "there is no- difference between 
Nirvana and S�siira (na nirviinasya sarrJ_siiriit asti. . . . )  
i n  his Miidhyamikaka rika . I n  the Mahayana 
samparigraha iiistra Asariga goes a step further and 
boldly declares that all Buddha dharma of which 
Nirvana or Dharmakiiya forms the fo�ndation, are 
characterized with passion, errors, sins of vulgar minds. 
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MAHAYANASRADDHOTPADASAsTRA, "Dis
course on the Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana" is 
a philosophical treatise of Mahiiyanii Buddhism. Its 
Original Sanskirt text is lost but has survived among 
the Chinese translations. There are two Chinese trans- · 
lation available, ope by Paramartha (Circa· 553 A: C.) 
and the other by Siksananda (Circa 700 A. C.). 

The Catalogue ofthe Chinese Translations of Bud- ..( 
dhist Tripifaka by Bun yin Nanjio (Oxford, 1 883) gives- \ 
the details of the two Chinese translations as follows: 

� " 1 249 Ta-Shan -Khi-Sin -Lun-Mahayana-
S raddhotpiida� composed by Bodhisattva Asvaghosa, 
translated by Sikshananda between 695-700 A .  C. of 
the Than Dynasty (502 - 557 A. C.)" 

" 1 250 Ta-Shan-Khi-Sin-Lun Translated by 
Paramartha in 553 A. C. of the Lian Dynasty (502-
667)" - Nanjio p. 274. 

The Catalogue further records: "The above two . 
works are similar translations and they are wanting in 
the Tibetan K'yuenla Fasc. 9, Fol. 88. Towards the . ) end of the Sastra, Asvaghosa quotes a sutra (probably 
Amitayus Sutra or Sukhavafi Vyuha) on B uddha 
Atnitayus and his Buddha.lcsetra." p. 274. It is said 
that the treatise represents an advanced stage of 
Mahizyiina Philosophy of the 41h or the Sib century A. 
C. The doctrine which the treatise incorporates is 
Vijfiiinaviida, as taught by Asangha, and the teaching 
of Tathiigata Garbha and the Tathatii which occurs in 
-the Lankiivatiira Sutra. It is seen that the work at
tempts to synthesise the teachings of Miidhyamika 211d 
Vijiiiinavada. schools of Buddhism. Even at the present 
day the work is much studied in the schools and mon
asteries of Japan, and it is a favourite book of refer-
ence of Mahiiyiina philosophy. However it is conspicu-
ous that the Sanskrit Original is entirely unknown and 
is not quoted by the great masters of Mahayana Bud
dhism or their commentators . 

The authorship of the Mahiiyiinai raddhotpadafastra 
is  generally attributed to the poet Asvaghosa, the au
thor of the Buddhacarita. Asvaghosa the poet is sup-
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posed to have been associated with the Royal Court of 
the Indo-Scythian Buddhist king Kanishka whose reign 
is generally fixed for the 2"d century A. C. But there is 
no consensus among the scholars as regards attribut-
ing the authorship to Asvaghosa. As an advanced stage 
of Mahayana philosophy which was seen in the 4th 
and Slh centuries, is well reflected in the treatise. 
Wintemitz doubts the authorship of Asvaghosa. He 
conjectures whether the authorship has been attributed 
to the great poet with a view to secure a greater repu
tation for the book. If at all the author was non other 
than an Asvaghosa, he prefers to call him Asvaghosa 
II, a philosopher more than a poet, who may have lived 
in the 5th century A. C. Suzuki, assuming Asvaghosa 

- ) as the fonder of Mahaya na, attributes 
Mahayanairaddhotpadasastra to Asvaghosa. Profes
sor Takakusu who holds that the authorship of the poet 

"t Asvaghosa as out of question, says that the older Cata
logue of Chinese texts does not contain the name of 
Asvaghosa as the author (Wintemitz, Vol. II. p. 348). 
In the biography of Hsuan Tsang the authorship is at
tributed to Asvaghosa. 

I t  i s  also s aid that Hsuan Tsang translated 
Mahayanasraddhotpiidasastra from Chinese to San
skrit and propagated it throughout in the five empires 
of lndia. Few Japanese scholars, especially Senshoi 
Murakami, also holds the view that the original 
Mahilyana.Sraddhotpiidasastra was in Chinese and was 
. later translated to Sanskrit (Wintemitz II, p. 349). 

) The French scholar Sylvain Levi discovered 
.Mahayanasraddhotpadasastra in Japan when it was 

� _j till then unknown in Europe. Under the guidance of 
. eminent Buddhist priests of Japan, he stuclied it com
paring it with the two Chinese versions and prepared a 
French Tnmslation which he had no apportunity to 
print. Meanwhile Tecitara translated it into English 
after the second Chinese version under the title 
Asnvaghosa 's Discourse on the Awakening of Faith in 
the Mahayana (Chicago 1900). It is also, translated 
into English after Paramartha's Chinese Version by 
Timothy Richards, The New Testament of Higher Bud
dhism. 
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MAHAYANASUrRALAN�is:a��Jddmst San
skrit philosophical treatise '-of_ M���� ::B.�ddh'sim. 
Its Sanskrit original as well asth��fitn���,fiansi�tion . 

. . - �. . . . . . : ' .• . is extant. Nanjio's A Catalogu�.:vft11FhPii�jt·'frans� 
lation of the Buddhist Tripifaklt?¢��!h�.d.etaits (If 
the Chinese translation as follow��¥.�;� �i�Y..f-':1} ! i i : , ;-. · 

� ._.·.�-�-- -�-r�·�-:� ;�}�!���f/if-. { _? ·,�-:' . . 
No. 1 190 Mahilyanasutrlil4bkf4:ai'Hiltft;l,Silstra , . 
Sutralahkara Tikii . . . . 

· .
. . · . •. .. , . :>.:� · . 

Ta-Shan-Kwan-yen-kin-�n;' . .·. 
. . 

. 
. 

k-yuen--Lu, FASC: . 9, .Fol\\��;��.�;:�.911';·Com
posed by Bodhisattva.:.A§.ilf!�F(�Slated by 
Prabhakara Mitra. A. C,"·6i���$. .<itfth¢1Jtap.Dy
nasty A. C. 618::.901;·. 13 F$dcq,te 2,4 <:1\apters. It 
agrees with Tibetan K:-:yu�.n�-Sy� .'Page 2.62. 

The French Scholar Sylvain. Levi discovered the 
Sanskrit original and edited' i t  with a }"rench transla
tion (Paris 1907). His farrtiliarity : �ifu, .Chinese and 
Tibetan enabled him. to deal with the. text mucb more 
efficiently Lhan an author,it)i--.·������� �itp:s�skrit 
alone. The Text and the trarislaiion is described as a 
magnificent illu-stratio

-
n �( F;_�nch scholarship 

(Nariman p. 3 14). 

Mahayana Sutralankara has been translated into 
Chinese by the Hindu Prabhakara Mitra in 630-633 A. 
C. The Tibetan translation was done by an Indian 
called Sakyasimha assisted by Tibetan Lotsavas or in
terpreters. 

According to tradition Mahayana Sutralahkiira 
was revealed by the future Buddha Maitreya toAsanga, 



in the Ttisita Heaven. The entire Sanskrit original is 
composed in memorial verses or Karikas. The text 
describes tenets of Mahayana such as Bhumis - the 
stages in the career of a_Bodhisatta, the trikiiya - three 
bodies of the Buddha, Alayavifi.ffiuUl - Store House of 
consciousness. As regards the authorship, the schol
ars ho!d different views. According to Sylvain Levi, 
the author of Mahiiyiina Sutriilankiira is Asanga. 
Futher he attributes its commentary also to Asanga. 
But Wintemitz (p. 341) attributes Its authorship to 
Maitreyanatha, the teacher of Asanga. Wintemitz 
points out that the name of Asanga is not mentioned in 
the text as the author, but he is described as being "Pro
claimed by the Bodhisatta Vya vadatasarnaya (Purifier 
of the doctrine). This might be .an epithet of Asanga 
as well as ofMaitreyanatha. Tibetan historian Btiston 
attri!>utes the commentary of Mahiiyiinasutr:iilail.kiira 
also to Vasubandhu. 

Hakuju-ui says "It is still a question whethe.r the 
authorship of  the commentary on 
Mahiiyiinasiitriilahkiir.a belongs to Asaftga or to 
Vasubandhu" (Lanman Studies p . . 99). G. Thcci has 
attributed six works including Mahiiyiinasutriilahkiira 
to M aithreyan atha.  · He i s  of  opinion that 
Maithreyanatha wrote the verses (kiirikiis) of all the 
six works and his chief pupil Asanga wrote the com
mentaries. 

Apart from Mahiiyiinasutriilahkiira another book 
· named "Sutralankiira" is extant. The Sanskrit miginal 

is lost and the Chinese translation is available. Nanjio's 
"A Catalogue ofthe Chinese Translations of Buddhist 
Trip�taka" provides its details thus: 

No. 1 1 82 Sutralahlr.iira Sastra 
Ta-k-van-yen-kin-fun 
K'-yuen-lu, FASC. 9,-Fol. 2a, Cone. 656 composed 
by Bodhisattva Asvaghosa. Translated into Chi
nese by Kumarajiva about A. C. 405 of The Tshin 
Dynasty A. C. 384 - 407, 15  Fasciculi. Some ex
tracts from No. 1 1 82, are ·given by:Beal in his Bud
dhist Literature in China. Pp. 3 1 ,  101 ,  105. 

The original Sanskrit text is lost. French scholar 
Edouard Huber identified the Chinese translation and 
edited it in French ( 1 .908 Paris) .  Fragments of 
Siitralahkiira have been found in Turkestan, Central 
Asia. 

Siitriilanakara or sutra Ornament is a collection 
of pious legends after the model of the Jarakas and 

MAIDNDA 

Avadiinas which are narrated in prose and verse in the 
style of Indian poetic art. It comprises of a series of 
Buddhistic sermons in the guise of anecdotes trans
mitting morals inculcated by the Buddha. 

The authorship is attributed to the great poet 
Asvaghosa the author of Buddhacarita, who is sup
posed to have been associated with King Kaniska, circa 
2nd century A. C. As the Buddhacarita is quoted sev
eral times in the Sutralahkiira it is clear that the 
Buddhacarita was composed prior to the Sutralahkara 
by Asvaghosa. 

(When referring to Mahayiinasutriilahkiira of 
Asanga, sometimes scholars refer to it as Sutralahkiira 
without the prefix Mahayana. This leads the reader to 
a difficult  situation in distinguishing i t  fro m___f 
Sii.tralahkiira of Asvaghosa, unless the author's name \ 

is given). 
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MAHINDA, the arahant thera who introduced Bud- . 
dhism to Sri Lanka in the 3nr century B. C. According 
to the historical writings of Sri Lanka, the conversion 
of Asoka (q:-v.) to Buddhism was effected by a vener
able monk named Moggaliputta Tissa Thera. That he 
was a historical figure is proved by the discovery of 
an inscribed casket . in Stupa No. 2 at sanchi. This 
thera with the help of Asoka, ·held a Council and ex
pelled many undesirables from the Order of monks. 
This Council also settled what the true doctrines of 
Buddhism were. The Pali canon as it exists today is 
said to have been redacted at this Council which was .. .. . 
the third to be held after the Passing away of the Bud..: 
dha. An important decision taken at this Counci l was 
to send missionaries to preach Buddhism in the outly
ing provinces of the Mauryan Empire and in lands 
beyond. Special importance appears to have bee·n at
tached to the mission intended for Sri Lanka. It was 
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headed by Mahinda Thera who, according to the 
Theravada tradition, was a son of Emperor Asoka. 
According to the Northern Buddhist tradition he was 
a uterine brother of Asoka and not his son. The tradi
tion prevailing in Sri Lanka is that, Mahinda Thera 
was a son of Asoka by the daughter of a merchant of 
Vidisa (modern Bhilsa). The Theri Samghamitta, ac
cording to Sri Lankan writings, was the daughter of 
Asoka and sister of Mahinda Thera. Asoka permitted 
both his children to adopt the religious l ife so that he 
may become a kinsman of the Buddha's religion. 

An inscription of about the 1 '1 Cent. A. C. at 

·J Mihintale refers to the images o f  Mahinda Thera and 
three of his companions. Mahinda Thera arrived in 

_ Sri Lanka with four other theras i.e. I.t.thiya, Uttiya, f / Sambala and Bhaddasala. These missionaries to Sri 
_ _ Lanka did not arrive immediately after the Third Coun-

cil but tarried for some time .at Vedisagiri (probably 
modern Sanehi) until the time was propitious. When 
Tissa, the second son of Mu.tasiva (367-307 B. C.), 
ascended the throne of Sri Lanka (307-267 B. C.), 
Mahinda Thera and his four companions arrived at 
Mihintale. It is said that Tissa had been a friend of 
Asoka, even though the two had never seen each other. 

· The Iiew king Tissa,_ soon after his accession sent an 
embassy to Asoka, bearing costly presents. These 
envoys returned to Sri Lanka, also carrying rich 
presents. In addition, the envoys were asked to con
vey to Tissa, the following exhortation from A$oka. 

J "I have taken refuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma and 
the Sangha. · I have declared myself a lay disciple in 
the religion of the Sakya son. Seek then thou, 0' best 
of men, converting thy mind with believing heart, ref
uge in these best of gems". To the envoys returning 
home he said, "Consecrate my friend, yet again as 
king". Tis·sa had already assumed kingship and at the 
behest of Asoka he was consecrated a second time. 
Mahinda Thera would have learnt of these develop
ments in Sri Lanka and realising that the time was op
portune for the fulfilment of his mission, he arrived in 
Sri Lanka with l>js companions. 

It is said that Vedisagiri-vihfua in the Avanti coun
try was the starting point of Mahinda Thera's journey 
to Sri Lanka. This was the part of India to which his 
mother belonged. The tradition current in Sri Lanka 
is that the first meeting between Mahinda Thera and 
Tissa, the king of Sri Lanka took place at Mihintale on 
the full moon day of the month of Je.t.tha (May-June; 
Sinhala. poson) in the 1 8th year of Asoka's reign i .e .  
two hundred and thirty six years after the Passing Away 

of the Buddha. The king was at Mihintale on a hunt
ing expedition when he met the missionaries. A con
versation ensued between them and the king was soon 
convinced that - these developments were connected 
with his friend Asoka's message to him. Thereafter 
the thera delivered a serman the Culahatthipadopama 
sulla, to him and to .his retinue who had then joined 
him. Soon after his meeting with the king, Mahinda 
Thera and his companions who formed a chapter ac
cording to Vinaya rules, performed at Mihintale the 
first sarhghakamma (Act of the Order) in Sri Lanka, 
by conferring ordination _on a lay �isciple named 
Bh��uka who had accompanied them. They remained 
at Mihintale that night. 'They were invited to come to 
the city the next day. The first sem:wn was preached 
in a pavilion specially built for the purpose. The next 
sermon was delivered at the Elephant Stables where 
larger crowds gathered to hear it. As ' the crowds who 
flocked to hear the sermons becaine iarger the next 
congregation was held in the spaci6us grol.mds of the 
Nandana Park outside tlie city. · ·fh� ·king 'tif'fered the 
Mahamegha garden to the south of the city, to be used 
as the abode of the missionaries. This was later do
nated to the conimunity ofniortk:�- '6r �ilie· Foilr Quar
ters: There was also a request ftpr t(ihe' Iadies of the 
royal household to be permitted' to' eht�r th� or<ler as 
nuris but Mahinda Thera informed : flllkmgthat it was 
not possible for him to admit women to the Ofder and 
that i t  could be effecied if hi'S," sih�i,' the iheri 
Samghamitta (q. v) was inV'ited'to sfi·t-@ka� 'Accord
ingly it WaS decided to sbritf a �fi#S.Sion 16 Asoka to 
send the required mimber of nun'S ··� well aS a branch 
of the S acred B odhi Three - to ·be plantetl at 
Anuradhapura. During the h'ext thre� days sermons 
were p:;:eached to numerous congregations that had 
assembled at Nandana park; · 

The king inquired froiiii Mahinda Thera whether 
Buddhism had got establishedin Sri Lanka but the lat
ter replied that for that t(') be achieved, it was neces
sary to establish the consecrated ·boundaries so as to 
include the whole city within them. This was executed 
the very next day, the king himself having ploughed a 
furrow marking the bounclmes of the consecrated area. ·· 
In the days that followed, edifices necessary for the 
Sahgha began to come up in the Mahamegha garden. 
The institution named Mahavihfua which in course of 
time became a great monastic establishment had its 
beginnings in tllis wise. About a month was spent in 
delivering discourses to people who had come from 
various parts of Sri Lanka. During the vassa period 
(retreat during the rainy season) Mahinda Thera went 
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to Mihintale to spend the retreat there. The king fol
lowed him and took steps to prepare dwellings for the 
monks. Thereafter Mihintale became a second mon
astery. 

Steps were next taken to build a stupa enclosing 
the corporeal relics of the Buddha. These were ob
tained by sending an envoy to Asoka, who handed them 
over. They were received by the king and the people 
of Sri Lanka with great rejoicing and ceremonial. As 
decided earlier, another mission was sent to Asoka to 
send the Theri Samghamitta and also a branch of the 
Sacred Bodhi Tree at Buddha Gaya. This request too 
was readily granted. Different classes of artisans to 
perform the various services necessary for the Bo Tree 
also acco.mpanied the sacred object. The Theri 
Sarilghamitta and other nuns together with the Bo Tree 
arrived at Jambukola and they were received with great 
honour. In course of time the Bo Tree �ved at 
Anuradhapura and was planted on the terrace prepared 
for it. . �--· 

When King Devanampiya Tissa had completed his 
religious activities, he is said to have asked Mah.inda 
Thera whether Buddhism had been well established 
in his land. To this the thera replied that it had been 
well planted but had not taken root. He was told that 
the religion will take root ·only when a person born of 
Sri Lankan parents, studies the Vinaya rules and ex
pounds it the Icing's nephew Ari.t.tha wh.o had al
ready joined the Order and acquired spiritual attain
ments was chosen for the purpose and at an assembly 
of bhikkhits, he expounded the Vinaya. Thereupon the 
king was convinced that Buddhism had been very well 
established in his country. 

King Devanampiya Tissa reigned for forty years 
. and during the whole of this period, Mahinda Thera 
and Samghamitta Theri lived in Sri Lanka. They were 
occupied in the propagation of the Buddhist faith. The 
King died in the year 267 B. C. and was succeeded by 
his brother Uttiya who is said to have reigned from 
267-257 B. C. The Mahava1izsa records that the pass
ing away of Mahinda Thera took place in the eighth 
year of Uttiya (i.e. 259 B. C.). The obsequies were 
carried out with great solemnity. His corporeal relics 
were enshrined in a number of stt1p�s including the 
one built at Mihintale. Samantapasadika, the com
mentary to the Vinaya, in .its introduction, deals with 
the history of Buddhism up to the Passing Away of 
Mahinda Thera. See. MIHINTALE. 
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Nandasena Mudiyanse 

MAHIMSASAKA, Var. MAHISASAKA, (Skt. MAHISASAKA), One of the eighteen schools 
(a_tfharasa acariyavada) of Buddhism. These schools 
are sometimes referred to as nikaya or acariyakula. 
At the second Buddhist Council, held a century after 
the demise of the Buddha the Vajjiputtaka monks who 
promulgated the ten theses (dasavatthuni) broke away 
from the original body of the sahg ha and named them
selves M ah a s a ii ghika sect  (Mahasiinghika 
acariyakula), the rest being left to appropriate for them
selves the name Theravada meaning "The Orthodox 
Clergy". The Pall commentaries and chronicles record 
that in the second century after the demise of the Bud
dha two other schools emerged from the Theravada:- · 
(1)  Mahi.rlfsasakas and (II) Vajjiputtakas. According 
to this tradition the Mahill).sasakas were the first to 
secede from the Theravada. The Mahiil_lsasakas gave. 
rise to two other schools: I. Sabbathivadins and II. 
Dhammaguttikas. The Sabbattivadins in turn gave rise· -. 
to Kas'yapiyas who split l ater into two schools: 
S.aiikantikas and Suttavadins.  Thus from the , 
Mahimsasaka school five other offshoots arose in 
course of time. 

From the Vajjiputtakas four other seceding schools 
arose, to wit, ( 1 )  Dhammuttariyas, (II) Bhadrayanikas 
(III) Channagarikas and (IV) Sammifiyas. Thus dur
ing the second century after the demise of the Buddha, · 
from the Theravada as the parent body, these eleven 
seceding school s arose ,  m aki ng . twelve i n  all 
(Paramatthadipani, SHB. Vol .  XXXVIII pt. 1 pp. 80-
83.; Dipavamsa, V. 30-54). 

Vasurnitra and Bhavya give a slightly variant ver
sion of the emergence of sub schools of this group. 
According to Vasumitra Sarvastivada branched off first 
from the Sthaviravada (Theravada) and from the hitter 
appeared the M ahi s a sakas , Kasyapi yas and 
Sallfkrantivadins each from the other. Out of the 
Mah1sasakas developed the Dharmaguptakas. 
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According to the Pali tradition S arvastivada 
branched off from the Mahill).sasakas. Vasumitra takes 
Samkrantivadins as an alternate name for Sautrantikas. 
Th�s according to Vasumitra the Sahkantikas and the 
Suttavadins of the Pali tradition represent one and the 
same school called by him the Sall).krantivadins. 

Some modem scholars believe in the emergence 
of two schools by the name of Mahill).sasaka, one ear- · 
lier and the other later. According to this view the 
earlier Mahill).sasaka school goes back to the time of 
the first Buddhist Council. This makes the origin of 
this sect even pri or to the secessi on of the ) Mahasanghikas. The evidence for this view is said to 

· . be found in the Pali Cullavagga, in the episode of Elder 
. Piirana of Dakkhinagiri who was not a party to the ?-- First 'council and �ho wished to have the Dhamma 

and the Wnaya as he had heard from the Buddha him-
self. In course of time that group of monks, who held 
Piir�a in high esteem formed the Mah1sasaka School 
by accepting his seven mles which were not included 
by Mahakassapa in his vinaya code. This hypothesis 
is reinforced by the fact that in the Mah1s1saka Vinaya, 
tl-te second place of seniority is awarded to Piirana, the 
first being given to Kaundinya. The Mah1sasakas say 
that after the deliberations of the first Council were 
once more recited for the approval of PUrana, who 
accepted the same after adding his seven rules (Prof. 
Przylusky, Le Concile de Rajagrha, as quoted in N. 
Dutt, Buddhist sects in India, Calcutta, 1 970, pp. 130).  

· ) The Mahill).sasakas have mu:h _ � common with the 
Theravadins and the Sabbatthtvadms. They appear to 
represent a compromise. When they differed from ...JT/reravada they borrowed from Sabbatthivada or from 
some other school. This has made some scholars to 
think that the earlier M ahimsasakas were with the 
Theravada while the later M<iliin;J.sasakas agreed with 
the Sabbatthivada (Dutt. op. cit. p. 1 34). 

The origin of the Mahill).sasaka school as seen 
above is not clear. Mrs. Rhys Davids renders the term 
Mahimsasaka into English as "Earth Propagandas" 
(Point� of Controversy p. XVII). This school is said to 
have held the view that the earth lasts for aeons. It is 
unlikely tha.t a Buddhist school carrie to be recognised 
because of this view. It is very likely that most of 
the schools of Buddhism go back to the communities 
of monks which owed their rise to the missions sent 
out at the end of the Third Buddhist Council at the 
time of Emperor Asoka. The Mahi111sa.sakas may be 
connected to the mission of Mahadeva Thera. The 
Samantapasadika records that Elder Mahadeva was 

sent to a place called Mahisam��ala to spread Bud
dhi sm in that coun try ( VinA . Vol . l ) .  The 
Mahisamandala referred to in the Pali sources had been 
generally i·d�ntified with modem Mysore. Although 
the original seat of this school has not been located 
with certainty, it is possible that the distinctive name 
by which this school came to be recognised ·as a s epa
rate sect is derivative with some dialectical variation 
indicating their origin in the MahisamaJ.l�ala, just as 
the use of the term Andhaka in Pali to designate a 
class of monks in the Andra country. This identifica
tion is fortified by the fact that the home of most of the 
subsects of the Theravada school is to be found in the 
ancient mission territory. The name of a famous teacher 
in the group, or the name of the place where the group 
carried on their missionary activity, or a particular view 
to which they all subscribed supplied the distinguish
ing name for the school. In course of time in its devel
opment and spread the Mahi111sasaka school became 
the parent body of five other sub-sects (see above) and 
it drifted to the south as well as to the east of the cen
tre of its origin. Thus we read of the Mahill).Sasaka 
School as co-existing with the Mahavihara in Sri Lanka 
in the Slh century A .  C. The pali commentaries, ex
cepting the JatakaHhakathil, and the Pali Chronicles 
do not refer to the existence of this sect in Sri Lanka. 
However in a verse in the prologue to the 
Jatakatthakatha (J. l . p. l .  v.9), the commentator men
tions that Buddhadeva - a monk of the Mahin;J.Sasaka 
sect, requested him to compose the commentary to the 
]atka in Pali. Fa-hsion mentions that he found a copy 
of the Mahimsasaka Vinaya in Sri Lanka which he 
copied and to�k along to China with his collection of 
books (Kao Seng Fa-hsien Chuan T 2080, p. 865). 
These facts establish .that the Mahi�sasakas were a 
recognised �d a well established school in Sri Lanka 
and that there was no apparent hostility between the 
monks of this sect and the Theravada monks of the 
Mahavihara. They may have lived in harmony with 
the monks of the Mahavihara who enjoyed royal pa- · 

tronage and may have finally lost their identity as a 
separate school of monks by being absorbed into the 
Theravada fraternity. Although the Mahin;J.sasaka 
Vinaya was found to exist in Sri Lanka at the time

.�� 
Fa-hsien's visit, it now exists only in Chinese transl�."',

_,_ tion (Frrinwallnes, The Earliest Vinaya and the Begiiz� . 

nings of Buddhist literature, SOR, VIII, 1 956; 

The records kept by the two '"' ....... _..,'!·· 
Hsuan Tsang and 1-Ching Iuc:Jtluu•u 
monks of the Maliisasaka sect in 
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em-Turkestan. According to the biography of the trans
lator Buddhajiva, the Mahi�sasaka Vinaya was com
monly found in Kasmir. It .is also a well known fact 
that Asanga of Purusapura iri North-west India was at 
first a follower of the Maliisasaka school, but was later 
converted to the Yogacara school by his brother 
Vasubandhu. Thus it has been observed that 'much 
that i s  usual ly  attributed to Yogacara is either 
Sauttrantika or Mah1sasaka doctrine with a slight 
Mahayana slant. The Mah1sasakas had a monastery 
to the south of Takkasila,(Epigraphia Indica, I, 1 892, 
p. 238) and another monastery at Nagarjuniko1,19a on 

· the banks of the Krsna (Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XX, 
1 929-30 p. 24). Although the original sect of the 
Mahimsasakas still remains a matter of conjecture, 
available fads strongly suggest that the M�sasaka 
sect had connections with the MahisamaJ.19ala of the 
Pali tradition which has been located in Northern 
Deccan and identified with modem Mysore. From 
Chinese testimony it is clear that the MahiiJ.1Siisaka was 
a school with distinct doctrines and with a literature of 
its own. The KathavatthuA.t,thakatha quotes and as
cribes certain doctrinal views to this school. In the list 
of texts brought home by Hsuan-Tsang from India 
twenty two works of the MahiiJ.1Sasaka school are in-

. eluded- (Franwallnus op. cit. p. 9). What was lost of 
the school in India and in Sri Lanka is preserved in 
Chinese translations. The history of Buddhism in 
China shows that the Mahi�sasakas constituted one 
of the main and influential schools in China. Their Vinaya remained the basis of a monastic discipline in 
that country.. In the Salt Range, in Western Vahika, 
there appear to have been Maliisasaka establishment. 
The Kathavatthu does not refer to the Mahimsasaka 
school by name though it refutes the unorthodox views 
held by this school. The author of the Paramatthaff1pani, 
the commentary to the Kathavatthu, mentions this 
school by name and says that the Mahi�sasakas held 
that the Noble Eight Fold Path was five fold 
(Maggakatha Kvu.  XX. 5 ;  Paramatthadipani, SHB. 
Vol. XXXVIII. p. 203 ; Points of Controversy, PTS. 
London, 1915, p. 347). With the Andhakas they held 
that there are two kinds of cessation (NirodhakathO., 
Kvu, I I ,  1 1 ;  Points of  Controversy p .  1 3 6 ;  
Paramatthadipani, SHB. Vol .  XXXVIII p .  1 36). With 
some· Andhakas they held that transition from one jhijna stage tb another is  immediate 
(Jhanasahkantikatha Kvu.  XVIII, 6; Points of Con
troversy, p. 328; Paramatthadipani p. 194). With the 
Pubbaseliyas they held that the nidiinas (links in the 
chain of Causal Genesis) were unconditioned (Kvu. 
VI, 2; Points ofConroversy p. 1 86; Paramatthadipani 

p. 1 40). With the Uttarapatakas that space is uncon, 
tioned (iikasakatha, Kvu. VI, 6; Points of Controver 
p .  1 92 ;  Paramatthadl.pan i p. 1 42) ,  and wi 1 
Sammitiyas that the acts of self-expression (vifiiiatz 
are karma and hence morally qualifiable (Kvu . . XV 
7;  Points of Controversy p. 22 1 ,  Paramatthadipani, 1 
1 70). 

With the Sammitiyas and Mahasanghikas they bel< 
that three factors of the Eightfold Path are materia 
and not mental (Kvu. X, 2) and that the path was five· 
fold (Kvu. XX, 5; Points of Controversy p. 24). With 
the Hetuvadins they held that the spiritual faculties are 
not for those in worldly life (Kvu. XIX, 8; Points --) 
Controversy p. 342; Paramatthadipani, p. 200). , 

M. Karaluviia 
MAHISAMA�QALA, Var. Mahisakama1,1<;lala, 
MahinsakamaJ.19ala, (r��tham) Mahis� (VinA I. p. 63, 
66), name of a country converted by Elder Mahadeva, 
one of the missionaries sent during Emperor Asoka's 
reign after the third B uddhist  Council . The 
Samantapasadika mentions that elder Maliadeva went 
to the principality of MahisamaJ.19ala, and to convert 

. the people, he preached the sermon named 'Divine 
Messengers' (Devaduta-sutta, M. Ill. pp. 1 78-87). At 
the conclusion of the discourse, forty thousand beings 
gained insight into the dhamma, and a further forty 
thousand beings entered the Order. The Mahavamsa 
and the IJipavamsa corroborate this s�tement (Mhv. 
XII, v. 4, 29; Dpv. viii. 5. p. 60). The subsequent 

1>. 
history of Buddhism in this country is obscure and 
Buddhism did not get deep rooted in the soil of 
Mahisamm_19ala, as it did in Sri Lanka. 

MahisamaJ.19ala is generally taken as the modem 
Mysore (See. Smith. The Oxford History of India, · 
Oxford, 3n1 ed. 1 958 ; p. 122). But other scholars like 
Fleet contend that this identification is hardly correct. 
He postulates Mahisama1,1�ala as "terri tory of the 
Mahisha" of which the capital was Mahishmafi. Fleet 
agrees with Pargitar in placing the capital of Mahisha 
on the island of the Narbadii river, now known as 
Mandhata (Fleet, JRAS. 1 9 1 0, pp. 425-47). Geiger 
also says that MallisamaJ.l�ala is a district south of the 
Vindhyan mountains, (Geiger, Trsl. Mhv. p. 84. n 5). 

M. Karaluvinna 
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MAHIYA�GANA THUPA is an ancient Thupa in 
Sri Lanka, situated on the ·banks of the river 
Mahaveli (Mahaviiluka Nadf) in the Uva Province, 
about 20 miles from Badulla, the provincial capital 
city. According to the Eluattanagaluva11Jsa (1 392 
A. C.) ,  the Sinhala translation of the Pali 
Hatthavanagallaviharavml}sa (Dambadeniya Period 
1231- 127 1  A. C.), the area was known in the olden 
days as Minibe (modem Minipe), so called due to the 
presence of a variety of gems (Eluattanagaluva11Jsa, 
ed. M. Piyaratana, Colombo 1 953 p. 4-5). Reckoned 
by the an�ient tradition as built on the spot sanctified 
by the Buddha by way of sitting on the spot, and also 

-_) 
due to its recognition by the same tradition as the first 
ever thupa to be built in the island, Mahiyangana thii.pa 
is regarded as the oldest Buddhist shrine in Sri Lanka. 

)'- In the enumeration of the 1 6  places sanctified by the 
I BuddfUi in the Island, Mahiyangana occupies the first 

place: 

J 
J 

Mahiyahgana11J Nagadipa11J 
Kalyana11J pO.dalaiicatza11'} 
Divaguhaf1J mghav.api 
Cetiyafica MutihganalrJ 
Tissamahaviharafica 
Bodhi17J MaricavaHiyatl} 
SO!J!Jamali maha �eiiyair:z 
Thuparama • bhayagiri"J . 

Jetavana11J SelacetiyaffJ 
Tatha Kiicaragamaka11J 
Ete solasa ,thiiniini 
AhalrJ wandami sabbada 

According to popular tradition the Buddha paid 
three visits to the island out of which i t  was 
Mahiyangana he visited first. The Mahiivall}sa (Ch. I 
verse 1 9-36) describes the first visit of the Buddha to 
the island (Mahiyahgana) and the establishment of the 
Mahiyabgana Thii.pa and its history up to the reign of 
king Du.t,thagamini (q.v.). 

As narrated in the Mahiivall}sa the Buddha fore
saw Sri Lanka as the place where the Sasana would be 
finally established (in the future) and for the purpose 
of removing the Yakkhas who were residing there to 
facilitate the establishment of the sasana, he visited 
the island on the Full Moon Day of the month Phussa 
(December - January), nine months after the enlight
enment. On the day, as the story runs, there was a 
great assembly of Yakkhas in the Mahanaga Park, 
which was three yojanas in length and one yojana in 
width, on the banks of the river Mahavaluka. The 

Buddha came to Mahiyabgana and appeared in the sky 
over the assembly of Yakkhas above the spot where 
the Mahiyabgana thii.pa was to be established and 
frightened the· yakkbas with rain, storm and darkness. 

Mahiyahganathupassa Jhiine Vehasayall} ,thito 
Vuf.thivO.tandhakiJ.radill} tesaffJ samvejanamaka. 
(Mhv. Ch. I. v. 24) 
The yakkhas were frightened and begged mercy 

of the Buddha. The. Buddha replied, "I will surely 
take away your suffering and the fear, give me a place 
to sit, with the consent of all" (Mhv. Ch.l. v. 26). The 
Buddha thereafter dispelled theif fe.ar? .removed the cold 
and the darlcriess and sat spreading the cammakal}tj.a 
(the hide used for sitting) and extended it further to 
emanate heat. The yakkhas afflicted with heat and fear 
stood around. The Buddha-made them t<;> embark on a 
beautiful island called·· Giridipa, wliidi was brought 
there for the purpose and launched i{b�ck to where it 
was, after the yakkhas stepped ori,t9 it: . ·  · · 

\ �· :i:. :,;: . ,.·... . 
. , 

Thereilftei· t.lie · Buddha preached' the Dhamma to 
the De vaS" who h�� �seiri,1jl���lW.¢,rWaijd many of them 
realised the DluirnfruL· WheJ:dniflBuddha�wai about to 
leave, Maha5uman:a:OOvihtla b�Siufianakuta who at
tained the state of Sotapa��a (strcitfu_tntfyj:begged of 
the Buddha to provide bipuvitb an object of worship. 
The Buddha gavehill!:a �¢:�v�f:�� from his head. 
Mahasumana I>e$$iiec�i.Vedi th� ;hair in a golden 
container artd ensh@bd.it;)ti; .a thupliof.blue sapphire 
seven cubits high;: erecte&on.,tQ.� ... spQt where the Bud
dha was seated. · The · Vtill}s(lfJhoppakilsini (MhvA. I 
98) commenting .on it, . wovldes additional informa
tion in giving the circumference of Llris Thupa as _ 120 
cubits. 

Tne Mahiivall}Sa proceeds further to say L'1at when . 

the Buddha attained Parinibbana, a monk named 
Sarabhu, a pupil Of Sariputta Theni, extracted the col
lar bone of the Buddha from the fmieral pyre through 
his psychic powers (iddhi), proceeded to Sri Lanka · 
accompanied by bhi�hus, deposited the collar bone 
in the Mahiyangaba Thupa itself arid covered it ( origi
nal thupa) with a thupa 12 cubits in height built with 
golden coloured stones (Medava!J!Japa.sa.na). The 
VamsattappakiJ.sini (ibid) provides further information 

. to say that the Medava1J7J..apiisana stones were brought 
from the realm of Nagas (Nagabhavana) by-two pow
erful novices. Sumana and Sivali. 

However it is to be noted that the M ahii.parinibbana 
Sutta (q.v.) that describes the Buddha's Parinibbana 
and the cremation of his body does not say anything 
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about a bhikkhu nam,ed Sarabhu extracting the collar
bone from the Buddha's funeral pyre and no mention 
of Sarabhu is found anywhere else. 

Though the Dipaval1}sa records the a.•Tival of the 
Buddha and the subduing of yakkhas conspicuously 
does not mention the establishment of the Mahiyangana 
Thiipa. But says that the Buddha stood on the spot 
where Suba:ilgana Thupa was built (later) (Dipaval1}sa 
Ch. I. v. 52) . Therefore i t  i s  possible that the 
M ahiyangana Thiipa site was earl ier known, as 
Subailgana or it  might have been another name for the 
same site. The Mahilval1}sa speaks of the immediate 
building Of the thupa while the mpaVanJSa has identi
fied the site only. Apparently the Dipaval1}sa names 
the site where the thupa would be built in the future. 
The absence of the establishment of the Mahiyahgana 
thiipa in the Dipavamsa needs examination by students 
of history. Further the Mahilval1}sa does not attribute 
the establishment of the Thupa to human beings. It 
attributes the establishment of the thupa on earth to 
non human beings, namely Mahasumana Dcvinda of 
SurnanaK�ta. Has the author.of the Mahaval1}sa tried 
to pre date the establishment of the Mahiyangana 
Thiipa? i.e. connect it's founding with. the Buddha's 
first visit to Sri Lanka. 

The Mahavan:sa does not conclude the . story of 
the Mahiyailgana Thiipa at the point of Bhikkhu 
Sarabhu's enlargement of the Thiipa and leaps to the 
reign ofDeviinaD)piyatissa, three centuries forward and 
says that a prince named Uddha Ciilabhaya, a Brother 
of Devanampiyatissa, enlarged the cetiya and made it 
thirty cubits high. 

Devanampiyatissaraiiiio bhatu kumarako 
Uddha Culabhayo nama tan_t cetiyan.z abbhutan.z 
Tan: chadetva karesi til1}sahatthuccacetiyan.z (Mhv. 
I. v. 40-41 )  

We are hearing o f  this brother ofDevanampiyatissa 
for the first time and no mention of him is found else
where. Malalasekara (DPPN. Vol .  l ,  p. 384) mentions 
him as a nephew of Devanampiyatissa, perhaps by an 
over sight. The Van.zsatthappakasini (MhvA. Vol .  I) 

describes him as a son of Mu.tasiva and adds that 
Uddhaciilabhaya having seen the stupa being wor
shipped by Arahants, devas, nag as and gandabbas pro
ceeded tQ improve it According to the Saddharmalahkara 
(late J 31h century A. C.) the Sinhala translation of the 
Pali  Rasaviihini (early 1 3 1h century) i t  was 
Devanampiyatissa who got the cetiya raised to 30 cu-

bits through his brotherCiilabhaya (Saddharmalahkilray 
ed. M. Piyaratana, Colombo 1 97 1 .  p. 404). 

From the reign of Devanampiyatissa the author o: 
the Mahavamsa takes the reader direct to the period ol 
Du.¢1agfunini. Accordingly it is said that Du.�thagfunini 
while subduing Tamil�, staying at Mahiyangana raised 
the cetiya to a height of eighty cubits (from the 30 
cubits raised by Uddha Ciilabhaya). 

Maddanto Damile Raja Tatra.t.tlzo Du.tJhagcunini 
as7tihattha11J Jcaresi tassa Kaiicuka Cetiyan.z 
Mahiyahganathupo 'ya/1} eso evam pat(f!hito (Mhv. 
Ch. I. 40-42) 

When we peruse the relevant chapters discussing-· 
:>, 

the Du.t.thagamini episode, it is seen that his raisi g 
the Mahiyahgana Thiipa is absent, though his fighting 
with Tamils at Mahiyahgana is described (Mhv. Ch. 
XXV: v. 7). However it is highly unrealistic that a 
king while engaged in a fierce battle with a powerful 
enemy devoting his time, energy and materials to put 
up a thupa on the way no sooner he commenced his 
campaign. 

The Mahav�sa account on the founding and the 
history of the Mahiyahgana Thiipa in the first d�a{>ter, 
almost at the beginning (vv 33-43) appear out of place. 
The Mahiiva�zsa ·author at this point is discussing the 
Buddha's first visit to the island, which the -Buddha is 
said to have undertaken nine months after attaining 
Enlightenment. He had yet to deal with the other two 
visits of  the B uddha to the island, the Buddha' � 
parinibbana, three Buddhist Councils, the introduc
tion of Buddhism to the island etc. His accommodai 
tion of the Mahiyahgana story while discussing an 
event that i s  s ai d  to h ave happened when the 
Buddhasasana was oniy nine months old, add to the 
inference that he was making an effort to predate the 
founding of the Mahiyahgana Thiipa which happened 
on a subsequent date in history. Yet, it is pre mature 
to discard the Mahava�zsa record of the founding of 
the Mahiyanganacetiya, which is definitely not less 
thall; 1500 years old, till archaeological or literary evi
dence to the contrary is encountered. 

Whatever may be the case, the Mahiyahgana- thupa 
should be one of the earliest thupas in the island. The 
Sinhala Mahabodhivan.zsa, the translation.of the Pali 
Mahabodhival1}sa of Upatissa (circa nu• century A. 
C.) which itself is based on the Sihala.tfhakatha-
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Bodhivamsa of the Anuradhapura period, enumerates 
it as one of the places where the thirty two seed
lings of light fruits of the Srzmahabodhi (ltaresa/1} 
catunna/1} phalarta/1} bijehi jate dvattinsa taru'!a 
Mahabodhzpadape-Mahabodhival1}sa p. 1 62} were 
planted (Sinhala Bodhival1}saya ed. Samaranayake, 
D.P.R., Colombo 1 970. p. 329). The Mahiyah.gana 
cetiya is mentioned in the Ku!J4isahghassavatthu in 
the SahassavatthuppakararJa, a Pali treatise, thought 
to have been. written during the Anuradhapura period 
(ed. Buddhadatta, Colomb_o, 1 959. p. 69). 

The appearance of the Bodhi concerned extant upto 
date at Mahiyan gana testify to the age of the ) Mahiyailgana Thiipa, which should be calculated as 
several thousands of years. 

'f 
Improvements and renovations effected by vari

ous kings to the Mahiyangana Cetiya are recorded in 
the Chronicles. Voharakatissa (209-23 1 A. C.) erected 
a parasol over the Mahiyailgana Stiipa (Mhv. xxxvi V 
34). The native-place of three Lambhaka�n)a prinees-
Sanghatissa, Sanghabodhi and Go.ta-bhaya was 
Mahiyailgana (Mhv . . xxxvi V 58-59). According to 
the Elr.rottanagaluval1}saya ( 1392 A. C.) the Sinhala 
translation of the Pali Hatthavanagallavar1Jsa 
(Dambadeniya Period 1236- 127 1 A. C.). Prince 
Sanghabodhi was entrusted to his uncle Nanda Thera 
by his father Khattiya SeHibhaya at the Mahiyah.gana 
Temple. (Eluattanagalu Val1}saya ed. M. Piyaratna, 

'- ) Colombo, 1953. p. 7). 

Sena IV (853-887 A. C.) gave a village for the 
maintenance of the Mahiyangana Cetiya (Mhv. Ch. LI 
v. 74). Similarly Kassapa IV gave a village for its main
tenance (Mhv. Ch. LII v 14). Mahiyangana is one of 
many shrines found dilapidated and repaired by 
Vijayabahu I ( 1059- 1 1 14 A. C. (Mhv. LX v. verse 59). 
Parakramabahu VI (1410- 1468 A. C.) too is said to 
have effected some repairs to it (Mhv. XCI. v. 29). 

Though the Mahiyangana thiipa was dilapidated 
due to ravage of time it was not abandoned completely 
and it was a popular destination for pilgrimages even 
during the Kandyan period. Several Kandyan kings 
had visited it on pilgrimage. King Virawickrama of 
Senkadagala (circa 1 541  A. C.) is said to have gone to 
Mahiyailgana Cetiya on foot from his capital covering 

. a distance of seven gavutas and held a great festival in 
i onour of the Thiipa (Mhv. Ch. XCII) . King 
Narendrasinghe ( 1707-39 A. C.) is said to have vis
ited the Thiipa thrice (Mhv. Ch. XCVIII. v. 27 ft); King 

Vijayarajasinghe ( 1739- 1747 A. C.) held a magnifi
cent festival in it's honour; King Kirti Sri Rajasinghe 
(1747-1782 A. C.) made a pilgrimage to the spot and 
also facilitated pilgrims. from Siam to visit the shrine 
and to hold celebrations there (Mhv. Ch. C v. 125 f). 
Rajasinghe II was born at Mahiyailgana while his par
ents were staying there for protection. 

It is significant that the Mahiyailgana Temple is 
mentioned in the Badulla Pillar inscription, which 
Paranavithana assigns to the reign of Udaya IV (946-
54 A. C. (Epigraphia Zelanica, Vol. V, Part II, p. 176-
95). The inscription concerned waS Iileaht to regulate 
trade and avoid malpractice·s. · It was established, as a 
result of inhabitants complaining to the king who vis
ited the shrine, about corriipt practises prevailing at 
the time. · The edict in the ihcriptioq prescribes that a 
fine in the form of a certain quan#t� Bf oil to be im=
posed on the traders who engaged ill ti-ade dn'religious 
days, i .e: on Poya days, and tlie oil'tdbe us�d'for light
ing lamps at the Mahiyai:ig'fu.,Hi' ftili)'>�'- Though 
Mahiyangana was a favpurite :d��tlft�frbfi' tif"pilgriins 
continuously, it wa:s:hi 'i�:: <li1alt���<i:iniii1Wthe tern 
of the 1 9th cenfuly� :Thgf����Wi!,��fi!.:2f_i��W?t repairs . 
after the re air of VTi( abtilllft(10'$9'�11121.:A C.). It 
was almosfa heap dfianbli tbri¢f�: .' The· i�phlnng of 
the Minipe irrigatidn . �Pi.i.�i)i�1pj �tfie t iove�inent :::�::n;;����*��fm�;:: 
cultural area producmg an, �lpld�f*pfnce, the sta-
ple food. The a�te�tiQn of'��; -� -�4�si� in t}_Hi afea as · 
well as those outside,a.t this jup¢t\ife,was directed to
wards repairing of the : Mahiyang ami Thu pa. 
Mahiyab.gana Restoration SoCietY was fqrmeg and the 
foundation stone was l�d m 1 949 for the restoration 
of the Thupa. 

Though not covered by section 19  of the Anti qui
ties Ordinance on account of its lo�ation out side crown 
land, the Dept. of Arch4Cological Survey of Ceylon 
undertook the excavation OQ. a request made by the 
Chief High Priest of the Mahiyailgana temple. The 
main purpose of the work was to ascertain the various 
stages of the history of the monument and the plat
form on which it was built, with a view to furnish data 
for the preparation of designs for restoration work. The 
debris formed by the collapse of successive restora
tion was cleared in order to expose the original brick
work. In the course of clearing they came across a 
relic chamber dating from the l ith century A. C. that is 
very significant historically. The relic chamber was 
opened on January 3, 195 1  in the presence of the 
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Mahanayaka of Asgiriya and other distinguished per
sons. To the astonishment of everyone, it was found 
that the inner walls of the relic chamber were painted. 
Although the Mahavamsa (Mhv. Ch. XXX) records 
the painting of the inner walls of the relic chamber of 
the Mabathupa no specimen of it had been discovered. 
This is the first occasion a relic chamber with paint
ings inside was discovered. Therefore it is a very sig
nificant discovery. 

The removal of the covering slab of the relic cham
ber bad revealed that tbe painted plaster of the inner 
walls of the Relic Chamber had, mostly, peeled down 
due to dampness. All the fragments were carefully 
collected, chemically treated and put together in the 
laboratory. The largest .preserved fragment 1 ft. 4 
inches by 1 ft. 71/2 inches depicts the Buddha seated 
under the Bodhi Tree with a sage looking bearded per
sonage, probably a denizen of one ofthe lower Brahma 
worlds. The main scene represented in the paintings 
appears io have been the ErJighteillllent of the Bud:
dha, on which occasion, the gods and Brahmas and 

. other superhuman beings· of the three worlds are said 
to have come to pay homage to the Great Sage. ·It is 
interesting to find among those divine personal; Visnu 
holding a t:r:ay of flowers in two of his four hands, and 
Siva with his trident. Apart from the gods are l3rahinas; 
there are· a number of figures with sh.aven heads draped 
in the garb of monks. If t.ti.e scene represented. is �e 
Enlightenment, these figures cannot represent the dis
ciples of the B uddha. They inay be. "identified as the 
denizens of the upper Brahina worlds - those of the 
Pure AbOdes. Above the head of one of these supenor 
Brahinas, is . seen a flying figure armed with swords 
and shields who may represent Mara, the Evil One · 
retreating from the scene after his discomfiture (Ar
chaeological Survey of Ceylon Administrative Report, 
1 95 1 ,  p. 16- 1 8). 

Paranavitana is of the view that this Relic Cham
ber belongs to the reign of Vijayabahu I ( 1058- 1 1 14 
A. C.) who -repaired the Thupa for the last time; after 
the destruction Of the Thupa at the hands of Cholas 
during the first half of the eleventh century (ibid. p. 
1 7).  After removing the debris of the collapsed, suc
cessive enlargements, restoration work commenced 
covering the inner brick thupa, which they identified 
to be the original brick thf!pa. The repairs were suc
cessfully completed. The enshrinement in the new 
Relic Chamber took place on September 19, 1 956 and 
the Garbhanidhana and the opening of the pinnacle 
took place on 1 2th October 1 961  at an auspicious mo
ment. 

What is unfortunate in this  restoration work is that 
all ancient features of the Thupa have been er�ed in 
the course of these repairs and the Thupa looks en-' 
tirely a modern Thupa today. The shrine belongs to 
the Asgiriya Chapter of the Siamese Sect and it is un
der the Administration of the Chief High Priest of the 
Mahiyahgana Vihara . . See PLATES Ll, LII, and LIII. 

K. Arunasiri 

MAITREYA See METTEYYA 

- - -
MAITRI See METTA, BRAHMAVffiARA 

MAJJHlMADESA, var. Majjhimapadesa (DA. I. p. 
1 73), Majjhadesa (Mhbv. p. !2), Skt. Madhyadesa 
a territorial division, and generally refers to the cen� 
tral Region of Buddhist India where the Buddha was . 
born and · his early missionary activities flourished. 
There was an ancient division of India (about 650-325 
B. C.) into five zones, namely Madhyadesa (The Mid- . 
die Country), Purvadesa or Pracya (the East), 
Dak�inapatha (The South), Aaparanta or Pracitya (The 
West) and Uttarapatha or Udicya (the North), The most_ · 
central . of these divisions is Madhyadesa, · and the 
terms Dak�inapatha, Uttarapatha, etc., can1e into vogue 
only in regard to Madhyadesa (See Bhandarkar, An
cient History of India; Calcutta, 1 9 19, pp. 42A6� S. 
K. Chatterji, The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. I, p. 

. 46). There are several passages in the Buddhist litera
tures that give the boundaries of the Majjhimadesa. 
It was bounded to the East by the town of Kajangal"' 
beyond which was Mahasala, to the South,.east by the 
river Salalavati (var. Sallavati, Skt. Saravati), to the 
South by the town of Setakannika, to · the west by 
the Brahmin village called Thuna, to the North by . 
the mountain called Usiradhaja (puratthimaya disirya 
Kajahgalam nama nigamo, tassa parena Mahasala, 
tato para paccantima janapado, puratthimadakkh.iiJiiya 
disaya Sallavaii nama nadi. . . .  dakkhi!Jaya disaya 
SetakarpJikaJ�l nama nigamo . . . .  pacchimaya disaya 
Th;,£nan.z nama brahmm.zagamo . . . .  Uttaraya disaya 
Usiraddhajo nama pabbato. Vin. I .  p. 197.; bA. I, 173;  
AA. I ,  pp.  98-99; I I ,  pp. 36-37; Mhbv. p.  12). These 
boundaries mentioned in the Mahavagga -o f  the 
Vinayap�taka as marking the limits of Majjhimadesa 
in the time of the Buddha, appear to be authentic and 
reliable. Subsequent literary works, such as the 
Jatakas, Mahabodhivan_1sa, Sumahgalavilasini and '

Manorathapurazil. also have this stock description of 
the boundaries of Majjhimadesa. 
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, . . The Divyavadima extends the boundary to the east 
to include the town called Pur)9awardhana also, which 
writers identify with North Bengal. According to the 
Divyavadiina the boundaries were as follows: to the 
east was the town called Pu�9awardhana and to the 
east of that the mountain called Pu�9akaksa; to the 
south was the town called Saravati and to the east of 
that tbe river called Saravati; to the west were the two 
brahmin viliages Sthiina and Upasthu.naka and, to the 
north was mountUs1ra. "1bis" observes, Rhys Davids, 
"is evidently an echo of the old Vinaya passage. But 
the writer cannot have had the Pali before him. For 
the east and southeast have been confused, the south 

� point (as given in the Pali) is omitted and both the J names and the phraseology differ slightly tr.roughouf' 
(JRAS. 1904. p. 87). According to the Manusmrti, f Madhyadesa denotes the land between the HimaJ.ayas 
in the . north, the Vindhya in the south, Prayaga or 
Allahabad in the east a1"1d Vinasana or the place where 
the Sarasvati disappears in the West. This shows that 
in Manu's time the easternmost point of Madhyadesa 
was Prayaga whereas that mentioned in the Buddhist 
work is far to the east of it (Bhandarkar, op. cit. ) .  Thus 
from time to time the eas tern boundary o f  
Majjhimadesaa underwent a change; but it  included 
India, i. e. ·fourteen of the · sixteen Mahaj anapadas, 
Gandhara and Kamboja being excluded as they be
longed to the Uttarapatha. The Manorathapura!Ji tac
itly refers to these Mahajanapadas when it employs 
majjhimesujanapadesu "in the Middle countries" (AA. 

J II, p. 36). It is curious to note that in the same text 
"- - Buddhaghosa has described Majjhimadesa as extended 

�o include the-whole of Jambudipa, the. other conti
.Jnents being contiguous regions  (Sakalo pi  hi  
Jambudipo Majjhimadeso nama, Sesadipa paccantima 
janapadil). 

· Buddhaghosa in the Sumahgalavilasini, gives the 
extent of the Buddhist Majjhimadesa as three hundred 
yojanas in length, two hundred and fifty yojanas in 
breadth, and nine hundred yojanas in circumference 
(iiyii mato tiyojanasate, vitthii rato, acfcfhatiyii 
yojanasate parikkhepato navayojanasate. DA. I. 1 73) .  
Fleet agrees with the boundaries given of  
Majjhirnadesa in the Mahavagga and according to him 
"The details about the length, breadth and perimeter, 
added in Sumangalavilasini and the commentary on 
the Nidiinakathii,  are plainly i maginative and 
preposterious .. . .  the inventor of these details had a fairly 
good idea of the general shape of India". According 
to Fleet, "still more extravagant than the above are the 
measures reported by 1-tsing namely 300 yojanas from 

east to west, 400 yojimas from north to south (JRAS. 
1907, p. 653, n. 3; see also JRAS. 1910 p. 427) . 

Modern writers are of opinion that the Buddhist 
Madhyadesa "extended from Kuruksetra in the west 
to the town of Kajangala (Kankjolin Santal Paraganas) 
and the river Salilavat1 (the Salai of Chota Nagpur) in 
the east and from the Hjmalayas to the river Narmada". 
It has also been observed that Patanjali (Circa 170 B.  
C.) following ancientDharmasutrds, flxed Killakavana 
or the Black forest (of Sailtal Patg�.rias) as the eastern 
limit of Madhyadesa. Later this boundary. was shifted 
to Prayaga or to Varana5i, and· Bfuat: was inch.ided in 
the east. Modern Nep6lese, with wnot:Jimadhes (mid
dle country) and Madhesia' (an i:riWibihllit of the Mid:. 
die Country) are still terms of daily-use: ihdudc Bihar 
in the middl e country. 'The western l imit  o f  
Madhyadesa was ,  according t6 Patanjali and 
Dharmasutras Vinasava or Adarsa, i.e. the place where 
the Sarasvati disappears in the desert which is 74° 50 
E. He further says that in terms qf patural divisions, 
the Madhyadesa included the regjqP,§t.�f,tl)yJf�ndustan 

• • � • •  ::t ·' .. , ,.,. .� • 2 ,.!J . .. .. . . 
and Avadh (and option�ly :ai!mr)jJ\ -:the, )JlOrtA ln,dia 
plain, along with the continuo\!� -�'gjqq�J() ,t,l;�.!r south 
in the Central Belt ((;hatt�rg,t,\dp.: ;f�kVP� �41.). . 

: : . _ . ;: · - . .  ;t i :·-� � ;�� !', : . .'_�j ;,-� · . . . . 
The Majjhimadesa w�,,'+AP���:;P*P�;iJn earth and 

according to the Pali co�e,Ncm��i: i.�:i�, ,�'Ways .the 
birth place of all BudOh�. Rfi.R�fkg�lff!4,ht;fr;;the chief 
disciples, the great elders, tb,�,par��s, of $.�:Buddhas, 
the universal monan;:h �4.-�\���-��U-t�qo Brah
mins and householders ,(:Ett,U�,tr�Jiu�.ne Buddha
paccekabuddha mahq�Q.,yqM�,, ,_bufjdhuppffhaka, 
buddhamata buddhapifii: : ca_kk.t;zvq.t�ifaj� i( . imesattii 
nibbattanti, AA. II, 37) . . :In tlJ.e .!Jra}J,Q.c/;attC! J,iltaka, it 
is mentioned that even. asce�ic.,s,Je�ed to go to the 
Majjhimadesa as .in- that. regiqp- lj;v�d. wise men who 
pose one with questio:qs, .call upon one to return thanks 
and to repeat a form of.:ble�sjng .. �d reprove the in
competent (J, III, pp, - 11�;)6). .Thi,s·.was so, as philo
sophical discussion� were very common in the 
Majjhimadesa. . ; . · 

The Sammohavinodani mentions that for the peo
ple of Majjhimadesa cl(ly mixed with earthworms 
(ganduppada) was loathsome. For them Peacock 's 
fl esh was a deli cious dish  (ganduppadii . . .  
Majjhimadesavii sinam atijeg ucchii . Tesafica 
mo1Jaramii11Jsildini i.tfhani honti, VzbhA. p. 1 0). The 
yakkha Satagira was born in Satapabbata in the 
Majjhimadesa and his friend Hemavata considered 
Majjhimadesa as a region where marvellous things take 
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place. On the day the Buddha preached his first ser
mon at Isipatana, Satagira was present at the scene, 
but he did not hear the sermon as his mind was preoc
cupied with the idea of communicating with his friend 
who had wanted him to be informed of whenever glo
rious events take place at Majjhimadesa and it was 
glorious at Majjhimadesa when the Buddha preached 
his first sermon (SnA. Vol.  I, pp. 197-98). 

According to the Nidanakatha, there was a road 
from UkkaHi to Majjhimadesa via Uruvela and the two 
merchants Tapassu and Bhalluka met the Buddha 1m- · 
mediately after his attainment of Enlightenment, on 
their way to Majjhirriadesa on business (J. I. p. 80). 
The lndriya and the Sarabhanga Jatakas mention that 
once the sage Narada, younger brother of Kaladevala 
lived in a cave in Arafijaragiri in Majjhimapadesa (J. 
Ill, p. 463; v. 1 34). 

M. Karaluvinna 

· MAJJHIMANIKA YA is the second collection of dis
courses of the Sutta Pi,taka; which is one of the three 
prin�ipal divisions of the Pali canon, the Vinaya Pi,taka 
and the Abhidhamma Pi,taka being the other two. Al
though it is commonly assumed that this collection is 
called the 'Majjhima Nikiiya because of the compara
tive length of its discourses, according to I .  B .  Homer, 
''The commentators appear to suggest (VinA. 26-27, 
DA. 23) that 'length; pamii'!-a refers to the length as 
well .as to the number of the Discourses assigned to 
each of the five Nikayas. For they speak of the 'Suttas · 
of long length' ,  dighappama'JiinanJ suttiinanJ, as num
bering thirty-four, the ' middle l ength Suttas ' ,  
majjhimappamiifJiini 'Suttiini, as numbering 1 52, while 
there are 7,762 Suttas in the SanJyutta and 9,557 in the 
Ahguttara. Thus the Suttas, of 'middle length; while 
being shorter than those of 'long length' , although more 
numerous, are longer than the Suttas in the two re
maining chief Nikayas, but not so numerous. There
fore on both counts, their position is a 'middle' one" 
(1. B. Horner, Middle Length Discourses ofthe Bud
dha, Introduction, X). 

The 1 52 discourses of the Majjhima Nikiiya have 
been brought under fifteen divisions called Vag gas of 
ten discourses each, the last Vagga· being an excep
tion, having twelve discourses, instead of the usual ten, 
and five of these divisions forming a group of fifty 
called Pa'JfJO.sa. The three Pa'!-zziisas are designated 
the Mula Pa!JIJO.sa, the Majjhima Pa7J7Jii.sa and the 
Upari Pa'J7Jii.sa. The names assigned to these divi-

sions are often derived solely from the titles of their 
opening sutta (or, in some cases, pair of suttas) and 
thus are scarcely indicative of the material found within 
the divisions themselves. A partial exception is the 
Middle Fifty, where the division titles usually refer to 
the principal type of interlocutor or key figure in each i 
of the suttas they contain. Even then the connection � 
between the title and the contents is sometimes tenu- \ 
ous. The entire system of classification appears to have 
been devised more for the purpose of convenience than 
because of any essential homogeniety of subject mat
ter in the suttas comprised under a single division" 
(Bhikkhu Bodhi, Middle Length Discourses of the 
Buddha, 1 995, 1 9). 

While the fifteen divisions have each been titled, 

( 

the individual discourses too have their own titles. Th 
pattern which has been followed in titling the indi- \ . 
vidual discourses ranges between the name, the doc
trinal theme discussed, the principal interlocutor, the 
place where the discourse was expounded and the 
simile used in illustration. The number of the dis- . � 
courses corning under the first category i s  the highest 
in the Majjhima Nikaya (i.e. 63), those coming under 
the second being next (i .e. 53), those coming under 
the third being much less (i .e. 20) and those coming 
under the fourth being smallest in number. (i.e. 1 6) .  

Of the fifteen divisions five are titled after the title 
of the openi ng discourse of the division ( e . g .  
1 ,2, 1 1 , 12, 13). Another five are titled after the category 
of persons to whom the majority of the discourses in 
the division are directed. For example, those discourses \ ,  
which are addressed to householders are brought un-
der the Gahapati Vagga, and those which are addressed 
to male disciples under the Bhikkhu Vagga, etc. The 
other divisions co!I'Jng under this category are the 
eighth, ninth and the tenth. Two divisions, the four
teenth and the fifteenth are titled as the Salayatana 
and the Vibhahga Vag gas · on the basis of tlie subject 
matter discussed in the discourses included.in the two 
divisions. The fourth and the fifth divisions are titled, 
the Maha-Yamaka and the Cu.fa-Yamaka Vaggas on the 
basis of the twin-suttas these contain. The third divi-
sion containing several discourses on parables is titled 
the Tatiya Vagga and not Opamma Vagga. 

Although the authorship of the discourses in the 
Nikiiyas is normally ascribed to the Buddha, "it is not 
the Buddha alone who appears in the Majjhima in the 
role of teacher. The work also introduces us to the 
accomplished disciples he produced who carried on 
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the transmission of his teaching. Of the 1 52 suttas in 
the collection, nine are spoken by the venerable 
Sariputta, the General of the Dhamma; three of these 
(M. 9, M. 28, M. 14 1 )  have become basic texts for the 
study of Buddhist doctrine in monastic shoals through
out the Theravada Buddhist world. The venerable 
Ananda, the Buddha's personal attendant during the 
last twenty-five years of his life, delivers seven suttas 
and participates in many more. · Four suttas are spo
ken by venerable Maha Kacdina, who excelled in 
elaborating upon the brief but enigmatic sayings of 
the Master, and two by the second chief disciple, the 
venerable Maha Moggallana, one of which (M. 1 5) 
has been recommended for a monk's daily reflections. J A dialogue between venerable Sanputta and vener
able Pui_ma'Mantal).iputta (M. 24) explores a scheme 

_.,of seven st�ges of purification that was to form the 
outline for kariya Buddhaghosa's great treatise on the 
Buddhist path, the Visuddhimagga. Another dialogue 
(M. 44) introduces the bhikkhurj1 Dhammadinna, whose 
replies to a series of probing questions were so adroit 
that the Buddha sealed them for posterity with the 
words "I would have explained it to you in the same 
way" (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. Cit. 21) .  

The discourses of the Majjhima Nikiiya are differ
ent from the discourses of the other three Nikayas not 
only in the richness of their variety, but also in con
taining the largest number of discourses giving detailed 
expositions on the central teachings of the Buddha: ), This may perhaps have been due to the fact that · the 
majority of the discourses of this collection are those 
which are either directly addressed to the ordained dis-
ciples of the Buddha, or are otherwise intended for 
them. The Majjhima Nikiiya discourses co�prise a 
rich variety of dialogues, sermons and Akhyana. 
Winternity says: "But in this collection also each Sutta 
is complete in itself and they are as different in their 
value as in their nature. But even by reason of the 
large number of the Suttas, their contents are much 
more variegated than those of the Dighanikaya: Here 
we find discussions on almost all points of religion of 
the Buddha, on the four noble truths, on the Karman, 
on the futility of the desires, on the reprehensibility of 
the belief in the soul, on the Nirviil).a, on the various 
kinds of meditation, etc. These discussions are often 
only uninteresting sermons, often, however, they also 
have the so popular and charming form of dialogues 
with a longer or shorter introduction or frame-work 
nan·ative (/tihasa-dialogues). General popularity is 
enjoyed by the teachings through allegories, whether 
an allegory is maintained through the whole speech or 

a chain of allegories passes through the whole speech 
in order to din one and the same teaching again and 
again. Also myths and legends; are narrated, in order 
to associate with them some teaching or the other as in 
no. 37 where the visit ofMoggallana, the famous dis
ciple of the Buddha to the heaven of Indra is de
scribed . . .  " (M. Wintemitz, A History of Indian litera
ture; I. 44-45). Thus, a careful study of the discourses 
of this collection, is bound to be a highly ·rewarding 
exercise in getting introduced to the profoundest teach
ings of the Buddha. 

The overall picture of the Buddha which emerges 
from the Majjhima Nikaya is. one that depicts him in 
his role as the teacher of the disciples who elected to 
lead the higher life to attain the goal which the Bud
dha advocated, was within the reach of those who were 
ready to put forth effort for the purpose. He was also 
readily accessible to all those who desired his associa
tion. In the Majjhima Nikiiya we see the Buddha of
ten finding time to · visit other ascetic groups when- · · 
ever they were known to be resident in the areas he 
was visiting. It becomes clear from these accotints 
that the Buddha and his disciples were held in high 
esteem by these non-Buddhist ascetic commun!ties . . 
It is in the Majjhima Nikiiya thai we come across the · 
earliest biographical details of the Buddha which stand 
in: striking contrast to the later developed post-canoni
cal and even canonical accounts of the same. 

Thus, according to the Ariyapariy�sana Sutta (M. 
26), .the Bodhisatta left the hous�hold life and donned 
yellow robes at a very tender ag�, 'while, yet a boy, a . 
black -haired lad in the pririle of y'outh, in the first stage 
of life' whilst his unwillllig mother and father wept 
with tear-strun¢d faces. He had his initial training first 
under AJara Kalama and then under Uddakaramaputta. 
Finding that their training did not take him to the de
sired goal, the Bodhisatta proceeded to work alone on 
his spiritual quest. Accordirig to the Mahtiszhaniula 
Sutta (M. 1 2) and the Mahasacccika Sutta (M. 36) he 
experimented with a wide varietY of exacting ascetic 
practices and finding that he was thereby getting fur
ther and further away from his goal and also getting 
almost physiCally exhausted, decided to give up these 
severe austerities, nursed his emaciated body by tak
ing solid food. Having regained his lost strength, he 
decided to experiment by pursuing the path of the First 
JhO:na which he entered into whilst he was still a young 
lad when his father was ploughing the paddy fields. 
This path ultimately led to the attainment of Buddha
hood. 
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His attainment of Buddhahood is found described 
in the Ariyapariyesana (M. 26) and the Mahiisaccaka 
(M. 36) suttas. Both relate in lean and unembellished 
tenns his attairunent of enlightenment, which they view 
from different angles, while M 26 takes us past the 
enlightenment to the decision to teach and the instruc
tion of his first disciples . . From that point on connected 
biography breaks off in the Majjhima and can only be 
reconstructed partially and hypothetically. Again, 
despite the absence of any systematic account, the 
Majjhima offers a sufficient number of cameo portraits 
of the Buddha for us to obtain, with the aid of infor
mation provided by other sources, a fairly satisfactory 
picture of his daily activities and annual routine dur
ing the forty-five years of his ministry. A commentarial 
text shows the Buddha's daily schedule as haviirg been 
divided between periods of instrUcting the bhikkus, giv
ing discourses to the laity, and secluded meditation, 
during which he usually dwelt either in the 'obode of 
voidness' (M. 121. 3, M. 122.6) or in the attaimnent of 
great compassion. The day's single meal was always 
taken in the forenoon, either received by invitation or· 
collected on alms-round,. and his sleep was- restricted 
to a few hours per night, except in the summer, when 
he rested briefly during the . middle of the day (M. 
3 6.46). 'The annaul routine was determined by the 
Indian climate, which divided the year into three sea
sons - a cold season from November through Febru- ·· 
ary, a hot season from March through June, and a-rainy 
season from July through October. As was customary 
among the ascetics of ancient India, the Buddha and 
his monastic community would remain at a fixed resi
dence during the rainy season, when torrential rains 
and swollen rivers made travel almost impossible. 
During the rest of the year he would wander thro�gh 
the Ganges Valley expounding his teachings to all who 
w�re prepared to listen" (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 22f.). 

Even after his decision to take solid food, it does 
not appear that the Bodhisatta. ever had a well-built 
body. According to a description found in the Sutta 
Nipata, the Buddha is described as :  

. 

"EIJijahghan:z kisan:z dhlran:z appaharan:z alolupan:z 
_ munil1J vanasmirrJ jhiiyantanJ ehi passiima 
Gotaman:z " (Sn. 165). 
"Lean, vigorous, limbed like a deer, 
Naught coveting, the frugal one: 
Come, let us now seek Gotarna ' 

Still sage who museth in the glade". (Hare, Wo-
ven Cadences, 1 65). 

This early· description of the Buddha is well sup
ported by the Majjhima Nikaya. These show that the 
Buddha did not possess either an unusually or an ex
tra-ordinarily different appearance when compared 
with other bhikkhus or ac;cetics. According to the 
Dhii tuvibhahga Sutta (M. 1 40), the venerable 
Pukkusati did not see any distinguishing characteris
tics either in the Buddha's personality or behaviour. 
Puk.k:usati, who had arrived first at the potter' s  work
shop and settled down for the night, would not have 
known that ·the other bhikkhu who sought his permis
sion to spend the night there was in fact the Buddha, 
under vihose teaching he had undertaken to live the 
higher life, if the Buddha did not tell him. Also, the 
Potter, Bhaggava, when asked by the Buddha whether 
he could spend the night in his workshop, did not know 
that it was the Buddha who was making that inquiry. 
Also, Cu,lagosil)-ga Sutta (M. 3 1) and Upakkilesa Sutta 
(M. 128) record two instances where the park-keeper 
stopped the Buddha when he was entering the park to 
inquire how the

_ 
.bhikkhus whom he knew had gone 

there to meditate, were faring. On both these occa
sions, it was the venerable Anuruddha who heard the 
conversation between the Buddha and the park-keeper 
and recognizh1g the Buddha, requested the park-keeper 
to allow the Buddha in. 

Thus the picture of the Buddha which can be con
structed from the Majjhima Nikilya accounts, supple
mented by Dther early canonical sources is totally in 
contract with the innUm.erable depictions of the Bud
dha, whether in sculpture, art or literature, all of which 
belong to post-canonical times and are quite in agree-

. 

ment with the later developed Buddhological details. � 
Thus, it is in the Majjhima Nikaya that we meet 

with the human teacher, the founder. of the Order of 
disciples who came to be known as Sakyaputtiya 
Sam�as (SamaiJa .sakyaputtiya, A. IV. 202; etc.) and 
guided them to their spiritual maturity along the path 
which he himself discovered. His disci pies held him 
in very high esteem and admiration. To them, he was 
their teacher incomparable. He was the Tathagata, the 
one who carne in the long line of similar teachers of 
the past. It is significant that the Buddha is referred to 
as the Tathagata throughout the canonical texts. 

The majority of the discourses of the Majjhima 
Nikiiya are recorded as having been delivered �t 
Savatthi, in the state of Kosala Here, the Buddha usu
ally stayed at Jetavana, in the monastery built for the 
Order by AnathapiJ;I�ika. At Savatthi, the Buddha oc-
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casionally stayed at Pubbararna, in the monastery built 
for the Order by Visakha. It was also known as 
Migaramatupasada. Seventy Majjhima discourses re
corded to have been delivered at Jetavana while six 
are recorded to have had their origins at Pubbarfuna. 
In Rajagaha the Buddha often stayed ,at V�luv�a which 
was offered to the Order by King Sreniya Bimbisara, 
the king of Magadha. The Buddha would also stay at 
the Vulture Peak (Gijjhaku.ta), Isigilipabbata, and 
Jivaka's mango grove. A total of twenty-three dis
courses are recorded as having been delivered in 
Magadhan territory. Eight Majjhima discourses are 
recorded to have been delivered in the Sakyan coun-

. try, where the Buddha usually stayed at Nigrodharama ) inKapilavatthu where several discourses are recorded 
to have originated while Devadaha, Sfunagfuna and 

, Medhalumpa are recorded as the other places where / Majjhima discourses have been delivered. Eight dis
courses are recorded to have been delivered in the 
Vajjian coimtry. Whenever the Buddha was in Vesali, 
he usually stayed at the Ku�agarasala in Mahavana. 

Thus, as one hundred and fifteen discourses are 
recorded to have been delivered in the above places, it 
is the remaining thity-seven discourses which are 
spread over a wide area which extended, "from the 
AQgan country (close to modem West Bengal) to the 
Himalayan foot-hills and the Kuru country (modern 
Delhi)".(Bhikkbu Bodhi, op. cit. 23). These details go 
to show that the Buddha's principal areas of activity 
were the Kosalan and the Magadhan kingdoms, visits ) out of these areas being quite rare and occasional, per
haps motivated by special needs only. 

Not only does the Majjhima Nikaya contain de
tailed expositions on all important teachings of the 
Buddha, it also contains detailed expositions on the 

· process of �piritual training the disciple passes through 
in his passage_to the realization of ultimate emancipa
tion or Nibbana. The attainment of nibbana, it is clearly 
shown, resultsfrom spiritual maturity attained through 
the process of systematic training supported by the 
disciplining of the senses. 

The Majjhima Nikaya also contains many dis
courses which details the conduct of the disciples of 
the Buddha to prepare them to embark on this process 
of spiritual maturity. As the approaches to this train
ing could be as varied as the number of individuals 
who undertake the training, the Majjhima Nikaya 
records the rich variety of the approaches which the 
Buddha adopted in guiding his followers through to 

th�ir realization of arahantship. It was after such re
aiizati�n that they declared themselves as, "one with 
taints destroyed, who has lived the holy life, done what 
had to be done, laid down the burden, reached the true 
goal, destroyed the fetters of being and is completely 
liberated through knowledge (khz!JiiSavo vusitava 
katakaraJ{iyo ohitabh a ro anuppattasadattho 
parikkhiTy.a�bhavasanJyojano sammadaiifia vimutto " 
M. 1 .6; etc.)". 

This process of training, starts with Sila ( disciplin
ing of the senses). It is usually explained as, · "Idha 
ariyasavako s/.lava hoti; patimokkha san:vara-sar�J.VU!o 
viharati, iicaragocara-sampanno anumattesu vajjesu 
bhayadassavl samiidiiya si!dchati si/dchilpadesu .... " ( M. 
1 .  355; etc.). "Here a noble disciple is virtuous, he 
dwells restrained with the restraint of:the Patimokkha, 
he is perfect in conduct and resort, . and seeing fear in 
the slightest fault, he trains ·byo undertaking the .train
ing precepts" (Bhikkhu Bodhi� ofr.::Cit� 461). The rules 
of discipline which were p:mmUlgated for the disci- · 

ples were aimed at endowing·them�,and thereby insu
lating them. with the individualoonduct and the insti
tutional discipline required for preparing them for the 
next step in the upward movemenpo nibbiina which 
is samadhi ( concentration)• Adisciple becomes ready .· 
to embark on this second step}otilj;when-he is' firmly 
grounded in the first step wherebybe ��witHout any 
difficulty be described as szlasamPiUma:i(one endowed 
with virtue). •. ;<!'·h!x': : · · :  ·:, ,- , · 

The commencement .of(thedidvance from szla · to 
samiidhi is desoribed in the following words, . �·so imina 
ca ariyena szlakkhan:dher.ialiSamam!lagato .fminaca 
ariyena indriyasa!1Ji'arena :s.tzmdnnagato imina ca 
ariyena satisampajafifiena ' samannagato vivitta11J 
senasanan: bhajati, arafifia11J rukJchamula11J pabbatan: 
kandarai1J g iroig.uhanr · susiina"i vanap.attha11J 
abbhokasa11J palalapuftjtJl1!.. �· (M. , l 346),• (Possess
ing this aggregate;of nobkvirtue, iand .this noble re
straint of the faculties} and4Jdssessing . t.t'lis noble 
mindfulness and full awareness, he resorts to a·secluded 
resting place: the forest, the root ·of a tree, a mountain, 
a ravine, a hillside cave, a charnel ground, a jungle 
thicket, an open space, heap of straw" - Bhikkhu Bodhi, 
op. cit. 450). 

Having thus sef himself up in a suitable place to 
his liking, he selects his time to start his meditation, 
"So pacchabhatta11J pi!Jcfapatapa_tikkanto nis1dati 

pa/lahka11J abhujitva, ujU11J, kayai1J pa!Jidhaya, 
parimukhan_z, satin.z upatthapetva " ( M. I .  346), "On 
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returing from his almsround, after his meal he sits 
down, folding his legs crosswise, setting his body erect, 
and establishing mindfulness before him" (Bhikkhu 
Bodhi, op .. cit. 45 1) .  Now, he frees himself ofthe five 
mental hindrances which weaken wisdom, "So 
abhijjha"J, loke pahiiya vigatiibhijjhena cetasii 
viharati, abhijjhiiya cittanJ parisodheti; 
byiipiulapadosa11J pahiiya abyiipannacitto viharati, 
sabbapal'}abhutahitanukampi viharati . . . .  vicikiccha)ia 
cittalr} parisodheti" (M. 1 .  347). "Abandoning covet
ousness for the world, he abides with a mind free from 
covetousness; he purifies his mind from covetousness. 
Abandoning ill-will, compassionate for the welfare of 
all living beings; he purifies his mind from ill-will and 
hatred. Abandoning sloth and torpor, he abides free 
from sloth and torpor, percipient of light, mindful and 
fully aware; he purifies his mind from sloth and tor
por. Abandoning restlessness and remorse, he abides 
unagitated with a mind inwardly peaceful; he purifies 
his mind from restlessness and remorse. Abandoning 
doubt,  he abides having gone beyond doubt,  
unperplexed about wholesome states; he purifies his 
�nd from doubt" (Bhikkhu Bo

.
dhi, op .. cit. 45 1).  

Thus, the disciple cleanses his mind of all mental . 
hindrances and cultivates the opposite positive quali
ties making himself deliberate and alert, unagitated and 
peaceful, devoid of doubt and perplexity. Now, it is 
important to note here that the text just goes on to ex
plain the mental condition of the disciple in the First 
Jhiina . . "So ime paiica nivaral'}e ·pahiiya cetaso 
upakkilese paiiiiaya dubbalikaral'}e vivicc 'eva kame hi 
vivicca akusalehi dhammehi savitakka11J savicara11J 
vivekaja"J p1tisukha11J pa,thama11J jhlma11J upasampajja 
viharqti".(M. I. 347). ''Having thus abandoned these 
five hindrances, imperfections of the mind that weaken 
wisdom, quite secluded from sensual pleasures, se
cluded from unwholesome states, 4e enters upon and 
abides in the firstjhiina, which is accompanied by ap
plied· and sustained thought, with rapture and pleasure 
born of seclusion" (BhikkhJl Bodhi, op. cit. 451) .  

The Majjhima su.ttas are quite clear regarding what 
the disciple has to do in order to train himself in the 
preliminary step of Sila (virtue). But how does he 

· · proceed from Sila onwards in his up-ward training. 
How does he cleanse his mind of the five hindrances? 
How does he overcome the imperfections of the m.lnd 
that weaken wisdom? Even if it is granted that these 
achievements are attainable when .one has entered the 
meditative path by selecting a suitable site, adopting 
the correct posture for meditation, etc., the text is si-

lent on how the disciple should set about his medita
tion. Even if it is accepted that specific instructions 
regarding the selection of a suitable subject for medi
tation, which must depend on the psychologic;al make
up of the disciple, and how he should proceed from 
there onwards, cannot form part of the body of gen
eral discourses, either on the scheme of spiritual train
ing or on the achievements on such path of training, 
such discourses cannot be deemed complete without 
at least a mere mention that the disciple has either to 
make a selection of the appropriate meditative 
teachnique by himself or receive individual instruc� 
tion from his teacher on the meditative technique he 
has to adopt, in order to proceed on his course of spir
itual advancement. 

In the Buddhist scheme of spiritual training eac;h..( 
and every move has to be deliberate and purposive. . 
This means that transition from one state of spiritual 
attainment to the next has to be by deliberate and 
purposive action, specifically directed for the purpose. 
This is quite clearly spelt out in the Po,tJhapada Sutta 
of the Digha Nikaya where in the course of explaining 
the process of spiritual training, the Buddha empha
sises that the extinction of one state and the arising of 
the next takes place by training specifically directed 
for the purpose ( "Eva11Jpi sikkhii eka saiiiia uppajjanti, · 
sikkha eka saiina nirujjhanti" (D. 1 .  1 82). But,. it is 
this sikkha (training) that is found missing from all . 

accounts of the scheme of spiritual training in the 
Majjhima Nikaya. · · 

Thus, essential and therefore vital details regard-
ing what actually constitutes the training required to� 
enter the first stage of samadhi after having attained 
fulfillment in the Sila, and what precise action consti
tutes the subsequent training to enable the disciple to 
move beyond this first stage and what action takes him 
to the second stage and so on, up to the stage of . 
arahantship are missing from all accounts of the Jhanic 
process. 

But, the accounts contained in the Majjhima 
Nikaya, it must be emphasized, are by far the most 
comprehensive canonical descriptions of the states of 
spiritual attainment from the first Jhana onwards. 
These are contained in no less than twenty Majjhima 
Nikaya discourses (M. 4, 27, 30, 39, 52, 53, 59, 64, 65, 
66, 76, 77, 79, 107, 1 1 1 , 1 12, 1 19, 1 25, 128 and 138). 

Of the three stages in the scheme of spiritual train
ing, the first significant achievement in the second 
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samizdhi stage is the attainment of the first Jhana. 
Although there are no details in the Majjhima 'dis
courses regarding the selection or allocation of sub
jects for meditation and the basis or criteria on which 
such selection or allocation has to be made, these dis
courses contain details of the preparatory action which 
has to be taken by the disciple in order to make him 
ready for the development of samiidhi.

· Details are 
given, as we have already seen above, of ihe mental 
defilements which has to be got rid of for this pur
pose. 

When the process of development which is thus 
set in motion, through the meditative process reaches 

. �) the first .Jhana level of development, it is identified as 
the first Jhana state of development when it fits the 

. ,following description, "Having abandoned these five 
hindrances, imperfections of the mind that weaken 
wisdom, quite secluded from sensual pleasures, se
cluded from unwholesome states, he enters upon and 
abides in the first Jhana which is accompanied by ap
plied and sustained thought, with rapture and pleasure 
born of seclusion. He makes the rapture and pleasure 
born of seclusion drench, steep, fill and pervade his 
body, so that there is no part of his whole body 
unpervaded by the rapture and pleasure born of seclu

. sion. Just as a skilled bathman or bathman's appren-
tice heaps bath powder in a metal basin and, sprin
kling it gradually with water, kneads it until the mois
ture wets his ball of bath powder, soaks it, pervades it 
inside and out, yet the ball itself does not ooze; so too, Q a bhiidchu makes the rapture and pleasure born of se
clusion drench, steep, fill and pervade his body, so tllat 

. -" there is no part of his whole body unpervaded by the 
rapture and pleasure born of seclusion", (Bhikkhu 
Bodhi op. cit. 367). "So ime panca nzvara!Je pahaya 
cetaso upakkilese pannaya duhbalikara7Je vivicc ' eva 
kiimehi vivicca akusalehi dhammehi savitakka11J 
savicara11J vivekaja11J pztisukh.a11J. pafhama11J jhana11J 
upasampajja viharati. So imallJ-eva kiiyan,z vivekajena 
pitisukhena abhisandeti parisandeti paripureti 
parippharati, niissa kifici sabbii vato kiiyassa 
vivekajena pltisukhena apphutan:z hoti . . . . . " ( M. 1 .  276). 

The next significant attainment in the scheme of 
spirtual development is the second Jhiina which is iden
tified as such when it qualifies to be described as fol
lows: "Again, bhikkhus, with the stilling of applied 
and sustained thought, a bhikkhu enters upon and 
abides in the second Jhana, which has self-confidence 
and singleness of mind without applied and sustained 
thought, with rapture and pleasure born of concentra-

tion. He makes the rapture and pleasure born of con
centration drench, steep, fill, and pervade this body, 
so that there is no part of his whole body unpervaded 
by the rapture and pleasure born ofconcentration. Just 
as though there were a lake whose waters welled up 
from below and it had no inflow from east west north . , , ' 
or south, and would not be replenished from time to 
time by showers of rain, then the cool fount of water 
welling up in the lake would make the cool water 
drench, steep, fill, and pervade the lake, so that there 
would be no prut of the whole lake unpervaded by cool 
water; so too, a bhikkhu makes the rapture and pleas
ure born of concentration drench, steep, fill, and per
vade this body, so that there is no part of his whole 
body unpenraded by the rapture and pleasure born of 
concentraiori" (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 368). ( "Puna 
ca para11J bhikkhave bhikkhu vitakkaviciiriinanJ 
vupasamii ajjhatta11} sampasiidananJ cetaso 
ekodibhiivan: avitakkaflJ avicii ranJ samiidhijanJ 
pztisukha11J dutiyan:z jhiinan:z upasampajja viharati. So 
imam-eva kiiyan:z samiidhijena pitisukhena dbhfsandeti 
parisandeti paripureti parippharati, niissa kiflci 
sabbiivato kiiyassa samadhijena pztisukhena apphuian:z 
hoti.. M. l . 276). 

The two passages quoted above make it quite clear 
that the jhanic process is not an excercise at achi�ving 
mere concentration of mind.· It is a harmonizing and 
covergence of_the tot<lfity of the psycho-physical ac- · 
tivities of the human. persomility that is envisaged. 
Therefore, when the jhaD.ic lev�l is reached there is 
almost total harmony achieyed between the activities 
of the mind and the bOdy, which position makes it pos
sible for th� disciple to direct his total strength for the 
realization of his sp,iritual . goal. 

The accounts of the remaining steps in tlJe scheme 
of spiritu� traini.))g are -similar to the accounts given 
above. The attainment of the fot1rth ..Thana marks an 
important stage in . this scheme of spiritual training. 
The Lafukikopama Sutta (M 66) describes the attain
ment of the foWth jMna as the attainment of imper
turbability which means that after the disciple attains 
the fourthjhana he. 1s stable and steady on his path of 
spiritual training with no threat of vascillaction ( "ldanJ. 
kho ahan:z Udayi anifijitasmillJ vadami" M. 1 .  455, Now 
this, I say, belongs to the imperturbable", Bhikkhu· 
Bodhi op. cit. 557). The fourth jhiina also marks an 
important mile-post in his upward movement as he can, 
after the fourth jhiina, select to set himself to attain 
the three higher knowledges or set himself to attain 
the four formless jhanas (arupajjhanas). While the 
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three higher kn�wledges are, Pubbenivasanussati iiai}Q 
(knowledge o f  the recollection of past lives),  
Cutupapata iiiu:za (knowledge o�the passing away and 
re-appearance of beings) and AsavanariJ khayafi.a!Ja 
(knowledge of the destruction of taints), the four form
less jJzimas are, .Akasanaficayatana (Base of infinite 
space), Viiiiiananca yatana (Base of infinite conscious
ness), Akinc�nnayatana (Base of nothingness) and 
Nevasannanasannayatana (Base of neither perception 
nor non-perception). 

It is important to note here that i:he Chabbisodhana 
Sutta (M. 1 12) shows a variation to the first option for 
selection. In this sutta,_ it is  said that the disciple 
can, after the fourthjhana proceed straight to develop 
the ASavana� khayaiiii.!Ja and attain 1:iberation thereby. 
This sutta does not make the realization o'f the three 
higher knowledges a requisite condition for the 
realization of the knowledge of the c;lestruction of 
taints, (M. 1 1 1 .  36). There are two options available 
to the one who selects the arupajjhO.na path. Accord
ing to the A{{hakanO.gara (M. 52) and the 
MahamO.ltlnkya (M 64) Suttas, he can, after attaining 
the Akincannayatana jhana (Base of nothingness) at
tain ASavana� khayana�a (Eradication of taints) and 
attain nibbana or as according to the Cu]asaropama 
(M. 30) and the Anupada (M. I l l) Sutta.s, attain the 
Saiinavedayitanirodha (Cessation of perception and 
feeling) after the fourth formless  jhana (i . e .  
NevasannO.nO.sannayatana) and thereafter, "Pannaya 
c 'assa disva. asava. parikf&i1J-O. honti (his taints are de
stroyed by seeing with wisdom" (M. 1 .  204, Bhikkhu 
Bodhi, op. cit. 297), attain nibbamc. realization. 

Out of twenty Ma.jjhima discourses which discuss 
the scheme of spiritual training, eleven discourses. (viz. 
M. 4, 27, 39, 53, 65, 76, 77, 79, 1 12, 1 1 9  and 1 25) 
explain the scheme according to .the first option, while 
six discourses (viz. M. 30, 52, 54, 59, 66 and 1 1 1 ) ex
plain it according to the second option. · We have al
ready noted the variations available to the disciple 
within these two main options. It may also be noted 
here that according to the Sekha Sutta (M. 53) the at
tainment of the first four jhO.nas constitutes the com
pletion of ·carana -and the attainment of the three 
knowledges the completion of vijja, hence the desciple 
comes to be described as, "Ayan.z vuccati . . .  ariyasavako 
vijjasampanno itipi, caraiJ asampcmno itipi, 
vijjO.caralJasampanno itipi" (M. I. 358). 

Also according to the SO.manfiaphala Sutta of the 
Digha Nikaya, it is  after the attainment of the fourth 
Jhana that the disciple becomes capable of mastering 

the various psychic powers, if he so desires ( "So evan:z 
samahitecitte PariyodG.te anangane Vzgatupakkilese . . . . .  
iddhividhO.ya cittanJ abhin/.harati abhininnameti. So 
anekavihita� iddhi-vidhanJ paccanubhoti . . .  ". D. 1 .  
77 f.) .  But, it i s  emphasized i n  no uncertain terms that 
while accepting that the acquisition of such powers is 
within the d,isciple's reach, after the fourth jhana that 
it is not for the acquisition of such powers that the 
disciple trains himself in the higher life. In reply to a 
question by Mahali, the Licchavi, in the Mahali Sutta 
of the Uigha Nikiiya, the Buddha explains that it i s  not 
for the acquisition of such powers that the disciple leads 
the higher life under the Buddha's leaching. ( "Na Kho 
Mahali etasa� samadhi-bhavanana� sacchikiriya
hetu bhikkhu mayi brahmacariya� caranti" D. I .  155). 
There are other acquisitions which are higher and bet
ter for the sake of which they train themselves in the 
higher l ife ( "Atthi kho Mahali anne ca dha'!zma 
uttar/.tara ca pa!Jl.tatarO.ca yesanJ sacchikiri'ya-hetu 
bhikkhu niayi brahmacariya� caranfiti ", D. 1 .  156), 
while accepting the validity of such spiritual experi
ence. Thus, there is common agreement in the ·eciriy 
texts that the fourth jhana provides the requisite p!i� 
ability and i:he maneuverability to launch upon a vari
ety of higher spiritual experiences. But; although it is 
laid down in the texts that such experiences are within 
the disciple's reach, these do not lay down what par
ticular meditative method (s) or technique (s) or even 
alteration or change of such, he has to adopt from there 
(i.e. from the fourthjhana) if he desires to reach these 
experiences . .  

This may be further clarified with reference to the 
information contained in the Kevaddha Sutta of the 
mgha Nikaya. In this ·account, the. bhikkhu who de
sited an answer to his question, develops SUCh a I 

samadhi in which samO.dhi a path to· reach the devas 
appeared before him ( "Atha kho so.: . .  bhikkhu tatha
rupa"J sam0.dhb1J- samO.pajji yatha. samO.hite citte 
devayO.niyo maggo pC1:turahosi ". D. I .  2 15). Having 
completed his mission with the devas," he entered into 
such a samadhi in which samO.dhi a path to reach the 
brahmas appeared before him (vatha samahite citte 
brahmayaniyo maggo paturahosi ". D. 1 .  220). It is 
clear that it was samadhi which enabled the bhikkhu 
to complete his mission. When translated into practi
cal reality, this action required the adoption of new 
techniques ·or methodologies for the purpose and this 
is what the text is silent on. 

It is clear that not only are details of practical steps 
which should be taken or techniques which should be 
adopted, in order to attain the jhO.nas as well as the 

l . . 
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other higher states of spiritual attainment absent from 
the Majjhima accounts of the scheme of spiritual train
ing, they are absent from the other NikiJ.ya accounts as 
well. This seems to point to the possibility that these 
practical details were not in the possession of the theras 
who brought down the textual traditions (ganthadhura) 
but were brought down in the practical traditions of 
the forest-dwellers (vanavasins). It may also be pointed 
here that while the traditions brought down by the 
ganthadhura theras were written down in Sri Lanka 
in the first century B .C . ,  there is no mention of such 
an act in connection with the traditions of the 
vanavaszns. It i s  in the Visuddhimagga of ) Buddhaghosa that we see some of these being incor..: 
porated into the textual traditions. Commenting on 
this Bhikkhu. Bodhi writes: "Strangely, the suttas do 

01 not explicitly prescribe specific meditation subjects as 
the means for attaining the jhanas, but the 
commentarial literature such as the Visuddhimtigga 
enables us to make the connections", (Bhikkhu Bodhi, 
op. cit. 39). But the important question is whether 
Buddhaghosa's records exhaust these traditions. 

· Although the technique which brings about 
samiidhi is bhavana, tl1e term bhiivar.iz is not found 
mentioned in the Majjhima discussions on the scheme 
ofspiritual training. Also the two terms Samatha and 
Vipassana are found only in a few textual contexts in 
the Majjhima Nikaya. These two are not two separate 
paths of merlitation which the disciple has to make a 

:. ) selection from, but two steps in the scheme of spir
itual training, (!me kho te Vaccha dve dhamma uttari11J 
bhavita samatho ca vipassana ca, anekadhil.tu-

., \pa.fivedhaya sa11Jvattissanti. "In that case, Vaccha, de
velop further two things: serenity and insight. When 
these two things are developed further, they will lead 
to the penetration of many elements". M. 1 :  494; 
Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit, 600). 

Apart from the discourses which discuss the 
scheme of spiritual training, the Majjhima Nikaya has 
a number of discourses which explain meditative proc
esses through which one can attain afi.fia (final knowl
edge). Of these, priority of place is taken by the 
Satipa.IJhana Sutta (M. 10). "The sutta sets forth a 
comprehensive system called satipayhiina designed 
to train the mind to see with microscopic precision the 
rrue nature of the body, feelings, states of mind, and 
mental objects. The system is sometimes taken to be 
the paradigm for the practice of 'bare insight' - the 
direct contemplation of mental and bodily phenom
ena without " a prior foundation of jhana and, while 

several exercises· described in the sutta can also lead 
to the jhanas, the arousing of insight is clearly the in
tent of the method. 

"Other suttas in the Majjhima Nikaya describe ap
proaches to developing insight that either elaborate 
upon the satipa.�thana contemplations or reach them 
from a different starting point · Thus M. 1 1 8  shows 
how the practice of mindfulness ofbreathing fulfils 
all four foundations of mihdfulness,. not the first alone 
as shown in M 1 0. Severiu suttas; .. . M;(28, M. 62, M. 
140 - present more detailed instructions on the con
templation of the elements;· M. 3.7/Mt(74 and M. 140 
contain illuminating passages. on th��t"oilteinplatioil of 
feeling. In some suttas the Buddha:yses the five ag- . 
gregates as the groundwork for insighlieofitemplation · 
(i.e. M. 22, M. 109); in some; tke .-siXiS¢nse bases (i.e. 
M. 1 37, M. 148, M. 149); in SQoibJc·th�tWo-combined· 
(M. 147) . . . " (Bhikkhu Bodhi', op\i ¢ft.·\;40):iL·i"• .. · 

As we have already seen abe�,:·�-.Pa.th-.of. spir
itual training in Buddhism; descii�(f a81me::�$ ·of 
gradual training, gradual practice an��u.at.progress 
( "anupubba sikkha, anupubba:;:kfki}f#.·;i�ifupubba 
pafipada ", M. · 1 1 1 .2), leads througpi��flfl-#lrt>ugh· 
Sainadhi to anfiii. This last and final �{��tY: 
results from the realization. of the ft).J(ttt����{truilis· .. 
According to M. 4, M. 27, M. 39,·."'fi:S3/N.f.Jlsi t;t:i?6; 
M. 77, M. 79, M. 1 12, M. 1 19, �d M.J2,5, tb,e Jmowl
edge of the destruction ·of., the� �t;a(t1�t(�llzva1ttz17! 
khayafi.Ci!Ja) leads on to the reali�tio.Ji.�� -

rout No-· . · ··-- . · ·· · ·· r . . . . 
ble Truths. "It is th.ese fout· ���nhe,Buddha 
awakened to on the night oflriS· enliiht:ep.tn�nr(.M. 4.31 , . 
M. 36.42), made known to the world wti�nh� set roll
ing the matchless ·Wheel of the>Dn3inma at• Benares 
(M. 141 .2), and held aloft thiough the· forty-five-years 
of his ministry as the teaching spedal·to the Buddhas' 
(M. 56. 1 8) .  In the Majjhima Nikit;a ·the Four Noble 
Truths are expounded concisely,; at 9:.14- 18 and in de
tail in M. 141 ,  while in • M 28'llienV'eherable · Sariputta 
develops an original expcisitibn of the truths unique to 
that sutta. · Yet, . though they may ·be brought forth 
explicitly only on occasion; the Four Noble Truths 
structure the entire teaching of the Buddha, contain
ing its many other principlesjust as the elephant's foot
print contains the footprints of all other animals (M. 
28.2), Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 25". 

The central theme around which the Four Noble 
Truths are woven is that of dukkha usually translated 
as suffering or pain, but is bes t  rendered as 
unsatisfactoriness. As Bhikkhu Bodhi explains, "The 
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Pali word originally meant simply pain and suffering, 
a meaning it retains in the texts when it is used as a 
quality of feeling: in these cases it has been rendered 
as 'pain' or 'painful' .  As the first noble truth, how
ever, dukkha has a far wider significance, reflective of 
a comprehensive philosophical vision. While it draws 
its affective colouring from its connection with pain 
and suffering and certainly includes these, it points 
beyond such restrictive meanings to the inherent 
unsatisfactoriness of everything conditioned. This 
unsatisfactoriness of the conditioned is due to its im
permanence, its vulnerability to pain, and its inability 
to provide complete and lasting satisfaction", (Bhikkhu 
Bodhi op. cit. 25f.). 

''The characteristic of .impermanence that marks 
everything conditioned leads directly to the recogni
tion of the universality of dukkha or suffering. The 
Buddha underscores this all pervasive aspect of dukkha 
when, in his explanation of the first noble truth, he 
says, In short, the five aggregates affected by clinging 
are suffering'. The five aggregates affected by cling
ing (pafic 'u padaizakkhandha) are a classificatory 
scheme that the Buddha had devised for demonstrat
ing the composite nature of personality. The scheme 
comprises every possible type of conditioned state, 

· which it distributes into five categories . . . .  ," (Bhikkhu 
Bodhi, MLDB. 26 f.). · .  

The third principle which is tied up with imper
manence and unsatisfactoriness is that of non-self 
(anattata) which describes the intrinsic characteristic 
of all phenomena of existence. The three together are 
called the three characteristics of existence 
(tilakkha1Ja). ''The Buddha teaches, contrary to our 
most cherished beliefs, that our personality-the five 
aggregates-cannot be identified as self, an .an endur
ing and substantial ground of personal identity. The 
notion of self has only a conventional validity, as a 
convement short-hand device for denoting a comosite 
insubstantial situation. It does not signify any ulti
mate immutable -entity subsisting at the core of our 
being. The bodily and mental factors are transitory 
. phenomena, constanUy arising and passing away, proc
esses creating the appearance of selfhood through their 
causal continuity and interdependent functioiling. Nor 
does the Buddha posit a self outside and beyond the 
five aggregates. The notion of selfhood, treated as an 
ultimate, he regards as a product of ignorance, and all 
the diverse attempts to substantiate this notion by iden
tifying it with some aspect of the personality he de
scribes as 'clinging to a doctrine of self' (Bhikkhu 

Bodhi, op. cit. 27f.). Thus, the analytical examination 
of current views of self and the clarification ofthe Bud
dhist position with reference to these becomes an im
portant theme in several Majjhima discourses (e.g. M. 
102, M. 2, M. 1 1 ,  M. 22, M. 28, M. 35 and M. 148). 

The second Noble Truth explains the origin or the 
cause of dukkha which is explained ·as taf}hii (crav
ing). "The Buddha's discovery of the causal link be
tween cra:ving and suffering accounts.for the apparent 
'pessimistic' streak that emerges in several sutias of 
the Majjhima Nikaya: in M. 13 with its disquisition on 
the dangers in sensual pleasures, form and feeling; in 
M 10 and M 1 19  with their cemetery meditations; in 
M. 22, M. 54, and M 75 with their shocking similes for 
sensual pleasures. Such teachings are part of the Bud
dha's tactical approach to guiding his disciples to lilY-� 
eration. By its own inherent nature craving springs up 
and thrives wherever it finds something that appears . 
pleasant and delightful" (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 29) . . 

The Bu.ddha's discovery of the principle of 
conditionality or interdependence led to his discovery 
of the link between dukkha and its cause taf}ha. There
fore, dependent origination (paficcasamuppada) 
explaines both the origin as well as the cessation of 
dukkha. "In its fullest statement the doctrine spells 
o.ut . the origination and the cessation of suffering in 
terms of twelve factors connected together in eleven · . 
propositions·. This formulation, J�id down 
schematically, will be found at M. 38. 17  in its order of 
arising. and at M 38.20 in its order of ceasing. M. 
1 15. 11 includes both sequences together preceded by \ 
a statement of the general principle of conditionality � � 

that underlies the applied doctrine. A more elaborate 
version giving a factorial analysis of each term in the 
series is presented at M. 9.21-66, and a version exem
plified in the course of an individual life at M. 38.26-
40. Condensed versions are also found, notably atM. 
1 , 17 1 ,  M. 1 1 . 1 6, and M. 75.24-25. The venerable 
Sariputta .quetes ·the Buddha as .saying that ·one who 

sees dependent origination sees the Dhamma and one 
who sees the Dhamma sees dependent origination (M . 
28.28) (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 30). 

The fourth Noble Truth which reveals the means 
to eiiminate suffering constitutes the Noble Eight-fold 
Path. "Mentioned countless times throughout the l Majjhima Nikaya, the Noble Eightfold Path is ex- ·� plained in detail in two full suttas. M 14lgives a fac-

ll. torial analysis of the eight components of the path 
using the definitions that are standard in the Pali Canon. 
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M 1 17 expounds the path from a different angle under 
the rubric of 'noble right concentration with its sup
ports and its requisites ' .  The Buddha there makes the 
important distinction between the mundane and 
supramundane stages of the path, defines first five fac
tors for both stages, and shows how the path factors 
function in unison in the common task of providing an 
outlet from suffering. Other suttas explore in greater 
detail individual components of the path . . . .  " (Bhikkhu 
Bodhi, op. cit. 33). 

Rebirth and Kamma: All beings except the arahants 
are subject according to the teaching of the Buddha to 

, continued renewal of being until the time they attain ),ibblma. Buddhism teaches that saTr}silric continuity 
takes place without a transmigrating soul. What con-

Jtinues through the saTr}silric cycle of births is 'a proc
, ess, a flux of becoming in which successive lives are 

linked together by causal transmission of influence 
rather than by substantial identity'.  "The process of 
rebirth the Buddha teaches, exhibits a definite law-. ' 
fulness essentially ethical in character. This ethical 
character is established by the fundamental dynamism 
that determines the states into which beings are re
bo.m and the circumstances they encounter in the course 
of their lives. That dynamism is kamma, volitional 
action of body, speech, and mind. Those beings who 
engage in bad actions-actions motivated by the three 
unwholesome roots of greed, hate, and delusion-gen
erate unwholesome kamma that leads them to rebirth 

· into lower �tates of existence and, if i t  ripens in the 
· .Amman world, brings them pain and misfortune. Those 

beings who engage in good actions-actions motivated 
1 y the three wholesome roots of non�greed, non-hate, 
and non-delusion - generate wholesome kamma. that 
leads them to higher states of existence and ripens in 
the human world as pleasure and good fortune" 
(Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 45). 

Kammic action is action which is deliberate or 
purposive as defined by the Nibbedhikapariyilya Sutta 
of the Ahguttara Nikaya (A. 1 1 1 .  4 15). While voli
tion (cetana) determines whether an action is a kammic 
action or not, it also determines whether an action is a 
moral action or an immoral action. Those actions 
which are generated through wholesome volition 
(cetanii) are moral while those which are generated 
through unwholesome volition are immoral. Accord
ing to the Ambala.�thikarahulovilda Sutta (M. 6 1), if 

·- an action generates results which are good to both the 
doer and the recipient, then that action is a moral ac
tion. If on the other hand, an action generates results 

which are harmful either to the doer, the recipient or 
both, then that action is an immoral action. Thus, for 
an action to be a moral action, it has to satisfy the cetana 
as well as the vipaka criterion. But i t  must be noted 
here that all Majjhima discourses on kamma explain 
kamma with reference to its fruition (vipiika} from dif
ferent viewpoints. 

Nibbana as the ultimate goal of the Buddhist reli
gious endeavour, has formed the focal point in many 
discourses of the Majjhima Nikaya as the majority of 
its discourses are those addressed to the ordained dis
ciples who had taken to the higher life to put forth 
effort for its realization. The attainment of nibbiina is 
the end result of the systematic training process which 
is designed to mature the totru individual who follows 
it, to reach it. While it is not a state that could be 
attained without proc-essing through the scheme of 
systematic training, it is also not possible to under
stand it through linguistic and other media at our dis
posal as all such terminology and symboli.JH are able 
to describe. things within our grasp and reach, in our 
(spiritually) non-mature state of being. Therefore, the 
nearest that language can reach it is to des-9ihe it in 
negative terms, indicating thereby what it i� not. Ac
cording to theAriyapariyesana Sutta (M. 26) Nibbcma_ 
is the, "unborn (ajatan;), unageing (ajaraf1'}), unailing 
(abyadhif!J), deathless (amata11J), sorrowless (asokq11J), 
undefiled (asank�l�!Jhalt)), supreme secUrity frombond
age (tinuttara11J yogakkhemim;). "The Buddha does 
not devote many words to a philosophical definition 
of Nibhana. · One reason is that Nibbiliuz, bei11g un
cohditiohed�iranscendent"and suprainU:ildane, does not 
easily lend itself to definition in terms of concepts that 
are inescapably tied to th� conditioned, mainfest, and 
mundane: Another is that the Buddha's objective is 
the practical one of leading beii1gs to release from suf
fering, and t4us his prillcipal approach to the charac
terisation or'Nibbiina is to inspire the incentive to at- · 
tain it and to show wh�t must be done to accomplish 
this. To show Nibba�a a$ de�irable; .as the aim of striv
ing, he describes it as the highest bliss, as the supreme 
state of sublime peace, as the ageless, . . . .  To show 
what must be done .to attain Nibbiina, to indicate that 
the goal implies a definite task, he describes it as the 
stilling of all formations, the relinquishing of all at
tachments, the destruction of craving, dispassion (M. 
26. 1 9). Above all, Nibbilna is the cessation of suffer
ing, and for those who seek an end to suffering such a 
designation is enough to beckon them towards the 
path" (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 32). 
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In the Sandaka Sutta (M. 76), venerable Ananda is 
questioned by the wandering ascetic Sandaka regard
ing those who have attained emancipation under the 
Buddha's teaching (How many imancipated ones are 
there in this Dharnma and Vinaya? Kiva bahukii pana 
bho Ananda imasminJ dhammavinaye niyyiitiiro ti) 
which brings the interesting answer, "There are not 
only one hundred, two hundred, three hundred, four 
hundred or five hundred, but far more imancipated ones 
in this Dhamma and Vinaya, ( "Na kho Sandaka ekarr; 
yeva satanJ na dve satiini na fiiJi satiini na cattiiri satiini 
na panca satiini, athakho bhiyyo va ye imasmirr; 
dhammavinaye niyyiitiiro ti (M. 1 .  523}. Similarly, in 
the Mahiisakuludayi Sutta (M. 77) the Buddha decHrres 
that many are the disciples who live having attained 
the consummation and perfection of direct knowledge 
(abififillvosiinaparamippatta. M. 1 1 .  22). 

The Buddha was the discoverer of the path to de
liverance from the eternal bondage of sarr;sara. All 
those disciples who followed the path shown by him 
and attained emancipation are knoW!l as- 'arahants' .  
The arahant therefore becomes the ideal figure not of 
the Majjhima Nikiiya but of the entire Pali Canon as 
such. The discipie who can, after he has attained the 
completion of .his .training in the anupubbasikkha, 
anupubba kiriya, anupubbapa,tipadiJ.; declare that he 
has destroyed the taints (ldiil'}llsavo ), lived the holy life 
(vusitavll), done what had to be done (katakara1J1yo), 
laid down the·-burden (ohirabharo), reached the true 
goal (anuppattasadattho), destroyed the fetters of be
ing (parikkh11J(lbhavasanJyojano ), and is completely 
liberated through knowledge (sammadafiiiilvimutto) is 
the arahant. 

The Kifagiri Sutta (M. 70) lists seven types of dis
ciples,  ,;Satt ' ime  bhikkhave puggalii santo 
sa7rJ VlJJamana lokasmi"J, katame satta : 
ubhatobhagavimutto pafifiavimutto . . . .  " ( .M. 1 .  477). Of 
these seven .only the Ubhatobhiigavimutta and the 
Paiiiiiivimutta are arahants. Explaining the first, the 
text, "Idiza bhikkhave ekacco puggalo ye te santa 
vimokha atikkamma rupe aruppii te kiiyena phassitva 
viharaii, paiiiiaya c 'as sa disva asava parikkh11Jii honti. 
AyanJ vuccati bhikkhave puggalo ubhatobhiigavimutto, 
Here some person contacts with the body and abides 
in those liberations that are peaceful and immaterial, 
transcending forms, and his taints are destroyed by his 
seeing with wisdom, this kind of person is called gne 
liberated-in-both-ways" (M. l .  477, Bhikkhu Bodhi op. 
cit. 580), explains that he has mastered the immaterial 
states (arupajjhanas). The second is explruned as fol-

lows: "Idha bhikkhave ekacco puggalo ye te santa 
vimokha atikkamma rupe ii ruppii te n a  kiiyena 
phass itva viharati, paiiiiiiyac ' ass a dis vii asava 
parikkh11Ja honti. Aya� vuccati bhikkhave puggaio 
paiiiiiivimutto, Here some person does not contact with 
the body and abide irrtbose liberations that are peace
ful and immaterial, transcending forms, but his taints 
are destroyed by his seeing with wisdom, This kind 
of person is called one liberated-by-wisdom". (M. 1 .  
477, Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 581). The second type of 

disciples have thus attained arahantship without mas
tering the immaterial states (arupajjhiinas). 

These two types came to be explained as the at
tainments through the Samatha and the Vipassanll 
methods of meditation in the post -canonical traditions, 
obviously taking these two to be two separate and d_i, 
tinct paths of meditation and not as two integral steps ·· 
in the same identical path, which actually they are. 
Another confusion seems to have arisen out of the fail
ure to understand that both types o f  aspirants of 

arahantship follow the Silas, reach Samlldhi, attain the 
frrst four jhiinas and from there onwards take one of 
two different paths .  The aspirant of the 
Ubhatobhiigavimutti path follows the forrnlessjhilnas 
and attains arahantship, while the aspirant of the 
P aiiiiavimutti path attains the three higher kn_?w ledges 
(viz. Pubbenivasanussati, Cutupapata andAsavanarr; 
khaya) and attains arahantship. 

Nathan Katz has a long and detailed discussion on 
the Ubhatobhllgavimutta and the Paiiiiiivimutta. He . 
has taken these two to be identical with what he cal s 
the Cetovimutti and Paiiiillvimutti, obviously taking-.. -
the latter as referring to two separate liberations 
(Nathan Katz, Buddhist Images of Human Perfection. 
1 982. 78f). It is relevant to note in tills connection 
that all Nikiiya contexts which describe the disciple's 
attainment of the final knowledge of the destruction 
of the influxes (asaviinanJ khaya) read as follows:" 
ii savii na"! klzayii aniisavanJ cetov imuttirt! 
paiiiiiivimuttin.t dif,thevadhamme .saya"J abhiiiiiii 
sacchikatva upasampajja viharati- He enters upon and 
abides in the deliverance of mind and deliverance by 
wisdom which are taintless with the destruction of the 
taints", M. 1 .  496, 76, 266; etc. ,  Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. 

· cit. 601 ,  etc.). It is clear from these passages that the 
disciple who attains the destruction of the asavas has 
attained both cetovimutti and paiiiiavimutti, without 
which his liberation is not complete; Continuing his 
discussion, Katz remarks further, "In the context of 

. our earlier distinction of samatha or calming medita-
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tion, and vipassanii or insight meditation, the Pali 
commentarial tradition has distinguished the ceto-or 
ubhatobhiigavimutti thus :  the former follows the 
samatha practices, most especially the jhiinii, .while 
the latter follows the vipassanii practices. One impli
cati-on of this distinction is that the cetovimutti has at
tained the five abhiiiiiii, including the iddhividhii, while 
thepaiiiiiivimutti has not. This is borne out in a sutta 
where Susima the wanderer asks those members of 
the sangha who had expressed aiiiiii, which is to say, 
those who were arahants, whether or not that expres
sion entailed the various know ledges of psychic pow
ers (iddhividhii). The arahants tell him that it did not, 
since they had been freed by paiiiiii: paiiiiiivimuttii kho �)  mayalrJ iiruso Suslmiiti" (Nathan Katz op. cit, 8 1 ) .  

It  must be noted here that the questions raised by 
the wanderer Susima were regarding whether the 
attaiment ofarahantship also meant that they had at
tained the psychic powers. Apart from answering the 
inquiry made, the sutta cannot be taken as evidence to 
prove that these arahants had attained arahantship 
through the vipassanii method. It �as been clarified 
earlier that while the attainment of the three higher 
knowledges forms part of the process of attrunment of 
arahantship of those who select that path after the 
fourtbjhiina, the attainment ofthe psychic powers does 
not form part of the process ofSpiritual training. We 
have already seen that the attaimnent of the psychic 
powers was a special achievement which the disciple 
becomes capable of, if he so desired, afte1 the fourth 

.:) jhiina. 
· 

__ j An� the: important �acto
_
r that must be noted in this 

- ·connectiOn 1s that there IS a difference between the three 
higher know ledges and the five psychic powers. While 
the three higher know ledges are part of the process of 
spiritual training taught by the Buddha, the attainment 
of the five psychic powers is not, part of this process 
and therefore not an essential element of the path as 
we have already seen. Therefore, there is no reason to 
get confused with a post-canonical division into 
samatha and vipassanii to explain the two types of 
arahants as the former has attained a rahantship 
through the mastery of the immaterial states, while the 
latter has attained the same through the mastery of the 
three higher knowledges. 

The Socio-Religious Background of Buddhism: 

. Y The Gangetic regions of India known in the Bud
dhist literature as the Middle Country (Majjhimadesa) 
comprising the area of the Kosalan and the Magadhan 

kingdoms and the domains of the yet independent tribal 
groups was the main area of religio-philosophical ac
tivity which we witness from the early texts of the Pali 
Canon. 

, While there were two distinct cultural streams, the 
S ran;alJa and the BriihmalJa, the Buddha belonged to 
the Srama'!a cultural stream. During the early days of 
his ministry, his disciples who gave up the lay life and 
took up the higher life after him, did not . differ very 
much from the other contemporary sramana ascetics 
and were known as samalJii sakyaputtiyii. When �he 
samalJii sakyaputtiya grew in numbers with the wide 
popularity gained by Buddhisini they came to be known 
as the bhikkhusalrJgha, _ v.ritb a distinct dfess, rules of 
conduct and even residentiah iccomriiodation for the 
rainy seasons. We are also aware; how the latter came 
to be permanent dwelling place:STor the bhikkhusa11Jg ha 
later on. . · ·: ··: ·· · :· :.,�-- · : · · ·  

The Madhyadesa witnessed almost an outburst of 
SramalJQ religious activity'dunn�thls;perio<b Not orily 
were there independent . mehdi'caHt�:.\ and meridicant 
groups who had given up' the'' la}l-11ire;-kf16Wn to us 
from the Buddhist texts as the ptltib8iijaktis�'fuere were · · 
several SramalJa teachers wno�hadtfitthl�M:·\xipular-
ity and acceptance in thaf����tr;�r:�f

--
�?I�. 

of the 
Buddha. Thus, the Buddha·�as ;th���otingest ·of the 
Sramana teachers Of ilie- perrotf:�:.J:r<'ffi�; riatties· of six 
promin�nt teachers are krio�t6il�W8$'the Pili texts. 
The Majjhima Nikiiya' · nlW �s-�v&Hat: disp'6&ses 'which 
contain discussions ' on 'tile.lit't¢1ldiings. · . In the 
Mahiisakuludiiyi Sutta (M. 7'7} the Six _ teachers are 
described as, "heads ofordbr�:, h��d� ofglroups, teach
ers of groups, well-known· �dJafoBii�/ound�rs of sects 
regarded by many as' 'sai'rlls � 'sahJghino, · ga!J ino 
ganiicariyii iiiitii yasassinO tiit!illkdrii siidhusammatii 
bahujanassa ", (M. 1 1 .2; Bhlkiditi Bodhi op. cit. 630). 
The Apmp;aka Sutt� (lit @) 'ariq the ,Sandaka Sutta 
(M. 76) contain discu�,si�ns_op_{h,e t��chings of five of 
the six teachers wiihou{ ��f�reriC.e to their names. 
Pur�a Kassapa's doctrine ?f·,im1ction (akiriyaviida), 
the fatalism (niyativiida) qf Makkhali Gosala, the ni
hilism (natihikaviida) of Ajita Kesakambalin (M. 60, 
M. 76), the atomism of Pakudha Kaccayana and the 
scepticism (amariivikkhepikaviida) of Safij aya 
Belll;t.thiputta (M. 76) are. subjected to close scrutiny 
as wrong and harmful views which negate the purpose 
of the higher life. 

The teachings of the sixth teacher, NigaJ} tha 
Nathaputta, the Jain tlrthankara, are found discussed 
in several suttas of the Majjhima Nikiiya, (M. 1 4, M. 



' 
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56, M. 10 1 ,  M, 36; etc.). It may be noted here that the 
Majjhima accounts of the Jain teachings are much more 
helpful than the Samafifiaphala Sutta account for un
derstanding the Jaina teachings. Bhikkhu Bodhi, com
menting on the six teachers, "Whereas the Pali suttas 
are generally cordial but critical towards the brahmins, 
they are trenchant in their rejection of the rival doc
trines of the samafJ.as. In one sutta (M. 60) the Bud
dha contends that the firm adoption of any of the first 
three doctrines (and by implication the fourth) entails 
a chain of unwholesome states generating evil kamma 
strong enough to bring a �escent into the lower realms. 
Similarly the venerable Ananda describes these views 
as four 'negations of the holy life' (M. 76). The scep
ticism of Safij aya, while not regarded as so pernicious, 
is taken as an indication of its proponent's dullness 
and confusion; it is described as 'eel-wriggling' 
(amaravikkhepa) because of its evasiveness and clas
sified among the types of holy life that are without 
consolation (M. 76.30-3 1 ). The Jain doctrine, though 
sharing certain similarities with the Buddha's teach
ing, was held to be sufficiently mistaken in basic as
sumptions as to call for refutation, which the Buddha 
undertook on several occasions (M. 14, M. 56, M. 101 ). 
The repudiation of these erroneous views was . seen, 
from the Buddhist perspective, to be a necessary meas� 
ure ·not only to sound a clear warning against tenets 
that were spiritually detrimental, but also to cut away 
the obstacles against the acceptance of right view, 
which as the forerunner of the Buddha's path (M. 1 17.4) 
was a prerequisite to progress along the road to final 
deliverance" (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 5 1). 

Besides .the six teachers and their disciples, the 
presence of independent Paribbajaka groups was a 
common sight in the areas of Buddhist activity. Many 
are the instances recorded in the Majjhima of either 
the Buddha or one of his prominent disciples calling 
at their aramas where they were resident at the time 
(e.g. M. 1 3 ,  M. 7 1 ,  M. 76, M. 77, M. 79; etc.), pointing 
to cordial relations with them. But, neither the Bud
dha nor any of his disciples are recorded to have vis� 
ited any of 

·
the six Sratn.afJ.a teachers. According to 

the Upali Sutta (M. 56) Nigal)tha Nathaputta sent his 
ardent follower Upali to engage the Buddha in debate, 
whiCh resulted in Upali becoming a follower of the 

· Buddha. Nigal)tha Nathaputta is recorded to have been 
deeply shaken by this incident and vomitted blood 
when he found ' for himself that the information was 
correct. 

There were many sects or groups among the 
Paribbajakas. "Among these sects and parties there 
seems to have existed in primitive times a gocid deal 

of mutual intercourse. In the course of their constant 
peregrinations they frequently met together at rest
houses and also at meeting-places specially built for 
them, one of which is gamed significantly a Debating 
Hall (Samayappavadakasala). The effects of these 
meetings and debates must have been considerable: 
they are evident at any rate in the early history of 

· J ainism in the rules of one sect being borrowed by 
another and new sects growing by fission. Jacobi and 
Hoemle h<.ve tra�ed in Jainism borrowings from the 
Acelakas arid the Ajivakas, and similar borrowings may 
no doubt be discovered in Buddhism also. Instances 
occur of the members of one sect going over to an
other or of a secessionist party founding a new sect, as 
the J�tilas become Buddhists, the followers of Saiijaya 
accept the Buddha as their Sattha; (S. Dutt, Early Bud-
dhist Monachism, 1960.35). · . '-1 

The brahmins who constituted the priestly class 
of the Brahmanic cultural stream was held in equally 
high esteem by the society, as his counterpart, the 
Samal)a. Thus, in the B uddhist texts we find the two 
terms always used together. "The compound, ,. 
SramaTJ.a-Brahma�w is of frequent occurence in Bud
dhist and Jaina canonical literature; it occurs also in 

� the edicts of Asoka with the component words re
. versed" (S. Duut, Op. cit. 50). According to Majjhima 
. Nikaya evidence, the Buddha and his disciples had 
quite cordial relations with the brahmins. In fact, the 
Buddha's two chief disciples, besides many others· 
came from the ranks of the brahmins. The brahmins 
accepted the authority of the Vedas and it was only the 
brahmins who could officiate at the Vedic sacrifices, 
the performance of which was incumbent at each and 
every importa.'lt event in an individual 's life. Thus, 
they upheld the authority of the Vedas, the validity of 
sacrifice and the caste system. 

It must  be remembered that the traditional 
brahmins regarded the Gangetic regions, the area east 
of the confluence of the Ganges and Yamuna rivers, 
being far away from the aryavarta, as. an area unsuit
able for brahmin habitation (Marasinghe, M. M. J . ,  
Gods in Early Buddhism, 1974. 10). I t  becomes clear 
from the evidence in the Pali texts that by the .time of 
the Buddha there were brahmins of high esteem like 
Pokkharasadi, Sonadanga, Kii.tadanta, Lohicca, etc., 
in these regions who had been given lavish royal grants 
(Marasinghe, QJJ. cit. 3 1  ). It is also clear from the Pali 
.texts that these brahrnins had large retinues ofbrahrnins 
with them to assist them in the sacrifices. 

\ 
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The Buddha did not accept the brahmin claims to 
supremacy made on the basis of caste. In suttas like 
the Madhura (M. 84) andAssalayana (M. 93) brahmin 
claims to supremacy and purity are taken up and shown 
that such claims cannot justifiably be maintained. Not 
only did the Buddha reject the brahmin division of 
society into the four castes, he set an example by es
tablishing his castless society of, "the bhikkhusahgha". 
When one becomes a member of the bhikkhusahgha 
he discardas his lay distinctions such as name, caste; 
professional status, etc.,  and comes to be known as 
samalJa sakyaputiya as great rivers like Ganga, 
Yamuna, Aciravat.i, Sarabhu, Mahi, shed their previ-

. ,-)s names when they eome to the great ocean and come 
· · �o be known as the great ocean itself (A. IV. 202). "The 

Buddha even stripped the term 'brahmin' of its heredi
t.fiy accretions, and hearkening back to its original 

. connotation of holy man, he defmed the true brahmin 
as the arahant (M. 98). Those among the brahm.ins 
who were not yet hampered by class prejudice re

. sponded appreciatively to- the Buddha's teaching. 
Some of the most eminent brahmins of the time, in 

· whom there still burned the ancient Vedic yearning for 
light, knowledge, and truth, recognised in the Buddha 
the All-Enlightened One for who!fl they longed and 
declared themselves his disciples (see especially M 
91 .34). Several even renounced their class privileges 
and with their retinues entered the Sangha (M. 7.22, 
M. 92. 15-24). (Bhikkhu Bodhi, op. cit. 50). 

_ -) Thus, it is clear from. our discussions so far that 
-the Majjhima Nikiiya becomes by far the most re
s�'fceful c�llection of the "Dhamma" for a clear grasp 
ot the teachings of the Buddha, and also for an under
standing of the socio-religious milieu in which Bud
dhism sprang up to become the most influential teach
ing of the sixth century B .  C." 

M. M. J. Marasinghe 

MAJJHIMA PA'fiPADA See MADDHYAMA . 
PRATIPAD 

MAKARA resembles a dolphin or a crocodile. The 
snout ends in a trunk like an elephant's but shorter and 
often curled up so as to be inconspicuous. The body 
and tail are bird-like, but the early Indian forms as at 
�esnagar (3nl Cent. B. C.) had a distinctly fishy tail. 
fih Indian astrology, makara is the sign of capricorn, 
the 10lh house ofthe zodiac. It has also been described 
as a sea-monster or a swordfish. It is a mythical ani-

mal of a composite character. It is also one of the 1 08 
magul-lakur:u (auspici-ous symbols). Makara is the 
banner of the Indian god of Love (cupid). As it was 
initially associated with water, it had a fish tail (as at 
Besnagar) or the features of a crocodile (as at Kimas 
Rishi cave, Bihar, 3'd Cent. B .  C.). In a carving from 

· Bharhut, the tongue is shown to project -from croco
dile like jaws. Later the lotus rhizome, complete with 
flowers and leaves, was depicted emerging from the 
mouth. 

In a filpasastra work named Riipavaliya, in v. 148, 
makara has been described as follows: 

Makarasya riipa11J: Gajendra-hasta11J krtapada 
si11Jha11J 
VarahakaT7Jr:al1J hrda matsya deha11J 
Harala-danta#J Hanumanta nelrallJ 
VicitrapatrallJ MakarasvabhavallJ 

(Translation) ''The makara has the trunk of an el
ephant, the feet of a lion, the ears of a pig, the-body of 
a fish living in water, the teeth turned upwards, eyes 
like Hanuman's and a splendid tail". 

This concept of the makara developed in.Sri ,Lanka 
in the wingstones (korC1Walt-ga[) of the steps leading 
to shrines in Anuradhapura; ·where the projecting 
tongue, curved gracefully down to cud upward, at the 
bo!tom, with sprouts offdliage embellishing it. How- . 
ever, the tongues of the makaras in the makara thoral)a 
differ from this arrangement and c\.rrve up, carrying 
animals such as; swans, lions; serapendiya and even 
human lovers. 

TlJ.is symbol has been used as an ornamental de
vice in several ways, There is an example of an ivmy 
casket where a makara torar:a with four gods is shown. 
Twin makaras have been shown in an ivory necklace. 
The bronze elephantlamp -(iit-pakana) from Ko.ta 
Vehera, Dedigama demonstrates the use of twin 
makaras supporting an arch with a ginisilu (flame de
sign) above the superior edge. According to GaJJadevi
siihiillq, in Ganesa's palace, there are pictures of 
makaras painted on its walls. Makara-kur:cf.ala are 
ear-ornaments which are shown as worn by Hindu 
deities and Bodhisattvas. In Sinhala Buddhist art, 
makara-torarya forms the entrance to the inner sanc
tum where the image of the Buddha is placed. In Hindu 
art. Nadarajah is set in a niChe and is surrounded by a 
flaming circle, which proceeds out of the twin makaras. 
At Beligala, there is a well-preserved moonstone and 
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its design is an adaptation from the makara toraiJa. 
At Kelani vihara, there are paintings of makaras as 
well as makara tora1JaS .  At the. entrance to 
Lankatilaka-vihara (Kandy), there is a makara-tora�w. 
It is also to be seen above the main seated image of the 
Buddha in the sanctum. 

Makilra-toraiJa is an. ornamental arch springing 
from two profile makaras facing each other and with 
a kibihi face in the position of the keystone. Kibihi is 
the face of an awe-inspiring open-mouthed monster. 
In a stone piUar at Miidagoda-devale, there is a very 
good example of a kibihi face. A prototype of these 
curious ornamental arches (makara-tora7Jas) are found 
in the chaitya-windows of the early Buddhist cave tem
ples in India. Makara-toraiJa shrines for figures of 
the BudJha were sometimes made of wood; carved in 
high relief, as in the example from Danagirigala-vihara. 
There i s  also a small example . in the Colombo Mu
sewn. 

. One t)rpe of extant makar.a sculpture has the kibihi 
· face replaced.by two makara heads tumed away from 
each other. In Buddhist 'architecture there is a popular 
belief that in mid ocean there i s  a large and fearsome 
makara to whose makaraka_ta or jaws i s  drawn every
thing in its vicinity. · In the Colombo National Mu
seum there are 2 granite specimens .of large looking 

· fish tailed makaras. In course of time, the fish tail of 
. the makara was replaced by the flowery-feathered tail . 

of a bird. When fully evolved, the makara consisted 
of a trunk of an elephant, the paws of a lion, the ears of 
a boar, the body ofa fish, teeth · turned outwards pro
jecting from the jaws of a crocodile, the eyes of .a 
monkey (like Hanuman's) and the quasimythical tail 
of a bird. Thus this state of evolution i s  in conformity 
with what is enumerated in the :filpa.Sastra work named 
Rupavaliya. 

Kuvera's nine treasuresinclude the lotus, mqkard 
and conch. YaruJ)a, god of waters and goddesses in
cluding Ganga, have the makara.or fishtailed animals 
as vehicles .  Makara -dhvaja is the emblem of 
Kamadeva, the Indian Cupid. The makara .has been 
the emblem of the Bharatas of India . .  In course �f time, 
architectural specifications for the makara-torana 
came to be stipulated. The height of the structu

.
re 

should be divided into 1 0, 9 or 8 equal parts of which 
the 3 on .top should be occupied by the spanning struc
ture and therest by the two supporting pil lars (Rupam, 
No. 26, April 1926). The breadth of the arch could be 
half its size or 4-6 dafJcfas. A crescent shaped arch 

decorated with leaves is called a patra-tora1J:ll . That 
which has a central ornament flanked by two alligator 
heads with open jaws whose tongues terminate in those 
of the makara, at each end of the arch, with decorative . l 

j:� adjuncts such as goblins celestial figures, animals, 
swans, and pearl wreaths is called citra-tora1.za . . That .J with five curves (paiica-vahka) and two makara fig- . 
ures is called a makara-toraiJa. Kafyapa-san;hitha 
also stipulates that the makara-toraiJa must have the 
two fish l ike animals at the extremities. The central 
space filling spiral or festoon is called the purima. 

After the 12th Cent. A. C., the space above the 
arch, on either side of the kibihi, were decorated with 
figures of Brahmankal gods or guardian deities 
(lokapalas). There are instance� where these interme- 1 
diate spaces have been variously treated. In course oL( ! 
time, the number of gods increased to eight, as at . l 
Danagiri gal a and VaWirama shrines .  A t  the ' 

Lankatilaka-vihara (Kandy), there is a magnificent 
kibihi face above the serene samadhi statue. At the 
entrance to the sanctum where the image of the re
cumbent B uddha has been placed at Kelani-vihapi� 
there is the classical example of the makara-torana. · · . .  
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Nandasena Mudiyanse . 

MAKKHA-PALAsA. Makkha (Skt. Mraksa) con-,., . 
veys the meaning of 'hyprocrisy' . It usually occurs in 
texts coupled with Palasa. In the Niddesa, Makkha is 
explain�d as hardness or mercilessness (makkhayana 
makkhiiyitattm�1 n(�thuriya-kanimm�z-Nd. 484). It is 
explained as the smearing of another person 's good . 
qual i ties (paragw_Iiinan.z makkhana lakkha�w makkho
DhpA. IV 18 1 ) . 

Likewise ,  Paliisa conveys the meaning o f  
'unmercifulness ' ,  'malice' o r  'spite ' .  Its nearest syno
nym is ' Yuga-ggaha'.  (Vbh. 357). Palasa has the char- · 
acteristic of domineering or dominance. Hence it is a . 
synonym for Yugaggaha (yugaggaha lakkh01.10 pafiiso
VvA. 7 1  ). Further the Vibhaizga desc1ibes palasa as 
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"Yo palaso palasayana palasayitattcil1) palasahilro 
vivada!fh?ilzanJ yugaggaho appafinissaggo · aya/1) 
vuccati pa/aso" (1/bh. 357). Palasa is  often combined 
with macchera or avarice (Vv. 1 5) and makkha (Miln. 
289). 

. The commentary to the Ma.jjhima Nikaya gives a 
description of makkha and palasa as follows: 

"Aga riyassa vii anagii riyassa va 
sukafakara!Javinaso makkho. · Agariyo pi hi kenaci 
anukampakena daliddo samano ucce fhane .thapito, 
aparena samayena, _kin.z · taya · mayhm�l katan.z it 
tassa sukafaka rana/1) vinaseti. A naga riyo pi )ama�erakalato

.
pabhuti aca

.
riyena

_
v� upajjhayena v� 

catuhz paccayehz, uddesapanpucchahzca anuggahetva 
dhammakathanaya-pakara!Jakosalladini . sikkhapito, 

faparena samayena rajarajamahamattadihi sakkato 
garukato acariyupajjhayesu acittikdto - caramano, 
aya"! amh.ehi daharakale eva"! anuggahito 
sal1)vacf.tj.hito ca, atha ca nisneho jato :ti vuccamizno, 
ki11J maylza/1) tumhehi kata/1) ti tesa/1) suka,takaranahJ 
vinO;seti:. Tass ' eso suka.takara!Javinasano makkho 
uppajjitna citta/1) duseti, . obhasitu/1) na .deti, tasma 
cittassa upakkilosoti vuccati. . Yatha caya/1), eva/1) 

. bahussute pi puggale. ajjhotharitva, 1disassa ce 
bahussutassa aniyata gati, tqva va mama. va ko viseso 
ti ad�na.nayena uppajjamano yugaggaho palaso " ( MA. 
I. �69). . 

· .Hence, makkha. m_ay be described. as the smearing ]fgood qualities of a �re.rspn by a layperson, (agarika) 
or � recluse (pabbajita). For instance, in the case of a 17yman who Is pOor, and another person sympathises 

'with him and, helps rum to better his position; and la,ter 
he erases the good deed saying: "What have you done 
for me?", may be described as makkha. Likewise an 
anagariya (a recluse) who is weil treated by his teach
ers and preceptors when he was a novice, with the four 
requisites and suitable instructions, well taught in the 
Dbamma and discipline �Y them, _and later, when he is 
educated, learned, and honoured, respected by kings 
and ministers etc., he forgets what his teachers and 
preceptors have done for his �alfare . When the teach
ers proclaim: '1\Ve have helped and brought rum up 
from childhood but he does not h�lVe a good feeling 
towards us", he nullifies the good acts of the teachers 
and preceptors saying: ''What have you done for me?''� 
Tills quality is called makkha. The mental ch�acter
istic that arises in a person covering the good q'ualities 
·fthe learned, and when a student blzikkhu thinks that 
there is no difference between him and the teachers, 
preceptors etc, such an attitude may be called palas·a. 

Makkha and palasa are mentioned as the 1 2'h and 
J31h  items of the list of i 500 akusala dhammas ( UdA. 
p. 3 18). 

- -
D. Saddhasena 

MAKKHAI:.-IGOSAIJA, one of the six heretical teach-
ers.of lndia, generally treated as contemporaneous with 
the·Buddha. Buddhist literature does not give a com
prehensive account of the life and teachings of · th.is 
religious teacher;_ :His name is  consistently mentioned 
as Makkh�i-gosala (Skt. MaS.karin Gosaliputra). 
Buddhaghosa cdm.Ihehts that Makkhali was his per
sonal name and· he· .was also called Go sal a beacuse he 
was born in a cow-shed. :(Makkhaliti tassa namam, 
gosalaya jatattii.Bosiiloti idutiyam namam; Dk I. p. 
143). , The commeritatqrdnverits • a· curious story to 
explain the niine•anq':tih�Jife·:ofMakkhali Gosa.Ia .. It 
is said that he· was>bntev�mployeq�� -a·servant; one 
day while'hei Was! carryini;Hi 'PO��of oif(tela�gha_tal1)) 
along.a mudtly:patlr,:;hl!.sfipped:hi$<(0Qt:andfell through 

carelessness;' aithmrgh l{€;;:'wa:$l .warned. by :his master 
"Ma�khali'1 meanirig-;'J.��stutnble.itrot1�/: . : ·-Ti:iiw.a:ccord
ing to Buddhaghosa :gav�:.U·sipets�n:at: name: .. When 
he found that the pot iof:))i�A\>ds�olfutW through fear 
he tled, and his·:'inaster chased-'littril andfc�uighf him by 
his ga.rtnent, but·Makkb::ffi:i�ate:diti0t1fo:t4he gartilent 
and ran along riaked:'•i.JateP�o�6j'S��1tiiif·n'aked' and 
took hint to be ·an ·iakcefi�J:�dftfiy"·'o:P:hondur :and tel 
spect (DK l. p . •  14��� l'4��·��;�·;;:i,·;�� .... \' , • •. . ·� · .  

· . In the Jruna'reedras :ffie !tiame ;is · giveiHls Gosala 
Mahkruiputta'-rne'amng'Gbsabi"ill:e'sotfofMankaii. He 
was born at Saravai1a, ·a-:locWtY' ne� ·sa:vatt:P..l. His 
father was Mahkii.ali-artd llis·mbllier was called Bhadda: . 
His father was a deh!H· in pi'ctilies..:henc,e the name 
Maizkha. Makkhali' dosala.;hiiri�elf fo:Uowed his fa
ther's profession before he'tookto�religiou� life (Barua, 
A History ofPre:..iJuddhlstPhlio�iiphY, Calcutta; 1921 ;  
p. 298;. H6erule, ed: : Uvltlagadlzsao � ·p. 1 ) .  .--: i . . · •  

Barna says that "neither of' these accounts (i.e: 
Buddrust aild Jaina ·accounts given ofMakkhali Gosa.Ia) 
is historical". · He points outt hat the true name of the 
philosopher seems· ·to be :Maskarin, the Jaina-prakrit 
form of wruch is Mafllqlali, and the Pali forril Makkhali. 
The term Mas karin is explained by Panin1 as meaning 
one who carries a bamboo-staff (nzascara). A Maskarin 
is also. known· as Ekadai)�in. Accord,ing to Patanjali 's 
comments the name indicates a school of wanderers 
or sophists who were called Maskarins, not so much 
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because they carried a bamboo staff about them as 
because they denied the freedom of the will. Tims . . . . . .  
the Maskarins were fatalists or determinists (Barna. 
op. cit. pp. 298-99). 

Barna points out on the authority ofHoerule's ex
tracts from the Bhagavaii Su tra (Appendix to 
Uvasagadasao, pp. 2-4) that Makkhali Gosala became 
a pupil of Mahavlra in the second year of the latter's 
religious life, having Nalanda as their meeting place. 
They lived happily together for sixteen years at 
Paniyabhiimi, and afterwards separated owing to doc
trinal difference. After sixteen years they rriet at 
Savatthl where Makkhali Gosala had found a separate 
school of thought. But this chronology and the state� 
ment that make M akkhali Gosala a disciple of 
Mahavlra is disputable. The Bhagavaii Sutra men
tions that Makkhali Gosala predeceased Mahavira by 
sixteen years, and was recognised as a teacher some
time before the latter. Gosala's death was coincident 
with a great political event-the war "which king Kiiniya 
(Ajatasattu) of Magadha waged with king Chedaga of 
Vesali" (Barna. op. cit. p. 299) . . In Buddhist literature, . 
Makkhali Gosala's views are depicted in his reply to 
king Ajatasattu when the latter asked the former as to 

. what the immediate advantage in the life of a recluse. 
From the account found in th.e Samafifia-phala Sutta 
it appears that he expounded liis theory of purification 
through transmigration (samsara-suddhi). According 
to him there is no cause, either ultimate or remote, for 
the depravity of beings; they become depraved with
out reason and without cause. There is no cause, ei-

. ther proximate or remote, for the rectitude of beings; 
they become pure without reason and without cause 
( "natthi hetu n 'atthi paccayo satt{mam samkilesaya, 
ahetu-apaccaya sattii. sam,kilissanti. N'atthi hetu, 
n 'atthi paccayo sattana"J visuddhiya, ahetu-apaccaya 
satta visujjhnti"; D.i.p 53). The attainment of any 
given condition, of any charac.ter, does not depend ei
ther on one's own acts, or on the acts of another, or on 
human effort. There is no such. thing as power or en
ergy, or human strength or human vigour. All animals, 
all creamres (with one, two, or more senses), all be
ings (produced from eggs or in a womb), all souls (in 
plants) are without force and power and engergy of 
their own. They are bent this way and that by their 
fate, by the necessary conditions of the class to 
which they belong, by their individual nature and it is 
according to their position in one or the other of the 
six classes that they experience ease or pain - (N'atthi 
attakii te. . . .  p a rakii re . . . .  purisakii re, 11 'atthi 
balam. . . . . .  viriyarlJ . . . .  purisa thamo . . . . .  purisa parakkamo. 

1 

Sabbe salta sabbe pWJ.il . . . .  bhU!a . . .  jl.va avasa abalii. 
aviriya nyati-sahgati-bhava-parinata chassevabhijatisu 
sukha-dukkha"J pa_tisam.vedenti, Ibid.). According to 
Makkhali Gosala there are fourteen hundred thousands 
of principal sorts of births (Yonipamukha), and again 
six thousand others, and again six hundred. There are 
five hundred sorts of kamma and five-according to the 
five senses; and again three-according to act, word, 
and thought; and there is a whole kamma and a half 
kamrna-the whole being a kamma of act or word, the 
half a kamma of thought. 

Moreover he says that there are sixty-two paths 
(pa_tipada), sixty two periods (antarakappa), six classes 
or distinctions among men (abhijatiyo ), eight stages 
of a prophet's existence (purisa-bhumiyo), forty nine 
hundred· sorts of occupation (afiva), same number o 
wandering mendicants (paribbajaka), foFty nine hun
dred regions dwelt in by nagas, two thousand facul
ties (indriya),  three thousand purgatories (niraya), 
thirty six places where dust accumulates (rajo 
dhatuyo), seven sorts of animate and seven of inani-

. mate production (safifii . . . .  asafifiigabbha), and seven of 
production by grafting (nigal},thigabbhii), seven sorts 
of gods (deva) and of men (manussa) and of devil 
(pisacii) and of great lakes, and seven principal and 
again seven hundred minor sorts of patuvas of prepices 
and of dreams. According to Makkhali Gosala, there . 
are eighty four hundred thousand periods during which 
both fool�'arid wise alike wandering in transmigration, 
shall at la'st make an end of pain (biile ca pafJtfite ca 
sandhavitva sa11Jsaritva dukkhass ' ant an; karissanti; 
op. cit. p. 54). Though the wise should hope; "B 
this virtue or this performance of duty, or this pen 

. ance, or this righteousnes·s will I make the kamma � 
have inherited), that is not yet mature, mature-though 
the fool should hope, by the same means, to get.gradu
ally rid of kamma that has matt,Ired-neither o(them 
can do it. The ease. and pain, measured out, as it were, 
with a measure, cannot be altered in the course of trans� 
migration; there can be neither increase nor decrease 
thereof, neither excess nor deficiency. Just as when a 
ball of string is cast forth it will spread out just as far, 
and no father than it can unwind, just so boili fools 
and wise alike, wandering in transmigration exactly 
for the allotted term, shall then, and only then, make 
and end of pain"�. 

Makkhali Gosala denied hetu-paccaya, condition 
and cause; the efficacy of kamma. He is an ahetu
vado-non-causationist. From the Buddhist point of 
view, Makkhaligosala was the worst of the sophists. 
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In the Makkhali Sutta of the Anguttara Nikaya, the 
Buddha is mentioned to have said of this most danger
ous heretical teacher as "I know not of any other sin
gle. person fraught with such loss to many folk, such 
discomfort to many folk, with such Joss, discomfort 
and sorrow to devas and mankind as Makkhali, that 
infatuated man". The Buddha thought that Makkhali 
Gosiila was born into the world, to be a man trap 
(manussa-khipalr}) for the discomfort, suffering, dis
tress and distruction of many beings. (Naham 
bhikkhave aiifialr} ekapuggalalr} 'pi samanupassami yo 
eva"} bahujanahitaya pa_tipanno bahujanasukhaya 
bahuno janassa anatthayo ahitaya dukkhaya 
devmanussanam yathayidam bhikkhave Makkhali 
moghapui-iso . . .  manussa-khipa11J mafifie . . . . .  A.I. p. 33). 
At some other place, the Buddha denounced Makkhali 
-Gosala's views as the meanest, �'just as the hair blan-
ket is reckoned the meanest and lowest of all woven 
garments whatsoever, even so of all theories put for
ward by recluses, that of Makkhali is the meanest. 
Makkhali . . .  .Infatuated man thus proclaims, hold this 
view: There is no moral act; there is no efficacy of 
moral acts ;  there i s  no role for human effort 
(Makkhali . . . .  evamvadi evam ditthi-natthi kammam, 
n 'atthi kiriyam, n 'atthi viriyan #. A. l .p. 86). 

. . 
In the Sumahgal�vilasin1 Bi.Iddh�ghosa distin

guishes between the mo.ral effect's of Makkhali 
GosaJ.a's doctrine on the one harid and that of the doc
t.rines of PUr�akassapa and Ajitakes3krunbala on the 
other. Piiran� Kassapa by his theory of the passivity ) of the soul, denied action; Ajita Kesakambala, by his 
annihilationistic theory denied retribution, while 
Makkhali Gosala by his doctrine fate or non-causa
tion denied both: action and its result (DA.I.p . 166). 

Makkhali Gosala's philosophy as found in the 
Buddhist literatUre is \rauge and ambiguous, and com
mentators also find their ta.Sk, hopeless. Malalasekara 
comments that 'He (i.e. Makkhali) seems to have be
lieved in infinite gradations of existence; in his view, 
each individual thing has eternal existence, if not indi
viduality, at least in type. He evidently had definite 
conceptions of numerous grades of beings, celestial, 
infernal and mundane, as also of the infmity of time 
and the recurrent cycles of existence. He seems to 

· have conceived the world as a system in which every
thing has a place and a function assigned to it, a sys
tem in which chance has no place and which admits of 
no other cause whatsoever, of the depravity or purity · 
of things, but that which is implied in the word fate or 
destiny (niyati) . All types of things and all species of 

beings, however, are individually capable of transfor
mation, that is of elevation or degradation in type. His . 
theory of  purifi cation through transmigration 
(samsara-suddhi) probably meant perfection through 
transformation (pariJJata) - transformation which im
plies not only the process of constant change, but also 
the fixed orderly mode progression and retrogression. 
All things must, in course of time, attain perfection 
(DPPN). 

All his followers are known as A;zvakas. (For a 
detailed discussion of hi�> philosophy see Barua, op. · · 
cit; Ency. Bsf!l. AiivAJ.<A.S; Basham, History and Doc
trine of the lyzvakas, Lopdon, 195 1 ). 

M. Karaluvinna. 

MALA, literally means �st gt $talil; as IS ayasa va 
mala11J samu.t.thitanj, I#eamng(�as · rust sprung from 
iron' (Dhp. v; 240): · TheJ'f�rtri>'has beert useqJigura
tively as well, as in itthi., malaiJJ brdhmaca�iy_assa, 
meaning 'woman is a d�fi}eni�I,!t Jo higher life' (S. I. · 
38, 43), 'aiid in muiittnTj�ifJ.u�C:a�f#d"JV.fueaning, 'mis.
conduct is deftlemerid�'Wbi\fant (12!ip: v:: 24?)� �t has 
also been used ac; ·a: !�6hrucYil'te11IfWith reference to · 

things which are defiled an.·ti.Wb.ich in .tilii:t d�file the 
minds of sentient beingi; Hi �fi5fi�f16 the taints of tcind 
(Vzsm. p. 587). In thisl�tfel'��1�4HdliHfasyrtonym 
for passions (kilesd?:Jllils1F?fiiJm�·'58'6;CAlihiy: p. 44). 
All evil states·of'miild'1ife¥Bfeftett·lfo�a8 thlnts or de
filements (malfrlrapapd�'Hhit#imek Dlip. · v; 242). · · 

The texts: givelfofu: diffefent;lists· of taints; the most 
popular among them: cbn�ists·!ofthe· three basic pas
sions, otherwise krtowrl' as· the· roots of evil, namely 
lust (raga or lobha); · hatred (dosa, dves.a) and delu
sion (moha: S. V. 57; Nd./, p. 15 ,  II. p. 224; Vbh. 368; 
Vzsm. 587; Abhsy. 48')? The Mahaniddesa in another 
instance (Nd. 1 ,  p. 478) adds. conceit (mana) and specu- · 
lative views (d(f!hi) ' to fue apove list of three; kilesa 
and duccarita in this list are apparently used as com
mon names for those five trunts. The Ahg uttar a Nikilya 
has a list of three, namely, the taint of immorality 
(dussl.lyamala), upnt of envy (issamala) and the taint 
of jealousy (maccherama�a: A.I, 105). The Vibhahga 
gives a list of nine as taints of man (nava-purisa-maia); 
they are anger (kodha), hypocrisy (makkha), jealousy 
(issa), avarice (macchariya), deceit (maya), treachery 
(sii{heyya)� fal sehood (musavada), evil desires 
(papiccha) and wrong views (micchadi_�thi: Vbh. 389). 
The Dhammapada (v. 243) describes delusion (avijjiz, 
a synonym of moha) as the greatest taint. 
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The items given in these lists show that they in
clude the three basic passions as well as some second
ary passions like mana, d��thi, kodha, makkha, issa, 
maccharfya, maya and sa,theyya. 

The items like duss/.lyamala and musO.vada have 
to be considered on a different level, as they cover 
evil actions, rather than passions which give rise to 
them and sustain them. They may be taken as taints in 
the sense that they defile one's character. 

The real taints, i .e . ,  passions, are described as in
ternal defilements, since they defile one's mind; as 
internal foes, since they work against one's spiritual 
progress and as internal executioners, as they kill one's 
good qualities (Nd. I, 1 5) .  They make people foolish 
and blind to the truth, and destroy their wisdom; they 
are therefore, harmful to the attainment of NibbO.na 
(Nd. l ,  478-79). As rust, sprung from iron, eats itself · 
away, even so one's own evils lead one to the states of 
woe (Dhp. v. 240). 

The wise man must, therefore, remove his own 
taints as a smith removes dross from silver. (Dhp. v. 
239).. The path to their removal i s  the Eightfold Noble 
Path (S. V. 57). 

Of the three basic taints, the taint of hatred (dosa
mala) is destroyed by the knowledge that arises at ·the 
third stage of emancipation i ._e. _the knowledge of the 
path of the never-returner (anagG.mi-magga-fia!JO-); and 

Kuruppu J ayawardhana. After his primary and sec
ondary education at Saint Jolm's College, Panadure, 
from 1906 to 19 17 ,  he was adrnitted to Ceylon Medi- . .  
cal College ( 1917- 19 1 8). Discontinuing medical stud- · 

ies, he pursued a course of studies leading to the ex- ' 
ternal degree of Bachelor of Arts of the University of 
London in Oriental Languages, which he obtained at 
the age of nineteen in 1 9 1 9. · 

Educator: Insp1red by the prevailing campaign for the 
national and religious revival through the promotion 
of Buddhist education, he joined the Island's premier 
Buddhist school, Ananda Vidyalaya, as a teacher in 
1 92 1 .  Elevated to the rank of Vice-Principal in the 
following year, he was appointed its acting Principal ;.
in 1923. He resigned from Ananda Vidyalaya to pro- . 
ceed to England for tertiary education. He obtained -1 ' 

simultaneously the degrees of MA and Ph.D. from the \ ;· 
School of Oriental Studies of the University of Lon- ;., r don in 1 925. His supervisor was Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys •, 

Davids. He returned to the Island to continue his ef
forts in Buddl1ist education. He became the Principal 
of Nalanda College in 1926. 

the other two, the taint of lust (raga-mala} apd qf de
lusion (moha-mala), are destroyed bY:J�e:-�W(ectge · 

· 

that flashes at the fourth and final stag(toffriiilibipa�. . . · 
tion, i.e. the knowledge of the path to arahantship 
(arahatta-maggafiiil'}a: VtSm. 589). 

( 

Those who have got rid of the tailits in their en
tirety (niddhantamala: Dhp. vv. 236, 238) na.rtiely, _the 
arahants, are therefore, called Vimala (Sn. v. 378) and 
nimmala (Dhp. v. 243), · 'those without taints' .  See 
KILESA. 

Upali Karunaratne 

MALALASEKERA, GUNAPALA PIYASENA · (born GEORGE PEIRIS; sometimes referred to as 
GEORGE PERCIVAL): Sri Lankan scholar, educa
tor, diplomat and international Buddhist leader. Prof. 
Malalasekera was b orn on November 8, 1 899 at 
Panadure ( 17  miles to the south of Colombo) to Mr. 
M .  S .  Peiris Malalasekera and Mrs. Dona Selestina 

As the Ceylon University College, established as 
an affiliated College of Ule University of London in 
1923, expanded young Mal alasekera's excellent aca
demic credentials were recognized. In 1927, he was 
appointed lecturer in Sinhala, Pali and Sanskrit. He 
was an instant success. His excellent command of both 
English and Sinhala, in which his oratorical skills were 
outstanding, contributed to his popularity both as an 
academic and a Buddhist leader. 
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f .-� · _ He was elected Joint Secretary of the All Ceylon F 'Buddhist Congress, the leading Buddhist organization 
which he served in many capacities for over tr.irty 
years: Vice-President from 1 937 to 1939 and Presi
·dent from 1939 to 1 957 and from 1 967 to his death in 
1973. 

Scholar: As a lecturer at the University College, he 
concentrated on research and his major publications 
belong to this period. His Ph. D. Thesis on The Pali 
Litererature of Ceylon was published in the Royal 
Asiatic Society Prize Publications Series, London, 
1928. (380 pages). He edited for the Government of 

, Ceylon the Vafl}satthappakasinl, the Pali commentary )on the Mahavafl}sa and it was published for the Pali 
Text Society by the Oxford University Press, London 
in 1935 (Introduction 1 1 3  pages and text 700 pages). 

. Continuing his scholarly analysis of Sri Lankan Pali 
Chronicles, he undertook for the Aluvihare Series of 
the Royal Asiatic Society (Ceylon Branch) the edition 
of the unique version of the Mahavafl}sa which has 
hitherto been found only in Thai and Cambodian 
Manuscripts outside Sri Lanka. Twice as -long as the 
Mahilvamsa extant in Sri Lanka, this expanded ver
sion of the Chronicle showed how very important the 
study of Sri Lankan histpry was in Southeast Asia. 
Malalasekera's edition of tl>Js work was published as 
the Extended Mahavafl}sa in Colombo in 1 937 (Intr-o
duction 53 pages and text 380 pages). Simultaneously, 
he worked on his magnum opus, the Dictionary of Pali )Proper Names in two volumes. It was published in 
London in 1 937 by the Secretary of State for India in 
tbe Indian Text Series. ( 1 163 + 1370 pages) The pains-

'"tking research, presented in lucid language in a form 
suitable for easy reference, provided an indispensable 
tool which was urgently needed by students of Bud
dhism and Pali li terature. Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids 
speaks of Prof. Rhys David's unfulfilled plan to pub
lish a similar dictionary of natJles. She says in 1 937 
''Then a keen and gifted student, once my pupil, con
sented to fill the breach. With Dr. Malalasekera, to 
undertake is to will to begin work there and then. And 
now, working as men-of-will work, in the leisure in
tervals of an educational appoinment, with yet another 
large task on his shoulders . . .  the Mahavan.lSa-tTka, 
published in 1935 . . . . unbaffled by a temporary break
down through overwork, he has come as editor of the 
Names Dictionary to see land ahead." It was well re-

. !2eived and on the strength of its excellent quality, the 
University of London awarded Dr. Malalasekara the 
degree of Doctor of Letters (D. Litt.) in 1 938. 

In 1 939, he was promoted to the rank of Professor 
of Pali,· Sanskrit and Sinhala of the Ceylon University 
College. With the creation of the University of Ceylon 
in 1942, he was appointed Professor of Pali and Bud
dhist Civilization and was elected Dean of the Faculty 
of Oriental Studies. Amidst his many academic and 
administrative duties in the ·new University, he con
centrated on another major �ork: English-Sinhalese 
Dictionary (14 + I066 : p�ges); ·published in Colombo 
in 1948. · . , , : � · . ,. -: , <> : 

. 

. . . ·/·: : : ::- r ·! · : i f , ·:  . . . . 1 ! :  · : · : .  , . . . National and Internationhl Buddhist, Le�der: With 
the prestige gained tJu:��,i� .;fu� '�f�d�¥Pc p9sit;ions and 
the leadership in the natio�� ·�M;?��t mqvements, 
Professor Malala:sekera: directed 'his attention to the 
international Buddhist .'!R����j 1 Jilyita��m� �hich 
came from various aca�p;O:� ;�P.S.tiilJ�o�,,in, fu.� �qrld 
took him to c:entte�.,o(:.$,y.4���;;�AA¥.�t�t?Unda(l11ted · 

by the varie�y he saw in .'ali�� litatllt!ons .of the 
-world, he was impressedit;l)lJ�unity'or<the basic doc:.. 
trines and the opportu:nity,£(j)r:c(¥lperative action. By 
1 950 he was corivinceddhat::·il tepresentative body of 
Buddhists of all tradirl(iiisr:W$ -if�)tfit.toffo(ili·a world · 
forum under his directit�ffi :illd�l�bi�·kHis··invita
tion was accepted by 1:29 delegates from 26 countries · 
and the World·Fellowslfipiofi�ffliii�ru was forined in 
Sri Lanka with hii:ri,�;ffiy�1H.fi}ef.�Pfesitlerlt. . The 
strong foundation' wlifdli�PID'�ssb'ft.Mill�:aSekara hud 
to this world bodi &Jn�f:(��t/o:��$3 �o6tiilu!ng . sue.: 
cess as the preihidr'llif�itf�tJlf�:(is.Wfh_\jf-·Buddhists . 
of all traditions: -·rn6 F'aiHW��.iri ii1-'itJ '5Qii'year now 
e1t" o s consuitatlve

, ki�f'&�fail�itif�tattibis ·a Non
o�v�rnmehtal Ag_€d2tb���t�tt�t�H�� iliebt-rnsco 
(since 1 952) i..nd?lli� tf{JWa -'NliHoHs (since 1995). 
Professor Malalasekera remained the President of the 
World Fellowspip of, B,;��'�:·�f� �Wing �e first two 
years until U Chan _fti,�9,�-?f.MY�� was trlected to 
succeed him� . � - :· ;.dn , ! ·_:y' -;; , , · -.., . ,  , ,  

· � ·' - i ·· f , : : c}<: !r:,!' : ; ;"{' . .. , . , ;  ..- · · 

Professqr ·Mat�����f�-_plaxe4 .a k.ey role il) the . 
preparations for and the celebration qf lhe 2500 Bud
dha Jayanti . He was particularly active in the Tripi:taka 
Translation CoqJ.mit��e . and. the Committee on Reli
gious Awak:enipg. lle-was requested to prepare a con
cise book on �'The. Buddha and His Teachings ", which 
the Lanak:a BauddhaMandalaya published in 1957 (76 
pages); On his proposal, a project was launched to 
compile a ten-volume Encyclopaedia of Buddhism. He 
was invited to be· its Editor-in-Chief. The groundwork 
for the Encyclopaedia was undertaken in 1 954. 
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As the most widely acknowledged scholar, he was 
persuaded to seek election as vice-chancellor of the 
University of Ceylon. His failure in this bid proved to 
be a blessing to both scholarship and the cause of na
tional development. He devoted his time and energy 
to the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism and through the 
worldwide network of scholars who held him in high 
esteem, many thousand articles were commissioned. 
Its office, set up in Colombo and moved to Peradeniya, 
was an international outfit representing all major tra
ditions of Buddhism. He also took an active interest 
in the Peace initiative of the UNESCO. His book .on 

"Buddhism and the Race Question " (co-authored with 
K. N. Jayatilleke) was published by .the UNESCO in 
Paris in 1958 (72 pages) .. 

Diplomat: The new government of Mr. S. W. R. D. 
Bandaranaike found in Professor Malalasekera the 
ideal �epresentative to the Eastern-Bloc countries with 
which Sri Lanka was about to establish diplomatic re
lations. In 1957, he was appointed as Ambassador to 

. USSR and was later given concurrent accreditation to 
Poland, Rumania and Czechoslovakia. He was ex
ceptionally successful as a dipio�at and his intema-

. tional prestige was greatly enhanced. 

From 1961 to 1963 he held concurrently the dual 
position of High CoiiUilissioner in Canada and the 
Permanent Representative to the United Nations. At 
the United Nations, he served. as Chairman, Security 
Council; and member of the Fact-finding Mission to . 
Saigon and of the Committee on Information from 
Non-self-governing Territories. His diplomatic career 
was crowned with his appointment as Sri Lanka's High 
Commissioner in the United Kingdom from 1963 to 
1967. 

With the far-reaching reforms made in 1965 in the 
University system, Professor Malalasekera was invited 
to be the Chairman of the National Council of Higher 
Education . . . .  a position he held until 1971 when the 
government decided to establish a single university 
with independent campuses. 

Man of Action, Innovative and Versatile: Whether 
in Sri .Lanka or abroad, Professor Malalasekera ex
celled as a man of action and creative planning, with 
matching power of oratory in Sinhala and English to 
win and motivate supporters for his projects. What he 

· accomplished through the All Ceylon Buddhist Con
gress was incredible. Through it he became the na
tional policy-maker in the field of Buddhism and his 

speech at the annual general meeting laid down guide
lines for action. Education, social services, Buddhist 
temporalities, violence and drunkenness, and ethics re
ceived his in-depth attention. He was recognized as 
the most effective fighter for the rights of the Bud
dhists. He matched his words with action. He intro
duced a large-scale social service component to the 
programme of the Congress and set up orphanages, 
homes for the aged, and hospital and prison setvices. 
He also became an acknowledged mentor for �any 
young activists. He was sought by the rising genera
tion of artists, musicians, dancers and writers for ad
vice and guidance. Hardly an association of. theirs was 
organized without Professor Malalasekera as Patron. 
Colombo Art Association had him as its Secretary an 
the Colombo Art Gallery, where generations of bud
ding national artists exhibited their maiden creationfi; 
owes its existence to his imaginative, persuasive an� 
persevering efforts. He even orga11.ized the first Beauty 
Contest in Sri Lanka. The Govemment-sponsoredArt 
Council of Ceylon had him as President. 

Professor Malalasekera was closely connected with 
the development of radio broadcasting in Sri Lanka . 
The high quality of talks he could deliver extempore 
in both English and Sinhala brought him the distinc
tion of being a frequent commentator of major events 
and the spokesman on various issues. He himself con
ducted a weekly Brains Trust (Buddhimandalaya) 
which discussed issues raised by the public. His Bud
dhist talks, especially in English, enabled the English
speaking elite to acquire an understanding and appre
ciation of their religion and national heritage. 

. Popular Touch: The more Professor Malalaseke a 
extended his attention to public issues and the oppor
tunities for direct communication with the people, the 
less was his concern with textual criticism and schol
arly research. He was conscious of the general public 
to whom scholarly works were not readily accessible. 
He wrote for them popular articles specially on the 
history of Buddhism and Sri Lanka's spiritual and cul
tural relations with neighboring countries. Among the 
short articles which have been frequently reprinted and 
widely circulated all over the world are those on "The 
Buddhist Doctrine of Anatta ", "Buddhism in Ceylon ", 
"2500 years of Buddhism", "The GodandMan in Bud
dhism ", "Buddhism and Problems of the Modem Age ", 
"Non-injury-a Fundamantal Buddhist Tenet ", "Bud
dhism - the Strongest Influence that Moulded Asia s 
Culture ", "Misconceptions about Nirvana " and 
"Teaching of Peace and Happiness " .  
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These appeared in popular journals and newspa
pers. He was the Editor of "The Buddhist" the organ 
of the Young Men's Buddhist Association of Colombo 
from 1945 to 1957. His editorials dealt with a variety 
of subjects and displayed his wide-ranging erudition 
as well as his deep commitment to the advancement 
of Buddhism. 

Professor Malalasekera offered his voluntary serv
ices to a large number of associations which pursued 
religious and cultural activities and many were started 
by him. He was president or secretary. At the early 
stage, he acquired the nickname of "Sakala 
Secredaris ", meaning "secretary of all organizations". 
He was readily available as a public speaker and his 
audiences ranged from Sunday School Prize-giving in 
a remote village to sophisticated assemblies of inter
national savants. He spoke eloquently and had a knack 
for being relevant and insightful. His sense of humour 
was excellent. As these speeches had been delivered 
without scripts or notes, a vast treasure of knowledge 
and wisdom remains to be gleaned from contempo
rary newspaper reports. It is a pity that most of his 
im'aluable contributions of current thinking on social 
issues have to be reconstructed from memories of his 
contemporaries. 

National and International Recognition and Hon
ours: Professor Malalasekera was invited to serve on 
governmental advisory boards such as the Special 
Committee of Education ( 1942), Central Advisory 
Board for Education (of which he was President), Com-

) m1ssion on Higher Education in Swabhasa ( 1954 ), Of-
ficial Language Commission ( 1956), Committee on 
the Recorganization of the National Service of Radio 

--.. . Ceylon, and Editorial Committee of the Sinhalese Ety, mological Dictionary. 

He was equally active overseas. He represented 
Sri Lanka at the Conference of Living Faiths Within 
the Empire (London, 1 924); World Fellowship of 
Faiths (London, 1 936); East-West Philosopher's Con
ference (Hawaii, 1949); Indian Philosophical Congress 
(India, on several occasions) ;  International Congress 
of Orientalists (several tinies); All Indian Oriental 
Conference (India, several times); Pakistan Philosophi
cal Congress (Karachi, 1955); Royal Asiatic Society 
of Great Britain and Ireland (several symposia); Sym
posium on Buddhism's Contribution to Art; Letters and 
Philosophy (New Delhi, 1 956); and Convocation of 
Religion for World Peace (San Francisco, 1965). He 
also functioned as President of Asian Archaeological 
Congress; Asian Cultural Organization; and Indian 
Philosophical Congress. 

Professor Malalasekera was honoured with degrees 
and awards for his numerous achievements. Among 
them are the following: Hon. D. Phil (Moscow);  Hon. 
D. Lit. (Ceylon); Hon. D. Lit. (Vidyodaya University 
of Ceylon 1960); Imperial Honour of the Officer of 
the British Empire (O.B.E.) 1953; Chevalier de /'Order 
Nationale de Merite (France); Commander of the Or
der of Mani Saraphon (Cambodia) ; Buddhasiisana
vepullahitadhara (Myanmar); Membre d'honneur de 
I'Eeole Francaise d'Extreme Orient. 

Conclusion: His death on 23 April 1 973 was mo'urned 
as an irreparable loss to the nation. Academic and Bud
dhist circles throughout the world lamf;nted his death 
with glowing obituaries which highlighted his leader
ship role as both a scholar and an activist. The most 
significant memorial for him is that the numerous or
ganizations he established or inspired o�hers to estab
lish have continued to flourish and theif. beneficiaries 
express their gratitude to-this rentar}cibie · inan of vi-
sion and action. 

· · 
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Ananda W. P. Guruge 

MALAYSIA Arrival of Buddhism in. South East Asia, 
Myanmar, Tailand, Cambodia and Vietnam have been 
Buddhist for over a thousand years. Fa-Hsien who 
visited Java about 414 observed that Buddhism was 
practiced, although it i s  an Indian monk cal led 
Gunavarnam who is .credited with having really estab
lished Buddhism th�re. Later these sites were visited 
by I-Ching who travelled 67 1-695 A. C. The famous 
Sri Vijayan Kingdom in Sumatra was noted for its cen
tres of Buddhist learning and the close contacts it main,. 
tained with the Buddhist University of Nalanda in the 
Seventh Century. 

We know that during this period Malaysia also was 
home to many Buddists, judging from the large number 
of artefacts discovered in various parts of the Malay 
Peninsula, especially Kedah. Among them was a clay 
tablet inscribed with these two verses in Sanskrit. · 

Whatever natures have arisen through causes, their 
cause the 
Tathagata has declared and whatever is their ces
sation-
Speaking thus is the great ascetic (mahiisramal'}a). 

Through ignorance Karma is accumulated; Karma 
is the cause of rebirth. Through knowledge, Karma 
does not operate; from the absence of Karma one 
is not reborn. 

This indicates the presence of Buddhism· as early 
as the ·fourth century A. C. in· the area. · Mahayana 
Buddhism is believed to have flourished here up to 
�he 8lh Century A. C. and possibly much later. India's 
rade links with the peninsula go back to the eariy cen
uries of the Common Era. Traders would anive on 
he northern part of the west coast (Known to them as 
;uVaJ)I)abhumi because of the rich gold deposits they 
ound here) in their boats, cross the land by elephant 
J the East Coast and continue their j ourney to China 
cross the South China Sea. Settlements would have 
risen to satisfy the needs of the traders, as they would 

. , .. 

have had to stay there for extended periods of time to 
wait for the arrival of ships or favourable weather to 
set sail . As at least some of them would have been 
Buddhist they naturally would have set up places of : 
worship on both sides of the peninsula. Buddhist ar" · -:. 
tefacts found in these places testify to this possibility. : -

There is evidence to indicate that some traders from . 
the eastern coast of the Indian sub-continent were 
Buddhist. The ·n.oithem parts of the M alay peninsula 
were influenced ,bY the Therav ada B uddhism pf 
Myanmar & Thailand, while the southern part was in
fluenced by the Mahayana Sri Vij ayan empire of 
Sumatra. They would have brought religious objects 
to accompany them to ensure safe journeys and set 
them up for worship in their temporary settlements. 
Artefacts found on the riverbeds and disused tin mines 
in Kedah seem to point out that this was the case. 
Buddhist influence would also have spread from the 
Sri Vijayan empire in Sumatra to the Malay Penin
sula . . However Buddhism does not seem to have played 
a very important role in the lives of the local people as 
there is no evidence of any ruler or the population hav
ing been converted en masse or even having left any 
mark on the culture of the people as Hinduism cer
tainly did. After the Chola invasion of Sri Vijaya, 
Buddhism was weakened in the regioh., the final blow 
coming around 1300 A. C. ,  making ·way for the arrival 
of lslam in 141 1 A C. 

We are on fmnei footing when we look at the 
spread of Buddhism via Thailand on the East Coast of 
the peninsula in Kelantan and Trengganu in l ater times. 
Buddhism was introduced to Thailand in the first or 
second century C. E. and became the dominant reli
gion which even today plays a significant role in the 
Government and <;:ulture of the Thai people. As 
Kelantan and Trengganu were under Thai rule until 
the I9lh Century Buddhism was widely practiced in 
these states. Even today many Kelantanese of Thai 
descent are devout Buddhists arid they maintain im
portant places of worship there. B uddhists and Mus-

. lims share a deep respect for each other and their de
gree of tolerance for each other is remarkable. 

The arrival of the British and the development of 
rubber plantations and tin mines in the country cre
ated a large influx of migrants from China and Sri 
Lanka towards the latter half of the 19'" Century. The 
migrants from Sri Lanka brought with them their brand 
ofTheravada Buddhism and they established a number 
of temples in the places they settled, notably in Penang, 
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Taiping and Kuala Lumpur. But aside from attracting 
English educated Chinese to their form of Buddhism 
thev refrained from active missionary work to convert 
no�-Buddhists to their religion. The Chinese who 
migrated in those,days brought with them a mixture of 
Mahayana Buddhism, _Taoism and Confucianism, es
tablished temples, schools and hospitals and welfare 
groups to cater for their needs. Some of these estab
lishments were highly successful and have continued 
to the present day, catering to a lai-ge Mahayana popu
fation. . 

However, as more Chinese became English edu
cated, they were attracted to Sri Lankan Theravada ) Buddhism, especially through the influence of the 
English speaking monks who carne to serve here . 
Therefore a sizeable proportion of Malaysian Chinese f are adhe�ents of Theravada Buddhism, at the same 
time, especially in the north, many of them have 
adopted Thai B uddhism. · · 

In recent years many buddhistS have begun to show 
an ac;tive interest in Vajrayana Buddhism especially in 
urban areas. A ,Very attractive aspec_t of Buddhism in 
Malaysia is that the followers onhe three YANAS ate 
quite comfortable with all of them and more freely 
from one to another as the occasion demands. 

Overall, Buddhism is today practiced by about 1 8% 
of the total population of 21  million in Malaysia, but 

· its adherents make no active efforts at conversion, be

) ing content largely to spread the knowledge about the 
religion 'oruy to those who are already Buddhists, and 
to counteract the missionary efforts of the proselytiz- · ..... ing religions. 

Today therefore Buddhism in all its three major 
forms is thriving in every part of the country and Bud
dhist leaders are constantly working to meet the needs 
of the population not only spiritually but in other ar
eas like welfare and education as well. 

There are 7 1 4  registered Buddhist organizations 
in Malaysia. They provide religious education for the 
Buddhists a..1d are actively engaged in social and wel
fare work. Buddhist societies are also found in some 
universities,· colleges and schools. There is also an 
active Buddhist youth movement in Malaysia headed 
by the Young Buddhist Association of Malaysia. 

In fact there is so much Buddhist activity going on 
that Buddhism is slowly taking on a distinct Malaysian 
flavour with Chinese, Thai, Sri Lankan, Burmese and 

even Tibetan forms of practice being blended to sat
isfy the particular needs of Malaysians. One impor
tant feature is that while these different forms are so 
distinctly different, they do .not see themselves as ri
vals in any way, mingling freely and recognizing their 
unity as Buddhists. The best evidence of this i s  the 
celebration of Wesak which commemorates the Birth, 
Enlighten��nt and De�th of the Buddha. RighJ up to 
the period of Malaysian 

·Illdependence from British 
Rule, only Buddlti��s p(Sri; _L�<l!l origin celebrated 
this festival on a gran,d:scale. BlJ.ttoday all Malaysian 
Buddhists celebrate We:§�: tQrough()Jittl,l� country, 
whether they are Theravada, Mah�ana or Tibetan. • : •r . : , ; • • I •. · · . . · · • •  

, · ,  . .  

Monks and Nuns: Monks a�d nuns are �ft�n looked . ,� ; . 
upon as religious leaders, teachers.-and counsellors to 
the lay Buddhist COffiii).UQjtyt· , !.h!!XiHgw.man!i great 
influence over the iay J3ud�!#s.AA�lffi�Y: a. crucial 
role in the .<ievelopmrn.t o.K. M��:ys,jano;13.,l!�dhism. 
Sangha, which is the ri��)g!��q,;to,;tQ�H�,Q<;�ecy of 
monks and nuns, is one p_f._th� �;:gmP.QQ�\1�, of the Tri
ple Gem (the others are Blldf/lJ!l, �d!Jiu!JY!'Ul) w�ch 
Buddhists pay homage to. : :;t{c:xir;. � � ;; ,  

There are about 200() pl0��1:�!\\P.�,W Malay
sia. Amongst the outstancJjQg,.��-.:Y�t !?.¥1 · K.. !:?ti 
Dhammananda, Rev, Clm�··MRf}�q�Y.Yx§��J(iQI 
Beng wha-are w�l lg'lown.,f.9r�:Ut�{&�M��HO,ns and 
lectures. · Rev. Kian 1;\,npf:K}Vm-JAi�-i.§;;W�.Jmown 
for his social welfare \YO.f�� WJ¥.J��1{or,f.�,:W'Yl of 
P al . J · - · · · ·d· · • t' . gu{shed �"lliur�nher and et mg aya IS a . 1�)� � . ... . . ,,. -: , et. J<��"' . .  . 
painter. There are, ,alsq, m�¥,1P�JY<91ffig�r monks 
who are making outstanding contributit;>ns: ��o tpe de
velopment of Malaysian Buddhism, but names are too 
long a list to mention. , ... , , : . : � 1 . <. . 

. In April 1 995, �he Mal�xsJ:m:�u�dhi.st Sangha 
Council, an associagpn '�!lb.ill!,tfn.tb���pip ope1,1 only 
to monks and nuns, . . was.·t.9l'!Ae�l : · .�Vt:.<::hik Hwang 
was elected as its �h�a,ni: Jn,;ljpv�lllber l995� this 
Council hosted the �J�fB:�Q�lq�$�g!la,Count::il meet
ing in Penang. A'b9,u,t .�QO,WO%s. -from .all over the 
world attended. 

Buddhist OrgaQ.izat�oJlS: Unlike the temples, the 714 
registered Buddhist organizations in Malaysia are gen
erally managed by lay men, with menks or nuns as 
advisors. They are devoted to the study and practice 
of Buddhism. Chanting sessions and services are held 
within the premises of these organizations regularly. 
From time to time, Buddhist lectures are organized. 
Some Buddhist organizations also run.weekend Bud-
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dhist classes for children. Apart from these, Buddhist 
organizations are also actively engaged in social and 
welfare activities, such as blood donation, free medi
cal services and charitable contributions to the aged 
and the needy. 

Many of these organizations operate from modest 
residential homes or commercial premises while some 
of them, such as Fo Kming Buddhist Association, 
Taiping Buddhist Association, Klang and Coast Bud
dhist Association, Sandakan Buddhist Association, 
Sarawak Buddhist Association, Kuching Tze Yin Bud
dhist Association own large association houses. Some 
of these buildings resemble temples and are often re
garded as such. 

Most Buddhist organizatioP..s were registered after 
Malaysia gained its independence in 1957. But the 
oldest registered Buddhist organization is the Sasana 
Abdhiwurdhi Wardana Society, which manages the 
well-known Brickfields Buddhist Maha Vihara It was 
formed in 1895 by a group of Buddhists of Sinhalese
Sri Lankan origin. 

Operating within the premises of the Brickfields 
Maha VIbara is the Buddhist Missionary Society. Reg
istered in the year 1962, -this society is reknowned for 
its publications such as the "Voice of J3uddhism" and 
numerous booklets. With a membership of 10,000, it 

. is the largest of the very few English-speaking Bud
dhist organisations in Malaysia. Most other Buddhist · 
organizations use Mandarin as their means of com
munication. 

In the year 1959, two years after Independence, 
the Malaysian Buddhist Association (MBA) was 
formed. With membership open to Buddhist temples 
(individual temples are usually not registered with the 
Registrar of Societies), · organizations and individuals, 
it is the umbrella body of Buddhist organizations in 
Malaysia. However, non-Mandarin speaking and non
Mahayana organizations are not affiliated to it. Cur
rently, its membership stands at 24,000. 

In 1962, the MBA successfully convinc.ed the gov
ernment to declare Wesak a public holiday for · Ma
laya (Records show that other Buddhist organizations, 
such as the SasanaAbdhiwurdhi Wardana Society, were 
also instrumental in bringing about this decision). This 
is interesting, considering that Wesak had until that 
ti.me been celebrated on a large scale only by the 
Sinhalese in the country. But all Buddhists, especially 

the Mahayana were quick to recognize the important 
role this important festival would have in drawing 
Buddhists to the temples an.d making it recognizable 
as a major religion in the country. The MBA with other 
unaffiliated groups also successfully objected to the 
screening of films which were detrimental to the dig
nity of Buddhism. From time to time, the MBA, and 
other Buddhist Organizations such as the Young Bud
dhist Organizations and the BMS, communicated with 
the government on issues such as moral and religious 
education in schools, places of worship in town plan
ning, and certain policy formulation. 

One ofthe achievements of the MBA is the .estab
lishment of the Malaysian Buddhist Institute in Penang 
in 1970. This Institute provides courses in Buddhism _ 

at lower, middle and advanced level. It has since prof 
duced more than 1000 graduates, with more than 50 
of them donning the robes to become monks or nuns. 

In Malaysia, there are two Buddhist primary 
schools, and a Buddhist secondary school, namely, the 
Siang Lim Primary School founded by the late Rev. 
Dr. Kim Beng in Melaka, the }>hor Tay Primary School 
and Phor Tay secondary school in Penang. However, 
these schools follow the government school syllabus 
and only teach an additional subject on Buddhism af-
ter normal school hours. In other schools, Buddhism 
is not taught. . However, Buddhist Societies are allowed 
in some schools as part of their extra curricular activi
ties. This is largely in response to the many represen
tations by Buddhists, Christians, Hindus and Sikhs to 
have their" religions t�ught to the children who belong \ � 

to them. . ;-

Buddhist societies are also active in 4 of the 9 uni- . 

versities. There are also Budd..hist societies in some · 
Teacher Training Colleges. These societies provided 
the impetus for the development of Buddhist youth 
movement in the 60s and 70s. 

Youth Movement: The Buddhist youth movement 
began with the formation of Penang Buddhist Asso
ciation Youth Circle by Rev. Sumangalo, an American 
Theravada monk in the year 1955. By the year 1958, 
there were 7 youth drcles in Peninsular Malaya, and 
the Federation of Malaya Buddhist Youth Fellowship 
(FMBYF) was formed. By 1965, the FMBYF had a 
membership of eleven affiliates, about half of the 
number of existing youth bodies. However, the ac
tivities of the FMBYF came to a standstill from then 
on due to various reasons. 
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On 29th July 1 970, at the First National Buddhist 
Youth Seminar held at the Malaya University, the del- . 
egates resolved to dissolve the FMB YF, and in its place, 
a new national youth organization, the Young Bud
dhist Association of Malaysia (YBAM) was formed. 
Present at this Seminar were delegates from 17 Bud
dhist youth circles including societies from Univer
sity Malaya and other colleges. 

Today the YBAM has a total membership of 234 
organizations representing about 1 00,000 individuals. 
It is in fact the single largest Buddhist organization in 
Malaysia. It is recognized by the Ministry of Youth 
and Sports as the sole representative of Buddhist Youth )in Mataysia and is represented at the Malaysia Youth 
Consultative Council. It also affiliates itself to the �multi-�aci al multi-rel

_
i gious and multi-cultural 

Malaystan Youth Counctl. 

The Buddhist Gem Fellowship: Originally started as 
the Buddhist Graduates Fellowship (BGF) in 1 980 by 
a group of local university graduates, the BGF has 
grown to become a leading group of Buddhist leaders 

' providing training and leadership suppbrt to college 
students in local universities. Through the Inter-Col
lege and Varsity (INCOVAR) Camps, the BGF has 
been successful in provi_ding support and training to 
the students in managing the Buddhist societies at the 
various local universities in Malaysia. Many of these 
students subsequently become members of the BGF ), �h�n they gr�duate, and they are in tu� helping their 

_ JUmors back m campus.  It changed tts name from 
Buddhist Graduate to Buddhist Gem to attract a large 

Ahumber of cap�ble and qualified young professionals 
to work for the Buddhist cause. 

Meditation Groups and the Local Sangha: During 
the past 20 years, meditation has become an increas
ing part of Buddhist practice among devotees in Ma
laysia. In the Chinese Mahayana tradition, temples 
which teach meditation include Hoe Beng Si in Kuala 
Lumpur, Taiping Buddhist Society (Perak) and Triple 
Wisdom Hall and Malaysian Buddhist Institute in 
Penang. 

In the Theravada tradition, many meditation cen
tres were established· recently. Those in the Kuala 
Lumpur area indude the Selangor Vipassana Centre, 
Wisdoin Centre and the Subang Jaya Buddhist Asso
ciation. Their teacher is Venerable Sujivo who teaches 
meditation based on the Mahasi Sayadaw tradition. 
There are also other smaller meditation groups in Johor 

B ahru (Metta Lodge) and i n  Kota Tin g gi 
(Santisukarfuna Buddhist Cen.tre), both in the south
em state of Johor. 

In the northern region, there are meditation cen
tres in Lunas and Bukit Perak in Kedah and at the 
Taiping Insight Meditation Centre and Sitiawan Medi
tation Centre, both in the state of Perak. All these cen
tres follow the Burmese method of meditation as taught 

. by the late Mahasi Sayadaw. 

Ti-Ratana Society: This Society was formed in 1 997 
by Yen. Kirinde Dhammaratana an incumbent nionk at the Buddhist Maha Vihara, Kuala Lumpur to pro
vide welfare s ervices to al l  under-privileged 
Malaysians and it has gained national recognition for 
the excellent work done . .  It runs an orphanage for chil- • 

dren and numerous welfare activities such as a senior 
citizens club and an annual Caring & Sharing event to 
distribute money and other material goods for the 
needy. 

The Buddhist Maha Vihara Monks Training 
Center: One of the biggest problems facing Malaysian 
Buddhists today is the non-availability of suitabiy 
qualified local monks to serve the needs of a growing 
Buddhist population. These monks have to be knowl
edgeable in the Dhamma and must be sensitive to the 
particular problems that Malaysians face in leading a 
Buddhist life. ,To overcome this problem a Buddhist 
Monks Training Center was set up under the guidance 
of Yen. Dr K Sri Dhammananda in 1975 and will be 
celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2000. Since its in- · 
ception it was also responsible for the setting up of the 
Parainadhamma Buddhist Institute at Kelaniya, Sri 
Lanka. Both organisations have provided the oppor
tunity for monks from foreign countries to be trained 
not only to understand the Dhamma, but also to carry . 
out Dhammadiita·activities in non-Buddhist countries. 

All-Night Chanting: While this particular practice is  
commonplace in all Theravada countries, it was an 
innovation to have an annual Pirith ceremony at th� 
Buddhist Maha Vihara in Kuala Lumpur. The 
ceremony was held in 1965 with the aim of · 
the protection of the devas on the country .... "·��""'If 
pie. Over the years many eminent 
invited from Sri Lanka to participate i� 
The practice has now been '"'""'.._ .. , • .,..,._ 
Theravada Buddhist temples 
those run by Sri Lankan lllV,•.Ll\.;?,_f� 
Perak and Selangor. One 
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emony in Malaysia is the practice of inviting monks 
from the Mahayana and Vajrayfma traditions to con
duct the chanting before the Sri Lankan monks begin 
the recitation of the Pirith. 

Conclusion: Indications are that Buddhism is on the 
rise in Malaysia. The number of Buddhist temples 
and organizations which have been established over 
the past 20 years bear testimony to the fact that the 
Buddha's teachings i� alive and well. Many local 
Malaysians have also become monks, and a number 
of them have been in the monkhood for more than 10 
years. Mariy young and educated Malaysian Chinese 
are also rediscovering Buddhism as can be seen in the 
increasing- enrolment in Buddhist classes at the major 
Buddhist centres in Kuala Lumpur and other cities. 
They are interested in exploring the Buddha's teach
ing rather than relying on traditional customs and be
liefs practiced by their older parents and grandparents. 

The future of Buddhism in Malaysia is bright but 
much needs to be done in the area of Buddhist educa
tion. This is where. the major Buddhist organizations, 
whether Theravada, Mahayana or Vajrayana must work 
together with a" common vision to ensure that the 
younger generation· of Buddhists are provide<;! with 
adequate and proper understanding of the teachings of 
the · Buddha. In this way, Malaysi� Buddhists· can 
experience the new millenium with hope and optimism. 

Kirinde Dhanimananda 

MALDIVE ISLANDS, a group of nuffierou� islands 
("One Thousand Isles") comprising at least 1 7  inhab
ited atolls. They are situated in the Indian Ocean 400 
Irj les south ·west of Sri Lanka. The people of the 
Maldives now profess Islam, but until about 1 153-4 
A C. (Anno Hejira 548) had followed Buddhism. The 
comprehensive researches of H.  C. P. Bell, the Sri 
Lankan archaeologist, showed this beyond all doubt. 

The large group has Male, in their centre, as the 
headquarters of a unified administration. It is in the 
remoter and more southerly islands that the surviving 
traces .of Buddhism have been found. These were at 
four places: Mundu, Gan (or Garnu) and Fua Mulaku 
(itself an atoll), islands of Haddurnmati atoll> Gan (or 
Gamu) island of Addu atoll. Except for bodhi trees, 
the constituents of ancient Sri Lanka's Religious es
tablishments were evident in the Maldivian remains 
excavated and discussed. by the archaeologist. These 
elements of a sahgharcuna were: thupa-vihara-(image 

house), vaJa-da-ge- (circular relic-house) and piriveiJa 
(monks' residence). The ficus religiosa, too, had flour 
ished although no surviving tree was reported in 1 922. 

The Buddhist remains, exposed as they were to 
the attentions of such a monotheistic creed as Islam 
for over seven centuries, were found to be in hopeless 
and almost unrecognisable state. Had they not come 
within the view of an experienced· archaeologist like 
Bell, the knowledge of them may well have been lost. 
Bell was able to recognize a total number of 5 thupas-
3 viharas, l va_ta-da-ge (tentatively suggest.ed as such), 
2 pirive�zas-besides appurtenat buildings enclosed by 
walls as so commonly found in Sri Lanka. The last . 
named were of too uncertain.a nature to describe. 

How and when did the Maldivians come to e�
brace Buddhism? The answers to these questions have 
also been offered with a great degree of plausibility. 
The language of the people, before Arabic and later 
influences affected it, approaches most closelylo E,lu, 
or the "pure" spe�ch of the Sinhalese or Sri Lanka. 
Thus the first colonizers of  the Maldives were 
Sinhalese people; alternatively (and less probably) they 
were a band allied to the Sinhalese. In considering the 
two suggestions Wilhelm Geiger, an authority on 
Sinhalese and Maldivian linguistic studies, wrote: "the 
first view seems the more probable to me, owing to 
reasons which appear on a study of the character of 
the Maldivian language. This, in fact,. shows a number 
of features which are characteristic of the Sinhalese 
language, and which have not arisen in the Prakrit foun
dation in Sjnhalese, but seem to have originated on 
Ceylon soil itself." (JCBR.4.S. XXVII, Extra No. f. 
3). Maldivian Buddhist remains too show great kin
ship with those in  Sri Lanka, particul arly of 
Amiradhapura. In fact, among them only two features 
have been recognized as (probably) being unique for 
the islands. 

Monuments: These are here described from north to 
south in the order of their situation. It is  not known 
whether they are still surviving. The first atoll where 
they were recorded is Haddurrunati. Mundu Island is 
the northernmost point of its known ruined structures. 
There was .here a solitary low mound of coral which 
was all that remained of a stupa. The local name for it 
was Budu-ge (in the Sinhaalese language, "Buddha
House"). The ruin had only one more feature, the curl
ing balustrades (found incomplete) which had flanked ' 
the steps leading up to the shrine. The balustrades 
were the sole extant local examples of their kind in the 
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1,.Maldives; t.�ey may, of course,...have been a general 
j�ature as they are in Sri Lanka-but none other of the �.Riass remained. 

Gan Island or the same atoll showed traces or Bud-, ; 4hist sites. The first is eastward and comprised a large 
fuined stupa, a (probable) circular relic-house, an im
ag� house, a spacious residential complex enclosed by 
a wall, 2 unspecified ruins and 5 wells-two of which �t least were coeval with the ancient survivals. Thus 
it was here that the largest group had managed to sur
vive, although not too far away from the village itself. 
The stiipa was locally known as Hat-teli. In Sinhalese . J the expression would indicate seven basin-like pans 

. which, as reported by the people of the place, Bell ac
cepted after the discovery of a lone chatta of the pin
nacle; particularly so, as he was made to understand 

' that there had been seven of them. However "Hatteli" 
may be suggested as the corrupted pronunciation of 
chatra. This stupa was the biggest of all the Maldivian 
structures of their types. Its original elevation, less 
superstructure, has been suggested as 42 feet, and the 
diameter at base as I 05 ft. Generally it does not seem 
to have been very different from the "Havitta " (stupa) 
ofFuaMulaku, commented below. The following finds 
from it have been listed: a flattish circular slab of coral 
4 ft. in diameter and presumed to be the centring stone 
(Indrakila); the face, in two sections, of a colossal 
Buddha made of coral-the measurements being 1 1/2 
ft. fram chin to forehead and r 1/4 ft. from cheek to 
cheek, the original height of the figure (probably a 
standing one) has been reckoned as 15 ft. a small sedent 
Buddha figure of coral with traces of colouring-head, 
hands and lower half of the legs were missing; part of 
an ornamental head-dress of a Bodhisattva; one chatta 
from the (missing) piimacle. The Building suggested 
as those of an erstwhile circular relic-house had prob
ably been of the type at Toluvila, Anuradhapura, with 
the addition of a parapcet with the post-and-rail design. 

The image house, which also .confom1ed to the 
ancient Ceylon pattern, measured 47 ft. from north to 
south and 43 ft. east-west. It had a large Moonstone 
step ( 10 ft. by 6 114 ft.), the sole Maldivian survival of 
its kind, it was of the simplest character, very much 
like the Toluvila examples. The residences were cen
trally sited within an enclosure 184 ft. East west by 
146 ft. north-south. The wall was 8 ft. wide and had 
two openings. The plan of the residence itself showed 
it to have spread over an area 67 ft. east-west and 55ft. 
north-south. It was distinguished from Sri Lanka's 
monastic structures by its feature of triple fronting. 

At the south end of Gan existed a small group in 
the place known as Kuruhinna: A JJlOderate stupa (lo
cally) 'Mambaru " here had undoubtedly had its relic
chamber, for a square relic-casket (of coral) foU11din 
the debris could have come only from it. A fe� tiny 
beads and two coloured stones had survived the ,de
struction of the stupa. The remains of unidentified 
buildings, one oblong and the other square, were also 
excavated. The stupa has marked featur� of the 
smaller ones at Anuradhapura, which flourished till 
about the l l lh  century A. C. In the basement platfoims 
of the Kuruhinna structures there is a uniqueness, 
which marks them off from architectural types so far 
known. 

· · 

South of Haddummati atoll is Fua Mulaku island 
which itself is a true atoll. There was a stupa, near the 
northeast sea front, called "Havitta" - corrupted from 
"chaitya " (Bell). This stupa was very close in design 
to the well known Latikarama Dagaba of 
Anuradhapura. In height and base diameter, the 
Maldivian stupa exceeded the Sri Lallkan exainple, 
The relic chamber had been rifled; a few-beads which 
must have come from it were found. When Bell vis
ited this island in 1 879 he had heard a report of the 
existence of an erect figure of the Buddha in stone. 
But in 1922 there was neither a report nor a trace of it 

Gan island of Addu atoll, the southernmost fringe 
of the Maldives where the survivals of Buddhist ar
chitecture have been investigated, had its ruins in the 

· south-west, about 300 yards from the beach. These 
were classified into: stupa, and an enclosing wall 
around a residential complex whose form was not 
traceable. The memory of the former was clearly re.., 
tained, for the local name given to the stupa was · 

"ustubu ". 

The Maldivian population numbered 80,000 in 
1939; more recent census figures are unobtainable. The 
people carry on a regular trade with Sri Lanka and 
maintain good relations with the government. In spite 
of undoubtedly close affinities it iS curious that his.:. 
tory is unable to establish political links between the 
two in ancient times. The Maldives sent tokens of 
homage and sought claims of protection, for the first 
time in 1 645, as records show (Encyclopaedia ·of Is
lam). During the colonial period of the British gov
ernment in Sri Lanka the Maldives were a depend
ency of that bigger island, but are now independent. 

The ancient historical name by which the Maldives 
were known has not been traced from any source 
whether in Sri Lanka or India. It is, therefore, useful 
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to note a suggestion made by Polwatte Buddhadatta 
Thera that it might be contained in the word Maleyya 
(Sinhalese: Maliya) prefixed to such as Maha Deva 
thera mentioned among the ancient Sinhalese Theras. 
(Prefatory remarks to the Sahassavdtthuppakaranam, 
p. xiv). 

The above account reveals that Buddhist remains 
have been found in the southern atolls, the cluster 
which is largely isolated. The population closely re
sembles the Sinhalese (Encylopaedia of Islam) and the 
language is a Sinhalese dialect with the'natural modi
fications brought about by time and geographical 'sepa
ration from Sri Lanka. This is particularly the case 
with Addu �d Fua Mulaku which are cut off from 

· Huvadu (Suvadiva) by the Equatorial Channel. 

Buddhism was not entirely forgotten even after the 
time of the conversion of the Maldivians to Islam, for 
it appears to have been practiced, although ip. small 
degree, even. in the 1 3th century . . Practices which are . 
manifestly z:epugnantto Islam prey ail to this clay among 
the people; their origins probably lie in the "supersti
tions" of the qlder creed. In fact, according to tradi
tion the Muslim s-aint who was responsiblefor the con
version had sufficient tact (no less than courage) to 
ignore these survivcils. 

Bibliography: W. Geiger, "Maldivian Linguistic StUd
ies" (iCBRAS. Op. cit.) ; . H. C. P, Bell, "the Maldive· 
Islands - Monograph on the History, Archaeology and 
Epigraphy" (Govt. .Press, Ceylon, 1 940). The older 
references are scanty and are included in these two 
pubiications. The account in the Ency. Brit. Lacks the 
infonnation contained in them, but the Encyclopaedia 
of islam, III, 1936, gives some of it as well as other 
sources. 

D. T. Devendra 

MALEVOLENCE See VYAPADA 

MALICE Se.e VYAPADA 

MAUYADEVA, V.U: MalayaMahac;Cva, Maliyamahadeva, 
Deva, an arahant thera of Ceylon (Tambapanni-dipe ). 
After receiving his ordination he is mentioned to have 
stayed for three years in the Mandaramaka-vihara in 
Kallagarna. He seems to have received his education 
from this vihara {see. Ralmla, History of Buddhism in 
Ceylon. Colombo, 1 956, p. 293). He was honoured 
for his spiritual and intellectual attainment (infra). He 

was a contemporary of king Du.t.thagfunini, who, one�, 
during the Akkhakkhayika famine, offered to Mahadeya 
and to four others a mea! of sour-millet-gmel, which 
he purchased with the proceeds of the sale of his ear
rings. Mahadeva took his share to Samantakii_ta and 
shared it with nine hundered other theras (Mhv. XXXII. 
30; 49). The Vamsatthappakasinl. mentions that the 
thera Mahadeva was among the eight arahant� who -
accepted a meal of wild boar flesh from Saliya in his 
pervious birth as a blacksrilith (Mhv. II. p. 606). · 

One day while Mahadeva was going for aims in 
the village named Kallagama which was close to the. 
monastery, an Upasikii invited the thera to her house 

. arid offered him--a meal (Yagu ulwiJka"J) and regard� 

. �� 

ing the thera as her own son invited the thera to take . 
all 

_
his meals at her house: The thera accepted the invi� --\ � 

tatwn and each day, after the meal he gave thanks only · 

· in a few words - "May you· be happy and free from 
· 

sorrow" (sukham hotu, dukkhii mucca). At the end of 
the rainy season ( vassa) the theta attained arahantship 

· and the chief incumbent of the vihiira entrusted 
Mahadeva with the duty of preaching to the assem-· 
bled people on the pavara:r;.a day. The young novices 
informed· the upasikii that her 'son.' would preach ·that 
day; but she, not aware of the capabilities ofMahadeva 
to preach, as she had regularly heard only the thanks 
giving which also was limited to a few words, thought 
that the novices were making fun ofher, replied that 
everyone could not preach. But the novices persuaded 
the upii�ikii to go to the vihara and when Mahadeva's 
turn came he preached all through the night eluCidat-

1 ing the few words he used at thethimks giving for the 

\ _ · :·.· ··. upiisikii, with material drawn from the three p�takas. /' 
At dawn only he concluded his sermon and the upiisikii 
became a sotiipanna (AA . l .pp.38-39). · 

The Papai{casiidani mentions that on�e 
Maliyadeva thera (preached the Cha chakka sutta (M. 
III. -p. 280) in the Lohapasada and sixty monks who 
heard him :preach became ·arahants. He also preached 
the same sutta in the Maham��apa, in the Mahavihara, 
at Cetiyapabbata, at Sak i yavall) sa vihara,· at 
Ku.talivihara, at Antarasobbha; at Mutingana, at 
Vatakap.abbata, at Paci'naghara, at Dighavapi, at 
Lokandara and at Gamendavala and at each place sixty 
monks attained arahanthship (MA. V.p. · to I) .  

Once at Cittalapabbata he saw a monk of over sixtY 
years preparing to bathe at Kuruvakatittha and 
begged permission to bathe him. The elder through 
familiarity of his voice discovered that the request has 
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�" been . made by Maliyadeva, a person worthy of 
showing honour, agreed to let him do so, though, 
no one had even touched his body during sixty years. This was an honour paid for Mahadeva's spir
itual and intellectual attainment. Later in the evening 
the elder requested Mahadeva to preach to him. 
When Mahiideva preached for the gathering sixty 
monksr all over sixty years old, who were in the 
audience, became arahants. The same thing hap
.pened at Tissamahavihara, the Kalyanivihara, the 
Nagamahavihara, the Kalakacchagama and at several 
·allier places. 

. _) The Visuddhimagga mentions that once two monks 
asked Mahadeva for a subject of meditation and that 

e gave them the formula of the thirty-two p�s of the 
J body, which he asked them to recite for a period of 
four months (cattiiro miisemarr_l eva sajjhiiyarr_l karothii 
ti dvattirr_lsii kiirapiilirr_l adiisi). The two monks, though 
versed in the three Nikiiyas could become sotiipanna 
only by following Mahadeva's advice (Vism. p. 241).  

) 

fit the Jiitakas Mahadeva thera has been mentioned 
with several other theras as to have been associated 
among those various large groups (samiigama) who 
renounced the world in the company of the bodhisatta 
namely in the Kuddalaka, Miigapakkha, Cijlasutasoma, 
AyogharapaWita and Hatthipala Samagamas (J.IV ·p. _ 

490, VI. 30). 

M. Karaluvinna 

..._A_. • ,.. -
lv.JALLA is the name of a powerful warlike clan; their 
territory was located in North Eastern India. In the 
country of the Mallas, was Kusinara the site at which 
Gautama Buddha passed away in Parinibbana. Thus. 
in the Malla country was located a place" which the 
believing clansman should visit with feelings of rev
erence (D.II. pp. 140-41 ;  Rhys Davids, Dialogues of 
the Buddha, II.p. 1 53). The name Malia is the name of 
the tribe and it has been used to denote the country in 
which they lived (Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, Cal
cutta, 1950, p. l6; Bhandarkar, Ancient History of In
dia, Calcutta; 1 9 1 9, p. 5 1 ). This tribe is mentioned in 
the Buddhist and the Jaina literatures (supra) and also 
in Sanskrit literature. According to a passage iii the 
Anguttara Nikiiya (A .IV, p. 257), MalHi constituted one 
Qfthe sixteen Great States (Solasa-Mahiijanapada) that 
were extant as "political divisions of lndia at or shortly 
before the time when Buddhism arose" (Rhys Davids, 
Buddhist india, p. 1 6). 'This country is also mentioned 

in the Mahiibharata, the Great Epic of India. In the 
Sabhiiparva of that epic, Bliisma, the second Pandava, 
in his expeditions to East India is mentioned as having 
vanquished the kings of Kosala and Ayodhya and sub
jugated the country of GopalaJcaccha and the northern 
kosalas and the king of Mallas, and arriving at Hima
layas soon brought the whole country under his sway. 

"Tato Gapiilakacchal7J ca sotiamiin · 
Api cottariin MallCinarlJ 
Adhipam caive piirthivam vyajayt 
Prabhun tato Hirr_lavatah piirive 
Damabhyetya jaradgavam sarvam 
Alpena kalena deiam cakre wase bali" 

(Suktankar & Belvalkar ed. TheMahiibhiirata, vol. 
II. ; The Sabhiiparvan ed. Edgerton, B.O.R.I Poona, 
1 944, 2.27.3-4 

During the time of the Mahabhiirata !war, . the 
Mallas along with Angas, Vangas and Kalingas were 
thus occupying east India closer to the foothills of the 
Himalayas (Suktankar and Belvalkar, op. cit .  
Bhlsmaparvan, 6. 1 0.44-45). 

The Mallas, during the laSt days of the Buddha, if 
not earlier, appear to have been divided into two sepa
rate confederacies with two Capitals, one situated at 
Pava and the-other at.Kusinara (D. II. p. 1 2, 128). Ac
cording to Buddhaghosa, the distance between the two 
capitals was three giivutas (DA. pt. II. p. 573 and 607). 
According to Rhys Davids, the Mallas of Pava and 
Kusinara were independent clans "whose territory, if 
we may trust the Chinese pilgrims, was on the moun
tain slopes to the east of the Sakya land to the north of 
the Vajjian Confederation" (Rhys Davids.op.cit. p. i 9). 
But this location of the territory of the two Mall a clans 
is not conclusive as Rhys Davids himself observes 
'some would place it south of the Sakyas and east of 
the Vajjians" (ibidem). From the account gjven in the 
Mahiiparinibbana Sutta, it is clear that Malia was not 
considered a prosperous land and the two capital cit
ies Pava and Kusinara were not regarded as cities of 
the first rank unlike Rajagaha, Vesali or Savatthi, dur
ing the lifetime of Gautam� the Buddha. When the 
Buddha told venerable Ananda that he had selected 
Kusinara as the place of his final passing away, Arianda 
expressed- his disapproval of the Buddha's selection 
on the grounds that Kusinara was "a little wattle-and
daub-town, in the midst of the jungle and it was a 
branch township" (D. II. p. 146). Mallas had several 
other small towns. Anupiya was one of them, it was a 
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mango-grove (Anupiyai1J nama ambavana.'1J) where the 
Buddha spent his first week after going forth on re-

. nunciation, and it was 30 yojanas away from Rajagaha 
(1.1. pp. 65-66) .  In the Sarr,tyutta and Ahguttara 
Nikilyas, another small township named Uruvelakappa 
is mentioned and there the Buddha lived for a short 
period (S.V. 28 ; A.IV. 438). In the vicinity of this town
ship there was a forest-tract called Mahavana and once 
the B uddha went  there for h is  noon day rest 
(divavihara) after his meals and met the householder 
Tapussa. 

· 

The Mallas, like the Licchavis, belonged to the 
Aryan ruling caste the ksatriyas. When the Mallas of 
Pava heard the news of the final passing away of the 
Buddha, they claimed a share of the remains of the 
Buddha, on the ground that like the Buddha they too 
were ksatriyas (D.II. 165). In the Samg"'iti Sutta and in 
the Mahilparinibbana Sutta the Mallas (both of Pava 
and Kusinara) were addressed as Vas��thas by the Bud
dha and venerable Ananda and others (D.III.p.209; 
D.II. 147), as they like the Licchavis, belonged to the 
· Vaiistha Gotra. Rhys Davids (Dialogues of the Bud
dha, III.p.202, n.2) observes that "Vas'istha is appar
ently a leading family name among the Malls �oth of 
Pava and the neighbouring vil lage Kusinara" Then 
again like their neighbours - the �icchavis, the. Mallas 
are mentioned by the Brahmin law givers and the lexi
cographers, to have . been boni of a ksatriya mother 
who was formerly the wife of another vratya ( outcaste) 
and of a ksatriya and of a ksatriya father of the vratya 
type ksatriya as he had not gone through the ceremony 
of Vedic initiation at the proper age. In the Vaijayanti 
of YadavaprakMa the definition goes:-

"Licchavim ksatriya vratyaj 
Jallam sa viprapurvika 
Vratyapurva tu sa mal/am 
Ksatrapu'rva tu sa natam " 

(Gustav oppert, ed. The vaijayanti, London, 1 893, p. 
72) 

This definition of the lexicographer more specific 
on the side of the mother Is not Sllpported by the evi� 

· dence in the Laws of Manu, where the stress is laid on 
the side of the father and the definition goes '1rom a 
vratya (of the) ksatriya (caste), (sprang) the ihalla, the 
Malia, the Ucchavi, the Nata, the Karami, the Khasa 
and the Dravida: (SBE, Vol. XXV Buhler, trsl. The Laws 
of Manu, 1886, Oxford, p. 406; Manusmrti, X.22). 

In the formation of their government the Mallas 
were a typical example of the sa11Jgha rajya (M. I .  p. 
23 1). Kautilya also mentions them in his Arthasastra, 

as being governed by a samgha. i .e .  a corporation 1 
which the members called themselves rajas "whic 
does not mean · king in this connection but rathe 
someting like Roman Consul or the Greek archon' 
(Rhys Davids op.cit.p. 1 3 ;  and Cambridge History � 
India, Vol. l.p. 157). According to Buddhaghosa th( 
Mallas functioned as rajas in tum. When they wen 
not called to office as raja s they were engaged ir 
trades. Some of them went to distant countries wi.th 
carts loaded with goods for trade. Pukkusa was one of 
them (DA II, p. 569). Unlike the Licchavis who domi
nated the Vajj ian confederacy, which consisted of eight 
clans and shared the common title of Vajji and lived in 
amity and concord, the Mallas of Kusinara and Pa· · 
preferred to' be governed by their own sang has. Thus . 
the Mall as of Pava and Kusinara had the�r respec�ve 
Santhagara where all matters both political and re�i
gious were discussed. When once the Buddha visited 
Pava in the course of his peregrinations, the Mallas of 
Pava invited him to their newly built council hall called 

the Ubbhataka (supra). From the account of the dis
tribution of the relics of the Buddha, it is also clear, 
that the two (Mall a) .clans, while. sharing the cominon 
title of Malia the clan name, lived independent of each 
other. Thus the Mall as of Pava sent a messenger to the 
Mall as of Kusinara claiming a share of the remains of 
the Budddha. The Mallas of Kusinara maintained that 
it was in their territory that the Budhda passed away 
and therefore whatever relics that remained belonged 
to the Mal!as ofKusinara. This implies that the Mallas 
of Pava had no direct dealings with, nor shared any 
claims with their own clans-men at· Kusinara. Perhaos 
they were rival groups. I 

The etymology of the term Mail a and the l iterary 
data that they were decidedly a martial clan, it is prob
able according to Law, ' that the word (Skt.) 'Malia' 
denoting· a wrestler by profession · was derived from 
the tribai name of these brave people' (Law, Some 
Ksatriya Tribes of Ancie�t India, Calcutta, 1924. p. 
15 1 ). According to the Jataka the Mallas were zeal
ous in manly sports such as wrestling and their gen
eral Bandula�s valour alone substantiates this (Cowell, 
ed. Jiaaka, II, p. 65) . 

Like all other Ksatriyas of the time, the Mallas 
were interested in education. Bandhula a son of Malia 
raja of Kusinara went to a far distant place, Taxila for 
education. The Mall as were an educated clan, and they 
anxiously discussed such religio-philosophical prob
lems as Sati-Samadhi- Viriya-Saddha-Dukkha etc. 
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;£ · · ; . .  · In the early- sta·ges of their civilization the Mallas 
*: Jike their neighbours Licchavis paid homage to Caityas. 

A shrine called Makuta-bandhana to the east of 
Kusinara' is mentioned in the MahiJ.hparinibbana sutia 
�d that plate was selected to cremate the dead body 
of the Buddha. When Jainism flourished in Eastern 
India, the Mallas were followers of Jainism. It was at 
Pava that the great Tirthankara Mahavira passed away, 
Buddhist · literature mentioned that "at Pava the fol
lowers of Nigantha Natha putta, were divided after the 
death of their teacher and even the lay disciples of the 
white-robe who followed Nathaputta, showed them
felves shocked, repel led  and i ndignan t at the 
Niganthas" (D. III, p. 209-1 0). This statement indi-

. )ates that Pava was a strong hold of Jainism. 

It is an interesting semblance to note that just as 
the Mallas of Kusinara.honoured the Buddha at flis 
death, the Mallas of Pava (var. Pada) along with the 
Licchavis· honoured Mahav"ira at his death. The Jaina 
Kalpasutra :s- mention that to mark .the passing away 
of the venerable aScetic, nine Malia chiefs and nine 
Lichchavi .chiefs instituted an illumination on the day 
of the new .moon saying ,  "Since the l ight of 
intellligence is gone, let us make an illumination of 
material matter (Jacobi ,  Trsl. Jaina Sutras, pt. 1 .. SBE 
Vol. XXLL, . p. 266) The Buddha, � the last days of 
his life, travelled in the territory of the Mallas, accom
panied by five hundred disciples and at Pava he dwelt 
in the Mango-grove ofCunda the smith . .  The Mallas 
of Pava heard the news of the arrival of the Budha to 

· )their capital and invited the Buddha to theirnewly built -
council-hall <:;ailed Ubbhataka saying, "Let the Lord 

J pe the first to make use of it. That it has first been used 
by the Exalted One will be for the lasting good and 
happiness of th� Pava Mallas" (D. III. p. 208 ; Rhys 
Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, III. p. 201) .  To the 
Mallas who were assembled in the new council hall, 
the Buddha preached the doctrine. It was also at Pava 
the Buddha had his last meal when he was attacked 
with dysentery and from there proceeded to the rival 
Mallian city of Kusinara. · 

On reaching Kusinara; the Buddha realised that 
he was fast nearing his death, and while he was rest
ing in his deaih bed at the Sal a Grove of the Mall as of 
Kusinara, he sent Venerable Ananda to the Mallas of 

· Kusinara to inform them that the final passing away 
of the Tathagata would take place in the last watch of 
that night, so that they could take the opportunity of 
visiting the Tathagatha in his last hours. (D. II. p. 1 47-
148). On receiving the news, the Mall as with their men 

and maidens and with their wives were grieved, and 
sad� and afflicted at heart. And :some ·of them wept, 
dishevelling their hair, and without stretched arms they 
wept, fell prostrate on the ground and rolled to and fro 
in anguish at the thought "Too soon will the Exalted 
One die !  Too soon will the Happy One pass away! 
Too soon will the light of the world vanish a way !" 
Then the Mall as with · their young men and maidens, 
and with their wives came · to the Sala Grove. They 
were the only clan that had the opportunity of hon
ouring the Buddha just before his death. Ven. Ananda 
caused them to stand in groups, each family in a group, 
and presented them to the Buddha saying, "Lord, a 
Malia of such and such a name ,with his children, his 
wives his retinue and his friends humbly bows down 
at your feet" (ibid.) .  All ofthemwere:preseilted in this 
manner .. It was at the Sala  Grove ofMaUas .ofKusinara 
that the Buddha received his lastcon�ert;: the wanderer 
Subadda, into the Oider. and.: als.a;breathed forth his 
last word 'We behold.now bretfu.ei:i�i.exhort you; say
ing :- 'Decay is'inperentiri:ali.cofu.�il€rtt·tbings! Work 
out your salvatioil'' �and : entered.• futo .the, forth jhrma 
(Rapture) and finally..pass.ecl· away;!:/•\ "� :: •: . .  

. . . . . . . . : '.' -: _·:_: :� . �:-�- : . �.J\·'t\:i �� �/�; �-y· J::.,: -� :� "<: 
At the passing away, OLthe,lB:�Qba:wb·Mallas of 

Kusinara met together inilicli;i¢3-t�hal hd:disctlssed 
means of honouring the� eaiilil}#lt!thai:nS:· <if.: the . .Bud
dha and in the meantimelth¢�''r��ii\!ed Venerable 
A.nanda sent to them byv.€;ii6�fi.:ti�uihddha with tlie 
message announcing the:���hlli�{;.Kthe'i'B*<idha(and re
questing to do whatever;se.erhetHitlfot the Mallas,Then · 

the Mall as of Kisinarabrqere,<!the!ti�dafits lo gather 
together perfumes :and:gatiari.�;to· ·u.e.raccbmpanimeht 
all the music in Kiishiara3tii�ynwe.rit to· v_pavattana, . 
the Sal a Grove where the.p.ody g£the Ex;alted One lay. 
There they passed the day.; in:'paying. horiour, rever
ence, respect· and hotnag�do'Jbe,remains . of the Ex
alted One with dancingi;hymns;. arul music, and with 
garlands and perfurile.s ��in· Ii).iling canopies oftheir 
garments andpreparingidepotations of.wreaths. to hang 
thereon: (D; II, p:AS9).: lii:Jike: mariner they spent six 
days honouring the d'ead body of the· Buddha Then on 
the seventh day the Mallas carried· the body of the 
Exalted One to their shrine called Makuta-bandhana 
to the east of the city and there started to perform the . 
cremation ceremony. : The Mall as were instructed by 
venerable Ananda as to the manner in which to treat 
the retnains of the Tathagatha. Then they ordered their 
attendants to gather togethr all the carded cotton wool 
of the Mallas. They wrapped the body of the Exalted 
One in a new cloth and . when that was done, they 
wrapped it in carded cotton wool and then again in a 
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new cloth and soon till they had wrapped the body of 
the Exalted One in five hundred layers of both kinds. 
And then they placed the body in an oil vessel of iron. 
And then they built a funeral pyre of all kinds of per
fumes and upon it they placed the body of the Exalted 
One (D. II, p. 1 6 1 -62). ,Before the arrival of Elder 
Mahakassapa the Mallas could not set the pyre alight. 
And when the homage of the Elder Mahakassapa and 
those of five hundred brethren was ended the funeral 
pyre of the Exalted One caught fire by itself (D. II. p. 
164). 

After the cremation, when the funeral pyre of the 
Exalted One was extinguished by spontaneous streams 
of water, the Mall as also brought water scented with 
all kinds of perfumes and poured it on the funeral pyre 
of the Exalted One (D. II, p. 1 64) and collected the 
bones of the Exalted One. These relics they placed in 
their council hall, surrounded them with a latticework 
enclosure of spears, and with a barrier of bows, and 
there, for seven days they paid homage as they did for 
the dead body of the Ex alted One .. When king 
Ajatasattu of Magadha, the Licchavis of Vesali, the 
S'lkiyas of Kapilavatthu, the BUlis of Allakappa, the 
Koliyas of Ramagama, the Brahmin of Ve.thadipa and 
the Mallas of Pava heard the news and lodged their 
claims with the Mallas of Kusinfua they flatly turned 
down their request for relics and told the assembled 

. crowds " The Exalted One died in our village domain. 
We will not give away any part of the remains of the 
Exalted One" (D. II. pp. 1 65-66). Buddhagosa ehici
dates, that the crowds from the above mentioned seven 
cities assembled at Kusinara and threatened to wag·e 
war.against the Mallas of Kusinara if a share of relics 
were not given to each group assembled . . .  (amhakaT1} 
dhiituyo vii dentu yuddhaT1} vii ti. DA. II. p. 607). The 
Mallas of Kusinfua challenged the claims put forward 
by the people of the above mentioned cities for relics 
and they maintained that they (the Mallas of Kusinfua) 
never sent word to the Buddha ngr went themselves 
and accompanied the Buddha to their city. The Bud
dha came there of his own and sent word for the Mall as 
of Kusinara Fu�.her, they asked those assembled for 
relics "would you care to give us whatever treasures 
that are found in your territory. We have been blessed 
with the highest treasure found on earth and heaven 
and we shall not give it to you." And had there been a 
war according to Buddhaghosa, the Mallas ofKusinara 

. would have been victorious as the gods who were there 
to guard the relics, were on the side of the Mallas of 
Kusiniira. At this stage DoJ;Ia, a brahmin, intervened 
and his suggestion that it would be unbecoming and 

unseemly to fight over the division of the remains of 
the Buddh� who taught forbearance etc., and that let 
the eight peoples receive an equal portion of the re
mains of the Buddha was accepted by the Mallas of 
Kusinfua. On their request the brahmin Doi;Ia divided 
the relics equally into eight parts. The Mallas of Pava 
and Kusiniira received each a portion of the remains 
of the exalted One and each clan took their relics to 
their respective capitals and made two cairns in Pava 
and Kusinfua over the remains of the Exalted One, and 
celebrated a feast (D. I, pp. 166-67). 

The country of the Mallas was not a very impor
tant centre of Buddhism; but among the early follow:. 
ers of the Buddha were such eminent theras like ven
erable Dabba who on account of his virtues was ap- ' 

pointed a regulator of lodging places and apportio�eJ 
of ration. Khandasumana a son of a Malia raja at Pava 
entered the Order and acquired sixfold abhifina (Phys 
Davids, Psalms of the Brethren, p. 90). There were 
such householders as Tapussa, Roja nad Siha who were 
devout l ay disciples of the Buddha. The Mallian 
Sangha at Kusinfua made it obligatory to accord wel
come to the Buddha, lest any person transgressing the 
rule be fined five hundered kahiipanas (Vtn. I. ,  p. 247). 
Only two suttas have been delivered in this country
one sutta while the Buddha was residing at the Mango
grove ofCunda, the smith (A.V. p. 263ff.) and the other 
- Kinti Sutta of the Majjima Nikiiya (M. II, pp. 238- · 
243). The Country of the Mallas gained prominene as 
a result of the last days of the Buddha were spent in 
that country and it happened to be the site of the Bud
dha's parinibbana thus claiming to be one of the fom 
holy places for pilgrimage. 

M. Karaluvinna. 

MA�A - Pride, Conceit, arrogance. According to the 
Nettippakaral}a mana is of two kinds: Profitable and 
unprofitable. Any mana .supported by which one aban
dons miina is profitable, but any miina which makes 
suffering occur is unprofitable. (YaT1} manaT1} nissaya . 

miinan,i pajahati, ayaT1} miino kusalo. Yo pana miino 
dukkha"J n ibbattayati aya"! miino akusalo -
Nettippakarana p. 87) 

According to another classification nlilna is of three 
kinds: seyyamiina, sadisamiina and liznamana. When 
a person thinks that he is superior to others because of ' 

his birth, lineage, good virtues, caste, wealth, educa
tion, work, branch of study, science, hearing, intelli-
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gence or a<1.Y other object and produces haughtiness, 
raises it like a: flag in the mind, desires for prominence, 
it is called seyyamana-Vbh. p. 353. 

When a person thinks he is equal to others because 
of the same reasons and produces haughtiness, raises 
it like a flag in the mind, desires for prominence, it is 
called sadisamana (ibid). On the other hand when a 
person disregards himself or thinks that he is inferior 
to others because of his birth, lineage, etc. ,  such dis
daining is called Hinamana (ibid). 

There is a Comprehensive description of Mana in 
the Mahaniddesa: (1) Mana is of one kind - that is the , - ) haughtiness of the mind. (2) Mana is of two kinds (a) 
conceit of extolling self and (b) conceit of contempting 
others. (3) Mana is ofthree kinds-a-conceit that arise 
when a person thinks "I am superior to others", (b) ."l 
am equal to others" and (c) ·�1 am inferior to others". 
(4) Mana is of four kinds - conceit produced by (a) 
gain, (b) fame, (c) praise and (d) happii!ess. (5) Mana 
is offive kinds - conceit produced by the thoughts that 
self is getting . (a) pleasent forms (b) pleasent sounds, 
(c) pleasent smells, (d) pleasent tastes. and (e) pleasent 
contacts. (6) Mana is of six kinds, conceit produced 
due to the accomplishments of - (a) eye, (b) ear, (c) 
nose, (d). tongue, (e) body and (f) mind. (7) Again 
mana is of seven kinds- (a) Conceit, (b) excessive con
ceit, (c) conceit surpassing execessive conceit, (d) dis
regard, (e) undue estimate of oneself, (f) self-conceit 
and (g) wrong conceit (8) Mana is of eight kinds - (a) 

: ) conceit .produced by gain, (b) disregard produced by 
loss, (c) conceit produced by fame, (d) disregard pro-

, )  duced byfame, (e) conceit produced by praise, (f) dis
'fegard produced by blame, (g) conceit produced by 
happiness and (h) disregard produced by pain. (9) 
Mana is of nine kinds - conceits produced by the 
thoughts: (a) I am superior to the superiors, (b) I am 
equal to th.e superiors, (c) I am inferior to the superi
ors, (d) I am superior to the equals, (e) I am equal to 
the equals, (f) 1 am inferior to the equals, (g) I am su
perior to the inferiors, (h) I am equal to the inferiors 
and G) I am inferior to the inferiors . ( 1 0) Mana is of 
ten kinds - Here a person produces conceit due to birth, 
lineage, good virtues, caste, wealth, education, work, 
branch of study, hearing, intelligence, or any other 
object. 

I .  S. III. p. 60. 
2. D. I ,  1 3, 1 8; D. I l l , 1 04, 1 08. 
3. D. Ill.  227. 

If somebody produces pride with haughtiness as 
mentioned above, raises it like a flag, desires for promi
nence (self - advertisement), it is called mana. All 
such sorts of conceit, overweening conceitedness, lofti
ness, mounting a flag, assumption, desire of the heart 
for self - advertisement is called conceit. 

·D. Saddhasena 

MANAS See CITTA, MIND 

MANASIKARA is derived from the �ord
. 
man� 

(mind) which in Buddhism is considered as an inter
nal sense faculty or organ (indriya) which can be con
trolled and developed as any other faculty} 

Manasikiira literally means, 'doing _in the mind. ' 
Several connotations appear in Pali texts for the term 
Manasikiira such as Attention, Reflection, Pondering, 
Advet1ence etc. e. g. Samrna manasikiirqnJ anvaya (by 
careful reflection).2 . · 

The concept Manasikiira generally appears in the 
Suttas in combination with the word yoniso� which lit
erally means by-way of the womb. This means yoniso 
manasikiira enables one to see things deeply instead 
of looking at them only on the surface. Thus yoniso 
manasikiira is wise consideration, thorough attention, 
wise · reflection, mental advertence, reasoned atten-: 
tion . .  3 

Manasikiira is one of the two conditions that are 
conducive to arising of Right Understartding (Samma 
Di,t,thi) and of the factors of Enlightenment · Right 
Understanding is to perceive the unsatisfactory nature 
of all phenomena of existence, i.e. the true nature of 
aggregates which implies the realization of t.lte Four 
Truths. All these, which are grasped and· seen in the 
light of the three Signata (tilakkha!Ja) are directed by 
gradually growing insight (vipassana). The other con
dition is hearing the doctrine (saddhamma) from oth
ers known as paratogho�a. Tills condition is external 
as it is received from outside. By listening to what is 
wholesome our own views are formed. On the other 
hand Yonisomanasikiirti which contributes to Right 
Understanding is of the highest significance among 
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the other seven factors of the Eightfold Path leading 
to Nirvana and Enlightenment because those are be
ing guided by Manasikilra. It is an internal condition 
which one has to cultivate. This is a difficult task be
cause one has to constantly be aware of things one 
meets in everyday life and counteract the arising of 
cankers (asavas) and the five Hindrances (Paiica 
NivaraJJa) by radical thinking and application of in
sight, which is equivalent to the realization of the Four 
Noble Truths. Manasikara is conceived as a psycho
logical term in Buddhist literature. It is one of the 
seven mental factors (cetasika) that are associated with 
all states of consciousness (cetana). Manasikilra be
longs to the Formation Group (samkharakkhanda), ac
cording to Suttas. It is one .of the mental factors where 
all phenomena of existence are summed up under the 
aspects of five Groups: corporeality (rupa), feeling 
(vedana), perception (saiiiia) mental formation 
(samkhara) and consciousness (viiifia!Ja) which is . 

Bhavahga a sub conscious thought process .  
Manasikilra is also given as one of the factors repre
sentative of mind (nama). Nama is used as a collec
tive of "Feeling (vedana), (manasikara) . . .  this 0 !  
Brother, i s  called mi.nd/ mentality (nfu:na)".1 It is the 
mind's first contact with an object, which links the 
associated mental factors to the object (avajjana) cre
ating awareness of the object. It could be either physi
cal obect (paiica-dvara-avajjanii) or mental object 
(mano-dvara-avajjan(i). Thus it could be said that 
Manasikara is �e most significant factor in two spe-

. .  cific classes of consciousness, Sensing (avajjana) at : the five sense doors or sensing at the mind door which 
· is a conscious thought process (ciUavithz) these two 
states of consciolispess breaking through the subcon
scious life continuum (bhavanga) form the first stage 
in the perceptual proces� as it appears in the Visuddhi 
Magga as cittav1thi ,  vififiai).a-kicci2 Ayoniso
Manasikilra Unsystematic or Unwise Attention does 
not direct one to radical thinking, but leads to the aris
ing of Cankers (asavas) and of the Five Hindrances 
(Nivaranas)3 

N. Narangoda 

MAl'iATTA is the penance attached to the commis
sion of a Sahghadisesa (q. v.) offence. The meaning 
of the term regarding the Vznaya ritual is doubtful, and 
if taken as derrived from mana it might be explained 

I .  M. 1.9; D. III.  I 04. 
2. Vtsm. XIV, 1 52. 
3. S. II. 3. 

as measuring or taking measures. The Buddhist San
skrit form· is ma!ilpya meaning something pleasant 
(Mahavyutpatti, 262). 

Miinatta is very often followed by another term 
Parivasa which connotes "probation", corresponding 
to that for membership in a religious body. 

The set of vinaya rules or Piitimokkha rules for 
bhukkus comprises 227 sikkhapada or disciplinary 
rules, whereas for bhikkhuiJiS the number of niles in
creases up to 3 1 1 .  

Out of the 227 rules, breaking one or more of the 
first set of four (pariijikil) and the second set of 1 3  
(sahghiidisesa}are grievous offences (garukilpatti). A � 
bhikkhu who commits one or more of the four-parajikil 

· ·11·:··.· •. · 
(defeat) offences is considered to have lost-his higher- -
ordination (upasampadii). The thirt.een-sahgkadisesa 
rules, when broken, require a formal meeting of the 
Order. If a monk is convicted of one or more of these � 
offences he is temporaiily suspended from the onier. 
One portion of the disciplinary procedures he must 
undergo in order to be rehabilitated is called manatta. 

Once a monk commits a particular sahghiidisesa 
offence, he must announce it to one or more of the · 

members of the Order. Thereafter he must observe 
the mimatta discipline for six nights. Vinaya (11 .  p. 
38) contains the procedure as to how the order should 
inflict mimatta as set forth by the !3uddha, on the monk 
named Udayin who had committed the first 
sahghadisesa offence i.e. the intentional emission of 
semen, and who had as well announced it to other 
monks. 

"And thus, monks, should it be inflicted: Monks, 
that monk Udayin, having approached the Order, h3v- · 
ing arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, having 
honoured the feet of the senior monks, having sat on 
his haunches, having saluted withjoined palms, .shoUld 
speak thus to it: 'Honoured Sirs, I fell · into one of
fence. . . .  not concealed. So I honoured sirs, ask the 
Order for manatta (discipline) for six nights on ac
count of the one offence . . . .  not concealed. I, honow-ed 
Sir's fell into one offence a.11d a second . . .  not con
cealed, time I ask the Order . . .  not concealed. I honored 
sirs, fell into one offence . . . . .  not concealed. And a third 
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time I ask the Order for manatta (discipline) for six 
nights on account of the one offence: the intentional 
emission of semen, not concealed' . 

"The Order should be informed by an experienced, 
competent monk, saying: Honoured Sirs let the Order 
listen to me. This monk Udayin fell into one offence . . . .  
not concealed. He is asking the Order for manatta 
(discipline) for six nights on account of the one of
fence . . . .  not concealed. · If it seems right to the Order, 
the Order may inflict manatta (discipline) for six nights 
on the monk Udayin on account of the (l>ne offence . . . . .  
not concealed. This is the motion. Honoured Sirs, let 
the Order listen to me. This monk Udayin feil into .. ·-) one offence . . . .  not concealed. He is asking the Order 

· for manatta (discipline) . . .  not concealed. The Order 
. is inflicting manatta (discipline) for six nights on the )- monk Udayin on account of the one offence . . . .  not 

concealed. If the infliction of manatta (discipline) for 
six nights on the monk Udayin on account of the one 
offence . . .  not concealed is pleasing to the venenible 

. ones, they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleas
ing should speak. And a second time I speak forth this 
matter. And a third time I speak forth this matter: 
Honoured Sirs let the Order listen to me. This monk 
Udayin . . . .  should speak. Manatta (discipline) is be
ing inflicted by the -Grder for six nights on the monk 
Udayin · for. the one offence: intentional emission of 
semen, not concealed. It it pleasing to the Order, there
fore it is silent. Thus do I understand this ." (I.B.  
Homer: Book of the discipline. Vol. V, p.56) 

There is a distinction between sahghadisesa of
fences, which are announced forthwith on the day of 

"" _.icommission and those which have been concealed from \ . 
members of the Order for any length of time. Miinatta 
is inflicted on the offender immediately who has not 
concealed .the commission of the offence; i .e.  who has 
announced it forthwith. 

One who has concealed the offence has to undergo 
additional · penalty of pari vii sa (probation) for the 
number of days of the offence had been concealed. 
After the offender has behaved well under the penalty 
of pariviisa (probation) for concealing his offence, 
manatta, the penalty for the actual sahghiidisesa of
fence would be imposed (Vin. II. 40). 

A monk may lapse into error during the period of 
his sentence. If, at the time of his second offence, he 
is Still serving his probation period for the first offence 
which he had concealed, or has just finished probation 

but not started on his miinatta, then he is called upon 
to serve his period of probation over again. But if  the 
second offence is committed during the period of 
miinatta or when he is about to be rehabilitated then 
he will serve only the full period of manatta again. . 

The behaviour proper for those serving a period 
of pariviisa or miinatta is recommended in the Vinaya 
(Vin. II, 32). It is reiterated that he who is under a 
penal�y should make it known to the rest of the monks. 
Being both guest and host should inform the .other 
monks of his position. He should also announce it at 
the regular assemblies of Uposatha and pavara!Ja. 
Even in the case of illness, when personal attendanee 
is impossible, he should communicate it through a 
messenger who would be a full-fledged monk and not 
a non-higher ordained one (anupasampanna Vin. II, 
32, VinA VI. 1 166). One, who is under the manatta 
(discipline), has the additional burden of announcing 
the fact of his being under the penalty each day (Vin. 
II. 35). The offender cannot evade informing the fel
low members Jhat he -is under a penalty. For instance, 
during this period he. should not take tO' the vow of 
forest-residence to avoid . meeting other monks who 
come to his n�sidenc.�·or�not take to the vow of beg
ging for his meals sQ ·#J�t;.he ma.y avoid occupying the · 
last of the seats which h.e -..yould have to accept in the 
alms hall, as a part of th� pen.ilty (Vin. · n. 32). The 
above instances show,�tt1Q,.w(f�·t\,V,b,Q is��r pro
bation or miinatta;(,liseip)i�;:���U,lqt¢i�e·� $e'Q:et of it 
to fellow me�b�s·

:
�;�;�t .. -H�,.;�.'/� ::.:_,\::. : . · · . 

Ninety,.four obsezy�s·�,I�a�� -� the pat
tern of conductd'G J1 Jh.e· : mO.nk' un9e.r pn�bation 
(catunavutipariviisikavatta) .antl are more or less iden
tical with those for the one who is Wlder .manatta (Vin. 
II. 32-35). Under these penalties , a numher. <>f privi
leges, which a monk .is 11orrWU!y.entitled to e.njoy, are 
withdrawn from bini. His authgrity. is tedu�ed and 
freedom of action is curtailed. Only the first 18  items, 
which are common • to� :boJh, •those_,-who are under 
pari viis a and mandtta- $. w.eltas Jo. all acts of punish
ments (da!Jtjakamma;o(q.v.X run as follows. 

1 . He should not ordain another. 
2. He should not give guidance. 
3. No novice should attend on him. 
4. He should not consent to an agreement to exhort 

to the nuns. 
5. Even if agreed upon he should not exhort nuns. 
6. He should not fall into that same offence for which 

he was granted probation. 
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7. Nor into another that is similar. 
8. Nor into one that is worse. 
9. He should not find fault with the formal act taken 

against him. 
10. He should not find fault with those who carry out 

the formal act. 
1 1 .  He should not suspend a regular monk's observ

ance. 
12. He should not suspend his invitation. 
1 3 .  He should not issue commands at monastic func

tions� 
14. He should not set up authority at monastic func-

tions. 
15 .  He should not ask for leave. 
16. He should not reprove another monk. 
17. He should not remind another monk of an offence. 
1 8. He should not quarrel with other monks. 

There are four .kinds of interruptions (ratticcheda) 
for a monk undergoing manatta. 

1 .  Dwelling with another-(sahavasa) monk under the 
same roof. 

2. Being absent (vippavasa) . 
3. Not announcing (anarocana) 
4. Going about with less than a group (� e ga!Je 

caraiJanJ) 

A monk undergoing manatta should not �pend the 
night with another monk. He should spend the night 

. in a dwelling ih ·which no regular monk spends. But 
he should be present in front of them before the day . 
dawn. He should also announce that he is under the 
discipline. The offender undergoing mimatta should 
observe it every evening before a group of monks num
bering four or more (VinA.. 1 .  1 70). If one or more of 
the above conditions are not met out it is an interrup
tion (ratticcheda) and he has to undergo the discipline 
for an additional night. 

Pariviisa and miinatta differ from each oth�r -by 
the number of monks attending the ritual. Pariviisa 
needs at least one monk other than the offender, 
whereas to undergo manatta .there should be four or 
more than that. 

L s. v. PED. 
2. s. v. Sanskrit-English Dictionary', Sir William Monier 
3. Paramattlzajotika, 1 23 
4. D. II. 1 77; M. III. 1 76 
5. A. I .  145 
6 .  s. v. PTS Dictionary. 

Due to certain unavoidable reasons some monks; 
undergoing manattiz found it very difficult to carry� 
through their discipline. For instance, once a large 
number of monks gathered together at Savatti ; monks 

'.1 -t. 
under probation were not able to carry through their (' 
probation since it was impossible to announce their :,�
position to each and every monk of the large group-.i ·-{� 
In such cases offenders are allowed by the Buddha to1. j 
posqx>ne parivasa and manatta disciplines and to take ·;. -!.· 
up the observance later on. " 

After the manatta discipline the offender of 
sahghiidisesa rule is rehabilitated by the order ofmonks 
by carrying out anoth:r disciplinary ritual called 
Abbhiihana. (See also PMIMOKKHA and VINAYA). ,j 

Ruwan Bandara Adhikari
. 

- --� 
MANAYATANA se<i AYATANA, MiND, CITTA • l 
MANGALA:: According to the PTS Dictionary, the 1 
ter:in is derived from the root mahg and is explained . � 
.as, "auspicious, prosperous, lucky, and festive . . . . . 1• In . l1 
the Mo�ier Williams Dictionary . it is e�plained · �: 
"happiness, felicity, welfare, bliss, anything auspicious 
or tending to a lucky issue ( e,g. a good omen, a prayer, 
benedication, auspicious omament or amulet, a festi-
val or any solemn ceremony on important occasions 
& c . . . . "2• In the Paramatthajotika Buddhaghosa de .. 
fines the term mahgala as iddhikarana, vuddhikarana 
and sabbasampattikarana' .  3 

Iddhi is a very nch concept in the Buddhist litera- ' 
ture. A king is said to possess fciur iddhis, which are 
enumerated as personal beauty, long life, good health 
and popularity. 4 The iddhi of a rich yo mig noble con
sists of a beautiful garden, soft and pleasant doL"llng, 
and different houses for different seasons and ·.good 
food . . . .  s According to.M. l . 1 52, the iddhi ofa hunter 
is .the craft and skill with which he ·captures game, but · 
at M 1 . 155 other game have an iddhi of their own by 
which they outwit the hunter. 6 
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. Accordingly, iddhikar.ana means that which causes 
i:)r increases an individual's material prosperity and 

· · welfare. Similarly, vuddhikarana refers to that which 
causes or ens ues one ' s  success and prosperity. 
Sabbasampattikarana is that which brings or increases 
the overall good fortuner accomplishment and success� 

sesame seed, fruits, phussamattikiiya vii samiilimpati, 
the touch of fine clay; phussasii_takam vii niviiseti, the 
sens ati on of w e aring an excel l e n t  robe ; 
phussave_thant111J vii dhiireti, the sensation of wearing 
a fine head-gear or the smelling of any other scent, the 
tasting of any other taste, and the sensation from feel
ing any other touch, are included under mutamahgala. 3 

. ) 

Thus, according to Buddhaghosa mahgala includes 
all aspects of personal and worldly power, prosperity 
and welfare. The term mahgala has also been used to · 
describe a wide variety of things and events which were 
conceived as auspicious or lucky and regarded there
fore as conducive to one's prosperity. Buddhaghosa 
introduces them under three principle divisions as 
d��thamahgala, sutamahgdla and muta. mahgala1•  

The belief and acceptance that the sight and smell 
of, or contact with, certain things can be auspicious 
and therefore being good luck and prosperity is natu
rally based on the acceptance that the sight and smell 
of, or contact with, things regarded as inauspicious is 
detrimental or harmful to one's  progress, prosperity 
and well being. It was this belief in the inauspicious, 
which led to the formulation of measures regarded as 
potent to dispel evil and bring blessing and ensure 
prospeiy and we!l being. 

) 

Ditthamahgala is the sight of such auspicious 
things . .  as the first thing in the morning such as : 

' ·  bhiisasakuna11J, a bird of prey, be.fuvala.t.thim, a young 
sprout of the vilva tree, gabbhinim, a pregnant woman, 
kumii.take, a youth, al(l11Jkalapa.tiyatte pu1J1}agha.te, a 
decorated full pitcher, allarohitamaccha11J, a fresh fish, 
iijafifia11J, a thoroughbred horse, iijafifiaratha11J, a·car
ria_ge drawn by thoroughbred horses, usabha11J, a bull, 2 
gavi11J, a cow, kapilagava11J, a brown cow or the site of 
any other omen regarded as auspicious. 

. Sutamahgala is hearing as the first thing in the 
morning, of auspicious sound$ or pronouncements such 
as vacf4hii, prosperous, vaqcf..hO.miinii, increasing, grow-

- ing, pU1J1Jii, full, phussii, blossomed, clear, sumanii, 
happy, siri, luck, glory, siriva4cf..hii, increase in glory, 
sunakkhattam , an auspicious constellation, 
sumuhutta11J, � auspicious moment, sudivasa11J, and 
auspicious day, sumahgala11J, a very auspicious day or 
the hearing of any other sound or pronouncement ac
cepted as auspicious. 

Mutamahgala is explained as, padumagandhiidi 
pupphagandhii vii gh?Iyati, the smelling of sweet and 
pleasant scents like the scents of flowers like the lo
tus; phussadantakha.tfam vii khiidati, the sensation 
experienced when cleaning teeth with exceUent tooth
brush as used by the Brahmins; pa.thavi11J vii iimasati, 
touching the e arth; haritasassa11J, allagomaya11J-, 
kacchapan.z, tilaviiha11J, phala17J vii iimasati, the touch 
of fresh grain, fresh cow dung, tortoise, a cart load of 

1 .  KhpA. 1 1 8f. 
2. It is a symbol of manliness and strength 
3. KhpA. I l 9 f. 
4. DlzpA. 1 1 .  87 

The Indian society of the Buddha's day evidently 
witnessed important occasions of life from the ·birth 
of an individual to his death and even after, covered 
with such protective and blesssing rites: These occa
sions of rites are also named as auspicious (mahgala). 
The Dhammapada!{hakathii reference w here 
Buddhaghosa e numerates some of the s e  as 
niimakaral}a mahgala11J, the nami-ng ceremony, 
iihiiraparibhoga mahgala11J, the feeding ceremony, 
Kal)-l}avijjana mahgala11J, the ear-piercing ceremony, 
dussagahana mahgala11J, the clothing ceremony, and 
the culakappana mahgala11J, the ceremony for bait
dressing, etc.,4 can !"easonably be taken as throwing 
some light on these. 

Emperor Asoka mentions a few of the ceremonies, 
which perhaps were in vogue in the contemporary so
ciety. "People perform various ceremonies on occa
sions of sickness, the weddings of sons, the weddings 

. of daughters, the birth of children, and departure .on 
jcirrneys. On these and other similar occasions people 
perform various ceremonies" (Jane ucii vucam 
mahgala11J kalety, iibiidhasi, vivah(lsi, pajoptUkln.e 
paviihasi; atiiye amniiye cii edisiiye jane ba.�14 
mangalam kaleti) .5 It it also stated by A soka ��))_t 
such times the womankind perform manifold, W..�Ic �� 
and worthless ceremonies" 

5 .  Vincent A .  Smith, Edicts of Asoka, t4"J . 
Hoftijzer, The Moral Edicts of King 

· 
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Accordingly, iddhikarana means that which causes 
or increases an individual 's material prosperity and 
welfare . .Similarly, vuddhikarana refers to that which 
causes or ensues one ' s  success and prosperity. 
Sabbasampattiko.rana is that which brings or increases 
the overall good fortune,. accomplishment and success� 

Thus, according to Buddhaghosa mahgala includes 
all aspects of personal and worldly power, prosperity 
and welfare. The term mahgala has also been used to 
describe a wide variety of things and events which were 
conceived as auspicious or lucky and regarded there
fore as conducive to one's prosperity. Buddhaghosa 
introduces them under three principle divisions as 
.ditthamahgala, sutamahgdla and muta. mahgala1 •  

Dif.thamahgala is  the sight of such . auspicious 
things as the first thing in the 111ornlng such as : 
bhiisasalcunanJ, a bird of prey, be.luvala.tfhim, a young 
sprout of the vilva tree, gabbhinim, a pregnant woman, 
kumiitalce, a youth, alan:katapa.fiyattepuiJI}aghafe, a 
decorated full pitcher; allarohitamaccha11J., a fresh fish, 
ii.jafifia"J, .a thoroughbred horse, ii.janfiarathaTr), a car
ria_ge drawn by thoroughbred horses, usabha1r), a bull, 2 
gaviTr), a cow, kapilagavaTr), a brown cow or the site of 
any other omen regarded as auspicious. 

Sutamahgala is hearing as the first thing in the 
morning, of auspicious soWids or pronouncements such 
as va44Jzii, prosperous, wu!t:Jhamii.nil, increasing, grow-

. ing, puiJiJii, full, phussii, blossomed, clear, sumanii, 
happy, sirl, luck, glory, :Jirivatf4hii; increase in glory, 
s unakkhatta"J, an auspicious constellation, 
sumuhutta11J, an auspicious monient, sudivasaTr), and 
auspicious day, sumahgala11J., a very auspicious day or 
the hearing of any other sound or pronouncement ac
cepted as auspicious. 

Mutamahgala is explained as, padumagandhiidi 
pupphagandhii vii ghayati, the smelling of sweet and 
pleasant scents like the scents of flowers like the lo
tus; phussadantakha!fam vii khiidati, the sensation 
experienced when cleaning teeth with excellent tooth
brush as used by the Br<Woins; pafhavi") vii iimasati, 
touching the earth; haritasassa11J, allagomaya11J, 
kacchapafl), tilaviiharr_z, phalQ"} vii iimasati, the touch 
of fresh grain, fresh cow dung, tortoise, a cart load of 

I . KhpA. 1 1 8f. 
2. It is· a symbol of manliness and strength 
3. iarpA. 1 1 9 f. 
4. DhpA. 1 1 .  87 

a 

sesame seed, fruits, phussamattikii.ya .vii samiilimpati, 
the touch of fme clay; phussasafakam vii niviiseti, the 
sens ation o f  w e aring an excellent robe ; 
phussave_thand") va dhiireti, the sensation of wearing 
a fine head-gear or ·the smelling of any other scent, the 
tasting of any other taste, and the sensation from feel
ing any other touch, are included under mutamangala.3 

The belief and acceptance that the sight and smell 
of, or contact with, certain things can be auspicious . 
and therefore being good luck and prosperity .is natu
rally based on the acceptance that the sight and smell 
of, or contact with, things regarded as inauspicious is 
detrimental or harmful to one's progress, prosperity 
and well being. It was this belief in the inauspicious, 
which led to the formulation of measures regarded as 
potent to dispel evil and bring blessing and ensure 
prospeiy and well being. 

The Indian society of the Buddha's day evidently �
witnessed important occasions of life from the ·birth 
of an individual to his death and even after, covered 
with such protective and blesssing rites. These occa
sions of rites are also named as auspicious (mahgala). 
The Dhammapadaf!hakathii, r·e ference where

· 

Buddhaghosa enumerates some o f  these as 
namakaralJa mahgala11J, the naming ceremony, 
aharaparibhoga mahgalallJ, the feeding ceremony, 
Kal}l}QVijjana mahgakzTr), the . ear-piercing ceremony, 
dussagahana 1nahgala11J, the clothing ceremony, and 
the culakappana m.d.hgaldTr), the ceremony for bait
dressing, etc.,4 can reasonably be taken as throwing 
some light on these. 

· · 

Emperor Asoka mentions a few of the ceremonies, 
which perhaps were in vogue in the contemporary so 
ciety. "People perform various ceremonies on occa
�:ions of sickness, the weddings of sons; the weddi.11gs 
of daughters, the birth of children, and departure on 
joUm.eys. On these and other similar occasions people 
perform v arious ceremonies" (Jane uciivucam 
mahgala!IJ kalety, .iibiidhasi, vivahasi, pajopadane 
pavijhasi ;  atii.ye amniiye cii .edisaye jane bqhu 
mahgalam kaleti) . 5 It it also stated by Asoka that, _··�t 
suGh times the wom<mkind perform manifold, trivial 
and worthless ceremonies" 

/ .:·: 

5. Vincent A. Smith, Edicts of Asoka, 1 4, Eggetm6.d-& 
Hoftijzer, The Moral Edicts of King Asoka, 12; 
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Accordingly, iddhiko.rana means that which causes 
or increases an individual 's  material prosperity and 
welfare. Similarly, vuddhiko.rana refers to that which 
causes or ensues one ' s  success and prosperity. 
Sabbasampattiko.rana is that which brings or increases 
the overall good fortuner accomplishment and success. 

Thus, according to Buddhaghosa mahgala includes 
all aspects of personal and worldly power, prosperity 
and welfare. The term mahgala has also been used to 
describe a wide variety of things and events which were 
conceived as auspicious or lucky and regarded there
fore as conducive to one's prosperity. Buddhaghosa 
introduces them under three principle divisions as 

. ditthamahgala, sutamahgdla and muta. mahgala1 •  ) . . 
Ditthamahgala is the sight of such auspicious 

-1- things 
. .  

as the first thing in the morning such as : 
bhasasakuna11J, a bird of prey, be.fuvala.!fhim, a young 
sprout of the vii va tree, gabbhinim, a pregnant woman, 
kuma take, a youth, ala11)katapa_tiyatte pUlJT}ag ha_te, a 
decorated full pitcher; allarohitamaccha11J, a fresh fish, 
ajafiiia11), a thoroughbred horse, ajafinaratha11), a car
ria.ge drawn by thoroughbred horses, usabha11J, a bull, 2 
gavin;, a cow, ko.pilagava"J, a brown cow or the site of 
any other omen regarded as auspicious . .  

Sutamahgala is hearing as the tirst thing in the 
morning, of auspicious sounds or pronouncements such 
as vatJ4.hQ., prosperous, va44Jw.mana, increasing, grow-

. ing, pUfJfJO., full, phussa, blossomed, clear, sumana, 

) happy, sirl, luck, glory, siriva4tf.ha, increase in glory, 
sunakkhatta111 , an auspicious constell ation, 
sumuhuttam, an auspicious moment, sudivasa11J, and 
auspicious day, sumahgala11J, a very auspicious day· or 
the hearing of any other sound or pronouncement ac
cepted as auspicious. 

Mutamahgala is explained as, padumagandhadi 
pupphagandha va ghayati, the smelling of sweet and 
pleasant scents like the scents of flowers like the lo
tus; phussadantakhaf.tam va khadati, the sensation 
experienced when cleaning teeth with excellent tooth
brush as used by the Brabmins; pa_thavin_z vii amasati, 
touching the earth; haritasassafl}, allagomayalrJ, 
kacchapan_t, tilavahal?_l, phalan; va iimasati, the touch 
of fresh grain, fresh cow dung, tortoise, a cart load of 

1 .  KhpA. 1 1 8f. 
2. It is a symbol of manliness and strength 
3 .  KhpA. 1 1 9 f. 
4. DhpA. I f .  87 

sesame seed, fruits, phussamattikii.ya .vii samiilimpati, 
the touch of fme clay; phussasii_takam vii niviiseti, the 
sensation of wearing an excellent  robe ;  
phussave_thant111J vii dhiireti, the sensation of wearing 
a fine head-gear or the smelling of any other scent, the 
tasting of any other taste, and the sensation from feel
ing any other touch, are included under mutamahgala.3 

The belief and acceptance that the sight and smell 
of, or contact with, certain things can be auspicious 
a..r1d therefore being good luck and prosperity is natu
rally based on the acceptance that the sight and smell 
of, or contact with, things regarded as inauspicious is 
detrimental or harmful to one's progress, prosperity 
and well being. It was this belief in the inauspicious, 
which led to the formulation of measures regarded as 
potent to dispel evil and bring blessing and ensure 
prospeiy and well being. 

The Indian society of the Buddha's day evidently 
witnessed important occasions of life from the ·birth 
of an individual to his death and even after, covered 
with such protective and blesssing rites. These occa
sions of rites are also named as auspicious (mahgala). 
The Dhammapada!{hakathii_ reference w here 
B uddha·ghosa e�umerates some of the s e  as 
nii makaral}a mahgalafl} , the naming ceremony, 
aharaparibhoga mahgala11J, the feeding ceremony, 
KalJI}QVijjana mahgala11J, the ear-piercing ceremony, 
dussagahana mahgala11J, the clothing ceremony, and 
the culakappana mahgala11J, the ceremony for hair
dressing, etc.,4 cari reasonably be taken as throwing 
some light on these. 

Emperor Asoka mentions a few of the ceremonies, 
which perhaps were in vogue in the contei;Ilporary so
ciety. "People perform various ceremonies on ccca
sions of sickness, the weddings of sons, the weddings 
of daughters, the birth of children, and depruture on . 
journeys. On these and other similar occasions people 
perform various ceremonies" (Jane ucavucam 
mahgala!rJ kalety, iibiidhasi, vivahasi; pajopadane 
pava l-,.asi; atiiye amnii.ye ca edisaye jane bahu 
mahgalam kaleti).3 It it also stated by Asoka that, "at 
such times the womankind perform manifold, trivial 
and worthless ceremonies" 

5 .  Vincent A .  Smith, Edicts of Asoka, 1 4, Eggermont & 
Hoftijzer, The Moral Edicts of King Asoka, 1 2; 

,- . t 
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Thus while it has been regarded as mahgala to see 

an auspicious object, hear an auspicious sound or to 
feel the comfortable sensation of wearing an auspi
cious robe, the ceremonies which marked the impor
tant occasions of an individual 's life were also called 
mahgala. lt is in this context of belief and acceptance 
that the Mahgala Sutta outline the Buddhist concep
tion of what constututes Man'gala or blessing brings 
one's prsperity. Accordingly, th� factors, which bring 
prosperity and are hence c-onsidered auspicious accord
ing to Buddhism, are the following:. 

I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
vm. 
IX. 
X. 
XI. 
XII. 
XIII. 
XIV. 
XV. 
XVI. 
}..'VII. 
XVIII. 
XIX. 
XX. 
XXI. 
XXII. 
XXIII. 
XXIY. 
XXV. 
XXVI. 
XXVII. 
xxvm. 

XXIX. 
XXX. 
XXXI. 
XXXII. 
XXXIII. 
XXXIV. 
XXXV 
XXXVI. 

Non-association with lhe foolish 
Association with the wise 
Worship of the worshipful 
Residence in congenial place of residence . 
Be of past merit 
Be of high personal aspiration 
Be learned and professionally skilled 
Be discipli:ned and well-trained 
ae of well-spoken word . 
Service to parents 
Care of children and wife 
Non-complicated livelihood 
Liberality 
Conduct according to the Dhamma 
Care of kin 
Be of blameless deeds 
Cease and ab�tain

. 
from the wrong . 

Restraint in drink 
Diligence.in the Dhamma 
Reverence 
Meekness 
Joy 
Gratitude 
Timely hearing of the Dhamma . . -
Patience 
Obedience 
Sight of Sam;mas 
Timely engagement in discussions oh the 
Dhamma 

Asceticism 
Higher life 
Realization of the ariyan truths 
To be unmoved by the lokadhammas 
Realization of nibbana 
To be free from grief 
To be free from difilements 
To be secure (khema) 

I .  Sn. 258-69. 
2. J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 1 963, 1 4f. 

Those who live according to the above require
ments of the auspicious will encounter no defeat and 
go about happily. Theirs will be the highest blessing. 1 

While the popular acceptances regarding the aus
picious combined the·belief in magic and superstition;2 
the Buddhist conception steers completely away from 
both magic and superstition by emphasizing that the 
auspicious consist in the cultivation of qualities which 
makes the individual auspicious not only to himself, 
but to the entire society in which he lives. The depar
ture in the Buddhist conception of the auspicious is 
from one, where belief in the unseen power of certain 
specified external objects is recognized, to one, which 
recognises no such magical· power or influence in any 
external objects. 

Thus, while Buddhism rejects the irrational super.: � 
stitious acceptances that certain sights, sounds or con- · 

tacts can bring or increase one's prosperity, it recog .. 
nizes that certain extemal factors are relevant and there� 
fore do influence or cause one's prosperity. These fac

tors are therefore regarded as auspicious. The associa
tion with the wise, shunning the foolish, respect and 
reverence of the revered and residence in congenial 
residential area are the external factors which are ac
cepted as factors which are auspicious. Tqese, unlike 
those factors; �J;lich we have discussed above under 

· the dif.tha, sutta and muta mahgala, do not involve be-
lief either in magic or superstition. 

The rest of the factors treated as · mahgala 
(asupicious) in the sutta seem to fall into two broad 
groups. In the first are those factors, which are intended 
to, the building up of a learned, ·refined individual 
wbose learning, concern and care for his wife and fam� 
ily, and all around him makes his very presence in the 
community a blessing. The quite clear emphasis here 
is that the auspicious is not to be sought for in external 
objects, but results from one's own self-culture and 
good relations with one's own family and the .commu
nity. The auspjcious is what· comes out, -or emanates 
from the overall character and conduct of the individual 
and hence does not come from external source-s. 

In the second group are those ·factors that are di
rectly relevant to the spiritual development of the in
dividual. The attainment or accomplishment in these 
makes the individual · the embodiment of the highest 
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qualities, and hence of the factors which are auspi
cious (mahgala). It is the individual who has attained 
the highest spiritual accomplishn1ent who is usually 
compared to the lotus flower, which stands out 
unsullied by the mud and water. The individual who 
thus attains accomplishment in the highest spiritual 
qualities stands in clear contrast to the rest of the 
worldlings and thus become auspicious by virtue of 
his inner attainments. 

· Thus, it is the cultivation of good qualities, blame
less conduct, and engagement in blameless occupa
tions, awareness of, and attention to, the needs of the 
other members of the community which are regarded 

) as auspicious (mahgala) according to Buddhism. The 
Pali canonical texts are not aware of any religious rites 
or ritual either to ward off the evil or the inauspicious, 
or to increase blessing and prosperity. The word puja 
found in verse 259 of the sutta, it must be noted here, 
does not have lhe sense of puja, which came into vogue 
with the development of the puja rites in the post-ca
nonical Buddhism. 

According to the Buddhist texts, the world is in
habited by both visible and invisible beings (d(�ta va 
ye va add(tfha). 1  These invisible beings are not the 
micro-organisms, but do constitute a wide · variety of 
beings that were explciined by traditional mythology 

· as beings inhabiting the heavens and the purgatpries. 
Buddhist cosmological thinking has established that 
these beings do not inhabit physicaly remarkable ar

) eas of the solar system, but do constitute the beings of 
this same world, living within the same spatial bounda-

-J ries as the human beings.2 Also, the Buddhist texts 
,are quite clear that these invisible beings can be con
tacted (i.e. heard, seen and conversed wit....1.) by devel
oping the appropriate samadhP after one reaches the 
fourth jhana through the path of gradual trainig, 
gradual practice and gradual progress. 4 

The Buddha's enlightenment was not considered 
complete unti l he attained mastery over the eightfold 
series of knowledge and insight, which transcended 
the gods. " Ya va ki vaii.ca me bhikkhave evarrJ 
ajfhapariva{ an! adhidevaii.afJ adassanarrJ na 

l. Sn. 147 
2. M. M. J. Marasinghe, Gods in Earlty Buddhism, 1 974, 94f. 
3. D. l. 220; M. M. J .  Marasinghe, op. cit. 92f. 

suvisuddhan:z ahosi, neva tavahan: bhikkave sadevaJce 
lake samarake . . . . .  Anuttaran:z sammiisambodhhb 
abhisambuddho ti paccaii.ii.asim . 5 It was after the Bud� 
dha attained this higher knowledge and insight, i. e.' 
the eightfold series of knowledge and nisight surpass-
ing the gods, that he revealed to the world that even 
the higher beings of the invis-ible are not able to accept 
prayer, sacrifice or other request and intervene in the 
affairs of main in response to request or supplicatin.6 

This means that the invisible beings who inhabit 
t....'Us world system do not have the power or the capa
bility to inflict harm or injury or bring prosperity, well 
being or provide protection from harm, injury or dis
aster. Neither the inanimate objects of whatever de
scription have any power to bring harm, ill luck, and 
prosperity of good luck. 

That the-Pali canonical-·traditions have kept within 
this conceptual framework is proveq by the fact that 
we do not find evidence of any rites or consequent 
ritual either for blessing or for warding off evil in these 
texts: All religious benefits, which were traditionally 
derived from the sacrifice, were now guaranteed from 
the dana offering without having to subscribe to the 
belief in the supernatural powers or of the auspicious 
or the inauspicious. 

However, by the time of the cominentarial l itera
tufe the concept of the auspicious seems to have been 
accommodated within the ritual framework of Bud
dhist practice, not by accepting the validity of the su
perstitious belief, but by instituting the dana offering 
in place of the Vedic or. tribal rite which was usuallly 
held to mark the occastion. This is supported by the 
evidence .in the commentary on the Dhammapada, ac
cording to which occasions such as, giving a name . 
(namakara!Ja mahgala)� the first taking of solid food · 
(a ha raparibhog aman gala) ,  piercing the ears 
(kafJ fJ aVijjana mangafa),  t aking Up the robe 
(dussagahan.a mahgala) and the first hair-dressing 
(culakappana mahgala), were celebrated by offering 
a special preparation of dana to the bhikkhu. 7 

4. Anupubbasikk.lzZz, anupubbakiriyQ., anupubbhapa._tipada, M . . 1 1 1 .3.  , 5. A. IV. 304. 
6. M. M. J. Marasinghe, op. cit. Chapter 64. 
7. DlzpA. I I .  87. 
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Emperor Asoka in his Gimar Rock Edict while 

describing the occasions, on which such ceremonies 

were held, emphasises that such ceremonies bear little 
fruit. Instead, he commends the "ceremonial of piety" 
which bears grater fruit. This explained as, "the proper 
treatment of  slaves and servants (diisabhatakasi 
samyappa_tipati), honour to teachers (gulunii apaciti), 
gentleness towards living creatures (piiniuuur:z samaye), 
and liberality towards ascetics and Brahmanas 
(samar:zabambhaniinarr:z dime). "These things, and oth
ers of the same kind, are called the . ceremonial of pi
ety (ese amne ca hedise dhammamagale nama). "1 

Emperor Asoka's  accout of what constitutes 
mahgala also goes to prove that the rites associated 
with the concept were not among those adopted by 
Buddhist practice at the time. The institution of the 
dana to answer most needs arising from the belief in 
the auspicious seems to have been, historically much 
posterior to the Asoka era as shown by the reference 

. in the Dhammapada commentary cited above. 

TI�us, the Buddist teaching has introduced a ra
tional aruJ scientific interpretation of the- ·concept of 
mahgala (the auspicious).. in place . of the contempo
rary acceptances based purely on the belief in magic 
and superstition. The exposition contained in the 
Mahgala Sutta is valid arid relevant in the context of 
the. thick cover of  superstion and myth which enve
lopes Buddhism today as it did, in the days of the Bud
dha 

M.M.J. Marasinghe 

MANGALALAKKHAl�A: MangalalakkhaJ)a, auspi
cious signs that have been developed in the Buddhist 
traditions, fall into four sets, i.e., ( 1 )  mahgala signs 
attributed to the soles of feet of the Buddha, (2) 
TheravadaA,qhamahgala used for decorative purposes, 
(3) A�tamahgala of the Mahayana tradition, and (4) 
The mahgala symbols found in the ntual deposit boxes 
( Garbhapiitra) 

1.  Mailgala signs attributed to the soles of feet of 
the Buddha:. Physical characteristics of the Buddha 
are given in three suttas of the Pali Buddhist Canon. 
Of these Mahiipadiina and Lakkhaha suttas are found 
in the Dighanikiiya, while the other, Brahmiiyu Sutta 
in the Majjhimanikiiya. All these suttas give details 

of the 32 major characteristics of the Buddha as a Great 
Being, but not a sing_Ie mahgalalakkhaiJa is found in 
any of them. It is only the BuddhavanJsa which says 
that the sores of feet of the Buddha are endowed. with 
dhaja, vajira, patiika, ahkusa, and vatj4hamiina. This 
indicates that the former two nikiiyas are older than 
the latter, which can be dated to the 3rc1 century B.  C. 
Even though the Buddhavarr:zsa does not mention these 
five signs as mahgalalakkha!Ja, in the later Buddhist 
scriptures and Sinhalese literature they have been iden
tified as mahgalalakkha��.a. It seems to be that the ori
gin of mahgalalakkhar:za as a part of Buddhology took 
place during the 3rc1 century R C. 

.The Lalitavistara of the Sarvastivadins attributes 
sr1vatsa, muktaka. nandiavatta as accompaniments of 
the wheel signs on the soles of feet of the Buddha , 
They have also been identified in the later works as - -\ . 
mahga!a signs. 

2. AHhamali gala (Skt. A�tamaii. gala) : Pali 
a.tfhamahgala is eq!J:ivalent to Sanskrit.a�_tamahgala 
and Sinhala a_tamagala. There are two traditions of 
a.�thamahgala Sri Lanka of which one b�longs. to the 
Maha vihara Sect while the other to the Dhammaruci 
Sect of the Abhayagiri Vihara. The latter seems to be 
popular in the Mahayana countries too. Therefore these 
two tr:aditions of A,qhamangala can be identified as 
connected with the Theravada and the-Mahayana tra
ditions respectively in  a wider sense.  Each . 

althamahgala type contains eight signs. They have 
been used for different purposes, which will be dis-
cussed later. · 

A.t�hamailgala of the Theravada tradition : It is evi- f 
dent from about the 3rc1 century B.  C. onwards that the 
Mahavihara tradition in Sri Lanka used eight auspi-
cious luck bringing symbols to decorate religious build-
ings or objects and in ceremonies of religious or na-
tional import. The Mahavihara list of aHhamahgala 
o.t: a.!Jhamahga(ikii includes sahkha (conch shell), cakka 
(wheel), pur:zr:zagh4,ta (full pitcher), gatf.iiyudha (mace), 
sirivaccha (a symbol of goddess Sri Devi), ahkusa (el
ephant goad), di:)aja (flag) and sovatthika (svastika). 
Some of these symbols have been found among the 
sculptures ofthe gatewa)'-torar:zas of the Sanchi stupa. 
King Putthagarnini used a.t,thamahgalikii to adom the 
trunk of the Bodhi tree in the relic chamber of the 
Mahathupa (Ruwanvalisaya) in Anuradhapura, Sri 
Lanka during the 2ru1 century RC. Besides these he is 

I .  V. A .  Smith, Edicts of King Asoka, 1 5; P.H .L. Eggermont & J. Hoftijzer,. 77ze Moral Edicts of King Asoka, t2f. 
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said to have used them to decorate a paviiion of the 
Lohapasada, a nine storied chapter-house and in the 
brick laying ceremony of the Mah a thu pa in 
Anuradhapura, Sri Lanka. 

3. Astamailgala of the Mahayana tradition: A build
i-ng fuanual cal led Manjufrivastuvidyasastra of 
Mahayana origin was found in Sri Lanka and it is dated 
to the 71h century A.  C.  This text refers to an 
astair.arizgala type which is found common in  · M�ayana Buddhist countries. Therefore this type of 
astamangala can be identified doubtlessly as the 
Mahayana a�,tamangala. This t)'pe seems to have been ) used as a diagram sculptured on sto

.
ne, metal and b

.
ric

.
k 

structures in the basis pattern of display. One pnmi
tive example was found at Kivuleka9a, in the_north 

/Central province, Sri Lanka a:nd it is an attani-pillar {a 
pillar of a grant) of king Sena I (833-853 A. C.) 

Several other developed examples have been found 
in Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa and Matara distiicts 
of Sri Lanka. They are different in design but similar 

. iii arrangement of eight symbols, these slabs of stones 
1r.ust have a· ceremonials sigruficance which will be 
elaborated later. These i:l�Jamamgala slabs have a full 
blown lotus in the centre and eight auspicious sym
bols along the four edges. The eight auspicious sym
bols found in these are frivatsa (an iconic symbol of 
goddess Sri Devi), matsya (single or double fish), 
ahkusa (elephani: good), svastika, bhadrapl,tha (aus-) picious seat); camara (fly wisk) and sa�ka (c�nc� 
shell). These symbols haVe been placed Wlth therr di
rectional significance� They also have .an affiliation 
with eight planetary deities as shown below. 

Symbols Planets · Directions 
Sahkha Mercury North 
Plm:akumbha Jupiter Northeast · 
Srivatsa Sun East 
Camara Venus South east 
Ahkusa Mars South 
Matsya Dragon's head Southwest 
Svastika (or 
Nandiavarta) Saturn West 
Bhadrapl,tha Moon Northwest 

· The purpose of the Mahayana a�,tamahgala slabs 
seems to be similar to that of the anointing of great 

, grahas or planetary deities prescribed in a Tibetan text 
called chen-po-brgyad-kye-dkyil-hkhor-du-dbd-leskor
b a h i - c o g a - n  i - in a - b o  u d - I e  n - s o  s - b s a - b a 
(A�nlahagrahaJIUI�ujalabhi.SekaarkarasayanavidhinmiUI). 

This text says that figures of planetary deities of eight 
directions :are placed around the lotus which is in the 
centre of the mandala and anointed with scented wa
ter. This ceremony is called abhiieka (anointing) of 
the great eight planetary deities and the purpose of this 
ceremony is to invoke the eight deities to bless the 
country and its inhabitants and to fulfill the desires of 
the people. 

A ritual cup of bronze with a�_tamahgala of · 
Mahayana type engraved on the interior-was recently 
unearthed at Abhayagirivihara, Anuradhai;mra by ar
chaeologists of the Cultural triangle. This proves that 
even the a�,tamahgala of the Mahayana type were used 
for many purposes other than anointing of eight great 
planetary deities. 

A�,tamahgala diagrams are. used in healing ceremo
nies by the Sinhala Buddhists in Sri Lanka. They call 
it atamaPa[a in Sinhala which is  a little box made of • 0 . 
pieces of banana stem in the shape of two squares, one 
above the other, which contain a small vessel with 
coconut blossoms. Instead of this box there is often a 
yanira diagram of ashes .strewn on a table covered with . • 
a white cloth, which consists of two squares, one· on . 

. top · of the other, with a circle in the center. Such a · 
yantra· does not contain a,tamagala symbols, but the 
name's of the nine planetary deities are mentioned in 
an abbreviated form. This type of a,tamagala yantras 
must have its origin in Kolan of Tamil Hindus, who 
used them in several designs. 

Two foot prints of the Buddha which were found 
at A..·naravati, India, are endowed with the following 
four auspicious signs: Svastika, Vajra, bhadrapl,ta, and 
nandiavatta. These foot prints were dated to the sec
ond century.A. C. 

A foot print of the Buddha from Anuradhapura, 
Sri Lanka, now in the Colombo National Museum is 
given a second century date and contains vajra, with 
chatra, sirivaccha, bhanddapi.ta, sahkha, talavanta, 
dhaja, pa,taka, ahkusa, pUIJI'}agha,ta, macchayugala and 
svastika. These eleven signs may have been popular · 
in Sri Lanka before the thirty nine signs were intro
duced by the commentators. 

· In the commentaries to the Pali Buddhist canon · 
the number of mahgalalakkha�.za went up to 36. These 
commentaries belong to the period between the 3'd 
century B.C. and the I st century A. C. Their editions 
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and translations into Pali took place during the Y" cen
t.ury A.C. the Sumahgala Viliisin1 includes the follow
ing auspicious signs. 

Satti, sirivaccha, nandi; sovatthika, va.tanJsaka, 
va44hamiinaka, macchayugala, bhaddapi_tha, 
ankusa, piisii4a, toralJa, setacchatta, khagga, 
tii .lavantaka, morahattha, valavijani, unhis-a, 

· manipatta, sumanadiima, nlluppala, rattuppala, 
setuppala, paduma, pufJ 4arika, pUfJ fJ aghafa, 
punnapiiti, sannudda, cakkaviila, Himavii, Sineru, 
candimii, suriya nakkhatta etc. cattiiromahiidipii, 
dveparittadipasahassiini, · cakkavattirafiiio parisanJ 
upiidaya . . . . .  . 

'The last development of mahgalalakkha!Ja on the 
soles of feet of the Buddha possibly took place during 
the 12111 century A.C. In this - last development the 
number of rr.ahgalalakkha!Ja increased.up to 1 08 as 
mentioned in the Jiniilahkiira-.iikii of the 12th century 
A.C. 

Buddha's foot prints that are found in South and 
South east Asian Buddhist countries display · these 
mahgalalakkha!Ja. Among them, foot prints with 108. 
signs are lllore popular in Thailand and Myanmar. This 
type of foot prints were introduced to Sri Lanka most 
probably after the 1 8th century with the introduct.ion 
of upasampada ordination to Sri Lanka from Thailand. 
The list of 1 08 mahgalalakkha!Ja are as follows. 

1. satti (spear), 2. sirivacc.ha (an iconic symbol of 
goddess Sri Devi), 3. nandiyiivatta {a kind of flower 
by" that name); 4. sovatthika (svastil<.a), 5. vatanJSaka 
(an ear ornament), 6. vacf4hamiinaka (receptacle or cup 
for food), 7. bhaddapl.tha (auspicious seat), 8. ahkusa 
(elephant goad), 9.  piisiida . (a storied mansion), 10. 
torQ�JQ (an archway), 1 1 .  setacchatta (white umbrella), 
1 2. khagga (a sword), 1 3. tiilavanta (talipot fan), 14. 
mayurahattha (peacock's feathers), 15 .  ciimara (a fly
whis�), 16. unhls.a · (frontal band of gold), 17 .  patta 
(bowl), 18 .  malj.i (gem), 1 9. sumanadiinia (garland of 
j asmine flowers), 20. nzluppala (blue water lilly), 2 1 .  
rattuppala (red water lilly), 22. rattapaduma (red lo
tus), 23 . setapaduma (white lotus), 24. puf}cjarlka 25. 
pUIJIJOkalasa (full vase) 26. pu�z!Japatta (full bowl), 
27. samuddha (ocean), 28. cakkaviilapabbata (the uni
verse), 29. himavantapabbata (the Himalayas), 30. 
merupabbata (Mt. Meru), 3 1 .  suriyama�uj.ala (the sun), 
32. candamaiJl!ala (the moon), 33. nakkhtitta (the stars) 
34-37.  supariviira catumahiidipa (the four great con
ti nents surrounded by smaller continents), 3 8 .  

supari viirasattaratana samahg icakkavatti ( uni versa} 
monarch with seven gems and attendants), 3 9. 
dakkhi!Jiivatta-setasahkha (right-voluted white conch), ' 
40. suva�z!Jamacchayugala (a pair of gold fish), 41 .  
cakkiiyudha (discus used as a weapon),  42-48. 
sattamahaganga (seven great rivers ) ,  49-55. 
sattakulapabbata (seven mountains around the Mt. 
Meru), 56-62. sattasl.dantasiigara (seven great lakes), 
63 . suvaiJIJ.ahariJSariija (a golden s wan king) or 
supa!J!Jariija (garunda king), 64. sumsumiira (croco
dile),  65. dhajapatiika (two kinds of flags), 66. 
suvarJ.IJasivikii (golden litter), 67. suva!J!Javiilavijani 
(golden yak's tail), 68. kelasapabbata (Mt. Kailasa) 
69. sl.hariija (lion king), 70. byaggariija (tiger king). 
7 1 .  valahakas$ariija (king of valiihaka horses), 72. 
uposathachaddantahatthiriija (uposatha king of el
ephants who belongs to the Chaddanta clan), T .  
viisukzniigariija (a cobra king called vasuki), 74. 
hanJsariija (king of swans), 75. usabariija (bull king), 
76. eriivanahatthiriija (elephant king called Eravana), 
7 7 .  ·suvarrf!amakara (go l den dragon) , 78 . 
catumukhasuvaiJIJaniivii (golden boat with four oows), 
79. savacchakadhenu (cow with its calf), 80. kimpurisa 
(male kinnara), 8 1 .  kinnari (kinnara fema1e), 82. 
kuravl.ka (an Indian cuckoo), 83. mayurariija (peacock 
king), 84. coiicariija (heron king), 85. cakkavakaraja 

- (rudy goose king), 86. jivanljivakariija (peasant king), 
87-92. chadevaloka (six heavens of gods), 93- 108. 
solasabrahmaloka (seventeen heavens of brahmas). 

4. Mailgalalakkha�as found in the garbhapatras: 
Garbhapatras or-the ritual deposit boxes with niner six
teen and twenty five compartments have been foun,d 
in Sri Lanka. Presumably they belong to the peri� 

· before the 1 2th century A. C.  Some archaeologists hav'
e 

identified them as yantragala without knowing the 
original name of them. Stella Kramrisch ( 1946) iden
tified them as garbhapiitra in the light of Purii!JaS and 
building manuals of Hindus. She quotes the relevant 
description from Isiinapaddhati (III, ch. XXVII, 81 -
l 06). ,Gaibhapiitra .represents the ground of the tern- . 
ple with the respective locations of the deities . . These 
garbhapiitras have been found in South and South East 
Asian countries, where Theravada Buddhism or- Hin
duism was the dominating factor. In the .. context of 
Buddhist culture garbhapiitras have been found un- . . 
der the pedestals of Buddha images and under the cas
kets of relic chambers of stupas. They are generally 
square in shape, and the material used for them are 
stones, bricks and metai. The number of compartments 
is varied. Garbhapiitras with nine and twenty five 
compartments were popular and there was only one 
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Garbhapatra so far found with sixteen compartments, 
except the one in the middle, which was meant for 
Brahma. The locations for other deities are· around it. 
The distribution of objects in the garbhapatras is as 
follows: Precious stones in the centre; grains and pig
ments in the four directions; metals and various other 
symbols including mahgala symbols in the eight di
rections; soils in eight directions and in the centre; four 
varieties of lotus and tagara ( Tagernamontana 
coronariya) in the four directions and in the centre. 

Gar_�ll�pa tra �it� J!�n� 111ail gala symbols :  
Garbhapatra with nine mahgalalakkha!Ja in nine com-) partments have been found buried under the pedestal 
of a Buddha image at B unnahapola. The nine 
:mahgalalakkha!Ja found in it are sirivaccha, camara, 

· ankusa, maccayugala, sovatthika bhaddhap1fha 
sahkha, pUIJIJ08ha_ta and padma. 

Garbhapatra with sixteen mailgala symbols: A 
garbhapatra with sixteen mahgalalakkha!Ja in sixteen 
compartments has been found at Bunnahapola. There 
are seventeen compartments with the one in the cen
tre. This central compartment is  common to all · 
garbhapatras. Sixteen compartments are located along 
the four sides of the garbhapatra. Mahgalalakkha!Ja 

. found in.these sixteen compartments are padma, vajira, 
khagga, satti, kurma, sirivaccha, sahkha, cakkiiyudha, 
camara, sovatthika, ahkusa, pUIJIJaghafa, cakka, 
setachatta, bhaddap1fha, mii ccha. Unlike the ) �famamgala garbhapatras this �oes �ot represent the 
directions. This garbhapatra w1th sixteen compart
ments is  named as so.Zasamamgala in the Sinhalese 
derature. It i s  probably an extension to the c4tamahgala garbhapatra. 

Some signs or synbols considered to be auspicious 
are common heritage of Hindus, Buddhists and Jains. 
In · the Buddhist

. 
cobtext a.t.thuttarasatamahgala ( 108 

auspicious signs), aHamahgala (8 auspicious signs) 
and so_lasamarhgala ( 16 auspicious signs) with an ex
tension of nine auspicious signs were discussed here. 
Of these first and second types are found in foot prints 
of the Buddha. Garbhapatras with 9, 1 6  and 25 com
partments contain some auspicious signs and such 
garbhapiitras have been found under the pedestal of 
Buddha images and under the relic caskets in the_ relic 
chambers of stupas. These auspicious signs presum
ably represent some divinities. Therefore they_ pos

' sess power of those divinities. Some of the auspiCious 
signs can be regarded as an iconic representation of 
particular deities and some others are weapon's ofdei-

ties. For instance, frzvatsa has developed into anthro
pomorphic form of godess Sri Devi is the personifica
tion of the concept of iimate.splendor. This goddess is 
the consort of Vi��u. According to Vaikhanasa sect of 
Vaisnava, Vi��u and Sri Laksmi represent elements 
called puru�a-and prakrti or the male and female ele
ments by the union of which creation became materi
alised. 

It may be concluded that Buddhists seem to have 
shared the belief of mahgalalakkha!JO with Hindus and . . 
Jains and they gave them a place in the B uddhology 
and Buddhist Civilization. People believe that the di
vine power attached to these mangala signs can fulfill . 
the desire of those who venerate, see and touch them. 
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MANGALASUTTA, "the Discourse on the Bless
ings' ,  or more popularly known as 'the great discourse 
on the auspicious things' (Maha Mahgala Sutta) oc
curs in the Culavagga of the Suttanipa_ta (Sn. pp. 46, 
47) and in the KhuddakapCJ..tha (Khp. pp. 2-3). The Sutta 
was preached by the Buddha at the Jeta's .G rove in 
Savatthi, to a group of deities who visited the 
one day, late in the night. The spokesman of · 
ties tells the Buddha that many gods and men """'"'11Pr 
as what the real auspicious things_ 
tl).e Buddha to reveal thejp. (or th� . 
b¢ings. The auspicious thirtgs; ae(::orcau 
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dha are : non-association with the lowly (bala) and as
sociation with the wise (pa1J4ita), showing due hon
our to those deserving honour (pujaniyanam), living 
in a good environment (patirupadesa), the fact of hav
ing done merit in the past (pubbecakatapuiifiata), hav
ing  the correct type of  resolve or aspiration 
(sammapanidhi), to be learned (bahusacca), to have 
skills in various carafts (sippa), to be disciplined in 
body, speech, and mind (vinaya), using cultured lan
guage (subhasita), ministering to one 's  parents 
(matiipitu upayhana), and proper care towards wife 
and childem (puttadarassa sahgaha), engaging one
self only in undisputed activities (anakula kammanta ) , 
giving i n  charity (dana), practis ing the dhamma 
(dhammacariya)' proper treatment towards the rela
tives (fiatakanafica sahgaho ), doing things which are 
bleameless (anavajjani kammani), to be dissociated 
from evil (arati virati papa), restraint regarding in
toxicants (majjpana safifiamo ) , heedfulness in the 
dhamma (appamado), to be respectful (garavo), to be 
non-conceited (nivato ) , to be contented. (santu.t.thi), to 
be grateful_ (katafifiuta) listening to. the dharnma at the 
proper time (kalena), to be patient (khanti), to be ame
nable to advice (sovacassata), meeting recluses, ·and 
discussing the dhamma at the pr()per time, austerity 
(tapo ), leading a spiritual l ife (brahmacariya), com
prehension of the noble trUths (ariya sacca), realisa
tion of the final goal (nibbana), to be able to l ive un
moved and undisturbed in mind ( cittanJ na kampati) 
when faced with worldly fortunes and misfortunes . ' 
(lokadhamma). 

The commentrary to the Khuddakapiifha 
(KhpA .p. l 20ft) says that once there were niany dis- · 
cussions in  the whole of Jambudvlpa regarding what 
the real auspicious things were. Some argued that good 
sights (d��thammigala) constituted the auspicious, so_me 
argued that to hear something good constitued the aus
picious (sutamahgaia), some argued that to experience 
a good smell or a good taste or a good bodily contact 
constituted the real auspicious (mutamahgala). There 
was no consenses on what constituted the real auspi
cious, and the entire country was in uproar over this 
issue. The discussion spread gradually to the guardian 
deities, from them to the tciTestrial deities, and like
wise it spread up to the Akani.t.tha Brahma World, and 
there was no uniformity in their views regarding the 
auspicious things. Since there was wide disagreement 
among the gods, too, they sent one of their emissaries 
to · the Buddha to get a proper cJ arification and the 
Mahami:mgala Sutta constitutes that clarification. 

The sutta is another example wherin the Buddha 
has tried to give an ethical interpretation to a current 
term. The term mahgala was used popularly in the time 

of the Buddha, not so much to connote activites· that 
resulted in the welfare of the individual and the soci
ety as a whole, but to connote a lot of s uperstitious 
beliefs that did not help a man's material or spiritual 
development. The Buddha, without discardign the tenn 
gave it an ethical meaning in keeping with his teach
ings. According to the meaning given to the term 
mahgala by the Buddha, it means all activities of ap 
individual that result in the material and spiritual 
progress of oneself and others. 

The Suttanipata commentary (SnA. 1 17  4) say th�t 
countless devas were present at the time the sutta was 
preached and a countless number of them realised the 
truth by listening to it. 

The Mahgala sutta is a very popular sutta, and i .  
is one of the suttas that are chanted as Paritta (prote -
tion) at various ceremonie s .  Accordin g  to th&. 
Majjhimanikaya commentary it is considered as act of 
great merit to have it written down in a book (MA. II 
806). The MahavanJsa says (Mhv. xxxii , 43) that King 
Duf.thagamini attempted to preach the MahgalaSutta' 
at the Lohapasada,

· 
but could not proceed owing to 

nervouseness. 

W. G. Weeraratne 

MA�SARAMANJUSA is a fwther commentary on 
the sub-commentary Abhidhammatthavibhavinzfikil. lt 
was written by Ven. Maha Ariyavan_1sa thera of the 
Chappa_ta fraternity, during the reign of king Narapati 
( 1 442-68 AC.) of Burma. He was also the author of 
the Atthasalinz Anu_tika. It is said in the Catalogue o 
Palmleaf Manuscripts of Ceylon by K. D. Somada!:ia · (Vol . I ,  p.6; Vol .  II, p.5) that Ven. Ariyavarnsa, before 
he became widely known, went to Sagaing to study 
grammar under a learned thera by name Yedin (the 
water-carrier). According to the Sasanavamsa, he wits 
used to keeping a mouthful of water in hi� month ei
ther to restrain hi-s own inclination to talk, or, because 
he found the brethren too talkative, and hence his name 
Yedin (water carrier). Ariyavamsa found it difficult to 
persuade his Master to impart -knowledge to him, 
but he was not discouraged. He performed the 
duties of a disciple and won the teacher-'s heart. He 
studied Abhidhammatthasahgaha under the Master 
and was able to grasp it within a short time. The 
acariya then charged him to do his part in helping 
others by writing a commentary on the text he felt 
best fitted to expound. Ariyavamsa selected the 
Abhidhammattha vibhii vini(ikii. and wrote the 
Ma!J-isaramaiijusa on it. 
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, . While writing the further subcommentary, he sub-
. ·Diitted it chapter by chapter to his fellow monks for 

criticism, reading it aloud to elderly monks as they sat 
assembled on uposatha days in the court yard of the 
Punnacetiya. 

On one occation, a monk seated in the assembly 
uttered a loud voice of disapproval during the reading. 
He went up-to the protester and found out that the er
ror was regarding a gender of a word. Ariyavamsa read
ily accepted the mistake and offered his garment of 
fine cloth to the monk, thus showing his readiness to 
accept correction. 

Ma!J-isiiramafi.jusii is hardly known in Sri Lanka 
today, though the catalogue of Palm leaf manuscripts 

'T referred to above records the existence of fifteen manu-
scripts. 

K. Arunasiri 

MAI'UUSRl ( 1 )  one of the two most i mportant 
bodhisattvas in the Mahayana pantheon, the ather be
ing Avalokites'vara. Some scholars are of opinion that 
he is the first boodhisattva mentioned in the Buddhist 
scriptures. 1 Textual evidence shows that in the begin
ning of the bOdhisattva doctrine Mafijusii was regarded 
as the most exalted bodhisattva. But, at a later period · 

Though popularly known as Maii.jusrl he has nu
merous other names and epithets such as Mafijusii
kumara-bhuta Maii.jusvara, Maii.jugho�a, Maii.jubhiip.in, 
Maii.jurava, Manjuvara,2 Maii.j uvajra, Maii.junatha, 
M aii.j u b hadra, Paii.cacira,  P ancavi ra-kumarii ,3  
�harmaraj a, B alavrata, Mahamati, Jnanadarpana, 
S i kh adhara, Kha<;J gin� Kuma raraj a ,  Dal) <;l in,  
Vajradhara, Niloltpalin, S ardlllaviihana, Simbakhela, 
Vibhusana4 • In China he is known as Wen-chu-shih-li 
or Wen-chu. In Japan he is popularly called Manju and 
in Tibet he i s  called either J:tjam-paJ;li-dbyams or J:tjam
dpal . 

· of the development of the bodhisattva doctrine he lost 

J this pre�eminent position to Avalokitesvara. 

There is no concensus among scholars regarding 
the origin of Mafijusrl. Authorities like S. Levi think 
that Manjusri is ofTokharian origin, for the term maii.ju 
could possibly be a Tokharian word corresponding to 
Sanskrit kumiir.a (JA. 1 9 1 2, I, p.66; S.  Levi, Nepal p. 
330ff.). Poussain opines that the Maii.jusn cult origi
nated in India, developed in China and later spread to 
Nepal (ERE. s. v. Mafijusri). Charles Eliot is also of 
opinion that the term .. mafi.ju, though Sanskrit, has a 
Central Asian ring. But he does not directly support S.  
Levi's  theory. Eliot's view on this problem is  not quite 
clear. He says that attributes of Maii.jusri are Indian 
and that there is little evidence of his foreign origin. 
But he also adds that it is probable that during various 
inroads of Graeco-B actrian, Ytieh-chih and other cen
tral Asian tribes into India Mafijusrl was introduced to 
the Mahayana pantheon from China and Central Asia · 
and that Maii.jusri has in the earlier descriptions a cer
tain pure abstract quality which recall s  Amesha
spentas.5 Some scholars think that he is a real person 
who was deified later. 6 According to Chinese Buddhism 
Mafijusri was born from a lotus (for details see be
low). 

/ 

The Mahayanists generally regard him as a dhytini
bodhisattva or as the first of the sixty persons of match
less mind (anupamacitta: Rpp. p .2) 1}1-e Tantrists re
gard him as the Suprem Being or the Adi-Buddha. He 
is considered to be the embodiment of wisdom 
(prajii.a), of all sciences, and as such his primary func
tion is to cleave asunder the cloud of ignorance (avidya) 
and reveal the light of wisdom (prajna). Thus his icono
graphical representations show him as carrying a sword 
with which he is said to cleave ignorance, and a book 
the Prajiiapiiramita which is symbolic of wisdom. 

A study of the origins of various bodhisattvas 
makes it clear that they are mostly metaphysical crea
tions o f  M ahiiyiinists . One such creation is  
Avalokitesvara (q.v.) and Mafijusn, too, appears. to be 
of similar origin. 

1 .  Alice Getty, The Gods of Northern Buddhism, Oxford, p. 96. 
2. Probably due to metathesis vara>rava. 
3. Probably an error for Paficadra-kumara. 
4. Regarding these epithets see BHS. pp. 5 15, 4 14f. and A. Gri.indwede1, Buddhist Art, London, 1 90 1 ,  p. 1 84. 
5. Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, London 1 92 1 ,  II, p. 1 9ff. 
6.  B .  Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddhist lconogi·aphy: Calcutta, 1 958 ,  p .  1 02; A .  Grundwedle (op. cit.p. i 99), too, thinks 

that he is a real person; But on p. 20 I he says �hat Mafijusfi may be regarded as the personification of meditation. 
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Though popularly known as Mafijus ii, Mafijusvara 
and Mafijugho�a are most ancient of his many names. 7 

. The term Maiiju is common to both Sanskrit and Pali, 
and in Pali it occurs in canonical literature in the mean
ing of pleasant, chaiming, sweet, lovely with refer
ence to the voice of Buddhas and Brahrnas. The pleas
ant voice (Maiijusvara) is regarded as one of the eight 
qualities of the voice of Buddhas and Brahmas8 (D. II, 
211 ,  227; FED. s. v. Maiiju). 

In a voice enriched by these eight qualities the 
Buddha preached the Dhamma he realised by attain
ing Enlightenment. With regard to his Enlightenment 
the Buddha says, 'eye is born, knowledge is born, wis
dom is born, science is born, light is born. 9' Thus, it is 
clear tha:t his dhamma is wisdom (paiiiia) which he 
delivered in a pleasant (maiiju) voice (sara). Most 
probably it was this particular aspect of the Buddha
the Buddha as the preacher, the revealer of wisdom, 
and in a wider sense the Buddha as the embodiment of 
wisdom 10 - that was later personified as Mafijus'ii. It 
is also probable that the concept of Brahma, whose 
voice is also pleasant (maiiju) influenced the charac
ter of Mafijusri. Particularly the character of Brahma 
Sanailkumara, and to a lesser extent that of Paficasikha 
appear to have influenced the evolution of the concept 
of Mafijs'ii. 

According to Theravada Buddhism wisdom 
(paiiiia) and compassion (karuf}il) are the most exalted 
qualities of the ·Budhda's character, and as a matter of 
fact every Buddhist striving to be perfect was taught 
to bring in to perfection these two qualities, u After the 
rise of Mahayana these two qualities were given more 
emphasis. At the beginning wisdom (paiiiia) was re
garded as being the more important of the two, and 
i ts importance rose still higher with the ri se of 
Madhyamika philosophy which exalted prajiia. It was 
during this period of doctrinal development that 

Mafijusii appeared and perhaps came to be regarded 
as the most important bodhisattva as being even greater 
than Avalokitesvara. But this state of affairs did not 
last long. The bohis·aattva docrine, which rose by about 
the 2nd century B .C. more or less as a rival movement 
to the brahmanic deity worship and also as a reaction 
to the arahant ideal of the Theravadins, in the course 
of its developlment relegated to second place t he per
fection of prajiia and put forward altruism as the sole 
virtue. This doctrinal development brought into promi
nence the concept of Karw:a and consequently its 
personification in Abalokitesvara. 

Date of origin: It is not certain as to when Mafijus'ri 
appered. As stated earlier scholars tend to consider 
Maiijus'ii to be the earliest mentioned bodhisattva 
Maiijusii is very prominent in the SaddharmapufJ'!arika , 

Sutra and if the sections in which he is mentioned be�� 
long to the earliest strata of the text, it could be sur
mised that his origin goes back to about the 2nd cen
tury B.C., and as such his origin could be regarded as 
being almost co-eval with the rise of the bodhisattva 
doctrine.12 The fact that Fa-hsien and Hsuan-tsa11.g 
found Mafijusii worship prevalent in India during their 
visits shows that Mafijusii worship was well estab
lished then. However, I-tsing records that during his 
visit he found that the Hindus believed that Mafijusri 
came from China and this most probably reflects that 
at that time Mafijusii worship had waned in India. 

Maiijusr1 and Sanailkumara: As already pointed out 
the concept of Brahma seems to have influenced the 
concept ofMafijusii. According to Buddhism Brahmas 
appear as beings oflearning. Brahma Sanailkumara is  
specially so. From canonical literature it becomes evi- ( 

dent that Sanahlrumiira is specially so. From canoni-
cal literature it becomes evident that Sanailkumiira per
forms the role of a teacher. He is also noted for his 
brahmassara. In this voice he preaches to the Tavatiilsa 

7. Poussain takes Manj4gho�a to be the earliest name (ERE. s.v. Mafijusri). But D. L Svellgrove (Buddhist Himalaya, 
Oxford, 1 957, p .  6 1 )  says "His full name is Paficasikha Mafijugho�a, meaning Five-fold Crest and Gentle Voice. It is  
likely that the first was the original name and the second just an epithet." 

8. One who possesses a voice enriched by the eight qualities is called a bralunassara (J. I, p.  96; Y. p. 336) These eight 
qualities are vissa.ztha (fluent), viii.Jieyya (intelligible), ma1iju {sweet), savan1ya (audible), bindu (continuous), avisari 
(distinct), ga,nbliira (deep), nim1ada (resonant). See also PED. under each term. 

9. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. cakkhwr; udapadi, 11a�zaJ�1 udapadi pmi1ia udapadi vijja udapa.di Ziloko udapadi (S.V. p.  422). 
I 0. Of. the Dharmakaya concept. The statues of Dharma, too, are combinations of Avalokitesevara and Maiijusii (Alice 

Getty, op. cit. p .  20). 
1 1 .  The Noble Eightfold Path also is based on paii1ia and karu�1a (W. Rahu1a, What the Buddha Taught, Gordonfraser, 1 959; 

p. 46f.) 
1 2. See Bhattacharyya, op.cit. p. 1 00. 
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gods. I t  i s  Sana.Ii.kumara who conveys to these gods 
the Buddha's declaration that, "Open for ye are the 

doors of deatWessness" Manjusri. Sa.11ankumara. 13 

Mafijusn is the revealer of wisdom and as such is 
the embodiment of learning and · all the sciences. 
Many texts such as the Saddharamapul'}tjarlka Sutra, 
the Maiijusrlmula-kalpa, the Laizkavatara -sutra, 
the Divyavadana reveals this salient aspect of his 
character. He i s  ever young as his epithet 
Mafij usri kumarabh u t a  signifies . 1 4 The 
Maftjusrlvikrl4,ita, a Sanskrit text translated into Chi
nese about the 4th century, also relates how Mafijusri 

In Pali canonical li terature Paiicasikha 19 is repre
sented as a gandabba, a celestial musician, a favourite . 
attedant of Sakka. Once Sana.Ii.kumara is said to have· · 
assumed the form of Paficasikha when he preached to 
the gods20 (D. II, 2 1 1).  Through its connections with 
Sanankumara Paficasikha's character could have had 
some impact on the formation of the character of 
Mafijusii. 

) in the guise of a handsome young man converted a 
woman. These similarities seem to point to the fact 

_ that the Brahma concept, greatly influenced the de
r velopment of the concept of Maiijusii. This early in

fluence paved the way for further influence at a later 
stage, and even the consort of B rahma, namely, 
Sarasvafi became the consort of Mafijusii. Even the 
epithet Brahma came to be applied to Mafijusii (ERE. 
s.v. Manjusii). 

Mafijusri and Kartikeya : H i s  stock epi thet 
Kumarabhiita appears to have also led to the curious 
blend with the Hindu god Kartikeya who is also c alled 
Skandha, Kumara. Thus in the Maiijusrlmulakalpa he 
is called kartikeya-Mafijusr1 (Mmk. p .  33) .  Like 
Skandha he is described as sitting on a peacock. 

Mafijusri in India: Maiijusii who probably came into 
existence with the _rise of the bodhisattva doctrine was 
regarded as the formost among the bodhisattva. As the . · 

revealer of prajfta he, at first, occupied, a position 
higher than even that of Avalokitesvara but later when 
karu!Ja preceded prajftii Mafijusii was relegated into 
second place. Numerous Mahayana texts refer to 
Mafijusii as tl}e revealer of prajfta. The Gal'}tjavyuha 
Sutra says that S udhana attained Enli'glitenment 
through the favour of Maiijusii. S antideva is s�d to 
have been initiated into the sciences by Mafij�sii. He · 

is higWy praised in the Ratnakiiral'}cf.avy�ha sutra. He 

Mafijusri and PaficaS'ikha: Scholars such as Mlle. 
Lalou are of opinion that the concept of Mafijusii is 
related to that of PaficaS'ikha. 15 On this point it should 
be noted that PaficaS'rr�a or PaficaS'ika occurs as a name 
referring to the miniature figures of Mafijusri . 16 
Paficacira -probably meaning five braids or locks of 
hair-is an epithet of Maiijusii; PaficaS'ikha is also the . ) name of a particular mudra belonging to Mafijusn. 
Paiicacrramudra is also sacred to him (BHS. p. 3 1 5). 17  

'The Maftjusrlmulakalpa contains numerous references 
. to Maiijusii's head which it describes as being adorned 
with five locks or braids of hair. 1 8  

is the principal interlocutor in the 'Lahkiivatara Sutra. 
The Maftjusrlmulakalpa contains the Maftjuirl-mantra 
which claims to include within itself all sciences .  By 
the power of this mantra one can attain all ,things and · 
it has the power to destroy the mantras of evil doers 
and· even to blot out all sins. The importauce of 
Maiijusn rose to such heights that in the Niimasahglti 

13 .  Buddhaghosa says that Sanailkumara in his previous birth practisedjhiina while yet a boy with his hair tied in five knots 
(paiicacu}a kumiirakiile) and was reborn in the Braluna worldjhiina intact. He liked this guise and continued to be ever 
young (DA. II, p. 640). Pur�ic tradition also alludes to his ever youthfulness. 

14.  Har Dayal (The Bodhisattva Doctrine, London, l932, p.  46f) thinks that the title kumizra is probably nothing more than a 
complementary epithet for the bodhisattvas, who are regarded as "ever youthful", and perhaps also as "princes of Bud
dha's realm". H. Zimmer say�: "Kumarabhiita which means, "He who has become (blziita) the anointed, crown prince 
(kumara), for he has been blessed by the sacrement of the sprinkling with holy water that consecrates the heir apparent or 
co-ruler of the existing kingship. Maiijusii has attained the dignity of the Buddha, the spiritual monarch, though himself 
still a junior, a bodhisattva. He represents the potential Buddha dwelling within the bodhisattva." (H. Zimmer, The Art of 
Indian Asia, Bollingen Series, XXXIX, Vol. I, p. 198 f.) .  I t  should also be noted that 'Kumarabhiita' is the stock epithet of · 

Manjusrl and it was only later appended to the names of other bodhisattvas. 
I S .  Mlle. Lalou, lconograplzie des etoffes peintes dans le Maiijusrlmulakalpa. Paris, 1 930, p. 66ff. 
I 6 .  C. Eliot, (op.cit, p .  1 96). 
1 7 .  For details see BHS s. v. c'ira. 
1 8. For e. g. sarvabiiliilarr:zkarablzusita-partcac'irakopafoblzitalz; pwicac!rakopafobhitam siram biiladiirakiilan:zkiilamlq1m� 

(Mmk. pp. 4 1 ,  305). Fore more details refer the Mm1jusrlmiilakalpa and also BHS. p, 23 1 s. v. c!raka. 
1 9. Regarding Paiicasikha see the DPPN. s. v. Pancasikha. 
20� This is because all gods liked Paii.casikha (DA. II ,  p. 640). ,.-r-'·1 ,: h 

. . .. :\:/;�L�.-�1)�: . 
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he i s  referred to as the Adi-Buddha. The Mahayanists 
believe that the worship of Mafijusr1 eventually con
fers upon the worshipper, wisdom, retentive memory, 
eloquence and also the ability to master all sciences. 

The Manjusrl.gwJa�etravyuha tells how Mafijusii 
took his. bodhisattva vow. It says: "As the chain of 
births is endless, so long shall I live that holy life for 
the well-being of all creatures. Let us produce the 
bodhicitta in the presence of our Lord. I invite all the 
world, for I shall deliver it from poverty. From this 
day l)nto the day of my attaining Enlightement I will 
not cherish any feeling of malice, stubbornness, envy 
or grudge. I will practise continence and shun all lusts. 
I will follow the self-restraint and morality followed 
by the Buddhas. I will not attempt to attain Enlighten
ment quickly. I will remain until the end of chain be:. 
ing even for one living being's sake. I will purify a 
measureless ·number of Buddha fields. I will acquire a 
name renowned in all the ten directions. I will make 
pure all my verbal, mental and bodily actions. I will 
never do.a bad act.21 

Mafijusii as a dhyiinibodhisattva is regarded as an 
emanation of either A,k�obhya or Amitabha. He is also 
regarded as belonging to several kulas. Probably it was 
after the rise of Tantrisrri that the worship of Mafijusii 
developed into a particular cult. The Siidhanamiilii 
records over (op.cit. p. 100 ft) forty siidhanas addressed 
to him. B. Bhattacharyya lists fourteen different forms 
ofMafijusri as conceived by the Tantrists. These forms 
are Vajraraga, Dharmadhatu-vag1svara, Mafijugho�a, 
Manjuvajra, Ma:iijuvara Ma:iijukumara, Arapacana, 
Sthiracakra, Vadira.t , Siddhaikavira, Vajrananga, 
Namasang1fi-Manj u5ii, Vag1svara and Yarnantaka. Be
sides these, Alic ·Getty (op. cit. p. 95) refers to three 
other forms ,  namely, S imhana da-Mafij us'ri , 
Maharajallla Mafijusii,22 and Dharmasailkasarnadhi
Maiijusii.23 Normally Maiijusii is represented with
out a consort and as such Eliot describes him as a male 
Athene, all intellect aiJd chastity, (C. Eliot, op. · cit. p. 
19) But sometimes Sarasvat1 , or even Lak�mP is 
named as his consort. 

2 1 .  This passage is quoted in the SikJ. p. 1 3 .  

Though Mafijus fi lost his position of pre-eminence 
to Av alokitesvara and though n umerous other 
bodhisattvas rose to prominence, the Mafijusii cult did 
not completely disappear from India. An eulogy on 
Matijusfi occurring in the Sik�iisamuccaya points to 
the fact that even during the seventh century he was 
held in high esteem. The eulogy says: "With the dark 
blue colour of a swarm of bees, wearing an ascetic's 
dre s s ,  c arrying a chaplet of various sweet and 
blosorning flowers, traversing a multitude of Buddha 
fields, mighty, invincible, taking away every obstacle, 
emitting the water of quenching for the fires of ghostly 
existence and hell, pursuing the good of the beings 
who may be converted, standing in the abysses of trans
migration; wearing the ornament of strength for caus
ing the opening of the world's eyes, wise, strong in 
body, causing people to feel confident.. With all my/ 
being, glory again and again to that concentrated sal
vation which has for name Maiijusii, a great .lake of 
joy for those tormented with different pains, a mi-ghty 
cloud for satisfying the hells of thirst in the three 
worlds, a wishing-tree filling the ten regions with blos
soming flowers that the world desires, venerated by 
the lotus- eyes of the world, rejoiced by reaching their 
desires, praised by hundreds ofbodhisattvas, their hair 
shivering with admiration. I revere Ma:iijusii with ever 
increasing salutations. Honour to thee, Ma:iijusii, sor- · 
row's physician, giver of the feast of happiness, by 
whom in every way we live. "25 

The,Manjusrl.mulakalpa also says that in the fu
ture Mafijusii will be born as Buddha Ma:iijudhvaj a  
(Mmk. p .  591). 

Mafijusri in China: The Matijusl'i cult spread from ,r· 
India to. China via Central Asia at a very early date.26 
According to the Chinese belief, Matijusn was in
formed by Gotarna Buddha that it was his duty to tum 
the Wheel of Law for the salvation of the Chinese peo-
ple. The place chosen for his manifestation was Wu-
t' ai Shan (Pafica§ir�a)27 mountain in the Shan-shi prov
ince. Tbe legend relates that the five peaks were of 

22. B. Bhattachat:ayya (op.cit. p. 1 1 6) takes this to be another variation of the Yagisvara form. 
23. For detailed descriptions, see under each name. 
24. Lak�nii. the goddess of fortune is regarded as the consort of Vi�J)U and is identified with Son. The similarity between the 

two n,ames Sii and Mafijusii probably brought them together. 
25. See Silq p. 365 . 
26. The anothology Kuang Hung Ming Chi contains an eulogy on an image of Maiijusri by the Chin writer Yi-shin an (265-

420 A. C.). For details see A.C. Soper, Literary Evidence for Early Buddhist Art in China, (Artibus Asiae), Supplement 
Vol. XIX, p. 32f.). 

27. Note that Mafijusri has such epithets as Paficacira, Paficasikha and Paficas'ir�a. 
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five different colours and made of diamond, sapphire, 
emerald, rubies and lapis lazuli; that a flower grew on 
each peak and that there was a pagoda on each peak. 
When the time came for the manifestation of Maiijus ri 
Gotama Buddha caused a golden ray of light to issue 
from his forehead which darted and pierced a jambu
tree that grew at the foot of the mountain. As it was 
pierced by this ray of light a lotus sprang from it and 
from that was born Mafijusr1 . His complexion was 
yellow; he had one face and two arms. With the right 
he wielded a sword and with the left he carried the 
book ofwisdoin (prajfi.aparamita) . Thus, he was born 
without the intervention of a father an<l a mother and 
free from pollution of the common world. 28 Chinese 

puddhist sources record that activities of Maiijusii at 
Mount Wu-t' ai Shan were brought to the notice of 
Emperor Ming-Ti . In the men time, mumrous Sanskrit 

1 Buddhist texts connected with Maiijusii, such as the 
Mafi.jusrlguJJa-ksetravyuha, the Mafijusrivikrztfita ' 
were translated into Chinese and these works caused 
the Mafijusii cult to spread rapidly and establish firmly 
in China. Thus, by the 4th century Maiijusii worship 
was widely prevalent and the main temple dedicated · 
to hini was erected during this period. By the 6th cen
tury the Maiijusii cult was so well established in China 
that I-tsing records that even Indians believed that the 
Maiijusii cult originated in China and was later trans
mitted to India.29 It is said that both Vajrabodhi and 
Prajiia went to China to worhsip Maiijusii. In.824A.C. 
envoys from Tibet came to China tO obtain a statue of 
Manjusri . The lamas officially recognised that 

) 
Mafijusii was incarnate in the Chinese experor (JRAS. 

- Ns. xi, p. 522; JASB. 1 882, p.41 )� The 4th day of the 
4th month came to be regarded as the birthday of 

afijusri. But as in India in China,too the Maiijusri 
cult was overshadowed by the cult of Avalokitesvara, 
and it never became as wide spread and accepted as 
the cult of Avalokitesvara. 

Mafijusri in other Asian countries: Though Maiijsri 
is held in high esteem by all Buddhists his · cult did 
never reach the proportions reached by the cult of 
Avalokitesvara. 

The Nepalese tradition regards Maiijusii as the 
person who brought civilization to Nepal and thus as
sign to him an exalted position in the pantheon. The 
Svayambhu-Pura�za records that Maiijusft , who was 
residing on the Paficas'ir�a mountain in China, came 
to know about the appearance of the Adi-Buddha from 
a lotus that grew in the pond called Nagavasa in Ne
pal , and decided to visit Nepal. He, assuming the form 
ofVisvakarma and being accompanied by a king called 
Dharmakara and a large number of disCiples, came to 
Nepal and saw that the whole valley was submerged 
in water. He with his scimitar cleaved the surrounding 
mountains and drained the water. When the valley be
came dry he walked about in all directions and finally 
erected a high wall to sliport the stalk of the lotus from · 

which the Adi-Buddha appeared. This he called the 
Satya-giri . For sometime he resided on a mountain · 
which was called Mafijusri parvata and after accom
plishing his task, he established Dharmakara on the 
throne and went back to the Paiica:Srrsa mouritaiii. Tills . 
legend inade Maftjusii very popula:r�i� Nepal, and im- · 

mermis temples of worship .dedicated to Manjusn were 
built' there.31 - · · '.� • 

·_.: .- : . . 

In Japan, toti, Maiijtikiri� 'hcld' ·��- high. esteem: .· . · . . . . . . . -. , . · . . . • : ... · -· ' . ,  . Texts such as: the Vi,rzatq�irlf.nif:qi(sa 'hel�d. to estab� 
lish his inlportance; �� his,)lri#��� N� �O.W# from 
about the 7th century"_ J\.C,: ;�cc.O,t(Iigjg,; the Shingon 
teaching'M�jli�nj_s sii�'ti:i t�t·'clihlge of ihe souls 

. . . .  • . . .. .. . . : . ..  � _::� -. . -..t �·;J ,;.i \·.f �;. <:.-. � _ ... � ·.r- ·- , :. : . . 
_of dead per�ons fr01p; tfte .��c.�:qt:J, .-'f�e�. �ter 9eath. 32 · . ' . - - � t.� - - .. � _- � : ;_. ·-·:.! . ;; : � , \.• . . ·:_� . ': . 

In Java; top,:.M#iJ�1 .:�gt�wP g�c�e v�iy popu-
lar. In 1 343 A. G. kirig 1\Q..ityav<irman is said to have 
erected ari image of Mafijus'ri Tjandi Djago. Colossal 
images of Maiijusii are also found in temples such as 
Tjandi Mendut and S in,gas�i.3� . . . . . . · · ·�· . 

.. 
1n �otan al�o Maiij1J_ip se��s to hav� been held 

in high esteem, for VairQcana, w�o. spread Buddhism 
in that region, i s, coysider�d . a� ·an . inc().Illation . of 
Maiijusii .. 

28. A Grundwedel, Mytlwlogie du Bouddhisme au Tibet et en Mongolie, basee su.r Ia . (:Ollectiol.l lamaique du Prince 

Otithotomsk)\ Leipzig, 1 900, p. 1 38. 
29. A record oft he Buddhist Religion as practised in india and Malay Archipelago by 1-tsuing, trsl .  by J. Takakusu, Oxford, 

1 896; pp. 1 39, 1 69 .  
30. J .  Edkin, Chinese Buddhism, London, 1 880, p. 208. 
3 1 .  B .  H .  Hodgon, Essays on the Language, Literature and Religion of Nepal and Tzbet, London, 1 874, p. 1 1 6f. ; History of 

Nepal, ed. by Daniel Wright, Calcutta, 1 958, chp. ii. 
32. See A. Getty op. cit. p. 33; N .W. de Visser, Ancient Buddhism in Japan, Leiden, · 1 935, Vols. I and II, see index under 

Maiijusii and Manju .  
33 .  C .  Eliot, op. cit, pp.  1 63,  1 65, 1 69. 
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He is highly honoured and worshipped in Tibet, 
too. Atisa, Tsong-kha-pa, and even Sa-skya-Pandita 
are regarded as being incarnations of Mafijusii. It is 
the fierce form of Mafijusii known ac; Yamantaka that 
is most popular in Tibet. The Tibetans believe that in 
this form Mafijusii saved their country from Yama who 
threatened to d�populate the whole of Tibet. (For de
tails see YAMANTAKA) . .  

Maiijusii worship appears to have been known in 
Sri Lanka too, for the Mahayanists there are said to 
have made images of Mafijusr1 from very early times. 
One such image was discovered at Elahera, in the 
Matale district, in the Central Province.34 The relief at 
Isurunmniya (Anuradhapura) which .is popularly re
ferred to as "The Lovers" is cosidered to be a repre
sentation of Sthiracakra, a form of Mafijusii, and his 
consort 35 But his identification is not accepted by all. 36 

Iconography: In his simplest form Mafijusri is  
respresented as  being seated cross-legged on a lotus 
seat carrying his stock symbols, the sword .and the book 
(the Prajiiaparamita) in his right and lett hands re
spectively. In some representations the sword and the 
book are placed on lotuses the stems of which are held 
by Mafijusii. The number of faces, hands, the sym
bols he carries and such other features vary from form 
to form. As Vajraraga, Mafijugho�a� Siddhaikavira, 
Vagisvara, Mafij uvara, Arapacana, Sthiracakra and 
Vadira.t he has one face and two arms. As Vajrana:hga 
he has one face and four or six arms. As Mafijukumara 
and Maiijuvajra he has three faces and six arms. As 
Namasailgifi he has three faces and forir arms and as 
Dharmadhatuvagisvara he has four faces and eight 
anns. 

The symbols that he carries, too, vary from form 
to form. As Dhalmadhatu-vag1svara he is respresented 
as carrying a bow and an arrow, a noose and a goad, 
and a bell and a vajra in his three pairs of hands. As 
Vajrananga, a god of love; he carries a fully strung 
bow mounted with an arrow of alotus bud. The other 
two pairs carry a sword and a lotus, and a mirror and 
an as'oka twig with red flowers. His complexion, too, 
varies. Yellow and white are the most prominent col
ours. Pratyaflrjha, vajraparyahka, ardhaparyahka. 
Ialita, maharajanla are some of the sitting postures 
depicted by his statuary representations. His different 

forms adopt mudras such as dhyii na, varada 
dharmacakra. In one form he rides a lion, in another . 
tiger, but often he is represented as being seated on i 
lotus seat. 

Occasionally he is represented with his s'akti. Some 
of his representations bear miniature figures of either 
Amitabha or Ak�obhya whose emanation he is con
sidered to be. See PLATE LIV. 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

MANJUSRI (2) ·a bodhisattva: In the early Mahayana, 
wisdom and mercy are regarded as equally importar' · · 
fllld a Bodhisattva should possess the double quality 
of knowledge and merit Uiiiinasambhii ra and 
pul}yasambhara). Wisdom is considered to be sorri · -
what more important than Mercy. Mafijusii who rep
resents wisdom is invoked in the openmg verses of 
several treatises and he is praised in Saddharma
pu1J4ar1ka-sutra, The early Mahayana recognises an 
oligarchy of bodhisattvas and eight are mentioned as 
a group of equal rank. The list begins with Mafijusn. 

. Maiijusii means "Gentle Glory" or "Sweet Splen
dour". He i s  named in Ch. 1 1  of Saddharmma
pu1Jrfar1ka and_is regarded as a master of wisdom and 
knowledge. He has trained and disciplined many . 
bodhisattvas. He haS been ap�y called "all intellect 
and chastity". The epithet kumizra or kumizra-bhuta is 
often :applied to him. It has been interpreted as 'ever 

· young' or 'prince royal' ,  a consecrated heir of the Bud-, 
dha. 

o j· 
The place assigned to Maiijusii in the Buddhist 

Pantheon is one of the highest. Mahayanists consider 
him to be one of the greatest of bodhisattvas. Many 
believe that the worship of Mafijusn confers upon them 
wisdom, retentive memory,' intelligence and eloquence 
and enables them to master sacred scriptures. There
fore it is no wonder that his worship was widely preva
lent among ·the Mahayarusts. They conceived him in 
various forms and worshipped him with various 
mantras. Those who could not form any conception 
of him according to Tantric rites, attained perfection 
by simply muttering the mantras. 

34. N. Mudiyanse, Malzaycma Monuments in Ceylon, Colombo, 1 967, p. 64f. 
35. P. C. Sestieri, East and West, New Series, Vol X, Nos. 1 -2, March - June, 1 959, pp. 94-96. 
36. N. Mudiyanse, op. cit, Appendix B .  
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It is difficult to fix the exact date when Mafijusfi 
entered the Buddhist Pantheon. His image is not to be 
found among Gandhara or !he Mathura sculptures. 
Asvaghosa, Nagarjuna and Aryadeva do not mention 
him in their works. His name occurs in the Sukhavatl
vyuha as well as in the Amitayus-sutra (which are 
somewhat early texts). Since then Mafijusfi is men
tioned in subsequent Sanskrit (Buddhist) texts and in 
the accounts of Chinese travellers such as Fa-Hsien, 
Hiuen-Tsang, 1-Tsing and others and his images are . 
found among the sculptures of Sarnath, Magada, Ben
gal, Nepal and other places. 

. ... Many details about Mafijusfi are to be found in 
�� Svayambhu-Pura�Ja dealing with the glories of 

Svayambhii-k�etra in Nepal. The Adi-Buddha mani
f sted himself here in the shape of a flame of fire and 
so it is called Svayambhii-k�etra or the Palace of the �elf-Born. This place is consecrated with a temple of 
Adi-Buddha and close to it is the Manjusfi Hill, now 
known as the Sarasvafi-sthana. The information about 
Maiijusfi as gleaned from the Svayambhii-Purfu_la is 
given below in brief. 

It is mentioned in this text that Mafijusfi hailed 
from China, where he was living in Pafica-srr�a (The 
Hill of 5 peaks). He was a great saint with a good 
n\llllber of disciples and followers including the king 
of that country Dharmakara by name. One day 
Mafijl!_sfi received divine intimation that the self-born 
- )rd Adi-Buddha had manifested himself in the form of a flame of fire on a lotus rising from the Lake 
Kalihrada in Nepal. He forthwith started for Nepal to 
-pa1 homage to the god and was accompanied by a large 
number of disciples and his two wives and King 
Dharmakara of China. \\'hen he came to the lake, he 
found the god inaccessible, being surrounded by the 
vast expanse of water. With great difficulty he ap
proached the flame of fire and paid his homage. He 
contemplated of various ways of securing access to 
the god and began to go round the lake. In course of 
time, he cleft asunder with his sword the southern bar
rier of hills. The result was that the water rushed 
through that opening, leaving a vast stretch of dry land 
behind, which is known as Nepal valley. Through that 
opening the water of Baghmafi even now flows down 
and it is still called 'Ko.t-bar' or 'sword cut' . 

Maiijusfi lost no time in erecting a temple conse
crating the flame of fire and very near to the temple on 
a hillock he made his own habitation. On the same 

hill he made a vihara (or monastery), still known as 
the Manjup�t.tana, for his disciples. Lastly he made 
Dharmakara, the king of Nepal . These and many other 
pious deeds are ascribed to Maiijusii in the Svayambhu
Pura�ta. Putting everything in proper order, Mafijusii 
returned home and soon obtained the divine form of a 
Bodhisattva, leaving his mundane body behind. 

From the above it appears that Maiijusfi was a great 
person who brought civilisation to Nepal from China. 
He had �xtraordinary engineering skill and was a great 
architect. It is not possible to say exactly when he 
came to Nepal from China, but there is no doubt that 
in the 4lh century A . C . ,  he was well known as a 
Bodhisattva. He wieided great influence in the minds 
of the Buddhists and the Mahayfurists worshipped him 
in various forms and various ways. · He is known in 
almost all the countries in the continent of Asia where 
Buddhism made its sway. Various countries conceived 
various forms of Mafijusii arid it Is· a subject which is 
very extensive and involved. ·· 

Buddhists believe that gods emanate from one or 
the other of Dhyani BuddhaS', or 4 or 5 (>f them collec
tively. But it had not been p6ssible to assign·:�,.1'afijusii 
to a particular Dhyani Buddha'' (u6tQ .ofie p�icular 
group of Dhyfuri Buddhas. ' Ther6 i� eVic:Iefice:ihat the 
list of the five Dhy��Buddhas wa�t oonipl(!ted some
time after Santideva, if riot.considernb1y��er;: though 
two .,or three nf them were known prior to him.. It is 
after Santideva that the priestS:·o£.Vajrayana ci>nceived 
the idea that all gods should etn.al)!!t� ft,t;>m one or other 
of Dhyaru :Suddhas or folli; or five ottheill collectively, 
in the same w�y as Av.alokitesvara. emanated from 
Amitabha. 

MafijUsii was introduced into the Buddhist Pan
theon after Avalokitesvara and 11obody has any doubt 
as to his human person�ty . . But Avalpkitesvara was · · 
an abstract idea and never � huinan being. It is said 
that Dhyfuri Buddha Affiitabha, in his anxiety to cre
ate, caused a golden ray of light to appear from his 
head and in it originated the B odhisattva 
Avalokitesvara. With Mafijusfi the case is otherwise. 
He was regarded as a Bo9hisattva in the same way as 
Asvagho?a, Nagfujuna, Aryadeva, Asanga and ma.'ly 
others were regarded as Bodhisattvas in the time of 
Hiuen-Tsang. But this is no reason why Mafijusfi 
should not be regarded as an emanation from any one 
of the Dhyani Buddhas. Some considered him to be 
an emanation from Amitabha, others from Ak�obhya, 
still others from the group of the five Dhyani Bud-
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dhas. Cases are however, on record that Mafijusn is 
not affiliated to any of the Dhyiini Buddhas i.e. in other 
words, regarded as independent. 

1birty-nine siidhanas in the Siidhanamiilii are de
voted to the worship of Mafijusn and forty dhyiinas 
describe 14 different fmms of the Bodhisattva. In find
ing out the names of the different varieties, special 
stress has been laid on the mantras rather than on the 
colophons of the siidhanas. In determining the names 
of gods, the mantras are the safest guide, especially 
when one deity has a great many forms. The 14 vari
eties have · each a different name. Vagisvara, 
Mafijuvara, Mafijugho�a. Arapacana, Siddhaikav"ira, 
Yak, Mafijukurilara, Vajdmailga, Vadir�t, Namasailg1ti, 
Dharmadhatu-vag1svara, Sthiracakra, Manjunatha and 
Mafijuv�jra. 

· 

Ordinarily, Mafijusrl carries the s�ord and the book 
in his right and left hands. In representations, we some
times find these two symbols placed on lotuses. He is 
accompanied sometimes by Yamari or by his sakti 
alone. SometilJleS . he is  · accompanied by 
Sudhanakumara and Yamiiri and sometimes also by 
the 4 divinitie.s, .Tiilin1kumara, also called Siiryaprabha, . 
Candraprabha, Kesin1 and Upakesin1 . . Though th� last 
four are required to be present with 'Arapacana, they 
are found represented in othe:r places also. 

· Emanations from Amitabha: The following two va
rieties of Mafijusrl should bear the effigy of their sire 
Amitabha, one on the tongue and the other on the 
crown. · The former i s  Yak and the other is  
Dharmadhatu-vag1svara. 

(a) Vak- Mudra i s  samadhi:  Asana i s  
vajraparymika. 
Special characteristics, ornaments and ·dress: 
He is one faced, and two armed. · In the 
Siidhanamiilii there is one dhyana describing 

· him. 

(b) Dharmadhiitu-viig!svara - Faces four Hands 
eight; Asana, Lalita. Images in sto�e or in 
bronze are not common. Painters. of Nepal , 
do even now prepare paintings of this deity� 

Emanations from Ak�obhya: No less than 4 varie
ties of Mafijusn are distinctly said to bear the images 
of Ak�obhya on their crown. . 

Emanations of the five Dhyani Buddhas: Altogether 
four varieties of Mafijusrl are said to bear the images 
of the five Dhyani. Buddhas on their crown, thereby 
suggesting that Mafijusn is a Paficavirakumara. 

Images of this deity in his various aspects have 
been found in India. Some of the sculptures which 
have been illustrated are as follows: 

(a) Maii.juvara and Mafijusrl in ·Mahariijafila in 
the Indian Museum 

(b) Dharmacakra Mafijusrl, Arapacana Mafijusn, 
Vag1Svara and Niimasa:ilg1ti-Mafijusr1 from 
Nepal 

(c) Siddhaikav1ra from Samath 

A s tanding bronze s tatuette of Mafijusri 
Bodhisattva (height 2 inches) was found in Sri Lanka 
at a place calledAlahara (Matale District, Ce.ntral Prov
ince) and is now preserved in the Anuradhapura Mu
seum. (Cat. No. 044). It is of small proportions and 
the details are not very clear. This figure shows 
Mafijusn in his simplest form with the sword raised in 
his right, . the left hand resting on the waist with the 
arm bent at the elbow. He wears a conical head-dress. 
The drapery below the waist shows elaborate flounces 
at the sides as in the sculpture of Av.alokitesvara 
(Ku�.tarajiigala) at Weligama. The upper part of the 
body appears to be bare. · Ornaments though indistinct 
now, seem to have been worn. The point of the sword 
is placed so as to touch the head�dress. In his simplest \ 
form, Mafijusrl carries the sword in his right hand and r 
the Prajiiapiiramitii manuscript in his left. This sculp-
ture does not show the manuscript but the c;>ther sym-
bol, the sword is sufficient proof to identify it as a rep
resentation of Mafijusn. With regard to date, it has 
been suggested· that it could be of an early workr:nan
ship as the 4th Qr 5th century. 

Many of the Indian sculptures of this deity are 
shown as seated. But the sculpture from Alahara, Sri 
Lanka is a slanding representation. It is not possible 
to identify this figure with any of the known aspects 
of Mafijusri such as Mafijuvajra, Maiij ugho�a. 
Dharmadhiitu-vagisvara and so forth. The sculpture 
may be regarded as one of the simplest representa
tions of this deity and therefore belonging to a period 
before the iconographic type was elaborated into sub
divisions. 
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A Sanskrit inscription on a rock at Tiriyay (about 
30 miles north of Trincomalee, Sri Lanka) contains 
references to Bodhisattvas Avalokitesvara, Mafijusr1 
and the sanctity of Girik��ka-caitya. In this inscrip
tion Mafijusn is referred to as Mafijuvak: in stanza No. 
6. (The record is in verse, in Nard�takametre (Nos. 1 -
10) and Upajati metre (No. 1 1) .  A circular relic house 
(va_ta-da-ge) has been built on the same rock about 
200 feet away. The inscription has named it as 
Girik��ika-caitya (Sin. Girihah�u-saya). Stanza No. 
5 states that this stupa is the abode of Avalokitesvara. 
The next stanza eulogises Mafijuvak:. 

Munirapi Maiijuvag madana do�a vi�iidahara� 
kanaka vibhu�alJO jvala vicitrita gatra rucir 
anniyatamupaiti yatra sukumara tanur 
Bhagavan 
tadahamapi praf}aumi GirikarytJikacaityavaram 

The mention ofthe triad, the B uddha Sakyasirilha, 
Avalokitesvara and Mafijusn (in addition to the stupa 
in which was enshrined the hair relic of the B uddha 
given to the two seafaring monks Trapussaka and 
Vallika) gives a glimpse of the Mahayanist forms of 
worship in the 7th century (to which period this in
scription has been assigned). 

The stanza quoted above describes the physical 
appearance ofM afijusn in glowing terms: i.e. the sage 
who is the burning poison of mental transgression, of 
delicate body and who attains indeed a splendour of 
body heightened by the brightness of golden orna
ments. In the premises of the va.ta-da-ge, it is very 
likely that there was an image of Mafijusn also (in 
addition to those of the Buddha Sakyasirhha and 
Avalokitesvara), the aesthetic qualities of which en
raptured the poet  to such degree. The w ords 
"Girika!Jtfi-gatam Sugatam-ahamapi piijayami" 
(Stanza No. 9) refer to the Buddha image within the 
shrine. The presence of a hair relic could also be in
terpreted as the presence of the sage himself. 
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4. Ch. XI of the Saddharnuna-Pundar"ika-sutra states . . ' 
"The Bodhisattva Mafijusn proclaimed the 'Lotus 
of the Gpod Religion' in the Kingdom of the Nagas 
at the bottom of the ocean and the youthful daugh
ter of the Naga king heard the sermon and under
stood all the doctrines. As a result she attained 
Enlightenment and changed her sex on the spot". 
The merit of the preacher of the Lotus-siitra and 
of the faithful hearing of this sermon is praised . 
again and again. 

5. The main contents of -the Gal}tjavyuha-sutra are 
the wanderings of the youth Sudhana, who travels 
al l over India on the advice of B odhisattva 
MafijuSii., in order to obtain the highest kno�ledge 
essential for Enlightenment. 

6. In Tantric ritual literature, there is a Buddhist God 
of Love, Vajranahga, an incarnation of Mafijusn, 
who is invoked in sadhanas 59 and 60 (of the 
SadhanamZLla), where it is taught how a man can 
get a women into his power. ... 

7. According to the texts named Tara Tantra and Tara 
Rahasya, the cult of Mafijusn was taken from In
dia to China. It became so popular in China that · 

people in India said, Mafijusn lived,in,China and 
his cult was then again taken from China to Ne
pal. 1-Tsing calls attention to an Indian book in 
which China is praised because it is the home of · 
Mafijusn . . 

Nandasena Mudiyanse 

· 1\tiANJUSRI, L.T.P. About 38 miles from Colombo, 
along the road to Galle, lies the town of Alutgama, 
which is on the border that separates the Southern Prov
ince from the Western Province. However, Alutgama 
belongs to the western province and it was there that 
L. T.P. Manjusri, the well-known painter was, born in. 
the year 1 902, into an extremely poor family. The 
poverty of his family was such that he had to borrow a 
shirt to wear to school. As he had no books of his 
own, he did his lessons by reading the books of his 
classmates as he walked with them to school. His early · 
education was not of any long duration. When he was 
about I 0 or 1 1  years of age, he had, .to go out into the 
world to seek his fortune . . . His first engagement was 
as an apprentice to a carpenter. Nex� he betook him
self as a companion to a relative of his who was a bal
lad singer. Later he worked. as an assist�t salesman 
in a small shop in Beruwala, which belonged to one of 
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his cousins. It was while working in this shop that he 
watched with great interest, Buddhist monks and nov
ices (bhikkhus and sama'}eras) walking in procession 
or going about their daily alms-begging rounds. He 
had earlier been told by his colleagues that meditation 
exercises could in the long run confer supernatural 
powers such as travel by air or the state of being invis
ible to onlookers. He had seen such supernatural ex
ercises being performed by yellow-robed cirahat 
bhikkhus as depicted in several temple paintings. 

H\s grandfather was one Kovis Gurunnanse who 
had been a Buddhist monk in his youth. Young 
Manjusri was deeply influenced .by the Buddirist tra
ditions with which he came to be associated with. So 
at the age of thirteen he had the opportunity of being 
made a novice (asiimalJera) under the tutorship of two 
eminent scholars - Ven. Telvatte Ariyavamsa and Ven. 
Telvatte Amaravarnsa He was admitted to the Mailgal.a 
Pirivena where he absorbed himeif intensively in his 
studies ofSinhala, Pali, Sanskrit and Buddhism. When 
he was twenty years of age, he had earried for i'imself 
a considerable reputation as a scholar of standing. He 
became one �f a quartet of brilliant young monks who 
were soon to become·eniinent men in their respective 
fields. They were: Ven. S .  Mahinda, the Tibetan 
bhikkhu, the great poet who rose to the height of a 
natianal hero; Yen. Kalalalle Anandasagara (better 
known as K. S. or Sagara Palansuriya) also a poet, 
author of Sudo Sudu, and politician who gave up his 
robes and later became a member of Parliament; fi
nally Yen. Walpola Rahula, writer, scholar and acad
emician who was at one time Vice-chancellor of the 
Vidyodaya University and later the Chancellor of the 
University of Kelaniya. 

Manjusri had to go through a period of intense in- . 
tellectual and scholarly activity during the 1920s. At

· · 
an early age he had mastered the Sanskrit language ' 
and had learned to read and write Bengali. Equipped 
with his book learning in Bengali and having got a 
train ticket to Madras given to him by his friends; 
Manjusri set out for Santiniketan in order to pursue 
his studies further. He stayed in that well�known in
stitute of learning from 1 932 to 1934 and from 1 936 
to 193 7. As made known to the rest of the world by 
Manjusri himself, it was there that he first began to 
paint, his interest having been aroused by the artists 
he met and the numerous outstanding artistic creations 
he came across there. In studying these works of  art, 
he discovered a new medium of expression and new 
talents and abilities in himself: He had taken with him
self to Santiniketan copies of Sri Lankan temple mu
rals and when these were exhibited he found that there 
was an enthusiastic response to his creations. This 
was an encouragement to him as an artist. Thereafter 
he focussed his interest on the temple paintings, which 
had been a part of his familiar monastic environment 
since his youth. 

He paid a brief visit to Sikkim in 1 937 to study the 
Lamaist religious and artistic traditions of that coun
try. This visit had changed him into an entirely new 
way of life as shown by his interest in connection with 
Gotami Vihara paintings. Manjusri spent his days trav
elling throughout the country, · visiting temples and 
ancient sites, sketching and painting or studying and 
copying murals. By the early 1940s he had abandoned 
his scholarship and become entirely absorbed in art. 

In 1 943, Manjusri helped to form the '43 Group' ,  
a small but highly gifted and dedicated group of  mod
ernist painters who challenged the prevailing 'Aca
demicism' of contemporary Sri Lankan painting. Al
though mor� or less restricted to an elite and foreign
oriented audience, the artistS of the '43 Group' - pre
eminent among them ;Justin Deraniyagala, George Keyt 
and Ivan Peiris - produced a remarkable body of work 
from the 1 940s to the 1960s, constituting one of the 
most important schools of20lh century painting in Asia. 
Manjusri's somewhat surrealist-inspired paintings were 
quite different fmm anything else that could be seen 
in the work of the other '43 Group' painters, as were 
his general rutistic and social interests. He broke away 
from the group two years later and held his 'one-man 
show' in 1 945, where he exhibited original paintings 
as well as m�ral copies, representing the bulk of his 
artistic output since his return to Sri Lanka in 1 937. 
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The exhibition was so successful that he held another 
in 1947, a 'farewell exhibition' on the eve of a visit to 
Europe. He travelled in Europe from 1 947 to 1949, 
visiting England and Austria and holding exhibitions 
in London and in Vienna. See PLATE LV. 

In 1950, after his return to Sri Lanka, Manjusri 
gave up his robes and embarked on a full time career 
as an artist and journalist. From 1951  onwards he was 

. employed as a freelance writer on the Lankiulipa the 
Sinhala language daily of the Times of Ceylon Group. 
He wrote a number of illustrated articles on temple 
paintings during this period. He married in 1955 and 
from 1956 to 1968 he was on the permanent staff of 

�· - )eAssociated Newspapers of Ceylon (the Lake House 
Group), where he wrote and illustrated a number of 

. articles in both Sinhala and English language papers 
Wid journals, on a variety of subjects. During this pe
riod he continued to paint and to study and copy the 
temple paintings. Since his retirement in 1968, he was 
able to devote himself entirely to his art, assisted by 
his own son Kushan, who is himself an accomplished 
painter. Besides being represented in a number ofna
�jonal and group exhibitions, Manjusri has held a 
number of one-man shows of .his works since his re
turn to Sri Lanka and especially in the 1960s and 1970s. 
This includes several annual exhibitions at the Samudra 
Gallery in Colombo, especially that of 1 969; a major 
show at the Alliance Francaise in 1 970, at the National 
An Gallery in 1972 and a joint exhibition with his son 

. Kushari at the Art Gallery in 1976. He lived to a fairly )ld age, always active and energetic. In June 198 1 ;  he 
p ssed away, aged 79. See PLATE LV. 

Nandasena Mudiyanse 

MANJUSRIBIIA5ITAVAsTUVIDYAsASTRA, also 
called citrakarmasiistra is ,a Buddhist Sanskrit text 
ascribed to Bodhisattva Mafijusii. It existed in ola 
manuscript form till recent times and has now been 
edited and published. It is the only silpa text which 
has so far come to li ght containing information about 
Buddhist monastic architecture and iconography. The 
contents have been divided into 17  chapters. The first 
three chapters (which constitute half the text) deal with 
monastic architecture, and has been called Wlstusastra. 
The remaining 1 4  chapters deal with iconography, 
iconometry and modelling of images of Dhyani Bud
dhas and Bodhisattvas. This second part of the text 
has been named citrakarmasastra by rea.Son of its 
being designated as such in the colophons to chapters 

4- 17.  The two parts belong to one and the same text 
an� have been published under the uniform title of 
ViistuvidyaSiistra and Citrakarma.Sastra. 

The manuscript was discovered at <1. Buddhist tem
ple in Garnpola, Sri Lanka It contains about 1 600 
s1okas. It has not been possible to trace a second manu
script of the work anywhere in Sri La.'1ka. The avail
able text has been written in Sinhala script of about 
the 14th- 15th centuries A.C. The original text was 
probably composed during 1 1 th to 12th centuries. The 
text furnishes for the first time a wealth of hitherto 
unknown information about the way in which Bud
dhist monasteries were planned and constructed in 
ancient Sri Lanka. 

The work is unmistakably a product of the 
Mahayana school. Apart from its authorship being 
ascribed to Mafijusn, the Bodhisattva of Wisdom and 
Learning, it gives descriptions of the five 
S ambhogakaya Buddhas and the eight great 
Bodhisattvas in connection with the arrangement of 
statues in the sanctum of the image house and also 
mentions the Buddha iaktis, Mahayanist gods and 
minor deities in its section of iconography. The fig- . 
ures of the five Dhyam Buddhas are among the ob- · 
jects to be deposited in the site of a caitya as .well as in . 
the reliquary underneath a Buddha statue. The work 
also states that a mantra · inscribed on. a metal leaf 
should be enshrined in the relic chamber:of a caitya. 
That this too was· a Mahayanist, practice is proven be
yond doubt by the discovecy! ofa .nuniber: of coppet: . 
plaques containing\:dlUzrd�iis; fronl lha;debris of the 
dilapidated. caitya'in ·ther.Vijayar.:ama; an ancient 
Mahayanist monastery lying about 5 km. to the north . 
of Anuradhapura. · · 

The t}'pe ofmoilastery (iirama) described in this . 
text was to be located in open space, with a retaining 
wall supporting a raised quadrangle containing the 
building complex, encircled by a walk and a moat, 
beyond which lay a coconut, arecanut or bamboo 
grove, and there are striking similarities between these 
monasteries and those found in Anuradhapura and 
Polonnaruva in North Central Sri Lanka. Therefore it 
is very likely that this text had its origin within Sri 
Lanka itself 

If the various layouts of the monasteries (discussed 
in the work) are considered, it will be seen that some 
of them show close affinities with a specific group of 
Mahayanist establishments that existed on the outskirts 
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of Anuradhapura (and also in certain other parts of the 
island) about the period 9- 1 Oth centuries A. C. These 
monasteries have been described as pabhata-vihciras 
(Sk. parvata-viharas) on account of the elevated posi
tion of their central quadrangles which contained the 
four rel igious  edifices,. namely the caitya, the 
bodhiveiman, thepratimagrha and uposathagrha. Im
mediately outsi de this sacred quadrangle ran a 
circumambulatory walk. The residential and other non
religious buildings. were accommodated in the low ly
ing area between this walk and the moat on the bound
ary. 

· . The work opens with the. salutation 'namas 
sarvajfiaya ' followed by a brief account of the legen
dary origin of the vastuSa:stra attributed to the Buddha 
himself, who unofolds the science in response to a 
query by Bodhisattva MaiijusfL who in tum imparts it 
to the world of mortals: · This brief narrative is fol
lowed by a summary of the contents. 

Chapter I enumerates the twenty four types of 
aramas with their geograpl">ical locations as well as 
their positions within a given site and also on the pe
riphery of a site. The names of twelve arama types 
are given along with a<l alternate plan (vikranta) for 
each type, thus bringing the total number to . twenty 
four. The twelve types are known as Hastyarama, �irilhiiriima, D��arama. Padmarama. Bhik��yarama. 
Sitalagulma, Gokularama, Anvarama, 

. Bhujangaphai.J.arama, Hanisapak:�a, Navakara and 
Cakrarama. It should be noted that these names are 
not to be found in any of the Indian filpa texts. It is 
therefore reasonable to assume that these arama pat
terns are an independent development in ancient 
Sinhala monastic architecture. Three types, the 
Hastyarama, the Sirilharama and the Harilsapak�a are 
laid out definitely following the figures of the respec
tive animals, and five types, the Dal).�iirama, the 
Padmarama, the Bhujailgaphal).iirfuna, the Navak:ara 
and the Cakrarama, following the shapes of the respec
tive objects i.e. rod, lotus, cobra-hood, ship and wheel. 
The Bhik�ul).yiirama appears to be a type of monas
tery for Buddhist nuns and the stipulation that it should 
be located in close proximity to another monastery 
further strengthens this possibility. Anvarama has also 
a definite plan, but it is difficult to ascertain the pat
tern followed by the Gokularama and the Sitalagulma. 

Chapter II covers a little less than half of the whole 
text. It consists of 635 verses and is the longest of all 
the chapters. It begins with a short account of how the 

gnomon or sun dial used for ascertaining the cardinal 
points should be placed. The most important feature 
of the monastery envisaged in this text is that all build
ings, sacred and residential were located in one large 
quadrangle, almost square in shape, which was raised 
above the ground level by means of a retaining wall 
built on all four sides. The only type of ancient mon
astery belonging to the first millennium, which is built 
on a well discernible plan are the so-called pabbata
viharas (as mentioned earlier). The building complex 

. consisted of a rectangle almost square in shape. The 
measurements are given in hastas (i.e. the ancient cu
bit of24 ahgulas). The retaining wall to be built round 
the area, its width, height and the mouldings are nex' ) 
described. Once the construction of the wall was corn- i ' 

plete, the placing of the deities (vastudevatiis) in tht�( 
site commenced. For this purpose, the court within \ 
the confines of the wall was divided lengthwise and 
breadthwise into five equal parts. The twenty five 
squares thus obtained, were dedicated to the twently 
five deities of the site. After assigning the deities to 
the respective ko�.thas, the very important ritual of 

· garbha-vidhana or impregnation of the site was car
ried out. This ritual consisted of depositing in each 
ko�_tha, an object symbolic of the respective deity. The 
depositing of the symbolic objects was done at ground 
level (prakrti-sthala). The foundation was laid with 
stone and the rest of the empty space within the wall 
was filled with earth. 

The work next describes in detail the l ayout of the 
different arama patterns. The positions of the various \ 
edifices within a monastery varied according to the 
direction in which the main entrance was located. Thus / 

there are, forty six different plans discussed here. The 
work divides all edifices into two groups, the major 
(mukhya) and the minor (gaw:za). The major edifices 
are five in number. They are the four most important 
sacred buildings i .e. the caitya, the bodhivesman, the 
pratimalaya and the sabha, and the prasa.d.a which was 

. the the residential quarters for the monks. The s abha 
was a religious building (uposathagara) where the 
community of monks assembled to perform ecclesias
tical acts. 

The work mentions more than twenty kinds of 
ancillary buildings which might well belong to a mon
astery of average size. Of these the bhojanalaya (re
fectory) and the bhaktasala (kitchen) are the common
est and indispensable adjuncts, to any monastery com
plex. Next in impottance comes the non-descript 
pratiharmya which in all probability was a residential 
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uuLlU.U'f-. reserved for visiting monks. Other buildings 
should be mentioned are the hospital (rogalaya), 
hal! (pu�pamm;rjapa) ,  urinal (srutafa!a), lava-

tory (malamok�a), granary (dhanyavasaka), drumming 
(bherigrha), dance-bali (nrtya-ma!Jtjapa), preach
hall (dharmma-ma�1tjapa) and conference or lec

ture-hall (vyakhyana-marJtjapa). 

In this text, the stiipa (otherwise called caitya) has 'been given special treatment. The whole of Chapter 
III is devoted to it in connection with its construction 
and other details. The chapter opens with the specifi
cations for the bricks to be used in caitya construc
tion. The measurements are given in ahgulas. The 
text goes on to enumerate five types of caitya. The 
four easily recognizable types are given as dhanyara.§a, 
padmatmaka ( i .e. padmaka ra), gha!Jfiikara and 
budbudakrti. The term oandalandakara appears to be . .. . . . . 
a corrupt form for palii!Jcfvaka ra (onion or bulb 
shaped). The gha.takiira and the amalaka types are 
not mentioned at all, probably because they were not 
popular in Sri Lanka. Something interesting about the 
list given in this text is that each type seems to have 
been associated with a particular type of monastery. 

The work enumerates ten different types of ground 
· · distinguished from each other by means of vegetation, 

· soil structure and physical features. Of the ten types, 
only the first four, namely anupa,jangala, sadlzara�w 
and dhumraka are briefly discussed as they are con
sidered to be the types best suitable. The commence
ment of the work was preceded by an. elaborate cer
emony. During the course of the ceremony the four 
boundary lines were laid. Next commenced the con
struction of the first chamber. In the middle of the site 
an area measuring one hasta a side was smeared with 
cow-dung (as a purificatory rite). On the floor space 
was drawn the p/..tha and upap"i.fha diagram, the former 
consisting of nine squares and the latter twenty five 
squares. In the p"i,tha plan of nine squares were placed 
a heap of Sa:li rice (on the middle square up to a height 
of seven ahgulas). In the remaining eight squares the 
eight kinds of auspicious symbols (a�tamahgalas) were 
placed. Thereafter work was started in connection with 
the garbhagrha. The walls of the chamber were built 
most'probably with bricks. Once the walls were com
pleted the chamber was closed with stone slabs and 
bricks. The work of the lower part of the dome cover
ing the first chamber must have followed next. 

Before the work on the second chamber 
(garbhagrha) commenced there was another conse
cration ceremony. · The layout out this chamber was 

that of upap"i,tha which consisted of 25 squares. There 
were deities occupy�ng the sixteen sguares on the pe
riphery. They were ISa, Mahendra, .Aditya, Antarik�a, 
Agni ,  Gr hak� ata, Yama, Mr � a. Piq- (Nirr t a) ,  
Pu�padanta, Varu�a, Roga, Vayu, Bhalla.ta, Soma and 
Aditi. Brahma occupied the centre_ and the �ight 
squares around it  were occupied by Apavatsa, Arya, 
Savitii, Vivasvat, Indra, Mitra, Rudrajaya, Bhiimindra 
Wrthividhara). In this chamber, most probably in the 
niches on the four walls, figures of the four divi�e 
Buddhas Aksobhya, Vairocana, Ratnasambhava, and 
Amitabha were deposited with their heads turned to
wards the east, north, west and south respectively. A 
figure of Amoghasiddhi was placed above that of 
Amitabha. The four Buddhasaktis ,  lara, Locana, 
Prajiia and Mamukh1 were next placed in the four cor
ners beginning with Isa. Various other items worthy 
of veneration were also placed and the chamber was 
closed by laying the top bricks. The text makes no 
mention of any relics being deposited. 

Above the top brick layer of the second chamber 
was placed the repository of gems which is an essen-
tial feature of the interior of any caitya. Strict specifi
cations are given for its measurements. It has to be a 
perfect square measuring 4,5,6,7,8,9, 1 0, 1 1  or 1 2  
ahgulas a side. Its width also may be i n  relation to the 
width of the outer wall or of the inner wall of the caitya. 
It i s  likely that the terraced plinth and the bell of the 
caitya were built with two concentric walls differing 
in thickness. The repository of gems or- ratnany'flsa 
was divided into nine chambers. In these were depos-
ited pearls, diamonds, sapphires, rubies etc . .  Oblations 
were offered to the receptacle before the gems' were 
deposited in it. This description of the garbhagrhas 
and ratnanyasa agrees with the arrangement of plans 
of Sri Lankan stupas. Most of these stupas contain 
three chambers except that of Topavava which con� 
tained six chambers . The general arrangement of the . '.: 
existing examples is that the uppermost chamber which 

is the largest, is on level with the upper terrace 'Of! the 
plinth of the stupa and the third or the lowertnos:�·-'��'till�'¢: 
erally smaller in size, on ground leveL In theseltnl- - ·· · · 
stances, the ratnanyasa (called yantragala in Sinhal 
occurs below the chamber and not above i t  aS' · 

tioned in our text. 

The most valuable information 
vides concerns the prototype of that 
runs through the axis of the dome· 
as yupa. In thi s text it is La.o ............ , 
gajapadaka. The type of · 
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belongs to a very early period when gajastambhas were 
made of wood. It had three heights, adhama, 
madhyama and uttama measuring thirty and a half 
hasta, thirty t1ve and a half hasta and thirty nine and a 
half hasta, respectively. The post was fitted on to a 
shaft fixed to a base placed above the receptacle of 
gems. The chatrada!Jtf.a is known as ya�fi in the 
Divyiivadii na.  According to the text of the . 
Vastuvidyasastra, it was, like the gajastambha, made 
of wood. It is said to be three hastas in length and 
three ahgulas less than the gajastambha in width. A 
copper shaft (fila) was fitted to the tapering end of the 
chatrada!Jq.a. Its lower end was fitted on to the lid of 
the relic chamber in the harmikii sealing completely 
the hole in the lid. It was coated with plaster and sup
ported a pile of umbrellas placed one above the other; 
This text does not make any mention of a harmikii or 
hatariis kofuva on the top of the dome. But immedi
ately after describing the chatriivali, it speaks of such 
decorative motifs as festoons of lotuses and rows of 
pearls and gems employed on the caitya. As the text 
(in connection with these details) is corrupt it is not 
possible to say anything conclusively about the 
harmikii. Originally the term dhatu-garbha referred 
to the hannikii. 

· 

The relic casket took the fom1 of a miniature stupa 
and was made of metal. It contained a nine chamber 
reliquary, four or five ahgulas square. The nine cham
bers were dedicated to the nine deities (i.e. the eight 
Dikpalas with Brahma in the centre). In the eight outer 
squares were placed the eight kinds of grain, the five 
kinds of metal and the eight kinds of precious stones. 
The relics, if there were any, were placed in the cen
tral chamber dedicated to Brahma. A mantra mscribed 
on a leaf of gold, silver or copper was also deposited 
in the same chamber. The mantra is in the form of an 
appeal to the five Tathagatas and the chamber deities 
to protect the relics and other deposits from possible 
danger. After inscribing the mar.tra, the leaf was bathed 
in purified water and then smeared with sandal-wood 
ointment. The receptacle was first inserted in the cas
ket which was then placed in the centre of the harrr.ikii. 

The remaining chapters ·(i.e. 4- 1 7) deal with ico� 

nography, iconometry and related· subjects. The con
tents of each chapter are given below in brief. 

Ch. 4. 

Ch. 5. 

Classification and selection of trees for door
frame ornamentation and image making etc. 

MetQod of cutting and seasoning of wood. 

Ch. 6. 

Ch. 7. 

Ch. 8. 

Ch. 9. 

Ch. I O. 

Ch. 1 1 .  

Ch. 12. 

Ch. 13 .  

Ch. 14. 

Ground plans and locations of the Buddha 
and Bodhisattva figures in the sanctum 
chamber. 

The technique of clay-modelling, cutting of 
trees for armature (sula) and fixing of 
wooden sticks together (a�,tabandha). 

The ritual connected with the laying of jew- · 

els prior to fixing of the sula. Measurement 
of the altar and the mantra to be recited. 

The tying of cords round the sula. 

Winding strings round to support the clay 
that forms the body of the image. 

Characi:eristics ·of clay suitable for image
making. 

Method of preparation of limestone paste. 

Canons of proportions 

Measurements to be obtained by means of . 
plumbline. 

·Cli. 1 5. Iconographic details of the five Dhyani Bud
dhas and Bodhisattvas. 

Ch. 1 6. The characteristics and the application of 
pigments. 

Ch. 17 .  The ritual of taking out the eyes preceding 
their replacing. 
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.J .. ua.a•u.u.av_J.Jrl ........ n..L•.a . This Mahayana text has 
been called Arya Maiijufrz-Mula-Kalpa. Its con
are based on a dialogue between the Buddha and 

parsan mm! f!ala (assembl·y) and be tween 
Mafijusii and the assembly. The language 

the document is ungrammatical such as in works, · 
contain charms and formulas. The contents may 

described as mantras, sadhanas and astrological 
':.tm>gnostJtcali.< ms. The text has been intended as a hand

for bdievers in charms. At the end of it there is 
the title given as AvatanJ.sakizt Mahiiyiina Vaipulya
Sutrat which makes it possible to group it into the class 

· of literature called Mahayana Vaipulya Avatamsaka. 
. ·. The text begins with the words Evan} maya frutan;. 

The character of the text may be understood from the 
. ·. following extract. 

,•t: · -). i, l· 
"Nama� sarva tathagatanamacintya pratihata 
sasananan; 0 ra ra smara apratihata sasana 
kumara rupadhar.zna hum hum phat mesvaha. 
AyanJ sakuma ra Maiijufr"i -Mu la-mantra� 
sarvesiinJ tathiigatiiniim hrdyanJ sarvaiSca 
tathiigatairbhiisita!J bhiisi§yante, sattvamapidimin; 
bhasisyase sahall'J lokadhatu11J gatva vistara 
vibhiigasa.IJ sarva karma karanJ. sakya munina 
tathiigateniibhyanujfiata parama hrdayanJ bhavati 
ciitra omvakyeda namah upa hrdyan; (;atra vakye 

�"-

hum. " 

The fifty third patala (chapter) of this text is de
voted to Indian History of the period 700-790 A. C. 
(This portion was published under the title Imperial 
f/istory of India in the year 1934, at Allahabad, India). 
The relevant chapter which has been recorded as a dis-. ) course by the Buddha, begins as follows: 

"Atha khalu bhagaviin ia kyamunih tasmat 
samiidhervyutthiiya maha sagaropamiiyii m 
parsanma!J4alan; dhannmam de.§ayamiinah sarvva 
sattvaniim sarvva bhtlta gananamag ratah 
sannisannah tatra vajrapani pramukhanamaneka 
Bodhisattva sankhye sahasram sa riputra 
pramukhiim aneka sahkhyeya rhasahasram 
vaifravana pramukham . . . . . . . . . . .  mantrayatesma 
srnvantu bhavanto devasankhyah. Sarvva 
Bodhisattvarya sravakizh. Anityah sarvasamskiirah 
utpadavyayadhanninah. Utpadya hi niruddhayan!e 
tesam vyupasamah sukham" 

· The book ends as follows: 

"Aryya Maiijuir"i mu lakalpa t  Bodhisattva 
pifakavatan;sakizt Mahayana 
Vaipulyasutrat patala visarat eka paitcaf:a KQ.ja 
vyakarat;a parivartah " 

This work is entirely in the spirit of Mantrayana. 
In the major portion of the work, the Buddha while 
being in the assembly speaks only to Maiijusri. In the 
first three chapters, MafijuSri himself- speaks and in 
the last two chapters, Goddess Vijaya. The Buddha · 
gives instructions as to magic rites with mantras_, 
mudras, maf}tj.alas etc. In Ch. IX for instance, '•the 
Great king of Sciences", the mantra of Mafijusn, is 
taught, which includes all sciences within itself, by 
means of which one can attain all things, which de
stroys all the mantras of evil doers, blots out all sins 
etc. It is called the Kihum Mantra. In Ch. XIV, the 
same powers are claimed for the Bhrum Mantra There 
is very little trace of Buddhism in this manual of magic, 
though the worship of the- 'three jewels' is mentioned_ . in Ch. 4 7. The work was translated into Chinese as a 
MahQ- Vaipulya-sutra between 980 and 1 000 A. C. ami 
into Tibetan as a Tantra in the 1 1 '" century. 
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Nandasena Mudiyaanse 

MANOKAMMA See KAMMA 

MANOPAVICARA, investigation (upavicara) by 
mind (mano) of sense objects that come in contact with 
the senses, whether a particular object gives ground 
for pleasure (somanassa) or sorrow (domanassa) or 

• neutral feeling (upekkhii.). These three aspects of in-
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vestigation, when applied to each of the six sense-ob
j ects, become eighteen, which are here termed 
afJharasa-manopavicara (M. III .  239 f; D. III, 244 f; 
S. IV, 232; A.  I, 1 75 - 1 76). 

In the suttas we find manopavicara being identi
fied with vedana (S. IV, 232) while it is placed after 
six bases of sense contact (phassa M. III, 239; A.  I . 
175). In the commentaries it  is explained as repre
senting two activities of the mind, namely, .vitakka, 
initial application and vicara, sustained application of 
the mind with regard to an object, and it has been ex
plained as determination by investigating after having 
considered by reflecting ( vitakkena vitakketva vicarena 
paricchindati: DA. S!lB, p. 758; cp. AA. II. 278; PsA. 
SHB, 69; Vism. 1 14 ft). 

Its identification with vedanii, the fact that it fol
lows phassa and also its explanation as vitakka and 
vicara demonstrate that manopavicara represents a 
stage in the cognitive process. This is strengthened by 
sutta passages, which describe the arising of what is . 
called papanca ( q. v. ) . 

In the Madhupi!J.tfikasutta, for example, the stages 
are given . of a cognitive process which culminate in · 
the arising of papanca. Coming together of three fac
tors, it  says, is called contact (phassa) which gives rise 
to feelings (vedana). The stages that follow are safi.iia, 
cognition, and vitakka which results in papanca (M. 
i., III, f.). Manopavicara �eems to represent three 
stages in this process, namely vedana, sanna and 
vitakka which is naturally accompanied by vicara. 

Sanna here represents the actual cognition of an 
object. Man does not rest satisfied with mere cogni
tion, he begins to examine it and determine. This is 
discriminative activity of the mind, which results in 
grasping the major and minor characteristics, (nimitta 
and anuvyanjana) of the object cognised. A man, on 
seeing an object, for example, investigates and deter
mines its colour, shape, and so on; he concludes that it . 
is beautiful or ugly or neutral . This entire process is 
called manopavicara. 

. 

It is this manopavicara that is responsible for the 
arising of different passions in the mind. An ordinary 
man, incapable of understanding the real nature of 
things cognises that they change and are impermanent 
etc., contemplates unwisely (ayoniso manasikaroti) 

and takes or rather mistakes things impermanent as 
permanent, things painful as pleasurable and things 
unsubstantial as substantial ; in short, he takes a per
verse view of them (vipallasa : Netti. 1 1 5 ;  Viparyasa: 
Mdhvr. 452). Depending on outward appearance of 
the objects he decides one object as agreeable and an
other as disagre@able. Towards agreeable object he 
develops a liking and is attracted; .he begins to crave 
for it. This is how lust (raga) arises. Similarly he 
dislikes disagreeable objects and becomes averse to 
them; he begins to hate them. This is how hatred (dosa) · 
arises. These are two of the basic passions (mulakle.Sa) 
that arise due to ignorance (moha), another basic pas
sion. 

J ;! None of these passions will arise if a man is able , .. 
to wisely contemplate on the objects he cognised; that, . -( ' 
they are impermanent (anicca), miserable (dukkha) and 
unsubstant ia l  (anatta) . Wise contemplation 
(yonisomanasika ra) gives no opportunity for 
manopavicara; one does not grasp the minor and ma-
jor attributes of the objects cognised. This is called 
restraint as regards the senses (indriyasa11Jvara) or · 
guarding the doors o f  the senses ( indriyesu · 

guttadvarata). By developing this quality, one be
comes disgusted with the objects cognised (nibbida); 
on being disgusted, one becomes dissociated (viratta) 
and free ( vimutta) from them. 

Upali Karunaratne 

MANORATHAPVRA�i : The Manorathapuratfi is 
the commentary on the Aizguttara Nikiiya which is the 
fourth book of the Sutta Pi_taka. In this text, the con- ( 
tents are arranged in the ascending order, the entire · 
text' consisting of eleven chapters (Nipatas). These 
eleven chapters contain 9557 suttas, the majority of 
these being shorter than the majority of suttas of the 
other three Nikayas. 

. 

The list of .commentaries cited by Buddhaghosa 
includes a text referred to as the Anguttar.alfhakatha. 1 
A l though i t  i s  not  c l e ar w hether the present 
Manorathapurarjl is a direct translation of the original 
Sinhala Atiguttara.t.thakathci or is the -edited work, 
cleared of contradictions and repetitions to be in .agree-

. ment with the canonical texts and other commentar
ies, it can safely be said that it is the edited product 
bearing witness to Buddhaghosa's great erudition. 

I .  History oflndian literature, M. Wintemitze, V�I . II ,  1 993. 1 9 1 f. 
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Commenting on the Manorathapurmfi, Winternitz 
remarks, "the Manorathapurmfl contains about a hun
dred legends. Among them we find for example 1 3  
extremely interesting stories from the life of the Ther!s, 
the early women-disciples of Buddha, which are very 
valuable to us as additions to the Therl.gathas. The 
wreath of legends with which the Buddhistic narrators 
have suiTounded their female saints certainly throws 
some light on the real life and feelings of those women 
who gave up the world in order to follow the Buddha. 
The section begins with the life-story ofMahapajapati 
Gotarrii, the aunt and foster-mother ofthe Buddha who 
became the first nun. Her story is of course told al-

-
-�,a�y in the _Vznayap(taka . After

_
this story which gives 

' .A'e ImpressiOn of a true happenmg, follows the won
derful legend of Khema the queen, proud of her beauty, 

•no does not even take cognizance of the existence of 
the Buddha for a long time; but one day the Buddha 
makes appear before her the phantom of a charwJng, 
beautiful goddess who, before her eyes, becomes older 

- and older until she stands before her as an irifirm old 
woman and at last falls down dead; then Khema too is 
reminded of her impending fate and begs the king for 
permission to enter the community of the nuns. 

- Another one, Uppalava��a. is so marvellously 
beautiful that the princes of the whole of India want to 
marry her, and the father is greatly embarrassed, and 
the daughter solves the problem by becoming a nun. 
The legend of Kisagotam1 and of the mustard-com 
\omes here again. Most touching of all is the story of 

· -f>a.tacara whose contents may be retold here in short. 
P3;tacara is the daughter of a rich merchant in Savathi . �e falls in love with a worker employe� in her house 
and allows him to seduce her. After becoming preg
nani she would like to come back to her parents. The 
husband agrees, but puts off the departure from day to 
day, until at last she departs alone. He follows her and 
joins her just at the moment when, having pains on the 
way, she gives birth to a child. Then they come back 
to their house. The same thing is repeated at the birth 
of their second child. But while she delivers the child 
on the way there is a big storm. Her husband makes a 
protective roof for her with twigs of trees. While he is 
cutting grass to cover it, he is bitten by a snake and 
dies. The sorrowing mother continues her journey with 
her two children. She comes to a river which she can
not cross with both her children at the same time. So 
she leaves back the older boy on the bank, carries the 

• younger one to the other bank, lays him dm�.rn and 
comes back to the older boy. While she is ih mid
stream a hawk comes flying to the younger chilp. She 

raises her hands to scare away the hawk. This the older 
boy sees who thinks that his mother is signing him to 
come to her. So he gets into the water and is washed 
away. In the meantime the hawk has flown away car
rying the younger child. Full of grief the woman con- · 
tinues her journey to Savattlii. Arriving there she 
learns that her parental home has been destroyed by a 
cyclonic storm and t�at her parents have died. They 
are just about to be burnt on the pyre. The wretched 
woman breaks out wailing and lamenting, tears her 
clothes from off her body and wanders about for mai}y 
days naked and mad. One day at last she comes across 
the Buddha who is just preaching. And the Lord lets 
his feelings of benevolence flow on her and says, 'Sis
ter, come back to your senses: Sister, come back to 
your senses' .  As soon as she hears the words of the 
Lord she is overwhelmed with the feeling of shame. · 
A man throws a piece of clothing at her and she covers 
herself. Through one verse of the Buddha she is fully 
converted and she has become later one of the most 
highly esteemed nuns of the community. 

In some of these stories we fmd motifs of fciiry
tales which belong to the common property of world 
lit�rature, whether they have wandered out.of.h!dia or 
they have been taken over by Indians from foreig!)ers. 
Thus Uppalav��a was in earlier birth-the Buddhist 
narrators are never contentcwith describing the events 
in the life of their saints only in their last birth-the girl 
Padumavafi born from a Iotusbud. When she walked, 
lotus flowers sprouted unq.�r her footsteps. As she is 
the favourite queen of the king of Ba,naras .her co-wives 
became jealous of her. When the king is away fight
ing a battle they rob her of her new born babies in 
whose pl ace they place a bloody block of wood. She 
is driven away, but soon the babies who have been put 
in a wooden box are fished out and the truth is dis�ov
ered. Similar stories are current in the literature of 
these fairy tales east and west. At  another place of the 
Manorathapurw:z! we find the story of Ghosaka the 
merchant. This story appearing again and again in 
India and widespread in the whole world, tells of a 
boy of poor circumstances but born under a lucky star 
who, in spite of all attacks on his life, at last attains a 
high position through the help of a young girl who 
falls in love with him and replaces a letter which is 
meant to bring death upon him with aQother letter by 
which his marraige with herself is brought about. A 
second attack on the life of the young man is foiled 
l ike Schil ler ' s  balled o f  ' G ang- nach : dem 
Eisenhamrner' ,  by making the abettor of the murder 
of his son die in accord!illce with the proverb 'The biter 
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will be bitten' . The majority of the stories are how
ever, only edifying stories . . One of those, for example, 
tells of a merchant whom Mara in the guise of the 
Buddha tempts in order to teach him a false doctrine, 
but the merchant recognises him as Mara, since the 
Buddha cannot have taught something like that." 1  

While pUTJya was not an acquisition that could be 
given away or shared by the doer at his discretion ac
cording to the canonical texts, the first occurence of 
the terin pattida na i s  come across  in the 
Manorathapurarfi as an explanation of the term 
iititheyya in the story ofVeJukan.taki Nandamata in the 
Mahayafifia Vagga of the Sattaka Nipata.2 Explaining 
the textual phrase; "Evart} me bhavissati atitheyyan 
ti ", as, "Evart} attano pattidiinaft} yiicitvii ayaft} te 
dhamm·akathikaSC!kkiiro ti " ,  introduces the term 
pattidiina. 

It was thus the cornrnentarial l iterature which was 
used to introduce the new concepts which· were not 
only essential but indispensable in the assimilatory 
process. All local deities who had their own individual 
cults were provided a place in the ritual but devoid of 
their cults, and were assigned the task of providing 
protection and exercising vigilance over the welfare 
of those who gave their pUIJYU generated from offer
ings niade to the Buddha and other centres of cultic 
ritual on his behalf and in his name. 

Not only the Manorathapurarfi, but many other 
cornrnentarial and other post-canonical works as well 
were pnt in the service of this massive assimilatory 
process, the like of which was already taking place in 
the neighbouring Indian sub-continent in the assimi
lation of tribal cults and ritual .3 While there was ur
gent need for providing supporting l iterature for the 
smooth functioning of the new ritual and cultic prac
tices, it is quite reasonable to think that these were 
written in the language of the people. This seems a 
fair argument for the existence of cornrnentarial and 
other texts like the Bodhivaft}sa in Sinhala. Also, it 
seems quite reasonable to think that at a l ater period it 

· was desired that these literature too should be rendered 
into the langu<�;ge of the canonic.al texts, to fulfill which 
function the services of the great scholar Buddhaghosa 
was made use of. 

M. M. J. Marasinghe 

MONOSANCETANAHARA See AHARA 
MANOVINN�A See VINN�A 

- -
MANU�! BUDDHAS - According tci S ravakayana 
(Hinayana) as well as Mahayana, a Buddha is a Maha
purisa (great man) who is endowed with 32 major and ; 
80 minor auspicious marks (dvatimsati-maha-purisa-

, lakkhana and asiti anubym1janam). These are known 
as the external characteristics. They have been enu
merated in the Dharmasahgraha, a work which has 
been attributed to Nagarj una. A Buddha must have in '• 

addition, ten balas (powers), eighteen avenika dharnws '� 
(peculiar qualities) and four vaifaradyas (bases of self _ j 
confidence or assurance). 

Texts of the Sravakayana make mention of 24 past 
Buddhas (sometimes 28) beginning with Dipahkara, � 
each having a particular Bodhi-tree. The Mahayanists 
also recognise these past Buddhas but the lists given 
by them do not conform to any systematic pattern. 
There arc as many as thirty two in one list. The last 
seven Buddhas are known to both vehicles of Bud
dhism. They are designated by the term Manu�! Bud
dhas in Mahayanism. This term has been translated 
into English as Mortal Buddhas. These are Vipa5yin, 
S ikh! , Vi svabh u ,  Krakucchanda, Kan akamuni, 
Kasyapa and Sakyasi�lha. There is specul�tion among 
historians about the historicity of the first six named 
in this list. · Kern believes that Krakucchanda and 
Kai)akarnuni could be historical personages. 

In developing the idea of Manu�! Buddhas, some 
attempts have been made to establish a connection 
between the last five Mortal Buddhas with the Dhyiini 
Buddha and their Bodhisatvas discharge their duties1 
of creation through the agency of the Mortal Buddhas. 

In iconographic representations, the last seven 
Mortal Buddhas appear all alike. They are of one col
our and one form. Usually they sit cross�legged with 
the right hand displaying the earth touching attitude 
(bhumi-sparfa-mudra). Colossal images of the l ast 
seven Mortal Buddhas representing them in earth
touching attitude appear in one of the Buddhist cave 
temples of Ellora. Mahayanists believe that bhumi
sparfa-mudrii is the mudrii of Ak�obya There are also 
paintings of the Mortal Buddhas in yellow or golden 

1 .  History of Buddhism in Ceylon, W. Rahuia, 1 956, 34f; S. J>aranavitana's exceHent article in JRAS, CB, XXXI, no.82, 302-327 
2. Manorathapurani, 1 1 .7 I 8 (Hewavithama Edition). � 
3. Culture and Civilization of Ancient India, D. D. Kosambi, 1 997, 1 68; Gods in Early Buddhism, Marasinghe, M. M .  J. 

I974, I I 2f. 
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. . colour. It is difficult to identify them unless they ap
pear in groups of seven. In one instance they have 
been represented as standing, under a particular Bodhi 
Tree and with a distinguishing Mudra. In the Indian 

· Museum at Calcutta, there is such an image (No. B. G. 
, 83). In this sculpture, Maitreya, the future Buddha is 

' 0 
also represented. See PLATE LVI 

Sakyasi�a or Gautama is the last of the seven 
Mortal Buddhas. He is well represented in sculpture 
and in painting. Archaeologists believe that represen
tations in sculpture begin from the time of the Kusan 
king Kanishka. In discussions on the origin of the 

: - puddha image, it has. not been possible to go back to a 
· · - period beyond the date of this king. Representations 

of Buddha Gautama are available i:r. different attitudes 
/and expressions in Inaia, Sri Lanka and in almost all 

Buddhist countries. 

The Sadhanamala (a 1 2lh Century Sanskrit Tantric 
text) furnishes a dhyana in respect of Buddha Gautama 
as follows:-

"The worshipper should meditate on Himself 
(seated on Vajrasana) who displays the Bhuspar�a 
Mudra in his right hand while the left rests on the lap. 
He is dressed in red garments and sits on the vajra on 
a double lotus placed on the four Maras (catur
Maropari) of blue, white, red and green colour. He is 
peaceful in appearance. His body is endowed with all )the major and minor au spicious marks 

· · (lak�m.zavyaiijanenanvitagatram). To the right is 
Maitreya Bodhisattva who is white, two armed and 
�vears the Ja_tamaku_ta and carries the chowrie-jewel 
in' the right hand ar1d the nagake sara flower in the left. 
Similarly to the left is Lokesvara of white complexion 
carrying in his right hand the chowrie and the lotus in 
the left." 

All the Dhyani Buddhas have their Sakt1s. In like 
manner the Mortal Buddhas have also their Saictis 
through whom they obtained their  seven Mortal 
Bodhisattvas. They are called Buddhasakfis and have 
been named as follows: 

1 .  Vipasyanfi 2. Sikhimalin! 3. Visvadhara 
4. Kakudvafi 5. Kanthamalin! 6. Mahidhara 
7. Yasodhara 

' 
Representations of these Sakfis in either sculpture 

or paintings have not so far been discovered· in India 
or Sri Lanka. 

The Mortal Bodhisattvas were brought into exist
epee by their respective Mortal Buddhas and their 
Saktis. They have been named as follows: -

1 .  ¥al1amati 2. Ratnadhara 3. Akasagafija 
4. �akamahgala 5 .  Kanakaraja 6. Dharmadhara 
7. Ananda 

The names of Mortal Buddha5a..lctis and Mortal 
B odhisattvas _are avai l able  i n  Nepalese texts .  
Yasodhara and Ananda are familiar names. Yasodhara 
was the wife of Prince Siddhartha and Ananda was the 
disciple who was closely associated with the Buddha. 

In the Indian Museum sculpture (No. B .  G. 83) 
Maitreya (the future Buddha) has also been shown as 
a Mortal Buddha. It is said that he partakes of the 
nature of a Mortal Buddha, though he is not a Buddha 
yet. He is said to be in Tusita heaven and in due course 
he will make his descent to the earth in humap form. 
The belief is that he would come to eartll:7'after the 
lapse of 4000 years in which time the Or4er, of the 
Buddha Gautama would have disappeared. Asanga is 
said to have visited Maitreya in Tusita heaven and the 
latter initiated him into mysteries of Tantra , Hiuen 
Tsang records the existence of a colossru · image of 
Maitreya in Udyana-(U-chang-na). The sculptor is  said 
to have gone several times to Tusita heaven to ascer
tain his correct form before carving it. Maitreya may 
be represented as a standing figure, richly decorated 
and holding in his righi hand the stalk of a lotus. He is 
distinguished from Padmapani mainly by the figure of 
a small stupa (caitya), which Maitreya bears on his 
ja_tamaku_ta. In some instances in Indian sculpture, his 
hands form the usual dharmacakra-mudra; in the left 
there is a vase, round, oval or pointed, or there may be 
the stems of flowers which support his two character
istic symbols, the vase and the wheel. 

Maitreya may also be shown seated as a Buddha 
with legs interlocked or both hanging dowrt. IUs col
our is yellow and his images sometimes bear the fig
ures of the five Dhyani Buddhas on the aureole be
hind them. The small stiipa on the ja_tamaku_ta of 
Maitreya is said to refer to the belief that a caitya on 
the mount Kukku.tapada near Bodh Gay a covers a spo� _ . 

where Kasyapa Buddha is lying. When Maitreya 4�� . • . 

scend to earth, he would go direct to the spot wlllcfi 
would open by magic and Buddha Kasyapa 
him the garments of a Buddha . . In the 
there is a description of Maitreya as 
ity. There are also other rl�>•:l'ri.nti1rm�:·v 
as a minor deity. When he ac(:t>lJlP. 
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K ing and ruler of the dead. "Death is the path of Yam�l minor god, he generally carries the chowrie in the right 

and the Nagagakesara flower in the left. According to 
this siidhana, his complexion is yellow like gold. He 
sits in the paryahka attitude. In one of his hands he 
bears the sprout of a full blown Niigakesara flower. 

The concept of Triratna or Ratnatraya has also 
some connection with that ofMfumfJ Buddha. Triratna 
means the three precious ones i.e.  the B uddha, the Law 
and the Order. There i s  a suggestion that this Trinity 
may have been adopted, from Trimiirti of the Hindus 
i .e. Brahmii, Vi�l)U and S iva. The Triratna takes many 
forms e.g, Trikiiya. There is also the Nepalese con
cept of a triple existence of each Buddha as a Nirvana 
Buddha, Dhyani Buddha and Miinu�1 Buddha. 
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Nandasena Mudiyanse 

MARA : {fr. Mr. later Vedic, mara, killing, destroy
ing, bringing death, pestilence, cp. Lat. mars, death, 
morbus, illness, Lith. miiras, death, pestilence) death; 
usually personi-fied as Np. Death, the Evil one, the 
Tempter (the Buddhist Devil or Principle of Destruc
tion). Sometimes the term miira is applied to the whole 
of the worldly existence, or the realm of rebirth, as 
opposed to Nibbiina. (s.v. PED.). 

Thus, the term Mara seems to have been derived 
from the Vedic Mflyu, first one of the titles of Yama 
and in the l ater S an:illitiis, the messenger of Yama, the 

and once he appears to be identified with death (mrryu)j� 
Yama' s foot-fetter (padbls�) i s  spoken of as parall�� 
to the bond of Varul)a. Owmg to such trans and als� 
to his messengers, Yama must to a certain extent havt 
been an object of fear in the Rgveda. But in the Atharv�T� 

""�� Veda and the later mythology Yama, being more cloself.�l 
associated with the tenors of death, carne to be theJJ 
god of death (though even in the Epic his sphere is 'by- 1� 
no means limited to hell).  In the later Sal1}hitiis Yama > 
is mentioned beside Antaka, the Ender, Mrtyu, Death 
and Niqti, Decease, and Mrtyu is his messenger" (A. 
A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, 1 963 , 172). 

Although Mara has been named after a title of 1 

Yama, the Vedic god of Death, i t  must be noted her , 
that in Buddhism he has not been assigned the Vedic 
functions of Yan1a. In the Pali Nikaya texts, Yama i · 
still the King of the underworld. It is Yama who ques
tions those who are born into the Niraya, after which 

· only they are taken away by the guardians of the Niraya 
(Nirayapiila) for due punishments. Quite in  keeping 
with the laws relating to the operation of kamma in 
Buddhism, Yarna, could not be vested with any execu
tive authority to determine the nature, duration or the · 
intensity of the punishments which should be under
gone by those who are born into the Niraya. 

Thus, despite his name, Mara in the Buddhist lit
erature, · is not associated with death, destruction or 
calamity. He is also known by other names such as 
maccu (death), kar: ha (the dark) , antaka (the end 
maker), namuci (one from whom there is no releas4,
pamattabandhu (friend of the slothful), etc. What 'fa5 
said of the title Mara earlier is true of these titles too, 
as the textual contexts where these names are used do 
not associate Mara with functions indicative of these 
names in their Vedic contexts. This is because in the 
mythology of Mara that we come across in the Bud
dhist texts, we actually see the process of adoption from 
popular mythologies of evil current at the time of Early 
Buddhism and also see how they have been adapted to 
meet the special doctrinal requirements of B uddhism. 

It would be most useful at this point to have an 
idea of the pool of mythological material from which 
Buddhism had i ts selection. Obviously, in the compo
si tion of the outer shell  of Mara, the rich Vedic  
Brahmanical material has been most..,useful as this forrn 
placed Mara quite comfortably within the Vedic ranks. 
The title Mara which, as we have already seen, was a 
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· title of Yama brought with it to Buddhism, all the as
sociations of the Vedic god of Death, though these were 

. never accepted into Buddhism. 

It must be noted here that it was intended that these 
Vedic associations lingered in the background while 
the new god of Death and Evil thus modelled was made 
to play a much modified role in his new form and in 
his new setting. Thus, the Vedic outer shell of Mara 

. brought with it to Buddhism all the fearsome associa
tions of Yama, the Vedic god of Death. This outer 
shell seems to have been filled with material quite dif
ferent from the expectations of this outer form. A close 

. ) 
examination of the functions which have been assigned 
to the new god thus created seems to suggest that the 
material used for the inner stuffing of this Vedic outer 
shell has come from sources other than the Vedic. 

) 

It is important at this point to understand what Mara 
stands for in the Pali canonical texts. Although refer
ences to Mara are found scattered throughout the Pali 
canonical texts, the principal texts which are exclu
sively devoted to the activities of Mara are the Mara 
Saf1!yutta (S. L 1 03- 1 27) and the Bhikkhu!Ji Sal1)yutta 
(S. 1 .  128- 135). In the Mara Sal1)yutta which contains 
twenty-five suttas in three vaggas, M ara appears 

. twenty times to the Buddha and four times to the dis
ciples and once to Venerable Samiddhi. The last sutta 
of the third vagga records the visit of the daughters of 
Mara who came, hoping to bind the Buddha in the web 
of sensuality when their father, having failed in his 
many attempts to succeed went away dejected having 
given up hope completely. 

In twenty out of twenty-five instances recorded in 
this Sal1)yutta it is the Buddha whom Mara approaches 
and more often than not (i .e.in thirteen out of twenty) 
the Buddha· is alone when Mara approaches him. 
"These attempts to assail the Buddha are not confined 
to .any one place, such as Uruvela, for example. This 
appears to indicate either, as Windisch suggested, the 
widespread geographical extent over which these leg
ends were known and narrated originally, or else ar1 
intention to demonstrate from the life of the Buddha 
that Mara may be encountered everywhere. There is a 
similar variety of occasions on which Mara makes his 
approach: when the Buddha is alone, or when sur
rounded by bhikkhus whom he is instructing, or when 
he is addressing a large gathering, when he is on his 
alms-round, or when he is preparing for sleep. Simi
larly in the five cases where Mara approaches bhikkhus, 
sometimes it is when they are alone, sometimes it is 

when the Buddha is instructing them. The times of 
Mara's approach also vary: the middle of the night ( 1 .2, 
3,  6, 1 1 . 1 } ,  towards dawn (1 .7), the early morning 
( 1 1 .8), etc. One thus learns from these suttas that Mara 
may make his approach at any time of day or night (T. 
0. Ling, Buddhism and the Mythology of Evil, 1 962, 
1 19f.). 

As Ling explains, "Some hostile purpose always 
lies behind Mara's approach, whether this is actmilly 
mentioned in  the sutta, or only implied. Sometimes it 
is to inspire terror into the Buddha, ( 1 .2; 3 ;6; 1 1. 1 )  or 
into the bhikkhus, in order to cause confusion ( 1 1 .7;  
1 1 1 .2). Sometimes it is to reproach the Buddha (1 .  7), 
or to correct him ( 1 . 1 ), or to confuse his hearers 
( 1 1 .2;4,6,9). In short, Mara's purpose is· usually ei
ther to interrupt the Buddha's or the Bhikkhus' medi
tation, or to interfere with the Buddha's preaching. It 
will also be noted that not infrequently Mara assumes 
a disguise: for example;  a king-elephant (mahanlarrJ 
hatthirajavafJ!Ja"J) 1 .2 ;  a king-snake (mahantal1) 
sapparajava'J'Ja"J) 1 .6;  divers visible shapes, beauti
ful and ugly (ucciivaca vatJIJanibhii . . . . .  subha c 'eva 
asubha ca) 1 .3 ;  a bullock, 1 1 .6; a ploughman, 1 1 .9; 
and a brahmin, 1 11 . 1" (T. 0. Ling, Op. cit. p. 1 20). 

The above discussions reveal that the purpose of 
the Mara's visits to the Buddha or to the disciples is to 
disrupt their spiritual progress by distracting them from 
their determined endeavour to reach the Nibbanic goal. 
Thus, to the Buddhists, Mara is no more the god who 
is responsible for death or destruction as the Vedic 
Yama. His sole concern is with those who are making 
selfless effort to attain nibbanic emancipation. A par
allel seems to be found in the Jaina tradition. They 
seem to have believed in the existence of an evil power 

·which manifests either as god or as demon to obstruct 
the sage in his efforts to attain enlightenment. In the 
description of the enlightenment of Piirsvanatha, the 
historical founder of Jainism, it is a god by the name 
of S�vara or MeghamaJ.in who employs all possible 
means at his command to prevent Parsva from attain
ing enlightenment. In the account of the enlighten
ment of MahaVira too, there is the story of similar at� 
tempts by a god who is also described as demon v-ana 
Vyantara Yaksa Sulapani . Apart from these, a¢eprd·M 
ing to the Sz-ttrakrtaJ.tga, an older text of the JAJ-�'!,·:tJ.tir?-"' 
is the creator of Maya because of which.t!Je 
pears different from what it is · . .  

Gods in Early Buddhism, 1 974, 1 96). : . 

The above oo�iervaltuo�.�J!��� 
source from which the 
Mara· has come. But,,�t 
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Sramana religious element of which J ainism formed a 
part oniy, does not account for the entirety of the inner 
stuffing of Mara. Material drawn from the currently 
popular demonology has complemented the · above 
major element of the Mara's inner stuffing. "The ca
nonical scriptures of Buddhism, while they are prima
rily intended to set out the doctrine of the Buddha, 
also afford some interesting sidelights on the beliefs 
and practices of the people of India in the sixth cen
tury B .  C. Spirit beliefs are found in association with 
Buddhism from the very beginning. Non-Buddhist 
evidence of these beliefs is available in the Vedic lit
erature, particularly in the collection of hymns and 
charms known as the Atharva Veda. From these two 
sources, Buddhist and non-Buddhist, a picture emerges 0 
of a world of popular belief peopled by all kinds of 
spirit-beings, many of whom are demonic, and who in 
many ways resemble the demons, ogres, goblins and 
the like, which have held a large place in the beliefs of 
men of many parts of the world" (T. 0. Ling, op. dt. 
p. 15). 

It is because ofthe fusion of such-elements of popu
lar demonology with the Mara mythology that, "Mara 
emerges from the background of popular demonology; · 
and has obvious affinities with it. There is no sharp 
division between the popu1ar yakkha - mythology and 
the Mara-mythology. Material belonging originally 
to the former has, without much apparent readjustment, 
been pressed into the service of the latter. A good ex
ample of this is the protective .chant found in the 
Maratajjan1ya Sutta, now addressed to Mara" (T. 0. 
Ling, op. cit. p. 44). 

The parallels which Ling perceives between the 
popular beliefs about demons and the Mara mythol
ogy are as follows: (i) The demons cause terror on 
humans which they usually achieve by making loud 
noises. The time of their greatest power is night. Mara 
freqQently tries to .assail the Buddha when he is medi
tating in the darkness of the night (S. 1 . 109, 1 13 ,  1 19; 
Thag. 46, 49). (ii) Demons are able to move about 
freely and assume all kinds of shapes .  Mara likewise 
assumes various guises and shapes; a ploughman, an 
old brahman, various visible shapes beautiful or ugly 
(S. 1 . 104, 1 15, 1 1 7). (iii) They often appear in the 
shape of animals or weird birds. It can be seen that 
among the forms Mara assumes are those of animals 
and reptiles, . either terrible or vexatious: a king-el
ephant, a king-snake, a wandering bullock, etc. (S. 
1 . 1 03, 106, 1 12). (iv) They are able to enter into and 
possess human beings. Mara is recorded as entering 

into or possessing the brahmin householders of 
Paficasala (S. 1 . 1 14), the Brahmas of the Brahma-realm 
of  B aka, the Brahma (M. 1 .  326) ,  Venerable  
Mahamoggallana (M. 1 .  332), etc. 

"In the Pali canon Mara is in fact sometimes ex
plicitly referred to as a yakkha. It may be noted as of 
some interest that in the Mahavastu also he is called 
the 'great yakkha' . What is more significant; how
ever, is that not only in name is Mara a yakkha, but he 
is also clearly characterized as such by the kind of simi
larities which have just been listed. Another trait link
ing Mara with the popular demonology is seen in the 
occasional ascription to him of the name Ka!Jha, which. 
according to the mgha-Nikaya, was also the ancien, , 
common name for a pisaca" (T. 0. Ling, op. cit. 44). 

( 
Thus, it becomes clear from the above discussions1 

that in the Buddhist Mara we have a combination-of 
t!rree main strands of Indian mythology, the Vedic, the 
Srarna1_1a and the popular demonolQgical .  The last 
strand could more appropriately be described as tribal 
as it has been clearly shown that the terms yakkha, 

_pisaca, etc., refer totribal peoples who maintained their 
distinct tribal identities until their domains were an
nexed by the rapidly expanding empires resulting in 
the complete loss of their tribal identities (Marasinghe, 
op. dLpp. 106, 222f.). It was after such total absorp
tion.of some of these smaller tribal peoples who were 
not ·as widespread as the Nagas, that society was left 
·only wi,th the legends and myths which grew and were · 
woven around them. 

I , \ 
Thus, the Vedic outer shell, filled with Srama1_1a -,--

_stuffing, with a spicy addition ofpopu1ardemonologica) 
matter; made the Buddhist Mara a distinctly Buddhist 
development. "This emergence of Mara as the single 
figure dominating the background of demonological 
ideas in.Pali Buddhism is the more remarkable in view 
of the trend of Indian mythology at the time of the rise 
of Buddhism. In Hebrew demonology, "in the centu
ries immediately before Christ, the tendency was to
wards a ·unifying of the evil spirit-hosts under their 
various ·princes, and towards a coalescence of these 
demon-princes. In ancient Indian mythology, how
ever, the tendency appears to have been in the reverse 
direction, according to A.A. Macdonell, 'The.older Rg
Vedic notion of the conflict of a single god with a sin
gle demon, mainly exemplified by Indra and Vrta, 
gradually developed into that of the gods and the Asuras 
in general being arrayed against each other in two hos
tile camps" (T. 0. Ling, op. cit p. 46). 
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It must be understood that this distinctive charac
. ter of the Buddhist Mara was not purely due to his 

. .  -_, multi-strand origin, but was more due 'to the unique-�i; • . 
ness of lhe functions he was required to .perform in 
Buddhism. He could not possess destructiv�_ powers 
like the Vedic gods of death and destruction as he could 
not be allowed to operate alongside the Buddhist law 
·of kamrna, according to which beings reaped the con
sequences of their good or bad actions, without the 
intervention of an external power, whether god or de
mon. Although Buddhism did recognize the existence 
of various types of beings invisible to the maked hu
man eye, it has been quite emphatic that such beings 

- } do-not possess the power to hann, injure or even orh
. erwise interve-ne in the affairs of man, either in conso

nance with or against,- his will or aspirations. There
r fore, it could not recognize ev�l spirits such as Yaksa ' . 

Sulapani or Meghamalm ofthe Jains who could sum-
mon all evil spirits under their command a.'ld .control 
to obstruct the enlightenment of the sage. 

Thus, Mara, though accommodated within the fold 
of the Buddhist mythological beings, has not been 
vested with any power or authority as such power or 
authority was not compatible with the doctrinal tenets 
of Buddhism. It may be recalled here that even the 
deadly Yama, the Rg Vedic god of death and the king 
and ruler of the underworld (Macdonell, op. cit. 172) 
has been reduced in Buddhism to a mere passive on
looker at the uninfluenced operation of the law of 

\ kamma (Marasinghe, op. cit. 270). This is the process 
-

) 
of tran�iermation that he has been made to undergo in 
)3uddhism after his adoption. Mara, likewise, despite 

- · --,ns mUlti-strand origin, is the one who is for ever keep
ing his watchful eye on those who are endeavouring 
to attain Nib!Xma, waiting for the slightest faltering 
on their part to disrupt their spiritual progress. 

However, it is important to keep in mind that the 
canonical records of Mara's encounters are records of 
Mara's foiled attempts. The symbol of Mara has thus 
been used as a doctrinal device to warn ·the disciples 
of the need to be steadfast in their effort without al
lowing the slightest opportunity for the ever alert Mara 
to disrupt their work. 

Once accommodated within Buddhism the Mara 
legend like all other legends has undergone profuse 
growth in the post-canonical literature. According to 
the canonical texts, Mara dares not appear in his usual 
form lest he is known and, more important, disappears 
the moment he is .known. The usual lament of Mara, 

when he is discovered by the Buddha being, "jcmiiti 
marlJ. bhagavii, jiiniiti man;. sugato'"' (the Lord knows 
me, the Blissful One knows me). "The later books, 
especially the Nidiznakatha of the Jiitaka Commen
tary and the Buddhavan;sa commentary contain a very 
lively and detailed description of the attempt made by 
Mara to create a temptAtion in the Buddha as he sat 
under the Bodhi-tree immediately before his Enlight
enment These accounts describe how Mara, the 
devaputta, seeing the Bodhisatta seated, with the firm 
resolve of becoming a Buddha, summoned all his 
forces and advanced against him. These forces ex
tended to a distance of twelve yojanas to the front of 
the Bodhisattva, twelve to the back, and nine eac-h to 
the right and to the left. Mara himself, thousand-armed, 
rode on his elephant, Girimekhala, one hundred and 
fifty leagues in height. His followers assumed vari
ous fearsome shapes and were armed with dreadful 
weapons. At Mara's approach, all the various Devas, 
Niigas and others, who were gathered round the 
Bodhisatta singing his praises and paying him hom
age, disappeared in headlong flight. The Bodhisatia 
was left alone, and he called to his assistance the ten 
piiram1 which he had practised to perfection. 

"Mara's anny is described as being tenfold, and. 
each division of the army is described, in- very lcite 
accounts, with great wealth of detail. Each division 
was faced by the Buddha with one piiram1 and was 
put to flight. . . . .  Mara and his followers fled in utter 
rout, and the Devas and others gathered round the 
Buddha to celebrate his victory" (DPPN, II. 614). 

These elaborate accounts of the Mara's attempt at 
invading the Buddha at the seat of Enlightenment ac
cording to Malalasekara had their origin in the Padhiina 
Sutta version of the event. "There is no doubt that -the 
Mara legend had its origin in the Padhiina Sutta (q.v.). 
There Mara is represented as visiting Gotarila .on the . 
banks of the Nerafijarii, where he is practising aus
terities aild tempting him to abandon his striving and 
devote himself to good works .. . . .  " (Malalasekara, 
DPPN, 1 1 .6 15). The Padhiina Sutta of the Sutta 
Nipiita, it must be remembered, is an ancient Pali poem 
and as such, contains the poet's version of the Bud
dha's enlightenment experiences. This poetic version, 
it may be recalled here, reminds one of the Jain ca
nonical accounts of the Kaivalya (enlightement) of 
their Tzrthahkaras. 

It is important to note here that despite aU the luxu
rious growth of the Mara legend in the post-canonical 
Buddhist literature, there has been no major change in 
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the conceptual position of Mara. He is still the per
sistent, but ever unsuccessful attempter of disruption 
of the spiritual endeavour of the disciple. The post
canonical literature shows how successfully the later 
writers used the story of Mara for religious edifica
tion. 

M. M. J. Marasinghe 

MARA�A - The customary stock definition of mara!Ja 
runs as follows: 

" . . . . . . . . .  sattanikaya cuti cavanata bhedo 
antaradhana11J, maccu mara7J a11J ka lakiriya, 
khandananJ bhedo kalebarassa nikkhepo, idanJ vuccati 
mara7Jam . . . .  " ( M. I. 49). 

" . . . . . .  the falling away, the passing away, the break
ing up, the disappearance, the death and dying, the 
action of time, the breaking up of the group {of grasp
ing), the laying down of the body - this, your revrence, 
is called dying." 

Marar:a refers in the ordinary sense to the drying 
up of the vital faculty that is contained within the five 
forms of one bhava or becoming (the life span of one 
existence). This is calledjivitendriyopacchedamarana. 
The word mara7J a contains  3 aspects :  
Samucchedamaral'}a of the Arahant when having de
stroyed his ASava-s, he makes an end .()f suffering or 
SanJsara; Khal'}ika maral'}a by which is meant the al
most- simultaneous arising and falling away of one 
thought moment of the Psycho-physical process, which 
is from the Buddhist point of view the absolute, 
paramatta sense of the word, and Sammutimarana 
which refers to the conventional usage of the word as 
"the tree died" or "greed died away" 

Bhik..lchu N�atiloka gives a clear account of the 
word in his Buddhist Dictionary and Manual on Bud
dhist Terms:. " 'death' in ordinary usage, means the 
disappearance of the vital faculty confined to a single 
life time, and therewith of the psyscho-physicai life
process conventionally called · 'man, animal, personal
i ty, ·ego', etc. Strictly speaking however, death is the 
continually repeated dissolution and vanishing of each 
momentary physical mental combination and thus it 
takes place every moment." 

Visuddhimagga (VIII.p.238) states: "In the abso
lute sense, beings have only a very short moment to 
live, life lasting as long as a single moment of con-

sciousness lasts. Just as a cart-wheel, whether rolling 
or whether at a standstill, at all times only rests on a 
single point of its periphery, even so the l ife of a living 
being lasts only for the duration of a single moment of 
consciousness. As soon as that moment ceases, the 
being also ceases. For it is said 'the being of the past 
moment of consciousness has lived, but does not live 
now, nor will it live in future. The being of the future 
moment has not yet lived, nor does it live now, but it 
will live in the future. The being of the present mo
ment has not lived, it does live now but it will not live 
in the future. ' "  

I n  the sense o f  samucchedamaraJ.wm, bhikkhu . 
Nyanatiloka states (op.cit) "the corning to an end t : . T 
the psycho-physical life-process of the Arahant or per-
fectly Holy One, at the moment of his passing aw�J 
may be called the final and ultimate death, as up ttO 
that moment the psycho-physical life-process was still 
going on from life to life." 

It must be mentioned that marar;.a in the ordinary 
sense of jivitindriyopaccheda consists of two classes: 
kiila maral'}a (timely death) and akala maral'}a (un-
timely death). 

· 

Kala marar:a occurs due to pufiiiakkhaya maral).a 
which is the decay or waning of the effect of one's 
regenerative karnma that sustains the life process and 
ayukkhaya maral'}a is the decay due to the natural de
cline of the life process as a result of ageing, and 
ubhayakkhayena (due to both). 

Aka/a mara'!a is caused by kammupacchedaka 
kammavasena which is destruvtive or supplanting 

· kamma. It destroys the influence of a weaker kamma 
and effects only its own result. (See Vissuddhi Magga, 
Ch. VIII). 

Death in the ordinary sense (jivitindryiopaccheda 
marar;.a) which is combined with old age, forms the 
twelfth link in the formula  of dependent origination or 
pa,ticcasamuppada. 

Conventionally, the chain in the cycle, of causes 
and effects ends with jati, jara, vyadhi, and mara!Ja, 
i . e . ,  b i rth, decay, decease death, result ing in  
sokaparidevadukkhadomanass 'upayasa (sorrow, lam
entation, pain, grief, despair). 

The Dhammacakkappavattana sutta (Vin. 1 .  1 0) 
gives a broad definition of what Dukkha implies, one 
aspect of it being mara�Ja: "ldan:z kho pana bhikkhave 
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. 

. ;,;muKJ<:nalm. ariyasaccan:z jiiti pi dukkhii, jarii pi dukkhii, 
. 
·-1iutratJampi dukkan:z, appiyehi sampayogo dukkho, 
c;piyehi vippayogo dukkho, yam piccan_1 na labhati, tam ' 

- ·p( dukkhan:z, sa11Jkhittena pancu ' piidiinakkhandii 'pi 
'dukkhil " (And this,  monks is the Aryan truth of ill: 
Birth is ill : and old age is ill aod disease is ill and 

\dying is ill, association with what is ·not dear is ill, 
:separation from what is dear is ill, not getting what 
one wants is ill-in short, the five groups of grasping 
are ill.) 

It is stated (A.V. 144) that it is precisely because of 
these 3 aspects of existence, birth, decay and death, a 

· ) Buddha arises in the world to show the way out of the 
cycle of sa-n:zsiira: "Monks, were not these three states 
found existing in the world, the Wayfarer would not 
arise in the world, an: arahant rightly enlightened; nor 
would dhamma - discipline proclaimed by the Way
farer be shown in the world. What are the three states 

. found existing in the world? Birth, decay and death. 
Were not ·these states found existing in the world, the 
Wayfarer would not a.-ise in the world . . .  " 

A passage in the m.ghanikiiya (D. III 57) states: " 

I have said that birth is the cause of old age and death. 
Now in what way that is so, Ananda, is to be under
stood after this manner. Were there no birth of any sort 
or kind whatever of anyone any where-that is to say, 

. of gods to godhood of gandharvas after there kind, of 
humans to humanity, of quadrupedS to the animal king) dom, of birds to winged things, or of insects to the 
insects world-were there no birth after the several kinds -� _ of everyone of these classes of beings, then there be

' ing no birth whatever, would there, owing to this ces
sation of birth, be any appearebce of old age and 
death?" 

"There would not, Lord." 
"Vlherefore, Ananda, just that is the ground, that 

is the basis, that is the genesis, that i s  the cause of old 
age and death, to wit birth." 

This passage also brings home the point that what 
is liable to dying are material posssessions or objects 
of attachment: "And what monks, would you say is · 
liable to dying? Sons and wife, monks, are liable to 
dying, women-slaves and men-slaves . . . .  goats and 
sheep . . . .  cocks and swine . . . . .  elephants, cows, horses 
and mares are liable to dying. These attachments 
monks, are liable to dying . . .  seeks what .is likewise 
liable to dyi�g" (M.l. 16 1 ) .  

I n  many suttas, the Buddha i s  at pains to explain 
how dukkha which characterises existence, may be 
overcome. For example, in the Sammad�zthi Sutta it is 
stated: "From the uprising of birth is the uprising of 
ageing and dying, from the stopping of birth is the stop
ping of ageing and dying: the course leading to the 
stopping of ageing and dying is the Aryan eight fold 
way itself, -that is to say, perfect view, perfect thought, 
perfect speech, perfect action, perfect way of l iving, 
perfect endeavour, perfect mindfulness and perfect 
concentration" (M.I .49). 

The passage which ends this sutta explains in a 
more detailed manner how the phenomenon of death, 
which eventuality is faced by all beings may be 
stopped. This passage elevates the subject to the plane 
of ethics: "From the uprising of ignorance is the upris
ing of the cankers, from the stopping of ignorance is 
the stopping of the cankers, the course leading to the 
stopping of the cankers is this Aryan eight fol d  way 
itself . . .  " 

And the passage goes on : "When the disciple of 
the Aryans comprehends the cankers thus, compre
hends the uprising of the cankers thus, comprehends 
the stopping of the cankers thus, compn�hends the 
course leading to the stopping of the callkers thus, he, 
having got rid of all addiction to attachment, having 
dispelled addiction to shunning having abolishe'd ad
diction to the latent view "I am'', having got rid of 
ignorance, having made knowledge arise, is here-now 
an end - maker of anguish-" . .  

A passage in the Sahgzti Suttanta (D. III, 235) con
cerns itself with the ethical values which condition the 
state of existence after death: 

"Five.kinds oflosses, to wit, ofkinsfolk, of wealth, 
disease, loss of character, loss of sound opinion. No 
being, friends, bec;ause of :any of the first th.ree kinds 
of loss, is CJ,fter qeaih and b,qdily dissolution reborn to 
disaster, to evil destiny, to downfall, to purgatory. But 
this happens because of the last two kinds of loss." 

Ethics figure in another passage which mentions 
death: (D. III, 258) "Eight rebirths due to giving gifts. 
Herein, friends, a certain person gives a gift to a rec
luse or brahman in the shape of food, drink, raiment, 
vehiCle, wreathes, perfumes and ointments, bedding, 
dwelling and lights. That which he gives, he hopes to 
receive in his turn. He sees a wealthy noble or brahman 
or householder surrounded and attended by, and en-
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joying the five forms of sensuous pleasures. And he 
thinks, 'Ah ! If only I may be reborn at the dissolution 
of the body after death as one amongst wealthy nobles, 
or bnihmans or householders ! '  This thought he holds, 
fixed, firmly established, and expands it. This thought 
set free in a lower range and not expanded to anything 
higher, conduces to rebirth within that range. And this, 
I affirm, only in the case of a moral person, not of one 
who is vicious, The mental aspiration, friend, of a moral 
person succeeds because of its purity." 

Dukkha, it's cause and the allaying of it are at the 
central core of the Budd..'la's teaching. The Sutta Nipata 
declares these truths in poetry. Verse 574 states: 

"How insignificant is man's lot here, 
How brief, obscure, how trouble, fraught with 
ill ! 

There is no means whereby man shall not die: 
Death follows on decay : such is life's cause . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  young and mature, 
The fool and sage, come all within the power 
Of death: death is for all the common lot; 
And death's victims passing to yon world, 
no father saves his son, no kith his kin . . . .  
Who draws out the dart wins calm of mind not 
based on trust, and, gri�f o'ercome, is griefless, 
cool" 

Again (verse 742-3) in the Sutta Nipata we meet a 
distilJation of the Buddhist perc:;eption of the unavoid
able fact of death which characterizes existence, its 
course and how it may be overcome: 

"Attachment forms becoming: men become, 
fares ill; death follows birth; this is ill's cause. 
Hence by right knowledge, by attachment's end 
Wise men, by, knowing end of birth, come not." 

Nigrodha, the wanderer, once questioned the Bud
dha (D. III, 52) as to th.e differenc.e between .the Bud
dha's doctrine and the way the Buddha's followers 
lived, on the one hand, and the way Nigrodha's self
mortifying ascetic followers lived on the other. The 
Buddha explained that the ascetic life per se does not 
necessarily constitute the way to emancipation for 
there were various types of ascetic practices during 
his time which were founded on a variety of errone
ous views. The Buddha's way was concerned with the 
psychological content of an individual 's mind bent on 
seeking liberation than leading an ascetic life itself. 
He pointed out that even among ascetics : '' . . . . .  there 

. 

are bad things not put away, corruptiong, entailing birt.h 
renewal, bringing suffering, resulting in ill, making for 
birth, decay and death in the future. And it is for the 
puting away of these that I teach the norm, according 
to which if ye do walk the things that corrupt shall be 
put away the thing:; that make for purity shall grow 
and flourish, and ye shall attain to and abide in, each 
one for himself even here and now, the understanding 
and the realization of full and abounding insight." 

Elaborating on this statement, the Buddha ex
plained how a renunciate could, having first restrained 
himself with the fourfold restraints, take himself to a 
secluded spot and having overcome the five hindrancef' 
attaiujhanic states and penetrate the knowledge of his • 

past births or the coming into being and passing away 
of other beings according to their deeds, which know}-£ 
edge conduces to enlightenment and liberation form\ 
safl}sara: "Those with wrong views, acquiring for 
themselves that karma which results in wrong views, 
they on the dissolution of the body after death, are re
born in some unhappy state of suffering or woe; but 
such and such being, good in act and word an thoughts, 
no revilers of Aryans, holding the right views, acquir- · 
ing for themselves that karma that result from right 
view, they, on dissolution of the body, are reborn in . 

some happy state in heaven." 

Almost the identical passage occurs in the 
Sampasadan1ya suttanta (D. III, p. Ill) when Yen. 
Sariputta ascribes to the Budha such supernormal 
knowledge as Pubbenivii siin ussati iiii ?J a  and 
Cutupapiita iiiir;.a with which knowledge acquired . 
through meditational jhanas the Buddha was able to ....

observe the rising and passing away of beings accord! 
ing to their views and deeds resulting therefrom 
"Moreover, Lord, unsurpassable is the way in which 
the Exalted One teaches the norm concerning knowl
edge of the decease and rebirth of creatures. Thus some 
recluse or Brahman, by the means aforesaid, reaches 
up to such rapture of mind, that· rapt in thought, he 
sees with pure deva-eye, surpassing the sight Df man, 
beings as they decease and are reborn; he recognizes 
beings as mean .or noble, ·as ill-favoured or well-fa
voured as blest or wretched, passing on according to 
their deeds; such and such worthy folk, ill-doers in 
act, word or thought, revilers of the Noble Ones, hold
ing. wrong views, acquiring karma resulting from 
wrong views, all reborn after death, at the dissolution 
of the body, in some unhappy state of suffering or woe. 
But such and such worthy folk, well-doers in act and 
word . . .  in some happy state in heaven." 
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How the knowledge of past birth is realised is 
found in many suttas such as the Siimafiliaphala sutta, 
(D. I. p. 4). There is another passage (A. I, 1 64) ex
plaining how a meditator who has overcome the pafica 
nlvaral)a, may attain the jhiinas: " . . . ... with mind com-
posed, made pure and translucent . . . . .  bends down his 
mind to acquire knowledge of the fall and rise of be
ings from one existence to another, with the deva
sight, purified and surpassing that of men, he beholds 
beings deceasing and rising up again, beings both mean 
and excellent, fair and foul, gone to a happy state, gone 
to a woeful state according to their deeds (so as to say: 
alas ! these worthies given to the practice of evil deeds, 
of evil words, of evil thoughts, scoffing at the Noble · ) Ones, of perverted views land seaping the fruits of their 
perverted views-these beings on the dissolution of the 
body after death arose again in the Waste, the Woeful 

r--way, the Downfall, in Purgatory ! Or: Ah!  these wor. 
thies, given to the practice of good deeds, of good 
words, of good thoughts. Not scoffing at the Noble 
Ones, but of sound views and reaping the fruits of their 
sound views-these beings on the dissolution of the body 
after death arose ·again in the Happy Lot, in the Heaven 
World. Thus with the deva-sight purified and surpass
ing that of men, he beholds beings deceasing mid ris
ing up again . . . . .  " 

. Another interesting passage states (S. V 224) that 
the Bharadvaja, the Yen. Scrap Hunter, .had declared 
gnosis. When the other bhikkhus asked the Buddha 
how the Ven. Bharadvaja knew this, the Buddha re-. 
plied that he had cultivated three controlling faculties . 

0 ) of mindfulness, concentration and insight. . They end 
· . in destruction, .the Buddha added, destruction of re/birth, old age and death: "Monks, it was because he 

. ,  saw full well that rebirth was destroyed, that old age 
and death were destroyed, that the Bharadvaja, the Yen. 
Scrap Hunter was able to declare gnosis, to wit : "I 
knew full well that destroyed is rebirth, iived is the 
holy life, don� Is the task, · there is no more of being 
here for me." 

:���· 

Marana, death, is of course, a fact of existence 
but th� d�ctrine points out and stresses that repeated 
death, results from the pursuit of sense pieasures. The 
solution for the ending of death is the stopping of birth 
by developing those qualities which encourage dispas-· 
sion and attachment, the getting rid of desire and at
tachment to material shapes and other sense objectS 
which bind one to the cycle of recurring birth and death. 

Another passage states: (M. I, 86) "And what, 
monks, is the escape from pleasure of the senses? What 
ever, monks, is the control of desire for and attach
ment to pleasures of the senses." 

. 
The suua, moreover emphasises that one of the 

perils in the pleasures of the senses, when sense pleas
ures are the cause, sense pleasures the provenance, 
sense pleasure. the consequence, the very cause of sense 
pleasures, is dying. Many- examples are cited as to 
how this happens: "Kings dispute with kings. Nobles 
dispute with nobles, brahmans dispute with brahmans, 
householders dispute with householqers, a mother dis
putes with her son, a son disputes with his mother, a 
father disputes with his son, . . . .  , and those who enter 
into quarrel, contention, dispute and attack one another 
with their hands and with stqnes and with sticks and 
with weapons, these suffer dying then and · pain like 
unto dying."  

The Buddha not only expanded the perils of dukkha 
immanent in existence in many a sutta but also under
scored the supreme security attainable, untainted by 
those perils . . One such passage states: (M. I, 173): 
"Then, monks, the group of five monks being thus 
exhorted, thus instructed by me, being liable to birth 
because of self, having known the peril in what is li
able to birth, seeking the unborn, the uttermost secu
rity fTom the bonds-Nibbiina-won the unborn, the ut
termgst security from the bonds-Nibbana, being liable 
to ageing because of self. .  .. won the un-ageing . . .  be- · 
ing liable to decay because of self . . .  won the un
decaying . . .  being liable to dying because of self . . . .  won 
the undying . . . .  being liable to sorrow because of self . . . .  
won the un-sorrowing . . .  being liable to stain because 
of self, having known the peril in what is liable to staiii, 
seeking the stainless, the uttermost security from the 
bonds-Nibbana-Won the stainless, the uttermost secu
rity from the bonds-Nibbana, knowledge and vision 
arose in them: unshakeable is freedom for us, this is 
the last birth, there is not now again becoming . . . .  " . 

This idea is encapsulated succinctly in a verse: (A. 
I, 162): 

"He who is tamed, devout, just, virtuous, 
Truth-speaking, shame faced, done with birth 
and death, . · 
One perfect in the holy life, load-free, . 
Detached from worldly ties, whose task is done, 
Taintless, are gone beyond all states, not clinging 
To anything, are utterly released . . .  .'' 

Another aspect of maral}a is focussed on in · · 
the Piisiidika Suttanta (D. III, p. 135): "It may hap
pen, Cunda, that wan·derers teaching other doctrines 
than ours may say: How is it brother, does a Tathagata 
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exist after death? Is that true, and is any other view 
absurd? They so asking are thus to be answered: 
Brother this hath not been revealed by the Exalted One. 
Or, they may say: Does a Tathagata not exist after 
death . . . .  or does a Tathagata neither exist nor not exist 
after death . . . .  or does he both exist and not exist after 
death? Is this true, is any other view absurd?" 

The Sutta goes on to state that the questioners may 
inquire why the Buddha has not revealed this where., 
upon the answer must be made thus: "Because it is not 
conducive to good, nor to un-worldliness, nor to pas
sionlessness, nor to tranquillity, nor to peace, nor to 
insight, nor to enlightenment, nor to Nibbcma. There
fore, is it not revealed by the Exalted One". 

Rather than this answer reflecting an evasion of 
the issue·, it seems to reflect the Buddha's-;,.ttitude to 
pseudo intellectual curiosity which has very little to 
do with the real desire to· enter the path of liberation 
from sartJsCi.ra. 

Suvimalee Karunaratna 

MARANANuSSATI: The word anussati is. derived 
from the .Skt. .Anusmrti (anu+s:mr). It means remem
brance, recollection, thinking of, mindfulness. 

MaranCi.nussati means mindfulness of death which 
has been advocated in some suttas as beneficial for 
the attahunent of emancipation. It is  keeping in mind 

. the object of dying, of the ceasing of sense faculties. 

The Dasuttara Suttanta (D. III. 272) in its style of 
classifying the main points of the doctrine, cites cer
tain things that help one to attain emancipation. 
Among other things, mindfulness and concentration 
are mentioned several times as things to be developed. 
It also specifies the subjects that should be reflected 
or meditated on such as the Four Applications of 
Mindfulness (D. Ill. 277). Other subjects mentioned 
for meditating on are : the Buddha, the Norm, the Or
der, the Moral Precepts, Renunciation and the Devas 
(D.  III .  280;250) .  A later addition includes 
anapCi.nasati, tnara!Jiinussati, kayagat(isati and 
upasamCi.nussati. (A. I. 30; 42). 

The Buddha said (A Ill . 306): 

"Mara!Jasati bhikkhave bhav ita bahunkata 
mahapphala hoti, mahanisan.tsa amatogadha 
amatapariyosCi.nii. Kathan.z bhiivita ca bhikkhave 
maralJ.asati, kathart} bahufikata 
mahapphala hoti mahanisanJsii amatogadha 
amatapariyosanii ? · 

. 

"Monks, mindfulness of death, when made to be
come, increased, is very fruitful, great in weal, merg
ing in the deathless having the deathless as consum
mation. How so, monks . . . . .  ?" 

And the passage continues: "Consider the monk 
who, when day declines and night sets in, reflects, thus: 
"The chances of death for me are many, snake, scor
pion, or centipede may bite me and bring death and 
hinder me, I may stumble and fall, the food I have 
eaten may make me ill, bile· may convulse me, phlegm 
choke me, cutting winds within rack me and bring death 
and hinder me". Monks, let that monk reflect thus: 
"Have I giverr up every evil and wicked thing which 
were I to die to-night, would hinder me?" Monks, if, 
on reflection, he knows that he has not, let an urge in 
great measure be made by that monk, an effort, an· 
endeavor, an exertion, . a struggle, let  him get � 
mindfulness and self-possession. 

"Monk, just as were his cloth and hair on fire he 
would make an urge in great measure, an effort, an 
endeav our, an e xertion, a s truggle,  would get 
mindfulness and self possession, to put out the fire 
thereof; even so let an urge in great measure be made · · 
by him, an effort, an endeavour, an exertion, a strug- : 
gle, let him get mindfulness and self-possession to give 
up every evil andwicked thing. 

--. .. . · "But if, monks, on reflection he knows there is no · 
evil or wickedness that has not been_given up by him, 
which were he to die that night, would hinder him, let 
him live with zest and delight, training himself day 
and night in the ways of right. 

"And let him act likewise, monks, when night is, 
spent and day breaks, . . . . . .  Monks, mjndfulness of 
death, when made thus become, made to increase, is 
very fruitful, great in profit, merging in the deathless, 
having the deathless as consummation." 

In another passage (A. III. 305-6) the Buddha says: 
' . . . .  the monk who. makes mindfulness of death be
came thus: "Were I to abide mindful as I munch and 
swallow one morseL. .. " and he who thinks thus: 'Were 
I to abide mindful of the Exalted One's word as I 
breathe in and out or out and in, much would be done 
by me." - those monks are said to live earnestly; .keenly 
they make mindfulness of dea£4- become for the de
struction of the cankers. 

"Wherefore, monks, train your selves thus: we will 
live earnestly; keenly we will make mindfunness of 
death become for the destruction of the Cankers. 
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. '· Train yourself thus, monks" 

. lH: This same passage is repeated in Visuddhimagga, 
• . ' . VIII. Further, by way of explanation, it states: 
:·so short in fact is the extent of life that it is not certain even for as long as it takes to chew and swallow 

. four or five mouthfuls. This is how death should be 
recollected as to the limitedness of the extent." 

Another passage in the Sutta Pi,taka (A. I. p. 30) 
states: "Monks, there is one thing which if practiced 
and made much of, conduces to downright revulsion 
and-disgust, to ending, tranquility, full comprehen
sion, to perfect enlightenment, to Nibbana. What is 

. / - 'that one thing? It is calling to ��d the ��ddha . . .  . 
· . lohamma .. . . the Order .. . . . the moralities . . . .  g1vmg up . . .  . 

the devas . . . . . in breathing and out breatbing .. . . death . . . .  the 
·oodily constituents . . . .  tranquility. This one thing 
conduces to Nibbai1a." 

It is stated in the (Visuddhi Magga Chapter VIII): 
"He who wishes to develop this meditation; should 
retreat to solitude, and whilst living secluded he should 
thus wisely reflect: 'Death will come to me ! The vital 
energy will be cut off! ' Or 'Death! Death ! '  To him, 

· riamely, who does not wisely reflect, sorrow may arise 
by thinking on the death of a beloved person just as to 
a mother whilst thinking on the death of her beloved 
child. Again, by reflecting on the death of a disliked 
person, joy may arise, just as to enemies whilst think
ing on the death of their enemies. Through thinking 
on the death of an indifferent person, however, no 

. }motion will arise, just as to a rr� whose work con
sists in cremating the dead at the sight of a murderer 
'' ith drawn sword one becomes filled with horror. ·· 
1\hus, whenever seeing here or there slain or other dead 
beings, one should reflect on the death of such deceased 
persons who once lived in happiness and one should 
rouse one's attentiveness, emotion and knowledge and 
consider thus: 'Death will come, etc. ' . . .  Only in whom 
who considers in this way, will the hindrances 
(Nivaranas q.v.) be repressed; and through the idea of 
death, attention becomes steadfast, and the exercise 
reaches neighborhood concentration. ( Upacara 
samadhi)". 

According to the Visuddhimagga (Ch. VIII) 
there are eight ways of meditating on death: 

1 .  Meditating on death as having the appearance 
of a murderer, because this image of a mur-

• derer appearing with a sword about to cut off 
one's head is apt, refers to that which comes 
with birth and it takes away life. 
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2. Meditating on death as the ruin of success, i.e . 
the fmal ruining of life's success just as Em
peror Asoka who conquered so many realms . 
but had to face death at the end. As Saft}yutta 
NikiJ.ya ( 1 . 1 02) puts it: 

"As though huge mountains made of rock 
So vast they reached up to the sk•; 
Were to advance from every side, 
Grinding beneath them all that lives 

· So age and death roll over all, 
Warriors, priests, merchants, and craftsmen, 
· The outcastes and the scavengers 
Crushing all beings, sparing none 
And here no troops of elephants 
No charioteers, no infantry 
No strategy inform of spells, 
No riches, serve to beat them off 
Just so should death be recollected". 

3. Meditating on death by comparisowfrrstly by 
comparison with those of fame, then with those 
of great merit, with those of great strength, with 
those of great supernormal power, by compari- . 
son with those of great understandip.gJ:1y com
parison with Pacceka Buddhas (Sn� 35t) and · 
with the greatest sage of all, the fully Enlight
ened Buddha. We must note here that even in 
the case of the Buddha, he was subject to mor-: 
tality. 

4. Meditating on death as a sharing of the body 
with many, such as the different kinds of 
worms, several kinds of internal diseases and 
external causes of death such as snakes, scor
pions, etc. _or by falling a victim to accidents. 

5. . Contemplating death as to its frailty and vul
nerabilit:>:: · 

6. Contempl�ti�g death as something that is sign 
less, i.e. it is ·unpredictable and comes unan
nounced as it were, i .e. people are not born 
with their span of life marked out nor by sign 
that one will die by a certain illness, nor with 
the sign that a person will die at a certain spe
cific time or where the body will be laid down 
nor is there a sign of the persons destiny where 
he will go to, heaven or somewhere else. 

7. Death should be meditated on as limiting the 
extent of one's life. As it is said in the Sa��zyutta 
NikiJ.ya ( 1 . 1 08): 
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"Brief time have sons· of men on earth to live. 
Let the good man herein much trouble take 
Acting as were his turban all ablaze 
There is no man to whom death cometh nut. 
Just as a drop of dew on the tip of a blade of 
grass, when the sun gets up, straightway dries 
up and lasts not a while; even so, brahman, 
like a dewdrop is the life of man, insignifi
cant, trifling, fraught with much ill and trou
ble. By mantras awaken the people ! Do goodt 
Live the godly life !  For the born there is no. 
immortality. 

"Just as a bubble appears on the water when 
the sk.y-deva rains down big drops, but 

· straightaway bursts and lasts not a while even 
so, brahman, like a water - bubble is the life of 
man, insignificant, trifling, fraught with much 
ill and trouble . . . .  For the born there is no im
morality. 

"Just as the line of a stick on water straightway 
vanishes and l asts not awhile; ev.en so, 

· . brahman, like the line of a. stick on water is 
the life of man, insignificant, trifling-, fraught- -
with ill and.trouble . . .  For the born there is no 
immortality. 

"Just as a muuntain river, winding here and 
there, swiftly flowing, taking all along with it, 
never for a moment or for an instant or for a 
second pauses, but rushes 011, swirls along and 
sweeps forward; even so brahman, like a 
mountain .river is the life of man, insignificant, 
trifling, fraught with ill and trouble . . .  For the 
born their is no immortality. 

"Just as a strong man might fashion a gob of 
·spittle on the tip of his tongue and spit it out 
with utmost ease; even so, brahman, like a spit
tle-gob is the life of man, insignificant, trifling, 
fraught with ill and trouble . . . .  For the born there 
is no immortality. 

"Just as a lump of meat, thrown into an iron 
pot, heated the livelong day, straightway splits 
up and lasts not a while; even so, brahman, 
like a lump of meat is the life of man, insig
nificant, trifling, fraught with ill and trouble . . .  
For the hom there is n o  immortality. 

"Just as a cow,. about to be slaughtered, being 
led to the shambfes, each time she raises her 
foot is nearer to destruction, nearer to death; 

· even so, brahman ,  like a doomed cow is the 
life of man, insignificant, trifling, fraught with 
much ill and much trouble. By mantras i 
awaken the- people ! Do good! Live the godlyr J life !  For the born there is no immortality." · · : � 

lj : :1 8.  Death should· be meditated on as to the short"! 

. :I, 
ness of the moment. In the ultimate sense the: 
life moment ofliving beings is extremely short, � 
being only as much as the occurrence of a sin- � 
gle conscious moment. Just as a chariot wheel, l 
when it is rolling, rolls, (that is, touches the 
ground) only on the point of (the circumfer
ences of) its tyre, and, when it is at rest, rests 
only on one point, so too, the life of living be
ings lasts only for a single conscious moment. 
Wheri that consciousness- has ceased, the be- l 
ing is said to have ceased, according as it is \ 
said: "In a past conscious moment he did live, 
not he does live, not he will live. ln a future 
conscious moment not he did live, not he does 
live, he will live. In the present conscious 
moment not he did live, he does live, not he 
will live". 

B u ddhagh o s a  concludes his expositio n  of 
mararJii:nussati in Ch. XXIII of the Visuddhimagga 
with the following observations: "A bhikkhu devoted 
to mindfulness of deatli is constantly diligent. He ac
quires perceptions of disenchantment with all kinds of 
becoming (existence). He conquers attachment to life. 
He condemns evil. He avoids much storing. He has 
no stain of �varice about requisites. Perception of im- ', 

permanence grows in him, following upon which there 
appear the perception of pain and not self. But while -,_. 
beings who have not developed (mindfulness of) death / _  
fall victims to fear, horror and confusion at the time of 
death as though suddenly seized by wild beasts, spir-
its, snakes, robbers or murderers, he dies undeluded · 
and fearless without falling into any such state. And 
if he does not attain the deathless here and now, he is 
at least headed for a happy destiny on the break up of 
the body." 

It i s  ch�ar from the te-xtual passages and 
Buddhaghosa's expositions that mara1_1anussati docs 
not guarantee the attainment of Nibbii:na because it is 
a meditation based on several abstract mundane men-

. tal objects, not insight meditation or vipassanii:, which 
is meditating on one's body, feelings, thoughts and 
mental phenomena which arise and pass away con-: 
t-inually bringing into focus anicca, dukkha, anatta, 
and actually perceiving reality in the psycho-physical 
process. 

' 
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However, though maral}ilnussati does not lead one 

into absorption, it brings one up to neighbourhood 
concentration which is beneficial for the development 
of further meditational skills in the direction of eman
cipation. 

Suvimalee Karunaratna 

MARGA See MAGGA 

MARICAVAT'.fl : Maricav��i or Maricav�"t:tika Cetiya 
and its monas tery complex was bui lt  by king 
Du.t.thagamini in 1 6 1  B .C. at Anuradhapura. The 

)'J._ahilva11Jsa devotes chapter xxvi for the MaricavO;t.ti 
almost entirely, and has named the chapter as 
"Maricavatti vihii ramQho niima chabbisatimo lparicchedo-�the inauguration of Maricav0;t_ti Thupa." 

But conspicuously the Dipava11Jsa is si lent on 
Maricav��ti. According to the Mah'iiva11Jsa record, king 
Du!fhagamini on the 7th day after the coronation, hav
ing subdued Tamil"s and occupying the city of 
Anuradhapura, proceeded to the Tissa tank (Tisavapi) 
for the customary water sports with his royal retinue. 
As usual, the king's sceptre1 containing the relics (of 
the Buddha) (sadhatukaiiJ kuntan;) was taken in the 
royal procession. The bearers of the sceptre 
(kuntadhiirakii) deposited  it in the place where 
Maricavaf.tithupa would be established (in future). 
After having enjoyed the water sport, the king intend
ing to return in the afternoon, ordered the bearers of ")he sceptre to take it up. The bearers were anable to 

- move the sceptre from the spot where it was depos-
- ·, ed. The king, having witnessed the miracle, was 

Highly delighted, offered garlands and incenses to it 
and returned to the city after making necessary arrange
ments for its protection. Afterwards the king built a 
cetiya enclosing the sceptre (kunta) and a vihara sur
rounding the cetiya. 

Kunta11J parikkhipitva cetiyal1J tattha ka.rayi 
ThupaiiJ parikkhipitva viharaiica akarayi 

(Mhv. Ch. XXVI verse 1 3) 

The construction of the cetiya and the vihara was 
completed in three years and a great fes ti v al 
(viharamaha) was arranged for the consecration, where 
hundred thousand bhikkhus and ninety thousand 
bhikkhul)is assembled. There the king address�·d the 

sahgha: "Venerable Sirs, having forgotten I have en
joyed a chillie preparation (maricava.zti) without shar
ing it with the sahgha. I built this as a repentance for 
the offence, and let the sahgha accept it." Having pro
claimed so the king sprinkled water (dakkhi!JodakaiiJ) 
and offered it  to the sahgha. 

· 

At this instance the· Mahava11Jsa proce,eds to de
scribe the grand festival organised for the consecra
tion of the Maricav0;�ti Cetiya and vihara. The pavil
ion put up for the purpose had its feet (piide) in the 
waters of the Abhaya tank, i.e. extended up to the shore 
of the tank. With that the (Mahiiv.a11Jsa author) quips 
"it is not necessary to describe the rest of the space 
further (sesoka.se kathil va ka?). The king provided 
alms to the sdhgha for seven days and offered requi
sites worth a hundred thousand and there was no monk . 
who did not receive a gift. It is said that the king spent 
nineteen crores excluding the wealth spent (for the · 
construction of the cetiya and vihiira etc.). 

It is observed that the Mahiiva11Jsa author does not 
explicitly say that the Maricav��ti cetiya was.so named 
because of the king's declaration, that he built it as a 
repentance. He leaves· it for the readers to come to 
that conclusion. The immediate reason fci.i' i:he con
struction of the cetiya was the inability to move his 
kunta from the spot where it was kept. At the time of 
the commencement of he cetiya, the king did not make 
any mention ofhis "chillies episode" . .It was a{ter com
pleting the cetiya in three years, �d ,during the conse
cration ceremony that die ,king ��ged tl:i.Y �dcret, that 
he built it as CJ.. punJ,shn,lep.t for hirQself, ,for eating "a 
chillie preparation'' alone. Th�r� �ppeBfs s�p1� incon
sis.tericy betweelJ. the jncide.pts.regarding the kunta and . 

. chillies. Apparently the Mahlzva11Jsa author has made 
an unsucc�ssful attempt to colwect the two incidents. 

According to Mai�aselcera <P p p N. Vol. n p. 448) 
the king had violated � ( vow of hi s childhood. 
Malalasekera n�f�rs to the Mah�van;tsa Xxii verse 80 . 
as the vow concern, *hidi read. as; . 

KuladevatimCUTJ no tata.bhikkhima!1J vimukkha·maya!1J 
Na hessamati cintetva bhaga11J bhwijath • iman:z ti ca 

(Mhv. Ch. XXII verse 80) 

"Sons you partake this handful ofrice thinking that 
Y9U will not go against our kuladevata (Mahasahgha)". 
The vow the king got his .sons to undertake has a wider 

1 .  Sirisoma M. H. Mirisave_ti Sthiipaya (Sinhala) pQblished by the Dept. of Archaeology,rC9lombo, 1 99 1 .  p. 6 points out 
that the English as well as the Sinhala translators pave erroneously translate9 "kwzta" �s a spear and explains that_kwzta 

was not a weapon but a sceptre or the emble� ofkingship. : : · � � ; . 
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meaning viz. , not to go against, not to be hostile or not 
to betray the sahgha and not a etiquette pertaining to 
the partaking of food. The Mahavarr:zsa at any time 
does not speak of a vow the King Kakav�J)atissa sup
posed to have got his sons to enter, to refrain from 
eating without sharing with the sahgha. 

The Pujavaliya, a Sinhala treatise of the 131h cen
ttiry A.C. (Nationitl Library Services Board Edition, 
Colombo 1 999, p. 498) does not make a mention of 
the incident connected to the Kunta, when relating the 
story of Maricava.f!i. There it is said that the king built 
Maricav�t.ti as a repentance for eating a chillie prepa
ration without sharing with the sahgha. The 
Saddharmi;:lahkaraya, another Sinhala treatise of the 
14th century A. C. too, has dropped the �nta incident 
when narrating the Maricav��ti episode. But there, too, 
it is said the king built the Maricav�t.ti as repenrance 
for breaking a vow the parents got them to make, not 
to eat anything without giving to the sahgha 
(Saddharmalahkaraya edited by M. Piyaratana, Co
lombo, 1 97 1 ,  p. 55 1 ) .  According to the Pali 
Thupava11Jsa (circa l 21h century edited by 
Dhammaratana, B. Colombo, 1 896, p. 51) and the 
Sinhala Thupavan:zsa (edited by Lankananda, L. & 
Piyaratana, M. Horana, Colombo, 1939, p. 1 66) writ
ten not long after its Pali counterpart, the king 
Du.�agfuni.ni after his coronation had been contem
plating whether he had violated the vow to refrain from 
partaking of any food without offering to the sahgha, 

· which his parents got him and his brother to agree·upon. 
It is said that he recollected he had once enjoyed a 
chilli preparation for breakfast without sharing it with 
the sahgha and was waiting for an opportunity to rec
tify the mistake. However the great vow that they will 
not turn agains t the sahgha (kula devatana11J 
bhikkhuna"! no vimukhii bhavama) which the parents 
got them to enter upon, as per the Mahavm7J.sa report, 
apparently has been substituted with a vow to refrain 
from eating any thing witho!Jt offering it to the sahgha 
in the subsequent accounts. 

There is inscriptional evidence to show that in the 
91h and I 01h centuries A.C. it was known as Mirisav�ti 
Vehera. Accordingly the Anutadhapura slab inscrip
tion of Salamevan Abhaya Kassapa V (Circa 929-39 
A.C. Epigraphia Zelanica, Vol. I, p. 46) and the 
Jetavanarama slab inscription of Mahinda IV (circa 
1026-42 A.C.) (ibid. p. 222) refer to it as Mirisivi.ti 
vehera. Sirisoma M.H. (foe. Cit. p. 5) explains the 
term v�ti to mean a place or a locality. Since ancient 
times in Sri Larlka, people are used to identify a Thupa 

or a Vihiira by the name of the village or the land it 
sited on viz. Mahiyailgana thupa, Mihintala cetiy. 
KalyaJ)i cetiya, Dighavapi cetiya etc. have been name 
after their locations. - Hundreds of such examples ar1 
available even today. The Mahiivan_1sa author of th1 
Slh century A. C. is apparently trying to explain the ety
mology of the name of the Thupa that originated ir 
the 2"d century B . C., so as to-enhance the piety of his 
hero King Du.t.thagfunini, connecting it with the chillie 
episode. It is conjectured that the Thupa built on a 
spot once cultivated with chillies, came to be known 
as Maricava.t.ti cetiya. 

Further marici in Pali also means a mirac· 
Maricav�t.ti Cetiya is the first large cetiya built in the 
island. Though the Mahiiva11_lsa does not give the origj
nal height of the thupa, it is evident from the fact iliat I 
it took three years to complete that, it was of a fairlly 
large size. To the people who had up to that time had 
seen only small cetiyas Maricav�t.ti would have ap
peared as a miracle. The origin of the term Maricav�t.ti 
could be explained that way too. Whatever be the 
possible conjecture, it is advisable not to discard an
cient literary traditions till literary or archaeological 
evidence to the contrary are discovered. 

According to Sir Emerson Tennent, Du.�thagfunini 
constructed MaricaV�t.ti to comrriemorate the recov- _ 

ery of his kingdom (Smither James, G. Architectural 
Remains of Anuradhapura, London. 1 894, p. 1 9) . , 
Though there is no evidence to substantiate his view;-· 
his view appears very inuch appropriate in the light of 
the fact that he commenced the work on Maricav�t.fi
only seven days after his consecration as the king c!Jf 

· the entire island. 

It is also significant that the Maricava.t.ti Cetiya 
apparently does not contain a major bodily relic of the 
Buddha, like the Thuparama or the Mahathupa, other 
than the relic said to be contained in the kunta which 
was enshr-ined in it. Apparently the Maricava.t_ti cetiya 
appears to have lost its position after the construction 
of the Mahathupa. Nevertheless in the course of its 
history, several kings renovated it, repaired it, raised 
its height, added new features to it and main�ned it 
as any other cetiya. 

King · Gajabahu (Gajabiihuka Giimini) 174- 190 
A.C. provided a mantle (kafi.cuka) for the Maricav3:t.ti 
Thupa (Maricava.t_tika thupariJ- hi kaiicuka11_l ca akii.rayi 
(Mhv. Ch. XXXV verse 2 1 ) .  
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King Voharikatissa (269-29 1 A.C.) provided a 

canopy for the cetiya and in addition, the king is re
ported to have put up a wall (Mhv. Ch. XXXVI verse 
33-37). King Go.thabhaya (309-322 A. C.) built a "Re
fectory" (uposathagara) there. 

Thuparameca Manisomarame Mar1cava;�tike 
Dakkhi!Javhavihare ca uposathagharani ca 

(Mhv. Ch. )OCX.VI Verse 1 07) 

King Vasabha ( 127- 1 7 1  A .  C.) provided the Cetiya 
with a mantal (kafi.cukafi.ca akiirayi (lvfhv. xxxv. verse 
12 1). King Kassapa II built a mansion (Pasada) and 
gave it to a Maha thera residing at Nagasala (Mhv. Ch. ) XLIV. verse 149). King Kassapa IV entrusted the 
Bodhi tree at Maricava.t.ti to the bhikkhu!Jis residing at 

);·Ji
_
ssarama which he built for them �Mhv. W verse24 ). 

King· Kass�pa V (9 13-923 A.C.) 1s reported to have 
made substantial improvements to Maricav<�:t.ti which 
the Mahav�sa describes thus: 

Du.�thagamini Rajena katan.l Maricava!Jikar!J 
Na.�thar!J viharar!J kiiretva nana avasabhusitar!J 
Thera van;saj(!. bhikkHioum:z ada katva mahil rnahan:z 

· Tesar!J pafi.casat(mar!J ca bhogagame adapayi 

"The King having seen Maricav<�:t.ti built by King 
Du�.thagfuni.ni in ruins built (rebuilt) it adorned with 
various aviisas and offered it to the Theravada bhikkh"Us 
having performed a grand festival. He also granted. 
500 villages for their sustenance" (Mhv. Ch. Lll, verse 

. \ 45-46) . . 
� . 

_ . Deva, mother of Sai<ka senapati (wife of Kassapa - ! . 
. 9 13-923 A.C.) provided a diadem-jewel for the 

Buddha image in the vihara, a halo, an umbrella and a 
robe which the Mahavar�Jsa described thus 

Sa eva pa,tibimbassa satthuno maricavaf.tiallJ 
· Culamanir!J padajalan_1 aka chattar!J ca civarQllJ 

(Mhv. Ch. LII, verse 65) 

King Dappula IV (923-934 A. C.) gave a vi.llage 
for its maintenance following the footsteps of former 
kings. (Mhv. Ch. LIIJ, verse 2). King Mahinda IV 
(956-972 A. C.) is said to have commenced work of a 
pasada called 'Candana' and provided a villa�e for its 
maintenance (Mhv. Ch. LIV, verse 40). However as 
the Mahiivar!Jsa says he commenced (pasada1rJ 
candanam nama katum maricavattiam akarambham) 
the work �d does not �ay that he 

·�ompleted it So�e 
doubt his completion of the building. Bu� ac�ording 
to the next verse the king got a golden caskel made, 

enshrined the hair relic (of the Buddha) (kesadhiztu) 
in it and deposited it there (at the Candana pasada) 
and made offerings to it. 

As far as the available reports are concerned it was 
King Parakramabahu I ( 1 1 53-1 1 86 A.C.) who repaired 
the Maricav<�:t.ti Cetiya for the last time, after i t  was 
destroyed by Tamils. According to the Mahaval1Jsa 
(Ch. LXXVII verse �9) he found Maricav�t.ti thiipa 
(Ratanavaluka CetiyaAbhayagiri Thiipa and Jetavana 
Thupa) destroyed by Tamils, covered with giant trees 
and infested by bears and leopards. He got the jungles 
cleared and repaired the thupas and the thupa yard and 
got the Thupa whitewashed. But less than half a cen
tury later it was completely destroyed by the South 
Indian invaders and does not appear to have been re
stored again. 

According to the records (Rajaratnakaraya, p. 38) 
King Du.t.thagamini "deposited infinite riches" in the 
thupa. James Smither; observes in this' connection 
"This statement is not exaggerated and that the build
ing (thupa) once contained a large amount of treas- . 
ures, may be judged from the ruthless manner in which 
the formidable work of its demolition has been per
formed (Architectural Remains of Anuradhapura, . 
Ceylon, London 1 894, p. 1 9). 

Papafi.casudan1, the Majjhima Nikaya commen
tary (MA. II, p. 145) records an interesting incident 
supposed to have occurred during the consecration 
ceremony of the Maricav��i vihara (Maricava,tfivihizra 
Maha). As already mentioned 100,000 bhikkhus and 
90,000 bhikkhw;zis attended the consecration ceremony 
and the king provided alms for all. A little samanera 
seven years old, was seen carrying a bowl of hot gruel. · 

It . was so hoi that he had to put the bowl now in the 
fold of his rcbe and now on the ground. Another 
sa�r..a�eri (young nun) seven years of age, witnessed 
his difficulty and gave him a plate (thalaka) for him to 
cai"Ij the hot bowl in it. Years passed by and there 
was a famine in Sri Lanka (possibly the famine 
Baminitiya). Many monks and nuns, including the 
samarJera and the sama!Jeri now grown up, proceeded 
to a country beyond the sea (Parasamuddar!J) prob
ably to Jambudipa. The s(mzarJeri had gone there ear
lier and the samaJJera (monk) subsequently. When 
the nun concerned heard that another bhikkhu from 
Sri Lanka had arrived she went to see him. In the 
course of their convers�tion they recognised each other 
and developed a love for each other and left the Order 
(reverted to the lay lif�). · It is said that they were sixty 
years of age at the time .. : 
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Maricav�t.ti thupa remained in the ruined condi
tion up to the last quarter of the 19th century. Sir 
Emerson Tennent describes the condition of the Thupa 
as "A mere barrow of earth overrun with jungle" 
(Smi ther, James G .  A rchitectural Remains of 
Anuradhapura, London, 1 894, p. 19). After clearing 
the jungle, the first excavation of the thupa has been 
undertaken apparently in 1 880, under the direction of 
S.M. Burrows of the Ceylon Civil Service. During 
the excavation a magnificent viihalkacja which Euro
peans call "frontispiece" or "External Chapel" has been 
discovered on the western side of the Thupa. It is con
sidered as· the best preserved viihalkacja and is the most 
significant feature of the Maricava.t.ti Thupa. S.M. 
Burrows under whose direction the excavation was 
executed describes the said Viihalkacja thus: 

"A magnificent stone chapel or external shrine was 
excavated some years ago on the western side of the 
Mirisaw�ti dagoba. It is undoubtedly the finest of its 
kind in Anuradhapura. It presents nearly all the well
known Buddhist ornaments and combined a great 
massiveness with delicacy of execution," (Smither; 
Loc. Cit. p. 22 note 1) .  

The Royal Asiatic Society, Ceylon Branch, has 
subscribed' a considerable amount of money for t.�e 
excavation of the thupa (ibid. p. 22). After the estab
lishment of the Dept. of Archaeological Survey of 
Ceylon, in 1 900, further excavations have· been un- ·· 
dertaken by H.C.P. Bell, the Commissioner of Archae� 
ology, in the years 1 90 1 .,. 1 903, which included not only · 
the thupa but also i ts environs. During the excava.,. 
tions five Monasteries (sahghiiramas), Alms Halls 
(Diina siilii) and a Pirivena have been discovered. 
(Dept. of Archaeological Survey of Ceylon Admirris
trative Reports 1 901 - 1903). As already mentioned, it 
is clear from the Mahiivan:sa that the Maricava.t.ti 
Thupa has had its own Bodhi, Uposathasala (Refec
tory) etc. Thus archaeological evidence as well as 
evidence from the chronicles reveal that there has been 
a monast�ry complex around the thupa. 2 

The first attempt to restore this thupa has been 
undertaken as far back as 1 888 with funds provided 
by a Siamese prince. The Siamese princ� whose name 

is not mentioned, had entrusted Rs. 1 2,500/= to Sir 
Arthur Gordon, the Governor General of Ceylon at that 
time, for the restoration of the Maricav0:t.ti Thupa in 
1 888. The restoration was commenced, and it was 
possible to complete the restoration partially (nearly 
2/3 o f  the dome) with the funds provided. 
(Harischandra-Sacred City of Anuradhapura, Colombo 
1908 p. 38). At the expiry of funds provided, the res
toration work was suspended in 1 896. It is also said 
that the Royal Asiatic Society had brought an archi
tect named Detail to prepare the plan for the restora
tion in 1 900. He prepared the plan. and explained the 
importance of restoring of the thupa. The Siamese 
king Rarna who visited the country subsequently had 
volunteered to provide funds for the restoration. But 
apparently no action has been taken and the thupa re
mained for nearly a century in a half restored condi--{ 
tion. The present programme to restore the Miri:Sav�ti 
thupa was launched in 1979 under the Mirisav�ti cetiya 
Restoration Society. Simultaneously excavations of 
the thupa and its vihizra complex was also commenced 
by the Department of Archaeology. The excavations 
provided much more data on the thupa and the vihiira 
complex, than in the previous excavations. 

The original thupa built by King Du.�thagfunini and 
the cover (kafi.cuka) built by Gajabahu subsequently 
were clearly indentified during the excavations. The 
excavations reveale d  that the thupa bui l t  by 
Du.t�hagarnini had a circumambulating path way 
(padakkhi1.ziipatha) and high terraces (pesiivas) and it 
resembled the Saiichi Thupa in India. Gajabalm had 
widened the dome covering the circumambulating path 
way and the terraces. 

The Vihiira Complex had been pro�rly planned 
out side the Sand Terrace, the sacred and residential 
buildings separately. The .residential buildings are ar
ranged in units, each having three buildings3, one large 
and two small (rooms) each 25 sq. ft. in extent. The 
large buildings of the units are built vertical to one of 
the entrances to the thupa and the small buildings are 
parallel to the large building. No other vihiira 
complexe of Anuradhapura is so connected to the main 
.thupa, as seen at Maricav0:�ti. The main buildings are 

2. According to the Mahavanpa (Mlzv. XLVI verse 1 5 - 1 6) king Aggabod.hi (658-74 A.C.) granted many maintenance vil
lages to the vih�s of the two nikayas. Geiger Wi lhelm , Culavanjsa English translation part I p. 99 note 2 attempts to 
identify the said two nikizyas as Mirisave,tiya and Thi.iparama viharas, an attempt to consider· Maricava.t.ti vihiira fuclud.ing 
Thupiirama as separate nikayas. But Rahula W. History of Buddhism in Ceylon, Colombo 1 956 p. 1 95 including the note 
No. 4 does not agree with the interpretation and says that they are not known to be referred to as two separate nikizyas. 

3.  In the Abhayagiri and Jetavana Vihara complexe the buildings are arranged in units having five buildings each. It is  
thought that this oriiginated at Mirisave:ti complex having three buildings in  a unit to begin with. 
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supposed to be the residences of the chief monks. The 
Dana sola has been identified by the rice canoe (bhattta 
nava). Remains of the Bodhighara and an Image House 
are among the identified buildings. The large build
ing with 60 pillars to the west of the thiipa was identi
fied as the Uposathiigara (refectory). There are sev
eral buildings which cannot be clearly identified till 
the entire complex is excavated. 

It has been discovered that the stone paved com
pound (salcipathala maiuwa) has been constructed in 
circa 1Qth century A. C. The parapet w�l had been 
repaired during the same period. A part of the pillar ) that was on the thiipa in the early period was found in 
the compound. A stone slab with a drawing of a thupa 
with letters "niyan:zgan:z " has been unearthed from the 

"rthupa compound. The drawing shows the "three 
pesava (terraces) and the four cornered pile" (caturassa 
caya) and spire. As the letters belong to the 8- 1 Qth 
centuries, i t  is thought the drawing depict how the 
thupa was seen during the 8-lOth centuries.  It helped 
to determine the design for the restoration to a certain 
extent. The copper tiles have been discovered during 
the excavations. Therefore it is clearthat some of the 
buildings in the complex were roofed with copper tiles. 
'The Archaeologists have observed in the course of their 
excavations that substantial work on the Vihara had 
seen executed during 8-1  Qth centuries A. c. 

Three inscriptions belonging to the 2nd century A. C. \ had been discovered but the):' cannot be read due to 
/" their defacing. It is thought that they record contribu

�ions for paving stones in the compound, (Salapatala 
�a.Zuwa). 

A four inch Buddha image in the sedentary pos
ture under an arch way (tora!Ja) made of gold sheets 
was discovered 20 ft. deep from the top of the thupa, 
during the excavations. It possibly belongs to the 12th 
century A.C. 

A unique feature that the archaeologists have ob
served in the buildings of the unearthed monastery 
complex is its simplicity. Guard stones, Moonstones 
and Korawakgal are without usual decorations or 
adornments, reason for which is difficult to be deter
mined. Sirisoma conjectures that the meditating monks 
were once residing here, which can be the reason for 
the simplicity (Sirisoma, Loc. Cit). The Vihara com
plex extends to an area of approximately 50 acres. Very 
little has been excavated so far and a· larger area re
mains to be excavated. During the restoration process 

of 1979 the cover (kaficuka) built with funds provided 
by the Siamese prince had to be removed completely 
as it was not strong enough to build upon. The work 
progressed steadily. But unfortunately, the night be
fore the enshrinement of relics in the super structure, 
the new construction completely collapsed (in 1 988), 
the reason for which was thought to be the seepage of 
water into the interior. The construction work (resto
ration) had to be commenced once more, from the 
very beginning, in March 1 99 1 .  The work progressed 
steadily, working round the clock. It w� a combine 
effort of the State Engineering Corporation, Buildings 
Dept., The Dept. of Town and Country Planning, The 
Ministry of Buddhasasana, Central Cultural Fund, The 
Cera.t11ic Corporation and The Gemunu Watch (Sri 
Lanka Army). The work was successfully completed 
and the pinnacle was unveiled on the Poson Full Moon 
Day 4th June 1993. It is said that 1 2  million bricks 
were used for the restoration. 

· 

The restored Maricav�t.ti Thiipa is 1 92'ft. high a..11d 
the diameter of the dome is 141 ft. ,  the spire measures 
54 1/2 ft. ,  the pinnacle' is 1 2 ft. high and has a crest 
gem 1 1/2 ft. high on it. See PLATES LVII, LVIII, 
LIX. 
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K. Arunasiri 

MARRIAGE - Though the Buddha's main concern 
was to point out the path of iiberation from sa11}sara, 
his teaching does not neglect how lay life may be lived 
so that it conduces to happiness, peace and prosperity, 
not only in this life but the next life as well. Such 
discourses were delivered to those who did not feel 
the ·urgency to exit sanJ.sara but preferred to dally in 
the realm of existence with all its sense attractions, 
albeit they were basically ethical in outlook, like for 
instance the dwellers of Veludvara (S. V. 353 !f) and 
Dighajhfuu1 Byagghapajja (A. IV 281).  The teaching 
for this class of persons do not come together in one 
collection in the texts but are scattered throughout the 
Nikiiyas. They are loosely referred to as Gihisukha 
vinaya (the layman's code of discipline conducive to 
happiness). The term, however, does not appear in the 

. texts. These teachings do not focus on the direct higher 
path to liberation but are full  of advice concerning the 
ethical conduct one should adopt in living a lay life 
and are also termed anupubbhl. kathii (graduated in
structions). They are productive of a gentle upward 
curve of progress from the plane of samsaric exist
ence along _the path of liberation, developing qualities 
of d.O:na s"ila ·and bhavana while on the path. Such a 
course was never looked down on by the ·Buddha 
though it feU short of the Pabbajja 's (renunciate's) rig
orous and speedy trajectory out of san.1Sara. Anupubblit 
katha includes d.O.nakatha, sl.lakatlza, saggakatha and 
maggakatha (talks about charity, righteousness, the 
heavens and the path). Foremost among the Gihisukha 
vinaya are the Mahgala sutta, Mima sutta, Sigalovada 
sutta, Parii.bhava sutta, Vasa/a sutta and a number of 
short suttas found in the San.tyutta Nikii.ya, the 
Ailguttara Nikaya and elsewhere in the Buddhist canon. 
They contain among other topics, advice on maniage. 

The most well known sutta which deals with the 
domestic and social duties of a layman are encoun
tered in the Sig?ilovii.d.a sutta (D. III 189 ). This sutta 
is structured along the lines of a ritual involving pay
ing homage to six directions. It was performed by a 
young householder, Sigala, after his early morning 
ablutions at a river. Perhaps it was a pre-Buddhist 
animistic rite. The commentary states that Sigala re
fused to go and listen to discourses preached by the 
B uddha despite his parents' entreaties. However, his 
father, on his deathbed, made Sigala promise to per
form the six directional homage every morning. The 
commentary adds that the deathbed wish of the father 
would have been expressed in the hope that the Bud
dha or one of his disciples would see Sigala perform , 
ing the ritual and make of it an opportunity for the 
preaching of the doctrine. And this 1s exactly wh t 
happened. The Buddha gave a new meaning to the 
directions being honoured. \. 

It is · clear that each direction stands for the per
formance of a service to a sp�cific category of persons 
by a householder. For example, the Eastern quarter is 
assigned to parents and symbolizes the duties and ob
ligations between parents and children. The Southern 
direction is the preserve of teachers and children and 
their mutual obligations. The Western quarter is dedi
cated to marriage partners, the .duties visa vis husband 
and wife and so on. With regard to the western. quar
ter the B uddha says: 

In five ways should a. wife as Western quarter be 
ministered to by her husband, by respect, by cour
tesy, by faithfulness, by handing over authority to 
her, by providing her with adornments. f 

In these five ways does the wife, ministered to by 
her husband as the Western quarter, love him, her 
duties .are well performed, by hospitality to the kin 
of both, by faithfulness, by watching oyer the goods 
he brings and by skill and industry in discharging 
all the business. 

Thus is the Western quarter protected by him and. 
made safe and secure. 

It is noteworthy thai this passage begins with the 
husband's duties towards the wife which "protects" 
that quarter and makes it "safe" and· "secure". His 

· protective actions spell out clearly the affection and 
consideration due to a wife, which form the basis for 
her reciprocation. 
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The Sigalovada sutta s advice on the marital rela
tionship and the egali tarial). spirit pervading it, have a 
direct link with the sentiments expressed in the famous 
Rgvedic Surya Sukta. The following verse illustrates 
the point being made. 

· 

"I take thy hand in mine for happy fortune that 
thou mayest reach 

old age with me thy husband. 
God, Aryaman, Bhaga, Savitar, Purandhi, have 

given thee to be · 
my household's mistress. 

"0 Pushan, send her on as most auspicious, her 
who shall be 

the sharer of my pleasures, 
Her who shall twine her loving arms .about me, 

And welcome all my love and mine embraces. 

r (Rgveda Book x hymn 85, vv 37-38) 

The Brahma..na literature which came after the 
Rgvedic period, had a very different outlook on mar
riage. It tended to demean the honored status con
ferred on the wife by the RgvediC rsis (seers) . Bud
dhism rejected the overbearing "ritual bondage" of 
women advocated in the Biahmanas by Brahmanic 
priests. 

In the Sigalovada sutta, the. Buddha advises Sigala 
to put away the four vices, which include the taking of 
life, theft adultery and lying. He also describes the six 
channels by which wealth is dissipated: addiction to 
intoxicating liquor, haunting fairs, gambling, associ-

\ 1, ating with evil companions, idleness, freql1enting the 
· . .7 streets at unseemly hours beGause th�n be himself is 

.__Jwithout guard and protection and so also a.re wife and 
!children. 

In another text, we find an interesting reference 
about wives: 

· 

"Suss usa seJ.tha bhariyanan; " ( S. l. 6) 
"Best among wives is she that ministers best" 

The word sussusa is derived from the verb sunati, 
to listen. Sussusa has the meaning of wishing to hear, 
obedience, attendance. It could also be interpreted as 
"lending an ear", in the sense of being a confidante, a 
counselor. This meaning is brought out in the follow
ing statement: 

"Bhariya ca parama sakha " (S. I p. 37) 
"The wife is the comrade supreme" and the com

mentary adds "one to whom one may tell a secret that 
can be told to no one else." 

Whatever the exact meaning of suss usa in the con
text ·under discussion, without a doubt, the ideal wi fe 
is considered the best friend of the husband. 

Among the factors that cause the downfall 
(parabhava) of a man is the followina . b 

Sehi darehi asantu.f.!ho vesiyasu padissati 
Dissati paradaresu-tal1'} parabhavato mukha11J " 

(Sn. v. 108) 

"He not satisfied with his own wives, Is seen with 
whores and wives of others - that (to him) is a cause of 
ruin." 

Again, behavior which brands a person as an 
outcaste is the following: 

"Yo iialina11J sakkhanartJ va daresu patidissati 
sahasa sampiyena va tartJ jafifia "vasalo " iti " 

(Sn. V. 123) 

"He who is seen in the company of wives of rela
tives and friends by force or with (their) consent·, he is 
known as ar1 outcaste" 

The Mahgala sutta (Sn. v. 262) defines conduct 
which result in blessings. The ethical conduct men
tioned includes the following: 

Matapitu upa.�thana11J puttadarassa sa7Jgaho " 
"Attending on parents and tender care of children 

and wife." 

The Buddha once said that there are four ways of 
living together (as husband and wife) (A. II. 59). 

Chavo chcivaya saddhirtJ samvasati chavo deviya 
saddhi11J sa11J vasati devo chaviiya saddhi11J 
samvasati, devo deviya saddhi11J sartJvasati. " 

"A vile man lives along with a vile woman, a vile 
man lives along with a devi a deva lives with a vile 
woman, a deva lives along with a devi."  

Elaborating on this, the Buddha explained that a 
vile husband is one who "takes life, steals, is a wrong 
doer in sense � desires, a liar, given to harsh, bitter 
speech and idle babble, one covetous, of a malevolent 
heart, a perverted view, a wicked man, an evil doer; he 
lives at home with heart soiled by the taint of stingi
ness, he abuses and reviles recluses and brahrnins and 
his wife is of like nature." 
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A devi is a wife who is virtuous, of a lovely nature 
and abstains from all the vile actions and speech men
tioned above. A deva has the same qualities. 

An ideal manied couple, Nakula mata and Nakula 
Pita once went to meet the Buddha (A II. 61). They 
confessed to him that both of them had never trans
gressed against each other in deed or even thought and 
they wished to behold each other in the next life too. 
The Budddha replied that if both husband and wife 
desire to behold each other in this very life and the 
next also and if they are equally matched in saddhii · 
(faith), sila (virtue) ciiga (generosity) andpaiiiia (wis
dom), they do behold each other in this very life and 
in the life hereafter. The discourse ends with the fol
lowing verse in the text: 

"If both believers, self controlled, well spoken, 
living-as dhamma bids, use 
loving words one to the other-manifold 
the blessings 
that come to wife and husband, and to them. 
The blessing of a ple_asant life .is born; 
Dejected their foes, for both are good. 
So in this world living as dhamma bids, 
The pair, in goodness matched, i'the deva-world 
rejoicing, win the bliss that they desire." 

These qualities of saddhii, sila, ciiga and paiiiiii 
are said to contribute to streamwining (S. V 395). · 

We may understand from such passages that it is 
not the lay life per se or the pabbajjii life per se, that 
conduces to liberation but the living of life in an ethi
cal manner, according to the doctrine, which tends to 
the destruction of defilements, without which libera
tion cannot be attained. 

. Apart from these passages which give advice to 
both husband and wife alikeregarding mutual duties 
and obligations, there are passages·in the canon which 
are mea.llt exclusively for the wife. It seems very much 
as if the Buddha knew and understood with his deep 
insight into the phychology of the human mind, that 
the woman's  lot, in the patriarchal society of his time, 
was particularly hard on women. Kisa Gothami in the 
Therigiithii gives utterance to the kind of suffering 
women had to bear (Therigiithii vv. 215-216) 

"Dukkho itthibhiivo akkhiito purisadhammasarathinii 
Sapattika"} pi dukkhan_1 . . . . .  " 

"Full of suffering is the woman's lot so has th1 
tamer and guide of men declared. Painful it is wher 
living with hostile wives . . . . .  " 

The Buddha seems to have taken cognizance of 
this situation with which woman had to cope and seems 
to have tried to empower them by making them de
velop certain ethical qualities and skills which would 
help them to transcend their particular lot. 

If woman developed eight qualities, he advised, 
they would be born in heaven (A IV 263 ff.) They are 
the following: 

1 .  For him, to whom her parents gave her out 1 

love for her, seeking her good, in loving kind- J 

ness and fond regard, she should get up befove -.1 
him, retire after him, be obedient to his wishes, 
lovely in her ways and gentle in speech. 

2. She should esteem, respect and offer hospi
tality to those her husband honors. 

3.  She should involve herself in whatever home 
industries being canied out in her husband 's 
house with dexterity and organize such with 
an inquiring mind. This no doubt refers to en
trepreneurial skills. 

4. She should knew the capabilities of the serv
ants and work people in her husband's Home. 
She should know their strengths and weak- 
nesses, what they have to do and what has not .,_ 

been done. She should divide the food among 
them justly. ...... 

f 
5.  When her husband brings home money, com, 

silver or gold (in modem terms we could in
terpret this as wealth in liquid cash, in kind or 
in the form of capital) she should protect that 
and not rob . 

6. She should go to the three refuges. 

7. Observe the precepts 

8. Be charitable 

There is much worldly wisdom in this charter of 
empowerment. It helps to develop skills and wisdom 
and self confidence. It would not only rriake her .rise ' 
above her persorial afflictions but make her indispensa
ble to her husband as well, thus ensuring her place in 
her home. 
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The same kind of advice was given to Visakha (A 
IV. 266./f). Here, the Buddha tells Visakha that women 
endowed with four qualities win power in the world: 
"Herein, Visakha, a woman is capable at her work; 
she manages the servants; in her ways she is lovely to 
her lord; she guards his wealth." 

"By these qualities she wins power in this world. 
By four more qualities she wins power in . the next 
world, viz. faith, virtue, charity ·and wisdom." 

What is  meant by wisdom is explained in the same 
discourse: 

) "She is wise and is endowed with wisdom into the 
way of the rise and fall of things, with aryan penetra

r tion of the way to the utter destruction of ill. Such is 
her wisdom." 

It is obvious that partners who are well matched in 
qualities of industriousness and economy .make their 
marriage successful in a material way. According to 
the discourse such a life is brought to fulfillment only 
if the married couple base their lives on ethics such as 
faith, virtue, generosity and wisdom which qualities 
result in a good life hereafter also. 

On another occasion, the Buddha was invited by 
Mendaka's grandson, Uggaha, for an almsgiving and 

· was requested to advice his daughters who were get-) . ting married. Accordingly, the Buddha gave them the 
same advice (A. Ill. 36). Mendaka was Visakha's 

1 grandfather, according to Visakhayavatthu (DhpA). - 'l The advice given by the Buddha was the same as that 
conduct advocated which if observed by wives would 
result in their being reborn among the fairies of lovely 
form (A N. 263). 

The advice the Buddha gives Anathapil)�ika's 
daughter-in-law (A. IV. 91) can also be considered a 
piece of skillful counseling, based on his knowledge 
of psychol ogy. It s ai d  that w he n  he went to 
Anathapindika's residence on one occasion he heard a 
great din,.uproar and noise. On asking Anathapil)�ika 
what the din was about he replied that it was caused 
by his daughter--in-law, Sujatha. Apparently she was 
very rich, coming from an exceedingly weahhy fam
ily and did not respect her parents-in-law or husband. 
Nor did she venerate the Buddha. On hearing this, the . 
Buddha called her and by means of a small lecture, 
made her see herself rather than rebuking her with 
strong words. 

The Buddha told Sujatha that there were seven 
types of wives. One like a slayer, one like a robber, 
one like a mistress, one like a mother, one like a sister, 
one like a companion and one like a handmaid (d.O.si) 
and wanted to know to which category she belonged, 
whereupon she requested the Buddha to explain more 
fully the categories he had mentioned. Having elabo
rated on the categories the passage ends with the fol
lowing: 

"Now sbe who's called: a mistress, slayer, thief, 
Who's harsh, immoral, lacking in respect, 
When cometh death-
Will wander in the miseries of hell 
But mother, sister or companion, slave 
In precept long established and restrained, 
When cometh death-
Will wander in the happy heaven world." 

At the end of the discourse Sujatha chose the cat
egory of Dasi for herself. It is possible· that the dis
course had created in her a fear of going to hell.  It is 
also possible that she had recognized herself in some 
of the ugly categories in the mirror the Buddha had 
gently held .up to her, and felt sorely ashamed of her 
past conduct and resolved to reform herself 

Sujathii is an exception with regard to the general 
position accorded to women. Her sister, Visakha, 
known also as Migara Mata, too held such a special 
status in her marital home, though Visakha was far 
wiser and more restrained· in her conduct. It is im
plied that wealth bestowed on Chern a status of equal
ity with their respective husbands and parents.:. in-law. 
However, the Buddha did not give wealth or birth a 
privileged place in his egalitarian world view. Both 
Visakha and Sujatha came in fur his special attention 
and he scn.ight to make therh see the wisdom of his 
ethicai cod� ofcortduct which origim1ted from the cor
rect view. We see very clearly in the canon that he did · 
not condOn� the Bhilimanical repression of women. 
Both husband and wife were exhorted to honor and be 
faithful to each other. Whatever the social conven
ti<:ins of the time, monogamy was upheld and decency 
in conjugal relations. 

Suvimalee Karunaratna 

MATERIALISM, dialectical. The many systems of 
religion and philosophy throughout the ages would 
seem to have had but one single goal which is both 
their final cause and the cause of their origion: to find 
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a satisfactory explanation of, and a solution to, the 
problems and conflicts which constitute human life. 
The age long conflicts between man and man, between 
man and his surroundings, between man and the uni
verse, have, of course, been observed from time im
memorial. Explanations have been offered, such as 
natural selection, struggle for survival of the fittest, 
but they have not tried to solve· the proble. There have 
been attempted solutions, which did not offer expla
nations as they were not based on understanding; these 
solutions were not to be sought in this life itself, as 
they were said to form part of a greater supernatural 
plan. "It is the function of religion", said Roger Lloyd, 
Canon of Winchester, "to provide an explanation of 
the wholeness of man's experience of the universe, and 
of his life, and to relate it to the essential mystery which 
underlies i t  all". 1 This inclination to see "mystery" in 
daily life is both a refusal to understand the problem 
and also an a priori rejection of the possibility of a 
solution. And yet such is the idealistic explanation of 
man's relation to the universe. "In the plan of the Crea
tor society is  a natural means means which man can 
and must use to reach his destined end . . .  Man's obli
gations toward civil society are divinely imposed."2 
Here, no solution is offered, the problem is merely 
shifted to a higher plane, the supernatural, where it 
remains shelved for an eternal future, above the ·reach 
of any human understanding and natural solution, 
based on an equally mysterious and supernatural ori
gin like revelation and divine authority, manifested in 
further mysteries, miracles· and prophesies. 

The materialistic viewpoint tries to explain and 
solve life's greatest problem of conflict in this life it
self, by showing the origin thereof to lie in material 
conditions where actuality conflicts with reality, and 
by pointing out to a soluti

.
on through realisation of 

actual world - and-salf value. This .is done, although 
in different terminology, by Dialectical Materialism . 
as well as by Buddhism. And hence a short compara
tive study of their main tenets must find a place here. 

We are here, therefore, concerned only with a com
parison of two ideologies and not with comparing the 
two actual systems as they are found in practice in dif-

1 .  Revolutionary Religion p. 63. 

ferent parts of the world. Neither ideology is at presen 
fully practised; one has seen already periods of deca: 
and revival, and the other is not full grown yet. 

It is perhaps the most controversial pohit in a com
parative study of Buddhism and Materialism that Bud
dhism with all its distinctive marks which set it apart 
from all other religions, is still considered a religion, 
whereas Materialism definitely rejects the need of re
ligion as a mere ideological theory which has grown 
out of conditions of life, fear, ignorance and suffering 
together with a desire to find a rational justification 
therefor. It is,  of course, willingly admitted, that ig
norance and fear are frequently employed both in reli
gious and other connections for the purpose of main
taining a state favouring the selfish purposes of a small 
minority. In Buddhism, however, ignorance is recog-j 
nised as the root of all evil conditions, the closing link 
in the fetters, sahyojana of sa11Jsara, the most effec- \ 
tive hindrance to progress (nirvana), the most stupe
fying of all drugs (asava). And fear is shown to be 
self-reproach (hiri), scare of public opinion (ottapa); 
dread of consequences, anxiety of the way of woe.3 
Instead of trading on these existing conditions as is 
done in other religions, where "fear of the Lord" is · 

shown as "the beginning of wisdon,"4 the chief con
cern of Buddhist ethics is the total aild final eradica
tion of these fundamental errors which are the roots of 
all .conflict and suffering in the world. For, Buddhism · 

as well as Materialism is primarily concerned with the 
ending of conflict. 

The credit for discovering the existence of strug-
gle in society is due neither to the Buddha nor to Karl . � 
Marx. The latter clearly wrote: "No credit is due to me ( 
for discovering the existence of classes in modem so- · 
dety. Long before me, historians and economists had 
described the development of this class struggle and 
the economic anatomy of the classes. What ! did was 
to prove that the existence of classes is  only bound up 
with particular historical phases in  the development 
.of production; that the class s�ruggle necessarily leads 
to the dictatorship of the proletariat; and that this dic
tatorship itself only constitutes the transition to the 
abolition of all classes and to a classless society.5" 

2. Pope pius XI Encyclical Letter "Divine Redemptoris " 1 937. 
3 .  A .  iv, 1 3, Sutta 1 2 1 .  
4. Proverbs, IX, I 0. 

5 .  Correspondence of Marx: Letter to Weydemeyer, 5 March, 1 852.  
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· . Likewise the Buddha does not claim to be the dis
coverer of the true facts of conflict (dukkha-sacca). 
These were proclaimed by many previous pathfinders 
{Tathilgata) and sages ofold. But he does claim to have 
found anew the psychological causes with which the 
conflict within the individual and of the individual with 
society are bound up (dukkha-samudaya); the relation
ship between the individual and society which leads 
necessarily to conflict as long as the individual does 
not visualise himself as a product of society rather than 
the creator thereof; and the cessation of this conflict 
(dukkha-nirodha) which can be brought about only 
through the abolition of that individuality distinction 
which is the root-cause of all opposition, conflict and 

· ) struggle. It is this abolition of individuality-clistinc
. tion which forms the basic goal of both systems, con

veniently referred to as Buddhism and Communism. 
t "It is this individuality-distinction and the endeavour 

to abolish it which form, therefore, the first and most 
essential points of contact. 

"Men begin to distinguish themselves from ani
mals as soon as they begin to produce their means of 
subsistence."6 The manner in which these means of 
.subsistence are produced is, of course, not the same as 
the process of individual reproduction of physical ex
istence, and depends on the nature of the actual means 
at their .disposal. Individual productivity, both the ac
tual product of existence .and the means of production, 
is dependent on the material conditions in which indi
viduals have to express their lives. And so we find in .. j Buddh!st Philosophy a large volume, the . Pa.�thcma, 
devoted to conditional relations in 24 modes, such as 

_ ._)causal relation (hetupaccaya), dominance (adhipati
·paccaya), contiguity (anantara-paccaya), co-nascence 
(sahajiita-paccaya) ,  reciprocity (annamanna
paccaya), dependence ( nissaya -paccaya), antecedence 
(purejii ta-paccaya ) ,  consequence ( paccajii ta 
paccaya), presence (atthi-paccaya) ,  continuance 
(avigata-paccaya) etc. The entire Payhana is devoted 
first to an enquiry into these 24 ways in which A is 
related to B, and secondly into illustrating how in things 
material or mental each kind of relation and groups of 
relations originate.7 From tllis two conclusions are evi-

6. Marx and Engels: Tile German Ideology, p. 7. 
7. B. C. Law: A History of Pali Literature, pp. 334-335. 
8. DhpA. 1 .  75, Vin, 1 .40. 
9. Bhikkhu Dhammapala: Burning Questions p.  24. 
I 0. Marx and Engles: The Gennan Ideology pp. I 0- 1 1 .  
I I .  D. Ill. 2 1 1 .  
1 2 .  M. I .  26 1 .  

dent, first according to Buddhist as wen as Marxist 
philosophy whatever arises, arises in dependenc e  on 
conditions (ye dhammii hetuppabhavii tesafl} hetu 
Tathiigato iiha),8 and second, that whereas the Bud
dha always spea."<s of mind and matter (nilma-rupa), · 
to the Marxist there are only material conditions. Ma- . 
terial does not mean made from or composed of mat-

. ter, for purely material conditions in that sense would 
be purely mechanical and become absolute causes in
stead of influencing conditions. Under purely mechani: . 
cal conditions history could be written in advance, 
whereas the most we can do is to point to some driv-: 
ing force which largely determines the course of his
tory. "Even the most thorough and extreme material
ist will never maintain that a thought is a composition 
of chemicals, or of physical elements. But he will hold 
tbat force and matter are intrinsically linked up, inter
changeable, and even identical, although understood 
from a different viewpoint. There can be no matter 
which does not exercise some energy by pressure, re
sistance, extension, and which, therefore; �n that sense 
is energy. Likewise there can be no energy septate from 
matter'? 

"Violence, war, pillage, .rape and slaughter, etc., 
have been accepted as the driving force of history". 10 
But conquest in itself is not a driving force, for con-

. quest itself is forced upon the group by its need of 
finding new means of existence for its increasing JXlpu
Iatiori. Conquest as a result of war is, therefore, only a · 

symptom of the prevailing conditions in which the 
group can express its means of production. It is there
fore, not correct to write history in tertns of warfare. 
History should be t11e story of human development, of 
the developmet of its means of existence, and the de
velopment ef its means of production, from private 
property of feudal ownership ofland and corporative 
properly of trades. The chief pre�requisite to history is 
life, and life involves before anything else, food, cloth
ing and shelter. It was the Buddha who pointed out, 
however; that aithough all life subsists ·on food (sabbe 
sattii iihiiraf.thitika)11, this nut;riment is not strictly 
material (kabalihkiira), as ·there is also the nutriment 
of contact (phassa), of volition (cetanii) and of con
sciousness (vinna1Ja). 12 
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Matter and Mind: Lenin too realised that material
ism must have its boundaries and he treated this prob
lem exhaustively in his chief philosophical work, 
Materiallism and Empirio-Criticism, which are criti
cal notes concerning the reactionary philos-ophy of the 
Empirio-Criticists such as Mach and Avenarius. There 
he draws the dividing line between materialism and 
idealism, "as a wall which separates the mind from 
the -outer world". A materialist is one who "takes mat
ter as the prim us, regarding consciousness, reason and 
sensation as derivatives. ·  The idealist point of view is 
shown as clining to the opposite, taking sensation as 
the primary entity. The Empirio-Criticists hoped to es
tablish a synthetic point of view. 

Buddhist philosophy does not see the problem from 
the same angle. There is no mind as an opposite to 
matter. But there is a physical ac.tion on a physical or
gan of sense. The reaction, which comes into play, is 
called sensation. When this reaction becomes divorced 
from the action, i .e . ,  when ideations or mental con
cepts are formed, or in other words, wheri sensations 
are moulded--in the classifications 0f a deluded indi
viduality or ego-experience, then such concepts begin 
to assume a self-acquired reality of their oWn, whereas 
they are only aspect-s of actuality, of an actual process 
without any real entity, either of matter or of mind. 
This agrees with Lenin's  defi1iition of matter as 
"that,which acting upon our sense organs, produces 
sensation' ;  13 but not with the same author's: "matter is 
the-objective reality given us in sensation, existing in
dependently of the human mind and reflected by it."14 

It is this actuality of the materiality process and 
the mental reactionary process, which form the basis 
of Buddhist philosophy. All things are in action, al
though not all action is mechanical. Action is reac
tion, and that means interpenetration of the opposites, 
which presents _the appearance of unity, of-individual
ity, of-entity; of substance. It is only through analysis 
of this apparent unity that reality will be understood 

_ as mere actuality. Such analysis will even reveal the 
basic laws of the evolutionary proces, the arising of 
the !-concept from the opposition to the flow -of im
permanence through the grasping of and clinging to 
sensations in the process called memory, -the retentive 
process- by which a passing experience can be appro
priated. In recognising the actual factors of this proc-

1 3 .  As quoted in Moscow Dialogues p. 1 22. 

ess, one may even forecast certain events as resultants 
from existing conditions; or by influencing these con
ditions it would be possible to some extent to control 
and direct these future events, due to the interjJenetra
tion of "matter" and "mind". 

But it is impossible to draw shai-p lines of demar
cation; for which reason, however, it cannot be cor
rect on the other hand to completely ignore the mental 
aspect of the problem and call L�e entire process mate
rial unless the word is used in a very special accom
modating sense. "Mind" and "Consciousness" are used 
in Buddhist terminology not in the sense of a spiritual 
or immaterial entity, for they are never treated in an 
absolute sense. There is no mental process apart from 
the meterial one, and frequently niima-rupan; is treated 
as one compound; mentalised matter. It is on this mind- --( 
body that the six ba5es of sense depend (niima-rupa
paccaya salayatananJ). Arid again the mind is one of 
those senses. Sight is not possible without a reflecting 
thought - process. This, however, does not make the 
mind an independent organ, for no thought a.-i.ses which · 
has not entered thorugh one of the five sense doors 
(panca-dvar-O.vajjana). The treatilient of the mind in 
Buddhist psychology does not detract from its materi
alism on the one hand, as the mind is not considered · 
as an immateri-al entity, but is supplements on the other 
had the n1echanic world-aspect, providing the driving . 
force of volition w4ich not merely sees to nature's 
reporductivity, but also to the many and complicated 
social relationships which are at the bottom of every 
conflict and struggle. "For the animal, its relation to 
others does not exist as a relation", 15 unless  in a very 
undeveloped form, as the herd-instinct, which even \
than is largely, if not exclusively, self-centred. It is the t 
mental grasping of the environment which forms the 
food and gives the driving force to the continuation of 
the process whihc cannot be explained on purely 
mechanistic lines. Pure matter is even more ficttious 
than Kant's pure consciousness (critik der reinen 
Vernunft), for pure matter cannot have any relation
ship with thought and cannot be 'known, whereas mat-
ter which is being thought about becomes food for 
thought and is thereby subject to the process of 'as

-similation: mentalised matter (nama-riipa), or matter 
conditioned by thought, and thought conditioned -by 
matter. The two, as separates ,  are unknown and 
unknowable. Only the conditioned effect is the world 

14 .  Materialism and Empirio Criticism, 1 908 Collected Works, X. p. 1 1 6 .  
1 5 .  Marx and and Engels: The Gennan Ideology, p. 1 9. 
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as known to us. A supernatural order, believing in mind 
as separate and independent from mater, is denied by 
both Buddhism and Materialism, whcih have no room 
for the ideas of God and Soul, make no attempt to deify 
man's own nature, and are hence opposed to all ideal
istic systems of thought or religion. 

Materialism in Buddhs, however, does not give to 
matter and independent status either. It does not rec
ognise a substance in matter any more than it would 
accept a soul in mind. This view is corroborated by 
the latest findings of experimental science, where mater 

- �s proved to be essential ly motion. Motion, however, 
,.Aneans esssentially change. Matter is not a substantial 

being to which change comes as something acciden-
' tal, leaving the intrinsic thing -in-itself identical and 

eternally the same. Matter is not a static entity with a 
mechanical equilibrium at absolute rest. For this con
cept would lead to a motionless state of matter, which 
again would require some external force by which 
motion was introduced. Motion, however, need not be 
introduced, for it is inherently present in matter, whihc 
remains static only for so long as its dynamic force is 
counteracted; and even then its state of suspended en
ergy is only relative. 

The many modes of r e l ationship between 
indivjdual events grea,tly influence, condition and 
modify the effects resulting from such relatioship. ) Rngels reduced these general laws of dialectics to: ( 1 )  

, the law of transition whereby a change of quantity af-
. fects the quality. Mass-production reduces the value. 

-1The individual behaves differentiy from the group. (2) 
\ 
the law of interpenetration of opposites, which is the 
law of life, in which life and death are inseparable. 
Production and consumption form such a unity that a 
disturbance of their equilibrium seriously affects so
cial and international relations . (3) The law of the ne
gation of negation, which is the law of higher synthe
sis in mathematics, in logic, as well as in the repro
ductive process of organic life, where the seed has do 
die in order to produce more seeds. A double negation 
constitutes an affirmation in logic, a positive in algebra. 

Now these laws are applicable equally to the work
ing of the mind and were as such fonnulated by the 
Buddha about 25 centuries before Karl Marx discoverd 

��' · 1 6. Moscow Dialogues p. 1 00. 
17 .  S. II ,  p. 64. 
1 8. Formula of Dependent Origination (pa_ticca samuppada). 

that "my rel ation to my environment is  my 
conscioousness".16 For the Buddha said: "that which 
we will and that which we intend to do and that with 
which we are occupied, - this becomes an object for 
the support of consciousness;.. If there is an object, there 
is a foothold for consiousness." 17 Consciousness arises 
as a resultant of contact with the environment, for "de
pendent on contact arises sensation" (phassa--paccaya 
vedana); 18 and sensation (vedana) is the embryonic 
stage of the receptive thought-process, which must 
evolve thorugh perception (safifia) and conception 
(sankhara) to the state of full grown consciousness 
( v ififiii!Ja). 

Thus far we find perfect agreement between B ud
dhism and Dialectical Materialism. There is, however, . 
a difference in the way in which it is thought that mat
ter is presented to become a mental object. "Matter is 
the .objective reality, give to us in sensation:--There is 
nothing in the world but matter in motion, and matter 
cannot move save in space and time", said Leruri, 19 for 
"the fundamental forms of all being are space and time; 
being outside of tirne is just as mush an absurdity as 

. ; ·,t- � 
being outside of space". Thus it would appear that 
Dialectical Materialism is based on a Clear �d defi� 
nite conception of matter, However, space and time 
are mental concepts into which the mind categories 
certain experiences as events. An event is conceived 
of as a personal experience and thereby mace static 
md localised in time and space. _Thus the process of l '  
experiencing is  killed for the purpose o f  retention 
which is a strengthening of t�e self-misconcept. Time 
and space are riot forms in which beings move, but 
forms in whicft the mental process moulds its experi- . 
ences, a device to retain selected effects of experience. 
as we endeavour to retain or call back a pleasurable 
feeling by giving it a name. Hence it is not matter, 
which moves in space and time, but space and time · · 
are mental concepts recording- the movement of mat
ter. This process of conception is not to be understood 
as another "form" or matrix, which finally will pro
duce the formed product, for there is no "mind" apart 
from the process of thinking which is conditioned in 
its arising and cessation by the many factors which 
range frorn cause to influence. 

19 .  Materialism and Empirio Criticism 1 908 Collected Works X p. 1 1 6. 
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If there is nothing but matter, it is impossible to 
define matter, for no other inclusive generic concept 
would be found. Yet, if "matter is the objective real
ity, given to us in sensation," as Lenin said, it is not 
matter which is known, but only the sensation, which 
again cannot tell us anything of this objective reality. 
Hence, that "matter is all that exists" is from its very 
nature a categorical statement, not less imperative than 
Kant's concept of God. 

In Buddhism matter is materiality, i.e., a charac
teristic state proper to whatsoevc;r has the characteris
tic of being affected (ruppana),2° i . e. ,  an objective ac
tuality. 

In Dialectical Materialism matter is "a philosophic 
category for designating objective reality".21 It is na
ture acting upon the senses and calling forth percep
tion, which does not mean that it must be tangible 
matter as j>opularly understood. Hence any change or 
new discov�ry bearing on the nature of matter may be 
accepted so long as its objective existence is not de
�d 

. . 

Process: What Marx understood as the chief defect of 
all materialism, viz. that the object, apprehended 
through our senses, is understood only as an object, 
and not as sensuous human -activity,22 is not found in 
the materialistic- ontology of the Buddha For here the 

. constant stress is laid, away from the thing-in-itself, 
on the action of the object together with the reaction 
of the subject. It is the comprehensive knowledge of 
this mutual subject-object activity, which constitutes 
actuality. The thing-in-itself, substance, essence soul 
and similar terms do not find a place in Buddhist ter
minology, where the accent throughout is on non-en
tity (anattii) and action (kamma). 

Objective truth, therefore, is eschewed in Bud
dhism as much as subjective truth. Truth is not static, 
is not theoretical, but is a "practical question".23 Truth. 
is a fact, an event, which arises and ceases, which is 
not a static reality, but an actual process, the truth of 
which lies in its contradiction. "Contradiction is what 
actually moves the world." This central idea of Hegel 's 

20. Engels: Anti Duhrign, 4th Russian ed. P. 39. 
2 1 .  Vism. III, 1 4, 34. 

dialectical logic became the weapon of his revolting 
pupils, first of Feuerbach, then of Marx and Engels. 

Ludwing Feuerbach in }ljs treatise Das Wesen des 
Christentums (The Essence of Christianity) advocates 
a frank religious humanism, or materialism, in  which 
there is nothing outside nature and man. All religious 
values are human values, and the beginning of phi
losophy should not be "I", but "I and You". But in 
breaking away from idealism, one should equally avoid 
that kind of materialism in which the old metaphysics 
are presented as physics. Feuerbach was not a mecha
nistic materialist of the type which flourished in France 

. in the age of physics and which knew little of the bio
logical sciences. "French materialism in general was · 1 
incapable ofrepre�enting the universe as a process, as 
one form of matter assumed in the course of evolu- -' 

tionary development".24 In other words, it was stilt � 

metaphysical and static. Feuerbach preferred to call 

his philosophy "organistic". It is a dialectical natural-
ism in which there exists only organic life, organic 
activity, organic thinking. Man himself is a part of 
nature and is controlled by the same laws as those 
which govem the·processes of nature. Yet Karl Marx 
refused to follow Feuerbach's abstract cultus of man · 
which was the kemel of his religion. "Feuerbach 
does not see that the religious temperament itself is a 
social product and that the abstract individual whom 
he analyses, belongs to a definite form of society. ,.,25 

"Marx grasped the important truth that history is a 
process, that all phenomena of nature, including man 
and society, are interrelated, that nothing is permanent, 1. 
that every thing moves and continually changes".26 The >

important question at this stage becomes whether this · 
universal process, this continuity of evolution, proceeds 
according to set laws. Hegel saw in these dialectical 
laws ·the absolute spirit of the universe, the unity of 
Espinoza's substance (or nature tom away from man) 
with Fichte 's self consciousness (or human mind tom 
away from nature) , the unity  of  these two 
contradictories: actual nature and actual mankind. 
Hegel accepted the absolute principle, existing from 
the beginning of time and composing the true life-giv
ing soul of all beings. Passing through all the stages 

' 
) 

22. Julius F. Hecker, Moscow Dialogues p. 722 Quoting Leninn. 
23. J 51 thesis on Feuerbach. 
24. ibid, 2nd thesis. 

25. Engels as quoted in Moscow Dialogues, p. 80. 
26. Seven theses on Feuerbach . 
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of development contained within itself, it appears un
consciously in nature, assuming the guise of natural 
necessity. In man it again becomes conscious and pro
ceeds upwards until the absolute concept finally re
turns to itself. This is the typical idealist attitude, read
ing and projecting its own thought process in the uni
versal process of evolution. 

Engles turned Hegel's  dialectic upside down. Real 
things are not pictures of the absolute idea, but ideas 
are pictures of real things and hence materialistic. The 
dialectics of the idea is merely the conscious ret1ex of 
the dialectic evolution of the real world. It is knowl
edge of the universal laws of motion, of the outer world ) as well as of inner thought, which accomplish them

, selves unconsciously in nature and in history in the 

, ... .Jorffi of external necessity through an endless succes-
sion of apparent accidents. . 

The Buddhist attitude towards existence is not a 
mere denial of real things, of being, substance, soul, 
entity, which would be its opposite, i .e. ,  non-existence, 
nothingness, void. The thesis of being . and its antith
esis of nothingness are united in the synthesis of be
coming. For becoming (bhava) i s  of the nature of a 
process which neither is nor is not, Which essentially 
is arising, and in arising also ceases. This process of 
arising ·and ceasing is the basic conception that under
lies the philosophies of the Buddha and of Marx. It is 
this process of becoming which gives rise to conflict: 

\ a psychological conflict between the ever-changing 
) process of life as a whole and the desire for perma

nency of the individual resisting the passing flow; an 
'-1 economic conflict between the owners of the means 

of production, and those who by selling their labour 
have become part of those means of production; a his
torical conflict between individuals and various classes 
of society in their endeavour to retain or acquire the 
means of production, slaves, lands, tools or modem 
production-plants. 

The solution of this conflict, which is one and the 
same although apparently fought on such different 
battlefields, is offered in Buddhism and in Dialectical 
Materialism in the only possible way by removal of 
the dialectical nature of the conflict. In the psycho
logical realisation of the non-existence of an "Ego" 
the foundation of the conflict is removed. In the ac
quisition of the means of production by the entire com
munity the distinction and opposition between classes 
will have been abolished. In the absence of opposi
tion, this process of becoming or historical dialectics 

will continue without being a conflict. Whether either 
ideology will ever be completely successful in i ts 
achievement i s  a fruitless speculation. All one can do 
is to take the road that leads to the goal, once that has 
been clearly discerned. 

As regards the main philosophical problems we · 
may summarise Buddhism that ontologically it has 
taken the side of materialism against idealism, which 
is clearly proved by its denial of substance, soul, en
tity, ultimate cause, absolute existence, reality of time 
and space, eternal life, and by its substitution of these 
by a process of becoming, evolution, dependent orlgi
nation, conditioned arising and ceasing of phenomena 
only, dependence of the mental process on material 
environment and its definite and uncompromising doc
trine of no soul. 

Epistemologically the cognitive ·activities are not 
taken by themselves, and are not separated froin · the 
other experiences inseparably bound up with them. 
The knower is above all an intelligent acr of volition: 
he acts upon the thing known, moves and moulds it, 
and is at the same time moved and moulded by it. There 
is no knowledge without feeling and experiencing the 
effects upon ourselves and our object. Knowledge is 
action and reaction, and all the factors of this activity · · 
form together the act or process of cognition. Feeling, 
perception, ideation together with the material impres
sion are essential constituents in the process of con
sciousness whether this be in its simplest possible po
sition as awareness, or in more complex process.es .. as 
ratiocination, whether the main spring of action is sim
ple emotion, or the involved course of volition. This 
process is kept alive by its intrinsic dialectical nature 

· of attraction and repulsion, love and hate, desire arid 
fear, projection into a permanent self and rejection of 
the impermanent stream of life. And this dialectical 
process of the delusive thesis of a permanent "self?' 
and the antithesis of the impermanent process of be ... 
coming is dissolved in the synthesis, is "withering 
away" in the realisation of "no-self', as the witheting 
away of the state in a class-less society. 

· 

Psychologically the mind is not treated as an en:..· 
tity but as a forming process, subject to a coriditionitig 
environment and reflecting the absorbed tendenCieS 
acquired from those surroundings. 

Ethically also Buddhism avoids the 
t4ons of idealistic religions such·as 
punishment, salvation of an · 
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its doctrine of action and reaction which is not indi
vidualistic,. Moral law does not derive its sanction 
from a divine lawgiver, but from society and life in 
community. 

Ethics: Yet this ethical system as a practical applica
tion of a religious ideology seems to fail in .all its at
tempts of approach of these two schools of thought. 
Even religions with such vastly different theological 
bases as Hinduism in its purest Vedantic form and 
Christianity as developed in Paulinian dogmatism, still 
find a common ground and many points of contact in 
the ethical-field. But Dialectical Materialism does not 
seem to have an ethical problem at all and certainly 
does not seem to feel the need of stimulating an ethi
cal consciousness. Comparing this with Buddhism one 
may equally wonder whether this stimulation of an 
ethical consciousness is ari essential part of early Bud
dhism, although, no doubt, the present religious prac
tical attitude in this respect is not very different some
times from that of theological religions. In the origi
nal text, unadorned by ccmmentarial "improvements", 
we find hardly a trace of an ethical · code, apart from 
advice to avoid evil and to do goodY Even the so
called precepts . are no commandments forming part 
of an ethical law. They are rules of conduct which do· 
not require a supernatural sanction either as to origin 
or to application, for they are natural rules following 
from a natural environment in a normally developed 
�ociety. The laws of karma are not laws of retribution 
or destiny, sentences of judgement with reward or pen
alty, but- formulas of actuality, constituted in much the 
same way as the laws of science, which do not bind 
but which generalize individual behaviour with regard 
to cause a11d effect. The law does not make society, 
but sochll life makes the law. And the development of 
social life in its various aspects will thereby produce 
corresPonding laws of behaviour, of morality, of eth
ics which are, therefore, not diviqely inspired, but. dic
tated by .one's own conscience which is another word 
for public opinion. 

Engels is quoted28 as having said: As a matter of 
fact, every class .as well as every profession has its 
own system of monils, and breaks even this when it 
can do so without punishment. Religious feeling is 
itself a product of society". There is no doubt that the 
great world teachers and reformers were thrown up by 
the need of the tiines in which they lived. Their move-

27. Moscow Dialogues, p. 88. 

ments were like avalanches, starting perhaps from a 
most insignificant event which necessitated action. But. 
once that action, which was, therefore, a product of 

. society at the time, was initiated, its ideological no
tions developed immensely, gathering material on the 
way while retaining its conservative force. And so it 
happens that those great religious movements after 
some time become out of date and lose their vitality, 
until a revival or reform becomes ne�essary, another 
symptom of the dialectic nature of the process . Reli
gions which refuse to grow are dogmatic and dead, 
and will never be able to give the eternal life they pro me 
ise. Buddhism has no dogmas, and its standards of 
morality are only fixed in so far as they are based on 
the natural exigences of the human constitution, physi-
cally and socially. Society is the extension of the indi
vidual, and is, likewise, as a living organaism in a con
tinuous process of growth. Such growth may be 
viewed by some at certain times as progress, by others 
at other times .as a cankerous excrescence, but it can 
never be a mechanical sequence of arbitrary combina-
tions of social elements. In other words, morality may 
grow, for better or for worse, but cannot be made. 
Morality must �e an expression of life and not a mould 
into which life is impressed and suppressed. Such 
natural morality without any shadow of the supernatu-
ral is found in Buddhism. There are no command
ments, no supreme lawgiver, no threats of punishments, 
but only appeals to reason, to one's social obligations, 
to one's natural, not acquired conditions. In this- light, 
acts .of murder, theft, debauchery, untruth and intem
perance become unnatural and are, therefore, shunned 
by any reasonable individual. Summing up, such a \ 

r-· . life will be hannless, incapable of exploitation, and 1 
viewing others as having equal rights. It is a morality 
of action and not of dogmatic standards. 

Action: This Buddhist morality of action or karma does 
not make an exception to the law of dialectics. In Hin
duism and in Buddhism as it i� misunderstood in coun
tries which 'have·not fully arisen from the feudal con
ditions ofliving, the teaching of karma received-mostly 
the interpretation of fate and destiny. It was and still 
is the interest of the ruling class or caste to perpetuate 
the prevailing state of affairs, preventing tess fortu
nate ones to advance. A typical illustration is the strong 
opposition of denominational schools again1it free edu
cation which would result in grater influence (or as 
they call it, interference) by Government. the teach-

28. Julius F. Hecker, quoting Engels in Moscow Dialogues, pp. 65-7 1 1 .  
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ing of karma, interpreted as a rigid law of cause and 
effect, naturally produced in the masses that apathy 
which would retain everybody in his place. It is true, 
Buddhism teaches that karma is the cause, an action 
in some past life, producing effects in this present life. 
But it is not said that this is  an external cause uncon
nected with the effect. Neither did Karl Marx say that 
economic forces are the only ones which rule social 
life. "According to the materialistic view of history, 
the factor which in the last instance is deCisive in his
tory is the production and reproduction of actual life. 
More than this neither Marx not I have ever asserted,. 
But when anyone distorts this so as to read that the )conomic factor is the sole element, he converts the 

- statemenf9 into a mean ingless, abstract, absurd 
phrase." y-

Similarly the view that life is inexorably regulated 
by the laws of kanna, makes of life a mechanistic proc
ess. Karma, however, was never meant to be the feu
dal vassal of the lord of Fate. Karma is action, i .e. ,  the 
controlling power in the present; but that controlling 
power is controlled itself or, as- we say, conditioned by 
previous actions, the material forces of the past, which 
make their presence felt  as results (vipaka) and which 
are, therefore, the generators of the present environ
ment and social atmosphere. Karma is new action, 
but it wi!Lwork according to individual ' tendencies. 
Thus the present is conditioned by the past, and con
tains elements of the past. That does not mean that the 

\present is a mere development of the past, which would 
_ 
_.....be an effect from a cause as found in idealistic theism. 

B'uddhism teaches conditionality instead of causality. 
he actions of the past are important influences; they 

do not, however, necessarily produce the effect, but 
only if the social conditions are favourable. Thus there 
will be the constant stmggle of action (karma) to pro
duce its natural reaction (vipaka) according to its own 
nature, which reaction, however, is subject to external 
condi ti ons which may be favourably supporting 
(upatthambhaka), adversely counteracting (upapzlaka), 
or even destructive (!-1-paghathaka). In this we see the 
dialectic elements of karma, which are tendencies 
grown from conflict and which produce in themselves 
further conflict of attraction ana·repulsion, of greed 
(lobha) and aversion (dosa). 

Karma or man's action is essentially a so�ial and 
co-operative process because action is conditioned in 
its arising and cessation. Hence it is impossible to say 

29. Dhp. xiv 183. 

what and how-much any single individual has produced 
in a single individual act. It is evident that man acts 
not always mechanically, but intentionally, whether his 
intentions are good or bad. It is this intention (cetanii.) 
which makes his action moral or immoral. But in 
order to explain such an intentional act, it is not enough 
merely to state the fact of his evil intention. A man 
steals, because he wants to steal. The problem, how
ever, is :  why should he want it? Obviously, to satisfy 
some internal need. thus rhe existence of that need 
will be the real cause of his act. And whoever has 
produced that cause is partly at least responsible for 
the evil act which finally followed. If a man steals to 
satisfy his craving for pleasure, which he cannot do 
with his honestly earned income, then all those who 
have created in him that hunger by advertising pleas
ure, by setting him an example of sense satisfaction 
without giving him the means thereto, by refusing to 
impart to him that knowledge of pleasure which is not 
craving of the senses, but leads to understanding and 
insight of the truth, all those are. responsible for the · 

evil deed . .  An immoral act should not O:nly- be con
demned in the culprit, but blame should go to' the whole 
society which produced him. Crime, poverty and il
literacy are not just individual shortcomings, but slurs · · 
on the reputation of the nation, of society;·of the whole 
human race. 

The doctrine of karma, if well understood, does 
not lead to individualism. If there is no "self" (anatta), 
action cannot be individual, and hence the effect of 
such action, merit or demerit, will not be individual 
either. All action hears a social responsibility; the ef
fect or the produce belongs to the community. Like 
the economic system; so the moral system is essen
tially one. Like economic profit should go to the com
munity of workers instead of being withheld from them 
by eXploitation, so moral profit or merit should not be 
a personal reward as is promised to individual souls in 
an eternal heaven according to idealistic theistic reli
gions, but moral profit too should be owned by the 
community. That is  the B uddhist doctrine of morality, 
where virtue is practised for the sake of virtue, for the 
sake of the good of all, not for the purpose of acquir
ing merit for ooesetf, just because there is no "self' to 
reap the fruits in another life. Rebirth there is, but a 
soulless one, It is ilie rebirth of action under the influ
ence of conditions, the present being the father of to
morrow. The yield of present action is having made 
the future. Having-obtained the satisfaction afhaving 
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done one's duty towards the community, the su�-to
tal of the good effect will go to the moral, social or 
economic improvement of the society with whose op
eration the good action was performed. 

An objection is  sometimes raised that in a class
less society, where all men will have not only equal 
opportunities, but even equal remunerations acc?rd-

. ing to their needs, the law of karma as moral retribu
tion will have no field ofapplication. In other words, 
the Buddhist doctrine of karma giving to everyone 
according to his deeds, seems to contradict the com
munist ideal of giving to everyone according to his 
needs. In answer it may first of all be pointed out that 
the very fact of a group of certain people striving to
gether towards a common ideal indicates equality of 
action, which, therefore, will yield equality of effect. 
The firm establishment of an ideology ali over the 
world would then merely indicate that the common 
action of millions had produced an effect, affecting 
all. And that would be quite according to the law of 
karma. Yet, even a solution of the class conflict by the 
institution of a classless society, even the eradication 
of disease by scientific progress, will not abolish the . 
disease of old age which, however ml.).ch deferred, fi
nally must end i� death. And the more comfortable 
life is being made, the more difficult it will be to part 
with it, the greater will be the mental conflict. It is 
then that the inequality of mental action will find a 

. most rnrltful field to harvest retribution according to . . 

one's deeds, according to the law of karma. 

It is an injustice to Buddhism to point to the law of 
karma as a law of predestination. That may by the 
idea of karma in Hinduism with its many gods, with 
i ts  reincarnation of souls,  with its unknown and 
unknowable Brahman. That might still have been the 
necessary outcome of an India in bondage, economi
cally enslaved by foreign exploitation, politically 
fettered by a feudal 'system of princely rule, intellectu
ally shackled by a degrading caste-system, religiously 
trammelled by superstition and priest craft. But Bud
dhism which does not acknowledge caste-distinction, 
which has no priests and sacrifices , which condemns 
blind faith and encourages free thought, - Buddhism 
with its selfless doctrine of "no-soul", where even ac
tion is not of self, where heaven and hell can be made 
and unmade in this world i tself, where the highest free
dom of Nirvana must be sought in freedom of mind in 
a human form, - that Buddhism is free from supersti
tion, free from fear, free from serfdom in any form. 
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H. G. A. van ZEYST 

MATIKA The Pali term matika is equivalent to matrkii 
in Sanskrit. The Pali - English Dictionary (PED) gives 
its meaning as 'summary' . This term is found used·in 
the Dhammasahgani to denote its table of contents 
whi.ch is a summary of the whole text. Two sets of 
Matikiis are given there as Abhidhamma Matikil and. 
Suttanta Matika. 

Contents or Matikii of the Dhammasahganz seem 
to be the matikii of the whole Abhidhamma Pitaka. It 
is quite approptiate to have these matikii in lhe first 
book of the Abhidhamma Pi_taka. The number of 
Suttanta Matika is 40 and Abhidhamma-matika is I 24. 
The Suttanta matikii must have been taken from suttas 
of the Dl.gha, the Majjhima, the Samyutta, the 
Anguttara and the Khuddhaka Nikayas and the 
Abhidhamma matikii must have been taken from early 
Abhidhamma works· or from Dhammasangan7 itself. 
All these matikiis were considered to be the topics suit
able for Abhidhamma. 

The Theravada Buddhist tradition maintains that 
the Abhidhamma was a later development, but its 
matika were taught by the Buddha and hence the whole 
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Abhidhamma--PZtaka has been considered to b e  the 
Buddha's teaching. Buddhaghosa in his Attliasiililni 
(q.v.) says: "When the supreme Buddha, who taught 
us the seven treatises of the Abhidhamma P�taka came 
to the Kathavatthu, he began with an eight faced in
quiry into the theory of person (or soul) . . . .  Those show
ing the eight aspects and their respective refutation, 
the table of contents has been laid down by the teacher 
(Expositor, London ,  1 98 5 ) .  Thi s  i s  how the 
commentarial tradition of the Mahavihara monks of 
Sri Lanka justified that the Abhidhamma was taught 
by the Buddha himself. 

� According to A-yu-wang-King Mahiikasyapa af-. Jr the recitation of the Dhamma and the Vinaya re
cited the matika, which is not corroborated by the ac
vount of the first council in the Cullavagga. But this 

canonical text refers, in another context, to a thera 
called Revata who was :well versed in the Sutta, the 
Vinaya and the Matika. (Cullavagga 12. 1 ;  9- 1 0).  The 
Cullavagga must have been compiled during the pe
riod between the second and the third Buddhist  
CouniclS: as it  contains reports of the first and the sec
ond Councils. So it fs to be datable to the second cen
tury of the Buddhist Era It is evident that the Dhamma 
and the Vinaya were recited at the first council and at 
that time the ·matika were not known. But according . 
to A-Yu-Wang-King ,  after the first  Council  
Mahiikasyapa recited the Matika. The Buddhist tradi
tion connected with this source attributes the author-

' - �hip of the miitikii to the l�ader of the first council,
_ Jthera MahiikaS'yapa who hved at least several years 

a�ter the conclusion of the first council. Since the 
- 'L'hamma and the Vinaya were the subjects of the first 

council, it is not certain whether Mahiikasyapa recited 
or prepared the Dhamma matika or the Vinaya matika 
or both. In this case it i s  necessary to find out whether 
the Vinaya maiikii existed earlier. 

The Vinaya PZtaka of the Haimavata Buddhist Sect 
contains five works or s e c t i o n s  i . e ( 1 )  
Bhiksupratimolqa (2) Bhiksunipratimolqa (3) Ka.thina 
(4) Matrkii and (5) Ekottara. The five sections of the 
Pali Vinaya Pifaka of. the Mahavihara Sect contains 
( 1 )  Parajika Pali (2) Pacittiya Pali (3) Mahavagga 
Pali (4) Cultavagga Pali and (5) Parivara Pali. It is 
thus clear that the early Buddhist vinaya did not con
tain a section called miitikil, but they have a later work 
caJJed the MO:tikaffhakatna which is the corru:hentary 
to the Patimokkha. This indicates that even the 
Mahavihara Se�t preserved the term MatikO.: of the 
Vinaya in addition to the matikii of the Abhidhamma 

���-.-. . ... _ ·--... -

and the Suttanta. So, it is reasonable to accept that the 
Vinaya also had its topics or table of contents in the 
same way as the Abhidhamma. 

· 
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MAUDGALYANA See MOGGALLANA, MAHA 
MAYA(l): The PTS Pali-English Dictionary gives the 
following mefu!ings for Maya. I. Deceptive appear
ance or il lusion, fraud, deceit, hypocrisy . .  2. Mystic 
formula, magic trick. 3. Jugglery, conjuring. Mayakara 
is a conjurer, a magician. Maya as an illusion is often 
combined with the word maria (mirage). 

The word maya appears in many suttas in the 
meaning of guile, hypocrisy, deceit or craftiness. On 
one occasion, the Buddha observed that a true samanera 
should not possess qualities such as covetousness,  
malevolence, wrath, a grudging nature, hypocrisy, stin
giness, treachery, craftiness (maya), evil desires and 
wrong views. (M. 1 .  281 ff) · 

Maya appears in many stanzas of the Sutta Nipata 
also in the sense of hypocrisy, guile and deceit: 

"Sacco siya appagabbo amayo rittapesuno 
Akkodhano lobhapapa/1'} veviccharr_z vitare muni " 

(Sn. v. 941 )  

"Truthful, having little to do with c;ompa.,y, guile
less, free from slander, well-di�posed, the silent 
sage must cross bver evil greed and multifarious 
wants". 

Another stanza in the Sutta Nipata states: 

"Dukkhavepakkan: yad atthi kammafl'} 
uddha/1'} adho ca tiriyafi ca pi majjhe 
parivajjayitva parififiacari 
mayam manam atho pi- lobhakodha/1'} 
pariyan.tan.l akasi namarupan_l 
tam paribbajakant a�u pattipattan ti " (Sn v. 537) 
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"1be de�d resulting in sorrow shunned 

above, below, across, between, 
deceit, pride, greed and wrath, 
clearly understood, he tramps about. 
Him they call a wandering mendicant 
Who has attained the highest to be attained." 

The deep philosophical content in the word 'Maya' 

comes out in the texts when it is used to describe the 
phenomenal world. Very often it is synonymous with 
marlci (mirage). The Dhcimmapada states: 

"Phe7Jupamai1J Kayamimai1J viditva 
marl.cidhmmai1J abhlsambuddhano 

chetvana marassa papupphakimi 

All these similes were made known by the "Kins
man-of-the-Sun". 1  

A further elaboration of maya in the Buddhist texts 
is found in the following passage: 

"Seyyathiipi bh ikkhave mflyakii ro va maya 
kiirantevasl. ya 
mahiipathe maya"! vida"!seyya tam evam 
cakkhuma puriso 
passeyya nijjhayeyya yoniso upaparikkheyya. 
Tassa lai1J passato 
nijjhayato yoniso upaparikkhato tucchakafineva 
khayeyya 
asarakafi.neva khayeyya klnhi siyii bhikkhave 

cidaSsanai1J maccurajassa gacche. " (Dhp. v. 46) mayaya sara. 
(S. III v 142) 

'j i _/ 1 
"Knowing that this body is like froth and unsub

stantial as a mirage; one should destroy the flower 
shafts of Mara, the tempter and pass beyond the sight 
of Mara." 

The same idea is echoed in yet another stanza of 
the Dhammapada: 

"Yathii bubbulaka11J passe-yathii passe mar1cika11J · 
Eva11J lokai1J avekkhantai?J maccuraja na passati " 

(Dhp. v. 1 70) 

"He who sees the world a bubble, 
he who sees the world a mirage 
that one who sees thus, 
him, Mara, the King of Death, sees not." 

A fine set of similes are found in the Samyutta 
Nikiiya on this SruJJ.e theme: 

"PhenapiTJtf.upamai1J rupan.1 
vedana bubbulupama 

marlcikupama safifia 
sahkhara kadalupama 

Miiyupamafica vififia7Jaf1.l 
Dipltadicca bandhuna " (S. III. 1 42) 

Form is like a mass of foam 
And feeling-but an airy bubble 
Perception is like a mirage 
And formations a plantain ttee 
Consciousness is a magic show 
A juggler's trick entire 

"Again, bretheren, suppose a juggler or a juggler's 
apprentice should make appear (a magic show) on 
the high road and a keen sighted man should see 
it, observe it, look close into the nature of it .  So 
seeing, he would find it empty, he �ould find it 
unsubstantial, he would find it without essence. 
What essence, brethren, could there be . in a magic 
show? 

Buddhism's correct view is seeing with a penetra
tive insight the actual nature of the psycho-physical 
aggregates of the "being" ·consisting of the physical 
body, fee�ings, perception, mental dispositions and 
consciousness. However; the cognitive process of the 
ordinary person, with a mind tainted with defilements, 
produces only a blurred vision of reality, an i!lusion - f 
maya. This, as the texts clarify, results from the grasp
ing of the five aggregates of existence as an abiding 

· entity (sakkayaditthi) which results in thoughts based 
on raga, dosa and moha (attachment, aversion and 
ignorance). 

The idea of maya is contained in the explanation 
of the cognitive process in many a text of the canon. 
The earliest formula describing it runs- as follows: 

' Cakkhunc ' iivuso paficca rupe ca uppajjati 
cakkhuviiifia!JQI1J -firJIJa11J sahgati phasso 
phassa paccaya vedanil; yaf1J vedeti tan; safijaniiti. 
Ya11J sanjanati ta11J vitakketi, 
yan.1 vitakketi tm�1 papaficeti, yan.t papanceti tato 

l .  Translation found in Bhikkhu Nanananda's The Magic qfthe Mind, BPS, Kandy, 1 974. 

' 1 ! 
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nidana11J purisa11J papaiicasahkha samudacaranti 
atltanagatapaccuppannesu cakkhuviiiiieyyesu 
rupesu " (M. l .  1 1 1 - 1 1 2) 

"Dependent on the visual organ and the visible 
objects, 0 brethren, arises visual consciousness; 
the meeting together of these three is contact; be
cause of contact arises feeling when one feels, one 
perceives; what one perceives, one reasons about; 
what one reasons about, one is obsessed with. 
What one is obsessed with, due to that, concepts 
characterized by such obsessed perceptions assail 
him in regard to visible objects cognizable by the 
visual organ, longing to the past, the future and } the present". 

,.� This passage and similar passages that occur in 
the canon are relevant to the discussion of maya. This 
is because a thorough understanding of papaiica pro
vides an insigp.t into the Buddhist meaning of maya 
taken in its wider philosophic sense of delusion. E.R. 
Sarachchandra points out in Buddhist Psychology of 
Perception2 a very plausible meaning of papaiica 
which comes out in the Sutta Nipata: 

"Anuvicca papaiica-namarupanJ 
· ajjhatta17J bahiddha ca rogamula/1'} 
sabbarogamulabandhana pamutto 
anuvidito tadi pavuccate tathattii. " ( Sn. v. 530) 

"He who pierced the delusion (arising from) nama

rupa, (the psycho-physicality) ofthe existent be
ing, internally and externally-the root of "sickness!' \. - he is liberated from all roots and bonds of "sick
ness". Such a one may be called one who has 
known reality." 

Sarachchandra points to the usage of the compound 
word papaiica-namarupa along with ajjhattam anda 
bahiddha arid explains: 

" . . . .  the term namarupa meant both the empirical 
individual, made up of physiological and psycho
logical factors, as well as the entire world includ
ing himself, components of mind and matter. The 
belief that the normal thinking consciousness is 
.the real indi vidual i s  the i nternal s ickpess 
(ajjhatta11J). It is  for this thinking consciousness 
that an external world exists. The idea of the ex-

ternal world is therefore, the sickness outside, 
(bah iddhii ) .  He who has pierced . the v e i l  
(anuvicca) i s  called the (anuvidita), for he has at
tained to the true understanding of things as they 
really are tathatta" 

The stanza quoted above is a succinct expression 
of the deep doctrine of anatta. The individual falls  
into the error of delusion when he looks upon himself  
(nama-rupa) as a permanent entity distinct from the 
external world, · when, in actual fact, the perceiving 
individual and the world perceived, both arise from . 
papaiica mind construct, based on the notion of an "I". 

Buddhism therefore considers that cognitive 
knowledge falls short of the correct knowledge of ac
tual reality as that vision arising from sensory percep
tion is corrupted by papaiica which results in maya, 
which obstructs insight into the true nature of things 
as they have come to be (vathabhutaiial'}adassana). 

It should be noted that maya in Buddhism differs 
from the meaning of maya found in the monist phi
losophy. What is meant in the monist idea of mii.yii. 
found in the later vedanta doctrines is the unreality of 
the phenomenal world as contrasted with the one real
ity, the one unity, the Brahman-atman. In early Bud
dhism what is meant by maya is the faulty vision that 
clouds the unsubstantial nature of existence, the faUlty 
perception that.veils the absence of a permanent abid
ing reality in the empirical world, . The correct view; 
according to Buddhism, is seeing the empirical worid 
as aniccato, asarato and :suiifiato (impermanence). ab
sence of an abiding essence and the emptiness in all 
phenomena of any underlying substratum. 

It is interesting to note that in the Rgved� the word 
maya was used in · the simple sense of guile, deceit, 
hypocrisy etc:, as the word was used in certain Bud
dhist suttas .as we• have·' seen. But in the Vedanta it is 
applied to the illtision·of'the .multiplicity of the em
pirical universe produced by ignorance (avidya), when 
in reality, so they asset; there is only the One, the Brah
man-atman. 3 There is a foreshadowing of the vedantic 
meaning in certain stanzas of the Rgveda in the words 
"ekam sadviprii bahidhii. vadanti". That which is One 
the sages call by many names ". (Rgveda CLXVI -
46). This concept comes to the fore in the Upanishads 
with the development of the pantheistic doctrine of 

2. E. R.  Sarachchandra, Buddhist Psychology of Perception, Buddhist Cultural Centre, Nedimala, 1 994. 
3 .  Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics ed. By James Hastings. 
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the all pervading atman which was believed to be the 
only reality. This resulted in the view of the empirical 
world as unreal which was considered maya-illusion. 
The pantheistic view finally developed into the phi
losophy of non duality which regarded the phenomental 
world not as an aspect of the Brahman-atman but as 
absolutely unrea like a mirage. 

These concepts of course differ categorically from 
the Buddhist philosophic usage of the word maya. A 
permanent abiding substratum in the phenomenal 
world and a permanent grqund of all being are com
pletely antithetical to early Buddhism. Thus the poet
philosophers of the Buddhist texts may well say: 

"Aniccato sabbabhavam vipassarh 
adittato ' han: samatehi yutto 
sufifiato asarato avekkamano " 

Suvimalee Karunaratna 

- - - - -
MAYA(2) See MAHAMAYA 

MEDICINE See BHESAJJA 

MEDITATION. The English word meditate is de
rived from the Latin meditari which connotes deep, 
continued rettection or a concentrated dwelling in · 
thought. The Oxford English Dictionary gives the 
meaning "continuous thought or musing upon one sub
ject or series of subjects; serious and sustained reflec
tion or mental contemplation" for the word medita
tion. '  In the context of religious discourse meditation 
means 'That kind· of devotional exercise which con
sists in the continuous application of the mind to the 
contemplation of some religious truths, mystery, or 
object of reverence, in order that the soul may increase 
in love of God and holiness of life."2 These connota
tions of the English word meditation are compatible 
with the monotheistic traditions of Judaism, Christian
ity and islam. In these traditions meditation is consid
ered preparatory and contributory to the achievement 
of contemplation . . "Meditation is usually rumination 
on a particular religious subj ect, while contemplation 
is a direct intuitive seeing using spiritual faculties be
yond discursive thought and ratiocination.''3 

The English term 'meditation' is often used with 
reference to Buddhism as the equivalent of the Pali 
term bhavana . Therefore, in any discussion of Bud
dhist meditation it is considered appropriate to clarify 
the Buddhist concept of -bhiivana. It is important to 
point out some significant differences between the 
connotations of the English term 'meditation' and the 
Buddhist term bhavana in order to cl-arify the unique 
features of the Buddhist theory and practice of mental 
culture. Despite the widespread belief that meditation 
and bhavana are the same, from the Buddhist point of 
view, meditation is rather a partial requisite of bhavana 
than its

. 
exact equivalent. Most contemponiry writ

ings on Buddhist meditation, however, do not recog
nize any such distinction. Greater clarity regarding 
th.is issue can be gained by a closer examination ofthe 
family of Buddhis� concepts -usually associated with 
the Buddhist theory of mental culture,-·f)lacing it in the 

· · context of the general Indian contemplative traditions 
of mental or spiritual development. The theory and 
practice of Buddhist meditation itself cannot be said 
to be uniform, for, during the long history of Buddhism, 
numerous alternative theories, methods and practices 
have developed witl:iin the different Buddhist tradi
tions. All of them attempt in some way to relate these 
theories, methods and practices to the goals and ob
jectives of the teachings of Gotama B uddha, the 
founder of the Buddhist teaching. There is reason to 
believe that the original message of the Buddha re
garding methods of mental culture could be recon
structed by .a study of the Buddhist scriptural sources 
that belong to a period preceding the development of 
sectarian Buddhist teachings. The Buddhist teachings \-...contained in the Sutta literature preserved in a large � 

part of the texts of the Theravada canon in the Pali ( 
_ language, seem to correspond closely with the teach-
ings contained in the agama literature preserved in 
Chinese �n the four main agama collections and oth.er 
minor works. Both literary sources appear to contain 
Buddhist ideas belonging to a period in which the 
Buddhist tradition was not affected by sectarian divi
sion. Therefore, this body of scriptures can serve as 
the principal source of information for a reconstruc
tion of..the original teachings of the Buddha on the 
subject of meditation and mental culture. In the dis
cussion that follows there will be heavy dependence 

1 .  Prepared by J .  A. Simpson and E. S .  C. Weiner, Clarendon Pr�ss, Oxford 1 989, Vol .  ix, p. 553. 
2. Ibid 
3. Mircea Eliade (ed.) Tlze Encyclopedia of Religion, Simon & Schuster, Macmillan, New York 1 995,  Vol .  9, p. 325 . 
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on the teachings preserved in the Sutta Pi,taka of the 
Pall canon for the elucidation of the Buddhist concept 
of meditation. 

A considerable part of the Buddhist theory and 
practice concerning meditation and mind development 
is related to methods of training the mind resulting in 
a transformation of consciousness. The final goal of 
all such exercises is liberation from the miseries of 
existence. Buddhism traces the miseries of existence 
to two fundamental causes, delusion (avijja) and crav
ing (taf}ha). Human beings cease to produce misery 
for themselves and others when oelus.ion and craving 
are eradicated and a profound self-transformation is 

; ·  --}· brought about in respect of the cognitive and emotive 
. . . • structures of personality. The term bhavana has a wider 

connotation than meditation and signifies all aspects 
> -of personality development or cultivation. The devd

opment or cultivation envisaged is not confined to the 
development of the mind or the intellect, but to all as
pects of personality including speech and bodily ac
tion. Bhavana involves an active, willful, and delib
erate exercise that seeks to alter the unreflective and 
mechanical flow of mental, verbal and bodily 
behaviour. According to the Buddhist theory of hu
man behaviour, causal inter-connections can be ob
served between the mental, verbal and bodily processes 
of personality. Inner mental states and processes de
termine overt verbal and bodily activity and overt 
bodily and verbal activity in turn condition inner mental 
states and processes. The Buddhlst. scheme of me.di-

� \ tative �ansformation
_ 
?f personality has been d�vel

"· . > oped with due recogmtwn of these causal connections. 
.{ \ The term 'meditation' applies to the various. psy
chological or mental devises adopted to develop or 
cultivate the mental, verbal and bodily aspects of per
sonality with a view to attaining liberation from 
dukkha. All such development of cultivation may be 
referred to as bhavana, implying that the scope of the 
term bhavana is wider than that of meditation. The 
cultivation of the threefold training, s!la (moral prac
tices), samadhi (mental composure), and pafiiia (in
sight), the eight factors of the noble path, the four bases 
of psychic power (cattezro iddhipadii), the four types 
of ethical endeavour (cattaro sammappadhiinii), the 
five facult ies  (paficindriya) ,  the five  powers 
(paiicabala) or the seven factors of enlightenment 

(sattabojjhahga) are instance in which a person may 
be engaged in the activity referred to as bhavana. All 
these qualities to be developed are later enumerated 
as the thi rty seven enlightenment qual i t i e s  
(bodhipakkhiya dhamnma). The development of  some 
of these qualities may pe considered to involve medi
tation, whereas others may involve the application of 
bodily or verbal restraints or the cultivation of whole
some bodily or verbal habits. Contemplative or medi
tative practi ces apply mainly to the samadhi and the 
pafiiiii stages of the threefold training. The s!la stage 
of the practice is considered in Buddhism as an indis
pensable preliminary in one's progression to the next 
two stages of the path of training. Samadhi effects an 
initial and tentative transformation of consciousness 
at the emotive level, facilitating the development of 
pafifia, which occurs at the cogr.itive leveL Paiifiii 
stabilizes the gains of samadhi bringing about ethical 
perfection, and delivering the individual from all 
samsaric misery willch amounts to a fulfillment of the 
ultimate goal of the Buddhist way of l ife. 

According to the early Buddillst scriptures, the 
Buddha claimed to have attained the incomparable full 
enlightenment (anuttaraff} sammasambodhiffJ) only . 
when he fully comprehended the Four Noble Truths 
by ills own higher knowledge without relying on the 
authority of a sacred revelation.4 He also maintained 
that what he had realized could not be understood by 
means of rational speculation.5 Like in the case of 
some of his contemporaries, .the foundation of the 
illgher life (brahmacariya) that the Buddha taught was 
claimed to rest on certain truths realized by ills own 
illgher insight6 Buddhism emerged at a time when 
various world-views were being propounded and ac
tion-guiding principles of life were being laid down 
by a host of t�achers who claimed to have had insight 
into ultimate reality and the highest good ()f human 
beings . The teachers who subscribed to the 
Brahmanical tradition believed that the principles of 
truth �d goodness were to be known in terms of what 
was l ai d  down i n  the s acred Vedic scriptures 
(anussavikiz). There was also a class of teachers who 
believed that such principles should be sought by the 
exercise of the rational powers of the intel lect  
(takk!v!maff}Sl). A third class of  teachers claimed that 
they obtained extra-ordinary insight into truths not 
contained in the sacred revealed traditions by the ex-

4. Pubbe ananussutesu dhammesu - Sm�1yuttanikiiya Vol. V, p: 422. 
- 5. Adhigato kho myaymry dhammo gamblilro . . . . .  atak.kavacaro - Vinaya Vol. I, p.4. 

6. Pubbe ananussutesu dlwmmesu siima11,1 yeva ablziiiliaya - Majjhimanikaya Vol .  11 , p. 2 1 1 .  
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ercise of their own higher powers of cognition (pubbe 
ananussutesu dhammesu siimar!J yeva dhamman: 
abhiiiiiiiya).1 The Pali Nikayas also refer to sixty-two 
world-views, among which are mentioned several theo
ries based on some kind of meditative training of the 
mind.8 The Buddha claimed to belong to the class of 
thinkers who based their theories on meditative expe
rience. This shows that Buddhism, like some of the 
other Indian systemes of thought, recognized the va
lidity of judgements made regarding the nature of re
ality on the basis of meditative training of the mind.9· 
Judgements made by the untrained mind are consid
ered to distort the nature of reality because they are 
affected by numerous unwholesome emotions, men
tal biases and prejudices. Meditative training of the 
mind is considered necessary in order to overcome the 
perversion of perceptions, views and . thoughts that 
occur under the ordinary untrained condition. The 
untrained mind is affected by hindrances (nzvara1Ja), 
and in order to see things as they really come to be in 
accordance with ·the principle of conditioned arising 
(pa_ticcasamuppada), the mind should be purified of 
the hindrances and defilements (upakkilesa) that af
fect unbiased and clear comprehension. 

Techniques of meditative training of the mind, and 
rapturous experiences attained by such training appear 
to have been known in India before the emergehce of 
Buddhism. According to the Pali canonical scriptures, 
the Buddha, in his quest for the highest good, and 
emancipation from the ills of existence approached 
renowned teachers of such techniques who lived dur
ing his time. Having applied himself rigorously to the 
contemplative practices taught by them, he attained 
within a very short time the rapturous states of mind 
aimed at by those practices. However, he was dissat
isfied with those attainments, for according to him, 
those experiences were not the final solution to the ills 
of existence. 10 Nevertheless, it becomes evident that 

the Buddha utilized the contemplative practices known 
at the time in order to achieve his own objective of a 
final end to suffering. The Pali canonical·Suttas give 

accounts of the methods taught by the Buddha for the 

systematic meditative development of the mind by a 
gradual process consisting of regulation of bodily and 
verbal conduct (szla), the cultivation of sense-restraint 
(indriyasan:vara), and the development of mindful
ness and awareness (satisampajaiiiia). 1 1  These scrip
tural sources reveal that among many of those who 
renounced worldly life and adopted the life of recluses 
during the time of the Buddha, there was keen interest 
in matters related to meditative experiences. The Bud
dha was once called upon to present his views in the 
midst of a gathering of Paribbajakas headed by the 
teacher Po.t.thapada on the higher perceptions and ex
periences-associated with ·the meditative development 
ofthe mind (abhisafi.nanirodha). 12 The Buddhist claim 
is that the Buddha made a distinctive contribution in 
the history of Indian thought to the theory of medita
tion and its ultimate objectives. This contribution could 
be elucidated in terms of the Buddhist distinction be
tween tranquility meditation (samatha) and insight 
meditation (vipassana). 

It is reasonable to assume that the different stages 
of tranquility (samatha) meditation mentioned in the 
Buddhist canonical literature were a result of a devel
opment and systematization of the meditative tech
niques that were .already in existence in pre-Buddhist 
ones, the Buddha appears to have radicaliy modified 
the theory and practice of meditation in accordance 
with his own view of the nature of reality and his dis
tinct goals and objectives. The Buddha was not in 
favour of using the meditative experience in order to 
construct metaphysical theories about the nature of 
reality. According to the Brahmajala Sutta, some 
teachers during the Buddha's time attempted to derive 
answers to certain metaphysical questions left aside 

7. Ibid. Also see K� N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist 11�eory of Knowledge (George Allen and Unwin Ltd. p. l 7 1 .  
8 .  In mghanikizya Vol. I ,  p.  2 2  for instance, i t  i s  said that some recluses and Brahmans (sama�zabrahrnaJ.za), by means of 

effort, zeal and endeavour and proper contemplative direction of the mind (iitappan;- anvaya padhanat!J. anvaya anuyogatl} 
anviiya sammamanasikiirariJ anvaya) attained a state of mental composure, within which they had certain perreptions 
about the nature of reality. 

9. This however, does not imply that the B uddha did not think that meditative experiences could sometimes be misinter
preted resulting in erroneous conclusions. 

1 0. This is evident from_ the account in the Ariyapariyesana Sutta where the Buddha mentions how he followed the practices 
of the two teachers Aliirakalama, under whose guidance he attained the rapturous experience of the sphere of nothingness 
(iikbicaiiliiiyatana) and Uddakaramaputta, under whose guidance he attained the rapturous experience of the sphere of 
neither consciousness nor unconsciousness (nevasaiiricmiismiriiiyati:ma) - See Majj!zimanikiiya Vol.  I, p. 1 64. 

I I .  See mglzanikizya Vol .  r, p. 63ff (Sammiriaplzalasutta) for a full account. 
1 2 . Uiglzanikilya VoL I, p. 1 79- 1 80. 

' 
¥ 
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by the Buddha as unanswerable by means of medita
. tive experience. 13 From the fact that they had a medi
. tative . .experience of a world, which is finite or infi-

nite, they concluded that the world is really finite or 
infinite. Reference is also made to persons who were 
able to develop certain forms of supercognition like 
the -ability to remember their previous existences, and 
on the ground of such experiences, concluded that there 
is an enduring self (attii), which is distinguishable from 
the body that perishes. 14 The Buddha considered the 
construction of such metaphysical views as an abuse 
of meditative experience. According to him such views 
are a consequence of misdescribing one's experience 
due to one's enthusiasm to affirm certain dogmatic 

� positions regarding the ultimate nature of the universe. ) Buddhism does not seek to attain through meditation, 
insight into a different order of reality. What it seeks 
o attain is insight into the characteristics of this very 

empirical world of ·mind and matter, without being 
duped into a perverted perception of that world as con
sisting of the characteristics ofpermanence (nicca), 
happiness (sukha), and enduring substantial reali� of 
the nature erroneously attributed to the metaphysical 
Self (alta). Buddhist meditation does not aim at know
ing the reality of God, Self or Brahma, or knowing 

· some extra-empirical transcendental reality in a dif
ferent realm of Being, but seeks to liberate the mind 
from greed, hatred and delusion that give rise to the 
defilements or influxes (iisava) that produce misery 
(dukkha). 

, The theory and practice of Buddhist meditation is 
· )closely linked to the Buddhist <;oncept of Dependent 

qrigination, which according to the Buddha, is the 
P<hilosophical middle way. The philosophical middle 
w ay of the B u ddha rej e<;ted both eternalism 
(sassatavada) and annihilationism (ucchedavada). The 
Buddha considered both these views about the nature 
of reality as extremes. The first was sometimes ex
pressed as the view that 'everything exists' (sabbanj 
atthi) <md the second as the view that nothing exists 
(sabbam natthi). Those who adhered to the first view 
were engaged in the search for eternal essences. What 
they pursued in their practice of meditation was the 
liberation of the eternal Self from its bondage to the 

transient body or the merging of the individual self 
with the eternal cosmic Self by rejecting the illusion . 
of duality and .realizing the non-dual nature of reality. 
The .second was sometimes expressed as the view that 
'nothing exists ' (sabbaJ��_,natthi). Those who held the 
latter clid not recognize , th� continuity of things de
pencling on causal conditions� . Both· views entailed a 
philosophical position abmit· thernatuxe �of a person. 
According to the first view, the r�:person is an eter
nal and indestructible essence. One form of this. view 
subscribed to a strict dualism of body;. and soul as in 
the Sankhya system of philosophy. According to . the 
second view, the person is nothing but the body; When
the body perishes the person is also annihilated. The 
Buddha described the first as the view that the body is 
a reality which is distinguishable from the . soul 
(annan; fiva11J afifia11J sar"lranJ) and the second . as 
the view that the body is identical with the soul (tll11} 
Jiva11J tan} sarzranJ). According to the Buddha, 
both these erroneous views are consequences . of 
being tied to attachment, clinging and., dogmatism 
(upayupiidiiniibinivesavinibandho ) . 15 The right view 
of the nature of reality can be expressed only in terms 
of the pri n cipl e o f  dependent an smg 
(pa.ticcasamuppiida). Buddhist meditation aims at in-:
sight into this principl�. What Buddhism refers to as 
the insight into conclitionality of phenomena and their 
dependent arising (idappaccayatii pa.,ticcasamuppiido ), 
insight into the three characteristics of existence, 
(anicca, dukkha and aflatta) and insight into the four 
noble truths (dukkha, samudaya, nirodha and magga) 
are essentially the same kind of insight. 

The Buddhist tradition grants that methods of at
taining altered states of c.onsciousness by reaching 
meclitative raptures were known among pre-Buddhist 
teachers, but denies tllat the highest good can be at
tained by experiencing such medltati ve raptures alone. 
They may invQlve highly .blissful experiences but the 
incorruptibility oftbe_mipd of a person .who comes 
out of those rapturous s.tates of �editative experience 
is not as$Ured. They ou-e temporary experiences of 
calm, bliss and happiness that can be enjoyed by a 
person who ha� developed the skill to attain them. This 
is supposed to be the reason why the Buddha, in his 

13.  It is said that some recluses and brahmans, .attained a certain concentrated and rapturous state of mind consequent upon a 
deliberate direction of the mind with resolute effort (atappan; anvaya padhanOJT} anvaya anuyogm�z anviiya appamiidalT} 
anPaya sammii manasikiiran; anviiya tathiirupan.z cetosamadhilT} phusati yathii smiihite citte antasm1ifi lokasmilrJ vi/zarati) 
Ibid. Vol. I, p. 22. 

14. Ibid. p. 14 f. 
1 5. San;yuttanikiiya Vol. I I ,  p. 17 .  
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search for the highest good, was not satisfied with the 
meditative attainments that he mastered at the two 
teachers Alarakalama and Uddakaramaputta. He left 
those teachers and attempted to experim�nt on his own 
regarding the possibility of attaining full liberation, so 
that one js assured of not reverting .to a corruptible 
state of mind. According to the Buddhist ·tradition, 
the B"Qddha made an original contribution by utilizing 
the mental development secured by means of rugher 
leveh of mental composure (samiidhl) to attain insight 
resulting in the eradication of all corruptions of the 
mind. · In order to attain the Buddhist goal of libera
tion it is necessary to practice methods of mental train
ing that lead to tranquility (samatha) as well as meth
ods of mental training that led to insight (vipassanii). 
Although the two may in principle be practiced sepa
rately, the Buddhist theory draws attention to the 
greatly beneficial effects of practicing them side by 
side in such a way that they mutually support each 
other. Insight is facilitated by a wJnd that is free from 
the disturbances of the unwholesome emotions. · The 
mental prejudices and biases have to be removed for 
the proper direction of the mind of insight. For this 
purpose a-high degree of equanimity (upekkhil.) and 
mindfulness (sati) have to be established. Tranquility 
meditation fulfills thls task. 

The Po.tfhapada and the Siimafiiiaphala Simas of 
the Uighanikiiya contain two significant accounts of 
the medilative process. The Po,lfhppiidq_ Suttha ac
count gives the ·progressive stages of samatha begin
ning with the first meditative rapture (pa,thamajjhana) 
and ending with the highest attainment of meditative 
rapture known to the Buddhist system of meditation, 
namely, the cessation of perception and sensation 
(saflfiavedayitanirodha). The Saman11aphala Sutta 
account initally introduces the preliminary training of 
conduct necessary for someone who wishes to attain 
the higher fruits of meditation in the life of a recluse, 
and subsequently goes on to describe the successive 
meditative raptures up to the fourthjhana. The char" 
acteristic of the fourth jhana is that, with its attain
ment, equanimity and mindfulness get firmly estab
lished. The Samannaphala Sutta states that. at trus point 
in the meditative process the mind becomes composed, 
pure, clean, strunless, free from defilements, soft, pli
able and steady, enabling a person to .direct it  for the 
purpose of gaining insight. tr; The Siimafiflaphala Sutta 
does not mention the four formless attainments 

(nirodha) mentioned elsewhere in the Pali 
sourc e s .  The Po![hapiida Sutta too , l i ke the 
Samafifiaphala Sutta describes the meditative process ,, 
from the first jhiina to the fourth jhiina, but does not 
speak of directing the mind to insight after the ---� ....... , 
ment of the fourthjhana. Instead it describes how 
could progress to the formless attainments and 
attain the cessation of perception altogether. 

The objective of the Po.t,thapiida Sutta account is 
to show that the various progressive degrees of subtlety 
acquired in perceptual experience in the meditative . 
process does not enable us to reach the experience 
an absolutely subtle and eterna1 essence. When one 
has reached the highest degree of subtlety the option 
is open to reach the cessation of perceptual experi
ence altogether. Tiris Buddrust view of the nature of · · 
_meditative experience .is in accordance with the Bud
dhist denial of eternal essences and i ts rejection of all 
eternalist theories of the -nature of reality. A clear con
trast between the objectives of pre-Buddhist and the 
Buddhist systems of meditation can be noted here. In 

. the pre-Buddhist systems of meditation the attem�t was 
to discover through the application of meditative tech
niques some subtle eternal reality. Buddhism, how
ever, maintains that no matter how subtle a meditative 
experience may be, as long as it is conditioned, it can
not be eternal. Buddrusm warns against the attach- . 
ment and clinging that might develop towards subtle 
meditative experiences, for they can only prolong the 

. process of becoming resulting in the continued arising . 
of misery. Thus, according to the Buddhist theory, 
meditation is not a means by wruch one could experi
ence some eternal essence as the reality. Meditation is 
used in Buddhism as a means of gaining insight into 
impermanence, unsatisfactoriness and soullessness of 
all phenomena resulting in the calrning of all pas� ions 
or the destruction of the threefold craving, craving for 
sense pleasures (kiimata!J.hii), craving for existence 
(bhavataf! hii ) ,  and craving for annihi lation 

· (vibhavatanhii). 

The objective of the etemalist philosophers who 
fol lowed non-Buddhist systems of meditation was to 
attain a certain state of de�p samiidhi, which they de
scribed as the integration of the individual soul with 
the Supreme Being or the cosmic Spirit. The Yoga 
tradition of lndia systematized by Patafija1i makes evi
dent the marked distinction between the aim of Bud-

(ariipasamapatti) and the attainment of cessation dhist meditation and meditation in the non-Buddhist 

1 6. Evan; samiihite citte parisuddhe pariyodiite ... Dighanikiiya Vol. I, p. 76. 
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metaphysical systems. The Yoga philosophy of 
Patafijali that derived .its metaphysical basis from the 
S-ankhya doctrines considered ·that the ignorance that 
leads to suffering consists of the confusion of the spirit 
with our psychomental experience. Yoga philosophy 
maintained that "it should be a metaphysical knowl
edge that s�pervenes to end this (metaphysical) igno
rance. This metaphysical-knowledge leads the disciple 
to the threshold of illumination, that is,  to the true 
'Self' �·7 In the early Buddhist scriptures the term Yoga 
does not have any metaphysical connotation, but sim
ply means 'effort' or ·'application' .  In the Indian philo
sophical school that came to be known as Yoga, it was 
given the meaning "the union of the living self with 

�'} the supreme self'. 18 There are siiPilarities between the 
' / early �B�ddhist teachings .on meditation and classical 

Indian-Yoga in respect of methods of calming the mind 
� and attaining one-pointedness and deep levels of men

--tal compe-sure. ·Despite these simila.rities, early Bud
illiism ratlically ·differs .from the latter:in respect of the 
ultimate goal of the practice of meditation. 

The etemalist metaphysicians who followed non
Buddhist systems cif meditation considered the attain
ment of a certain state of deep samadhi, described as 
an integration of the individual soul with the Supreme 

· Being or the cosmic Spirit as the sole aim of medita
tion.19 The Buddha reco_gnized the immensely bliss
ful experience of deep states of' meditative rapture in
volving the loss of the .sense of duality of subject and 

· object. Yet, from the Buddha's point of view such ex\ perience was considered to be within the sphere of the 
, conditioned and dependently arisen. Due to the latent 

' craving for survival (bhavata!JhCi) that still persists in 
I a subtle form, one becomes perturbed by the thought 

that the self might be annihilated. Therefore, one tends 
to interpret the blissful experience in such meditative 
states in tenns of the presupposed metaphysical self. 
Buddhism does not presuppose such a metaphysical 
self. Consequently, the question of the annihilation of 
the self also does not arise. The stillness of mind 
(samadhz) attained by means of tranquility meditation 
is considered in Buddhism as a prerequisite for the 
skill with which the three characteristics of empirical 
reality, transience (anicca), unsatisfactoriness (dukkha) 
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and selflessness (anatta) are to be observed. When 
the stilled mind is  harnessed to see the rising and fall-
ing nature of all mental 

· · · . 

components of �he e�pirical world, including gained 
m deep states of meditative 
l eads to the eradication 
(iisavakkhayaii.a'}a) or emtancrot&Hl 
insight ( vimuttiflCi!Jadassana) 
dhist meditation considers insight 
samadhi, as . its final goal. The Kn,-uu,,.,.· 
disciples to cultivate samadhi because when . 
is well composed (samahito) one sees things · 
have really come to be (yathabhutai'T}passati). 
samadhi is used in Buddhism as an effective instru
ment to gain insight. 

The first four meditative attainments, described as 
the first, second, LJ.Urd and the fourthjhiina, represent 
progressive stages of refinement of consciousness 
through a willful direction of the mind. The first jhcma 
represents a transcendence of the grossest form of con
sciousness consisting of sensuous de�ires (kii.ma) and 
unwholesome s tates o f  mind (piipakii .ak usalii 
dhamma) experienced by most ordinary beings in 
their waking life. With the attainment ?.fthe tirstjhana 
the meditator experiences j oy and ease (vivekajafl} 
pltisukhai'T}) that is born of such transcendence. How
ever, at this stage the mind does not become fully com
posed because of the activity of applied a.'ld �ustained 
thought (vitakka vicara). At the stage of the second 
jhana, the mind is  freed from applied and sustained 
thought and the meditator experiences joy and ease 
born of perfect composure and onepointedness of mind 
(samadhijai'T} cetaso ekodibhavat�l). After this stage 
the meditator attempts to rid the mind of the attach
ment to joy (pltiya ca viriiga) as well as to cultivate 
equanimity and mindfulness. Therefore, the medita
tor can be described at this stage of meditative culture 
as a person who is  equanimous, mindful and abiding 
in ease (upekkhako satimii sukhavihiiri). Finally the 
meditator transcends even any psychological tie with 
ease and disease, happiness and unhappiness (sukhassa 
ca pahanii dukklzassa ca pahiinii . . . . somanassa 
domanassaiWI"J atthahgama) and attains an immensely 
heightened stage of purity of mind consisting of equa-

17 .  Mircea Eliade, Yoga - Immortality and Freedom, Princeton University Press 1 958, p.  1 4- 1 5 .  
1 8 .  Samyogo yoga ukta fivii.tmmw paramiitmanah. See Christopher Johnson, Yoga - The Method of Reintegration, Lon 

don, Alcuin Press 1 949, p. 7. 
1 9. The Suttas also refer to materialist thinkers who recognized such blissful meditative attainments but believed that even 

those who attain such states are annihilated at death. Their metaphysical position is described in the Brahmajala Sutta 
as di_t_thadhamma11ibbiinavii.da. Diglzanikiiya Vol. I, p. 86 f. 
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nimity and mindfulness (upekkhiisatipiirisuddhirr;.). It 
is at this stage that the mind is considered to be fully 
prepared to move in the direction of higher knowledge. 

Other than those mentioned in connection with the 
Siimaiiiiaphala Sutta and the Pof!hapiida Sutta, there 
are scattered references in the Pali Nikayas to various 
samatha meditation practices and the meditative ex
periences acquired through them. Frequent mention 
is made of the four Brahmavihiira. As stated in these 
instances, the four Brahmavihiira, loving kindness 
(mettii), sympathy (karurJii), sympathetic joy (muditii) 

· and equanimity (upekkhii) are considered as whole
some states of mind to be meditatively cultivated in 
the form of thoughts of loving kindness etc. In this 
practice the meditator is required to willfully generate 
.these thoughts within one's own min,j and spread them 
in all directions <JVer the entire universe in an unre
stricted and unbounded manner. The purpose of adopt
ing these different subjects as the basis for meditation 
practice is the elimination of the unwholesome quali
ties ofthe mind and the cultivation of whoiesome quali
ties. The .cultivation of mettii brahmavihiira can be 
effectively applied for the elimination of hatred and 
the development o f  loving kindn e s s .  The 
Dvedhiivitakka Suua of the Majjhimanikiiya contains 
the rationale for the choice of such subjects for medi
tation. In this Sutta the Buddha speaks of his own 
experience of the way in which an inclination of the 
mind is produced by the preoccupation of the mind 

. with. a particular type of thoughf activity (vitakka). A 
person who constantly entertains thoughts of ill-will 
makes such thoughts habitual leading to the develop
ment of ill-will as a dominant character trait. 20 There
fore, the Buddhist meditation tradition has enumerated 
numerous topics considered to be suitable for the pur
pose of eliminating unwholesome psychological traits. 
The end in view is purification of the mind by remov
ing greed, hatred and delusion. The topics are also 
chosen and recommended in accordance with the domi
nant character traits of .the person . con.cemed. The 
Buddha has been cr.edited in the Buddhist tradition with 
an exceptional insight into the most suitable medita-

20. Majjhimanikizya Vol .  I, p. 1 14. 

tion topic to be recommended to a disciple . The 
Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa presents a detailed 
analysis of the different character types along with the 
most suitable meditation topic for each one of them. 

The Pali Nikiiyas refer to some subjects of medi
tation like the kasil}a consisting of a material element 
like earth (pa_thavi), water (iipo ), fire (tejo }or air ( viiyo ), 
a colour like blue (nzla), yellow (pzta), red (lohita) or 
white (odiita) circumscribed in some way in order to 
focus the attention of the meditator's mind for the pur
pose of gaining concentration.21 One can attain states 
ofjhiina through one or more of these kasifJaS. 22 There 
is also reference to reflection on the vjrtues of the 
Buddha, dhamma and sahgha, the benefits of slla 
(moral practice)23 ciiga (generosity), and devatii (the . 
meritorious acts of individuals reborn as deities) each 1 
of them adopted .as a subject of continued re.flection ... 

(anussati). The ten asubha (unpleasant stages of a 
putrefying body) are also considered as suitable sub
jects for meditation.24 Breath is one of the most im
portant subjects mentioned in connection with Bud
dhist meditation. The Buddhist technique known as 
mindfulness of breathing (iiniipiinasati) has been spe
cially recommended by the Buddha as most effective 
in developing both tranquility and insight. Mindful
ness of death and mindfulness of the body are also . 
mentioned as separate subjects of meditation in the · 

Suttas.2s Buddhaghosa has put together the different . 
subjects of meditation known in the Buddhist tradi
tion describing them as the forty kamma.tfhiina. 

The term vipassana does not occur in pre-Bud
dhist systems of meditation. Unlike in the samatha r

practice, vipassanii does not aim at merely attaining 1 
stillness ofmind. The word vipassanii is derived from 
the verb vipassati which means "seeing in many ways" 
or "seeing penetrativcly" or "seeing with analytical 
insight". The most significant canonical discourse of 
the Buddha that represents vipassanii meditation is the · 
Satipa_t_thizna Sut�a.26 At the very beginning of this dis
course the Buddha emphatically states that the method 
proposed therein is a direct path that leads to the purl-

21 .  IJigiUlJzikiiya Vol. iii, p . . 268; Majjhimanikizya Vol. II, p .  1 4. 
22. Alzguttaranikizya Vol, I, p. 41-42. 
23. Dighanikil.ya Vol. III, p. 250; Anguttaranikizya Vol. III, p. 384. 
24. Anguttaranikizya Vol. IV, p. 357. See also the reference to these stages of the dead body in the Satipa_�thcmasutta. 
25. See Anguttaranikil.ya Vol. III, p .  304 for mara�zasati and a whole discourse by the name Kiiyagatiisati Sutta in 

Majjhimanikiiya Vol. in, p. 89. 
26. The Sutta is found both in the Dighanikiiya Vol. II, p. 290-3 1 5  and the Majjhimanikaya Vol .  I, p. 55-63 with only slight 

variation. · · 
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fidition of beings, the overcoming of sorrow and lam
ditation, the disappearance of dis-ease (dukkha) and 
psychological depression, the attainment of under
standing and lhe realization of Nibbcma. The empha
sis in the Sutta is not on the attainment of any medita
tive rapture, but on the active harnessing of the mind 
to observe body and mind and penetrate into the reali
ties, the characteristics and the processes connected 
with them. The practice involves tremendous mental 
effort (ii tiipi) and ful l  alertne s s  or awareness 
(sampajcmo), and a mind free from the influences of 
attachment and repulsion (vineyya loke abhijjhii 
domanassaf1J). Four forms of intense abservation 
called anupassana are proposed in the Sutta. 

The first form of intense observation applies to the 
body and bodily processes (kiiye kiiycuiupassz). The )-- meditator is required to begin this practice with the 
intense obserVation of tlie flow of the in-breath and 
the out-breath, which is a bodily activity that unceas
ingly occurs in every living being. The body is to be 
observed irt all its movements and postures with per
fect mindfulness and awareness without leaving any 
room for clinging or attachment to any observed com
ponent. When mindfulness is firmly established the 
meditator is required to do a mental dissection of all 
the anatomical parts of the body bringing to conscious
ness all its concealed impurities. The meditator is also 
required to imaginatively contemplate the unsatisfac
tory nature of one's own body in comparison with the 
body of a dead person undergoing different stages of \ putrefaction. This intense attentive observation of the 

" nature of the body is aimed at gaining insight into the 
!Way in which the body and its processes arise and pass 
away (vayadhammanupassz va kayasmif1J viharati 
amudayadhammanupassz va kiiyasmif1J viharati). 

The second intense observation to be made is of 
the flow of sensations, pleasurable, p�nful and neu
tral (vedaniisu vedananupassz). Mindfulness should 
be firmly established in such a way that every mo
ment of change in the mode of sensation is clearly 
observed. Here too, the attempt should be confined to 
an act of purely knowing what is going on without any 
tendency to produce attachment or clinging to any el
ement of the process (yavadeva fiiu:amattaya patissati 
anissitv ca viharati na ca kifici loke upadiyati). 

. The third intense observation concerns the flow 
of different modes of thought such as one that is lust
ful ,  free from Just, hateful, free from hatred, delusive, 

27. Majjhimanikilya Vol. I, p. 1 49- 1 50. 

free from delusion arid so on (citte cittanupassz). The 
purpose is the same as the. above, leading to an under
standing of the fickle nature of the mind as well as the 
dependent arising of thought processes. 

The fourth intense observation is to be canied out 
by the meditator regarding the various mental and 
material categories identified in the Buddhist analysis 
of reality consisting of mind and mattef (dhtimmesu 
dhammanupassz). This can be considered a.S the point 
at which one reaches the culmination of the practice 
by understanding thoroughly the mental hindrances; 
th.e five aggregates of personality, the six sense spheres_ 
and their respective objects, the psychological ties that 
arise due to the interaction betweerrthe senses and their 
objects, the presence or absence of the factors of en
lightenment within one's self, and finally the four noble 
truths. 

A strikin.eature of this account of insight medi
tation is that it does not have reference to any mystical 
or metaphysical phenomena. The method adopted is 
entirely psychological and therapeutic, It involves the 
close, detached observation of the whole of mental and · 
material reality. The final outcome is insight that frees 
the mind from all defiiements thereby··putting a final 
end to the process of dukkha. Buddhaghosa deals with 
vipassana under the name of pafifiabhavana interpret
ing the Buddhist path of szla, samadhi and panna in 
terms of the seven purifications mentioned in the 
Majjhimanikaya. 27 

In the later Theravada tradition systematized 
mainly in the Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa, new 
concepts and new teChnical terms relating to medita
tion :were introduced. · Kamma.�thana for instance is 
such a term used to denote· both the subjects ofmedi
tation and the inetl1ods of pnictisitig them. The term 
arammana is used in'the sense of an object of con
centratio� in meditation� The concept of nimitta ac
quired great significance in Buddhaghosa's descrip
tion of meditatiVe exp-erience. Other terms l ike 
parikammanimitta; · denoting the object selected for 
meditation such a.S the kasif}a devise, uggahanimitta, 
denoting a mental · image grasped out of the fonner, 
and pa,tibhaganimitta denoting an abstract idea ?r af
ter image. of the object that develops after contmued 
practice, have been introduced by Buddhaghosa. They 
are alSo related to other new terms that describe the 
progress of mentaf compasure (samiidhi) .  
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Parikammasamadhi is explained as preliminary con
centration. The uggahanimitta is said to appear under 
a devel oped stage of concentration called 

. upacarasamiidhi (access concentration). The concen
tration of the mind known as appal)a samadhi is sup
ported by the pa_tibhaganimitta. According to the 
commentarial account it is appana samadhi that leads 
up to the state of jhilna. The commeritarial literature 
gives more elaborate techniques of practising medita
tion making use of new technical terminology, but air 
these techniques developed within the Theravada tra
dition continued t0 remain within the domain of .the 
psychological, being free from mythological and mys
tical associations. The emphasis on insight leading to 
the eradication of the roots of evil and the att-ainment 
of a final end to dukkha continued to be the ultimate 
goal. 

In Mahayana Buddhism the whole discipline of 
meditation appears to have been radically restructured 
in the ligl:lt of new Mahayana doctrines. With the 

. emphasis of the Bodhisattva ideal in the Mahayana as 
opposed- to the Arahant ideal of early_ Buddhism, · the 
goal of Mahayana practice did not emphasiZe the ur
gency of self purification and the attainment of free
dom from sa11JSilric suffering. Tibetan Buddhism that 
absorbed the principles ofTantra introduced many new 
techniques as ritual, mythical, mystical or magical aids 
for the ultimate realization. _ It combined techniques 
of visualization and mantra repetition with the prac-

. tice of meditation. Representations of various demons, 
gods, Buddhas, and Bodhisattvas were utilized as aids 
for mental culture. However, they were not consid
ered as ultimately real, but as visualized forms of the 
basic psychic forces good and bad, within the medita
tor himself or herself. The Tibetan methods, combined 
with other visualizations, encouraged the meditator to 
cultivate the Buddha awareness within oneself by con
sciously vi�ualizing the inclu$ion of the Buddha's char
acteristics into one's own person.28 

Later forms of Mahayana Buddhism that spread 
in China and Japan also introduced many innovations 
in the Buddhist practice of meditation. Although early 
Buddhism does not have any place for the grace of a 
deity for the achievement of salvation, the Pure-Land 
( Ching-t�u) school of Buddhi-sm practiced the repeated 
chanting of the name of Amitabha as an effective 
method of realizing the goal through divine grace. 
Chan (Zen) Buddhism, however, like early Buddhism 

emphasized personal enlightenment through intense 
and rigourous meditation. Various new devices like 
the Koan that produces instant enlightenment were 
introduced in the Zen tradition. Interchanges between 
meditation-masters and their pupils were called Koan. 
Koan took the form of a puzzle introduced by the 
teacher to the student as an aid to the final intuitive 
understanding of ultimate truth. Rinzai meditation 
de.veloped the utilization of Koan in novel and highly 
imaginative ways with the aiin ofunifying one's own 
mind with the Buddha mind, which. was considered to 
be the· ultimate goal of the -practice. 

Buddhist meditation has now become part of the 
global spiritual culture due to the close interaction 
between Eastern and Western spirituality. Numerous 
forms of meditation belonging to both Theravada and J 
Mahayana appear to draw increasingly many enthusf- l 
asts, young and old, who wish to experiment with the 
practice in their own mental lives� In Eastern as well 
as Western countries great centres of Buddhist medi
tation seem to be growing, and there is reason to be
lieve that at least some of these. centres, effectively 
cater to the needs of spiritual seekers. 

P. D. Premasiri 

MENANDER See MILINDA 

l\ffiRIT See PUNNA 

METTA is derived from the root mid to love, anq the 
word mitra (Vedic) or mitta (Pali) friend. It denotes , 
love, amity, sympathy, friendliness and acth•e interest �rr 

in others . 

The word metta occurs frequently in Pali texts in 
connection with the path to emancipation. Thus, the 
following phrase s  are very common: Mettii 
sahagathena cetasa (with a heart full of love) Mettam 
karoti (to be friendly or to sympathise with) and "mett� 
dttan; " (With a kindly thought) "metta vihilrim " (abid
ing in kindliness) and "mettan;sa " (being sympathetic; 
showing love towards). 

An interesting meaning of metta is given in the 
Sutta Nipata A_qhakatha as hita - sukha - upanaya -
kiimata i .e. "desire of bringing welfare and good to 
one's fellowmen". Sutta Nipata, stanza 73 states the 
following: 

· 

( 

27. See 17te Encyclopedia o}Religion, Ed. Mircea Eliade, Simon & Schuster, Macmillan, New York 1 995, .VoL 9, p. 325 f. 
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"Metta11} upeka11}, karuf}af1}, vimutti11} 
iisevamiino muditafica kale 
sabbena lokena avirujjhamiino 
eko care khaggavisiinakappo " 

"Love, equanimity, compassion, release 
Pursue, and timely sympathetic joy, 
at odds with none in all the world 
fare on as lonely as a rhinoceros". 

The mental state of mettii embraces all beings. 
Karuf}ii embraces sufferers. Muditii is that state of 
mind which extends kindly thoughts to those who are 
happy and prosperous. Upekkhii includes in its em-

' ) brace humanity whether pleasant or unpleasant, good 
or bad, lovely or ugly, loved or unloved. 

The practice of Metta Bhiivana has been advocated 
in many suttas as a stage in the path of deliverance. 
For instant, in the Udumbarika Sihaniida Sutta, (D. 
III. 49-50) Nigrodha asks the Buddha, "In what way, 
Lord, does austerity win topmost rank and reach. the 
pith?" 

In reply, he is told that one should take upon one
self the fourfold restraints and sitting down in soli
tude, meditate, letting his mind fraught with love per
vade one quarter of the world, and so, too, the second 
quarter, the third and the fourth. Thus the whole wide 
world above, below, around and everywhere should 
he continue to pervade with thoughts of loving kind-

\ ness sublime, beyond measure, free from hatred and J. .  ill will. He should then do the same with karunii, 
'muditii and upekkhii in turn. 

-. 1 
"So imepafica n!varane pahi!ya cetaso upakkilese 

paii.fiiiya dubball-kara!Je mettii-sahagatena cerasii 
eka11} disa11} pharitvii viharati, tathii dutiyaf1}, thathii 
tatiyaf1}, tatha catutthcin:. lti uddha11} adho tiriya11} 
sabbadhi sabbattatiiya sabbiivantan: loka11} mettii
sahagateria cetasa vipulena mahaggatena 
appamanena averena, a vyiipajjhena pharitvii 
viharati... " 

At D. III. 247, the following is categorically as
serted:" Emancipation of the heart through love, 
brother. this is how you become, delivered from ma
levolence.'' 

"Nissaraf}am h 'etan: iivuso vyiipiidassa, yadida11} 
mettii ceto-vimutti. " 

And in the Tevijja Sutta (D. I. 250 ff) the identical 
passage quoted above ends with the following words. 
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"Verily this, Vase.t.tha, is the way- to a state of un
ion with brahma." 

"Aya11} pi kho Viisettha brahmiinan: sahavyatiiya . 
maggo. " 

The Buddha also pointed out in the Udumbarika 
Sihaniida Sutta that meditation on mettii alone would 
nor be enough to gain supreme insight. To do so-one 
should, having pervaded- the whole worW with love
filled sublime state of mind, direct- the mind to one's 
former births. and then with a pure deva visionnbserve 
how beings come into existence and pass away ac
cording to their deeds. Thi s i s  a reference to 
pubbeniviisiinussati iiar:za and cut.Upapiita fia!Ja which,_ 
besides iisavakkhaya fiiif}a are the characteristics of 
an emancipated person. It is clear from this passage 
and other passages in the text that the cultivation of 
mettii, karut;ii, muditii, and upekkha is a necessary 
means. for the attainment of insight but does not con
stitute the goal of emancipation itself. 

In the Ahguttara Nikiiya (A. V 344) the following 
is stated: 

"Then again, house fathers, a monk, by the calm- . · 
ing down of the thoughts and directed and sustained, 
enters upon the second musing, that calming of the 
innerself, that one-pointedness of mind apart from 
thought directed and sustained that is born of mental 
balance, zestful and easeful, and having attained it 
abides therein. Likewise he attaiiis the third musing . . . . 
the fourth musing.. . .  He thus . ponders: This fourth 
musing is just a higher product; it is produced by higher 
thought. Then he comes to know: Not even that which 
is a higher product. . .  is impem1anent, of a nature to 
end� Fixed · on . that he wins destruction of the can
kers . . . .  he passes utterly away, not to return (hither) . 
from that world. · 

"This one condition, housefather, has been clearly 
enunciated by that Ex alted one . . . .  whereby a 
monk . . . .  wins the unsurpassed peace from bondage not 
yet won". 

The practice of mettiL bhiivana is seen as a means 
of suppressing the n!varanas by cultivating the oppo
sife of vyapada gradually eliminating them For in
stance, in the Cakkavatti Sihaniida Sutta (D.III) the 
Buddha asks: "What is the meaning of wealth for a 
brother (monk)? and the reply is the same as quoted 
above: 
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"Herein that a brother abides letting his mind 
fraught with love pervade one quarter of the world, 
and so; too, the second quarter, and so the third, and so 
the fourth. And thus the whole wide world, above, 
below. around and everywhere and altogether does he 
continue to pervade with love-burdened thought, 
abounding, sublime and beyond measure, free from 
hatred and ill will." 

In the final passage in the sutta the Buddha asks, 
�'And what is the meaning of power for a brother? 
Herein, that a brother by destruction of the deadly 
taints, enters into and abides in that untainted emanci
pation of mind and of insight, which he by himself has 
both known anaiealized. This is power for a brother". 

Regarding the Brahmaviharas it is stated at D. III. 
223 ff. 

"Herein, brethren, a brother lets Iris mind pervade 
one quarter of the world with thoughts of 
love . . .  pity . . . .  sympathy in joy . . . .  equanimity, and so the 
second quarter,..and so_ the third and so.the fourth. And 
thus the whole wide world, above, below, around and 
everywhere does he continue to pervade with 
heart . . . .  far-reaching;· grown great and beyond meas
ure, free fr.em anger and ill-will . . . .  ". 

"Idh 'avuso bhikkhu metta saho.gatena cetasa ekam 
disGn} pharitvii viharati, tathii dutiyal?J tathii tatiyanj, 

. 

tathii catutthif1J. lti uddhanJ 'adho tiriya"J sabbadhi' 
sabbattataya sabbavantaf1J, lokanJ metta-sahagathena 
cetasa vipulena mahaggatena appamiinena averena 
avyapajjena pharitva viharati. . . . .  " 

Arid the Mgha Sudassana suttanta (D. II. 1 86) 
states: "Then, Ananda, the great king of glory went 
out from the chamber of the great complex, and en
tered the golden chamber and sat himself down on the 
silver couch. And he let his mind pervade one quarter 

. 

of the world with thoughts of love; and so .the second· 
quarter and so the third, and so· the fourth. And thus 
the whole wide world, above, below, around and eve-

. rywhere did he continue to pervade with a . heart of 
love, far reaching, grown great and beyond measure, 
free from the least trace of anger or ill-wilL. ." 

It is said that after this meditation, the great king 
of glory, Mahasudassana. entered the world of Brahma 

"So cattiiro brahma-vihiire bhiivetvii. kiiyassa 
bhedii parGn} mara!Jii brahmalokupago ahosi. " 

We note here that the great king of glory, Maha 
Sudassana, did not attain Nibbana after this practice 
of the brahmaviharas but .he did access the world of 
Brahma. Sanyutta-Nikilya (S. V. 1 19) develops this 
argument further. Here it is stated that for the one who 
aspires for heart ' t  release by cultivating the limb of 
wisdom that is  mindfulness accompanied by goodwill 
(metta) has as its highest attainment the beautiful for 
one who h>as not penetrated still higher: 

"SubhaparamahanJ bhikkhave mettiicetovimuttim 
vada mi, ldha pannassa bhikkhuno uttari� 
vimuttirr: appa_tivijjhanto. " 

Heart's release by cultivating mindfulness accom
panied by compassion (karu!Jii) has, as it's highest aim 
the sphere of infinity of space of one who has not pent' 

• I 
etrated sttll further. \ 

Heart's release by cultivating mindfulness accom
panied by sympathy (muditii) has as its highest attain
ment the sphere of the infinity of consciousness for 
one who has not penetrated still further. 

A s  for the heart ' s  rel ease by cultivating 
mindfulness accompaitied by equanimity it has as its 
highest attainment that sphere of knowledge �f the 
existence of nothing, for the one who has not penetrated 
still higher: 

"A kincannayatana paramiiham bhikkhave 
upekkhii cetovimuttinJ vadami. ldha pannassa 
bhikkhuno uttari17Jvimutti17J appativijjhanto ti. !' 

. The l imits  attainable by culti vating tq!e 
Brahmavihiira are apparently the above and do not go 
beyond to nevasanniiniisanniiyatana or the attainment 
of nibbana. 

In the Sahg"'iti-suttanta (D.III. 229) salient points 
of the doctrine are presented in numerical groupings 
as in the Ahguttara Nikilya. The concept of metta is 
stated in seYeral of these numerical eategmies. An 
example is the following: 

"Cattari dhamma-padani: Anabhijjhii dhamma
padanJ,. avyiipiida dhamma-padanJ, samma-sati 
dhamma-padanJ, samma-samadhi dhamma-padan:- , 

That is to say, four items of the doctrine (vital for 
the attainment of the highest goal) are: 1 .  Disinterest
edness or non,.attachment, 2.  A mity 3 .  Perfect 
mindfulness and 4. Perfect concentration. 
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The pla.1 of classifying important items of the doc
trine in numerical groupings has a mnemonic objec
tive. Here, the four chief points to remember (in con
nection with the attainment of the highest goal) are 
non-covetiousness or ciiga, non-hatred or mettii , 
mindfulness or sati and concentration or samiidhi. The 
first two hindrances in the five hindrances (Ni varanas) 
are kiimacchanda and vyiipada the opposites of which 
are respectively, anabhijjhii and avyiipada. The op
posites of the other three hindrances may be easily 
subsUmed under sati and samadhi viz; thznamiddha, 

. uddaccha kukkuccha and vicikicca. Avyapada or metta 
is therefore a very vital element in the doctrine for 
suppressing and finally eliminating the five hindrances. 

There are many other instances where mettCi is 
mentioned in this sutta which sets itself out to high(- light important points of the doctrine. Kindness and 
love are mentioned in the numerical category of t\vo 's. 
(avihimsa ca soceyyiica). 

In the numerical category of the three's the three 
goodmots are mentioned viz.disinterestedness, love, 
intelligence (alobha kusala mulan:, adosa kusala 
mulan: and amoha kusala mula11J). Three kinds of good 
thoughts are of renunciation, of amity and of kindness: 

(Tayo kusala-vitakkCi : Nekkhamma - vitakko, 
Avyapada-vitakko, avihin:sa-vitakko). 

In the numerical group of sixes there is a signifi
cant reference to metta where a full definition of its 
dimensions are given. It runs as follows: 

"Six occasions of fraternal living. Herein friends, 
where a brother's kindly act towards his fellow disci
ples has been attested, as wrought publicly and in pri
vate, that is an occasion of fraternity, causing affec
tion and regard and conducing to concord, absence of 
strife, harmony, union. The second a:.1d third occa
sions are those of kindly speech and kind thoughts. In 
the next place, when a brother who has hones'tly, right
eously, obtained gifts distributed these. impartially 
among his fellow disciples and has everything in com
mon with them, even to the-contents of his alms-bowl, 
that is -an occasion of fraternity, etc. Nexrwhen the 
charactet: and the moral habit of a-brother are without 
rupture or flaw, are consistently practised, unblemished 
making a man free,  c ommended b y  the wis-e 
unpen•erted, and conducing to t:apt concentration, and 
he, so virtuous dwells openly and privately a�ng his 
fellow disciples that is an occasion of fraternity, caus-

ing affection and regard, and conducing to concord 
absence of strife harmony, union. Lastly, when a 
brother lives with his religious life (guided by) that 
aryan, safe guarding belief which leads him who so 
lives to the perfect destruction of sorrow, - when thus 
equipped lives among his fellow disciples publicly and 
privately, that is an occasion of fraterility . . .  .like the 
"foregoing": 

"Cha saral}iyii. dhammii. ldh ' avuso bhikkhuno 
meUa11J. kii. ya kamma'lJ. paccupa{{ ithal?J hoti 
sabrahmaciirTsu ii v-i c 'eva raho ca, aya11J pi, 
dhammo siirar{iyo piya kara!Jo garu karillJO 
sahgahii.ya aviviidii.ya siimaggiyii ekibhiiviiya. 
sal1}vattati. Puna ca paran.z iivuso bhikkhuno 
met/am vaa-kammam . . . .  mettam mano-kammam 0 • 0 0 
paccupa.t.fhital1} hoti sabrahmaciirisu iivi c 'eva 
raho ca ayan: pi- dhammo siiraTfiyo piyd-karal} 
garu kara!JO sahgahiiya avivii.diiya sii.maggiya eki 
bhii.vaya sanivattati . . . .  " 

Further evidence of the irnpo$nce of Metta in the 
Buddhist doctrine is supplied in theAhguttara-Nikaya 
(A. V. 209): , · ·· 

"Monks that Ariyan disciples thus freed from cov
eting, freed from malevolence, not bewildered but self
possessed and concentrated, with a heart possessed of 
amity, abides irradiating one quarter Of the world, like
wise the second, third and fourth quarters of the world; 
likewise above, below, across, everywhere, for all sorts 
and conditions he abides irradiating the whole world 
with a heart possessed of amity that is wide spreading 
grown great and boundless! free from enmity and un
troubled. 

"He comes to know thus: Formerly, this heart of 
mine was confined, it was not made to grow; out now 
my heart is boundless, well made to grow. More over 
what so ever deed belongs to a limited range, now it 
stays not in that range, it stands not still in that range. 

"Now what think ye, monks? If from his youth up
this young man should make the heart's release by 
amity to grow, pray would. h� do any wicked deed?" 

"Surely not, Sir" 

... Pray, can any ill contact one who does no wicked 
deed?'' 

"Surely not Sir. How shall ill contact such a one?" 
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"Indeed, monks, this heart's release by amity must 
be made to grow whether by a woman or a man. A 
woman or a man cannot take this body and go away. 
This mortal being, monks, is but a between thoughts. 
He comes to know thus: I have done here with this 
body born of action, all of that must be left here. Then 
it will not follow me and come to be, hereafter. 

Thus made to grow, monks, the heart's release by 
amity conduces to no returing for the monk of insight 
won in this life, but he has not yet penetrated release 
beyond that" 

In the Ahguttara NikiJ.ya (A. V. 382) is found a 
passage familiar to many Buddhists for it has been in
cluded in the Khuddhakapa_tha as a paritta: 

"Monks, eleven advantages are to be looked for 
from the release of heart by the practice of amity, by 
making amity to grow! by making much of it, making 
amity a vehicle and basis, by persisting in it, by be
coming famili ar with it, by well establishing it. What 
are the eleven? 

"One sleeps in comfort, one wakes in comfort one 
sees no evil dreams. He is dear to human beings; he is 
dear to non-human beings. Devas guard him; fire, 
poison or sword cannot harm him. He is able to con
c�ntrate quickly. His countenance is serene. At death 
he is  not confused i n  mind and if he has not attained 
the highest in this l ife, he will be born in the Brahm<l,'
world." 

Mettaya bhikkhave cetovimuttiya asevitaya 
bhavitaya bahulikataya yanikataya vatthukataya 
anu!!h itiiya paricitiiya susamii raddhaya 
ekiJ.dasanisan:zsa pa,tikahkha katame ekadasa ? 

Sukha17J. supati, sukhan.z pa,tibujjhati, na papaka17J. 
supina"! passati, manussiina"! piyohoti, 
amanussanai7J. piyo hoti, devata rakkhanti, nassa 
aggi vii visil17J. va satthan:z va kamati, tuva.tam citta17J. 
samadhiyati, mukhavmpJO vippasldati asammulho 
kii lanJ karoti, u. tta rin! appaf ivijjhan to 
brahmalokupago hoti ". 

Mettii is regarded as a "maturing force" which 
brings into fruition merit. It &rects the mind to a state 
of composure, the necessary foundation for the devel
opment of mindfulness and paiiiia. Metta has the re
sult of overcoming one's  self-interest so that one may 
identify one's interest wtth the interest of others, uni
versally. 

In the we1l-known Metta Sutta of the Sutta Nipata 
the first three stanzas stipulate how one should con
duct oneself if  one wishes to attain that ultimate state 
of calm. These stanzas talk of szla or morality such as 
what is set out in the Samafiiiaphalasutta but in great 
brevity. In the last two Jines of the third stanza is  
sounded the theme of the Metta Sutta, viz. , "sabhe 
sattii bhavantu. sukhitatthii " ( M ay all beings be 
happy !). 

The theme exfoliates in the following stanzas in 
great detail. · Verses 49, 1 50, & 1 5 1  build up the prac
tice of radiating metta to all beings: 

As a mother would protect her 
only child with her own life 
so must one develop a heart of unbounded love 
Above, below and across 
Unhindered by hatred or enmity". 

The limit of the practice of mettabhavana i s  ex� 
plained in stanza 15 1 :  

"Whether standing, sitting or lying down 
one should establish, free from torpor, 
a state of mindfulness and this i t  is said 
is living with Brahma". 

The view expressed here is that the highest attain
able by the practice of the Metta Bhavana is the Brahma 
world. It is in the last stanza (v. 1 5 1 ) that the goal 
unique to Buddha is stated. 

"Having given up all views, 
virtuous and possessed of insight 
attachment to sense desires discarded 
for ·certainly, he will not return to another birth". 

This is the ultimate stage reached, i.e. Panna which 
is bereft of views and desire for sensu.al existence. It 
is seen that the whole sutta is designed along the lines 
of slla, samadhi, pafifia in a graduated unfolding of 
the path to Nibbana for the saizgha as w.ell as the laity. 

Stanza 507 of the Maghasutta of the Sutta Nipata 
states : 

So v!tarago pavineyya doscm;. 
mettan,1 citta11,1 bhavayan,z appama!Jai7J. 
rattimdivai7J. sata17J. appamatto 
sabbha disa pharate appamafifiGllJ ". 

I 
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"With passion gone and hate expelled 
Let him in boundless measure then 

Quicken a heart of amity 
Everyday and night with zeal suppress 

All quarters to infinitude�· .  
See also BRAHMAVIHARA 

Suvimali Karunaratne 

METTEYYA CMA ITREYA), B ALAN GODA 
ANANDA, an erudite and highly venerated bhikkhu 
of Sri Lanka who passed away on the 18th July 1 998 

aged 102 years. What is significant about this bhikkhu 

· ) is that he lived an active and illustrious life until his 
death. 

He was born on the 25•h of August, 1 896, in 
Kirindigala, a hamlet in Balangoda in Sri Lanka. His 
parents were N. A : Methias Appuhami and B .  
Heenmenike, and as a child he was named William 
Pun chi Mahattaya. His. mother died two weeks after 
his birth and he was fostered thereafter by his moth
er's elder sister. 

He received his primary education at the Kumara 

Vidyalaya in Balangoda and was ordained as a novice 
at the age of 14 years, at the Sri Nandaramaya in 

Udumulla, Balangoda; and he was named as Balangoda 
Ananda Maitreya at the Ordination Ceremony. 

) From early childhood he evinced deep interest in 
f learing classical Pali Buddhist texts in addition to leam- 1, ing Sanskrit and Sinhala literary works, and was a 
· mature student of Buddhist Philosophy of the South

ern and the Northern traditions even as a young 

bhikkhu. 

In July 1 9 1 6  he received his Higher Ordination 
(upasampada). 

Ananda Maitreya thero joined Ananda College in 
Colombo to follow a higher course of English for 
bhikkhus under the direction of P. de. S. Kularatne, 

one of the leading revivalists of Buddhist education in 

Sri Lanka in the 20•h century, Kularatne recognized 
the extraordinary potentialities of this young bhikkhu 
and appointed him as a member of the teaching staff 

of Ananda College in 1 922. When Nalanda College 
in Colombo was started subsequently he joined its staff 
as a teacher. 

Ananda Maitreya thero started his Buddhist mis
sionary career in Kerala in 1 926 and subsequently he 
made many visits to the United Kingdom, France, 
Sweden, America, Canada, Malaysia, Burma, Japan, 
India and Thailand on invitation for Dhammadiita ac
tivities. He was the author of several books on Pali, 
Buddhism and Buddhist literature, the first of them 
being a life of the Buddha titled Sakyasinhavadii.naya. 

In July 1 930  he founded the Dharmananda 
Piri vena. He was elevated to the posi tio n  of 
Sanghanayaka of the Sabaragamuwa Saddhammav�a 
Nikaya in 1 954. 

· · When the Vidyodaya UniversHy in Sri Lanka was 
founded in 1 959; A.nanda Maitreya thero was. appointed 
Professor and H�ad of the Department of Mahayana 
Buddhism. He was elevated to the position of Dean in 
1963 and in 1 966 he was appointed as Vice-Chancel
lor of the same University. 

Ananda Maitreya thero was elected inD1969 as the 
first President of  the Unified Amarapura Maha 
Sanghasabha. He was the recipient of two extremely 
rare distinctions as a bhikkhu conferred by the Gov
ernment of Burma. He was one of the eminent Bud
dhist scholars selected to represent Sri Lanka in the 
Ch<�:t.tha Sangayana (the sixth Buddhist convocation) 
held in Burma for the 25QQ•h Buddhajayanti in 1 956. 
At the conclusion of the convocation Ananda Maitreya 
thero was conferred the title of Aggamahapq.1J-dita 
(Great Learned Scholar) by the Government of Burma 
and several years later he was decorated with the high
est title conferred to a bhikkhu by the Government of 
Burma, namely Abhidhaja Mahii Ra/thaguru (The Su
preme Spiritual Preceptor of the Land of Burma). 

----� 
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In recognition of Anand a Mai trey a thero 's extraor
dinary contribution to the world of learning the 
Vidyodaya University and the Vidylankara University 
of Sri Lanka conferred on Ananda Maitreya thero the 
Degree of Doctor of Letters (D. Litt). 

Five years before Ananda Maitreya Maha thera 
passed away Yen. IWipane Dhammalankara thero, a 
pupil and a great admirer of the Maha thera compiled 
and published a biography of the Maha thera. The 
compil�r of the biography in his foreword says: "From 
the 24th of March 1 99 l  I had the opportunity of meet
ing the Maha thera daily at his monastery for twenty 
days. Without grumbling or without showing any· sign 
of fatigue the Maha thera kept on describing incidents 
of his life from his childhood, for nearly five hours 
daily". 

The biography of Ananda Maitreya Maha thera, 
running to over 208 pages and published in Sinha! a as 
well as in English was first published in 1 993 and up 
to the yeat 2001 . ten editions of the biography have 
been published. 

Chandra Wickramagamage 

METTE ITA (MAITREYA), the future Buddha, the 
fifth and the last i n  the present kappa (Buv. XXXII, 
2 1 ). At the present time the future Buddha is living in 
the Tusita deva-world (Mhv. XXXII, v. 73). There is a 
traditio1;1 that Natha is the name of the future Buddha 
in the Thsita deva-world. It is suggested that Metteyya 
is the clan (gotta) name of the future Buddha (G. P. 
Malasekera DPPN. II. p. 661).  

According to the Cakkavaiti-szhaniida-sutta, he 
will be born, when human beings will live to an age of 
eighty thousand years, in the city of Ketumati (present 
Benares), whose king will be, Cakkavatti Sail.kha. . . . 
Sahkha will renounce all household pleasures and will 
himself enter the Order under Metteyya (D. HI, p. 75f). 

The Aniigatavan:zsa gives further particulars. It 
says that Metteyya will bebom in a very eminent.Brah-

. man family and his personal name will be Ajita. For 
eighty thousand years he will live the household life 
in four places Siriv�9fla, Va�9flamana, Siddhattha and 
Candaka. Candamlikhi will be his chief wife and 
Brahmava�9flana his son. Having seen the fmrr signs, 
while on his way to the park, he will become disgusted 
with household life and will spend a week practising 
austerities. 

Then he will leave home accompanied by the four
fold army, his ministers, relatives and friends. At the 
head of this gathering will be eighty-four thousand 
khattiya maidens. Along with a large following he 
will go forth from home into homelessness. Once he 
has entered the homeless state eighty-four thousand 
learned brahmans, too, wil l  enter into homelessness 
after him. Thereafter the two brothers lsidatta and 
Purana, Jatimitta, Vijaya, Suddhika, Sudhana, Sangha, 
Sangha, Saddhara, Sudatta, Yasavafi and Yisakha, each 

· with eighty-four thousand companions, wil l  become 
his followers. He will arrive at the bodhi-tree ori the 
very same day that he leaves the household. On the 
same day he·will attain Enlightenment and preach in  - ,  

Nagavana. King Sankha will later ordain himself un-
der this Buddha. 1 

According to the Anagatava�sa Metteyya's father 
will be Subrahma, the chaplain to king Sailkha, and 
mother will be Brahmavat1. His chief disciples will 
be Asoka and Brahmadeva among monks, and Padumli 
and Sumana among nuns. Siha will be his personai 
attendant. Sumana, Sangha, Yasavafi and Sangha will 
be the chief patrons. His bodhi-tree will be the 
Nagatree. After the Buddha's parinirviina, his teach
ings will continue for one hundred and eighty thou
sand years (Aniigv. p. 46 ff.) .  

According to the Mqftiivan:zsa king Kakaval)�atissa 

... 
\ 

and Viharamahadev1, parents of Dll;t.thagarnini, will be 
Metteyya's parents, Du.t.thagamaiii himself will be his 
chief disciple and Saddhatissa his second disciple, , 
while prince Sali will be his son (Mhv. xxxii, v. 8 1  ff. 'r
Miln. p. 159). 

The worship of bodhisatta Metteyya seems to have 
been popular in ancient Sri Lanka. Dhatus�na. adorned 
his image with all the paraphernalia of a king and or
dained a guard for it within a radius of seven yojanas 
(Mhv. xxxviii, v. 68). 

Dappula I. made a statue in honour of Metteyya, 
fifteen cubits high (Mhv. xlv. y. 62). It is believed that 
Metteyya spends his time in the Tusita deva.;world 
preaching the dhamma· to the gods, and, in emulation 
of his example, king Kassapa V, used to recite the 
Abhidhamma in the assemblies of monks (Mhv. Iii, v. 
47). Parakkamabahu . .J, had three statues built m. hon
our of Metteyya while Kittisirirajasiilha erected one 
in the Rajatavihara and another in the cave above it 
(Mhv. lxxiv, v. 75 ; v. 248, 259). 
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The belief in Metteyya, the future Buddha is widely 
prevalent among the Buddhists of Sri Lanka and al
most all temples contain his statue. It is the common 
wish of all Buddrusts that they may meet Metteyya 
Buddha, listen to his preaching and attain Nibbana 
under him (J. vi, p. 594; MhvA. 687. DhsA. p. 430.) 
See PLATE LX . 

S. K. Nanayakkara 

MICCHADITTHI. In discussing the concept of 
Micchad��thi it behoves to discuss it in relation to D��thi 
(q. v.) and Sammadif.thi (q. v.). Taken by itself the 
word d��thi means a philosophical standpoint, religious 
belief or dogma, a heretical view, and is generally as-) sociated with a derogatory meaning. The Metta Sutta 
(Sn. p. 26, v. 1 52) says: A virtuous person should not )- be led by dogmatic views, but should be guided by 
insight into the true n ature of things (dif!hiii.ca 
anupagamma s!lava dassanena sampanno). From the 
Buddhist standpoint the viewing of phenomena in 
terms of anicca (tranciency), dukka (unsatisfactory), 
anatta (soulless) andpa_iiccasamuppanna (dependently 
ari s ing) const i tute dassana ( ins ight) . The 
Parama.zthaka Sutta of the Sutta Nipata (Sn . p. 1 56, v. 
796) says: Disputes in the world cannot be avoided 
when a person clings (dogmatically) to a view and calls 
it alone is the Truth and all else is false (Paramanti 
deffhlsu paribbasano yad uttaril1} kurute jantu loke, 
hinii ti afi.fi.e tato sabbamii hu, tasmii vivadiini 
anltivatto). 

) Sammad(zthi is  the first limb of the Noble Eight-
fold Path in Buddhism. The Mahacattar!saka Sutta 
M. III, 7 1 -8) wruch contains a wide and detailed dis- · 

cussion of the Eighfold Path points out that there are 
two levels in sammad(�thi, the mundane level (lokiya) 
and the supra-mundane (lokuttara). According to the 
sutta the mundane level of sammad(f.thi is tainted with 
inflows (sasava), leading to meritorious activities 
(puii.iiabhagiya) and leading to sall?-saric continuity 
(upadivepakka) .  

Then there is the rugher level of sammild(�thi wruch 
is noble (ariya), free from inflows (anasava) and 
supramundance (lokuttara); and wruch forms a limb 
of the Path (maggahga). In the mundane or the lower 
level, to believe in charity (atthi dinria11)); to believe 
in the efficacy of sacrifice (atthi y(t.than_1) ;  to believe 
in the efficacy of oblations (atthi hutanJ); to believe in 
the efficacy of good and bad actions (atthi sukaJa
dukka.tanan_z kammanan.z phalal1} vipakan_�); to believe 

that there is this world and a 
loko, atthi paro Loko); there is 
ings who are of spontaneous 
pita, atthi satta opapatika); there 
luses and brahmins who are on the 
have personal experience of this 
beyond, through their own wisdom 
that knowledge to others (atthi loke :sarna1UJ 
sammaggatii sammiipa.t ipannii ye im 
parafi.ca lokai1J sayan_z abhiii.fi.a saccikatva 
are reckoned as the ten Right Views (dasa 
Sammadiyhi). The opposites of these ten things 
reckoned as the ten fold wrona views b 
micchad(t!hi). The above two groups are called samma 
and miccha not in the sense of absolute truths or, abso
lute falsehoods. Their veracity cannot be proved until 
one develops abhiii.fi.a or higher know ledges. But when 
one accepts these 1 0  'right' views tentatively, one be
comes inclined to follow the path of morality thereby 
ensuring one's own well being and happiness, while 
at the same time contributing to the welfare and hap
piness of others as well. On the other hand when one 
disregards and rejects the 1 0  'right' views, one becomes 
inclined to follow the path of immorality thereby bring
ing about one's own peril and downfall, while at the 
same time causing much harm to others as well .  

The Cakkavattislhanada Sutta of the Digha Nikaya 
(D. III, pp. 70 ff.) which depicts the evolution of  the 
humankind, says · that micchaditthi i s  one dependent 
cause among others for the degeneration of human 
society. Due to micchadiphi, not only evil proliferate 
among human beings but their life spans, too, become 
short. Even immoralities such as lack of filial piety 
and disrespect for holy men and heads of the commu
nity become rampant in society as a result of harbour
ing micchad(f.thi. Further it is said that those who har
bour micchadiyhi are reborn in woeful states (M. Ill 
p. 52), in hell or the w orld o f  animals (apayalrJ 
duggatinJ tiracchanayoninJ va-M. I, 388, D. I, 228). 
The Dhammapada admonishes us not to resort to mean 
work, not to be heedless and not to harbour false views 
(micchadiJ.lhi) as these prolong the sall).sfuic life (Dhp. 
v. 1 67). 

In the Sahglti Sutta (D. III. p .  246) micchadiphi i s  
reckoned as the fifth of  s ix roots of contention 
(vivadamulanl) that makes a disciple irreverent and 
insolent towards the Buddha, the Dhamma and the 
Sangha and such a disciple will not accomplish the 
training. Though this reference is made regarding 
bhikkhus, it applies equally well to the laity also. 
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Micchp.diffhi is again referred:, to as the 1 01h of the I 0 
channels of sinful deeds (akusalakammapatha). Again 
micchizd�tfhi is mentioned as the first of the eight wrong 
factors of character (micchatta - ibid p. 254; cf. 287). 

Buddhaghosa in the Visuddhimagga (Vism. p. 469) 
asserts that wrong views (micchad�qhi) is the most 
reprehensive of all evils. His assertion implies the 
importance of being free from wrong views for the 
spiritual well being and progress of society. 

In the Micchad(t_thi Sutta (S. IV. p. 147) the Bud
dha points out the way to abandon wrong views. He 
says: 'It is by knowing (jiinato) and seeing (passato) 
sense organs, their objects, the cognitions and contacts 
as impermanent (anicca) that wrong views 
(micchizd(�thi) can be got rid of. 

A. M. Ruwan Bandara Adhikari 

MIDDLEPATH See MADHYAMAPRATIPAD · 

MIGADAYA See ISIPATANA 

MIHINTALE, the s acred hi l l  to the east of  
Anuradhapura, perpetuates its name, the memory of 
Mahinda Thera, the saint and teacher who left �is na
tive land to work for the spiritual well-being .of the 
people of Sri Lanka. This place is situated about eight 
miles away from Anuradbapura, at the junction of the 
North Road and the road from Puttalam to Trincomalee. 
The word Mihintale is equivalent to the Pali word 
Mahindatthala. Ambatthala and Missaka are other 
names by which this place has come to be known. 

. It was here that Mahinda, the missionary prince, 
son of Emperor Asoka, first set foot when he came to 
Sri La.'lka in the reign of Devanampiyatissa (307-267 
B.C.) to .convert the people of Sri Lanka to Buddhism. It was also here that the sacred relics ·of the Buddha, 
which at his instance (Mahinda-thera's) were later 
brought over from India, originally rested till such time 
as suitable structures were raised up elsewhere to en
shrine them. It was here that Mahinda Thera took up 
his residence, when he journeyed daily to the capital 
to preach the Buddhist doctrine. 

· 

It was also here that his first convert, king 
Devanampiyatissa embraced the Buddhist faith. It was 
here that he laid the first foundation of that far reach
ing influence "the efficient cause of all the construe-

tive energy which the Sinhala people displayed in the 
construction of their towns and monuments" - in the 
building of those colossal , stupendous edifices, which 
are today the most eloquent witnesses bearing testi
mony to the past might and glory of the nation. 

According to the unanimous tradition of the 
Sinhala Buddhists, the first meeting of the then reign-
ing king of Sri Lanka took place at Missaka-pabbata 
on the full moon day of the month of Je.t.tha (May
June: Sinh. poson) in the 1 8th year of the reign of the 
Indiari Emperor Asoka (This date is regarded as equiva
lent to 236 years after the passing away of the Bud
dha). This was a day of national festival in Sri Lanka 
at that time. The historical chronicle of Sri Lanka, the 
Mahavarhsa, devotes seven chapters (i .e. 1 4-20) to 
narrate the events beginning with the meeting of - -{ 
Mahinda Thera and the king. 

Mahinda Thera is said to have first come to Sri 
Lanka (by miraculous means), alighting on the 'sila 
peak' ,  which is the northern peak of the Mihintale 
mountain. Immediately below it lies a little tableland, 
upon which was later built a stupa, to enshrine the 
corporeal relics of Mahinda Thera. Ambatthala, as · 

recorded in the Mahavamsa, is so called because of a 
mango-tree w.hich grew near the first meeting place. 
Mahinda Thera, while being engaged in conversation 
with the king wished to test the latter 's capacity for . 
instruction and pointed to a tree growing close by and 
asked: 

"What name does this tree bear, 0' King?" 
"This tree is called a mango-tree, sir". 
"Is there yet another mango-tree besides this?" 
"There are many mango trees". 
"And are there yet other trees besides this mango

tree?" 
"There are many such trees". 
"And are there, besides the .other mango trees and 

those which are not mango trees, yet other trees?" 
"There is this mango tree, Sir". 
"Thou hast a .shrewd ·wit, 0' ruler of men". 
Even at the present day, there are mango trees 

planted near the Ambatthalacetiya, in memory of the 
event. 

The Thera again asked the king: 
"Hast thou kinsfolk, 0' king?" 
"They are many, Sir". 
"And.are there also some, O'king, who are not kins

folk of thine?" 
"There are yet more of those, than of my kin" 

\ 
f 
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"Is there yet anyone besides the kinsfolk and the 
others?" 

"There is yet myself, Sir" 
"Good, thou hast a shrewd wit, 0' king of men". 

Mahinda Thera was accompanied by four other 
theras named I.�thiya, Uttiya, Sambala and Bhaddasala. 
Along with these theras also came a siimal)era (nov
ice) named Sumana and a l ay disc iple  named 
Bhal)�uka. When Mahinda Thera realised that the king 
was a keen-witted man, he preached to him the 
Cullahatthipadopama-sutta. At the end of the dis
course, the king, along with his retinue, came to be 
converts to Buddhism. When the evening meal was 

.. .  ) brought to the king, the bhikkhus were invited to par
take of it but the offer was politely refused with the )- necessary explanations. The king promised to send a 
w aggon to bri n g  them o ver to the ci ty  (of 
Anuriidhapura), the following day. Before taking leave 
of the monks, the king took Bhai)�U (the lay follower) 
aside and asked him what the monks intended to do. 
Bhandu explained everything and the king became 
overjoyed when he heard about the thera 's  relation
ship with his friend Emperor Asoka and also about the 
mission with which he was entrusted with. When the 
king had departed, the theras who formed a chapter, 
performed according to Vinaya rules,  the first 
sahghakamma (Act of the Order) by conferring ordi
nation on the l ay disciple, Bhal)�uka Thereafter they 
spent ·the ni ght at M ihin tale and preached the 
Samacitta-sutta to those who assembled. The next day, ) the thera arrived at the capital (Anuradhapura) and 
spent there a month, preaching to the people. During 
this month, ·religious activ�ties were undertaken by the 
king, including the donation of the Mahamegha park 
to the Order. This became known in l ater times as the 
Mahavihiira. At the end of the month, the bhikkhus 
retreated to Mihintale to spend the vassa (rainy sea
son) there. The king followed them to that hill and 
initiated the work necessary to prepare caves as abodes 
for the monks. A second monastery was thus estab
lished at Anuradhapura. 

Historical: The chronicles credit Devaniimpiyatissa 
and his immediate successors with the building of a 
number of stupas in various parts of the island, in
cluding the monument enshrining a portion ofMahinda 
Thera's relics on the summit of Mihintale hill.  None 
of these stupas can be correctly identified today-with 
the exception of the last named monument, and ·that 
too, in the form in which it assumed after a subse
quent restoration. 

The story of the way in which, from the time of 
the introduction of Buddhism to Sri Lanka, succes
sive rulers of this island built up or contributed to the 
grandeur of Mihintale, is a most interesting one, as 
narrated in the chroni c l e s .  According t o  the 
Mahiivarhsa, for i nstance, Devanampiyati ss a, to 
commemmorate his conversion, built a monastery for 
the use of monks at Mihintale,  where he first met 
Mahinda Thera. Devanampiyatissa was succeeded by 
his younger brother Uttiya (267-257 B .C.), whose his
toricity is proved by some inscriptions indited in caves 
at Mihintale. Mahinda Thera expired in the 81h year of 
Uttiya. His relics were enshrined in a number of stupas, 
including the one at Mihintale. King Lafijatissa ( 1 1 9-
1 09 BC.), spent three hundred thousand pieces of 
money and built three stone terraces for offering of 
flowers to the Miiha-cetiya on the mountain. He is 
also said to have enlarged the K�.taka-cetiya. 

Kii;taka�ll)atissa (42-20 B. C.) built upon the Cetiya 
mountain, a great building for the uposatha festival 
and to the east of the building, he raised a stupa of 
stone, and in that place on the Cetiya mountain, he 
planted a Bodhi tree. Bhatikabhaya (20 B. C. - 9 A. 
C.) constantly bestowed food (as alms allotted) by tick
ets to a thousand bhikkhus in the vihiira of the Cetiya
pabbata. His younger brother Mahad�thikamahanaga 
(9-2 1 A. C.) contributed immensely to the glory of 
M ih intale .  He i s  credited w i th the building o f  
Ambatthala-thiipa t o  enshrine the relics o f  Mahinda 
Thera. The Mahavmhsa gives some more informa
tion regarding the building of this stupa. 

"Since the building (Ambatthala-cetiya) was not 
firm, he (the king) lay down i n  that place, bethinking 
him of the merit of the Sage (Buddha), risking his own 
lik . When he had thus made the building firm and 
had completed the cetiya, he set up at the four entrances . · 
four bejewelled arches that had been well planned by 
artists and shone with gems of every kind, To be fas
tened to the cetiya he spent a cover for it of red stuff 
and golden balls thereto and festoons of pearls. 

"When he had made around the Cetiya-mountain 
a tract of l and measuring a yojana, and had made 
four gateways and a beautiful road round about 
the mountain; and when he had then set up trad
ers' shops on both sides of the road and had adorned 
the road here and there with flags, arches and tri
umphal gates, and had i lluminat�d all with chains 
of lamps, he commanded mimic dances, songs and . 
music. 
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''That the people might go with clean feet on the 
road from the Kadamba river to the Cetiya moun
tain, he had it laid with carpets-the gods themselves 
might hold a festival assembly there with dance 
and music. Over the whole island he put up chains 
of lamps without a break, nay over the waters of 
the ocean within a distance of a yojana around. -At 
the festival of consecrating of the cetiya, these 
beautiful offerings were appointed by him: the 
splendid feast is called here (in the country) the 
great Giribh�9a offering". 

An inscription of about the 1 '' century A. C. at 
Mihintale refers to images of Mahinda Thera and three 
of his companions. The damaged part of the record 
no doubt contained the names of the other two com
panions also. Thus the tra-dition that Sri Lanka was 
converted to Buddhism by a thera named Mahinda and 
his companions is vouched for by documents only 200 
years later than the date generally ascribed to that event. 

Cases of dissension among t11e monks who resided 
at Mihintale and the vicissitudes in the-history Qf that 
institution have als'O gone on record and it may be in
teresting to refer to one such unfortunate incident which 
took place as far bac� as the 1 '1 century A. C. King 
Kan1rajanutissa (30-33 A. C.) had to intervene in a case 
of monks at Mihintale and some who opposed him 
tried to capture him in person but he escaped. He later 
caught the culprits and had .them hurled from a preci
pice called Kariira. 

Vasabha (66.:. 1 1 0 A. C.) had a thousand lamps 
lighted on the cetiya-pabbata. Kru;ti.�thatissa ( 165- 193 
A. C.) built a temple for the Ambatthala-stiipa which 
was subsequently repaired by Go.thabhaya (254-267 
A. C.). The successor of Go.thabhaya (his elder son) 
Jetthatissa (267-277 A. C.) bestowed the Kalamattika� 
tank on the Cetiya-pabbata-vihara. Sirimeghav��a 
(304-332 A. C.) had a golden image ofMahinda Thera 
made and held a great festival, carrying the statue in . 
procession fro m  A mbatthala t{) hi s · capital,  
Anuradhapura. Dhatusena (463-497 A. C.) is creQited 
with the building of the Ambatthala-vihara on the 
cetiya�pabbata. 

Aggabodhi I (564-598 A. C.) is on record as hav
ing provided a permanent water supply for the 
Nagasondi tank (This is the bathing tank, now called 
Naga-pok�a, situated just under the summit of the 
Mihintale mountain, where hewn in the rock face, the 
heads of a cobra seem to rise out of the water). The 

?i �.!.1 · � same king constructed the Mahinda-ta.ta tank (at the � 
foot of the mountain by which the present fields of the :j 
village Mihintale are irrigated) and ordained that the � 
statue of Mahinda Thera should be carried in proces- � sion from its bund. Aggabodhi V (726-732 A: C.) re- ��. stored whatever had fallen into decay at the Cetiya- :1 
pabbata at the cost of twenty six thousand gold pieces. 

.!�,· .. . ;�.§ 
Sena, the queen of Dappula II (lJdaya) {807-812  . . 

A. C.}is on record ac; having built a stiipa on the Cetiya 
mountain. The king himself, having had all the great � trees on the Cetiya mountain dipped, gave brightly ' 'l 

·� coloured tlags and streamers as offerings and further-
more, restored, as it had been formerly, the vihara 
Giribh�9a which had gone into rack and ruin, and 
granted maintenance villages to the bhikkhus dwell-
ing there. Then again, Sena, the Army Commander in 
the -reign of Kassapa IV -(912-929 A. C.) .built Qn the -.1 
·Cetiya mountain, the parivef}a called Hadayu�da and ( made it 'OVer to the Dharnrnarucika bhikkhus. 

Mahinda IV (956-972 A. C.) has to be credited 
with .the installation of two slab inscriptions, also re
ferred to as the Tablets of Mahinda IV at Miliintale. 
South of the Bhojana-salava (dining hall) are the re
mains of a vihara, on either side of the doorway of 
which stand these well known slabs. H. C. P. Bell (the 
frrst Archaeological Commissioner) described them as 
being probably the finest example of a Sinhala inscrip
tion prior to the reign of Nissankamalla. The two in
scriptions, taken together, bear a long record of tem
ple regulations and privileges. Texts and translations 
ofthese inscriptions have been putJlishe'ct in Epigraphta. 
Zeylanica (1) .  

Parakramabahu I ( 1 1 53 - 1 1 86), according to j 
Culavamsa, restored all the import<mt monuments at j 
Anuradhapura as well as the. entire Mihintale monas
tery. 

A stairway, censisting of 1 840 steps, leads the pil
grim or visitor from the base to the very summit of the 
mountain. G . . E. Mitton in Lost Cities of Ceylon, de
scribed the flight of steps as "tl-te beauty of a dream 
fulfilled, a stairway leading to heaven. 'Overhanging 
trees· throw green shadows on the worn stone, ·and the 
shifting .gOlden lights between may well. be taken for 
the angel visitants. For twenty .centuries or more, the 
uncovered feet of innumerable multitudes ,have as
cended and descended, their owners filled with rever-
ent awe, and seeing visions of the mighty Buddha over
shadowing the is land with his presence and of . " 

Mahinda, his apostle, alighting on the topmost crag 
which towers up into the azure sky far overhead". 
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Centuries of neglect had caused very serious and 
very extensive damage to these flights of steps and it 
was not only with considerable difficulty, but in some 

. places even with grave risk of danger to life and limb 
that pilgrims and visitors till recently mounted to, or 
descended from, the shrine which was their particular 
goal as being the resting place of the sacred relics of 

. Mahinda Thera. But restoration work done during the 
last few years, has obliterated the danger spots and 
appreciably eased the path of the pilgrim. 

The flight of steps leads one in the first instance to 
the foot of the spur on which the Kantaka-cetiya stands. 
Next stage is the terrace on which are the remains of ) the refectory of a monastery and of an important struc
ture now known as the 'bhoj ana-saHiva' . Only the }·· stone base of the brick wall now r-emains. It is closed 

., in all around. The interior arrangement of this struc
ture is comparable to that ofthe Mahapali Alms Hall 

-at Anuradhapura. There were in ancient days, two paths 
open to the visitor ascending the Mihintale hill, both 

-of which converged at the 'bhojana-sillava' terrace. The 
first is the much frequented flight of steps {which has 
already been referred to). The other was from the di
rection of the Kaludiya-poku�a. passing along the val
ley, t>etween the main hill and the spur on which the 
Kantaka-cetiya stands. It is from the latter path that 
the flight of stone steps leading to the southern 
vahalluuf.a (frontispiece) of the K�.taka-cetiya starts, 
and most of the original paving had more or less been 
obliterated in the course of time. · This is the paved 

) path which was later restored. 

-l K�.taka-cetiya is one of the earliest tcligioris 
monuments in the island and one remarkable, as dis
playing certan features which represent the earliest 
examples of the plastic art of the ancient Sinhala peo
ple. According to H. C. P. Bell, this monument was 
traditionally named Giribh�a. It was also popularly 
known as Kiribac;Iapavu Dagaba. The upper part of 
this monument had crumbled down centuries ago, 
burying the base and the lower part of the dome in the 
debris; and the mound thus f-ormed, with huge trees 
growing on it, appeared (till restoration work com
menced) as if it were part -of the hill itself. Archaeo
logical Survey of Ceylon started excavation work in 
1934. Some Brahmi inscriptions of about the 1 $l cen
tury A. C., found on a rock near by, recording grants 
to the "K�taka-ceta", made it clear that the mound 

..,. concealed the remains of the monument referred to as 
Ka.I)..taka-cetiya in the ancient chronicles. .This con
clusion is strengthened by the statement in the 

Mahavarhsa that Devanampiyatissa made a beginning 
with the work of building sixty eight rock cells about 
the place where tbe-Kal).;taka-cetiya afterwards stood . 
Rmmd about this monument are a large number of rock 
caves containing Brahmi inscript4ons, some of which 
are datable to about the 3n1 century B. C. 

The chronicles are si-lent as to the date or time at 
which, or the person by whom the Ka�.taka-cetiya was 
first built, nor as to what relic it enshrined. However, 
the Mahavarilsa has recorded that King Laiijatissa had 
a mantling of stone made for it. This reference is to 
the 1 51 century B. C. and therefore it becomes clear that 
its original foundation must have taken place a cen
tury or so earlier. Accordingly it is clear that it is one 
of the earliest monuments in the island, datable to a 
period about the 3n1 to 2nd centuries B.  C. 

· The vahalkacjas {frontispieces or altars at the car
dinal points of the stiipa) of the K�.taka-cetiya are 
more profusely ornamented than those found at 
Anuradhapura On the cornice below the topmost one 
is a frieze of ga�as�dwarfs), and on the. one below Is a 
frieze of hamsas (geese). The brickwork above the 
facing contains arched niches Qetween pilasters. In 
each of these there appears to have been the.-image of 
a deity made of stucco or terracotta, fragments of these 
figures being still in position. These images as well as 
the whole structure of the viihalJuu!as, were originally 
painted in diverse col<>urs, traces of which are still vis-
ibk . -· 

'J:he friezes ofgalJQS. mentioned above are full -of 
interest. Many;of tbese "warfishbeings are portrayed 
in various lively, attitudes - smme playing musical in
struments, one sporting with a cobra, another standing 
on his. head and so on. , Some are animal headed. There 
is one with the head of a horse, another with that of a 
bear and yet another with that of a monkey. Particu
larly interesting- is.;.ail elephant headed gWJa, -appar
ently with one tusk� attended by other ga�as holding 
varioos objects . . It is possible to conjecture that this is 
a pictllfe of G�apati, .the various attributes Gf the de
ity being held in the hands of the attendants as the fig
ure is provided with only two hands, unlike the later 
images which have four. 

The sculp tures on the stel ae flanking the 
vahalkacfas are among the earliest examples of the plas
tic art of the ancient Sinhala people. They are mostly 
of a decorative nature and some of the motives em
ployed are reminiscent of the decorative sculptures on 
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the pillars ofthe gateways at Sanchi . The commonest 
motif is a foiiage design springing up from a vase and 
crowned by a Buddhist emblem or a niiga figure, and 
in one case, a goddess seated on a lotus. In one exam
ple, the foliaged s-croll is so designed as to form five 
circular spaces, one above the other, in which are, re
spectively the figures of a cock, a lion, a bull, a man 
and an elephant. In another are pairs ofmcn and ani
mals standing back to back on either side of the stem. 
These decorative designs resemble those on stelae al
ready found at Anuradhapura stupas, but the stelae of 
the eastern frontispiece are decorated in a manner quite 
<llfferent from the others. 

The whole surface of the broader side of the stelae 
is divided into four rectangular panels, which starting 
from the bottom, are occupied by a foliage pattern, an 
elephant, a second foliage pattern, a peacock with 
young and a decorated vase from which spring leaves 
and flowers with birds sporting among them. The nar
row sides of the stelae are decorated with a tapering 
stem springing from a vase, with conventionally treated 
leaves spreading on either side.. Besides these, niiga 
figures in human form are found on some of the stelae. 
The style of the sculptures is very archaic, and they 
should -date, from the first or second century B .  C. In 
some of the sculptures, a certain influence of the 
Amaravati school can also be detected. 

The K�.taka-cetiya is of considerable size. At the 
· . base, it has a circumference of 425 feet and stands at 

present, about 40 feet high. Stylistically, the reliefs of 
the eastern and southern frontispieces of this stupa are 
shallow and flat and appearing more like silhouettes. 
The figure of the niiga is stiff and presents a frontal 
aspect; in the face there is the smile characteristic of 
archaic work. There is no attempt at modelling the 
figure to depict movement. In these and other charac
teristics, it is akin to the work of the earliest ·indig
enous school of Indian sculptors at Bharhut and Sanchi. 

From the quadrangular levelled area at which the 
upper and lower staircases to the summit of Mihintale 
hill meet, a path descends on the west and gradually 
trends westwards until it reaches the high road between 
the Rajagirile�a hill and the Kaludiya PokuJ;Ia ruins, 
which lie at the foot of Atveherakanda and the smaller 
hill known as Anai-ku.�ti-kanda. Immediately after leav
ing the stone walled half way terrace, a smaller enclo
sure occurs c;m the left. This enclosure had two suc
cessive platforms, at the south end of which is the 
well known Stone bath, also known as the Lion Bath. 

H. C. P. Bell spoke of it as perhaps the best executed 
piece of spirited animal sculpture to be seen anywhere 
in the island. A cubical bath was formed here by cut
ting out the live rock. Half of it was carved from the 
bed rock and half was made up of stones, worked to 
shape and smoothed inside. The rampant lion was 
found broken when the Archaeological Survey first 
came upon it. It has since been renewed as it stood of 
old. 

Ifidika.tusaya and K�tusaya are two stupas which 
should find mention in connection with the ruins at 
Mihintale. · These two monuments lie almost close to 
each other within the same premises. These may be 
regarded as the most important of a group of ruins 
adjoining the high road, just south of the modern hos
pital premises. The two names Ifidika.tusaya and�' 
K�tusaya are of modem origin, probably as a corrup- 1 

tion of the old title. In the course of construction work 
carried out by the Archaeological Survey, 9 1  copper 
plaques were discovered. They contain extracts from 
Sanskrit Mahayanist Buddhist texts. Forty five of these 
are short, agreeing with corresponding passages in the 
Paficavimfati-siihafrikii-Prajfiiiparamita with some 
variations in reading, due to variant readings of manu
scripts of the same work and copYsts' errors. Sixteen 
of the plaques bear inscriptions containing extracts 
from the Mahayana scripture called the Kiifyapa
parivarta. The records were compared with the text 
of this scripture edited by Barori A von Stael Holstein 
from a manuscript found in Khotan. This text embod
ies a discourse delivered by the Buddha to Kasyapa, 
one of his chief disciples. \ 

These stupas which are definitely of a Mahayanis/ 
character, exhibit an important development in this 
class of monument in Sri Lanka. The dome is elon
gated and the triple bern has become a series .of bold 
stone mouldings. The dome itself is faced with stone 
up to a height of about two feet. The platform is square 
with flights of stone steps on one side, or on all the 
four sides. The retaining walls of the platform, as well 
as. its paving, are of stone. The inscribed copper 
plaques were recovered from the masonry of the stupas 
during excavation work and on palaeographical 
grounds the script may be ascribed to about the 9th 
century. These stu pas probably date from the reign of 

. Sena 1 (846-866 A. C.). About this time, according to 
the chronicles, the heterodox element was very strong 
in Anuradhapura. The Buddhists of Sri Lanka, espe
cially those with Mahayanist leanings, had the prac-

r 
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tice of depositing in stu pas, metal plates on which were 
inscribed short extracts from Sanskrit Buddhist writ
ings. 

Rajagirile:J)akanda is situated about a quarter of a 
mile down the high road beyond the -lfidik�tusaya. The 
near-by caves, according to tradition, were occupied 
by a king who had taken the vows of a monastic life. 
The name by which this hill  is known, probably pre
serves this tradition. It has also been conjectured that 
lihi!Jiya-pavu (a term which occurs in the Tablets of 
Mahinda IV), is identical with this hill. However that 
may be, the old caves on this hill represent the most 
interesting feature of the ruins round about. Most of 

) the chief caves are situatea about 100 feet above the 
ground under a spur of the hill, and have ·been occu\.- pi�d from time· to time by for�st dwelling mo�s. The 

( bnck and clay walls form, wtth the overhangmg rock 
roof, well enclosed and fairly roomy shelters. 

H. C. P. Bell says, "a better hermitage for Bud
dhist monks could hardly be selected than these airy 
caverns. They provided every facility for quiet retreat. 
These sylvan abodes command from their peaceful 
secluded elevation, an unimpeded restful view across 
many miles of dark green forest and silvery tanks". A 
considerable number of cave inscriptions occur here. 
Of the stone inscriptions in Sri Lanka, engraved in the 
Nagari script, one is a slab found in the Raj agirileJ;�a. 
The script is of the 9th century and is too much effaced 
to be deciphered. The stanza ye dharmmii. hetu 

) prabhava etc., brings the record to a close. Consider
i ng that Mihintale was, in the ninth and tenth centu
ries, much under Mahayana influence, this may be 
taken as a document of that school . 

About 450 yards beyond a .tum into the jungle 
which conducts the visitor to RajagirileJ;�akanda and 
its caves, a short by-path rises on the left from the high 
road for some fifty yards, to a level area -wherein the 
Kaludiya-pokill)a group of ruins is located. This is 
one of the most beautiful spots in the North Central 
Province. H. C. P. Bell was highly moved when he 
visited this place. He says, "The first peep of this de
lightful g]eft, as it suddenly bursts on the charmed gaze, 
is entrancing in its quiet picturesqueness. A more per
fect sanctuary for the 'sons of the Buddha' could not 
be found anywhere throughout the length and breadth 
of Sri Lanka. Lying in the valley between At-ve�era-

,. kanda towering to north-east and the detached Anai
k:U.t.ti-kanda, this dell nestles happily in unmarred love
l iness of its own". There were two gateways to 

Kaludiyapokul)a, one to the north and another to, itlif · 
south. They were in a ruinous state and appeared ;; 
shapeless mounds when they were noticed by the Ar
chaeologic� Survey. The reconstruction of these two 
gateways was carried out in 1 94 1  and 1 942, using the. 
old material which was brought to light in excavating 
the mounds. 

Near the remains of the monastery hard by is a 
bathing house, beneath a large boulder, which is of 
special attraction. It recalls the similar slab roofed 
dressing room to the shapely poku!Ja in the Magul 
Uyana (Royal Park of Anuradhapura). The boulder 
overhangs at a height of 1 3  feet to the drip line suffi
ciently to shelter an admirable dressing room. I t  was 
built of granite slabs and was attached to a bathing 
poku!Ja in front, now silted up. This structure was fin
ished with much elaboration. 

H. C. P. Bell was of opinion that Kaludiyapoklll)a 
monastery was of l ater construction than most of the 
Mihintale monasteries. He suggested that it  was that 
"Hadayul)ha vihara" (the heart warming vihara) which 
Kassapa IV (9 1 2-929 A. C.) built at the Cetiya-pabbata 
and given over to the Dhammarucika brethren. He is 
also said to have prepared cells or caves-perhaps by 
improving some of those in the nearby hills - for the 
use of the priests who dwelt in groves. There is  also 
the possibility that the beautiful lake is itself identical 
with the Porodini Pokuf}a which finds mention in the 
Tablets of Mahinda IV at Mihintale. 

There are a number of inscriptions at Mihintale, in 
caves as well as on rocks. The early inscriptions are 
in the Brahmi script of the 3rd century B.  C.  The script 
is in most respects similar to those in the inscriptions 
of Asoka. These records nuinber about 94 in all. Oif 
the Mihintale hill are 58 records, in Rajagirile�akari�'

. 

9 and in Anaiku.t.tiku.�tikanda there are 27. 
fairly short records and the contents give 
the donors 'and in certain cases, the names 
allotted to the caves are also given: 
may be quoted (together with the rel 
to give an idea of the nature of the . 

Mihintale (No. 34) 

(The cave of 
great ·king ua.uu•-\_JJ 
the ten rttr.�"t'•nn' 
father. 
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Rajagirilenakanda (No. 64)Ba�akarika-parumaka-
S en ah a  bariya upasika-
Sumanaya le':le sagasa 

{The cave of the female lay-devotee Suman a, wi fe 
of the chief Sena, The Treasurer, (is given) to the 
Sangha 

Anaiku��hikanda (No. 69)Pakara-adeka Sarnudaha 
le':le saga5a 

(The cave of Sarnudda, the Superintendent of 
Roads, (is given) to the Sangha 

The above records belong to the pre-Christian cen
turies. There are 59 other records in Mihintale area 
which are in later Bra..luni .script and which may be 
ascribed to the t•• - 2•d centuries -A. C. As examples 
may ·be cited the following: 

-Mihintale (No. 1 107) Gamika-Udaha putaha Me,Ia
Nakaha1ene catu�diS3-§aga.Sa :(The cave of Me,la-N aka, 
son qf th� village councillor Uda, (is given) to the 
Sangha of the four quarters. 

RajagirileJ.lakanda {No. 1 1 12) Upalavi-vasika Tisa
teraha pitaha Upalavi-vasika upasaka-Cu�a-Ho':laha 
lene sagasa (The cave of the lay-devotee Cu�a-Ho�Ia 
(Ctila-Sona), .a resident of Upalavi, father of the elder 
Tis�a, a �sident of Upalavi, (is given) to the Sangha . 

·� 

However, there are some inscriptions belon,ging 
· to the early centuries of the Christian Era which may 

be ascribed to the reigns of particular kings i .e .  
Maha�thikamahanaga (9-2 1 A. C.). A few examples 
.may be cited. 

Mihintale (At-vehera rock: inscription) (No. 17) The 
purport of the record was to state that the stupa, in the 
vicinity of which it  is  indited, was of the monarch 
named BhatikaAbhaya (20 B. C. - 9 A. C.); his younger 
brother and successor was Mahada,thika-mahanaga, to 
whom this record may be ascribed. 

Rock inscription at Kantaka-cetiya, Mihintale (No. 
20). 

The beneficiary of the donations in his record was 
a shrine named K�taka-ceta. This old Sinhala fonD. of 
the name corresponds exactly to K�.taka-cetiya oc
curring in the Mahiivamsa (XVI- 1 2). Here it is said 
that Devanampiyatissa made a beginning with the work 
of fashioning sixty eight rock caves at Mihintale about 
the place where the Kal),taka-ceti ya (afterwards) stood. 

In this record, two donations, one by a king named 
Tissa and the other by a king named Naga have been 
placed on record. Two categories of revenue are re
ferred to as donations. 

Mihintale Rock inscription of Mahada.thika
mahanaga (No. 2 1 ). 

This is a very long epigraph going into 1 9  lines of 
writing but unfortunately many letters have got effaced 
due to weather conditions. The epigraph contains a 
list of tanks, villages and other lands given to Cetagiri 
i .e.  Cetiyagiri, the ancient monastery at Mihin�ale. 
Some of the villages granted are specially stated to 
have been for a particular purpose. One of these was 
connected with the images of Mahinda Thera and three 
of his companions i.e. I.t.thiya, Uttiya and nhadrasala . . / 
The expression Sadhame cira-c�tati at the beginning 
of line 1 5  suggests that ·provision had been made for 1 
the copying of the Buddhist scriptures. 

Rock inscription at At-vehera, Mihintale 

The purport of .the epigraph was to register a do
nation to the Paribhanda-cetiya (at Mihintale) by a king 
styled Naka-maharaja (Mahada.thika-mahanaga). The 
stupa which crowns the slliiliilit of At-vehera hill may 
be taken as Paribhanda-cetiya. In the well known tab- · 
lets ofMahinda N at Mihintale, the name of this  stupa · · 
occurs a5 Kirb��-pavu-dagab. 

In the reign of Mahasena (277-304 A. C.), when 
orthodox B uddhis m  came into conflict with the 
Vaitulyavada (Mahayana), monks of the Mahavihara> 
as well as of Mihintale, found themselves persecuted, 
as they refused to accept the Vaitulya doctrines. 
M ahasena (on the advice of the monk n amed 
Sangharnitta), issued an edict forbidding the giving of 
alms to these monks. Deprived of the means of suste
nance, the monks of Mahavihara and Mihintale had to 
seek refuge . in the highlands and the Rohana. The 
Dhammarucikas of the Abhayagiri-vihara made use 
of this opportunity to seize for themselves, the his
toric monastery of Mihintale, the cradle of Buddhism. 
For nine years tllis unfortunate situation lasted, until 
the tide turned against the Vaitulyavadins, at the inter
vention of the Minister Meghav��a Abhaya. Civil 
war was averted and the main culprit Sailghamitta was 
murdered. However the doctrines introduced by the 
Vaitulyavadins persisted as we notice from the monu
ments which have been left to posterity at Mihinta1e, 
The two Mahayanist stupas named lfidika.tusaya and 
K�tusaya have already been referred to. 
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About fifty y ards to the n o,rth east  of the 
Ambasthala-stupa at Mihintale, the;�: is a rock on the 
face of which has been engraved a loqg inscription of 
2 1 lines, covering an area of 1 6  li2 fee.t; by 8 feet. The · 
epigraph has been seriously damagedj)y the action of 
the weather and possibly aiso by vanclals. As a result, 
l�ge portions of the�'(riting are no� totally effeced. 
The script shows m� affinities ' with the Pallava 

• < "' , f  Grantha al phabet of Sothh India. It is clear however 
that the epigraph is in Sanskrit verse. It has been found 
that the verses in question belong to the Trikayastava 
(an eulogy) of the 'three bodies of the Buddha (trikaya), 
accepted by the Mahayana B uddhists. 

3. CulavanJsa, (Trs.) W. Geiger, Colombo, 1953 · 

4. G. E. Mitton, The Lost Cities ofCeylmr, London, 191 7 

5. H. C. P. Bell, ASCAR. 1 896- 1 9 12 

6. ASCAR. 1 936, 1 940-45 

?.. E. Z. Vol.  I, pp. 75- 1 13 ,  Tablets of Mahinda IV at 
Mihintale 

8. E. Z. IV, pp. 242-246 Tiikayastava inscription 

C The Trikayastava starts towards the close of the 
·r 161h ·Jine of' the record>and is continued in the next two 

. 
· lines and f�r: .. ;bout thi:�e f0urths of line 19 .  The three 

9. Inscriptions of Ceylon, Vol.  I, Early Braluni in
scriptions, pp. 3,5,87 

t-
'i 

I 

. � is � 
verses are in the: metr�named Sragdhara. The con-
tents of the three ,yerses 'are given below in brief. 

' . 
1 .  I ·worship that in�orilpanible Dharmakaya of 

Vol .  II, Pt. I, Late Brahmi inscriptions pp. 26, 30, 
3 1 , 37 

. 

Nandasena Mudiyanse 

the B uddhas· whiCh, though 'not one is also not ' · 
many, which is the support of the- great pros
perity, causing the welfare of one's own self 

MILINDA the king of Sagala and the cheif character 
of the post canonical Pali treatise M ilindapaiiha (Ques
tions of Milinda), the original of which is generally
assigned to a period circa 1 st century B. C, composed 
as a dialogue the king Milinda is supposed to have had 
with a celebrated Buddhist monk named Nagasena. 
The historians are unanimous in identifying Milinda 
of the Pali literature with Menander, ot1e of the great
est Indo Greek kings of north west India 1, assigned to 
a period circa 1"' century B. C. and whose histriocity is 
establi shed by archaeological evidence. 

as well as of the others . . . . . .  . 

2. I here do w�rship that Saritbhogakaya' of the 
Buddhas which is transcendental and unthink

. able . . . . . .  � t. 1 
3. I w orship by al l sorts of m eans that : .. · 

Nirm�akaya of the Buddhas which, for the 
purpose of ripening (the intellect of) beings, 

· sometimes shines radiant as the fire . . . . . .  

the s-�ript of this rec�rd resembles that of the 
Tiriyay rock inscription. Both records can be assigned 
to the seventh or eighth century A .  C. From a study of 
the monuments at Mihintale, it becomes clear that there 
was much Mahayanist activity at that monastery dur
ing the late Anuradhapura period, although orthodox 
Buddhism had its origin there in the pre-Christian cen
turies .. See PLATES LXI, LXII, LXIII, LXIV 

.. , 

Bibliography: 
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There are several sources extant for the study of 
lcing Milinda out of which Milindapaiiha is reckoned 
as the foremost. The writings of Greek historians such 

• o as Strabo (born circa 63 B. C.),  Plutarch and the Ro
man histo.rian Justin (probably lived during the age of 
Antonines) provide vital information on him. Further 
numismatic evidenc<f as well as archaeological evi
dence, too, are available on Menander. 

The Greek name Menandros is. found adopted by 
ancient aut:OOrs in different ways. As already stated in 

· the Pali literature he is known as M'ilinda while the 
Avadiina Kalpalata of Kshemendra, the eleventh cen
tury A. C. Sanskrit work, calJs him Milindra, which is 
the same as that found in the Bstan-Hgyur collection 

1 .  When Alexander's empire broke up on his death, Greek soldiers on the east of India founded separate states, and the 
names of about thirty of them and their successors are know by their coins. Of these the most powerful and successful 
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(popularly known as Tanjur) of the Tibetan Trip�taka. 
The "Shinkot" casket inscription in "Kharos.thi" script 

. gives his name as Menandra. 

Historians have no consensus concerning the date 
of king Milinda or Menarider. According to Vincent 
Smith2 king Milinda flourished in the second c entury 
B .  C. while H C Raychoudhuri3 places him in the first 
century .B. C. According to Milindapaiiha he was· born 
five hundred years after the Parinibbana of the Bud" 
dha (Parinibbanato paiicasatci vasse atikkante) . 
Jinakalamali written in Thailand (Siam) in 1 5 1 6  A. C. 
says that ."Milinda was reigning at Sagala in India, 
when king Ku� aka� � at i s s a  w a s  reign i n g  iri 
Anuradhapura. But as Ku.taK:��atissa's regnal years 
are generally accepted as 1 6-3 84 A. C . ,  the historians 
are reluctant to place Milinda to a period so late. How
evef,i . it is reasonable to assume that the Greek king 
Milinda reign,ed in north west India in or about the 
first centurY:�it  C. 

· 

The!vfilindapaiiha says th�t king Milinda was born 
at Alasanda (atthi bhante Alasanda nama dipo tattha · 

ayanJ jatoti). Apparently Alasanda refers to his coun
try of birth and which is described as an island. The 
same source says that the village he was born in was 
Kalasigama -(atthi bhante "Kalasigamo nama tattha ' 
yanJ jiJ.toti) and the place was two hundred yojanas 
from S agala. · Kalasi has not been i dentified, but 
"dvipa '.' of Alasanda is taken to be a district of Alex
andria under Caucaus. which appear to have been re
ferred to as Alasanda of the Yonas in the Mahava.nJsa.5 
The "dv1pa of Alasanda has been identified with the 
country between the Panjshir and Kabul rivers in which . 
ruins of Alexander's city have been recognized near 
"Charikar"6• Geiger7 thinks that it was probably to be 
identified with the town founded by the Macedonian 
king in the country of Paropanisadoe near Kabul val
ley. Therefore Milinda!Menander is generally regarded 
to have reigned at Sagala which is  identified as mod
ern "Sialkot" . But I. B .  Homer. points out that he was 
not reigning at Sagala but proceeded to Sagala in or
der to meet the elder Nagasena. 

2. Oxford History of India 2nd edition 1 923 p 1 24. 

As usual Milindapafiha commences the story of 
king Milinda, also that of the elder Nagasena from their 
previous births, when the king was born as a novice 
and the elder Nagasena as a senior monk in the same 
monastery. According to the story, the senior monk 
gave the novice "a blow with the handle ofthe broom", 
when the novice did not obey his order to throw away 
the rubbish he . has swept. The novice after carrying 
out the order, and being offended made a resolution, 
"Through this meritorious deed of throwing out the 
rubbish may I, wherever I am born successively until 
I attain Nibbana, be of great might, and glory like the 
mid day sun (Imina kacava cacf.cf.enapufifiakainmena 
yii va ha11J nibbii n anJ piipuniimi etthantare ( 
n.ibbattanibbatta !hiine majjhantikasuriyo viya / 

mahesakkho, mahii tejo bhaveyyiimi pafhama 
patthanan.z _ihapesi ( Bahirqkatha Milindapaiiha). 

After he had thrown the rubbish he (novice) went 
to the ford of Ganges to wash, and seeing the swirling 
surge of the waves of the Ganges, he made a second 
aspiration "May I wherever I am successively reborn 
until I attain Nibbana be prompt �ith saying the right 
thing and prompt in answering the:,questions (carrying 
all -before me) l ike this surge of.rwater". (yavahan.z 
nibbanan:z. ... a)!an:l.ioni vega viya _th�uppattikapa_tibhano 
bhaveyyanJ akkhayapafibhiino 1ti · - Milindapafiha 
Bahirakatha) . 

The senior monk too went to the ford of Ganges to 
wash, and hearing the novice's aspiration, he thought: 
"while he was merely instigated by me aspires thus, in 
what way do I not be successful"? And made the aspi- ' 
ration: "may I, wherever I am successively be re-born 
until I attain Nibbana, be prompt in answering ques
tions (carrying all before me) like the surge of the 
·waves of the Ganges, and may I be able to unravel 
promptly and explain all the answers to the questions 
constantly asked me by this (novice) { Ya viihanJ 
n ibbanai1J . . . . . ayai1J u mi vegoviya fhanuppattika 
paj ibhano bhaveyya"! iminii pucchitapucchitanj. 
sabban.1 paiihapafibhiinaJ7J vijafetum nibbatthetun.t 
samattho bhaveyyanti patthana11J pa[ fhapesi 
( Bahiraka.tha Milindapaiiha). 

3 .  Political History of Ancient India H. Raychaudhauri 6th edition Calcutta 1 938 . 
4. Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon E. W. Adikaram Colombo 1 946. 
5. Mahavamsa ch xxix 39. 
6. Cambridge History of India vol. I p 496. 
7 .  Geiger-Mahiivamsa Translation p 1 94 Note 3 .  
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According to the Milindapanha the novice was 
born8 as king Milinda of Sagala and the (senior) monk 

as the elder Nagasena. Milindapanha describes king 
Milinda's intelligence, education, training, valour, 
prosperity thus: 

"He was wise, experienced, .clever, able; he was 
one who acted conscientiously at the time of doing all 
the (magic) devices, ceremonies and observances con
cerning things past, future, and present. Many were 
the arts he had mastered, that is to say: the revealed 
tradition, secular lore, the Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya and 
Vaisesika systems, accountancy, music, medicine, the 
four Vedas, the Pur�as, the oral traditions, astronomy, 
conjuring, logic, spells, fighting, poetry, reckoning on 
the fingers, in a word, the nineteen (ai LS). A disputant 
hard to equal, hard to overcome, he was acclaimed 
chief of the leaders of the numerous schools of thought. 
In the whole of India there was no one like King 
Milinda in fortitude, speed, courage and wisdom. He 
was rich, of great wealth and great

" 
prosperity; his 

armed forces were without end" (Milinda :S questions 
Vol. I. I. B. Homer (PTS) London 1961 p 5). 

"Pa'!4ito vyatto medhiivi  pa{ ibalo 
afitiini:zgatapaccuppanniinafr} 
samantayo gav.idhii -nakiriyiinanJ kii ra'! akiile 
nisammakiiri hoti. Bahuni cassa 
satthani uggahitiini honti. SeyyatthidanJ suti 
sumati sahkhyayoga nayavesesiki 
ganitafr} gandhabbal1J tikicchi catubbedi pura!J.a 
itihasa jotisanJ miiyii he tumanta, 
yuddhafrJ chando samuddhiyacanena ekunavisati 
viidi duriisado duppiisaho 
puthutitthakii rarJariJ. aggamakkhiiyati Sakala 
Jambudipe Milindena ranno samo 
koci niihosi yadidan_l thamena javena viriyena 
pannaya, aqqho mahaddhano 
maliabhogo anantabalavahano " (Milindapanha 
Bahirakatha). 

It is clear from the above description that Milinda 
was a well-informed scholar and a keen debater. He 

was well versed in various branches of learning and 

an expert in argument. Further he was an expert in 
accountancy, medicine, music as well .  Due to his 
Greek origin, he would have studied Greek philoso
phy though not  specifical ly  mentioned i n  the 
Milindapanha. It would have been the same back
ground that made him interested in the Buddhist phi
losophy. He wanted to understand the true essence of 
Buddhism which raised for him several difficulties and 
knotty problems. He approached inany teathers9 but 
none could help him to solve his difficulties. Keen 
seeker of truth as he was, Menander was greatly dis
heartened by that. King Milinda extended an open 
challenge to all the religious teachers of the day: "Is 
there any learned ascetic or brahman or leader of a 
company, leader of a group or teacher of a group who 
perhaps claiming to be an "arahant" a perfect Buddha 
could converse with me and dispel my doubts" Atthi 
koci pa!J.qito sama!J.O va bhrahma!J.o vii sahghi gal}i 
ga!J.iicariyo api arahanla'IJ. SammiisambuddhanJ 
pa.fijanamiino yo maya saddhin_l sallapitufr} sakkoti 
kahkhafr} pa_tivinetufr} (Milindapanha Bahirakathii). 

In fact, as the M ilindapaiiha says king Milinda used 
to harass monks with his talks and counter talks (So 
di.f.fhi viidena panhanJ pucchitva bhikkhusahgha11J 
vihe.fheti). But there was none who could take up the 
challenge of king Milinda. The religious teachers of 
the day did not want to face the king and they were 
avoiding him. As Milindapaiiha says, the city of Saga! a 
was devoid of religious teachers for twelve years. For, 
whenever the king hears that there is such a one he 
used to go and meet him. None could please the king. 
The religious teachers used to flee. Milindapafiha says 
that the Buddhist monks took refuge in the Himalaya 
to escape from king Milinda's philosophied contro
versies. 

It was at that juncture that the king exclaimed "In
dia is indeed empty, India is void indeed. There is no 
ascetic or brahman able to converse with me to dispel 
my doubts" (Tuccho vata bho Jambudipo palapo va 
bho jambudipo natthi koci sama!J.O vii briihma!JO va 
yo maya saddhi'IJ. sakkoti kailkhariJ pafivine!WIJ 
(Milindapanha Bahira katha) 

8. As stated in the Milindapanha, when Icing Milinda used to haras monks in the field of debate the monks headed by Ven. 
Assagutta proceeded to Devaloka invited Devaputta named Mahasena whom Sakka king of gods describesd as a person 
capable of meeting the Icing's arguments, to be reborn in the human realm to take up the challange. 

9. Milindapmitha confuses the readers when it says that the Icing went to "heretical" teachers such as "Makkhali Gosala" etc. 
who are regarded as contemporaries of the Buddha and are dead long before Milinda. However what the author of 
Milindapanlw possibly meant was that the king went to contemporary adherents of the teachings of tbose heretical teach
ers or vide his statement that the king Milinda went to six traditional heretical teachers of the Pali literature, the idea that 
the author is trying to con very is possibly the king consulted the other philosophers of the day other than Buddhism. 
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The kfng was in a dilemma, when he heard of the 
eldei-Nagasena being described as: "wise, experienced, 
clever and able" (pa!Jtfilo; vyatto, medhiivi vinzto 
visii rado bahussuto) . Having heard of elder 
Nagasena's reputation, king Milinda proceeded to 
"Sabkheyya Pirivena" to meet him. According to the 
Milindapanha nionks10 ordained Nagasena, educated 
him, trained him and sent him to Sagala to encounter 

· king Mllinda. The elder Nagasena at the very outset 
was wise enough to propose that they should converse 
in the speech of the learned (pa!Jtfitavada) not in the 
speech of kings (riijaviida} to which· the king readiy 
agreed, saying: "Let the revered one converse unre
servedly, as he converses with a monk or novice or lay 
follower or with a monastery attendant, Let the revered 
one converse thus, Jet him not be afraid" (Homer op. 
cit p 39) . . 

Though the initial meeting of the two took place 
a rSailkheyya Piriv.ena i11-the city of Sagala; the for
mal discussion took place the following day at the 
king's palace. The king paid homage to the elder in a 
fitting manner and placed. his difficulties. one by one 
before the elder. Nagasena . . . In the course of the intel
l�ctual dialogue conducted in a friendly atmosphere, 
elder Nagasena ably solved all tfre problems pertain
ing to the Buddha's teachings raised by the king, to 
the entire satisfaction of the latter. At the conclusion 
of the discussion the king expressed his satisfaction 
and gratitude to elder Nagasena. The Milindapanha 
finally states that king Milin� became a lay disciple 
of the Buddha and took refuge (in the triple gem) 
"Upiisak.an} mat1J bhante Niigasena dhiiretha ajjatagge 

pii1Jupelai1J sara!Jai'IJ gata11J " (Revered Nagasena ac
cept me as a lay follower as one going for refuge from 
that day fourth as long as life lasts (I. B. Homer. op. 
cit. Vo II p. 304). The Milindapanha also says that the 
king put up a Vihiira named Milindavihara and offered 
i t  to elder Nagasena. 

I t is significant that occording to the M ilindapaiiha 
the king Milinda renounced worldly life and ordained 
himself as a Buddhist monk, having entrusted the king
dom to his son and finalLy attained the state of an 
"arahant". 

Apart from the Milindapaiiha account, insc1 
tional and numismatic evidence also provide vital 
fonnation t)n Milinda!Minander. The inscriptions a 
coins not only prove that he was a historical pers 
but also gives the extent of his kingdom. It is cle 
that Milinda, the greatest of Indo-Greek kings, ex( 
cised his authority over a vast region in north we 
India, perhaps even beyond the north west. A.pp� 
ently his dominions comprised of Peshawar, the upp 
Kabul valley, the Punjab, Sind Kathiawar and weste1 
Uttara Pradesh. His occupation of Gandhara with t\\< 
great centers Puskalavati and Taxila is amply prove 
by the numerous finds of his coins. In the north h 
occupied Hazara and Swat valley. The discovery . 
the Bajaur casket inscription 1 1  proves that Swat val\.e: 
was includep in his kingdom. It is also thought lha 
the · king m ade s o me encroachmen t s  north oJ 
Hindukush mountain. But we know neither the exac1 
boundaries of his kingdom nor how far he was merely 
overlord, rather than the actual administrative sover
eign over the various portions of his vast domain. A. 
K. Narain12 on king Milinda observes: "It is  likely that 
it was the unsettled conditions of the time that pro

duced a man of remarkable ability, who was destined 
to become the most farn�us of Yavana kings in India. 
He was Menander, the Milinda of the Indian tradition" 

King Milinda was known as Menander to a number 
of classical Greek .historians. Menander apparently 
belongs to the house of Demetrios II who ruled Sakalo 
(Euthymedia, or Euthydernia) identifed with mod't_rn 
Sialkot. The Greek historian Strabo has referred w 
Menander on the authority of a reference made1 to 
Menander by Appolodorus. It is said that Appoiodorus 
and Menander are mentioned in the list of Bhiiratiya. 
Yavana princes in the writings of Ju.stin the historian. 
But his writings are now extinct and not available for 
verification. Plutarch the Greek hi�torian also men
tions Menander as renowned for hi!) justice. He fur
ther states that his death (He died probably in 95 B. C. 
ERE. Vol.  VIII p.  631 )  occurred. in a camp ana then 
there was dispute among several Indian cities, for the 
possession of his ashes which were subsequently di
yjded and memorials erected in each o f .the-cities. 

10. According to Milindapanha he was .ordained by Ven. Rohana of Vattaniya Hermitage. His other teachers. were Ven. 
Assagutta of the same Hermitage and Ven. Dhammarakkhita of Asokarfuna of Pataliputta. 

l l . It records the establishment of the relics of the Buddha by one Vijayarnitra during the reign of king Menander on the 14"' 
day of the. month of Karittikeya-New Indian Alltiquary II 1 939-40 p 647 and Epigraphia lndic xxiv 1 937-38 p 7. 

1 2. Narain A. K. Indo Greeks Oxford 1 957. 
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Ananda Maitreya 13 points out that burning of dead 
_ bodies is not a European custom, but an Indian cus
tom. In addition, in the case of Menander, there has 
been a dispute to share his ashes, as happened after 
the Parinirviina of the Buddha, where the kings 
quarreled over the ashes. It is also said that those who 
got shares of ashes built memorials enshrining them. 
All these facts indicate that Menander was no ordi
nary king but a holy person. This takes us very close 
to the Milindapanha report that Milinda!Menander 
became a Buddhist monk and finally attained the 
Arahant state. 

The coins ofMenander/Milinda also provide some 

Tarn also points out that Menander did not entrust 
the kingdom to- his son and retired to become a B ud
dhist monk, but died when his son was yet a minor 
and his queen Agatliocleia became the regent for his 
son. 

, -) indication about his religion. There are strong facts 
_ among the- coins to prove that he was a Buddhist. \.- Among the twenty coins discovered at a place called f Sudur during the first half of the last century, there 

were two types of coins belonging to Menander. One 
type of coins had a figure of a Greek god (Greek God 
Athena) on one side and on the other 'side a figure of a 
·young person like a king. Also there was the sentence 
"Basileos Dikion Menandrow scribed on one side and 

Milinda or Menander whose histriocity is not con
tested, was possibly born out of a Greek father and an 
Indian rnothell, the uniDn that is supposed to produce 
genius off-springs, appear to have been a rare combi
nation of an invincible warrior, victorious conqueror, 
able adininistrator, unwavering upholder of justice, a 
philosopher who mastered the plulosophies of the west 
as well as those of the east, sharp-debater and as stated 
in the Milindapanha a saint who attained the state of 
an "arahant". He- is the- only- one of those Greek or 
half Greek potentates whose memory has survived in 
India, and he is there remembered characteristically 
enough, not as a political ruler, nor as a victor in war, 
but as an intelligent and sympathetic inquirer into the 
religion and beliefs of his subjects (ERE- Vot viii p. 
630-3 1)  

on the other side "Mahii riijasa Dhammikasa 
Mehanderasa ". The other type of coins discovered at 
the same time had a figure of an old person similar to 
a king and the Dhannacakra14 on tbe other side. On 
this data: found in the said coins it is reasonable to as
sume_that Menander was an adherent of Greek gods 
during his young days and a follower of Buddhism in 
his old age. 

) But W. W. Tam15 does not agree that Menander 

1became a Buddhist. He argues that Menander embrac-
- - � ing Buddhism is found not in the old strata of the 

\Milindapanha but in the latter part which is consid
ered as a subsequent addition. He further points out 
that the story of embracing Buddhism was told in re
spect of Kani�ka too. 
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K. Arunasiri 

MILINDAPANHA. The Milindapanha is the post 
canonical Pali treatise that deais with. the dialogue a 
Bactrian Greek King Milinda supposed to have had 
with a Buddhist monk named Nagasena, on contro
versial points of Buddhist philosophy . . The extant 
Milindapanha is in Pali, and scholars1 believe that the 
original was either i� Sanskrit or soPie North Indian 
Prakrit, written in North India or Kashmir by· an au
thor whose name has not coil_le down to us. The origi
nal is supposed to have been lost and the extant 
Miliridapanha is believed to be a Pali translation made 
in Ceylon (Sri Lanka) at a very early date from where . 
it had been taken to other countries such as Burma and 
Siam (Thailand)Z, etc. 

Rhys Davids> considers it as the only treatise of 
the northern Buddhists which is regarded with rever
ence by the orthodox Buddhists of the Southern School 
of Buddhism and also the only one that survived among 
them. As the places referred to in the Milindapafiha 
including rivers, are in Punjab and adjace'b.t countries 

and a few places to the sea coast such as Sural 
Bharukaccha. B. C. Law4 infers that the author o 
original Milindapafiha lived in Punjab in North ' 
India. It is not possible to ascertain the exact dat 
the composition of the Milindapanha. The author 
ten quotes· from various books of the canon, i .e. 
refers to the recitors (bhar;akas) of all the five nika 
and also refers · to Vinaya and all the seven book! 
the Abhidhammapijaka. Therefore it is clear th' 
was written after the closing of the canon. 5 The C 
nese translation of the Milindapaiiha has been m: 
between 3 17-420 A. C. Buddhaghosa the celebra1 
commentator of the 5'h century A. C. attach high ; 

. thority to the Milindapa{iha and quotes. it heavi! 
hiS. Visuddhimag.ga and his Pali commentaries. Ttl 

Milindapan!ta i s  anterior to Visuddhimaggg; ar. 
. B.uddhaghosa. S cholars point . out  that th 
Milindapanha dialogues differ little from the canon 
cal dialogues and could be compared only with th 
best . dialogues of the Suttapifaka which sugg�st . 

. higher antiquity for the treastise. Scholars are of opin 
ion that it is not essential to think that it was writte1 
during the life time of King Milinda Mrs. Rhys David 
says6 that it was written during the reign of D.emetrius 
the successor ·of Milinda, having obtained the record! 
of the diatogue preserved in the king·'s palace. Ac 
cording to Ananda Maitreya,7 theras -who heard a de· 
bate composed the dialogues in the form of verses an< 
brought down in the oral tradition by the monks o 
their lineage. Wintemitz thinks the author of tt> 
Milindapanha had lived at a time when people.' :  
memory of the Greek king was still fresh. B.ut 3$ tir-r1 

was an end to ti:Ie Greek rule in India soon. afteJ( thf 
death of Memander it can hardly be pre�umed that he 
would have been remembered for more than one cen· 
tury. In the light of the above data the majority o 
scholars generall y  assume that the origina 
Milindapanha was written circa 1 ' '  century A. C.8 

I .  Law B .  C. History of Pali Literature Vol . II .  London 1 933. p. 353. 
2. ibid op. cit 
3. Questions ofM:'Linda, Tr. Rhys Davids (SBE) Vol .  XXXV, Introduct-ion, p. XII. 
4. Law B. C. op. cit. p. 354. 

· 

5 .  Burma includes Milindapafi.lza i n  the canon (Khuddaka Nikiiya). 
6. Milinda questions, Mrs. Rhys Davids 1 930. 
7. Milindapaiilza, ed. Ananda Maitreya, Colombo 1 962, lntro p. v. {Sinhala Script). 
8. Mrs. Rhys Davids has a theory of her own-regarding the author of Milindapanlza. She thinks that the recorded con versa 

tions of MiHnda and Nagasena were edited in the New Book form after Mflinda's death by a special commission by : 
Brahmana of Buddhist collegiate training named Manava. She points out that the author was- not a convinced Buddhis 
and that he detached the first portion of MilindapmTha and is in no way to be matched in style or ideas with the quit< 
different dilemmas and the following portions (Law B. C. History of Pali Literature. Vol.  II. p. 354 ). 
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The Milindapafiha occupies a unique position 
among the non canonical Buddhist treatises. As I. B.  
Homer correctly points out the basic approach o f  the 
Milindapafiha is intellectual when compared with 
Buddhaghosa's Visuddhimagga which has followed a 
meditative instructional approach or practical side of 
the Buddhist philosophy. The Milindapafiha elucidates 
the main tenets of the Buddhist philosophy making 

. the best use of similes or parables. The elucidation of 
controversial points is presented in the form of a dia
logue a king named Milinda supposed to have had with 
a Buddhist monk named Nagasena. 

According to Milindapafiha king Milinda was a - ) well-informed scholar and a keen debater. He was well 
- versed in various branches of learning and was an ex-

pert in argument. He wanted to understand the true r-essence of Buddhism which had raised for him sev
eral difficulties and knotty problems. He approached 
many teachers but none· could help him.9 As stated in 
the Milindapafiha the Buddhist monks of the day were 
afraid of him and were reluctant to face him and re
treated to the Himalaya mountain. This was the situa
tion when king Milinda met the elder Nagasena. 

At the initial meeting of the two · at Sankheyya 
pirivena, and after exchanging customary greetings the 
king inquired the I).ame o·f the elder. The elder 
Nagasena instead of a possible short answer, gave a . 
philosophical answer. 

. "Oh great king, I am known as Nagasena and my 

) fellow monks call me Nagasena. · The parents when 
they name their children call them Nagaseila, Surasena, 
Vira5ena, Sihasena etc. But those are only denota
tions, appellations, designations, a current usage; for 
Nagasena in only a name, Since there is no person in 
reality." 

The king replied "If revered Nagasena, there is no 
person in reality who then is it that gives you the req
uisites of robe material, alms food, lodging and medi
cine for the sick, who is it that makes use of them, 

' who is it that guards moral habits, practices (mental) 
development, realizes the paths, the fruits, nibbana . . . .  
etc." 

The king proceeded with the argument further ·"if you 
say friends address you as Nagasena what here is 
Nagasena. Are the hairs of the head are Nagasena." 

"Oh no, Great King" 

"are the hairs of the body Nagasena". 

"Oh no" 

"are the nails . . . .  teeth, the skin . . . . .  " 

"Oh no" 

"Is Nagasena the feelings (vedana) perception 
( ---)  " t sanna . . . . . e c. 

"Oh no" 

It was at this juncture that the elder Nagasena 
brought forward the famous simile of the chariot and 
questioned the king whether the axle is the chariot etc. 
for which the king answered in the negative. 

Thus the elder N agaseila explained to the king that 
even as different component parts individually do not 
make a chariot and that there is no chariot apart from 
the component parts, there is no person apart ftom 
material shape (rupa) feeling (vedana) perception 
(safifia) habitual tendencies (sahkhara) and conscious-

.ness (vififiizl'}a) but they collectively make a person. 

The king was thoroughly satisfied with the answer. 
With this preliminary discussion the king understood 
that he had met a teacher who could clear his doubts, 
and proposed to have the formal discussion atthe pal
ace the following day. The Elder said he was agree
ahle only if the king would have the dialogue not in , .  . 
the royal way (rii.javada); but in the academic way 
(pal'}tfitavada). It is clear the elder Nagasena wished 
to have the· dialogue similar to a diaogue between 
equals. As Milindapafiha says the king was so hum
ble and said "be confident, you can talk to me as if you 
are talking to a novice or a person at your monastery." 

The formal dialogue was arranged for the follow
ing day in the king's palace at Sagala. It is said that 
the.king received the Elder with due respect, provided 
alms and having taken a low seat, took up all his di
lemmas one by one with the thera. The fundamental 
teaching of Buddhism is the theory of No Soul 
(anattavada). In place of a soul that migrates from 
birth to birth Buddhism presents ever changing physi-

9. Milindaparlha says that king Milinda visited the famous "six heretical teachers" such as Pllrana Kassapa etc. who were 
contemporaries of the Buddha and who had died long before the birth of Milinda. However it is possible the author of 
Milindapaiiha. meant the contemporary teachers who followed the teachings of PUrana Kassapa etc. at the time. 
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cal and psychical phenomena. The deepest spiritual 
problem with which the king was confronted with was 
his difficulty to understand the theory of kamma and 
rebirth in the context of ever changing physical and 
psychical phenomena without a transmigrating soul . 
The elder Nagasena solved the dilemma in a masterly 
way with the help of the 'simile of an infant and a 
grown up man' , and the simile of a lamp that bums 
continuously during the first watch, middle watch and . 
the final watch of the night, to the entire satisfaction 
on the king. The nature of nibbiina, Buddha's omnis
cience, whether the Buddha had ever lived, why the 
Buddha admitted Devadatta to the order (without look
ing into the problems he would create) are some of the 
problems discussed. Similarly the apparent contra
dictory statements in the canon were also taken up and 
discussed. 

With regard t o . the points discussed in the 
Milindapanha I. B. Homer observes: "its avowed aim · 
is to dissipate occasions for doubts that may arise from 
the �pparent inconsistency of various canonical or other 
statelli'ents, - and to resolve these inconsistencies and 
these doubts so that future generations may be in pos
session of the true answers to such perplexing dilem
mas, and further contentions about them be avoided. 
It is a remarkable thing that a compiier at the end of 
the early or classical. period of Pali Literature faced 
these difficulties with courage, clear sightedness and 
intelligence. He must have either recorded conversa
tions that had actu�ly taken place, or were believed to 
have taken place between the determined and ex-

. tremely acute and able king (who was probably a Greek 
Bactrian or, better, a, Bactrian Greek, Yavana, Yona) 
and equally able monk Nagasena; or else he must have 
thought out the conversations himself, collecting and 
adding to them down the years, perhaps with the aid 
of colleagues and pupils, and then making them the 
substance, core and pivot of the comprehensive work 
he and or his successors finally compiled". 10 

Rhys Davids1 1  sees a similarity between t..�e points 
discussed in the Kathiivatthu and Milindapaiiha and 
also agreement rup.ong their views: 

1 0. Milinda 's Questions, Tr. I .  B. Homer, lntro. p. XXI. 
l l .  QuestioiiS of Milinda, Tr. Rhys Davids 1 849, Intro. p. XX. 

"There are a number of points raised in Tissa's 
discussions which are also discussed by the author of 
the Milindapanha. In every instance the two authors 
agree in their views. Nagasena in the Milinda always 
advocates the opinion which Tissa puts as that -of 
Theravadins." Thus the Milindapanha may also be 
discussed as an attempt of the Theravadins to meet the 
criticisms of the opponents. 

The book consists of seven boqks or chapters or 
parts. The first part named secular talk (Biihira kathii) 
deals with personal history of king Milinda and the 
Elder Nagasena, .commencing from their previous 
births and it. forms the background -to the dialogue to 
follow. The dialogue proper begins with the second 
book. M an y  scholar s  do n o t  :thin"k t h at the ,.' 

4 
Milindapanha consisting of seven books or parts as a 
unified product of a single author and they divide the 
book into earlier part .and the later parts. It is the terse 
style of the earlier part of the work and the developed 
literary skill of later parts that formed the basis for 
their division. 

M. Winternitz12 thinks "Only a small portion of 
the introductory book and book III are old and genu
ine. Even in book ill some later additions have crept 
in. By far the largest portion of the book, more than 
five sixths has been added in Ceyl<>n (Sri Lanka)." 

As alreaqy stated theMilindapanha has been trans-
1ated into Chinese13 and two Chinese translations are 
extant. In the Chinese Buddhist literature it is known 
as "the book of bhikshu Niigasena $utra ". The ab- \.--
sence of the books IV-VII in the Chinese translation 1 
possibiy confrrms the opinion that t..lJ.e original had only 
three chapters. 

It is also seen even in the context of the contents, 
there is a marked difference between the earlier part 
and the parts identified as the later parts. lbough the 
earlier part takes up _the dilemmas pertaining to the 
theory of anatta, kamma, whether the person who is 

12 .  Winternitz M. History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, (Motilal Banarsidass), Delhi 1993, p. 1 7 1 ,  
1 3 .  Nanjio B.  Catalogue of the chinese Translatioli.S of the Buddhist Tipi,taka, Oxford 1 883, Entry No. 1358. Apparen�y .there 

are more than one Chinese translations. Rhys Davids speaks of two, one long and one short (ERE, VIII, p. 632). ·S chrader 
F. 0. (who translated Milindapaiilza into German to be completed By Nyanatiloka) p. 1 1 9  is of the view that there is only 
one Chinese translation. According to Rhys Davids (ERE. VIIt 682) the original Indian work which formed the basis for 
the Chinese translation had seven books. But the translator droped the last tbree books (dealing with "Arahanth" concept) 
because-be had no interest in Arahant concept. Rhys Davids also refers to a Tibetan translation.( ibid) yet to be-examined. 
Rhys Davids (ibid) further admits that the puzzle with regard to Mz1indapafiha is yet to be settled. 
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reborn is the same or different from the person who 
died, later parts takes up petty matters such as the pur
pose of venerating relics of the Buddha, why Buddha 
admitted Devadatta to the sasaruz etc. 

As regards the contents of book II, Wintemitz14 
observes: "If in some of his earlier births of which 
jatakas speak, Bodhisatta had mistakes and vices, then, 
the author of book V of the Milindapafiha endeavors 
to purify him by washing it off, because for him the 
Bodhisatta is quite identical with the perfect Buddha. 

On his opinion that the original Milindapafiha had 
only three chapters. Wintemitz further states: "the end ) of the third book constitutes also a good conclusion to 
the work which everyone would consider to be com)-- plete if books IV-VII did not follow". 1 5  

There exists a mystery or a puzzle as regards the 
sources quoted by the author of the Milindapaii!w. He 
draws -on innumerable canonical sour-ces for iUustra
tion of points. He often identifies the source by its 
name i.e., names of suttas, names ofthe canonical work 
etc. But there are a large number of quotations where 
he has not divulged the source which Homer calls "si
lent" references. However Rhys Davids and also 
Homer16 have been succes_sful in tracing the sources 
which the author of the Milindapaiiha has not given. 
Out of 3 1 6  entries that fall into the category of the 

. 'silent' references Rhys Davids is successful in trac- . 
ing the source except for 88 which he has left out as 

) 'untraced' . Homer has gone further and was success
ful in tracing the source of some of the quotations left �. J out by Rhys Davids as untraced. According to her \ (Miss Homer) approximately sixty references still re-�ain to be traced. · 

The puzzle is further aggravated with regar-d to · 

some verses attributed to a number of well :known 
theras such as S ariputta, Moggalliina the Great, 
Anuruddha, Upali, R-almla Vang1sa, Cullapanthaka, 
Mogharaja, Upasena and Vangantaputta. The sources 
of these verses Iemain untraced and are named 'Extra 
Canonical Thera verses' by Mrs. Rhys D.avids. 17 Here, 
too, Homer18 has traced a couple of r-eferences out -of 
34 verses which Mrs. Rhys Davids has not been sue-

14. Wintetnitz op. cit. Vol. II, p. 172. 
15. Op. cit. · 

cessful -in tracing the source, Homer has obsenied th.at 
a couple of those verses are attributed to some other 
persons elsewhere i.e. to the Buddha, and one or two 
verses in :the Milindapafiha attribution ha5 been con
firmed. In addition to 'extra canonical thera verses' 
some verses of extra canonical lay-women followers 
are also noted namely Cula Subhadda. 

As regards the inability to trace the sources of some 
of the quotations in the existing Pali canon, Homer 
offers several possibilities {1)  whether there was more 
Pali canonical literature than has come down to us; 
(II) whether we are tracing them in the wrong cannon 
(i.e. those quotations might have been taken from the 
Sarvastivada canon); (III) whether there was, from 
early days, a "stock, a common fund of verses" float
ing.about from which the author or a compiler drew 
for his use as the occasion seemed to him to demand; 
(IV) whether the compiler himself coined the verses 
and attributed them to well known theras (For a detail 
discussion pl. refer to translator's introduction to 
Milinda 's questions, Vol. I. Homer I. B .  PTS .. London 
1963. p. X. ff). 

However Rhys Davids has observed som� weak
nesses in the logic ofthe Milindapanh'a. "The favour
ite method is to invent an analogy to explain some 
position and takes for granted the analogy, proves the 
position taken to be true and quite often when the right 
answer to a dilemma would be a simple matter of his
torical criticism, the answer given s avours casuistry 
or is a mere play on· the ambiguity of words. Then the 
author though he naturally avoids the blunders so of
ten repeated in European books against Buddhism -
that 'Nirvana' eg. is a state to be reached by a "soul" 
after it has left the body or a state not attainable except 
by 'a .priest' or 'a monk' - does not stand on the an· 
cient path". 19 

"Miiindapaiiha has a marked style of its own. ItS 
language is most elegant -and studied against the back
ground of ancient Indian prose. It is simply a master
piece of writing. The charm ofthe style is captivating 
and there are passages that-are eloquent in their mean· 

16. Rhys Davids, Questions of Milinila, Introduction _Yo!. I and Homer I. B. Milinda's Questions Vol. ll-Introduction. 

17. Rhys Davids Mrs. C. A. F. "Psalms of Brethren ", p. 424. 
1 8. Homer I .  B.  op. cit. Introduction XIII f. 
19.  Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. VIII (Article on Milinda by Rhys Davids) p. 631 .: 
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ing and gesture. The perorations with which the long 
discussions are often closed are supreme inventions 
by our author. Its style and -diction bear a-close resem
blance to and are some what matured than those of the 
famous 'Hastigumpa • inscription (of Kharavela) which 
is assigned by Dr. R. M. Barua to the second quarter 
of the first century A. C." observes B. C. Law. 20 

"The Milindapaiiha is a comprehensive exposition 
not only of Buddhist metaphysics,. but also of Bud
dhist ethics and psychology. As such it is indispensa
ble for the student of Buddhism. Apart from -its im
portance as a Buddhist text the Milindapaiiha is, also, 
to be valQed as a his-torical document and a literary 
achievement of great eminence. The Milindppaiiha 
provided an unsurpassed testimony to Indian Prose 
literature of  the firsi .century A.C .  In short the 
Milindapafiha occupies a unique position in Indian lit
erature. · whether looked at . from the point of view of 
metaphysics or literature or history or knowledge of 
ge6gtaphy. It is an indispensable fact'that, in'post ca
nonical literature no other treatise on Buddhism equals 
Milindapaiiha. '02 1 

The Pali Text Society has publi shed the 
Milindapaiiha in two volumes edited by V. Trenckner 
in 1880. Two English translations are also available 
one by Rhys Davids . under the title Questions of 
Milinda in two :volumes (SBE. in 1890 and 1 894) and 
another by I. B. Homer under the.title Milinda s Ques
tions in two volumes- (SBB. publishe4 by thePTS. 1963 
and 1 964).' In �ddition there are two German transla� 
tions (Parts by F. D .. Schrader l905; and completed by 
Nyanatiloka 191 9) and aFrench translation Book l-UI 
by L. Finot 1923. There is a Sinhala translation by 
Hinatikumbur� Suinangala urider . the title 
'Saddharmiidasaya' written in the retgn of King Kirtln 
Sri �ajasinghe" ( 1747-82 A C.) during the Karidy pe- . 
riod. A _tika or a sub commentary22 ha$ been Written 
on the Milindapafiha called. the Milindaflka .(.q..-v) or 
Madhurattkappakilsini acquired in Siam (Thailand) in 
1922-24. According to the colophon it was written by 
Tipi.taka Cii1abhayatthera . . Padnianab S. Jain23 who 
cilited the .tikii for PTS. doUbts its reported Sri Lankan 
origin and suggests that it may have been written m 
modem 'Cheing Mai' in Thailand in the year 1'328 A. 
C. by a monlc belonging to .the Sihala Sangha frater-
nity in Cheing _Mai,'Thailand. 

· 

20. Law B. C. History of Pali Literature Vol. II p. 355-56. 

As regards the merits of the .likil the Editor is of 
opinion that "although the Milindapafiha abounds in 
difficult terms and abstruse doctrinal points meriting 
a scholarly exposition, our author has chosen only a 
small number of words for comment and leaves un
touched several points of interest. 
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MILINDA-':fiKA (var. Madhuratthappakiisinl) an 
exegetical work on the Milindapaiiha. It is called a 
.likii 'sub-commentary' though no a.�thakatha of the 
Milirida is known to have been written. 

The palm-leaf manuscript of this text has been re
covered by Prof. P. Tuxen during his stay in Thaiiand 
in the years 1922-24 A. C. It was subsequently edited 
by Padmariabh S. Jaini in 1 961 ,  for the Pali Text Soci
ety, London. 

TI1e author of the Mllinda-.likii., as given in its colo
phon, was a monk named Mahatipi_taka Culabhaya, a 
resident of the Mahavihara at Anuradhapura, (cf. 
Milinda-fikii (PTS), pp. 7 lf). It is, however, strange . 

. 
(ika s such as the Abhidhii.nappaclipikii , 
Vinayavinicchaya-,likii, Ahgu.ttara�.fikii, Jina(anklltla

.tlkii and Khuddasikkhii-.fikii. some of which are stiU 
unpublished. 

· 

)- that there is no mention of this work in the chronicles 
I of Sri Lanka, norin any catalogue of manuscripts. Ja.ini 

It is, however, noted that this work is oflittle value 
as an exegetical exposition. Not withstanding the fact 
that the Milindapaiiha is replete with problematic terms 
and abstruse doctrinal points demanding a scholarly 
examination, the author of the ,likii has chosen oruy a 
few of them-thus leaving out several points of inter
est. It is further observed that, of the 17 5 paiilias (91 
in the Milindapaiiha and 84 in the Mer:cfaka-paiiha) 
referred to by Cfi.labhaya thera,_ only 1 1{) are briefly 
touehed upon. the remaining 65 panhas being merely 
mentioned 

The second part called Jatakuddharar:a11,1 c6vers 
nearly three-fourths of the who1e fika.2 This section is 
apparently a commentary on those portions of the 
Milindapafiha., which are directly or indirectly related 
to the appropriate Jiitaka. Here, the author is obvi
ously not content with merely tracing the verses and. 
the Jatakas fotind in the Milindapafiha to their origi
nal source, but reproduces all the twenty-four .Tatakas 
together with . their stories of the present 
paccuppannavatthu arid the past-story nidimakatha. 
The Ja.takas quoted in this section seem t-o have been 
based on a Burmese recension. 

denies the author's claim that he was a Sinhalese monk. 
In his opinion this work was compiled in Chieng-mai 
i n  Thail and by a monk who belonged · 

to the Siihal . h h (I) ( • 
• • ') . . asang a t  ere. . op. czt, p. Xlll • . 

Due to the obscurity of facts give� therein, it iS 
difficult to ascertain the date of this. work. Neverthe
less, �t is evident that it was not written earlier than the 
be�ng (or perhaps the D:riddle) of the J3th century 
A. C., for a good number oftexts referred to in it were 
written during the latter part of the. 12ih century. Jaini 
interprets the date as the 835th year of the Sakarii
javassa and infers that the year 1474 A. C., could be 
the most plausible date. 

The manuscript of the fikii consists of 1 88 
leaves written in legible Cambodian script. The ex
egesis i s  divided i n to four sections namely, 
P akil! f!akatthavivara'! a'IJ , Jii takuddha ra'! anJ , 
Ganthasarupan,1 and Sa11,1khyasarupa11,1. 

The Pakir:r:akatthavivarar:am, which begins on a 
promising note, is the only part that can be properly 
termed a,iikii on the text. In this section, it is described 
at length, the traditional sixfold ways of elucidating 
the meaning of a word. This is followed by the fikc 
proper, which is purported to expound enigmatic 
words, phrases, etc. found in the Milindapaiir.a . In 
that process Ciilabhaya thera in support of his read
ings, profusely quotes several other works including 

Yet another note w orthy feature in the 
Jakakuddhara!J.af1,1 is the corrections effected by the 
author in some of those Ja.takas as they are given in 
the Milindapaiiha. H aving spotted those errors 
CUlabhaya thera further accounts for them by saying 
that the king Milinda had heard those stories from oth
ers. It must be said that he was the first to note those 
errors and to correct them (for details see, op. cit, p. x.). 

Ganthasarupa11,1 or the third section of the ,tikii ap
pears to be an appendix to the Milindapaiiha. "Only a 
few of these verses are traced to their original sources. 
Nevertheless, this collection of the quotations is of 
considerable v alue in determining the relation of our 
extant .M ilindapaiiha to- the versk>n on which this ,tzkii 
was based" (op. cit. pp. x-xi). It is, moreover. obserVed 
that the numbers given in this section do not tally with
those given in the Milindapaiiha. 

I .  It may renoted in passing that when it is in favour of his argument Jaini, even provisionally, accep� 
Milinda-fikii was originally Written in Sri Lanka and that it was· written in Sinhalese cbaracters,(cf . .. 

2. The printed text does not reproduce the Jataka stories but merely makes reference to . : . 
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The final section of the sub-commentary is called 
. the Stl!l)khyasa-rupanj which can also be reckoned as 
· a sort of appendix to the principal work following the 

pattern of the Sahgitisuttanta of the Digha Nikilya. 
Se-veral miscellaneous i tems occurring in 'the 
Milindapafiha are collected here and presented in as
cending numerical order. A remarkable feature of the 
work is the unusually long colophon in prose and verse. 
The prose passage is directly borrowed from the 
Atthasiilin"i. 

C. S. Ranasinghe 

MINAYEFF, J, P., a versatile· Russian Buddhist 
. Scholar of the 19th centufy · who was domiciled in 
Rangoon, Burma. He spent many years to master 
Buddhist literature written in Pali and Buddhist San
skrit and edited and published several texts written in 
those languages which were not brought to light up to 
that time. · He_ also trimslated some of those texts into 
Rl1Ssian and English. Some of the Pali and Buddhist 

. Sanskritt�xts edited by liini were published in the pres
tigious jourrial of the �ali Text Society · of England 
(JPTS) _ They are: 

1 .  ·cha-kesiulhatu-viuQs.a (The Chronicle o f  the 
_ SiX Hair Relics) published in the JPTS� of 
1885· · · · ' ' '  ' 

, 

2. Gandhavan:sa (The Chronicle of Buddhist 
Texts) published in the JPTS. of 1886; 

' · . 

3. Sima-Viviida-Vznicchaya-Kathil (The story of 
the judgment regarding the controversy of 
bouridaries) published in the JPTS. of 1 887; 

4. Kathilvatthu-PakaralJCl-AJJhakatJW. (The com
�entary to the treatise Kathiivatthu) published 
in the JPTS. 1 889; 

5. Priitimo!qasutra (tJ:anslated into R�ssian) pub
lished in the JPTS. of 1 874; 

6. A Grammar of the Pali Language (written in 
French and subsequently translated into Eng
irsh) published in the JPTS. of 1 884; 

7. Petavatthu, published in the JPTS. of 1 889; 

8. AniigatavaJ1}sa, published in the JPTS. of 1886; 

9. Sandesakathil, published in the JPTS. of 1885 ; . .( 
10. Mahiivyutpatti, published in Volume 1 3  of ' 

Bibliotheca Buddhica (Leningrad}. 

In addition to the above mentioned works he is 
accredited to have edited or translated several Bud
dhist Sanskrit works which have been published in 
other prestigious journals of his day. 

Maf2el Bode in her Pali Literature ef Burma, in
troduction p- 10 says: " . . . .  and we ought also to profit 
by the hiborirs of brilliant and far-seeing s cholar 
Minayeff to whom·we owe the discovery and publica
tion (to mention only one work) Gandhavamsa-Book ' 0 
history written in Burma, a short but interesting ac-
count of the earlier Pali literature of Ceylon and 
Burma". 

W. G. Weeraratne , 

.,... 

The End of Volume VI 




